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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES

OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER

129 PLEASANT STREET, CONCORD, NH 03301-3857

Jeffrey A. Meyers 603-271-9389 1-800-852-3345 Ext. 9389
Commissioner Fax:603-271-4332 TOD Access: 1-800-735-2964 www.dhhs.nh.gov

Henry D. LIpman
Director

April 1, 2019

His Excellency, Governor Christopher T. Sununu
and the Honorable Council

State House

Concord, NH 03301

REQUESTED ACTION

Authorize the Department of Health and Human Services Office, to amend three (3) Agreements with
AmeriHealth Caritas New Hampshire Inc., 200 Steven Drive, Philadelphia, PA 19113, Boston Medical Center
Health Plan Inc., Schraffts City Center, 529 Main Street, Suite 500, Charlestown, MA 02129, and Granite State
Health Plan Inc., 2 Executive Park Drive, Bedford NH, 03110, by changing the program start date from July 1,
2019 to September 1, 2019 to accommodate sufficient time for readiness activities needed to effectuate a
well-executed implementation of health care services to eligible and enrolled Medicaid participants through
New Hampshire's Medicaid managed care program known as New Hampshire Medicaid Care Management,
and by decreasing the price limitation'by $126,335,836 from $924,150,000 to an amount not to exceed
$797,814,164 in State Fiscal Year 2020, for period September 1, 2019 through June 30, 2020, effective upon
Governor and Executive Council approval, with a change to the completion date of August 31 2024, from June
30, 2024. The original Agreements were approved by Governor and Executive Council approval on March 27,
2019, Tabled Late Item A (Tabled by Governor and Executive Council on February 20, 2019).

Funds for Granite Advantage Health Program are 93% Federal and 7% Other for calendar year 2019
and 90% Federal and 10% Other for calendar year 2020 (as defined in RSA 126-AA;3, I); funds for the Child
Health Insurance Program are 78.8% Federal and 21.2% General funds; and funds for the standard Medicaid
population funding under the Medicaid Care Management account are 51% Federal, 24.3% General and
24.7% Other funds.

Funds are anticipated to be available in the following account(s) for State Fiscal Years (SFY) 2020
through 2025 upon the availability and continued appropriation of funds in the future operating budgets. The
Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) requires that managed care rate certifications must be
done on no more than a twelve-month rating period demonstrating actuarial soundness thereby necessitating
annual rate reviews in order to determine amounts each state fiscal year and corresponding contract
amendments. Rates will be updated annually and as necessary for changes in the program enacted by the
legislature. A description of how this contract aligns with the state budget process is included in the
explanation below. For these reasons, expenditures for the program are identified only for SFY 2020.
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05-95-47-470010-2358 HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES, HEALTH AND HUMAN SVCS DEPT, HHS:

OFC MEDICAID SERVICES, GRANITE ADVANTAGE HEALTH PROGRAM TRUST FUND

State

Fiscal

Year

Class /

Account
Class Title Total Amount

Increase /

(Decrease)
Total Amount

SPY 2020 ' 101-500729
Medical Payments to

Providers $360,150,000 ($60,684,019) $299,465,981

SPY 2021 101-500729

Medical Payments to
Providers TBD TBD

SPY 2022 101-500729

Medical Payments to
Providers TBD TBD

SPY 2023 101-500729

Medical Payments to

Providers TBD TBD

SPY 2024 101-500729

Medical Payments to
Providers TBD TBD

SPY 2025 101-500729

Medical Payments to
Providers TBD TBD

Sub-Total $360,150,000 ($60,684,019) $299,465,981

05-95-47-470010-7051 HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVI

OFC MEDICAID SERVICES,CHILD HEALTH INSURA

CES, HEALTH AND HUMAN SVCS DEPT, HHS:
NCE PROGRAM

State

Fiscal

Year

Class/

Account
Class Title . Total Amount

Increase /

(Decrease)
Total Amount

SPY 2020 101-500729

Medical Payments to
Providers $59,700,000 ($4,881,700) $54,818,300

SPY 2021 101-500729

Medical Payments to
Providers TBD TBD

SPY 2022 101-500729

Medical Payments to
Providers TBD TBD

SPY 2023 101-500729

Medical Payments to
Providers TBD TBD

SPY 2024 101-500729

Medical Payments to
Providers TBD TBD

SPY 2025 101-500729

Medical Payments to
Providers TBD

1 TBD

Sub-Total $59,700,000 ($4,881,700) $54,818,300
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05-95-47-470010-7948 HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES, HEALTH AND HUMAN SVCS DEPT. HHS:

OFC MEDICAID SERVICES, MEDICAID CARE MANAGEMENT

State

Fiscal

Year

Class/

Account
Class Title

Total

Amount

Increase /

(Decrease)
Total Amount

SPY 2020 101-500729

Medical Payments to
Providers $504,300,000 ($60,770,117) $443,529,883

SPY 2021 101-500729

Medical Payments to
Providers TBD TBD

SPY 2022 101-500729

Medical Payments to
Providers TBD TBD

SPY 2023 101-500729

Medical Payments to
Providers TBD TBD

SPY 2024 101-500729

Medical Payments to
Providers TBD TBD

SPY 2025 101-500729

Medical Payments to
Providers TBD TBD

Sub-Total $504,300,000 ($60,770,117) $443,529,883

Grand Total
\

$924,150,000 ($126,335,836) $797,814,164

EXPLANATION

The purpose of this request is to amend the three (3) Medicaid Care Management (MOM) capitated,
and risk-based Agreements by changing the program start date from July 1, 2019 to September 1, 2019. The
amendment is necessary to provide a sufficient readiness ramp up period for the Department and the
Contractors known as the Managed Care Organizations (MCOs) so the health care services to 180,000
eligible and enrolled Medicaid participants through New Hampshire's Medicaid managed care program known
as New Hampshire Medicaid Care Management, are implemented smoothly, and by decreasing the price
limitation by ($126,335,836) from $924,150,000 to an amount not to exceed $797,814,164 in State Fiscal Year
2020, September 2019-June 2020.

The proposed change in program start date, to a later date, was necessary to provide Governor and
Executive Council sufficient time to review the new contracts, hold two Informational hearings, and to allow the
Department and the MCOs the needed time for readiness to occur for the new Agreements. These three (3)
MCOs will serve approximately 180,000 members including pregnant women, children, parents/caretakers,
non-elderly, non-disabled adults under the age of 65, and individuals who are aged, blind or disabled, among
others, as described in the Medicaid Care Management (MCM) contracts. The MCOs will cover the acute care,
behavioral health", and pharmacy services for all Members and work with the Department to address the
crucial social determinants of health in accordance with the attached MCM contracts.

The MCOs will provide a person-centered. Integrated, and comprehensive delivery system that offers a
very substantial array of accessible Medicaid services, taking into account each Member's physical well-being,
behavioral health (mental health and substance use disorders), and social circumstances. The Department will
challenge its MCO partners to work responsively with the provider community and MCM Members to improve
access to care and promote healthy behaviors. New Hampshire's MCM program will incentivize value over
volurne, enhance prograrh efficiency, and hold MCOs accountable for demonstrable improvements in health
outcomes.
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Table One represents a ten-month year capitation rate for the Standard Medicaid and the NH
Granite Advantage Health Care Program for the period September 2019 through June 2020 with a
comparison to the SPY 2020 rates in the February 15, 2019 signed contracts approved by the
Governor and Executive Council of March 27, 2019 {Tabled, 2/20/2019 Late item #A). This allows
alignment with State of New Hampshire fiscal year through SPY 2024. The change to the completion
date of August 31 2024 is requested to allow for the full 60-month contract that was specified in the
request for proposals.

Table 1

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medicaid Care Management Program

Comparison of SPY 2020 to September 2019 to June 2020 Capitation Rates

Based on Projected Enrollment by Rate Cell

Population
SFY 2020 Capitation

Rates

September 2019 to June 2020
Capitation Rates

Percentage
Change

Standard Medicaid

Base Population $315.15 $316.28 0.4%

CHIP* 196.71 197.36 0.3%

Behavioral Health

Population 1,386.51 1,387.60 0.1%

Total Standard

Medicaid $389.03 $390.19 0.3%

Granite Advantage Health Care Program

Medically Frail $1,025.07 $1,028.86 0.4%

Non-Medically Frail ■482.80 486.09 -  0.7%

Total GAHCP $586.30 $590.15 0.7%

Total $444.28 $446.21 0.4%
*The CHIP capitation rate is an average of the speciric rate celis in which CHIP members are enrolled. We do not develop a
CHIP specific capitation rate.

Area served: Statewide. Source of Funds: Funds for Granite Advantage Health Program are
93% Federal as appropriated by Congress and 7% Other for calendar year 2019 and 90% Federal and
10% Other for calendar year 2020 (as defined in RSA 126-AA:3, I): funds for the Child Health
Insurance Program are 78.8% Federal as appropriated by Congress and 21.2% General funds; and
funds for the standard Medicaid population funding under the Medicaid Care Management account are
51% Federal as appropriated by Congress, 24.3% General and 24.7% Other funds.

In the event that Federal funds become no longer available or are decreased below the 93%
level for calendar year 2019 or 90% level for calendar year 2020, for the Granite Advantage Health
Program, consistent vyith RSA 126-AA:3, no state general funds shall be deposited into the fund and
medical services for this population would end consistent with RSA 126-AA:3,VI and the terms and
conditions of the federal waiver issued by the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services.

espectfully submitted.

Frey A. Meyers
Commissioner

The Department of Health and Human Services' Mission is to Join communities and families
in providing opportunities for citizens to achieve health and independence.



STATE OF HAMPSHIRE
DEPARTMENT OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

27 Hazen Dr., Concord, NH 03301

Fax: 603-271-1516 TDD Access: 1-800-735-2964

www.nh.gov / doit

Denis Goulet

Commissioner

April 2, 2019

Jeffrey A. Meyers, Commissioner
Department of Health and Human Services
State of New Hampshire
129 Pleasant Street

Concord, NH 03301

Dear Commissioner Meyers:

This letter represents formal notification that the Department of Information Technology (DolT)
has approved your agency's request to amend the three (3) Agreements with AmeriHealth Caritas New
Hampshire Inc., Philadelphia, PA, Boston Medical Center Health Plan Inc., Charlestown, MA, and
Granite State Health Plan Inc., Bedford, NH, as described below and referenced as DoIT No. 2019-005A.

The purpose of this amendment it to decrease the price limitation and to extend the current
contract of the'three agreements with the vendors listed above to provide health care services to
eligible and enrolled Medicaid participants through New Hampshire's Medicaid managed care
program known as New Hampshire Medicaid Care Management.

The amount shared by all vendors will decrease the price limitation by $126,335,836, from
$924,150,000 to $797,814,164. This amendment will extend the completion date from June 30,
2024 to August 31, 2024, effective upon Governor and Executive Council.

A copy of this letter should accompany t
submission to the Governor and Executive Council for

DG/ik/ck

DoIT #2019-005A

cc: Bruce Smith, IT Manager, DoIT

le Department of Health and Human Services'
approval.

Sincerely,

A.a^

Jenis Goulet

"Innovative Technologies Today for Nevi/ Hampshire's Tomorrow"



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medicaid Care Management Services

State of New Hampshire
Department of Health and Human Services

Amendment #1 to the Medicaid Care Management Services Contract

This 1®* Amendment to the Medicaid Care Management Services contract (hereinafter referred
to as "Amendment #1") is by and between the State of New Hampshire, Department of Health
and Human Services (hereinafter referred to as the "State" or "Department") and AmeriHealth
Caritas New Hampshire, Inc.. (hereinafter referred to as "the Contractor"), a corporation with a
place of business at 200 Stevens Drive, Philadelphia. PA, 19113, (hereinafter jointly referred to
as the "Parties").

WHEREAS, pursuant to an agreement (the "Contract") dated February 15. 2019, the Contractor
agreed to perform certain services based upon the terms and conditions specified in the Contract
as amended and in consideration of certain sums specified; and

WHEREAS, the State and the Contractor have agreed to make changes to the scope of work,
payment schedules and terms and conditions of the contract; and

WHEREAS, pursuant to Form P-37, General Provisions, Paragraph 18, the State may modify
the scope of work and the payment schedule of the contract upon written agreement of the
parties and approval from the Governor and Executive Council; and

WHEREAS, the parties agree to decrease the price limitation, and modify the program start date.

NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing and the mutual covenants and conditions
contained in the Contract and set forth herein, the parties hereto agree to amend as follows:

1. Form P-37, General Provisions. Block 1.7, Completion Date, to read August 31, 2024.

2. Form P-37. General Provisions, Block 1.8, Price Limitation, to decrease the Price
Limitation by $126,335,836 from $924,150,000 to $797,814,164.

3. Delete in its entirety Exhibit A. Section 1.2.2 and replace with:

1.2.2 The Program Start Date shall begin September 1, 2019. and the Agreement
term shall continue through August 31, 2024.

4. Delete in its entirety Exhibit A. Section 1.2.5 and replace with:

1.2.5 If DHHS determines that any MCO will not be ready to begin providing
services on the MCM Program Start Date, September 1, 2019, at its sole
discretion, DHHS may withhold enrollment and require corrective action or
terminate the Agreement without further recourse to the MCO.

5. Delete in its entirety Exhibit A. Section 4.10.6.2 and replace with:

4.10.6.2 Care Management for high-risk/high-need Members shall be conducted
for at least 15 percent (15%) of the total Members by March 1, 2020 or the MCO
shall provide to DHHS documentation of how fewer Members were determined not
to meet the MCO's Risk Stratification Criteria for being high-risk/high-need
members in need of Care Management.

AmeriHealth Caritas New Hampshire, Inc.
RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-01 Amendment#! • Contractor Initiais:/^^

Page i of 4 Date:^^



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medicaid Care Management Services

6. Delete in its entirety Exhibit A, Section 4.11.5.2.2.1 and replace with:

4.11.5.2.2.1. For the purposes of this paragraph, Agreement execution means that
the Agreement has been signed by the MCO and the State, and approved by all
required State authorities and is generally expected to occur in f^arch 2019.

7. Delete in its entirety Exhibit A, Section 6.2.25.1 and replace with:

6.2.25.1 For the period beginning September 1, 2019, two (2) newborn kick
payments shall be employed, one (1) for newborns with NAS and one (1) for all
other newborns.

8. Delete in its entirety Exhibit A, Section 6.2.28 and replace with:

6.2.28 Beginning September 1, 2019. after the completion of each Agreement
year, an actuarially sound withhold percentage of each MCO's risk adjusted
capitation payment net of directed payments to the MCO shall be calculated as
having been withheld by DHHS. On the basis of the MCO's performance, as
determined under DHHS's MCM Withhold and Incentive Guidance, unearned
withhold in full or in part is subject to recoupment by DHHS to be used to finance
an MCO incentive pool.

9. Delete in its entirety Exhibit B Method and Conditions, Precedent to Payment, and replace
with Exhibit B, Method and Conditions Precedent to Payment Amendment #1.

10. Delete in its entirety Exhibit C-1, and replace with Exhibit C-1 Amendment #1.

11. Exhibit O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements remains in effect with dates
adjusted by the Department to reflect a September 1, 2019 program start date.

12. AH terms and conditions of the Agreement not inconsistent with this Amendment #1
remain in full force and effect.

AmeriHealth Caritas New Hampshire, Inc.
RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-01 Amendment#! Conlractor lnitiais:<<^

Page 2 of 4 Date:SS



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medicaid Care Management Services

This amendment shall be effective upon the date of Governor and Executive Council approval.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have set their hands as of the date written below,

State of New Hampshire
Depai^ent of Health and Human Services

Date

/Ay
Na^b: Jeffrey A. f^^eyers
Title: Commissioner

AmeriHealth Caritas New Hampshire, Inc.

Date Name: Russell R. Gianforcaro
Title: President

Acknowledgement of Contractor's signature:

State of^ IufkuiaCounty of
•  • I II.. ^ ̂  A A

.  on Hmh before the
undersigned off^c?r, pe^onally appeared the person identified directly above, or satisfactorily
proven to be the person whose name is signed above, and acknowledged that s/he executed
this document in the capacity indicated above.

. o(
Signature of Wotary Public or Justice <Signature of wotary o

fj jdtJAJG 'Sj/xy/f
Name and Title of Notary or JlJu

f the Peace

My Commission Expires

stice of the Peace

Commonwealth of Pennaytvanla - Notary Sa^
Altyne Bowe, Notary Public

Delaware County

My contmlsslon expires December 30,2022
Commission number 1250641

Member. Pennsvivania AMOolatton of Notarial

AmeriHealth Caritas New Hampshire, Inc.
RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-01 Amendment

Page 3 of 4
Contractor Initials:

Date:



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medlcald Care Management Services

The preceding Amendment, having been reviewed by this office, is approved as to form,
substance, and execution.

OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

ihlll (\yfayKXO uIaJu—
Date Name: v

Title:

I hereby certify that the foregoing Amendment was approved by the Governor and Executive
Council of the State of New Hampshire at the Meeting on: (date of meeting)

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE

Date Name:

Title:

AmeriHeatth Caritas New Hampshire. Inc.
RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-01 Amendment #1 Contractor Initials

Page 4 of 4 Da\el^J9



New Hampshire Medicaid Care Management Contract
Medicald Care Management Services

Exhibit B Method and Conditions Precedent to Payment Amendment #1

1. Capitation Payments/Rates
This Agreement is reimbursed on a per member per month capitation rate for the Agreement term,
subject to all conditions contained within Exhibit A. Accordingly, no maximum or minimum product
volume is guaranteed. Any quantities set forth in this contract are estimates only. The Contractor
agrees to serve all members in each category of eligibility who enroll with this Contractor for
covered services. Capitation payment rates are as follows:

September 1, 2019 - June 30, 2020

Medicaid Care Management

Base Population Capitation Rate

Low Income Children and Adults - Age 0-11 Months $242.17

Low Income Children and Adults - Age 1 -18 Years 155.86

Low Income Children and Adults - Age 19+ Years 499.82

Foster Care / Adoption 367.87

Severely Disabled Children 1,267.55

Elderly and Disabled Adults 19-64 1,218.12

Elderly and Disabled Adults 65+ 1,070.26

Dual Eligibies 268.76

Newborn Kick Payment 3,314.13

Maternity Kick Payment 2,964.71

Neonatal Abstinence Syndrome Kick Payment 9,946.38

Behavioral Health Population Rate Ceils

Severe / Persistent Mental Illness - Medicaid Only 2,517.77

Severe / Persistent Mental Illness - Dual Eligibies 1,812.48

Severe Mental Illness - Medicaid Only 1,840.58

Severe Mental Illness - Dual Eligibies 1,221.38

Low Utilizer - Medicaid Only 1,755.53

Low Utilizer ~ Dual Eligibies 756.33

Serious Emotionally Disturbed Child 982.85

Medicaid Expansion Population - Granite Advantage
Health Care

Medically Frail $1,028.86

Non Medically Frail 486.09

AmerlHealth Caritas New Hampshire, Inc. Contractor Initials:
RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-01 Date:

Page l of 3



New Hampshire Medicaid Care Management Contract
Medicald Care Management Services

Exhibit B Method and Conditions Precedent to Payment Amendment #1

For each of the subsequent years of the Agreement, actuarially sound per Member, per
month capitated rates shall be paid as calculated and certified by DHHS's actuary, subject
to approval by CMS and Governor and Executive Council.

Any rate adjustments shall be subject to the availability of State appropriations.

2. Price Limitation

This Agreement is one of multiple contracts that will serve the New Hampshire Medicaid
Care Management Program. The estimated member months, for State Fiscal Year 2020,
September 1, 2019 - June 30, 2020, to be served among all contracts is 1,762,330.
Accordingly, the price limitation for SFY 2020, September 1. 2019 - June 30, 2020,
among all contracts is $797,814,164 based on the projected members per month. The
price limitation for subsequent years within the Term will be provided following calculation
of rates for each subsequent year.

3. Health Insurance Providers Fee
Section 9010 of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act Pub. L. No. 111-148 (124
Stat. 119 (2010)), as amended by Section 10905 of PPACA, and as further amended by
Section 1406 of the Health Care and Education Reconciliation Act of 2010, Pub. L. No.
111-152 (124 Stat. 1029 (2010)) imposes an annual fee on health insurance providers
beginning in 2014 ("Annual Fee"). Contractor is responsible for a percentage of the
Annual Fee for all health insurance providers as determined by the ratio of Contractor's
net written premiums for the preceding year compared to the total net written premiums
of all entities subject to the Annual Fee for the same year.

The State shall reimburse the Contractor for the amount of the Annual Fee specifically
allocable to the premiums paid during this Contract Term for each calendar year or part
thereof, including an adjustment for the full impact of the non-deductibility of the Annual
Fee for Federal and state tax purposes, including income and excise taxes ("Contractor's
Adjusted Fee"). The Contractor's Adjusted Fee shall be determined based on the final
notification of the Annual Fee amount Contractor or Contractor's parent receives from the
United States Internal Revenue Service. The State will provide reimbursement within 30
days following its review and acceptance of the Contractor's Adjusted Fee.

To claim reimbursement for the Contractor's Adjusted Fee the Contractor must submit a
certified copy of its full Annual Fee assessment within 60 days of receipt, together with
the allocation of the Annual Fee attributable specifically to its premiums under this
Contract. The Contractor must also submit the calculated adjustment for the impact of
non-deductibility of the Annual Fee attributable specifically to its premiums under this
Contract, and any other data deemed necessary by the State to validate the

AmeriHealth Caritas New Hampshire, Inc. Contractor Initials-
RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-01 Date;.

Page 2 of 3



New Hampshire Medicaid Care Management Contract
Medicatd Care Management Services

Exhibit B Method and Conditions Precedent to Payment Amendment #1

reimbursement amount. These materials shall be submitted under the signatures of
either its Financial Officer or Executive leadership (e.g.. President, Chief Executive Office,
Executive Director), certifying the accuracy, truthfulness and completeness of the data
provided.

Questions regarding payment(s) should be addressed to:
Attn: Medicaid Finance Director

New Hampshire Medicaid Managed Care Program
129 Pleasant Street

Concord, NH 03301

AmeriHealth Caritas New Hampshire. Inc. Contractor Initials-
RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-01 Date:

Page 3 of 3



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Exhibit C-1 Amendment #1

REVISIONS TO GENERAL PROVISIONS

1. Subparagraph 4 of the General Provisions of this contract, Conditional Nature of Agreement, is
replaced as follows;

4. CONDITIONAL NATURE OF AGREEMENT.

Notwithstanding any provision of this Agreement to the contrary, all obligations of the State
hereunder, including without limitation, the continuance of payments, in whole or in part, under
this Agreement are contingent upon continued appropriation or availability of funds, including
any subsequent changes to the appropriation or availability of funds affected by any state or
federal legislative or executive action that reduces, eliminates, or otherwise modifies the
appropriation or availability of funding for this Agreement and the Scope of Services provided
in Exhibit A, Scope of Services, in whole or in part. In no event shall the State be liable for any
payments hereunder in excess of appropriated or available funds. In the event of a reduction,
termination or modification of appropriated or available funds, the State shall have the right to
withhold payment until such funds become available, if ever. The State shall have the right to
reduce, terminate or modify services under this Agreement immediately upon giving the
Contractor notice of such reduction, termination or modification. The State shall not be
required to transfer funds from any other source or account into the Account(s) identified in
block 1.6 of the General Provisions, Account Number, or any other account. In the event funds
are reduced or unavailable.

2. Subparagraph 10 of the General Provisions of this contract, Termination, is amended by adding the
following language;

10.1 The State may terminate the Agreement at any time for any reason, at the sole discretion of
the State, 30 days after giving the Contractor written notice that the State is exercising its
option to terminate the Agreement.

10.2 In the event of early termination, the Contractor shall, within 15 days of notice of early
termination, develop and submit to the State a Transition Plan for services under the
Agreement, including but not limited to, identifying the present and future needs of clients
receiving services under the Agreement and establishes a process to meet those needs.

10.3 The Contractor shall fully cooperate with the State and shall promptly provide detailed
information to support the Transition Plan including, but not limited to, any information or data
requested by the State related to the termination of the Agreement and Transition Plan and
shall provide ongoing communication and revisions of the Transition Plan to the State as
requested.

10.4 In the event that services under the Agreement, including but not limited to clients receiving
services under the Agreement are transitioned to having services delivered by another entity
including contracted providers or the State, the Contractor shall provide a process for
uninterrupted delivery of services In the Transition Plan.

10.5 The Contractor shall establish a method of notifying clients and other affected Individuals
about the transition. The Contractor shall include the proposed communications In its
Transition Plan submitted to the State as described above.

3. Subparagraph 3.1 of the General Provisions of this contract, is amended by adding the following
language;

3.1 Notwithstanding any provision of this Agreement to the contrary, and subject to the approval
of the Governor and Executive Council of the State of New Hampshire, this Agreement, and
all obligations of the parties hereunder, shall become effective on the date the Governor and
Executive Council approve this Agreement as indicated in block 1.18, or the date the
Contractor is licensed as an HMO in the State of New Hampshire, whichever is later
("Effective Date").

Exhibit C-1 Amendment #1

Revisions to General Provisions

Contractor Initials
curt)HHS'ii07i3 Page 1 of2 Date



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Exhibit C>1 Amendment #1

4. Subparagraph 5 of the General Provisions of this contract is amended as follows:

By deleting 5.4 in Its entirety and replacing it as follows:

5.4 Notwithstanding any provision in this Agreement to the contrary, and notwithstanding
unexpected circumstances, in no event shall the total of all payments authorized, or actually
made hereunder for State Fiscal Year 2020, for the period of September 1, 2019 through
June 30, 2020, exceed the Price Limitation set forth in block 1.8.

By adding the following:

5.5 Block 1.8 reflects a price limitation only for State Fiscal Year 2020, for the period of
September 1, 2019 through June 30. 2020. For each of the subsequent years of the
Agreement, DHHS's actuary shall calculate actuarially sound per Member, per month
capitated rates, subject to approval by CMS. Such rates for subsequent years of the
Agreement will be reflected in an amendment to Block 1.8 and subject to approval by
Governor and Executive Council. Any rate adjustments shall be subject to the availability of
State appropriations.

Exhibit C-1 Amendment #1

Revisions to General Provisions

Contractor Initials
cu/OHH&i 10713 Page 2 of 2 Date



State of New Hampshire

Department of State

CERTTFICATE

I, William M. Gardner, Seaetaiy of State of the State ofNew Hampshire, do hereby certify that AMERIHEALTH CARITAS

NEW HAMPSHIRE, INC. is a New Hampshire Profit Corporation registered to transact business in New Hampshire on January

07.2019.1 further certify that all fees .and documents required by the Secret^ of State's office have been received and is in good

standing as far as this office is concerned.

Business ID; 810354

Certificate Number: 0004405755

5^
4*

711

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF,

1 hereto set my hand and cause to be aSixed

.the Seal of the State of New Hampshire,

this 1 ith day of February A.D. 2019.

William M. Gardner

Secretary of State



QuickStart hrtps://quicksiart.SOS.nh.gov/online/BusinessInquire/Businesslnfor.

Business Information

Business Details

AMERIHEALTH CARITAS NEW
Business Name: Business ID: 810354

Business Type: Domestic Profit Corporation Business Status: Good Standing

Business Creation ^
01/07/2019

Date:

Name in State of. ,
Not Available

Incorporation:

Date of Formation in . _
.  .j' n/aJurisdiction:

Principal Office 200 Stevens Drive, Philadelphia,

Address: PA, 19113, USA

Mailing Address: 200 Stevens Drive,

Philadelphia, PA, 19113, USA

Citizenship / State of ̂
Domestic/New Hampshire

Incorporation:

Last Annual
n/a

Report Year:

Next Rep^ ̂ ^
Year:

Duration: Perpetual

Business Email: mbonnes@amerihealthcaritas.com Phone #: 215-937-7389

Notification Email: mbonnes@amerihealthcaritas.com
Fiscal Year End ^

NONE
Date:

Principal Purpose

S.No NAICS Code NAICS Subcode

OTHER / Managed care organization - NAICS

Code 541990
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Principals Information

Name/Title

Robert Tootle E / Incorporator

Pago 1 of 1, records 1 to 1 of I

Business Address

200 Stevens Drive, Philadelphia, PA, 19113, USA

Registered Agent Information

Name; C T Corporation System

Registered Office 9 CAPITOL STREET, Concord, NH, 03301, USA

Address:

Registered Mailing 9 CAPITOL STREET, Concord, NH, 03301, USA

Address:

Trade Name Information

No Trade Nanie{s) associated to this business.

Trade Name Owned By

No Records to View.

Trademark Information

Trademark

Number
Trademark Name Business Address

No records to view.

Mailing Address

Filing History Address History View All Other Addresses Name History Shares

Businesses Linked to Registered Agent Return to Search Back
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CERTIFICATE OF VOTE

I, Robert E. Tootle, do hereby certify that:

1. I am the duly elected Secretary of AmerlHealth Caritas New Hampshire, Inc. {the "Company"]
2. The following are true copies of two resolutions duly adopted at a meeting of the Board of

Directors of the Company duly held on March 25, 2019:

RESOLVED, that the Company Is hereby authorized to execute Amendment
#1 to the Medicaid Care Management Services Contract with the State of New
Hampshire (the "State"), acting through its Department of Health and Human
Services, for the provision of Medicaid Managed Care services.

RESOLVED FURTHER, that the President is hereby authorized on behalf of the
Company to execute said Amendment and to execute any and all documents,
agreements and other instruments, and any amendments, revisions, or modifications
thereto, as he/she may deem necessary, desirable or appropriate.

3. The foregoing resolutions have not been amended or revoked, and remain In full force and
effect as of the2^^ay of . 2019.

4. Russell R. Gianforcaro is the duly elected President of the Company.

Robert E. Tootle

COMMONWE^TH OF PENNSYLVANIA

County of ̂  Ifiii )^2£~
The forgoing instrument was acknowledged before me this S-G day of tifH(Lh , 2019, by
Robert E. Tootle.

Commission Expires:

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania • Notary Seal
AltyneBowe.Notary Public

Delaware County

My commission expires December 30,2022
Commiaalon number125&641

Wembof. Pennsylvania Associatten of Notarlea



A^C^d' CERTIFICATE OF LIABILITY INSURANCE DATE oauootrrro

02/15/2019

THIS CERTIFICATE IS ISSUED AS A MATTER OF INFORMATION ONLY AND CONFERS NO RIGHTS UPON THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER. THIS
CERTIFICATE DOES NOT AFRRMATIVELY OR NEGATIVELY AMEND, EXTEND OR ALTER THE COVERAGE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES
BELOW. THIS CERTIFICATE OF. INSURANCE DOES NOT CONSTITUTE A CONTRACT BETWEEN THE ISSUING INSURER(S), AUTHORIZED
REPRESENTATIVE OR PRODUCER, AND THE CERTIRCATE HOLDER. _ .

IMPORTANT: If the cortmcate holder Is an ADDITIONAL INSURED, the pollcy(les) must have ADDITIONAL INSURED provisions or be endorsed.
If SUBROGATION IS WAIVED, subject to the terms and conditions of the policy, certain policies may require an endorsement A statement on
»hk TArtiflrhtft rirtAft nn! rnnfnr rlqhts to the certificate holder In lleu of such endorsoment/s).

PRODUCER

MaishUSAInc.

1717/Vch Street
PhSadelphia, PA 19103-2797
Attn: heallhcareaccountscssQmarshcom Fax: 212-946-1307

CN102SS547-Wpn>CAS-18-19

MNTACT

PHONE

E-MAIL

INSURERfSI AFFOROINO COVERAGE NAJCa

INSURER A: Federal Insurance ComDanv
20281

INSURED
AMERIHEALTH CARITAS NEW HAMPSHIRE. INC.

200 STEVENS DRIVE
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19113

INSURER B; N/A
N/A

INSURER c: North American Elite Insurence Conioanv 29700

INSURER E:

INSUR6RF: i . - - •

INSR

m.

THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT THE POLICIES OF INSURANCE LISTED BELOW HAVE BEEN ISSUED TO THE 'NSUR^^^ED ABOVE FO^^ SSirw^i?
INDICATED. NOTWITHSTANDING ANY REQUIREMENT, TERM OR CONDITION OF ANY CONTRACT OR OTHER RKPECT
CERTIFICATE MAY BE ISSUED OR MAY PERTAIN. THE INSURANCE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES DESCRIBED HEREIN IS SUBJECT TO ALL THE TERMS,
EXCLUSIONS AND CONDITIONS OF SUCH POLICIES. LIMITS SHOIM^ MAY HAVE BEEN REDUCED BY PAID CLAIMS.

TYPE OF INSURANCE iTTnflrvjn POLICY NUMBER

COMMERCIAL GENERAL LIABILITY

CLAIMS-MAOE OCCUR

GLaQ9.pefloc. subj.to

max. $25,000,000 annual "agg.

GENT. AGGREGATE UMIT APPUES PER:

POLICY I H LOC
OTHER:

35970633

POLICY EPF
IMMmOIYYYYI

11/30^18

POLICY EXP
IMMmtVYYYYI LIMITS

11/3Q,/2019

EACH OCCURRENCE
DAMAGE TO RENTED
PRgMiSFS fEaocqjrreoeel

MED EXP (Any one p»fion)

PERSONAL A ADV INJURY

GENERAL AGGREGATE

PROOUCTS - COMWOP AGG

1,000,000

1.000.000

10.000

1,000,000

2,000,000

lnd.lnGen.AgQ.

AUTOMOBILE LIABILITY

ANYAl/rO

Combined single umit
fEBMddentt

BODILY INJURY (Pv person}

OWNED
AUTOS ONLY
HIRED
AUTOS ONLY

SCHEDULED
AUTOS
NONOV\MED
AUTOS ONLY

BODILY INJURY (Per acddent)

PRbPERTY damage"
fPeracddentt

UMBRELLA UAB

EXCESS UAB

OCCUR

CLAIM&AIAOE

EACH OCCURRENCE

AGGREGATE

DED RETEMTIONS

WORKERS COMPENSATION

AND EMPLOYERS' LIABILITY y IN
ANYPROPRierORa»ARTNER«XECUnVE
OFFICERAIEMBER EXCLUDED?
(MandatoiY In NH)
If yw, describe under
OEsGriPTION of OPERATIONS beta*

r f

□

"PSr
STATUTE

"SriT
lES—

N/A
EL EACH ACaOENT

EL DISEASE - EA EMPLOYE^
EL DISEASE • POLICY UMfT

PROP/ALL RISK INCLUDES EDP

BaiERK MACHINERY

NAP200222501 11/30/2016 11/30/2019 UMIT 150,000,000

DESCRIPTION OF OPERATTOHSI LOCATIONS t VEHICLES lACORD 1M, AddWonel Remerlts Schedule, nwy be ittschwl ff  more tpece le required)
EVIDENCE OF COVERAGE
COMPREHENSIVE GENERAL LIABILITY COVERS INSURED CLAIMS OF BODILY INJURY. DEATH OR PROPERTY DAMAGE, IN AMOUNTS OF NOT LESS THAN $1,000,000 PER OCCURRENCE AND
$2,000,000 IN THE AGGREGATE.

NATHAN WHITE. DIRECTOR. BUREAU Of
CONTRACTS 4 PROCUREMENT, NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES.
129 PLEASANT STREET
CONCORD, NH 03301

SHOULD ANY OF THE ABOVE DESCRIBED POUCIES BE CANCELLED BEFORE
THE EXPIRATION DATE THEREOF, NOTICE WILL BE DELIVERED IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE POUCY PROVISKDNS.

AUTKOROEO REPRESENTATIVE
Of Marsh USA Inc.

Manash! Mukherjee

ACORD 25(2016/03) The ACORD name and logo are registered marks of ACORD



/S^CORcf

AGENCY CUSTOMER ID: CN102859547

Lbc #: Philadelphia

ADDITIONAL REMARKS SCHEDULE Page 2 of 2

Mar^USAInc.

POUCY NUMBER

CARRIER

ADDITIONAL REMARKS

NAIC COOE

NAMED INSURED ^

AMEWH^TH CARTTAS NEW HAf^'SHIRE, INC
200 Stevens DRIVE
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19113

emCTlVE DATE;

THIS ADDITIONAL REMARKS FORM IS A SCHEDULE TO ACORD FORM,
FORM NUMBER: 25 Certificate of Liability Insurance

PROPERTY DEDUCTIBLES MAY APPLY AS PER POUCY TERMS AND CONDITIONS.

ACORD 101 (2008/01)

The ACORD 7, C2008 ACORD CORPORATION. All rights reserved.I ne AL>OK0 name and looo are realstsreri marke nt Arnon



Client#: 3j55436 AMERICARIT

ACQRP„ CERTIFICATE OF LIABILITY INSURANCE DATE (MWDO/YYYY)

THIS.CERTIFICATE IS ISSUED AS A MATTER OF INFORMATION ONLY AND CONFERS NO RIGHTS UPON THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER. THIS
PP.^? NP"'" AFfIRMATIVELY OR NEGAliVELY AMEND, E)CrENDpR ALTER THE COVERAGE AFFORDED BY THE POLiCIES
CERTIFICATE,Of IN^ DOES NOT CONSTiTUTE A CONTRACT BETWEEN THE ISSUING INSURER(S), AUTHORiZED

REPRESENTATIYE PR PrOdUCE.^ A^^
IMPORTANT: If thfcertificate' Is an ADOmONAL INSURED, the poUcy(Ies) must have ADDITIONAL INSURED provisions or be endorsed.
If SUBROGATION IS WAIVED, subject to the'terms arid conditions of the policy.'.ciertain policies may require an endorseriient A statement on
this certificate does not confer any rights to the certificate holder in lieu of such endorsement(s).

PRODUCER ■■ i,

Conner Strbhg & Buckelew
Two Llbei^ Place
50 S. 16th Street, Suite 3600

Philadelphia, PA 19102

^ ^
NAME:

wc.'nV Eiti: 877 861 -3220 nov 8567959783
E.MAfL
ADDRESS:

INSURER/S) AFFORDING COVERAGE NAICS

INSURER A Zurich American Insurance Company 16535
INSURED

ArneriHealth Carltas New Hampshire, Inc.
200 Stevens Drive

Phliadelphla, PA 19113.

INSURER B

INSURERC

INSURER 0

INSURER E

INSURERF

THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT THE POLICIES OF INSURANCE LISTED BELOW HAVE BEEN ISSUED TOTHE INSURED NAMED ABOVE FOR THE POLICY PERIOD
INDICATED. NOTVyiTHSTANDING ANY REQUIREMENT, TERM OR CONDITION OF ANY CONTRACT OR OTHER DOCUMENT WITH RESPECT TO WHICH THIS
CERTIFICATE MAY .BE ISSUED OR MAY PERTAIN. THE INSURANCE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES DESCRIBED HEREIN IS SUBJECT TO ALL THE TERMS
EXCLUSIONS AND CONDITIONS OF SUCH POLICIES. LIMITS SHOWN MAY HAVE BEEN REDUCED BY PAID CLAIMS.

INSR
LTR TYPE OF INSURANCE

ADDL

INSR
SUBR

WVD POUCYNUMBER
POUCY EFF

(MWODfYYYYI
POUCY EXP

IMM/D0/YYYY1 UMITS

COMMEROALGEJNERAL UABIUTY

5E I . 1 OCCUR
*

EACH OCCURRENCE S

CLAJMS-MAC S

MED EXP (Any one person) s

PERSONAL & ADV INJURY s

GE VL AGGREGATE UMfT APPUES PER:

POLICY ED-JECT EE] LOG
OTHER:

GENERAL AGGREGATE s

PRODUCTS - COMP/OP AGG s

s

AU1rOMpBILE UABIUTY COMBINED SINGLE UMIT
fEaacddent) ■ s

ANY AUTO

OWNED
AUTOS ONLY
HIRED
AUTOS ONLY

SCHEDULED
AUTOS
NONOWNEO
AUTOS ONLY

BOOILY INJURY (Per person) s

BOOILY INJURY (Per acddant) s

PROPERTY DAMAGE
fPfif arrirlenti s

- s

UMBRELLA UAB

EXCESS UAB

OCCUR

CLAIMS-MAOE

EACH OCCURRENCE s

AGGREGATE $

DED RETENTIONS s

A WORKERS COMPENSATION
AND EMPLOYERS' UABIUTY y / N
ANY PROPRIETGR/PARTNER/EXECUTlVEl j
OFFICER/MEMBER EXCLUDED? N
(Mandatory'ln NH)
If yes, deaolbe under
DeSCRIPTlGN OF OPFRATIONS below

N/A

WC0S0294801 D1/01/2019 01/01/202C
Y PER • , OTH-
A STAT1ITF FR

EL EACH ACCIDENT s1.000,000

E.L DISEASE - EA EMPLOYEE si .000,000

e.L DISEASE - POUCY UMIT s1.000.000

DESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONS 1 LOCATIONS 1 VEHICLES (ACORD 101, Additional Remarka Schadult, may tw attachad If mora apact la redo
EVIDENCE OF INSURANCE

red)

Nathan White, Director • Bureau

of Contracts & Procurement

SHOULD ANY OF THE ABOVE DESCRIBED POUCIES BE CANCELLED BEFORE
THE EXPIRATION DATE THEREOF. NOTICE WILL BE DEUVEREO IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE POUCY PROVISIONS.

New Hampshire Dept of Health & Human Services

129 Pleasant St AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE

Concord, NH 03301

1 /if.

AT^ORn 9B <9A4e/niv

® 1988-2015 ACORD CORPORATION. All rights reserved.
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License No: 105432

Presents that AMERIHEALTH CARITAS NEW HAMPSHIRE, INC
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is hereby authorized to transact ,HMO lines of Insurance
in accordance with 420*B.

Exclusions: «. RESTRICTEDiTO MEDICAID MANAGED CARE.
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JcfTrcy A. Meyers
'Coramissioner

STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES

OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER '

129 PLEASANT STREET, CONCORD, NH 03301-3857
603-271-9389 1-800-852-3345 Ext. 9389

Fax:603-271-4332 TDD Access: 1-800-735-2964 www.dhhs.nh.gov

February 15, 2019

His Excellency, Governor Christopher T. Sununu
and the Honorable Council

State House

Concord; NH 03301

REQUESTED ACTION

Authorize the Department of Health and Human Services to enter into Agreements with,
AmeriHealth Caritas New Hampshire Inc.. 200 Steven Drive, Philadelphia, PA 19113, Bostori
Medical Center Health Plan Inc., Schraffts City Center, 529 Main Street, Suite 500,
Charlestown, MA 02129, and Granite State Health Plan Inc., 2 Executive Park Drive, Bedford
NH, 03110, to provide health care services to eligible and enrolled Medicaid participants
through New Hampshire's Medicaid managed care program known as New Hampshire
Medicaid Care Management, in an amount, for State Fiscal Year 2020 shared by all vendors,
not to exceed $924,150,000, effective upon Governor and Executive Council approval, with
providing services to members on July 1, 2019 through the completion date of JUne 30, 2024.

Funds for Granite Advantage Health Program are 93% Federal and 7% Other for
calendar year 2019 and 90% Federal and 10% Other for calendar year 2020; funds for the
Child Health Insurance Program are 79.4% Federal and 20.6% General funds; and funds for
the standard Medicaid population funding under the Medicaid Care Management account are
51% Federal, 24.3% General and 24.7% Other funds.

Funds are anticipated to be available in the following account(s) for State Fiscal Years
(SFY) 2020 through 2024 upon the availability and continued appropriation of funds in the
future operating budgets. The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) requires that
managed care rate certifications must be done on a twelve-month rating period demonstrating
actuarial soundness thereby necessitating annual rate reviews in order-to determine amounts
each state fiscal year and corresponding contract amendments. Rates will be updated annually
and as necessary for changes in the program enacted by the legislature. A description of how
this contract aligns with the . state budget process is included in the explanation below. For
these reasons, expenditures for the program are identified only for SFY 2020.

05-95-47-470010-2358 HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES, HEALTH AND HUMAN SVCS
DEPT, HHS: OFC MEDICAID SERVICES, GRANIT ADVANTAGE HEALTH PROGRAM
TRUST FUND

State Fiscal Year Class / Account Class Title Total Amount

SFY 2020 101-500729 Medical Payments to.Providers $360,150,000
SFY 2021 101-500729 Medical Payments to Providers TBD
SFY 2022 101-500729 Medical Payments to Providers ,  . . TBD
SFY 2023 101-500729 Medical Payments to Providers TBD
SFY 2024 101-500729 Medical Payrhents to Providers TBD

Sub-Total: $360,150,000



His Excellency, Governor Christopher!. Sununu
and the Honorable Council

Page 2 of 6

05-95-47-470010-7051 HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES, HEALTH AND HUMAN SVCS
DEPT, HHS: OFC MEDICAID SERVICES,CHILD HEALTH INSURANCE PROGRAM

State Fiscal Year Class/Account Class Title Total Amount

SPY 2020 101-500729 Medical Payments to Providers $59,700,000

SPY 2021 101-500729 Medical Payments to Providers TBD

SPY 2022 101-500729 Medical Payments to Providers TBD

SPY 2023 101-500729 Medical Payments to Providers TBD

SPY 2024 101-500729 Medical Payments to Providers TBD

Sub-Total: $59,700,000

05-95-47-470010-7948 HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES, HEALTH AND HUMAN SVCS
DEPT, HHS: OFC MEDICAID SERVICES, MEDICAID CARE MANAGEMENT

State Fiscal Year / Class/Account Class Title Total Amount

SPY 2020 101-500729 Medical Payments to Providers $504,300,000

SPY 2021 101-500729 Medical Payments to Providers TBD

SPY 2022 101-500729 Medical Payments to Providers TBD

SPY 2023 101-500729 Medical Payments to Providers TBD

SPY 2024 101-500729 Medical Payments to Providers TBD

Sub-Total: $504,300,000

Grand Total: $924,150,000

.EXELANATJQN.

The purpose of this request is to enter into capitated, risk-based Agreements to provide
acute care and other medical services to eligible and enrolled , Medicaid participants New
Hampshire's Medicaid managed care program known as .New Hampshire Medicaid Care
^Management—These-'three-(-3)-Vendors-wilhserve-approximately-1807000-members-inGluding-
pregnant wornen, chjldren, parents/caretakers, non-elderly, non-disabled adults under the age
of 65,,and rndjyjduajs who are'agedrbllnd~Qr disabled.^af^^^ as described'in the
Medicaid Care Management (MCM) contracts. The Managed Care Organizations (MCOs) will
cover the acute care, behavioral health, and pharmacy services for all Members and work with
the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) to address the'crucial social
determinants of health in accordance with the attached MCM contracts.

The MCO Vendors will provide a person-centered, integrated, and comprehensive
delivery system that offers a very substantial array of accessible Medicaid services, taking into
account each Member's physical well-being, behavioral health {mental health and substance
use disorders), and social circumstances. DHHS will challenge its MCO partners to vyork
responsiyely with the prowider community and MCM Members to improve access to care and
promote healthy behaviors. New Hampshire's MCM program will incentivize value over volume,
enhance program efficiency, and hold MCOs accountable for demonstrable improvements in
health outcomes.

Two of the Vendors, Boston Medical Center Health Plan Inc., and Granite State Health
Plan Inc.. are respectively othenwise known as Well Sense Health Plan, and New Hampshire
Healthy Families. The Department presently contracts with both of these Vendors to provide
New Hampshire's Medicaid Care Management program.
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I. Procurement Process

These contracts represent the culmination of the Department's first re-procurement of
the MCM program since its commencement in December 2013. The Department's process for
the development of the program reflected in the contracts and the contracts themselves
represent a significant improvement over the prior procurement process and the program itself.
The Department ~ for the first time ever — put out the Request for Proposals for public
comment and held public information sessions in each of the Executive Council Districts last
July in Concord, Keene, Manchester, Nashua, Littleton and Portsmouth before it was issued to
potential respondents.

These three (3) Vendors were selected through a competitive bid process. A Request
for Proposals RFP-2019-OMS-MANAG-02 was posted on the Department of Health and Human
Services' web site from August 30, 2018 through October 31, 2018. A mandatory bidder's
conference was held on September 7, 2018. In-person attendance at the Mandatory Bidder's
Conference was a requirement to submit a proposal. The Department received four (4)
proposals. The proposals were reviewed and scored by a team of individuals with program
specific knowledge. The Bid Summary is attached.

II. Central Features of the New MCM Program

This procurement was also focused on improving the program for beneficiaries and
providers and introducing many new features. The goals of the new MCM program are to

>  Improve care of Members

>  Improve heaith outcomes

> Reduce inpatient hospitalization and re-admissions ^

> ■ Improve continuity of care across the full continuum of care

>  Improve transition planning when care is completed

>  Improve medication management

> • Reduce unnecessary emergency services

> Decrease the total cost of care

>  Increase member satisfaction

>  Improve provider participation in the program

In order to help achieve these goals, the new contracts make many changes in the
current program. These include the following:

•  Additional Care Coordination and Care Management resources to provide
significantly more beneficiary support to those in greater need, including providing it at a
local level. MCOs must provide Care Management for at least 15% of high-risk/high-
need members, and MCOs must conduct local care management or contract with a
designated care management entity.for at least 50% of high-risk/high-need members.

•  Behavioral Health (Mental Health and Substance Use Disorder) provisions support
integration of care, with physical health, implementation of the Department's new 10-
year Mental Health Plan, and advance SUD treatment. MCOs are required to take into
account each person's physical health, behavioral health (mental health and substance
use disorders), and social and economic needs. MCOs are required to work with
Members, Providers, integrated delivery networks (IDNs), and community mental health
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programs (CMHPs) to integrate physical health and behavioral health and address
social determinants of health that affect health outcomes'and the cost-effectiveness of
care.

•  Emergency Room Waiting Measures include the provision of additional clinical staff to
support the provision of services in hospital emergency departments to reduce the need
for Members to wait for inpatient services.

•  Support the Community Mental Health Centers and Substance Use Disorder
Providers by entering into capitated payment arrangements with Community Mental
Health Programs and Providers, and reimburse substance use disorder providers at
rates no less than the DHHS fee-for-service rates. MCOs must also contract with any

willing peer recovery provider.

•  Alternative Payment Models (APMs) provisions require MCOs to incentivize value
over volume and significantly reduce current fee for service billing arrangements.

•  Community Engagement specifies a role for the MCOs to support beneficiaries in
fulfilling the Community Engagement requirement, including assisting their members
with understanding qualifying activities and exemptions.

•  New Provider Supports require MCOs to implement prompt and accessible
credentialing and re-credentialing processes that will be used to conduct provider
outreach and support; standardize work processes to ensure efficient implementation of
the program and minimal provider burden relative to claims billing processes, reporting,
and prior authorizations; meet prompt payment requirements and pay claims based on
the effective date of the Current Procedural Terminology code, and establish a provider
grievance and appeals process.

and therapeutic benefits to beneficiaries and the economy of the program.

Beneficiary Choice and Competition is increased by providing Medicaid beneficiaries
with three hiah-qualitv MCOs from which to choose.

Incentives and opport^nihes foj; beneficiaries to participate In healthy behaviors
rnust be provided by MCOs to improve individual health. ' ' "'

Cost transparency through reference based pricing and incentives to beneficiaries. ,

Accountability for results is increasing because a share of payment to MCOs will be
directly linked to their performance, ensuring accountability for results, particularly in
high priority areas such as addressing substance use disorders, integrating physical and
behavioral health, providing robust care management, and reducing unnecessary use of
high-cost seivices.

Public Reporting is an added contract element. Each selected MCO will be responsible
for submitting an annual report to the Governor and the legislature reporting on how the
MCO has addressed State priorities for the MCM Program, including those specified in
RSA 126-AA and in other State statute, policies, and guidelines; what innovative
programs it has established; how it is addressing social determinants of health of its
members, and how it is improving the population health of the state and other key
metrics of the program.

Heighten program compliance and Integrity provisions have been added that allow
for liquidated damages to be applied to the MCOs around contractual performance;
provisions that incent MCO performance around collections for third party liability and
coordination of benefits; and general fraud waste and abuse.
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•  Medical Loss Ratio is specified in the contract at a minimum amount of 85%-that must
be spent on service delivery to beneficiaries, any amount less is to rebated back to the
Program.

III. Ratemakinq and Budget

The Department's actuary, Miiiiman, has certified a rate that is actuarially sound for this
program. These rates are reflected in Table I below:

'Table 1

New Hampishire Department of HeaUh and'Human Services

SPY 2020 Capitation.Rate Change'

Based on Proiected SPY 2020 WICO Enrollment by Rate'Cell

Population
January 2019 to June
2019 Capitation Rate

SPY 2020 Capitation
Rate

Percentage
Change

Standard Medlcaid

Base Population $303.54 $315.15 3.8%

CHIP* 188.36 196.71 4.4%

Behavioral Health Population 1,294.03 1,386.51 7.1%

Total Standard Medicald $371.26 $389.03

Granite Advantage Health Csre Program
4.8%

Medically Frail $993.36 $1,025.07 3.2%

Non-Medically Frail 423.21 482.80 14.1%

Total GAHCP $532.03 $586.30 10.2%

Total $418.29 $444.28 6.7%

'The CHIP capitation rate is an average of the specific rate cells in v/.hich CHIP members are
enrolled. We do not develop a CHIP specific capitation rate.

Federal law requires that managed care rates be reviewed no less frequently than a 12-
month period. The Department aligns this process with the state fiscal year. Over the last
several years, the rates have been reviewed and an amendment made to the MOM contracts in
May or June for the fiscal year beginning on July 1®'. In order to maintain actuarial soundness,
the rates are also , required to be reviewed in the event of significant program changes For
example, while the Department established rates for FY 2019 last spring, the Department was
required to refresh and update the rates when the Medicaid expansion program was brought
back into managed care on January 1. 2019 - in the middle of the state fiscal year.

This year, there are items in both the Governor's budget and in other legislation now
pending that, if and when enacted, would require Miiiiman to revise the rates. Specifically,
there are proposals to (i) raise the rates paid to community based designated receiving
facilities, (ii) add transitional housing for persons who can be discharged from New Hampshire
Hospital; (iii) add mobile crisis teams or other behavioral health crisis services. All of these
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additional services will have to be incorporated into the capitated rates for the managed care
program consistent with their effective dates.

As a result, the Department anticipates that following the end of the legislative session,
Milliman will review all program changes and any other relevant information, and adjust the
rates as necessary. The Department would expect to bring an amendment to the contract in
the September or October time frame for this purpose.

The certified rate established for the program that is reflected in this contract is within
the Department's budget for state fiscal year 2020. Even though that the rates have been
increased, a decline in the number of persons enrolled in Medicaid and a decline in the acuity of
the population that has reduced expenditures in-certain of the highest rate cells accounts for a
reduction of total expenditure in the program within the current budget. As we have in the past,
the Department and Milliman will work with the legislature in the budget process to ensure that
the program is funded consistent with the budget.

Area served: Statewide.

Source of Funds: Funds for Granite Advantage Health Program are 93% Federal as
appropriated by Congress and 7% Other for calendar year 2019 and 90% Federal and 10%
Other for calendar year 2020; funds for the Child Health Insurance Program are 79.4% Federal
as appropriated by Congress and 20.6% General funds; and funds for the standard Medicaid
population funding under the Medicaid Care Management account are 51% Federal as
appropriated by Congress, 24.3% General and 24.7% Other funds.

In the event that Federal funds become no longer available or are decreased below the
93% level for calendar year 2019 or 90% level for calendar year 2020, for the Granite
Advantage Health Program, consistent with RSA 126-AA:3, no,state general funds shall be
deposited into the fund and medical services for this population would end consistent with RSA

~'T26~AA:3,vi anothe terms ana conditions or tne fed^l waiver issued oy tne ueniers toT
Medicare and Medicaid Services

spectfully-submittedy

ey Meyers L
missioner

The Department of Health and Human Services' Mission is to join communities and families
in providing opportunities for citizens to achieve health and independence.
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RFP Name RFP Number Reviewer Names

1. Henry Lipman, DHHS Medicaid Director

Bidder Name
Maximum

Points Actual Points 2. Deborah Scheetz, DHHS Deputy Medicaid Director

1. AmerlHealth Caritas New Hampshire, Inc. 1000 846.72 3. Dr. Jonathan Ballard, DHHS Medical Director

2. Boston Medical Center Health Plan, Inc. 1000 787.86 4. Christen Lavers, Esq. Attorney General Office

3. Granite State Health Plan, Inc. 1000 835.43 5. Michael Wilkey, Examiner IV Insurance Department

4. WellCare Health Plans, Inc. 1000 744.42 6. Andrew Chalsma, DHHS Director of Analytics

7. Katja Fox. DHHS Director Division for Behavioral Health



STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEPARTMENT OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

27 Hazen Dr., Concord, NH 03301

Fax: 603-271-1516 TOD Access: 1-800-735-2964

>vw w. nh. go v/do it

Denis Goulet

Commissioner

February 13, 2019

Jeffrey A. Meyers, Commissioner
Department of Health and Human Services
State of New Hampshire

129 Pleasant Street

Concord, NH 03301

Dear Commissioner Meyers:

This letter represents formal notification that the Department of Information Technology (DoIT)
has approved your agency's request to enter into three (3) Agreements with, AmeriHeafth Caritas New
Hampshire Inc., Philadelphia, PA, Boston Medical Center Health Plan Inc., Charlestown, MA, and
Granite State Health Plan Inc., Bedford, NH, as described below and referenced m.DoIT No. 2019-005.

_DHHS requests to enter into three agreements with the vendors listed above to provide health
care services to eligible and enrolled Medicaid participants through New-.Ham^ire's Medicaid

The amount shared by all vendors is not to exceed, $924,150,000, effective upon Governor and
Executive Council approval, with services to be provided to members beginning July 1, 2019
through the completion date of June 30,2024.

A copy of this letter should accompany the Department of Health and Human Services'
submission to the Governor and Executive Gouncil for approval.

Sincerely,

Denis Goulet

DG/ik

DoIT #2019-005

cc: Bruce Sndth, IT Manager, DoIT

I  j

"Innovative Technologies Todayfor New Hampshire's Tomorrow"



Subject: ^^edicaid Care Management Services fRFP-2Q19-OMS-02-MANAr.-ni-) FORM NUMBER P-37 (version 5/8/15)
lioticc. This a^cemcnt and all of its attachments shall become public upon submission to Governor and

Executive Council for approval. Any information that is private, confidential or proprietary must
be clearly identified to the agency and agreed to in writing prior to signing the contract

AGREEMENT
The State of New Hampshire and the Contractor hereby mutually agree as follows:

GENERAL PROVISIONS

1. IDENTIFICATION.
1.1 State Agency Name
NH Department of Health and Human Services

1.3 Contractor Name

AmeriHealth Caritas New Hampshire, Inc.

1.5 Contractor Phone

Number

1-267.298.2490

1.6 Account Number

See Attached

1.2 State Agency Address
129 Pleasant Street

Concord. NH 03301-3857

1.4 Contractor Address
200 Stevens Drive

Philadelphia PA 19113

1.9 Contracting Officer for State Agency
Nathan D. White, Director
Bureau of Contracts and Procurement

1.11 Contractor Signature

1.7 Conyjletion Date

June 30,2024

1.8 Price Limitation

$924,150,000.

1.10 State Agency Telephone Number
603-271-9631

1.12 Name and Title of Contractor Signatory
I

Russell R. Gianforcaro, President
1.13 Acknowledgement: State of County of

undersized officer, personally appeared the person identified in block 1.12. or satisfactorily
acknowledged that s/he executed this document in the capacity

1.13.1 Signature of Notary Public or Justice of the Peace

[Seal]
1.13.2 Npie and TitleVjf Notary or Justice of the Peace

■^nsen

Commonwealth Of Peratsytvanla • Notary Seal
MAUREEN WAITE, Notary PubUe

Delaware County
My rnnvntttlftfi *pH1 '>■> -iflJ-J

Commtsston Number 1040135

1.14 STme Agency Signa

1.16 A^r^val by th<^N.H. Departrnent of Administration,
By:

Nauic and Title of State Agency Signatory

Administration, Division of?crsormcf(^applicable)

Director, On:

1.17 Apprbvarby the Attorney General (Form, Substance and Execution)

On:

18 Approval by the Governor and Executive Council (if applicable)
By: On:
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2. EMPLOYMENT OF CONTRACTOR/SERVICES TO

BE PERFORMED. The State of New Hampshire, acting
through the agency identified in block 1.1 ("State"), engages
contractor identified in block 1.3 ("Contractor") to perform,
and the Contractor shall perform, the work or sale of goods, or
both, identified and more particularly described in the attached
EXHIBIT A which is incorporated herein by reference
("Services").

3. EFFECTIVE DATE/COMPLETION OF SERVICES.

3.1 Notwithstanding any provision of this Agreement to the
contrary, and subject to the approval of the Governor and
Executive Council of the State of New Hampshire, if
applicable, this Agreement, and all obligations of the parties
hereunder, shall become effective on the date the Governor

and Executive Council approve this Agreement as indicated in
block 1.18, unless no such approval is required, in which case
the Agreement shall become effective on the date the
Agreement is signed by the State Agency as shown in block
1.14 ("Effective Date").
3.2 If the Contractor commences the Services prior to the
Effective Date, all Services.performed by the Contractor prior
to the Effective Date shall be performed at the sole risk of the
Contractor, and in the event that this Agreement does not
become effective, the State shall have no liability to the
Contractor, including,without limitation, any obligation to pay
the Contractor for any costs incurred or Services performed.
Contractor must complete all Services by the Completion Date
specified in block 1.7.

4. CONDITIONAL NATURE OF AGREEMENT.

Notwithstanding any provision of this Agreement to the
contrary, all obligations of the State hereunder, including,
without limitation, the continuance of payments hereunder, are
contingent upon the availability and continued appropriation
of funds, and in no event shall the State be liable for any
payments hereunder in excess of such available appropriated

-funds.-In-the event of.a reductionor-tcnnination.of

appropriated fuiids, the State shall have the right to withhold
payment-until such funds become available, if ever, and shall - - .
have the right to terminate this Agreement immediately upon
giving the Contractor notice of such termination. The State
shall not be required to transfer funds fî om any other account
to the Account identified in block 1.6 in the event fund.s in that

Account are reduced or unavailable.

5. CONTRACT PRICE/PRICE LIMITATION/

PAYMENT.

5.1 The contract price, method of payment, and terms of
payment are identified and more particularly described in
EXHIBIT B which is incorporated herein by reference.
5.2 The payment by the State of the contract price shall be the
only and the complete reimbursement to the Contractor for all
expenses, of whatever nature incurred by the Contractor in the
performance hereof, and shall be the only and the complete
compensation to the Contractor for the Services. The State
shall have no liability to the Contractor other than the contract
price.
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5.3 The State reserves the right to offset from any amounts
otherwise payable to the Contractor under this Agreement
those liquidated amounts required or permitted by N.H. RSA
80:7 through RSA 80:7-c or any other provision of law.
5.4 Notwithstanding any provision in this Agreement to the
contrary, and notwithstanding unexpected circumstances, in
no event shall the total of all payments authorized, or actually
made hereunder, exceed the Price Limitation set forth in block
1.8.

6. COMPLIANCE BY CONTRACTOR WITH LAWS

AND REGULATIONS/ EQUAL EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITY.

6.1 In connection with the performance of the Services, the
Contractor shall comply with all statutes, laws, regulations,
and orders of federal, state,-county or municipal authorities
which impose any obligation or duty upon the Contractor,
including, but not limited to, civil rights and equal opportunity
laws. TWs may include the requirement to utilize auxiliary
aids and services to ensure that persons with communication
disabilities, including vision, hearing and speech, can
communicate with, receive information from, and convey
information to the Contractor. In addition, the Contractor
shall comply with all applicable copyright laws.
6.2 During the term of this Agreement, the Contractor shall
not discriminate against employees or applicants for
employment because of race, color, religion, creed, age, sex,
handicap, sexual orientation, or national origin and will take
affirmative action to prevent such discrimination.
6.3 If this Agreement is funded in any part by monies of the
United States, the Contractor shall comply with all the
provisions of Executive Order No. 11246 ("Equal
Employment Opportunity"), as supplemented by the
regulations of the United States Department of Labor (41
C.F.R. Part 60), and with any rules, regulations and guidelines
as the State of New Hampshire or the United States issue to
implement these regulations. The Contractor further agrees to
permit the State or United States access to any of the
Contractor's books, records and accounts for the purpose of
ascertaining compliance.with all.rules, regulations and orders,
and the covenants, terms and conditions of this Agreement.

7. PERSONNEL.

7.1 The Contractor shall at its own expense provide all
personnel necessary to perform the Services. The Contractor
warrants that all personnel engaged in the Services shall be
qualified to perform the Services, and shall be properly
licensed and otherwise authorized to do so under all applicable
laws.

7.2 Unless otherwise authorized in writing, during the term of
this Agreement, and for a period of six (6) months after the
Completion Date in block 1.7, the Contractor shall not hire,
and shall not permit any subcontractor or other person, firm or
corporation with whom it is engaged in a combined effort to
perform the Services to hire, any person who is a State
employee or official, who is materially involved in the
procurement, administration or performance of this
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Agreement. This provision shall survive termination of this
Agreement.
7.3 The Contracting OfRcer specified in block 1.9, or his or
her successor, shall be the State's representative. In the event
of any dispute concerning the interpretation of this Agreement,
the Contracting Officer's decision shall be final for the Slate.

8. EVENT OF DEFAULT/REMEDIES.
8.1 Any one or more of the following acts or omissions of the
Contractor shall constitute an event of default hereunder
("Event of Default");
8.1.1 failure to perform the Services satisfactorily or on
schedule;
8.1.2 failure to submit any report required hereunder; and/or
8.1.3 failure to perform any other covenant, term or condition
of this Agreement.
8.2 Upon the occurrence of any Event of Default, the State
may take any one, or more, or all, of the following actions:
8.2.1 give the Contractor a written notice specifying the Event
of Default and requiring it to be remedied within, in the
absence of a peater or lesser specification of time, thirty (30)
days fi-om the date of the notice; and if the Event of Default is
not timely remedied, terminate this Agreement, effective two
(2) days after giving the Contractor notice of termination;
8.2.2 give the Contractor a written notice specifying the Event
of Default and suspending all payments to be made under this
Agreement and ordering that the portion of the contract price
which would othcrwise.accrue to the,Contractor during the
period fi-om the date of such notice until such time as the State
determmes that the Contractor has cured the Event of Default
shall never be paid to the Contractor;
8.2.3 set off against any other obligations the State may owe to
the Contractor any damages the State suffers by reason of any
Event of Default; and/or
8.2.4 treat the Agreement as breached and pursue any of its
remedies at law or in equity, or both.

9. DATA/ACCESS/CONFIDENTIALITY/

PRESERVATION.

9.1 As used in this Agreement, the word "data" shall mean all
information and things developed or obtained during the
performance of, or acquired or developed by reason of, this
Agreement, including, but not limited to, all studies, reports,
files, formulae, surveys, maps, charts, sound recordings, video
recordings, pictorial reproductions, drawings, analyses,
graphic representations, computer programs, computer
printouts, notes, letters, memoranda, papers, and documents,
all whether ̂ shed or unfinished.
9.2 All data and any property which has been received fi-om
the State or purchased with funds provided for that purpose
under this Agreement, shall be the property of the State, and
shall be returned to the State upon demand or upon
termination of this Agreement for any reason.
9.3 Confidentiality of data shall be governed by N.H. RSA
chapter 91-A or other existing law. Disclosure of data
requires prior written approval of the State.
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10. TERMINATION. In the event of an early termination of
this Agreement for any reason other than the completion of the
Services, the Contractor shall deliver to the Contracting
Officer, not later than fifteen (15) days after the date of .
termination, a report ("Termination Report") describing in
detail all Services performed, and the contract price earned, to
and including the date of termination. The form, subject
matter, content, and number of copies of the Termination
Report shall be identical to those of any Final Report
described in the attached EXHIBIT A.

n. CONTRACTOR'S RELATION TO THE STATE. In
the performance of this Agreement the Contractor is in all
respects an independent contractor, and is neither an agent nor
an employee of the State. Neither the Contractor nor any of its
officers, employees, agents or members shall have authority to
bind the State or receive any benefits, workers' compensation
or other emoluments provided by the State to its employees.

12. ASSIGNMENT/DELEGATION/SUBCONTRACTS.
The Contractor shall not assign, or otherwise transfer any
interest in this Agreement without the prior written notice and
consent of the State. None of the Services shall be
subcontracted by the Contractor without the prior written
notice and consent of the State.

13. INDEMNIFICATION. The Contractor shall defend,
indethnify and hold harmless the State, its officers and
employees, fi-om and against any and all losses suffered by the
State, its officers and employees, and any and all claims,
liabilities or penalties asserted against the State, its officers -
and employees, by or on behalf of any person, on account of,
based or resulting fi-om, arising out of (or which may be.
claimed to arise out of) the acts or omissions of the
Contractor. Notwithstanding the foregoing, nothing herein
contained shall be deemed to constitute a waiver of the
' sovereign immunity of the State, which immunity is hereby
reserved to the State. This covenant in paragraph 13 shall
survive the termination of this Agreement.

14. INSURANCE.

14.1 The Contractor shall, at its sole expense, obtain and
maintain in force, and shall require any subcontractor or
assignee to obtain and maintain in force, the following
insurance:

14.1.1 comprehensive general liability insurance against all "
claims of bodily injury, death or property damage, in amounts
of not less than $ 1,000,000per occurrence and $2,000,000
aggregate; and
14.1.2 special cause of loss coverage form covering all
property subject to subparagraph 9.2 herein, in an amount not
less than 80% of the whole replacement value of the property.
14.2 The policies described in subparagraph 14.1 herein shall
be on policy forms and endorsements approved for use in the
State of New Hampshire by the N.H. Department of
Insurance, and issued by insurers licensed in the State of New
Hampshire.
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14.3 The Contractor shall furnish to the Contracting Officer
identified in block 1.9, or his or her successor, a certificate(s)
of insurance for all insurance required under this Agreement.
Contractor shall also furnish to the Contracting Officer
identified in block 1.9, or his or her successor, certificate(s) of
insurance for all renewal(s) of insurance required under this
Agrefttnent tio later than-ininy-pui-aayrpnorto-the-expirahon-
date of each of the insurance policies. The certificate(s) of
insurance and any renewals thereof shall be attached and are
incorporated herein by reference. Each certificate(s) of
insurance shall contain a clause requiring the insurer to
provide the Contracting Officer identified in block 1.9, or his
or her successor, no less than thirty (30) days prior written
notice of cancellation or modification of the policy.

15. WORKERS' COMPENSATION.

15.1 By signing this agreement, the Contractor agrees,
certifies and warrants that the Contractor is in compliance with
or exempt fi-om, the requirements of N. H. RSA chapter 281 -A
("Workers'Compensation").
15.2 To the extent the Contractor is subject to the
requirements of N.H. RSA chapter 281 -A, Contractor shall
maintain, and require any subcontractor or assignee to secure
and maintain, payment of Workers' Compensation in
connection with activities which the person proposes to
undertake pursuant to this Agreement. Contractor shall
furnish the Contracting Officer identified in \)lock 1.9, or his
or her successor, proof of Workers' Compensation in the
manner described in N.H. RSA chapter 281 -A and any
applicable fcnewal(s) thereof, which shall be attached and are
incorporated herein by reference. The State shall not be
-fesponsible-for-payment-of-any-Workers^Cempensation-

such approval is required under the circumstances pursuant to
State law, rule or policy.

19. CONSTRUCTION OF AGREEMENT AND TERMS.

This Agreement shall be construed in accordance with the
laws of the State of New Hampshire, ̂ d is binding upon and

premiums or for any other claim or benefit for Contractor, or
any subcontractor or employee of Contractor, which might
arise under applicable State of New Hampshire Workers'
Compensation laws in connection with the performance of the
-Services-under-this-Agreerhent.

16. WAIVER OF BREACH. No failure by the State to
enforce any provisions hereof aflef any Eveiit Of Default Shall
be deemed a waiver of its rights with regard to that Event of
Default, or any subsequent Event of Default. No express
failure to enforce any Event of Default shall be deemed a
waiver of the right of the State to enforce each and all of the
provisions hereof upon any further or other Event of Default
on the part of the Contractor.

17. NOTICE. Any notice by a party hereto to the other party
shall be deemed to have been duly delivered or given at the
time of mailing by certified mail, postage prepaid, in a United
States Post Office addressed to the parties at the addresses
given in blocks 1.2 and 1.4, herein.

18. AMENDMENT. This Agreerrient may be amended,
waived or discharged only by an instrument in writing signed
by the parties hereto and only after approval of such
amendment, waiver or discharge by the Governor and
Executive Council of the State of New Hampshire unless no

murestoihe-faeneTn-prththpartiSg-afld-Ihel^respserlve—'
successors and assignis. The wording used in this Agreement
is the wording chosen by the parties to express their mutual
intent, and no rule of construction shall be applied against or
in favor of any party.

20. THIRD PARTIES. The parties hereto do not intend to
benefit any third parties and this Agreement shall not be
construed to confer any such benefit.

21. HEADINGS. The headings throughout the Agreement
are for reference purposes only, and the words contained
therein shall in no way be held to explain, modify, amplify or
aid in the interpretation, construction or meaning of the
provisions of this Agreement.

22. SPECIAL PROVISIONS. Additional provisions set
forth in the attached EXHIBIT C are incorporated herein by
reference.

23. SEVERABILITV. In the event any of the provisions of
this Agreement are held by a court of competent jurisdiction to
be contrary to any state or federal law, the remaining
provisions of this Agreement will remain in full force and
effect.

24. ENTIRE AGREEMENT. This Agreement, which may
be executed in a number of counterparts, each of which shall
be deemed an original, constitutes the entire Agreement and
understanding between the parties, and supersedes all prior
-Agrcementsand-understandings-relating-heretO: —- —
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Medicald Care Management Services

Block 1.6 Account Number

i .6 Account Number

05 95 47 470010 23580000 101 500729

05 95 47 470010 70510000 101 500729

05 95 47 470010 79480000 101 500729

AmerlHealth Caritas New Hampshire, Inc. Block 1.6 Account Number Contractor
RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-01 Dateil^Z^J
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Contract

EXHIBIT A - SCOPE OF SERVICES



Medicaid Care Management Services Contract

Exhibit A - Scope of Services

1  INTRODUCTION TABLE OF CONTENTS
1-1 Purpose
1.2 Term

2  definitions AND ACRONYMS
2.1 Definitions
2.2 Acronym List

3- C3ENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS
3.1 Program Management and Planning
3.2 Agreement Elements
3.3 Conflicts Between Documents
3.4 Delegation of Authority
3.5 ^thority of the New Hampshire Insurance bepartment'ZIZI'
3^6 Time of the Essence
3.7 CMS Approval of Agreement and Any Amendmerits Z
3.8 Cooperation With Other Vendors and Prospective Vendors....ZIIZZI L

Renegotiation and Re-Procurement Rights.
3.10 Organization Requirements
3.11 Confidentiality
3.12 Privacy and Security of Members' Information
3.13 Compliance With State and Federal Laws
3.14 Sutxx)ntractors
3.15 Staffing

4  program REQUIREMENTS ^
4.1 Covered Populations and Services

4.1.1 Overview of Covered Populations
4.1.2 Overview of Covered Services
4.1.3 Covered Services Additional Provisions
4.1.4 Cost Sharing
4.1.5 Errieipency Services. ■■■.82

83
AmeriHealth Caritas New Hampshire, Inc „ ^
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Medicaid Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medicaid Care Management Services

-Exhlhrti A f Qan/irP*!

TABLE OF CONTENTS
(continued)

84
4.1.6 Post-Stabilization Services

QC

4.1.7 Value-Added Services

4.1.8 Early and Periodic Screening, Diagnostic, and Treatment 86
88

4 19 Non-Emergency Medical Transportation
90

4.2 Pharmacy Management

4 2 1 MOO and DHHS Covered Prescription Drugs 90
90

4.2.2 MOO Formulary
QO

4.2.3 Clinical Policies and Prior Authorizations

4 2 4 Systems. Data, and Reporting Requirements 94
95

4.2.5 Medication Management
98

4 3 Member Enrollment and Disenrollment
98

4.3.1 Eligibility

4.3.2 MCO Role in Work and Community Engagement Requirements
for Granite Advantage Members

4.3.3 General Outreach and Member Education Activities 99
103-

4 3.4 Enrollment

4 3.5 Non-Discfiminatlon
104

4.3.6 " Auto^Assignment.
104

4.3.7 Disenrollment

4 3 8 Relationship with Enrollment Services ''07
107

4.4 Member Sci V

4.4.1 Member Information

4.4.2 Language and Format of Member Information ^ ̂ 7
119

-4;4r3 Member Rights.-r.-.7.......-.7.-.r—-""

4.4.4 Member Communication Supports ''20
123

4.4.5 Marketing
124

4.4.6 Member Engagement Strategy

4.4.7 Cultural-and Accessibility Considerations "'25

/VneriHealth Caritas New Hampshire, Inc. Contractor Initials ̂
Page 3 of 352 c
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Medicaid Care Management Services Contract

°®P3rtnient of Health and Human Seivlces
Medicaid Care Management Services

Exhibit A — Scope of Services

TABLE OF CONTENTS
(continued)

4.5 Member Grievances and Appeals
129

4.5.1 General Requirements
29

4.5.2 Grievance Process

4.5.3 Appeal Process
4.5.4 Actions

*134
4.5.5 Expedited Appeal
4.5.6 Content of Notices

-r. .4.5.7 . Timing of Notices
.j 3g

4.5.8 Continuation of Benefits '
139

4.5.9 Resolution of Appeals "
140

4.5.10 State Fair Hearing .
^4.5.11 Effect ofAdverse Decisions of Appeals and Hearings 141

4.5.12 Survival
4.6 Provider Appeals

4.6.1 ■ General
-143

4.6.2 Provider Adverse Actions
4.6.3 Provider Appeal Process

4.7 Access

4.7.1 Provider Network

4.7.2 Assurances of Adequate Capacity and Services ... ........ . .... . ..... ..149
4.7.3 Time and Distance Standards
4.7.4 Standards for Geographic Accessibility .|52
4.7.5 Timely Access to Service Delivery
4.7.6 Women's Health ^

"Igg
4.7.7 Access to Special Services

4.7.8 Non-Participating Providers
4.7.9 Access to Providers Duririg Transitions of Care .^00
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Medicaid Care Management Services Contract /

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medicaid Care Management Services

■BxhlbitA.».Sjrope of Servlon-s-

TABLE OF CONTENTS
(continued)

i
4.7.10 Second Opinion

164
4.7.11 Provider Choice

164
4.8 Utilization Management

i RA
4.8.1 Policies and Procedures
4.8.2 Practice Guidelines and Standards

170
4.8.3 Medical Necessity Determination

171
4.8.4 Notices of Coverage Determinations

173
4.8.5 Advance Directives

174
4.9 Member Education and Incentives

174
4.9.1 General Provisions

174
4.9.2 Member Health Education

>  174
4.9.3 Member Cost Transparency

175
4.9.4 Member lncentive_Programs
4.9.5 Collaboration with New Hampshire Tobacco Cessation Programs 177

178
4.10 Care Coordination and Care Management

4.10.1 Care Coordination and Care Management General Requirements 178
4.10.2 Health Risk Assessment Screening

■  .181
4.10.3 ' Priority Populations -

188
4.10.4 Risk Scoring and Stratification
4.10.5 Comprehensive Assessment for High-Risk and High-Need
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4.10.6 Care Management for High Risk and High Need Members 187
190

4.10.7 Care Managers
1914.-10;8 -- -Local Care Management

4.10.9 Transitional Care Management '' ̂
4.10.10 Coordination and Integration with Social Services and Community

Care
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Medicaid Care Management Services Contract

ServicesMedicaid Care Management Services

Exhibit A — Scope of Services

TABLE OF CONTENTS
(continued)
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INTRODUCTION

1.1 Purpose

1.1.1 This Medicaid Care Management Agreement is a comprehensive full
risk prepaid capitated Agreement that sets forth the terms and conditions for the
Managed Care Organization's (MCO's) participation in the New,Hampshire (NH)
Medicaid Care Management (MCM) program.

1.2 Term

1.2.1 The Agreement and ail contractual obligations, including Readiness
Review, shall become effective on the date the Govemor and Executive Council
approves the executed MCM Agreement or, If the MCQ does not have health
maintenance organization (HMO) iicensure in the State of New Hampshire on the
date of Govemor and Executive Council approval, the date the MCO obtains
HMO Iicensure in the State of New Hampshire, whichever is later.

1.2.1.1 If the MCO fails to obtain HMO iicensure within thirty (30)
calendar days of Govemor and Executive Council approval, this
'Agreement shall become null and void without further recourse to the
MCO.

1.2.2 The Program Start Date shall begin on July 1, 2019, and the
Agreement term shall continue through June 30, 2024.

1.2.3 The MCO's participation in the MCM program is contingent upon
approval by the Governor and Executive. Council, the MCO's successful
completion of the Readiness Review process as determined by DHHS, and
obtaining HMO Iicensure in the State of New Hampshire as set forth above.

—- The "f^(Tis~soIely7^'^hsible for'the cost of all work during^the -

-  Review and undertakes the work at its sole risk.

1.2.5 If DHHS determines that any MCO will not be ready to begin providing
services on the MCM Program Start Date, July 1, 2019, at its sole discretion,
DHHS may withhold enrollment and require corrective action or terminate the
Anroamonf »A/ithnnf fiirthpr remiirftp. to the MCO.
'  —

2  DEFINITIONS AND ACRONYMS

2.1 Definitions

2/i7i Mult^wifh Specf^HMlth Ne~eds

2.1:1.1 "Adults with Special Health Care Needs" means Menibers who
have or are at Increased risk of having a chronic Illness and/or a physical,
developmental, behavioral, acquired brain disorder, or emotional condition
and who also require health and related services of a type or amount
beyond that usuaily expected for Members of simiiar age.

AmeriHealth Caritas New Hampshire, Inc. Contractor Initials
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]  This includes, but Is not limited to Members with:
S^mmTTAinli (HIV)/Acquired immune DeficiencySyndrome (AIDS), a Severe Mental illness (SMI), Serious
Emohonai Disturbanre (SED), intellectual and/or Developmental
a^bility (l/DD), Substance Use Disorder diagnosis; or chronic

2.1.2 Advance Directive

wlirnrri.irJhi'^^^"'^ Directive" means a written instruction, such as a living
of th^stSe of'Zw ^cognized under the lawlOf the state of New Hampshire, relating to the provision of health care
when a Member is Incapacitated. [42 CFR 489.100]

2.1.3 Affordable Care Act

AffnrnLi Act" means the Patient Protection and
Hearth c^^r^anri w i- ^3, 2010 and theHealth Care and Education Reconciliation Act of 2010' PL 111-1*52
enacted on March 30. 2010. inio^,

2.1.4 Agreement

^  nieans this entire written Agreement between DHHSand the MOO, including its exhibits.

American Society of Addiction Medicine (ASAM) Criteria
ZI.S.I "American Society of Addiction Medicine (ASAM) Criteria"
ha^H ̂  providing outcome-oriented and results-
fnr 11 the treatment of addiction. The Criteria provides guidelines
aHH- a Stay and transfer/discharge of patients withaddiction and co-occurring conditions.'' Pduenis witn

Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)

Disabilities Act (ADA)" means a civil rights lawthat Prohibrts discnmination against Members with disabiiities in ail areas
nL'i'i'"", j""®' transportation, and ̂ i public andprivate places that are open to the general public.^

Appeal Process

2.1.5

2.1.6

2.1.7

' J- Process" means the procedure for handiina orocessinn
S emrtiat^n Member requests for a review of an adverse benel
/^gre3n ^tti A2 CFR 438 Subpart F and this

»2® Stjdety or Addiction Medldne. -What Is the ASAM Crtteria'The Americans .rith Disability Ad National Network, ̂ at Is me vWth Olsabimies Acf
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2.1.8 Area Agency

2.1.8.1 "Area Agency" means an entity established as a nonprofit
corporation in the State of New Hampshire which is established by rules
adopted by the Commissioner to provide services to developmentally
disabled persons in the area as defined in RSA 171-A:2.

2.1.9 ASAM Level of Care

2.1.9.1 "ASAM Level of Care" means a standard nomenclature for
describing the continuum of recovery-oriented addiction services. With the
continuum, clinicians are able to conduct multidimensional assessments
that explore individual risks and needs, and recommended ASAM Level of
Care that matches intensity of treatment services to identified patient
needs. .

2.1.10 Assertive Community Treatment (ACT)

2.1.10.1 "Assertive Community Treatment (ACT)" means the evidence-
based practice of delivering comprehensive and effective services to
Members with SMI by a multidisciplinary team primarily in Member homes,
communities, and other natural environments.

2.1.11 Auxiliary Aids

2.1.11.1 "Auxiliary Aids" means services or devices that enable persons
.  with jmpaired .serisory._raanu9.I.....Qr_speaking skills..to,.have an equal

opportunity to participate in, and enjoy, the benefits of programs or
activities conducted by the MCO.

2.1.11.1.1 Such aids include readers, Braille materials, audio
recordings, telephone handset arriplifiers, telephones compatible_  .. . wth~hearing~aicIs~telecommunication-devices-for-deaf-persons

(TDDs). interpreters, note takers,_ v\rritten maten^ls,_ and other
similar services and devices.

2.1.12 Behavioral Health Services

2.1.12.1 "Behavioral Health Sen/ices" rneans mental health and
Substance use Disorder services thai are Covered Services under this

. Ag recent.

2.1.13 Behavioral Health Crisis Treatment Center (BHCTC)

?.1.13.1 "Behavioral Health Crisis Treatment Center (BHCTC)" means a
treatment service center that provides twenty-four (24) hours a day, seven
(7) days a week intensive, short term stabilization treatment services for
Members experiencing a mental health crisis, including those with co-
occurring Substance Use Disorder.

2;i.13.2 The BHCTC accepts Members for treatment on a voluntary
basis who walk-in, are transported by first responders, or as a stepdown

AmeriHealth Caritas New Hampshire, Inc. Contractor Initials
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treatment site post emergency department (ED) visit or inpatient
psychiatnc treatment site.

delivers an array of services to de-escalate and
stabilize Members at the Intensity and for the duration necessary to quickly
and successfully discharge, via specific after care plans, the Member back
into the community or to a step-down treatment site.

2.1.14 Bright Futures

2.1.14.1 "Bright Futures" means a national health promotion, and
prevention initiative, led by the American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) that
provides theory-based and evidence-driven guidance for ail preventive
care screenings and well-child visits.

2.1.15 Capitation Payment-

Payment" means the monthly payment by DHHS to
the MCO for each Member enrolled In the MCO's plan for which the MOO
provides Covered Sen/Ices under this Agreement.

21.15.1.1 Capitation payments are made only for Medlcaid-
eligible Members and retained by the MCO for those Members.
DHHS makes the payment regardless of whether the Member
receives services during the period covered by the payment. [42
CFR 438.2]

2.1.16 Care Coordination

2.1.16.1 "Care Coordination" means the interaction with established local
community-based providers of care, including Local Care Management

physical, behavioral health and psychosoclal needs
OT Members.

2.1.17 Care Management

2.1.17.1 ""Care Management" means direct contact with a Member
focused on the provision of various aspects of the Member's physical
behavioral health and needed supports that will enable the Member to
achieve the best health outcomes.

2.1.18 Care Manager

2.1.18.1 "Care Manager" means a_qualified and trained individual who is
hired directly by the MCO, a provider in the MCO's network (a

®  ® Management entitywth w^ich the MCO contracts who Is primarily responsible for providing
Care Coordination and Care Management services as defined bv this
Agreement. '
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2.1.19 Case Management

2.1.19.1 "Case Management" means services that assist Membere in
gaining access to needed waivers and other Medicaid State Plan services,
as well as medical, social, educational and other services, regardless of
the funding source for the services to which access Is gained.

2.1.20 Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS)

2.1.20.1 "Centers for/Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS)" means the
federal agency within the United States Department of Health and Human
Services (HHS) \Mth primary responsibility for the Medicaid and Medicare
programs.

2.1.21 Children with Special Health Care Needs

2.1.21.1 "Children with Special Health Care Needs"-means Members
under age twenty-one (21) who have or are at increased risk of having a
serious or chronic physical, developmental, behavioral, or emotional
condition and who also require health and-related services of a type or
amount beyond that usually expected for the child's age.

2.1.21.1.1 This includes, but is not limited to, children or infants: in
foster care; requiring care in the Neonatal Intensive Care Units;
with Neonatal Abstinence Syndrome (NAS); In high stress social
environments/caregiver stress; receiving Family Centered Early

■ Suppdfts and Services, or participating in Special Medical Services
or Partners in Health Services with a.SED, l/DD or Substance Use
Disorder diagnosis.

2.1.22 Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP)

2Ti:227l"""Childr'eh's"Heatth Irisurance Program-(CHIP)"-means a program'
.to.provide health coverage to eligible chHdren under Title XXI of the Social
Security Act.

2.1.23 Choices for Independence (CFI)

2.1.23.1 "Choices for independence (CFI)" means the Home and
Community-Based Services (HCBS) 1915(c) waiver program thai provides
a systern of Lbng'Term Sen/ices and Supports (LTSS) to seniors and
adults who are financially eligible for Medicaid and medically qualify for
institutional level of care provided in nursing facilities.
2rt:23:2^h5~CFI'walver"ls*alscrknown"as"HCBS'for-the-Elderiy-and

Chronically III (HCBS-ECI). Long term care definitions are identified In RSA
151 E and He-E 801, and Covered Services are identified in He-E 801.

2.1.24 Chronic Condition

2.1.24.1 "Chronic Condition" means a physical or mental Impairment or
ailment of indefinite duration or frequent recurrence such as heart disease.

AmeriHealth Caritas New Hampshire, Inc. Contractor Initials
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Stroke, cancer, diabetes, obesity, arthritis, mental Illness or a Substance
Use Disorder.

2.1.25 Clean Claim

2.1.25.1 "Clean Claim" means a claim that does not have any defect
impropnety. lack of any required substantiating documentation, or
particular circumstance requiring special treatment that prevents timelv
payment. '

2.1.26 Cold Call Marketing

means any unsolicited personal contact by
the MCO or its deslgnee, with a potential Member or a Member with
another contracted MCO for the purposes of Marketing 142 CFR
438.104(a)]

2.1.27 Community Mental Health Services

2.1.27.1 "Cornmunlty Mental Health Services" means mental health
services ̂ provided by a Community Mental Health Program ("CMH
Program) or Community Mental Health Provider ("CMH Provider") to
eligible Members as defined under He-M 426.

2.1.28 Community Mental Health Program ("CMH Program")
2.1.28.1 "Community Mental Health Program ("CMH Program")"
synonyrnous with Community Mental Health Center, means a prograni
established and administered by the State, of New Hampshire city town
or county, or a nonprofit corporation for the purpose of providing mental
health services to the residents of the area and which minimally provides
emergency, medical or psychiatric screening and evaluation, Case
Management, and psychotherapy services. [RSA 135-C:2, M A CMH
Program Is authorized to deliver the comprehensive array of services
descnbed In He-M 426 and Is designated to cover a region as described in
He-M 425.

2.1.29 Community Mental Health Provider ("CMH Provider")
2 1 29.1 "Community Mental Health Provider ("CMH Provider")" means a
Medicaid Provider of Community Mental Health Seivlces that has been
previously approved by the DHHS Commissioner to provide specific
mental health services pursuant to He-M 426 [He-M 426.02; (g)]. The
distinction between a CMH Program and a CMH Provider Is that a CMH
Provider offers a more limited range of services.

2.1.30 Comprehensive Assessment

2.1.30.1 "Comprehensive Assessment" means a person-centered
assessriient to help Identify a Member's health condition, functional status
accessibility needs, strengths and supports, health care goals and other

AmeriHealth Caritas New Hampshire, inc. Contractor Initials
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characteristics to Inform whether a Member requires Care Management
services and the level of services that should be provided.

2.1.31 Confidentlallnformation

'  2.1.31.1 "Confidential Information" or "Confidential Data" means

Information that is exempt from disclosure to the . public or other
unauthorized persons under State or federal law. Confidential Information
includes, but Is not limited to, personal information (PI). See definition also
listed in Exhibit K. ^

2.1.32 Consumer Assessment of Health Care Providers and Systems
(CAHPS®)

2.1.32.1 "Consumer Assessment of Health Care Providers and Systems
(CAHPS®)" means a family of standardized survey instruments, Including
a Medicaid sun/ey, used to measure Member experience of health care.

2.1.33 Continuity of Care

2.1.33.1 "Continuity of Care" means the provision of continuous care for
chronic or acute medical conditions through Member transitions between:
facilities and home; facilities: Providers; sen/ice areas; managed care
contractors: Marketplace, Medicaid fee-for-service (FFS) or private
insurance and managed care arrangements. Continuity of Care occurs in a
manner that prevents unplanned or unnecessary readmissions, ED visits,
of adverse health Outcomes.

2.1.34 Continuous Quality Improvement (CQI)

2.1.34.1 "Continuous Quality Improvement (CQI)" means the systematic
process of identifying, describing and analyzing strengths and.
weaknesses and then testing^ implemehtihgT learning'frdrri", and

-- —solutions. .

2.1.35 Copayment

2.1.35.1 "Copayment" means a monetary amount that a Member pays
directly to a Provider at the time a covered service is rendered.

2.1 ;36 j Corrective Action Plan (CAP)

2.1.36.1 "Corrective Action Plan (CAP)" means a plan that the MCO
completes and submits to DHHS to identify and respond to any issues
and/or errors' in instances where it fails to comply with DHHS
requirements.

2.1.37 Covered Services

2.1.37.1 "Covered Sen/ices" means health care services as defined by
DHHS and State and federal regulations and includes Medicaid State Plan
services specified in this Agreement, In Lieu of Services, any Value-Added

I
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m««f if. "^0 Agreement, and services required tomeet Mental Health Panty and Addiction Equity Act. -
2.1.38 Designated Local Care Management Entitles

Management Entities" means Integrated Delivery
Networks (IDNs) that have been certified, as Designated Local Care

Homes. if DHHS elects to

SoX and®n h T f"'®" Amendment
winan^" contractsd enlittes capable of performing Local Care
DHHS ® designated cohort of Members, as determined by

2.1.39 Designated Receiving Facility

Receiving Facility" means a hospital-based
dSafpH h non-hospital-based residential treatment programdes^nated by the Commissioner to provide care, custody, and treatment
to persons involuntarily admitted to the state mental health services
system as defined in He-M 405. services

2.1.40 Dual-Eligible Members

'"eans Members who are eligible for
both Medicare and Medicaid. c"aiy«c loi

2.1.41 Emergency Medical Condition

minlflcti Medical Condition" means a medical conditionmanifesting 'tself by acute symptoms of sufficient severity (Including
kSpdnf'^lh L® layperson, who possesses an averageknowledge of health and medicine, could reasonably expect the absence

^  ® P^®9nant woman, the health of the woman or her unbornchild) in senous jeopardy; serious impairment to bodily functions- or
serious dysfunction of any bodily organ or part. [42 CFR 438.114(a)]

2.1.42 Emergency Services

Services" means covered inpatient and outpatient
services that are furnished by a Provider that is qualified to furnish the

[42 CFR 438 m(a)r^'"^*® Emergency Medical Condition.
2.1.43 Equal Access

Providers SS'"
2.1.44 Evidence-Based Supported Employment (EBSE)

"Evidence-Based Supported Employment (EBSE)" means the
poviston of vocational supports to Members following the Supported

AmeriHeaith Caritas New Hampshire, Inc. Contractor Initials ̂
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Employment Implementation Resource Kit developed by Dartmouth
Medical School to promote successful competitive employment In the
community.

2.1.45 Exclusion Lists

2.1.45.1 "Exclusion Lists" means HHS Office of the Inspector General's
(GIG) List of Excluded Individuals/Entities; the System of Award
Management; the Social Security Administration Death Master File; the list
maintained by the Office of Foreign Assets Controls; and to the extent

.  applicable, National Plan and Provider Enumeration System (NPPES).

2.1.46 External Quality Review (EQR)

2.1.46.1 "Extemal Quality Review (EQR)" means the analysis and
evaluation described In 42 CFR 438.350 by an Extemal Quality Review
Organization (EQRO) detailed in 42 CFR 438.42 of aggregated information
on quality, timeliness, and access Covered Services that the MCO or its
Subcontractors fumish to Medicaid recipients.

2.1.47 Family Planning Services

2.1.47.1 "Family Planning Services" rheahs services available to
Members by Participating or Non-Partlclpatlng Providers without the need
for a referral or Prior Authorization that include:

2.1.47.1.1 Consultation with trained personnel regarding family
plarihirig, contraceptive pfoceduTeS;^ and sexually
transmitted diseases;

2.1.47.1.2 Distribution of literature relating to family planning,
contraceptive procedures, and sexually transmitted diseases;

2.1.47.1.3 Provision of contraceptive procedures . and"
contraceptive supplles-by-those qualified to.do.so.under.the laws of..
the'State in which services are provided;

2.1.47.1.4 Referral of Members to physicians or health agencies
for consultation, examination, tests, medical treatment and
prescription for tho purposes of family-planning, contraceptive
procedures, and treatment of sexually transmitted diseases, as
Indicated; and

2.1.47.1.5 Immunization services where medically Indicated and
-  linked-to sexually-transmitted-diseases,-includlng-but-not-llmlted-to-

Hepatitis B and Human paplllomavlruses vaccine.

2.1.48 Federally Qualified Health Centers (FQHCs)

2.1.48.1 "Federally Qualified Health Center (FQHC)" means a public or
private non-profit health care organization that has been identified by the
Health Resources and Services Administration (HRSA) and certified by

AmeriHealth Caritas New Hampshire, Inc. Contractor Initials
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SelolarS'Aot" 1861(aa)(4) and 1905(I)(2)(B) of
2.1.49 Granite Advantage Members

"Advantage Members" means Members who are

XIX of the See
and including s
hundred and th

,1^1 A j- I ® uuvufcu unQOr I III©

'l^ fnu^rLf nineteen (19) up to.i^-four (64) years, wtth incomes up to and Including one
whn arc t rty-eight percent (138%) of the federal poverty level (FPL)not eligible for Medicare and not enrolled in NH'sHealth Insurance Premium Payment (HIPP) program.

2.1.50 Grievance Process

Z1.50.1 "Grievance Process" means the procedure for addressino

F and mis rgrement"' CFR 438 Subpart
2.1.51 Home and Community Based Services (HOBS)

2.1.51.1 "Home and Community Based Services rHrR<5^" rr.^»r;.n^ *w

S pmS^m H"'"® Supports (HCBS-l)
Conditions"''"'"""'''''"'™' Preventable

rlnlV ".'^°®P''al-Acquired Conditions and Provider Preventable

Pncludes'%t I mS"" consequence for the Member; is auditable; andpe^y: a p^b^ 3uT^-| err iL^p/^^ ̂
on the wrong M^tef' procedure performed
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2.1.53 In Lieu Of Services

2.1.53.1 An "In Lieu Of Service" means an alternative service or setting
that DHHS has approved as medically appropriate and cost-effective
substitute for a Covered Service or setting under the Medicaid State Plan.

,  2.1.53.2 A Member cannot be required by the MOO to use the alternative
service or setting. Any In Lieu Of Service shall be authorized by DHHS,
either via DHHS's Issuance of prospective identification of approved In
Lieu of Services or through an agreement reached between DHHS and the
MOO.

2.1.53.3 The utilization and actual cost of In Lieu Of Services shall be
taken into account In developing the component of the capitation rates that
represents the Medicaid State Plan Covered Services, unless a statute or
regulation explicitly requires otherwise.

2.1.54 Incomplete Claim

2.1.54.1 "Incomplete Claim" means a claim that Is denied for the purpose
of obtaining additional information from the Provider.

2.1.55 Indian Health Care Provider (IHCP)

2.1.55.1 "Indian Health Care Provider (IHCP)" means a health (^re
program operated by the Indian Health Service (IHS) or by an Indian Tribe,
Tribal Organization, or Urban Indian Organization (l/T/U) as those terms
are defined in the Indian Health Care Improvement Act (25 U.'S.C. 1603).
[42 CFR 438.14(a)]

2.1.56 Integrated Care

2.1.56.1._!lntegrated.C^re" means the systematic coordination of mental
health, Substance Use Disorder, and primary care services to effectively

-  care for pe^ople with multiple health care needs.L
2.1.57 Integrated Delivery Network (IDN)

2.1.57.1 "Integrated Delivery Network" means a regionally-based network
of physical and behavioral health providers and/or social service
organizations that participate in the NH Building Capacity for
Transformation Section 1115 Waiver or are othenwise determined by
DHHS to be an Integrated Delivery Network.

2.1.58 Limited English Proficiency (LEP)

2.1.58.1 "Limited English Proficiency (LEP)" means a Member's primary
language is not. English and the Member may have limited ability to read,
write, speak or understand English.

' SAMHSA-HRSA Center for Integrated Solutions, What Is integrated Care?"
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2.1.59 Local Care Management

2.1.59 1 "Local Care Management" means the MOO engages in real-
tim^ high-touch, or a supportive In-person Member engagement strategy
used for building relationships with Members that includes consistent
follow-up with Providers and Members to assure that selected Members
are making progress with their care plans.

2.1.60 Long Term Services and Supports (LTSS)
2.1 60.1 "Long Term Services and Supports (LTSS)" means nursing
faciiity services, ail four of NH's Home and Community Based Care
flyers, and services provided to children and families through the
Division for Children, Youth and Families (DCYF).

2.1.61 Managed Care Information System (MClS)
2.1.61.1 "Managed Care Information System (MClS)' means a
comprehensive, automated and Integrated system that: collects analyzes
integrates, and reports data [42 CFR 438.242(a)]: provides information on
areas, Including but not limited to utilization, claims, grievances and

disenrollment for reasons other than loss of Medicaid
eligibility [42 CFR 438.242(a)]; collects and maintains data on Members
and Providers, as specified in this Agreement and on ail services furnished

• to Members, through an encounter data system [42 CFR 438.242(b)(2)]- is
capable of meeting the requirements listed throughout this Agreement; and
IS capable of providing ail of the data and information necessary for DHHS
to meet State and federal Medicaid reporting and information regulations.

2.1.62 Managed Care Organization (MCO)

^  Organization (MCO)" means an entity that has acertificate of authority from the NH Insurance Department (NHID) and who
rontracts with DHHS under a comprehensive risk Agreement to provide
health care services to. eligible Members under the MOM program.

2.1.63 Marketing

2.1.63.1 "Marketing" means any communication from the MCO to a
potential Member, or Member who is not enrolled in that MCO, that can
reasonably be Interpreted as intended to influence the Member to enroll
with the MCO or to either not enroll, or disenroll from another DHHS
contracted MCO. [42 CFR 438.104(a)]

2.1.64 Marketing Materials

2.1 64.1 "Marketing Materials" means materials that are produced in any
medium ; by or on behalf of the MCO that can be reasonably interpreted as
intended as Marketing to potential Members. [42 CFR 438.104(a)(ii)]

AmeriHealth Caritas New Hampshire, inc. Contractor initiais M
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2.1.65 MOO Alternative Payment lyiodel (ARM) Implementation Plan

2.1.65.1 "MCO Alternative Payment Model (ARM) Implementation Plan"
means the MCO's plan for meeting the ARM requirements described in
this Agreement. The MCO ARM Implementation Plan shall be reviewed
and approved.by DHHS.

2.1.66 MCO Data Certification

2.1.66.1 "MCO Data Certification" means data submitted to DHHS and

certified by one of the following:

2.1.66.T.1 The MCO's Chief Executive Officer (CEO);

2.1.66.1.2 The MCO's Chief Financial Officer (CFO); or

2.1.66.1.3 An individual who has delegated authority to sign for,
and who reports directly to, the MCO's CEO or CFO.

2.1.67 MCO Formulary

2.1.67.1 "MCO Formulary" means the list of prescription drugs covered
by the MCO and the tier on which each medication is placed, in
cdmpliahce'wlth the DHHS-developed Prefe'rred Drug List (PDL) and 42
CFR438.10{i).

2.1.68 MCO Quality Assessment and Performance Improvement (QAPI)
Prograrn

2.1.68.1 "MCO Quality Assessment and Performance improvement
(QAPI) Program" means an ongoing and comprehensive program for the
services the MCO fumishes to Members consistent with the requirements
of this "Agreement and federal requirements for the QAPI program. [42
CFR438;330(a)(1); 42 CFR438:330(a)(3}] ~ - - -

2.1.69 MCO Utilization-Management Program . ..

2.1.69.1 "MCO Utilization Management Program" means a program
developed, operated, and maintained by the MCO that meets the criteria
contained in this Agreement related to Utilization Management. The MCO
Utilization Managsmsnt Program shall Include defined stnjctures, policies,
and procedures for Utilization Management.

2.1.70 Medicaid Director

2.1.70.1 "Medicaid Director" means the State Medicaid Director of NH

DHHS. ^

2.1.71 Medicaid Management Information System (MMIS)

2.1.71.1 "Medicaid Management Information System (MMIS)" as defined
by the CMS.gov glossary Is: a CMS approved system that supports the
operation of the Medicaid program. The MMIS includes the following types
of sub-systems or files: recipient eligibility, Medicaid provider, claims

AmeriHealth Caritas New Hampshire, Inc. Contractor Initials
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processing, pricing. Surveillance and Utilization Review Subsystem
(SURS), Management and Administrative Reporting System (MARS), and
potentially encounter processing.

2.1.72 Medicaid State Plan

2.1.72.1 "Medicaid State Plan" means an agreement between a state
and the Federal govemmenl describing how that state administers Its
Medicaid and CHIP programs. It gives an assurance that a state will abide
by Federal rules and may claim Federal matching funds for its program
activities. The state plan sets out groups of individuals to be covered,
services to be provided, methodologies for providers to t>e reimbursed and
the administrative activities that are underway In the state.

2.1.73 Medical Loss Ratio (MLR)

2.1.73.1 "Medical Loss Ratio (MLR)" means the proportion of premium
revenues spent on clinical services and quality improvemehl, calculated in
compliance with the terms of this Agreement and with all federal
standards, including 42 CFR 438.8.

2.1.74 Medically Necessary

2.1.74.1 Per Early and Periodic Screening, Diagnostic and Treatment
(EPSDT) for Members under twenty-one (21) years of age, "Medically
Necessary" means any service that Is. Included vw'thin the categories of
mandatory and optional services listed in Section 1905(a) of the Social
Security Act, regardless of whether such service is covered under the
Medicaid State Plan, if that service is necessary to correct or ameliorate
defects and physical and mental illnesses or conditions.

2.1.74.2 For Members ̂enty-one (21) years of age and older. "Medically
Necessary means services that a licensed Provider, exercising prudent
clinical judgment, would provide, in accordance with generally accepted
standards of medical practice, to a recipient for the purpose of evaluating,
diagnosing, preventing, or treating an acute or chronic illness, injury]
disease, or its symptoms, and that are:

2.1.74.2.1 Clinically appropriate in terms of type, frequency of use,
e^ent, site, and duration, and consistent with the established
diagnosis or treatment of the Member's illness, injury, disease, or
its symptoms:

2.1.74.2.2 Not primarily for the convenience of the Member or the
Member's family, caregiver, or health care Provider;

2.1.74.2.3 No more costly than other items or services which
would produce equivalent diagnostic, therapeutic, or treatment
results as related to the Member's Illness, Injury, disease, or Its
symptoms; and
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2.1.74.2.4 Not experimental, investigative, cosmetic, or duplicative
in'nature [He-W 530.01(e)].

2.1.75 Medication Assisted Treatment (MAT)

2.1.75.1 "Medication Assisted Treatment (MAT)" means the use of
medications in combination with counseling and behavioral therapies for
the treatment of Substance Use Disorder.^

2.1.76 Member

2.1.76.1 "Member" means an individual v\rho is enrolled in managed care
through an MCO having an Agreement with DHHS. [42 CFR 438.10(a)]

2.1.77 Member Advisory Board

2.1.77.1 "Member Advisory Board" means a group of Members that
represents the Member population, established and facilitated by the
MCO. The Member Advisory Board shall adhere to the requirements set
forth in this Agreement.

2.1.78 Member Encounter Data (Encounter Data)

2.1.78.1 "Member Encounter Da~ta ("Ehcouhter Data")" means the
information reiatmg to the receipt of any iterri(s) or service(s) by a Member,
under this Agreement, between DHHS and an MCO that is subject to the
requirements of 42 CFR 438.242 and 42 CFR 438.818.

2.1.79 Member Handbook

2.1.79.1 "Member Handbook" means a handbook based upon the model
Member Handbook developed by DHHS and published by the MCO that
eriables the Member to understand how to effectively use the MCM
program in"accordance \with this"Agreementand-42 CFR 438:10{g): - ~ -

2.1.80 National Commltteefor Quall^ Assurance (NCQA)- . -

2.1.80.1 "National Committee for Quality Assurance (NCQA)" means an
organization responsible for developing and managing health care
measures that assess the quality of care and services that managed care
clients receive.

2.1.81 NCQA Health Plan Accreditation

2.1.81.1 "NCQA Health Plan Accreditation" means MCO accreditation,
including the Medicaid module obtained from the NCQA, teased on an
assessment of clinical performance and consumer experience.

* SAHMSA-HRSA Center for Integrated Health Solutions, "Medication Assisted Treatment'
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2.1.82 Neonatal Abstinence Syndrome (NAS)
Z1.82.1 "Neonatal Abstinence Syndrome (NAS)" means a constellation

Tn uTeTa ^
2.1.83 Non-Emergency Medical Transportation (NEMT)

2.1.83.1 "Non-Emergency Medical Transportation (NEMT)" means

n® arranged by the MCO and provided free of charge
Prn^H^r^ff "r transportation torovider office and facilities for Medically Necessary care and services

Medicaid State Plan, regardless of whether those Medically
Necessary services are covered by the MCO.

2.1.84 Non-Participating Provider

2.1.M.1 Non-Participating Provider" means a person health care
Provider, praditioner, facility or entity acting wittiin their scope of practice
oaSrin'rf ^ «e MCO to
siS to MbL H health care
TOedb^e M^ "

2.1.85 Non-Symptomatic Office Visits

."Non-Symptomatic Office Visits" means preventive care office
wsits available from the Member's Primary Care Provider (POP) or another
sl^nrnm^t " calendar days of a request for the visit. Non-Symptomatic Office Wsrts. may include, but are not limited to
well/preventive care such as physical examinations, annual gynecoloqicai
examinations, or child and adult Immunizations.

2.1.86 Non-Urgent, Symptomatic Office Visits

Symptomatic Office Visits" means routine care
tiS Mm® , 'he Member's POP or another Provider within
r^il /-f® ® ̂ ®9uest for the visit. Non-Urgent, Symptomatic
^ntnm associated with the presentation of medical signs orsymptoms not requrnng immediate attention, but that require monitoring.

2.1.87 Ongoing Special Condition

2.1.87.1 Ongoing Special Condition" means. In the case of an acute

toeatmfinl Condition that is serious enough to require medical care or
thffi nf ® reponabie possibility of death or permanent harm; In
thm^on ® condition, a disease or condition that is life
trentmenf "^^enerative. or disabling, and requires medical care ortreatment over a prolonged period of time; in the case of pregnancy

^  In m. Ca™ orinrama.- cm.™ lor
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pregnancy from the start of the second trimester; in the case of a terminal
illness, a Member has a medical prognosis that the Member's life
expectancy is six (6) months or less..

2.1.88 Overpayments

2.1.88.1 "Overpayments" means any amount received to which the
Provider Is not entitled. An overpayment includes payment that should not
have been made and payments made in excess of the appropriate
amount.

2.1.89 Participating Provider

2.1.89.1 "Participating Provider" means a person, health care Provider,
practitioner, facility, or entity, acting within the scope of practice and
licensure, and who Is under a written contract with the MCO to provide
services to Members under the terms of this Agreement.

2.1.90 Peer Recovery Program

2.1.90.1 "Peer Recovery Program" means a program that is accredited
by. the__Cpuncil on Accreditation of Peer Recovery Support Sen/ices
(CAPRSSj or another accrediting body approved by DHHS, Is under,
contract with DHHS's contracted facilitating organization, or is under
contract with DHHS's Bureau of Drug and Alcohol Services to provide
Pe^er Recovery Support Services (PRSS).

2.1.91 Performance Improvement Project (PIP)

2.1.91.1 "Performance Improvement Project (PIP)" means an initiative
inc|udedjn the QAPI program that focuses on clinical and non-clinical
areasrA^PfP shall be developed Iri'cohsultatioh with the EQRO. [42 CFR
438.330(b)(1); 42 CFR 4y8.33b(d)(1);"42 CFR 438.330(a)(2)]:

2.1.92 " PhysiclarTGfbup - . . -

2.1.92.1 "Physician Group" means a partnership, association,
corporation, individual practice association, or other group that distributes
income from the practice among its Members. An individual practice
association is a Physician Group only if It Is composed of individual
physicians and has no Sutxx)ntracts with Physician Groups.

2.1.93 Physician Incentive Plan

2.1.93.1 "Physician Incentive Plan" means any compensation'
arrangement between the MCO and Providers' that apply to federal
regulations found at 42 CFR 422.208 and 42 CFR 422.210, as applicable
to Medicaid managed care on the basis of 42 CFR 438.3(1).

2.1.94 Post-Stabilization Services

2.1.94.1 "Post-Stabilization Services" means contracted services, related
to an Emergency Medical Condition that are provided after a Member Is
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stabilized In -order to maintain the stabilized, condition or to improve or
resolve the Member's condition. [42 CFR 438.114; 422.113]

2.1.95 Practice Guidelines -

means evidence-based clinical guidelines
adopted by the MCO that are in compliance with 42 CFR 438 236 and with
NCQAs requirements for health plan accreditation. The Practice
Guidelines shall be based on valid and reasonable clinical evidence or a
consensus of Providers in the particular field, shall consider the needs of
Membere. be adopted in consultation with Participating .Providers, and be
reviewed and updated periodically as appropriate.

2.1.96 Prescription Drug Monitoring Program (PDMP)
2.1.96.1 "Prescription Drug Monitoring Program (PDMP)" means the
program operated by the NH Office of Professional Licensure and
Certffication that facilitates the collection, analysis, and reporting of
information on the prescribing, dispensing, and use of controlled
substances in NH.

2.1.97 Primary Care Provider (PGP)

^®''® a Participating Providerwho has the responsibility for supervising, coordinating, and providing
pnmary health care to Members, initiating referrals for specialist care and
maintaining the Continuity of Member Care. PCPs include, but are not
irnited to Pediatncians. Family Practitioners, General Practitioners
ntemists Obstetncians/Gynecologists (OB/GYNs). Physician Assistants

(under the supe^ision of a physician), or Advanced Registered Nurse
Practihoners (ARNP), as designated by the MCO. The definition of PCP is
inclusive of primary care physician as it is used in 42 CFR 438. All federal

primary care physicians shall also be applicable
to PCPs as the term is used in this Agreement.

2.1.98 Prior Authorization

Authorization" means the process by which DHHS the
MCO. or another MCO participating in the MCM program, whichever is
applicable, authonzes. in advance, the delivery of Covered Services based
on factors, including but not limited to medical necessity cost-
effectiveness, and compliance with this Agreement.

2.1.99 Priority Population

2.1.99.1 "Priority Population" means a population that is most likely to
have Care Management needs and be able to benefit from Care
Management. The following groups are considered Priority Populations
under this Agreement: Adults and Children with Special Health Care

limited to, Members with HIV/AIDS, an SMI
SED, l/DD or Substance Use Disorder diagnosis, or with chronic pain;
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Members receiving services under HCBS waivers; Members identified as
those with rising risk; individuals with high unmet resource, needs; mothers
of babies bom with NAS; Infants with NAS; pregnant women with
Substance Use Disorder; intravenous drug users, including Members who
require long-term IV antibiotics and/or surgical treatment as a result of IV
drug use; individuals who have been in the ED for an overdose event In
the last twelve (12) months; recently incarcerated individuals; individuals
who have a suicide attempt in the last twelve (12) months and other
Priority Populations as determined by the MCO and/or DHHS.

2.1.100 Program Start Date

2.1.100.1 "Program Start Date" means the date when the MCO is
responsible for coverage of services to its Members in the MOM program,
contingent upon Agreement approval by the Govemor and Executive
Council and DHHS's determination of successful completion of the
Readiness Review period.

2.1.101 Provider

2.1.101.1 "Provider" means an individual rhejdical, behavioral or social
service professional, hospital, skilled nursing facility (SNF), other facility or
organization, pharmacy, program, equipment and supply vendor, or other
entity that provides care or bills for health care services or products.

2.1.102 ..ProviderDirector ^ _

2.1.102.1 "Provider Directory" means information on the MOO's
Participating Providers for each of the Provider types covered under this
Agreement, available in electronic form and paper form upon r^uest to
the" Member in" accordance with 42 CFR 438.10'ahd the terms of this
Agreelfiehtl

2.1.103: Psychiatric Boarding ^ - .

.2.1.103.1 "Psychiatric Boarding" means a Member's continued physical
presence in an emergency room or another temporary location after either
completion of an Involuntary Emergency Admission (lEA) application,
revocatton of a conditional discharge, or commitment to New Hampshire
Hospital or other designated receiving facility by a Court.

2.1.104 Qualified Bilingual/Multilingual Staff

2.1.104.1 "Qualified Bilihaual/Multilinqual Staff" means an employee of the
MCO who is designated by the MCO to provide oral language assistance
as part of the individual's current, assigned job responsibilities and who
has demonstrated to the MCO that he or she is proficient in speaking and
understanding spoken English and at least one (1) other spoken language,
including any necessary specialized vocabulary, terminology and
phraseology; and Is able to effectively, accurately, and Impartially
communicate directly with Members with LEP in their primary languages.
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2.1.105 Qualified Interpreter for a Member with a Disability
2.1.105.1 "Qualified Interpreter for a Member with a Disability" means an
interpreter who, via a remote Interpreting service or an on-site appearance
Mpmh? TH®" accepted interpreter ethics principles, including

^  effectively, accurately, andimpartially, both receptively and expressively, using any necessarv
specialized vocabulary, terminology and phraseology.

Qualified interpreters can Include, for example, sign language
nterpreters, oral transliterators (employees who represent or spell In the

alphabet), and cued language transliterators

handfhapes) ®P®" by "slng a small number of
2.1.106 Qualified Interpreter for a Member with LEP

"Qualified Interpreter for a Member with LEP" means an

Lrih^rPQ i M interpreting service or an on-slte appearance
Mflmhp I interpreter ethics principles. IncludingMemby OTnfldentiality: has demonstrated proficiency in speaking and

and k f" language;
rorl r ^ 1? interpret effectively, accurately, and impartially bothreceptively and expressly, to and from such language(s) and English

ing any necessary specialized vocabulary, terminology and phraseology!
2.1.107 Qualified Translator

npnll^iw Translator" means a translator who adheres togenerally accepted translator ethics principles, including Member
confidentiality: has demonstrated proficiency in writing and understandinq

tTanriatf"e^ 'anguage; and is able toranslate effectively, accurately, and Impartially to and from. such
necessary specialized vocabularyterminology and phraseology. [45 CFR 92.4. 92.201(dHe)]

2.1.108 Qualifying APM

2.1.108.1 "Qualifying APM" means an APM approved by DHHS as
consistent with the standards specified In this Agreement and in anv
subsequent DHHS guidance, including the DHHS Medicaid APM Strategy

2.1.109 Recovery

2.1.109.1 "Recovery" means a process of change through which Members
fieaith and weiiness, live seif-directed lives, and strive to

cNn!5-^i t t 's buil* on access to evidence-basedciinicai treatment and Recovery support services for all populations.®

* SAMHSA, "Recovefy and Recovery Support*
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2.1.110 Referral Provider

2.1.110.1 "Referral Provider" means a Provider, who is not the Member's
PCP, to whom a Member Is referred for Covered Services.

2.1.111 Risk Scoring and Stratification

2.1.111.1 "Risk Scoring and Stratification" means the methodology to
identify Members who are part of a Priority Population for Care
Management and who should receive a Comprehensive Assessment. The
MCO shall provide protocols to DHHS for review and approval on how
Members are stratified by severity and risk level Including details regarding
the algorithm and data sources used to identify eligible Member for Care
Management.

2.1.112 Rural Health Clinic (RHC)

2.1.112.1 "Rural Health Clinic (RHC)" means a clinic located in an area
designated by DHHS as rural, located in a federally designated medically
underserved area, or has an Insufficient number, of physicians, which
meets the requirements under 42 CFR 491.

2.1.113 Second Opiriiori

2.1.113.1 "Second Opinion" means the opinion of a qualified health care
professional within the Provider network, or the opinion of a Non-

.  - -PartLcii^ting Proyider with whom ihe M^O has permitted the Member to
consult, at no cost to the Member. [42 CFR 438!206(b)'(3)]

I

2.1.114 Social Determinants of Health

2.1.114, "Social Determinants.of Health" means.a wide range.of factors
.. - _ .. known,to. haye_an_jmpact .pn_hjajth^re, jangm^ socioeconomic

status, education and employment, to one's physical environment and~
-access-tohealthcare.— - - — . . .

2.1.115 State

2.1.115.1 The "State" means the State of New Hampshire and any of its
agencies.

2.1.116 Subcontract

2,1.116.1 "Subcontract" means any separate contract or contract-between
the MCO and an Individual or entity ("Subcontractor") to perform all or a

——portlon-of-the-dutles-and obligatlons-that-the-MGG Is- obllgated-to-perform
pursuant to this Agreement.

2.1.117 Subcontractor

2.1.117.1 "Subcontractor" means a person or entity that Is delegated by
the MCO to perform an administrative function or service on behalf of the
MCO that directly or Indirectly relates to the performance of all or a portion
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of the duties or obligations under this Agreement. A Subcontractor- does
not include a Participating Provider.

2.1.118 Substance Use Disorder

2 1.118.1 Substance Use Disorder" means a cluster of symptoms meeting
the cnteria for Substance Use Disorder as set forth In the Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM), 5th edition f20131 as
described in He-W 513.02.

2.1.119 Substance Use Disorder Provider

2.1.119.1 "Substance Use Disorder Provider'.means all Substance Use
Disorder treatment and Recovery support service Providers as described
in He-W 513.04.

2.1.120 Term

2.1.120.1 Term means the duration of this Agreement.
2.1.121 Third Party Liability (TPL)

2.T121.1 Third Party Liability (TPL)" means the legal obligation of third
parties (e.g., certain individuals, entities, insurers, or programs) to pay part
or all of the expenditures for medical assistance furnished under a
Medicaid State Plan.

2.1.121.2 By law, all other available third party resources shall meet their
legal obligation to pay claims before the Medicaid program pays for the
care of an individual eligible for Medicaid.

2.1 -ISI-S States are required to take all reasonable measures to ascertain
the legal liability of third parties to pay for care. and services that are
available under the Medicaid State Plan.

2.1.122 Transitional Care Management

Transitional Care Management" means the responsibility of the
MOO to manage transitions of care for all Members moving from one
clinical setting to another to prevent unplanned or unnecessary
readmissions, ED visits, or adverse health outcomes.

2.1 122.2 The MOO shall maintain and operate a formalized hospital
and/or institutional discharge planning program that includes effective
^st-discharge Transitional Care Management, including appropriate
discharge planning for short-term and long-term hospital and Institutional
stays. [42 CFR 438.208(b)(2){i)]

2.1.123 Transitional Health Care

2.1.123.1 Transitional Health Care" means care that is available from a
pnmary or specialty Provider for clinical assessment and care planning
within two (2) business days of discharge from inpatient or institutional
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care for physical or mental health disorders or discharge from a Substance
Use Disorder treatment program.

2.1.124 Transitional Home Care

2.1.124.1 "Transitional Home Care" means care that is available with a
home care nurse, a licensed counselor, and/or therapist (physical therapist
or occupational therapist) within two (2) calendar days of discharge frorn
inpatient or institutional care for physical or mental health disorders, if
ordered by the Member's PCP or specialty care Provider or as part of the
discharge plan.

2.1.125 Trauma Informed Care

2.1.125.1 "Trauma Informed Care" means a program, organization, or
system that realizes the widespread impact of trauma and understands
potential paths for Recovery; recognizes the signs and symptoms of
trauma in Members, families, staff, and others involved with the system;
responds by fully integrating knowledge about trauma into policies,
procedures, and practices; and seeks to actively resist re-traumatization.

2.1.126 -Urgent, Symptomatic Office Visits

2.1.126.1 "Urgent, Symptomatic Office Visits" means office visits, available
from the Membe?s PCP or another Provider within forty-eight (48) hours,
for the presentation of medical signs or symptoms that require immediate
attention,"but"are'^not-life; threatening and do not meet the definition of
Emergency Medical Condition.

2.1.127 Utilization Management

2.1.127.1 "Utilization Managerrient" means the criteria of evaluating the
hecessityi^ "Appropriateness,^ andrefficiency of Covered^ Services against
established guidelines and procedures.

2.1.128 Value-Added Services

2.1.128.1 "Value-Added Services" means sen/ices not Included in the
Medicaid State Plan that the MCO elects to purchase and provide to
ivlsmucrs St IIIS lVlO^^ O uiOWionOn onu CApcuoo vw impiuvO MCOiiii. Ouu

reduce costs. Value-Added Services are not Included in capitation rate
calculations.

2.1.129 Willing Provider

2.1.129.1 "Willing Provider" means a Provider credentialed according to
the requirements of'DHHS and the MCO, who agrees to render services
as authorized by the MCO and to comply with the terms of the MCO's
Provider Agreement, including rates and policy manual.

' SAMHSA, Trauma Informed Approach and Trauma-Specific Interventions*
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2.2 Acronvm List

2,2.1 AAP means American Academy of Pediatrics.
ABD means Acquired Brain Disorder.

ACT means Assertive Community Treatment.
ADA means Americans with Disabilities Act.

ADL means Activities of Daily Living.
ADT means Admission, Discharge and Transfer.
AIDS means Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome.
ANSA means Adult Needs and Strengths, Assessment.
APM means Altemative Payment Model.
ARNP means Advanced Registered Nurse Practitioner.
ASAM means American Society of Addiction Medicine.
ASC means Accredited Standards Committee.

ASFRA means Assisted Suicide Funding Restriction Act.

ASL means American Sign Language.
BCPP means Breast and Cervical Cancer Program.
BHCTC means Behavioral Health Crisis Treatment Center.

Syste^r^s"^^^"^ Consumer Assessment of Healthcare Providers and

A^seLmenf"^ Adolescent Needs and Strengths
CAP means Corrective Action Plan.

Setvl^f Council on Accreditation of Peer Recovery Support
CARC means Claim Adjustment Reason Code.
CDT means Code on Dental Procedures and Nomenclature.
CEO means Chief Executive Officer.

CFI means Choices for Independence.

CFO means Chief Financial Officer.

CHIP means Children's Health Insurance Program.
CHIS means Comprehensive Health Care Information System.
CMH means Community Mental Health.

Contractor Initials

Date^t^

2.2.2

2.2.3

2.2.4

2.2.5

2.2.6

2.2.7

2.2.8

2.2.9

2.2.10

2.2.11

2.2.12

2.2.13

2.2.14

2.2.15

2.2.16

2.2.17

2.2.18

2.2.19

2.2.20

2.2.21

2.2.22

2.2.23

2.2.24

2.2.25

2.2.26

2.2.27

2.2.28
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2.2.29 CMO means Chief Medical Officer.- - .

2.2.30 CMR means Comprehensive Medication Review.

2.2.31 CMS means Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services.

2.2.32 COB means Coordination of Benefits.

2.2.33 COBA means Coordination of Benefits Agreement.

2.2.34 CRT means Current Procedural Terminology.

2.2.35 CQI means Continuous Quality Improvement.

,2.2;36 DBT means Dialectical Behavioral Therapy.

,2.2.37 DCYF means New Hampshire Division for Children, Youth and
Families.

2.2.38 DD means Developmental Disability.

2.2.39 DHHS means New Hampshire Department of Health and Human
Services.

2.2.40 DME means Durable Medical Equipment.

2.2.41 DOB means Date of Birth.

2.2.42 DOD means Date of Death.

2.2.43 DOJ means (New Hampshire or United States) Department of Justice.
2.2.44 DRA means Deficit Reduction Act.

2.2.45 DSM means Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders.

_2.2.46 DSRIP means The New Hampshire Delivery System Reform Incentive
Payment Program. " ' ~

2.2.47 " DUR means Drug Utilization Review. - - - - - -

2.2.48 EBSE means Evidence-Based Supported Employment.

2.2.49 ECl means Elderly and Chronically III.

2.2.50 ED means Emergency Department.

2.2.51 EDI means Electronic Data Interchange.

2.2.52 EFT means Electronic Funds Transfer.
2."2:53 EOB means ExplaTiatiOiTTSf Benefits.""

2.2.54 EPSDT means Early and Periodic Screening. Diagnostic and
Treatment.

2.2.55 EQR means External Quality Review.

2.2.56 EQRO means Extemal Quality Review Organization.
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2.2.57 ERISA means Employees Retirement Income SecurityAct of 1974.
2.2.58 EST means Eastern Standard Time.
2.2.59 ETL means Extract, Transformation and Load.
2.2.60 FAR means Federal Acquisition Regulation.
2.2.61 FCA means False Claims Act.

2.2.62 FDA means Food and Drug Administration for the United States
Department of Health and Human Services;

2.2.63 FFATA means Federal Funding Accountability & Transparency Act.
2.2.64 FFS means Fee-for-Service.

2.2.65 FPL means Federal Poverty Level.
2.2.66 FQHC means Federally Qualified Health Center.
2.2.67 HCBS means Home and Community Based Services.

Swtrls""®^"® Community Based Services In Home
HCPCS means Health Care Common Procedure Coding System.

Ser^iceT^"® Department of Health and Human
HIPAA means Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act.

2.2.68

2.2.69

2.2.70

2.2.71

2.2.72 HIPP means Health Insurance Premium Payment.
2.2.73

2.2.76

2.2.77

aSeTh Act"of1™
2.2.74 HIV means Human Immunodeficiency Virus.
2.2.75 HMO means health maintenance organization.

nSfoH Resources and Services Administration for theUnited States Department of Health and Human Services.

SnlTatoa Urban Indian
2.2.78 lADL means Instrumental Activities of Daily Living.
2.2.79 IBNR means Incurred But Not Reported.
2.2.80 ICF means Intermediate Care Facility.
2.2.81 ID means Intellectual Disabilities.

2.2.82 IDN means Integrated Delivery Network.
2.2.83 lEA means Involuntary Emergency Admission.

AmerlHealthCaritas New Hampshire, lnc_ Contractor Initials ̂
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2.2.84 IHCP means Indian Health Care Provider.

2.2.85 IMS means Indian Health Service.

2.2.86 IMD means Institution for Mental Disease.

2.2.87 IVR means Interactive Voice Response.

2.2.88 LEP means Limited English Proficiency.

2.2.89 LTSS means Long-Term Services and Supports.

2.2.90 MACRA means Medicare Access and CHIP Reauthorization Act of
2015.

2.2.91 MAT means Medication Assisted Treatment.

2.2.92 MClS means Managed Care Information System.

2.2.93 MCM means Medicaid Care Management.

2.2.94 MCO means Managed Care Organization.

2.2.95 MED means Morphine Equivalent Dosing.

2!2T96" MFCU rrieans New Hampshire Medicaid Fraud Control Unit.

2.2.97 MLADCs means Masters Licensed Alcohol and Drug Counselors.

2.2.98 MLR means Medical Loss Ratio.

2.2.99 MMIS means Medicaid Management information System.

2.2.100 MAS means Neonatal Abstinence Syndrome.

2.2.101 NCPDP means National Council for Prescription Drug Programs.

2^.102 " "NCQA means^National Committee for QualityrAssurance.--

2.2.103 NEMT-means-Non-Emergency Medical Transportation

2.2.104 NH means New Hampshire.

2.2.105 NHID means New Hampshire Insurance Department,

o o/igs NPI means National Provider Identifier.

2.2.107 NPPES means National Plan and Provider Enumeration System.

,2.2.108 OB/GYN means. Obstetrics/Gynecology or
Obstetricians/Gynecologists.

2.2.109 OIG means Office of the Inspector General for the United States
Department of Health and Human Services.

2.2.110 OTP means Opioid Treatment Program.

2.2.111 PB.M means Pharmacy Benefits Manager.

2.2.112 PCA means Personal Care Attendant.
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2.2.113 PCP means Primary Care Provider.

2.2.114 PDL means Preferred Drug List.
2.2.115 . PDMP means Prescription Drug Monitoring Program.
2.2.116 PHi means Protected Health Information.
2.2.117 PI means Personal information.

2.2.118 PIP means Performance Improvement Project.
2.2.119 POS means Point of Service.

2.2.120 PRSS means Peer Recovery Support Services.
2.2.121 QAPI means Quality Assessment and Performance Improvement.
2.2.122 QOS means Quality of Service.

2.2.123 RARC means Reason and Remark Codes.

2.2.124 RFP means Request for Proposal.
2.2.125 RHC means Rural Health Clinic.

2.2.126 SAMHSA rneans Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services
Administration for the United States Department of Health and Human
Services.

2.2.127 SBIRT means Screening, Brief Intervention, and Referral to
Treatment.

2.2.128 SED means Serious Emotional Disturbance.
2.2.129 SHIP means State's Health Insurance Assistance Program.
2.2.130 SlU means Special investigations Unit.-)
2.2.131 SMART means Specific. Measurable, Attainable, Realistic, and Time

Relevant.

2.2.132 SMDL means State Medicaid Director Letter.
2.2.133 SMI means Severe Mental illness.

2.2.134 SNF means Skilled Nursing Facility.
2.2.135 SPMI means Severe or Persistent Mental Illness. ̂
2.2.138 SSADMF means Social Security Administration Death Master File.
2.2.137 SSAE means Statement on Standards for Attestation Engagements.
2.2.138 SSI means Supplemental Security Income.
2.2.139 SSN means Social Security Number.
2.2.140 TAP means Technical Assistance Publication.
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2.2.141 TDD means Telecommunication Device for Deaf Persons.

2.2.142 TPL means Third Party Liability.

2.2.143 TTY means Teletypewriter.

2.2.144 DAT means User Acceptance Testing.

2.2.145 UDS means Urine Drug Screenings.

2.2.146 VA means United States Department of Veterans Affairs.

GENERAL TERMS AND CONPITIONS

3.1 Program Management and Planning

3.1.1 General

3.1.1.1 The MCO shall provide a comprehensive risk-based, capitated
program for providing health care services to Members enrolled in the
MCM program and who are enrolled In the MCO.

3.1.1.2 The MCO shall provide for all aspects of administrating and
managing such program and shall meet all service and delivery timelines
and milestones specified by this Agreement, applicable law or regulation
incorporated directly or indirectly herein, or the MCM program.

3.1.2 Representation and Warranties

3.1.2.1 The MCO represents and warrants that it shall fulfill all
obligations under this Agreement and meet the specifications as described
in the Agreement during the Term, including any subsequently negotiated,
and mutually agreed upon, specifications.

3.1.2.2 The MCO acknowledges that, in being awarded this Agfeeme'rit,
DHHS-has-relied upon all representations and-warrants made by the.MCO_
in itsTes^rise to "the" DHHS " Request for Proposal (RFP) attached hereto
as Exhibit M, including any addenda, with respect to delivery of Medicaid
managed care services and affirms all representations made therein.

3.1.2.3 The MCO represents^nd warrants that it shall comply with all of
the material submitted to, and approved by DHHS as part of its Readiness
Review. Any material changes to such approved materials or newly
developed materials require prior v/ritten approval by DHHS before
implementation.

3.1.2.4 The MCO shall not take advantage of any errors and/or
omissions in the RFP or the resulting Agreement and amendments.

3.1.2.4.1 The MCO shall promptly notify DHHS of any such
errors and/or omissions that are discovered.

il.2.5 This Agreement shall be signed and dated by all parties, and is
contingent upon approval by Govemor and Executive Council.
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3.1.3

Projgram Management

3.1.4

Program Management Plan

Di^'V «^®velop and submit aPlan for DHHS s review and approval;

Management Plan to

nerioH- ?n 7) " ®' '^® °f 'he Readiness Review
Ran shLVbe^'LSnT^ rnodlfications to the Program ManagementrifrnHor H P':®s®"ted for pnor approval to DHHS at least sixty (60)^tender days pnor to the coverage year. The Program Managem^ Plan

MCO'S Prnnocii°'^If.u°" Outlined in theMCO s Proposal and the section headings of the Agreement;
Describe how the MCO shall operate in NH by outlining

management processes such as workflow, overall systems as
evaSn Of

anH f operating premises for delivering efnciencies
Lirifncef
to DHhI reg^aX? '™®'y

3.1.3.2.3.1 Expected or unexpected interruptions or
chanps that impact MCO policy, practice, operations
Members or Providers,

3.1.3.2.3.2. Correspondence received from DHHS on
emergent Issues and non-emergent issues; and

fncludino '"'®9'^'®<^ organizational structureincluding NH-based resources and its support from its oarent
company, affiliates, or Subcontractors.

^  .. basis, the MCO shall submit to DHHS either a
^n^m'°M°' "^® ''^°9ram Management Plan or a'fv^edProgram Management Plan together with a redline that reflects the

Ssion Management Plan since the last
Key Personnel Contact List

thatlncludls nn.r ^ Personnel Contact List to DHHS
3 1^1 information Indicated in Section .
nnw t !h u ̂  A9''®®rnent at least sixty (60) calendar dayspnor to the scheduled start date of the MCM program.
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3.1.4.2 Thereafter, the MCO shall submit an updated Contact List
immediately upon any Key Personnel staff changes.

3.2 Agreement Elements

3.2.1 The Agreement between the parties shall consist of the following:
3.2.1.1 General Provisions, Form Number P-37

3.2.1.2 Exhibit A: Scope of Services.

3.2.1.3 Exhibit B: Method and Conditions Precedent to Payment

3.2.1.4 Exhibit C: Special Provisions

3.2.1.5 Exhibit C-1: Revisions to General Provisions

,3.2.1.6 Exhibit D: Certification Regarding Drug Free Workplace
Requirements

3.2.1.7 Exhibit E: Certification Regarding Lobbying
\

3.2.1.8 Exhibit F: Certification Regarding Debarment. Suspension, and
Other Responsibility Matters

3.2.1.9 Exhibit G: Certification of Compliance with Requirements
Pertaining to Federal Nondiscrimination, Equal Treatment of Faith-Based
Organizations and Whistleblower Protections

3.2.1.10 Exhibit H: Certification Regarding Environmental Tobacco
Smoke

3.2.1.11 Exhibit I: Health Insurance Portability Act Business Associate
3.2.-1.-12 -Exhibit J: Certification Regarding Federal Funding Accountability_
& Transparency Act (FFATA) Compliance.

3.2.1^13 Exhibit Ki DHHS l'nforrhation~Sec~urify Reqliifements;

3.2.1.14 Exhibit L: MCO implementation Plan

3.2.1.15 Exhibit M: MCO Proposal submitted in response to RFP-2019-
OMS"02-'M»ANA.G, by reference.

3.2.1.16 Exhibit N: Liquidated Damages Matrix

3.2.1.17 Exhibit O: Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

—„_3,2r1.18-Exhibit.P-;.MCO.Rrogram Oversight Plan

3.3 Conflicts Between Documents

3.3.1 In the event of any conflict or contradiction between or among the
documents which comprise the Agreement, as listed in Section 3.2 (Agreement
Elements) above, the documents shall control in the order of precedence as
follows:
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P-37, Exhibit A Scope of Services. Exhibit B Method and
Conditions Precedent to Payment. Exhibit C Special Provisions and Exhibit
C-1 Revisions to General Provisions. Exhibit N Liquidated Damages

Exhibit O Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements
3.3.1.2 Second: Exhibit I Health insurance Portability Act Business
Associate and Exhibit K DHHS Information Security Requirements
3.3 1 3 Third: Exhibits D through H. Exhibit J. and Exhibit L, Exhibit P
Exhibit M. . '

3.4 Delegation of Authority

3.4^.1 Whenever, by any provision of this Agreement, any right, power, or
duty IS imposed or conferred on DHHS. the right, power, or duty so imposed or
conferred is possessed and exercised by the Commissioner unless any such
nght. power, or duty is specificaiiy delegated to the duly appointed agents or
employees ofthe DHHS and NHID. y

2 ® Authority of the New Hampshire Insurance Department

this Agreement and under the laws and rules of the State

^ f auttiority to regulate and oversee the licensing requirementsof the MCO to operate as a health maintenance organization (HMO) in the State
,  of New Hampshire. .

3.5 2 The MCO is subject to ail ■ applicable laws and rules (and as
subsequently amended) Including but not limited to RSA 420-B; Managed Care

^NSNo" *^"^P''ance with Bulletin^SNO. 12-01^AB. and further updates made by the NHID; and the NH
Comprehensive Health Care Inforination System (CHiS) data reportinq
submission under NHID rules/bulletins.

3.6 Time of the Essence

3.6.1 In consideration of the need to ensure uninterrupted and continuous

5 ® program, time is ofthe essence In the performance ofthe MCO s obligations under the Agreement.

CMS Approval of Agreement and Anv Arnendmants

Agreement and the implementation of amendments

t^e ap^ovalVcMS^^ Agreement are subject to and contingent uporl
3.7.2 This Agreement submission shall be considered complete for CMS's
approval if:

3.7 2.1 All pages, appendices, attachments, etc. were submitted to
CMb; and
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3:7.2.2 Any documents Incorporated - by reference (Including but not
limited to State statute, regulatio'h, or other binding document, such as a
Member . Handbook) to comply with federal regulations and the
requirements of this review tool were submitted to CMS.

3.7.3 As part of this Agreement, DHHS shall submit to CMS for review and
approval the MCO rate certifications concurrent with the review and approval
process for this Agreement. [42 CFR 438.7(a)]

3.7.4 DHHS shall also submit to CMS for review and approval any
Alternative Payment arrangements or other Provider payment arrangement
initiatives based on DHHS's description of the initiatives submitted and approved
outside of the Agreement. [42 CFR 438.6(c)]

3.8 Cooperation With Other Vendors and Prospective Vendors

3.8.1 This is not an exclusive Agreement and DHHS may- award
simultaneous and/or supplemental contracts for work related to the Agreement,
or any portion thereof. The MCO shall reasonably cooperate with such other
vendors, and shall not knowingly or negligently commit or permit any act that
may interfere with -the performarice of work by any other vendor, or act in any
way that may place Members at risk.

3.8.2 The MCO is required to notify DHHS within twelve (12) hours of a
report by a Member, Member's relative, guardian or authorized representative of
an allegation of a serious criminal offense against the Member by any employee
of the MCO, its subcontractor or a Provider.

3.8.2.1 For the purpoise of this Agreement, a serious criminal offense
should be defined to include murder, arson, rape, sexual assault, assault.

-• - - - . burglary, kidnapping.-criminal trespass, or.attempt thereof.. . .

J.3.8.3 The MCO's notification shall b^o^ member of senior management of
DHHS such • as the -Commissioner, Deputy- Corh'mlssloner," Associate
Commissioner, Medicaid Director, or Deputy Medicaid Director.

3.9 Renegotiation and Re-Procurement Rights

3.9.1 Renegotiation of Agreement

3.9.1.1 Notwithstanding anything in the Agreement to the contrary,
DHHS may at any time during the Term exercise the option to notify the
MCO that DHHS has elected to renegotiate certain terms of the
Agreement.

3.9.1.2 Upon the MCO's receipt of any notice pursuant to this Section
3.9 (Renegotiation and Re-Procurement Rights) of the Agreement, the
MCO and DHHS shall undertake good faith negotiations of the subject
terms of the Agreement, and may execute an amendment to the
Agreement subject to approval by Governor and Executive Council.
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7!rr2

3.9.2 Re-Procurement of the Services or Procurement of Additional
Services

3^.2.1 Notwithstanding anything in the Agreement to the contrary
^ether or not DHHS has accepted or rejected MCO's services and/or
deltverables provided during any period of the Agreement, DHHS may at
any time issue requests for proposals or offers to other potential
contractors for performance of any portion of the scope of work covered by
the Agreement or scope of work similar or comparable to the scope of
work performed by the MCO under the Agreement.

3.9.2.2 DHHS shall give the MCO ninety (90) calendar days' notice of
tntent to replace another MCO participating in the MCM program or to add
an addttionaf MCO or other contractors to the MCM program.
^9.2.3 If, upon procuring the services or deliverables or any portion of
the services or deliverables from a Sutxx)ntractor In accordance with this
section, DHHS, in Its sole discretion, elects to terminate this Agreement,
th^B MCO shall have the rights and responsibilities set forth In Section 7
(Termination of Agreement) and Section 5.7 (Dispute Resolution Process).

Organization Requirements

3.10.1 General Organization Requirements

3.10.1.1 As a condition to entering into this Agreement, the MCO shall be
®s an HMO in the State as required byRSA 420-B. and shall have all necessary registrations and llcensures as

required by the NHID and any relevant State and federal laws and
•  regulations.

3.10.1.2 As a condition to entering into this Agreement, and during the
entire Agreement Term, the MCO shall ensure that its articles of
incorporation and bylaws do not prohibit it from operating as an HMO or
performing any obligation required under this Agreement.

oJS'l'oo ^'® outside of the United States. [42
from making payments or depositsfor Medi^id-(X)vered items or services to financial institutions located

outside of the United States or Its territories.

3.10.2 Articles

3.10.2.1 The MCO shall provide, by the beginning of each Agreement
substantive changes, written assurance from

MCOs legal counsel that the MCO is not prohibited by Its articles of
incorporation from performing the services required under this Agreement.
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3.10.3 Ownership and Control Disclosures

3.10.3.1 The MCO shall submit to DHHS the name of any persons or
entities with an ownership or control interest in the MCO that:

3.10.3.1.1 Has direct, indirect, or combined direct/indirect
ownership interest of five percent (5%) or more of the MCO's
equity;

3.10.3.1.2 Ovms five percent (5%) or more of any mortgage, deed
of trust, note, or other obligation secured by the MCO if that interest
equals at least five percent (5%) of the value of the MCO's assets;
or

3.10.3.1.3 Is an officer or director of an MCO organized as a
corporation or is a partner in an MCO organized as a partnership.
[Section 1124{a){2)(A) of the Social Security Act; section
1903(m)(2)(A)(viii) of the Social Security Act; 42 CFR
438;608{c)(2): 42 CFR 455.100 - 104]

3.10.3.2 the submission shall include for each person or entity, as
applicable:

3.10.3.2.1 The address, including the primary business address,
every business location, arid P.O. Box address, for every entity;

3.10.3.2.2 The date of birth (DOB) and social security number
(SSN) of any individual;

3.10.3.2.3 Tax identification number(s) of any corporation;

3.10.3:274 Information on whether an individual or entity with an
o^_ership or cqntjo[ interest in the MCO is related to another
person with ownership or control interest In the" MCO "as a sTpouse,
parent, child, or sibling;

3.10.3.2.5 Information on whether a person or corporation with an
' oyvn.ership or control interest in any Subcontractor In which the
MCO has a five percent (5%) or more Interiest is related to another
person with ownership or control Interest In the MCO as a spouse,
parent, child, or sibling;

3.10.3.2.6 The name of any other disclosing entity, as such term
is defined in 42 CFR 455.101, in which an owner of the MCO has
an ownership or control interest;

3.10.3.2.7 The name, address, DOB, and SSN of any managing
employee of the MCO. as such term Is defined by 42 CFR 455.101;
and
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by the MCO's CEO that the information
provded tn this Section 3.10.3 (Ownership and Control
pisclosures) to DHHS is accurate to the best of his or her
information, knowledge, and belief.

3 in"? ?n disclose the information set forth in this Section
an ® "^'s^'osures) on individuals or entities^with
times following

3.10.3.^1 At the time of Agreement execution;

ProviderapSI^Lfcn'' ^

PrL'efagreerenJ'v^, ^
3.10.3.3.4 Ufron request of DHHS during the revalidation of the

.  Provider enrollment; and

3.10.3.3.5 Within thirty-five (35) calendar days after any change in
ownershi^p of the disclosing entity. [Section 1124(a)(2)(A) of the
Social Secunty Act; section 1903(m)(2)(A)(vlll) of the Social

438.608(c)(2); 42 CFR 455.100 - 103; 42
CFR 455.104(c)(1) and (4)]

cilmwlnk'^Vi? ownership and control disclosures
CFfT^S 60^0)^ ^ SutJContractors. [42 CFR 438.602(c); 42
nJmanL w accordance with Exhibit N (Liquidated
rM?Hrfimpn^l^ri"^ Ownership disclosurerequirements detailed In this Section.

3.10.4 Change In Ownership or Proposed Transaction

shall inform DHHS and the NHID of its intent to merge
nr nf ^"ct'ier entity or another MCOor of any change in control within seven (7) calertdar days of a

learning of such Intent. The MCO shall receive
poor wntten approval from DHHS and the NHID prior to taking such action.

3.10.5 Prohibited Relationships

use S°clal Security Act (42
nlrt ° knowingly have a directorofficer partner, or person with beneficial ownership of more than five

anom^ie °li! ® c '® affiliated with
nmrntm ^®" ̂lebarred or suspended from participating In
frnr^^rt- ®.®''^'!'®® ""''c ffis Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) orfrom participating in non-procurement activities under regulations issued
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pursuant to Executive Order No. 12549 or under guidelines implementing
such order. (Section 1932(d)(1) of the Social Security Act; 42 CFR
438.610(a)(1) - (2); 42 CFR 438.610(c)(2); Exec. Order No. 12549]
3.10.5.2 The MCO shall not have an employment, consulting, or any
other contractual agreement or engage a Subcontractor, vendor or
Provider who is a Sanctioned Individual or entity. In accordance with
Section 1128(b)(8) of the Social Security Act, a Sanctioned Individual
means a person who:

3.10.5.2.1 Has a direct or indirect ownership or control Interest of
5 percent (5%) or more in the entity, and:

3.10.5.2.1.1.Has had a cohviction relating to fraud,
obstruction of an investigation or audit, controlled
substance misdemeanor or felony, program related
crimes, patient abuse, or felony health care fraud,

3.10.5.2.1.2.Has been assessed a civil monetary
penalty under Section 1128A or 1129 of the Social
Security Act, or

3.10.5.2.1.3. Has been excluded from participation
under a program under title XVlll or under a state
health care program; or

3.10.5.2.2 Has an ownership or control interest (as defined in
Section 1124(a)(3) of the Social Security Act) in the entity, and:

3.10.5.2.2.1. Has had a conviction relating to fraud,
obstruction of an investigation or audit, controlled
substan^-misdemeanor or felony,-program related
crimes, patient abuse, or felony health care fraud,

3.10.5.2.2.2. Has been assessed a civil moneta?y
penalty under Section 1128A or 1129 of the Social
Security Act, or

3.10.5.2.2.3. Has been excluded from participation
under a program under title XVlll or under a state
health care program; or

3.10.5.2.3 Is an officer, director, agent, or managing employee of
the,MCO,.and: ;

3.10.5.2.3.1.Has had a conviction relating to fraud,
obstruction of an investigation or audit, controlled
substance misdemeanor or felony, program related
crimes, patient abuse, or felony health care fraud, or
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3.10 5.2.3.2.Has been assessed a civil monetary
penalty under Section 1128A or 1129 of the Social
Secunty Act, or

3.10.5.2.3.3.Has been excluded from participation
under a program under title XVIII or under a state
health care program; or

ovmership or control

nvl^f h° (5%) or more In the MCO or no longer has an
thfi qn '"^®rest defined under Section 1124(a)(3) of
wntrtl Act because of a transfer of ownership or
Sse^^^^ conviction,assessment or excluston against the person, to an immediate

r^nt n ® member of the household of the person whocontinues to maintain an ownership or control interest who:

® conviction relating to fraudobstmctipn of an investigation or audit, controlled
substance misdemeanor or felony, program related
cnmes. patient abuse, or felony health care fraud,

assessed a civil monetarypenalty under Section 1128A or 1129 of the Social
APf^MPIIV AM rtrSecurity Act

3.10.5.2.4.3. Has been excluded from participation
under a program under title XVIII or under a state

, or

3.10.5.2.4.3. Ha
under a proqrs

uiiuej a siaiehealth care program. [Section 1128(b)(8) of the Soda)
Secunty Act]

^eiardino me and documentation
t^(10) yearn ' relationships for a period of no less than
3.10.5.4 Within five (5) calendar days of discovery the MCO <ihaii
^vrie wntten disclosure to DHHS, and SutxtTnSom shalf^rov^de
^V fnrt f"™ provide the same to DHHS ofany individuai or entity (or affiliation of the individual or entity) who/that Is
debarred, suspended, or otherwise excluded from Scbattno in
pracuremen activities under the FAR or from particiSCnom

oT mrWn H® ""''®''.''®9"lations issued under Executive Order No
|]®® ^Pleoienting Executive Order No. 12549 orprahibited affiliation under 42 CFR 438.610. [Section 1932(d)(1) of the

438.608(c)(1): 42 CFR 438.610(a)(1) - (2 • Si
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j  excluded from participating in procurement activities under the FAR or
I  from participating in non-procurement activities under regulations issued

under Executive Order No. 12549 or under guidelines implementing
Executive Order No. 12549, or If the MCO has relationship with an
individual who is an affiliate of such an individual; (ii) Is excluded from
participation In any federal health care program under Section 1128 or
1128A of the Social Security Act, DHHS may:

3.10.5.5.1 Terminate the existing Agreement with the MCO;

3.10.5.5.2 Continue an existing Agreement with the MCO unless
the HHS Secretary directs otherwise:

3.10.5.5.3 Not renew or extend the existing Agreement with the
MCO unless the HHS Secretary provides to the State and to
Congress a written statement describing compelling reasons that
exist for renewing or extending the Agreement despite the
prohibited affiliation. [42 CFR 438.610(d){2H3); 42 CFR
438.610(a); 42 CFR 438.610(b); Exec. Order No. 12549]

3.10,6 Background Checks and Screenings

3.10.6.1 The MCO shall perform criminal history record checks on its
owners, directors, and niahaging employees, as such terms are defined in

^ 42 CFRSection 455.101 and clarified in applicable subregulatory guidance
such as the Medicaid Provider-Enrollment Compendiumi^.

3.10.6.2 The MCO shall conduct monthly background checks on all
directors, officers, employees, contractors or Subcontractors to ensure that
it does not .ernploy or contract vyith ariy individual or entily:

"  ̂ 3^1(T6.2:1 Convicted of crimes-described in Section 1-128(b)(8)(B)_
of the Social Security Act; ̂  -

3.10.6.2.2 Debarred, suspended, or excluded from participating in
procurement activities under the FAR or from participating in non-
procurement activities under regulation issued under Executive
Order No. 12549 or under guidelines implementing Executive
Order No. 12549; and/or

3.10.6.2.3 Is excluded from participation in any federal health care
program under Section 1128 or 1128A of the Social Security Act.
[[42 CFR 438.808(a); 42 CFR 438.808(b)(1): 42 CFR 431.55(h);section 1903(i)(2)'^WSdciarSecumyActr42-CFR-1001?1901(C)r

42 CFR 1002.3(b)(3); SMDL 6/12/08; SMDL 1/16/09; SMDL #09-
001; 76 Fed. Reg. 5862, 5897 (February 2. 2011)]

3.10.6.3 In addition, the MCO shall conduct screenings of its directors,
officers, employees, contractors and Subcontractors to ensure that none of
them appear on:
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3.10.6.3.1 HHS-OIG's List of Excluded Individuals/Entities;
3.10.6.3.2 The System of Award Management;
3.10.6.3.3 The Social Security Administration Death Master File;
3.10.6.3.4 The list maintained by the Office of Foreign Assets
Control: and/or

3.10.6.3.5 To the extent applicable. NPPES (collectively, these
lists are referred to as the "Exclusion Lists').

3.10.6.4 The MOO shall conduct screenings of all of its directors, officers,
employees, contractors and Subcontractors monthly to ensure that none of
the foregoing appear on any of the Exclusion Lists and that it continues to
comply with Section 3.10.3 (Ownership and Control Disclosures) above.
[SMDL #09-001; 76 Fed. Reg. 5862, 5897 (Feboiary 2, 2011)]
3.10.6.5 The MCQ shall certify to DHHS annually that It performs monthly
screenings against the Exclusion Lists and that It does not have any
director or officer or employ or contract, directly or Indirectly, with:

3 10.6.5.1 Any individual or entity excluded from participation In
the federal health care program;

3.10.6.5.2 Any entity for the provision of such health care,
utilization review, medical social work, or administrative services
through an excluded individual or entity or who could be excluded
under Section 1128(b)(8) of the Social Security Act as being
controlled by a sanctioned individual;

3.10.6.5.3 Any Individual or entity excluded from Medicare
Medtcaid or NH participation by DHHS per the DHHS system of
record;

3.10.6.5.4 Any entity that has a contractual relationship (direct or
indirect with an Individual convicted of certain crimes as described
in Section 1128(b)(8) of the Social Security Act; and/or

3.10.6.5.5 Any individual entity appearing on any of the Exclusion
Lists.

3.10.6.6 In the event that the MCO Identifies that It has employed or
contracted with a person or entity which would make the MCO unable to
^rtify as required under this Section 3.10.6 (Background Checks and
Screenings) or Section 3.10.3 (Ownership and Control Disclosures) above,
then the MCO should notify DHHS In writing and shall begin termination
proceedings within forty-eight (48) hours unless the individual Is part of a
federally-approved waiver program.

3.10.7 Conflict of Interest
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3.10.7.1 The MCO shall ensure that safeguards, at a minimum equal to
federal safeguards (41 (JSC 423, Section 27), are in place to guard against
conflict of interest. [Section 1923(d)(3) of the Social Security Act; SMDL
12/30/97]. The MCO shall report transactions between the MCO and
parties In interest to DHHS and any other agency as required, and make it
available to MCO Members upon reasonable request. (Section
1903(m)(4)(B) of the Social Security Act]

3.10.7.2 The MCO shall report to DHHS and, upon request, to the HHS
Secretary, the HHS Inspector General, and the Comptroller General a
description of transactions between the MCO and a party in interest (as
defined in Section 1318(b) of the Social Security Act), including the
following transactions:

3.10.7.2.1 Any sale or exchange, or leasing of any property
between the MCO and such a party;

3.10.7.2.2 Any fumishing for consideration of goods, services
(including management services), or facilities between the MCO
and such a party, but not including salaries paid to employees for
services provided in the normal course of their employment; and

3.10.7.2.3 Any lending of money or other extension of credit
between the MCO and such a party. [Section 1903(m)(4)(A) of the
Social Security Act; Section 1318(b) of the Social Security Act]

3.11 Confidentialitv

3.11.1 Confidentiality of DHHS Information and Records

3.11.1.1 All information, reports, and records maintained hereunder or
* collected" in connection" with "the" petfdrthance~of the "services under the"

.  . , Agreement.shall _be confidejitiaLand shajl not be disclosed by the MCO;
provided however, that pursuant to State rules. State and federal laws and
the regulations of DHHS regarding the use and disclosure of such
information, disclosure may be made to public officials requiring such
information in connection with their official duties and for purposes directly
connected to the administration of the services and the Agreement; and
provided further, that the use or disclosure by any party of any information
concerning a Member for any purpose not directly connected with the
administration of DHHS or the MCO's responsibilities with respect to
purchased services hereunder is prohibited except on written consent of _
the recipient, his or her attorney or guardian.

3.11.2 Request to DHHS of MCO Confidential or Proprietary Data or
Information

3.11.2.1 DHHS may, in the course of carrying out its responsibilities
under this Agreement, have or gain access to confidential or proprietary
data or information owned or maintained by the MCO.
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3.11 2.2 Insofar as the MCO seeks to maintain the confidentiality of its
.confidential wmmercial, financial or personnel information, the MCO shall
clearly identify in writing the information it claims to t>e confidential and
explain the reasons such information should be considered confidential.
3.11.2 3 The MCO acknowledges that DHHS is subject to the Right-to-

• Know Law, RSA Chapter 91-A. . y iw

"maintain the confidentiality of the identified
Confidential Information Insofar as it is consistent with applicable laws
rules, or regulations, including but not limited to RSA Chapter 91-A.

'k receives a request for the informationIdentified by the MCO as confidential, DHHS shall notify the MCO in
wnting and specify the date DHHS intends to release the requested
information.

r®'®ase of the information shallbe the MCO s responsibility and at the MCO's sole expense.
^11^.7 If the MCO fails to obtain a valid and enforceable court order in
the State of New Hampshire enjoining the disclosure of the requested
^fomation within fifteen (15) business days of DHHS's written notification
UHHS may release the information on the date DHHS specified in its
notice to the MCO without incurring any liability to the MCO.

3  Privacv and Security of Members' Informatinn

k  ̂ ^"^P'iance with privacy and security policies
fk State or federal law. regulations or guidelines, including, without

rm^AA\ ^®3lth Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996
Ar nf omo / JiTcrm Technology for Economic and Clinical HealthAct of 2009 (HITECH) and their respective implementing regulations, federal
statutes and regulations governing the privacy of Substance Use Disorder patient
records (42 CFR, Part 2). and all applicable State statutes, rules and regulations
including, but not limited to, RSA 167:30.

shall protect the confidentiality of all DHHS records with

43Tl00(b)(^^^^^^ information in them. [42 CFR 438.100(a)(1); 42 CFR
3.12.3 The MCO shall execute as part of this Agreement, a Business
Associate Agreement, as such term Is defined by HIPAA, and the DHHS
information security requirements as outlined in Exhibit I (HIPAA Business
^^aate Agreement), governing the permitted uses, disclosure and security of
Protected Health Information (PHI), as such term is defined by HIPAA, and as
provided by DHHS to the MCO.

3.12.4 The MCO shall ensure that if Member Substance Use Disorder
records or data protected by 42 CFR Part 2 are created, maintained, or
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disclosed,' any record or data shall be safeguarded according to the requirements
found in 42 CFR Part 2, and that Member consent Is obtained as required by 42
CFR Part 2.

3.12.5 The MCO shall ensure that it secures and protects the Stale and
DHHS data when such data resides on the MCO's network, when in transit, and
while stored and cached.

3.12.6 State and DHHS data shall be encrypted while in transit.

3.12.7 The MCO shail ensure that it secures and protects DHHS data if any
DHHS data or Member records or data are transmitted by fax, and shali ensure
that appropriate notices relating to confidentiality or erroneous transmission are
used with each fax transmission.

3.12.8 With the exception of submission to the CHIS or other requirements of
State or federal law or the terms of this Agreement, claims and Member data on
NH Medicaid Members may not be released to any party without the express
written consent of DHHS.

3.12.9 The MCO shall maintain written policies and procedures ensuring
compliance with this Section 3.12 (Privacy and Security of Members'
Information), which shali be available to DHHS upon request.

3.12.10 In the event that the MCO or one of its Subcontractors had a breach,
as such term Is defined by HIPAA, or had an unauthorized disclosure of State or
DHHS data, the MCO shall notify DHHS within two (2) hours of knowledge that
such breach or unauthorized disclosure has been confirmed. Failure to
adequately protect Member information, DHHS claims, and other data may
subject the MCO to sanctions and/or the imposition of liquidated damages In
accordance with Section 5.5.2 (Liquidated Damages).

3.13 Compliance With State and Federal Laws

3.13.1 General Requirements

3.13.1.1 The MCO. its Subcontractors, and Participating Providers, shall
adhere to all applicable State and federal laws and applicable regulations
and subregulatoTy guidance wTiich provides further interpretation of law,
including subsequent revisions whether or not listed in this Section 3.13
(Compliance with State and Federal Laws). The MCO shall comply with
. any applicable federal and State laws that pertain to Member rights and
ensure that its employees and Participating Providers observe and protect

"  those'rights. [42 CFR 438.100(a)(2)]
3.13.1.2 The MCO shall comply, at a minirrium, with the following:

3.13.1.2.1 Medicare: Title XVIII of the Soda! Security Act, as
amended; 42 U.S.C.A. Section 1395 et seq.; Related rules; Title 42
Chapter IV;
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3.13.12 2 Medicaid: Title XIX of the Social Securi^ Act as
amended: 42 U.S.C.A. Section 1396 et seq. (specific to manaqed
rare. Section 1902(a)(4), 1903(m). 1905(t), and 1932 of the SSA)-
CFrI^ ^*2 Chapter IV (specific to managed care* 42CFR Section 438; see also 431 and 435);

U S I af^ended:u.&.o. 1397, Regulations promulgated thereunder: 42 CFR 457;
3.13.1.2.4 Regulations related to the operation of a waiver

1915%onhe Social Security Act, including: 4^

•"O WWng to

3.13.1.2.7 American Recovery and Reinvestment Act;.
3.13.1.2.8 Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964;
3.13.1.2.9 The Age Discrimination Act of 1975;
3.13.1.2.10 The Rehabilitation Act of 1973;

Education Amendments of 1972
(regarding education programs and activities);
3.13.1.2.12 The ADA;

3.13.1.2.1342 CFR Part 2; and
3.13.1.2.14 Section 1557 of the Affordable Care Art iao
CFR438.3(f)(1);42CFR438.100(d)] ^.are Act. [42

Event Policy^PR^^fofpf,^".^^ all aspects of the DHHS Sentinel
vernlst^/oTanlenlemr'

3J3.1.3.1 The MOO shall cooperate with any investigation of a
team^anr®" including involvement In the Sentinel Event Review
{he Sentinel Evfnt ̂ vllwr"'""

Z''® MCO Shall report to DHHS within twenty-four (24)
Thk HrZ ! ® °"® °f i's Memtrers
annrn ° f not replace the MCO's responsibility to notify theappropnate authonty if the MCO suspects a crime has occurred'
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3.13.1.3.3 The MCO shall comply with all statutorily mandated
reporting requirements, including but not limited to, RSA 161-F.42-
54andRSA169-C;29:

3.13.1.3.4 In Instances where the time frames detailed In the
Agreement conflict with those in the DHHS Sentinel Event Policy,
the policy requirements will prevail.

3.13.2 Non-Discrimination

3.13.2.1 The MCO shall require Participating Providers and
Subcontractors to comply with the laws listed in Section 3.13.1 (General
Requirements) above, and the provisions of Executive Order 11246, Equal
Opportunity, dated September 24, 1965, and all rules and regulations
issued thereunder, and any other laws, regulations, or orders which
prohibit discrimination on grounds of age, race, ethnicity, mental or
physical disability, sexual or affection orientation or preference, marital
status, genetic information, source of payment, sex, color, creed, religion,
or national origin or ancestry. [42 CFR 438.3(d)(4)]

3.13.3 f^porting Discrimination Grievances

3.13.3.1 The MCO shall forward to DHHS copies of ail grievances
alleging discrimination against Members because of race, color, creed,
sex, religion, age, national origin, ancestry, marital status, sexual or
affectional orientation, physical or mentaj^ disability of". Qerider identity for
review and appropriate action within three (3) business days of receipt by
the MCO.

3.13.3.2 Failure to submit any such grievance within three p) business
d¥ys rnay result in the'irripositidn of liquidated damages as outlined in
Sectron^.5."2V(Liq'uidated Damages). " " ------

3.13.4 " TAmerlcans with pisaW — - -

3.13.4.1 The MCO shall have written policies and procedures that ensure
compliance with requirements of the ADA, and a written plan to monitor
compiiance to determine the ADA requirements are being met.

3.13.4.2 The ADA compliance plan shall be sufficient to determine the
specific actions that shall be taken to remove existing barriers and/or to
accommodate the needs of Members who are qualified individuals with a
disability.

3.13.4.3 The^DA^compliance plan shall Include the assurance of
appropriate physical access to obtain included benefits for all Members
\who are qualified individuals with a disability, including but not limited to
street level access or accessible ramp Into facilities; access to lavatory;
and access to examination rooms.
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U  ̂ Disability," defined pursuant to 42
iS ■* 12131(2), IS an individual with a disability who with or™i policies. or^lTd'certheOf architectural, communication, or transportation barriers, or theprovision of Auxiliaiy Aids and services, meets the essential eligibility

u® services or the participation in programs oractivities provided by a public entity.

Participating Providers andSubcontrartors to comply with the requirements of the ADA. In providing
through

A  ° arrangements, discriminate againstMedicaid Members who are qualified individuals with disabilities covered
by the provisions of the ADA.
3.13.4.6 The MCO shall survey Participating Providers of their
compliance with the ADA using a standard survey document that shall be
{'he Mro "y °"HS.^Completed sun^ey documents shall bl kept on f^e 5the MCO and shall be available for Inspection by DHHS.
3.13.47 The MOD shall, in accordance with Exhibit G (Certification
Srehn th .« annually submit to DHHS a writtenrertification that it is conversant with the requirements of the ADA, that it Is
in conipliance the ADA, that it has complied with this Section 3.13.4O^encans wth Disabilities Act) of the Agreement, and that it has
Pravide!^ me network and Certifies that ParticipatingProviders meet ADA requirements to the best of the MCO's knowledge.
iridemnl,TI{® c.'^P ^ State harmless andindemnify the State from any liability which may be imposed upon the

as a result of any failure of the MCO to be in compliance with the

applicable, the MCO shall abide by the provisions of
° 7q! '^®'^aP'l''ation Act of 1973, as amended, 29™fhdisfSer ® "y p®°p'®

3.13.5 Non-DIscriminatlon In Employment
shall'not discriminate against any employee or

for employment because of age, sex, gender identity, race, color
dterhliit^"® r physical or mentaldisability, religious creed or national origin.

frl Bml lyco Shall take affirmative action to ensure that applicants
fl^ard ? fh ' employees are treated during employment, without
S i . , f^®;®®"' identity, race, color, sexual orientation
wSn t"®' physical or mental disability, religiouscreed or national origin. ^lyi^uo
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3.13.5.3 Such action shall include, but not be limited to the following;
employment, upgrading, demotion, or transfer; recruitment or recruitment
advertising; layoff or termination; rates of pay or other forms of
compensation: and selection for training, including apprenticeship.
3.13.5.4 The MCO agrees to post in conspicuous places, available to
employees and applicants for employment, notices to be provided by the
contracting officer setting forth the provisions of this ndndiscrimination
clause.

3.13.5.5, The MCO shall, in all solicitations or advertisements for
employees placed by or on behalf of the MCO, state that all qualified
applicants shall receive consideration for employment without regard to
age, sex, gender identity, race, color, sexual orientation, marital status,
familial status, or physical or mental disability, religious creed or national
origin.

3.13.5.6 The MCO shall send to each labor union or representative of
workers with which it has a collective bargaining agreement or other
agreement or understanding, a notice, to be provided by the agency

■ contracting officerradvising the labor-union or workers' representative of
the MCO's commitments urider Section 202 of Executive Order No. 11246
of September 24, 1965,-and shall post copies of the notice in conspicuous
places available to employees and applicants for employment.
3713:5.7 The'MCO shail comply with all provisions of Executive Order No.
11246 of Sept. 24,1965, and of the rules, regulations, and relevant orders
of the Secretary of Labor.

313 5.8 -The-MCO shall furnish all-information and reports required by
-  - - - Executive Order-No. 1-1246 of September-24, 1965, .and by .the rules,

regulations, and orders of the Secretary of Labor, or pursuant thereto, and
shairpermit"access-to:lts booksrrecprds, .and-accounts by^DHHS and the
Secretary of Labor for purposes of investigation to ascertain cbmpltahce
with such rules, regulations, and orders.

3.13.5.9 The MCO shall include the provisions described in this Section
3.13.5 (Non-Discrlmlnatroh In Employment) In every contract with a
Subcontractor or purchase order unless exempted by rules, regulations, or
orders of the Secretary of Labor issued pursuant to Section 204 of
Executive Order No. 11246 of September 24, 1965, so that such
provisions3hallJ3e.bindicig AJpQn..each-SubSQritrastor or vendor.
3.13.5.10 The MCO shall take such action with respect to any contract
with a Subcontractor or purchase order as may be directed by the
Secretary of Labor as a means of enforcing such provisions including
sanctions for noncompliance, provided, however, that in the event the
MCO becomes involved in, or is threatened with, litigation with a
Subcontractor or vendor as a result of such direction, the MCO may
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request the United States to enter Into such litigation to protect the
interests of the United States. ^

3.13.6 Non-Compliance

3 13.6.1 In the event of the MCO's noncompllance with the non-
discrimination closes of this Agreement or with any of such ruies
susnendsri'ln°Lh"i®'^®' canceiled, terminated orsuspended in whole or in part and the MCO may be declared ineligible for
^rther goverriment contracts in accordance with procedures authorized in
Execmive Order No. 11246 of Sept. 24, 1965, and such others^nctioris
No^1^4fi provided in Executive Order
SecrlLi^ of Lhnr r ?h' ■ ^®9"l®tion. or order of the5>ecretary of Labor, or as otherwise provided by law.

3.13.7 Changes In Law

rhinJc ^^CO shaii implement appropriate program, policy or system

3.14 Subcontractors

3.14.1 MCO Obligations

anri^ otLIU'cl^f'^i? responsibility for adhering to,and otherwise fully complying with the terms and conditions of this
Agreement notwithstanding any relationship the MCO may have with the

anl^Sui-Xntrl^f Agreement, such work performed by
438 ̂ 30^] ^ deemed performed by the MCO. [42 CFR
SuilnLPw ® "1® replacement of any
un^Ttn mJ. L found by DHHS to be unacceptable or
sriprhn^n?^^^ r® of 'bis Agreement, and to object to theselection or use of a Subcontractor or contract.

Su^nlrartn™ ':®9®^^'.®®® °f wb"®n agreements with any
Sr^me^f ® responsibility for complying with this
nrl^pnL^'l® °^s'^i9ht of all Subcontractors' policies and
qtate pnH f cornpliance with the False Claims Act (FCA) and otherState and federal lavirs descnbed In Section 1902(a)(68) of the Social
Secunty Act, including information about rights of employees to be
protected as whistleblowers. npioyees to pe
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3.14.2 Contracts with Subcontractors

3.14.2.1 The MOO shall have a written agreement between the MCO and
each Subcontractor which includes, but shall not be limited to:

3.14.2.1.1 All required activities and obligations of the
Subcontractor and related reporting responsibilities and
safeguarding of Confidential Information according to State rules,
and State and federal laws;

3.14.2.1.2 Full disclosure of the method and amount of
compensation or other consideration received by the
Sutxontractor;

3.14.2.1.3 Amount, duration, and scope of services to be provided
by the Subcontractor;

3.14.2.1.4 Term of the agreement, methods of extension, and
termination rights; .. .

3.14.2.1.5 The process to transition services when the agreement
expires or terminates;

3.14.2.1.6 Infoimarion about the grievance and appeal system
and the rights of the" Member as described in 42 CFR 438.414 and
42 CFR 438.10(g);

3.14.2.1.7 Requirements'to comply vrith all applicable Medicaid
laws, regulations, includirig applicable subregulatory guidance and
'applicable proyisiofis of this Agreeriient;-

3.14.24.8 Requirements for.the Subcontractor: __

3.14.2.1.8.1.To hold harmless DHHS and Its
employees, and all Members served under the terms of
this Agreement in the event of non-payment by the
IVI\./\./,

3.14.2.1.8.2.TO indemnify and hold harmless DHHS
and its employees against all injuries, deaths, losses,
damages, claims, suits, liabilities, judgments, costs and
expenses-whioh-may-in-any-manner-accrue-against.
DHHS or Its employees through Intentional misconduct,
negligence, or omission of the Subcontractor, Its
agents, officers, employees or contractors;

3.14.2.1.9 Requirements that provide that:
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3.14.2.1.9.1.The MCO, DHHS, NH Medicaid Fraud
Control Unit (MFCU), NH Department of Justice (DOJ),
U.S. DOJ, the GIG, and the Comptroller General or
their respective designees shall have the right to audit,
evaluate, and inspect, and that it shall make available
for the purpose of audit, evaluation or inspection, any
premises, physical facilities, equipment, books,
records, contracts, computer or other electronic
systems of the Subcontractor, or of the Subcontractor's
contractor, that pertain to any aspect of the services
and/or activities performed or determination of amounts
payable under this Agreement: [42 CFR
438.230(c)(3)(i) & (ii); 42 CFR 438.3(k)]

3.14.2.1.9.2.The Subcontractor shall further agree that
it can be audited for ten (10) years from the final date
of the Term or from the date of any completed audit,
whichever is later; and [42 CFR 438.230(c)(3)(ili); 42
CFR438.3(k)]

3.14.2.1.9.3.The MCO. DHHS, MFCU, NH DOJ, U.S.
DOJ, OIG, and the Comptroller General or their
respective designees may conduct an audit at any time
if DHHS, MFCU. NH DOJ. U.S. DOJ, the OIG, and the
Comptroller General or their respective deslgnee
determines that there is a reasonable possibility of
fraud, potential Member harm or similar risk. [42 CFR
438.230(c)(3)(iv}; 42 CFR 438.3(k)]

-3.14.2.1.lOSubcontractor's agreement to notify the MCO within
one (1) business day of. being cited by any State or federal
regulatory authority;

3.14.2.1.11 Require Subcontractor to submit ownership and
controlling interest information as required by Section 3.10.3
(Ownership and Control Disclosures);

3.14.2.1.12 Require Sutxx)ntractors to investigate and disclose to
the MCO, at contract execution or renewal, and upon , request by
the MCO of the identified person who has been convicted of a
criminal offense related to that person's involvement in any
program under Medicare or Medicaid since the inception of those
programs and who is [42 CFR 455.106(a)]: •

3.14.2.1.12.1. A person who has an ownership or
control interest in the Subcontractor or Participating
Provider; [42 CFR 455.106(a)(1)]
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3.14.2.1.12.2. An agent or person who has been
delegated the authority to obligate or act on behalf of
the Subcontractor or Participating Provider; or [42 CFR
455.101; 42 CFR 455.106(a)(1)]

3.14.2.1.12.3. An agent, managing employee, general
manager, business manager, administrator, director, or
other Individual who exercises operational or
managerial control over, or who directly or indirectly
conducts the day-to-day operation of, the
Subcontractor or Participating Provider [42 CFR
455.101: 42 CFR 455.ia6(a)(2)]

3.14.2.1.13 Require Subcontractor to screen Its directors, officers,
employees, contractors and Subcontractors against each of the
Exclusion Lists on a monthly basis and report to the MCO any
person or entity appearing on any of the Exclusion Lists and begin
termination proceedings within forty-eight (48) hours unless the
Individual is part of a federally-approved waiver program;

3.14.2.1.14 Require Subcontractor to have a compliance plan that
meets the requirements of 42 CFR Section 438.608 and policies
and procedures that meet the Deficit Reduction Act (DRA) of 2005
requireme'nfs;

3.14.2.l:l5Prohibit Subcontractor from making "payments or
deposits for Medicaid-covered Items or services to financial
institutions located outside of the United States or its territories:

3.14.2.1.16 A provision for revoking delegation of activities or
- — - - obligations, or. imposing-other.sanctions .if the Subcontractors,

performance is deterfniried to be unsatisfactory by the MCO or
'  - - -0HHS; V r.T- .

3.14.2.1.ITSubcontractoris agreement to comply with the ADA, as
required by Section 3.13.4 (Americans with Disabilities Act) above;

3.14.2.1.18 Include provisions of this Section 3.14.2 (Contracts with
Subcontractors) In every Subcontract or purchase order unless
exempted by rules, regulations, or orders of the Secretary of Labor
Issued pursuant to Section 204 of Executive Order No. 11246 of
September 24,1965;

3.14.2.1.19 Require any Subcontractor, to the extent that the
Subcontractor is delegated responsibility by the MCO for coverage
of services and payment of claims under this Agreement, to
implement policies and procedures, as reviewed by DHHS, for
reporting of all Overpayments identified, including embezzlement or
receipt of Capitation Payments to which it was not entitled or
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recovered, specifying the Overpayments due to potential fraud to
the State.

Require any Subcontractor to comply with all applicable
Medicaid laws, regulations, including applicable subregulatory
guidance and Agreement provisions. [42 CFR 438 230fcW2V 42
CFR438.3(k)]

3.14.2.1.21 Require any Subcontractor to comply with any other
provisions specifically required under this Agreement or the
applicable requirements of 42 CFR 438. [42 CFR 438.230]

3.14.2.2 The MCO shall notify DHHS in writing within one (1) business
day of burning aware that its Subcontractor is cited as non-compliant or
deficient by any State or federal regulatory authority.
3.14.2.3 If any of the MCO's activities or obligations under this
Agreement are delegated to a Subcontractor

3.14.2.3.1 The activities and obligations, and related reporting
responsibilities, are specified in the contract or written agreement
between the MCO and the Sutxjontractor; and

3.14.2.3.2 The contract or written arrangement between the MCO
and the Subcontractor shall either provide for revocation of the
delegation of activities or obligations, or specify other remedies in
instances yvhere the state or the MCO determines that the
Subcontractor has not performed satisfactorily [42 CFR
438.230{c)(1)(i) - (iii): 42 CFR 438.3(k)]

3.14.2.4 Subcontractors or any other party performing utilization review
are required to t)e licensed In NH.

3.14.3 Notice and Approval

Subcontractor agreements andSubcontrador Provider agreements to DHHS, for review at least sixty (60)
ralendar days prior to the anticipated implementation date of that
Subcontractor agreement, any time there is a renewal or extension
amendment to a Subcontractor agreement already reviewed by DHHS or
there is a substantial change in scope or terms of the Subcontractor
agreement.

3.14.3.2 The MCO remains responsible for ensuring that all Agreement
requirernents are met, Including requirements requiring the integration of
physical, and behavioral health, and that the Subcontractor adheres to all
State and federal laws, regulations and related guidance and guidelines.

change in Subcontractorsand shall submit a new Subcontractor agreement for review sixty (60)
calendar days prior to the start date of the new Subcontractor agreement.
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3.14.3.4 Review by DHHS of a Subcontractor agreement does not relieve
the MCO from any obligation or responsibility regarding the Subcontractor
and does not Imply any obligation by DHHS regarding the Sutxjontractor or
Subcontractor agreement.

3.14.3.5 DHHS may grant a written exception to the notice requirements
of this Section 3.14.3 (Notice and Approval) if, in DHHS's reasonable
determination, the MCO has shown good cause for a shorter notice period.

3.14.3.6 The MCO shall notify DHHS within five (5) business days of
receiving notice from a Subcontractor of its intent to terminate a
Subcontractor agreement. .

3.14.3.7 The MCO shall notify DHHS of any material breach by
Sutxiontractor of an agreement between the MCO and the SutKJontractor
that may result in the MCO being non-compliant with or violating this
Agreement within one (1) business day of validation that such breach has
occurred.

3.14.3.8 The MCO shall take any actions directed by DHHS to cure or
rem.ediate said breach by the Sut)^

3.14.3.9 In the event of material change, breach or termination of a
Subcontractor agreement between the MCO and a Subcontractor, the
MCO's notice to DHHS shall include a transition plan for DHHS's review
and-approval.

3.14.4 MCO Oversight of Subcontractors

3.14.4.1 The MCO shall provide its Subcontractors with training materials
regarding preventing fraud, waste and abuse and shall require the MCO s

- - - - - hotline to be publicized to Subcontractors'-staff who provide services to the- -
Mca' ^ \ J ^ .
3.14.4.2 The MCO Shall oversee and be held accountable for any
functions and responsibilities that it delegates to any Subcontractor in
accordance with 42 CFR 438.230 and 42 CFR Section 438.3, including:

3.14.4.2.1 Prior to any delegation, the MCO shall evaluate the
prospective Subcontractor's ability to perform the Social Security
activities to be delegated:

3.14.4.2.2 The MCO shall audit the Subcontractor's compliance
:  with-tts^raement..with.Jhe-MCO-andJhe-applicableJerms of this—

Agreement, at least annually and when there is a substantial
change in the scope or terms of the Sut)Contractor agreement; and
3.14.4.2.3 The MCO shall identify deficiencies or areas for
improvement, if any. The MCO shall prompt the Subcontractor to
take corrective action.
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3.14.4.3 The MCO shall develop and maintain a system for regular and
penodic monitoring of each Subcontractor's compliance with the terms of
its agreement and this Agreement.

identifies deficiencies or areas for improvement in
the Subcontractor's performance that • affect compliance with this
Agreement, the MCO shall notify DHHS within seven (7) calendar days
nuuo^Tu Subcontractor to develop a CAP. The MCO shall provideDHHS with a copy of the Subcontractor's CAP within thirty (30) calendar

request, which is subject to DHHS approval f42 CFR
438.230 and 42 CFR Section 438.3]

3.15 Staffing

3.15.1 Key Personnel

3.15.1.1 The MCO shall commit key personnel to the MCM program on a
full-time basis. Positions considered to be key personnel, along, wrth any
specific requirements for each position, include:

3.15.1.1.1 CEO/Executiye Director: Individual shall have clear
authonty over the general administration and day-to-day business
activities of this Agreement.

3.15.1.1.2 Finance . Officer Individual shall be responsible for
accounting and finance operations, including all audit activities.
3.15.1.1.3 Medical Director: Individual shall be a physician
licensed by the NH Board of Medicine, shall oversee and be
responsible for all clinical activities, including but not limited to the
proper provision of Covered Services to Members, developing
clinical practice standards and clinical policies and procedures.

3.15.1.1.3.1.The , Medical Director shall have
substantial involvement in QAPI Program activities and
shall attend monthly, or as otherwise requested in-
person meetings writh the DHHS Medical Director.
3.15.1.1.3.2.The Medical Director shall have a
minimum of five (5) years of experience in govemment
programs (e.g. Medicaid. Medicare, and Public Health).
3.15.1.1.3.3. The Medical Director shall have oversight
of all utilization review techniques and methods and
their administration and implementation.

3.15.1.1.4 Quality Improvement Director: Individual shall be
responsible for all QAPI program activities.

3.15.1.1.4.1.Individual shall have relevant experience
In quality management for physical and/or behavioral
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health care and shall participate in regular Quality
improvement meetings with DHHS and the other
MCOs to review quality related Initiatives and how
those initiatives can be coordinated across the MCOs.

3.15.1.1.5 Compliance Officer; individual shall be responsible for
developing and Implementing policies, procedures, and practices
designed to ensure compliance with the requirements of the
Agreement.

3.15.1.1.5.1.The Compliance Officer shall report
directly to the NH-based CEO or the executive director
thereof.

3.15.1.1.6 Network Management Director: Individual shall be
responsible for development and maintenance of the MCO's
Participating Provider network.

3.15.1.1.7 Provider Relations Manager: Individual shall be
responsible for provision of all MCO Provider services activities.

3.15.1.1.7.1.The manager shall have prior experience
with individual physicians, Provider groups and
facilities.

3.15.1.1.8 Member Services Manager: Individual shall be
Tesponsible*for provision of all MCO Member Services activities.

3.15.1.1.8.1.The manager shall have prior experience
with Medicaid populations.

3.15.1.1.9 Utilization'Management (UM) Director: Individual shall
be responsible for all UM ̂tivlties." "

- 3;15:1.T9,1:ThiS:person shall -be-under-the- direct-
supervision of the Medical Director and shall ensure
that UM staff has appropriate clinical backgrounds in
order to make appropriate UM decisions regarding
Medically Necessary Services.

3.15.1.1.9.2. The MCO shall also ensure that the UM

program assigns responsibility to appropriately
licensed clinicians, including a behavioral health and a
LTSS professional for those respective services.

3.15.1.1.IOSystems Director/Manager: Individual shall be
responsible for all MCO information systems supporting this
Agreement, Including but not limited to continuity and integrity of
operations, continuity flow of records with DHHS's information
systems and providing necessary and timely reports to DHHS.
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En^unter Manager: Individual shall.be responsible for
and qualified by training and experience to oversee encounter
submrttal and processing to ensure the accuracy, timeliness, and
completeness of encounter reporting.

""ssponsible for andqualified by training and experience to oversee claims processing
and to ensure the accuracy, timeliness, and completeness of
processing payment and reporting.

3.15.1.1 13 Pharmacy Manager: Individual shall be a pharmacist
li^nsed by the NH Board of Pharmacy and shall have a minimum
of five (5) years pharmacy experience as a practicing pharmacist.

individual shall be responsible for
all pharmacy activities, including but not limited to the
Lock-In Program, coordinating clinical criteria for Prior
Authorizations, compliance with the opioid prescribing
requirements outlined in Section 4.11.6 (Substance
Use Disorder) and overeeeing the Drug Utilization
Review (DUR) Board or the Pharmacy and
Therapeutics Committee.

Disorder Physician: Individual shall be
an Addiction Medicine Physician licensed by the NH Board of
Medicine.

3.15.1.1.14.1. The individual shall be responsible for
providing clinical oversight and guidance for the MOO
on Substance Use Disorder issues, including issues
such as the use of ASAM or other evidence-based
assessments and treatment protocols, the use of MAT.
engagements with PRSS, and discharge planning for
Members who visit an ED or are hospitalized for an
overdose.

3.15 1 1.14.2. The Substance Use Disorder Physician
shall be available to the MOM program on a routine
basis for consultations on MOO clinical policy related to
Substance Use Disorders and the cases of individual
Members, as needed.

responsible for overseeing Care
Coordination and Care Management activities for MCO Members with
complex medical, behavioral health, DD, and long term care needs- or for
overseeing other activities.

3.15.1 3 Coordinators shall also serve as liaisons to DHHS staff for their

thf functional areas. The MCO shall assign coordinators to each ofthe following areas on a full-time basis:
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3.15.1.3.1 Special Needs. Coordinator: Individual shall have a
minimum of a Master's Degree from a recognized college or
university with major study In Social Work, Psychology, Education,
Public Health or a related field.

3.15.1.3.1.1.Individual shall have a minimum of eight
(8) years demonstrated experience both In the
provision of direct care services as well as
progressively Increasing levels of management
responsibilities with a particular focus on special needs
populations.

3.15.1.3.1.2.The Special Needs Coordinator shall be
responsible for ensuring compliance with arid
implementation of requirements for Adults and Children
with Special Care Needs related to Care Management,
Network Adequacy, access to Benefits, and Utilization
Management.

3.15.1.3.2 Developmental Disability Coordinator Individual shall
have a minimum of a Master's Degree from a recognized college or
university with major study In Social Work, Psychology, Education,
Public Health or a related field.

3.15.1.3.2.1.-lndivldua! shall have a minimum of eight
(6) years "demonstrated -experience both In- the
provision of direct care services as well as
progressively increasing levels of management
responslblHties, with a particular focus on direct care
and admTnlMiiftive' respdnsibllities related'to services
provided f6r"develdpmeritally"disab!ed Individuals:'

"  ■ . 3.15.1:3;2.2rThe-Deyelopmental Disability-Coordinator
shall be responsible for ensuring coordination wth
LTSS Case Managers for Members enrolled in the
MCO but who have services covered outside of the

MCO's Covered Services.

3.15.1.3.3 Mental Health Coordinator: Individual shall oversee the

delivery of Mental Health Services to ensure that there Is a single
poifit of oversight and accountability.

3:15:1:3:3 rl:lndividuaI~5hall'*have-a-minimum-of-a-

Master's Degree from a recognized college or
university with major study in Social Work, Psychology,
Education, Public Health or a related field.

3.15.1.3.3.2ilndividual shall have a minimum of eight
(8) years demonstrated experience both In the
provision of direct care services as well as
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progress^ely increasing levels of management
responsibilities, with a particular focus on direct care
and administrative responsibilities, within Community
Mental Health Services.

3.151.3 3.3.0ther key functions shall include-
wordinating Mental Health Services across all
functional areas Including: quality management'
overeight of the behavioral health Subcontract as
applicable; Care Management; Utilization
Management; network development and management-
Provider relabons; implementation and interpretation of
clinical policies and procedures; and Social
Determinants of Health and community-based
resources.

disorder Coordinator: Individual shallte an addrct on rnedicine specialist on staff or under contract who
vrarks with the Substance Use Disorder Physician to provide

Diso'Jder°S Substance Use
V  Substance Use Disorder CoordinatorJhall be a Masters Licensed Alcohol and Drua
Counselor (MLADC) or Licensed Mental Health
Professional who is able to demonstrate experience in
the treatment of Substance Use Disorder.

3.15.1.3.4.2. The Individual shall have expertise in
screening, assessments, treatment, and Recovery
strategies; use of MAT; strategies for working with child
welfare agencies, correctional Institutions and other
health and social service agencies that serve
individuals with Substance Use Disorders.

ai5 1.3.4.3.The individual shall be available to the
MCM program on a routine basis for consultations on
clinical, policy and operational issues, as well as the
disposition of individual cases.

3.15^1.3.4.4. Other key functions shall include
wordinating Substance Use Disorder services and
treatment across ali functional areas including: qualitv
management; oversight of the behavioral health

applicable; Care Management;
Utilization Management; network development and
management: Provider relations; and social
determinants of health and community-based
resources.
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3.15.1.3.5 Long Term Care Coordinator Individual shall be
responsible for coordinating managed care Covered Services with
FFS and waiver programs.

3.15.1.3.5.1.The individual shall have a minimum of a

Master's Degree in a Social Work, Psychology,
Education, Public Health or a related field and have, a
minimum of eight (8) years of demonstrated experience
both in the provision of direct care services at
progressively Increasing levels of management
responsibilities, with a particular focus on direct care
and administrative responsibilities related to long term
care services-.

3.15.1.3.6 Grievance Coordinator Individual shall be responsible
for overseeing the MCO's Grievance System.

3.15.1.3.7 Fraud, Waste, and Abuse Coordinator: Individual shall
be responsible for tracking, reviewing, monitoring, and reducing
fraud, waste and abuse.

3.15.1.3^8 Housing Coordinator: Individual shall be responsible for
helping to identify, secure, and maintain community based housing
for Members and developing, articulating, and implementing a
broader housing strategy within the MCO to expand housing
availability/options. •

3.15.1.3.8.1.The Housing Coordinator shall act as the
MCO's central housing expert/resource, providing
education and assistance to all MCO's relevant staff

^  - (care managers and others) regarding supportive
housing services and related issues. •

3Ti~5Ti5.8.2"The""Housing Coordinator"shall be a'
dedicated staff person whose primary responsibility Is
housing-related work.

I  3.15.1.3.8.3,The Housing Coordinator shall not be a
.  staff person to whom housing-related work has been

added to their existing responsibilities and function
within the MCO.

3J .3.8.4. The Housing Coordinator shall act as a
liaison with the Department's Bureau of Housing and

'  Homeless Services to receive training and work in
collaboration on capacity requirements/building.

3.15.1.3.8.5.The Housing Coordinator shall have at
least two (2) year's full-time experience is assisting
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vulnerable populations to secure accessible, affordable
nousing.

3.15.1,3.8.6 The Coordinator shall be familiar with the
t  housing resources and
stakeholders.

3.15.1.3.9 Prior Authorization Cbordinator: Individual shall be

woTun^jf thi d" LItlllzatlon Management activities and shallwork under the direct supervision of the Medical Director.

3.15.1.3 9.1.The Prior Authorization Coordinator shall
performing prior authorization

hoTh w . necessary clinical backgroundsneeded to apply established coverage criteria and
make appropnate decisions based on medical
necessary.

3.15.1.3.9.2.The Individual shall be licensed by the NH
Board of Nursing and have a minimum of eight (8)
yeare of demonstrated experience in both the provision
of direct clinical services as well as progressively
increasing levels of management responsibilities with a
particular focus on performance of a variety of
rilifh-'-h" including conducting inter-raterreliability quality audits.

3.15.2 Other MOO Required Staff

3.15.2.1 Fraud, Waste, and Abuse Staff: The MCO shall establish a
Specral Investigations Unit (SlU), which shall be comprised of experienced
frai^d, waste and abuse Investigators who have the approSralnino
^6 fmrtrn J®'' knowledge to perform and carry out all ofthe functions, requirements, roles and duties contained herein.

least two (2) fraud

Se Coordinator."''
the^MCO ^'l^pee'ely staff the SlU to ensure that
Waste andZse) ''"""

3.15.2.2 Behavioral Health Clinical Providers to Minimize Psvchiatrir

Members who are subject to, or at risk for. Psychiatric Boarding

sfOi teiflOp rr''®' hosplta|.credentlaled Providers
02 h^um of a Mp e""®!'® assistance within twelve(12) hours of a Member arriving at an ED and within twenty-four
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(24) hours of a Member being placed on observation or inpatient
status to await an Inpatient psychiatric bed.

3 15 22 2 The initial on-site assistance provided within these
required timelines shall include a beneficiary-specific plan for
discharge/treatment, admittance or transfer to New Hampshire
Hospital, or another Designated Receiving Facility.
3.15.2.2.3 Each such hospital-credentialed Provider shall have the
clinical expertise to reduce Psychiatric Boarding and possess
trained on the resources, including local community resources, that
can be deployed to discharge the Member safely to the community
or to a step down facility when an inpatient stay is not clinically
required.

3.15.2.3 Staff for Members at New Hampshire Hospital: The MCO shall
designate an on-site liaison with privileges at New Hampshire Hospital to
continue the Member's Care Management, and assist in facilitating a
coordinated discharge planning process for Members admitted to New
Hampshire Hospital.

3.15.2.4 Additional Behavioral Health Staff: The MCO shall designate
one (1) or more staff who have behavioral health specific managed care
experience to provide in-pers6n housing assistance to Members who are
homeless and oversee:

3.15.2.4.1 Behavioral health Care Management;

3.15.2.4.2 Behavioral health Utilization Management;

3.15.2.4.3 Behavioral health network development; and
"  ̂ ~ ' 3.15.2.44""The'behavioralhealth'Subcontract. as applicable. -

~  ̂ ^"3.15.2.5 'Arty~SUbcpntracted ~personnel -or-enUty-engaged-in -decisionT
making for the MCO regarding clinical policies related to Substance Use
Disorder or mental health shall have demonstrated experience working in
direct care for Members with Substance Use Disorder or mental health.
315 2 6 The crisis lines and Emeiyency Services teams shall employ
clinicians and certified Peer Support Specialists who are trained to
manage crisis intervention calls and who have access to a clinician
available to evaluate the Member or) a face-to-face basis in the community
tn address the crisis and evaluate the need for hospitalization.

3.15.3 On-Site Presence

3.15.3.1 The MCO shall have an on-site presence in New Hampshire.
On-site presence for the purposes of this Section 3.15.3 of the Agreement
means that the MCO's personnel Identified below regularly reports to work
in the State of New Hampshire:
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3.15.3.1.1 CEO/Executive Director;

3.15.3.1.2 Medical Director;

3.15.3.1.3 Quality Improvement Director;

3.15.3.1.4 Compliance Officer;

3.15.3.1.5 Network Management Director;

3.15.3.1.6 Provider Relations Manager;

3.15.3.1.7 Utilization Management Director;

3.15.3.1.8. Pharmacy Manager;

3.15.3.1.9 Substance Use Disorder Physician;

3.15.3.1.10Special Needs Coordinator;

3.15.3.1.11 Mental Health Coordinator;

3.15.3.1.12Substance Use Disorder Coordinator;

3.15.3.1.13 DD Coordinator;

^  3.15.3.1.14 Long Term Care Coordinator;

3.15.3.1.15Housing Coordinator;

3.15.3.1.16Grievance Coordinator;

3.15.3.1.17Fraud, Waste, and Abuse Coordinator; and

3.15.3.1.18 Prior Authorization Coordinator.

3.15.3.2 Upon DHHS's request. MCO required staff who are not located
in New Hampshire shall travel to New Hampshire for in-person meetings.
3.15.3.3 The MCO shall provide to DHHS for review and approval key
personnel and qualifications no later than sixty (60) calendar days prior to
the start of the program.

3.15.3.4 The MCO shall staff the program with the key personnel as
specified in this Agreement, or shall propose alternate staffing subject to
review and approval by DHHS, which approval shall not be unreasonably
withheld.

3.15.3.5 DHHS may grant a wntten exception to the notice requirements
of this section if, in DHHS's reasonable determination, the MCO has
shown good cause for a shorter notice period.

3.15.4 General Staffing Provisions

3.15.4.1 The MCO . shall provide sufficient staff to perform all tasks
specified in this Agreement. The MCO shall maintain a level of staffing
necessary to perform and carry out all of the functions, requirements,
roles, and duties in a timely manner as contained herein. In the event that
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the MOO does not maintain a level of staffing sufficient to fully perform the
functions, requirements, roles, and duties, DHHS may impose liquidated
damages, in accordance with Section 5.5.2 (Liquidated Damages). ,

3.15.4.2 The MCO shall ensure that all staff receive appropriate training,
education, experience, and orientation to fulfill the requirements of the
positions they hold and shall verify and document that it has met this
requirement.

3.15.4.2.1 This includes keeping up-to-date records and
documentation of all Individuals requiring licenses and/or
certifications and such records shall be available for DHHS
inspection. •

3.15.4.3 All key personnel shall be generally available during DHHS
hours of operation and available for in- person or video conferencing
meetings as requested by DHHS.

3.15.4.3.1 The MCO key personnel, and others as required by
DHHS, shall, at a minimum, be available for monthly in-person

in NH with DHHS.

3.15.4.4 The MCO shall make best efforts to notify DHHS at least thirty
(30) calendar days in advance of any plans to change, hire, or reassign
designated key personnel.

3.15.4.5 If a member of the MCO's key personnel is to be replaced for
any reason while the MCO is under Agreement, the MCO shall Inform
DHHS within seven (7) calendar days, and submit a transition plan with
proposed alternate staff to DHHS for review and 'approval, for which
apW^pyiJ/shall not be unreal

3.15^4.5.1 The Staffing Transition Plan shall include, but is not
limited to:

3.15.4.5.1.1.The allocation of resources to the

Agreement during key personnel vacancy:

3.15.4.5.1.2.The timeframe for obtaining key personnel
replacements within ninety (90) calendar days; and

3.15.4.5.1.3.The method for onboarding staff and
bringing key personnel replacements/additions up-to-
date regarding this Agreement.

PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS

4.1 Covered Populations and Services

4.1.1 Overview of Covered Populations
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4.1.1.1 The MCO shall provide and be responsible for the cost of
managed care services to population groups deemed by DHHS to be
eligible for managed care and to be covered under the terms of this
Agreement, as indicated In the table below.

4.1.1.2 Members enrolled with the MCO who subsequently become
ineligible for managed care during MCO enrollment shall be excluded from
MCO participation. DHHS shall, based on State or federal statute,

^i^naSe^

Aid to the Needy Blind Non-Dual
X

Aid to the Permanently and Totally Disabled Non-Dual
X

American Indians and Alaskan Natives
X

Auto Eligible and Assigned Newboms
X

Breast and Cervical Cancer Program
X

Chtldren Enrolled In Special Medical Senrlces/Partners In
Health X

Children with Supplemental Security Income
X

Family Planning Only Benefit
X

Foster Care/Adoption Subsidy
X

Granite Advantage (Medicald Expansion Adults. Frail/Non-
Frail) X

Health Insurance Premium Payment
X

Home Care for Children with Severe Disabilities (Katie
Beckett) X

In and Out Spend-Down /
X
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Medicaid Children Funded through the Children's Health
Insurance Program

X

Medicaid for Employed Adults with Disabilities Non-Dual X

Medicare Duals with full Medicaid Benefits X

Medicare Savings Program Only (no Medicaid services) •- X

Members with Veterans Affairs Benefits X

Non-Expansion Poverty Level Adults (Including Pregnant
Women) and Children Non-Dual

X

Old Age Assistance Non-Dual X

Retroactive/Presumptive Eligibility Segments (excluding Auto
Eligible Newboms) - - - . .... . . .

X

Third Party Coverage .Non-Medicare, Except Members with
Veterans Affairs Benefits

X ,

4.1.2 Overview of Covered Services

4.1.2.1 The "MCO shali cover the "physicai health,"beHaviorar health..
pharmacy, and other benefits for all MCQ Members, as Indicated In the
summary table below and described in this Agreement. Additional
requirements for Behavioral Health Services are included in Section 4.11
^Behavioral Health), and additional requirements for pharmacy are
included in Section 4.2 (Pharmacy Management).

4.1.2.2 The MCQ shall provide, at a minimum, all services identified in
the following matrix, and all services in accordance with the CMS-
-approved .Medicaid-State.Plan-and Altemative .Benefit-Plan-State .Plan. -The.
MCQ shall cover services consistent with 45 CFR 92.207(b).

4.'l.2.3 While the MCO may provide a higher level of service and cover
more services than required by DHHS (as described in Section 4.1.3
(Covered Services Additional Provisions), the MCO shall, at a minimum,
cover the services identified at least up to the limits described in NH Code
of Administrative Rules, chapter He-E 801, He-E 802, He-W 530, and He-
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M 426. DHHS reserves the right to alter this list at any time by providinq
reasonable notice to the MCO. [42 CFR 438.210(a)(1) and (2)]

Acquired Brain Disorder Waiver Services
X

Adult Medical Day Care X

Advanced Practice Registered Nurse
X

Ambulance Service
X

"Ambulatory Surgical Center
X

Audiology Services
X .

Behavioral Health Crisis Treatment Center
X

Certified Non-Nurse Midwife
X

Choices for Independence Waiver Services
X

Child Health Support Service - Division for Children, Youth &
Families, except for services eligible under EPSDT /•

X

Community Mental Health Services
X

Crisis Intervention - Division for Children, You(h & Families
X

Developmental Disability Waiver Services
X

Dental Benefit Services
X

Designated Receiving Facilities
X

Developmental Services Early Supports and Services
X

Early and Penodic Screening, Diagnostic and Treatment
Services including Applied Behavioral Analysis Coverage X
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* Under age 22 if Individual admined prior to age 21
' Pursuant to 42 CFR 438.6 and 42 CFR 438.3(eX2Xi) through (iii)

E.g.. Cedarcrest
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Family Planning Services X

Freestanding Birth Centers X

Furnished Medical Supplies & Durable Medical Equipment X

Glencliff Home X

Home Based Therapy - Division for Children, Youth &
Families

X

Home Health Services X

Home Visiting Services X

Hospice X

Home and Commuriity-Based In Home Support Services X

Inpatient Hospital X

Inpatient Hospital Swing Beds, Intermediate Care Facility X

Inpatient Hospital Swing Beds, Skilled Nursing Facility X

Inpatient Psychiatric'Facility Services Under Age Twenty-
One (21 f

X

Inpatient Psychiatric Treatment in an Institution for Mental
Disease, Excluding New Hampshire Hospital®

X

Intensive Home and Community-Based Services- Division
for Children, Youth & Families

X

Intermediate Care Facility Atypical Care X

Intermediate Care Facility for Members with Intellectual
Disabilities^®

X

Intermediate Care Facility Nursing Home X

Contractor Initials
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year

■^ ^0^ Medically Necessary travel
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Latxjratory (Pathology)

X

Medicaid to Schools Services
X

Medical Services Clinic (e.g. Opioid Treatment Program)
X

Non-Emergency Medical Transportation"
X

Occupational Therapy^^
X

Optometric Services Eyeglasses
X

Outpatient Hospital"
X

Personal Care Services
X

Physical Therapy^^
X

Physicians Services
X

Placement Services - Division for Children, Youth & Families
X

Podiatrist Services
X

Prescribed Drugs
X

Private Duty Nursing
X

Private Non-Medical Institutional For Children - Division for
Children, Youth & Families X

Psychology
X

Rehabilitative Services Post Hospital Discharge
X
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Rural Health Clinic & Federally Qualified Health Centers^ X

Non-Swing Bed Skilled Nursing Facilities X

Skilled Nursing Facilities Skilled Nursing Facilities Atypical
Care

X

Speech Therapy^® X

Substance Use Disorder Services (Per He-W 513)-
including services provided in Institutions for Mental
Diseases pursuant to an approved 1115(a) research and
demonstration waiver

X

Transitional Housing Program Services and Community
Residential Services With Wrap-Around Services and
Supports^®

X

wheelchair Van X

X-Ray Sefvices X

4.1.3 Covered Services Additional Provisions

4.1.3.1 Nothing in this Section 4-1.3 shall, be construed to limit the-
MCO's ability to othenvise voluntarily provide any other seryices in addition
to the services required to be provided under this Agreement. " ~ '

4.1.3.2 The MCO shall seek written approval from DHHS, bear the
entire cost of the service, and the utilization and cost of such voluntary
services shall not be included in determining payment rates.

4.1.3.3 All services shall be provided in accordance with 42 CFR
438.210 and 42 CFR 438.207(b). The MCO shall ensure there is no
disruption in service delivery to Members or Providers as the MCO
transitions these services into Medicaid managed care from FFS.

4.1.3.4 The MCO shall adopt written policies and procedures to verify
that services are actually provided. [42 CFR 455.1(a)(2)]

4.1.15 in Lieu Of Services

" Oulpalient Physical Therapy, Occupational Therapy and Speech Therapy services are ilmited to twenty (20) visits per benefit year
for each type of therapy. Benefit limits are shared between habilitation services and outpatient rehabilitation services

Beginning on January 1. 2020.
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4.1.3.5.1 The MCO may provide Members with services or
sethngsjhat are "in Lieu Of Services or settings included in the
h^dicaid State Pian that are more medically appropriate cost-
effective substitutes for the. Medicaid State Pian services The
MCO may cover In Lieu Of Services if:

4.1.3.5.1.1. DHHS determines that the alternative
service or setting is a medicaiiy appropriate and cost-
effective substitute;

4.1.3.5.1.2. The Member is not required to use the
aitemative service or setting;

4.1.3.5.1.3. The In Lieu Of Service has been
authorized by DHHS; and

4.1.3.5.1.4. The in Lieu Of Service has been offered to
Members at the option of the MCO [42 CFR
438.3(e){2){i)-(iii)]

4.1.3.5.2 DHHS may determine that the aitemative service or
setting is a medically appropriate and cost-effective substitute 6y
either: prospectiyely providing to the MCO a list of services that the
MCO may consider In Lieu Of Services; or by the MCO receivind
approval from DHHS to implement an In Lieu Of Service.

4.1.3.5.3 DHHS has authorized medical nutrition, diabetes self-
management, and assistance in finding and keeping housing (not
including rent), as In Lieu Of Services. This list may be expanded
upon or othenMse modified by DHHS through amendments of this
Agreement.

4.1.3.5.4 For the MCO to obtain approval for In Lieu Of Services
not authorized by DHHS. the MCO shall submit an In Lieu Of
Service request to DHHS for each proposed In Lieu of Service not
yet authorized.

4.1.3.5.5 The MCO shall monitor the cost-effectiveness of each
approved In Lieu of Service by tracking utilization and expenditures
and submit an annual update providing an evaluation of the cost-
effectiveness of the aitemative service during the previous twelve
(12) months, in accordance with Exhibit 0.

4.1.3.6 Institution for Mental Diseases (IMD)
4J.3.6.1 Pursuant to 42 CFR 438.6, the MCO shall pay for up to
fifteen (15) inpatient days per calendar month for any Member who"
IS receiving treatment in an IMD that is not a state owned or
operated facility for the primary treatment of a psychiatric disorder
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4.1.3.6.2 The MCO shall not pay for any days In a given month if
the Member exceeds fifteen (15) inpatlent days for that month In an
IMD that is not a state owned or operated facility, unless othenwise
Indicated by DHHS and permitted as a result of a federal waiver or
other authority. The provision of inpatient psychiatric treatment in
an IMD shall meet the requirements for In Lieu of Services at 42
CFR438.3(e)(2){iHiii).

4.1.3.7 Telemedicine

4.1.3.7.1 The MCO shall comply with provisions of RSA 167;4(d)
by providing access to" telemedicine services to Members In certain
circumstances.

4.1.3.7.2 The MCO shall develop a telemedicine clinical
coverage policy and submit the policy to DHHS for review. Covered
telemedicine modalities shall comply with all local, State and
federal laws including the HIPAA and record retention
requirements.

4,1,3.7,3. The clinical policy shall demonstrate.tiow aa,ch covered
telemedicine modality ensures security of PHI, including data
security and encryption policies.

4.1.3.8 Non-Participating Indian Health Care Providers

4.T3.8.1 Arfiericari Indian/Alaska Native Members are permitted
to obtain Covered Services from Non-Participating Indian Health
Care Providers (IHCP) from whom the Member is otherwise eligible
to receive such semces. [42 CFR 438.14(b){4)i

4.1.3.8.2 The MCO-shall permit-any American Indian/Alaska .
Native Member who is eligible to receive services from an IHCP

r  . PCP-that is■a'Participatingr.Provider, .to choose thatiHeP:as-their
PCP, as long as that Provider has capacity to provide the services.
[American Reinvestment and Recovery Act 5006(d): SMDL 10-001;
42 CFR 438.14(b)(3)]

4.1.3.9 Morai and Religious Grounds
4.1.3.9.1 An MCO that would othenMse be required to provide,
reimburse for, or provide coverage of a counseling or referral
sen/ice is not required to do so if the MCO objects to the service onrTiora!"of~religious groundsr[Sectiorn 932(bX3)(B)(0~of"ttie~S6cial '
Security Adt; 42 CFR 438.102(a)(2)]
4.1.3.9.2 If the MCO elects not to provide, reimburse for, or
provide coverage of, a counseling or referral service because of an
objection on moral or religious grounds, the MCO shall furnish
information about the services it does not cover to DHHS with its
application for a Medicaid contract and any time thereafter when it
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during the Term of this Agreement. [Section
1932(b)(3)(B)(i) of the Soclai Security Act* 42 CFR
438.102(b)(1)(i)(A)(1H2)] ^ '
4.1.3.9.3 if the MCO does not cover counseling or referral
seivices because of moral or reilgious objections and chooses not
to furnish information on how and where to obtain such services.
DHHS shall provide that information to potential Members uoon
request. [42 CFR 438.10(e)(2)(v)(C)]

4.1.4 Cost Sharing

4.1.4.1 Any cost sharing imposed on Medicaid Members shall be in
accordant^ wth NH's Medicaid Cost Sharing State Plan Amendment and
Medicaid FFS requirements pursuant to 42 CFR 447.50 through 42 CFR

1^. 1916(b)(2)(D) of the Social Security. Act, 42 CFR 438.108; 42 CFR 447.50 - 82; SMDL 6/16/06]
4J.4.2 With the exception of Members who are exempt from cost

ss described In the Medicaid Cost Sharing State Plan Amendment
the MCO shall require point of service (PCS) Copayment for sen/ices for
Membere deemed by DHHS to have annual incomes at or above one
hundred percent (100%) of the FPL as follows:

4.1.4.2.1 A Copayment of one dollar ($1.00) shall be required for
each preferred prescription drug and each refill of a preferred
prescription drug;

4.1.4.2.2 A Copayment of two dollars ($2.00) shall be required
for each non-preferred prescription drug and each refill of a non-
preferred prescription drug, unless the prescribing Provider
detemilnes that a preferred drug will be less effective for the
recipient and/or will have adverse effects for the recipient, in which
rase the Copay for the non-preferred drug shall be one dollar
($1.00);

4.1.4.2.3 A Copayment of one dollar ($1.00) shall be required for
a prescription drug that is not identified as either a preferred or
non-preferred prescription drug; and

4.1.4.3 The following services are exempt from co-payments:
4.1.4.3.1 emergency services,

4.1.4.3.2 family planning services,

4.1.4.3.3 preventive services provided to children,
4.1.4.3.4 pregnancy-related services,

4.1.4.3.5 services resulting, from potentially preventable events
and, '
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4.1.4.3.6 Cloraril (Clozapine) prescriptions. [42 CFR 447.56(a)]

4.1.4.4 Members are exempt from Copayments when:

4.1.4.4.1 The Member falls under the designated income
threshold (one hundred percent (100%) or below the FPL);

4.1.4.4.2 The Member Is under eighteen (18) years of age; ;

4.1.4.4.3 The Member is in a nursing facility or in an ICF for
Members with IDs;

4.1.4.4.4 The Member participates in one (1) of the HCBS waiver
programs;

4.1.4.4.5 The Member Is pregnant and receiving services related
to their pregnancy or any other medical condition that might
complicate the pregnancy;

4.1.4.4.6 The Member is receiving services for conditions related
to their pregnancy and the prescription is filled or refilled within
sixty (60) calendar days after the month the pregnancy ended;

4.1.4.4.7 The Member is in the Breast and Cervical Cancer

Treatment Program;

4.1.4.4.8 The Member is receiving hospice care; or

4.1.4.4.9 The Member is an American IndiarVAIaska Native.

4.1.4.5 Any American Indian/Alaskan Native who has ever received or is
currently receiving an item or service furnished by an IHCP or through
referral under contract health services shall be exempt from alj cost
sharing including Copayments and Premiums. [42 CFR 447.52(h); 42 CFR
447.56(a)(1)(x); ARRA 5006(a): 42 CFR 447.51(aj(2); SMDL 10-001]

4.1.5 Emerg^cy Services^

4.1.5.1 The MCO shall cover and pay for Emergency Services at rates
that are no less than the equivalent DHHS FFS rates if the Provider that
fumishes the services has an agreement with the MCO. [Section
1852(d)(2) of the Social Security Act; 42 CFR 438.114(b); 42 CFR
422.113(c)]

4.1.5.2 If the Provider that furnishes the Emergency Services does not
have an agreement with the MCO. the MCO shall cover and pay for the
Emergency Services in compliance with Section 1932(b)(2)|[D)~6f Ih^'
Social Security Act. 42 CFR 438.114(c)(1)(i). and the SMDL 3/20/98.

4.1.5.3 The MCO shall cover and pay for Emergency Services
regardless of whether the Provider that furnishes the services is a
Participating Provider.
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anri^Pnct ® c®" Non-Participating Providers of Emergency
hi amount no more ttian ttie amount ttiatTOuid tiave t)een paid under ttie DHHS FFS system in piece at the time

Sociatsrui^l^^r"®''- •'932(b)(2)(D) of the
treatment obtained when a Memberhad an Emergency Medical Condition, including cases In which the

absence of immediate medical attention would not have had the outcomes

^ndftfon "38.114(a) of the definition of Emergency Medical
li'ro ̂  MCO shaii not deny payment for treatment obtained when arepresentativ®, such as a Participating Provider, or the MCO instructs the
Member to seek Emergency Services [Section 1932(b)(2) of the Sociai
Secunty Act; 42 CFR 438.114(c)(1)(i); 42 CFR 438.114(c)(1)(ii)(A) - (B)].

h° I™" wfia' constitutes an Emergency MedicaiCondition on the basis of lists of diagnoses or symptoms.

''^^® Emergency Services based
M»™Lt "'■f®®®' ®9®"' "Ot "O'ifying the
Sn Ln h' "'® Member's screening and treatment
^R 438 iftSxrOir'

"®' ''®''' ® ^®'"''®'' fies an Emergency
,  J T, ^®'"® subsequent screening and■  [« cTr 45^1 ®4(i)(Sf ®'^®'^® ®®"'""®" ®' ̂ '^"'"2® "^e PS'ient.

frolr ^°.h^''.®n ®"®"'^'"9 emergency physician, or the Provider actualiy
!r ®.i;'r ^®®P°nsible for determining when the Member is

bMk^rnn th n for transfer or discharge, and that determination istar^ding on the entitres identrfied in 42 CFR 438.114(b) as responsible for
coverage and payment. [42 CFR 438.114(d)(3)],

4.1.6 Post-Stabilization Services
4.1.6.1 Post-Stabiiization Services shall be covered and paid for in
acrordance wrth provisions set forth at 42 CFR 422.113(c). The MCO shaii
be financially responsible for Post-Stabiiization Services:

4.1.6.1.1 Obtained wittiin or outside the MCO that are pre-
approved by a Participating Provider or other MCO representative;
4.1.6.1.2 Obtained within or outside the MCO that are not pre-
approved by a Participating Provider or other MCO representative
but administered to maintain the Member's stabilized conditiori
within one (1) hour of a request to the MCO for pre-approvai of
further post- stabilization care services; and/or
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4.1.6.1.3 Administered to maintain, improve or resolve the
Member's stabilized condition without pre-authorization, and
regardless of whether the Member obtains the services within the
MCO network if:

4.1.6.1.3.1. The MCO does not respond to a request
for pre-approval within one (1) hour;

4.1.6.1.3.2. The MCO cannot be contacted; or

4.1.6.1.3.3. The MCO representative and the treating
physician cannot reach an agreement concerning the
Member's care and an MCO physician is not available
for consultation. In this situation, the MCO shall give
the treating physician the opportunity to consult with an
MCO physician, and the treating physician may
continue vAth care of the patient until an MCO
physician is reached or one (1) of the criteria of 42
CFR 422.133(c)(3) is met. [42 CFR 438.114(e); 42
CFR 422.113(c)(2)(i)-(ii): 422.113(c)(2)(iii)(A)-(C)]

4.1.6.2 The MCO shall limit charges to Members for Post-Stabilization
Services to an amount no greater than vyhat the organization would charge
the Member If the Member had obtained the services through the MCO.
[[42 CFR 438.114(e); 42 CFR 422.113(c)(2)(lv)]

'  4.1.6.3 The MCO's financial responsibility for Post-Stabllizkion
Services, if not pre-approved, ends when:

4.1.6.3.1 The MCO physician with privileges at the treating
hos'pital assumes responsibility for the Merti^^

4~.T6.3.2 the MCO physician assumes responsibility for the
~ Merhb"ef's ca>e through transfer; ~ 7 7 • - -

4.1.6.3.3 The MCO representative and the treating physician
reach an agreement concerning the Member's care; or

4.1.6.3.4 The Member is discharged. [42 CFR 438.114(e); 42
CFR422.113(c){3)(i)-(iv)]

4.1.7 Value-Added Services

4.1.7.1 The MCO may elect to offer Value-Added Services that are not
covered nn^he-Medicaid State -Plan -or-under -this -Agreement-in -order-to

improve health outcomes, the quality of care, or reduce costs, in
compliance with 42 CFR 438.3(e)(i).

4.1.7.2 Value-Added Services are services that are not currently
provided under the Medicaid State Plan. The MCO may elect to add
Value-Added Services not specified in the Agreement at the MCO's
discretion, but the cost of these Value-Added Sen/ices shall not be
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Included In Capitation Payment calculations. The MOO shall submit to
DHHS an annual list of the Value-Added Services being provided.

4.1.8 ' Early and Periodic Screening, Diagnostic, and Treatment

4.1.8.1 The MOO shall provide the full range of preventive, screening,
diagnostic and treatment -services including all medically necessary
1905(a) services that correct or ameliorate physical and mental illnesses
and conditions for EPSDT eligible beneficiaries ages birth to twenty-one in
accordance with 1905(r) of the Social Security Act. (42 CFR
438.210(a)(5)]

4.1.8.2 The MOO shall determine whether a service Is Medically
Necessary on a case by case basis, taking into account the medical
necessity criteria specific to EPSDT defined in 42 U.S.C. Section 1396d(r),
42 CFR 438.210, and 42 CFR Subpart B—Early and Periodic Screening,
Diagnosis, and Treatment (EPSDT) of Individuals Under Age 21, and the
particular needs of the child and conslsterit with the definition for Medical
Necessity included In this Agreement.

4.1.8.3 Upon conclusion of an individualized review of medical
necessity, the MCO shall cover all Medically Necessary services that are
included within the categories of mandatory and optional services listed in
42 U.S.C. Section 1396d(a), regardless of whether such services are
covered under the Medicaid State Plan and regardless of whether the
request is labeled as such, with the exception of all services excluded from
the MCO.

4.1.8.4 The MCO may provide Medically Necessary services in the most
economic mode possible, as long as:

4.1.8.4.1 The treatment made available is similarly efficacious to
the service requested by the Member's physician, therapist, or
other licensed practitioner;

4.1.8.4.2 The determination process does not delay the delivery
of the needed service; and

4-1-8.4.3 The determination does not limit the Member's right to
a free choice of Participating' Providers within the MCO's network.

4.1.8.5 Specific limits (number of hours, number of visits, or other
limitations on scope, amount or frequency, multiple services same day, or
location of service) In the MCO clinical coverage policies, service
definitions, or billing codes do not apply to Medicaid Members less than^
twenty-one (21) years of age, when those services are determined to be
Medically Necessary per federal EPSDT criteria.

4.1.8.6 If a service Is requested in quantities, frequencies, or at
locations or times exceeding policy limits and the request is reviewed and
approved per EPSDT criteria as Medically Necessary to correct or
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ameliorate a defect, physical or mental illness, it shall be provided. This
Includes limits on visits to physicians, therapists, dentists, or other
licensed, enrolled clinicians.

4.1.8.7 The MCO shall not require Prior Authorization for Non-
Symptomatic Office Visits (early and periodic screens/wellness visits) for
Members less than twenty-one (21) years of age. The MCO may require
Prior Authorization for other diagnostic and treatment products and
services provided under EPSDT.

4.1.8.8 The MCO shall conduct Prior Authorization reviews using
current clinical documentation, and shall consider the individual clinical
condition and health needs of the child Member. The MCO shall not make
an adverse benefit determination on a service authorization request for a
Member less than twenty-one (21) years of age until the request Is
reviewed per EPSDT criteria.

4.1.8.9 While an EPSDT request is under review, the MCO may suggest
alternative sen/ices that may be better suited to meet the Member's needs,
engage In clinical or educational discussions with Members or Providers,
or engage in informal attempts to resolve Member concems as long as the
MCO makes clear that the Member has the right to request authorization
of the services he or she wants to request.

4.1.8.10 The MCO shaH develop effective methods to ensure that
Members less than twenty-one (21)" years of age receive all elements of
preventive health screenings recommended by the AAP in the Academy's
most currently published Bright Futures preventive pediatric health care

schedule using a val[date screemg tool. The MCO shall be
responsible for re^i^ring |n cp_n^^ Participating Prpyiders that
are PGPs perform such screenings.

-  - ■ 4.ti&.11 Th"e MCO shall require" that "PCP^ thiat/ are Partjcipatirig
Providers include all the following components in each medical screening:

4.1.8.11.1 Comprehensive health and developmental history that
■■ assesses' for both physical and mental health, as well as for

Substance Use Disorders;

4.1.8.11.2 Screening for developmental delay at each visit through
the fifth (5th) year using a validated screening tool;

A.t.a..1.t.3_.Screening_for.jAutism_Spectrum„Disorders-per._AAR.-.
guidelines;

4.1.8.11.4 Comprehensive, unclothed physical examination:

4.1.8.11.5 All appropriate immunizations, in accordance with the
schedule for pediatric vaccines, laboratory testing (including blood
lead screening appropriate for age and risk factors): and
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4.1.8.11.6 Health education and antlclpatofy guidance for both the
child and caregiver.

4.1.8.12 The MCO shall include the following information related to
EPSDT in the Member Handbook:

4.1.8.12.1 The benefits of preventive health care;

4.1.8.12.2 Services available under the EPSDT program and
where and how to obtain those services;

4.1.8.12.3 That EPSDT sen/ices are not subject to cost-sharing-
and

4.1.8.12.4 That the MCO shall provide scheduling and
transportation assistance for EPSDT services upon request by the
Member.

4.1.8.13 The MCO shall perform outreach to Members who are due or
overdue for an EPSDT screening service on a monthly basis.

4.1.8.13.1 The MCO shall provide referral assistance for non-
medical treatment not covered by the plan but found to be needed
as a result of conditions disclosed during screenings and diagnosis.

4.1.8.14 The MCO shall submit its EPSDT plan for DHHS review and
^pproval as part of its Readiness Review and in accordance with Exhibit

4.1.9 Non-Emergency Medical Transportation (NEMT)
4.1.9.1 The MCO shall arrange for the NEMT of its Members to ensure
Members receive Medically Necessary care and services covered by the
Medicaid State Plan regardless of whether those Medically Necessary
Services are covered by the MCO.

4.1.9.2 The MCO shall provide the most cost-effective and least
expensive mode of transportation to its Members. However, the MCO shall
ensure that a Member's lack of personal transportation is not a barrier of
accessing care. The MCO and/or any Subcontractors shall be required to
comply with all of the NEMT Medicaid State Plan requirements.

4.1.9.3 The MCO shall ensure that its Members utilize a Family and
Friends Mileage Reimbursement Program if they have a car, or a friend or
family member with a car, who can drive them to their Medically Necessary
service. A Member with a car who does not want to enroll In the Family
and Friends Program shall meet one (1) of the following criteria to qualify
for transportation services:

4.1.9.3.1 Does not have a valid driver's license;

4.1.9.3.2 Does not have a working vehicle available in the
household;
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4.1.9.3.3 Is unable to travel or wait for services alone; or

4.1.9.3.4 Has a physical, cognitive, mental or developmental
limitation.

4.1.9.4 The MCO shall make good faith effort to achieve a fifty percent
(50%) rate of total NEMT one-way rides provided by the MCO through the
Family and Friends Mileage Reimbursement Program.

4.1.9.5 If no car is owned or available, the Member shall use public
transportation if:

4.1.9.5.1 The Member lives less than one half mile from a bus

route;

4.1.9.5.2 The Provider is less than one half mile from the bus

route; and

4.1.9.5.3 The Member Is an adult under the age of sixty-five (65).

4.1.9.6 Exceptions the above public transportation requirement are:

4.1.9.6.1 The Member has two (2) or more children under age
six (6) who shail travel with the parent;

,4.1.9.6.2 The Member has one (1) or more children over age six
(6) who has limited mobility and shall accompany the parent to the
appointment; or .

4.1.9.6.3 The Member has at least one (1) of the following
conditions:

4.1.9.6.3.1. Pregnant or up to six (6) weeks post-
partum, .

4.1.9.6.3.2. Mq^erate_to_S£yere_respiratory condition
with, or without an oxygen dependency,

4.1.9.6.3.3. Limited mobility (walker, cane, wheelchair,
amputee, etc.),

A ■i r\ a 'i A \ .^11..*T. I .cr.<j.u.-T. viouaiiy inipciiicu,

4.1.9.6.3.5. Developmentally delayed,

4.1.9.6.3.6. Significant and incapacitating degree of
mental illness, or _
4.1.9.6.3.7. Other exception by Provider approval only.

4.1.9.7 If public transportation is not an option, the MCO shall ensure
that the Member is provided. transportation from a transportation
Subcontractor.
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4 1.9 7.1 The MCO shall be required to perform background
checks on all non-emergency medical transportation providers
and/or Subcontractors.

nlnety-five percent (95%) of all
fiftlTn ® non-methadone services are delivered withinfifteen (15) minutes of the scheduled pick-up time.
4.1.9.9 The MCO shall provide reports to DHHS related to NEMT

'■esults. service use. late rides, and
cancellations, in accordance with Exhibit 0.

4.2 Pharmacy Manaaemenf

4.2.1 MCO and DHHS Covered Prescription Drugs
^  outpatient drugs where thefederal rebate agreement and for whichDHHS provides coverage as defined in Section 1927(k)(2) of the Social

S'^JHHyihal^^^^ exception^o/Ule^^dm^^^^^^^
h nuuo . ® coverage to ensure Member access asidemified by DHHS in separate guidance. The MCO shall not Include drugs

Reconciliation

^tt,out DHHS cogent'
cd'^'^p., prescription drugs - includingspecraity and office administered drugs, with the exception of those

indicated by DHHS as not covered by the MCO in separate
Prior X!thn^rf' r '.pf air" pharmacy edits andnHMc H ''®®" reviewed and approved byDHHS and are consistent with the DHHS Preferred Drug List (PDL) as
descnbed in Section 4.2.2 (MCO Formulary) below. '
4.2.1.3 Current Food and Drug Administration (FDA)-aooroved
specialty, bio-siiTiiiar and orphan drugs, and those approved by the FDA in
Lre sSed fn "rugsare specified in DHHS guidance as covered by DHHS.
4.2.1.4 The MCO shall pay for, when Medically Necessary orphan
but ffia^ y®' 'he FDA for use in the United StatesimL!a hT^ . Ptescnbed on a "compassionate-use basis" andimported from a foreign country.

4.2.2 MCO Formulary

3"" shall be the sole partyresponsible for negotiating rebates for dmgs on the PDL.
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4.2.2.2 The MCO shall use DHHS's PDL and shall not negotiate any
drug rebates with pharmaceutical manufacturers for prescribed drugs on
the PDL.

4.2.2.3 DHHS shall be responsible for invoicing any pharmaceutical
manufacturers for federal rebates mandated under federal law and for PDL
supplemental rebates negotiated by DHHS.

4.2.2.4 The MCO shall develop a formulary that adheres to DHHS's
PDL for drug classes included in the PDL and Is consistent with Section
4.2.1 (MCO and DHHS Covered Prescription Drugs). In the event that
DHHS makes changes to the PDL, DHHS shall notify the MCO of the
change and provide the MCO with 30 calendar days to implement the
change.

4.2.2.5 Negative changes shall apply to new starts within thirty (30)
calendar days of notice from DHHS. The MCO shall have ninety (90)
calendar days to notify Members and prescribers currently utilizing
medications that are to be removed from the PDL if current utilization is to
be transitioned to a preferred alternative.

4.2.2.6 For any drug classes not included in the DHHS PDL, the MCO
shall determine the placement on its fomnulary of products within that drug
class, provided the MCO covers all products for which a federal
manufacturer rebate is in place and the MCO is in compliance with all
DHHS requirements In this Agreement.

4.2.2.7 DHHS shall maintain a uniform review and approval process
through wrfiich the MCO may submit additional information and/or requests
for the-inclusion of additional drug or drug classes on the DHHS PDL.

-  DHHS sh^ invite the MCO's Pharmacy Manager to attend meetings of the
NH Medicaid OUR Board."

4.2.2.8 The MCO shall make an up-to-date version oT'Its "fo'fmul^'
available to all Participating Providers and Members through the MCO's
website and electronic prescribing tools. The formulary shall be available
to Members and Participating Providers electronically, in a machine-
readable file and fom'iat, and shall, at minimum, contain information related
to:

4.2.2.8.1 Which medications are covered, including whether it is
the generic and/or the brand drug: and

4.2.2.8.2 What tier each medication is on. [42 CFR 438.10(i)(1) -
(3)]

4.2.2.9 The MCO s'hall adhere to all relevant State and federal law.
including without limitation, with respect to the criteria regarding coverage
of non-preferred formulary dnjgs pursuant to Chapter 188, laws of 2004,
Senate Bill 383-FN, Sect. IVa. A Member shall continue to be treated or, if
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newly diagnosed, may be treated with a non-preferred drug based on any
one (1) of the following criteria:

4.2.2.9.1 Allergy to all medications within the same class on the
PDL;

4.2.2.9.2 Contraindication to or drug-to-drug Interaction with all
medications within the same class on the PDL;

4.2.2.9.3 History of unacceptable or toxic side effects to all
medications within the same class on the PDL;

4.2.2.9.4 Therapeutic failure of all medications within the same
class on the PDL;

4.2.2.9.5 An indication that is unique to a non-preferred drug and
Is supported by peer-reviewed literature or a unique federal FDA-
approved indication;

4.2.2.9.6 An age-specific indication;

4.2.2.9.7 Medical co-morbidity or other medical complication that
precludes the use of a preferred drug; or; '

4.2.2.9.8 Clinically unacceptable risk with a change in therapy to
a preferred drug. Selection by the physician of the criteria under
this subparagraph shall require an automatic approval by the
pharmacy benefit program.

4.2.3 Clinical Policies and Prior Authorizations

4.2.3.1 The MCO, including any pharmacy Subcontractors, shall establish
a pharmacy Prior Authorization program that includes Prior Authorization
criteria and other POS edits (such as prospective DUR edits and dosage
limits), and complies with Section 1927(d)(5) of the Social Security Act [42
CFR 438.3(s)(6)] and any other applicable State and federal laws,
including House Bill 517, as further described in Section 4.11 1 15 (Prior
Authorization).

4^2.3.2 The MCO's pharmacy Prior Authorization criteria, including any
pharmacy policies and programs, shall be submitted to DHHS prior to the
Implementation of this Agreement, shall be subject to DHHS approval, and
shall be submitted to DHHS prior to the MCO's implementation of a
modification to the criteria, policies, and/or programs.
4.2.3.3 The MCO's pharmacy Prior Authorization criteria shall meet the
requirements related to Substance Use Disorder, as outlined in Section
4.11.6.15 (Limitations on Prior Authorization Requirements) of this
Agreement. Under no circumstances shall the MCO's Prior Authorization
criteria and other POS edits or policies depart from these requirements.
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4.2.3.3.1 Additionally, specific to Substance Use Disorder, the
MCO shall offer a pharmacy mail order opt-out program that is
designed to support Members in individual Instances where mail
order requirements create an unanticipated and unique hardship.
The opt-out program shall not apply to specialty pharmacy.

4.2.3.3.2 The MCO shall conduct both prospective and
retrospective DUR for all Members receiving MAT for Substance
Use Disorder to ensure that Members are! not receiving opioids
and/or benzodiazepines from other health care Providers while
receiving MAT.

4.2.3.3.3 The retrospective DUR shall include a review of
medical claims to identify Members that are receiving MAT through
physician administered drugs (such as methadone, vivitrol, etc.).

4.2.3.4 The MCO shall make available on its website information
regarding any modifications to the MCO's pharmacy Prior Authorization
criteria, pharmacy policies, and pharmacy programs no less than thirty (30)
calendar days prior to the DHHS-approved modification effective date.

4.2.3.5 Further, the MCO shall notify all Members and Participating
Providers impacted by any modifications to the MCO's pharmacy Prior
Authorization criteria, pharmacy policies, and pharmacy programs no less
than thirty (30) calendar days prior to the DHHS-approved modification
effective date.

4.2.3.6 The MCO shall implement and operate a DUR program that
shall be in compliance with Section 1927(g) of the Social Security Act and
include:

4.2.3.6.1 Prospective DUFi;

'4.2.3.6.2 ' Retrospective DUR: and"" ' ' "

4.2.3.6.3 An educational program for Participating Providers,
including prescribers and dispensers.[42 CFR 456, subpart K; 42
CFR438.3(s)(4)],

4.2.3.7 The MCO shall submit to DHHS a detailed description of its
DUR program prior to the implementation of this Agreement and. if the
MCO's DUR program changes, annually thereafter.

_4.2.3.7..1 In,accordance.with_SectiQnJl9274d)(5)(A) of.the.Social.
Security Act, the MCO shall respond by telephone or other
telecommunication device within twenty-four (24) hours of a
request for Prior Authorization one hundred percent (100%) of the
time and reimburse for the dispensing of at least a seventy two (72)
hour supply of a covered outpatient prescription drug In an
emergency situation when Prior Authorization cannot be obtained.
[42 CFR 438.210(d)(3)]
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4.2.3.8 The MCO shall develop and/or participate In other State of New
Hampshire pharmacy-related quality Improvement Initiatives, as required
by DHHS and In alignment with the MCO's QAPI, further described in
Section 4.12.3 (Quality Assessment and Performance Improvement
Program).

4.2.3.9 The MCO shall Institute a Pharmacy Lock-In Program for
Members, which has been reviewed by DHHS, and complies with
requirements included in Section 4.11.6.15 (Limitations on Prior
Authorization Requirements). If the MCO determines that a Member meets
the Pharmacy Lock-In criteria, the MCO shall be responsible for all
communications to Members regarding the Pharmacy Lock-In
determination. The MCO may, provided the MCO receives prior approval
from DHHS, implement Lock-In Programs for other medical services.

4.2.4 Systems, Data, and Reporting Requirements

4.2.4.1 Systems Requirements

4.2.4.1.1 The MCO shall adjudicate pharmacy claims for its
Members using a POS system where appropriate. System
modifications include, but are not limited to:

4.2.4.1.1.1. Systems maintenance,

4.2.4.1.1.2. Software upgrades, and

4.2.4.1.1.3. National Drug Code sets, or migrations to
new versions of National Council for Prescription Drug
Programs (NCPDP).

4.2.4.1.2 Transactions shall be updated and maintained to
current Industry standards. The MCO shall provide an automated
determination during the POS transaction; in accordance with
NCPDP mandated response times within an average of less than
or equal to three (3) seconds.

4.2.4.2 Data and Reporting Requirements

4.2.4.2.1 To demonstrate its compliance with the DHHS PDL, the
MCO shall submit to DHHS information regarding Its PDL
compliance rate.

4.2.4.2.2 In accordance with changes to rebate collection
processes in the Affordable Care Act, DHHS shall be responsible
for collecting OBRA 90 CMS rebates, inclusive of supplemental,
from drug manufacturers on MCO pharmacy claims.

4.2.4.2.3 The MCO shall provide all necessary pharmacy
Encounter Data to the State to support the rebate billing process
and the MCO shall submit the Encounter Data file within seven (7)
calendar days of claim payment. The Encounter Data and
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submission shall conform to all requirements described in Section
5.1.3 (Encounter Data) of this Agreement.

4.2.4.2.4 The drug utilization information reported to DHHS shall,
at a minimum, include information on:

4.2.4.2.4.1. The total number of units of each dosage
form,

4.2.4.2.4.2. Strength, and

4.2.4.2.4.3., Package size by National Drug Code of
each covered outpatient drug dispensed, per DHHS
encounter specifications. [42 CFR 438.,3(s)(2); Section
1927(b) of the Social Security Act]

4.2.4.2.5 . The MOO shall establish procedures to exclude
utilization data for covered outpatient drugs that are subject to
discounts under the 340B Drug Pricing Program from drug
utilization reports provided to DHHS. [42 CFR 438.3(s)(3)]

4.2.4.2.6 The MCQ shall implemerit a mechanism to prevent
duplicate discounts in the 340B Drug Pricing Program.

4.2.4.2.7 The MCO shall work cooperatively with the State to
ensure that all data needed for the collection of CMS and

supplemental rebates by the State's pharmacy benefit
administrator is delivered in a comprehensive and timely manner,
inclusive of any payments made for Members for medications
covered by other payers.

jt^.4^.8 The MCO shall adhere to federal regulations with
respect to providing -pharmacy data" required for DHHS to complete'

-  . . - and submit .to .CMSJhe Annual Medicaid DDR Report. [42 CFR
438.3(s)(4).(5)]

4.2.4.2.9 The MCO shall provide DHHS reporting regarding
pharmacy utilization, polypharmacy, authorizations and the
Pharmacy Lock-In Program, medication management, and safety
monitoring of psychotropics in accordance with Exhibit 0.

4.2.4.2.10 The MCO shall provide to DHHS detailed information
regarding providing PCPs and behavioral health Providers access
tQ_their_patients'_pharmacy_data_and._for_prQyiding_prescriber..
information to the State PDMP. This data shall be provided in a
manner prescribed by DHHS as permitted by State and federal law.

4.2.5 Medication Management

4.2.5.1 Medication Management for All Members
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4.2.5.1.1 The MCO shall at least annually conduct
Comprehensive Medication Review (OMR) and counseling by a
pharmacist or other health care professional to adult and child
Members with polypharmacy.-

4.2.5.1.2 In the event the Member does not respond to the
MCO's offer to provide medication review and counseling, the MCO
shall continue to attempt to provide such services to the Member at

least monthly or until the Member actively accepts or denies receipt
of Medication Management Services.

4.2.5.1.3 Polypharmacy is defined as;

4.2.5.1.3.1. Adult members dispensed five (5) or more
maintenance drugs based on Generic Product identifier
(GPI) 10 or an equivalent product identification code
over a sixty (60) day period (or the equivalent of five (5)
maintenance drugs over a sixty (60) day period, for
drugs dispensed for several months at a time); and'
4.2.5.1.3.2. Child members dispensed four (4) or more
maintenance drugs based on GPI 10 or an equivalent
product identification code over a sixty (60) day period
(or the equivalent of four (4) maintenance drugs over a
sixty (60) day period, for drugs dispensed for several
months at a time).

4.2.5.1.4 CMR is defined as a systematic process of collecting
patient-specific Information, assessing medication therapies to
identify medication-related problems, developing a prioritized list of
, medication-related problems, and creating a plan to resolve them
with the patient, caregiver and/or prescriber. The counseling Is an
interactive person-to-person, telephonic, or telehealth consultation
conducted In real-time between the patient and/or other authorized
individual, such as prescriber or caregiver, and the pharmacist or
other qualified provider and is designed to improve patients'
knowledge of their prescriptions, over-the-counter medications,
herbal therapies and dietary supplements, identify and address
problems or concems that patients may have, and empower
patients to self-manage their medications and their health
conditions.

4.2.5.1.5 The MCO shall roullnely monitor and address the
appropriate use of behavioral health medications in children by
encouraging the use of. and reimbursing for consultations with,
child psychiatrists.

4.2.5.1.6 The MCO may, for purposes of satisfying Medication
Management requirements, permit a Subcontract with retail-
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dispensing pharmacist(s) or another alternative that Is also ah
appropriately credentialed and licensed professional approved by
DHHS as part of a medication therapy management program,
provided that the MCO ensures that the retail-dispensing
pharmacist or approved altemative has access to all Member
dispensing information, the MCO retains final oversight and
accountability, and the MCO receives DHHS review prior to
implementation of the program.

4.2.5.2 Medication Management for Children with Special Health Care
Needs

4.2.5.2.1 The MCO shall be responsible for active and
comprehensive medication management for Children with Special
Health Care Needs, The MCO shall offer to Members, their
parents, and/or caregivers, comprehensive medication
management services for Children v/ith Special Health Care
Needs. If comprehensive medication management services for
Children with Special Health care Needs are accepted, the MCO
shall, develop active and comprehensive medication management
protocols for Children with Special Health Care Needs that shall
include, but not be limited to, the follovring:

4.2.5.2.1.1. Performing or obtaining necessary health
assessments:

4.2.5.2.1.2. Formulating a medication treatment plan
according to therapeutic goals agreed upon by
prescriber and the Member, parent and caregiver;

4.-2.5.2.1.3. Selecting, • initiating, modifying,
recommending changes to, or administering
medicatlontherapy: — -

4.2.5.2.1.4. Monitoring, which could include lab
assessments and evaluating Member's response to
therapy;

4.2.5.2.1.5. Consulting with social service agencies on
medication management sen/ices;

4.2.5.2.1.6. Initial and on-going CMR to prevent
and address drug

reconciliation. Including adverse drug events, followed
by targeted medication reviews;

4.2.5.2.1.7. Documenting and communicating
information about care delivered to other appropriate
health care Providers;
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4.2.5.2.1.8. Member education to enhance
understanding and appropriate use of medications: and

4.2.5.2.1.9. Coordination and integration of medication
therapy management services with broader health
Care Management services to ensure access to
Medically Necessary medications wherever Member is
placed, including access to out of network pharmacies.

4.2.5.2.1.10.Revlew of medication use shall be based
on the following:

4.2.5.2.1.10.1 Pharmacy claims;

4.2.5.2.1.10.2 Provider progress reports;

4.2.5.2.1.10.3 Comprehensive Assessments
and care plans;

4.2.5.2.1.10.4 Contact with the Member's
Providers;

4.2.5.2.1.10.5 Current diagnoses;

4.2.5.2.1.10.6 Current behavioral health
functioning;

4.2.5.2.1.10.7 Information from the family,
Provider, DHHS and residential or other treatment
entities or Providers; and

4.2.5.2.1.10.8 Information shared, to the extent
permissible by State and federal law, with DCYF
around monitoring and managing the use of
psychotropic medications for children in State
custody/guardianship.

4.3 Member Enrollment and Disenrollment

4.3.1 Eligibility

4.3.1.1 DHHS has sole authority to determine whether an Individual
meets the eligibility criteria for Medicaid as well as whether the individual
shall be enrolled in the MCM program. The MCO shall comply with
eligibility decisions made by DHHS.

4.3.1.2 The MCO and its Subcontractors shall ensure that ninety-nine
percent (99%) of transfers of eligibility files are incorporated and updated
within one (1) business day after successful receipt of data. The MCO
shall develop a plan to ensure the provision of pharmacy benefits in the
event the eligibility file is not successfully loaded. The MCO shall make
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DHHS aware, within one (1) busihess day, of unsuccessful uploads that go
beyond twenty-four (24) hours.

4.3.1.3 The Accredited Standards Committee (ASC) X12 834 enrollment
file shall limit enrollment history to eligibility spans reflective of any
assignment of the Member with the MOO.

4.3.1.4 To ensure appropriate Continuity of Care, DHHS shall provide
up to six (6) months (as available) of all FFS paid claims history including:
medical, pharmacy, behavioral health and LTSS claims history data for all
FFS Medicaid Members assigned to the MCO. For Members transitioning
from another MCO, DHHS shall also provide such claims data as well as
available encounter information regarding the Member supplied by other
MCOs.

4.3.1.5 The MCO shall notify DHHS within five (5) business days when
it identifies Information in a Member's circumstances that may affect the
Member's eligibility, including changes in the Member's residence, such as
out-of-state claims, or the death of the Member. [42 CFR 438.608(a)(3)]

4.3.1.6 The MCO shall outreach to Members thirty (30) calendar days
prior to each Membe?s Medicaid eligibility expiration date to assist the
Member with completion and submission of required paperwork. The
MCO shall be required to submit their outbound call protocols for DHHS
review during the Readiness Review process.

4.3.2 MCO Role in Work and Community Engagement Requirements
for Granite Advantage Members

4.3.2.1 The MCO shall support the implementation and ongoing
operations o^ the work and cqmniuriity engagement eligibility requirements
for-certain Granite' Advantage' Merhbe'rs, including but^ho't limited "to"the
activities..described Jn.-Section_4.3.3_(General.Outreach and. Member-
Education Activities) through 4.3.3.2.3 (Status Tracking and Targeted
Outreach) of this Agreement.

4.3.3 General Outreach and Member Education Activities

4.3.3.1 The MCO shall provide general outreach and education to
Granite Advantage Members regarding work and community engagement
requirements set forth in the Granite Advantage waiver program and State
administrative rules. MCO responsibilities include the following:

-  ̂ 4r3.-3.-1:1—The-M60"Shalhrequire-that -Member-Services-staff

participate in DHHS training on work and community engagement
requirements;

4.3.3.1.2 The MCO shall modify all Member Services call center
scripts and Member Handbooks to provide information and
assistance related to work and community engagement
requirements;
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4.3.3.1.3 In instances in which a Granite Advantage Member
contacts the MCO for any reason, the MCO shall:

4.3.3.1.3.1. Inquire as to the Member's awareness of
the community engagement requirement;

4.3.3.1.3.2. Inquire as to the Member's awareness of
frailty and other exemptions;

4.3.3.1.3.3. Inquire as to the Member's awareness of
their exemption status;

4.3.3.1.3.4. Inquire as to the Member's awareness of
qualifying activities and good cause exemptions If the
Member's community engagement participation is
mandatory;

4.3.3.1.3.5. Explain how to satisfy the community
engagement requirements. Including the reporting
requirements If the Member's communify engagement
participation is mandatory;

4.3.3.1.3.6. Coordinate with DHHS to directly connect
the Granite Advantage Member to DHHS after
speaking with DHHS to accept the call C^varm

.  transfer"); and

4.3.3.1.3.7. Report these activities in accordance with
Exhibit 0.

4.3.3.1.4 The MCO shall participate in and support additional
outreach and education initiatives related to work and community
engagement requirements for Granite Advantage Members as
defined by DHHS.

4.3.3.2 Member Support Services

4.3.3.2.1 The MCO shall provide Granite Advantage Members
with support related to work and community engagement
requirements, Including:

4.3.3.2.1.1. Assistance with DHHS processes for
reporting compliance, obtaining good cause or other
exernptions: in the event a Member contacts the MCO
seeking to report .his/her compliance with work
requirements or obtain a good cause or other
exemption, the MCO shall help the Member navigate
DHHS's process for demonstrating such compliance
and/or exemption;

4.3.3.2.1.2. Connection to other sources of coverage,
when applicable: As indicated in the Special Terms and
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Conditions of the Granite Advantage waiver approved
by CMS, in the event the Member becomes ineligible
for Medicaid coverage due to the work requirement, the
MCO is required to support the State in the screening
of eligibility for all other bases of Medicaid eligibility and

•  reviewed for eligibility for insurance affordability
programs in accordance with 435.916(f).

4.3.3.2.1.3. Providing Information on options for
Members to satisfy the work and community
engagement requirements.

4.3.3.2.2 Identification of Exempt or Potentially Exempt Members

4.3.3.2.2.1. The MCO shall notify DHHS, through a
mechanism specified by DHHS, of any Granite
Advantage Members that the MCO identifies as
potentially exempt.

4.3.3.2.2.2. The MCO shall conduct analyses of claims
and Encounter Data to identify Granite Advantage
Members who may be exempt from work and
community engagement^ requirements as defined by
the Granite Advantage waiver program.

4.3.3.2.2.3. The MCO shall conduct claims analysis for
all Granite Advantage Members on an ongoing basis,
at the frequency defined by DHHS. The MCO shall
review all sources of data that may support rts
understanding of Granite Advantage Members' status
related to work and community- engagement
requirements, including but not limited to;

4.3.3.2.2.3.1 Information regarding Members'
hospitalization;

4.3.3.2.2.3.2 Information regarding Members'
diagnoses and conditions; and

4.3.3.2.2.3.3 Information regarding any
circumstances that would exempt or potentially
exempt a Member from being subject to work and

_  cQmmunity_engagement requirfiments.

4.3.3.2.2.4. The MCO shall also monitor its Care

Management systems and the Admissions, Discharge
and Transfers (ADT) feed, and as applicable monitor
its Subcontractors* Care Management system(s), for
hospitalizations, diagnoses, or* indications of
circumstances that would exempt or potentially exempt
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Granite Advantage Membere from work and community
engagement requirements.

■  4.3.3.2.2.5. For Granite Advantage Members identified
as potentially exempt from work and community
engagement requirements based on the MCO's claims
and Encounter Data analysis, the MCO shall attempt to
support the Member in obtaining physician certification
of the exemption.

4.3.3.2.2.6. The MCO shall transmit to DHHS, through
a mechanism to be specified by DHHS, Information for
Members who are exempt or may be exempt.

4.3.3.2.2.7. The MCO shall indicate to DHHS that the
Granite Advantage Member is potentially exempt from
work and community engagement requirements If,
based on the MCO's claims analysis, physician
certification, and/or Care Management data, the MCO
can determine that the Member is exempt.

4.3.3.2.2.8. the MCO shall indicate that the Member
is potentially exempt if the MCO has determined that
the individual meets the criteria for a diagnosis-based
exemption, but the MCO has not been able to obtain
the required physician certification.

4.3.3.2.3 Status Tracking and Targeted Outreach

4.3.3.2.3.1. The MCO shall receive from DHHS
information generated via electronic file related to
Granite Advantage Members' work and community
engagement requirement status; for example, this
information will Indicate that the Granite Advantage
Member is either "exempt," "mandatory compliant," or
"mandatory non-compliant" with the work and
community engagement requirements. The MCO shall
be able to receive and process new information in the
format designated by DHHS.

4.3.3.2.4 For Granite Advantage Members identified by DHHS as
"mandatory non-compliant," the MCO shall perform targeted
outreach activities and provide assistance designed to support the
Member in becoming compliant with requirements to avoid
coverage suspension or termination, as specified by DHHS.

4.3.3.2.5 The MCO's outreach to "mandatory non-compliant"
Granite Advantage Members shall include, but Is not limited to:
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4.3.3.2.5.1. Telephonic outreach, including outreach
above and beyond the initial Member welcome call;

4.3.3.2.5.2. Distribution of DHHS-approved mailings or
other educational materials: and/or

4.3.3.2.5.3. Transmittal of electronic notification(s),
including text messaging.

4.3.3.2.6 During periods of Member suspension of eligibility due
to non-compliance with community engagement requirements or
failure to receive an exemption, the MCO shall continue outreach
to the suspended Member to assist the Member in completing
requirements during the period before final termination of the
Member's eligibility.

4.3.4 Enrollment

4.3.4.1 Pursuant to 42 CFR 438.54, Members who do not select an
MCO as part of the Medicaid application process shall be autp-assigned to
an MCO. All newly eligible Medicaid Members shall be gh/en^ninety (90)
calendar days to either remain in the assigned MCO or. select another
MCO, if they choose. Members may not change from one (1) MCO to
another outside the ninety (90) day plan selection period unless they meet
the "cause" criteria as described in Section 4.3.7 (Disenrollment) of this
Agreement.

4.3.4.2 The MCO shall accept all Members who choose to enroll in or
who were assigned to the MCO by DHHS. The MCO shall accept for
automatic re-enrollment Members who were disenrolled due to a loss of
Medicaid eligibility for a pieriod of twO (2) months or less. (42 CFR
438:56(9)] :" *

4:3:4;3~:The MCO shall-permit-each-Member .to choo^^a-PCR-to the
extent possible and appropriate. [42 CFR 438.3(1)] In Instances in which ,
the Member does not select a PCP at the time of enrollment, the MCO
shall assign a PCP to the Member.

vvneii aSsigiiiiiy a. r\.yr.,- mc iwiiw*»iiiy

methodology, if information is available: Member claims history; family
member's Provider assignment and/or claims history: geographic
proximity: special medical needs; and language/cultural preference.

™4.^;5 Non-Discrimination—

4.3.5.1 The MCO shall accept new enrollment from individuals in the
order In which they apply, without restriction, unless authorized by CMS.
[42 CFR 438.3(d)(1)]

4.3.5.2 The MCO shall not discriminate against eligible persons or
Members on the basis of their health or mental health history, health or
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health care services, amount payable

Ixiltina m^ir^l/h S' actuarial class, or pre-existing medical/health conditions. [42 CFR 438.3(d)(3)]

^nd^rfiPHrlnLnP*^ shaN not discriminate in enrollment, disenrollment.
fnr hlo'ifh ^ rndividuals on the basis of health status or needfor health care services. [42 CFR 438.3(q)(4)]

pn^rn^i'^ln discriminate against individuals eligible to
nflnriir w KH origin, sex. sexual orientationgender Identity, or disability and shall not use any policy or practice that
has a discnminatory effect. [42 CFR 438.3(d)(4)]
4.3.5.5 In accordance with RSA 354-A and all other relevant State and

[denTty. on the basis of gender
4.3.6 Auto-Assignment

DHHS shall use the following factors for
auto-assignment in an order to be determined by DHHS:

;  Previous MCO enrollment, when applicable;
f-^6.1-3 Provlde^Member relationship, to the extent obtainable
and pursuant to 42 CFR 438 54(d)(7): and
4.3.6.1.4 Equitable distribution among the MCOs.

''® auto-assignment methodology to rewardthose MCOs that demonstrate superior performance on one (1) or more
key dimensions of performance as determined by DHHS The

Z^wTntonfaii ® P® factor shall be at DHHS's discretion andwould potentially precede the equitable distribution factor.

ai its discretron® auto-assignment process
4.3.7 Disenrollment

4.3.7.1 Member Disenrollment Request

nuui" ! '^.!^®"^®r may request disenrollment -with cause" toUHMb at any time during the coverage year when:

4.3.7.1.11. The Member moves out of state;
4.:^7.1.1.2. The Member needs related services to be
performed at the same time; not all related services are
available within the network; and receiving the services
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separately would subject the Member to unnecessary
risk;

4.37.1.1.3. Other reasons, Including but not limited to
poor quality of care, lack of access to services covered
under the Agreement, violation of rights, or lack of
access to Providers experienced In dealing with the
Member's health care needs. [42 CFR 438.56(d)(2)l; or

4.3.7.1.1.4. The MCQ does not cover the service the
Member seeks because of moral or religious
objections. [42 CFR 438.56(d)(2)(i) - (11)]

4.3.7.1.2 A Member may request disenrollment "without cause"
at the following times:

4.3.7.1.2.1. During the ninety (90) calendar days
following the date of the Member's initial enrollment
into the MOO or the date of the DHHS Member notice
of the initial auto-assignment/enrollment, whichever is
later;

4.3.7.1.2.2. For Members who have an established
relationship with a PGP that is only in the network of a
non-assigned MOO, the Member can request
disanroJlrnent during the first twelve (12) months of
.enrollment at any time and enroll' in the non-assigned
MOO;

4.3.7.1.2.3. Once every twelve (12) months;

4.3.7.1.2.4. During enrollment related to renegotiation
and re-prbcure'rhent;

4.3.7ri.-2.5. For sixty (60) calendar days folldwihg^an
automatic re-enrollment if the temporary loss of
Medicaid eligibility has caused the Member to miss the
annual enrollment/disenrollment opportunity (this
provision applies to re-detenTiinations only and does
not apply when a Member is completing a new
application for Medicaid eligibility); and

4.3.7.1.2.6. When DHHS imposes a sanction on the
MeO.-i42-eFR-438.-3(q)(5); -42-eFR-438;56(c)(1):-42 -
CFR438.56(c)(2)(i)-(iii)l

4.3.7.1.3 The MOO shall provide Members and their
representatives with written notice of disenrollment rights at least
sixty (60) calendar days before the start of each re-enrollment
period. The notice shall include an explanation of all of the
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Member's disenrollment rights as specified In this Agreement. [42
CFR 438.56(f)]

4.3.7.1.4 If a Member is requesting disenrollment, the Member
(or his or her authorized representative) shall submit an oral or'
written request to DHHS. [42 CFR 438.56(d)(1)]
4.3.7.1.5 The MCO shall furnish all relevant information to DHHS
for Its determination regarding disenrollment, within three (3)
business days after receipt of DHHS's request for information.
4^.7.1.6 Regardless of the reason for disenrollment, the
effective date of an approved disenrollment shall be no later than
the first day of the following month in which the Member files the
request.

DHHS fails to make a disenrollment determination
within this specified timeframe, the disenrollment is considered
approved. [42 CFR 438.56(e); 42 CFR 438.56(d)(3)- 42 CFR
438.3(q): 42 CFR 438.56(c)]

4.3.7.2 MCO Disenrollment Request

4.3.7.2.1 The MCO shall submit involuntary disenrollment
requests to DHHS with proper documentation for the followinq
reasons: ^

4.3.7.2.1.1. Member has established out of state
residence;

4.3.7.2.1.2. Member death;

4.3.7.2.1.3. Determination that the Member Is
ineligible for enrollment due to being deemed part of an
excluded population;

4.3.7.2.1.4. Fraudulent use of the Member
identification card; or

4.3.7.2.1.5. In the event of a Member's threatening or
' abusive behavior that jeopardizes the health or safety

of Members, staff, or Providers. [42 CFR 438 56fb]f1V
42 CFR 438.56(b)(3)] . t A

4.3.7.2.2 The MCO shall not request disenrollment t^cause of:
4.3.7.2.2.1. An adverse change in the Member's
health status;

4.3.7.2.2.2. The Member's ' utilization of medical
services;
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4.3.7.2.2.3. The Member's diminished mental

capacity:

4.3.7.2.2.4. The Member's uncooperative or disruptive
behavior resulting from his or her special needs
(except when his or her continued enrollment in the
MCO seriously impairs the entity's ability to fumish
services to either the particular Member or other
Members); or

4.3.7.2.2.5. The Member's misuse of substances,

prescribed or illicit, and any legal consequences
resulting from substance misuse. (Section
19b3(m)(2)(A)(v) of the Social Security Act; 42 CFR
438.56(b)(2)]

4.3.7.2.3 If an MCO is requesting disenrollment of a Member, the
MCO shall:

4.3.7.2.3.1. Specify the reasons for the requested
disenrollment of the Member; and

4.3.7.2.3.2. Submit a request for involuntary
disenrollment to DHHS along with documentation and
justification, for review.

4.3.7.2.4 Regardless of the reason for disenrollment, the
effective date of an approved disenrollment shall be no later than
the first day of the following month in which the MCO files the
request.

4.3.7.2.5 If DHHS fails to make a disenrollment determination

within this specified timeframe, the disenrollment is considered
■  approvedr[42CFR438.56(e)] -

4.3.8 Relationship with Enrollment Services

4.3.8.1 The MCO shall fumish information to DHHS or its designee to
ensure that, before enrolling, the recipient receives the accurate oral and
written information he or she needs to make an informed decision on

whether to enroll.

4.4 Member Services

4.4.1 Member Information

4.4.1.1 The MCO shall perform the Member Services responsibilities
contained in this Agreement for all Members, including Granite Advantage
Members, in accordance with DHHS guidance and the responsibilities
described in Section 4.3.2.1 (MCO Role in Work and Community
Engagement Requirements for Granite Advantage Members). .
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4.4.1.2 Primary Care Provider Information

4.4.1.2.1 The MCO shaii send a ietter to a Member upon initial
enroilment, and anytime the Member requests a new PCP,
confirming the Member's PCP and providing the PGP's name!
address, and telephone number.

4.4.1.3 Member identification Card

4.4.1.3.1 The MCO shall Issue an identification card to ail New
Members within ten (10) calendar days following the MCO's receipt
of a valid enrollment file from DHHS. but no later than seven (7)
calendar days after the effective date of enroilment.

4.4.13.2 The identification card shall include, but is not limited
to. the following information and any additional information shall be
approved by DHHS prior to use on the identification card;

4.4.1.3.2.1. The Member's name;

4.4.1.3.2.2. The Member's DOB;

4.4.1.3.2.3. The Member's Medicaid identification
number assigned by DHHS at the time of eligibility
determination;

4.4.1.3.2.4. The name of the MCO;

4.4.1.3.2.5. The twenty-four (24)-hours a day, seven
(7) days a week toll-free Member Services
telephone/hotline number operated by the MCO; and
4.4.1.3.2.6. How to file an appeal or grievance.

4.4.1.3.3 The MCO shall reissue a Member identification card if:

4.4.1.3.3.1. A Member reports a lost card;

4.4.1.3.3.2. A Member has a name change; or

4.4.1.3.3.3. Any other reason that results in a change
to the information disclosed on the identification card.

4.4.1.4 Member Handbook

4.4.1.4.1 The MCO shall publish and provide Member
information in the form of a Member Handbook at the time of
Member enrollment in the plan and, at a minimum, on an annual
basis thereafter. The Member Handbook shall be based upon the
model Memt>er Handbook developed by DHHS [42 CFR
438.10(g)(1), 45 CFR 147.200(a); 42 CFR 438.10(c)(4)(ii)]
4.4.1.4.2 The MCO shall inform all Members by mail of their right
to receive free of charge a vmtten copy of the Member Handbook.
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The MCO shall provide program content that is coordinated and
collaborative with other DHHS initiatives. The MCO shall submit the
Member Handbook to DHHS for review at the lime it is developed
as part of Readiness Review and after any substantive revisions at
least thirty (30) calendar days prior to the effective date of such
change.

4.4.1.4.3 The Member Handbook shall be in easily understood
language, and include, but not be limited to, the following
information:

4.4.1.4.3.1. General Information:

4.4.1.4.3.1.1 A table of contents:

4.4.1.4.3.1.2 How to access Auxiliary Aids
and services, including additional information in
alternative formats or languages [42 CFR
438.10(g)(2)(xiii) - (xvi), 42 CFR 438.10(d)(5)(i) -

4.4.1.4.3.1.3 DHHS developed definitions.
Including but not limited to: appeal, Copayment,
DME, Emergency Medical Condition, emergency
medical transportation, emergency room care.
Emergency SeiyiceSi excluded service grievance,
habilitation services and devices, health insurance,
home health care, hospice services, hospitalization,
hospital, outpatient care. Medically Necessary,
network, Non-Participating Provider, Participating
Provider, PCP, physician . - services, plan,
preauthorization, premium, prescription drug
coverage,—prescription "drugs,—primary - -care
physician. Provider, rehabilitation services arid
devices, skilled nursing care, specialistj'and urgent
care [42 CFR438.10(c}(4)(i)];

4.4.1.4.3.1.4 The necessity definitions used in
determining whether services will be covered;

4.4.1.4.3.1.5 A reminder to report to DHHS
any change of address, as Members shall be liable
for—premium -payments—paid—during —period -of •
ineligibility;

4.4.1.4.3.1.6 Information and guidance as to
how the Member can effectively use the managed
care program [42 CFR 438.10(g)(2)];

4.4.1.4.3.1.7 Appointment procedures;
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4.4.1.4.3.1.8 How to contact Service Link

Aging and Disability Resource Center and the
DHHS Medicaid Service Center that can provide all
Members and potential Members choice counseling
and information on managed care;

4.4.1.4.3.1.9 Notice of all appropriate mailing
addresses and telephone numbers to be utilized by
Members seeking information or authorization,
including the MCO's toll-free telephone line and

' website, the toll-free telephone number for Member
Services, the toll-free telephone number for Medical
Management, and the toll-free telephone number
for any other unit providing sen/ices directly to
Members [42 CFR 438.10(g)(2)(xiii) - (xvi)];

4.4.1.4.3.1.10 How to access the NH DHHS

Office of the Ombudsman and the NH Office of the

Long Term Care Ombudsman;

4.4.1.4.3.1.11 The policies and procedures for
disenrollment;

4.4.1.4.3.1.12 A description of the transition of
care policies for potential Members and Members
[42 CFR 438.62(b)(3)];

4.4.1.4.3.1.13 Cost-sharing requirements [42
CFR 438.10(g)(2)(vlii)];

4.4.1.4.3.1.14 A description of utilization review
policies and procedures used by the MCO;

4.4.1.4.3.1.15 A statement that additional

information, including information on the structure
and operation of the MCO plan and Physician
Incentive Plans, shall be made available upon
request [42 CFR 438.10(f)(3), 42 CFR 438.3(1)];

4.4.1.4.3.1.16 Information on how to report
suspected fraud or abuse [42 CFR 438.10(g)(2)(xiil)
-(xvi)]:

4.4.1.4.3.1.17 Information about the role of the

PCP and information about choosing and changing
a PCP [42 CFR 438.10(g)(2)(x)];

4.4.1.4.3.1.18 Non-Participating Providers and
cost-sharing on any benefits carved out and
provided by DHHS [42 CFR 438.10{g)(2){i) - (ii)];
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4.4.1.4.3.1.19 How to exercise Advance
Directives [42 CFR 438.10(g){2)(xii), 42 CFR
438.3G)]:

4.4.1.4.3.1.20 Advance Directive policies which
include a description of current State law. [42 CFR
438.30X3)]:

4.4.1.4.3.1.21 Information on the parity
compliance process, Including the appropriate
contact information, as required by Section 4.11.4.
(Parity):

4.4.1.4.3.1.22 Any information pertaining to
Granite Advantage Members as required by
Section 4.3.2.1 (MOO Role in Work and Community
Engagement Requirements for Granite Advantage

, Members); and

4.4.1.4.3.1.23 Any restrictions on the Member's
freedom of choice among Participating Providers
[42 CFR438.10(g)(2)(vi)-(vii)].

4.4.1.4.3.2. Benefits:

4.4.1.4.3.2.1 How and where to access any
benefits provided, including Maternity services,
Family Planning Services and NEMT services [42
CFR 438.10(g)(2)(i)-(ii). (vi - vii)].

4.4.1.4.3.2.2 Detailed information regarding
-the amount,-duration,-and scope-of-all-available
benefits so that Membere understand the benefits
to which they are entitled [42 CFR 438.10(g)(2)(iii) -
(iv)]:

4.4.1.4.3.2.3 How to access EPSDT ser\'ic©s
and component services if Members under age
twenty-one (21) entitled to the EPSDT benefit are
enrolled in the MCO;

.-4.4.14.3.2.4 How—and—where—to —access
EPSDT benefits delivered outside the MCO, if any
[42CFR438.10(g){2)(i)-(ii)];

4.4.1.4.3.2.5 How transportation is provided
for any benefits carved out of this Agreement and
provided by DHHS [42 CFR 438.10{g)(2)(i) -
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4.4.1.4.3.2.6 Information explaining that, in
the case of a counseling or referral service that the
MCO does not cover because of moral or religious
objections, the MCO shall Inform Members that the
service is not covered and how Members can
obtain information from DHHS about how to access
those services [42 CFR 438.10(g)(2)(il)(A) - (B), 42
CFR 438.102(b)(2)];

4.4.1.4.3.2.7 A description of pharmacy
policies and pharmacy programs; and'

4.4.1.4.3.2.8 How emergency care is
provided, including:

4.4.1.4.3.2.8.1.1 The extent to which, and
how, after hours and

emergency coverage are
provided;

4.4.1.4.3.2.8.1.2 What constitutes an
Emergency Service and
an Emergency Medical
Condition;

4.4.1.4.3.2.8.1.3 The fact that Prior
Authorization Is not
required for Emergency
Services; and

4.4.1.4.3.2.8.1.4 The Member's right to use
a hospital or any other
setting for emergency care
[42 CFR 438.10(g)(2)(v)].

4.4.1.4.3.3. Service Limitations:

4.4.1.4.3.3.1 An explanation of any service
limitations or exclusions from coverage;

4.4.1.4.3.3.2 An explanation that the MCO
cannot require a Member to receive prior approval
prior to choosing' a family planning Provider [42
CFR438.10(g)(2)(vii)]:

4.4.1.4.3.3.3 A description of all pre-
certification, Prior Authorization criteria, or other
requirements for treatments and services;

4.4.1.4.3.3.4 Information regarding Prior
Authorization in the event the Member chooses to
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transfer to another MCO and the Member's right to
continue to utilize a Provider specified In a Prior
Authorization for a period of time regardless of
whether the Provider Is participating In the MCO
network:

4.4.1.4.3.3.5 The policy on referrals for
specialty care and for other Covered Services not
furnished by the Member's, PCP [42 CFR
438.i0{g)(2)(iii)-(iv)];

4.4.1.4.3.3.6 Information on how to obtain

services when the Member Is out-of-state and for

after-hours coverage [42 CFR 438.10(g)(2)(v)]; and

4.4.1.4.3.3.7 A notice stating that the MCO
shall be liable only for those services authorized by
or required of the MCO.

4.4.1.4.3.4. Rights and Responsibilities:

4.4.1.4.3.4.1 Member rights and protections,

outlined in Section 4.4.3 (Member Rights), including
the Member's right to obtain available and
accessible health care services covered under the

. MCO. [42 CFR 438.100(b)(2)(i) - (vi), 42 CFR
438.10(g)(2)(ix). 42 CFR 438.10(g)(2)(ix). 42 CFR
438.100(b)(3)].

4.4.1.4.3.5. Grievances, Appeals, and Fair Hearings
Procedures and TImeframes:

4.4.1.4.3.5.1 The right to file grievances and
■* appeals;

4.4.1.4.3.5.2 The requirements and
timeframes for filing grievances or appeals;

4.4.1.4.3.5.3 The availability of assistance in
the filing process for grievances and appeals;

4.4.1.4.3.5.4 The right to request a State fair
hearing after the MCO has made a determination

,  .on.-a..Member'i_appeal .which js.adverse ..to-the.
Member; and

4.4.1.4.3.5.5 The right to have benefits
continue pending the appeal or request for State
fair hearing if the decision involves the reduction or
termination of benefits, however, if the Member
receives an adverse decision then the Member may
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be required to pay for the cost of serviGe(s)
furnished while the appeal or State fair hearing is
pending. [42 CFR 438.10(g)(2){xi)(AHE)]

4.4.1.4.4 Member Handbook Dissemination

4.4.1.4.4.1. The MCO shall mail the Member
Handbook to new. Members within ten (10) calendar
days following the MCO's receipt of a valid enrollment
file from DHHS. but no later than seven (7) calendar
days after the effective date of enrollment [42 CFR
438.10(g)(3)(i) - (iv)]

4.4.1.4.4.2. The MCO shall advise the Member in
paper or electronic form that the. Member Handbook
information is available on the Internet, and include the
applicable internet address, provided that Members
with disabilities who cannot access this information
online are provided Auxiliary Aids and services upon

CFR 438.10(d)(3)] Alternatively,
the MCO may provide the Information by any other
rnethod that can reasonably be expected to result in
the Member receiving that information. The MCO shall
provide the Member Handbook Information by email
after obtaining the Member's agreement to receive the
information electronically. [42 CFR 438.10(g)(3)(i) - (iv)]
4.4.1.4.4.3. The MCO shall notify all Members, at least
once a year, of their right to obtain a Member
Handbook and shall maintain consistent and up-to-date
information on the MCO's website. [42 CFR
438.10{g)(3)(i) - (iv)] Jhe Member information
apeanng on the website (also available in paper form)
shall include the following, at a minimum;

4.4.1.4.4.3.1 Information contained in the
Member Handbook;

'  4.4.1.4.4.3.2 Information on how to file
grievances and appeals;

4.4.1.4.4.3.3 Information on the MCO's
Provider network for all Provider types covered
under this Agreement (e.g.. PCPs, specialists,
family planning Providers, pharmacies.. FQHCs,'
RHCs. hospitals, and mental health and Substance
Use Disorder Providers):

(1) Names and any group affiliations;
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7.-72

(2) Street addresses;

(3) Office hours;

(4) Telephone numbers;

(5) Website (if applicable): ,

(6) Specialty (if any).

(7) Description of accommodations offered
for people with disabilities;

(8) The cultural and linguistic capabilities
of Participating Providers, including
languages (including American Sign
Language (ASL)) offered by the Provider or
a  skilled medical interpreter at the
Provider's office, and whether the Provider
has completed cultural competence training;

(9) Gender of the Provider;

(10) Identification of Providers that are not
accepting new Members; and

(11) Any restrictions on the Member's
freedom of choice among Participating
Providers. [42 CPR 438.10(g){2)(vi) - (vii)]

4.4.1.4.4.4. The MCO shall produce a revised Member
Handbook, or an insert, informing Members of changes
to Covered Services, upon DHHS notification of any
change in Covered Services, and at least thirty (30) -
calendar days prior to the effective date of such
change"'This includes "notification of "any-pdlicy to
discontinue coverage of a counseling or referral service
based on moral or religious objections and how the
Member can access those services. [42 CFR
438.102(b)(1)(l)(B); 42 CFR 438.10(g)(4)]

4.4.1.4.4.5. The MCO shall use Member notices, as

applicable, In accordance with the model notices
developed by DHHS. [42 CFR 438.10(c)(4)(ii)] For any

-ohangerthat -affects Member-rightSr-filing -requirements, -
time frames for grievances, appeals, and State fair
hearings, availability of assistance In submitting
grievances and appeals, and toll-free numbers of the
MCO grievance system resources, the MCO shall give
each Member written notice of the change at least
thirty (30) calendar days before the Intended effective
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date of the change. The MCO shall also notify all
Members of their disenrollment rights, at a minimum,
annually. The MCO shall utilize notices that describe
transition of care policies for Members and potential
Members. [42 CFR 438.62(b)(3)]

4.4.1.5 Provider Directory

4.4.1.5.1 The MCO shall publish a Provider Directory that shall
be reviewed by DHHS prior to initial publication and distribution.
The MCO shall submit the draft Provider Directory and all
substantive changes to DHHS for review.

4.4.1.5.2 The following information shall be in the MCO's
Provider Directory for all Participating Provider types covered under
this Agreement (e.g., PCPs, specialists, family planning Providers,
pharmacies, FQHCs, RHCs, hospitals, and mental health and
Substance Use Disorder Providers):

4.4.1.5.2.1. Names and any group affiliations:

4.4.1.5.2.2. Street addresses:

4.4.1.5.2.3. Office hours;

4.4.1.5.2.4. Telephone numbers;

4.4.1.5.2.5. Website (if applicable);

4.4.1.5.2.6. Specialty (if any),

4.4.1.5.2.7. Gender;

4.4.1.5.2.6. Description of accommodations offered for
people with disabilities;

4.4.1.5.2.9. The cultural and linguistic capabilities of
Participating Providers, including languages (including
ASL) offered by the Participating Provider or a skilled
medical interpreter at the Provider's office, and whether
the Participating Provider has completed cultural
competence training;

4.4.1.5.2.10. Hospital affiliations (if applicable):

4.4.1.5.2.11.Board certification (if applicable);

4.4.1.5.2.12. Identification of Participating Providers
that are not accepting new patients; and

4.4.1.5.2.13.Any restrictions on the Member's freedom
of choice among Participating Providers. [42 CFR
438.10(h)(1)(i) - (viii); 42 CFR 438.10(h)(2)]
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4.4.1.5.3 The MCO shall send a letter to New Members within
ten (10) calendar days follovflng the MCO's receipt of a valid
enrollment file from DHHS, but no later than seven (7) calendar
days after the effective date of enrollment directing the Member to
the Provider Directory on the MCO's website and Informing the
Member of the right to a printed version of the Provider Directory
upon request.

4.4.1.5.4 The MCO shall disseminate Practice Guidelines to
Members and potential Members upon request as described In
Section 4.8.2 (Practice Guidelines and Standards). [42 CFR
438.236(c)]

4.4.1.5.5 The MCO shall notify all Members, at least once a year,
of their right to obtain a paper copy of the Provider Directory and

.  shall maintain consistent and up-to-date information on the MCO's
website in a machine readable file and format'as specified by CMS.

4.4.1.5.6 The MCO shall update the paper copy of the Provider
Directory at least monthly and shall update an electronic directory
no later than thirty (30) calendar days after the MCO receives
updated information. [42 CFR 438.10(h)(3-4)]

4.4.1.5.7 The MCO shall post on its website a searchable list of
all Participating Providers. At a minimum, this list shall be
searchable by Provider name, specialty, location, and whether the
Provider is accepting new Members.

4.4.1.5.8 The MCO shall update the Provider Directory on its
website within seven (7) calendar days of any changes. The MCO
shall -maintain an updated list of Participating Providers on Its
website iri'a Provider Directory. ' "

4.4.1.5.9 Thirty (30) calendar days after the effective date of this
Agreement or ninety (90) calendar days prior to the Program Start
Date, whichever Is later, the MCO shall develop and submit the
draft website Provider Directory template to DHHS for review; thirty
(30) calendar days prior to Program Start Date the MCO shaii
submit the final website Provider Directory.

4.4.1.5.10 Upon the termination of a Participating Provider, the
MCO shall make good faith efforts within fifteen (15) calendar days
of the notice of termination to notify"MeTfibers who receive "their"
primary care from, or was seen on a regular basis by, the
terminated Provider. [42 CFR 438.10(f)(1)]

4.4.2 Language and Format of Member Information
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4.4.2.1 The MCO shall have in place mechanisms to help potential
Members and Members understand the requirements and benefits of the
MCO. [42 CFR 438.10(c)(7)]

4.4.2.2 The MCO shall use the DHHS developed definitions consistently
in any form of Member communication. The MCO shall develop Member
materials utilizing readability principles appropriate for the population
served.

4.4.2.3 The MCO shall provide all enrollment notices, information
materials, and instructional materials relating to Members and potential
Members in a manner and format that may be easily understood and
readily accessible in a font size no smaller than twelve (12) point. [42 CFR
438.10(c)(1). 42 CFR 438.10(d)(6)(ii) - (iv)]

4.4.2.4 The MCQ's written materials shall be developed in compliance
with all applicable communication access requirements at the request of
the Member or prospective Member at no cost.

4.4.2.5 Information shall be communicated In an easily understood
language and format, including altematlve formats and In an appropriate
manner that takes into consideration the special needs of Members or
potential Members with disabilities or LEP.

4.4.2.6 The MCO shall inform Members that information is available in
alternative formats and how to access those formats. [42 CFR
438.10(d)(3), 42 CFR 438.10(d)(6)(i) - (iv)]

4.4.2.7 The MCO shall make all written Member Information available in
English, Spanish, and any other state-defined prevalent non-English
languages of MOM Members. [42 CFR 438.10(d)(1)]

4.4.2.8 All written Member information shall Include at the bottom,
tagllnes in large print, and in the non-English languages prevalent among
MCM Members, explaining the availability of written translation or oral
Interpretation to understand the' Information provided and the toll-free and
teletypewriter (TTY)n"DD telephone number of the MCO's Member
Services Center. [42 CFR 438.10(d)(3)]

4.4.2.9 The large print tagline shall Include Information on how to
request Auxiliary Aids and services. Including materials in altematlve
formats. Upon request, the MCO shall provide all written Member
information in large print with a font size no smaller than eighteen (18)
point. [42 CFR 438.10(d)(2-3), 42 CFR 438.10(d)(6)(ii) - (iv)]

4.4.2.10 Written Member information shall include at a minimum;

4.4.2.10.1 Provider Directories;

4.4.2.10.2 Member Handbooks;

4.4.2.10.3 Appeal and grievance notices; and
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4.4.2.10.4 Denial and termlnatioh notices.

4.4.2.11 The MCO shall also make oral Interpretation services available
free of charge to Members and potential Members for MCO Covered
Services. This applies to all non-English languages, not just those that
DHHS identifies as languages of other major population groups. Members
shall not to be charged for interpretation services. [42 CFR 438.10(d)(4)]

4.4.2.12 The MCO shall notify Members that oral interpretation Is
available for any language and written information is available in
languages prevalent among MCM Members; the MCO shall notify
Members of how to access those services. (42 CFR 438.10(d)(4) 42 CFR
438.10(d)(5)(i)-(lii)]

4.4.2.13 The MCO shall provide Auxiliary Aids such as TTY/TDD and
ASL Interpreters free of charge to Members or potential Members who
require these services. [42 CFR 438.10(d)(4)] The MCO shall take into
consideration the special needs of Members or potential Members with
disabilities or LEP. [42 CFR 438.10(d){5)(i) - (iii)]

4.4.3 Mernber R|ghte

4.4.3.1 The MCO shall have written policies which shall be included in
the Member Handbook and posted on the MCO website regarding
Member rights, such that each Member is guaranteed the right to:

4.4.3.1.r Receive" Ihfofmatioh on the MCM program and the
MCO to which the Member is enrolled;

4.4.3.1.2 Be treated with respect and with due consideration for
his or her dignity and privacy and the confidentiality of his or her
PHI and PI as safeguarded by State rules and State and federal
laws;

4:4.3.1 ;3 ' Receive Information on available treatment options and
alternatives, presented in a manner appropriate to the Member's
condition and ability to understand;

4.4.3.1.4 Participate in decisions regarding his/her health care,
including the right to refuse treatment;

4.4.3.1.5 Be free from any form of restraint or seclusion used as
a means of coercion, discipline, convenience, or retaliation;

"" 4.4:3:1 ;6 Request and-receive-axopyrof-his/her medical'records •
free of charge, and to request that they be amended or corrected;

4.4.3.1.7 Request and receive any MCO's written, Physician
Incentive Plans;

4.4.3.1.8 Obtain benefits, including Family Planning Services
and supplies, from Non-Participating Providers;
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4.4.3.1.9 Request and receive a Second Opinion; and

4.4.3.1.10 Exercise these rights without the MCQ or its
Participating Providers treating the Member adversely. [42 CFR
438.100(a)(1); 42 CFR 438.100(b)(2)(l)-(vi]): 42 CFR 438.100(c);
42 CFR 438.10(f)(3); 42 CFR 438.10(g)(2)(vi) - (vii); 42 CFR
438.10(g)(2)(ix); 42 CFR 438.3(1)]

4.4.4 Member Communication Supports

4.4.4.1 The MOO shall embrace and further the concept of "every door
for Members Is the right door" to eliminate barriers and create a more
flexible and responsive approach to person-centered service delivery. The
MCO shall provide twenty-four (24) hours a day, seven (7) days a week
supports such as PCP, behavioral health and specialist referrals, health
coaching, assistance with social determinants of health, access to a nurse
advice line, and a Member portal.

4.4.4.2 During the Readiness Review period, the MCO shall provide a
blueprint of its Member portal for review by DHHS.

4.4.4.3 Member Call Center

4.4.4.3.1 The MCO shall operate a toll-free NH specific call
center Monday through Friday. The MCO shall submit the holiday
calendar to DHHS for review and approval ninety (90) calendar
days prior .to the end of each calendar year.

4.4.4.3.2 The MCO shall ensure that the Member Call Center
Integrates support for physical and Behavioral Health Services
including meeting the requirement that the MCO have a call line
that is in compliance with requirements set forth in Section
4.11.1.19 (Member Service Line), works efficiently to resolve
issues, and is adequately staffed with qualified personnel who are
trained to accurately respond to Members. At a minimum, the

'  Member Call Center shall be operational:

4.4.4.3.2.1. Two (2) days per week; eight (8:0C)-.am.
Eastern Standard Time (EST) to five (5:00) pm EST;

4.4.4.3.2.2. Three (3) days per week: eight (8:00) am
EST to eight (8:00) pm EST; and

4.4.4.3.2.3. During major program transitions,
additional hours and capacity shall be accommodated
by the MCO.

4.4.4.3.3 The Member Call Center shall meet the following
minimum standards, which DHHS reserves the right to modify at
anytime:
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4.4.4.3.3.1. Call Abandonment Rate: Fewer than five

percent (5%) of calls shall be abandoned:

4.4.4.3.3.2. Average Speed of Answer: Ninety percent
(90%) of calls shall be answered with live voice within
thirty (30) seconds; and

4.4.4.3.3.3. Voicemail or answering service messages
^  shall be responded to no later than the next business

day.

4.4.4.3.4 The MOO shall coordinate its Member Call Center with

the DHHS Customer Service Center, the Member Service Line and
all crisis lines to Include, at a minimum, the development of a warm
transfer protocol for Members.

4.4.4.4 Welcome Call

4.4.4.4.1 The MCO shall make a welcome call to each New

Member within thirty (30) calendar days of the Member's
enrollment in the MCO.

4.4.4:4.2 The welcome call shall, at a minimum:

4.4.4.4.2.1. Assist the Member in selecting a PCP or
confirm selection of a PCP;

4.4.4.4.2.2. Arrange for a wellness visit with the
Member's PCP (either previously identified or selected
by the Member from a list of available PCPs), which
shall include:

4.4.4.4.-2.2.1 Assessments of-both physical
and behavioral health,

4.4.4.4.2.2.2' Screening for depression, mood,
suicidality, and Substance Use Disorder, and

4.4.4.4.2.2.3 Development of a health,
wellness and care plan;

4.4.4.4.2.3. Include a Health Risk Assessment

Screening as required in Section 4.10.2.2, or schedule
the Health Risk Assessment to be conducted within the

1  time JimitsJdentifiedJn .this Agreement;

4.4.4.4.2.4. Screen for special needs, physical and
behavioral health, and services of the Member;

4.4.4.4.2.5. Answer any other Member questions
about the MCO;
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4.4.4.4.2.6. Ensure Members can access Information
in their preferred-language; and

4.4.4.4.2.7. Remind Members to report to DHHS any
change of address, as Members shall be liable for
premium payments paid during period of Ineligibllity.

4.4.4.4.3 Regardless of the completion of the welcome call, the
MCO shall complete Health Risk Assessment Screenings as
required In 4.10.2.2

4.4.4.5 Member Hotline

4.4.4.5.1 The MCO shall establish a toil-free Member Service
automated hotline that operates outside of the Member Call Center
standard hours, Monday through Friday, and at all hours on
weekends and holidays.

4.4.4.5.2 The automated system shall provide callers with
operating Instructions on what to do and who to call In case of an
emergency, and shall also Include, at a minimum, a voice mailbox
for Members to leave messages.

4.4.4.5.3 The MCO shall ensure that the voice mailbox has
adequate capacity to receive all messages. Retum voicemall calls
shall be made no later than the next business day.

4.4.4.5.4 The MCO may substitute a live answering service in
place of an automated system.

4.4.4.6 ^Program Website

4.4.4.6.1 The MCO shall develop and maintain, consistent with
DHHS standards and other applicable State and federal laws, a
website to provide general Information about the MCO's program,
Its Participating Provider network. Its formulary, Prior Authorizatiori
requirements, the Member Handbook, its services for Members,
and its Grievance and Appeal Processes.

4.4.4;6.2 The MCO shall ensure that any PHI, PI or other
Confidential Information solicited shall not be maintained, stored or
captured on the website and shall not be further disclosed except
as provided by this Agreement.

4.4.4.6.3 The solicitation or disclosure of any PHI, PI or other
Confidential Information shall be subject to the requlrernents in
Exhibit I, Exhibit K Exhibit N (Liquidated Damages Matrix) and all
applicable State and federal laws, rules, and regulations.
4.4.4.6.4 Unless approved by DHHS and clear notice is provided
to usere of the v^bsite, the MCO shall not track, disclose or use
site visitation for its website analytics or marketing.
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4.4.4.6.5 If the MCO chooses to provide required information
eiectronicaliy to Members, it shall:

4.4.4.6.5.1. Be in a format and location that is

prominent and readily accessible;

4.4.4.6.5.2. Be provided In an electronic form which
can be electronically retained and printed;

4.4.4.6.5.3. Be consistent with content and language
requirements;

4.4.4.6.5.4. Notify the Member that the Information is
available in paper form without charge upon request;
and

4.4.4.6.5.5. Provide, upon request, information in
paper form within five (5) business days. [42 CFR

■  438.10(c){6)(i)-{v)]

4.4.4.6.6 The MCO program content included on the website
shall be:

4.4.4.6.6.1. Written in English, Spanish, and any other
of the commonly encountered languages of Members;

4.4.4.6.6.2. Culturally appropriate;

4.4.4.6.6.3. Appropriate to the reading literacy of the
population served; and

4.4.4.6.6.4. Geared to the health needs of the enrolled

MCO program population.

44.4^.7 The MCO's website shall be compliant with the federal
DOJ "Accessibility-of State and Local"Gbvemrneht Websit^ 'tb
People with Disabilities."

4.4.5 Marketing

4.4.5.1 The MCO shall not, directly or indirectly, conduct door-to-door,
telephonic, or other Cold Call Marketing to potential Members. The MCO
shall submit all MCO Marketing material to DHHS for approval before
distribution.

4.4.5.2 DHHS _5hall _ ldentify.5ny._requlred ;.changes.-to ..the -Marketing.
Materials within thirty (30) calendar days. If DHHS has not responded to a
request for review by the thirtieth calendar day, the MCO may proceed to
use the submitted materials. [42 CFR 438.104(b)(1)(i) - (11), 42 CFR
438.104(b)(1)(iv)-(v)]

4.4.5.3 The MCO shall comply with federal requirements for provision of
information that ensures the potential Member is provided with accurate
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oral and written information sufficient to make an Informed decision on
whether or not to enroll.

4.4.5.4 The MCO Marketing Materials shall not contain false or
materially misleading information. The MCO shall not offer other insurance
products as inducement to enroll.

4.4.5.5 The MCO shall ensure that Marketing, including plans and
materials, Is accurate and does not mislead, confuse, or defraud the
recipients or DHHS. The MCO's Marketing Materials shall not contain any
written or oral assertions or statements that:

4.4.5.5.1 The.recipient shall enroll in the MCO in order to obtain
benefits or In order not to lose benefits; or

4.4.5.5.2 The MCO is endorsed by CMS, the State or federal
government, or a similar entity. [42 CFR 438.104(b)(2)(i) - (ii)]

4.4.5.6 The MCO shall distribute Marketing Materials to the entire State.
The MCO's Marketing Materials shall not seek to influence enrollment in
conjunction with the sale or offering of any private insurance. The MCO
shall not release and make public statements or press releases conceming
the program without the prior consent of DHHS. [42 CFR 438 104[b)n )(\) -
(li).42CFR438.104(b){1)(iv)-(v)] v a a;

4.4.6 Member Engagement Strategy

4.4.6.1 The MCO shall develop and facilitate an active Memt>er
Advisory Board that is composed of Members who represent its Member
population.

4.4.6.2 Member Advisory Board

4.4.6.2.1 Representation on the Member Advisory Board shall
draw from and be reflective of the MCO membership to ensure
accurate and timely feedback on the MCM program.

4.4.6.2.2 The Member Advisory Board shall meet at least four (4)
times per year.

4.4.6.2.3 The Member Advisory Board shall meet in-person or
through Interactive technology, including but not limited to a
conference call or webinar and provide Member perspective(s) to
influence the MCO's QAPI program changes (as further described
in Section 4.12.3 (Quality Assessment and Performance
Improvement Program)).

4.4.6.2.4 All costs related to the Member Advisory Board shall be
the responsibility of the MCO.

4.4.6.3 In-Person Regional Member Meetings
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4.4.6.3.1 The MCO shall hold In-person regional Member
meetings for two-way communication where Members can provide
Input and ask questions, and the MCO can ask questions and
obtain feedback from Members. '

4.4.6.3.2 Regional meetings shall be held at least twice each
Agreement year in demographically different locations In NH. The
MCO shall make efforts to provide video conferencing opportunities
for Members to attend the regional" meetings. If video conferencing
Is unavailable, the MCO shall use alternate technologies as
available for all meetings.

4.4.6.3.3 The MCO shall report on the activities of these
meetings Including a summary of meeting dates, attendees, topics
discussed and actions taken in response to Member contributions
to DHHS in the MCM Comprehensive Annual Report, In
accordance with Exhibit O.

4.4.7 Cultural and Accessibility Considerations

4.4.7.1 The MCO shall participate in DHHS's efforts to promote the
delivery of services in a culturally and linguistically competent manner to
all Memt>ers, including those with LEP and diverse cultural and ethnic
backgrounds, disabilities, and regardless of gender, sexual orientation or
gender Identity. [42 CFR 438.206(c){2)]

4.4.7.2 The MCO shall ensure that Participating Providers provide
physical access, reasonable accommodations, and accessible equipment
for Members with physical or behavioral disabilities. [42 CFR
438.206(c)(3)]

4.4.7.3 Cultural Competency Plan

4.4.7.3.T In acco7dance*wlth'42~'CFR 438^206, the MCO shall
have a comprehensive written Cultural Competency Plan
describing how It will ensure that services are provided in a
culturally and linguistically competent manner to all Members,
inrliiHino thoco I CD iieinn niiQlifioH etoff Intornratore onHM (WWW •••«(( • f WWK S|WC4III*WW WbWMf 11 I WWI W kWt W y IW

translators in accordance with Exhibit 0.

4.4.7.3.2 The Cultural Competency Plan shall describe, how the
Participating Providers, and systems within the MCO will effectively

—• - - - - - provide—services-to—people—of—all—cultures,—raceSj—ethnio-
backgrounds, and religions In a manner that recognizes values,
affirms and respects the worth of the each Merhber and protects
and preserves a Member's dignity.

4.4.7.3.3 The MCO shall work with the DHHS Office of Health

Equity to address cultural and linguistic considerations.

4.4.7.4 Communication Access
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4.4.7.4.1 The MCO shall develop effective methods of
communicating and working with its Members who do not speak
English as a first language, who have physical conditions that
impair their ability to speak clearly in order to be easily understood,
as well as Members who. have low-vision or hearing loss, and
accommodating Members with physical and cognitive disabilities
and different literacy levels, teaming styles, and capabilities.

4.4.7.4.2 The MCO shall develop effective and appropriate
methods for identifying, flagging in electronic systems, and tracking
Members' needs for communication assistance for health
encounters including preferred spoken language for all encounters,
need for interpreter, and preferred language for written information.
4.4.7.4.3 The MCO shall adhere to certain quality standards In
delivering language assistance services, including using only
Qualified Bilingual/Multilingual Staff. Qualified Interpreters for a
Member with a Disability, Qualified Interpreters for a Member with
LEP, and Qualified Translators as defined in Section 2 1 104
through Section 2.1.107 (Definitions)..

4.4.7.4.4 The MCO shall ensure the competence of employees
providing language assistance, recognizing that the use of
untrained individuals and/or minors as interpreters should be
avoided. The MCO shall not:

4.4.7.4.4.1. Require a Member with LEP to provide his
or her own interpreter;

4.4.7.4.4.2. Rely on an adult accompanying a Member
with LEP to Interpret or facilitate communication
except:

4.4.7.4.4.2.1 In an emergency Involving an
Imminent threat to the safety or welfare of the
Member or the public where there is no Qualified
Interpreter for the Member with LEP immediately
available, or

4.4.7.4.4.2.2 Where the Member with LEP
specifically requests that the accompanying adult
Interpret or facilitate communication, the
accompanying adult agrees to provide such
assistance, and reliance on that adult for such
assistance is appropriate under the circumstances;

4.4.7.4.4.3. Rely on a minor to interpret or facilitate
communication, except in an emergency Involving an
Imminent threat to the safety or welfare of a Member or

'  t
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the public where there is no Qualified Interpreter for the
Member with LEP Immediately available; or

4.4.7.4.4.4. Rely on staff other than Qualified
Bilingual/Multilingual Staff to communicate directly with
Members with LEP. [45 CFR 92.201(e)]

4.4.7.4.5 The MCQ shall ensure interpreter services are

available to any Member who requests them, regardless of the
prevalence of the Member's language within the overall program
for all health plan and' MCQ services, exclusive of inpatient
services.

4.4.7.4.6 The MCO shall recognize that no one Interpreter
service (such as over-the-phone Interpretation) will be appropriate
(i.e. will provide meaningful access) for all Members In all
situations. The most appropriate service to use (In-person versus
remote Interpretation) will vary from situation to situation and shall
be based upon the unique needs and circumstances of each
Member.

4.4.7.4.7 Accordingly, the MCO shall provide the most
appropriate interpretation service possible under the
circumstances. In all cases, the MCO shall provide in-person
interpreter services when deemed clinically necessary by the
Provider of the encounter service.

4.4.7.4.8 The MCO shall not use low-quality video remote
interpreting services. In Instances where the Qualified Interpreters
are being provided through video remote Interpreting services, the
MCO's health programs and activities shall provlde:-

4.4.7.4.6.1. _ Real-time, full-motion video and audio

over a "dedicated high-speed, wide-bandwidth-video
connection or wireless connection that delivers high-
quality video images that do not produce lags, choppy,
blurry, or grainy Images, or Irregular pauses in
corh'municatiori;

4.4.7.4.8.2. A sharply delineated Image that Is large
enough to display the interpreter's face and the
participating Member's face regardless of the
MembWs'bodypositidhT

4.4.7.4.8.3. A clear, audible transmission of voices;
and

4.4.7.4.8.4. Adequate training to users of the
technology and other Involved Individuals so that they
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may quickly and efficiently set up and operate the
video remote interpreting. [45 CFR 92.201(f)]

4.4.7.4.9 The MCO shall bear the cost of Interpretive services
and communication access, including ASL interpreters and
translation into Braille materials as needed for Meml^ers with
hearing loss and who are low-vision or visually Impaired.

^  4.4.7.4.10 The MCO shall communicate in ways that can be
understood by Members who are not literate in English or their
native language. Accommodations may Include the use of audio
visual presentations or other formats that can effectively convey
information and its Importance to the Merhber's health and'health
care. .'• • •

4.4.7.4.11 If the Member declines free interpretation services
offered by the MCO, the MCO shall have a process In place for
informing the Member of the potential consequences of declination
with the assistance of a competent interpreter to assure the
Member's understanding, as well as a process to document the
Member's declination.

4.4.7.4.12 Interpreter services shall be offered by the MCO at
every new contact. Every declination requires new documentation
by the MCO of the offer and decline.

4.4.7.4.13 The MCO shall comply with applicable provisions of
federal laws and policies prohibiting discrimination, including but
not limited to Title Vl of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended,
which prohibits the MCO from discriminating on the basis of race,
color, or national origin.

4.4.7.4.14 As clarified by Executive Order 13166, Improving
Access to Services for Persons with LEP, and resulting agency
guidance, national origin discrimination includes discrimination on
the basis of LEP. To ensure compliance with Title VI of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964, the MCO shall take reasonable steps to ensure
that LEP Members have meaningful access to the MCO's
programs.

4.4.7.4.15 Meaningful access may entail providing language
assistance sen/ices, including oral and written translation, where
necessary. The MCO Is encouraged to consider the need for
language servi^s for LEP persons served or encountered both in
developing their budgets and in conducting their programs and
activities. Additionally, the MCO Is encouraged to develop and
implement a written language access plan to ensure it is prepared
to take reasonable steps to provide meaningful access to each
Member with LEP who may require assistance.
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4.5 Member Grievances arid Aopeais

4.5.1 General Requirements

4.5.1.1 The MCO shall develop, Implement and maintain a Grievance
System under which Members may challenge the denial of coverage of, or
payment for, medical assistance and which includes a Grievance Process,
an Appeal Process, and access to the State's fair hearing system. [42 CFR

.  438.402(a): 42 CFR 438.228(a)] The MCO shall ensure that the Grievance
System Is in compliance with this Agreement, 42 CFR 438 Subpart F,
State law as applicable, and NH Code of Administrative Rules. Chapter
He-C 200 Rules of Practice and Procedure.

4.5.1.2 The MCO shall provide to DHHS a complete description, in
writing and including all of its policies, procedures, notices and forms, of its
proposed Grievance System for DHHS's review and approval during the
Readiness Review period. Any proposed changes to the Grievance
System shall be reviewed by DHHS thirty (30) calendar days prior to
implementation.

4.5.1.3 The Grievance System shall be responsive to any grievance or
appeal of Dual-Eligible Members. To the extent such grievance or appeal
is related to a Medicaid sen/ice, the MCO shall handle the grievance or
appeal in accordance with this Agreement.

4.5.1.4 In the event the MCO. after review, determines that the Dual-
Eligible Member's grievance or appeal is solely related to a Medicare
service, the MCO shall refer the Member to the State's Health Insurance
Assistance Program (SHIP), which is currently administered by Service
Link Agirig and Disabiiity Resource Center.

4.5.1.5 The MCO shall be responsible for ensuring that the Grievance
System'(Q(1eyance.Process, Appea[ Prpcess,-and access to the State's
fair hearing system) complies with the following general requirements. The
MCO shall:

4.6.1.5.1 Provide Members with ali reasonable assistance in

completing forms and other procedural steps. Thfs includes, but is
not limited to, providing interpreter services and toll-free numbers
with TTY/TDD and interpreter capability and assisting the Member
in providing written consent for appeals [42 CFR 438.406(a); 42

_ ..CFR^S.22S(a)]:_

4.5.1.5.2 Acknowledge receipt of each grievance and appeal
(including oral appeals), unless the Member or authorized Provider
requests expedited resolution [42 CFR 438.406(b)(1); 42 CFR
438.228(a)];

4.5.1.5.3 Ensure that decision makers on grievances and
appeals and their subordinates were not involved in previous levels
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of review or decision making (42 CFR 438.406(b)(2)(i): 42 CFR
438.228(a)]:

4.5.1.5.4 Ensure that decFsion makers take into account all
comments, documents, records, and other information submitted
by the Member or his or her representative without regard to
whether such information was submitted or considered In the initial
adverse benefit determination [42 CFR 438.406(b){2)(iii); 42 CFR
438.228(a)];

4.5.1.5.5 Ensure that, if deciding any of the following, the
decision makers are health care professionals with clinical
expertise in treating the Member's condition or disease:

4.5.1.5.5.1. An appeal of a denial based on lack of
medical necessity;

4.5.1.5.5.2. A grievance regarding denial of expedited
resolutions of an appeal; or

4.5.1.5.5.3. A grievance or appeal that involves clinical
issues. [42 CFR 438.406(b)(2)(ii)(A) - (C); 42 CFR
438.228(a)].

4.5.1.5.6 Ensure that Members are permitted to file appeals and
State fair hearings after receiving notice that an adverse action is
upheld [42 CFR 438.402(c)(1); 42 CFR 438.408].

4.5.1.6 The MCO shall send written notice to Members and Participating
Providers of any changes to the Grievance System at least thirty (30)
calendar days prior to Implementation.

4.5.1.7 The MCO shall provide information as specified in 42 CFR
438.10(g) about the Grievance System to Providers and Subcontractors at
the time they enter into a contact or Subcontract. The information shall
include, but is not limited to:

4.5.1.7.1 The Member's right to file grievances and appeals and
requirements and timeframes for filing;

4.5.1.7.2 The Member's right to a State fair hearing, how to
obtain a hearing, and the rules that govem representation at a
hearing;

4.5.1.7.3 The availability of assistance with filing;

4.5.1.7.4 The toll-free numbers to file oral grievances and
appeals;

4.5.1.7.5 The Member's right to request continuation of benefits
during an appeal or State fair hearing filing and, If the MCO's action
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is upheld in a hearing, that the Member may be liable for the cost of
any continued benefits; and

4.5.1.7.6 The Provider's right to appeal the failure of the MCO to
pay for or cover a sen/ice.

4.5.1.8 The MCO shall make available training to Providers in
supporting and assisting Members In the Grievance System.

4.5.1.9 The MCO shall maintain records of grievances and appeals,
including all matters handled by delegated entities, for a period not less
than ten (10) years. [42 CFR 438.416(a)]

4.5.1.10 At a minimum, such records shall include a general description
of the reason for the grievance or appeal, the name of the Member, the
dates received, the dates of each review, the dates of the grievance or
appeal, the resolution and the date of resolution. [42'CFR 438.416(b)(1) -
(6)]

4.5.1.11 In accordance with Exhibit O, the MCO shall provide reports on
all actions related to Member grievances and appeals, including all matters
handled by delegated entities, including timely processing, results, and
frequency of grievance and appeals.

4.5.1.12 The MCO shall review Grievance System information as part of
the State quality strategy and in accordance with this Agreement and 42
CFR 438.402. The MCO shall regularly review appeals data for process
improvement which should include but not be limited to reviewing;

4.5.1.12.1 Reversed appeals for issues that could be addressed
through Improvements in the Prior Authorization process; and

4.5.1,12:2-Overall; appeals "to determine'further Merhber and
Pfoyider education in the Prior Authorization process.

4.5.1.13 The MCO shall make such information accessible to the State
and available upon request to CMS. [42 CFR 438.416(c)]

4.5.2 Grievance Process

4.5.2.1 The MCO shall develop. Implement, and maintain a Grievance
Process that establishes the procedure for addressing Member grievances
and which is compliant with RSA 420-J:5, 42 CFR 438 Subpart F and this
Agreement.

4.5.2.^ The MCO shall permit a Member, or the Member's authorized
representative with the Member's written consent, to file a grievance with
the MCO either orally or In writing at any time. [42 CFR 438.402(c)(1)(i) -
(ii); 42 CFR 438.408; 42 CFR 438.402(c)(2)(i); 42 CFR 438.402(c)(3)(i)]
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4.5.2.3 The Grievance Process shall address Member's expression of
dissatisfaction with any aspect of their care other than an adverse benefit
determination.' Subjects for grievances Include, but are not limited to:

4.5.2.3.1 The quality of care or services provided;
4.5.2.3.2 Aspects of interpersonal relationships such as

... -rudeness of a Provider or employee;-— ——

4.5.2.3.3 Failure to respect the Member's rights;
4.5.2.3.4 Dispute of an extension of time proposed by the MCO
to make an authorization decision;

Dcf foe CO believe that their rights established by
KSA 135-C:56-57 or He-M 309 have been violated; and
4.5.2 3.6 Members who believe the MCO is not providing mental

Substance Use Disorder benefits in accordance with 42
CFR 438, subpart K.

4.5.2 _4 The MCO shall complete the resolution of a grievance and
provide noti^ to the affected parties as expeditiously as the Member's
health condition , requires, but not later than forty-five (45) calendar days
from the day the MCO receives the grievance or within fifty-nine (59)
ralendar days of receipt of the grievance for grievances extended for up to
fourteen (14) calendar days even if the MCO does not have all the

Iimyf nf" percent
438 408(b)(1^f^ ® grievance. [42 CFR 438.408(a); 42 CFR
4.5.2.5 The MCO may extend the timeframe for processing a grievance
by up to fourteen (14) calendar days;

4.5.2.5.1 if the Member requests the extension; or
4.5.2.5.2 If the MCO shows that there is need for additional
information and that the delay is in the Member's interest (upon
State request). [42 CFR 438.408(c)(1)(i) - (ii); 438.408(b)(1)]

4.5.2.6 If the MCO extends the timeline for a grievance not at the
request of the Member, the MCO shall:

4.5 2.6 1 Make reasonable efforts to give the Member prompt
oral notice of the delay; and

Member written notice, within two (2) calendar
days, of the reason for the decision to extend the timeframe and
inform the Member of the right to file a grievance if he or she

43^408Tb)ot 438.408(c)(2)(i) - (ii); 42 CFR
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4.5.2.7 If the Member requests disenrollment, then the MCO shall
resolve the grievance In time to permit the disenrollment (If approved) to
be effective no later.than the first day of the following month in which the
Member requests disenrollment. [42 CFR 438.56(d)(5){ii): 42 CFR
438.56(e)(1): 42 CFR 438.228(a)]

4.5.2.8 The MCO shall notify Members of the resolution of grievances.
The notification may be orally or in writing for grievances not involving
clinical issues. Notices of resolution for clinical issues shall be in writing.
[42 CFR 438.408(d)(1); 42 CFR 438.10]

4.5.2.9 Members shall not have the right to a State fair hearing in regard
to the resolution of a grievance.

4.5.3 Appeal Process

4.5.3.1 The MCO shall develop, implement, and maintain an Appeal
Process that establishes the procedure for addressing Member requests
for review of any action taken by the MCO and which is in compliance with
42 CFR 438 Subpart F and this Agreement. The MCO shall have only one
(1) level 6f.appeal.for Members...[42.C.FR 438.4.0.2(b); 42.CFR 438.228(a)]

4.5.3.2 The MCO shall permit a Member, or the Member's authorized
representative, or a Provider acting on behalf of the Member and with the
Member's written consent, to request an appeal orally or in writing of any
MCG action.-[42 CFR 438.4D2(c)(3)(ii); 42 CFR 438.402(c)(1)(ii)]

4.5.3.3 The MCO shall include as parties to the appeal, the Member and
the Member's authorized representative, or the legal representative of the
deceased Merriber's estate. [42 CFR 438.406(b)(6)]

4.5.3.4 The MCQ sha^ll permit a Member to file an appeal, either orally
or in writing, within sixty (60) calendar days of the date on the MCO's
notice~of ictioTr.'[42 CFR 438:4Q2(c)(2)(ii)] The MCO shall 'ensure that oral
Inquires seeking to appeal an action are treated as appeals and confirm
those inquires in writing, unless the Member or the authorized Provider
requests expedited resolution. [42 CFR 438.406(b)(3)] An oral request for
an appeal shall be followed by a written and signed appeal request unless
the request is for an expedited resolution. [42 CFR 43k402(c)(3)(ii)]
4.5.3.5 If DHHS receives a request to appeal an action of the MCO,
DHHS shall forward relevant information to the MCO and the MCO shall

.  contact-the-Member-and-acknowledge -receipt-of_the_appeal. _[42_CER.
438.406(b)(1); 42 CFR 438.228(a)]

4.5.3.6 The MCO shall ensure that any decision to deny a service
authorization request or to authorize a service in an amount, duration, or
scope that is less than requested, shall be made by a health care
professional who has appropriate clinical expertise in treating the
Member's condition or disease.
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4.5.3.7 The MCO shall permit the Member a reasonable opportunity to
present evidence, and allegations of fact or law, in person as well as in
wri«ng [42 CFR 438.406(b)(4)]. The MCO shall inform the Member of the
limited time available for this in the case of expedited resolution.

4.5.3.8 The MCO shall provide the Member and the Member's
representative an opportunity to receive the Member's case file, including
medical records, and any other documents and records considered during
the Appeal Process free of charge prior to the resolution. [42 CFR
438.406(b)(5): 438.408(b) - (c)]

4.5.3.9 The MCO may offer peer-to-peer review support, with a like
clinician, upon request from a Member's Provider prior to the appeal
decision. Any such peer-to-peer review should occur in a timely manner
and before the Provider seeks recourse through the Provider Appeal or
State fair hearing process.

4.5.3.10 The MCO shall resolve one hundred percent (100%) of standard
Member appeals within thirty (30) calendar days from the date the appeal
was filed with the MCO. [42 CFR 438.408(a); 42 CFR 438.408(b)(2)]
4.5.3.11 The date of filing shall be considered either the date of receipt of
an oral request for appeal or a written request for appeal from either the
Member or Provider, whichever date is the earliest.

4.5.3.12 Members who believe the MCO is not providing mental health or
Substance Use Disorder benefits, in violation of 42 CFR 42 CFR 438,
subpart K, may file an appeal.

4.5.3.13 If the MCO falls to adhere to notice and timing requirements,
established in 42 CFR 438.408, then the Member is deemed to have
exhausted the MCO's appeals process, and the Member may initiate a
State fair hearing. [42 CFR 438.408; 42 CFR 438.402(c)(1)(l)(A)]

4.5.4 Actions

4.5.4.1 The MCO shall permit the appeal of any action taken, by the
MCO. Actions shall include, but are not limited to the following:

4.5.4.1.1 Denial or limited authorization of a requested service,
including the type or level of service;

4.5.4.1.2 Reduction, suspension, or termination of a previously
authorized sen/ice;

4.5.4.1.3 Denial, in whole or in part, of payment for a service;

4.5.4.1.4 Failure to provide services in a timely manner, as
defined by this Agreement;

4.5.4.1.5 Untimely service authorizations;
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4.5.4.1.6 Failure of the MCO to act within the timeframes set
forth in this Agreement or as required under 42 CFR 438 Subpart F
and this Agreement; and

4.5.4.1.7 At such times, if any, that DHHS has an Agreement
with fewer than two (2) MCOs, for a rural area resident with only
one (1) MCO, the denial of a Member's request to obtain services
outside the network, in accordance with 42 CFR 438.52(b)(2)(ii).

4.5.5 Expedited Appeal

4.5.5.1 The MCO shall develop, implement, and maintain an expedited
appeal review process for appeals when the MCO determines, as the
result of a request from the Member, or a Provider request on the
Member's behalf or supporting the Member's request, that taking the time
for a standard resolution could seriously jeopardize the Member's life or
health or ability to attain, maintain, or regain maximum function. [42 CFR
438.410(a)]

4.5.5.2 The MCO shall inform Members of the limited time available to
present evidence and testimony, in person and in writing, and make .legal
and factual arguments sufficiently in advance of the resolution timeframe
for expedited appeals. [42 CFR 438.406(b)(4); 42 CFR 438.408(b); 42
CFR 438.408(c)]

4.5.5.3 The MCO shall make a decision on the Member's request for
expedited appeal and provide notice, as expeditiously as the Member's
health condition requires, but no later than seventy-two (72) hours after the
MCO receives the appeal. [42 CFR 438.408(a): 42 CFR 438.408(b)(3)]

.  4.5.5.4 The MCO may extend .the seventy-two (72) hour tirne period by
up to fourteen (14) calendar days if the Member requests an extension, or

MGp-justifies-a-rieed-for-add informatjon-and-how the
extension is in "the Member's interest" i4'2 CFR 438.40'8(c)(1): 42 CFR
438.408(b)(2)] The MCO shall also make reasonable efforts to provide oral
notice.

4.5.5.5 The date of filing of an expedited appeal shall be considered
either an oral request for appeal or a written request from either the
Member or Provider, whichever date Is the earliest.

4.5.5.6 If the MCO extends the timeframes not at the request of the
—^ -Memberrit shall:- —

4.5.5.6.1 Make reasonable efforts to give the Member prompt
oral notice of the delay by providing a minimum of three (3) oral
attempts to contact the Memt>er at various times of the day, on
different days within two (2) calendar days of the MCO's decision to
extend the timeframe as detailed in He-W 506.08G):
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* Wtthin two (2) calendar days give the Member writtennotice of the reason for the decision to extend the timeframe and
inform the Member of the right to file a grievance if he or she
disagrees with that decision;

4.5.5^6.3 Resolve the appeal as expedltlously as the Member's
health condihon requires and no later than the date the extension
expires. [42 CFR 438.408(c)(2)(l) - (ill); 42 CFR 438.408(b)(2H3)]

4.5.5.7 The MCO shall meet the timeframes atrave for one hundred
percent (100%) of requests for expedited appeals.

PrnvM^r jh ® is 'aken against a
appeal ^n expedited resolution or supports a Member's

I

It llu®, ® ^quest, for expedited resolution of an
anS mL transfer the appeal to the timeframe for standard resolution
rienir^ ®'^® It4ember prompt oral notice of the
TFR nr ^ calendar days with a written notice. [42CFR 438.410(c); 42 CFR 438.408(b)(2); 42 CFR 438.408(c)(2)]

Member has a right to file a grievance regarding the MCOs
MamiL f J®3y® a'" ®''P®''''®^ resolution. The MCO shall inform the
of de^al procedures to file a grievance in the notice

4.5.6 Content of Notices

^^L® ""'i'y 'i^® requesting Provider, and give the
realToTrair''"' '^®"' ® ®®^i®® authol^^tlon
ifa. ??' a service in an amount, duration, or scope that is
shaVmT/fr®"®'^- 438.210(c); 42 CFR 438.404] Such notii
the Provilr nlari "'Tr"'® ®''®®P' "^®' 'h® totne Provider need not be in wnting.

alfiiir. ®a®" "''"^,® compliant DHHS model notices foran ®^srae actions and appeals. MCO adverse action and appeal notices
Farh nnUr f H ^ ''®^'®^ '^® R®adiness Review process.Each notice of adverse action shali contain and explain:

, I''M®,®or:"J^® Subcontractor has taken orintends to take [42 CFR 438.404(b)(1)];

f®"" action, including the right of theMember to be provided, upon request and free of charge
reasonable access to and copies of ali documents, records, and

to the adverse action [42 CFR
4do.4U4{b)(2)J;
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4.5.6.2.3 The Member's or the Provider's right to file an appeal,
including information on exhausting the MCO's one (1) level of
appeal and the right to request a State fair hearing if the adverse
action is upheld [42 CFR 438.404(b){3): 42 CFR 438.402(b) - (c)]:

4.5.6.2.4 Procedures for exercising Member's rightS' to file a
grievance or appeal [42 CFR 438.404(b)(4)];

4.5.6.2.5 Circumstances under which expedited resolution is
available and how to request it [42 CFR 438.404(b)(5)]; and

4.5.6.2.6 The Member's rights to have benefits continue pending
the resolution of the appeal, how to request that benefits be
continued, and the circumstances under which the Member may be
required to pay the costs of these continued benefits [42 CFR
438.404(b)(6)].

4.5.6.3 The MCO shall ensure that all notices of adverse action be in
writing and shall meet the following language and format requirements:

4.5.6.3.1 Written notice shall be translated for the Members who
speak one (1) of the commonly encountered languages spoken by
MCM Members (as defined by the State per 42 CFR 438.10(d));

4.5.6.3.2 Notice shall include language clarifying that oral
interpretation is available for all languages and how to access it;
and

4.5.6.3.3 Notices shall use easily understood language and
format, and shall be available in alternative formats, and in an
appropriate manner that takes into consideration those with special
heeds. All Mem.bers~shall be informed that information is available
in alternative formats and how to access those formats.

4.5.6.4 The MCO shall mail the notice of adverse action by the date of
the action when any of the following occur:

4.5.6.4.1 The Member has died;

4.5.6.4.2 The Member submits a signed written statement
requesting service termination;

4.5.6.4.3 The Member submits a signed written statement
including information that requires service termination or reduction

"ihTlicaterth"at"he*understanci5-that the'servlce-termination-or
reduction shall result;

4.5.6.4.4 The Member has been admitted to an institution where
he or she is ineligible under the Medicaid State Plan for further
services;
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4.5.6.4.5 The Member's address is determined unknown based
on returned mail with no forwarding address;

4.5.6.4.6 The Member Is accepted for Medicaid services by
another state, territory, or commonwealth;

4.5.6.4.7 A change in the level of medical care is prescribed by
the Member's physician;

4.5.6.4.8 The notice involves an adverse determination with
regard to preadmission screening requirements of section
1919(e)(7) of the Social Security Act; or >

4.5.6.4.9 The transfer or discharge from a facility shall occur in
an expedited fashion. [42 CFR 438.404(c)(1); 42 CFR 431.213; 42
CFR 431.231(d); section 1919(e)(7) of the Social Security Act' 42
CFR 483.12(a)(5)(i); 42 CFR 483:i2(a)(5)(ii)]

4.5.7 Timing of Notices

4.57.1 For termination, suspension or reduction of previously
authorized Medicaid Covered Services, the MCO shall provide Members
wntten notice at least ten (10) calendar days before the date of action,
except the period of advance notice shall be no more than five (5) calendar
days In cases where the MCO has verified facts that the action should be
taken because of probable fraud by the Member. [42 CFR 438 404fc1f1V
42 CFR 431.211; 42 CFR 431.214]
4.5T.2 In accordance with 42 CFR 438.404(c)(2), the MCO shall mail
wntten notice to Members on the date of action when the adverse action Is
a denial of payment or reimbursement.

u  standard service authorization denials or partial denials, theMCO shall provide Members with written notice as expeditlously as the
Member's health condition requires but may not exceed fourteen (14)
calendar days following a request for initial and continuing authorizations
of services [42 CFR 438.210(d)(1); 42 CFR 438.404(c)(3)] An extension of
up to an additional fourteen (14) calendar days Is permissible, if:

4.5.7.3.1 The Member, or the Provider, requests the extension*
or

4.5.7.3.2 The MCO justifies a need for additional information and
how the extension is in the Member's interest [42 CFR
438.210(d)(1)(i)-(ii); 42 CFR 438.210(d)(2)(ii); 42 CFR
438.404(c)(4); 42 CFR 438.404(c)(6)]

4.5.7.4 When the MCO extends the timeframe, the MCO shall give the
Member written notice of the reason for the decision to extend the
timeframe and inform the Member of the right to file a grievance if he or
she disagrees with that decision. [42 CFR 438.210(d)(1)(ii); 42 CFR
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438.404(c)(4)(i)] Under such circumstance, the MCO shall Issue and carry
out its determination as expeditiousiy as the Member's health condition
requires and no later than the date the extension expires. [42 CFR
438.210(d){1){ii); 42 CFR 438.404{c)(4)(ii)]

4.5.7.5 For cases in which a Provider indicates, or the MCO determines,
that following the standard timeframe could seriously jeopardize the
Member's life or health or ability to attain, maintain, or regain maximum
function, the MCO shall make an expedited authorization decision and
provide notice as expeditiousiy as the Member's health condition requires
and no later than seventy-two (72) hours after receipt of the request for
service. [42 CFR 438.210(d)(2)(i): 42 CFR 438.404(c)(6)]

4.5.7.6 The MCO may extend the seventy-two (72) hour time period by
up to fourteen (14) calendar days if the Member requests an extension, or
if the MCO justifies ^ need for additional information and how the
extension is in the Member's interest.

4.5.7.7 The MCO shall provide notice on the date that the timeframes
expire when service authorization decisions are not reached within the
timeframes for either standard or expedited service authorizations. [42
CFR 438.404(c)(5)]

4.5.8 Continuation of Benefits

4.5.8.1 The MCO shall continue the Member's benefits if;

4.5.8.1.1 The appeal is filed timely, meaning on or before the
later of the following:

4.5.8.1.1.1. Within ten (10) calendar days of the MCO
maijing the notice of action, or - - - . - _

-  4.5.8.1.1.2. The intended effective date of the MCO's

proposed action;

•,^5 .T'.k- 4.5.8.1.2 The appeal involves the termination, suspension, or
reduction of a previously authorized course of treatment;

4.5.5.1.3 The services was ordered by an authorized Provider;

4.5.8.1.4 The authorization period has not expired;

4.5.8.1.5 The Member files the request for an appeal within sixty
(6Q)_calendar..days.fQllQwiog..the._date_on.ihe_adYfirseJ3enefit
determination notice; and

4.5.8.1.6 The Member requests extension of benefits, orally or in
writing. [42 CFR 438.420(a); 42 CFR 438.420(b)(1) - (5); 42 CFR
438.402(c)(2)(ii)]
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4.5.8.2 If the MCO continues or reinstates the Member's benefits while
the appeal Is pending, the benefits shall be continued until one (1) of the
following occurs:

4.5.8.2.1 The Member withdraws the appeal, in writing;
4.5.8.2.2 The Member does not request a State fair hearing
within ten (10) calendar days from when the MCO mails an adverse
MCO decision regarding the Member's MCO appeal;

4.5.8.2.3 A State fair hearing decision adverse to the Member is
made; or

4.5.8.2.4 The authorization expires or authorization service limits
are met. [42 CFR 438.420(c}(1)-(3); 42 CFR 438.408(d)(2)]

4.5.8.3 If the final resolution of the appeal upholds the MCO's action,
the MCO may recover from the Member the amount paid for the services
provided to the Member while the appeal was pending, to the extent that
they were provided solely because of the requirement for continuation of

. services. [42 CFR 438.420(d); 42 CFR 431.230(b)]

4.5.8.4 A Provider acting as an authorized representative shall not
.  request a Member's continuation of benefits pending appeal even with the

Member's written consent.

4.5.9 Resolution of Appeals

4.5.9.1 The MCO shall resolve each appeal and provide notice, as
expeditiously as the Member's health condition requires, within the
following timeframes:

4.5.9.1.1 For standard resolution of appeals and for appeals for
termination, suspension, or reduction of previously authorized
services, a decision shall be made within thirty (30) calendar days
after receipt of the appeal even if the MCO does not have all the
information necessary to make the decision, unless the MCO
notifies the Member that an extension is necessary to complete the
appeal.

4.5.9.1.2 The MCO may extend the timeframes up to fourteen
(14) calendar days if:

4.5.9.1.2.1. The Member requests an extension, orally
or in writing, or

4.5.9.1.2.2. The MCO shows that there is a need for
additional information and the MCO shows that the
extension is in the Member's best interest; [42 CFR
438.408(c)(1)(i) - (ii); 438.408(b)(1)]
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4.5.9.1.3 If the MCO extends the timeframes not at the request
of the Member then it shall:

4.5.9.1.3.1. Make reasonable efforts to give the
.Member prompt oral notice of the delay,

4.5.9.1.3.2. Within two (2) calendar days give the
Member written notice of the reason for the decision to

extend the timeframe and inform the Member of the

right to file a grievance if he or she disagrees with that
decision; and resolve the appeal as expeditiously as

'  the Member's health condition requires and no later
than the date the extension expires. [42 CFR
438.408{c)(2)(i) - (ii); 42 CFR 438.408(b)(1); 42 CFR
438.408(b)(3)]

4.5.9.2 Under no circumstances may the MCO extend the appeal
determination beyond forty-five (45) calendar days from the day the MCO
receives the appeal request even if the MCO does not have all the
information necessary to make the decision.

4.5.9.3 The MCO shall provide written notice of the resolution of the
appeal, which shall include the date completed and reasons for the
determination in easily, understood language.

4.5.9.4 The MCO shall include a written statement, in simple language,
of the clinical rationale for the decision, including how the requesting
Provider or Member may obtain the Utilization Management clinical review
or decision-making criteria. [42 CFR 438.408(d)(2)(i); 42 CFR 438.10; 42
CFR 438.408(e)(1)-(2)]

4.5.9.5 For notice of an expedited resolution, the MCO shall provide
written notice,-and make reasonable efforts to.provide oral notice. [42 CFR
438.408(d)(2)(ii)]

4.5.9.6 For appeals not resolved wholly in favor of the Member, the
notice shall:

4.5.9.6.1 Include informaiion on the Member's right to request a
State fair hearing;

4.5.9.6.2 How to request a State fair hearing;

.  ...lnc[u.d.e_jQfoLnT3.tion_on_theJ^embeT_5Jright Jo..mceiY5_
services while the hearing is pending and how to make the request;
and

4.5.9.6.4 Inform the Member that the Member may be held liable
for the amount the MCO pays for services received while the
hearing is pending, if the hearing decision upholds the MCO's
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action. [42 CFR 438.408(d)(2){i): 42 CFR 438.10; 42 CFR
438.408(e)(1)-(2)]

4.5.10 State Fair Hearing

4:5.10.1 The MCO shall inform Members regarding the State fair hearing
process, Including but not limited to Members' right to a State fair hearing
and how to obtain a State fair hearing In accordance with Its informing
requirements under this Agreement and as required under 42 CFR 438
Subpart F.

4.5.10.2 The parties to the State fair hearing include the MCO as well as
the Member and his or her representative or the representative of a
deceased Member's estate.

4.5.10.3 The MCO shall ensure that Members are Informed, at a
minimum, of the following:

4.5.10.3.1 That Members shall exhaust all levels of resolution and
appeal within the MCO's Grievance System prior to filing a request
for a State fair hearing with DHHS; and

4.5.10.3.2 That if a Member does not agree with the MCO's
resolution of the appeal, the Member may file a request for a State
fair hearing within one hundred and twenty (120) calendar days of
the date of the MCO's notice of the resolution of the appeal. [42
CFR.408(f)(2)]

4.5.10.4 If the Member requests a fair hearing, the MCO shall provide to
DHHS and the Member, upon request, within three (3) business days, all
MCO-held documentation related to the appeal, including but not limited to
any transcript(s), records, or written declsion(s) from Participating
Providers or delegated entities.

4.5.10.5 A Member may request an expedited resolution of a State fair
hearing If the Administrative Appeals Unit (AAU) determines that the time
otherwise permitted for a State fair hearing could seriously jeopardize the
Member's life, physical or mental health, or ability to attain, maintain, or
regain maximum function, and:

4.5.10.5.1 The MCO adversely resolved the Member's appeal
wholly or partially; or

4.5.10.5.2 The MCO failed to resolve the Member's expedited
appeal within seventy-two (72) hours and failed to extend the
seventy-two (72)-hour deadline in accordance with 42 CFR 408(c)
and He-W 506.08(i).

4.5.10.6 If the Member requests an expedited State fair hearing, the
MCO shall provide to DHHS and the Member, upon request within twenty-
four (24) hours, all MCO-held documentation related to the appeal,
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Including but not limited to any transcript(s), records, or written decision(s)
from Participating Providers or delegated entities.

4.5.10.7 If the AAU grants the Member's request for an expedited State
fair hearing, then the AAU shall resolve the appeal within three (3)
business days after the Unit receives from the MCO the case file and any
other necessary information. [He-W 506.09(g)]

4.5.10.8 The MCO shall appear and defend its decision before the DHHS
AAU. The MCO shall consult with DHHS regarding the State fair hearing
process. In defense of Its decisions in State fair hearing proceedings, the
MCO shall provide supporting documentation, affidavits, and providing the
Medical Director or other staff as appropriate, at no additional cost. In the
event the State fair hearing decision is appealed by the Member, the MCO
shall provide all necessary support to DHHS for the duration of the appeal
at no additional cost.

4.5.10.9 The DHHS AAU shall notify the MCO of State fair hearing
determinations. The MCO shall be bound by the fair hearing determination,
whether or not the State fair hearing determination upholds the MCO's
decision. The MCO shall not object to the State intervening in any such
appeal.

4.5.11 Effect of Adverse Decisions of Appeals and Hearings

4.5.11.1 If the MCO or DHHS reverses a decision to deny, limit, or delay
services that were not provided while the appeal or State fair hearing were
pending, the MCO shall authorize or provide the disputed services
promptly, and as expeditlously as the Member's health condition requires
but no later than 72 hours from the date it receives notice reversing the
determination. [42 CFR 438.424(a)] -- - -

• — - -4.5.11.2--lf-the-MCO or DHHS-reverses a decision to-deny-authorization
of s^^ices, and the Merribef re'ceived the "disputed seTvices while the
appeal or State fair hearing were pending, the MCO shall pay for those
services. [42 CFR 438.424(b)]

4.5.12 Survival

4.5.12.1, The obligations of the MCO to fully resolve all grievances and
appeals, including but not limited to providing DHHS with all necessary
support and providing a Medical Director or similarly qualified staff to

—  P'"Qvjde_e.vidence _and_testify_at.proceedings. untiLfinal_resolution_of-any_
grievance or appeal shall survive the termination of this Agreement.

4.6 Provider Appeals

4.6.1 General

4.6.1.1 The MCO shall develop, implement, and maintain a Provider
Appeals Process under which Providers may challenge any Provider
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adverse action by the MCO, and access the State's fair hearing system in
accordance with RSA 126-A:5, VIII.

4.6.1.2 The MCO shall provide to DHHS a complete description of Its
Provider Appeals Process, in writing, including all policies and procedures,
notices and forms, of its proposed Provider Appeals Process for DHHS's
review and approval during the Readiness Review period.

4.6.1.3 Any proposed changes to the Provider Appeals Process shall be
approved by DHHS at least thirty (30) calendar days in advance of
implementation.

4.6.1.4 The MCO shall clearly articulate Its Provider Appeals Process in
the MCO's Provider manual, and reference it in the Provider agreement.

4.6.1.5 The MCO shall ensure its Provider Appeals Process complies
with the following general requirements:

4.6.1.5.1 Gives reasonable assistance to Providers requesting
an appeal of a Provider adverse action;

4.6.1.5.2 Ensures that the decision makers involved in the

Provider Appeals Process and their subordinates were not involved
in previous levels of review or decision making of the Provider's
adverse action;

4.6.1.5.3 Ensures that decision makers take into account all

comments, documents, records, and other information submitted
by the Provider to the extent such materials are relevant to the
appeal; and

4.6.1.5.4 Advises Providers of any changes to the Provider
Appeals Process at least thirty (30) calendar days prior to
implementation.

4.6.2 Provider Adverse Actions . .

4.6.2.1 The Provider shall have the right to file an appeal with the MCO
and utilize the Provider Appeals Process for any adverse action. In
accordance with RSA 126-A:5, VIII, except for Member appeals or
grievances described in Section 4.5 (Member Grievances and Appeals).
The Provider shall have the right to file an appeal within thirty (30)
calendar days of the date of the MCO's notice of adverse action to the
Provider. Reasons may include, but are not limited to:

4.6.2.1.1 Action against the Provider for reasons related to
program integrity;

4.6.2.1.2 Termination of the Provider's agreement before the
agreement period has ended for reasons other than when DHHS,
MFCU or other government agency has-required the MCO to
terminate such agreement;
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4.6.2.1.3 Denial of claims for services rendered that have not
t)een filed as a Member appeal; and

4.6.2.1.4 Violation of the agreement between the MCO and the
Provider.

4.6.2.2 The MCO shall not be precluded from taking an Immediate
adverse action even if the Provider requests an appeal; provided that, if
the adverse action Is overturned during the MCO's Provider Appeals
Process or State fair hearing, the-MCO shall immediately take all steps to
reverse the adverse action within ten (10) calendar days.

4.6.3 Provider Appeal Process

4.6.3.1 The MCO shall provide written notice to the Provider of any
adverse action, and include Jn its notice a description of the basis of the
adverse action, and the right to appeal the adverse action.

4.6.3.2 Providers shall submit a written request for an appeal to the
MCO, together with any evidence or supportive documentation it wishes
the MCO to consider, within thirty (30) calendar days of:

4.6.3.2.1 The dale of the MCO's written notice advising the
Provider of the adverse action to be taken; or

4.6.3.2.2 The date on which the MCO should have taken a
required action and failed to take such action.

4.6.3.3 The MCO shall be permitted to extend the decision deadline by
an additional thirty (30) calendar days to allow the Provider to submit

or supportive documentation, and "for other good cause
determined by the MCO.

J^-6_3-4 The MCO shall ensure that all Provider Appeal decisions are
deteimined'by an administrative or "clinfcal professional with expertise in
the subject matter of the Provider Appeal.

4.6.3.5 The MCO may offer peer-to-peer review support, with a like
clir^clan, upon request, for Providers vvho receive an adverse decision
from the MCu. Any such peer-to-peer review should occur in a timely
manner and before the Provider seeks recourse through the Provider
Appeal or State fair hearing process.

4.6.3.6 The MCO shall maintain a log and records of all Provider
^Appeals, lhcluaih^"fdT~all Iriattgr^hafidl^ 'byTJelept^"efilltiesrforX'
period not less than ten (10) years. At a minimum, log records shall
include:

4.6.3.6.1 General description of each appeal;

4.6.3.6.2 Name of the Provider;
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4.6.3.6.3 Date(s) of receipt of the appeal and supporting
documentation, decision, and effectuation, as applicable; and

4.6.3.6.4 Name(s), title(s), and credentials of the reviewer(s)
determining the appeal decision.

4.6.3.7 If the MCO fails to adhere to notice and timing requirements
established in this Agreement, then the Provider Is deemed to have
exhausted the MCO's Appeals Process and may initiate a State fair
hearing.

4.6.3.8 MCO Resolution of Provider Appeals

4.6.3.8.1 The MCO shall provide written notice of resolution of
the Provider appeal (Resolution Notice) within thirty (30) calendar
days from either the date the MCO receives the appeal request, or
if an extension is granted to the Provider to submit additional
evidence, the date on which the Provider's evidence is received by
the MCO.

4.6.3.8.2 The Resolution Notice shall include, without limitation:

4.6.3.8.2.1. The MCO's decision;

4.6.3.8.2.2. The reasons for the MCO's decision;

4.6.3.8.2.3. The Provider's right to request a State fair^
hearing in accordance with RSA 126-A:5, VIII; and

4.6.3.8.2.4. For overtumed appeals, the MCO shall
take all steps to reverse the adverse action within ten
(10) calendar days.

4.6.3.9 State Fair Hearing

4.6.3.9.1 The MCO shall Inform its Participating Providers
regarding the State fair hearing process consistent with RSA 126-
A:5, VIII, including but not limited to how to obtain a State fair
hearing in accordance with Its Informing requirements under this
Agreement.

4.6.3.9.2 The parties to the State fair hearing include the MCO
as well as the Provider.

4.6.3.9.3 The Participating Provider shall exhaust the MCO's
Provider Appeals Process before pursuing a State fair hearing.

4.6.3.9.4 If a Participating Provider requests a State fair hearing,
the MCO shall provide to DHHS and the Participating Provider,
upon request, within three (3) business days, all MCO-held
documentation related to the Provider Appeal, Including but not
limited to, any transcript(s), records, or written decislon(s).
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4.6.3.9.5 The MCO shall consult with DHHS regarding the State
fair hearing process. In defense of its declsiohs In State fair hearing
proceedings, the MCO shall provide supporting documentation,
affidavits, and availability of the Medical Director and/or other staff
as appropriate, at no additional cost.

4.6.3.9.6 The MCO shall appear and defend Its decision before
the DHHS AAU. Nothing in this Agreement shall preclude the MCO
from representation by legal counsel.

4.6.3.9.7 The DHHS AAU shall notify the MCO of State fair
hearing determinations within sixty (60) calendar days of the date
of the MCO's Notice of Resolution.

4.6.3.9.8 The MCO shall:

4.6.3.9.8.1. Not object to the State intervening in any
such appeal;

4.6.3.9.8.2. Be bound by the State fair hearing
determination, whether or not the State fair hearing
determination upholds the MCO's Final Determination;
and

4.6.3.9.8.3. Take ail steps to reverse any overturned
adverse action within ten (10) calendar days.

4.6.3.9.9 Reporting

4.6.3.9.9.1. The MCO shall provide to DHHS, as
detailed in Exhibit O, Provider complaint and appeal

.  . . . logM42CFR 438,66(c)(3)]
4.7 Access

4.7.1 Provider Network

4.7.1.1 The MCO shall implement written policies and procedures for
selection and retention of Participating Providers. [42 CFR 438 12faV2V
AO nco Aoo n-i Ai„\y • \ i\ hTt. I \ ■ -ryci/J

4.7.1.2 The MCO shall develop and maintain a statewide Participating
Provider network that adequately meets all covered- medical, mental
health. Substance Use Disorder and psychosocial needs of the covered

-population -in -a -manner-that-provides -for-coordination- and-oollalxjration
among multiple Providers and disciplines and Equal Access to services. In
developing its network, the MCO shall consider the following:

4.7.1.2.1 Current and anticipated NH Medicaid enrollment;
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4.7.1.2.2 The expected utilization of services, taking into
consideration the characteristics and health care needs of the
covered NH population;

4.7.1.2.3 The number and type (in terms of training and
experience and specialization) of Providers required to fumish the
contracted services;

4.7.1.2.4 The number of network Providers limiting NH Medicaid
patients or not accepting new or any NH Medicaid patients;

4.7.1.2.5 The geographic location of Providers and Members,
considering distance, travel time, and the means of transportation
ordinarily used by NH Members;

4.7.1.2.6 The linguistic capability of Providers to communicate
with Members In non-English languages, including oral and
American Sign Language;

4.7.1.2.7 The availability of triage lines or screening systems, as
well as the use of telemedicine, e-visits, and/or other evolving and
innovative technological solutions;

4.7.1.2.8 Adequacy of the primary care networ1< to offer each
Member a choice of at least two (2) appropriate PCPs that are
accepting new Medicaid patients;

4.7.1.2.9 Required access standards identified in this
Agreement; and

4.7.1.2.10 Required access standards set forth by the NHID,
including RSA. 420-J: and Admin Rule 2700.

4.7.1.3 The MCO shall meet the network adequacy standards included
in this Agreement in all geographic areas In which the MCO operates for
all Provider types covered under this Agreement.

4.7.1.4 The MCO shall ensure that services are as accessible to
Members in terms of timeliness, amount, duration and scope as those that
are available to Members covered by DHHS under FFS Medicaid within
the same service area.

4.7.1.5 The MCO shall ensure Participating Providers comply with the
accessibility standards of the ADA. Participating Providers shall
demonstrate physical access, reasonable accommodations, and
accessible equipment for all Members including those with physical or
cognitive disabilities. [42 CFR 438.206(c)(3)]

4.7.1.6 The MCO shall demonstrate that there are sufficient
Participating Indian Health Care Providers (IHCPs) in the Participating
Provider network to ensure timely access to services for American Indians
who are eligible to receive services. If Members are permitted by the MCO
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to access out-of-state IHCPs, or If this circumstance Js deemed to tie good
cause for disenrollment, the MCO shall be considered to have met this
requirement [42 CFR 438.14(b)(1): 42 CFR 438.14(b)(5)]

4.7.1.7 The MCO shall maintain an updated list of Participating
Providers on its website in a Provider Directory, as specified in Section
4.4.1.5 (Provider Directory) of this Agreement.

4.7.2 Assurances of Adequate Capacity and Services

4.7.2.1 The MCO's network shall have Participating Providers in
sufficient numbers, and with sufficient capacity and expertise for all
Covered Services to meet the geographic standards in Section 4.7.3 (Time
and Distance Standards), the timely provision of services requirements in
Section 4.7.5 (Timely Access to Service Delivery), Equal Access, and.
reasonable choice by Members to meet their needs [42 CFR 438.207(a)].

4.7.2.2 The MCO shall submit documentation to DHHS, in the format
and frequency specified by DHHS in Exhibit O, that fulfills the following
requirements:

4.7.2.2.1 The MCO shall give assurances and provide supporting
documentation to DHHS that demonstrates that it has the capacity
to serve the expected enrollment in its service area in accordance
with DHHS's standards for access and timeliness of care. [42 CFR
438.207(a); 42 CFR 438.68; 42 CFR 438.206(c)(1)].

4.7.2.2.2 The MCO offers an appropriate range of preventive,
primary care, and specialty services that is adequate for the
anticipated number of Members for the service area. [42 CFR

--438.207{bj(1)]: - - - - - .

- . - 4v7-2.2.3 The MCO's. ParticipatLng Prpyider .networli. includes
sufficient family planning Providers to ensure timely access to
Covered Services. [42 CFR 438.206(b)(7)];

4.7.2.2.4 The MCO is complying with DHHS's requirements for
availability, accessibility of services, and adequacy of the network
inciudirig pediatric subspecialists as described in Section 4.7.5.10
(Access Standards for Children with Special Health Care Needs);

4.7.2.2.5 The MCO is complying with DHHS's requirements for
Substance Use Disorder treatment services as specified in Section
4ni''6"(Sub^ance Use~Disorxier) and mentaPh'ealth services"^
specified in Section 4.11.5 (Mental Health), including Providers
required to reduce Psychiatric Boarding; and

4.7.2.2.6 The MCO demonstrates Equal Access to services for
all populations in the MCM program, as described in Section 4.7.5
(Timely Access to Service Delivery).
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4.7.2.3 To permit DHHS to determine If. access to private duty nursing
services is increasing, as indicated by DHHS in Exhibit O, the MCO shall
provide to DHHS the following information:

4.7.2.3.1 The number of pediatric private duty nursing hours
authorized by day/weekend/night, and intensive (ventilator
dependent) modifiers; and

4.7.2.3.2 The number of pediatric private duty nursing hours
delivered by day/weekend/night, and intensive (ventilator
dependent) modifiers.

4.7.2.4 The MCO shall submit documentation to DHHS to demonstrate
that it maintains an adequate network of Participating Providers that is
sufficient in number, mix, and geographic distribution to meet the needs of
the anticipated number of Members in the service area, in accordance with
Exhibit O:

4.7.2.4.1 During the Readiness Review period, prior to the
Program Start Date;

4.7.2.4.2 Semi-annualiy; and

4.7.2.4.3 At any time there has been a significant change (as
defined by DHHS) in the entity's operations that would affect
adequate capacity and services, including but not limited to
changes in sen/ices, benefits, geographic service area, or
payments; and/or enrollment of a new population in the MCO. [42
CFR 438.207(b)-(c)]

4.7.2.5 For purposes of providing assurances of adequate capacity and
services, the MCO shall base the anticipated number of Members on the
"NH MCM Fifty Percent (50%) Population Estimate by Zip Code" report
provided by DHHS.

4.7.3 Time and Distance Standards

4.7.3.1 At a minimum, the MCO shall meet the geographic access
standards described in the Table below for all Members, in addition to
maintaining in its network a sufficient number of Participating Providers to
provide all services and Equal Access to its Members. [42 CFR
438.68(b)(1)(i) - (viii); 42 CFR 438.68(b)(3)]

PCPs

(Adult and Pediatric) Two (2) within forty (40) driving minutes or fifteen (15) driving miles

Adult Specialists One (1) within sixty (60) driving minutes or forty-five (45) driving miles
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Pediatric Specialists One (1) within one hundred twenty (120) driving minutes or eighty
driving (80) miles

OB/GYN Providers One (1) within sixty (60) driving minutes or forty-five (45) driving miles
Hospitals One (1) within sixty (60) driving minutes or forty-five (45) driving miles
Mental Health
Providers (Adult and
Pediatric)

One (1) within forty-five (45) driving minutes or twenty-five (25) driving
miles

Pharmacies
One (1) within forty-five (45) driving minutes or fifteen (15) driving
miles

Tertiary or Specialized
Services

(Trauma, Neonatal,
etc.)

One (1) within one hundred twenty" (120) driving minutes or eighty
driving (80) miles

Individual/Group
MLADCs

One (1) w/ithin forty-five (45) minutes or fifteen (15) miles

Substance Use
Disorder Programs One (1) within sixty (60) minutes or forty-five (45) miles.

Adult Medical Day
Care

One (1) within sixty (60) driving minutes or forty-five (45) driving miles

Hospice One (1) within sixty (60) driving minutes or forty-five (45) driving miles

Office-based Physical
Therapy/Occupational
Therapy/Speech
Therapy

One (1) within sixty (60) driving minutes or forty-five (45) driving miles

4.7.3.2 The MCO shall report semi-annually how specific provider types
meet the time and distance standards for Members in each countv within
NH in accordance with Exhibit O.

4.7.3.3 DHHS shall continue to assess where additional access
requirements, whether time and distance or otherwise, shall be

.lncQ(pQrate£l,(fQr_examp!e,.tQ.ensure^pprQpriate_access_to.home.heaIth..
services). DHHS may provide additional guidance to the MCO regarding
its network adequacy requirements In accordance with Members' ongoing
access to care needs.

4.7.3.4 Additional Provider Standards
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MLADCs

The MCO's Participating Provider Network shall include seventy
percent (70%) of all such Providers licensed and practicing in NH and
no less than two (2) Providers in any public health region unless there
are less than two (2) such Providers In the region

Opiold Treatment
Programs (OTPs)

The MCO's Participating Provider Network shall include seventy-five
percent (75%) of all such Providers licensed and practicing in NH and
no less than two (2) Providers in any public health region unless there
are less than two (2) such Providers In the region

Buprenorphlne
Prescribers

The Network shall Include seventy-five percent (75%) of all such
Providers licensed and practicing in NH and no less than two (2)
Providers In any public health region unless there are less than two
(2) such Providers in the region

Residential Substance

Use Disorder

Treatment Programs

The Network shall include fifty percent (50%) of all such Providers
licensed and practicing In NH and no less than two (2) In any public
health region unless there are less than two (2) such Providers in the
region

Peer Recovery
Programs

The MCO's Participating Provider Network shall Include one hundred ''
percent (100%) of all such willing Programs in NH

4.7.4 Standards for Geographic Accessibiilty

4.7.4.1 The MCO may request exceptions from the above-identified
network standards after demonstrating Its efforts to create a sufficient
network of Participating Providers to meet these standards. DHHS
reserves the right to approve or disapprove these requests, at its
discretion.

4.7.4.2 Should the MCO, after good faith negotiations with Provider(s),
be unable to create a sufficient number of Participating Providers to meet
the geographic and timely access to service delivery standards, and
should the MCO be unable, with the. assistance of DHHS and after good
faith negotiations, continue to be unable to meet geographic and timely
access to service delivery standards, then for a period of up to sixty (60)
calendar days after start date, Liquidated Damages, as described In
Section 5.5.2 (Liquidated Damages) shall not apply.

4.7.4.3 Except within a period of sixty (60) calendar days after the start
dale where Liquidated Damages shall not apply, should the MCO, after

■  good faith negotiations, be unable to create a sufficient number of
Participating Providers to meet the geographic and timely access to
service delivery standards, and should the MCO be unable, after good
faith negotiations with the assistance of DHHS, continue to be unable to
meet geographic and timely access to service delivery standards DHHS
may, at its discretion, provide temporary exemption to the MCO from
Liquidated Damages. '
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4.7.4.4 At any time the provisions of this section may apply, the MCO
shall work with DHHS to ensure that Members have access to needed

services.

4.7.4.5 The MCO shall ensure that an adequate number of participating
physicians have admitting privileges at participating acute care hospitals in
the Participating Provider network to ensure that necessary admissions
can be made.

4.7.4.6 Exceptions

4.7.4.6.1 The MCO may request exceptions, via a Request for
Exception, from the network adequacy standards after
demonstrating its efforts to create a sufficient network of
Participating Providers to meet these standards. [42 CFR
438.68(d)(1)] DHHS may grant the MCO an exception in the event
that:

4.7.4.6.1.1. The MCO demonstrates that an

insufficient number of qualified Providers or facilities
that_are willing to contract with the MCO are available
to meet the network adequacy standards in this
Agreement and as otherwise defined by the NHID and
DHHS;

4.7.4.6.1.2. The MCO demonstrates, to the
satisfaction of DHHS, that the MCO's failure to develop
a Participating Provider network that meets the
requirements is due to the refusal of a Provider to
accept a reasonable rate, fee, term, or condition and
that the MCO has taken steps to effectively mitigate the
detrimental impact on covered persons; or

4.7.4.6.1.3. The" MCO demonstrates that the required
specialist services can be obtained through the use of
telemedicine or telehealth from a Participating Provider
that is a physician, physician- assistant, nurse
' practitioner, clinic nurse specialist, nurse-midwife,

clinical psychologist, clinical social worker, registered
dietitian or nutrition professional, certified registered
nurse anesthetist, or other behavioral health specialists
licensed .by the >JH.BoarxJi3f .Medicine..[RSA..167.;4td]

4.7.4.7 The MCO is permitted to use telemedicine as a tool for ensuring
access to needed services in accordance with telemedicine coverage
policies reviewed and approved by DHHS, but the MCO shall not use
telemedicine to meet the State's network adequacy standards unless
DHHS has specifically approved a Request for Exception.
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4.7.4.8 The MCO shall report on network adequacy and exception
requests in accordance with Exhibit O.

4.7.5 Timely Access to Service Delivery

4.7.5.1 The MCO shall meet the following timely access standards for
all Members, In addition to maintaining in its network a sufficient number of
Participating Providers to provide all services and Equal Access to its
Members.

4.7.5.2 The MCO shall make Covered Services available for Members
twenty-four (24) hours a day, seven (7) days a week, when Medically

^Necessary. [42 CFR 438.206(c)(1)(iii)]

4.7.5.3 The MCO shall require that all Participating Providers offer hours
of operation that provide Equal Access and are no less than the hours of
operation offered to commercial Members or are comparable to Medicaid
FFS patients, if the Provider serves only Medicaid Members. [42 CFR
438.206(c)(1)(ii)].

4.7.5.4 The MCO shall encourage Participating Providers to offer after-
hours office care in the evenings and on weekends.

4.7.5.5 The MCO's network shall meet minimum timely access to care
and services standards as required per 42 CFR 438.206(c)(1){i). Health
care services shall be made accessible on a timely basis in accordance
with medically appropriate guidelines consistent with generally accepted
standards of care.

4.7.5.6 The MCO shall have in Its network the capacity to ensure that
waiting times for appointments do not exceed the following:

4.7.5.6.1 Non-Symptomatic Office Visits (i.e., preventive care)
shall be available from the Member's PGR or another Provider
within forty-five (45) calendar days.

4.7.5.6.2 A Non-Symptomatic Office Visit may include, but Is not
limited to, well/preventive care such as physical examinations,
annual gynecological examinations, or child and adult
immunizations.

4.7.5.6.3 Non-Urgent, Symptomatic Office Visits (i.e., routine
care) shall be available, from the Member's POP or another
Provider within ten (10) calendar days.' A Non-Urgent, Symptomatic
Office Visit is associated with the presentation of medical signs or
symptoms not requiring immediate attention.

4.7.5.6.4 Urgent, Symptomatic Office Visits shall be available
from the Member's PCP or another Provider within forty-eight (48)
hours. An Urgent, Symptomatic Office Visit is associated with the
presentation of medical signs or symptoms that require immediate

I
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attention, but are not life threatening and do not meet the definition
of Emergency Medical Condition.

4.7.5.6.5 Transitional Health Care shall be available from a
primary care or specialty Provider for clinical assessment and care
planning within two (2) business days of discharge from inpatient or
institutional care for physical or behavioral health disorders or
discharge from a Substance Use Disorder treatment program.

4.7.5.6.6 Transitional Home Care shall be available with a home
care nurse, licensed counselor, and/or therapist (physical therapist
or occupational therapist) within two (2) calendar days of discharge
from Inpatient or institutional care for physical or mental health
disorders, if ordered by the Member's PGR or Specialty Care
Provider or as part of the discharge plan.

4.7.5.7 The MCO shall establish mechanisms to ensure that
Participating Providers comply with the timely access standards. The MCO
shall regularly monitor its network to determine compliance with timely
access and shall provide a semi-annual report to DHHS documenting Its
compliance with 42 GFR 438.206(c)(1)(iv) and (v), In accordance with
Exhibit O.

4.7.5.8 The MCO shall monitor waiting times for obtaining appointments
with approved CMH Programs and report case details on a semi-annual
basis.

4.7.5.9 The MCO shall develop and implement a CAP if it or its
Participating Providers fail to comply with timely access provisions In this
Agreement in conhpliance with 42 CFR 438.206(c)(1 )(vi).

4.7.5.10 Access Standards for Children with Special Health Care Needs

4.7.5.10.1 The MCO "shall ■ cbhti^t"~writh~ speciilists th^ have
pediatric expertise where the need for pediatric specialty care
significantly differs from adult specialty care.

4.7.5.10.2 In addition to the "specialty care" Provider network
adequacy requirements, the MCO shall contract with the following
pediatric specialists;

4.7.5.10.2.1.Pediatric Critical Care;

-  - - .^-4,7.5.10.Z2.Pediatric_Cliil£lDeYelopment

4.7.5. i0.2.3.PediatricGenetics;

4.7.5.10.2.4.Pediatric Physical Medicine and
Rehabilitation;

4.7.5.10.2.5. Pediatric Ambulatory Tertiary Care ;

4.7.5.10.2.6. Neonatal-Perinatal Medicine;
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. 4.7.5.10.2.7.Pediatrics-Adolescent Medicine; and

4.7.5.10.2.8. Pediatric Psychiatry.

4.7.5.11 The MCO shall have adequate networks of pediatric Providers,
sub-specialists, children's hospitals, pediatric regional centers and
ancillary Providers to provide care to Children with Special Health- Care
Needs. '

,4.7.5.12 The MCO shall specify, in their listing of mental health and
Substance Use Disorder Provider directories, which Providers specialize in
children's services.

4.7.5.13 The MCO shall ensure that Members have access to specialty
centers in and out of NH for diagnosis and treatment of rare disorders.

4.7.5.14 The MCO shall permit a Member who meets the definition of
Children with Special Health Care Needs following plan enrollment and
who requires specialty services to request approval to see a Non-
Participating Provider to provide those services If the MCO does not have
a Participating specialty Provider vwth the same level of expertise
available.

4.7.^.15 The MCO shall develop and maintain a program for Children
with Special Health Care Needs, which includes, but is not limited to
methods for ensuring and monitoring timely access to pediatric specialists,
subspecialists, ancillary therapists and specialized equipment and
supplies; these methods may include standing referrals or other methods
determined by the MCO.

4.7.5.16 The MCO shall ensure PCPs and specialty care Providers are
available to provide consultation to DCYF regarding medical and
psychiatric matters for Members who are children in State
custody/guardianship.

4.7.5.17 Access Standards for Behavioral Health

4.7.5.17.1 The MCO shall have in its network the capacity to
ensure that Transitional Health Care by a Provider shall be
available from a primary or specialty Provider for clinical
assessment and care planning within two (2) business days of
discharge from inpatient or institutional care for physical or mental
health disorders or discharge from a Substance Use Disorder
treatment program.

4.7.5.17.2 Emergency medical and behavioral health care shall be
available twenty-four (24) hours a day, seven (7) days a week.
Behavioral health cafe shall be available, and the MCO shall have
in its network the capacity to ensure that waiting times for
appointments and/or service availability do not exceed the
following:
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4.7.5.17.2.1.Within six (6) hours for a non-life
threatening emergency:

4.7.5.17.2.2.Within forty-eight (48) hours for urgent
care; and

4.7.5.17.2.3. Within ten (10) business days for a routine
office visit appointment.

4.7.5.17,3 Amerij^ Society of Addiction Medicine (ASAM) Level
of Gare

4.7.5.17.3.1.The MOO shall ensure Members timely
access to care through a network of Participating
Providers in each ASAM Level of Care. During the
Readiness Review process and In accordance vrith
Exhibit O:

4.7.5.17.3.1.1 The MOO shall submit a plan
describing on-going efforts to continually work to
recruit and maintain sufficient networks of

Substance Use Disorder service Providers so that

services are accessible without . unreasonable
delays; and

4.7.5.17.3.1.2 The MOO shall have a specified
number of Providers able to provide services at
each level of care required; If supply precludes
compliance, the MOO shall notify DHHS and, within
thirty (30) calendar days, submit an updated plan
that ide^tl^es the'specific steps tha^sM
to Increase capacity, including milestones by which

-- — .. -to evaluate progress.

4.7.5.18 The MOO shall ensure that Providers under contract to provide
Substance Use Disorder services shall respond to Inquiries for Substance
Use Disorder services from Members or referring agencies as soon as
possible and no later than two (2) business days following the day the call
was first received. The Substance Use Disorder Provider Is required to
conduct an initial eligibility screening for services as soon as possible,
Ideally at the time of first contact (face-to-face communication by meeting
in.person or electronically or by telephone conversation) with the Member

—  or referrtng-agencyrbut not laterihaTT"two"(2)'buslnessTlays-folli5Wirig"the"
date of first contact.

4.7.5.19 The MOO shall ensure that Members who have screened

positive for Substance Use Disorder services shall receive an ASAM Level
of Care Assessment within two (2) business days of the initial eligibility
screening and a clinical evaluation as soon as possible following the
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ASAM Level of Care Assessment and no later than (3) business days after
admission.

4.7.5.20 The MOO shall ensure that Members Identified for withdrawal

management, outpatient or intensive outpatient services shall start
receiving sen/ices within seven (7) business days from the date ASAM
Level of Care Assessment was completed until such a time that the
Member is accepted and starts receiving services by the receiving agency.
Members identified for partial hospitalization or rehabilitative residential
sen/ices shall start receiving interim services (services at a lower level of
care than that Identified by the ASAM Level of Care Assessment) or the
identified service type within seven (7) business days from the date the
ASAM Level of Care Assessment was completed and start receiving the
Identified level of care no later than fourteen (14) business days from the
date the'ASAM Level of Care Assessment was completed.

4.7.5.21 If the type of service identified in the ASAM Level of Care
Assessment is not available from the Provider that conducted the Initial

assessment within forty-eight (48) hours, the MCO shall ensure that the
Provider provides interim Substance Use Disorder services until such a
time that the Member starts receiving the identified level of care. If the type
of service is not provided by the ordering Provider than the MCO Is
responsible for making a closed loop referral for that type of service (for
the Identified level of care) within fourteen (14) business days from Initial
contact and to provide interim Substance Use Disorder services until such
a time that the Member Is accepted and starts receiving services by the
receiving agency.

4.7.5.22 When the level of care Identified by the initial assessment
becomes available by the receiving agency or the agency of the Member's
choice, Members being provided interim services shall be reassessed .for
ASAM level of care.

4.7.5.23 The MCO shall ensure that pregnant women are admitted to the
Identified level of care within twenty-four (24) hours of the ASAM Level of
Care Assessment. If the MCO Is unable to admit a pregnant woman for the
needed level of care within twenty-four (24) hours, the MCO shall:

4.7.5.23.1 Assist the pregnant woman with identifying alternative
Providers and with accessing services with these Providers. This
assistance shall include actively reaching out to identify Providers
on the behalf of the Member;

4.7.5.23.2 Provide interim services until the appropriate-level of
care becomes available at either the agency, or an altemative
Provider. Interim services shall include: at least one (1) sixty (60)
minute individual or group outpatient session per week; Recovery
support services as needed by the Member; and daily calls to the
Member to assess and respond to any emergent needs.
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4.7.5.24 Pregnant women seeking treatment shall be provided access to
chlldcare and transportation to aid In treatment participation.

4.7.6 Women's Health

4.7.6.1 The MCO shall provide Members with direct access to a
women's health specialist within the network for Covered Services
ne^ssary to provide women's routine and preventive health care services.
This Is In addition to the Member's designated source of primary care if
that source is not a women's health specialist [42 CFR 438.206(b)(2)].
4.7.6.2 The MCO shall provide access to Family Planning Services as
defined In Section 2.1.47 (Definitions) to Members without the need for a
referral or prior-authorization. Additionally, Members shall be able to
access these services by Providers whether they are In or out of the
MCQ's network.

4.7.6.3 Enrollment In the MCO shall not restrict the choice of the
Provider from whom the Member may receive Family Planning Services
and supplies. [Section 1902(a)(23) of the Social Security Act" 42 CFR
431.51(b)(2)]

4.7.6.4 The MCO shall only provide for abortions in the following
situations:

4.7.64.1 If the pregnancy Is the result of an act of rape or Incest"
or ■'

4.7.6.4.2 In the case vrfiere a woman suffers from a physical
disorder, physical Injury, or physical Illness, Including a life-
endangering physical condition, caused by. or arising from, the
pregnancy Itself, that would, as.certified by a physician, place the'

_  ... . of d^a^hjjriless an abortion.Is performed. [42
CFR 441.202; Con'solfdated Appropriations Act of 2008]

4.7.6.5 The MCO shall not provide abortions as a benefit, regardless of
funding, for any reasons other than those Identified in this Agreement.

4.7.7 Access to Special Services

4.7.7.1 The MCO shall ensure Members have access to DHHS-
. designated Level I and Level II Trauma Centers within the State, of
hospitals meeting the equivalent level of trauma care In the MCO's service

— - ""arfia_Qr.Jn.close^pi:Dximity.jQ._suclijeiV!ce_are3^JheJ^CO sbalLhave_
written, out-of-network reimbursement arrangements with the DHHS-
designated Level I and Level II Trauma Centers or hospitals meeting
equivalent levels of trauma care if the MCO does not Include such a
Trauma Center In Its network.

4.7.7.2 The MCO shall ensure accessibility to other specialty hospital
services, including major burn care, organ transplantation, specialty
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pediatric care, specialty out-patient centers for HIV/AIDS, sickle cell
disease, hemophilia, cranio-facial and congenital anomalies, home health
agencies, and hospice programs. To the extent that the at)ove specialty
services are available within the State, the plan shall not exclude NH
Providers from its network if the negotiated rates are commercially
reasonable.

4.7.7.3 The MCO shall only pay for organ transplants when the
Medicaid State Plan provides, and the MCO follows written standards that
provide for similarly situated Members to be treated alike and for any
restriction on facilities or practitioners to be consistent with the accessibility
of high-quality care to Members. [Section 1903(i) of the Social Security
Act, final sentence; section 1903(i)(1) of the Social Security Act]

4.7.7.4 The MCO may offer such tertiary or specialized services at so-
called "centers of excellence". The tertiary or specialized services shall be
offered within the New England region, If available. The MCO shall not
exclude NH Providers of tertiary or specialized services from Its network
provided that the negotiated rates are commercially reasonable.

4.7.8 Non-Participating Providers

4.7.8.1 If the MCO's network Is unable to provide necessary medical,
behavioral health or other services covered under the Agreenient to a
particular Member, the MCO shall adequately and in a timely manner
cover these services for the Member through Non-Participating Providers,
for as long as the MCO's Participating Provider network is unable to
provide them. [42 CFR 438.206(b)(4)].

4.7.8.2 The MCO shall Inform the Non-Participating Provider that the
Member cannot be balance billed.

4.7.8.3 The MCO shall coordinate with Non-Participating Providers
regarding payment utilizing a single case agreement. For payment to Non-
Participating Providers, the following requirements apply:

4.7.8.3.1 If the MCO offers the service through a Participating
Provider(s), and the Member chooses to access non-emergent
services from a Non-Participating Provider, the MCO is not
responsible for payment.

4.7.8.3^2 If the sen/ice is not available from a Participating
Provider and the Member requires the service and is referred for
treatment to a Non-Participating Provider, the payment amount is a
matter between the MCO and the Non-Participating Provider!

4.7.8.4 The MCO shall ensure that cost to the Member is no greater
than it would be if the service were furnished within the network [42 CFR
438.206(b)(5)].

4.7.9 Access to Providers During Transitions of Care
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4.7.9.1 The MCO shall use a standard definition of "Ongoing Special
Condition" which shall be defined as follows:

4.7.9.1.1 In the case of an acute illness, a condition that is
serious enough to require medical care or treatment to avoid a
reasonable possibility of death or permanent harm.

4.7.9.1.2 In the case of a chronic illness or condition, a disease
or condition that is life threatening, degenerative, or disabling, and
requires medical care or treatment over a prolonged period of time.

4.7.9.1.3 In the case of pregnancy, pregnancy from the start of
the second trimester.

4.7.9.1.4 In the case of a terminal illness, a Member has a
medical prognosis that the Member's life expectancy is six (6)
months or less.

4.7.9.1.5 In the case of a child with Special Health Care Needs
as defined in Section 4.10.3 (Priority Populations).

4.7.9.2 The.MCO .shall permit that, in. the instances when a Member
transitions into the MCO from FFS Medicaid. another MCO (including one
that has terminated its agreement with DHHS) or another type of health
insurance coverage and:

4.7.9.2.1 The Member Is in ongoing course of treatment, has an
Ongoing Special Condition (not including pregnancy or terminal
illness), or is a Child with Special Health Care Needs, the Member
is permitted to continue seeing his or her Provlder(s), regardless of
whether the Provider is a Participating or Non-Participating
Prbvider, for up to ninety (90) calendar days from the Member's'

—  - - . enrollment date or until the completion of a medical necessity
review, whichever occurs first; "

4.7.9.2.2 The Member Is pregnant and in the second or third
trimester, the Member may continue seeing her Provider(s),
w4iether the Provider Is a Participating. or Non-Participating
Prbvider, through her pregnancy arid up to sixty (60) calendar days
after delivery;

4.7.9.2.3 The Member is determined to be terminally ill at the
time of the transition, the Member may continue seeing his or her
Provider, whether The~~Provider is a Participating of Nofv'
Participating Provider, for the remainder of the Member's life with
respect to care directly related to the treatment of the terminal
illness or its medical manifestations.

4.7;9.3 The MCO shall permit that, in instances when a Member with an
Ongoing Special Condition transitions into the MCO from FFS Medicaid or
another MCO and at the time has a currently prescribed medication, the
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MCO shall cover such medications for ninety (90) calendar days from the
Member's enrollment date or until the completion of a medical necessity
review, whichever occurs first.

4.7.9.4 The MCO shall permit that, in instances in which a Provider In
good standing leaves, an MCQ's network and:

4.7.9.4.1 The Member is in ongoing course of treatment, has a
special condition (not including pregnancy or terminal illness), or is
a Child with Special Health Care Needs, the Member is permitted
to continue seeing his or her Provider(s),whether the Provider is a
Participating or Non-Participating Provider, for up to ninety (90)
calendar days;

4.7.9.4.2 The Member is pregnant and in the second or third
trimester, the Member may continue seeing her Provider(s),
whether the Provider is a Participating or Non-Participating
Provider, through her pregnancy and up to sixty (60) calendar days
after delivery;

4.7.9.4.3 The Member is determined to be terminally ill at the
time of the transition, the Member may continue seeing his or her
Provider, whether the Provider is a Participating or Non-
Participating Provider, for the remainder of the Member's life with
respect to care directly related to the treatment of the terminal
illness or its medical manifestations.

4.7.9.5 The MCO shall maintain a transition plan providing for Continuity
of Care in the event of Agreement termination, or modification limiting
service to Members, between the MCO and any of its contracted
Providers, or in the event of site closing(s) involving a PCP with more than
one (1) location of service. The transition plan shall describe how
Members shall be identified by the MCO and how Continuity of Care shall
be provided.

4.7.9.6 The MCO shall provide written notice of termination of a
Participating Provider to all affected Members, defined as those who:

4.7.9.6.1 Have received services from the terminated Provider
within the sixty (60)-day period Immediately preceding the date of
the termination; or

4.7.9.6.2 Are assigned to receive primary care services from the
terminated Provider.

4.7.9.7 The MCO shall notify DHHS and affected Members in writing of
a Provider termination. The notice shall be provided by the earlier of: (1)
ftfteen (15) calendar days after the receipt or issuance of the termination
notice, or (2) ftfteen (15) calendar days prior to the effective date of the
termination. Within three (3) calendar days prior to the effective date of the
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termination the MCO shall have a transition plan In place for all affected
Members.

4.7.9.8 In addition to notification of DHhjS of provider terminations, the
MCO shall provide reporting in accordance with Exhibit O.

4.7.9.9 If a Member is in a prior authorized ongoing course of treatment
with a Participating Provider who becomes unavailable to continue to
provide services, the MCO shall notify the Member in writing within seven
(7) calendar days from the date the MCO becomes aware of such
unavailability and develop a transition plan for the affected Member.

4.7.9.10 If the terminated Provider Is a POP to whom the MCO Members

are assigned, the MCO shall:

4.7.9.10.1 Describe in the notice to Members the procedures for
selecting an alternative PCP;

4.7.9.10.2 Explain that the Member shall be assigned to an
alternative POP if they do not actively select one; and

4.7.9.10.3 Ensure the Member selects or is assigried to a new
PCP within thirty (30) calendar days of the date of notice to the
Member.

4.7.9.11 If the MCO is receiving a new Member it shall facilitate the
transition of the Member's care to a new Participating Provider and plan a
safe and medically appropriate transition If the Non-Participating Provider
refuses to contract with the MCO.

4.7.9.12 The MCO shall actively assist Members in transitioning to a
Participating Provider when there are .changes in Partlcipa'ting Providers,
such as when a Provider teiminates its contract with the MCO. The

Member's Care-Management-team-shall provide this-assistance to
Members who have chronic of 'acute' medical or behavioral health
conditions, and Members who are pregnant.

4.7.9.13 To minimize disruptions in care, the MCO shall:

4.7.9.13.1 With the exception of Members in their second or third
trimester of pregnancy, provide continuation of the terminating
Provider for up to ninety (90) calendar days or until the Member
may be reasonably transferred to a Participating Provider without
disi:uptioni3f_care, whichever.is less; and

4.7.9.13.2 For Members in their second or third trimester of

pregnancy, permit continued access to the Member's prenatal care
Provider and any Provider currently treating the Member's chronic
or acute medical or behavioral health condition or currently
providing LTSS, through the postpartum period.

4.7.10 Second Opinion
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4.7.10.1 The MCO shall provide for a Second Opinion from a qualified
health care professional within the Participating Provider network, or
arrange for the Member to obtain one (1) outside the network, at no cost to
the Member [42 CFR 438.206(b)(3)]. The MCO shall clearly state its
procedure for obtaining a Second Opinion in its Memt>er Handbook.

4.7.11 Provider Choice

4.7.11.1 The MCO shall permit each Member to choose his or her
, Provider to the extent possible and appropriate [42 CFR 438.3(1)].,

4.8 Utilization Management

4.8.1 Policies and Procedures

4.8.1.1 The MCO's policies and procedures related to the authorization
of services shall be in compliance with all applicable laws and regulations
including but not limited to 42 CFR 438.210 and RSA Chapter 420-E.

4.8.1.2 The MCO shall ensure that the Utilization Management program
assigns responsibility to appropriately licensed clinicians, Including but not
limited to physicians, nurses, therapists, and behavioral health Providers
(including Substance Use Disorder professionals).

4.8.1.3 Amount, Duration, and Scope

4.8.1.3.1 The MCO shall ensure that each service provided to
adults is furnished in an amount, duration and scope that Is no less
than the amount, duration and scope for the same services
provided under FFS Medicaid. [42 CFR 438.210(a)(2)]

4.8.1.3.2 The MCO shall also provide services for Members
under the age of twenty-one (21) to the same extent that services
are furnished to individuals under the age of twenty-one (21) under
FFS Medicaid. [42 CFR 438.210(a)(2)] Services shall be sufficient
in amount, duration, or scope to reasonably achieve the-purpose
for which the services are furnished. [42 CFR 438.210(a)(3)(i)]

4.8.1.3.3 Authorization duration for certain Covered Sen/ices
shall be as follows;

4.8.1.3.3.1. Private duty nursing authorizations shall
,  be issued for no less than six (6) months unless the
Member is new to the private duty nursing benefit.
Initial authorizations for Members new to the private

^ duty nursing benefit shall be no less than two (2)
weeks;

4.8.1.3.3.2. Personal Care Attendant (PCA)
authorizations shall be issued for no less that one (1)
year unless the Member Is new to the PCA benefit.
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Initial authorizations for Members new to the PCA
benefit shall be no less than three (3) months.

4.8.1.3.3.3. Occupational therapy, physical therapy,
and speech therapy authorizations that exceed the
service limit of twenty (20) visits for each type of
therapy shall be issued for no less than three (3)
months initially. Subsequent authorizations for
continuation of therapy services shall be issued for no
less'than six (6) months If the therapy is for habilitative
purposes directed at functional Impairments.

4.8.1.4 Written Utilization Management Policies

4.8.1.4.1 The MCO shall develop, operate, and maintain a
Utilization Management program that is documented through a
program description and defined structures, policies, and
procedures that are reviewed and approved by DHHS. The MCO
shall ensure that the Utilization Management Program has criteria
and policies that:

4.8.1.4.1.1. Are practicable, objective and based on
evidence-based criteria, to the extent possible;

4.8.1.4.1.2. Are based on current, nationally accepted
standards of medical practice and are developed with
input from appropriate actively practicing practitioners
in the MCO's service area, and are consistent with the
Practice Guidelines described In Section 4.8.2
(Practice Guidelines and Standards);

4.8.1.4.1.3. Are reviewed annually and updated as
-  -ai^propriate, Including-as new-treatments,-applications,

and technologies emerge'(DHHS shall approve any
changes to the clinical criteria before the criteria are
utilized);

4.8.1.4.1.4. A/e applied based on individual needs and
circumstances (including social determinants of health
needs);

4.8.1.4.1.5. Are applied based on an assessment of
the local delivery.system;

4.8.1.4.1.6. Involve appropriate practitioners in
developing, adopting and reviewing the criteria; and

4.8.1.4.1.7. Conform to the standards of NCQA Health
Plan Accreditation as required by Section 4.12.2
(Health Plan Accreditation).
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4.8.1.4.2 The MCO's written Utilization Management policies,
procedures, and criteria shall describe the categories of health care
personnel that perform utilization review activities and where they
are licensed. Such policies, procedures and criteria shall address,
at a minimum:

4.8.1.4.2.1. Second Opinion programs:

4.8.1.4.2.2. Pre-hospital admission certification:

4.8.1.4.2.3. Pre-inpatient service eligibility certification;

4.8.1.4.2.4. Concurrent hospital review to determine
appropriate length of stay;

4.8.1.4.2.5. The process used by the MOO to presen/e
confidentiality of medical information.

4.8.1.4.3 Clinical review criteria and changes in criteria shall be
communicated to Participating Providers and Members at least
thirty (30) calendar days in advance of the changes.

4.8.1.4.4 The Utilization Management Program descriptions shall
be submitted by the MCQ to DHHS for review and approval prior to
the Program Start Date.

4.8.1.4.5 Thereafter, the MCO shall report on the Utilization
Management Program as part of annual reporting In accordance
with Exhibit O.

4.8.1.4.6 The MCO shall communicate any changes to Utilization
Management processes at least thirty (30) calendar days prior to
implementation.

4.8.1.4.7 The MCO's written Utilization Management policies,
procedures, and criteria shall be made available upon request to
DHHS, Participating Providers, and Members.

4.8.1.4.8 The MCO shall provide the Medical Management
Committee (or the MCO's otherwise named committee responsible
for medical Utilization Management) reports and minutes in
accordance vrith Exhibit 0. [42 CFR 438.66 (c)(7)]

4.8.1.5 Service Limit

4.8.1.5.1 The MCO may place appropriate limits on a service on
the basis of criteria such as medical necessity [42 CFR
438.210(a)(4)(i)]; or for utilization control, provided the services
fumished can reasonably be expected to achieve their purpose [42
CFR 438.210(a)(4)(ii)(A)]

4.8.1.5.2 The MCO may place appropriate limits on a service for
utilization control, provided:
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4.8.1.5.2.1. The services supporting Members with
ongoing. or Chronic Conditions are authorized in a
manner that reflects the Member's ongoing need for
such services and supports (42 CFR
438.210{a)(4)(ii)(B)]. This includes allowance for up to
six (6) skilled nursing visits per benefit period without a
Prior Authorization; and

4.8.1.5.2.2. Family Planning Services are provided in
a manner that protects and enables the Member's
freedom to choose the method of Family Planning to
be used. [42 CFR 438.210(a)(4)(ii)(C)]

4.8.1.6 Prior Authorization

4.8.1.6.1 The MOO and, if applicable, its Subcontractors shall
have in place and follow written policies and procedures as
described in the Utilization Management policies for processing
requests for initial and continuing authorizations of services and
including conditions under which retroactive requests shall be
•considered.-Any Prior Authorization for Substance Use Disorder
shall comply with RSA 420-J:17 and RSA 420-J;18 as described in
Section 4.11.6.15 (Limitations on Prior Authorization
Requirements). [42 CFR 438.210(b)(1)]

4.8.1.6.2 Authorizations shall be based on a comprehensive and
Individualized needs assessment that addresses all needs
including social determinants of health and a subsequent person-
centered planning process. [42 CFR 438.210(b)(2)(iii)] The MCO's
Prior Authdrizatiori requifemerits shall comply wUh'pan^^ mental
health and Substance- Use Disorder, as described in Section

—4.1-1.4.4 --(Restrictions on—Treatment Limitations).—[42—CFR-
-  ■■ -438.910(d)] ---

4.8.1.6.3 The MCO shall use the NH MCM standard Prior
Authorization form. The MCO shall also work In good faith with
DHHS. as Initiated by DHHS, to develop other Prior Authorization
forms with consistent information and documentation requirements
from Providers wherever feasible. Providers shall be able to submit
the Prior Authorizations forms electronically, by mail, or fax.

4.8.1.6.4 The MCO shall have in effect mechanisms to ensure
consistent application of review criteria for authorization decisions,
Including but not limited to Interrater reliability monitoring, and
consult with the requesting Provider when appropriate and at the
request of the Provider submitting the authorization [42 CFR
438.210(b)(2)(iHii)].
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4.8.1.6.5 The MCO shall ensure that any decision to deny a
service authorization request or to authorize a service in an
amount, duration, or scope that is less than requested, be made by
a heaith care professionai who has appropriate ciinicai expertise In
treating the Member's condition or disease. [42 CFR 438.210(b)(3)]'
4.8.1.6.6 The MCO shaii not arbitrariiy deny or reduce the
amount, duration, or scope of a required service solely because of
the diagnosis, type of illness, or condition of the Member.

4.8.1.6.7 The MCO shail compiy with ali reievant federal
regulations regarding Inappropriate denials or reductions in care
[42 CFR 438.210(a)(3)(li)] , . .

4.8.1.6.8 The MCO shaii issue written denial notices within
timeframes specified by federal regulations and this Agreement.
4.8.1.6.9 The MCO shall permit Members to appeal service
determinations based on the Grievance and Appeal Process
required by federal law and regulations and this Agreement.

4.8.1.6.10 Compensation to Individuals or entities that conduct
Utilization Management activities shall not be structured so as to
provide incentives for the individual or entity to deny, limit, or
discontinue Medically Necessary services to any Member [42 CFR
438.210(e)]

4.8.1.6.11 Medicaid State Plan services and/or pharmaceutical
Prior Authorizations, including those for specialty drugs, in place at
the time a Member transitions to an MCO shall be honored for
ninety (90) calendar days or until completion of a medical necessity
review, whichever comes first.

4.8.1.6.12 The MCO shail, in the Member Handbook, provide
information to Members regarding Prior Authorization in the event
the Member chooses to transfer to another MCO.

4.8.1.6.13 Upon receipt of Prior Authorization information from
DHHS, the new MCO shall honor Prior Authorizations in place by
the former MCO as described in Section 4.7.9. (Access to
Providers During Transitions of Care). The new MCO shall review
the service authorization in accordance with the urgent
determination requirements of Section 4.8.4.2 (Urgent
Determinations and Covered/Extended Services).
4.8.1.6.14 The MCO shall also, in the Member Handbook, provide
information to Members regarding Prior Authorization in the event
the Member chooses to transfer to another MCO.

4.8.1.6.15 Iri the event that the Prior Authorization specifies a
specific Provider, that MCO shall continue to utilize that Provider,
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regardless of whether the Provider is a Participating Provider, untiP
such time as services are available in the MCO's network.

4.8.1.6.16 The MCO shall ensure that the Member's needs are

met continuously and shall continue to cover services under the
previously issued Prior Authorization until the MCO issues new
authorizations that address the Member's needs.

4.8.1.6.17 The MCO shall ensure that Subcontractors or any other
party performing utilization review are licensed in NH In accordance
writh Section 3.14.2 (Contracts with Subcontractors).

4.8.2 Practice Guidelines and Standards-

4.8.2.1 The MCO shall adopt evidence-based clinical Practice
Guidelines in compliance with 42 CFR 438.236 and with NCQA's
requirements for health plan accreditation: The Practice Guidelines
adopted by the MCO shall:

4.8.2.1.1 Be based on valid and reasonable clinical evidence or

a consensus of Providers In the particular field,

4.8.2.1.2 Cohsidef the heeds of the MCO's Merhbefs,

4.8.2.1.3 Be adopted in consultation with Participating Providers,
and

4.8.2.1.4 Be reviewed and updated periodically as appropriate.
[42 CFR 438.236(b)(1)-(3); 42 CFR 438.236(b)(4)]

4.8.2.2 The MCO shall develop Practice Guidelines based on the health
needs and opportunities for improvement identified as part of the QAPI
Program.

4.8.2.3 The .MCO shall adopt.Practice. Guidelines .consistentj<ylth_the.
standards of care and evidence-based practices of specific professional
specialty groups, as identified by DHHS. These include, but are not limited
to:

4.8.2.3.1 ASAM, as further described in Section 4.11.6.7
(Substance Use Disorder Clinical Evaluations and Treatment
Plans):

4.8.2.3.2 The recommendations of the U.S. Preventive Services

Task Force for the provision of primary and secondary care to
adults, rated A or 8;

4.8.2.3.3 The preventative services recommended by the AAP
Bright Futures program; and
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4.8.2.3.4 The Zero Suicide Consensus Guide for Emergency
Departments^^

4.8.2.4 The MOO may substitute generally recognized, accepted
guidelines to replace the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force and AAP
Bright Futures program requirements, provided that the MCO meets all
other Practice Guidelines requirements indicated within this Section 4.8.2
(Practice Guidelines and Standards) of the Agreement and -that such
substitution is reviewed by DHHS prior to implementation.

4.8.2.5 The MCO shall disseminate Practice Guidelines to DHHS and all
affected. Providers and make Practice Guidelines available, including but
not limited to the MCO's website, and, upon request, to Members and
potential Members. [42 CFR 438.236(c)]

4.8.2.6 The MCO's decisions regarding Utilization Management,
Member education, and coverage of sen/Ices shall be consistent with the
MCO's clinical Practice Guidelines. [42 CFR 438.236(d)]

4.8.3 Medical Necessity Determination

4.8.3.1 The MCO shall specify what constitutes "Medically Necessary"
services in a manner that:

4.8.3.1.1 Is no more restrictive than the NH DHHS FFS Medicaid
program including quantitative and non-quantitative treatment
limits, as indicated in State laws and regulations, the Medicaid
State Plan, and other State policies and procedures [42 CFR
438.210(a)(5)(i)]: and

4.8.3.1.2 Addresses the extent to which the MCO is responsible
for^covering services that address [42 CFR 438.210(a)(5)(ii)(A)-

4.8.3.1.2.1. The prevention, stabilization, diagnosis,
and treatment of a Member's diseases, condition,
and/or disorder that results ih health Impairments
and/or disability;

4.8.3.1.2.2. The ability for a Member to achieve age-
appropriate grovrth and development; and

4.8.3.1.2.3. The ability for a Member to attain,
maintain, or regain functional capacity.

4.8.3.2 For Members twenty-one (21) years of age and older, "Medically
Necessary" shall be as defined in Section 2.1.74.2 (Definitions).

4.8.3.3 For Members under twenty-one (21) years of age, per EPSDT,
"Medically Necessary" shall be as defined In Section 2.1.74.1 (Definitions).'

" Suicide Prevention Resource Center. "Care for Aduit Patients with Suicide Risk; A Consensus Guide for Emergency Departments"
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4.8.4 Notices of Coverage Determinations

4.8.4.1 The MCO shall provide the requesting Provider and the Member
with written , notice of any decision by the MCO to deny a service
authorization request, or to authorize a service in an amount, duration,, or
scope that Is less than requested. The notice shall meet the requirements
of 42 CFR 438.210(c) and 438.404.

4.8.4.2 Urgent Deterrtiinations and Continued/Extended Services

4.8.4.2.1 The MCO shall make Utilization Management decisions
in a timely manner. The following minimum standards shall apply:

4.8.4.2.1.1. Urgent Determinations: Determination of
an authorization involving urgent care shall be made as
soon as possible, taking into account the medical
exigencies, but in no event later than seventy-two (72)
hours after receipt of the request for service for ninety-
eight percent (98%) of requests, unless the Member or
Member's representative fails to provide sufficient
information to determine whether,- or to what extent,
benefits are covered or payable. [42 CFR
438.210(d){2)(i): 42 CFR 438.404(c)(6)]

4.8.4.2.1.2. In the case of such failure, the MCO shall
notify-the Member or Member's representative within
twenty-four (24) hours of receipt of the request and
shall advise the Member or Member's representative of
the specific information necessary to make . a
determination.

4.8.4.2.1.3. The Member or Member's representative
- — -- shall be afforded a reasonable amount-of-time,-taking

irito accouhtlhe circumstances, but not less than fdfty^
eight (48) hours, to provide the specified information.

4.8.4.2.1.4. Thereafter, notification of the benefit
determination shall be made as soon as possible, but
in no case later than forty-eight (48) hours after the
earlier of the MCO's receipt of the specified additional
information: or the end of the period afforded the
Member or Member's representative to provide the

"specified "additional information. —

4.8.4.2.1.5. Continued/Extended Services: The
. determination of an authorization involving urgent care
and relating to the extension of an ongoing course of
treatment and involving a question of medical necessity
shall be made within twenty-four (24) hours of receipt
of the request for ninety-eight percent (98%) of
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requests, provided that the request is made at least
twenty-four (24) hours prior to the expiration of the
prescribed period of time or course of treatment.

4.8.4.3 All Other Determinations

4.8.4.3.1 The determination of all other authorizations for pre-
service benefits shall be made within a reasonable time period
appropnate to the medical circumstances, but shall not exceed
fourteen (14) calendar days for ninety-five percent (95%) of
requests after the receipt of a request.

4.8.4.3.2 An extension of up to fourteen (14) calendar days Is
permissible for non-diagnostic radiology determinations if the
Member or the Provider requests the extension, or' the MCO
justifies a need for additional information.

4 8.4 3.3 If an extension is necessary due to a failure of the
Member or Member's representative to provide sufficient
information to determine whether,- or to what extent, benefits are
wvered as payable, the notice of extension shall specifically
descnbe the required additional information needed, and the
Member or Member's representative shall be given at least forty-
five (45) calendar days from receipt of the notice within which to
provide the specified information.

4.8.4.3.4 Notification of the benefit determination following a
request for additional information shall be made as soon as
possible, but in no case later than fourteen (14) calendar days after
the earlier of:

4.8.4.3.4.1. The MCO's receipt of the specified
additional information; or

4.8.4.3.4.2. The end of the period afforded the
Member or Member's representative to provide the
specified additional information.

4.8.4.3.4.3. When the MCO extends the timeframe,
the MCO shall give the Member written notice of the
reason for the decision to extend the timeframe and
inform the Member of the right to file a grievance if he
or she disagrees with that decision. Under such
circumstance, the MCO shall issue and carry out its
determination as expeditiously as the Members health
condition requires and no later than the date , the
extension expires.

4.8.4.3.5 The determination of a post service authorization shall
be made within thirty (30) calendar days of the date of filing. In the
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event the Member fails to provide sufficient information to
determine the request, the MCO shall notify the Member within
fifteen (15) calendar days of the date of filing, as to what additional
information is required to process the request and the Member
shall be given at least forty-five (45) calendar days to provide the
required information.

4.8.4.3.6 The thirty (30) calendar day period for determination
shall be tolled until such time as the Member submits the required
information.

4.8.4.3.7 Whenever there is an, adverse determination, the MCO
shall notify the ordering Provider and the Member. For an adverse
standard authorization decision, the MCO shall provide written
notification within three (3) calendar days of the decision.

4.8.4.3.8 The MCO shall provide Utilization Management data to
include but not be limited to timely processing, results, and
frequency of service authorizations in accordance with Exhibit O.

4.8.5 Advance Directives

4.8.5.1 The MCO shall adhere to all State and federal laws pertaining to
Advance Directives including, but not limited to, RSA 137-J:18.

4.8.5.2 The MCO shall maintain written policies and procedures that
meet requirements for Advance Directives in Subpart I of 42 CFR 489.

4.8.5.3 The MCO shall adhere to the definition of Advance Directives as

defined in 42 CFR 489.100.

4.8.5.4 The MCO. shall maintain written |x>licles_ and. procedures
concerning Advance Directives with respect to all adult Members. [42 CFR
438.-3(j)(1)-(2):-42-CFR -422.128(a);-42 CFR - 422.128(b); 42--CFR
489.i02(aj] . ^

4.8.5.5 The MCO shall educate staff concerning policies and
procedures on Advance Directives. [42 CFR 438.3(j)(1)-(2); 42 CFR
422.128(b)(1)(ii){H); 42 CFR 489.102(a)(5)]

4.8.5.6 The MCO shall not condition the provision of care or otherwise
discriminate against a Member or potential Member based on whether or
not the Member has executed an Advance Directive. [42 CFR 438.3(j)(1)-

_...(2):^2X;F_R 422.128{b)(l)(ii)(E);„42_CFR489.1Q2(a)(3)]

4.8.5.7 The MCO shall provide information in the Member Handbook
with respect to how to exercise an Advance Directive, as described In
Section 4.4.1.4 (Member Handbook). [42 CFR 438.10(g)(2)(xii); 42 CFR
438.30)]
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4.8.5.8 The MCO shall reflect changes In State law in its written
information as soon as possible, but no later than
days after the effective date of the change. [42 CFR

400.jy)(4)J

4-9 Member Education and Incentives

4.9.1 General Provisions

4.9 1.1 The MCO shall develop and implement evidenced-based
weilness and prevention programs for Its Members. The MCO shall seek to
promote and provide weilness and prevention programming aligned with
&mnar prtgrams and services promoted by DHHS. Including the National

participate in otherpublic health initiatives at the direction of DHHS.

4.ai.2 The MCO shall provide Members with general health information
and provide services to help Members make Informed decisions about
their health care needs. The MCO shall encourage Members to take an
active role in shared decision-making.

promote personal responsibility through the use
of incentives and care management. The MCO shall reward Members for
activities and behaviors that promote good health, health literacy and
Continuity of Care. DHHS shall review and approve all reward activities
proposed by the MCO prior to their Implementation.

4.9.2 Member Health Education

4.9.2.1 The MCO shall develop and Initiate a Member health education
program that supports the overall weilness, prevention, and Care
Management programs, with the goal of empowering patients to actively
participate in their health care.

4.9.2.2 The MCO shall actively engage Members in both weilness
pn^ram deveopment and In program participation and shall provide
additional or ̂ ternative outreach to Members who are difficult to engage
or vvho utilize EDs inappropriately.

4.9.3 Member Cost Transparency

4.9.3J The MCO shall publish on Its website and incorporate In its Care
Coordination programs cost transparency Information related to the
relative cost of Participating Providers for MCO-selected services and
procedures, with -clear Indication of which setting and/or Participating
Provider is most cost-effective, referred to as "Preferred Providers."

' transparency Information published by the MCO shallbe re ated to select, non-emergent services, designed to permit Members
to select between Participating Providers of equal quality. Including the
appropnate setting of care as assessed by the MCO. The services for
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which cost transparency data is provided may include, for example,
services conducted in an outpatient hospital and/or ambulatory surgery
center. The MCO should also include information regarding the
appropriate use of EDs relative to low-acuity, non-emergent visits.

4.9.3.3 The information Included on the MCO's website shall be

accessible to all Members and also be designed for use specifically by
Members that.participate in the MCO's Reference-Based Pricing Incentive
Program, as described in Section 4.9.4 (Member Incentive Programs)
below.

4.9.4 Member Incentive Programs

4.9.4.1 The MCO shall develop at least one (1) Member Healthy
Behavior Incentive Program and at least one (1) Reference-Based Pricing
Incentive Program, as further described within this Section 4.9.4 (Member
Incentive Programs) of the Agreement. The MCO shall ensure that all
incentives deployed are cost-effective and have a linkage to the APM
initiatives of the MCOs and Providers described in Section 4.14

(Alternative Payment Models) of this Agreement as appropriate.

4.9.4.2 For all Member Incentive Programs developed, the MCO shall
provide to participating Members that meet the criteria of the MCO-
designed program cash or other incentives that:

4.9.4.2.1 May include incentives such as gift cards for specific
retailers, vouchers for a farmers' market, contributions to health
savings accounts that may be used for health-related purchases,
gym memberships: and

4.9.4.2.2 Do not, in a given fiscal year for any one .(1).M^ber,
exceed a total monetary value of two hundred and fifty dollars
($250.00). - -- --

4.9.4.3 The MCO shall submit to DHHS for review and approval all
Member Incentive Program plan proposals prior to implementation .

4.9.4.4 Within the plan proposal, the MCO shall include adequate
IU..rMJlJO 41. _4.

dSsuisdues, aa oaacdacu uy 1./1 ii 10, uiai.

4.9.4.4.1 The program meets the requirements of 1112(a)(5) of
the Social Security Act; and

4.9.4.4.2 The program meets the criteria determined by DHHS
as described in Section 4.9.4.6 (Healthy Behavior Incentive
Programs) and Section 4.9.4.7 (Reference-Based Pricing Incentive
Programs) below.

4.9.4.5 The MCO shall report to DHHS, at least annually, the results of
any Member Incentive Programs in effect in the prior twelve (12) months,
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including the following metrics and those indicated by DHHS, in
accordance with Exhibit 0:

4.9.4.5.1 The number of Members in the program's target
population, as determined by the MCO;

4.9.4.5.2 The number of Members that received any Incentive
payments, and the number that received the maximum amount as
a result of participation in the program;

4.9.4.5.3 The total value of the incentive payments;

4.9.4.5.4 An analysis of the statistically relevant results of the
program; and ^

4.9.4.5.5 Identification of goals and objectives for the next year
informed by the data.

4.9.4.6 Healthy Behavior Incentive Programs

4.9.4.6.1 The MCO shall develop and implement at least one (1)
Member Healthy Behavior Incentive Program designed to:

4.9.4.6.1.1. Incorporate incentives for Members who
complete a Health Risk Assessment Screening, in
compliance with Section 4.10.2 of this Agreement
(Health Risk Assessment Screening):

,  4.9.4.6.1.2. Increase the timeliness of prenatal care,
I  particularly for Members at risk of having a child with

NAS;

4.9.4.6.1.3. Address obesity:

4.9.4.6.1.4. Prevent diabetes;

4.9.4.6.1.'5. Support smoking cessation;

4.9.4.6.1.6. Increase lead screening rates in one-and
two-year old Members; and/or

4.9.4.6.1.7. Other similar types of healthy behavior
incentive programs in consultation with the Division of
Public Health within DHHS and in alignment with the
DHHS Quality Strategy and the MCO's.QAPI, as
described in Section 4.9.3 (Member Cost
Transparency).

4.9.4.7 Reference-Based Pricing incentive Programs

4.9.4.7.1 The MCO shail develop at least one (1) Reference-
Based Pricing Member Incentive Program that encourages
Members to use, when reasonable. Preferred Providers as
assessed and indicated by the MCO and on its website In
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compliance with the Cost Transparency requirements IncludeS'lrT
Section 4.9.3 (Member Cost Transparency). The Reference-Based
Pricing Member Incentive Program shall also include means for
encouraging members' appropriate use of EDs and opportunities to
direct Members to other settings for low acuity, non-emergent
visits.

4.9.4.7.2 The MCO's Reference-Based Pricing Member
Incentive Program shall be designed such that the Member may
gain and lose incentives (e.g., through the development of a points
system that is monitored throughout the year) based on the
Member's adherence to the terms of the program throughout the
course of the year.

4.9.5 Collaboration with New Hampshire Tobacco Cessation Programs

4.9.5.1 The MCO shall promote and utilize the DHHS-approved tobacco
cessation quitline and tobacco cessation program to provide:

4.9.5.1.1 Intensive tobacco cessation treatment through a
DHHS-approved tobacco cessation quitline;

4.9.5.1.2 Individual tobacco cessation coaching/counseling in
conjunction with tobacco cessation medication;

4.9.5.1.3 The following FDA-approved over-the-counter agents:
nicotine patch; nicotine gurh; nlcbtlhe"lozenge: and anyTuture"FDA-
approved therapies, as indicated by DHHS; and

4.9.5.1.4 Combination therapy, when available through quitline,
meaning the use of a combination of medicines, including but not
limited to: long-tem nicotine patch and other nicotine replacement
therapy _^um or nasal spray); nicotine patch and inhaler; or

.  hicbtine patch arid bupfdpion sustaih^-felea^.. ■

4.9.5.2 The MCO shall provide tobacco cessation treatment to include,
at a minimum:

4.9.5.2.1 Tobacco cessation coaching/counseling in addition to
the quitline;

4.9.5.2.2 In addition to the quitline, the following FDA-approved
over-the-counter agents: nicotine patch; nicotine gum; nicotine

_  lozenge; and any future FDA-approved therapies, as indicated by
DHHS; " ^

4.9.5.2.3 ■ In addition to the quitline. Combination therapy,
meaning the use of a combination of medicines, including but not
limited to: long-term nicotine patch and other nicotine replacement
therapy (gum or nasal spray); nicotine patch and Inhaler; or
nicotine patch and bupropion sustained-release;
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4.9.5.2.4 Rebateable FDA-approved non-nicotine prescription
medications: and

4.9.5.2.5 Rebateable FDA-approved prescription inhalers and
nasal sprays.

4.9.5.3 The MCO shall report'on tobacco cessation activities in
accordance with Exhibit O.

4.10 Care Coordihation and Care Management

4.10.1 Care Coordination and Care Management General Requirements

4.10.1.1 The MCO shall be responsible for the management,
coordination, and Continuity of Care for all Members, and shalj develop

■ and maintain policies and procedures to address this responsibility.

-4.10.1.2-The ^MCQ shall implement Care -Coordination and Care
Management procedures to ensure that each Member has an ongoing
source of care appropriate to their needs. [42 CFR 438.208(b)]

4.10.1.3 The MCO shall provide the services described in this Section
4.10 (Care Coordination and Care Management) for all Members who
need Care Coordination and Case Management services regardless of
their acuity level.

4.10.1.4 The MCO shall either provide these services directly or shall
Subcontract with Local Care Management entities as described in Section
4.10.8 (Local Care Management) to perform Care Coordination and Care
Management functions.

4.10.1.5 Care. Coordination means the interaction writh established local
community based Providers of care including Local Care Management
entities to address the physical, mental and psychosocial needs of the
Member.

4.10.1.6 Care Management means direct contact with a Member focused
on the provision of various aspects of the Member's physical, mental,
Substance Use Disorder status and needed social supports that shall
enable the Member in achieving the best health outcomes.

4.10.1.7 The MCO shall implement Care Coordination and Care
Management in order to achieve the following goals:

4.10.1.7.1 Improve care of Members;

4.10.1.7.2 Improve health outcomes;

4.10.1.7.3 Reduce inpatient hospitalizations including
readmissions;

4.10.1.7.4 Improve Continuity of Care;

4.10.1.7.5 Improve transition planning:
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4.10.1T7.6~lmprove medication management! ^

4.10.1.7.7 Reduce utilization of unnecessary Emergency
Services:

4.10.1.7.8 Reduce unmet resource needs (related to social
determinants of health);

4.10.1.7.9 Decrease total costs of care; and

4.10.1.7.10 Increase Member satisfaction with their health care
experience.

4.10.1.8 The MCO shall implement and oversee a process that ensures
its Participating Providers coordinate care among and between Providers
serving a Member, including PCPs, specialists, behavioral health
Providers, and social service resources; the process shall include, but not
be limited to, the designation of a Care Manager who shall be responsible
for leading the coordination of care.

4.10.1.9 The MCO shall implement procedures to coordinate services the
MCO fumishes to the Member with the services the Member receives from
any other MCO. [42 CFR 438.208(b)(2)(ii)]

4.10.1.10 The MCO shall also implement procedures to coordinate
services the MCO fumishes to the Member with the services the Member
receives In FFS.Medicaid, Including dental services for children under the
age of twenty-one (21). [42 CFR 438.208(b)(2)(iii)]

4.10.2 Health Risk Assessment Screening

4-1.Q-2..1 The Health Risk Assessment Screening process shall identify
-the need for Care Coordination and Care Managemerit-services and the
need for clinical and non-clinical services including referrals to specialists

"  ■ and cgmrnunlty resources.

4.10.2.2 The MCO shall conduct a Health Risk Assessment Screening of
all existing and newly enrolled Members within ninety (90) calendar days
of the effective date of MCO enrollment to ideritify Memtiers who may have
unmet health care needs and/or Special Haalth Care Needs [42 CFR
438.208(c)(1)]. . '

4.10.2.3 The MCO is not required to conduct a Health Risk Assessment
Screening of Members residing in a nursing facility more than one hundred
(-100) consecutive calendar-days

4.10.2.4 The Health Risk Assessment shall be the same for each MCO.
The agreed upon screening tool developed jointly by the MCOs shall be
submitted to DHHS for review and approval, as part of the Readiness
Review process, and annually thereafter.
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4.10.2.5 The Health Risk Assessment Screening may be conducted by
telephone, In person, or through completion of the form in writing by the
Member. The MCO shall make at least three (3) reasonable attempts to
contact a Member at the phone number most recently reported by the
Member. [42 CFR 438.208(b)(3)]

4.10.2.6 Documentation of the three (3) attempts shall be included in the
MCO electronic Care Management record. Reasonable attempts shall
occur on not less than three (3) different calendar days, at different hours
of the day Including day and evening hours and after business hours. If
after the three (3) attempts are unsuccessful, the MCO shall send a letter
to the Members last reported residential address with the Health Risk
Assessment form for completion.

4.10.2.7 The MCO may also Subcontract with a Designated Local Care
Management Entity, community agency or a primary care practice who
shall engage the Member to complete the Health Risk Assessment
screening in-person either In an agency office/clinic setting, during a
scheduled home visit or medical appointment.

4.10.2.8 All completed Health Risk Assessments shall be shared with the
Member's assigned PCP for inclusion in the Member's medical record and
within seven (7) calendar days of completing the screening.

4.10.2.9 The MCO shall report the number of Members who received a
Health Risk Assessment, in accordance with Exhibit 0.

4.10.2.10 The MCO shall share with DHHS and/or other MCOs the results

of any identification and assessment of that Member's needs to prevent
duplication of activities. [42 CFR 438.208(b)(4)]

4.10.2.11 The MCO shall report to DHHS its performance against Health
Risk Assessment requirements, as described in Exhibit O.

4.10.2.12 The Health Risk Assessments for Members shall be completed
for fifty percent (50%) of the total required Members, or the MCO shall
provide to DHHS for review and approval additional documentation that
describes the MCO's reasoning for failure to successfully complete Health
Risk Assessments for fifty percent (50%) of Members. The MCO's
reasoning shall be considered by DHHS prior to iniposing Liquidated
Damages, as described in Section 5.5.2 of this Agreement.

4.10.2.13 The evidence-based Health Risk Assessment Screening tool
shall identify, at minimum, the following information about Members:

4.10.2.13.1 Demographics;

4.10.2.13.2 Chronic and/or acute conditions;

4.10.2.13.3 Chronic pain;
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4.10.2.13.4 The unique needs of children with developmental
delays, Special Health Care Needs or involved with the juvenile
justice system and child protection agencies (I.e. DCYF);

4.10.2.13.5 Behavioral health needs, including depression or other
Substance Use Disorders as described In sections, including but
not limited to Section 4.11.1.16 (Comprehensive Assessment and
Care Plans for Behavioral Health Needs), Section 4.11.5.4
(Comprehensive Assessment and Care Plans), and Section
4.11.6.6 (Provision of Substance Use Disorder Services):

4.10.2.13.6The need for assistance with personal care such as
dressing or bathing or home chores and grocery shopping;

4.10.2.13.7Tobacco Cessation needs;

4.10.2.13.8Social determinants of health needs, including housing,
childcare, food Insecurity, transportation and/or other interpersonal
risk factors such as safety concems/caregiver stress; and

4.10.2.13.9 Other factors or conditions about which the MCO shall
need to be aware to arrange available- interventions for the
Member.

4.10.2.14 Wellness Visits

4.10,2.14.1 For all'Members, inclusive of Granite Advantage
Members, the MCO shall support the Member to arrange a
wellness visit with his or her POP, either previously identified or
selected by the Member from a list of available POPs.

^•^0.2.14.2The wellness visit shall Include appropriate
assessments for the purpose of developing a health wellness and

' ■ • •—"care plan: — - -

4.10.2.14.2.1. Both physical and behavioral health,
including screening for depression;

4.10.2.14.2.2. Mood, suicldality; and

.4.10.2.14.2.3. Substance Use Disorder..

4.10.3 Priority Populatlons

4.10.3.1 The following populations shall be considered Priority
Po-pulations-andare-mo^t liKeiyfcrirave-CaTS-ManagemeritTieeds."

4.10.3.1.1 Adults with Special Health Care Needs, meaning those
who have or are at increased risk of having a chronic Illness and/or
a physical, developmental, behavioral, acquired brain disorder, or
emotional condition and who also require health and related
services of a type or amount beyond that usually expected for
Members of similar age.
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4.10.3.1.1.1. This Includes, but Is not limited to
Members with HIV/AIDS, an SMI, SED, l/DD or
Substance Use Disorder diagnosis , or with chronic
pain;

4.10.3.1.2 Children with Special Health Care Needs meaning
those who have or are at Increased risk of having a serious or
chronic physical, developmental, behavioral, or emotional condition
and who also require health and related services of a type or
amount beyond that usually expected for the child's age.

4.10.3.1.2.1.This includes, but Is not limited to, children
or infants; in foster care; requiring care in the Neonatal
Intensive Care Units; with NAS; In high stress social
environments/caregiver stress; receiving Family
Centered Early Supports and Services, or participating
in Special Medical Services or Partners in Health
Services with an SED, l/DD or Substance Use Disorder
diagnosis;

4.10.3.1.3 Members receiving services under HCBS waivers;
4.10.3.1.4 Members Identified as those with rising risk. The MCO
shall establish criteria that define Members at rising risk for
approval by DHHS as part of the Readiness Review process and
reviewed and approved annually;

4.10.3.1.5 Individuals with high unmet resources needs meaning
MCM Members who are homeless; experiencing domestic violence
or perceived lack of personal safety; and/or demonstrate unmet
resource needs as further described in Section 4.10.10
(Coordination and Integration with Social Services and Communltv
Care); '

4.10.3.1.5.1. Recently Incarcerated;

4.10.3.1.5.2.Mothers of babies born with NAS;

4.10.3.1.5.3.Pregnant women with Substance Use
Disorders;

4.10.3.1.5.4.1V Drug Users, Including Members who
require long-term IV antibiotics- and/or surgical
treatment as a result of IV drug use;

4.10.3.1.5.5.Members who have been in the ED for an
overdose event in the last twelve (12) months;

4.10.3.1.5.6. Members who have a suicide attempt in
the last twelve (12) months;

4.10.3.1.5.7.Members with an l/DD diagnosis; and/or
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4.10;3.1.5.8.Other Priority Populations as determined
by the MCO and/or by DHHS.

4.10.4 Risk Scoring and Stratification

4.10.4.1 The MCO shall use a Risk Scoring and Stratification
methodology to Identify Members who are part of a Priority Population or
who are otherwise high risk/high need for Care Management and who
should receive a Comprehensive Assessment.

4.10.4.2 The MCO shall provide protocols to DHHS for review and
approval on how Members are stratified by severity and risk ievel,
including details regarding the algorithm and data sources used to identify
Members eligible for Care Managerhent.

4.10.4.3 Such protocols shall be submitted as part of the Readiness
Review process and annually thereafter.

4.10.4.4 Risk Scoring and Stratification of Members should be conducted
'  at MCO program roll out and monthly thereafter.

4.10.4.5 The MCO's Risk Scoring and Stratification methodology shall
take into account/at'a'mlriinriurrirthe follovwhg'iriform

4.10.4.5.1 Results of the health risk assessment screening:

4.10.4.5.2 Claims history and Encounter Data;

4.10.4.5.3 Pharmacy data;

4.10.4.5.4 immunizations; ^

4.10.4.5.5.. ADT.of.Members to.and from jnpatient faciijties; t

4.10.4.5.6 Provider referral;

'  "■ V "~4.T0.4;5;7'MembersM-referrai; ' . r v

4.10.4.5.8 Hospital stays of more than two (2) weeks;
4.10.4.5.9 Members without secure and stable housing post
hospital discharge;

4.10.4.5.10Three (3) or more ED visits within a single calendar
quarter;

4.10.4.5.11 Discharge from inpatient Behavioral Health Services,
-  - facility-based -crisis -services, -nonrhospltal -medical .detoxification,.

medically supervised or alcohol drug abuse treatment center; and
4.10.4.5.12 Neonatal Intensive Care Unit discharges.

4.10.4.6 The MCO shall document and submit to DHHS for review and
approval the details of its Risk Scoring and Stratification methodology as
part of its Readiness Review and annually thereafter. This submission
shall Include:
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4.10.4.6.1 Information and data to be utilized:

4.10.4.6.2 Description of the methodology;

4.10.4.6.3 Methodology and Criteria for identifying high risk/high
need Members in addition to those who are in Priority Populations;
4.10.4.6.4 Number of risk strata;

4.10.4.6.5 Criteria for each risk stratum, including but not limited
to high risk/high need members in need of Care Management; and

4.10.4.6.6 Approximate expected population in each stratum.

4.10.4.7 The MCO shall submit any change in Its risk stratification
methodologies, to include any additions or deletions to that methodology,
for DHHS review ninety (90) calendar days prior to the change beinq
implemented.

4.10.4.8 The MCO shall report annually the number and percentage of
Members who are identified in each of the risk strata in accordance with
Exhibit 0.

4.10.5 Comprehensive Assessment for High-Risk and High-Need
Members p

4.10.5.1 The MCO and Its Subcontractors shall implement mechanisms
to conduct a Comprehensive Assessment for each Medicaid Member in
order to Identify whether they have Speciai Health Care Needs and any
on-going special conditions that require a course of treatment or regular
care monitoring. [42 CFR 438.20a(c)(2)]

4.10.5.2 The MCO shall identify Members who may require a
Comprehensive Assessment for Care Management through muitiple
sources to include but not be limited to:

4.10.5.2.1 Health risk assessment screenings:

4.10.5.2.2 Risk Scoring and Stratification;

4.10.5.2.3 Claims/encounter analysis;

4.10.5.2.4 Provider referrals;

4.10.5.2.5 Member/caregiver self-referral; and

4.10.5.2.6 Referrals from community based medical, mental
health. Substance Use Disorder Providers, or social service
entities.

4.10.5.3 The Comprehensive Assessment shall identify a Member's
health condition that requires a course of treatment that is either episodic,
which Is limited in duration or significance to a particular medical episode, '
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or requires ongoing Care Management monitonng to ensure tne Mernb"feT ^
is managing his or her medical and/or behavioral health care needs
(including screening for depression, mood, suicidality, and Substance Use
Disorder).
4.10.5.4 The Comprehensive Assessment shall be a person-centered
assessment of a Member's medical and behavioral care needs, functional
status, accessibility needs, strengths and supports, health care goals and
other characteristics that shall inform whether the Member should receive

Care Management and shall inform the Member's ongoing care plan and
treatment. The MCO shall incorporate into the Comprehensive
Assessment information obtained as a result of Provider referral, the
wellness visit and/or otherwise., .

4.10.5.5 The MCO's Comprehensive Assessment tool shall be submitted
for DHHS review and approval as part of the Readiness Review process
and annually thereafter.

4.10.5.6 The MCO shall make best efforts to complete the
Comprehensive Assessment within thirty (30) calendar days of identifying
a_Member as being part of one or more Priority Populations, identified
through Risk Scoring and Stratification or having received a referral for
Care Management.

4.10.5.7 The MCO shall not withhold any Medically Necessary Services
including EPSDT services per Section 4.1.8 (Early and Periodic Screening,
Diagnostic, and Treatment) for Members while awaiting the completion of
the Comprehensive Assessment but may conduct utilization review for any
services requiring Prior Authorization.

4.10.5.8 The MCO shall conduct the Comprehensive Assessment in a
location of the Member's'choosing and'shall endeavor to conduct" the
-Comprehensive Assessment inTperson.for. populations vyhereJhe_guality.pL
information may be compromised if provided telephonically (e.g., for
Members whose physical or behavioral health needs may impede the
ability to provide comprehensive information by telephone), including
others in the person's life in the assessment process such as family
members, paid and natural supports as agreed upon and appropriate to
the Member/Member's parents to the maximum extent practicable.

4.10.5.9 Additionally, participation in the Comprehensive Assessment
shall be extended to the Member's local community care team or Case
•Management staffrincluding-but-not limited to Area Agencles,-CFI-waiver,
CMH Programs and Special Medical Services 1915(1) Care Management
Entities/case managers as practicable.

4.10.5.10 The MCO shall develop and implement a Comprehensive
Assessment tailored to Members that Include, at a minimum, the following
domains/content:
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4.10.5.10.1 Members' immediate care needs;

4.10.5.10.2 Demographics;

4.10.5.10.3 Education;

4.10.5.10.4 Housing;

4.10.5.10.5 Employment and entitlements;

4.10.5.10.6 Legal involvement;

4.10.5.10.7 Risk assessment, Including suicide risk;

4.10.5.10.80ther State or local community and family support
services currently used;

4.10.5.10.9 Medical and other health conditions;

4.10.5.10.10 Physical. l/DDs;

4.10.5.10.11 Functional status (activities of daily living
(ADL)/instrumental activities of daily living (lADL)) Including
cognitive functioning;

4.10.5.10.12 Medications;

4.10.5.10.13 Available Informal, caregiver, or social supports,
including peer supports;

4.10.5.10.14 Current and past mental health and substance use
status and/or disorders;

4.10.5.10.15 Social determinants of health needs; and

4.10.5.10.16 Exposure to adverse childhood experiences or
other trauma (e.g., parents with mental health or Substance Use
Disorders that affect their ability to protect the safety of the child
child abuse or neglect).

4.10.5.11 The MOO shall provide to DHHS a copy of the Comprehensive
Assessment Form and all policies and procedures relating to conducting
the Comprehensive Assessment for DHHS review as part of the
Readiness Review process and annually thereafter.

4.10.5.12 The MCO shall conduct a re-assessment of the Comprehensive
Assessment for a Member receiving ongoing care management:

4.10.5.12.1 At least annually;

4.10.5.12.2 When the Member's circumstances or needs change
significantly;

4.10.5.12.3 At the Member's request; and/or

4.10.5.12.4 Upon DHHS's request.
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4.10.5.13 The MCO shall share the results of~{he. (Jomprenensive
Assessment in writing with, the Member's local community based care
team within fourteen (14) calendar days to inform care planning and
treatment-planning, with Member consent to the extent required by State
and federal law.

4.10.5.14 The MCO shall report to DHHS the following in accordance with
Exhibit O:

4.10.5.14.1 Assessments conducted as a percentage (%) of totai
Members and by Priority Population category:

4.10.5.14.2 Assessments completed by a Subcontractor entity,
such as but not limited to IDNs, CMH Programs, Special Medical
Services, HOBS case managers, and Area Agencies;

4.10.5.14.3 Timeliness of assessments;

4.10.5.14.4 Timeliness of dissemination of assessment results to

POPs, specialists, behavioral health Providers and other members
of the local community based care team; and

4.10.5.14.5 Quarterly report of unmet resource needs, aggregated
by county, based on the care screening and Comprehensive
Assessment tool to include number of Members reporting In
accordance with Exhibit O.

4.10.6 Care Management for High Risk and High Need Members

4.10.6.1 The MCO. shall provide Care Management for Members
Identified as "high-riskThigh-need" through the Comprehensive
Assessment. Every high-risk/high-need Member identified as needing
Care Management shair be assigned a desighated Ca7e Manager.

4:10.6.2" Care Manggementrfor high-risWhigh-need^Merribers sha[l be"
conducted for at least 15 percent (15%) of the total Members by January
1. 2020 or the MCO shall provide to DHHS documentation of how fewer
Members were detemiined not to meet the MCO's Risk Stratification
Criteria for being high-risk/high-need members in need of Care
Management.

4.10.6.3 Members selected for Care Management shall be informed of:

4.10.6.3.1 The nature of the Care Management engagement
relationship; - - .. .

4.10.6.3.2 Circumstances under which information shall be
disclosed to third parties, consistent with State and federal law;

4.10.6.3.3 The availability of a grievance and appeals process;

4.10.6.3.4 The rationale -for implementing Care Management
services; and
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4 10.6.3.5 The processes for opting out of and terminating Care
Management services.

minhmum* MCO's Care Management responsibilities shall Include, at a
4.10.6.4:1 Coordination of physical, mental health, Substance Use
Disorder and social services;

4.10.6.4.2 Quarterly medication reconciliation;
4.10.6.4.3 Monthly telephonic contact with the Member;
4.10.6.4.4 Monthly communication with the care team either in
vwting or telephonlcally for coordination and updating of the care
plan for disseminatlon to care team participants;

4.10.6.4.5 Referral follow-up monthly;
4.10.6.4.6 Peer support;

4.10.6.4.7 Support for unmet resource needs;
4.10.6.4.8 Training on disease self-management, as relevant; and

Transitional Care Management as defined in Section
4.10.9 (Transitional Care Management).

'convene a local community based care team for

rwBmh ■ Management wtiere relevant, dependent ona Members needs including, but not limited to, the Member, caretaker(s)
rchool^emoZ! speciaiist(s), HCBS case managers,'school personnel as needed, nutritionist(s), and/or pharmacist(s).
4.10.6.6 The care team shall be chosen by the Member whose
imposition best meets the unique care needs to be addressed and with
whom the Member has already established relationships.

♦V? ®/ what information is to be shared and how
rnnVr^"?® among all of the care team participantsconcemed witti a Members care to achieve safer and more effective
the Memberts'^prp® Program interfaces withJeL^rLl^a^'dsupp'orts.''"
thi ^ P's". Within 30 Calendar days of
Mpmh^r M KC hT'® ®U®"'® '^®®®S'"ent, for each high-riskrtiigh needMember identified through a Comprehensive Assessment who is in need
438 ̂ 8(cX3)] regular Care Management monitoring. [42 CFR
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4.10.6.9 The MCO's care plan shall be regularly updated ̂ na incorporate
input from the local community based care team participants and the
Member. The care plan shall be comprehensively updated:

4.10.6.9.1 At least quarterly;

4.10.6.9.2 When a Member's circumstances or needs change
significantly;

4.10.6.9.3 At the Member's request;

4.10.6.9.4 When a re-assessment occurs; and

4.10.6.9.5 Upon DHHS's request.'

4.10.6.10 The care plan format shall be submitted to DHHS for review as
part of the Readiness Review process and annually thereafter.
4.10.6.11 The MCO shall track the Member's progress through routine
care team conferences, the frequency to be determined by the MCO
based on the Member's level of need.

4.10.6.12 The MCO shall develop policies and procedures that describe
virtieh" Members should be discharged from the Care Management
program; should the care team determine that the Member no longer
requires a course of treatment which was episodic or no longer needs
ongoing care monitoring.

4.10.6.13 Policies and procedures for discharge shall Include a Member
notification process.

4.10.6.14 For high-risk/high-needs Members who have been determined,
through a_Cornprehensive_Assessment, to need a course of treatment or
regular care monitoring, the MCO shall ensure there Is a mechanism in
place—to—permit—such .Members, to directly access a specialist as
appropriate for the-Member's-condition-and identified needs. [42 GFR
438.208(c)(4)]

4.10.6.15 The MCO shall ensure that each Provider furnishing services to
Members maintains and shares a Member health record in accordance
with professional standards. [42 CFR 438.208(b)(5)]
4.10.6.16 The MCO shall use and disclose individually identifiable health
information, such as medical records and any other health or enrollment
information that identifies a particular Member in accordance with

' "confidentiality requiremerits~ifr45 CFRT60 andT64; this Agreement, and
all other applicable laws and regulations. [42 CFR 438.208(b)(6): 42 CFR
438.224; 45 CFR 160; 45 CFR 164]

4.10.6.17 The MCO shall develop and implement a strategy to address
how the Interoperability Standards Advisory standards, from the Office of
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the National Coordinator for Health Information Technology, informs the
MOO system development and interoperability.

4.10.7 Care Managers

4.10.7.1 The MCO shall formally designate a Care Manager that is
primarily responsible for coordinating services accessed by the Member.
4.10.7.2 The MCO shall provide to Members Information on how to
contact their designated Care Manager. [42 CFR 438.208(b)(1)]
4.10.7:3 Care Managers, whether hired by the MCO or subcontracted
through a Designated Local Care Management Entity, shall have the
qualifications and competency in the following areas:

4.10.7.3.1 All aspects of person-centered needs assessments and
care planning:

4.10.7.3.2 Motivational interviewing and self-management;
4.10.7.3.3 Trauma-Informed care;

4.10.7.3.4 Cultural and linguistic competency;

4.10.7.3.5 Understanding and addressing unmet resource needs
including expertise in identifying, accessing and utilizing available
social support and resources in the Member's community; and

4.10.7.3.6 Adverse childhood experiences and trauma.

4.10.7.4 Care Managers shall be trained in the following:

4.10.7.4.1 Disease self-management:

4.10.7.4.2 Person-centered needs assessment and care planning
including coordination of care needs;

4.10.7.4.3 Integrated and coordinated physical and behavioral
health;

4.10.7.4.4 Behavioral health crisis response (for Care Managers
with assigned Members with behavioral health needs);

4.10.7.4.5 Cultural and linguistic competency;

4.10.7.4.6 Family support: and

4.10.7.4.7 Understanding and addressing unmet resource needs,
including expertise in identifying and utilizing avaiiable social
supports and resources in the Member's cornmunity.

4.10.7.5 Care Managers shall remain conflict-free which shail be defined
as not being related by blood or marriage to a Member, financially
responsible for a Member, or with any legal power to make financial or
health related decisions for a Member.
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4.10.8 Local Care Management

4.10.8.1 Local Care Management shall mean that the MOO shall provide
real-time, high-touch, in-person Care Management and consistent follow
up with Providers and Members to assure that selected Members are
making progress with their care plans.

4.10.8.2 The MOO shall design an effective Local Care Management
structure for fifty percent (50%) of high-risk or high-need Members,
including those who are medically and socially complex or high utilizers.

4.10.8.3 The MCO shall ensure that the fifty percent (50%) requirement is
met by ensuring access to Local Care Managerhent in all regions of New
Hampshire: the MCO shall be considered out of compliance should any
one (1) region have less than twenty five percent (25%) of high-risk or
high-need Members receiving Local Care Management, unless the MCO
receives DHHS approval as part of the MCO's Local Care Management
Plan (further described In this Section 4.10.8).

4.10.8.4 The MCO is encouraged to leverage Local Care Management
by contracting with" designated community-based agencies or Care
Management entities. Inclusive of IDNs'that rrieet r^uifemehts. that shall
assume responsibility for performing Care Coordination, Transitional Care
Management, and/or Care Management functions for high risk and/or high-
need Members.

4.10.8.4.1 After good faith negotiations with a Local Care
Management Agency, should the MCO be unable to contract with
the Local Care Management Agency for Care Coordination,
Transitional - Care Management,-and/or Care management

~  ' functipns-for high-nsk/high-need^Members, and continue-to-^
_un^^to_cojitract with any Local Care Management Agency after

"■ subsequent'gbodTaithniegotiatiohs"with"" thTassistance of DHHS," ■
the MCO may submit to DHHS for a request for an exception to
the requirement for compliance with the 50% Local Care
Management standard. DHHS may approve or deny the request in
its sole discretion.

4.10.8.5 The MCO, or Its Designated Local Care Management Entity,
shall designate Care Managers who shall provide in-person Care
Management for Members either in the community setting, provider

-  - outpatient setting, hospital, or ED...
4.10.8.6 The MCO shall ensure there is a clear delineation of roles and
responsibilities between the MCO and Designated- Local Care
Management Entities that are responsible for Care Management in order
to ensure no gaps or duplication in services.

4.10.8.7 The MCO or its designated Local Care Managers shall be
embedded in one (1) outpatient service site, float between multiple
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outpatient sites, provide transition of care services from the hospital or ED
setting, and provide home based Care Management.
4.10.8.8 Designated Local Care Management Entities shall include:

4.10.8.8.1 IDNs that have been certified as Local Care
Management Entities by DHHS;

4.10.8.8.2 Health Homes, if DHHS elects to Implement Health
Homes under Medicaid State Plan Amendment authority;
4.10.8.8.3 Designated community based agencies or Care
Management eritities, inclusive of IDNs that meet requirements
and DHHS designated regional substance use disorder hubs or
spokes, that shall assume responsibility for performing Care
Coordination, Transitional Care Management, and/or Care
Management functions for high risk and/or high-need Members;
4.10.8.8.4 Other contracted entities capable of performing Local
Care Management • for a designated cohort of Members, as
identified by the MOO as part of its Local Care Management plan
(further described in this Section 4.10.8) and approved by DHHS;
4.10.8.8.5 For the delegation to designated local care
management entities not certified by DHHS for medical utilization
review services, the MCO shall seek, where required, licensing in
accordance with any State or federal law, including but not limited
to RSA 420-E, or additional NCQA accreditation.

4.1,0.8.9 DHHS shall evaluate whether IDNs are able to provide effective
Local Care Management services to selected populations; if and when one
(1) or rriore IDNs are certified, the MCO is required to directly contract with
the certified iDN(s) for the delivery of Local Care Management services.
4.10.8.10 For any IDN that is not certified by DHHS, the MCO is not
required to directly contract with the uncertified IDN for the delivery of
Local Care Management services (either because the individual IDN was
not certified and/or DHHS has not yet instituted its certification process).

4.10.8.10.1 In this instance the MCO shall enter into a
memorandum of understanding with the non-certified IDN(s).
4.10.8.10.2 The memorandum of understanding shall identify roles
and responsibilities with respect to Members served by the MCO
and the iDN(s), and provide for the timely exchange of data
between the MCO and the iDN(s) on such Members.

4.10.8.11 The MCO shall also work with IDNs to leverage regional access
point services. The MCO is required to contract with and enter into a
payment arrangement with qualified IDNs, providing for reimbursement on
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terms specified by DHHS in guidance unless otherwise approved by
DHHS.

4.10.8.12 Any Care Coordination and Care Management requirements
that apply to the MCO shall also apply to the MCOs' Designated Local
Care Management Entities.

4.10.8.13 The MCO shall submit to DHHS its Local Care Management
Plan in accordance with Exhibit O for prior approval by DHHS as part of
the Readiness Review and annually thereafter.

4.10.8.14 The Plan shall include the strijcture of the Local Care

Management to be provided, the percentage {%) of high-rlsk/high-need
Members who shall receive Local Care Management, the list of
Designated Local Care Management Entities that shall conduct the Local
Care Management, and a description of the geography and Priority
Populations the Designated Local Care Management Entities shall serve.

4.10.8.15 The MCO shall report against their Local Care Management
Plans in accordance with Exhibit O, including:

4.10.8.15.1 Volume of Care Management outreach attempts;

4.10.8.15.2 Number of Members receiving Local Care Management
by intensity of engagement;

4.10.8.15.3 Duration of sustained Local Care Management
activities;

4.10.8.15.4 Number and percent (%) of Members receiving face-to-
face Care Management; and

"  ~ ' 4,10.8.15.5Type of staff conducting-face-to-face Local Care
Management

4.10.8.16 Data Sharirig with Local Care Management Entities

4.10.8.16.1 Consistent with all applicable State and federal laws
and regulations, and utilizing all applicable and appropriate
agreements as required under State and federal law to maintain
confidentiality of protected health information and to facilitate the
provision of services and Care Management as intended by this
Agreement, the MCO shall provide identifiable Member-level data
on a monthly basis to Local Care Management Entitles, all Care

—Management-entities with-which-the MCO otherwise subcontracts-
for purposes of providing Care Management and care coordination
to MCM Members, and IDNs regarding:

4.10.8.16.1.1.' Each Member's diagnosis{es)::'

4.10.8.16.1.2. Utilization of services;

4.10.8.16.1.3. Total cost of care
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4.10.8.16.1.4. Point of access to service.

4.10.8.16.2 The MCO shall, . as described in Section 4.10.9
(Transitional Care Management), demonstrate that it has active
access to ADT data source(s) that correctly Identifies when
empaneled Members are admitted, discharged, or transferred
td/from an ED or hospital in real time or near real time.

4.10.8.16.3 The MCO shall ensure that ADT data from applicable
hospitals be made available to Primary Care Providers; behavioral
health Providers. Integrated Delivery Networks. Local Care
Management Entities, and all other Care Management Entities
within twelve (12) hours of the admission. discharge. or transfer.

4.10.8.16.4 The MCO shall, as directed by DHHS and
demonstrated during the readiness period, collaborate with the
IDNs to utilize the event notification and shared care plan system
employed by IDNs as applicable for exchanging Member
information necessary to provide Care Management and Care
Coordination services to Members served by an iDN and, as
applicable, other Local Care Management Entities.

4.10.9 Transitional Care Management

"'"u® responsible for managing,transitions of carefor all Members moving from one (1) clinical setting to another to prevent
unplanned or unnecessary readmlssions, ED visits, or adverse health
outcomes.

4.10.9.2 The MCO shall maintain and operate a formalized hospital
and/or institutional dispharge planning program. that Includes effective
^st^ischarge Transitional Care Management, including appropriate
discharge planning for short-term and long-term hospital and Institutional
stays. [42 CFR 438.208(b)(2)(i)]

4.10.9.3 The MCO shall develop policies and procedures for DHHS
r^iew as part of the Readiness Review process and annually thereafter,
which describe how transitions of care between settings shall be effectively
managed including data systems that trigger notification that a Member is
in transition.

4.10.9.4 The MCO's transition of care policies shall be consistent with

[42^FR^38^6^bXT^ State's transition of care requirements.
4.10.9.5 The MCO shall have a documented process to, at a minimum;

4.10.9.5.1 Coordinate appropriate follow-up services from any
inpatient or facility stay;
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4.10.9.5.2 Support continuity of care for Members when they
move from home to foster care placement; foster care to
independent living; retum from foster care placement to
community; or change in legal status from foster care to adoption.

4.10.9.5.3 Schedule a face-to-face visit to complete a
Comprehensive Assessment and update a Member's care plan
when a Member is hospitalized;

4.10.9.5.4 Evaluate Members for continued mental health and

Substance Use Disorder sen/ices upon discharge from an Inpatient
psychiatric facility or residential treatment center as described in
Section 4.11.5.18 (New Hampshire Hospital); and

4.10.9.5.5 Coordinate with inpatient discharge planners for
Members referred for subacute treatment in a nursing facility.

4.10.9.6 The MCO shall have an established process to work with
Providers (including hospitals regarding notice of admission and
discharge) to ensure appropriate communication among Providers and
between Prpviders and the MCO to ensure that Members receive
appropriate follow-up care and are in the most integrated and "cost-
effective delivery setting appropriate for their needs.

4.10.9.7 The MCO shall implement a protocol to identify Members who
use ED services inappropriately, analyze reasons why each Member did
so and provide additional services to assist the Member to access
appropriate levels of care including assistance with scheduling and
attending follow-up care with PCPs and/or appropriate specialists to
improve Continuity of Care, resolve Provider access issues, and establish
a niedical home. --

4.10.9.8--The-MCO shall-demonstrate, .at a-minimum,..that .it .has .active
acces's to ADT data source(s) that correctly identifles when empaneled
Members are admitted, discharged, or transferred to/from an ED or
hospital in real time or near real time.

4.10.9.9 The MCO shall ensure that ADT data from applicable hospitals
be made available to Primary Care Providers, behavioral health Providers,
Integrated Delivery Networks, Local Care Management Entities, and all
other Care Management Entities within twelve (12) hours of the admission,
discharge, or transfer.

4.10.9.10 The MCO shall ensure that Transitional Care Management
includes, at a minimum:

4.10.9.10.1 Care Management or other services to ensure the
Member's care plan continues;

4.10.9.10.2 Facilitating clinical hand-offs;
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4.10.9.1^0.3 Obtaining a copy of the discharge plan/summary prior
to the day of discharge., if available, otherwise, as soon as it Is
available and documenting that a follow-up outpatient visit is
scheduled, ideally before discharge;

4.10 9.10.4 Communicating with the Member's PGP about
discharge plans and any changes to the care plan;

medication reconciliation within forty-eiqht
(48) business hours of discharge;

4.10.9.10.6 Ensuring that a Care Manager is assigned to manage
the transition; ^

''y assigned Care Manager within forty-eight (48) business hours of discharge of the Member; •

4.10 9.10.8 Determining when a follow up visit should be conducted
in a Member's home

4^1^0.9.10.9 Supporting Members tokeep outpatient appointments;

4.10.9.10.10 A process to assist with supporting
continuity of care for the transition and enrollment of children being
pla^d in foster care, including children who are currently enrolled
m the plan and children in foster care who become enrolled In the
plan, mending prospective enrollment so that any care required
pnor to effective data of enrollment Is covered.

4.10.9^11 The MOO shall assist with coordination between the children
and ado escent servic^ delivery system as these Members transition into
the adult mental health service delivery system, through activities such as
communicating treatment plans and exchange of information.

'=°°''dinate inpatienf and community services
rnciuding the foiiowing requirements reiated to hospital admission and
discharge:

410.9.12.1 The outpatient Provider shali be involved in the
admissions process when possible; if the outpatient Provider is not
nvoived the outpatient Provider shall be notified promptly of the
Member^s hospital admission;

4.10 9.12.2 Psychiatric hospital and residential treatment facility
discharges shall not occur without a discharge plan (le an
outpatient visit shall be scheduled before discharge to ensure
access to proper Provider/medication follow-up; and an appropriate
placement or housing site shall be secured prior to discharge);
4.10^9.12.3 The hosprtal's evaluation shall be performed prior to
discharge to determine what, If any, mental health or Substance
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Use Disorder services are Medically Necessary. Once deemed
Medically Necessary, the outpatient Provider shall be Involved in
the discharge planning, the evaluation shall include an assessment
for any social services needs such as housing and other necessary
supports the young adults need to assist in their stability in their
community; and

4.10.9.12.4A procedure to ensure Continuity of,Care regarding
medication shall be developed and implemented.

4.10.10 Coordination and Integration with Social Services and
Community Care

4.10.10.1 The MCO shall implement procedures to coordinate services the
MCO fumishes to Members with the sen/ices the Member receives from
community and social service Providers. [42 CFR 438.208{b)(2)(iv)]

4.10.10.2 The MCO shall utilize 2-1-1 NH, which is New Hampshire's
statewide, comprehensive, information and referral service. The MCO
shall leverage and partner with 2-1-1 NH to ensure warm transfers and the
ability to report on closed loop referrals.

4.10.10.3 The MCO's Care Management shall include help for Members in
addressing unmet resource needs through strategies including, at a
minimum:

4.10.10.3.1 How the MCO identifies available community support
sen/ices and facilitates referrals to those entities for Members with
identified needs;

4.10.10.3.2 Providing in-person assistance securing health-related
services "that can improve health-and family well-being,-Including
assistance fillihg out and submitting applications;

4.10.10.3.3 Having a housing specialist oh staff or on contract who
can assist Members who are homeless in. securing housing; and

4.10.10.3.4 Providing access to medical-legal partnership for legal
issues adversely affecting health, subject to availability and
capacity of medical-legal assistance Providers.

4.10.10.4 In addressing unmet resource needs for Members, the MCO
shall promote access to stable housing, healthy food, reliable
transportation, interpersonal safety, and io^._suppo^t^_The M^
establish Care Management competencies, as outlined below":

4.10.10.4.1 Health Risk Assessment Screening, Claims Analysis,
and/or Member or Provider Referral: the MCO ensure that a care
needs screening, including social determinants of health questions,
is conducted.
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4.10.10.4.2 Risk Scoring and Stratification by Member Level of
Need: The MCO shall identify Priority Populations for further review
and likely receipt of intensive Care Management services. With
respect to social determinants, the MCO. at minimum, shall ensure
that Priority Populations are inclusive of homeless Members.
Members facing multiple barriers to food, housing and
transportation.

4.10.10.4.3 High Risk/High-Need Members: The MCO shall ensure
that a more in-depth assessment is conducted to confirm the need
for Care Management services and begin to develop a care plan.
As with the screening, the in-depth assessment shall include
questions regarding social determinants of health.

4.10.10.4.4 The MCO shall provide/arrange for Care Management
services that take Into account social determinants of health. At
minimum, these services shall include in-persdn assistance
connecting with social services that can improve health, Including a
housing specialist familiar with options in the community.

Members who do not require such intensive services, the
MCO shall provide guidance/navigational coordination, which includes;

4.10.10.5.1 Ensuring that each Member has an ongoing source of
care and health services appropriate for his or her needs;

4.10.10.5.2 Coordinating services provided by community and
social support Providers;

4.10.10.5.3 Linking Members to community resources and social
supports; and

4.10.10.5.4 Reporting on closed loop referrals or the overall
effectiveness of the types of social determinant-related Care
Coordination services, in accordance with Exhibit 0.

4.10.10.6 The MCO shall develop relationships that actively link Members
wtth other State, local, and comrnunity programs that may provide or assist
with related health and social services to Members including but not
limited to:

4.10.10.6.1 Juvenile Justice and Adult Community Corrections;
4.10.10.6.2 Locally, administered social services programs
including, but not limited to. Women. Infants, and Children. Head
Start Programs, Community Action Programs, local Income and
nutrition assistance programs, housing, etc.;

4.10.10.6.3 Family Organizations, Youth Organizations.
Consumer Organizations, and Faith Based Organizations;
4.10.10.6.4 Public Health Agencies;
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4.10.10.6.5 Schools;

4.10.10.6.6 The court system;
4.10.10.6.7 ServiceLInk Resource Network;

4.10.10.6.8 2-1-1 NH;

4.10.10.6.9 Housing; and ^
4.10.10.6.10 VA Hospital and other programs and agencies
serving service Members, veterans and their families.

4.10.10.7 The MCO shall report on the number of referrals for social ,
services and community care provided to Members by Member type,
consistent with the format and content requirements in accordance with
Exhibit 0.

4.11 Behavioral Health

4.11.1 General Coordination Requirements

4.11.1.1 This section describes the delivery and coordination of
Behavio'ral Health" Services and supports, for both mental health and
Substance Use Disorder, delivered to children, youth and transition-aged
youth/yourig adults, and adults.

4.11.1.2 The MCO shall deljyer services in a manner that is both cHnically
and developmentaliy appropriate and that considers the Members,
parents, caregivers and other networks of support the Member may rely
upon.

4.11.1.3 The delivery of service shall be Member-centered and align with
the principles of system of care and Recovery and resiliency.

.. . --4:1_1,_1^-The-MG0 _shall--provide-Behayioral---Health - Servjces- in
accordance with this Agreement and all applicable State and federal laws
and regulations.

4.11.1.5 The MCO shall be responsible for providing a full continuum of
physics! health and Behavioral Health Services; ensuring c.ontinulty and
coordination between covered physical health and Behavioral Health
Services; and requiring collaboration between physical health and
behavioral health Providers.

•  4.-11r1:6-Gonsistent-with-He-M-425,-the MCO-shall .be.required .to..entfir
into a capitation model of contracting with CMH Programs and CMH
Providers, which is essential to supporting the State's Delivery System
Reform Incentive Payment Program (DSRIP) waiver and furthering
physical and behavioral health integration In the MCM program.
4.11.1.7 The MCO shall comply with key administrative functions and
processes, which may include, but are not limited to:
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4.11.1.7.1 Processing timely prospective payment from a Member
eligibility list provided by the CMH Program/CMH Provider;
4.11.1.7.2 Determining whether Memtiers are eligible for the
DHHS-required Capitation Payments, or should be paid on a FFS
basis to the CMH Program/CMH Provider;

4.11.1.7.3 Providing detailed MCO data submissions to DHHS
and the CMH Program or CMH Provider for purposes of reconciling
payments and performance (e.g., 835 file);

4.11.1.7.4 Establishing a coordinated effort for Substance Use
Disorder treatment in collaboration with CMH Programs/CMH
Providers (by region); and

4.11.1.7.5 All additional capabilities set forth by DHHS during the
Readiness Review process.

4.11.1.8 Behavioral Health Subcontracts

4.11.1.8.1 If the MCO enters into a Subcontractor relationship with
a behavioral health (mental health or Substance Use Disorder)
Subcontractor to provide or manage Behavioral Health Services,
the MCO shall provide a copy of the agreement between the MCO
and the Subcontractor to DHHS for review and approval, including
but not limited to any agreements with CMH Programs and CMH
Providers as required in Section 4.11.5.1 (Contracting for
Community Mental Health Services).
4.11.1.8.2 Such subcontracts shall address the coordination of
services provided to Members by the Subcontractor, as well as the
approach to Prior Authorization, claims payment, claims resolution
contract disputes, performance metrics, quality health outcomes'
performance incentives, and reporting.
4.11.1.8.3 The MCO remains responsible for ensuring that all
requirements of this Agreement are met, including requirements to
ensure continuity and coordination between physical health and
Behavioral Health Services, and that any Subcontractor adheres to
all requirements and guidelines, as outlined In Section 314
(Subcontractors).

4.11.1.9 Promotion of Integrated Care

4.11.1.9.1 The MCO shall ensure physical and behavioral health
Providers provide co-located or Integrated Care as defined In the

Mental Health Services Administration's
^AMHSAs) Six Levels of Collaboration/Integration or the
Collaborative Care Model to the maximum extent feasible.
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4.11.1.9.2 In accordance with Exhibit O, the MCO shall include in
its Behavioral Health Strategy Plan and Report efforts towards
continued progression of the SAMHSA Integration Framework at all
contracted primary and behavioral health Providers.

4.11.1.10 Approach to Behavioral Health Services

4.11.1.10.1 The MCO shall ensure that Its clinical standard and

operating procedures are consistent with trauma-Informed models
of care, as defined by SAMHSA^® and reflect a focus on Recovery
and resiliency.^

4.11.1.10.2 The MCO shall offer training Inclusive of mental health
first aid training, to MCO staff who manage the behavioral health
contract and Participating Providers, Including Care Managers,
physical health Providers, and Providers on Recovery and
resiliency. Trauma-Informed Care, and Community Mental Health
Services and resources available within the applicable region(s).

4.11.1.10.3The MCO shall track training rates and monitor usage
of Recovery and resiliency and Trauma-Informed Care pjBctlces.

4.11.1.10.4ln accordance with Section 4.8.2 (Practice Guidelines
and Standards), the MCO shall ensure that Providers. Including
those who do not serve behavioral health Members, are trained In
Trauma-lnformed models of Care.

4.11.1.11 Behavioral Health Strategy Plan and Report

4.11.1.11.1 The MCO shall submit to DHHS an Initial plan
describing -Its -program, -policies and. procedures ..regarding ..the
continuity and coprdlnatlori of covered -physical and jBehavloral
Health Services and Integration between physical health and
behavioral h"ialth Rrbvlders. ln accordance wlth"E)dilbit ©."the-lhitlal
Plan shall address but not be limited to how the MCO shall:

4.11.1.11.1.1. Assure Participating Providers meet
SAMHSA Standard Framework for Levels of Integrated
Healthcare;

4.11.1.11.1.2. Assure the appropriateness of the
diagnosis, treatment, and referral of behavioral health
disorders commonly seen by PCPs;

4.11.1.li.1.i3. Assure the promotion of htegrated
Care;

Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration, TraumaHnformed Approach and Trauma-Spedflc Interventions.'
available at httDs://vwyw.samhsa.Qov/nctic/trauma-tntefventlons
" Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration, *Recovery and Recovery Support,' available at
httDs://www.samhsa.ciov/reeoverv
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4.11.1.11.1.4. Reduce Psychiatric Boarding descrit)ed
in Section 4.11.5.17 (Reducing Psychiatric Boarding);
4.11.1.11.1.5. Reduce Behavioral Health
Readmisslons described In Section 4.11.5.184
(Reduction in Behavioral Health Readmlssions);
4.11.1.11.1.6. Support the NH 10-Year Plan outlined
in Section 4.11.5.15 (implementation of New
Hampshire's 10-Year Mental Health Plan);

of
4.11.1.11.1.7. Assure the appropriateness
psychophatmacoiogical medication;
4.11.1.11.1.8. Assure access to appropriate services;
4.11.1.11.1.9. Implement a training plan that includes,
but IS not limited to, Trauma-informed Care and
Integrated Care; and

4.11.1.11.1.10. Other Information in accordance with
Exhibit O.

basis and in accordance with Exhibit 0
the i\^0 shall provide an updated Behavioral Health Strategy Plan

effectiveness analysis of- theinrtial Plan s program, policies and procedures.

4.11.1.11.2.1. The analysis shall include . MCO
interventions which require improvement, Including
improvements in SAMHSA Standard Framework for
Levels of Integrated Healthcare, continuity,
wordination, and collaboration for physical health and
Behavioral Health Services.

4.11.1.12 Collaboration with DHHS

the discretion of DHHS, the MCO shaii provide
h nuuc!, Substance Use Disorder updates as requested
MCO and DHHS behaviorai heaith meetings between the

outconnes for Members and ensurethat deiivery of services are provided at the appropriate intensity
H nuiic"' f behavioral heaith programsand DHHS at least four (4) times per year to discuss quality

assurance activities conducted by the MCO, such as PiPs and
APMs, and to review quality improvement plans and outstanding
nssos.

4.11.1.12.3Quarterly meetings shall also include a review of
progress against deliverables. Improvement measures, and select
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data reports as detailed in Exhibit O. Progress and data reports
shall be produced and exchanged between the MCO and DHHS
two (2) weeks prior to each quarterly meeting.

4.11.1.12.4At each meeting, the MCO shall update DHHS on the
following topics:

4.11.1.12.4.1. Updates related to the MCC's
Behavioral Health Strategy Report and interventions to
improve outcomes:

4.11.1.12.4.2. Results of the MCC's quarterly crisis
line;

4.11.1.12.4.3. Utilization of ACT services and any
waitlists for ACT services;

4.11.1.12.4.4. Current EBSE rates;

4.11.1.12.4.5. Current compliance with New
Hampshire Hospital discharge performance standards:

4.11.1.-12;4.6. Current compliance with ED ̂discharge .
performance standards for overdoses and Substance
Use Disorder;

4.11.1.12.4.7. Updates regarding services identified In
Section~4.T 1 "(BehavioralHealth);

4.11.1.12.4.8. Updates on Mental Health and
Substance Use Disorder PI Ps; and

.  . 4.11.1.12.4.9. Other topics requested by DHHS.

4.11.1.12.5 For all Members, the MCO shall work in collaboration
■ with~DHHS lind'the 'NH "Suicide Preyejitlon\Councjl -tp_-pjpmqte
suicide prevention awareness programs, including the Zero Suicide
program.

4.11.1.12.6 The MCO shall-submlt to DHHS, as specified by DHHS
In Exhibit O, its, implemsntation plan for incorporeting the "Zero
Suicide" program Into Its operations; the plan shall include, in
addition to any other requirements specified in Exhibit 0 related to
the plan, how the MCO shall:

-  4H1 :lTl2:6.-l7~lncorporate -—efforts---to implement-
standardized provider screenings and other
preventative measures; and

,4.11.1.12.6.2. Incorporate the Zero Suicide
Consensus Guide for Emergency Departments, as
described in Section 4.8.2 (Practice Guidelines and
Standards).
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4.11.1.13 Primary Care Provider Screening for Behavioral Health Needs

ensure that the need for Behavioral
Health Services is systematically identified by and addressed by
the Members PGP at the earliest possible time following initial
enrollment of the Member and ongoing thereafter or after the onset
of a condition requiring mental health and/or Substance Use
Disorder treatment.

4.11.1 13.2 At a minimum, this requires timely access to a PGP for
mental health and/or Substance Use Disorder screening
^ordination and a closed loop referral to behavioral health
Providers if clinically necessary.

4.11.1.13.3 The MCO shall encourage PGPs and other Providers to
use a screening tool approved by DHHS. as well as other
mechanisms to facilitate early identification of behavioral health
needs.

4.11.1.13.4 The MGO shall require all PGPs and behavioral health
Providers to incorporate the follovying domains into their screening
and assessment process: , ,

4.11.1.13.4.1. Demographic,

4.11.1.13.4.2. Medical,

4.11.1.13.4.3. Substance Use Disorder,
4.11.1.13.4.4. Housing,

4.11.1.13.4.5. Family & support services,
4.11.1.13.4.6. Education,

4.11.1.13.4.7. Employment and entitlement,
4.11.1.13.4.8. Legal, and

4.11.1.13.4.9. Risk assessment including suicide risk
and functional status (ADL, lADL, cognitive
functioning).

4 11.1 13.5 The MGO shall require that pediatric Providers ensure
that all children receive standardized, validated developmental
screening, such as the Ages and Stages Questionnaire and/or
Ages and Stages Questionnaires: Social Emotional at nine (9)
eighteen (18) and twenty-four (24)/thiity (30) month pediatric visits'
and use Bright Futures or other AAP recognized developmental
and behavioral screening system. The assessment shall include
universal screening via full adoption and integration of, at minimum
two (2) specific evidenced-based screening practices:
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4.11.1.13.5.1. Depression screening (e.g.. PHQ 2 &
9); and

4.11.1.13.5.2. Screening, Brief Intervention, and
Referral to Treatment (SBIRT) In primary care.

4.11.1.14 Referrals

4.11.1.14.1The MCO shall ensure through its Health Risk
Assessment Screening (described In Section 4.10.2) and its Risk
Scoring and Stratification methodology that Members with a
potential need for Behavioral Health Services, particularly Priority
Population Members as described in Section 4.10.3 (Priority
Populations), are appropriately and timely referred to behavioral
health Providers if co-located care is not available.

4.11.1.14.2This shall include education about Behavioral Health
Services, including the Recovery process, Trauma-Informed Care,
resiliency, CMH Programs/CMH Providers and Substance Use

'• Disorder treatment Providers in the applicable region(s).

4.11.1.14.3The MCO shall develop a referral process to be used
by Participating Providers, including what information shall be
exchanged and when to share this information, as well as
notification to the Member's Care Manager.

4.11.1.14.4 The MCO shall develop and provide Provider education
and training materials to ensure that physical health providers know
when and how to refer Members yvho need specialty Behavioral
Health Services.

4.11,1.14.5"The MCO shall ensure that Members with both physical
health and behavioral health needs are appropriately and timely
referred to their PCPs for treatment of their physical health'needs"
when Integrated Care is not available.

4.11.1.14.6The MCO shall develop a referral process to be used
by Its Providers. The referral process shall include providing a copy
of the physical health consullalion and results to the behavioral
health Provider.

4.11.1.14.7 The MCO shall develop and provide Provider education

and training materials to ensure tfiat behavioral health Providers
-• - 'know when and'how to refer Members'who need physical health

.  services.

4.11.1.15 Prior Authorization

4.11.1.15.1 As of September, 2017, the MCO shall comply with the
Prior Authorization requirements of House Bill 517 for behavioral
health. drugs, including use of the universal online Prior
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Authorization form provided by DHHS for drugs used to treat
mental Illness.

4.11.1.15.2 The MCO shall ensure that any Sutxxjntractor
including 'any CMH Program/CMH Provider, complies with all
requirements included In the bill.

Assessment and Care Plans for Behavioral
Health Needs

4.11.1.16.1The MCO's policies and procedures shall identify the
rolp of physical health and behavioral health Providers in assessing
a Member's behavioral health needs as part of the Comprehensive
Assessment and developing a care plan.

4.11.1.16.2For Members with chronic physical conditions that
require ongoing treatment who also have behavioral health needs

already treated by an integrated Provider team
the MCO shall ensure participation of the Member's physical health

,  Provider (PCP or specialist), behavioral health Provider, and, if
applicable, Care Manager, In the Comprehensive Assessment and
care plan development process as well as the ongoing provision of
services.

4.11.1.17 Written Consent

o  ̂ Code of AdministrativeRules, Chapter He-M 309, the MCO shall ensure that both the PCP
and behavioral health Provider request written consent from
Members to release information to coordinate care regarding
mental health services or Substance Use Disorder services or
both, and primary care.

4 11.1.17.2 The MCO shall conduct a review of a sample of case
files where written consent was required to determine if a release
of information was included in the file.

4.11.1.17.3 The MCO shall report instances in which consent was
not given, and, if possible, the reason why, and submit this report In
accordance with Exhibit 0.

4.11.1.18 Coordination Among Behavioral Health Providers

4.11.1.18.1 The MCO shall support communication and
coordination between mental health and Substance Use Disorder
service Providers and PCPs by providing access to data and
information when the Member consent has been documented in
accordance with State and federal law, including:

4.11.1.18.1.1. Assignment of a responsible party to
ensure communication and coordination occur and that
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Providers understand their role to effectively coordinate
and improve health outcomes;

4.11.1.18.1.2. Determination of the method of mental

heaith screening to be completed by Substance Use
Disorder service Providers;

4.11.1.18.1.3. Determination of the method of

Substance Use Disorder screening to be completed by
mental health service Providers;

4.11.1.18.1.4. Description of how treatment plans
shall be coordinated among Behavioral Health Service
Providers; and

4.11.1.18.1.5. Assessment of cross training of
behaviorai health Providers (i.e. mental health
Providers being trained on Substance Use Disorder
issues and Substance Use Disorder Providers being
trained on mental health issues).

4.11.1.19 Member Sen/ice Line

4.11.1.19.1 As further outlined In Section 4.4.4.3 (Member Call
Center), the MOO shall operate a Member Services toll-free phone
line thatjs usecLby ah Mem^rs, regardless of yyhether they are
calling about physical health or Behavioral Health Services.

4.11^1.19.2 The MOO shall not have a separate number for
Members to call regarding Behavioral Health Services, but may
either route the call to ariother entity or conduct a transfer to
another eritity after identifyingand's'^aking with~andther individual

-  . at the^receiving entity to accept_the call .(i-.e., a "warm transfer").

4.fi.i.19.3rf ihe MCb's nurse triage/nurse advice iTrie is sejjarate
from its Member Services line, the nurse triage/nurse advice line
shall be the same for all Members, regardless of whether they are
calling about physical health and/or behavioral health term
services.

4.11.1.20 Provision of Services Required by Courts

4.11.1.20.1 The MCO shall pay for ail NH Medicaid State Plan
. - - - aeryices, .to Jnclude^sessment.and _diagno.s.Uc..evaluations, Ior_!ts

Members as ordered by any court within the State. Court ordered
treatment services shall be delivered at an appropriate level of
care.

4.11.1.21 Sentinel Event Review
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4.11.1.21.1 The MCO shall participate in sentinel event reviews
^nducted in accordance with the DHHS policy as requested by
DHHS.

4.11.1.22 Behavioral Health Member Experience of Care Survey
4 11.1.22.1 The MCO shall contract with a third party to conduct a
Member behavioral health experience of care survey on an annual
basis.

4.11.1.22.2 The survey shall be designed by DHHS and the MCO's
resqits shall be reported in accordance with Exhibit 0,. The survey
shall comply with necessary NCQA Health Plan Accreditation
standards.

4.11.2 Emergency Services

4.11.2.1 The MCO shall ensure, through Its contracts with local
Providers, that statewide crisis lines and Emergency Services are in place
twenty-four (24) hours a day, seven (7) days a week for Members
expenencing a mental health or Substance Use Disorder crisis.

4.11.2.2 The MCO shall ensure that all types of behavioral health crisis
response services are Included, such as mobile crisis and office-based
crisis services. .

4.11.2.3 Emergency Services shall be accessible to Members anywhere
in the region served by the CMH Program/Provider.

4.11.2.4 Described In Section 3.15.2 (Other MCO Required Staff), and
pursuant to administrative rule, these crisis lines and Emergency Services
teams shall employ clinicians and certified Peer Support Specialists.
4.11.2.5 The MCO shall be able to demonstrate during the Readiness
Review process that its crisis line can effectively link Members to
Emergency Services or other behavioral health crisis services and
supports. ^

4J1.2.6 As directed by DHHS, and at the MCO's sole expense, the MCO
shall contract with DHHS specified crisis service teams for both adults and
children to meet these requirements.

4.11.2.7 At the discretion of DHHS, the MCO shali provide updates as
Behavioral Health meetings betweenthe MCO and DHHS on innovative and cost-effective models of providing

mental health crisis and emergency response services that provide the
maximum clinical benefit to the Member while also meeting DHHS's
objectives to reduce admissions and increase community tenure.
4.112.8 In accordance with Exhibit 0, the MCO shali subniit quarterly
cnsis line data that lists the total calls received by the statewide crisis line
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attributable to Memtjers, Including the ultimate disposition of the call (e.g.,
educational, referral to care, no referral to care, etc.).

4.11.3 Behavioral Health Training Plan

4.11.3.1 In accordance with Exhibit O, the MCO shall develop a
behavioral health training plan each year outlining how It will strengthen
behavioral health capacity for Members within the state and support the
efforts of CMH Programs/Providers to hire, retain and train qualified staff.

4.11.3.2 The MCO shall coordinate yvlth DHHS to reduce duplication of
training efforts and submit the training plan to DHHS prior to program start
and annually thereafter, Inclusive of the training schedule and target
Provider audiences.

4.11.3.3 As part of the training plan, the MCO shall promote Provider
competence and opportunities for skill-enhancement through training
opportunities and consultation, either, through the MCO or other
consultants with expertise In the area focused on through the training.

4.11.3.4 The MCO training plan shall include at least twenty-four (24)
hours of training designed to sustain and expand the use of the:

4.11.3.4.1 Trauma Focused Cognitive Behavioral Therapy:

4.11.3.4.2 Trauma Informed Care;

4.11.3.4.3 Motivational Interviewing;

4.11.3.4.4 Interventions for Nicotine Education and Treatment;

4.11.3.4.5 Dialectical Behavioral Therapy (DBT);

4.11.3.4.6 Cognitive Behavioral Therapy;

.  4.11.3.4.7 Client Centered Treatment Planning;.

4.11.3.4.8 Family Psychoeducatlon;

4.11.3.4.9 Crisis Intervention;

4.11.3.4.10SBIRTforPCPs;

4.11.3.4.11 Depression Screening for PCPs;

4.11.3.4.12 Managing Cardiovascular and Metabolic Risk for
People with SMI; and

4.11.14.13 MAT (including education oh''securing" a SAMHSA"
waiver to provide MAT and, for Providers that already have such
waivers, the steps required to increase the number of waiver slots).

4.11.3.5 The Training Plan shall also outline the MCO's plan to develop
and administer the following t:>ehavloral health trainings for all Providers in
all settings that are Involved in the delivery of Behavioral Health Services
to Memt>ers:
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4.11.3.5.1 Training for primary care clinics on best practices for
behavioral health screening and Integrated Care for common
depression, anxiety and Substance Use Disorders;
4.11.3.5.2 Training to physical health Providers on how and when
to refer Members for Behavioral Health Services;

4.11.3.5.3 Training to behavioral health Providers on how and
when to refer Members for physical health services;
4.11.3.5.4 Cross training to ensure that mental health Providers
receive Substance Use Disorder training and Substance Use
Disorder Providers receive mental health training;
4.11.3.5.5 New models for behavioral health interventions that can
be implemented in primary care settings;

4.11.3.5.6 Clinical care integration models to Participating
Providers: and

4.11.3.5.7 Community-based resources to address social
determinants of health.

4.11.3.6 The MCO shall offer a minimum of two (2) hours of training each
Agreement year to all contracted CMH Program/Provider staff on suicide
risk assessment, suicide prevention and post intervention strategies In
keeping with the DHHS's objective of reducing the number of suicides in
NH.

(4.11.3.7 The MCO shall provide, on at least an annual basis, training on
appropriate billing practices to Participating Providers. DHHS reserves the
discretion to change training plan areas of focus in accordance with
programmatic changes arid objectives.

4.11.3.8 In accordance with Exhibit 0. the MCO shall summarize in the
annual Behavioral Health Strategy Plan and Report the training that was
provided, a copy of the agenda for each training, a participant registration
list, and a summary, for each training provided, of the evaluations done by
program participants, and the proposed training for the next fiscal year.

4.11.4 Parity

4.11.4.1 The MCO and Its Subcontractors shall comply with the Mental
Health Parity and Addiction Equity Act of 2008, 42 CFR 438. subpart K
which prohibits discrimination in the delivery of mental health and
Substance Use Disorder services and in the treatment of Members with, at
risk for, or recovering from a mental health or Substance Use Disorder. '

4.11.4.2 Semi-Annual Report on Parity
4.11.4.2.1 The MCO shall complete the DHHS Parity Compliance
Repprt which shall Include, at a minimum:
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4.11.4.2.1.1.All Non-Quantitative and Quantitative

Treatment Limits identified by the MCO pursuant to
DHHS criteria:

4.11.4.2.1.2.All Member grievances and appeals
regarding a parity violation and resolutions;

4.11.4.2.1.3.The processes, strategies, evidentiary
standards, or other factors in determining access to
Non-Participating Providers for mental health or
Substance Use Disorder benefits that are comparable
to, and applied no more stringently than, the
processes, strategies, evidentiary standards, or other
factors in determining access to Non-Participating
Providers for medical/surgical benefits in the same
classification;

4.11:4.2.T;4t)^"comparison of payment for services that
ensure comparable access for people with mental
health diagnoses; and

4.11.4.2.1.S.Any other requirements identified in
Exhibit O. [61 Fed. Reg. 18413, 18414 and 18417
(March 30, 20.16)]

4.11.4.-2.2 The MGO shall review its administrative and other
practices, including those of any contracted behavioral health
organizations or third party administrators, for the prior calendar
year for compliance with the relevant provisions of the federal
Mental Health Parity Law, regulations and guidance issued by
State and federal entities.- . - - -

-  - 4.-1^1 Aj2-.Z -The MCOjshall annually submit a certification signed by.
the CeO and chief medicarofficer (CMC) Mating that the MCO has,
completed a comprehensive review of the administrative, clinical,
and utilization practices of the MCO for the prior calendar year for
compliance with the necessary provisions of State Mental Health
Panly Laws and federal Mental Health Parity Law and any
guidance issued by State and federal entities.

4.11.4.2.4 If the MCO determines that any administrative, clinical,
or utilization practices were not in compliance with relevant

■  fe^ifemehts"df thFfederal 'Memal 'Health-.Parlty-Law-or guidance
issued by State and federal entities during the calendar year, the
certification shall state that not all practices were in compliance
with federal Mental Health Parity Law or any guidance issued by
state or federal entities and shall include a list of the practices not
in compliance and the steps the MCO has taken to bring these
practices into compliance.
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Member enrolled In any MCO may file a complaint
with DHHS at nhparity@dhhs.hh.gov if services are provided In a
vj^y that IS not consistent with applicable federal Mental Health
Panty laws, regulations or federal guidance.

^ described In Section 4.4 (Member Services), theMUU Shall describe the parity compliant process, including the
appropnate contact inforrriation. in the Member Handbook.

4.11.4.3 Prohibition on Lifetime or Annual Dollar Limits

t'V l '^^Pose aggregate lifetime or annual
Substance Use Disorder benefits.

142 CFR 438.905(b)]

4.11.4.4 Restrictions on Treatment Limitations

4.11 4.4.1 The MCO shall not apply any financial requirement or
^eatnient limitation applicable to mental health or Substance Use
Disorder benefits that are more restrictive than the predominant
treatment limitations applied to substantially all medical and

■  benefits covered by the plan (or coverage), and the MCOsha l not impose any separate treatment limitations that are
applicable only with respect to mental health or Substance Use
Disorder benefits. [42 CFR 438.910(b)(1)]
4.11.4.4.2 The MCO shall not apply any cumulative financial
requirements for mental health or Substance UseOisorder benefits
in a classitotion that accumulates separately from any established

438 910(^(3^)^'^^'^' classification. [42 CFR
4.11.4.4.3 If an MCO Member is provided mental health or
Substance Use Disorder benefits in any classification of benefit, the
MCO shall provide mental health or Substance Use Disorder
benefits to Members in every classification in which
medical/surgical benefits are provided. [42 CFR 438.910(b)(2)]
4.11.4.4.4 The MCO shall not impose Non-Quantitative Treatment
Limits for mental health or Substance Use Disorder benefits in anv
classification unless, under the policies and procedures of the MCO
as vmtten and in operation, any processes, strategies, evidentiary
standards, or other factors used In applying the Non-Quantitative
Treatment Limits to mental health or Substance Use Disorder
benefits ifi the classification are comparable to, and are applied no
rnore stnngently than, the processes, strategies, evidentiary
^andards, or other factors used in applying the limitation for
medical/surgical benefits in the classification. [42 CFR 438.910(d)]

4.11.4.5 Medical Necessity Determination
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4.11.4.5.1 The MCO shall provide the criteria for medical
necessity determinations for mental health or Substance Use
Disorder benefits to any Member, potential Member, or
Participating Provider upon request and at no cost.

4.11.5 Mental Health

4.11.5.1 Contracting for Community Mental Health Services

4.11.5.1.1 The MCO shall contrapt with CMH Programs and CMH
Providers for the provision of Community Mental Health Services
described in NH Code of Administrative Rules, Chapter He-M 426
on behalf of Medicaid Members who qualify for such services In
accordance with He-M 401.21

4.11.5.1.2 The MCO's contract shall provide for monitoring of
CMH Program/CMH Provider performance through quality metrics
and oversight procedures of the CMH Program/CMH Provider.

4.11.5.1.3 The contract shall be submitted to DHHS for review

and approval prior to implementation in accordance with Section
-3.14.2 (Contracts-with Subcontractors). The contract shall, -at
minimum, address:

4.11.5.1.3.1.The scope of services to be covered;

4.11.5.1.3.2.Compliance-with-the requirements of this
Agreement and all applicable State and federal laws,
rules and regulations;

4.11.5.1.3.3.The role of the MCO versus the CMH

-.ProgTariyCMH Providdf; ______

4.11.5.1.3.4. Procedures for communication and

"  ■ Tcdbfdiriatidh.: between ~the~MCO"_and *"the~CMH

Program/CMH Provider, other Providers serving the
same Member and DHHS;

4.11.5.1.3.5. Data sharing on Members;

4.11.5.1.3.6. Data reporting between the CMH
Program/CMH Provider and the MCO and DHHS; and

4.11.5.1.3.7.0versight, enforcement, and remedies for
_cgntract.dlsputes.. ^

4.11.5.2 Payment to Community Mental Health Programs and
Community Mental Health Providers

4.11.5.2.1 The MCO is required to enter into a capitated payment
arrangerhent with CMH Programs to deliver Community Mental

Available at hHD://www.QencQurt.sta{a.nh.us/rules/Aboul Rules/llstaQencies.htm
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Health Services, providing for reimbursement on terms specified by
DHHS in guidance.

4.11.5.2.2 The MCO shall reach agreements and enter into
contracts with all CMH Programs that meet the terms specified by
DHHS no later than ninety (90) calendar days after Agreement
execution.

4.11.5.2.2.1. For the purposes of this paragraph,
Agreement execution means that the Agreement has
been signed by the MCO and the State, and approved
by all required State authorities and Is generally
expected to occur In January 2019.

4.11.5.3 Provision of Community Mental Health Sen/ices

4.11.5.3.1 The MCO shall ensure that Community Mental Health
Services are provided in accordance with the Medicaid State Plan
and He-M 401.02, He-M 403.02 and He-M 426.

4.11.5.3.2 This Includes, but is not limited, to ensuring that the full
range of Community Mental Health Services are. appropriately
provided to eligible Members.

4.11.5.3.3 Eligible Members shall receive an Individualized service
plan created and updated regularly, consistent with State and
federal requirements, including but not limited to He-M 401.

4.11.5.3.4 Eligible Members shall be offered the provisions of
supports for illness self-management and Recovery;

4.11.5.3.5 Eligible Members shall be provided with coordinated
care when entering and leaving a designated receiving facility.
4.11.5.3.6 The MCO shall ensure that all Providers providing
Community Mental Health Services comply with the requirements
of He-M 426.

4.11.5.3.7 As described in He-M 400, a Member may be deemed
eligible for Community Mental Health Services if the Member has a;

4.11.5.3.7.1. Severe or persistent mental illness (SPMl)
for an adult;

4.11.5.3.7.2.SMI for an adult;

4.11.5.3.7.3.SPMl or SMI with low service utilization for
an adult;

4.11.5.3.7.4.SEDfora child; or

4.11.5.3.7.5.SED and interagency involvement for a
child.
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4.11.5.3.8 Any MCO quality monitoring or audits ,of the
performance of the CMH Programs/CMH Providers shall be
available to DHHS upon request.

4.11.5.3.9 To improve health outcomes for Members and ensure
that the delivery of services is provided at the appropriate intensity
and duration, the MCO shall meet with CMH Programs/CMH
Providers and DHHS at least quarterly to coordinate data collection
and ensure data sharing.

4.11.5.3.10At a minimum, this shall include sharing of quality
assurance activities conducted by the MCO and DHHS and a
review of quality Improvement plans, data reports, Care
Coordination activities, and outstanding needs. Reports shall be
provided in advance of quarterly meetings.

4.11.5.3.11 The MCO shall work in collaboration with DHHS, CMH
Programs/CMH Providers to support and sustain evidenced-based
practices that have a profound impact on Providers and Member
outcomes.

4.11.5.4 Comprehensive Assessment and Care Plans

4.11.5.4.1 The MCO shall ensure, through Its regular quality
Iniprovement activities,"on-site reviews for childreh and youth, and
reviews of-DHHS administered quality, service reviews for adults,
that Community Mental Health Services are delivered in the least
restrictive community based environment possible and based on a
person-centered approach where the Member and his or her
family's-personal goals and needs are considered central in the
deyeipp.iTent of the Individualized service plans. -

-  - - 4.11.5.4.2-The-MCO-shall ensure-that initial-and-updated-care
plans "are " based 6ri"a'" CompfelTehsive" Assessment' conducted
using an evidenced-based assessment tool, such as the NH

. version of the Child and Adole^ent Needs and Strengths
Assessment (CANS) and the Adult Needs and Strengths
Assessriieht (ANSA).

4.11.5.4.3 If the MCO or a CMH Program/CMH Provider acting
on behalf of the MCO elects to permit clinicians to use an
evidenced-based assessment tool other than CANS or ANSA, the
"MCO" shalllTotify 'ana'Teceive" approval "Of "the"specific tool "from

.  DHHS.

4.11.5.4.4 The assessment shall include the domains of the
DSRIP Comprehensive Core Standardized Assessment and
elements under review in the DHHS quality sen/ice review.
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4.11.5.4.5 The MCO shall ensure that clinicians conducting or
contributing to a Comprehensive Assessment are certified in the
use of NHs CANS and ANSA, or an alternative evidenced based
assessment tool approved by DHHS within one hundred and
twenty (120) calendar days of implementation by DHHS of a web-
based training and certification system.

MCO shall require that certified clinicians use the
CANS, ANSA, or an alternative evidenced-based assessment tool
approved by DHHS for any newly evaluated Member and for an
existing Member no later than at the Member's first eligibility
renewal following certification.

4.11.5.5 Assertive Community Treatment Teams

4.11.5.5.1 The MCO shall work in collaboration with DHHS and
CMH Programs/CMH Providers to ensure that ACT teams include
at least one certified Peer Support Specialist and are available to
Medicaid Members twenty-four (24) hours a day, seven (7) days a
week, with on-call availability from 12;00 am to 8:00 am.

4.11.5.5.2 At the sole discretion of DHHS, as defined in separate
guidance, the MCO shall reimburse CMH Programs/CMH
Providers at an enhanced rate for the cost of providing at least fair
fidelity ACT services to eligible Medicaid Members.

4.11.5.5.3 The MCO shall obtain annual fidelity review reports
from DHHS to inform the ACT team's adherence to fidelity.
4.11.5.5.4 In collaboration with DHHS, the MCO shall support
CMH Program^CMH Providers to achieve program improvement
goals outlined in the ACT Quality Improvement Plan on file with
DHHS to achieve full implementation of ACT.

4.11.5.5.5 In accordance with Exhibit 0, the MCO shall report
quarterly on the rate at which the MCO's Medicaid Members
eligible for Community Mental Health Services are receiving ACT
services.

4.11.5.5.6 The MCO shall provide updates on any waitlists
maintained for ACT services during regular behavioral health
meetings between the MCO and DHHS.

4.11.5.6 Mental Health,Performance Improvement Project
4.11.5.6.1 As outlined in Section 4.12.3.7 (Performance
Improvement Projects), the MCO shall engage in at least one (1)
mental health PIP. The MCO shall satisfy this requirement by
implementing a PIP designed to reduce Psychiatric Boarding in the
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4,11.5.7 Services for the Homeless

4.11.5.7.1 The MCO shall provide care to Members who are
homeless or at risk of homelessness by conducting outreach to
Members with a history of homelessness and establishing
partnerships with community-based organizations to connect such
Members to housing services.

4.11.5.7.2 The MCO shall have one (1) or more Housing
Coordinator{s) on staff or under contract to provide in-person
housing assistance to Members who are homeless, as described in
Section 3.15.1 (Key Personnel).

4.11.5.7.3 The Housing Coordinator(s). shall coordinate with
housing case managers at the CMH Programs, New Hampshire
Hospital, the Bureau of Mental Health Services, the Bureau of
Housing Supports and other CMH Providers to coordinate referrals.

4.11.5.7.4 In coordination with CMH Programs/CMH Providers,
the MCO shall ensure that ACT teams and/or Housing
Cpordinator(s) .also prpyide ongoing mental health and tenancy
support services to Members.

4.11.5.7.5 In its contract with CMH Prdgrams/CMH Providers, the
MCO shall describe how it shall provide appropriate oversight of
CMH Program/CMH Provider responsibilities, including:

4.11.5.7.5.1. Identifying housing options for Members at
risk of experiencing homelessness:

4.11.5.7.5.2=Assisting Members in filing applications for
"* " housing and gathering necessary dpcujnentation; - - •

-- - - - 4.11.5.7.5;3.Coordinating the provision, df-supportive
housing; and

4.11.5.7.5.4.Coordinating housing-related services
amongst CMH Programs/CMH Providers, the MCO
and NH's Housing Bridge Subsidy Program.

4.11.5.7.6 The contract with CMH Programs/CMH Providers shall
require quarterly assessments and documentation of 'housing
status and homelessness for all Members.

^4:11:5:7.7"The^MCO "Shall -ensure-that any Member-discharged

into homelessness Is corinected to Care Management as described
in Section 4.10.10 (Coordination and Integration with. Social
Services and Continuity of Care) within twenty-four (24) hours upon
release.

4.11.5.8 Supported Employment
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4.11.5.8.1 In coordination with CMH Programs/CMH Providers,
the MCO shall actively promote EBSE to eligible Members.
4.11.5.8.2 The MCO shall obtain fidelity review reports from
DHHS to Inform EBSE team's adherence to fidelity with the
expectation of at least good fidelity Implementation for each CMH
Program/CMH Provider.

4.11.5.8.3 In collaboration with DHHS, the MCO shall support the
CMH Programs and CMH Providers to achieve program
improvement goals outlined In the EBSE Quality Improvement Plan
on fil^ with DHHS to achieve full Implementation of EBSE.

4.11.5.8.4 Based on data provided by DHHS, the MCO shall
support DHHS's goals to ensure that at least nineteen percent
(19%) of adult Members are engaged In EBSE services and that
employment status is updated by the CMH Program/CMH Provider
on a quarterly basis.

4.11.5.8.5 The MCO shall report the EBSE rate to DHHS In
accordance with Exhibit O and provide updates as requested by
DHHS during regular behavioral health meetings between the MCO
and DHHS.

4.11.5.9 Illness Management and Recovery

4.11.5.9.1 In coordination with CMH Programs and CMH
Providers, the MCO shall actively promote the delivery of and
increased penetration rates of Illness management and Recovery
to Members with SMI and SPMI.

4.11.5.9.2 The MCO shall provide updates as requested by DHHS
during regular behavioral health meetings between the MCO and
DHHS.

4.11.5.10 Dialectical Behavioral Therapy

4.11.5.10.1 In coordination with CMH Programs and CMH
Providers, the MCO shall actively promote the delivery of DBT to
Memtrers with diagnoses. Including but not limited to SMI. SPMI.
and Borderline Personality Disorder.

4.11.5.10.2 The MCO shall provide updates, such as the rate at
which eligible Members receive meaningful levels of DBT services,
as requested by DHHS during regular behavioral health meetings
between the MCO and DHHS.

4.11.5.11 Peer Recovery Support Services

4.11.5.11.1 In coordination with CMH Programs and CMH
Providers, the MCO shall actively promote the delivery of PRSS
provided by Peer Recovery Programs in a variety of settings such
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as CMH Programs, New Hampshire Hospital, primary care cuni(
and EDs.

4.11.5.11.2 The MCO shall provide updates as requested by DHHS
during regular behavioral health meetings between the MCO and
DHHS.

4.11.5.12 Modular Approach to Therapy for Children with Anxiety,
Depression, Trauma, or Conduct Problems

4.11.5.12.1 In coordination with CMH Programs and CMH
Providers, the MCO shall actively promote the delivery of Modular
Approach to Therapy for Children with Anxiety, Depression.
Trauma, or Conduct Problems" for children and youth Members
experiencing anxiety, depression, trauma and conduct issues.

4.11.5.12.2 The MCO shall provide updates as requested by DHHS
during regular behavioral health meetings between the MCO and
DHHS.

4.11.5.13 First Episode Psychosis

4.11'.5.13.1 In coordination with CMH Programs and CMH
Providers, the MCO' shall actively promote the delivery of
programnning to address early symptoms of psychosis.

4.11.5.13.2 The MCO shall provide updates as requested by DHHS
during regular behavioral health meetings between the MCO and
DHHS.

4.11.5.14 Child Parent Psychotherapy

4.11.5.14.1 In-coordination with _CMH Programs and .CMH
Providers, the MCO shall actively promote delivery.of Child Parent
Psychotherapy for young children. — -

4.11.5.14.2 The MCO shall provide updates as requested by
DHHS during regular behavioral health meetings between the MCO
and DHHS.

4.11.5.15 Implementation of New Haniipshire's 10-Year Mentai Heaiih Pian

4.11.5.15.1 In accordance with Exhibit 0, the MCO shall actively
support the Implementation of NH's 10-Year Mental Health Plan,
updated periodically, to reinforce implementation of priorities

"outlined liHIie^afT

4.11.5.16 Changes in Healthy Behavior

4.11.5.16.1 The MCO shall promote Community Mental Health
Service recipients' whole health goals to address health disparities.

^Available at; httD://www.Dractlcewlse.com/Portals/0/match oublic/lndex.html
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4.11.5.16.2 Efforts can encompass interventions (e.g., tobacco
cessation, "InShape") or other efforts designed to improve health.

4.11.5.16.3 The MCO shall gather smoking status data on all
Members and report to DHHS in accordance with Exhibit O.

4.11.5.16.4 The MCO shall support CMH Programs/CMH Providers
to establish Incentive programs for Memt>ers to increase their

engagement in healthy behavior change initiatives.
4.11.5.17 Reducing Psychiatric Boarding

4.11.5.17.1 For each hospital in its network, the MCO shall have on
its own staff or contract with clinical Providers who are credentialed
by the hospital (i.e., "hospital-credentialed Providers") to provide
services to reduce Psychiatric Boarding stays.

4.11.5.17.2 In meeting this requirement, the MCO cannot use CMH
Programs and. CMH Providers and shall ensure that its hospitai-
credentialed Providers are In addition to any capacity provided by
CMH Programs and CMH Providers.

4.11.5.17.3 The MCO shall supply a sufficient nurnber of hospital-
credentialed Providers in order to provide assessments and
treatment for Members who are subject to, or at risk for, Psychiatric
Boarding.

4.11.5.17.4 The number of such hospital-credentialed Providers
shall be sufficient to provide initial on-site assistance within twelve
(12) hours of a Member arriving at an ED and within twenty-four
(24) hours of a Member being placed on observation or Inpatient
status to await an inpatient psychiatric bed.

4.11.5.17.5The initial on-site assistance provided within' these
required timelines shall include a beneficiary-specific plan for
discharge, treatment, admittance or transfer to New Hampshire
Hospital.

4.11.5.17.6 Each such hospital-credentialed Provider shall have the
clinical expertise, inclusive of prescribing authority, to reduce
Psychiatric Boarding and possess or be trained on the resources,
iricluding local community resources that can be deployed to
discharge the Member safely to the community or to a step down
facility when an inpatient stay is not clinically required.

4.11.5.17.7 At the request of DHHS, the MCO shall participate in
meetings with hospitals to address Psychiatric Boarding.

4.11.5.17.8 The MCO shall pay no less than the rate paid by NH
Medicaid FFS program for all inpatient and outpatient service
categories for billable services related to psychiatric boarding.
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4.11.5.17.9 The MCO's capitation rates related to psychiatric
services shall reflect utilization levels consistent with best practices
for clinical path protocols, ED Psychiatric Boarding services, and
discharge/readmission management at or from New Hampshire
Hospital.

4.11.5.17.10 The MCO shall describe its plan for reducing
Psychiatric Boarding in its Annual Behavioral Health Strategy Plan
and Report, In accordance with Exhibit 0.

4.11.5.17.11 At minimum, the plan shall address how:

4.11.5.17.11.1. The MCO identifies when its Members
are in the ED awaiting psychiatric placement or in a
hospital setting awaiting an Inpatient psychiatric bed;

4.11.5.17.11.2. Policies for ensuring a prompt crisis
team consultation and face-to-face evaluation;

4.11.5.17.11.3. Strategies for identifying placement
options or alternatives to hospitalization; and

4.11.5.17.11.4. Coordination with the CMH
Programs/CMH Providers serving Members.

4.11.5.17.12 In accordance with Exhibit 0, the. MCO shall
provide a monthly report on the number of Its Members awaiting
placement In the ED or in a hospital setting for twenty-four (24)
hours or more; the disposition of those awaiting placement; and the
average length of stay in the ED and medical ward for both children
and adult Members, and the rate of recidivism for Psychiatric

'  Boarding. • - - - - _

4.-11-5.18New Hampshire-Hospital -

4.11.5.18.1 New Hampshire Hospital Agreement

4.11.5.18.1.1. The MCO shall maintain a written
collaborative agreement with New Hampshire Hospital,
NH's State operated inpalierit psychiatric faclliiy.

4.11.5.18.1.2. This collaborative agreement shall be
subject to the approval of DHHS and shall address the
ADA requirement that Members be served in the most

Integrated setting appropriate-to their -needs,--include
the responsibilities of the CMH Program/CMH Provider
to ensure a seamless trarisition of care upon admission
and discharge to the community, and detail Information
sharing and collaboration between the MCO and New
Hampshire Hospital.
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4.11.5.18.1.3. The collaborative agreement shall also
Include mutually developed admission and utilization
review criteria bases for determining the
appropriateness of admissions to or continued stays
both within and extemal to New Hampshire Hospitai.

4.11.5.18.1.4. Prior to admission to New Hampshire
'— Hospitai, the MCO shall ensure that a crisis team

consultation has been completed for ail Members
evaluated by a licensed physician or psychologist.

4.11.5.18.1.5. The MCO shall ensure that a face-to-
face evaluation by a mandatory pre-screening agent is
conducted to assess eligibility for emergency
Involuntary admission to New Hampshire Hospital and
determine whether all available less restrictive
altematlve services and supports are unsuitable.

4.11.5.18.2 Discharge Planning

4.11.5.18.2.1. it is the policy of DHHS to avoid
discharges from inpatient care at New Hampshire
Hospital to homeless shelters and to ensure the
inclusion of an appropriate living situation as an
integral part of all discharge planning from New
Hampshire Hospital.

4.11.5.18.2.2. The MCO shall track any Member
discharges that the MCO, through its Provider network,
was unable to place Into the community and Members
who Instead were discharged to a shelter or into
homeiessness.

4.11.5.18.2.3. -Also included in Section 3.15.2 (Other
MCO Required Staff), the MCO shall designate an on-
site liaison with privileges, as required by New
Hampshire Hospital, to continue the Member's Care
Management, and assist in facilitating a coordinated
discharge planning process for Members admitted to
New Hampshire Hospital.

4.11.5^8.2.4. Except for participation in the
Administrative Review Committee, the liaison shall
actively participate In New Hampshire Hospital
treatment team meetings and discharge planning
meetings to ensure that Members receive treatment In
the least restrictive environment complying with the
ADA and other applicable State and federal
regulations.
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4.11.5.18.2.5. The liaison shall actively participate,
and assist New Hampshire Hospital staff in the
development of a written discharge plan within twenty-
four (24) hours of admission.

4.11.5.18.2.6. The MCO shall ensure that the final

New Hampshire Hospital discharge instruction sheet
shall be provided to the Member and the Member's
authorized representative prior to discharge, or the
next business day, for at least ninety-eight percent
(98%) of Members discharged.

4.11.5.18.2.7. The MCO shall ensure that the

discharge progress note shall be provided to the
aftercare Provider within seven (7) calendar days of
Member discharge for at least ninety-eight percent
(98%) of Members discharged.

4.11.5.18.2.8. For ACT team service recipients, the
MOO shall ensure that the discharge progress note is
provided to the Provider within twenty-four (24) hours
of Member discharge.

4.11.5.18.2.9. If a Member lacks a reasonable means

of_connrnunicating with a plan prior to discharge, the
MCd shall identify ah alt^native' viable means for
communicating with the Member in the discharge plan.

4.11.5.18.2.10. The MCO shall make at least three (3)
attempts to contact Members within three (3) business
days of discharge from New Hampshire Hpspital-in-
order to review the discharge plan, support the
Member in attending any scheduled TIfolldw-Ti'p'
appointments, support the continued taking of any
medications prescribed, and answer any questions the
Member may have.

4.11.5.18.2.11. The performance metric shall be that
one hundred percent (100%) of Members dischai^ed
shall have been attempted to be contacted within three
(3) business days.

^4.11.5."18:2:l2.'For "arry"Member the'MCO does-not
make contact with within three (3) business days, the
MCO shall contact the aftercare Provider and request
that the aftercare Provider make contact with the

Member within twenty-four (24) hours.

4.11.5.18.2.13. The MCO shall ensure an appointment
with a CMH Program/CMH Provider or other
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appropriate mental health clinician Is scheduled and
that transportation has been arranged for the
appointment prior to discharging a Member.

4.11.5.18.2.14. Such appointment shall occur within
seven (7) calendar days after discharge.

4.11.5.18.2.15. ACT team service recipients shall be
seen within twenty-four (24) hours of discharge.

4.11.5.18.2.16. For persons discharged from
psychiatric hospitallzation who are not a current client
of the applicable CMH Program/CMH Provider, the
Member shall have an Intake appointment that Is,
scheduled to occur within seven (7) calendar days after
discharge.

4.11.5.18.2.17. The MCO shall work with DHHS and
the applicable CMH Program/CMH Provider to review
cases of Members that New Hampshire Hospital has
indicated a difficulty retuming back to the community.
Identify barriers to discharge, and develop an
appropriate transition plan back to the community.

4.11.5.18.3Adminisfrative Days and Post Stabilization Care
Services

4.11.5.18.3.1. The MCO shall perform In-reach
activities to New Hampshire Hospital designed to
accomplish transitions to the community.

4.11.5.18.3.2. Administrative days and post
stabilization care services are inpatient hospital days
associated with Members who no longer require acute
care but are left In the hospital.

4.11.5.18.3.3. The MCO shall pay New Hampshire
Hospital for services delivered under the Inpatient and
outpatlerit service categories at rates no less than
those paid by the NH Medicaid FFS program, inclusive
of both State and federal share of the payment, if a
Member cannot be discharged due to failure to provide
appropriate community-tiased care and services.

4.11.5.18.4 Reduction in Behavioral Health Readmlssions

4.11.5.18.4.1. The MCO shall describe a reduction In
readmlssions plan in its annual Behavioral Health
Strategy Plan and Report In accordance with Exhibit 0
subject to approval by DHHS. to monitor the thirty (30)-
day and one hundred and eighty (18D)-day
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readmission rates to New Hampshire Hospital,
designated receiving facilities and other equivalent
facilities to review Member specific data with each of
the CMH Programs/CMH Providers, and implement
measurable strategies within ninety (90) calendar days
of the execution of this Agreement to reduce thirty (30)-
day and one hundred and eighty (180)-day
readmission.

4.11.5.18.4.2. Avoiding readmission is associated
with the delivery of a full array of Medically Necessary
outpatient medication and Behavioral Health Services
in the ninety (90) days after discharge from New
Hampshire Hospital; the MCO shall ensure provision of
appropriate service delivery in the ninety (90) days
after discharge.

4.11.5.18.4.3. For Members with readmissions within

thirty (30) days and one hundred and eighty (180)
days, the MCO shall report on th_e .mental health a_ncl
related service utilization thaj_ .Erectly prj^e^d
readmission in accordance With Exhibit 6. This data
shall be shared with the Member's CMH Program/CMH
Pr£vider,jf applicable, and DHHS in order to evaluate If
appropriate levels of cafe" were* provided "to decrease
the likelihood of re-hosprtalization.

4.11.6 Substance Use Disorder

4.11.6.1 the-.MCO's policies^andrpro^.dures'r^^ te^iibstance Use
Disorder shall be in compliance with State and federal law, including but
not limited to,-Chapter 420-J, Section J:-15 through Section J:19 and-shall
comply Mh""all State ahd'federa! laws related to^confidentiality of Member
behavioral health information.

\

4.11.6.2 In addition to services covered under the Medicaid State Plan,
the MCO shall cover the services necessary for compliance vyith the
requirements for parity in mental health and Substance Use Disorder
benefits. [42 CFR 438, subpart K; 42 CFR 438.3(e)(1)(ii)]

4.11.6.3 The MCO shall ensure that the full continuum of care required
—- -for.Memtjers-with Substance.Use_DisQrders is available and provided to

Members in accordance with NH Code of Administrative Rules, Chapter
He-W 500, Part He-W 513.

4.11.6.4 Contracting for Substance Use Disorder
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4.11.6.4.1 The MCO shall contract with Substance Use Disorder
service programs and Providers to deliver Substance Use Disorder
services for eligible Members, as defined In He-W 513.^

4.11.6.4.2 The contract between the MCO and the Substance Use
Disorder programs and Participating Providers shall be submitted
to DHHS for review and approval prior to implementation in
accordance with Section 3.14.2 (Contracts with Subcontractors).
4.11.6.4.3 The contract shall, at minimum, address the following:

4.11.6.4.3.1.The scope of services to be covered;
.  4.11.6.4.3.2. Compliance with the requirements of this

Agreement and applicable State and federal law;

4.11.6.4.3.3.The role of the MCO versus the
Substance Use Disorder program and/or Provider;

4.11.6.4.3.4. procedures for communication and
coordination between the MCO and the Substance Use
Disorder program and/or Provider;

4.11.6.4.3.5.0ther Providers serving the same
Member, and DHHS as applicable;

4.11.6.4.3.6.The approach to payment, including
enhanced payment for ACT services;

4.11.6.4.3.7.Data sharing on Members;

4.11.6.4.3.8. Data reporting between the Substance
Use Disorder programs and/or Providers and the MCO,
and DHHS as applicable; and

4.11.6.4.3.9. Oversight, enforcement, and remedies for
contract disputes.

4.11.6.4.4 The coritract shall provide for monitoring of Substance
Use Disorder service performance through quality metrics and
oversight procedures specified in the contract.

4.11.6.4.5 When contracting with Peer Recovery Programs, the
MCO shall contract with all Willing Providers in the State through
the PRSS Facilitating Organization or other accrediting body
approved by DHHS, unless the Provider requests a direct contract.

4.11.6.4.6 The MCO shall reimburse Peer Recovery Programs in
accordance with rates that are no less than the equivalent DHHS
FFS rates.

Available at httD:/Avww.Qencourt.state nh uVmles/statfl nnendesffie^ html
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4.11.6.4.7 When contracting with methadone clinics, the MCO
shall contract with and have In its network all Willing Providers in
the state.

4.11.6.5 Payment to Substance Use Disorder Providers

4.11.6.5.1 The MCO shall reimburse Substance Use Disorder
Providers in accordance with rates that are no less than the
equivalent DHHS FFS rates.

4.11.6.5.2 The MCO need not pay using DHHS's FFS mechanism
where the MCO's contract with the Provider meets the following
requirements:

4.11.6.5.2.1.1s subject to enhanced reimbursement for
MAT, as described in as outlined in this section; or

4.11.6.5.2.2. Falls under a DHHS-approved APM, the
,  standards and requirements for obtaining DHHS

approval are further described In Section 4.14
(Altemative Payment Models).

4.11.6.5.3 DHHS shall provide the MCO with sixty (60) calendar
days' advance notice prior to any change to reimbursement.

4.11.6.5.4 In accordance with Exhibit O. the MCO shall develop
and submit to DHHS, a payment plan for offering enhanced
reimbursement to qualified physicians who are SAMHSA certified
to dispense or prescribe MAT.

4.1T6:5.5 The plan shall Indicate at least two (2) tiers of
.  enhanced. parents, that the' MCO shall ! hiake to qualified

Providers based on whether Providers are certified and providing
- MAT to-up-to thirty (30) Members-per quarter (i.e-tier-one (1)
Providers) or'certified ~ah"^d providing MAT to up'to'one hundred
(100) Mernbers per quarter (i.e., tier two (2) Providers).

4.11.6.5.6 The tier determinations that qualify Providers for the
MCO's enhanced reimbursement policy shall reflect the number of
Members to' whom the Provider is providing MAT treatment
services, not the number of patients the Provider is certified to
provide MAT treatment to.

-4.U.6.5.7_JThe.MCO.shall develop^t.least.Qne_(l) APM designed
to increase access to MAT for Substance Use Disorder and one (1)
APM (such as a bundled payment) for the treatment of babies bom
with NAS.

4.11.6.6 Provision of Substance Use Disorder Services
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4.11.6.6.1 The MCO shall ensure that Substance Use Disorder
services are provided in accordance with the Medicaid State Plan
and He-W 513. This includes,* but'is not limited to:

4.11.6.6.1.1. Ensuring that the full continuum of care is
appropriately provided to eligible Members;

4.11.6.6.1.2.Ensuring that eligible Members are
provided with Recovery support services; and

4.11.6.6.1.3.Ensuring that eligible Members are
provided with coordinated care when entering or
leaving a treatment program.

4.11.6.6.2 The MCO shall ensure that all Providers providing
Substance Use Disorder services comply with the requirements of
He-W 513.

4.11.6.6.3 The MCO shall work in collaboration with DHHS and
Substance Use Disorder programs and/or Providers to support and
sustain evidenced-based practices that have a profound impact on
Provider and Member outcomes, including, but is not limited to.
enhanced rate or incentive payments for evidenced-based
practices.

4.11.6.6.4 The MCO shall ensure that the full continuum of care
required for Members with Substance Use Disorders Is available
and provided to Members in accordance with NH Code of
Administrative Rules, Chapter He-W 500, Part He-W 513.
4.11.6.6.5 This includes, but is not limited to:

4.11.6.6.5.1.Ensuring that Members at risk of
experiencing Substance Use Disorder are assessed
using a standardized evidence-based assessment tool
consistent with ASAM Criteria; and

4.11.6.6.5.2. Providing access to the full range of
sen/ices available under the DHHS's Substance Use
Disorder benefit, including Peer Recovery Support
without regard to whether Peer Recovery Support is an
aspect of an additional service provided to the
Member.

4.11.6.6.6 The MCO shall make PRSS available to Members both
as a standalone service (regardless of an assessment), and as part
of other treatment and Recovery services.

4.11.6.6.7 The provision of services to recipients enrolled in an
MCO shall not be subject to more stringent service coverage limits
than specified under this Agreement or State Medicaid policies.
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4.11.6.7 Substance Use Disorder Clinical Evaluations and Treatment

Plans

4.11.6.7.1 The MOO shall ensure, through Its regular quality
Improvement activities and reviews of DHHS administered quality
monitoring and improvement activities, that Substance Use
Disorder treatment services are delivered in the least restrictive

community based environment possible and based on a person-
centered approach where the Member and their family's personal
goals and needs are considered central In the development of the
Individualized service plans.

4.11.6.7.2 A Clinical Evaluation is a biopsychosoclal evaluation
completed in accordance with SAMHSA Technical Assistance
Publication (TAP) 21: Addiction Counseling Competencies.

4.11.6.7.3 The MCO shall ensure that all services provided
include a method to obtain clinical evaluations using DSM five (5)
diagnostic information and a recommendation for a level of care
based on the ASAM Criteria, published in October, 2013 or as
revised by ASAM. ■

4.11.6.7.4 The MCO shall ensure that a clinical evaluation is

completed for each Member prior to admission as a part of Interim
sen/ices or within three (3) business days following admission.

4.11.6.7.5 For a Member being transferred from or otherwise
referred by another Provider, the Provider shall use the clinical
evaluation completed by a licensed behavioral health professional
from the referring agency, which may be amended by the receiving
Provider. _ . " ' . ' ' -

-  •4.11;6.-7-.6 The Provider-shall complete-individualized treatment
plaris"fof"all Merribers based on clinical evaluation data within three
(3) business days of the clinical evaluation, that address problems
in all ASAM 2013 domains which justify the Member's admittance
to a given level of care and that include individualized treatment
plan goals, objectives, arid interventions written In tenfis that are
specific, measurable, attainable, realistic, and time relevant
(SMART).

4.11.6.7.7 The treatment plan shall include the Member's
'~lnvolv^eril'"iri~"ldehtifyirigrdeve1dplng,~af^~pndntiziri'g"~g'Oals;"
objectives, and interventions. i

4.11.6.7.8 Treatment plans shall .be updated based on any
changes in any ASAM domain and no less frequently than every
four (4) sessions or every four (4) weeks, v^ichever is less
frequent.
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4.11.6.7.9 The treatment plan updates much Include:

4.11.6.7.9.1. Documentation of the degree to which the
Memtjer Is meeting treatment plan goals and
objectives;

4.11.6.7.9.2. Modification of existing goals or addition of
new goals based on changes in the" Member's
functioning relative to ASAM domains and treatment
goals and objectives;

4.11.6.7.9.3.The counselor's assessment of whether or
not the Member needs to move to a different level of
care based on ASAM continuing care, transfer and
discharge criteria; and

4.11.6.7.9.4.The signature of the Member and the
counselor agreeing to the updated treatment plan, or if
applicable, documentation of the Member's refusal to
sign the treatment plan.

4.11.6.8 Substance Use Disorder Performance Improvement Project
4.11.6.8.1 In compliance with the requirements outlined in Section
4.12.3 (Quality Assessment and Performance Improvement
Program), the MCO shall, at a minimum, conduct at least one (1)
PIP designed to improve the delivery of Substance Use Disorder
services.

4.11.6.9 Reporting

4.11.6.9.1 The MCO shall report to DHHS Substance Use
Disorder-related metrics in accordance with Exhibit O including, but
not limited to, . measures related to access to services,
engagement, clinically appropriate services. Member engagement
in treatment, treatment retention, safety monitoring, and service
utilization.

4.11.6.9.2 The MCO shall provide, in accordance with Exhibit 0,
an assessment of any prescribing rate and pattern outliers and how
the MCO plans to follow up with Providers identified as having
high-prescribing patterns.

4.11.6.9.3 The MCO shall provide to DHHS copies of all findings
from any audit or assessment of Providers related to Substance
Use Disorder conducted by the MCO or on behalf of the MCO.

4.11.6.9.4 On a monthly basis, the MCO shall provide directly to
Participating Providers comparative prescribing data, including the
average Morphine Equivalent Dosing (MED) levels across patients
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and Ideritification of Members with MED at above average levels,
as determined by the MED levels across Members.

4.11.6.9.5 The MCO shall also provide annual training to
Participating Providers.

4.11.6.10 Services for Members Who are. Homeless or At-Rlsk of
Homelessness

4.11.6.10.1 In coordination with Substance Use Disorder programs
and/or Providers, the MCO shall provide care to Members who are
homeless or at risk. of homelessness as described in Section

4.11.5.7 (Services for the Homeless).

4.11.6.11 Peer Recovery Support Services

4.11.6.11.1 In coordination with Peer Recovery Programs and Peer
Recovery Coaches, as defined in He-W 513, the MCO shall
actively promote delivery of PRSS provided by Peer Recovery
Coaches who are also certified Recovery support workers in a
variety of settings such as Peer Recovery Programs, clinical
Substance Use Disorder programs. EDs, and primary care clinics.

4.11.6.12 Naloxone Availability

4.11.6.12.1 The MCO shall work with each contracted Substance
Use Disorder program and/or Provider to ensure that naloxone kits
are available on-site and training on naloxone administration and
emergency response procedures are provided to program and/or
Provider staff at a minimum annually.

-  - -4.11.6.13 Prescription Drug Monitoring Program _ . .

.  . . _ . 4.11.6.13.1 The MCO shall include in its Provider agreements the
requirement that prescribers and dispensers comply with the.NH
PDMP requirements, including but not limited to opioid prescribing
guidelines.

4.11.6.13.2The Provider agreements shall require Participating
Provrders to provide to the MCO, to the maximum extent possible,
data on substance dispensing to Members prior to, releasing such
medications to Members.

4.11.6.13.3The MCO shall monitor harmful prescribing rates and,'
■  ""at *the'"clisaetidrT"Of DHHS, maybe Tequired to "provide "ongoing •

updates on those Participating Providers who have been Identified
as overprescribing.

4.11.6.14 Response After Overdose

4.11.6.14.1 Whenever a Member receives emergency room or
inpatient hospital services as a result of a non-fatal overdose, the
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MCO shall v/ork with hospitals to ensure a seamless transition of
care upon admission and discharge to the community, and detail
Information sharing and collaboration between the MCO and the
participating hospital.

4.11.6.14.2 Whenever a Member discharges themselves against
medical advice, the MCO shall make a good faith effort to ensure
that the Member receives a clinical evaluation, referral to
appropriate treatment. Recovery support services and intense
Case Management within forty-eight (48) hours of discharge or the
MCO being notified, whichever is sooner.

4.11.6.15 Limitations on Prior Authorization Requirements

4.11.6.15.1 To the extent permitted under State and federal law
the MCO shall cover MAT.

4.11.6.15.2 Methadone received at a methadone clinic shall not
require Prior Authorization.

4.11.6.15.3 Methadone used to treat pain shall require Prior
Authorization.

4.11.6.15.3.1. Any Prior Authorization for office based
MAT shall comply with RSA 420-J:17 and RSA 420-
J:18. .

4.11.6.15.4 The MCO shall not impose any Prior Authorization
requirements for MAT urine drug screenings (DOS) unless a
Provider exceeds thirty (30) UDSs per month per treated Member.

4.11.6.15.4.1. In the event a Provider exceeds thirty
(30) UDS per month per treated Member, the MCO
shall impose Prior Authorization requirements on
usage.

4.11.6.15.5The MCO is precluded from imposing any Prior
Authorization on screening for multiple drugs within a daily drug
screen.

4.11.6.15.6The MCO shall cover without Prior Authorization or
' other Utilization Management restrictions any treatments identified
as necessary by a clinician trained in the use and application of the
ASAM Criteria.

4.11.6.15.7Should the MCO have concerns about the
appropriateness of a course of treatment after the treatment has
comrnenced, the MCO shall contact the Provider to request
additional information and/or recommend a change, but shall
continue to pay for the treatment unless and until the Provider
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determines an alternative type of treatment or setting is
appropriate.

4.11.6.15.8DHHS shall monitor utilization of Substance Use
Disorder treatment services to identify, prevent, and correct
potential occurrences of fraud, waste and abuse, in accordance
with 42 CFR 455 and 42 CFR 456 and He-W 520.

4.11.6.15.9 DHHS may grant exceptions to this provision in
instances where it is necessary to prevent fraud, waste and abuse.

4.11.6.15.10 For Members who enter the Pharmacy Lock-In
Program as described in Section 4.2.3 (Clinical Policies and Prior

' Authorizations), the MOO shall evaluate the need for Substance
Use Disorder treatment.

4.11.6.16 Opioid Prescribing Requirements

4.11.6.16.1 The MOO shall require Prior Authorization documenting
the rationale for the prescriptions of more than one hundred (100)
mg daily MED of opioids for Members.

4.11.6.16.2 As required under the NH Board Administrative Rule
MED 502 Opioid Prescribing, the MOO shall adhere to MED
procedures for acute and chronic pain, taking actions, including but
not limited to:

4.11.6.16.2.1. A pain management consultation or
certification from the Provider that it is due to an acute

medical condition;

^4.11.6.16.2.2. Random and periodic UDS; and

_  _ , 4.11.6.16.2.3. Utilizing written, informed consent.

4.11.6.16.3The MOO shall ensure that Participating Providers
prescribe and dispense Naloxone for patients receiving a one
hundred (100) mg MED or more per day for longer than ninety (90)
calendar days.

4.11.6.16.4lf the NH Board Administrative Rule MED 502 Opioid
Prescribing is updated in the future, the MCO shall implement the
revised policies in accordance with the timelines established or
within sixty (60) calendar days if no such timeline is provided.

4.11.6.17 Neonatal Abstinence Syndrome

4.11.6.17.1 For those Members with a diagnosis of Substance Use
Disorder and all infants with a diagnosis of NAS, or that are
otherwise known to have been exposed prenatally to opioids,
alcohol or other drugs, the MCO shall provide Care Management
services to provide for coordination of their physical and behavioral
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health, according to the safeguards relating to re-disclosure set out
In 42 CFR Part 2.

4.11.6.17.2 Substance Use Disorder Care Management features
shall Include, but not be limited to:

4.11.6.17;2.1. Conducting outreach to Members who
would benefit from treatment (for example, by
coordinating with emergency room staff to Identify and
engage with Members admitted to the ED following an
overdose),

4.11.6.17.2.2. Ensuring that Members are receiving
the appropriate level of Substance Use Disorder
treatment services,

4.11.6.17.2.3. Scheduling Substance Use Disorder
treatment appointments and following up to ensure
appointments are attended, and

4.11.6.17.2.4. Coordinating care among prescribing
Providers, clinician case managers, pharmacists,
behavioral health Providers and social service
agencies.

4.11.6.17.2.5. The MCO shall make every attempt to
coordinate and enhance Care Management services
being provided to the Member by the treating Provider.

4.11.6.17.3 The MCO shall work with DCYF to provide Substance
Use Disorder treatment referrals and conduct a follow-up after thirty
(30) calendar days to determine the outcome of the referral and
determine if additional outreach and resources are needed.

4.11.6.17.4 The MCO shall work with DCYF to ensure that health
care Providers involved in the care of Infants Identified as being .
affected by prenatal drug or alcohol exposure, create and
implement the Plan of Safe Care.

4.11.6.17.4.1. The Plan of Safe Care shall be
developed In collaboration with health care Providers
and the family/careglvers of the infant to address the
health of the Infant and Substance Use Disorder
treatment needs of the family or caregiver.

4.11.6.17.5The MCO shall establish protocols for Participating
Providers to implement a standardized screening and treatment
protocol for infants at risk of NAS.

4.11.6.17.6 The MCO shall provide training to Providers serving
infants with NAS on best practices, Including:
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4.11.6.17.6.1. Opportunities for the primary care
glver{s) to room-in;

4.11.6.17.6.2. Transportation and childcare for the
primary care giver(s);

.. 4 H-6.17.6.3. Priority given to non-pharmaceutical
approaches (e.g., quiet environment, swaddling);

4.11.6.17.6.4. Education for primary care giver(s) on
caring for newboms;

4.11.6.17.6.5. Coordination \Mth social service

agencies proving supports, including coordinated case
meetings and appropriate developmental services for
the infant;

4.11.6.17.6.6. Information on family planning options;
and

4.11.6.17.6.7. Coordination with the family and
Providers p_n the development of the Plan of Safe Care
for any infant born with NAS.

4,11.6.17.7 The MCO shall work with DHHS and Providers eligible
to expand/develop services to' increase capacity for specialized
services-for-thls-population-wbiGh-address-the-family-as-a-unit-and—
are consistent with Northern New England Perinatal Quality
Improvement Network's (NNEPQIN) standards.

4.11.6.18 Discharge Planning

"4.11.6.18.1 In all cases where the MCO is notified or otherwise
_  learns that a^Merriber has had an ED visit or is hospitalized for an

•  • overdose -^r.r Substa7ic^--UseT~Disdrdef,'' the IMCO's. "Care "
Coordination staff shall actively participate and assist hospital staff
in the development of a written discharge plan.

4.11.6.18.2 The MCO shall ensure that the final discharge
instruction sheet shaii be provided to the Member and the
Member's authorized representative prior to discharge, or the next
business day, for at least ninety-eight (98%) of Members
discharged.

"4.11 ;6.18.3 The MCO shall ensure that the discharge progress note ■
shall be provided to any treatment Provider within seven (7)
calendar days of Member discharge for at least ninety-eight
percent (98%) of Members discharged.

4.11.6,18.3.1. If a Member lacks a reasonable means
of communicating with a plan prior to discharge, the
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MCO shall Identify an alternative viable means for
communicating with the Member in the discharge plan.

4.11.6.18.4 It Is the expectation of DHHS that Members treated in
the ED or inpatient setting for an overdose are not to be released to
the community without outreach from the MCO or provided with
referrals for an evaluation and treatment.

4.11.6.18.5 The MCO shall track all Members discharged into the
community who do not receive MCO contact (including outreach or
a referral to a Substance Use Disorder program and/or Provider).
4.11.6.18.6 The MCO shall make at least three (3) attempts to
contact Members within three (3) business days of discharge from
the ED to review the discharge plan, support the Member in
atteriding any scheduled follow-up appointments, support the
continued taking of any medications prescribed, and answer any
questions the Member may have.

4.11.6.18.7 At least ninety-five percent (95%) of Members
discharged shall have been attempted to be contacted within three
(3) business days.

4.11.6.18.8 For any Member the MCO does not make contact with
within three (3) business days, the MCO shall contact the treatment
Provider and request that the treatment Provider make contact with
the Member within twenty-four (24) hours.

4.11.6.18.9 The MCO shall ensure an appointment for treatment
other than evaluation with a Substance Use Disorder program
and/or Provider for the Member Is scheduled prior to discharge
when possible and that transportation has been arranged for the
appointment. Such appointments shall occur within seven (7)
calendar days after discharge.

4.11.6.18.10 In accordance with 42 CFR Part 2. the MCO shall
work with DHHS during regularly scheduled meetings to review
cases of Members that have been seen for more than three (3)
overdose events within a thirty (30) calendar day period or those
that have, had a difficulty engaging in treatment services following
referral and Care Coordination provided by the MCO.
4.11.6.18.11 The MCO shall also review Member cases with the
applicable Substance Use Disorder program and/or Provider to
promote strategies for reducing overdoses and increase
engagement in treatment services.

4.12 Qualltv Management

4.12.1 General Provisions
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The MCO shall provide for the delivery of quality care with the
primary goal of improving the health status of Its Memt)ers and, where the
Member's condition Is not amenable to Improvement, maintain the
Member's current health status by Implementing measures to prevent any
further decline in condition or deterioration of health status.

4.12.1.2 The MCO shall work In collaboration with Members and

Providers to actively improve the quality of care provided to Members,
consistent with the MCO's quality improvement goals and all other
r^uirements of the Agreement.

4.12.1.3 The MCO shall provide mechanisms for Member Advisory Board
and the Provider Advisory Board to actively participate in the MCO's
quality improvement activities.

4.12.1.4 The MCO shall support and comply with the most current
version of the Quality Strategy for the MCM program.

4.12.1.5 The MCO shall approach all clinical and non-clinical aspects of
QAPI based on principles of CQI/Total Quality Management and shall:

•4.12.T.5.I Evaluate performance using objective quality indicators
and recognize that opportunities for improvement are unlimited:

4.12.1.5.2 Foster data-driven decision-making;

4.12.1.6.3 SoliGit-Member-and-Provider-input-on-the-prioritizatlon-
and strategies for QAPI activities;

4.12.1.5.4 Support continuous ongoing measurement of clinical
and non-clinical health plan effectiveness, health outcomes
Improvemenlari'd Member andPrbvider satisf^^

4.12.1^.^ Support pi^rarnmatic improvements of clinical and
non-clinical - -processes based" "ofT", findings .from" ohgdirTg
measurements; and

4.12.1.5.6 Support re-measurement of effectiveness, health
outcomes improvement and Member satisfaction, and continued
deveioprnent and implementation of improvement inlervenlfons as
appropriate.

4.12.2 Health Plan Accreditation

-  _.4.12.2.1_The_MCn_shalL.achieYe..health..plaa._accreditatkyi_from_..th^,
NCQA, including the NCQA Medicaid Module.

4.12.2.2 If the MCO participated in the MCM program prior to the
Program Start Date, the MCO shall maintain its health plan accreditation
status throughout the period of the Agreement, and complete the NCQA
Medicaid Module within eighteen (18) months of the Program Start Date.
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2.2.3 If the MCO is newly.particlpating In the MCM program, the MCO
shall achieve health plan accreditation from NCQA. Including the Medicald

. Module, within eighteen (18) months of the Program Start Date.
412.2.4 To demonstrate its progress toward meeting this requirement,
the newly participating MCO shall complete the following milestones:

4.12.2.4.1 Within sixty (60) calendar days of the Program Start
Date, the MCO shall notify DHHS of the Initiation of the process to
obtain NCQA Health Plan Accreditation; and

4.12.2.4.2 Within thirty (30) calendar days of the date of the
NCQA survey on-site review, the MCO shall notify DHHS of the
date of the scheduled on-site review.

4.12.2.5 The MCO shall inform DHHS of whether it has been accredited
by any private independent accrediting entity, in addition to NCQA Health
Plan Accreditation.

MCO shall authorize NCQA. and any other entity from
which It has received or is attempting to receive accreditation, to provide a
copy of its most recent accreditation review to DHHS. including [42 CFR
438.332(a)]:

4.12.2.6.1 Accreditation status, survey type, and level (as
applicable);

4.12.2.6.2 Accreditation results, including recommended actions
or improvements. CAPs, and summaries of findings; and

4.12.2.6.3 Expiration date of the accreditation [42 CFR
438.332(b)(1)-(3)] ^ .

4.12.2.7 To avoid duplication of mandatory activities with accreditation
reviews. DHHS may indicate in its quality strategy the accreditation review
standards that are comparable to the standards established through
federal EQR protocols and that DHHS shall consider met on the basis of
the MCO's achievement of NCQA accreditation. [42 CFR 438.360]
4.12.2.8 An MCO going through an NCQA renewal survey shall complete
the full Accreditation review of ail NCQA Accreditation Standards.

4.12.2.9 During the renewal survey, the MCO shall:

4.12.2.9.1 Request from NCQA the full review of all NCQA
Accreditation Standards and cannot participate in the NCQA
renewal survey option that allows attestation for certain
requirements; and

4.12.2.9.2 Submit to DHHS a written confirmation from NCQA
stating- that the renewal survey for the MCO will be for all NCQA
Accreditation Standards without attestation.
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4.12.3 Quality Assessment and Performance Improvement Program

4.12.3.-1 The MCO shall have an ongoing comprehensive QAPI program
for the services It furnishes to Members consistent with the requirements
of this Agreement and federal requirements for the QAPI program [42 CFR
438.330(a){1): 42 CFR 438.330(a){3)].

4.12.3.2 The MCO's QAPI program shall be documented In writing (In the
form of the "QAPI Plan"), approved by the MCO's governing body, and
submitted to DHHS for its review annually.

4.12.3.3 In accordance with Exhibit O, the QAPI Plan shall contain, at a
minimum, the following elements:

4.12.3.3.1 A description of the MCO's organization-wide QAPI
program structure;

4.12.3.3.2 The MCO's annual goals and objectives for all quality
activities, including but not limited to:

4.12.3.3.2.1.DHHS-requiredPIPs,

4.12.3.3.2.2. DHHS-required quality performance data,

4.12.3.3.2.3.DHHS-required quality reports, and

4.12.3.3.2.4. Implementation of EQRO
recommendationsirom.annuaLtechnicaLcepQils;

4.12.3.3.3 Mechanisms to detect both underutilization and

overutilizatlon of sen/ices [42 CFR 438.330(b)(3)];

4.12.3.3.4 Mechanisms to assess the quality and appropriateness
of care for Members with Special Health Care Needs (as defined
by^HHS in the quality strategy) [42 CFR 438.330(b)(4)] in order to

.  ■ 'identifyIriy'JQhgoin^.S^^ oL^rWnilj^'rthtt.fecjui.re.a
course of treatment or regular care monitoring;

4.12.3.3.5 Mechanisms to assess and address disparities in the
quality of, and access to, health care, based on age, race, ethnicity,
sex, primary language, and disability status (defined as whether the
individual qualified for Medicaid on the basis of a disability) [42
CFR 438.340(b)(6)]; and

4.12.3.3.6 The MCO's systematic and ongoing process formonitoring,~"evaiuation -and - improvement - of ihe -quality -and ■

appropriateness of Behavioral Health Services provided to
Members.

4.12.3.4 The MCO shall maintain a well-defined QAPI program structure
that includes a planned systematic approach to Improving clinical and non-
clinical processes and outcomes. At a minimum, the MCO shall ensure
that the QAPI program structure:
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4.12.3.4.1 Is organization-wide.'with clear lines of accountability
within the organization;

4.12.3.4.2 Includes a set of functions, roles, and responsibilities
for the oversight of QAPI activities that are clearly defined and
assigned to appropriate individuals, including physicians, clinicians,
and non-clinicians;

4.12.3.4.3 Includes' annual objectives and/or goals for planned
projects or activities including clinical and non-clinical programs or
initiatives and measurement activities; and

4.12.3.4.4 Evaluates the effectiveness of clinical and non-clinical
initiatives.

4.12.3.5 If the MCO subcontracts any of the essential functions or
reporting requirements contained within the QAPI program to another
entity, the MCO shall maintain detailed files documenting work performed
by the Subcontractor. The file shall be available for review by DHHS or its
designee upon request, and a summary of any functions that have been
delegated to Subcontractor(s) shall be Indicated within the MCO's QAPI
Plan submitted to DHHS annually.

4.12.3.6 Additional detail regarding the elements of the QAPI program
and the format in which it should be submitted to DHHS is provided in
Exhibit 0.

4.12.3.7 Performance Improvement Projects

4.12.3.7.1 The MCO shall conduct any and all PIPs required by
. CMS. [42 CFR 438.330(a)(2)]

4.12.3.7.2 Annually, the MCO shall conduct at least three (3)
clinical PIPs that meet the following criteria [42 CFR 438 330
(d)(1)]:

4.12.3.7.2.1.At least one (1) clinical PIP shall have a
focus on reducing Psychiatric Boarding in the ED for
Medicaid enrollees (regardless of whether they are
Medicald-Medicare dual individuals), as defined in
Section 4.11.5 (Mental Health):

4.12.3.7.2.2.At least one (1) clinical PIP shall have a
focus on Substance Use Disorder, as defined in
Section 4.11.6 (Substance Use Disorder);

4.12.3.7.2.3.At least (1) clinical PIP shall focus on
improving quality performance in an area that the MCO
performed lower than the fiftieth (50th) percentile
nationally, as documented In the most recent EQRO
technical report or as otherwise indicated by DHHS.
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4.12.3.7.2.4.if the MCO's individual experience is not
reflected In the most recent EQRO techriica! report, the
MCO shall incorporate a PIP in an area that the MCOs
participating in the MCM program at the time of the
most recent EQRO technical report performed below
the fiftieth (50th) percentile.

4.12.3.7.2.5.Shou!d no quality measure have a lower
than fiftieth (50th) percentile performance, the MCO
shall focus the PIP on one (1) of the areas for which Its
performance (or, in the event the MCO is not
represented in the most recent report, the other MCOs'
collective performance) was lowest.

4.12.3.7.3 Annually, the MCO shall conduct at least one (1) non-
clinical PIP, which shall be related to one (1) of the following topic
areas and approved by DHHS:

4.12.3.7.3.1. Addressing social determinants of health;

4.12.3.7.3.2. integrating physicaj. and tDehavipral health.

4.12.3.7.4 The non-dlnical PIP may include clinical components,
but shall have a primary focus on non-cllnlcal outcomes.

4.12.3.7.5 The ̂ ^C0 shall ensure that each PIP Is designed to
"achieve signfficant improvement, sustained over time, in heaJtF
outcomes and Mernber satisfaction [42 CFR 438.330(d)(2)]. and
shall include the following elements: [

4.12.3.7.5.1.Measurement(s) of performance using
"Objective quality indicators [42 CFR 438.330(d)(2)(i)];- -

4.-12-3.7;5.2Jmplementation of interventions to achieve
irhpfoverfieht in the "access to and quality of "care [42
CFR 438.330(d)(2)(ii)];

4.12.3.7.5.3. Evaluation of the effectiveness of the
interventions based on the performance measures
used as objective quality indicators [42 CFR
438.330(d)(2)(iii)]; and

4.12.3.7.5.4.Planning and initiation of activities for
— - increasing_.or.._sustalning .. improvement, [42 CER

438.33a(d)(2)(iv)].

4.12.3.7.6 Each PIP shall be approved by DHHS and shall be
completed In a reasonable time period so as to generally permit
Information on the success of PIPs in the aggregate to produce
new Information on quality of care every year.
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4.12.37.7 In accordance with Exhibit O. the MCO shall include In
Its QAPI Plan, to be submitted to DHHS annually, the status and
results of each PIP conducted in the preceding twelve (12) months
and any changes it plans to make to PIPs or other MCO processes
in the corning years based on these results or other findinqs [42

'  CFR 438.330(d)(1) and (3)].

4.12.3.8 Member Experience of Care Survey

4.12.3.8.1 The MCO shall be responsible for administering the.
Consumer Assessment of Healthcare Providers and Systems
(CAHPS) survey on an annual basis, and as required by NCQA for
Medicaid health plan accreditation for both adults and children
including:

4.12.3.8.1.1.CAHPS Health Plan Survey 5.0H, Adult
Version or later version as specified by DHHS;

4.12.3.8.1.2.CAHPS Health Plan Survey 5.0H, Child
Version with Children with Chronic Conditions
Supplement or later version as specified by DHHS.

4.12.3.8.2 Each CAHPS survey administered by the MCO shall
include up to twelve (12) other supplemental questions for each
survey as defined by DHHS and indicated in Exhibit O.
Supplemental questions, including the number, are subject to
NCQA approval.

4.12.3.8.3 The MCO shall obtain DHHS approval of instruments
prior to fielding the CAHPS surveys.

4.12.3.9 Quality Measures

4.12.3.9.1 The MCO shall report, the following quality measure
sets annually according to the current industry/regulatory standard
definitions, in accordance with Exhibit O [42 CFR 438.330(b)(2)- 42
CFR 438.330(c)(1) and (2); 42 CFR 438.330(a)(2)];

4.12.3.9.1.1.CMS Child Core Set of Health Care
Quality Measures for Medicaid and CHIP, as specified
by DHHS:

4.12.3.9.1.2.CMS Adult Core Set of Health Care
Quality Measures for Medicaid, as specified by DHHS;

4.12.3.9.1.3.NCQA Medicaid Accreditation measures
which shall be generated without NCQA Allowable
Adjustments and validated by submission to NCQA;
4.12.3.9.1.4. All available CAHPS measures and
sections and additional supplemental questions defined
by DHHS;
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4.12.3.9.1.5.Any CMS-mandated measures [42 CFR
438.330(c)(1)(i)];

4.12.3.9.1.6.Select measures to monitor MCO Member

and Provider operational quality and Care Coordination
efforts;

4;12.3.9.1.7.Select measures specified by DHHS as
priority measures for use in assessing and addressing
local challenges to high-quality care and access; and

4.12.3.9.1.8. Measures indicated by DHHS as a
requirement for fulfilling CMS waiver requirements.

4.12.3.9.2 Consistent with State and federal law, and utilizing all
applicable and appropriate agreements as required under State
and federal law to maintain confidentiality of protected health
Information, the MCO shall collaborate In data collection with the
integrated Delivery Networks for clinical data collected for quality
and performance measures common between the MCM program
and the DSRIP program to reduce duplication of effort in collection
of data.

4.12.3.9.3 The MCO shall report all quality measures in
accordance with Exhibit O, regardless of whether the MCO has
-aGhieved-acGreditation-from-NCQA; ^

4.12.3.9.4 The MCO shall submit all quality measures In the
formats and schedule in Exhibit O or othenMse identified by DHHS.
This includes , as determined by DHHS:

4.12.3.9.4.1.Gain access to * and utilize the NH

Medicajd Qu_a[ity [nformation System, including
participating in any DHHS-required training necessary;

4.12.3.9.4.2. Attend all meetings with the relevant MCO
subject matter experts to discuss specifications for data
indicated In Exhibit O; and

4.12.3.9.4.3.Comrnunicate and distribute all

specifications and templates provided by DHHS for
measures in Exhibit 0 to all MCO subject matter
experts involved in the production of data in Exhibit O.

4.12.3.9.5 If additional measures are added to the NCQA or CMS

measure sets, the MCO shall include any such new measures in its
reports to DHHS.

4.12.3.9.6 For measures that are no longer part of the measure
sets, DHHS may. at its option, continue to require those measures;
any changes to MCO quality measure reporting requirements shall
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be TOmmunicated to MCOs and documented vflthin a format similar
to Exhibit O.

4.12.3.p DHHS shali provide the MCO with ninety (90) caiendar
days of notice of any additions or modifications to the measures
and quaiity measure specifications.

4.12.3.9.8 At such time as DHHS provides access to Medicare
data sets to the MCO, the MCO shall integrate expanded Medicare
data sets into its QAPI Plan and Care Coordination and Quaiity
Prograrns. and include a systematic and ongoing process for
monitonng, evaiuating, and improving the quaiity and
appropnateness of services provided to Medicaid-Medicare dual
Members. The MCO shall:

4.12.3.9.8.1.Collect data, and monitor and evaluate for
improvements to physical health outcomes, behavioral
health outcomes and psycho-social outcomes resulting
from Care Coordination of the dual Members;

4.12.3.9.8.2.include Medicare data In DHHS quality
reporting; and

4.12.3.9.8.3.Sign data use Agreements and submit
data management plans, as required by CMS.

submit required reports and quaiity data to

th DHHS-identified entities,the MCO shall be subject to liquidated damages as further
descnbed in Section 5.5.2 (Liquidated Damages).

4.12.4 Evaluation

®  collect the following information, andthe information specified throughout the Agreement and within Exhibit 0
performance of the MCM program [42 CFR

4.12.4.1.1 Performance on required quaiity measures; and
4.12.4.1.2 The MCO's QAPI Plan.

the serond year of the Term of this Agreement, the
MCO shall include in its QAPI Plan a detailed report of the MCO's
performance against its QAPI Plan throughout the duration of the
preceding ̂ Ive (12) months, and how its development of the proposed
updated QAPI plan has taken those results Into account. The report shall
include detailed information related to:

4.12.4.2.1 Completed and ongoing quaiity management activities,
including all delegated functions;
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4.12.4.2.2 Performance trends on QAPI measures to assess

performance in quality of care and quality of service (QOS) for all
activities Identified In the QAPI Plan;

4.12.4.2.3 An analysis of whether there have been any
demonstrated Improvements in the quality of care or service for alt
activities Identified In the QAPI Plan;

4.12.4.2.4 An analysis of actions taken by the MCO based on
MCO specific recommendations identified by the EQRO's
Technical Report and other Quality Studies; and

4.12.4:2.5 An evaluation of the overall effectiveness of the MCO's

quality management program, including an analysis of barriers and
recommendations for Improvement.

4.12.4.3 The annual evaluation report, developed In accordance with
Exhibit 0, shall be reviewed and approved by the MCO's governing body
and submitted to DHHS for review [42 CFR 438.330(e)(2)].

4.12.4.4 The MCO shall establish a mechanism for periodic reporting of
QAPI activities to Its goveming body, practitioners. Members, and
appropriate MCO staff, as well as for posting on the web.

4.12.4.5 In accordance with Exhibit O, the MCO shall ensure that the
findings, conclusions, recommendations, actions taken, and results of QM
activity are documented and reported*)on a semi-annual basis to DHRS"
and reviewed by the appropriate individuals within the organization.

4.12.5 Accountability for Quality Improvement

4.12.5.1 External Quality Review. -

.  . . . 4.12.5.1,1_ The ̂ 0 shall collaborate and cooperate fully with
DHHS's EQRO In the conducting of CMS EQR ̂tivlties~to'idehtlfy
opportunities for MCO Improvement [42 CFR 438.358],

4.12.5.1.2 Annually, the MCO shall undergo external Independent
reviews of the quality, timeliness, and access to services for
Members [42 CFR 438.350].

4.12.5.1.3 To facilitate this process, . the MCO shall supply
Information, Including but not limited to:

4.12.5.1.3.1.Claims data,.

4.12.5.1.3.2. Medical records,

4.12.5.1.3.3.0peratlonal process details, and

4.12.5.1.3.4. Source code used to calculate

performance measures to the EQRO as specified by
DHHS.
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4.12.5.2 Auto-Assignment Algorithm

auto^assignment al^rnhrn^sM^JJvlM^^ (Auto-Assignment), the
MCOs.a.o.er.,.,ua,«y^

aligned vvithlhe^priority me^ auto-assignment
withhold program, as determined by DHh| assigned to the MCO

4.12.5.3 Quality Performance Withhold

Incenhve Program). the^MCM pfo^^^ (MCM Withhold andmcentive arrangement; the MCO's perf^ ® ®
may be assessed on the basis of the Mcrvl i l" Program

.".iS""'"' ™ »ffSs'S^n's

use of the K''redurtfon^jn"'^®' ^PP^'UP"
and/or 30.day hospital readmlss"^

prinalaf a'ad^'Tsroartum of
outcomes related to NASbirth^'^® and m Improved

behaviorali^faltlT^cllIidinaTr^^^^^ Physical andafter a mental illness ^ r ®
inpatlent or residential admlsstn ® ®

dmg Interaction h^m° and resulting In
measures for Sh"there'is"'' Quality

4.13.1 Network Requirements

Parflolpatlng''prov?d°re'thatTsT"'^^ and monitor a network of appropriate
4.13.1.1.1 Supported by written agreements; and

\
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4.1-3.2 Provider Enrollment

enloileL'h'NHTdiiid"
4.13^.2 The MCO shall prepare and submit a Partidpatinq Provider

DHHS forT^ Readiness Review period In a format prescribed byDHHS for determination of the MCO's network adequacy.

and

4.13.3

f""y credentialedcontracted Providers, and prospective Participating Providers.

Participating Providers stiall tiave executed
letters of intent to contract with the MCO.

4.13.2.2.3 The MCO shaii confirm its provider network with DHHS
I,'*® (30) calendar days priorto the Member enrollment period.

Ttie MCO Shall not discriminate relative to the participation

his or her license or certification under applicable State law
solely on the tiasis of that license or certification.
4.13.2.4 If the MCO declines to include individual Provider or Provider

Ih ®hall give the affected Providers written
438^14(0)] "® ^2 CFR 438.12(a)(1); 42 CFR
4.13.2.5 The requirements in 42 CFR 438.12(a) shall not be construed to:

4.13^2.5.1 Require the MCO to contract with Providers beyond the
number necessary to meet the needs of its Members;

f 'f '^® "®'"9 different reimbursementamounts for different specialties or for different practitioners in the
same specialty; or

4.13.2.5^3 Preclude the MCO from establishing measures that are
designed to maintain QOS and control costs and is consistent with

438'l2M1H3^r 438.12(a)(1); 42 CFR
®l^f";® '^®' Participating Providers are enrolledMediraid as Medicaid Providers consistent with Provider
enrollment requirements. [42 CFR 438.608fbV

42 CFR 455.100-106; 42 CFR 455.400 — 470]
Provider Screening, Credentialing and Re-Credentiaiing

anci enroll, and periodically revalldate all

438°02^b^^ Providers as Medicaid Providers. [42 CFR
AmeriHealth Caritas New Hampshire, Inc.
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4.13.3.2 The MCO shall rely on DHHS's NH Medicaid providers'
affirmative screening in accordance with federal requirements and the
current NCQA Standards and Guidelines for the credentialing and re-
credentialing of licensed independent Providers and Provider groups with
whom it contracts or employs and who fall within its scope of authonty and
action. [42 CFR 455.410; 42 CFR 438.206)(b)(6)] ^
413 3 3 The MCO shall utilize a universal provider datasource, at no
charge to the provider, to reduce administrative requirements and
streamline data collection during the credentialing and re-credentialing
process.

413 3 4 The MCO shall demonstrate that its Participating Providers are
credentialed, and shall comply with any additional Provider selertion
requirements established by DHHS. [42 CFR 438_ 12(a)(2), 42 CF
438.214(b)(1); 42 CFR 438.214(c): 42 CFR 438.214(e), 42 CFR
438.206(b)(6)]

4.13.3.5 The MCO's Provider selection policies and procedures shall
include a documented process for credentialing and re-crede^^^^^
Providers who have signed contracts with the MCO. [42 CFR 438.214(b)]
4 13.3.6 The MCO shall submit for DHHS review during the Readiness
Review period, policies and procedures for onboarding Participating
Providers, which shall include its subcontracted entity's policies and
procedures.

4.13.3.7

shall:

For Providers not currently enrolled with NH Medicaid, the MCO

4.13.3.7.1 Make reasonable efforts to streamline the credentialing
process in collaboYation with DHHS; - ~ — -

"4.13.3.7.2 Conduct - outreach. to ̂ ^prospective—Participating
Providers within ten (10) business days after the MCO receives
notice of the Providers' desire to enroll with the MCO;

4.13.3.7.3 Concurrently work through MCO and DHHS contracting
and crederitialihg processes with Providers in an effort to expedite
the Providers' network status; and

4.13.3:7.4 Educate prospective Participating Providers on optional
Member treatment and paymen^^ptions ̂ ile cre^^^

"underwayT'including:

4.13.3.7.4.1. Authorization of out-of-network services;

4.13.3.7.4.2.Single case agreements for an individual
Member; and

4.13.3.7.4.3. If agreed upon by the prospective
Participating Provider, an opportunity for the Provider
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to accept a level of risk to receive payment after
affirmative credentialing is completed In exctiange for
i«h Participating Provider's complianceWith network requirements and practices.

The MCO shall process credentialing applications from all tvoes
of Providers within prescribed timeframes as follows:

rlean^nH ^ays of receipt ofclean and complete credentialing applications; and

rJfnaf'^.1 specialty care Providers, within forty-five (45)
SSons7® <=^edentlallng

Provider submitting new or missing information
appficatlon, the MCO shall act upon the new or

Updated information Within ten (10) business days.

Hotp fhl D complete application, and ends on thedate of the Provider's written notice of network status.

complete" application Is an application that issigned and appropnately dated by the Provider, and includes;
4.13.3.10.1 Evidence of the Provider's NH Medicaid ID; and
4.13.3.10.2 Other applicable information to support the Providerapplication, including Provider explanations related to quality and
clinical competence satisfactory to the MCO.

4.13.3.11 In the event the MCO does not process a Provider's clean and

Sn VlTl^of'ThP^ timeframes set forth in thisJsection 4.13.3 of the Agreement, the MCO shall pay the Provider

mS'in? thirty (30) calendar days or forty five (45) calendar days after
nrSh H r® 3nd complete application, depending on theprescnbed timeframe for the Provider type as defined in 4.13.3.8 above.

®  complete application Is delavedbeyond the prescribed timeframes in this Agreement as determined bv
penodic audit of the MCO's Provider enrollment records by DHHS or Its

Darlages mL"? accordance with Exhibit N (Liquidated
MCO Agreement shall be construed to require theMCO to select a health care professional as a Participating Provider solelv

an?crPdPnT^® meets the NH Medicaid screeningand credentialing venfication standards, or to prevent an MCO frorn

ilJ^om it TOritrads' professlorials with
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4.13.4 Provider Engagement
4.13.4.1 Provider Support Services

4.13.4.1.1 The MCO shall develop and make available Provider
support services which include, at a minimum.

413 4.1.1.1.A website with information and a
dedicated contact number to assist
Providers who are interested in becoming Participating
Providers;

4 13 4 1 1 2. A dedicated contact number to MCO staff
located in New Hampshire available from 8:0° a.m. to
6 00 p.m. Monday through Fnday and 9 00 a.m. to
12 00 p.m. on Saturday for the purposes of answenng
questions related to contracting, billing and service
provision.

413 4113 Ability for Providers to contact the MCO
regarding contracting, billing, and service provisions;
413 41 1.4. Training specific to Integration of physical
and behavioral health, person^entered Care
Management, social determinants of health, and
quality;

4 13 41 I.S.Training curriculum, to be developed, in
coordination with OHHS, ^^dresses ciinic^l
components necessary to meet the needs of Ch dran
with Special Health Care Needs. Examples of_dinral
topics shall ;lnclude;,federal requir^e^ for
unique needs of Children with Special Health CareNe"eds;"-family.drivenr.youth.guided,-person.centep^,
treatment planning and service provisions; impact of
adverse childhood expenences; utilization of evidence
based practices; trauma-informed care; Recovery an
rpsilinncfl orinclples; and the value of person-centered
Ca're Mknagement that Includes meaningful
engagement of families/caragivers,
4.13.4.1.1.6.Training on billing and required

. .documentation;

4.13.4.1.1.7.Assistance and/or guidance on identified
opportunities for quality improvement;
41341 1 S.Training to Providers In supporting and
assisting Members in grievances and aPPea's. as
noted in Section 4.5.1 (General Requirements); and
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4.13.4.1.1.9.Training to Providers In MCO claims
submittal through the MCO Provider portal.,

4.13.4.1.2 The MCO shall establish and maintain a Provider
services function to respond timely and adequately to Provider
questions, comments, and Inquiries.

4.13.4.1.3 As part of this function, the MCO shall operate a toll-
free telephone line (Provider service line) from, at minimum, eight
(8;00) am to five (5:00) pm EST, Monday through Friday, with the
exception of DHHS-approved holidays. The Provider call center
shall meet the following minimum standards, which may be
modified by DHHS as necessary:

4.13.4.1.3.1.Call abandonment rate; fewer than five
percent (5%) of all calls shall be abandoned;

4.13.4.1.3.2.Average speed of answer: eighty percent
(80%) of all calls shall be answered with live voice
within thirty (30) seconds;

4.13.4.1.3.3.Average speed of volcemall response:
ninety percent (90%) of volcemall messages shall be
responded to no later than the next business day
(defined as Monday through Friday, with the exception
of DHHS-approved holidays).

4.13.4.1.4 The MCO shall ensure that, after regular business
hours, the Provider Inquiry line Is answered by an automated
systern with the capability to provide callers with information,
regarding operating hours and instructions on how to verify
enrollment for a Member.

4.13.4.1.5 The MCO shall have a process In place to handle after-
hours Inquiries from Providers seeking a service authorization for a
Member with an urgent or emergency medical or behavioral health
condition.

4.13.4.1.6 The MCO shall track the use of State-selected and
nationally recognized clinical Practice Guidelines for Children with
Special Health Care Needs.

4.13.4.1.7 DHHS may provide additional guidelines to MCOs
pertaining to evidence-based practices related to the following:
Trauma-Focused Cognitive Behavioral Therapy; Trauma Informed
Child-Parent Psychotherapy; Multi-systemic Therapy; Functional
Family Therapy: Multl-Dimenslonal Treatment Foster Care; DBT;
Multidimensional Family Therapy; Adolescent Community
Reinforcement: and Assertive Continuing Care.
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4.13.4.1.8 The MCO shall track and trend Provider inquiries,
complaints and requests for infoimation and take systemic action
as necessary and appropriate pursuant to Exhibit O.

4.13.4.2 Provider Advisory Board

4.13.4.2.1 The MCO shall develop and facilitate an active Provider
Advisory Board that is composed of a broad spectrum of Provider
types. Provider representation on the Provider Advisory Board shall
draw from and be reflective of Member needs and should ensure
accurate and timely feedback on the MOM program, and shall
include representation from at least one (1) FQHC, at least one (1)
CMH Program, and at least one Integrated Delivery Network (ION).

4.13.4.2.2 The Provider Advisory Board should meet face-to-face
or via webinar or conference call a minimum of four (4) times each
Agreement year. Minutes of the Provider Advisory Board meetings
shall be provided to DHHS upon request.

4.13.5 Provider Contract Requirements

4.13.5.1 General Provisions ■

4.13.5.1.1 The MCO's agreement with health care Providers shall:

4.13.5.1.1.1. Be in writing,

^  4.13.5,171.2. be in compliance with applicable^M^
and federal laws and regulations, and

4.13.5.1.1.3. Include the requirements in this
Agreement.

4.13.5.1.2 The MCO shall submit all model Provider contracts to

-  - -DHHS for review.before execution of. the Provider .contracts .with
NH Medicaid Pfovidere. -- - -

4.13.5.1.3 The MCO shall re-submit the model Provider contracts
any time it makes substantive modifications.

/

4.13.5.1.4 DHHS retains the right to reject or require changes to
any Provider contract.

4.13.5.1.5 In all contracts with Participating Providers, the MCO.
shall comply with requirements in 42 CFR 438.214 and RSA 420-

^  "3:4; "Which ""includes^selectlon "and " retention "of ""Participating"
Providers, credentialing and re-credentialing requirements, and
non-discrimination.

4.13.5.1.6 In all contracts with Participating Providers, the MCO
shall follow a -documented prooess for credentialing and re-
credentiallng of Participating Providers. [42 CFR 438.12(a)(2): 42
CFR 438.214(b)(2)]
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4.13.5.1.7 The MCO's Participating Providers shall not
discriminate against eligible Memt>ers because of race, color,
creed, religion, ancestry, marital status, sexual orientation.' sexual
Identity, national origin, age. sex. physical or mental handicap in
accordance with Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. 42 U.S.C.
Section 2000d. Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973. 29
U.S.C. Section 794. the ADA of 1990. 42 U.S.C. Section 12131
and rules and regulations promulgated pursuant thereto, or as
otherv/ise provided by law or regulation.

4.13.5.1.8 The MCO shall require Participating Providers and
Subcontractors to not discriminate against eligible persons or
Members on the basis of their health or behavioral health history,
health or behavioral health status, their , need for health care
services, amount payable to the MCO on the basis of the eligible
person s actuarial class, or pre-existing medical/health conditions.

4.13.5.1.9 The MCO shall keep participating physicians and other
Participating Providers informed and engaged in the QAPI program
and related activities, as described in Section 4.12.3 (Quality
Assessment and Performance improvement Program).
4.13.5.1.10The MCO shall include in Provider contracts a
requirement securing cooperation with the GAP! program, and shall
align the QAPI program to other MCO Provider initiatives, including
Advanced Payment Models (APMs). further described in Section
4.14 (Altemative Payment Models).
4.13.5.1.11 The MCO may execute Participating Provider
agreements, pending the outcome of screening and enrollment in
NH Medicaid. of up to one hundred and twenty.(120) calendar days
duration but shall terminate a Participating Provider immediately
upon notification from DHHS that the Participating Provider cannot
be enrolled, or the expiration of one (1) one hundred and twenty
(120) day period without enrollment of the Provider, and notify
affected Members. [42 CFR 438.602(b)(2)]

4.13.5.1.12The MCO shall maintain a Provider relations presence
in NH, as approved by DHHS.

4.13.5.1.13The MCO shall prepare and issue Provider Manual(s)
upon request to all newly contracted and credentialed Providers
and all Participating Providers, including any necessary specialty
manuals (e.g.. behavioral health).

4.13.5.1.13.1. The Provider manual shall be available
and easily accessible on the web and updated no less
than annually.
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4.13.5.1.14The MCO shall provide training to all Participating
Providers and their staff regarding the requirements of this
Agreement, including the grievance and appeal system.

4.13.5.1.14.1. the MCO's Provider training shall be
completed vrithin thirty (30) calendar days of entering
into a contract with a-Provider.

4.13.5.1.14.2. The MCO shall provide ongoing
training to new and existing Providers as required by
the MCO. or as required by DHHS.

4.13.5.1.15 Provider materials shall comply with State and federal
lav/s and DHHS and NHID requirements.

4.13.5.1.16The MCO shall submit any Provider Manual(s) and
Provider training materials to DHHS for review during the
Readiness Review period and sixty (60) calendar days prior to any
substantive revisions.

4.13.5.1.17 Any revisions required by DHHS shall be provided to
the MCO within thirty (30) calendar days.

4.13.5.1.18 The MCO Provider Manual shall consist of, at a*
minimum:

4^t3,5._Vi8.-1^A-d0SGrlption-of-the--MCO^^enrollment-
and credentialing process;

4.13.5.1.18.2. How to access MCO Provider relations

assistance;

4.13.5.1.18.3. A description of-the MCO's medical
management and Case Management programs;

4.13.5.1.18.4. Detail on the MCO's Prior Authorisation
processes;

4.13.5.1.18.5. A description of the Covered Services
and Benefits for Members, including EPSDT and
pharmacy;

4.13.5.1.18.6. A description of Emergency Services
coverage;

4.13.5;1.18.7. Member parity; ■ ■

4.13.5.1.18.8. The MCO Payment policies and
processes; and

4.13.5.1.18.9. The MCO Member and Provider

Grievance System.
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4^1^5.1.19 The MCO shall require that Providers not bill Members
the Medicaid cost-shanng owed by the Member (i.e., no balance billing by Providers^

CFR ^*2 CFR 438.3(k): 42
4J 3.5.1.20 In all contracts with Participating Providers, the MCO
shall require Participating Providers to remain neutral when

Sisitms Members and Members with enrollment
4.13.5.2 Compliance with MCO Policies and Procedures

4.13.5.2.1 The MCO shall require Participating Providers to

limitation^ Policies and procedures, including without
4.13.5.2.1.1. The MCO's DRA policy;
4.13.5.2.1.2.The Provider Manual;

4.13.5.2.1.3. The MCO's Compliance Program;
4.13.5.2.1.4. The MCO's Grievance and Appeals and
Provider Appeal Processes;

4.13.5.2.1.5.Clean Claims and Prompt Payment
requirements;

4.13.5.2.1.6. ADA requirements;

4.13.5.2.1.7.Clinical Practice Guidelines; and
4.13.5.2.1.8. Prior Authorization requirements.

443.5.3 The MCO shall inform Participating Providers, at the time they
H ̂  the MCO, about the following requirements, asdescnbed in Section 4.5 (Member Grievances and Appeals), of:

4.13 5.3.1 Member grievance, appeal, and fair hearing procedures
and timeframes;

4.13.5.3.2 The Member's right to file grievances and appeals and
the requirements and timeframe for filing;
4.13.5.3.3 The availability of assistance to the Member with filino
gnevances and appeals; [42 CFR 438.414- 42 CFR
438.10(g)(2)(xi)(A)-(C)]

fhl Member's right to request a State fair hearing afterthe MCO has made a determination on a Member's appeal which is
adverse to the Member; and [42 CFR 438.414- 42 CFR
438.10(g)(2)(xi)(D}] '
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4.13.5.3.5 The Member's right to request continuation of benefits
that the MCO seeks to reduce or terminate during an appeal of
State fair hearing filing, if filed within the permissible timeframes,
although the Member may be liable for the cost of any continued
benefits while the appeal or State fair hearing is pending if the final
decision is adverse to the Member. [42 CFR 438.414; 42 CFR
438.10{g)(2)(xi)(E)]

4.13.5.4 Member Hold Harmless

4.13.5.4.1 The Provider shall agree to hold the Member harmless
for the costs of Medically Necessary Covered Services except for
applicable cost sharing and patient liability amounts indicated by
DHHS In this Agreement [RSA 420-J:8.l.(a)]

4.13.5.5 Requirement to Return Overpayment

4.13.5.5.1 The Provider shall comply with the Affordabie Care Act
and the MCQ's policies and procedures that require the Provider to
report and return any Overpayments identified within sixty (60)
caiendar days from the date the Overpayment is identified, and to

^  notify the MCO in writing of the reason for the Overpayment. [42
CFR 438.608(d)(2)]

4.13.5.5.2 Overpayments that are not returned within sixty (60)
^  calendar-days-from-the-date-the-Overpayment-was-identified-may—

be a violation of State or federal law.

4.13.5.6 Background Screening

4.13.5.6.1 The Provider shall screen Its staff prior to contracting
■  with the MCO and monthly thereafter against the Exclusion Lists.

4.13.5.6.1.1. In the event the„ProyiderJdentifLes.that
any of its' staff is listed on any of the Exclusion Lists,
the Provider shall notify the MCO within three (3)
business days of learning of that such staff Member Is
listed on any of the Exclusion Lists and immediately
remove such person from providing services under the
agreement with the MCO.

4.13.5.7 Books and Records Access

.. - ... -4.13.5.7.1 ...The Provider.....shalL. maintain ...books,. .recoicte,
documents, and other evidence pertaining to services rendered,
equipment, staff, financial records, medical records, and the
administrative costs and expenses incurred pursuant to this
Agreement as well as medical information relating to the Members
as required for the purposes of audit, or administrative, civil and/or
criminal investigations and/or prosecution or for the purposes of
complying with the requirements.
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Provider shall make available, for the purposes of

DOJ me OIG^Inri'th'' Py "1® MCO, DHHS, MFCU,
desi^nees: Comptroller General or their respective
4.13.5.7.3 Its premises,

4.13.5.7.4 Physical facilities.

4.13.5.7.5 Equipment.

4.13.5.7.6 Books,

4.13.5.7.7 Records,

4.13.5.7.8 Contracts, and ^

Medica[dMem3 " relating to Its
documents, etc., shall beavailable for any authorized State or federal agency Includlno but

not limited to the MCO, DHHS, MFCU, DOJ, and the OlcTr thi
Am^mrt fin®! date of the
v^teheve^'isS ®' ®"y

4.13.5.8 Continuity of Care

KrSndtoSk."' '"®d®l
4.13.5.9 Anti-Gag Clause

4.13.5.9.1 The MCO shall not prohibit, or otherwise restrict a
nriur f ®o''ng wthin the lawful scope of practice, from advising oradvocating on behalf of a Member who Is his or her patient:

ram "I® '^®'"P®^® 'li®®'"! status, medlcal
tmatmnnuh®. ® K®""®"®' '"®'"'''"9 ""V ®lt®matlvetreatment that may be self-administered;
4.13.5 9.1.2. F®r any Information the Member needs In
order to deade among all relevant treatment options;
413.5 9.1.3 For the risks, benefits, and consequences
of treatment or non-treatment; or

413.5.9.1.4. For the Member's right to participate In
dec srons regarding his or her health care. Including the

rf f rf ,® f®'""®"'' ®"d to express preferencesabout future treatment decisions.[Section 1923(b)(3)(D)
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of the Social Security Act; 42 CFR 438.102(a)(1)(iHiv);
SMDL 2/20/98]

4.13.5.9.2 The MCO shall not take punitive action against a
Provider who either requests an expedited resolution or supports a
Member's appeal, consistent with the requirements in Section 4.b.b
(Expedited Appeal). [42 CFR 438.410(b)]

4.13.5.10 /\nti-Discrimination

4.13.5.10.1 The MCO shall not discriminate with respect to
oarticipation. reimbursement, or indemnification as to any Provider
who is acting within the scope of the Provider's license or
certification under applicable State law, solely on the basis of such
license or certification or against any Provider that serves high- nsk
populations or specializes in- conditions that require costly

.  treatment.

4.13.5.10.2 This paragraph shall not be construed to prohibit an
organization from:

4.13.5.10.2.1. Including Providers only to the extent
necessary to meet the needs of the organizations
Members,

4 13 5 10.2.2. Establishing any measure designed tomaintain quality and control costs consistehTwitlTthe
responsibilities of the organization, or

4.13.5.10.2.3. Using different reimbursement amounts
for different specialties or for different practitioners In
-the same-Specialty

4 13 5 10 3 If the MCO declines to include individual or groups of
Providers' in its network, if shall gWrthe affected Providers written
notice of the reason for the decision.

4.13.5.10.4 In all contracts with Participating Providers, the MCO s
Prnv/jHer seiectioH policies and procedures sball not discriminate
against particular Providers that service high-risk populations or
specialize In conditions that require costly treatment. [42 Ol-K
438.12(a)(2); 42 CFR 438.214(c)]

- 4.13,5.11-Access and Availability- - - - —

4 13.5.11.1 The MCO shall ensure that Providers comply with the
time and distance and wait standards, including but not limited to
those described in Section 4.7.3 (Time and Distance Standards)
and Section 4.7.3.4 (Additional Provider Standards).

4.13.5.12 Payment Models
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Tirr:

4.13.5^^12.1 The MCO shall negotiate rates with Providers in
ac^rdan^ wth Section 4.14 (Alternative Payment i Models) and
Section 4.15 (Provider Payments) of this Agreement, unless
otherwise specified by DHHS (e.g.. for Substance Use Disorder
Provider rates). -)

4.13 5.12.2 The MCO Provider contract shall contain full and timely
disclosure of the rnethod and amount of compensation, payments,
or other consideration, to be made to and received by the Provider
from the MCO, including for Providers paid by an MCO
Subcontractor, such as the PBM.

4 13.5.12.3 The MCO Provider contract shall detail how the MCO
shall meet its reporting obligations to Providers as described within
this Agreement. - "

4.13.5.13 Non-Exclusivity

4.13.5.13.1 The MCO shall not require a Provider or Provider group
ito enter into an exclusive contracting arrangement with the MCO as
a condition for network participation.

4.13.5.14 Proof of Membership

Provider contract shall require Providers in
the MCO network to accept the Member's Medicaid identification
rard as proof of enrollment in the MCO until the Member receives
his/her MCO identification card.

4.13.5.15 Other Provisions

4.13.5.15.1 The MCO's Provider contract shall also contain:

4.13.5.15.1.1. All required activities and obligations of
the Provider and related reporting responsibilities.

4.13.5.15.1.2. Requirements to comply with all
applicable Medicaid laws, regulations, including
applicable subregulatory guidance and applicable
provisions of this Agreement.

4.13.6 Reporting

4.13.5.15.1.3. A requirement to notify the MCO within
one (1) business day of being cited by any State or
federal regulatory authority.

4.13.6.1 The MCO shall comply with and complete all reporting in
arcordance with Exhibit 0. this Agreement, and as further specified by
DrlnS.

4.13.6 2 The MCO shall implement and maintain arrangements or
procedures for notification to DHHS when it receives information about a
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change in a Participating Provider's circumstances that may affect the
Participating Provider's eligibility to participate in the managed care.
program, fncluding the termination of the Provider agreement with the
MCO. [42 CFR 438.608(a)(4)]

4.13.6.3 The MCO shall notify DHHS within seven (7) caiendar days of
any significant changes to the Participating Provider network.
4.13.6.4 As part of the notice, the MCO shall submit a Transition Plan to
DHHS to address continued Member access to needed serviM and how
the MCO shall maintain compliance with its contractual obligations for
Member access to needed services.

4.13.6.5 A significant change Is defined as:

4.13.6.5.1 A decrease in the total number of PCPs by more than,
five percent (5%);

4.13.6.5.2 A loss of all Providers in a specific specialty where
another Provider in that specialty is not available within time and
distance standards outlined in Section 4.7.3 (Time and Distance
Standards) of this Agreement:

4.13.6.5.3 A loss of a hospital in an area .where another
contracted hospital of equal service ability is not available within
time and distance standards outlined in Section 4.7.3 (Time and
Distance Standards) of this Agreement; and/of

4.13.6.5.4 Other adverse changes to the composition of the
network, which impair or deny the Members' adequate access to
Participating Providers.

~ 41366 ̂The~'MCO~shall"" provide" to-"DHHS and/or—its -DHHS-
Subcontractors (e.g.. the EQRO) Provider participation reports on an

"  annuaf basis"6r~^ otherwise defennined by DHHS in accordance with
Exhibit 0; these may include but are not limited to Provider participation by
geographic location, categories of service. Provider type categories.
Providers with open panels, and any other codes necessary to deterrnlne
the adequacy and extent of participation and service deiivery and analyze
Provider service capacity in terms of Member access to health care.

4.14 Alternative Payment Models

4:14:1 "required 'by the special tenms and conditions of "The "NH"BuiIding
Capacity for Transformation vraiver. NH is implementing a strategy to expand use
of APMs that promote the goals of the Medicaid program to provide the right care
at the right time, and in the nght place through the delivery of high-quality rost-
effective care for the whole person, and in a manner that is transparent to DHHS,
Providers, and the stakeholder community.
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4.14.2 In developing and refining its APm'strategy, DHHS relies on the
framework estab ished by the Health Care Payment Learning and Action Netoork
APM framework (or the "HOP-LAN XPM framework") in order to:

414.2.1 Clearly and effectively communicate DHHS requirements
through use of the defined categories established by HCP-LAN;

to align MOM APM offerings to other
payers APM initiatives to minimize Provider burden; and

perfo™ln^°olfAPMs. '"""itoring MCO
4.14.3 Prior to and/or over the course of the Term of this Aorppmpnt nwHc

a^fdan^®'°tP Medi^id APM Strategy, which may result in additionalgmdance, templates, worksheets and other materials that elucidate the
requirements to which the MCO is subject under this Agreement.

guidance parameters established and issued by DHHS and

APM^ri^H f design Qualifying
Med^Li^APM"^! r !?" consistent with the DHHSMedicaid APM strategy and in conformance with CMS.guidance.

Stratfifiv developing the DHHS Medicaid APMStrategy through participation in stakeholder meetings and planning efforts

Snn Lfi ®"d otherwise requested information related to APMs'shanng data and analysis, and other activities as specified by DHHS.

MCO's expenditures under 42 CFR438.6(c)(1){i) or (ii), the MCO and DHHS shall ensure that it:
4^14.6^1 Makes participation in the APM available, using the same terms

contra^ ^ ^'■®^'ders providing services under thecontract related to the reform or improvement initiative;

Providers-^^^^ ^ common set of performance measures across all the
4.14.6.3 Does not stet the amount or frequency of the expenditures; and

unspent funds allocatedfor these arrangements from the MCO. [42 CFR 438.6(c)]
4.14.7 Required Use of AJternatlve Payment Models Consistent with the
New Hampshire Building Capacity for Transformation Waiver

requirements set forth in the special terms
M^h 1 ° Capacity for Transformation waiver, thesirtinn a ifwh Implementation Plan (as described inSedion 4.14) that fifty percent (50%) of aii MCO medical expenditures arein Qualrfyrng APMs, as defined by DHHS, within the first twelve (12)
months of this Agreement, subject to the following exceptions:
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4 14 7.1.1 If the MCO is newly participating in the MCM program
as of the Program Start Date, thei MCO shall have eighteen (18)
months to meet this requirement; and

4.14.7.1.2 If the MCO determines that circumstances materially
inhibit its ability to meet the ARM implementation requirement, the
MCO shall detail to DHHS in its proposed ARM Implementation
Plan an extension request: the reasons for its inability to meet the
requirements of this section and any additional information required
by DHHS.

■ 4.14.7.1.2.1.If approved by DHHS, the MCO may use
its altemative approach, but only for the period of time
requested and approved by DHHS, which is not to
exceed an additional six (6) months after the initial 18
month period.

4.14.7.1.2.2.For failure to meet this requirement,
DHHS reserves to right to issue remedies as described
in Section 5.5.2 (Liquidated Damages) and Exhibit N,
Section 3.2 (Liquidated Damages Matrix).'

4.14.7.2 MCO Incentives and Penalties for APM Implementation

4 14.7.2.1 Consistent with RSA 126-AA, the MCO shall include,
through APMs and other.means. Provider alignment incentives to
leverage the combined DHHS, MCO, and providers to achieve the
purpose of the incentives.

4.14.7.2.2 MCOs shall be subject to incentives, at DHHS' sole
discretion, and/or penalties to achieve irhprbved perfofmahCe,. _ auto-assignment of new members, -use of the

_  MCM Withhold and Incentive Program jinciuding the shared
"irrcentive pool), and other Incentives.'"" '

4.14.8 Qualifying Alternative Payment Models

4 14.8.1 A Qualifying ARM is a payment approach approved by DHHS as
I  A a ̂  A A A O « I ̂  1 t* ̂  ̂

coTisistent with the sianoaros specrfieu in mis beuuun n.i-t.u v«"a"'y"'a
Altemative Payment Models) and the DHHS Medicaid APM Strategy.

4.14.8.2 At minimum, a Qualifying APM shall meet the requirements of
the HCP-LAN APM framework Category 2C, based on the refreshed 2017

—trameworlcreleased on "duly 11 ;"2017"and all subsequent revisions.

4.14.8.3 As indicated in the HCP-LAN APM framework white paper.
Category 2C is met if the payment arrangement between the MCO and
Participating Provider(s) rewards Participating Providers that perform well
on quality metrics and/or penalizes Participating Providers that do not
perform well on those metrics. '
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4.14.8.4 HCP-LAN Categories 3A. 3B, 4A. 4B. and 40 shall all also be
considered Qualifying APMs, and the MOO shall increasingly adopt such
APMs over time in accordance with its APM Implementation Plan and the
DHHS Medicaid APM Strategy.

4.14.8.5 DHHS shall determine, on the basis of the Standardized
Assessment of APM Usage described in Section 4.14.10.2 (Standardized
Assessment of Alternative Payment Model Usage) below and the
additional information available to DHHS. the HCP-LAN Category to which
the MCQ's APM(s) is/are aligned.

4.14.8.6 Under no circumstances shall DHHS consider a payment
methodology that takes cost of care into account without also considering
quality a Qualifying APM. '

4.14.8.7 Standards for Large Providers and Provider Systems

4.14.8.7.1 The MCO shall predominantly adopt a total cost of care
model with shared savings for large Provider systems to the
maximum extent feasible, and as further defined by the DHHS
Medicaid APM Strategy.

4.14.8.8 Treatment of Payments to Community Mental Health Programs

4.14.8.8.1 The CMH Program payment model prescribed by
DHHS in Section 4.11.5.1 (Contracting for Community Mental
Health Services) shall be deemed to meet the definition of a
Qualifying APM under this Agreement.

4.14.8.8.2 At the sole discretion of DHHS, additional payment
models specifically required by and defined as an APM by DHHS
shall also be deemed to meet the definition of a Qualifying APM
under this Agreement.

4.14.8.9 Accommodations for Small Providers

4.14.8.9.1 The MCO shall develop Qualifying APM models
-appropriate for small Providers, as further defined by the DHHS
Medicaid APM Strategy.

4.14.8.9.2 For example, the MCO may propose to DHHS models
that incorporate pay-for-performance bonus incentives and/or per
Member per month payments related to Providers' success in
meeting actuarially-relevant cost and quality targets.

4.14.8.10 Alignment with Existing Alternative Payment Models and
Promotion of Integration with Behavioral Health

4.14.8.10.1 The MCO shall align APM offerings to current and
emerging APMs in NH, tx)th within Medicaid and across other
payers (e.g.. Medicare and commercial shared savings
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arrangements) to reduce Provider burden and promote the
integration of Behavioral Health.

4.1'4.8.l0.2The MCO shall incorporate ARM design elements into
its Qualifying ARMs that permit Participating Providers to attest to

^  participation in an "Other Payer Advanced ARM" (including but not
limited to a Medicaid Medical Home Model) under the requirements
of the Quality Payment Program as set forth by the Medicare
Access and CHIP Reauthorization Act of 2015 (MACRA).

4.14.9 MCO Alternative Payment Model Implementation Plan

4.14.9.1 The MCO shall submit to DHHS for review and approval an ARM
Implementation Plan in accordance with Exhibit O..

4.14.9.2 The ARM Implementation Plan shall meet the requirements of
this section and of any subsequent guidance issued as part of the DHHS
Medicaid ARM Strategy.

4.14.9.3 Additional details on the timing, format, and required contents of
the MCO ARM Implementation Plan shall be specified by DHHS In Exhibit
0 and/or through additional guidance.

4.14.9.4 Alternative Payment Model Transparency

4.14,9.4.1 The MCO shall describe in its ARM Implementation
^  Plan-for-eaGh-APM-offering-and-as-is-applicableT-the-actuarial-and-

public health basis for the MCO's methodology, as well as the
basis for developing and assessing Participating Provider
performance in the APM, as described in Section 4.14.10
(Altemative - Payment Model Transparency and Reporting

-  — - -Requirements).-The APM-lmplemeptation-Plan-shall-also-outline

how integration is promoted by the model among the MCO,
~  • " •ProvidefsT^'d Members." . - . .r

4.14.9.5 Provider Engagement and Support

4.14.9.5.1 The APM Implementation Plan shall describe a logical
and reasonably achievable approach to implementing APMs,
supported by an understanding of NH Medicaid Providers'
readiness for participation in APMs. and the strategies the MCO
shall use to assess and advance such readiness over time.

4-14.9.5.2,Jriji0,-ARM.Jmplementation._Plan_shall-Qutline_in._detail.
what strategies the MCO plans to use. such as. rheetings with

^  Providers and IDNs. as appropriate, and the frequency of such
meetings, the provision of technical support, and a data sharing
strategy for Providers reflecting the transparency, reporting and
data sharing obligations herein and in the DHHS Medicaid APM
Strategy.
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4.14.9.5.3 The MCO APM Implementation Plan shall ensure
Providers and IDNs, as appropriate, are supported by data sharing
and performance analytic feedback systems and tools that make
actuarially sound and actionable provider level and system level
clinical, cost, and performance data available to Providers in a
timely manner for purposes of developing APMs and analyzing
performance and payments pursuant to APMs.

4.14.9.5.4 MCO shall provide the financial support for the Provider
infrastructure necessary to develop and implement APM
arrangements that increase in sophistication over time.

4.14.9.6 Implementation Approach

4.14.9.6.1 The MCO shall include in the APM Implementation
Plan a detailed description of the steps the MCO shall take to
advance its APM Irnplementation Plan:

4.14.9.6.1.1. In advance of the Program Start Date;

4.14.9.6.1.2.During the first year of this Agreement;
and

4.14.9.6.1.3. Into the second year and beyond, clearly
articulating its long-term vision and goals for. the
advancement of APMs over time. ,

4.14.9.6.2 The APM Implementation Plan shall include the MCO's
plan for providing the necessary data and information to
participating APM Providers to ensure Providers' ability to
successfully implement and meet the performance expectations
inpluded in the APM, Including how the MCO shall ensure that the
information received by Participating Providers is meaningful and
actionable.

4.14.9.6.3 The MCO shall provide data to Providers and IDNs, as
appropriate, that describe the retrospective cost and utilization
patterns for Members, which shall inform the strategy and design of
APMs.

4.14.9.6.4 For each APM entered into, the MCO shall provide
timely and actionable cost, quality and utilization information to
Providers participating in the APM that enables and tracks
performance under the APM.

4.14.9.6.5 In addition, the MCO shall provide Member and
Provider level data (e.g., encounter and claims information) for
concurrent real time utilization and care management interventions.

4.14.9.6.6 The APM Implementation Plan shall describe in
example form to DHHS the level of information that shall be given
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to Providers that enter into ARM Agreements with the MCO,
including if the level of information shall, vary based on the
Category and/or type of ARM the Provider enters.

4.14.9.6.7 The Information provided shall be consistent with the
requirements outlined under Section 4.14.10 (Alternative Payment
Model Transparency and Reporting Requirements). The MCOs
shall utilize all applicable and appropriate agreements as required
under State and federal law to maintain confidentiality of protected
health Information.

4.14.10 Alternative Payment Model Transparency and Reporting
Requirements

4.14.10.1 Transparency

4.14.10.1.1 In the MCO ARM Implementation Plan, the MCO shall
provide to DHHS for each APM, as applicable, the following
information at a minimum:

4.14.10.1.1.1. The methodology for determining
Member attribution, and sharing information on
Member attribution with Providers participating in the
corresponding APM;

4.14.10.1.1.2. The mechanisms used to determine
cost DencnmarKs and~Provider pertonmance, including
cost target calculations, the attachment points for cost
targets, and risk adjustment methodology;

4.14.10.1.1.3. The approach to determining quality
benchmarks-and -evaluating-Provider performance,-

_  including advance communication of the specific
measures that "shalPb^TQsed "to~ detemiihe "quality "
performance, the methodology for calculating and
assessing Provider performance, and any quality
gating criteria that may be included in the APM design;
and

/

4.14.10.1.1.4. The frequency at which the MCO shall
regularly report cost and quality data related to APM
performance to Providers, and the information that

-  - shall .be.included-in each, report.

4.14.10.1.2 Additional information may be required by DHHS in
supplemental guidance. All information provided to DHHS shall be
made available to Providers eligible to participate in or already
participating in the APM unless the MCO requests and receives
DHHS approval for specified information not to be made available.

4.14.10.2 Standardized Assessment of Alternative Payment Model Usage
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4.14.10.2.1 The MCO shall complete, attest to the contents of, and
submit to DHHS the HGP-l_AN APM assessment^* in accordance
with Exhibit O.

4.14.10.2.2Thereafter, the MCO shall complete, attest to the
contents of. and submit to DHHS the HOP-LAN APM assessment
In accordance with Exhibit O and/or the DHHS Medicaid APM
Strategy.

4.14.10.2.3 If the MCO reaches an agreement with DHHS that its
implementation of the required APM model(s) may be delayed, the
MCO shall comply with all terms set forth by DHHS for the
additional and/or alternative timing of the MCO's submission of the
HCP-LAN APM assessment.

4.14.10.3 Additional Reporting on Alternative Payment Model Outcomes

4.14.10.3.1 The MCO shall provide additional information required
by DHHS in Exhibit O or other DHHS guidance on the type, usage,
effectiveness and outcomes of its APMs.

4.14.11 Development Period for MCO Implementation

4.14.11.1 Consistent with the requirements for new MCOs, outlined in
Section 4.14.8 (Qualifying Alternative Payment Models) above. DHHS
acknowledges that MCOs may require time to advance their MCO
Implementation Plan. DHHS shall provide additional detail, in its Medicaid
APM Strategy, that describes how MCOs should expect to advance use of
APMs over time.

4.14.12 Alternative Payment Model Alignment with State Priorities and
Evolving Public Health Matters

4.14.12.1 The MCO's APM Implementation Plan shall indicate the
quantitative, measurable clinical outcomes the MCO seeks to improve
through its APM inltiative(s).

4.14.12.2 At a minimum, the MCO shall address the priorities Identified in
this Section 4.14.12 (Alternative Payment Model Alignment with State
Priorities and Evolving Public Health Matters) and all additional priorities
identified by DHHS in the DHHS Medicaid APM Strategy.

4.14.12.3 State Priorities in RSA 126-AA

4.14.12.3.1 The MCO's APM Implementation Plan shall address
the following priorities;

4.14:12.3.1.1. Opportunities to decrease unnecessary
service utilization, particularly as related to use of the

" The MCO is r^^nsible for compteUng the required InformaUon for Medicaid (ar>d is not required to complete the portion of the
assessment related to other lirws of business, as applicable).
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ED, especially for. Members with behavioral health
needs and among low-Income children;

4.14.12.3.1.2. Opportunities to reduce preventable
admissions and thirty {30)-day hospital readmlssion for
all causes;

4.14.12.3.1.3. Opportunities to improve the timeliness
of prenatal care and other efforts that support the
reduction of NAS births;

4.14.12.3.1.4. Opportunities to better integrate
physical and behavioral health, particularly efforts to
increase the timeliness of follow-up after a mental
Illness or Substance Use Disorder admission; and
efforts aligned to support and collaborate with IDNs to
advance the goals of the Building Capacity for
T ransformation waiver;

4.14.12.3.1.5. Opportunities to better manage
pharmacy utilization, including through Participating
Provider incentive arrangements focused on efforts
such as increasing generic prescribing and efforts
aligned to the MCO's- Medication Management
program aimed at reducing polypharmacy. as
described In S^orr4T275"(M^icatiorrManagement)':

4.14.12.3.1.6. Opportunities to enhance access to
and the effectiveness of Substance Use Disorder
treatment {further addressed in Section 4.11.6.5

-  - (payment to Substance Use Disorder Providers) of-this
Agreement); and

4.T4.12.3.1.7. opportunities to address social
determinants of health (further addressed in Section
4.10.10 (Coordination and Integration with Social
Services and Community Care) of this Agreement),
and in particular to address "ED boarding," in which
Members that would be best treated in the community
remain in the ED.

4.14.12.4 Alternative Payment Models for Substance Use Disorder
Tfeatrhent -

4.14.12.4.1 As is further described in Section 4.11.6.5 (Payment to
Substance Use Disorder Providers), the MCO shall Include In Its
APM Implementation Plan:
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4.14.12.4.1.1. At least one (1) APM that pronriotes the
cx)ordjnated and cost-effective delivery of high-quality
care to infants bom with NAS; and

4.14.12.4.1.2. At least one (1) APM that promotes
greater use of Medication-Assisted Treatment.

4.14.12.5 Emerging State Medicaid and Public Health Priorities

4.14.12.5.1 The MCO shall address any additional priorities
identified by DHHS In the Medicaid APM Plan or related guidance.
4:14.12.5.2 If DHHS adds or modifies priorities after the Program
Start Date, the MCO shall incorporate plans for addressing the new
or modified priorities in the ne)d regularly-scheduled submission of
it APM Implementation Plan.

4.14.13 Physician Incentive Plans

4.14.13.1 The MCO shall submit all Physician Incentive Plans to DHHS for
review as part of its APM implementation Plan or upon development of
Physician Incentive Plans that are separate from the MCO's APM
implementation Plan.

4.14.13.2 The MCO shall not implement Physician Incentive Plans until
they have been reviewed and approved by DHHS.

4.14.13.3 Any Physician Incentive Plan, including those detailed within the
MCO's APM Implementation Plan, shall be in compliance with the

. requirements set forth in 42 CFR 422.208 and 42 CFR 422.210. In which
references to MA organization," "CMS," and "Medicare beneficiaries"
should be read as references to "MCO," "DHHS." and "Members"
respectively. These include that:

4.14.13.3.1 The MCO may only operate a Physician Incentive Plan
if no specific payment can be made directly or indirectly under a
Physician Incentive Plan to a physician or Physician Group as an
incentive to reduce or limit Medically Necessary Services to a
Member [Section 1903{m)(2)(A)(x) of the Social Security Act* 42
CFR 422.208(c){1H2): 42 CFR 438.3(i)]: and

4.14.13.3.2 If the MCO puts a physician or Physician Group at
substantial financial risk for services not provided by the physician
or Physician Group, the MCO shall ensure that the physician or
Physician Group has adequate stop-loss protection. [Section
1903(m)(2)(A)(x) of the Social Security Act; 42 CFR 422.208(c)(2)-
42 CFR 438.3(i)]

4.14.13.4 The MCO shall submit to DHHS annually, at the time of its
annual HCP-LAN assessment, a detailed written report of any
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implemented (and previously reviewed) Physician Incentive Plans, as
described In Exhibit 0.

4.14.13.5 Annual Physician Incentive Plan reports shall provide assurance
satisfactory, to DHHS that the requirements of 42 CFR 438.208 are met.
The MCO shall, upon request, provide additional detail in response to any
DHHS request to understand the terms of Provider payment
arrangements.

4.14.13.6 The MCO shall provide to Members upon request the following
information:

4.14.13.6.1 Whether the MCO uses a Physician Incentive Plan that
affects the use of referral services;

4.14.13.6.2 The type of incentive arrangement; and

4.14.13.6.3 Whether stop-loss protection is provided. [42 CFR
438.3{i)]

4.15 Provider Payments ^

4.15.1 General Requirements

4.15.1.1 The MCO shall not, directly or indirectly, make payment to a
physician or Physician Group or to any other Provider as an Inducement to

•  reduce or limit Medically Necessary Services furnished to a Member.
[Section 1903{m)(2){A)(x) of the Social Security Act; 42 CFR 438.3(i)]

4.15.1.2 The MCO shall not pay for an item or service (other than an
emergency Item or sen/ice, not including Items or services furnished in an

_  ehfefgency room of a hdSpitaj) [Section 1903 of the Social Security Act]:

4.15.1.2.1 Furnished under the MCO by an Individual or entity
during: any'period vvhen\the lndjvidua[ or-entityJs-excLuded-fro
participation under Title V, XVIII, or or under this title pursuant
to sections 1128, 1128A, 1156, or 1842(j)(2) of the Social Security
Act.

.« H C 4 O O a.. An
t. lo. i.£..^ I uiiiioilou ai u ic iiicuiv.^1 uiicwivM vi ■ i>to

prescription of a physician, during the period when such physician
is excluded from participation under Title V, XVIII, or XX or under
this title pursuant to sections 1128, 1128A, 1156, or 1842(j)(2) of
the Social Security Act when the person knew or had any reason to
know of the exclusion (after a reasonable time period after
reasonable notice has been furnished to the person).

4.15.1.2.3 Fumished by an individual or entity to whom the State
has failed to suspend payments during any period when there is a
pending investigation of a credible allegation of fraud against the
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individual or entity, unless the State determines there is good
cause not to suspend such payments".

4.15.1.2.4 With respect to any amount expended for which funds
may not be. used under the Assisted Suicide Funding Restriction
Act(ASFRA)of 1997.

I  4.15.1.2.5 With respect to any amount expended for roads,
bridges, stadiums, or any other Item or service not covered under
the Medicaid State Plan. [Section 1903(1) of the Social Security Act
final sentence; section 19d3(i)(2)(A) - (C) of the Social Security Act-
section 1903(i)(16)-(17)oftheSocialSecurityAct]

4.15.1.3 No payment shall be made to a Participating Provider other than
by the MCO for services covered under the Agreement between DHHS
and the MCO, except when these payments are specifically required to be
made by the State in Title XIX of the Social Security Act. in 42 CFR, or
when DHHS makes direct payments to Participating Providers for graduate

, medical education costs approved under the Medicaid State Plan, or have
been otherwise approved by CMS. [42 CFR 438.60]
4.15.1.4 The MCO shall reimburse Providers based on the Current
Procedural Terminology (CPT) code's effective date. To the extent a
procedure is required to be reimbursed under the Medicaid State Plan but
no CPT code or other billing code has been provided by DHHS, the MCO
shall contact DHHS and obtain a CPT code and shall retroactively
reimburse claims based on the CPT effective date as a result of the CPT
annual updates.

4 15.1.5 The MCO shall permit Providers up to one hundred and twenty
(120) calendar days to submit a timely claim. The MCO shall establish
reasonable policies that allow for good cause exceptions to the one
hundred and twenty (120) calendar day timeframe.

4.15.1.6 Good cause exceptions shall accommodate foreseeable and
unforeseeable events such as:

4.15.1.6.1 A Member providing the wrong Medicaid Identification
number,

4.15.1.6.2 Natural disasters; or

4.15.1.6.3 Failed information technology systems.
4.15.1.7 The Provider should be provided a reasonable opportunity to
rectify the error, once identified, and to either file or re-file the claim.

4.15.1.8 Within the first one hundred and eighty (180) calendar days of
the Program Start Date, DHHS has discretion to direct MCOs to extend the
one hundred and twenty (120) calendar days on case by case basis.
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4.15.1.9 The MCO shall pay interest on any Clean Claims that are not
paid within thirty (30) calendar days at the Interest rate published in the
Federal Register in January of each year for the Medicare program.

4.15.1.10 The MCO shall collect data from Providers in standardized

formats to the extent feasible and appropriate, including secure information
exchanges and technologies utilized for state Medicaid quality
improvement and Care Coordination efforts. [42 CFR 438.242(b)(3)(iii)]

4.15.1.11 The MCO shall Implement and maintain arrangements or
procedures for prompt reporting of all Overpayments identified or
recovered, specifying the Overpayments due to potential fraud, to DHHS.
[42 CFR 438.608(a)(2)]

4.15.2 Hospital-Acquired Conditions and Provider-Preventable
Conditions

4.15.2.1 The MCO shall comply with State and federal laws requiring
nonpayment to a Participating Provider for Hospital-Acquired Conditions
and for Provider-Preventable Conditions.

4.15.2.2 The MCO shall not make payments to a Provider for a Provider-
Preventable Condition that meets the following criteria:

4.15.2.2.1 Is identified in the Medicaid State Plan;

4.-15.2^2_Has-been_fouDd_by_NH,_hased_upon_a_rBvlaw_QL
medical literature by qualified professionals, to be reasonably
preventable through the application of procedures supported by
evidence-based guidelines;

__4J 5,2.2_.3_.H3s.a neg^iye ̂ nsequence forthe Merhtier;

4.15.2.2.4 Is audltable; and

"4.15:2.2.5 Includes, at a ' minimum, • wrong surgical or other
invasive procedure performed on a patient, surgical or other
invasive procedure performed on the wrong body part, or surgical
or other invasive procedure performed on the wrong patient. [42
CFR 438.3(g); 42 CFR 438.6(a)(12)(i); 42 CFR 447.26(b)]

4.15.2.3 The MCO shall require all Providers to report Provider-
Preventable Conditions associated with claims for payment or Meml>er
treatments for which payment would othenwise be made, in accordance

---with-EXhiBit-0.-[42-CFR -438.3(g); "42 -CFR~434:6(a)(12)(ii);-42-CFR-
447.26(d)]

4.15.3 Federally Qualified Health Centers and Rural Health Clinics

4.15.3.1 FQHCs and RHCs shall be paid at minimum the encounter rate
paid by DHHS at the time of service, and shall also be paid for DHHS-
specified CPT codes outside of the encounter rates.
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4.15.3.2 The MCO shal! not provide payment to an FQHC or RHC that Is
lese than the level and amount of payment which the MCO would make for

^"rnished by a Provider which Is not anFQHC or RHC. [Section 1903(m)(2)(A)(lx) of the Social Security Act]

cnur ̂ MCO shall enter Into Alternative Payment Models writhhUnCs, RHCs, and/or other health or family planning clinics or their

ntfuo organizations as negotiated and agreed upon withDHHS in the MCOs APM Implementation Plan and as described by DHHS
In the Medicaid APM Strategy.

4.15.4 Hospice Payment Rates

4.15.4.1 The Medicaid hospice payment rates shall be calculated based
on the annual hospice rates established under Medicare. These rates are
authorized by section 1814(l)(1)(j|) of the Social Security Act which also
provides for an annual increase In payment rates for hospice care
services.

4.15.5 Community Mental Health Programs
4.15.5.1 The MCO shall, as described In Section 4.11.5.2 (Payment to
Community Mental Health Programs and Community Mental Health
Providers), rneet the specific payment arrangement criteria In contracts
wth CMH Programs and CMH Providers for services provided to
Members.

4.15.6 Payment Standards for Substance Use Disorder Providers
4.15.6.1 The MCO shall, as described In Section 4.11.6 (Substance Use
Disorder), reimburse Substance Use Providers as directed by DHHS.

4.15.7 Payment Standards for Private Duty Nursing Services
4.15.7.1 The MCO shall reimburse private duty nursing agencies for
pnyat^e duty nursing services at least at the FFS rates established by
DHHS.

4.15.8 Payment Standards for Indian Heaith Care Providers

4.15.8.1 The MCO shall pay IHCPs, wrhether Participating Providers or
not. for Covered Services provided to American Indian Members who are
fui'o to receive services at a negotiated rate between the MCO and theHOP or. In the absence of a negotiated rate, at a rate not less than the
^vel and amount of payment the MCO would make for the services to a
Participating Provider that is not an IHCP. [42 CFR 438.14(b)(2)(i) - (il)]
4.15.8.2 For contracts involving IHCPs, the MCO shall meet the
requirements of FFS timely payment for. all l/T/U Providers In Its network

ninety-five percent (95%) of all Clean Claims wlthlri
thirty (30) calendar days of the date of receipt; and paying ninety-nine
percent (99%) of all Clean Claims within ninety (90) calendar days of the
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date of receipt. [42 CFR 438.14(b)(2)(iii); ARRA 5006(d): 42 CFR-447.45;
42 CFR 447.46; SMDL 10-001)]

4:15.8.3 iHCPs enroiied in M^cald a^'"FQHCs but not Participating
Providers of the MCO shall be ̂ d an amount equal to the amount the
MCP would pay an FQHC that is a Participating Provider but is not an
iHCP, inciuding any supplementai payment from DHHS to make up the
difference between the amount the MCO pays and what the liHCPs FQHC
would have received under FFS. [42 CFR 438.14(c)(1)]

4.15.8.4 When an iHCP is not enrolled in Medicaid as a FQHC.
regardiess of whether it participates in the network of an MCO, it has the
right to receive its appiicable encounter rate published annuaily in the
Federai Register by the IHS, or in the absence of a published encounter
rate, the amount it would receive if the services were provided under the
Medicaid State Pian's FFS payment methodology. [42 CFR 438.14(c)(2)]

4.15.8.5 When the amount the iHCP receives from the MCO is less than

the amount the IHCP would have received under FFS or the applicable
encounter rate published annuaily in the Federal Register by the IHS,
DHHS shall make a supplemental payment to the IHCP to make up the
difference between the amount the MCO pays and the amount the iHCP
would have received under FFS or the applicable encounter rate. [42 CFR
438.i4(c)(3)] .

4.15.9 Payment Standards for Transition Housing Program

4.15.9.1 The MCO shall reimburse Transition Housing Program services
at least at the FFS rates established by DHHS.

-  ._ .-4^15,10—Payment Standards.forbME Pro.^ders. _

_  4.15.10.1 No earlier than January 1, 2020, the MCO shall reimburse DME
_ —Providers for-DME and-DME^reiated sen/ices a't"80%"df thVPFS Tates

established by DHHS. '

4.16 Readiness Requirements Prior to Operations

4.16.1 General Requirements

4.16.1.1 Prior to the Program Start Date, the MCO shall demonstrate to
DHHS's satisfaction. Its operational readiness and its ability to provide
Covered Services to Members at the start of this Agreement in accordance

■  -witfr42 CFR438;66(d)(2)r(d)(3),-and (d)(4).-[42 CFR 437:66(d)(1)(i).

4.16.1.2 ,The readiness revievy requirements shall apply to ail MCOs
regardless of whether they have previously contracted with DHHS. [42
CFR438.66((D(1)(II)]
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4.16.1.3 The MCO shall accx)mmodate Readiness desk and site
Reviews, including documentation review and system demonstrations as
defined by DHHS.

4.16.1.4 The readiness review requirements shall apply to all MCOs,
Including those who have previously covered. benefits to all eligibility
groups covered under this Agreement. [42 CFR 438.66(d)(2) (d)(3) and

,  (d)(4)]
4.16.1.5 In order to demonstrate its readiness, the MCO shall cooperate
in the Readiness Review conducted by DHHS.
4.16.1.6 If the MOD is unable to demonstrate its ability to meet the
requirements of this Agreement, as determined solely by DHHS within the
timeframes determined solely by DHHS. then DHHS shall have the right to
terminate this Agreement In accordance with Section 7.1 (Termination for
Cause).

4.16.1.7 The MCO shall participate in all DHHS trainings in preparation
for implementation of the Agreement.

4.16.2 Emergency Response Plan
4.16.2.1 The MCO shall submit an Emergency Response Plan to DHHS
for review prior to the Program Start Date.

4.16.2.2 The Emergency Response Plan shall address, at a minimum,
the following aspects of pandemic preparedness and natural disaster
response and recovery:

4.16.2.2.1 Staff and Provider training:

4.16.2.2.2 Essential business functions and key employees within
the organization necessary to carry them out;

4.16.2.2.3 Contingency plans for covering essential business
functions In the event key employees are incapacitated or the
primary workplace Is unavailable;

4.16.2.2.4 Communication with staff. Members. Providers,
Subcontractors and suppliers when normal systems are
unavailable;

4.16.2.2.5 Plans to ensure continuity of services to Providers and
Members;

4.16.2.2.6 How the MCO shall coordinate with and support DHHS
and the other MCOs; and

4.16.2.2.7 How the plan shall be tested, updated and maintained.
4.16.2.3 On an annual basis, or as otherwise specified in Exhibit 0, the
MCO shall submit a certification of "no change" to the Emergency
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Response Plan or submit a revised Emergency Response Plan together
with a redline reflecting the changes made since the last submission.

4.17 Managed Care Information System

4.17.1 System Functionality

4.17.1.1 The MCO shall have a comprehensive, automated, and
integrated MClS that:

4.17.1.1.1 Collects, analyzes, integrates, and reports data (42
CFR 438.242(a)]:

4.17.1.1.2 Provides information on areas, including but not limited
to utilization, claims, grievances and appeals [42 CFR 438.242(a)];

4.17.1.1.3 ■ Collects and maintains data on Members and
Providers, as specified in this Agreement and on all services
furnished to Members, through an Encounter Data system [42 CFR
438.242(b)(2)];

4.17.1.1.4 Is capable of meeting the requirements listed
throughout this Agreement; and

4.17.1.1.5 Is capable of providing all of the data and information
necessary for DHHS to meet State and federal Medicaid reporting
andJnformation.regulatiQns

4.17.1.2 The MCO's MClS shall be capable of submitting Encounter
Data, as detailed in Section 5.1.3 (Encounter Data) of this Agreement. The
MCO shall provide for:

--- - 4:17.-1.2r1 -Collection-and-maintenance of - sufficient -Member
Encounter Data to identify the Provider who delivers any item(s) or

;"service(s) to.Members;" . — . — „

4.17.1.2.2 Submission of Member Encounter Data to DHHS at the
frequency and level of detail specified by CMS and by DHHS;

4.17.1.2.3 Submission of ail Memb©'' Encounter Data that NH is
required to report to CMS; and

4.17.1.2.4 Submission of Member Encounter Data to DHHS in
standardized ASC XI2N 837 and NCPDP formats, and the ASC
X12N 835 format as specified in tNs Agreement. [42 CFR

"438.242(c)(1) "(4): 42 CFR 438.818]"^

4.17.1.3 All Subcontractors shall meet the same standards, as described
in this Section 4.17 (Managed Care Information System) of the Agreement,
as the MCO. The MCO shall be held responsible for errors or
noncompliance resulting from the action of a Subcontractor with respect to
Its provided functions.
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4.17.1.4 The MCO MClS shall Include, but not be limited to:

4.17.1.4.1 Management of Recipient Demographic Eiigibiiity and
Enrollment and History;

4.17.1.4.2 Management of Provider Enrollment arid Credentialing;
4.17.1.4.3 Benefit Plan Coverage Management. History, and
Reporting;

4.17.1.4.4 Eligibility Verification;

.4.17.1.4.5 Encounter Data;

4.17.1.4.6 Reference File Updates;

4.17.1.4.7 Service Authorization Tracking. Support and
Management;

4.17.1.4.8 Third Party Coverage and Cost Avoidance
Management;

4.17.1.4.9 Financial Transactions Management and Reporting:
4.17.1.4.10 Payment Management (Checks, electronic funds
transfer (EFT), Remittance Advices, Banking);

4.17.1.4.11 Reporting (Ah hoc and Pre-Defined/Scheduled and On-
Demand);

4.17.1.4.12 Call Center Management;

4.17.1.4.13 Claims Adjudication;

4.17.1.4.14 Claims Payments; and

4.17.1.4.15QOS metrics.

4.17.1.5 Specific functionality related to the above shall Include, but is not
limited to. the following;

4.17.1.5.1 The MClS Membership management system shall have
the capability to receive, update, and maintain NH's Membership
files consistent with Information provided by DHHS;

4.17.1.5.2 The MClS shall have the capability to provide daily
updates of Membership information to subcontractors or Providers
with responsibility for processing claims or authorizing services
based on Membership information;

4.17.1.5.3 The MClS's Provider file shall t)e maintained with
detailed information on each Provider sufficient to support Provider
enrollment and payment and also meet DHHS's reporting and
Encounter Data requirements;
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4.17.1.5.4 The MClS's claims processing system shall have the
capability to process claims consistent with timeliness and
accuracy requirements of a federal MMIS system;

4.17.1.5.5 The MClS's Services Authorization system shall be
integrated with the claims processing system;

4.17.1.5.6, The MClS shall be able to maintain its claims history

with sufficient detail to meet all DHHS reporting and encounter
requirements;

4.17.1.5.7 The MClS's credentialing system shall have the
capability to store and report on Provider specific data sufficient to
meet the Provider credentialing requirements, Quality
Management, and Utilization Management Program Requirements;

4.17.1.5.8 The MClS shall be bi-directionally linked to the other
operational systems maintained by DHHS, In order to ensure that
data captured in encounter records accurately matches data in
Member, Provider, claims and authorization files, and in order to

enable Encounter Daja to be utilized for Member profiling. Provider
profiling, claims validation, fraud, waste and abuse monitoring
activities, and any other research and reporting purposes defined
by DHHS; and

_4.-17-.-1..5.9—The-Encounter-Data-system-shall-have-a-mechanismJn.
place to receive, process, and store the required data.

4.17.1.6 The MCO system shall be compliant with the requirements of
HIPM and 42 CFR Part 2, including privacy, security, NPI, and
transaction processing, including ^ing able to process electronic da'ta
interchange (EDI) transactions in the ASC'50"10"forrh'atrThls~als"6'lncludes

-  - . - IRS.Pub 1O75-v/her0 applicable. „

4.17.1.7 The MCO system shall be compliant with Section 6504(a) of the
Affordable Care Act, which requires that state claims processing and
retrieval systems are able to collect data elements necessary to enable the
mechanized claims processing and information retrieval systems in
operation by the state to meet the requirements of Section 1903(r)( 1 )(F) of
the Social Security Act. [42 CFR 438.242(b)(1)]

4.17.1.8 MClS capability shall Include, but not be limited to the following:

""4.17.1:8.1 'Provider ' network'"conrrectivlty to *EDI and "Provider
portal systems;

4.17.1.8.2 Documented scheduled down time and maintenance

windows, as agreed upon by DHHS, for extemally accessible
systems. Including telephony, web, Interactive Voice Response
(IVR), EDI, and online reporting;
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4.17.2

4.17.1.8.3 DHhs. on-line web access to applications and data
required by the State to utilize agreed upon workflows, processes
and procedures (reviewed by DHHS) to access, analyze, or utilize
data captured in the MCO system(s) and to perform appropriate
reporting and operational activities;

4.17.1.8.4 DHHS access to user acceptance testing (UAT)
environment for externally accessible systems including websites
and secure portals;

4.17.1.8.5 Documented instructions and user manuals for each
component; and

4.17.1.8.6 Secure access.

4.17.1.9 Managed Care Information System Up-Time

E^emally accessible systems, Including telephone
web. IVR, EDI. and online reporting shall be available twenty-four

®  ® three-hundred-sixty-five(365) 6ays^ a year, except for scheduled maintenance upon
notification of and pre-approval by DHHS. The maintenance period
shall not exceed four (4) consecutive hours without prior DHHS
approval.

4.17.1.9.2 MCO shall provide redundant telecommunication
backups and ensure that interrupted transmissions shall result In
immediate failover to redundant communications path as well as
guarantee data transmission is complete, accurate and fully
synchronized with operational systems.

Information System Data Transfer

4.17.2.1 Effective communication between the MCO and DHHS requires

nuuc®:. data to/from theMCU and DHHS data management information systems. Elements of data
transfer requirements between the MCO and DHHS management
information systems shall include, but not be limited to;

4.172.1.1 DHHS read access to all MCM data in reporting
databases where data is stored, which includes all tools required to
access the data at no additional cost to DHHS;
4.17.2.1.2 Exchanges of data between the MCO and DHHS In a
format and schedule as prescribed by the State, including detailed
mapping specifications Identifying the data source and target;
4.17 2.1.3 Secure (encrypted) communication protocols to provide
timely notification of any data file retrieval, receipt, load, or send
transmittal issues and provide the requisite analysis and support to
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Identify and resolve issues according to the timelines set forth by
the State;

4.17.2.1.4 Collaborative relationships with DHHS, Its MMIS fiscal
agent, and other interfacing entities to effectively Implement the
requisite exchanges of data necessary to support the requirements
of this Agreement;

4.17.2.1.5 MOO implementation of the necessary
telecommunication infrastructure and tools/utilities to support

secure connectivity and access to the system and to support the
secure, effective transfer of data;

4.17.2.1.6 Utilization of data extract, transformation, and load
(ETL) or similar methods for data conversion and data interface
handling that, to the maximum extent possible, automate the ETL
processes, and provide for source to target or source to
specification mappings;

4.17.2.1.7 Mechanisms to support the electronic reconciliation of
all. data extracts to source tables to validate the integrity of data
extracts; and

4.17.2.1.8 A given day's data transmissions, as specified in this
Section 4.17.2 (Information System Data Transfer) of the

-Agreement~are-to-b&-4ownloaded-to-DHHS_accocding_to_the_
schedule prescribed by the State. If errors are encountered in
batch transmissions, reconciliation of transactions shall be included
In the next batch transmission.

4.17.2J The_MCO_shall de^gnate a ̂  of contact to coordinate
data transfer issues with DHHS. — - .

"  " ̂."l 7.2.3" DHHS^hali provide for a common, centralized-electronic-project
repository, providing for secure access to authorized MCO and DHHS staff
for project plans documentation, issues tracking, deliverables, and other
project-related artifacts.

4.17.2.4 Data transmissions from DHHS to the MCO shaii include, but
not be limited to the following:

4.17.2.4.1 Provider Extract (Daily);

... ..-4.17.2.4.2 .Reclpient.Eiigibility.Extract(Daily); . .... .....

4.17.2.4.3 Recipient Eligibility Audit/Roster (Monthly);

4.17.2.4.4 Medical and Pharmacy Service Authorizations (Daily):

4.17.2.4.5 Medicare and Commercial Third , Party Coverage
(Daily);

4.17.2.4.6 Claims History (Bi-Weekly); and
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4.17.2.4.7 Capitation Payment data (Monthly).

^  transmissions from the MOO to DHHS shall Include butnot be Itmited to the following: 'nciuoe. out
4.17.2.5.1 Member Demographic changes (Daily);
4.17.2.5.2 Member Primary Care Physician Selection (Daily);
4.17.2.5.3 MCO Provider Network Data (Daily);
4.17.2.5.4 Medical and Pharmacy Service Authorizations (Daily);

■  5.5 Member Encounter Data including paid, deniedadjustment transactions by pay period (VVeekiy);
4.17.2.5.6 Financial Transaction Data (Weekly);
4.17.2.5.7 Updates to Third Party Coverage Data (Weekly); and
4.17.2.5.8 Behavioral Health Certification Data (Monthly).

staff with access to timely andcomplete data and shall meet the following requirements:

V  of data between the MCO and DHHS
by DHHs" ̂ as prescribed

'MMIC® collaboratively with DHHS.
^l Department of InformationTechnology and other interfacing entities to implement effectively

the requisite exchanges of data necessary to support the
requirements of this Agreement;

the necessarytelecomniunication infrastructure to support the MClS and shall
provide DHHS with a network diagram depicting the MCO's
communi^tions infrastructure, including but not limited to

MCO/Snh?' including anyMCO/Subcontractor locations supporting the NH program;

f  shall provide support to DHHS and its fiscalagent to prove the validity, integrity and reconciliation of its data
including Encounter Data;

MCO shall be responsible for correcting data

Agrefmen^ ^
4.17.2.6.6 Access shall be secure and data shall be encrypted in

aTfede^irw: an'r"^
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4.17.2.6.7 Secure access shall be managed via
passwords/pins/and any operational methods used to gain access
as well as maintain audit logs of all users access to the system.

4.17.3 Systems Operation and Support

4.17.3.1 Systems operations and support shall include, but not be limited
to:

4.17.3.1.1 On-call procedures and contacts;

4.17.3.1.2 Job scheduling and failure notification documentation;

4.17.3.1.3 Secure (encrypted) data transmission and storage
methodology;

4.17.3.1.4 Interface acknowledgements and error reporting;

4.17.3.1.5 Technical issue escalation procedures;

4.17.3.1.6 Business and Member notification;

4.17.3.1.7 Change control management;

4.17.3.1.8 Assistance with DAT and implementation coordination;

4.17.3.1.9 Documented data interface specifications - data
imported and extracts exported including database mapping
specifications;

4.17.3.1.10 Disaster Recovery and Business Continuity Plan;

4.17.3.1.11 Joumaling and intemal backup procedures, for which
facility for storage shall be class 3 compliant; and

"4'l7.3.i.l'2C6rnm'unicaiio Escalation Plan that fully outlines"
-  - the -Steps necessary to., perform .notification snd rnonitoiing of

events including all appropriate contacts and timeframes for
resolution by severity of the event.

4.17.3.2 The MCO shall be responsible for implementing and maintaining
necessary telecommunications and network infrastructure to support the
MClS and shall provide:

4.17.3.2.1 Network diagram that fully defines the topology of the
MCO's network;

- 4:17r3.2.2 DHHS/MGO connectivity; — -

4.17.3.2.3 Any MCO/Subcontractor locations requiring MClS
access/support; and

4.17.3.2.4 Web access for DHHS staff. Providers and recipients.

4.17.4 Ownership and Access to Systems and Data
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rMclin available to DHHS and, upon request, toCMS all collected data. [42 CFR 438.242(b){4)]

tli^nJL^i' shall remain
Bhafi "P°" 'eai^ination of the Agreement the datashall be electronically transmitted to DHHS in the media format and

r^i^red^y DHH^ ^fh^^s'^eiy and secureiy destroyed if
4.17.4.3 Systems enhancements developed specifically and data
a^umdated, as part of the MOM program shall remain the property of the

developed for the MOM program shall remain the
property of the MOO but shall be held in escrow.

riilrtt'H JIl® fh^'l "O' destroy or purge DHHS's data unlessdirected to or agreed to in wnting by DHHS. The MCO shall archive data

u  "P°" '^"htS and the data archive processshall not modify the data composition of the source records All DHHS
archived data shall be retrievable for DHHS in the timeframe set forth by

that^shalMnH,!!J^° reporting capabiiitiesthat shall include access to pre-deslgned and agreed-upon scheduled

su^rt DHHS rial® '®®P°"'' P^°'^P«y to ad-fioc requests tosupport DHHS data and information needs.

DHHS acknowledges the MCO's obligations to appropriately
performance, and the parties agree to workleather to ei^ure DHHS information needs can be met while minimiziha,

nsk- and impact to the MCO's systems. .

4.17.4.7 Records Retention

4.17.4.7.1 The MCO shall retain, preserve, and make available
u^n request all records relating to the performance of its
obligations under the Agreement, including paper and electronic '
Claim forms, for.a period of not less than ten (10) years from the
date of termination of this Agreement.

4.17 4.7.2 Records involving matters that are the subject of
litigation shall bie retained for a period of not less than ten (10)
years following the termination of litigation.
4.17.4.7.3 Certified protected electronic copies of the documents
contemplated herein may be substituted for the originals with the
pnor wntten consent of DHHS. if DHHS approves the electronic
Imaging procedures as reliable and supported by an effective
retrieval system.
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4.17.4.7.4 Upon expiration of the ten (10) year retention period
and upon request, the subject records shall be transferred to
DHHS's possession.

4.17.4.7.5 No records shall be destroyed or otherwise disposed of
without the prior written consent of DHHS.

4.17.5 Web Access and Use by Providers and Members

4.17.5.1 The MClS shall include web access for use by and support to
Participating Providers and Members.

4.17.5.2 The services shall be provided at no cost to the Participating
Provider or Memt)ers.

4.17.5.3 All costs associated with the development, security, and
maintenance of these websites shall be the responsibility of the MCO.

4.17.5.4 The MCO shall create secure web access for Medicaid
Providers and Members and authorized DHHS staff to access case-
specific information: this web access shall fulfill the following requirements,
and shall be available no later.than the Program.Start Date:

4.17.5.4.1 Providers shall have the ability to electronically submit
service authorization requests and access and utilize other
Utilization Management tools;

4.17.5.4.2 Providers and Memoers sHalPhave the~ablllty~t0
download and print any needed Medicaid MCO program forms and
other information;

4.17.5.4.3 Providers shall have an option-to e-prescribe without
~  " electronic medical records or hand held devices; -

— 4.17.5.4.4 The-MCO shall support Provider requests andre.ceiye
general pTbgram^ informatlori with contact Information for phone
numbers, mailing, and e-mail address(es);

4.17.5.4.5 Providers shall have access to drug Information;

4.17.5.4.6 The website shall provide an e-mail link to the MCO to
permit Providers and Members or other Interested parties to e-mail
inquiries or comments.

4.17.5.4.7 The website shail provide a link to the State's Medicaid

4.17.5.4.8 The website shall be secure and HIPAA compliant in
order to ensure the protection of PHI and Medicaid recipient
confidentiality.

4.17.5.4.9 Access shall be limited to verified users via passwords
and any other available Industry standards.
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4.17.5.4.10 Audit logs shall be maintained reflecting access to the
system and random audits shall be conducted; and

PHI. PI or otherConfidential Information solicited on the website, shall not be
stored or captured on the website and shall not be further disclosed
except as provided by this Agreement.

4.105.5 The MCO shall manage Provider and Member access to the
system, prowding for the applicable secure access management
password, and PIN communication, and operational services necessary to
^sis| Providers and Members with gaining access and utilizing the web

4.17.5.6 System Support Performance Standards shall include:
4.17.5.6.1 Email Inquiries - one (1) business day response;
4.17.5.6.2 New information posted within one (1).business day of
receipt, and up to two (2) business days of receipt for materials that
shall be made ADA compliant with Section 508 of the Rehabilitation

4.17.5.6.3 Routine maintenance;

4.17.5.6.4 Standard reports regarding portal usage such as hits
per month by Providers/Members, number, and types of inquiries
and requests, and email response statistics as well as maintenance
reports; and

4.17 5.6.5 Website user interfaces shall be ADA compliant with
Section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act and support all major
browsers (i.e. Chrome, Intemet Explorer, Firefbx, Safari etc) If
user does, not have compliant browser. MCO shall redirect user to
site to install appropriate browser.

4.17.6 Contingency Plans and Quality Assurance
4.17.6.1 Critical systems within the MClS support the delivery of critical
medical services to Members and reimbursement to Providers As such

o^SofthfMas'''
4.17.6.2 The MCO shall host the MClS at the MCO's data center and
provide for adequate redundancy, disaster recovery, and business

catastrophic Incident, systemavarlability Is restored to NH within twenty-four (24) hours of Incident onset.
4.17.6.3 The MCO shall ensure that the NH PHI data, data processing
and ̂ ta reipositoties are securely segregated from any other account or
project, and that MClS is under appropriate configuration management
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and change management processes and subject to DHHS notification
requirements.

4.17.6.4 The MCO shall manage all processes related to properly
archiving and processing files including maintaining logs and appropriate
history files that reflect the source, type and user associated with a
transaction.

4.17.6.5 Archiving processes shall not modify the data composition of
DHHS's records, and archived data shall be retrievable at the request of
DHHS. Archiving shall be conducted at intervals agreed upon between the
MCO and DHHS.

4.17.6.6 The MClS shall be able to accept, process, and generate HIPAA
compliant electronic transactions as requested, transmitted between
Providers, Provider billing agents/clearing houses, or DHHS and the MCO.

4.17.6.7 Audit logs of activities shall be maintained and periodically
reviewed to ensure compliance with security and access rights granted to
users.

4.17.6.8 • In accordance with Exhibit 0, the MCO shall submit the following
documents and corresponding checklists for DHHSs review;

4.17.6.8.1 Disaster Recovery Plan;

4.r1-7-,6,8.2_Business-Continuity-Plan;

4.17.6.8.3 Security Plan;

4.17.6.8.4 The following documents which, if after the original
documents are submitted the MCO makes modifications to them,

th^ revised rediined documents and-any corresponding checklists
shall be submitted for DHHS review:

4.17.6.8.4.1. Risk Management Plan, - -

4.17.6.8.4.2.Systems Quality Assurance Plan,

4.17.6.8.4.3.Confirmation of 5010 compliance and
Companion Guides, and

4.17.6.8.4.4.Confinmation of compliance with IRS
Publication 1075.

-_4.1.7..6»9 Management of changes to the MClS is critical to ensure
uninterrupted functioning of the MClS. The following elements, at a
minimum, shall be part of the MCO's change management process:

4.17.6.9.1 The complete system shall have proper configuration
management/change management In place (to be reviewed by
DHHS).
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4.17.6.9.2 The MCO system shall be configurable to support
timely changes to benefit enrollment and benefit coverage or other
such changes. '

4.17.6.9.3 The MCO shall provide DHHS with written notice of
major systems changes and implementations no later than ninety
(90) calendar days prior to the planned change or implementation,
Including any changes relating to Subcontractors, and specifically
Identifying any change impact to the data interfaces or transaction
exchanges between the MCO and DHHS and/or the fiscal agent.
4.17.6.9.4 DHHS retains the right to modify or waive the
notification requirement contingent upon the nature of the request
from the MCO.

4.17.6.9.5 The MCO shall provide DHHS with updates to the
MClS organizational chart and the description of MClS
responsibilities at least thirty (30) calendar days prior to the
effective date of the change, except where personnel changes
vvere not foreseeable in such period, in which case notice shall be
given within at least one (1) business day.
4.17.6.9.6 The MCO shall provide DHHS with official points of
contact for MClS issues on an ongoing basis.

4.17.6.9.7 A NH program centralized electronic repository shall be
provided that shall permit full access to project documents,
including but not limited to project plans, documentation, Issue
tracking, deliverables, and any project artifacts. All items shall be
turned over to DHHS upon request.

4.17.6.9.8 The MCO shall ensure appropriate testing is done for
all system changes. MCO shall also provide a test system for
DHHS to monitor changes in externally facing applications (i.e. NH
websites). This test site shall contain no actual PHI data of any
Member. ^

4.17.6.9.9 The MCO shall make timely changes or defect fixes to
data interfaces and execute testing with DHHS and other
applicable entities to validate the integrity of the interface changes.

4.17.6.10 DHHS, or its agent, may conduct a Systems readiness review to
validate the MCO's ability to'meet the MClS requirements.
4.17.6.11 Th^ System readiness review may include a desk review and/or
an onsite review. If DHHS determines that it is necessary to conduct an
onsite review, the MCO shall be responsible for all reasonable travel costs
associated with such onsite reviews for at least two (2) staff from DHHS.
4.17.6.12 For purposes of this Section of the Agreement, "reasonable
travel costs" include airfare, lodging, meals, car rental and fuel, iaxi,
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mileage, parking, and other incidental travel expenses incurred by DHHS
or Its authorized agent in connection with the onsite reviews.

4.17.6.13 If for any reason the MCO does not fuHy meet the MClS
requirements, the MCO shall, upon request by DHHS, either correct such
deficiency or submit to DHHS a CAP and Risk Mitigation Plan to address
such deficiency. Immediately upon identifying a deficiency, DHHS may
impose contractual remedies according to the severity of the deficiency as
described in Section 5.5 (Remedies) of this Agreement.

4.17.6.14 QOS metrics shall include:

4.17.6.14.1 System Integrity: The MCO system shall ensure that
both user and Provider portal design, and implementation is In
accordance with federal standards, regulations and guidelines
related to security, confidentiality and auditing (e.g. HIPAA Privacy
and Security Rules, National Institute of Security and Technology).

4.17.6.14.2 The security of the Care Management processing
system shall minimally provide the following three types of controls
to maintain data integrity that directly impacts QOS., These controls
shall be in place at all appropriate points of processing:

4.17.6.14.2.1. Preventive Controls: controls designed
to prevent errors and unauthorized events from

-occurring,

4.17.6.14.2.2. Detective Controls: controls designed
to identify errors and unauthorized transactions that
have occurred in the system,.

-  - - 4.17.6.14.2.3.-Corrective-Controls: controls to ensure

that the problems Identified by the detective controls
" . :are Corrected:"

4.17.6.14.3System Administration: Ability to comply with HIPAA,
ADA, and other State and federal regulations, and perform in
accordance with Agreement terms and conditions, ability to provide
a~ffexibfe solution to effectively meet the requirements of upcoming
HIPAA regulations and other national standards development.

4.17.6.14.4 The system shall accommodate changes with global
impacts (e.g., implementation of electronic health record, e-
KrescritSe) as well as new tfarisactiori5"af'n^ddltional "COSt:

4.18 Claims Qualltv Assurance Standards

4.18.1 Claims Payment Standards
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StlndaLf°nHH?^®« h' Assurance
nnH 111 adopted the claims definitions established by CMSunder the Medicare program, which are as follows:

4.18^.1.1 "Clean Claim" means a claim that does not have any
defect, impropnety, lack of any required substantiating
documentation, or particular circumstance requiring special
treatment that prevents timely payment; and

4.18.1.1.2 "Incomplete Claim" means a claim that Is denied for the
purpose of obtaining additional information from the Provider.

dJtf'li- shall be measured from the receiveddate, which is the date a paper claim is received in the MCO's mailroom by
Its date stamp or the date an electronic claim is submitted.

4 18.1.3 The paW date is the date a payment check or EFT is issued to
the service Provider 42 CFR 447.45(d)(5) - (6); 42 CFR 447 46' sections
1932(0 and 1902(a)(37)(A) of the Act] ^ 447.46, sections

fhl clUi'H determines thatthe submitted claim is not eligible for payment.
4 18.1.5 The MCO shall pay or deny ninety-five percent (95%) of Clean

^fomatbn calendar days of receipt, or receipt of additional
ninety-nine percent (99%) of Clean Claimswthin ninety (90) calendar days of receipt. [42 CFR 447 46" 42 CFR

^ciafse^^^^ (d)(5)-(6); Sections 1902(a)(37)(A) and 1932(f) of the
4.18.1.7 The MCO shall request all additional information necessary to
process Inrarnplete Claims from the Provider within thirty (30) calendar
days from the date of original claim receipt.

4.18.2 Claims Quality Assurance Program

accuracy and timeliness of datareported by Providers, including data from Participating Providers the MCO
IS compensating through a capitated payment arrangement.
4.18.2.2 The MCO shall screen the data received from Providers for
completeness, logic, and consistency [42 CFR 438.242(b)(3)(i)-(ii)].

J''® ®']®" an inte™l program to routinelymeasure the accuracy of claims processing for MCiS and report results to
DHHS, in accordance with Exhibit O.

4.18.2.4 As indicated in Exhibit 0, reporting to DHHS shall be based on a
review of a statistically valid sample of paid and denied claims determined
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with a ninety-five percent (95%) confidence levei, +/- three percent (3%),
assuming an error rate of three percent (3%) In the population of managed
care daims.

4.18.2.5 The MCO shall implement CAPs to identify any issues and/or
errors identified during claim reviews and report resolution to DHHS.

4.18.3 Claims Financial Accuracy

4.18.3.1 Claims financial accuracy measures the accuracy of dollars paid
to Providers, it is measured by evaluating dollars overpaid and underpaid
in relation to total paid amounts taking into account the dollar stratification
of claims.

4.18.3.2 The MCO shall pay ninety-nine percent (99%) of dollars
accurately.

4.18.4 Claims Payment Accuracy

4.18.4.1 Claims payment accuracy measures the percentage of claims
paid or denied correctly, it is measured by dividing the number of claims
paid/denied correctly by the total claims reviewed.

4.18.4.2 The MCO shall pay ninety-seven percent (97%) of claims
accurately.

4.18.5 Claims Processing Accuracy

4.18.5.1 Claims processing accuracy measures the percentage of claims
that are accurately processed in their entirety from both a financial and
non-financial perspective; I.e., claim was paid/denied correctly and all
coding-was correct, business procedures were followed, ■ etc. It is

- measured by dividing the total number of claims processed correctly.by-the_
total number of claims reviewed.

" 47iS:5.2' The MCO shaii process ninety-five percent (95%) of all claims
correctly.

OVERSIGHT AND ACCOUNTABILITY

5.1 Reportina

5.1.1 General Provisions

5.1.1.1 As indicated throughout this Agreement, DHHS shall ̂ curr^nt
"ongoing'MCO T^ohing requirements tRfough Exfiibif 0 and additional
specifications provided by DHHS.

5.1.1.2 The MCO shall provide data, reports, and plans in accordance
with Exhibit O. this Agreement, and any additional specifications provided
by DHHS.
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5.1.1.3 The MCO shall comply with all NHID rules for data reportinq
including those related to the NH CHIS.

5.1.1.4 The MCO shall make all collected data available to DHHS upon
request and upon the request of CMS. [42 CFR 438.242(b)(4)]
5J.1.5 The MCO shall collect data, on Member and Provider
char^teristics as specified by DHHS and on services furnished to
Members through a MClS system or other methods as may be specified
by DHHS. [42 CFR 438.242(b)(2)]

5.1.1.6 The MCO shall ensure that data received from Providers are
accurate and complete by:

5.1.1.6.1 Verifying the accuracy and timeliness of reported data;
5.1.1.6.2 Screening the data for completeness, logic and
consistency; and

5.1.1.6.3 Collecting service Information in standardized formats
to the extent feasible and appropriate. [42 CFR 438.242(b)(3)]

5.1.1.7 DHHS shall at a minimum collect, and the MCO shall provide,
the following info^ation, and the information specified throughout the
Agreement and within Exhibit O, in order to improve the performance of
the MCM program [42 CFR 438.66(c)(1)-(2) and (6)-(11)]:

5.1.1.7.1 Enrollment and.dlsenrollment data;

5.1.1.7.2 Member grievance and appeal logs;
5.1.1.7.3 Medical management committee reports and minutes;
5.1.1.7.4 Audited financial arid encounter data;

5.1.1.7.5 The MLR summary reports;

5.1.1.7.6 Customer service performance data;

5.1.1.7.7 Performance on required quality measures: and

5.1.1.7.8 TheMCO'sQAPI Plan.

5.1.1.8 The MCO shall be responsible for preparing, submitting, and
presenting to the Governor, Legislature, and DHHS a report that includes
the following information, or information otherwise indicated by the State:

5.1.1.8.1 A description of how the MCO has addressed State
priorities for the MCM Program, including those specified in RSA
''^b-AA, throughout this Agreement, and in other State statute
policies, and guidelines:

5.1.1.8.2 A description of the innovative programs the MCO has
developed and the outcomes associated with those programs;
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5.1.1.8.3 A description of how the MCO is addressing social
determinants of health and the outcomes associated with MCO-

implemented inten/entions;.

5.1.1.8.4 A description of how the MCO is improving health
outcomes in the state; and

5.1.1.8.5 Any other information indicated by the State for
inclusion in the annual report.

5.1.1.9 Prior to Program Start Date and at any other time upon DHHS
request or as indicated in this Agreement, DHHS shall conduct a review of
MCO policies and procedures and/or other administrative documentation.

5.1.1.9.1 DHHS shall deem materials as pass or fail following
DHHS review.

5.1.1.9.2 The MCO shall complete and submit a DHHS-
developed attestation that attests that the policy, procedure or
other documentation satisfies all applicable State and federal
authorities.

5.1.1.9.3 DHHS may require modifications to MCO policies and
procedures or other documentation at any time as determined by
DHHS.

5_'^_2 -Requlrements-for-Waiver-Programs

5.1.2.1 The MCO shall provide to DHHS the data and information
required for its current CMS waiver programs and any waiver programs it
enters during the Terrn of this Agreement that require data for Members

.  - . .covered by the MCO.jhesejnclude but are not limited to:

5.1.2.1.1 NH's Building Capacity for Transformation 1115 waiver;

5.1.2.1.2 Substance Use Disorder Institute for Mental Disease

1115 waiver;

5.1.2.1.3 Mandatory managed care 1915b waiver; and

5.1.2.1.4 Granite Advantage i115waiver. ^

5.1.3 Encounter Data

5.1.3.1 The MCO shall submit Encounter Data in the format and

- - content, .timeliness, .completeness, .aRd_accuracy..as. spscified..by_DH.HS.
and in accordance with timeliness, completeness, and accuracy standards
as established by DHHS. [42 CFR 438.604(a)(1); 42 CFR 438.606; 42
CFR 438.818]

5.1.3.2 All MCO encounter requirements apply to all Subcontractors.
The MCO shall ensure that all contracts with Participating Providers and
Subcontractors contain provisions that require all encounter records are
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An end-to-end description of the MCO's encounter

3t?aii ^at the MCOmeets all DHHS reporting requirements.

review, during theReadiness Review process, its policies and procedures that detail the
The MCO-submitted policies and procedures

shall at minimum Include to DHHS's satisfaction:

5.1.3.3.1

process;

5.1.3^3.2 A detailed overview of the encounter process with all
Providers and Subcontractors; and

5.1.3.3.3 A detailed description of the internal reconciliation
process foltowed by the MCO, and all Subcontractors that process
claims on the MCO's behalf. prucess

'■®1"ested by DHHS, submit updates to and
3unrpmX "CO''
DHHS^rBta1i'<!H?o"'"MT 'f'e property of DHHS andDHHS retains the nght to use it for any purpose it deems necessary.

Encounter Data to the EQRO and DHHS
•  and1S''DHHS'rarl ^ (Encounter Data) of the Agreementwo.rxrs.,'" »•"'"™'"

Mcn'I Oata to DHHS does not eliminate theRfnortin^c ? ^ to comply with NHID rules. Chapter Ins 4000 UniformReporting System for Health Care Claims Data Sets.
encounter records are consistentWith DHHS requirements and all applicable State and federal laws.

pa]d'denieTa°nd:^ul7cll^:L'"'='^^^
!H?h^Jh°nJm ®®®°='3tod With encounters from Providers

fh P i f ® caP'toted payment arrangement shall be theequwalent to the level of detail associated with encounters for which the
MCO received and settled a FFS claim.
5.1.3^11 The MCO shall maintain a record of ali information submitted bv
TuSlri Inlh Mrn' P^°^"^®^-S"bmitted ciaim information shali besubmitted in the MCO s encounter records.

fn!i^=r?« ® <=°"iP"ter and data processing systemrBrlfriC^®'® . P^°^"®e the data, reports, and encounterrecord set in formats and timelines as defined in this Agreement
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5.1.3.13 The system shall be capable of following or tracing an encounter
within its system using a unique encounter record identification number for
each encounter.

5.1.3.14 The MCO shall collect service information In the federally
mandated HIPAA transaction formats and code sets, and submit these
data in a standardized format approved by DHHS.

5;1.3.15 The MCO shall make all collected data available to DHHS after it
is tested for compliance, accuracy, completeness, logic, and consistency.

5.1.3.16 The MCO's systems that are required to use or otherwise
contain the applicable data type shall conform to current and future
HIPAA-based standard code sets; the processes through which the data
are generated shall conform to the same standards, including application
of:

5.1.3.16.1 Health Care Common Procedure Coding System
(HCPCS):

5.1.3.16.2 CPT codes;

5.1.3.16.3 Intemational Classification of Diseases, 10th revision.
Clinical Modification ICD-10-CM and Intemational Classification of
Diseases, 10th revision, Procedure Coding System ICD-10-PCS;

57lT3r16;4—National-Drug-Godes-whiGh-is-a-Gode-set4hat.identifies_
the vendor (manufacturer), product and package size of all drugs
and biologies recognized by the FDA. It is maintained and
distributed by HHS, in collaboration with drug manufacturers;

-5.1.3.16.5 -Code on Dental Procedujes and Nomenclature (CDT)
which is the code set for dental sen/ices. It is maintained and
distributed by the American Dental Association (ADA); 1

5.1.3.16.6 PCS Codes which are two-digit codes placed on health
care professional claims to indicate the setting in which a service
was provided. CMS maintains POS codes used throughout the
haaith care Indust'y;

5.1.3.16.7 Claim Adjustment Reason Codes (CARC) which
explain why a claim payment is reduced. Each CARC is paired with
a dollar amount, to reflect the amount of the specific reduction, and

-a Group Code,-to specify-whether the.reduction .is-the.responsibility.
of the Provider or the patient when other insurance is involved; and

5.1.3.16.8 Reason and Remark Codes (RARC) which are used
when other insurance denial information is submitted to the MMIS
using standard codes defined and maintained by CMS and the
NCPDP.
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5.1.3.17 All MCO encounters shall be submitted electronically to DHHS
or the State's fiscal agent in the standard HIPAA transaction formats,
namely the ANSI XI2N 837 transaction formats (P - Professional and I -
Institutional) or at the'discretion of DHHS the ANSI XI2N 837 post
adjudicated transaction formats (P - Professional and I - Institutional) and,
for pharmacy services, in the NH file format , and other proprietary file
layouts as defined by DHHS.

5.1.3.18 All MCO encounters shall be submitted with MCO paid amount,
or FFS equivalent, and, as applicable, the Medicare paid amount, other
insurance paid amount and/or expected Member Copayment amount.

5.1.3.19 The paid amount (or FFS equivalent) submitted with Encounter
Data shall be the amount paid to Providers, not the amount paid to MCO
Subcontractors or Providers of shared services within the MCO's
organization, third party administrators, or capitated entities. This
requirement means that, for example for pharmacy claims, the MCO paid
amount shall include the amount paid to the pharmacy. The amount paid
to the MCO's PBM is not acceptable.

5.1.3.20 The MCO shall continually provide up to date documentation of
payment methods used for all types of services by date of use of said
methods.

5.1.3.21 The MCO shall continually provide up to date documentation of
claim adjustment methods used for all types of claims by date of use of
said methods.

5.1.3.22 The MCO shall collect, and submit to the State's fiscal agent.
Member service level Encounter Data for all Covered Services.

5.1.3.23 The MCO shall be held responsible for errors or non-compliance
resulting from its own actions or the actions of an agent authorized to act
on its behalf.

5.1.3.24 The MCO shall conform to all current and future HIPAA-
compliant standards for information exchange, including but not limited to
the following requirements:

5.1.3.24.1 Batch and Online Transaction Types are as follows:

5.1.3.24.1.1.ASC X12N 820 Premium Payment
Transaction:

5.1.3.24.1.2.ASC X12N 834 Enrollment and Audit
Transaction;

5.1.3.24.1.3. ASC X12N 835 Claims Payment
Remittance Advice Transaction;

5.1.3.24.1.4. ASC X12N 8371 Institutional
Claim/Encounter Transaction;
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5.1.3.24.1.5. ASC X12N 837P Professional
Claim/Encounter Transaction:

5.1.3.24.1.6. ASC X12N 837D Dental Claim/Encounter
Transaction: and

5.1.3.24.1.7. NCPDP D.O Pharmacy Claim/Encounter
Transaction.

'  5.1.3.24.2 Online transaction types are as follows:

5.1.3.24.2.1.ASC X12N 270/271 - Eligibility/Benefit
Inquiry/Response;

5.1.3.24.2.2.ASC X12N 276 Claims Status Inquiry;

5.1.3.24.2.3. ASC X12N 277 Claims Status Response;

5.1.3.24.2.4.ASC X12N 278/279 Utilization Review
Inquiry/Response; and

5.1.3.24.2.5. NCPDP D.O Pharmacy Claim/Encounter
Transactipn.

5.1.3.25 Submitted Encounter Data shall include all elements specified
by DHHS, including but not limited to those specified in the DHHS
Medicaid Encounter Submission Requirements Policy.

5.1.3.26 The MCQ shall submit summary reporting in accordance with
Exhibit O, to be used to validate Encounter submissions.

5.1.3.27 The MCO shall use the procedure codes, diagnosis codes, and
other codes as directed by DHHS for reporting Encounters and fee- for-
serviceclaims. _ _

_ 5.1.3.28- -Any„exceptions .shall be. considered-on -a-code-by-code basis
after DHHSreceives written notice from the MCO requesting an exception.
5.1.3.29 The MCO shall use the Provider identifiers as directed by DHHS
for both Encounter and FFS submissions, as applicable.

5.1.3.50 The MCO shall provide, as a suppiement to the Encounter Data
submission, a Member file on a monthly basis, which shall contain
appropriate Member Medicaid identification numbers, the PCP assignment
of each Member, and the group affiliation and service location address of
_the.P_CR

5.1.3.31 The MCO shall submit complete Encounter Data in the
appropriate HIPAA-compliant formats regardless of the claim submission
method (hard copy paper, proprietary formats, EDI, DDE).

5.1.3.32 The MCO shall assign staff to participate in encounter technical
work group meetings as directed by DHHS.
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complete and accurate encounters to
Unno.

5.1.3.34 The MCO shall implement review procedures to validate
Encounter Data submitted by Providers. The MCO shall meet the following
standards; ®

5.1.3.34.1 Completeness:

5.1.3.34.1.1.The MCO shall submit encounters that
represent one hundred percent (100%) of the Covered
Services provided by Participating Providers and Non-
Participating Providers.

5.1.3.34.2 Accuracy:

5.1.3.34.2.1.Transaction type (X12): Ninety-eight
percent (98%) of the records in an MCO's encounter
batch submission shall pass X12 ED! compliance edits
and the MMIS threshold and repairable compliance
edits. The standard shall apply to submissions of each
individual batch and online transaction type.

5.1.3.34.2.2.Transaction type (NCPDP): Ninety-eight
percent (98%) of the records in an MCO's encounter
batch submission shall pass NCPDP compliance edits
and the pharmacy benefits system threshold and
repairable compliance edits. The NCPDP compliance
edits are described in the NCPDP.

5.1.3.34.2.3.0ne-hundred percent (100%) of Member
identification numbers shall be accurate and valid.

5.1.3.34.2.4.Ninety-eight percent (98%) of billing
Provider information shall be accurate and valid.

5.1.3.34.2:5.Ninety-eight percent (98%) of seivicing
Provider information shall be accurate and valid.

5.1.3.34.2.6. The MCO shall submit a monthly
supplemental Provider file, to include data elements as
defined by DHHS, for all Providers that were submitted
on encounters in the prior month.

5.1.3.34.2.7. For the first six (6) months of encounter
production submissions, the MCO shall conduct a
monthly end to end test of a statistically valid sample of
claims to ensure Encounter Data quality.

5.1.3.34.2.7.1 The end to end test shall include a
review of the Provider claim to what data is in the

\
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MOO claims processing system, and the encounter
file record produced for that claim.

5.1.3.34.2.7.2 The MCO shall report a pass or
fail to DHHS. If the result Is a fail, the MCO shall
also submit a root cause analysis that Includes
plans for remediation.

5.1.3.34.2.7.3 If DHHS or the MCO identifies a

data defect, the MCO shall, for six (6) months post
data defect identification, conduct a monthly end to
end test of a statistically valid sample of claims to
ensure Encounter Data quality.

5.1.3.34.2.7.4 If two (2) or more Encounter
Data defects are Identified within a rolling twelve
(12) month period, DHHS may require the MCO to
contract with an external vendor to Independently
assess the MCO Encounter Data process. The
external vendor shall produce a report that shall be
shared with DHHS.

5.1.3.34.3 Timeliness:

5.1.3.34.3.1. Encounter Data shall be submitted weekly,
within fourteen (14) calendar days of claim payment.

5.1.3.34.3.2.All encounters shall be submitted, both
paid and denied claims.

5.1;3.34.3.3.The MCO shall be subject to liquidated
damages as 'specified in Section 5.5.2 (Liquidated
Damages) for failure to timely submit Encounter Data,
in accordance with the accuracy staridards establish^'
in this Agreement.

5.1.3.34.4 Error Resolution:

5.1.3.34.4.1. For all historic-a! encounters submitted

after the submission start date, if DHHS or its fiscal
agent notifies the MCO of encounters failing XI2 EDI
compliance edits or MMIS threshold and repairable
compliance edits, the MCO shall remediate all related
"encounters withih'fdfty-fi^"*(45) "cal^af~d^~after
such notice.

5.1.3.34.4.2. For all ongoing claim encounters, if DHHS
or its fiscal agent notifies the MCO of encounters failing
X12 EDI compliance edits or MMIS threshold and
repairable compliance edits, the MCO shall remediate
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all such encounters within fourteen (14) calendar days
after such notice.

5.1.3.34.4.3. If the MCO fails to comply with either error
resolution timeline, DHHS shall require a CAP and
assess liquidated damages as described in Section
5.5.2 (Liquidated Damages).

5.1.3.34.4.4.The MCO shall not be held accountable
for Issues or delays directly caused by or as a direct
result of the changes to MMIS by DHHS.

5.1.3.34.5 Survival:

5.1.3.34.5.1. All Encounter Data accumulated as part of
the MCM program shall remain the property of DHHS
and, upon termination of the Agreement, the data shall
be electronically transmitted to DHHS In a format and
schedule prescribed by DHHS and as is further
described In Section 7.7.2 (Data).

5.1.4 Data Certification

5.1.4.1 All data submitted to DHHS by the MCO shall be certified by one
(1) of the following:

5.1.4.1.1 TheMCO'sCEO:

5.1.4.1.2 The MCO's CFO; or

5.1.4.1.3 An individual who has delegated authority to sign for,
and who reports directly to, the MCO's CEO or CFO (42 CFR
438.604; 42 CFR 438.606(a)]

5.1.4.2 The data that shall be certified include, but are not limited to, all
documents specified by DHHS, enrollment information, Encounter Data,
and other information contained In this Agreement or proposals.
5.1.4.3 The certification shall attest to, based on best knowledge,
information, and belief, the accuracy, completeness and truthfulness of the
documents and data.

5.1.4.4 The MCO shall submit the certification concurrently with the
certified data and documents [42 CFR 438.604; 42 CFR 438.606].
5.1.4.5 The MCO shall' submit the MCO Data Certification process
policies and procedures for DHHS review during the Readiness Review
process.

5.1.5 Data System Support for Quality Assurance & Performance
Improvement
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5.1.5.1 The MCO shall have a data collection, processing, and reporting
system sufficient to support the QAPI program requirements described in
Section 4.12.3 (Quality Assessment and Performance Improvement
Program).

5.1.5.2 The system shall be able to support QAPI monitoring and
evaluation activities, Including the monitoring and evaluation of the quality
of clinical care provided, periodic evaluation of Participating Providers,
Member feedback on QAPI activity, and maintenance and use of medical
records used in QAPI activities.

5.2 Contract Oversight Program

5.2.1 The MCO shall have a formalized Contract Oversight Program to ensure
that it complies with this Agreement, which at a minimum, should outline:

5.2.1.1 The specific monitoring and auditing activities that the MCO
shall undertake to ensure its and its Subcontractors' compliance with
certain provisions and requirements of the Agreement;

5.2.1.2 The frequency qf those qgntract.oYereighjactiyjtLes; and

5.2.1.3 The person(s) responsible for those contract oversight activities.

5.2.2 The Contract Oversight Program shall specifically address how the MCO
shall oversee the MCO's and its Subcontractor's compliance with the following
provisions and requirements of the Agreement:

5.2.2.1 Section 3.12 (Privacy and Security of Members' Information);

5.2.2.2 Section 3.14 (Suteontractors);

•  5.2.2.3 Section 4 (Program Requirements); and - - — -
-  . - - .1 5.2.2.4---AII data and reporting requirements.

5.2.3 The Contract Oversight Program shall set forth how the MCO's Chief
Executive Officer (CEO)/Executive Director, Compliance Officer and Board of
Directors shall be made aware of non-compliance Identified through the Contract
Oversight Program.

5.2.4 The MCO shall present to DHHS for review as part of the Readiness
Review a copy of the Contract Oversight Program and any implementing policies.

5.2.5 The MCO shall present to DHHS for review redlined copies of proposed
changes to-the-Contract Oversight-Program and lts implementing pollcies-priorto
adoption.

5.2.6 This Contract Oversight Program is distinct from the Program Integrity
Plan and the Fraud, Waste and Abuse Compliance Plan discussed in Section 5.3

^ (Program Integrity).

5.2.7 The MCO shall promptly, but no later than thirty (30) calendar days after
the date of discovery, report any material non-compliance Identified through the
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Contract Oversight-Program and submit a Corrective Action Plan to DHHS to
remediate such non-compliance.

5.2.8 The MOO shall Implement any changes to the Corrective Action Plan
requested by DHHS.

5.3 Program Integrity

5.3.1 General Requirements

5.3.1.1 The MCO shall present to DHHS for review, as part of the
Readiness Review process, a Program Integrity Plan and a Fraud, Waste
and Abuse Compliance • Plan and shall comply with policies and
procedures that guide and require the MOO and the MCO's officers,
employees, agents and Subcontractors to comply with the requirements of
this Section 5.3 (Program Integrity). [42 CFR 438.608]
5.3.1.2 The MCO shall present to DHHS for review redlined copies of
proposed changes to the Program Integrity Plan and the Fraud. Waste and
Abuse Compliance Plan prior to adoption.

5.3.1.3 The MCO shall include program integrity requirements in Its
Subcontracts and provider application, credentlaling and recredentialinq
processes. ®

5.3.1.4 The MCO is expected to be familiar with, comply with and
require compliance by its Subcontractors with all regulations and' sub-
regulatory guidance related to program integrity whether or not those
regulations are listed below:

5.3.1.4.1 Section 1902(a)(68) of the Social Security Act;
5.3.1.4.2 42 CFR Section 438;

5.3.1.4.3 42 CFR Section 455;

5.3.1.4.4 42 CFR Section 1000 through 1008; and

5.3.1.4.5 CMS Toolkits.

5.3.1.5 The MCO shall ensure compliance with the program Integrity
provisions of this Agreement, including proper payments to providers or
Subcontractors, methods for detection and prevention of fraud, waste and
abuse and the MCO's and Its Subcontractors' compliance with all program
integrity reporting requirements to DHHS.

5.3.1.6 The MCO shall have a Program Integrity Plan and a Fraud,
Waste and Abuse Compliance Plan that are designed to guard against
fraud, waste and abuse.

5.3.1.7 The Program Integrity Plan and the Fraud. Waste and Abuse
Compliance Plan shall Include, at a minimum, the establishment and
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Implementation of Internal controls, polidoe. and procedures to prevent
and deter fraud, waste and abuse.

5.3.1.8 The MCO shall be compliant with all applicable federal and State
regulations related to Medicaid program integrity. (42 CFR 455, 42 CFR
456, 42 CFR 438, 42 CFR 1000 through 1008 and Section 1902{a)(68) of
the Social Security Act]

5.3.1.9 The MCO shall work with DHHS on program Integrity issues,
and with MFCU as directed by DHHS, on fraud, waste or abuse
Investigations. This shall include, at a minimum, the following:

5.3.1.9.1 Participation in MCO program Integrity meetings with
DHHS following the submission of the monthly allegation log
submitted by the MCO in accordance with Exhibit 0.

5.3.1.9.2 The frequency of the program integrity meetings shall
be as often as monthly.

5.3.1.9.3 Discussion at these meetings shall include, but not be
limited to, case development and monitoring.

5.3.1.9.4 The MCO shall ensure Subcontractors attend monthly
meetings when requested by DHHS;

5.3.1.9.5 Participation in bi-annual MCO and Subcontractor
forums to discuss best practices, performance metrics, provider
risk assessments, analytics, and lessons learned;

5.3.1.9.6 Quality control and review of encounter data submitted
to DHHS;.and,

5.3.T9.7 "P^icif5ati6n in meetinos with'MFCU.'as determined by
MFCU and DHHS.

5.3.2 Friud, WaMe~ahd Abu^ "

5.3.2.1 The MCO, or a Subcontractor which has been delegated
responsibility for coverage of services and payment of claims under this
Agreement, shall implement'and maintain administjative and management
arrangements or procedures designed to detect and prevent fraud, waste
and abuse. [42 CFR 438.608(a)]

5.3.2.2 The arrangements or procedures shall include the following:

5:3.'2:2:i ~'The~Program ■integrityPlarr'and the"Fraod,"Waste-and'
Abuse Compliance Plan that includes, at a minimum, all of the
following elements:

5.3.2.2.1.1. Written policies, procedures, and
standards of conduct that articulate the organization's
commitment to comply with all applicable requirements
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and standards under this Agreement, and all applicable
federal and State requirements:

5.3.2.2.1.2. Designation of a Compliance Officer who
is accountable for developing and implementing
policies and procedures, and practices designed to
ensure compliance with the requirements of the
Agreement and who directly reports to the CEO and
the Board of Directors;

5.3.2.2.1.3. Establishment of a Regulatory Compliance
Committee of the Board of Directors and at the senior
management level charged with overseeing the MCO's
compliance program and its compliance with this
Agreement;

5.3.2.2.1.4. System for training and education for the
Compliance Officer, the MCO's senior management,
employees, and Subcontractor on the federal and State
standards and requirements under this Agreement;
5.3.2.2.1.5. Effective lines of communication between
the Compliance Officer and MCO's staff and
Subcontractors;

5.3.2.2.1.6. Enforcement of standards through well-
publicized disciplinary guidelines; and

5.3.2.2.1.7. Establishment and implementation of
procedures and a system with dedicated staff of routine
internal monitoring and auditing of compliance risks,
prompt response to compliance Issues as they are
raised, investigation of potential problems as identified
in the course of self-evaluation and audits, correction of
such problems promptly and thoroughly (or
coordination of suspected criminal acts with law
enforcement agencies) to reduce the potential for
recurrence, and ongoing compliance with the
requirements under this Agreement. [42 CFR
438.608(a); 42 CFR 438.608(a)(1)(i) - (vii)]

5.3.2.2.2 The process by which the MCO shall monitor their
marketing representative activities to ensure that the MCO does
not engage in inappropriate activities, such as inducements;

5.3.2.2.3 A requirement that the MCO shall report on staff
termination for engaging In prohibited marketing conduct or fraud
waste and abuse to DHHS within thirty (30) business days;
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5.3.2.2.4 A description of the MCO's specific controls to detect
and prevent potential fraud, waste and abuse including, without
limitation:

5.3.2.2.4.1. A list of automated pre-payment claims
edits, including National Correct Coding Initiative
(NCCI) edits;

5.3.2.2.4.2. A list of automated post-payment claims \
edits; I

5.3.2.2.4.3. In accordance with 42 CFR 438.602(b),
the MCO shall maintain edits on its claims systems to
ensure in-network claims include New Hampshire
Medicaid enrolled billing and rendering provider NPIs.
The MCO shall amend edits on its claims systems as
required by any changes in federal and State
requirements for managed care billing;

5.3.2.2.4.4. At least three (3) data analytic algorithms
for fraud detection specified by pHHS Program
Integrity and three (3) additional data analytic
algorithms as determined by the MCO for a total of at
least six (6) algorithms, which should include sen/ices
provided by Subcontractors. These algorithms are
subject to change at least annually;

5.3.2.2.4.5. A list of audits of post-processing review
of claims planned;

. 5.3.2.2.4.6.-A.-iist of reports .on Participating Provider.
"and~tton=Particrpating-Provtder profiling-used to aid
-program integrity reviews; -

5.3.2.2.4.7. The methods the MCO shall use to identify
high-risk claims and the MCO's definition of "high-risk
claims";

b..3.2.2.4.8. visit verification procedures and practices,
including sample sizes and targeted provider types or
locations;

5.3.2.2.4.9. A list of surveillance and/or utilization

mana'geTfieht" protocols "used "to safeguard "against
unnecessary or inappropriate use of Medicaid services;

5.3.2.2.4.10.A method to verify, by sampling or other
method, whether services that have been represented
to have been delivered by Participating Providers and
were received by Members and the application of such
verification processes on a regular basis. The MCO
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may use an explanation of benefits (EOB) for such
verification only If the MCO-suppresses information on
EOBs that would be a violation of Member
confidentiality requirements for women's health care,
family planning, sexually transmitted diseases, and
behavioral health services [42 CFR 455.20];
5.3.2.2.4.11. Provider and Member materiais identifying
the MCO's fraud and abuse reporting hotline number;

5.3.2.2.4.12.Work plans for conducting both
announced and unannounced site visits and field
audits of Participating Providers determined to be at
high risk to ensure services are rendered and billed
correctly;

5.3.2.2.4.13.The pt;odess for putting a Participating
Provider on and taking a Participating Provider off
prepayment review, including, the metrics used and
frequency of evaluating whether prepayment review
continues to t)e appropriate;

5.3.2.2.4.14.The abiiity to suspend, a Participating
Provider's or Non-Participating Provider's payment due
to credible allegation of fraud if directed by DHHS
Program Integrity; and

5.3.2.2.4.15. The process by which the MCO shall
recover inappropriately paid funds if the MCO
discovers wasteful and/or abusive, incorrect billing
trends with a particular Participating Provider or
provider type, specific billing issue trends, or quality
trends.

5.3.2.2.5 A provision for the prompt reporting of all
Overpayments identified and recovered, specifying the
Overpayments due to potential fraud;
5.3.2.2.6 A provision for referral of any potential Participating
Provider or Non-Participating Provider fraud, waste and abuse that
the MCO or Subcontractor identifies to DHHS Program Integrity
and any potential fraud directly to the MFCU as required under this
Agreement [42 CFR 438.608(a)(7)];

5.3.2.2.7 A provision for the MCO's suspension of payments to a
Participating Provider for which DHHS determines there is credible
allegation of fraud in aocordance with this Agreement and 42 CFR
455.23; and
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5.3.2.2.8 A provision for notification to DHHS when the MCO
receives information about a change in a Participating Provider's
circumstances that may affect the Participating Provider's eligibility
to participate in the MCM program, including the termination of the
provider agreement with the MCO as detailed in Exhibit 0.

5.3.2.3 The MCO and Subcontractors shall implement and maintain
written policies for all employees and any Sut)contractor or agent of the
entity, that provide detailed information about the False Claims Act (FCA)
and other federal and State laws described in Section 1902{aX68) of the
Social Security Act, including information about rights of employees to be
protected as whistleblowers. [Section 1902{a)(68) of the Social Security
Act: 42 CFR 438.608(a)(6)]

5.3.2.4 The MCO, and if required by the MCO's Subcontractors, shall
post and maintain DHHS-approved information related to fraud, waste and
abuse on Its website. Including but not limited to, provider notices, current
listing of Participating Providers, providers that have been excluded or
sanctioned from the Medicaid Care Management Program, any updates,
policies, provider resources, contact information and. upcoming educatigna!
sessions/webinars.

5.3.3 Identification and Recoveries of Overpayments

5.3.3.1 The MCO shall maintain an effective fraud, waste and abuse-
related Provider overpayment identification, Recovery and tracking
process.

5.3.3.2 The MCO shall perform ongoing analysis of its authorization,
utilization, claims. Provider's billing patterns, and-encounter data to detect
ir^rdpfir paymehts ~ahd "Shall 'perform audits and-investigations-of
Subcontractors, Providers and Provider entities.

5.3.373 This' process shairihclude a methbdolbgy fdr'a mea "Of
estimating overpayment, a formal process for documenting communication
with Providers, and a system for managing and tracking of investigation
findings, Recoveries, and underpayments related to fraud, waste and
abuse investigations/audit/any o'ther ovefpayrheht recovery process as
described in the fraud, waste and abuse reports provided to DHHS in
accordance with Exhibit 0.

5.3.3.4 The MCO and Subcontractors shall each have Internal policies
'and procedures 'f6r~cIocumentati^7~"r'et^idfT~and recovery ~0f"~9ll
Overpayments, specifically for the recovery of Overpayments due to fraud,
waste and abuse, and for reporting and returning Overpayments as
required by this Agreement. [42 CFR 438.608(d)(1)(i)]
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5.3.3.5 The MCO and its subcontractors shall report to DHHS within
calendar days when it has identified Capitation Payments or

other payment amounts received are In excess to the amounts specified in
this Agreement. [42 CFR 438.608(c)(3)].

5.3.3.6 DHHS may recover Overpayments that are not recovered by or
retumed to the MCO within sixty (60) calendar days of notification bv
DHHS to pursue.

5.3.3.7 This Section of the Agreement does not apply to any amount of
a recovery to be retained under False Claim Act cases or through other
Investigations.

5.3.3.8 Any settlement reached by the MCO or its subcontractors and a
Provider shall not bind or preclude the State from further action.

5.3.3.9 DHHS shall utilize the information and documentation collected
under this Agreement, as well as nationally recognized information on
average recovery amounts as reported by State MFCUs and commercial
insurance plans for setting actuarially sound Capitation Payments for each
MCO consistent with the requirements In 42 CFR 438.4.

5.3.3.10 If the MCO does not meet the required metrics related to
expected fraud referrals, overpayment recoupments, and other measures
set forth in this Agreement and Exhibit O, DHHS shall impose liquidated
damages, unless the MCO can demonstrate good cause for failure to meet
such metrics.

5.3.4 Referrals of Credible Allegations of Fraud and Provider and
Payment Suspensions

5.3.4.1 General

5.3.4.1.1 The MCO shall, and shall require any Subcontractor to,
establish policies and procedures for referrals to DHHS Program
Integrity Unit and the MFCU on credible allegations of fraud and for
payment suspension when there is a credible allegation of fraud
[42 CFR 438.608(a)(8): 42 CFR 455.23].

5.3.4.1.2 The MCO shall complete a DHHS "Request to Open"
form for any potential fraud, waste, or abuse case, including those
that lead to a credible allegation of fraud. DHHS Program Integrity
Unit shall have fifteen (15) business days to resfwnd to the MCO's
"Request to Open" form.

5.3.4.1.3 When the MCO or its Subcontractor has concluded that
a credible allegation of fraud or abuse exists, the MCO shall make

.  , a referral to DHHS Program Integrity Unit and any potential fraud
directly to MFCU within five (5) business days of the detemriination
on a template provided by DHHS. [42 CFR 438.608(a)(7)]
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5.3.4.1.4 Unless and until prior written approval Is obtained from
DHHS, neither the MCO nor a Subcontractor shall take any
administrative action or any of the following regarding the
allegations of suspected fraud:

5.3.4.1.4.1. Suspend Provider payments:

5.3.4.1.4.2. Contact the subject of the Investigation
about any matters related to the investigation;

5.3.4.1.4.3. Continue the investigation Into the matter;

5.3.4.1.4.4. Enter into or attempt to negotiate any
settlement or agreement regarding the matter; or

5.3.4.1.4.5. Accept any monetary or other thing of
valuable consideration offered by the subject of the
Investigation in connection with the incident.

5.3.4.1.5 The MCO shall employ pre-payment review when
directed by DHHS.

5.3.4.1.6 In addition, the MCO may employ pre-paymeht review
in the following circumstances without approval:

5.3.4.1.6.1. Upon new Participating Provider
enrollment;

5.3.4.1.6.2. For delayed payment during Provider
education;

5.3.4.1.6.3. For existing Providers with billing
-  - . inaixuracies; / _ l-"'.- _ _ .

^^4^.6.4. Upon receipt of a credible allegation of
fraud or abuse; or

5.3.4.1.6.5. Upon identification from data analysis or
other grounds.

5.3.4.1.7 If DHHS, MFCU or another law enforcement agency
accepts the allegation for Investigation, DHHS shall notify the
MCO's Compliance Officer within two (2) business days of the
acceptance notification, along with a directive to suspend payment
to the affected Provider{s) if it is determined that suspension shall
"not'tmpairMFCU'sT)rlawBnforcement'sinvestigation:

■5.3.4.1.8 DHHS shall notify the MCO if the referral is declined for
Investigation.

5.3.4.1.9 If DHHS, MFCU, or other law enforcement agencies
decline to Investigate the fraud referral, the MCO may proceed with
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its own investigation and comply with the reporting requirements
contained in this Section of the Agreement.

5.3.4.1.10 Upon receipt of notification from DHHS, the MCO shall
send notice of the decision to suspend program payments to the
Provider within the following timeframe:

5.3.4.1.10.1.Within five (5) calendar days of taking
such action unless requested in writing by DHHS, the
MFCU, or law enforcement to temporarily withhold
such notice: or

5.3.4.1.10.2.Within thirty (30) calendar days if
requested by DHHS, MFCU, or law enforcement in
writing to delay sending such notice.

5.3.4.1.10.3.The request for delay may be' renewed in
I. writing no more than twice and In no event may the

delay exceed ninety (90) calendar days.

5.3.4.1.11 The notice shall include or address all of the followlno
(42 CFR 455.23(2));

5.3.4.1.11.1. That payments are being suspended in
accordance vwth this provision;

5.3.4.1.11.2. Set forth the general allegations as to the
nature of the" suspension action. The notice need not
disclose any specific information conceming an
ongoing investigation;

5.3.4.,1.11.3.That the suspension is for a temporary
period and cite the circumstances under which the
suspension shall be lifted;

5.3.4.1.11.4.Specify, when applicable, to which type or
types of claims or business units the payment
suspension relates; and

5.3.4.1.11.5. Where applicable and appropriate, inform
the Provider of any appeal rights available to the
Provider, along with the Provider's right to submit
written evidence for consideration by the MCO.

5.3.4.2 All suspension of payment actions under this Section of the
Agreement shall be temporary and shall not continue after either of the
following:

5.3.4.2.1 The MCO is notified by DHHS that there is insufficient
evidence of fraud by the Provider; or
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5.3.4.2.2 The MCO is notified by DHHS that the legal
proceedings related to the Provider's alleged fraud are completed.

5.3.4.3 The MCO shall document In writing the termination of a payment
suspension and issue a notice of the termination to the Provider and to
DHHS.

5.3.4.4 The DHHS Program Integrity Unit may find that good cause
exists not to suspend payments, In whole or In part, or not to continue a
payment suspension previously imposed, to an Individual or entity against
which there Is an Investigation of a credible allegation of fraud If any of the
following are applicable:

5.3.4.4.1 MFCU or other law enforcement officials have

specifically requested that a payment suspension not be Imposed
because such a payment suspension, may compromise or
jeopardize an Investigation;

5.3.4.4.2 Other available remedies are available to the MCO,
after DHHS approves the remedies that more effectively or quickly
protect Medicaid funds;

5.3.4.4.3 The MCO determines, based upon the submission of
written evidence by the Individual or entity that Is the subject of the
payment suspension, there is no longer a credible allegation of
fraud and that the suspension should be removed.

5.3.4.4.3.1. The MCO shall review evidence submitted
by the Provider and submit It with a recommendation to
DHHS.

- - - 5.3.4.4.3.2. DHHS "shall dlrect the MCO to "continue,
.. fgdyce or remove the payment suspension within thirty

(30) calendar days of having received the evidence; ^

5.3.4.4.4 Member access to Items or services would be

jeopardized by a payment suspension because of either of the
following:

5.3.4.4.4.1. An individual or entity Is the sole
community physician or the sole source of essential
specialized services In a community; or

— 5.3.4.4.4.2. .Jhe_.lndlviduaL.or_entity_seryes..a .large..
number of Members within a federal HRSA designated
a medically underserved area;

5.3.4.4.5 MFCU or law enforcement declines to certify that a
matter continues to be under investigation; or

5.3.4.4.6 DHHS determines that payment suspension Is not In
the best Interests of the Medicaid program.
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5.3.4.5 The MCO shall maintain for a minimum of six (6) years from the
date of issuance all materials documenting:

5.3.4.5.1 Details of payment suspensions that were imposed in
whole or in part; and

5.3.4.5.2 Each instance when a payment suspension was not
imposed or was discontinued for good cause.

5.3.4.6 If the MCO fails to suspend payments to an entity or Individual
for whom there is a pending investigation of a credible allegation of fraud
without good cause, and DHHS directed the MCO to suspend payments,
DHHS may Impose liquidated damages.

5.3.4.7 If any government entity, either from restitutions, recoveries,,
penalties or fines imposed following a criminal prosecution or guilty plea^
or through a civil settlement or judgment, or any other form of civil action,'
receives a monetary recovery from any entity or individual, the entirety of
such morietary recovery belongs exclusively to the State, and the MCO
and any involved Subcontractor have no claim to any portion of such
recovery.

5.3.4.8 Furthermore, the MCO is fully subrogated, and shall require its
Subrantractors to agree to subrogate, to the State for all criminal, civil and
administrative action recoveries undertaken by any government entity,
including but not limited, to all claims the MCO or its Subcontractor(s) has
or may have against any entity or individual that directly or indirectly
receives funds under this Agreement, including but not limited to any
health care Provider, manufacturer, wholesale or retail supplier, sales
representative, laboratory, or other Provider in the design, manufacture.
Marketing, pricing, or quality of drugs, pharmaceuticals, medical supplies,
medical devices, DME, or other health care related products or services.

5.3.4.8.1 For the purposes of this Section of the Agreement,
subrogation" means the right of any State government entity or
local law enforcement to stand in the place of the MCO or client in
the collection against a third party.

5.3.4.9 Any funds recovered and retained by a govemment entity shall
be reported to the actuary to consider in the rate-setting process.

5.3.5 Investigations

5.3.5.1 The MCO and its Subcontractors shall cooperate with all State
and federal agencies that investigate fraud, waste and abuse.

5.3.5.2 The MCO shall ensure its Subcontractors and any other
contracted entities are contractually required to also participate fully with
any State or federal agency or their contractors.
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5.3.5.3 The MCO and Its Sut)contractors shall suspend Its own
Investigation and all program Integrity activities if notified In writing to do so
by any applicable State or federal agency (e.g., MFCU. DHHS, OIG, and
CMS).

5.3.5.4 The MCO and its Subcontractors shall comply with any and all
directives resulting from State or federal agency Inyestlgatlons.

5.3.5.5 The MCO and Its Subcontractors shall maintain all records,
documents and claim or encounter data for Members, Providers and
Sutxx)ntractors who are under Investigation by any State or federal agency
In accordance with retention rules or until the Investigation Is complete and
the case Is closed by the Investigating State or federal agency.

5.3.5.6 The MCO shall provide any data access or detail records upon
written request from DHHS for any potential fraud, waste and abuse
Investigation, Provider or claim audit, or for MCO oversight review.

5.3.5.6.1 The additional access shall be provided within three (3)
business days of the request.

5.3.5.7 The MCO and Its Subcontractors shall request a refund from a
third-party payor, Provider or Subcontractor when an Investigation
Indicates that such a refund Is due.

5.3.5.7.1 These refunds shall be reported to DHHS as
Overpayments.

5.3.5.8 DHHS shall conduct Investigations related to suspected Provider
fraud, waste and abuse cases, and reserves the right to pursue and retain
recoveries for all claims (regardless of paid date) to a Provider with a paid
date"older thah"four'f41 mohths for which the MCO'has not'submltted a

request to open and for which the MCO continued to pursue the case. The
State shall notify the MCO of any Investigation" It Intends T6~open~^of'to"
contacting the Provider.

5.3.6 Reporting

5.3,6.1 Annual Fraud Prevention Report

5.3.6.1.1 The MCO shall submit an annual summary (the "Fraud
Prevention Reporf) that shall document the outcome and scope of
the activities performed under Section 5.3 (Program Integrity).

"  - ~5'.3:6:1:2 "The^nnual Fraud Prevention summary shall lnclude,-at ■
a minimum, the following elements. In accordance with Exhibit 0:

5.3.6.1.2.1. The name of the person and department
responsible for submitting the Fraud Prevention
Report:

5.3.6.1.2.2. The date the report was prepared;
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5.3.6.1.2.3. The date the report Is submitted:

5.3.6.1.2.4. A description of the SIU;

5.3.6.1.2.5. Cumulative Overpayments Identified and
recovered;

5.3.6.1.2.6. Investigations initiated, completed and
referred;

5.3.6.1.2.7. Analysis of the effectiveness of the
activities performed; and

5.3.6.1.2.8. Other Information In accordance with
Exhibit O.

5.3.6.1.3 As part of this report, the MOO shall submit to DHHS
•  the Overpayments It recovered, certified by Its CFO that this

Information Is accurate to the best of his or her Information,
knowledge, and belief, as required by Exhibit O. [42 CFR 438.606]'

5.3.6.2 Reporting Member Fraud

5.3.6.2.1 The MOO shall notify DHHS of any cases In which the
MCO believes there Is a serious likelihood of Member fraud by
sending a secure email to the DHHS Special Investigation Unit.
5.3.6.2.2 The MCO Is responsible for Investigating Member
fraud, waste and atjuse and referring Member fraud to DHHS. The
MCO shall provide Initial allegations. Investigations and resolutions
of Member fraud to DHHS.

5.3.6.3 Termination Report

5.3.6.3.1 The MCO shall submit to DHHS a monthly Termination
Report Including Providers terminated due to sanction, Invalid
licenses, services, billing, data mining. Investigation and any
related program Integrity Involuntary termination; Provider
terminations for convenience; and Providers who self-terminated.

5.3.6.3.2 The report shall be completed using the DHHS
template.

5.3.6.4 Other Reports

5.3.6.4.1 The MCO shall submit to DHHS demographic changes
that may Impact eligibility (e.g.. Address, etc.).

5.3.6.4.2 The MCO shall report at least annually to DHHS, and
as otherwise required by this Agreement, on their recoveries of

43^8 608(d)^3j^' [42 CFR 38.604(a)(7); 42 CFR 438.606; 42 CFR
5.3.7 Access to Records, On-Site Inspections and Periodic Audits
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5.3.7.1 As an integral part of the MCO's program Integrity function, and
in accordance with 42 CFR 455 and 42 CFR 438, the MCO shall provide
DHHS program integrity staff (or its designee), real time access to all of
the MCO electronic encounter and claims data (including DHHS third-party
liability) from the MCO's current claims reporting system.

5.3.7.2 The MCO shall provide DHHS with the capability to access
accurate, timely, and complete data as specified In Section 4.18.2 (Claims
Quality Assurance Program).

5.3.7.3 Upon request, the MCO and the MCO's Providers and
Subcontractors shall permit DHHS, MFCU or any other authorized State or
federal agency, or duly authorized representative, access to the MCO's
and the MCO's Providers and Subcontractors premises during normal
business hours to inspect, review, audit. Investigate, monitor or otherwise
evaluate the performance of the MCO and Its Providers and
Subcontractors.

5.3.7.4 The MCO and Its Providers and Subcontractors shall forthwith

produce all records, documents, or other data requested as part of such
inspection, review, audit, investigation, monitoring or evaluation.

5.3.7.5 Copies of records and documents shall be made at no cost to
the requesting agency. [42 CFR 438.3(h)]: 42 CFR 455.21(a)(2); 42 CFR
431.107(b)(2)]. A record Includes, but Is not limited to:

5.3.7.5.1 Medical records;

5.3.7.5.2 Billing records;

5.3.7.5.3 Financial records;

5.3.7.5.4—Any-reeer-d-relatod to sorvicos-Fenderedr-and—qualityr-
-approprlateness, and timeliness of such service;

5.3.7.5.5 Any record relevant to an administrative, civil or
criminal investigation or prosecution; and

5.3.7.5.6 Any record of an MCO-paid claim or encounter, or an
MCO-denied claim or encounter.

5.3.7.6 Upon request, the MCO, its Provider or Subcontractor shall
provide and make staff available to assist in such Inspection, review, audit,
Investigation, monitoring or evaluation, Including the provision of adequate

- " space "on-the "premises -to reasonably -accommodate -DHHS,-MFGU - or •
other State or federal agencies.

5.3.7.7 DHHS, CMS, MFCU, the GIG, the Comptroller General, or any
other authorized State or federal agency or duly authorized representative
shall be permitted to inspect the premises, physical facilities, and
equipment where Medicaid-related activities are conducted at any time.
[42 CFR 438.3(h)]
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5.4

5^3.7.8 The MCO and its Subcontractors shall be subject to on-site or
offsite revre^ by DHHS and shall comply within fifteen (15) business days
with any and all DHHS documentation and records requests.

5.3.7.8.1 Documents shall be furnished by the MCO or its
Subcontractors at the MCO's expense.

inspect and audit any records or documents of the
MCO or any Subcontractor shall extend for a period of ten (10) years from
the final date of this Agreement's contract period or from the date of
completion of any audit, whichever is later. (42 CFR 438.3(h)]
5.3^7.10 DHHS shall conduct, or contract for the conducting of. periodic
audits of the MCO no less frequently than once every three (3) years for
the accuracy, truthfulness, and completeness of the encounter and
financial data submitted by, or on behalf of. each MCO. [42 CFR
.438.602(e)]

5.3.7.10.1 This shall Include, but not be limited to, any records
relevant to the MCO's obligation to bear the risk of financial losses
or services performed or payable amounts under the Agreement.

5.3.8 Transparency

website, as required by 42 CFR
438.10(c)(3), the following documents and reports:

5.3.8.1.1 The Agreement:

5.3.8.1.2 The data at 42 CFR 438.604(a)(5) where DHHS
certifies that' the MCO has complied with the Agreement
r^uirements for availability and accessibility of services, Including
adequacy of the Participating Provider network, as set forth in 42
CFR 438.206;

5.3.8.1.3 The name and title of individuals included in 42 CFR
438.604(a)(6) to confirm ownership and control of the MCO
de^ribed in 42 CFR 455.104, and Subcontractors as govemed by
42 CFR 438.230;

5.3.8.1.4 The results of any audits, under 42 CFR 438.602(e)
and the accuracy, truthfulness, and completeness of the encounter
and financial data submitted and certified by MCO; and

5.3.8.1.5 Performance metrics and outcomes.
MOM Withhold and Incentive Program

■  1. 3 withhold arrangement through which anactuanaily sound percentage of the MCO's risk adjusted Capitation Payment will
be recouped from the MCO and distributed among the MCOs participating in the
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MCM program on the basis of meeting targets specified in the DHHS Withhold
and incentive Program Policy.

5.4.2 DHHS shall, as often as annually, issue MCM Withhold and Incentive
Program Guidance within ninety (90) calendar days of the start of the Plan Year.

5.4.3 Pursuant to 42 CFR 438.6 (b)(3), this withhold arrangement shall:

5.4.3.1.1 Be for a fixed period , of time and performance is
measured during the rating period under the Agreement in which
the withhold arrangement is applied;

5.4.3.1.2 Not be renewed automatically;

5.4.3.1.3 Be made available to both public and private
contractors under the sarne terms of performance;

5.4.3.1.4 Not condition MOO participation In the withhold
arrangement on the MOO entering Into or adhering to
intergovemmental transfer agreements; and

5.4.3.1.5 Is necessary for the specified activities, targets,
performance measures, or quality-based outcomes that support
program initiatives as specified In the NH MCM Quality Strategy.

. 5.4.3.2 The MCO shall not receive incentive payments in excess of five
percent (5%) of the approved Capitation Payments attributable to the
Members or services covered by the incentive arrangements.

5.4.3.3 Pursuant to 42 CFR 438.6(b)(2), this incentive arrangement
shall:

5,4,3.3.1 Be for a fixed period of time and performance is

-- the withhold-arrangement is applied;

.  5.4.3.3.2 Not be renewed automatically;

5.4.3.3.3 Be made available to both public and private
contractors under the same terms of performance;

5.4.3.3.4 Not condition MCO participation in the incentive
arrangement on the MCO entering into or adhering to
intergovemmerital transfer Agreements; and

._5.4.3.3.5 ls.._necessary for the specified activities, targets.
performance measures, or quality-based outcomes that support
program initiatives as specified in the NH MCM Quality Strategy.

5.5 Remedies

5.5.1 Reservation of Rights and Rertiedies
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5.5.1.1 The Parties acknowledge and agree that a material default or
breach in this Agreement shall cause irreparable injury to DHHS.
^5.1 2 The MCO acknowledges that failure to comply with provisions of
this Agreement may, at DHHS's sole discretion, result in the assessment
of liquidated damages, termination of the Agreement In whole or in part
and/or imposition of other sanctions as set forth In this Agreement and as
otherwise available under State and federal law.

5.5.1.3 In the event of any claim for default or breach of this Agreement,
no provision of this Agreement shall be construed, expressly or by
implication, as a waiver by the State to any existing or future right or
remedy available by law.

5.5.1.4 Failure of the State to insist upon the strict performance of any
term or condition of this Agreement or to exercise or delay the exercise of
any right or remedy provided in the Agreement or by law, or the

.  acceptance of (or payment for) materials, equipment or services, shall not
release the MCO from any responsibilities or obligations imposed by this
Agreement or by law, and shall not be deemed a waiver of any right of the
State to insist upon the strict performance of this Agreement.
5.5.1.5 In addition to any other remedies that may tie available for
default or breach of the Agreement, in equity or otherwise, the State may
seek mjunctive relief against any threatened or actual breach of this
Agreement without the necessity of proving actual damages.
5.5.1.6 The State reserves the right to recover any or all administrative
costs incurred in the performance of this Agreement during or as a result
of any threatened or actual breach.

5.5.1.7 The remedies specified in this Section of the Agreement shall
apply until the failure is cured or a resulting dispute is resolved In the
MCO's favor.

5.5.2 Liquidated Damages

5.5.2.1 DHHS may perform an annual review to assess If the liquidated
damages set forth in Exhibit N (Liquidated Damages Matrix) align with
actual damages and/or with DHf^S's strategic alms and areas of identified
nonKXjmpllance, and update Exhibit N (Liquidated Damages Matrix) as
needed. a /

5.5.2.2 DHHS and the MCO agree that it shall be extremely
impracticable and difficult to determine actual damages that DHHS will
sustain In the event the MCO fails to maintain the required performance

. standards.within this Section during this Agreement.

^5.2.3 The parties agree, that the liquidated damages as specified in
this Agreement and set forth in Exhibit N, and as updated by DHHS are
reasonable.
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5.5.2.4 Assessment of liquidated damages shall be in addition to, not In
lieu of, such other remedies that may be available to DHHS.

5.5.2.5 To the e)rtent provided herein, DHHS shall be entitled to recover
liquidated damages for each day, incidence or occurrence, as applicable,
of a violation or failure.

5.5.2.6 The liquidated damages shall be assessed based on the
categorization of the violation or non-compliance and are set forth In
Exhibit N (Liquidated Damages Matrix).

5.5.2.7 The MCO shall be subject to liquidated damages for failure to
comply in a timely manner with all reporting requirements in accordance
with Exhibit O.

5.5.3 Suspension of Payment

5.5.3.1 Payment of Capitation Payments may be suspended at DHHS's
sole discretion when the MCO fails:

5.5.3.1.1 To cure a default under this Agreement to DHHS's
satisfaction within thirty (30) calendar days of notification;

5.5.3.1.2 To implement a CAP addressing violations or non-
compliance; and

5.5.3.1.3 To implement an approved Program Management
Plan.

5.5.3.2 Upon correction of the deficiency or omission, Capitation
Payments shall be reinstated.

.5.5.4 - - Jntermediate Sahctioris". .. _ _

5.5.4.1 DHHS shall have the right to impose interrhediatesanctions as
set forth in 42 CFR Section 438.702(a), vvhich include:

5.5.4.1.1 Civil monetary penalties (DHHS shall not impose any
civil monetary penalty against the MCO in excess of the amounts
set forth in 42 CFR 438.704(c), as adjusted);

5.5.4.1.2 Temporary management of the MCO;

5.5.4.1.3 Permitting Members to terminate enrollment without
cause;

-5.5:4:1.4 Suspending all new enrollment; ••• -

5.5.4.1.5 Suspending payments for new enrollment; and

5.5.4.1.6- Agreement termination.

5.5.4.2 DHHS shall impose intermediate sanctions if DHHS finds that
the MCO acts or fails to act as follows:
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5.5.4.2.1 Fails to substantially provide Medically Necessary
services to a Member that the MCO is required to provide services
to by law and/or under its Agreement with DHHS.

5.5.4.2.2 DHHS may Impose a civil monetary penalty of up to
$25,000 for each failure to provide services, and may also:

5.5.4.2.2.1. Appoint temporary management for the
MCO.

5.5.4.2.2.2. Grant Members the right to disenroil
without cause,

'  \

5.5.4.2.2.3. Suspend ail new enrollments to the MCO
after the date the HHS Secretary or DHHS notifies the
MCO of a determination of a violation of any
requirement under sections 1903(m) or ,1932 of the
Social Security Act, and/or

5.5.4.2.2.4. Suspend payments for new enrollments to
the MCO until CMS or DHHS Is satisfied that the
reason for Imposition of the sanction no longer exists
and is not likely to recur. [42 CFR 438.700(b)(1)' 42'
CFR 438.702(a); 42 CFR 438.704(b)(1); sections
1903(m)(5)(A)(l); 1903(m)(5)(B); 1932(e)(1 )(A)(I);
1932(e)(2){A)(i) of the Social Security Act]

5.5.4.2.3 Imposes premiums or charges on Members that are in
excess of those permitted in the Medicaid program, in which case,
the State may Impose a civil monetary of up to $25,000 or double
the amount of the excess charges (whichever Is gFdater). The State
may also;

5.5.4.2.3.1. Appoint temporary management to the
MCO,

5.5.4.2.3.2. Grant Members the right to disenroil
without cause,

5.5.4.2.3.3. Suspend ail new enrollments to the MCO
after the date the HHS Secretary or DHHS notifies the
MCO of a determination of a violation of any
requirement under sections 1903(m) or 1932 of the
Social Security Act, and/or

5.5.4.2.3.4. Suspend payments for new enrollments to
the MCO until CMS or DHHS is satisfied that the
reason for Imposition of the sanction no longer exists
and is not likely to . recur; [42 CFR 438.700(b)(2); 42
CFR 438.702(a); 42 CFR 438.704(c); sections
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1903(m)(5)(A)(ii); 1903(m)(5)(B): 1932(e)(1)(A)(ii):
1932(e)(2)(A)(iii) of the Social Security Act]

5.5.4.2.4 Discriminates among Members on the basis of their
health status or need for health services, in which case, DHHS may
impose a civil monetary penalty of up to one hundred thousand
dollars ($100,000) for each determination by DHHS of
discrimination. DHHS may Impose a civil monetary penalty of up to
fifteen thousand dollars ($15,000) for each individual the MCO did
not enroll because of a discriminatory practice, up to the one
hundred thousand dollar ($100,000) maximum. DHHS may also:

5.5.4.2.4.1. Appoint temporary management to the
MCO.

5.5.4.2.4.2. Grant Members the right to disenroll
• without cause,

5.5.4.2.4.3. Suspend all new enrollments to the MCO
after the date the HHS Secretary or DHHS notifies the
MCO of a .determiriatipn.. of..a violation of any
requirement under sedions 1963(m) or 1932 of the
Social Security Act, and/or

5.5.4.2.4.4. Suspend payments for new enrollments to
the MCO until CMS or DHHS is satisfied that the

reason for Imposition of the sanction no longer exists
and is not likely to recur. (42 CFR 438.700(b)(3): 42
CFR 438.702(a); 42 CFR 438.704(b)(2) and (3);
sections - ■ 1903(m)(5j(A)(iii); - 1903(m)(5)(B);
1932feV1VAVIii1: 1932feV2)fAVii)-&"fiv) ofthe Social
Security Act]

5.5.4^.5 Misrepre'serits'or falsifies information that it'fufhishes to
a Member, potential Member, or health care Provider, in which
case, DHHS may impose a civil monetary penalty of up to $25,000
for each instance of'misrepresentation. DHHS may also:

5.5.4.2.6.1. Appoint temporary management to the
MCO,

5.5.4.2.5.2. Grant Members the right to disenroll
-  without case,-

5.5.4.2.5.3. Suspend all new enrollments to the MCO
after the date the HHS Secretary or DHHS notifies the
MCO of a determination of ̂ a violation of any
requirement under sections 19()3(m) or 1932 of the
Social Security Act, and/or
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5.5.4.2.5.4. Suspend payments for new enrollments to
the MCO until CMS or DHHS Is satisfied that the
reason for Imposition of the sanction no longer exists
and Is not likely to recur. [42 CFR 438.702(a): 42 CFR
438.700(b)(5); 42 CFR 438.704(b)(1); sections
1903(m)(5)(A)(lv)(il); 1903(m)(5)(B);
1932(e)(1)(A)(lv)(ll); 1932(e)(2)(A)(l) of the Social
Security Act]

5.5.4.2.6 Misrepresents or falsifies information that it furnishes to
CMS or to DHHS, in which case, DHHS may impose a civil
monetary penalty of up to one hundred thousand dollars
($100,000) for each instance of misrepresentation. DHHS may
also:

5.5.4.2.6.1. Appoint temporary management to the
MCO,

5.5.4.2.6.2. Grant Members the right to disenroll
without case,

5.5.4.2.6.3. Suspend all new enrollments to the MCO
after the date the HHS Secretary or DHHS notifies the
MCO of a determination of a violation of any
requirement under sections 1903(m) or 1932 of the
Social Security Act, and/or

5.5.4.2.6.4. Suspend payments for new enrollments to
the MCO until CMS or DHHS Is satisfied that the
reason for imposition of the sanction no longer exists
and is not likely to recur. [42 CFR 438.702(a); 42 CFR
438.700(b)(5); 42 CFR 438.704(b)(1); sections
1903(m)(5)(A)(iv)(ll); 1903(m)(5)(B):
1932(e)(1)(A)(iv)(II); 1932(e)(2)(A)(i) of the Social
Security Act]

5.5.4.2.7 Fails to comply with the Medicare Physician Incentive
Plan requirements, in which case, DHHS. may impose a civil
monetary penalty of up to $25,000 for each failure to comply.
DHHS may also:

5.5.4.2.7.1. Appoint temporary management to the
MCO,

5.5.4.2.7.2. Grant Members the right to disenroll
without cause,

5.5.4.2.7.3. Suspend all new enrollments to the MCO
after the date the HHS Secretary or DHHS notifies the
MCO of a determination of a violation of any
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requirement under sections 1903(m) or 1932 of the
Social Security Act, and/or

5.5.4.2.7.4. Suspend payments for new enrollments to
the MCO until CMS or DHHS is satisfied that the

reason for imposition of the sanction no longer exists
and Is not likely to recur. [42 CFR 438.702(a); 42 CFR
438.700(b)(5j; 42 CFR 438.704(b)(1); sections
1903(m)(5)(A)(iv)(il); 1903(m)(5)(B);
1932(e)(1)(A)(lv)(ll); 1932(e)(2)(A)(i) of the Social
Security Act]

5.5.4.3 DHHS shall have the right to Impose civil monetary penalty of up
to $25,0000 for each distribution if DHHS determines that the MCO has
distributed directly, or Indirectly through any agent or independent
contractor. Marketing Materials that have not been approved by DHHS or
that contain false or materially misleading information. [42 CFR
438.700(c); 42 CFR 438.704(b)(1); sections 1932(e)(1)(A): 1932(e)(2)(A)(i)
of the Social Security Act]

5.5.4.4 DHHS shall have the right to terminate this Agreement and
enroll the MCO's Members in other MCOs if DHHS determines that the

MCO has failed to either carry out the terms of this Agreement or meet
applicable requirements in Sections 1905(t), 1903(m), and 1905(t) 1932 of
the Soda! Security Act. [42 CFR 438.708(a); 42 CFR 438.708(b); sections
1903(m); 1905(t): 1932 of the Social Security Act]

5.5.4.5 DHHS shall grant Members the right to terminate MCO
eorQifTienJ .wihqu^ cause when an MCO repeate^y falls to me^t
sutjstantive-requirements-in. sections-19b3(mj or 1932 of.the .Social.
"Security Act or 42 CFR 438. [42 CFR-^38:706(b) - (d), sectiun
i 932(e)(2)(B)(li) of the Social Security Act]

5.5.4.6 DHHS shall only have the right to impose the following
intermediate sanctions when DHHS determines that the MCO violated any
of the other requirements of Sections 1903(m) or 1932 of the Social
Ssourit*»' .Act orany imolemsntinQ

5.5.4.6.1 Grant Members the right to terminate enrollment
without cause and notifying the affected Members of their right to
disenroll Immediately;

"5.'5^^!2 Pt^ide"^n6tice'''t6'*M^be]T~of -DHHS's—lriterifto"
terminate the Agreement;

5.5.4.6.3 Suspend all new enrollment, including default
enrollment, after the date the HHS Secretary or DHHS notifies the
MCO of a determination of a violation of any requirement under
Sections 1903(m)or 1932 of the Social Security Act; and
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5.5.4.6.4 Suspend payment for Members enrolled after the
effective date of the sanction and until CMS or DHHS is satisfied
that the reason for Imposition of the sanction no longer exists and
is not likely to recur.

5.5.4.6.5 [42 CFR 438.700; 42 CFR 438.702(a); 42 CFR
438.704; 42 CFR 438.706(b); 42 CFR 438.722(a)-(b); Sections
1903(m)(5); 1932(e) of the Social Security Act]

5.5.5 Adrnlnlstratlve and Other Remedies

5.5.5.1 At its sole discretion, DHHS may, in addition to the other
Remedies described within this Section 5.5 (Remedies), also impose the
following remedies:

5.5.5.1.1 Requiring immediate remediation of any deficiency as
determined by DHHS;

5.5.5.1.2 Requiring the submission of a CAP;

5.5.5.1.3 Suspending part of or all new enrollments;

5.5.5.1.4 Suspending part of the Agreement;

5.5.5.1.5 Requiring mandated trainings; and/or

5.5.5.1.6 Suspending all or part of Marketing activities for varying
lengths of time.

5.5.5.2 Temporary Management

5.5.5.2.1 DHHS, at Its sole discretion, shall impose temporary
management when DHHS finds, through onsite surveys, Member
or other complaints, financial status, or any other source:

5.5.5.2.1.1. There is continued egregious behavior bv
theMCO; -

5.5.5.2.1.2. There is substantial risk to Members'
health;

5.5.5.2.1.3. The sanction is necessary to ensure the
health of the MCO's Members in one (1) of two (2)
circumstances: while improvements are made to
remedy violations that require sanctions, or until there
is an orderly termination or reorganization of the MCO.
[42 CFR 438.706(a); section 1932(e)(2)(B)(i) of the
Social Security Act]

5.5.5.2.2 DHHS shall impose mandatory temporary management
when the MCO repeatedly fails to meet substantive requirements In .
sections 1903(m) or 1932 of the Social Security Act or 42 CFR 438.
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5.5.5.2.3 DHHS shall not delay the imposition of temporary
management to provide a hearing and may not terminate
temporary management until It determines, in its sole discretion,
that the MCO can ensure the sanctioned t)ehavior shall not

reoccur. [42 CFR 438.706{bHd): Section 1932{e){2)(B)(ii) of the
Social Security Act]

5.5.6 Corrective Action Plan

5.5.6.1 If requested by DHHS, the MCO shall submit a CAP within five
(5) business days of DHHS's request, unless DHHS grants an extension to
such timeframe.

5.5.6.2 DHHS shall review and approve the CAP within five (5) days of
receipt.

5.5.6.3 The MCO shall implement the CAP in accordance with the
timeframes specified in the CAP.

5.5.6.4 DHHS shall validate the implementation of the CAP and impose
liquidated damages if it determines that the MCO failed to implement the
CAP or a provision thereof as required.

5.5.7 Publication

5.5.7.1 DHHS may publish on its website, on a quarterly basis, a list of
MCOs that had remedies Imposed on them by DHHS during the prior
quarter, the reasons for the imposition, and the type of remedy(ies)
imposed.

^5.7^. .Mp.Qs remedies reversed pursuant to the dispute
- resolution process prior.to the posting shall not be listed." ...

5i^8^,____Notice of Remedies

5.5.8.1" Prior' to the impositiori'df remedies under this Agreement, except
in the instance of required temporary management, DHHS shall Issue
written notice of remedies that shall include, as applicable, the following:

5.5.8.1.1 A citation to the law, regulation or Agreement provision
that has t>een violated;

5.5.8.1.2 The remedies to be applied and the date the remedies
shall be imposed;

5:5:8n :3 Ihe^basls for DHHS's "determination that theTemedies

shall be imposed;

■  5.5.8.1.4 The appeal rights of the MCO;

5.5.8.1.5 Whether a CAP is being requested;

5.5.8.1.6 The timeframe and procedure for the MCO to dispute
DHHS's determination.
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5.5.8.1.6.1. An MCO's dispute of a liquidated damage
or remedies shall not stay the effective date of the
proposed liquidated damages or remedies; and

5.5.8.1.7 If the failure Is not resolved within the cure period,
liquidated damages may be imposed retroactively to the date of

'  failure to perform and continue until the failure is cured or any
resulting dispute is resolved in the MCO's favor. [42 CFR
438.710{a)(1H2)]

5.6 State Audit Rights

5.6.1 DHHS, CMS, NHID, NH Department of Justice, the GIG, the
Comptrpller General and their designees shall have the right to audit the records
arid/or documents of the MCO or the MCO's Subcontractors during the term of
this Agreement and for ten (10) years from the final date of the Agreement period
or from the date of completion of any audit, whichever is later. [42 CFR 438.3(h)]
5.6.2 HHS, the HHS Secretary, (or any person or organization designated
by either), and DHHS, have the right to audit and inspect any books or records of
the MCO or Its Subcontractors pertaining to:

5.6.2.1 ■ The ability of the MCO to bear the risk of financlal losses.

5.6.2.2 Services performed or payable amounts under the Agreement.
[Section 1903{m)(2)(A)(iv) of the Social Security Act]

5.6.3 In accordance with Exhibit 0. no later than forty (40) business days
after the end of the State Fiscal Year, the MCO shall provide DHHS a"SOCI" or
a "3002" Type 2 report of the MCO or its corporate parent in accordance with
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, Statement on Standards for
Attestation Engagements (SSAE) No. 16, Reporting on Controls at a Service
Organization.

5.6.4 The report shall assess the design of internal controls and their
operating effectiveness. The reporting period shall cover the previous twelve (12)
months or the entire period since the previous reporting period.

5.6.5 DHHS shall share the report with internal and external auditors of the
State and federal oversight agencies. The SSAE 16 Type 2 report shall Include;

5.6.5.1 Description by the MCO's management of its system of policies
and procedures for providing services to user entities (including control
objectives and related controls as they relate to the services provided)
throughout the twelve (12) month period or the entire period since the
previous reporting period;

5.6.5.2 Written assertion by the MCO's management about whether:

5.6.5.2.1 The aforementioned description fairly presents the
system in all material respects;
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5.6.5.2.2 The controls were suitably designed to achieve the
control objectives stated in that description: and

5.6.5.2.3 The controls operated effectively throughout the
specified period to achieve those control objectives.

5.6.5.3 Report of the MCO's auditor, which:

5.6.5.3.1 Expresses an opinion on the matters covered in
management's written assertion; and

5.6.5.3.2 Includes a description of the auditor's tests of operating
effectiveness of controls and the results of those tests.

5.6.6 The MCO shall notify DHHS if there are significant or material
changes to the intemal controls of the MCO.

5.6.6.1 If the period covered by the most recent SSAE16 report is prior
to June 30, the MCO shall additionally provide a bridge letter certifying to
that fact.

5.6.7 The MCO shall respond to and provide resolution of audit inquiries
and findings relative to the MCO Managed Care activities.

5.6.8 DHHS may require monthly plan oversight meetings to review
progress on the MCO's Program Management Plan, review any ongoing CAPs
and review MCO compliance with requirements and standards as specified In
this Agreement.

5.6.9 The MCO shall use reasonable efforts to respond to DHHS oral and
written correspondence within one (1) business day of receipt.

5.6^10_._ The _MCO_shall. file._.annual._and_ ^ financLaj statements J_n.
accordance with the

5.6.11 -Within one huhdred'a^hd eightyr{180)'dalehda"r~da7s br^therrrujtually
agreed upon date following the end of each calendar year during this Agreement,
the MCO shall file, in the form and content prescribed by the National Association
of Insurance Commissioners, annual audited financial statements that have been
audited by an independent Certified Public Accountant. [42 CFR 438.3{m)]

5.6.11.1 Financial statements shall be submitted In either paper format or
electronic format, provided that all electronic submissions shall be In PDF
format or another read-only format that maintains the documents' security

-  and.integrity

5.6.12 The MCO shall also file, within seventy-five (75) calendar days
following the end of each calendar year, certified copies of the annual statement
and reports as prescribed and adopted by NHID.

5.6.13 The MCO shall file within sixty (60) calendar days following the end of
each calendar quarter, quarterly financial reports in form and content as
prescribed by the National Association of Insurance Commissioners.
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5.7 Dispute Resolution Process

5.7.1 Informal Dispute Process

5.7 1.1 'ri connection with any action taken or decision made by DHHS
With respect to this Agreement, within thirty (30) calendar days following
the action or decision, the MCO may protest such action or decision by the
delivery of a written notice of protest to DHHS and by which the MCO may
protest said action or decision and/or request an Informal hearing with the
NH Medicaid Director ("Medicaid Director").
5.7.1.2 The MCO shall provide DHHS with a written statement of the
action being protested, an explanation of Its legal basis for the protest and
its position on the action or decision;

5^7.1.3 The Director shall determine a time that is mutually agreeable to
the parties during which they may present their views on the disputed
issue(s). ^

5.7.1.3.1 The presentation and discussion of the disputed
issue(s) shall be informai in nature.

.5.7.1.4 The Director shall provide written notice of the time, format and
location of the presentations.

5.7.1.5 At the conclusion of the presentations, the Director shall
consider all evidence and shall render a written recommendation, subject
to approval by the DHHS Commissioner, as soon as practicable, but in no
event more than thirty (30) calendar days after the conclusion of the
presentation.

5.7 1.6 The Director may appoint a designee to hear the matter and
make a recommendation.

5.7.2 Hearing

5.7.2.1 in the event of a termination by DHHS, pursuant to 42 CFR
Section 438.708, DHHS shall provide the MCO with notice and a pre-
termination hearing in accordance with 42 CFR Section 438.710.
5.7.2.2 DHHS shall provide written notice of the decision from the
hearing.

5.7.2.3 In the event of an affirming decision at the hearing, DHHS. shall
provide the effective date of the Agreement termination.
5.7.2.4 In the event of an affirming decision at the hearing, DHHS shall
give the Members of the MCO notice of the termination, and shall Inform
Members of their options for receiving Medicaid services following the
effective date of termination. [42 CFR 438.710(b); 42 CFR 438 710(b)(21(il
-(iii); 42 CFR 438.10] • v a a;
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5.7.3 No Waiver

5,7.3.1 The MCO's exercise of Its rights under Section 5.5.1
.  (Reservation of Rights and Remedies) shall not limit, be deemed a waiver
of. or otherwise impact the Parties' rights or remedies othenwise available
under lavy or this Agreement, Including but not limited to the MCO's right to
appeal a decision of DHHS under RSA chapter 541 -A, if applicable, or any
applicable provisions of the NH Code of Administrative Rules, including but
not limited to Chapter He-C 200 Rules of Practice and Procedure.

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

6.1 Financial Standards

6.1.1 In compliance with 42 CFR 438.116, the MCO shall maintain a
minimum level of capital as determined in accordance with NHID regulations, to
include RSA Chapter 404-F, and any other relevant laws and regulations.

6.1.2 The MCO shall maintain a risk-based capital ratio to meet or exceed
the NHlD reguIations, and any other relevant laws and regulations.

6.1.3 With the exception of payment of a claim for a medical product or
service that was provided to a Member, and that is in accordance with a written
agreement with the Provider, the MCO may not pay money or transfer any assets
for any reason to an affiliate without prior approval from DHHS, if any of the
following criteria apply:

6.1.3.1 Risk-based capital ratio was less than two (2) for the most
recent year filing, per RSA404-F:14 (III); and

6.1.3.2 The" MCO was not in compliance with the NHID solvency
^—requirement.—^ ^ ^

"6.174"". Th'^MCO~sh"all notify"DHHS within ten"(10) calendar'days'when-its-
agreement with an independent auditor or actuary has ended and seek approval
of. and the name of the replacement auditor or actuary, if any from DHHS.

6.1.5 The MCO shall maintain current assets, plus long-term investments
tliat can be converted to cash wjthin seven (7) calendar days without incurring a
penalty of more than twenty percent (20%) that equal or exceed current liabilities.

6.1.6 The MCO shall submit data on the basis of which DHHS has the

ability to determine that the MCO has made adequate provisions against the risk
"ofinsolvencyr

■  6.1.7 The MCO shall Inform DHHS and NHID staff by phone and by email
within five (5) business days of when any key personnel learn of any actual or
threatened litigation, investigation, complaint, claim, or transaction that may
reasonably be considered to have a material financial impact on and/or materially
impact or impair the ability of the MCO to perform under this Agreement..
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6.2 Capitation Pavments

6.2.1 Capitation payments made by DHHS and retained by the MOO shall
be for Medicald-eligible Members. (42 CFR 438.3(c)(2)]

6.2.1.1 Capitation rates for the Term through June 30. 2020 are shown
in Exhibit B (Capitation Rates).

6.2.1.2 For each of the subsequent years of the Agreement, actuarially
sound per Member, per month capitated rates shall be paid as calculated
and certified by DHHS's actuary, subject to approval by CMS and
Governor and Executive Council.

6.2.1.3 Any rate adjustments shall be subject to the availability of State
appropriations.

®-2-2 In the event the MOO incurs costs in the performance of this
Agreement that exceed the capitation payments, the State and its agencies are
not responsible for those costs and shall not provide additional'payments to
cover such costs.

6.2:3^ The MCO shall report to DHHS within sixty (60) calendar days upon
Identifying any capitation or other payments In excess of amounts provided In this
Agreement. [42 CFR 438.608(c)(3)]

®9ree that the capitation rates in Exhibit B
(Capitation Rates) may be adjusted periodically to maintain actuarial soundness
as determined by DHHS's actuary, subject to approval by CMS and Governor
and Executive Council.

6 2.5 The MCO shall submit data on the basis of which the State certifies
the actuarial soundness of capitation rates to an MCO, including base data that is
generated by the MCO. [42 CFR 438.604(a)(2): 42 CFR 438.606; 42 CFR 438.3;
42 CFR 438.5(c)]

6.2.6 When requested by DHHS.^the MCO shall submit Encounter Data,
financial data, and other data to DHHS to ensure actuarial soundness In
deyetopment of the capitated rates, or any other actuarial analysis required by
DHHS or State or federal law. ^ '

6.2.7 The MCO's CFO shall submit and concurrently certify to the best of
his or her information, knowledge, and belief that all data and Information
descnbed In 42 CFR 438.604(a), which DHHS uses to determine the capitated
rates, is accurate. [42 CFR 438.606]

6.2.8 The MCO has responsibility for Implementing systems and protocols
to rnaximlze the collection of TPL recoveries and subrogation activities. The
capitation rates are calculated net of expected MCO recoveries.

6.2.9 DHHS shall make a monthly payment to the MCO for each Member
enrolled in the MCO's plan as DHHS currently structures its capitation payments.
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6.2.9.1. Specifically, the monthly capitation payments for standard
Medicaid shall be made retrospectively with a three (3) month plus five (5)
business day lag (for example coverage for July 1, 2019 shall be paid by
the 5th business day in October, 2019).

6.2.9.2 Capitation payments for all Granite Advantage Members shall be
made before the end of each month of coverage.'

6.2.10 Capitation rate cell is determined, based on the Member
characteristics as of the earliest date of Member plan enrollment span(s) within
the month.

6.2.11 Capitation rate does not change during the month, regardless of
Member changes (e.g., age), unless the Member's plan enrollment is terminated
and the Member is re-enrolled resulting in multiple spans within the month.

6.2.12 The capitation rates shall be risk adjusted for purposes of this
Agreement in an actuarially sound manner on a quarterly basis and certified by
DHHS' actuary. ,

6.2.13 DHHS resen/es the right to terminate or implement the use of a risk
adjustment process-for all or specific eligibility categories or services If it Is
detemiined to be necessary to do so to maintain actuarially sound rates or as a
result of credibility considerations of a population's size as determined by
DHHS's actuary..

6.2.14 Capitation adjustments are processed, systematically each month by
DHHS's MMIS.

6.2.15 DHHS shall make systematic adjustments based on factors that affect
rate cell assignment or plan enrollment.

6.2.1 6 If a Member is doooasedrSHHS-
-payments after-the Member's date of-death including- any-prorated -share-of.a
c^itatioh paym¥ht intended to cover dates of services after the Member's date
of death.

6.2.17 DHHS shall also make manual adjustments as needed, including
manual adjustments for kick payments.

6.2.18 DHHS has sole discretion over the settlernent process.

6.2.19 The MCO shall follow policies and procedures for the settlement
process as developed by DHHS.

6.2.20 Based on the provisions herein, DHHS shall not make any further
retroactive adjustments other than those described herein or elsewhere in this
agreement.

6.2.21 DHHS and the MCO agree that there Is a nine (9) month limitation
from the date of the capitation payment and is applicable only to retroactive
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capitation rate payments described herein, and shall in no way be construed to
limit the effective date of enrollment in the MCO.

6.2.22 DHHS shall have the discretion to recoup payments retroactively up to
twenty-four (24) months for Members whom DHHS later determines were not
eligible for Medicaid during the enrollment month for which capitation payment
was made.

6.2.23 For each live birth, DHHS shall make a one-time maternity kick
payment to the MCO with whom the mother is enrolled on the DOB.

6.2.23.1 This payment Is a global fee to cover all delivery care.

6.2.23.2 In the event of a multiple birth DHHS shall only make only one
(1) maternity kick payment.

6.2.23.3 A live birth is defined In accordance with NH Vital Records
reporting requirements for iive births as specified In'RSA 5-C.

6.2.24 For each live birth, DHHS shall make a one-time newborn kick
payment to the MCO with whom the mother is enrolled on the DOB.

6.2.24.1 This payment is a global fee to cover all newborn experises
Incurred in the first two (2) fuil or partiai calendar months of life, including
all hospital, professional, pharmacy, and other services.

6.2.24.2 For example, the newborn kick payment shall cover all services
provided in July 2019 and August 2019 for a baby bom any time in Julv
2019. '

6.2.24.3 Enrolled babies shall be covered under the MCO capitated rates
thereafter.

6.2.25 Different rates of newlx)m kick payments may be employed by DHHS,
In Its sole discretion, to increase actuarial soundness.

6.2.25.1 For the period beginning July 1, 2019, two (2) newborn kick
payments shall be employed, one (1) for newboms with NAS and one (1)
for all other newboms.

6.2.25.2 Each type of payment is distinct and only one payment is made
per newbom.

6.2.26 The MCO shall submit information on maternity and newbom events
to DHHS, and shall follow written policies and procedures, as developed by
DHHS, for receiving, processing and reconciling matemity and newbom
payments.

6.2.27 Payment for behavioral health rate cells shall be determined based on
a Member's CMH Program or CMH Provider behavioral certification level as
supplied In an interface to DHHS's MMIS by the MCO.
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6.2.27.1 The CMH Program or CMH Provider behavioral certification
level is based on a Member having had an encounter in the last six (6)
months.

6.2.27.2 Changes in the certification level for a Member shall be reflected
as of the first of each month and does not change during the month.

6.2.28 Beginning July 1, 2019, after the completion of each Agreement year,
an actuarially sound withhold percentage of each MCO's risk adjusted capitation
payment net of directed payments to the MOO shall be calculated as having
been withheld by DHHS. On the basis of the MCO's performance, as determined
under DHHS's MCM Withhold and incentive Guidance, unea'med withhold in full
or in part is subject to recoupment by DHHS to be used to finance an MCO
Incentive pool.

6.2.29 Details of the MCM Withhold and Incentive Program are described in
MCM Withhold and Incentive Program Guidance provided by DHHS as indicated
in Section 5.4 (MCM Withhold and Incentive Payment Program).

6.2.30 DHHS shall inform the MCO of any required program revisions or
.additions in.a .timely raa.nner

6.2.31 DHHS may adjust the rates to reflect these changes as necessary to
maintain actuarial soundness.

6.2.32 In the event an enrolled Medicaid Member was previously admitted as
a hospital inpatient and is receiving continued Inpatient hospital services on the
first day of coverage with the MCO, the MCO shall receive the applicable
capitation payment for that Member.

6.2.-33- The entity responsible for-coverage of the Member at the-time-of
admission as an- inoatient (either DHHS or another MCO) ̂shall be fully
responsible for all inpatient care services and all related services, authorized
while the Member was ah^inpatient until the day of discharge from the hospital. "T"
6.2.34 DHHS shall only make a monthly capitation payment to the MCO for a
Member aged 21-64 receiving inpatient treatment in an IMD, as defined in 42
CFR 435.1010, so long as the facility is a hospital providing psychiatric or
substarlce use disorder inpatient care or a sub-acute facility providing psychiatric
or substance use disorder crisis residential services, and length of stay in the
IMD Is for a short term stay of no more than 15 days dunng the period of the
monthly capitation payment, or as has been otherwise permitted by CMS through

. a-waiver-obtained.fromCMS..[42 CFR438.6(e)]

6.2.35 Unless MCOs are exempted, through legislation or othenvise, from
having to make payments to the NH Insurance Administrative Fund (Fund)
pursuant to RSA ,400-A:39. DHHS shall reimburse MCO for MCO's annual
payment to the Fund on a supplemental basis, within 30 days following receipt of
invoice from the MCO and verification of payment by the NHID.
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ftcc'nn Member with claims exceeding five hundred thousand dollars
nuue u .. ®PP'y'ng any ̂ ^^'rd party insurance offset.DHHS shall reimburse fifty percent (50%) of the amount over five hundred
thou^nd dollars ($500,000) after all claims have been recalculated based on the
DHHS fee schedule for the services.

6.2.36.1 For a Member whose services may be projected to exceed five
hundred thousand dollars, ($500,000) In MCO claims, the MCO shall
advise DHHS in writing.

6.2.36.2 Prior approval from the Medicaid Director is required for
subsequent services provided to the Member.

6.3 Medical Loss Ratio

6.3.1 Minimum Medical Loss Ratio Performance and Rebate
Requirements

6.3.1.1 The MCO shall meet a minimum MLR of eighty-five percent
(85%) or higher.

6.3.1.2 In the event the MCO's MLR for any single reporting year is
below the minimum of the eighty-five percent (85%) requirement, thd MCO
shall provide to DHHS a rebate, no later than sixty (60) calendar days
following DHHS notification, that amounts to the difference between the
total amount of Capitation Payments received by the MCO from DHHS
multiplied by the required MLR of eighty-five percent (85%) and the MCO's
actual MLR. [42 CFR 438.8G): 42 CFR 438.8(c)]
6.3 1.3 If the MCO fails to pay any rebate owed to DHHS in accordance
with the time periods set forth by DHHS, in addition to providing the
required rebate to DHHS, the MCO shall pay DHHS interest at the current
Federal Reserve Board lending rate or ten percent (10%) annually
whichever is higher, on the total amount of the rebate.

6.3.2 Calculation of the Medical Loss Ratio

6 3.2.1 The MCO shall calculate and report to DHHS the MLR for each '
MLR reporting year, in accordance with 42 CFR 438.8 and the standards
described within this Agreement. [42 CFR 438.8(a)]
6.3.2.2 The MLR calculation is the ratio of the numerator (as defined In
accordance with 42 CFR 438.8(e)) to the denominator (as defined in
accordance with 42 CFR 438.8(f)). [42 CFR 438.8 (d)-(f)].
6.3.2.3 Each MCO expense shall be Included under only one (1) type of
expense, unless a portion of the expense fits under the definition of, or
criteria for, one (1) type of expense and the remainder fits into a different
type of expense, in which case the expense shall be pro-rated between the
two types of expenses.
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6.3.2.3.1 Expenditures that benefit multiple contracts or
populations, or contracts other than those being reported, shall be
reported on a pro rata basis. [42 CFR 438.8{g)(1){i)-{ii)]

6.3.2.4 Expense allocation shall be based on a generally accepted
accounting method that Is extended to yield the most accurate results.

6.3.2.4.1 Shared expenses. Including expenses under the terms
of a management contract, shall be apportioned, pro rata to the
contract incurring the expense. ,

6.3.2.4.2 Expenses that relate solely to the operation of a
reporting entity, such as personnel costs associated with the
adjusting and paying of claims, shall be borne solely by the
reporting entity and are not to be apportioned to other entities. [42
CFR438.8(g)(2)(iHiii)]

6.3.2.5 The MCO may add a credibility adjustment to a calculated MLR
if the MLR reporting year experience is partially credible.

6.3.2.5.1 The credibility adjustment, if included, shall be added to
■ the reported MLR calculation prior to calculating any remittances.

6.3.2.5.2 The MCO may not add a credibility adjustment to a
calculated MLR if the MLR reporting year experience Is fully
credible.

6.3.2.5.3 If the MCQ's experience Is non-credible. It is presumed
to meet or exceed the MLR calculation standards. [42 CFR
438.8(h)(1H3)]

6.3.3 -- .Medical Loss Ratio Reporting .

_ _ 6.3.3.1 The MCO shall submit MLR summary reports quarterly to DHHS
in accordance with Exhibit O [42 CFR 438.8(k)(2):"42XFR 4j8T8(k)'(1)]. "

6.3.3.2 The MLR summary reports shall Include all Information required
by 42 CFR 438.8(k) within nine (9) months of the end of the MLR reporting
year, including:

6.3.3.2.1 Total incurred claims;

6.3.3.2.2 Expenditures on quality improvement activities;

6.3.3.2.3 Expenditures related to activities compliant with the
program Integrityrequirements;

6.3.3.2.4 Non-claims costs;

6.3.3.2.5 Premium revenue;

6.3.3.2:6 Taxes;

6.3.3.2.7 Licensing fees;
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6.3.3.2.8 Regulatory fees;

6.3.3.2.9 Methodology{ies) for allocation of expenditures:
6.3.3.2.10 Any credibility adjustment applied;

6.3.3.2.11 The calculated MLR;

6.3.3.2.12 Any remittance owed to the State, if applicable;

6.3.3.2.13 A comparison of the information reported with the
audited financial report;

6.3.3.2.14 A . description of the aggregate method used to
calculate total incurred claims; and

6.3.3.2.15 The number of Member months. [42 CFR
438.8(k)(1)(IHxiii): 42 CFR 438.608(a)(1H5); 42 CFR
438.6a8(a}{7)-(8); 42 CFR 438.608(b); 42 CFR 438.8(i)]

6.3.3.3 The MCO shall attest to the accuracy of the summary reports
and calculation of the MLR when submitting its MLR summary reports to
DHHS. [42 CFR 438.8(n): 42 CFR 438.8{k)]

6.3.3.4 Such summary, reports shall be based on a template developed
and provided by DHHS. within'slxfi;^-"(60) calendar days of the Program
Start Date. [42 CFR 438.8(a)]

6.3.3.5 The MCO shall in its MLR summary reports aggregate data for
all Medicaid eligibility groups covered under this Agreement unless
otherwise required by DHHS. [42 CFR 438.8(i)]

6.3.3.6 The MCO shall require any Subcontractor providing claims
adjudication activities, to provide all underlying data associated with MLR
reporting to the MCO within one hundred and eighty (180) calendar days
or the end of the MLR reporting year or within thirty (30) calendar days of a
request by the MCO, whichever comes sooner, regardless of current
contract limitations, to calculate and validate the accuracy of MLR
reporting. [42 CFR 438.8(k)(3)]

6.3.3.7 In any instance in which DHHS makes a retroactive change to
the Capitation Payments for a MLR reporting year and the MLR report has
already been submitted to DHHS, the MCO shall:

6.3.3.7.1 Re-calculate the MLR for all MLR reporting years
affected by the change; and

6.3.3.7.2 Submit a new MLR report meeting the applicable
requirements. [42 CFR 438.8(m); 42 CFR 438.8(k)]

6.3.3.8 The MCO and its Subcontractors (as applicable) shall retain
MLR reports for a period of no less than ten (10) years.
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6.4 FInanclai Responsibiiitv for Dual-EilQibie Members

6.4.1 ■ For Medicare Part A crossover claims, and for Medicare Part B
crossover claims billed , on the UB-04, the MCO shall pay the patient
responsibility amount (deductible and coinsurance).

6.4.2 For Part B crossover claims biiled on the CMS-1500, the MCO shall
pay the lesser of:

6.4.2.1 The patient responsibility amount (deductible and coinsurance),
or

6.4.2.2 The difference between the amount paid by the primary payer
and the Medicaid allowed amount.

6.4.3 For both Medicare Part A and Part B claims, if the Member
responsibiiity amount is "0" then the MCO shall make no payment.

6.5 Medical Cost Accruals

6.5.1 The MCO shall establish and maintain an actuarially sound process to
estimate incurred But Not Reported (IBNR) claims, services rendered .for which
claims have not been received.

6.6 Audits

6.6.1 The MCO shall permit DHHS or its designee(s) and/or the NHID to
inspect and audit any of the financiai records of the MCO and its Subcontractors.

6.6.2 There shall be no restrictions on the right of the State or federal
government to conduct whatever inspections and audits are n^essary to assure

-  - . quality,-appropriateness.-or-timeliness.of.services.and-reasonableness of their
^  costs. [42 CFR 438.6(y), SMM 2007.7, 42 CFR 434:6(a)t5)]

6.6. 3 The MCO shall file annuai and interim financial statements in
accordance with the standards set forth in this Section 6 (Financial Management)
of this Agreement.

6.6.3.1 This Section shall supersede any conflicting requirements in
Exhibit C (Special PrbvisibrTs) of this Agfeernent.

6.6.4 Within one hundred and eighty (180) calendar days or other mutually
agreed upon date following the end of each calendar year during this Agreement,
the MCO shail file, in the form and content prescribed by the NAIC, annual
"auditedThancial'statementslfiat"ha^been audit^'byaTTindependent'C^ifled
Public Accountant.

6.6.4.1 Financial statements shall be submitted in either paper format or
electronic format, provided that all electronic submissions shall be in PDF
format or another read-only format that maintains the documents' security
and integrity.
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6.6.5 The MCO shall also file, within seventy-five (75) calendar days
follovying the end of each calendar year, certified copies of the annual statement
and reports as prescribed and adopted by the NHID.

6.6.6 The MCO shall file within sixty (60) calendar days following the end of
each Miendar quarter, quarterly financial reports in form and content as
prescribed by the NAIC.

6.7 Member LiabilttY

6.7.1 The MCO shall not hold MCM Members liable for:

6.7.1.1 The MCO's debts, in the event of the MCO's Insolvency:
6.7.1.2 The Covered Services'provided to the Member, for which the
State does not pay the MCO;

6.7.1.3 The Covered Services provided to the Member, for which the
State, or the MCO does not pay the individual or health care Provider that
furnishes the services under a contractual, referral, or other arrangement;

6.7.1.4 Payments for Covered Services fumished under an agreement
referral, or other arrangement, to the extent that those payments are iri
excess of the amount that the Member would owe if the MCO provided
those services directly. [42 CFR 438.106(a)-(c); section 1932(b)(6) of the
Social Security Act; 42 CFR 438.3(k); 42 CFR 438.230]

6.7.2 The MCO shall provide assurances satisfactory to DHHS that its
provision apinst the risk of insolvency is adequate to ensure that Medicaid
Mernbers shall not be liable for the MCO's debt if the MCO becomes insolvent
[42 CFR 438.116(a)]

6.7.3 Subcontractors and Referral Providers may not bill Members any
am^nt greater than would be owed if the entity provided the services directly

"^2 CFR 438.106(c); 42 CFR 438.3(k); 42 CFR '
438.230; 42 CFR 438.204(a); SMDL 12/30/97].
6.7.4 The MCO shall cover services to Members for the period for which
payment has been made, as well as for inpatient admissions up until discharge
dunng insolvency. [SMM 2086.6B]

,  6.7.5 The MCO shall meet DHHS's solvency standards for private health
maintenance organizations, or be licensed or certified by DHHS as a risk-bearing
entity. [Section 1903(m)(1) of the Social Security Act; 42 CFR 438.116(b)]

6.8 Denial of Pavment

, f'®'! Payments provided for under the Agreement shall be denied for new
Members when, and for so long as. payment for those Members is denied by
CMS. '
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6.8.2 ■ CMS may deny payment to the State for new Members if its
determination is not timely contested by the MCO. [42 CFR 438.726(b); 42 CFR
438.730(e)(1){ii)]

6.9 Federal Matching Funds

6.9.1 Federal matching funds are not available for amounts expended for
Providers excluded by Medicare, Medicaid, or CHIP, except for Emergency
Services. [42 CFR 431.55(h) and 42 CFR 438.808; 1128(b)(8) and
Section1903(i)(2) of the SSA; SMDL 12/30/97]

6.9.2 Payments made to such Providers are subject to recoupment from the
MCObyDHHS.

6.10 Health Insurance Providers Fee

6.10.1 The Affordable Care Act imposed an annual fee on health insurance
Providers beginning in 2014 ("Annual Fee").

6.10.2 The MCO is res^nsible for a percentage of the Annual Fee for all
health insurance Providers as determined by the ratio of MCQ's net written
premiums for the preceding year compared to the total net written premiums of
all entities subject to the Annual Fee for the same year.

6.10.3 To the extent such fees exist and DHHS is legally obligated to pay
such fees under Federal law:

6.10.3.1 The State shall reimburse the MCO for the amount of the Annual

Fee specifically aliocable to the premiums paid during the Term of this
Agreement for each calendar year or part thereof, including an adjustment
for the full impact of the nQn-ded'uctibij[tv^the Annual Fee for federal and

—: state tax purposesr-including income and excise taxes ("Contra'ctor's
Adjusted Fee")

6.IO.I2 The MCO's Adjusted Fee shall be determined based on the final
notification of the Annual Fee amount the MCO or the MCO's parent
receives from the United States Internal Revenue Service.

5.10.3.3 The State shall provide reimbursement no later than one
hundred and twenty (120) business days following its review and
acceptance of the MCO's Adjusted Fee.

6.10.3.4 To claim reimbursement for the MCO's Adjusted Fee, the MCO
— - shall-submit-a certified copy-of its full-Annual-Fee assessment-within-sixty

(60) business days of receipt, together with the allocation of the Annual
Fee attributable specifically to its premiums under this Agreement.

6.10.3.5 The MCO shall also submit the calculated adjustment for the
impact of non-deductibility of the Annual Fee attributable specifically to its
premiums, and any other data deemed necessary by the State to validate
the reimbursement amount.
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flithof'?tc submitted'under the signatures of
f  Officer or CEO/Executive Director, certifying theaccuracy, truthfulness and completeness of the data provided.

6-11 Third Partv LlabllitY

f°'" all Covered Servicesin accordance with federal regulations.

mlli implement policies and procedures tomeet its obligations regarding TPL. [42 CFR 433 Sub D; 42 CFR 447.20]

and^^st l-^Plementing cost avoidarrce
6.11.4 The MCO shall be responsible for making every reasonable effort to
determine the liable third party to pay for services rendered and cost avoid and/or
recover any such liabilities from the third party.

MCoLh P^°P®dure audits of ttieMCO and Its Subcontractors per Agreement year.

fnlinnM , ';i°"'=°'^PllP"P® CAPs Issued duo to deficiencies may resuitin liquidated damages as outlined in Exhibit N.

6.^1.6 The MCO shall have one (1) dedicated contact person for DHHS for

6J1,7 DHHS and/or its actuary shall identify a market-expected median TPL
appropriate amount from the gross medicalcosts included in the DHHS Capitation Payment rate setting process.

^tJ;?ii recoveiy amounts, even those greater than identified in therate cells, shall be retained by the MCO.

Subcontractors shall comply with all regulations andState laws related to TPL, including but not limited to:

6.11.9.1 42 CFR 433.138;

6.11.9.2 42 CFR 433.139; and

6.11.9.3 RSA167:14-a.

6.11,10 Cost Avoidance

ri.'lloch Ih® and its Subcontractors performing ciaims processingduties shali be responsibie for cost avoidance through the Coordination of
inrr* H h ? insurance resources^c uding tjut not iimited to Medicare, private health insurance, Employees
Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERiSA), 29 U.S.C. 1396a(a)(251
plans and workers compensation. \ f\ /
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6.11.10.2 The-MCO shall establish claims edits and deny payment of
claims when active Medicare or active private insurance exists at the time
the claim is adjudicated and the claim does not reflect payment from the
other payer.

6.11.10.3 The MCO shall deny payment on a claim that has been denied
by Medicare or private insurance when the reason for denial is the
Provider or Member's failure to follow prescribed procedures including, but
not limited to, failure to obtain Prior Authorization or tirriely claim filing.

6.11.10.4 The MCO shall establish claim edits to ensure claims with

Medicare or private insurance denials are properly denied by the MCO.

6.11.10.5 The MCO shall make its own independent decisions about
approving claims for payment that have been denied by the private
insurance or Medicare if either:

6.11.10.5.1 The primary payer does not cover the services and the
MCO does; or

6.11.10.5.2 The service was denied as not Medically Necessary
and the-Provider followed the dispute resolution and/or Appeal
Process of the private insurance or Medicare and the denial was
upheld.

6.11.10.6 If a claim is denied by the MCO based on active Medicare or
active private insurance, the MCO shall provide the Medicare or private
insurance information to the Provider.

6.11.10.7 To ensure the MCO is cost avoiding, the MCO shall implement a
file-transfer ; protocol between DHHS MMIS and the MCO's MClS .to
receive-'and -send-Medicare -and-private-lnsurance information-and-other-
information as required pursuant to 42 ChK

■ 6.11:10:8 The MCO shall Implement a nightly file transfer-protocol with its
Subcontractors to ;ensure Medicare, private health insurance, ERISA, 29
U.S.C. 1396a(a)(25) plans, and workers compensation policy information
is updated and utilized to ensure claims are properly denied for Medicare
or private insurance.

6.11.10.9 The MCO shall establish, and shall ensure its Subcontractors
utilize, monthly electronic data matches with private insurance companies
(Medical and pharmacy) that sell insurance in the State to obtain current
and~accurate~pnyate-insurance-information-for -their -Members.—This -

provision may be satisfied by a contract with a third-party vendor to the
MCO or its Subcontractors. Notwithstanding the above, the MCO remains
solely responsible for meeting the requirement.

6.11.10.10Upon audit, the MCO shall demonstrate with written
documentation that good faith efforts were made to establish data
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•matching agreements with insurers selling In the State who have refused
to participate In data matching agreements with the MOO.

6.11.10.11 The MCO shall maintain the following private Insurance data
within their system for all insurance policies that a Member may have and
Include for each policy:

6.11.10.11.1 Member's first and last name;

6.11.10.11.2 Member's policy number;

6.11.10.11.3 Member's group number, if available;

6.11.10.11.4 Policyholder's first and last name;

6.11.10.11.5 Policy coverage type to include at a minimum:

6.11.10.11.5.1. Medical coverage (including, mental
health, DME, Chiropractic, skilled nursing, home
health, or other health coverage not listed below). •

6.11.10.11.5.2. Hospital coverage,

6.11.10.11.5.3. Pharrnacy coverage,

6.11.10.11.5.4. Dental coverage, and

6.11.10.11.5.5. Vision Coverage;

6.11.10.11.6 Begin date of insurance: and

6.11.10.11.7 End date of insurance (when terminated).

6.11.10.12The MCO shall submit any new, changed, or terminated private
Insurance data to OHMS through file transfer on a weekly basis.

6.11.10.13The MCO shall not cost avoid claims for preventive pediatric
services (Including EPSDT), that is covered under the Medicaid State Plan
per 42 CFR 433.139(b)(3).

.6.11.10.14 The MCO shall pay all preventive pediatric services and collect
reimbursement from private insurance after the claim adjudicates.

6.11.10.15 The MCO shall pay the Provider for the Member's private
insurance cost sharing (Copays arid deductlbles) up to the MCO Provider
contract allowable.

6,11.10.16On a quarterly basis, the MCO shall submit a cost avoidance
summary, as described in Exhibit O.

6.11.10.17This report shall reflect the number of claims and dollar amount
avoided by private Insurance and Medicare for all types of coverage as
follows:
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6.11.10.17.1 Medical coverage (Including, mental health, DME,
Chiropractic, skilled nursing, home health, or other health coverage
not listed below);

6.11.10.17.2 Hospital coverage;

6.11.10.17.3 Pharmacy coverage;

6.11.10.17.4 Dental coverage; and

6.11.10.17.5 Vision coverage.

6.11.11 Post Payment Recovery

6.11.11.1 Definitions

6.11.11.1.1 Pay and Chase means recovery of claims paid in which
Medicare or private insurance was not known at the time the claim
was adjudicated.

6.11.11.1.2 Subrogation means personal injury, liability insurance,
automobile/home insurance, or accident indemnity insurance

a third.par^ may be liable.

6.11.11.2 Pay arid Chase Private Insurance

6.11.11.2.1 If private Insurance exists for services provided and
paid by the MCO, but was not knovvn by the MCO at time the claim
was adjudicated, then .the MCO shall pursue recovery of funds
expended from the private Insurance company.

6.11.11.2.2 The MCO shall submit quarterly recovery reports, in
accordance with Exhibit O. , -

6.11.11.2.3 These reports—shall—reflect—detail—and—summary-
- — - - -information-of-the-MCO's-collection-efforts-and-recovery from

Medicare arid private irisurance for all typ^of coverage as follov^:

6.11.11.2.3.1. Medical coverage (including, mental
health, DME, Chiropractic, skilled nursing, home
health, or another other health coverage not listed
t>elow);

6.11.11.2.3.2. Hospital coverage:

6.11.11.2.3.3. Pharmacy coverage;

6.11.11.2.3.4. Dental coverage; and

6.11.11.2.3.5. Vision Coverage.

6.11.11.2.4 The MCO shall have eight (8) months from the original
paid date to recover funds from private Insurance.

^  6.11.11.2.4.1. If funds have not tieen recovered by
that date, DHHS has the sole and exclusive right to
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pursue, collect, and retain funds from private
insurance.

6.11.11.2.5The MCO shall treat funds recovered from, private
Insurance as offsets to the claims payments by posting within the
claim system.

6.11.11.2.5.1. The MCO shall post all payments to
claim level detail by Member.

6.11.11.2.5.2. Any Overpayment by private Insurance
can be applied to other claims not paid or covered by
private insurance for the same Member.

6.11.11.2.5.3. Amounts beyond a Member's
outstanding claims shall be returned to the Member.

6.11.11.2.6The MCO and its Subcontractors shall not deny or
delay approval of otherwise covered treatment or services based
on TPL considerations, nor bill or pursue collection from a Member
for services.

6.11.11.2.7 The MCO may neither unreasonably delay payment nor
deny payment of claims unless the probable existence of TPL is
established at the time the claim is adjudicated. [42 CFR 433 Sub
D; 42 CFR 447.20]

6.11.11.3 Subrogation Recoveries

6.11.11.3.1 The MCO shall be responsible for pursuing recoveries
of claims paid when there is an accident or trauma in which there Is
a third party liable, such as automobile insurance, malpractice,
lawsuit, including class action lawsuits.

6.11.11.3.2The MCO shall act upon any infomiation from
Insurance carriers or attomeys regarding potential subrogation
cases. The MCO shall be required to seek Subrogation amounts
regardless of the amount believed to be available as required by
federal Medicaid guidelines.

6.11.11.3.3 The MCO shall establish detailed policies and
procedures for determining, processing, and recovering funds
based on accident and trauma Subrogation cases.

6.11.11.3.4 The MCO shall submit its policies and procedures,
including those related to their case tracking system as described
In Section 6.11.11.3.6, to DHHS for approval during the readiness
review process. The MCO shall have in its policies and procedures,
at a minimum, the following:

6.11.11.3.4.1. The MCO shall establish a paid claims
review process based on diagnosis and trauma codes
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to identify claims that may constitute an accident or
trauma in which there may be a liable third party.

6.11.11.3.4.2. The claims required to be identified, at
a minimum, should include ICD-10 diagnosis codes
related to accident or injury and claims wth an accident
trauma indicator of "Y".

6.11.11.3.4.3. The MCO shall present a list of ICD-10
diagnostic codes to DHHS for approval in identifying
claims for review.

6.11.11.3.4.4. DHHS reserves the right to require
specific codes be reviewed by MCO.

6.11.11.3.4.5. The MCO shall establish a monthly
process to request additional information from
Members to determine If there is a liable third party for
anyaccident or trauma related claims by establishing a
questionnaire to be sent to Members.

6.11.11.3.4.6." The MCO shall submit a report of
questionnaires generated and sent as described In
Exhibit 0.

6.11.11.3.4.7. The MCO shall establish timeframes
and claim logic for.determining when additional letters
to Members should be sent relating to specific accident
diagnosis codes and indictors.

6.11;-11.3.4.8. The MCO shall respond to accident
referrals and lien request within "twentv-on'e f2n'

of th^noWce per RSA 16J;14-a.
6.11.11,3.5The MCO shall establish" a case tracking system to
monitor and manage Subrogation cases.

6.11.11.3.6 This system shaii allow for reporting of case status at
the request of DHHS, GIG, CMS, and any of their designees. The
tracking system shaii, at a minimurri, maintain the foiiowing record:

6.11.11.3.6.1. Date inquiry letter sent to Member, if
applicable;

6.11.11.3.6.2. Date ihqoiiy"letter'feceived back' from
Member, if applicable;

6.11.11.3.6.3. Date of contact with insurance
company, attomey, or Member informing the MCO of
anacddent;

6.11.11.3.6.4. Date case is established;

)  ,
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6.11.11.3.6.5. Date of incident;

6.11.11.3.6.6. Reason for incident;

6.11.11.3.6.7. Claims associated with incident:

6.11.11.3.6.8. All corespondence and dates;

6.11.11.3.6.9. Case comments by date;

6.11.11.3.6.10. Lien amount and date updated;

6.11.11.3.6.11. Settlement amount;

6.11.11.3.6.12. Date settlement funds received; and

6.11.11.3.6.13. Datecaseclosed.

6.11.11.3.7The MCO shall submit Subrogation reports In
accordance with Exhibit O. [42 CFR 433 Sub D; 42 CFR 447.20]

6.11.11.3.8 DHHS shall Inform the MCO of any claims related to an
MCO Subrogation cases.

6.11.11.3.9 The MCO shall submit to DHHS any and all Information
regarding the case if DHHS also has a Subrogation lien.

6.11.11.3.10 DHHS claims shall be paid first in any dual
Subrogation settlement.

6.11.11.3.11 The MCO shall submit to DHHS for approval any
Subrogation proposed settlement agreement that is less than
eighty percent (80%) of the total lien in which the MCO intends to
accept prior to acceptance of the isettlement.

6.11.11.3.12 DHHS shall have twenty (20) business days to
review the case once the MCO provides all relevant information as
determined by DHHS to approve the settlement from date received
from the MCO.

6.11.11.3.13 If DHHS does not respond within twenty (20)
business days, the MCO may proceed with settlement.

6.11.11.3.14 If DHHS does not approve of the settlement
agreement, then DHHS may work with the MCO and other parties
on the settlement.

6.11.11.3.15 DHHS shall have exclusive rights to pursue
subrogations in which the MCO does not have an active
subrogation case within one hundred and eighty (180) calendar
days of receiving a referral, of sending the first questionnaire as
referenced in 6.11.11.3.4.5 of this Section, or of claim paid date if
no action was taken since claims paid date.
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6.11.11.3.16 In the event that there are outstanding
Subrogation settlements at the time of Agreement termination, the
MCO shall assign DHHS all rights to such cases to complete and
collect on those Subrogation settlements.

6.11.11.3.17 DHHS shall retain all recoveries after Agreement
termination.

6.11.11.3.18 The MCO shall treat funds recovered due to
Subrogation, if not processed as part of claims, outside of the
claims processing system as offsets to medical expenses for the
purpose of reporting.

6.11.11.4 Medicare

6.11.11.4.1 The MCO shall be responsible for coordinating benefits
for dually eligible Members, if applicable.

6.11.11.4.2 The MCO shall enter into a Coordination of Benefits
Agreement (COBA) for NH with Medicare and participate in the
automated crossover process. [42 CFR 438.3(t)]

6.11.11.4.3 A newly contracted MCO shall have ninety (90)
calendar days from the start of this Agreement to establish and
start file transfers with COBA.

6.11.11.4.4 The MCO and its Subcontractors shall establish claims
edits to ensure that: •

6.11.11.4.4.1. Claims covered by Medicare part D are
dem^ when a Member has an active Medicare part A

- - or MedicaVe part B; ..

6.11.11.4.4.2. Claims covered by Medicare part B are
denied when a Member has an active Medicare part B^
and

6.11.11.4.4.3. The MCO treats Members with
Medicare part C as if they had Medicare part A and
Medicare part B and shaii estabiish ciaims edits and
deny part D for those part C Members.

6.11.11.4.5 If Medicare was not known or active at the time a claim
was adjudicated but was determined active or retroactive at a later

■ datevthe"MCO shall recoup funds'from the Provider^ndTBquire the
Provider to pursue Medicare payment for all claim types except
Medicare part D.

6.11.11.4.5.1. The MCO shall pursue collection for
Medicare Part D from the Medicare Part D plan.
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6.11.11.4.6 If Medicare was not known or active at the time a claim
was submitted by a Provider to the MCO, but was determined
active or retroactive subsequent to the MCO's payment of the
claim, the MCO shall, recoup funds from the Provider and the
Provider may pursue Medicare payment, except for Medicare Part
D, for all claim types, provided the claims remain within the timely
filing requirements.

6.11.11.4.6.1. The MCO shall pursue collection for
Medicare Part D from the Medicare Part D plan.

6.11.1i.4.7The MCO shall contact DHHS If Members' claims were
'  denied due to the lack of active Medicare part D or Medicare part

B.

6.11.11.4.8 The MCO shall pay applicable Medicare coinsurance
and deductible amounts as outlined In Section 6.4 (Financial
Responsibility for Duai-Eligible Members). These payments are
included In the calculated Capitation Payment.

6.11.11.4.9 The MCO shall pay any wrap around services not
covered by Medicare that are services under the Medicaid State
Plan Amendment and this Agreement.

6.11.11.5 Estate Recoveries

6.11.11.5.1 DHHS shall be solely responsible for estate recovery
activities and shall retain all funds recovered through these
activities.

7  TERMINATION OF AGREEMENT

7.1 Termination for Cause

7.1.1 DHHS shall have the right to terminate this Agreement, in whole or In
part, without liability to the State, If the MCO:

7.1.1.1 Takes any action or fails to prevent an action that threatens the
health, safety or welfare of any Member, including significant Marketing
abuses;

7.1.1.2 Takes any action that threatens the fiscal integrity of the
Medicaid program;

7.1.1.3 Has its certification suspended or revoked by any federal agency
and/or Is federally debarred or excluded from federal procurement and/or
non-procurement agreement;

7.1.1.4 Materially breaches this Agreement or fails to comply with any
tenn or condition, of this Agreement that is not cured within twenty (20)
business days of DHHS's notice and written request for compliance;
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7.1.1.5 Violates State or federal law or regulation;

7.1.1.6 Fails to carry out a substantive term or terms of this Agreement
that is not cured within twenty (20) business days of DHHS's notice and
written request for compliance;

7.1.1.7 Becomes insolvent;

7.1.1.8 Fails to meet applicable requirements in Sections 1932, 1903
(m) and 1905(t) of the Social Security Act.; [42 CFR 438.708(a); 42 CFR
438.708(b): sections 1903(m); 1905(t); 1932 of the Social Security Act]

7.1.1.9 Receives a "going concern" finding in an annual financial report
or Indications that creditors are unwilling or unable to continue to provide
goods, services or financing or any other indication of Insolvency; or

7.1.1.10 Brings a proceeding voluntarily, or has a proceeding brought
against it involuntarily under Title 11 of the U.S. Code.

7.2 Termination for Other Reasons

.1!?®. M?Q ^^^® "9^^^ to terminate this Agreement if DHHS
faiis to make agreed-upon payments in a timely manner,or fails to comply with
any material term or condition of this Agreernent, provided that, DHHS has not
cured such deficiency within sixty (60) business days of Its receipt of written
notice of such deficiency.

7.2.2 This Agreement may be terminated for convenience by either the
MOO or DHHS as of the last day of any month upon no less than one-hundred
twenty (120) business days prior written notice to the other party.

7.2.3 _ _N6twithstahding Section 7.2.2, This AgreenTerit^mayl be terinhinated
Immediately by Di li IS If federal-
becomes unavailable or-lf State funds sufficient-to-fulfill its-obligations of-DHHS
heWridefare TK)t apT>ropated by the Legislature. In eithef everlt, DHHS shall
give MOO prompt written notice of such termination.

7.2.4 Notwithstanding the above, the MOO shall not be relieved of liability to
DHHS or damages sustained bv virtue of anv breach of this Aqreement by the
MOO.

7.2.5 Upon termination, all documents, data, and reports prepared by the
MOO under this Agreement shall become the property of and be delivered to
DHHS..imraediatelyj3n_dem.an<l

7.2.6 DHHS may terminate this Agreement, in whole or In part, and place
Members Into a different MOO or provide Medicaid benefits through other
Medicaid State Plan Authority, if DHHS determines that the MOO has failed to
carry out the substantive' terms of this Agreement or meet the applicable
requirements of Sections 1932,1903(m) or 1905(t) of the Social Security Act. [42
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CFR 438.708(a): 42 CFR 438.708(b); sections 1903(m); 1905(t); 1932 of the
Social Security Act].

7.2.6.1 In such event, Section 4.7.9 (Access to Providers During
Transition of Care) shall apply.

(

7.3 Claims Responsibilities

7.3.1 The MOO shall be fully responsible for alj inpatient care services and
all related services authorized while the Member was an inpatient until the day of
discharge from the hospital.

7.3.2 The MOO shall be financially responsible for all other authorized
services when the service is provided on or before the last day of the Closeout
Period (defined in Section 7.7.3 (Service Authorization/Continuity of Care) below,
or if the service is provided through the date of discharge.

7.4 Final Obligations

7.4.1 DHHS may withhold payments to the MCO, to the reasonable extent it
deems necessary, to ensure that all final financial obligations of the MCO have
beeri satisfied. Such withheld payments may be used as a set-off and/or applied
to the MCb's outstanding final financial obligations.

7.4.2 If all financial obligations of the MCO have been satisfied, amounts
due to the MCO for unpaid premiums, risk settlement, High Dollar Stop Loss,
shall be paid to the MCO within one (1) year of . date of termination of the
Agreement.

7.5 Survival of Terms

7.5.1 Termination or expiration of this Agreement for any reason shall not
release either the MCO or DHHS from any liabilities or obligations set forth in this
Agreement that:

7.5.1.1- The parties have expressly agreed shall survive any such
termination or expiration; or

7.5.1.2 Arose prior to the effective date of termination and remain to be
performed or by their nature would be intended to be applicable following
any such termination or expiration, or obliges either party by law or
regulation.

7.6 Agreement Closeout

7.6.1 . Period

7.6.1.1 DHHS shall have the right to define the close out period in each
event of termination, and such period shall take irito consideration factors
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such as the reason for the termination and the timeframe necessary to
transfer Members.

7.6.1.2 During the closeout period, the MCO shall work cooperatively
with, and supply program Information to, any subsequent MCO and'DHHS.

7.6.1.3 Both the program information and the working relationships
between the two MCOs shall be defined by DHHS.

7.6.2 Data

7.6.2.1 The MCO shall be responsible for the provision of necessary
Information and records, whether a part of the MClS or compiled and/or
stored elsewhere, including but not limited to Encounter Data, to the new
MCO and/or DHHS during the closeout period to ensure a smooth
transition of responsibility.

7.6.2.2 The new MCO and/or DHHS shall define the Information
required from the MCO during this period and the time frames for
submission.

7.6.2.3 . AIJ data and information provided by the MCO shall be
accompanied by letters, signed by the responsible authority, certifying to
the accuracy and completeness of the materials supplied. ,

7.6.2.4 The MCO shall transmit the information and records required
under this Section within the time frames required by DHHS.

7.6.2.5 DHHS shall have the right, in its sole discretion, to require
updates to these data at regular intervals.

7.6.2.6 The MCO shall be responsible for continued submission of data
to the CHIS duririg arid after the trarisitidh in'accbrdanc"e~with NHin
regulations _ _ _

7.6.3 SeTvice'AuthorlzMlori/CohtinijIty of Care

7.6.3.1 Effective fourteen (14) calendar days prior to the last day of the
closeout period, the MCO shall work cooperatively with DHHS and/or its
designee to process service authorization requests received.

7.6.3.1.1 Disputes between the MCO and DHHS and/or its
designee regarding service authorizations shall be resolved by
DHHS in its sole discretion.

■7.6.3.2 ■ "The MCO'shair-give written notice "to "DHHS'of all service
authorizations that are not decided upon by the MCO within fourteen (14)
calendar days prior to the last day of the closeout period..

7)6.3.2.1 Untimely sen/ice authorizations constitute a denial and
are thus adverse actions [42 CFR 438.404(c)(5)].
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7.6.3.3 The Member has access to services consistent with the access
they previously had, and Is permitted to retain their current Provider for the
period referenced in Section 4;7.9 (Access to Provider^ During Transitions
of Care) for the transition timeframes if that Provider is not in the new
MCO's network of Participating Providers.

7.6.3.4 The Member shall be referred to appropriate Participating
Providers. ®

7.6.3.5 The MOO that was previously serving the Member, fully and
timely complies with requests for historical utilization data from the new
MOO In compliance with State and federal law.

7.6.3.6 Consistent with State and federal law. the Members new
Provider(s) are able to obtain copies of the Member's medical records as
appropriate.

7.6.3.7 Any other necessary procedures as specified by thd HHS
Secretary to ensure continued access to services to prevent serious
detriment to the Member's health or reduce the risk of hospitalizatlon or
institutionalization.

7.6.3.8 DHHS shall make any other transition of care requirements
pubiically available.
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This Agreement is reimbursed on a per member per month capitation rate for the Agreement
term, subject to all conditions contained within Exhibit A. Accordingly, no maximum or minimum
product volume is guaranteed. Any quantities set forth in this contract are estimates only. The
Contractor agrees to serve all members in each category of eligibility who enroll with this
Contractor for covered sen/ices. Capitation payment rates for SPY 2020 are as follows:

July 1.2019-June 30.2020

Medicaid Care Management
Base Population Capitation Rate
Low Income uniidren and Adults - Age 0-11 Months 241.63
Low Income Children and Adults - Age 1-18 Years 155.32—
Low Income Children and Adults - Age 19+ Years " 497.14
Foster Care I Adoption " 357 49—
Severely Disabled Children ^ 1,265.07—
Elderly and Disabled Adults ' 1^212.64—
Elderly and Disabled Adults 65+ ^ " - 1*066.35—
Dual Eligible *266.03
Newborn Kick Payment ' 3.310.03—
Maternity Kick Payment ^ ^ 2!961.13—
Neonatal Abstinence Syndrome Kick Payment 5,034.25—

Behavioral Health Population Capitation Rate
Severe/Persistent Mental Illness-Medicaid Only 2.515.44
Severe / Persistent Mental Illness - Dual Eligible ^ ^ 1,810.34—
Severe Mental Illness - Medicaid Only 1,636.84
Severe Mental Illness - Dual Eligible ' 1219.60—
Low Utilizer - Medicaid Only 1750.38—
Low-Uti!izer.f=.Dual Eligible • • -'75522—
~ ~ 98i:79~

Medicaid Expansion Population- Granite Advantage Health Care Capitation Rate
Medically Frail 1,025.07
Non-Medically Frail 552.80—

For c5Cm of tno subssquGnt y8ars of tho Agrsomsnt, actuarially sound psr Member, per month
capitated rates shall be paid as calculated and certified by DHFIS's actuary, subject to approval by
CMS and Govemor and Executive Council.

Any rate.adjustm^ls be subject to the availability of State appropriations.

2. Price Limitation
This Agreement is one of multiple contracts that will serve the New Hampshire Medicaid Care
Management Program. The estimated member months, for State Fiscal Year 2020, to be served
among all contracts Is 2,108,199. Accordingly, the total price limitation forSFY 2020 among all
contracts is $924,150,000 based on the projected members per month. The price
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limitation for subsequent years within the Term will be provided following calculation of rates for
each subsequent year.

3. Health Insurance Providers Fee
Section 901 Oof the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act Pub. L No. 111-148 (124 Stat.
119 (2010)), as amended by Section 10905 of PPACA, and as further amended by Section
1406 of the Health Care and Education Reconciliation Act of 2010, Pub. L. No. 111 -152 (124
Stat. 1029 (2010)) imposes an annuai fee on health Insurance providers beginning in 2014
("Annual Fee"). Contractor Is responsible for a percentage of the Annual Fee for all health
insurance providers as determined by the ratio of Contractor's net written premiums for the.
preceding year compared to the total net written premiums of all entities subject to the Annual
Fee for the same year.

The State shall reimburse the Contractor for the amount of the Annual Fee specifically allocable
to the premiums paid during this Contract Term for each calendar year or part thereof, Including
an adjustment for the full impact of the non-deductlbility of the Annual Fee for Federal and state
tax purposes, including income and excise taxes ("Contractor's Adjusted Fee"). The
Contractor's Adjusted Fee shall be determined based on the final notification of the Annual Fee
amount Contractor or Contractor's parent receives from the United States Intefnal Revenue
Service. The State will provide reimbursement within 30 days following its review and
acceptance of the Contractor's Adjusted Fee.

To claim reimbursement for the Contractor's Adjusted Fee the Contractor must submit a
certified copy of its full Annual Fee assessment within 60 days of receipt, together with the
allocation of the Annual Fee attributable specifically to its premiums under this Contract. The
Contractor must also submit the calculated adjustment for the Impact of non-deductibility of the
Annual Fee attributable specifically to its premiums under this Contract, and any other data
deemed necessary by the State to validate the reimbursement amount. These materials shall
be submitted under the signatures of either Its Financial Officer or Executive leadership (e.g..
President, Chief Executive Office, Executive Director), certifying the accuracy, truthfulness and
completeness of the data provided.

Questions regarding payment(s) should be addressed to;
Attn: Medicaid Finance Director

New Hampshire Medicaid Managed Care Program
129 Pleasant Street

Concord, NH 03301
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SPECIAL PRnviRinMfi

Contractors Obligations: The Contractor covenants and agrees that all funds received by the Contractor
under the uoniraci snail be used oniy as payrneni to the ODntractor for services provided to eligible
Individuals and. in the furtherance of the aforesaid covenants, the Contractor hereby covenants and
agrees as follows:

1. Compliance with Federal and State Laws: If.th^^jContractor is permitted to determine the eligibility
of individuals such eligibility determination shall be made in accordance with applicable federal and
state laws, regulations, orders, guidelines, policies and procedures.

2. Time and Manner of Determination: Eligibility determinations shall be made on forms provided by
the Department for that purpose and shall be made and remade at such times as are prescribed by
the Department.

3. Documentation: In addition to the determination forms required by the Department, the Contractor
shall maintain a data file on each recipient of services hereunder, which file shall include all
Information necessary to support an eligibility determination and such other information as the
Department requests. The Contractor shall furnish the Department with all forms and documentation
regarding eligibility determinations that the Department may request or require.

4. Fair Hearings: The Contractor understands that all applicants for services hereunder, as well as
Individuals declared Ineligible have a right to a fair hearing regarding that determination. The

covenants and agrees that all applicants for services shall be permitted to fill out
an application form and that each"applicant or re-applicant shall be Ihfdrrhed of his/her right to' a fair
hearing In accordance with Department regulations.

5. Gratuities or Kickbacks: The Contractor agrees that It is a breach of this Contract to accept or
make a payment, gratuity or offer of employment on behalf of the Contractor, any Sub-Contractor or
the State in order to Influence the performance of the Scope of Work detailed in Exhibit A of this
Contract. The State may terminate this Contract and any sut>-cpntract or sub-agreement If it Is
determined that payments, gratuities or offers of employment of any kind were offered or received by

9! Sub-Contj^ctqr.

- - otherdocument.-contractor-understanding.-lt is expressly understood andagreed-by the parties
hereto, that no payments will be made hereunder to reimburse the Contractor for costs incurred for
any purpose or for any services provided to any individual prior to the Effective Date of the Contract
and no payments shall be made for expenses incurred by the Contractor for any services provided
prior to the date on which the individual applies for services or (except as otherwise provided by the
federal regulations) prior to a determination that the Individual is eligible for such services.

7. Conditions of Purchase: Notwthstanding anything to the contrary contained in the Contract, nothing
herein contained shall be deemed to obligate or require the Department to purchase services
hereunder at a rate which reimburses the Contractor in excess of the Contractors costs, at a rate

.  -Ayhisti.ej^edsihe-amflJLnisieaiQ.nabie.arid necessarv to assure the quajjty sucfLSfirvlce. orata
rate which exceeds the rate charged by the Contractor to ineligible Individuals or other third party
funders for such service. If at any time during the term of this Contract or after receipt of the Final
Expenditure Report hereunder. the Department shall determine that the Contractor has used
payments hereunder to reimburse Items of expense other than such costs, or has received payment
In excess of such costs or In excess of such rates charged by the Contractor to Ineligible Individuals
or other third party funders, the Department may elect to:

7.1. Renegotiate the rates for payment hereunder, in which event new rates shall be established;
7.2. Deduct from any future payment to the Contractor the amount of any prior relmbursementin'

excess of costs;
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7.3. Demand repayment of the excess payment by the Contractor in which event failure to make
such repayment shall constitute an Event of Default hereunder. When the Contractor is
permitted to determine the eligibility of individuals for services, the Contractor agrees to
reimburse the Department for all funds paid by the Department to the Contractor for services
provided to any individual who is found by the Department to Ije Ineligible for such services at
any time during the period of retention of records established herein.

RECORDS: MAINTENANCE, RETENTION, AUDIT, DISCLOSURE AND CONFIDENTIALITY:

8. Maintenance of Records: In addition to the eligibility records specified above, the Contractor
covenants and agrees to maintain the following records during the Contract Period:

8.1. Fiscal Records: books, records, documents and other data evidencing and reflecting all costs
and other expenses Incurred by the Contractor in the performance of the Contract, and ail
income received or collected by the Contractor during the Contract Period, said records to be
maintained in accordance with accounting procedures and practices which sufficiently and
properly reflect all such costs and expenses, and which are acceptable to the Department, and
to include, without limitation, all ledgers, books, records, and original evidence of costs such as
purchase requisitions and orders, vouchers, requisitions for materials, inventories, valuations of
in-kind contributions, labor time cards, payrolls, and other records requested or required by the
Department.

8.2. Statistical Records: Statistical, enrollment, attendance or visit records for each recipient of
services during the Contract Period, which records shall include all records of application and
eligibility (including all forms required to determine eligibility for each such recipient), records
regarding the provision of services and all Invoices submitted to the Department to obtain
payment for such services.

8.3. Medical Records: Where appropriate and as prescribed by the Department regulations, the
Contractor shall retain medical records on each patient/recipient of services.

9. Audit: Contractor shall submit an annual audit to the Department within 60 days after the close of the
agency fiscal year. It Is recommended that the report be prepared In accordance with the provision of
Office of Management and Budget Circular A-133, "Audits of States, Local Governments, and Non
Profit Organizations" and the provisions of Standards for Audit of Governmental Organizations,
Programs, Activities and Functions, Issued by the US General Accounting Office (GAO standards) as
they pertain to financial compliance audits.

9.1. Audit and Review: During the term of this Contract and the period for retention hereunder, the
Department, the United States Department of Health and Human Sen/Ices, and any of their
designated representatives shall have access to all reports and records maintained pursuantto
the Contract for purposes of audit, examination, excerpts and transcripts.

9.2. Audit Liabilities: In addition to and not in any way in limitation of obligations of the Contract, It Is
understood and agreed by the Contractor that the Contractor shall be held liable for any state
or federal audit exceptions and shall return to the Department, all payments made under the
Contract to which exception has been taken or which have been disallowed because of such an
exception.

10. Confidentiality of Records: All information, reports, and records maintained hereunder or collected
In connection with the performance of the services and the Contract shall be confidential and shallnot
be disclosed by Uie Contractor, provided however, that pursuant to state laws and the regulations of
the Department regarding the use and disclosure of such Information, disclosure may be made to
public officials requiring such information in connection with their official duties and for purposes
directly connected to the administration of the senrices and the Contract; and provided further, that
the use or disclosure by any party of any information conceming a recipient for any purpose not
directly connected with the administration of the Department or the Contractor's responsibilities with
respect to purchased services hereunder Is prohibited except on written consent of the recipient, his
attorney or guardian.
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Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained herein the covenants and conditions contained in
the Paragraph shall survive the termination of the. Contract for any reason whatsoever.

1 1. keporis: hscai ana Statisticairrhe Contractor' agrees to submit the following reports at thetdllowing
times If requested by the Department.
11.1. Interim Financial Reports: Written Interim financial reports containing a detailed description of

all costs and non-allowable expenses incurred by the Contractor to the date of the report and
containing such other information as shall be deemed satisfactory by the Department to
justify the rate of payment hereunder, Such Financial Reports shall be submitted on the form
designated by the Department or deemed satisfactory by the Department.

11.2. Final Report: A final report shall be submitted within thirty (30) days after the end of the term
of this Contract. The Final Report shall be In a form satisfactory to the Department and shall
contain a summary statement of progress toward goals and objectives stated in the Proposal
and other Information required by the Department.

12. Cornpletlon of Services: Disallowance of Costs: Upon the purchase by the Department of the
maximum number of units provided for In the Contract and upon payment of the price limitation
hereunder, the Contract and all the obligations of the parties hereunder (except such obligations as,
by the terms of the Contract are to be performed after the end of the term of this Contract and/or
survive the termination of the Contract) shall terminate, provided however, that If, upon review ofthe
Final Expenditure Report the Department shall disallow any expenses claimed by the Contractor as
costs hereunder the Department shall retain the right, at its discretion, to deduct the amount of such
expenses as are disallowed or to recover such sums from the Contractor.

13. Credits: All docufherits, notices; pressreleases, resYarch reports arid other materials prefiared
during or resulting from the performance of the services of the Contract shall Include the following
statement:

13.1. The preparation of this (report, document etc.) was financed under a Contract with the State
of New Hampshire, Department of Health and Human Services, with funds provided in part

• by the State of New Hampshire and/or such other funding sources as were available or -
required, e.g., the United States Department of Health and Human Services.

^  n?.a^erials (written.video, audio) produced or
purchased" under the.contract shall have prior approval from DHHS before printing, production,
distribution or uoo. Tho DHHS

produced, jnciudjng, but not.limited to, brochures, resource.directories,.protocols.or.guidelines,
posters, or reports. Contractor shall not reproduce any materials produced under the contractwithout
prior written approval from DHHS.

15. Operation of Facilities: Compliance with Laws and Regulations: In the operation of any facilities
for providing services, the. Cqntractgr shall comply vyith all laiw, orders and regulations of federal,
state, county and municipal authorities and with any direction of any Public Officer or officers
pursuant to laws which shall impose an order or duty upon the, contractor with respect to the
operation of the facility or the provision of the services at such facility. If any governmental license or
permit shall be required for the operation of the said facility or the performance of the said services,
the CQntragtQLWUlprQSUCe^aid licens€_aLP.eimit..and will at all times comply with the terms and _
conditions of each such license or permit. In connection with the foregoing requirements, the
Contractor hereby covenants and agrees that, during the term of this Contract the facilities shall
comply with all rules, orders, regulations, and requirements of the State Office ofthe Fire Marshal and
the local fire protection agency, and shall be in conformance with local building and zoning codes, by
laws and regulations.

16. Equal Employment Opportunity Plan (EEOP): The Contractor will provide an Equal Employment
Opportunity Plan (EEOP) to the Office for Civil Rights, Office of Justice Programs (OCR), If it has
received a single award of $500,000 or more. If the recipient receives $25,000 or more and has 50 or

Exhibit C - special Provisions Contractor Initials
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more employees, it will maintain a current EEOP on file and submit an EEOP Certification Form to the
OCR, certifying that its EEOP is on file. For recipients receiving less than $25,000, or public grantees
^th fewer than ̂  employees, regardless of the amount of the award, the recipient will provide an
EEOP Certification Forrn to the OCR certifying it Is not required to submit or maintain an EEOP. Non
profit organizations. Indian Tribes, and medical and educational institutions are exempt from the

S""® required to submit a cerlificaUon form to the OCR to claim the exemption.
Certification Forms are available at: http:/Awww.ojp.usdoj/about/ocr/pdfs/cert.pdf.

17. Limited English Prondency (LeP): As clarified by Executive Order13166. Improving Awess to
Services for persons with Limited English Proficiency, and resulting agency guidance, nationalorigin
discrimination Includes discrimination on the basis of limited English proficiency (LEP). To ensure
compliance with the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968 and Title Vl of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964. Contractors must take reasonable steps to ensure that LEP persons have
meaningful access to its programs.

18. Pilot Program for Enhancement of Contractor Employee Whistleblower Protections: The
following shall apply to all contracts that exceed the Simplified Acquisition Threshold as defined in 48
CFR 2.101 (currently. $150,000)

Contractor Employee Whistleblower Rights and Requirement To Inform Employees of
Whistleblower Rights (SEP 2013)

(a) This contract and employees working on this contract will be subject to the whistleblower rights
and remedies in the pilot program on Contractor employee whistleblower protections established at
41 U.S.C. 4712 by section 828 of the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2013 (Pub L
112-239) and FAR 3.908.

(b) The Contractor shall Inform its employees in writing, in the predominant language of the workforce
of employee whistleblower rights and protections under 41 U.S.C. 4712, as described in section
3.908 of the Federal Acquisition Regulation.

(c) The Contractor shail insert the substance of this clause. Including this paragraph (c) in all
subcontracts over the simplified acquisition threshold.

19. Subcontractors: DHHS recognizes that the Contractor may choose to use sutxrantractors with
greater expertise to perform certain health care services or functions for efficiency or convenience,
but the Contactor shall retain the responsibility and accountability for the function(s). Prior to
subcontracting, the Contractor shall evaluate the subcontractor's ability to perform the delegated
functlon(s). This is accomplished through a written agreement that specifies activities and reporting
rMpofisibliities of the subcontractor and provides for revoking the delegation or imposing sanctions If
the subcontractor's performance is not adequate. Subcontractors are subject to the same contractual
conditions as the Contractor and the Contractor Is responsible to ensure subcontractor comoliance
with those conditions.

When the Contractor delegates a function to a subcontractor, the Contractor shall do the following:

19.1. Evaluate the prospective subcontractor's ability to perform the activities, before delegating
the function

19.2. Have a written agreement with the subcontractor that specifies activities and reporting
responsibilities and how sanctions/revocation will be managed if the subcontractor's
performance is not adequate

19.3. Monitor the subcontractor's performance on an ongoing basis

Exhibit C - Special Provisions Contractor Initials
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19.4. Provide to DHHS an annual schedule Identifying all subcontractors, delegated functlonsand
responsibilities, and when the subcontractor's performance will be reviewed
Ph[h!S_shajl. at its discretion, review and approve all subcontracts.

If the Contractor identifies deficiencies or areas for improvement are identified, the Contractor shall
take corrective action.

20. Contract Definitions:

20.1. COSTS: Shall mean those direct and indirect items of expense determined by the Department
^  to be allowable and reimbursable in accordance with cost and accounting principles established

in accordance with state and federal laws, regulations, rules and orders.

20.2. DEPARTMENT: NH Department of Health and Human Services.

20.3. PROPOSAL: If applicable, shall mean the document submitted by the Contractor on a
form or forms required by the Department and containing a description of the services and/or
goods to be provided by the Contractor In accordance with the terms and conditions of the
Contract and setting forth the total cost and sources of revenue for each service to be provided
under the Contract.

20.4. UNIT: For each service that the Contractor is to provide to eligible individuals hereunder. shall
mean that period of time or that specified activity determined by the Department and specified
in Exhibit B of the Contract.

20.5. FEDERAL/STATE LAW: Wherever federal or state laws, regulations, rules, orders, and
policies, etc. are referred to in the Contract, the said reference shall be deemed to mean
all such laws, regulations, etc. as they may be amended or revised from time to time.

20.6. SUPPLANTING OTHER FEDERAL FUNDS: .Funds provided to the Contractor under this
Contract will not supplant any existing federal funds available for these services.

Exhibit C - Special Provisions Contractor Initials
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REVISIONS TO GENERAL PRQVISinMft

1.

fep'laceTal contract. Conditional Nature of Agreement, is
4. CONDITIONAL NATURE OF AGREEMENT.

Notwithstanding an/ provision of this Agreement to the contrary, all obligations of the State
hereunder, including without limitation, the continuance of payments, in whole or In part
under this Agreement are contingent upon continued appropriatloapr availability of funds'
deluding any subsequent changes to the appropriation or availabfty of funds affected by

'®9'slative or executive action that reduces, eliminates, or otherwisemodifies the approprtetion or availability of funding for this Agreement and the Scope of

i  hf rSr Services, In whole or in part. In no event shall the
thf Lttf ? I payments hereunder In excess of appropriated or available funds. In
oltf! eK ii°il ̂  ^enri'nation or modification of appropriated or available funds, the
till Jjf I nght to withhold payment until such funds become available. If ever. The

H f ® the right to reduce, terminate or modify .services under this Agreementimmediately upon giving the Contractor notice of such reduction, termination or modification
The Sta ® shall not be required to transfer funds from any other source or account Into the
Account(s) Identified in block 1.6 of the General Provisions, Account Number, or any other
account. In the event funds are reduced or unavailable.

folioSLnglilge"' Termination, is amended by adding the
Agreement at any time for any reason, at the soie discretion of

nnHnnf ; 1 Contractor vwitten notice that the State is exercising itsoption to terminate the Agreement.

10.2 In the event of early termination, the Contractor shall, within 15 days of notice of early
termination, develop and submit to the State a Transition Plan for services under the
Agreement, including but not limited to. identifying the present and future needs of clients
receiving services under the Agreement and establishes a process to meet those needs.

10.3 The Contractor shall fully cooperate with the State and shall promptly provide detailed
nijrrf. Transition Plan including, but not limited to. any information ordata requested by the State related to the termination of the Agreement and Transition Plan
and shall provide ongoing communication and revisions of the Transition Plan to the State as
r6QU6St6d.

10.4 In the event that services under the Agreement, including but not limited to clients receiving
seivires under the Agreement are transitloned to having services delivered by another entity
Including contracted providers or the State, the Contractor shall provide a process for
uninterrupted delivery of services In the Transition Plan.

Ih« establish a method of notifying clients and other affected IndividualsContractor shall Include the proposed communications In Its
Transition Plan submitted to the State as described above.

^  language^-^^^^ ^ General Provisions of this contract, is amended by adding the following
3.1 ' Notwithstanding any provision of this Agreement to the contrary, and subject to the

approval of the Governor and Executive Council of the State of New Hampshire this
Agreement, and all obligations of the parties hereunder. shall become effective on the'date
the Governor and Executive Council approve this Agreement as Indicated In block 1 18 or

.f. t ^^® S^®^® New Hampshire, whicheve'r Islater (tfrective Date).

Exhibit C-1 - Revisions to Standard Provisions Contractor Initialsy^^^
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4. Subparagraph 5 of the General Provisions of this contract is amended as follows:

By deieting'y.^nmTS-Bnnreiy-anaTdpiaeing-ll-ay rullUWbl

5.4 Notwithstanding any provision in this Agreement to the contrary, and notwithstanding
unexpected circumstances, in no event shall the total of all payments authorized, or
actually made hereunder for State Fiscal Year 2020, exceed the Price Limitation set
forth in block 1.8.

By adding the following:

5.5 Block 1.8 reflects a price limitation only for State Fiscal Year 2020. For each of the
subsequent years of the Agreement, DHHS's actuary shall calculate actuarially sound per
Member, per month capitated rates, subject to approval by CMS. Such rates for
subsequent years of the Agreement will be reflected in an amendment to Block 1.8 and
subject to approval by Governor and Executive Council. Any rate adjustments shall be
subject to the availability of State appropriations

CU/OHHS/110713
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CERTIFICATION REGARDING DRUG»FREE WORKPLACE REQUIREMENTS

The Contractor identified in Section 1.3 of the General Provisions agrees to comply with the provisions of
Sections 5151-5160 of the Drug-Free Workplace Act of 1988 (Pub. L 100-690, Title V. Subtitle D; 41
U.S.C. 701 et seq.), and further agrees to have the Contractor's representative, as Identified in Sections
1.11 and 1.12 of the General Provisions execute the following Certification:

ALTERNATIVE I ■ FOR GRANTEES OTHER THAN INDIVIDUALS

US DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES - CONTRACTORS
US DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION - CONTRACTORS
US DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE - CONTRACTORS

This certification is required by the regulations implementing Sections 5151-5160 of the Drug-Free
Workplace Act of 1988 (Pub. L. 100-690, Title V. Subtitle D; 41 U.S.C. 701 et seq.). The January 31.
1989 regulations were amended and published as Part li of the May 25. 1990 Federal Register (pages
21681-21691). and require certification by grantees (and by inference, sub-grantees and sub
contractors). prior to award, that they will maintain a drug-free workplace. Section 3017.630(c) of the
regulation provides that a grantee (and by inference, sub-grantees and sub-contractors) that is a State
rnay elect to rnake one certification to the Department in each federal fiscal year In lieu of certificates for
each grant during the federal fiscal year covered by the certification. The certificate set out below is a
material representation of fact upon which reliance is placed when the agency awards the grant. False
certificatibn or violation of the certification shall be grounds for suspension of payments, suspension or
termination of grants, or government wide suspension or debarment Contractors using this form should
send it to:

Commissioner

NH Department of Health and Human Services
129 Pleasant Street.
Concord, NH 03301-6505

1. The grantee certifies that it will or will continue to provide a drug-free workplace by:
1.1. Publishing a statement notifying employees that the unlawful manufacture, distribution,

dispensing, possession or use of a controlled substance is prohibited in the grantee's
workplace and specifying the actions that will be taken against employees for violation of such
prohibition;

1.2. Establishing an ongoing drug-free awareness program to inform employees about
1.2.1. The dangers of drug abuse in the workplace; ^
1.2.2. The grantee's policy of.maintaining a drug-free workplace:
1.2.3. Any available drug counseling, rehabilitation, and employee assistance programs; and
1.2.4. The penalties that may be imposed upon employees for drug abuse violations

occurring in the workplace;
1.3. Making it a requirement that each employee to be engaged in the performance of the grant be

given a copy of the statement required by paragraph (a);
1.4. Notifying the employee In the statement required by paragraph (a) that, as a condition of

employment under the grant, the employee will
1.4.1. Abide by the terms of the statement; and
1.4.2. Notify the employer in writing of his or her conviction for a violation of a criminal drug

statute occurring in the workplace no later than five calendar days after such
conviction;

1.5. Notifying the agency in writing, within ten calendar days after receiving notice under
subparagraph 1.4.2 from an employee or othenA^ise receiving actual notice of such conviction.
Employers of convicted employees must provide notice, including position title, to every grant
officer on whose grant activity the convicted employee was working, unless the Federal agency

Exhibit D - Certification regardlr>g Drug Free Contractor Initials
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has designated a central point for the receipt of such notices. Notice shall include the
ide_ntlfLcatipn.number(s) of each affected grant;

1.6. Taking one of-the following actions, within 30 calendar days of receiving notice under
suoparagrapn i .4:27With"'fespect to ahyempioyeeTPhonrstrcohvlded
1.6.1. Taking appropriate personnel action against such an employee, up to and Including

termination, consistent with the requirements of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as
amended; or

1.6.2. Requiring such employee to participate satisfactorily In a drug abuse assistance or
rehabilitation program approved for such purposes by a Federal, State, or local health,
law enforcement, or other appropriate agency;

1.7. Making a good faith effort to continue to maintain a drug-free workplace through
implementation of paragraphs 1.1, 1.2, 1.3,1.4,1.5, and 1.6.

2. The grantee may Insert In the space provided below the site(s) for the performance of work done in
connection with the specific grant

Place of Performance (street address, city, county, state, zip code) (list each location)

Check □ if there are workplaces on file that are not Identified here.

Contractor Name:

Date Name:

Exhibit 0-Certification regarding Drug Frse Contractor Initials
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CERTiFICATION REGARDiNG LQBRYIMft

Th^Con^ctor identified In Section 1.3 of the General Provisions agrees to comply with the Drovisions of
31 U S C 1352 a ^ Guidance fo?New Restric&Ton LobCg anV
and i 12 J?hp r»n. Contractor's representative, as identified in Sections 1.11and 1.12 of the General Provisions execute the following Certification;

nf health and HUMAN SERVICES - CONTRACTORSUS DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION - CONTRACTORS
US DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE - CONTRACTORS

Programs (indicate applicable program covered):
^emporary Assistance to Needy Families under Title iV-A
•Chilcl Support Enforcement Program under Tide IV-D
•Social Servjces Block Grant Program under Title XX
.•Medicaid Program under Title XIX
•Community Services Block Grant under Title VI
'Child Care Development Block Grant under Title IV

Ttie undersigned certifies, to the best of his or her knowledge and belief, that

^ ■ anv'^r^r^Ifn' funds have been paid or wlli be paid by or on behalf of the undersigned toany person .for inffuencing or attempting to inffuence an officer or employee of any agency a Member

^nnZ^nl-m or employee of Congress, or an employee of a Member of Kss in
S^^t^nn continuaUon, renewal, amendment, or

,  sut>gmntee oJ suL^S

influenrinn^o? '""P® P^ve been paid or wili be paid to any person for
Ln P"®'PP''"9'P Influence an officer or employee of any agency, a Member of Congress
FederaTrant^T ® connection i^th this

^  u P°°P«'^"™ agreement (and by specific mention sub-grantee or sub-
h'h undersigned shall complete and submit Standard Form LLL, (Disclosure Form toReport Lobbying, in accordance with its instructions, attached and identified as Standard Exhibit E-l.)

.""Pp^'SneP shall require that the language of this certificabon be included In the award
tâ ns and nnn " r*"® ® (mcluding subcontracts, sub-grants, and contracts under grantsloans, and cooperabve agreements) and that all sub-recipients shall certify and disclose accordingly.'

This cerbfication is a material representabon of fact upon which reliance was placed when this transacbon
was made or entered Into. Submission of this cerbflcation is a prerequisite for mak^rorenterimSs
^^acbon imposed by Secbon 1352, Tibe 31, U.S. Code. Any person who fails to file thrrequired

raSf̂ Sfature ° ^ 0.000 and not more than $100,000 for

2.

3.

Contractor Name;

Date ^ Name: /Z*( /Tci cAtt^
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CERTIFICATION REGARDING DEBARMENT. SUSPENSION

AND OTHER RESPONSIBILITY MATTERS

I ne contracior idenimed In $ectioh 1 of theT35rrerarProvrsiorrs^gree"sioxompi7^ftmne-provrsion§^
Executive Office of the President, Executive Order 12549 and 45 CFR Part 76 regarding Debarment,
Suspension, and Other Responsibility Matters, and further agrees to have the Contractor's
representative, as identified in Sections 1.11 and 1.12 of the General Provisions execute the following
Certification;

INSTRUCTIONS FOR CERTIFICATION
1. By signing and submitting this proposal (contract), the prospective primary participant is providing the

certification set out below.

2. The inability of a person to provide the certification required below will not necessarily result In denial
of participation in this covered transaction. If necessary, the prospective participant shall submit an
explanation of why it cannot provide the certification. The certification or explanation will be
considered In connection with the NH Department of Health and Human Services' (DHHS)
determination whether to enter into this transaction. However, failure of the prospective primary '
participant to furnish a certification or an explanation shall disqualify such person from participation in
this transaction. ' '

3. The certification in this clause is a material representation of fact upon which reliance was placed
when DHHS determined to enter into this transaction. If it is later determined that the prospective
primary participant knowingly rendered an erroneous certification, in addition to other remedies
Available to" the'Federal Goverhmeht,'DHHS may teYrhinatelhistransacfioh^of caUse' of default.

4. The prospective primary participant shall provide immediate written notice to the DHHS agency to
whom this proposal (contract) is submitted if at any time the prospective primary participant learns
that its certification was erroneous when submitted or has become erroneous by reason of changed
circumstances." ^ - - -- . ....

5. The terms "covered transaction." "debarred," "suspended," "ineligible," "lower tier covered
transaction," "participant," "person,^ "primary covered transaction," "principal," "proposal," and >

--voluntarily..excluded.^as-UsedJn■thiS-Cla"use".■have""tHe meariWds'set out iri'the'Defihitiohs'and"

attached-definitions.-

6. The prospective primary participant agrees by submitting this proposal (contract) that, should the
proposed covered transaction be entered into, it shall not knowingly enter into any lov/er tier covered
transaction with a person who is debarred, suspended, declared ineligible, or voluntarily excluded
from participation in this covered transaction, unless authorized by DHHS.

7. The prospective primary participant further agrees by submitting this proposal that it will include the
clause'titte'd 'Certificatibn Regarding Debarment, Suspension, Ineligibility and Voluntary Exclusion -
Lower Tier Covered Transactions," provided by DHHS, without modification, in all lower tier covered

.  transactions and In all solicitations for lower tier covered transactions.
V

8. A participant in a covered transaction may rely upon a certification of a prospective participant in a
lower tier covered transaction that it is not debarred, suspended, ineligible, or involuntarily excluded
from the covered transaction, unless it knows that the certification is erroneous. A participant may
decide the method and frequency by which it determines the eligibility of its principals. Each
participant may, but is not required to, check the Nonprocurement List (of excluded parties).

9. Nothing contained in the foregoing shall be construed to require establishment of a system of records
in order to render in good faith the certification required by this clause. The knowledge and

Exhibit F - Certification Regarding Debarment, Suspension Contractor Initials
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informaUon of a participant is not required to exceed that which is normaily possessed by a prudent
person m the ordinary course of business dealings.

10. Except f^transactions authorized under paragraph 6 of these instructions. If a participant In a
covered transaction knowingly enters Into a lower tier covered transaction with a person who is
sus^nded. debarred, ineligible, or voluntarily excluded from participation in this transaction In
addition to o^er remedies available to the Federal govemment. DHHS may terminate this transaction
for C3US6 or dofsulu

PRIMARY COVERED TRANSACTIONS
11. The prospective primary participant certifies to the best of its knowledge and belief that it and its

principals;
11.1. are not presently debarred, suspended, proposed for debarment, declared ineligible or

. voluntanly exduded from covered transactions by any Federal department or agency-
11.2. have not within a three-year period preceding this proposal (contract) been convicted'of or had

a civil judgment rendered against them for commission of fraud or a criminal offense In
connection with obtaining, attempting to obtain, or perfonning a public (Federal State or local)
transaction or a contract under a public transaction; violation of Federal or State antitrust
statutes or commission of embezzlement, theft, forgery, bribery, falsification or destruction of
records, making false statements, or receiving stolen property;

11.3. are not presently indicted for otherwise criminally or civilly charged by a govemmental entity
(Federal, State or local) with commission of any of the offenses enumerated in paragraph (l)(b)
of this certification; and k a k

11.4. have not within a three-year period preceding this application/proposal had one or more public
transactions (Federal, State or local) terminated for cause or default

12. Where the prospective primary participant is unable to certify to any of the statements in this
certification, such prospective participant shall attach an explanation to this proposal (contract).

LOWER TIER COVERED TRANSACTIONS

rcp^D (contract), the prospective lower tier participant asdefmed in 45 CFR Part 76, certifies to the best of its knowledge and belief that it and its principals:
13.1. arenot presently debarred, suspended, proposed for debarment declared ineligible or

1 -i r) excluded fi-om participation in this transaction by any federal department or agency13.2. where the prosperve lower tier participant is unable to certify to any of the above such
prospective participant shall attach an explanation to this proposal (contract).

14. The prospective lower tier participant further agrees by submitting this proposal (contract) that it will
mc ude this clause entitled Certification Regarding Debarment. Suspension, Ineligibility and
Voluntary Exclusion - Lower Tier Covered Transactions." without modification in all lower tier covered
transactions and in all solicitations for lower.tier covered transactions.

Contractor Name; psc.

Name./2^5'fccc

Exhibit F - Certification Regarding Debarment, Suspension Contractor Initials
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CERTIFICATION OF COMPLIANCE WITH REQUIREMENTS PERTAINING TO
FEDERAL NONDISCRIMINATION. EQUAL TREATMENTOF.FAITH-BASED ORGANIZATIONS AND

ymiSTLEBLOWER PROTECTIONS _

The Contractor Identified in Section 1.3 of the Generai Provisions agrees by signature of the Contractor's
representative as identified in Sections 1.11 and 1.12 of the General Provisions, to execute the following
certification:

Contractor will comply, and will require any subgrantees or subcontractors to comply, with any applicable
federal nondiscrimination requirements, \A^ich may include:
- the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968 (42 U.S.C. Section 3789d) which prohibits
recipients of federal funding under this statute from discriminating, either in employment practices or in
the delivery of seivices or benefits, on the basis of race, color, religion, national origin, and sex. The Act
requires certain reclpierits to produce an Equal Employrrient Opportunity Plan;

- the Juvenile Justice Delinquency Prevention Act of 2002 (42 U.S.C. Section 5672(b}) which adopts by
reference, the civil rights obligations of the Safe Streets Act. Recipients of federal funding under this
statute are prohibited from discriminating, either in employment practices or in the delivery of services or
benefits, on the basis of race, color, religion, national origin, and sex. The Act includes Equal
Employment Opportunity Plan requirements;

-the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (42 U.S.C. Section 2000d, which prohibits recipients of federal financial
assistance from discriminating on the basis of race, color, or national origin in any program or activity);

T the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (29 U.S C. Section 794), ̂hicji proNbits recipients of Federal financial
assistance from discriminating on the basis of disability, in regard to empioyrfierit arid the dellve'ry of
services or beneHts, in any program or activity;

-the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (42 U.S.C. Sections 12131-34), which prohibits
discrimination and ensures equal opportunity for persons with disabilities in employment, State and local
-government services, public accommodations, commercial facilities, .and transportatlQn;

-the Education Amendments of 1972 (20 U.S.C. Sections 1681,1683, 1685-86), which prohibits
discrimination on the basis of sex in federally assisted education programs;

- the"Age; Discrimihayp U.S.C. Sections 6106-07), which prohibits discrimination on the
hasi^rif agp in prngrams nT arfiVities~ receiviria finariclai assistalTCe".' It does nbt ih~Clude' ~
employment discrimination;

- 28 C;F.R."pL"3r(U.S. Department of Justice Regulations - OJJDP Grant Programs); 28 C.F.R. pt. 42
(U.S. Department of Justice Regulations - Nondiscrimination; Equal Employment Opportunity; Policies
arid Procedures); Executive Order No. 13279 (equal protection of the laws for faith-based and community
organizations); Executive Order No. 13559, which provide fundamental principles and policy-making
criteria for partnerships with faith-based a.nd neighborhood organizations;

- 28 C.F.R. pL 38_(y.S. pepar^ent of Justice Regulations - Equal Treatment for Faith-Based
Organizations); and Whistleblower protections 41 U.S.C. ̂ 712 arid The National Defense Authorization
Act (NDAA) for Fiscal Year 2013 (Pub. L. 112-239, enacted January 2, 2013) the Pilot Program for
-Enhanoement-of-Contract-Employee Whistleblower Protections,.which.protects.employees against
reprisal for certain whistle blowing activities In connection with federal grants and contracts.

The certificate set out below Is a material representation of fact upon which reliance is placed when the
agency awards the grant False certification or violation of the certification shall be grounds for
suspension of payments, suspension or termination of grants, or government wide suspension or
debarment
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In the event a Federal or State court or Federal or State administrative agency makes a finding of
slfnTt T ft grounds of race, color, religion, national origin, or sex
fho Lnl? recipient will forward a copy of the finding to the Office for Civil Rights to

nl i contraf^ng agency or division vwthin the Department of Health and Human Services, andto the Department of Health and Human Services Office of the Ombudsman.

Sertion 1.3 of the General Provisions agrees by signature of the Contractor's

SrtSon Identified In Secbons 1.11 and 1.12 of the General Provisions, to execute the following

' ■ IndlMted atore '^® Contractor agrees to comply with the provisions

Contractor Name:

Name:

Title:

Exhibit G ,
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CERTIFICATION REGARDING ENVIRONMENTAL TOBACCO SMOKE

'POPifci:aw1u:^J27rPart C - hnvironmentaf-iiJbaii:d<rtjm6K6rai50^nown-a5-tne-Hro'(in!iaren-Aet^f-r9W
. (Act), requires that smoking not be permitted in any portion of any indoor facility owned or leased or
contracted for by an entity and used routinely or regularly for the provision of health, day care, education,
or library services to children under the age of 18, if the services are funded by Federal programs either •
directiy or through State or local govemments, by Federal grant, contract, loan, or loan guarantee. The
law does not apply to children's services provided in private residences, facilities funded solely by
Medicare or Medicaid funds, and portions of facilities used for inpatient drug or alcohol treatrtient Failure
to comply with the provisions of the law may result in the imposition of a civil monetary penalty of up to
$1000 per day and/or the imposition of an administrative compliance order on the responsible entity.

The Contractor identified in Section 1.3 of the General Provisions agrees, by signature of the Contractor's
representative as identified in Section 1.11 and 1.12 of the General Provisions, to execute the following
certification:

1. By signing and submitting this contract, the Contractor agrees to make reasonable efforts to comply
with all applicable provisions of Public Law 103-227, Part C, known as the Pro-Children Act of 1994.

Contractor Name

Date Name:^rrttL

CU/DHHS/110713
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Exhibit i

HEALTH INSURAMrF PnpTi^BILITY AC.T ^
BUSINESS ASSOCIATF AnPFPiyipnj

The Contractor identified in Section 1,3 of the General Provisions of the Agreement agrees to
comply wth the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act, Public Law 104-191 and
with the Standards for Privacy and Security of Individually Identifiable Health Information. 45
CFR Parts 160 and 164 applicable to business associates. As defined herein. "Business
Associate shall mean the Contractor and subcontractors and agents of the Contractor that

c u ®if a^ss to protected health information under this Agreement and "CoveredEntity" shall mean the State of New Hampshire. Department of Health and Human Services.

(1) Definitions

a. Breach" shall have the same meaning as the term "Breach" In section 164.402 of Title 45
Code of Federal Regulations.

Business Associate" has the meaning given such term In section 160.103 of Title 45 Code
of Federal Regulations.

^vered Entity" has the meaning given such term In section 160.103 of Title 45
Code of. Federal Regulations. '

d. "Desiyated Record Set" shall have the same meaning as the term "designated record sef
in 45 OFK Section 164.501.

e. shall have the same meaning as the term "data aggregation" in 45CFR
Section 164.501.

f. meaning as the term "health careoperatlons"
in 45 CFR Section 164.501.

«Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health
^09 Part 1 & 2 of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of

Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of1996. Public Law
1M-191 and the Standards for Privacy and Security of Individually Identifiable Health
Information. 45 CFR Parts 160.162 and 164 and amendments thereto.

i. "Individual" shall have the same meaning as the term "individual" in 45 CFR Section 160.103
and shaN includ^ a person who qualifies as a personal representative in accordance with 45
uhK Section 164.501(g).

j. "Privacy Rule" shall mean the Standards for Privacy of Individually Identifiable Health
Information at 45 CFR Parts 160 and 164. promulgated under HIPAA by the UnitedStates
Department of Health and Human Services.

Protected Health Information" shall have the same meaning as the term "protected health
hfomation in 45 CFR Section 160.103, limited to the information created or received by
Business Associate from or on behalf of Covered Entity.

.  Conl^lorlnlUalsHealth Insurance Portability Act "
Business Associate Agreement 97 // / A
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Exhibit I

I. "Required bv Law" shall have the same meaning as the term "required by law" In 45CFR
Section 164.1Q3.

m. "Secretary" shall mean the Secretary of the Department of Health and Human Servlcesor
his/her deslgnee.

n. "Security Rule".shall mean the Security Standards' for the Protection of Electronic Protected
Health Information at 45 CFR Part 164, Subpart C, and amendments thereto.

0. "Unsecured Protected Health Information" means protected health Information that Is not
secured by a technology standard that renders protected health Information unusable,
unreadable, or Indecipherable to unauthorized Individuals and Is developed or endorsed by
a standards developing organization that Is accredited by the American National Standards
Institute.

p. Other Definitions - All terms not otherwise defined herein shall have the meaning
established under 45 C.F.R. Parts 160,162 and 164, as amended from time to time, and the
HITECH

Act.

(2) Business Associate Use and Disclosure of Protected Health Information.

a. Business Associate shall not use, disclose, maintain or transmit Protected Health
Information (PHI) except as reasonably necessary to provide the services outlined under
Exhibit A of the Agreement. Further, Business Associate, Including but not limited to all

■  Its directors, officers, employees and agents,-sha!l not use, disclose, maintain or transmit
PHI In any manner that would constitute a violation of the Privacy and Security Rule.

b. Business Associate may use or dIsclose.RHI:
-|.- For the proper management and administration of the Business Associate: -

iT As required by law, pursuant to the terms set forth in paragrapn a. Deiow;or
"Fbr .data aggregation puiposes for the heajth care operatlonsjof Covers
Entity.

c. To the extent Business Associate is permitted under the Agreement to disclose PHI to a
third party. Business Associate must obtain, prior to making any such disclosure, (I)
reasonable assurances from the third party that such PHI will be held confidentially and
used or further d]sc[qsed onjy as required by law or for the purpose for which It was
disclosed to the third party; and (11) an agreement from such third party to notify Business
Associate, In accordance with the HIPAA Privacy, Security, and Breach Notification

'Rules~of'anybreaches"of the confldentlallty of the PHI,- to the-extent-lt-has-obtalned
knowledge of such breach.

d. The Business Associate shall not, unless such disclosure Is reasonably necessary to
provide services under Exhibit A of the Agreement, disclose any PHI In response to a
request for disclosure on the basis that It is required by law, without first notifying
Covered Entity so that Covered Entity has an opportunity to object to the disclosure and
to seek appropriate relief. If Covered Entity objects to such disclosure, the Business

3/2014 Exhibit I Contractor initials
Health insurance Portability Act
Business Associate Agreement ^lUlis
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,New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Exhibit i

e.

3/2014

Associate shall refrain from disclosing the PHI until Covered Entity has exhausted all
remedies.

e. If the Covered Entity notifies the Business Associate that Covered Entity has agreed to
be bound by additional restrictions over and above those uses or disclosures or security
safeguards of PHI pursuant to the Privacy and Security Rule, the Business Associate
shaH be bound by such additional restrictions and shall not disclose PHI in violation of
such additional restrictions and shall abide by any additional security safeguards.

(3) Obligations and Activitlps of BiiginAcc A'TirfTiflTf

^  ̂ Business Associate shall notify the Covered Entity's Privacy Officer immediatelyafter the Business Associate becomes aware of any use or disclosure of protected
health information not provided for by the Agreement including breaches of unsecured
protected health information and/or any security incident that may have an impact on the
protected health information of the Covered Entity.

b. The Business Associate shall Immediately perform a risk assessment when Itbecomes
aware of any of the above situations. The risk assessment shall include but not be
limited to;

0 The nature and extent of the protected health information involved, including the
types of identifiers and the likelihood of re-identification;

0 The unauthorized person used the protected health information or to whom the
disclosure was made;

o Whether the protected health information was actually acquired or viewed
0 The extent to which the risk to the protected health information has tseen

mitigated. .

The Business Associate shall complete the risk assessment within 48 hours of the
breach and immediately report the findings of the risk assessment in writinq to the
Covered Entity.

c. The Business Associate shall comply with all sections of the Privacy Securitv and
Breach Notification Rule.

d. Business Associate shall make available all of its internal policies and procedures books
and records relating to the use and disclosure of PHI received from, or created or'
received by the Business Associate on behalf of Covered Entity to the Secretary for
purposes of determining Covered Entity's compliance with HIPAA and the Privacv and
Security Rule. '

Business Associate shall require all of its business associates that receive, use or have
access to PHI under the Agreement, to agree in writing to adhere to the same
restnctions and conditions on the use and disclosure of PHI contained herein, including
the d^ to return or destroy the PHI as provided under Section 3 (I). The Covered Entity
shall be considered a direct third party beneficiary of the Contractor's business associate
agreements with Contractor's intended business associates, who will be receiving PHI

Contractor initials
Health Insurance Portability Act —
Business Associate Agreement 3^, jI y
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Exhibit I

pursuant to this Agreement, with rights of enforcement and indemnification from such
business associates who shall be governed by standard Paragraph #13 of the. standard
CQDtract provisions (P-37) of this Agreement for the purpose of use and disclosure of
protected health Information.

f. Within five (5) business days of receipt of a written request from Covered Entity,
Business Associate shall make available during normal business hours at Its offices all
records, books, agreements, policies and procedures relating to the use and disclosure
of PHI to the Covered Entity, for purposes of enabling Covered Entity to determine
Business Associate's compliance with the terms of the Agreement.

g. Within ten (10) business days of receiving a written request from Covered Entity,
Business Associate shall provide access to PHI in a Designated Record Set to the
Covered Entity, or as directed by Covered Entity, to an Individual in order to meet the
requirements under 45 CFR Section 164.524.

h. Within ten (10) business days of receiving a written request from Covered Entity for an
amendment of PHI or a record about an Individual contained in a Designated Record
Set, the Business Associate shall make such PHI available to Covered Entity for
amendment and incorporate any such amendment to enable Covered Entity to fulfill Its
obligations under 45 CFR Section 164.526.

i. Business Associate shall document such disclosures of PHI and Infdrrhatioh related to
such disclosures as would be required for Covered Entity to respond to a request by an
individual for an accounting of disclosures of PHI in accordance with 45 CFR Section
164.528.

j. Within ten (10) business days of receiving a written request from Covered Entity for a
request for an accounting of disclosures of PHI, Business Associate shall makeavallable
to Covered Entity such information as Covered Entity may require to fulfill its obligations

-- - td'prdvide'aiT.accouhtirig of.dis'cld^^ wth respect to PHI_irV accordance With "45 CFR '
Section 164.528. ^

k. In'the event any individual requests access to, amendment of, or accounting of PHI
directly from the Business Associate, the Business Associate shall within two (2)
business days forward such request to Covered Entity. Covered Entity shall have the
responsibility of responding to forwarded requests. However, if forwarding the
individual's request to Covered Entity would cause Covered Entity or the Business
Associate to violate HIPAA and the Privacy and Security Rule, the Business Associate
shall instead respond to the individual's request as required by such law and notify
Covered Entity of such response as soon as practicable.

Within ten (10) business days of termination of the Agreement, for any reason, the
Business Associate shall return or destroy, as specified by Covered Entity, all PHI
received from, or created or received by the Business Associate In connection with the
Agreement, and shall not retain any copies or back-up tapes of such PHI. If return or
destruction is not feasible, or the disposition of the PHI has been otherwise agreed toin
the Agfeertient, Business Associate shall continue to extend the protections of the
Agreement, to such PHI and limit further uses and disclosures of such PHI to those
purposes that make the return or destruction infeasible", for so long as Business

3/2014 Exhibit I Contractor Initials
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Exhibit I

^sociate maintains such PHI. If Covered Entity, In Its sole discretion, requires that the
Business^sociate destroy any or all PHI, the Business Associate shall certify to
Covered Entity that the PHI has been destroyed.

(4) Obligations of Covernri Fntit»

a. Covered Entity,shall notify Business Associate of any changes or limitationfs) in its
ici'con ♦ Practices provided to individuals in accordance with 45 CFRSection154.520, to the extent that such change or limitation may affect Business Associate's
use or disclosure of PHI.

b. Covered Entity shall promptly notify Business Associate of any changes In, or revocation
of permission provided to Covered Entity by individuals whose PHI may be used or

cne Associate under this Agreement, pursuant to 45 CFR Section
164.506 or 45 CFR Section 164.508.

c. Covered entity shall promptly notify Business Associate of any restrictions on the use or
disclosure of PHI that Covered Entity has agreed to in accordance with 45 CFR 164 522
to the extent that such restriction may affect Business Associate's use or disclosure of '
rHI.

(5) Termination for Caiisfl

In addition to Paragraph 10 of the standard terms and conditions (P-37) of this
Agreement the Covered Entity may immediately terminate the Agreement upon Covered
Entity's knowledge of a breach by Business Associate of the Business Associate
Agreement set forth herein as Exhibit I. The Covered Entity may either immediately
terminate the Agreement or provide an opportunity for Business Associate to cure the
alleged breach within a timeframe specified by Covered Entity. If Covered Entity
dete^ines that neither termination nor cure is feasible, Covered Entity shall report the
violation to the Secretary.

(6) MIscellaneQus

Definitions and Requlatory References. All terms used, but not otherwise defined herein
s^hall have the same meaning as those terms in the Privacy and Security Rule, amended
from time to time. A reference in the Agreement, as amended to include this Exhibit I to
a Section in the Pnvacy and Security Rule means the Section as in effect or as
amended.

b. Amendment. Covered Entity and Business Associate agree to take such action as is
ne^ssary to amend the Agreement, from time to time as is necessary for Covered
Entity to comply with the changes in the requirements of HIPAA, the Privacy and
Secunty Rule, and applicable federal and state law.

c. Data Ownership The Business Associate acknowledges that It has no ownership rights
with respect to the PHI provided by or created on behalf of Covered Entity.

d. Interpretation. The parties agree that any ambiguity in the Agreement shali be resolved
to permit Covered Entity to comply with HIPAA, the Privacy and Security Rule.

Exhibit I Contractor Initials
Health Insurance Portability Act ^
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Exhibit I

e. Seareaation. If any term.or condition of this Exhibit I or the appjjcatjpnjherepf .to any
personfs) or circumstance is held invalid, such invalidity shall not affect other terms or
conditions which can be given effect without the invalid term or condition; fcTthis encrt"R^
terms and conditions of this Exhibit I are declared severable.

f. Survival. Provisions in this Exhibit I regarding the use and disclosure of PHI, retum or
destruction of PHI, extensions of the'protections of the Agreement in section (3) I, the
defense and indemnification provisions of section (3) e and Paragraph 13 of the
standard terms and conditions (P-37), shall survive the termination of the Agreement.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have duly executed this Exhibit I.

Dgp^
te

re

ment of Health and Human Services

A
Name of the Contractor

gtyre or Authorized Representative

1^-,
Name of AUhonzed Repcesehtative

Title of Authorized Representative

Signature of AuthdHzed Representative

SS£ll 6r{^f^izc^o
Name of Authorized Representative

Title of Authorized Representative

V
Date Date

3/2014 Exhibit I
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Exhibit J

FORMA

As the Contractor identified In Section 1.3 of the General Provisions, I certify that the responses to the
below listed questions are true and accurate.

1. The DUNS number for your entity is:

2. In your business or organization's preceding completed fiscal year, did your business or organization
receive (1) 80 percent or more of your annual gross revenue in U.S. federal contracts, subcontracts,
loans, grants, sub-grante, and/or cooperative agreements; and (2) $25,000,000 or more in annual
gross revenues from U.S. federal contracts, subcontracts, loans, grants, subgrants and/or
cooperative agreements?

NO YES

If the answer to #2 above is NO, stop here

If the answer to #2 above is YES, please answer the following;

3. Does the public have access to Information about the compensation of the executives In your
'business or organization through periodic reports filed under section 13(a) or 15(d) of the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934 (15 U.S.C.78m(a). 78o(d)) or section 6104 of the Internal Revenue Code of
1986?

NO YES

If the answer to #3 above is YES, stop here

If the answer to #3 above Is NO, please answer the following:

4. The names and compensation of the five most highly compensated officers In your business or
organization are as follows:

Name:

Name:

Name:

Name:.

Name:

Amount:

Amount:

Amount:

Amount:

Amount

CUOHH8rt107l3
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Exhibit J

CERTIFICATION REGARDING THE FEDERAL FUNDING ACCOUNTABILITY AND TRANSPARENCY
ACT (FFATAi COMPLIANCE

"The Federal r-unaing Accountability ana i ransparency Act (hhA I A) requires pnme awardees of individual
Federal grants equal to or greater than $25,000 and awarded on or after Oclober 1, 2010, to report on
data related to executive compensation and associated first-tier sub-grants of $25,000 or more. If the
Initial award is below $25,000 but subsequent grant modifications result in a total award equal to or over
$25,000, the award is subject to the FFATA reporting requirements, as of the date of the award.
In accordance with 2 CFR Part 170 (Reporting Subaward and Executive Compensation Information), the
Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) must report the following information for any
subaward or contract award subject to the FFATA reporting requirements:
1. Name of entity
2. Amount of award

3. Funding agency
4. NAICS code for contracts / CFDA program number for grants
5. Program source
6. Award title descriptive of the purpose of the funding action
7. Location of the entity
8. Principle place of performance
9. Unique identifier of the entity (DUNS #)'
10. Total compensation" and names of the top five executives if:

10.1. More than 80% of annual gross revenues are from the Federal government, and those
revenues are greater than $25M annually and

already available through reporting to the SEC.

Prime grant recipients must submit FFATA required data by the end of the month, plus 30 days, in which
the award or award amendment is made.
The Contractor identified in Section 1.3 of the General Provisions agrees to comply with the provisions of
The Federal Funding Accountability and Transparency Act, Public Law 109-282 and Public Law 110-252,
and 2 CFR Part 170 (Reporting Subaward and Executive Compensation Information), and further agrees
to have the Contractor's representative, as identified in Sections 1.11 and 1.12 of the General Provisions
execute the following Certification:
Tb.e^beJpWAamed.Contractor a^ .needed infomnation as outlined above to the NH
Department ofHealth and Human Services-and to-comply with all applicable provisions.of the Federal-
Fiiiaiidal Auuuuiitability and TianspdieiiLy AuL ^

Contractor Name:

■  . I

Date Name:

Title:

Exhibit J - Certification Regarding the Federal Funding Contractor lnltlab>^^'^
Accountability And Transparency Act (FFATA) Compliance ^ii/h y-
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Exhibit K

DHHS Information Security Requirements

A. Definitions

The following terms may be reflected and have the described meaning In this document:

1. Breach means the loss of control, compromise, unauthorized disclosure,
unauthorized acquisition, unauthorized access, or any similar term referring to
situations where persons other than authorized users and for an other than
authorized purpose have access or potential access to personally identifiable
information, ̂ whether physical or electronic. With regard to Protected Health
Information." Breach" shall have the same meaning as the term "Breach" in section
164.402 of Title 45, Code of Federal Regulations.

2. Computer Security Incident" shall have the same meaning "Computer Security
Incident" in section two (2) of NIST Publication 600-61, Computer Security Incident
Handling Guide, Nationai Institute of Standards and Technology, U.S. Department
of Commerce.

3. "Confidential Information" or "Confidentiai Data" means all confidential information
disclosed by one party to the other such as all medical, health, financial, public
assistance benefits and personal information including without limitation, Substance
Abuse Treatment Records. Case Records, Protected Health Information and
Personally Identifiable Information.

Confidential Information also includes any and all information owned or managed by
the State of NH - created, received from or on behalf of the Department of Health and
Hurnan Services (DHHS) or accessed in the course of performing contracted
services - of which collection, disciosure, protection, and disposition is govemed by
state or federal law or regulation. This information includes, but is not limited to
Protected Health Information (PHI), Persona! Information (PI), Personal Financial
InforjTiation (PFI), Federal Tax Information (FTI), Social Security Numbers (SSN),
Payment Card Industry (PCI), and or other sensitive and confidential information.

4. Erid User" means any person or entity (e.g., contractor, contractor's employee,
business associate, subcontractor, other downstream user, etc.) that receives
DHHS data or derivative data in accordance with the terms of this Contract.

5. "HIPAA" means the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 and the
regulations promulgated thereunder.

6. Incident means an act that potentially violates an explicit or implied security poiicy,
which Includes attempts (either failed or successful) to gain unauthorized access to a
system or its data, unwanted disruption or denial of service, the unauthorized use of
a system for the processing or storage of data; and changes to system hardware
firmware, or software characteristics without the owner's knowledge, instruction, or
consent. Incidents include the loss of data through theft or device misplacement, loss
or misplacement of hardcopy documents, and misrouting of physical or electronic

V4.04.04.2018_updated 2.6.19 _ Exhibit K Contractor Initials
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

'  Exhibit K

DHHS Information Security Requirements

mail, all of which may have the potential to put the data at risk of unauthorized
access, use, disclosure, modification or destnjction.

7. "Open Wireless Network" means any network or segment of a network that Is
not designated by the State of New Hampshire's Department of Information
Technology or delegate as a protected network (designed, tested, and
approved, by means of the State, to transmit) will be considered an open
network and not adequately secure for the transmission of unencrypted PI, PFI,
PHI or confidential DHHS data.

8. "Personal Information" (or "PI") means information which can be used to distinguish
or trace an individual's identity, such as their name, social security number, personal
Information as defined In New Hampshire RSA 359-C:19, biometric records, etc.,
alone, or when combined with other personal or Identifying Information which is linked
or linkable to a specific individual, such as date and place of birth, mother's maiden
name, etc.

9. "Privacy Rule" shall mean the Standards for Privacy of Individually Identifiable Health
Information at 45 C.F.R. Parts 160 and 164, promulgated under HIPAA by the United
States Department of Health and Human Services.

10. "Protected Health Information" (or "PHI") has the same meaning as provided in the
' definition of "Protected Health Information" in the HIPAA Privacy Rule at 45 C.F.R. §

160/103. " '

11. "Security Rule" shall mean the Security Standards for the Protection of Electronic
Protected Health Information at-45 G;F.R. Part -164,- Subpart Cv and amendments

~ thereto. -- --- - - - - - ---

.  - -12. "Unsecured Protected Health Information" means Protected Health Information that is

not secured by a technology standard that renders Protected Health Information
unusable, unreadable, or indecipherable to unauthorized individuals and is
developed or endorsed by a standards developing organization that is accredited by
the .American National Standards Institute,

I. RESPONSIBILITIES OF DHHS AND THE CONTRACTOR

A. Business Use and Disclosure of Confidential Information.

1. The Contractor must not use, disclose, maintain or transmit Confidential Information
except as reasonably necessary as outlined under this Contract. Further, Contractor,
including but not limited to all Its directors, officers, employees and agents, must not
use. disclose, maintain or transmit PHI in any manner that would constitute a violation
of the Privacy and Security Rule.

2. The Contractor must not disclose any Confidential Information In response to a

V4. 04.04.2018_updated 2.6.19 ExhibitK Contractor initials.
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Exhibit K

DHHS Information Security Requirements

request for disclosure on the basis that it Is required by law, in response to a
subpoena, etc.. without first notifying DHHS so that DHHS has an opportunity to
consent or object to the disclosure.

3. ■ If DHHS notifies the Contractor that DHHS has agreed to be bound by additlonar
restrictions over and above those uses or disclosures or security safeguards of PHI
pursuant to the Privacy and Security Rule, the Contractor must be bound by such
additional restrictions and must not disclose PHI in violation of such additional
restrictions and must abide by any additional security safeguards.

4. The Contractor agrees that DHHS Data or derivative there from disclosed to an End
User must only be used pursuant to the terms of this Contract.

5. The Contractor agrees DHHS Data obtained under this Contract may not be used for
any other purposes that are not Indicated In this Contract.

6. The Contractor agrees to grant access to the data to the authorized representatives
of DHHS for the purpose of Inspecting to confirm compliance with the terms of this
Contract.

11. METHODS OF SECURE TRANSMISSION OF DATA

1. Application Encryption. If End User is transmitting .DHHS data containing
Confidential Data between applications, the Contractor attests the applications have
been evaluated by an expert knowledgeable in cyber security and that said
application's encryption capabilities ensure secure transmission via the internet.

2. Computer Disks and Portable Storage Devices. End User may not use computer disks
or portable storage devices, such as a thumb drive, as a method of transmitting DHHS
data.

3. Encrypted Email. End User may only employ email to transmit Confidential Data If
email is encrypted and being sent to and being received by email addresses of
persons authorized to receive such information.

4. Encrypted Web Site, if End User Is employing the Web to transmit Confidential
Data, the secure socket layers (SSL) must be used and the web site must be
secure. SSL encrypts data transmitted via a Web site.

5. File Hosting Services, also known as File Sharing Sites. End User may not use file
hosting services, such as Dropbox or Google Cloud Storage, to transmit
Confidential Data.

6. Ground Mail Service. End User may only transmit Confidential Data via certified ground
mall within the continental U.Si. and when sent to a named individual.

7. Laptops and PDA. If End User is employing portable devices to transmit
Confidential Data said devices must be encrypt^ and password-protected.

8. Open Wireless Networks. End User may not transmit Confidential Data via an open

V4.04.04.201B_updated 2.6.19 Exhibit K Conlraclorlnitiate
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DHHS Information Security Requirerhents

wireless network. End User must employ a virtual private network (VPN) when
remotely transmitting via an open wireless network.

9. Rerhote User Communication. If End User is employing remote communication to
access or transmit Confidential Data, a virtual private network (VPN) must be
Installed on the End User's mobile device(s) or laptop from which Information will be
transmitted or accessed.

10. SSH File Transfer Protocol (SFTP), also known as Secure File Transfer Protocol. If
End User is employing an SFTP to transmit Confidential Data, End User will
structure the Folder and "access "privileges to prevent Inappropriate disclosure of
information. SFTP folders and sub-folders used for transmitting Confidential Data will
be coded for 24-hour auto-deletion cycle (i.e. Confidential Data will be deleted every 24
hours).

11. Wireless Devices. If End User is transmitting Confidential Data via wireless devices, all
data must be encrypted to prevent inappropriate disclosure of Information.

III. RETENTION AND DISPOSITIGN OF IDENTIFIABLE RECORDS

The Contractor will only retain the data and any derivative of the data for the duration of this
Contract. After such time, the Contractor will have 30 days to destroy the data and any
derivative in whatever form it may exist, unless, otherwise required by law or permitted
under this Contract. To this end, the parties must:

A. Retention

1." The Contractor agrees it will not store, transfer or process data collected In
^  ' connection~wlth 'the services "rendered under this Contract outside of the'United

States. This physical location requirement shall also apply in the implementation of
- - • • -cloud computing,-cloud service or cloud storage'capabilities, and Includes backup

data and Disaster Recovery locations.

2. The Contractor agrees to ensure proper security monitoring capabilities are in .
place to detect potential security events that can impact State of NH systems
arid/or Departriierit confidential fhfoim'atlon for contractor provided systems.

3. The Contractor, agrees to provide security awareness and education for its End
Users in support of protecting Department confidential inforrnation.

.4, The Contractor^agrees-to retain all.electronic and hard copies-of-Confidentlal .Data..
in a secure location and identified in section IV. A.2

5. The Contractor agrees Confidential Data stored in a Cloud must be in a
FedRAMP/HITECH compliant solution and comply with all applicable statutes and
regulations regarding the privacy and security. All servers and devices must have
currently-supported and hardened operating systems, the latest antl-vlral, anti-
hacker, anti-spam, anti-spyware, and anti-malware utilities. The environment, as a
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Exhibit K

DHHS Information Security Requirements

whole, must have aggressive intrusion-detection and firewall protection.
6. The Contractor agrees to and ensures its complete cooperation with the State's

Chief Information Officer in the detection of any security vulnerability of the hosting
infrastructure.

B. Disposition

1. If the Contractor will maintain any Confidential Information on its systems (of its
sub-contractor systems), the Contractor will nhaintain a documented process for
securely disposing of such data upon request or contract termination; and will
obtain written certification for any State of New Hampshire data destroyed by the
Contractor or any subcontractors as a part of ongoing, emergency, and or disaster
recovery operations. When no longer in use, electronic media containing State of
New Hampshire data shall be rendered unrecoverable via a secure wipe program
in accordance with Industry-accepted standards for secure deletion and media
sanitization, or otherwise physically destroying the media (for example
degaussing) as described in NIST Special Publication 800-88, Rev 1, Guidelines
for Media Sanitization, National Institute of Standards and Technology, U. S.
Department of Commerce. The Contractor will document and certify in writing at
time of the data destroction, and will provide written certification to the Department
upon request. The written certification will Include ail details necessary to
demoristrate data has teen properly destroyed and validated. Where applicable,
regulatory and professional standards for retention requirements will be jointly
evaluated by the State and Contractor prior to destruction.

2. Unless otherwise specified, within thirty (30) days of the termination of this
Contract, Contractor agrees to destroy all hard copies of Confidential Data using a
secure method such as shreddirig.

3. Unless otherwise specified, within thirty (30) days of the termination of this
Contract, Contractor agrees to completely destroy all electronic Confidential Data
by means of data erasure, also known as secure data wiping.

IV. PROCEDURES FOR SECURITY

A. Contractor agrees to safeguard the DHHS Data received under this Contract and any
derivative data or files, as follows:

1. The Contractor will maintain proper security controls to protect Department
confidential information collected, processed, managed, and/or stored in the delivery
of contracted services.

2. The Contractor will maintain policies and procedures to protect Department
confidential information throughout the information lifecycle, where applicable, (from
creation, transformation, use, storage and secure destruction) regardless of the
media used to store the data (i.e., tape, disk, paper, etc.).

V4.04.04.2018.updaled 2.6,19 Exhibit K Contractor Initials
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Exhibit K

DHHS Information Security Requirements

3. The Contractor will maintain appropriate authentication and access controls to
contractor systems that collect, transrnit, or store Department confidential information
where applicable.

4. The Contractor will ensure proper security monitoring capabilities are in place to
detect potential security events that can impact State of NH systems and/or
Department confidential information for contractor provided systems.

5. The Contractor will provide regular security awareness and education for its End
Users in support of protecting Department confidential information.

6. If the Contractor will be sub-contracting any core functions of the engagement
supporting the services for State of New Hampshire, the Contractor will maintain a
program of an intemal process or processes that defines specific security
expectations, and monitoring compliance to security requirements that at a minimum
match those for the Contractor, including breach notification requirements.

7. The Contractor agrees to \ conduct an annual certified penetration testing of
databases, website, web-based -portals, or systems developed, implemented,
managed, or supported as a deliverable for this Contract. Certification of this testing
will be provided to DHHS Information Security. The objective of said Penetration
Testing is to identify design and/or functionality issues in Infrastructure of systems
that could expose Confidential Data, as well as, computer and network equipment
and systems to risks from malicious activities. Within 30 days after the annual
Penetration Test has been performed, the Contractor will provide DHHS information
Security with a report of security issues that were revealed. Within 90 days of testing
the Contractor-will provide DHHS-Information Security with a remediation plan. The

1.. ■ ■ Contractor and-DHHS will mutually agree which,-if any,-security issues revealed from
^  the Penetration Test will oe remediated by the Contractor.

8. The Contractor will work with the Department to sign and comply with all applicable
State of New Hampshire and Department system access and authorization policies
and procedures, systems access forms, and computer use agreements as part of
obtaining and maintaining access to any Department system(s). Agreements will be
completed and signed by the Contractor and any applicable sub-contractors prior to
systern access being authorized.

9. If the Department determines the Contractor Is a Business Associate pursuant to 45
Gf^R""160*'^03i~the Contractor will execute a HIPAA-Business Associate Agreement
(BAA) with the Department and is responsible for maintaining compliance with the
agreement.

10. The Contractor will work with the Department at its request to complete a System
Management Survey. The purpose of the survey is to enable the Department and
Contractor to monitor for any changes in risks, threats, and vulnerabilities that may
occur over the life of the Contractor engagement. The survey will be completed

V4.04.(M.2018_updated 2.6.19 Exhibit K Contractorinitials
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Exhibit K

DHHS Information Security Requirements

annually, or an altemate time frame at the Departments discretion with agreement by
the Contractor, or the Department may request the survey be completed when the
scope of the engagement between the Department and the Contractor changes.

11. The Contractor will not store, knowingly or unknowingly, any State of New Hampshire
or Department data offshore or outside the boundaries of the United States unless
prior express written consent is obtained from the Information Security Office
leadership member within the Department.

12. Data Security Breach Liability. In the event of any security breach Contractor shall
make efforts to Investigate the causes of the breach, promptly take measures to
prevent future breach and minimize any damage or loss resulting from the breach.
The State shall recover from the Contractor all costs of response and recovery from
the breach, including but not limited to: credit monitoring services, mailing costs and
costs associated with website and telephone call center services necessary due to
the breach.

13. Contractor must, comply with all applicable statutes and regulations regarding the
privacy and security of Confidential Information, and must In all other respects
maintain the privacy and security of PI and PHI at a level and scope that is not less
than the level and scope of requirements applicable to federal agencies. Including,
but not limited to, provisions of the Privacy Act of 1974 (5 U.S.C. § 552a). DHHS
Privacy Act Regulations (45 C.F.R. §5b), HIPAA Privacy and Security Rules (45
C.F.R. Parts 160 and 164) that govem protections for individually identifiable health
information and as applicable under State law.

14. Contractor agrees to establish and maintain appropriate administrative, technical, and
physical safeguards to protect the confidentiality of the Confidential Data and to
prevent unauthorized use or access to it. The safeguards must provide a level and
scope of security that Is not less than the level and scope of security requirements
established by the State of New Hampshire, Department of Information Technology.
Refer to Vendor Resources/Procurement at https;//www.nh.gov/doit/vendor/index.htm
for the Department of Information Technology policies, guidelines, standards, and
procurement information relating to vendors.

15. Contractor agrees to maintain a documented breach notification and incident
response process. The Contractor will notify the State's Privacy Officer, and
additional email addresses provided In this section, of any security breach within two
(2) hours of the time that the Contractor learns of Its occurrence. This includes a
confidential information breach, computer security incident, or suspected breach
which affects or includes any State of New Hampshire systems that connect to the
State of New Hampshire network.

16. Contractor must restrict access to the Confidential Data obtained under this
Contract to only those authorized End Users who need such DHHS Data to
perform their official duties In connection with purposes Identified in this Contract.

V4.04.04.2018_updated 2.6.19 Exhibit K Contractor Initials
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Exhibit K

DHHS Information Security Requirements

17. The Contractor must ensure that all End Users:

a. comply with such safeguards as referenced In Section IV A. above,
Implemented to protect Confidential Information that Is furnished by DHHS
under this Contract from loss, theft or Inadvertent disclosure.

b. safeguard this infotmatlon at all times.

c. ensure that laptops and other electronic devices/media containing PHI, PI, or
PFI are encrypted and password-protected.

d. send emails containing Confidential Information only if encrypted and being
sent to and being received by email addresses of persons authorized to
receive such information.

e. limit disclosure of the Confidential Information to the extent permitted by law.

f. Confidential Information received under this Contract and individually
Identifiable data derived from DHHS Data, must be stored in an area that is
physically and technologically secure from access by unauthorized persons
during duty hours as well as non-duty hours (e.g., door locks, card keys,

■■ biometric identifiers, etc.).' ' - -

g. only authorized End Users may transmit the Confidential Data, including any
derivative files containing personally identifiable information, and in all cases,
such data must be encrypted at all times when in transit, at rest, or when
-stored on portable media as required in section IV above. - -

h. in all other instances Confidential Data must be maintained, used and
disclosed using appropriate safeguards, as determined by a risk-based
-assessment of the circumstances involved." •: . -

t—understand that their

"  shared with'anyone. 'End Users will keep their credential information secure:
This applies to credentials" used'to'accesslh'e sit^directly or Indirectly "through
a third party application.

Contractor is responsible for oversight and compliance of their End Users. DHH-S
reserves the right to conduct onslte inspections to monitor compliance with this
Contract, including the privacy and security requirements provided in herein, HIPAA,
and other applicable laws and Federal regulations until such time the Confidential Data
is di^osed of in accordance with this Contract.

V. LOSS REPORTING

The Contractor must notify the State's Privacy Officer, Information Security Office and
Program Manager of any Security Incidents and Breaches within two (2) hours of the
time that the Contractor leams of their occurrence.

V4. 04.04.201S_updated 2.6.19 Exhibit K Contractor Initials
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Exhibit K

DHHS information Security Requirements

The Contractor must further handle and report Incidents and Breaches involving PHI in
accordance with the agency's docurhented Incident Handling and Breach Notification
procedures and in accordance with 42 C.F.R. §§ 431.300 - 306. In addition to. and
notwithstanding, Contractor's compliance with all applicable obligations and procedures,
Contractor's procedures must also address how the Contractor will:

1. Identify Incidents;

2. Determine If.personally identifiable Information Is involved in Incidents;

3. Report suspected or confirmed Incidents as required in this Exhibit or P-37:

4. Identify and convene a core response group to determine the risk level of Incidents
and determine risk-based responses to Incidents; and

5. Determine whether Breach notification Is required, and, If so, identify appropriate
Breach notification methods, timing, source, and contents from among different
options, and bear costs associated with the Breach notice as well as any mitigation
measures.

Incidents and/or Breaches that implicate PI must be addressed and reported, as
applicable, in accordance with NH RSA 359-C:20.

VI. PERSONS TO CONTACT

A. DHHS contact for Data Management or Data Exchange issues:

DHHSInformationSecurityOffice@dhhs.nh.gov
B. DHHS contacts for Privacy Issues:

DHHSPrlvacyOfficer@dhhs.nh.gov
0. DHHS contact for Information Security issues:

DHHSInformatlonSecurityOffice@dhhs.nh.gov
D. DHHS contact for Breach notifications:

DHHSInformationSecurityOffice@dhhs.nh.gov

DHHSPrivacy.Officer@dhhs.nh.gov
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Medicaid Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medicaid Care Management Services

Exhibit L ~ MCO implementation Plan

1. General

1.1. The MCO shall submit an Implementation Plari to DHHS for review and approval no
later than twenty-four (24) hours after Governor and Council approval.

i .2. The'lmpI^Thtatioh'PlarTshall address," at a mihimuh^ theTdllowfT^eier^
include timelines, activities and staff responsible for implementation of the Plan:

1.2.1. Contract Management and Compliance:

1.2.2. Provider Contracting and Credentialing;

1.2.3. Provider Payments;

1.2.4. Provider Training;

1.2.5. Member Services;

1.2.6. Member Enrollment;

1.2.7. Member Education and Incentives;

1.2.6. Pharmacy Management:

1.2.9. Care Management;

1.-2.10. Utilization Management;

1.2.11. Quality Management;

1.2.12. Grievance System;

_1,2,13, Fraud, Wastej a^nd^use;

1.2.14. Third-Party Liability;

12.15. MClS;

-  -- -1.2.16. Financial Management; and -- - - - - ■

—-1.2.17. Providerand Member Communications .

1.3. Upon initial DHHS approval of the implementation Pian, the MCO shall implement the
Plan as approved covering the populations and services identified in the Agreement.

1.4. The MCO shall successfully complete all Readiness activities at its own cost and shall
K., nuuc

nut uc iciiiiuuioou \jy L>t it iw.

1.5. The MCO shall obtain prior written approval from DHHS for any changes or deviations
frorh "the subrriitted a'nd approved Plan.

1.6. Throughout the Readiness period, the MCO shall submit weekly status reports to DHHS
that address:^' ' " -

1.6.1.1. Progress on the implementation Plan;

1.6.1.2. Risks/Issues and mitigation strategy;

1.6.1.3. Modifications to the Implementation Plan;

AmeriHealth Caritas New Harnpshire, Inc. Contractor Initials
Page 1 of 2 Y\\i\
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Medicaid Care Management Services Contract
New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medicaid Care Management Services

Exhibit L - MCO Implementation Plan

1.6.1.4. Activities Implemented to correct deficiencies identified by the MCO that
impact the Implementation Plan;

1.6.1.5. Program delays; and

1.6.1.6. Upcoming activities.

1.7. Throughout the Readiness period, the MCO shall conduct weekly implementation status
meetings with DHHS at a time and location to be decided by DHHS. These meetings
shall include representatives of key MCO implementation staff and relevant DHHS
personnel.

1.8. Should the MCO fail to pass Readiness for any elements of the Implementation Plan as
referenced in 1.2 of this Section, the MCO shall subrhit a Corrective Action Plan to
DHHS to ensure the MCO passes the Readiness Review and shall complete
implementation on schedule. Notwithstanding this requirement, DHHS retains its riohts
pursuant to Sections 1.2,5 and 4.16.1.6 of this Agreement.

1.9. The MCO's Corrective Action Plan shall be integrated into the Implementation Plan as a
modification subject for review and approval by DHHS.

1.10 DHHS reserves the right to suspend enrollment of members into the MCO until

damages^^ MCO's Readiness activities are rectified and/or apply liquidated
1.11 Liquidated damages will be imposed in accordance vrith Exhibit N and Section 5 5 8 of

Exhibit A.

AmeriHealth Carrtas New Hampshire, Inc. Contractor initials
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Medicaid Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medicaid Care Management Services' ' -

Exhibit M - MOO Proposal submitted In response to RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG

MOO Proposal and cover letter submitted In response to RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG incorporated here
by reference.

Exhibit M • MOO Proposal submitted in response to RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG

AmerlHealth Caritas New Hampshire, Inc. Contractor initials:
RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-01 Date: 'W/TT/f
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Medicaid Care Management Services Contract
Exhibit N

Liquidated Damages Matrix

Ji!'® .11'°'?' set forth in this Matrix. While Exhibit O measures
Mrn fo? 'yp";?"y ^Hhiy, the liquidated damages shall be assessed based on the timeframe below. For

aS^ss^ iniTff H requirement set forth in Exhibit 0, and according to this Exhibit the liquidated damages areassessed weekly, then the liquidated damages shall be assessed for each week within the month that was found to be In violation.

1. LEVEL 1

MCO actlon(s) or
inactlon(s) that
seriously
jeopardize the
health, safety,
and welfare of

member(s);
reduces

members' access
to care; and/or
the Integrity of the
managed care
program

1.1 Failure to substantially provride medically necessary covered services $25,000 per each failure

1.2 Discriminating among members on the basis of their health status or
need for health care services $100,000 per violation

1.3 Imposing arbitrary utilization management criteria, quantitative coverage
limits, or prior authorization requirements prohibited in the contract ̂ $25,000 per violation

1.4 Imposing on members premiums or charges that are In excess of the
premiums or charges permitted by DHNS

$10,000 per violation (DHHS will
return the overcharge to the
member)

1.5 Continuing failure to meet minimum care management, care
coordination and transition of care policy requirements $25,000 per week of violation
1.6 Continuing failure to meet minimum behavioral health (mental health
and substance use disorder) requirements, including regarding the full
continuum of care for members with substance use disorders

$25,000 per week of violation

1.7 Continuing failure to meet or failure to require their network providers to
meet the network adequacy standards established by DHNS (without an
approved exception) or timely member access to care standards In Section
4.7.5.

$1,000 per day per occumence until
correction of the failure or approval
by DHHS of a Corrective Action Plan
$100,000 per day for failure to meet
the requirements of the approved
Corrective Action Plan

1.8 Misrepresenting or falsifying information furnished to CMS or to DHHS
or a member $25,000 per violation

1.9 Failure to comply with the requirements of Section 5.3 (Program
Integrity) of the contract

$10,000 per month of violation (for
each month that DHHS determines

that the MCO Is not substantially in

AmerlHealth Caritas New Hampshire. Inc.
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Liquidated damages shal
compliance in a specific
example, if the MCO fails
assessed weekly, then the

be assessed based { on
limeframe, itypicaily nidntl
to meet a monthly requin
liquidated damages shall

MedicaidiCare Management Services Contract
'  Exhibit N
Liquidated Damages Matrix

Ihej violation or non-compliance set forth in this Matrix. While Exhibit
fly, ithe liquidated damages shall be assessed based on the tirnefram(
€ rhe.nt set fc^h in. Exhibit O, and according to this Exhibit the liqiiidated
"'assessed for each webk withln the month that was found to be in violati >

O  measures

below.- For

larhages are
h.'

MS tsi ^iljquiqatedtB.Srragj^ Raon- ve
isss

compliance)

1.10 Continuing failure to re'so
spebified timeframes ; !
1.11 Failure to isubmil timely, e
submission in the required file
(For submissions more than 3d
to virithhold 5% of the aggregai 9
that month until such timela's le

c

1.12 Failure to comply in any .
(including!tlhfiel|ness. accuracy

fi

v

1.13 Failure to adhere to the P

violation

1.15 Continued; failure to.comp
E

k/e member appeals and|grievances within

curate, and/or complete encounter data
drrhat
calendar days late, DHHS resen/es the^right
■capitation payments made to the MCO in
lequired submission is made)

jraViWith financial reportlrig requirements
arid completeness)

■eferred Drug List requirements

1.14 Continued; noncompliahci and failurejto comply, with previously
imposed remedial actions jand or Intermediate sanctions from a Level 2

y:\^h the Mental Health Parity and Addiction
quity Act of 2008, 42 CFR 'pa l|438, subp;art K, which prohibits

discrimination In the delivery o
ser>lfices and Inlthe treatment c
frorh a mental Health orsubsta

rnental health and substance us

1.16 Continued! failure to rrieet
boajrding

AmeriHealth Caritas New Hampshire, Inc.
RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-01

ExhIbtN

e disorder
f members with, at risk for, or recovering
ice use disorder I
the requirements for mirjimlzing psychiatric

$25,000 per violation

$5,000 per day the submi^ston is
late '

$25,000 per violation

$25,000 per violation

$25,000 per violation

$50,000 per violation for
failure '

$5,000 per day forjcontinj

bntinuing

Contractor Initiap
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Medicald Care Management Services Contract
Exhibit N

Liquidated Damages Matrix

Liquidated damages shall be assessed based on the violation or non-compliance set forth in this Matrix. While Exhibit O measures
compliancy in a specific timefranie, typically monthly, the liquidated damages shall be assessed based on the timefiame below. For
example, if the MCO falls to meet a monthly requirement set forth in Exhibit O, and acx:ording to this Exhibit the liquidated damages are
assessed weekly, then the liquidated damages shall be assessed for each week within the month that was found to be in violation.

1.17 In-network provider not enrolled with MM Medicald

$1,000 per provider not enrolled,
$500 per additional.day provider is
not suspended once MCO is notified
of non-enrollment, unless good
cause is determined at the discretion

ofDHHS
1.18 Failure to notify a member of DHHS senior management within twelve
(12) hours of a report by the Member, Member's relative, guardian or
authorized representative of an allegation of a serious criminal offense
against the Member by any employee of the MCO, its Subcontractor or a
Provider

$50,000 per violation

1.19 Two or more Level 1 violations within a contract year $75,000 per occurrence

2. LEVEL 2

MCO action(s) or
inaction(s) that
jeopardize the
integrity of the
managed care
program, but
does not

necessarily
Jeopardize
member(s)

2.1 Failure to meet readiness review timeframes or address readiness
deficiencies In a timely manner as required under the Agreement

$5,000 per violation (DHHS reserves
the right to suspend enrollment of
members into the MCO until

deficiencies in the MCO's readiness

activities are rectified)
2.2 Failure to maintain the privacy and/or security of data cx)ntaining
protected health Information (PHI) which results in a breach of the security
of such information and/or timely report violations in the access, use, and
disclosure of PHI

$100,000 per violation

2.3 Failure to meet prompt payment requirements and standards $25,000 per violation

AmeriHealth Caritas New Hampshire, Inc.
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MedicaidjCare Management Services Contract
Exhibit N

Liquidated Damages Matrix

Liquidated damages shall be assessed based! on
compliance In a specific imeframe
example, if the MOO falls
assessed weekly, then the

, typically mbnti
to meet a. monthly requir
liquidated damages sh^l

health, safety,
and welfare or

access to care.

2.5 Failure to cc»st avoid claim:

'  I ' 't^e i violatiori or non-compliance set forth in this Matrix. While Exhibit
fyv the liquidated damages shall be assessed based on the tirjieframe :b€
dment set forth in Exhibit O, and according to this Exhibit the liquidated art
sia'ssessedifor each week within the month that was found to be iri violatii

0 measures

below, For
amages are

n.

i

Bg kvellSlsta,vib c:e Saes

2.4 Failure to cdist avoid, iriclu£ iVe tof privatb insurance,ijMedicare or
subrogation, at least 1% of pai l jclaims in tijie first year of the contract, 1.2%
in thie second year, and 1.5% i licdntract years 3, 4, and 5; or failure to
provjide adequate information t^ldeterminejcost avoidance percentage as
determined by b)HHS

of known third party liability (TPL)

$50,000 per violation

2.6 Failure to collect overpaymlents for waste and abuse in the amount of
0.06% of paid daim amounts in the first year of the contract, 0.08% in the
second year, and 0.10% iri years 3,4. and is
2.7 Failure to refer at least 20 potential instances of subcontractor or
pro\|ider fraud, waste, or ajbusq to 'OHHS annually
2.8 EQR audit reports with "not met" findings that have been substantiated
by DHHS

2.9 Using unapproved benefici^
handbooks andmarketingjrnat
materially misleading informati

2.1 Q Failure to comply with me
of operation, call center, and o

Tiber services requirements (including hours
ilihe portal)!

2.1 i Member impharmacyj loc
no documentation as to waiver

AmeriHealth Carrtas New Hampshire, Inc.
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Exhibi

lyiHotices, educational materials, and
Jijials, or materials that contain false or
)n

<-in" program not locked jinto a pharmacy and
or other excuse for not being locked in

$250 permember and tot^ [claim
amount paid that should h^ve been
cost avoided i

$50,000 per violation

$10,000 unless good caus
determined by Program InI  egrity

$10,000 per violation

$5,000 per violatio^

$5,000 per day of violation

$500 per member per occ(
and total pharmac^j claims
paid while not locked-in
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Medicaid Care Management Services Contract
Exhibit N

Liquidated Damages Matrix

shall be assessed based on the violation or non-compliance set forth in this Matrix While Exhibit 0 measures

^r^ple^the MC^faMs "J® damages shall be assessed based on the timeframe below. For
aSS^il^ekli^?h^n me fnZatPHHT^^ requirement set forth ,n Exhibit O, and according to this Exhibit the liquidated damages areassessed weekly, then the liquidated damages shall be assessed for each week within the month that was found to be in violation.

2.12 Continued noncompliance and failure to comply with previously
imposed remedial actions and/or Intermediate sanctions from a Level 3
violation

$25,000 per week of violation

2.13 Failure to suspend ortenninate providers in which it has been
determined by DHHS that the provider has committed a violation or is under
fraud investiqation bv MFCU when instructed by DHHS

$500 per day of violation

2.14 Failure to process a provider credentialing clean and complete
application timely

$5,000 per delayed application and
$1,000 per each day the application
is delayed

2.15 Failure to meet performance standards in the contract which include
case management measures (Section 4.10.2.6, 4.10.6.2, 4.10 8 2) claims
processing (Section 4.15.8.2, 4.18.1.3, 4.18.2.2, 4.18.3-4.18.5). call center
performance (Section 4.4.4.2.3.1 & 4.13.4.1.2), transportation rides (Section
4.1.9.3 & 4.1.9.7), and service authorization processing (Section 4.2.3.7.1 &
4.8.4.1)

$1,000 per violation

2.16 Two or more Level 2 violations within a contract year $50,000 per occurrence

2.17 Failure to cortiply with subrogation timeframes established in RSA
167:14-a $15,000 per occurrence

3. LEVELS

MCO action(s) or
inactlon(s) that
diminish the

effective

oversight and

3.1 Failure to submit to DHHS within the specified timeframes any
documentation, policies, notices, materials, handbooks, provider directories
provider agreements, etc. requiring DHHS review and/or approval or as
requested by an audit

$10,000 per violation

3.2 Failure to submit to DHHS within the specified timeframes all required
plans, documentation, arid reporting related to the implementation of $10,000 per week of violation

AmerlHeafth Caritas New Hampshire, Inc.
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Medicaid Clare Management Services Contract
I  ExhibitN
Liquidated Damages Matrix

Liquidated damages shal
compliance in a specific
example, if the MOO fails
assessed weekly, then the

be assessed basedjon
timeframe. typically month
to meet a monthly require
liquidated damages shall

administration of

the managed
care program.

hej violation or non-compliance set forth In this Matrix. While Exhibit
ly, jthe liquidated damages shall be assessed based on the timeframe
nWnt set fo'rth in. Exhibit 0, and according to this Exhibit the liqu|idated-
e' assessedl for each week within the month that was found to be in violate ri.

era oru^mpl lan haXistira uidates

Atteiriative Payiinerit Model feqiilfements

3.3 Failure to implement and rr
programs ;

3.4 Failure to complywith pijov
of operation, call center, and o

der relations requirements (including hours
ulihe portal) j

3.5 Failure to r^ort subrogatic^'settlements that are under 80% of the total
liability (lien amount) . .

3.6 Failure to enforce material
Subbontractor

3.7 Failure to submit and bbtaip DHHS revtew and approval for applicable
Subfcontracts 1

3.8 Failure to aimply with ownership disclosure requirements

3.9 Continued noncompliance
remedial actions and/or infehm^

md| failure to comply with previously imposed
dicite sanctions from a Uevel 4 violation

3.10 Failure to meet minimum

requirements, as described in
vnthj Social Services and Comrh
unmet resourcei needs of mem

i

3.11 Failure to ensure that clinic
corrrprehehsive iassessmeht ar;
CAI^S and ANSA, or an altemc
approved by DHHS within 'tile

c
i

aintain required policies,' plans, and

crovisions under its agreements wHh

dcial services and community care
Section 4.10110 (Coordination and Integration
unity Care)! of the contract, with respect to
cerb

laiis conducting or contlibuting to a
 certified injthe use of New Hampshire's

tlve evidenced based assessment tooh

Specified timeframe '

$500 per every one-week

$10,000 per violation

$10,000 per violation

$25,000 per violation

$25,000 per violation

$10,000 per violation

$25,000 per week of violat on

$10,000 per violation

$10,000 per violation

0 measures

below. I For
lam'ages are

lelay

AmeriHealth Caritas New Ijlampshire, Inc.
RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANA(3-01
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I
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Medicatd Care Management Services Contract
Exhibit N

Liquidated Damages Matrix

Liquidated damages shall be assessed based on the violation or non-compliance set forth In'this Matrix/While Exhibit O measures
compliance In a specific timeframe, typically monthly, the liquidated damages shall be assessed based on the timeframe below. For
example if the MOO falls to meet a monthly requirement set forth in Exhibit O, and according to this Exhibit the liquidated damages are
assessed weekly, then the liquidated damages shall be assessed for each week within the month that was found to be in violation.

3.12 Two or more Level 3 violations within a contract year $100,000 per occurrence

4. LEVEL 4

MOO actlon(s) or
Inactlon(s) that
Inhibit the

efficient operation
the managed
care program.

4.1 Submission of a late, incorrect, or incomplete report or deliverable
(excludes encounter data and other financial reports) $500 per day of violation

4.2 Failure to comply with timeframes for distributing (or providing access
to) beneficiary handbooks, identification cards, provider directories, and
educational materials to beneficiaries (or potential members)

$5,000 per violation

4.3 Failure to meet minimum requirements requiring coordination and
cooperation with external entities (e.g., the New Hampshire Medicaid Fraud
Control Unit, Office of the Inspector General) as described in the contract •

$5,000 per violation

4.4 Failure to comply with program audit remediation plans within required
timeframes $5,000 per occurrence

4.5 Failure to meet staffing requirements $5,000 per violation

4.6 Failure to ensure provider agreements include all required provisions $10,000 per violation

AmerlHeatth Caritas New Hampshire, Inc.

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-01

Exhibit N - Liquidated Damages Matrix
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Medicaid Care Management Services Contract

'1^*' Department of Health and Human Services
Medicaid Care Management Services

exhibit O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

1. General

.f.l-TheJIst-of-deiiverabies-in -Exhibit -0-provides-.a-high.-level-summary-of-what-each
deiiverable will entail. Please note all Information is subject to revision and refinement
as NH DHHS finalizes the specifications for each deliverable.

1.2. The Exhibit O measures/measure sets, logs, and narrative reports shall be submitted
according to the specified schedule. Submission formats shall be either the standard
HEDIS submission format for HEDiS measures or as specified by NH DHHS for other
measures, data tables and reports.

1.3. NH DHHS utilizes measures from several measure stewards, including NCQA and the
Pharmacy Quality Alliance (PDA). The MCO is responsible for contracting with these
entities or associated vehdors as appropriate for producing deliverables.

1.4. To help insure the successful generation of consistent Exhibit O deliverables (both over
time for each MCO and also across all MCOs), the following processes will be In place.
1.4.1. NH DHHS shall:

1.4.1.1. Identify specifications for each deliverable:

1.4.1.2. Engage the MCOs in the development of measures as appropriate;
1.4.1.3. Schedule "Exhibit O" meetings (webinars, typically held on Friday

afternoons) with the MCOs to:

-1-4.1.3,1. . Review all deliveraMe specificatb^

■  1.4.1.3.2. Provide clarifications as needed by the MCOs;

1.4.1.3.3. Establish Initial due dates for all deliverables.

-  - 1.4.1.4. -- Provide training for use of the NH Medicaid Quality Information System -

(MQIS) and the DHHS SFTP Site;
1.4.1.5. Contact MCO compliance" staff to validate suspected' reporting

discrepancies.

1.4.2. MCO compliance staff and appropriate subject matter experts (SMEs) shall:
1.4.2.1. Review, sign, and comply with all applicable DHHS and DolT applicable

policies and procedures;
1.4.2.2. Review all specifications for clarity and request more information as

needed;

- -1.4.2.-3.- -Participate in measure development activities as appropriate; -
1.4.2.4. Participate in the "Exhibit 0" meetings:

1.4.2.5. Follow the finalized specifications for submission of deliverables;
1.4.2.6. Gain access to and utilize the MQIS, including participation in any DHHS-

required training necessary:

1.4.2.7. Submit all data as required to MQIS using MQIS specified formats;

AmeriHealth Caritas New Hampshire, Inc. Contractor initials
Page 1 of 89

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-01 v Date ' W



Medicaid Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medicaid Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O — Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

Sir

1.4.2.8. Submit deliverables as required to the DHHS S^TP site;

1.4.2.9. Respond to system generated error reports;

1.4.2.10. Respond to requests from DHHS staff to validate suspected reporting
discrepancies. - c

1.5. The Department reserves the right to develop and require alternative methodologies to
submit data.

AmeriHealth Caritas New Hampshire, Inc. Contractor Initials
Page 2 of 89

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-01 Date //'



Medicaid Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medicaid Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

2. Key Definitions

—2.-1 .-Thefollowing-terms include some of-the-unique or-new terms found In Exhibit O.
Please reference the model contract for more details.

2.1.1. Community
Hospital

2.1.2. Community
Mental Health

Program or
CMHP

2.1.3. High Risk/
High Need

2.1.4. Local Care

Mariagement

Any hospital,other than New Hampshire Hospital

A program established and administered by the state, city, town, or
county, or a nonprofit corporation for the purpose of providing mental
health services to the residents of the area and which minimally
provides emergency, medical or psychiatric screening and evaluation,
case management, and psychotherapy services [RSA 135-C:2, IV]. A
CMHP is authorized to deliver the comprehensive array of services
described in He-M 426 and is designated to cover a region as
described iri He-M 425.

Formerly referred to as Community Mental Health Center or CMHC.

See Section 4.10.6 of the model contract.

2.1.5. Priority
Populations

2.1.6. Subpopulations

Local Care Management shall meari that the MCO will provide real
time, high touch, in-person Care Management and consistent foliow up
with Providers and Members to assure that selected Members are

.makLng progress with their Care Plans^

See Section 4.10.9 of the-r

Populations that are riidsl likely to have Care Management needs and
are most able to benefit from Care Management.

See Section 4.10.3 of the model contract.

Subpopulations are made up of components used together to classify
a member. Subpopulation methodology will vary depending on the
measure. Subpopulations are used for selected measures as
indicted in thie NH Me^di^id Care'MaiTag^'^t'Quality'ah'd Ov^ight
Reporting Deliverables table below. Note: some measures use more
than one subpopulation method. The following subpopulations are
used:

• General

•  Granite Advantage Waiver

AmeriHealth Caritas New Hampshire, Inc.

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-01
Page 3 of 89
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Medicaid Care Management Services Contract

Now Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medicaid Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

m sOtfi
SLID IMD Waiver

General:

•  The General subpopulatlon Is made up of the following
components; Age Group, Member Type, LTSS Type, and
Payer Type. Measures use specific components in conjunction
based on the measurement intent. .

•  Each corhponent is broken down Into categories that have
standardized definitions used consistently across all measures,
The categories for the components are:

o Age Group {Children. Adults; Older Adults).
o Member Type {DCYF Involved Child. Child with Severe

Disabilities (HC-CSD. SSI. SMS), Other Special Needs
Child, Other Child, Special Needs Adult. All Other
Adults, All Older Adults),

o LTSS Type {Receiving LTC Services (Waiver or
Nursing Home). Eligible for CMHC Services and Not
Also Waiver/Nursing Home. Not Receiving Waiver,
CMHC, or Nursing Home), and

P Payer Type {Medicaid Prirhary, Medicare Primary,
Other Primary)

Granite Advantage Waiver-

•  The Granite Advantage Waiver subpopulatlon components are
those necessary to meet Centers for Medicare and Medicaid
Services (CMS) waiver requirements for monitoring and
evaluation. '

SUD IMD Waiver-

•  The SUD IMD Waiver subpopulatlon components are those
necessary to meet Centers for Medicare and Medicaid
Services (CMS) waiver requirements for monitoring and
evaluation.

AmeriHealth Caritas New Hampshire, Inc.

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-01
Page 4 of 89
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Medicald Care Management Services Contrary

-  i
New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Mediald Care Mariagement Services I

!  I

NH Medicaid Care Management Oualltyjand Oversight Reporting Dellvi i
Note: Table is Sorted by Domain and Reporting Referents ID; purpose of h
nx)nitorir>g of martaged care plans. i

P0N.04 Access

Pflvata Duty Nunlng:

RN-Level{Kours
Odtvered and Billed

EXHIBIT C' - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

rabies

onitoring Is the primary purpose for monitoring; in addition all measures are monitored by C

«pae»Bieioagi5tiS fiRiJata

m ■o9«<1MCO Date
remen

NoNa Subm
Miiaoo

ncv

«•

The number of RN level prf
nursing hours delivered anc
by dayAveekend/nt^tJ and
intensive (ventUatorideperK ent)
modifiers (S9123, 59023 U1 S9123
U2). The hours will be repot :ed out
by adult (age 21+) and pedi: tilc
(age 0-20) bettefidafy categ >rles on
a quarterly basis to ensure i tat
prtvate duty nurslng|payme its are
adiieving their Intei^ed pu pose Of,
Increasing access to prtrate|dutY :
nursing services. : !

Quarter Measure Quarterly

2 Months after
end of

Measurement

Period

IHS for its general

AmenHealth Caritas New Hampshire. Inc.

RFPr2019-OMS-02-MANAG-01

Contractor iKials
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Medlcald Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medicald Care Management Services

Na No

EXHIBIT O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

P0N.05

PON.07

ANNUALftPT.Ol

Access

Private Duty Nursing:
LPN-Level Hours

DeOvered and Blfled

Access

Cart

Management

Private Duty Nursing:
Incfivldual Detail for

Members Receiving
Private Duty Nurdr^
Services

Medlcaid Care

Management
Program

Comprehettsive

Annual Repon

AmeriHealth Caritas New Hampshire, Inc.

RFP-2019<3MS-02-MANAG-01

The number of LPN level private
duty nursing hours delivered artd
URed by dayAveekend/nlght, and
intensive (ventilator dependent)
modifiers (S9124, S9124 Ul). The

. hours «viN be reported out by adult
(age 21+) and pedlatrlc (age 0-20)
benefidary categories on a
quarterly basis to ensure that

private duty nursing payments are
achieving their intended purpose of
Increasing access to private duty
nursing services.

Year to Date detail related to

memben receivfng private duty
rHjrsIng services.

The annual report Is the Managed
Care Organization's report on the
accomplishments atxi opportunities
of the prior agreement year. The
report %vlfl address how the MCO
has Impacted Department priority
issues, social determinants of

health, tmprovemems to population
health, and developed Innovative
programs. The audience will be the
NH Governor, legislature, and other

Ired

D^ Oe Datereme

asu

5R

m

2 Months after

ertdof

Measurement

Period

Quarter Measure Quarterly

2 Months after

endof

Measurement

Period

Quarter Tabe Quarterly

Narrative

and

Analytic
Report

Agreement

Year Annually August 30th

Page 6 of 89
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Medlrald Care Management Services Contract
I  I

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Medicaid Care Management Services !
EXHIBIT (I Quality andj Oversight Reporting Requirements

asu

mNa miss

Date

a i)

I repo t

Unkil

otkn ii

stakeholders. From the he

plw's perspective, the

cormect outcomes and

opttortunltles for both dii
operational improvement

the health plans have flexlb^l
thedetailed specificiconten
report must cover the fb'

topics In the order of the ta
contents provided in the

spedfkatiofl. When applka^l
health plan wfll assess each

impact on members,' provli

program qualltY. and cost. 1

graphics will be used to pro^
report that Is enga^ng and

inh>fmat^ to a public 8udl<

ptah language The report

be between 20 and 80 ̂ e
wISbe posted on the New

Hampshire Medicaid Qualir
hedth plan website.

a

and

\|rhOe ;
itvoh
, the

ing

ile'of

ei the
epic's

Idkrr,

ext and

luce a'

nee In

should,
and

nd

CAItECOORD.03
Cve

Management

I

Case Management:

Neonatal l^bstlnence
Syndrome Referrals:

i

i

newb mjCount and percent of

diagnosed with Neooatai

Abstinence Syndrome (NAS!

the:measurement quarter r
to rase management within
calimdar days of diagnosis.

during

febed

3o'- i

Quarter Measure, Quarterly

4 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

AmenHeatth Caritas New Hampshire, Inc.:

RFpi2019-OMS-02-MANAG-01
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Medlcaid Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medlcaid Care Management Services

0(HtBIT O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

oe

mMGO Oenvc^Datu
•sure

poo ^ype or-seasureio

iiCeq

CAIIECOORO.04

CAREMGT.Ol

Care

Management

Care

Management

Case Management:
Neonatal Abstinence

Syndrome

Engagement

Care Management

Plan IndiKfing Plan to

Assess and Report on

the Quality and
Appropriateness of

Care Furnished to

Members With

Spedal Health Care

Needs .

Count artd percent of newtxxns

dtagiwsed %vith Neortatai

Abstinence Syndrome (NAS) during
the measurement quarter who

enrolled with the MCO care

management program within 30

days of the referraL
Overview of the MCO

compreheraive care management
and an assessment of MCO care

martagement. with comprehensive

care coordination across Its health

plan, other payers, fee-for-service

Mecficald, community services and
other health and sodal service -

provldefs; promoting and assuring
service accessibility; centered on
irtdMdual member artd care giver
rteeds vrith member arid family
involvement; community centered;
cuituraOy appropriate care. The
plan will also indude the MCO's

local care management plan
describing the structure, the

percentage of hlgh-risk/high-rteed
members serviced, the list of

desigriated local care management
entitles that will coixhict the local

care maragement, and description

AriteriHealth Caritas New.HampshIre, Inc.

RFP-201 &OMS-02-MANAG-01

Quarter

N/A

Measure

Plan

Quarterly

Annually

SMotrths after

end of

Measurement

Period

May 1st

Page 8 of 89
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Medicaid Care Management Services Contract
-  , I

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Medlcafd Care Management Services i

EXHIBIT

CAREMCT^

r Qualltv and Oversight Reporting Requirements

gU-CPOyjS

Date
Me

bnw

m

of fhe geography ancf prl<
pofiulatlons the desisted local
entities win serve. The|plan Llll.also
include the MCO's rfsle:Scorlj)g and
stnitJficatlon methodology JrMch -
Shalt Indude but rtotbe lltnl

Information and data to be

edto:

■tinted;

Care

Martagemetrt

Care Mariagement:
Comprehensive
Assessments

Completed for
Prtorlty Pbpulatloftt

description of the methodo agy; |
methodoloKy for Identifying high i
rtsP/ high need Members wi o are
not Priority Populations; nu iber of
rtsh strata; criteria for each i Isk
stnitum; and approximate e tpected
poiHjIation In each stratum. In the
second agreement year, the MCO:
shall Indude an appendix to the
plan that indudes the numb :r of'
members broken out by eat) erf the
risk stratum as well u refer ab for
social services and commun ty care
provided to member^ j
Coc'mt and percent of memt ers
newly Idetttlfled as being In
more priority popuU^n du trtg the
qimrter, who have a comple ed
corpprchenshre assessment.

AmeiriHealth Caritas New Hampshire, Inc. i

RFP-ZOI9-OMS-02-MANAG-01

Quarter Measure Quarterly

2 Months after
end of

Measurement
Period
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Medlcaid Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medlcaid Care Management Services

^HIBIT 0 - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

Stf^'ra^Dieagp

CO ivereme
Notes

Count and percent of members

newly identified as being in one or
more prtortty population during the
quaner. who have a.completed

comprehensive assessment by a
subcontractor (e^. Independent
Delivery Networfcs, Commur^
Mental Health Programs, Special
MecDcsl Services, HCBS case

managers, and Area Agendes.)

Care Management:

Comprehensive

Assessments

Completed for

Prlortty Populations

by Subcontractors

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

Care

Management
CAREMGT.23

Quarter Measure Quarterly

Care Martagement:

Comprehensive

Assessments

Completed for

Priority Populations

Within 30 Calendar

Days

Count and percent of members

newly identified as being In one or
more priority population durlrtg the
quarter, have a completed
comprehensive assessment within

30 calendar days of Identification.

2 Months after

ertd of

Measurement

Period

Care

Management
CAREMGT.24

Quarter Measure Quarterly

Count and percent of members with

a new care plan established during
the quarter. In whldt the plan was
cDstflbuted In svrlting to memben of
the local based care team within 14

calendar days. The local care team

Includes but b not limited to the

member's PCP, spedaOst.
behavioral health provider, artd
local community based care team.

Care Martagement:

Care Plans

Disseminated within

14 Calendar Days

2 Months after

ettdof

Measurement

Period

Care

Management
CAREMGT.25

Quarter Measure Quarterly

AmeriHealth Caritas New Hampshire, Inc.

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-01
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Medlcald Care Management Services Contraa

t

NewjHampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medicald Care Management Services |

m

tes ype

m sm

jaawewiagc

EXHIBIT 6 - Qualltv and Oversight Reporting Requirements

CAREMGT.26

CAREMGT.27

CAREMGT^S

Care

Management

Care

Management

Care

Management

Care Management:
LocalCare

Management

Resources - Unmet

Needs I

Care Management:

Members Identined

as High Risk Receiving
Care Management

Care.Mariagement:
Member^ Receiving
Care Matugement by

Pflortty Pbputatlon

Standard template aggregating by^
county, resource ne^s (e.g
hotistng supports, providers
cannot be met becatise the^

locally available. Data «^n b

on the care screenli^ and

comprehensive assessment
coQducted during the quart'

tiut!
are nio

Count artd percent of members
Identified as 'high-risk*/*hl| h-need*
through the comprehensive

assessment during tbe quar er, who

areienroDed In care mmage nmt'
Eniollment in care manager lent Is
defined as the member hav^'a
corppleted plan of care.

Standard template capturing

qtmrterly counts of member t

ettrofled in care managemet t,
btdudlng local and plan
administered, durlr^' tlte qu
broken out by priority popu!
outlined in the Care Coordlr^on
and Care Management sect^ of
the:MCM Model Contmct

Enrollment In care tnariager
defined as the member havt

completed plan of careL

irter

ent Is

ng'a

AmeriHealth Caritas New Hampshire, Inc.:

R FP^2019-OMS-02-MANAG-01

t
based

j
stions

Quarter

Quarter

Quarter

Table

Table

Quarterly

Quarterly

Quarterly

nvery

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

2 Months after

ertd of

Measurement

Period

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

Page 11 of 89
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Medlcaid Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medlcaid Care Management Services

EXHIBIT 0 - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

IjOelWOTS^lKatfliMcSi
DannSbbmissio'n oratorlne

iRedDlre
MCO

asureme

l»lo uurcio

Count and percent of members

WentHted as 'hljh-flskTWgh-fleetr
through the comprehensive
assessment, who receive outreach
to enroll In care management

Care Management
Outreach; High Risk

Members

2 Mortths after

end of

Measurement

Period

Care

Management
CAREMGT.29

Quarter Measure Quarterly

Count and percent of members who
are enrolled In care management
and receiving local care

management Enrolbnent in care

management is defined as the

member having a completed plan of
care.

Care Management:

Members Receiving
local Care

Management

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

Care

Management
CAREM6T30

Quarter Measure Quarterty

Median number of days enrolled in
care management for members

who were discharged from care
management during the quarter.
The measure vritl Indude

enrollment in local care

management and plan care

management Enrollment In care

management is defined as the

member having a completed plan of

Care Management
Median Days
Members Enrolled by
Local Care

Management and
Plan Care

Management

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

Care

Management
CAREM6T.31

Quarter Measure Quarterty

care.

AmeriHealth Caritas New Hampshire, Inc.

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG^1 Page 12 of 89
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Medlcald Care Management Services Contract

•  ' :

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Medi<»id Care Management Services i
EXHIBIT (I - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

rente

M

m

Na

quire

ion

eque port

CAREMGT.32
Care

Management

Care Management:.

Members Enrolled In

Local Care

Management Who

Receive a Face-to-

Face Care

Management

Co^t and percent dP members
enrolled In local care man at ement

during the quarter, tvho hat at least

one face to face meeting wi h dtelr
local case manager during tie
qtuirter. EnroOment In care

management Is defined as t
memt>er having a completed plan of

Quarter Quarterly

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

CAREMGT.33
Care

Management

Care Management -

Memben Receiving

Local Care

Management who are

High RisiclMembers

Coimt and percent of memt i

receiving local care manage

who were Identified as 'higl^-
rJsi(*/"hlgh-need* by: the

cornprehefuive assessment

Enrollment In care manager >ent is

defined as the member havi tga
cornpleted plan of carei

Quarter Measure Quarterfy

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

t ers

CAREM(n'.34
Care

Management

Care Management:

Members Enrolled in

Care Management by

Subpopu^tion

Count artd percent of memi

enrolled In care managemet

during the quarter by subpo^latlon
breakouts. Enrollment In ca<

management Is defined as
member having a cofflplete(| plan'of
care.

11

t le'

Quatter Measure General Quarterly

4 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

AmeriHealth Caritas New Hampshire, Inc.

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-01
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Medicaid Care Management Sendees Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medicaid Care Management Senrices

EXHIBIT O — Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

maswn

femeDo

UKP

flCY

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

Quarter Measure Quarterly
CAREMGT.3S

HRA.04

HRA.OS

Care

Management

Care

Management

Care

Marugement

Care Martagement:

Member Referrals to

DHHS's Tobacco

Cessation Programs

Health Risk

Assessment: Best

Effort to Have New

Member Conduct

MCO's Health Needs

Self-Assessment

Health Risk

Assessment: New

Member Successfufty
Completed MCCs

Health Needs Self-

AssessmerK

Coorrt of the number of member

referrals made to the NH DHHS

Tobacco Cessation Programs (e^.
Quit Urte, Cessation CoacMng /
CounseHng) during the quarter. The
total should Indude referrals made

by the MCO member call centers,
case managers, and other MCO staff

and contractors that are able to

make referrals.

Count and percent of new members
in the quarter In which the MCO
made at least three attempts, by
phone, to complete the Health Risk
Assessment wItNn 90 calendar days
of the member's enrollment The

rate also Irtdudes all members who

complete the health risk

assessment within 90 calendar days,
regardless of the number of MCO

attempts to contact the member.

Count and percent of new members

in the quarter who successfuOy
complete the Health Risk

Assessment within 90 calendar days
of the enrollment.

Quarter

Quarter

Measure

Measure

Quarterly

Quarterly

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

2 Months after

ettdof

Measurement

Period

AmeriHeatth Caritas Now Hampshire, Inc.

RFP.2019-OMS-02-MANAG-01
Page 14 of 89
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Medicaid Care Management Services Contract

Newj Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medicaid Care Management Services

A

EXHIBIT C Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

ejo

m

ReoQIred
MCO Oil Date

FrequeiKV

Appeals Resolution

Resohrtioh of

Standard Appeals

Within 3d Calendar
Days i

Cotint and percent of appeal |
resrjiutlons of standard appcab
within 30 calendar days of rMelpt
of tippeal for appeabirecelvMi
during the measure data period.

2 Months after

ertd of

Measurement

Period

GrlevarKesSi

Appeab
APPEA1S.01 Quarter Measure Quarterfy

Cottnt arxl percent of appeal
resolutions of extended staiward

appeals within 44 calendar (Bys of
reoHpt of appeal for appeals !
received durlrtg the measura data

period. [

Appeals Resolution

Resolution of

ExtendediStandard
Appeals Within 44

Calertdar Days

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

Grievances &

Appeals
APPEALS.02 Quarter Measure Quanerty

Count and percent of appeal <

resolutions of expedited app tab
within 72 hours of receipt of appeal
for appeab received during t >e
measure data period; I

Appeals Resolution

Resplutloh of
Expedited Appeals

Within 72 Hours

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

Grievances &

Appeab
APPEAIS.03 Quarter Measure Quarterly

Count and percent of appeal i

resolutions within 4S<c^end r days
of recdpt of appeal forjappe ib
reotived during the measure data

period. . I i

Appeals Resolution;

Resohrtioh of All

Appeals ̂ thln 45
Calendar Days

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

Grievances &

Appeals
APPEAU.04 Quarter Measure Quarteriy

Count and percent ofjappeal
whore member abandoned i

MCO action was upheld, or f
action was reversed for all ai

reotived during the rheuure
period. i

I ppeal

MCO '

1 paals
! data:

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

Appeals Resolution:

Resolution of Appeab
by Dbposition Type

Grievances &

Appeab
APPEALS.05 Quarter Measure Quarterly

litials

DaleiWd
Contractor I

Page 15 of 89

AmeriHealth Caritas New Hampshire, Inc. |
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Medicaid Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medicaid Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

bmData

MGO
reme

Bopuw

ncy epo
Bma

IKtS

Quarter Table Quarterly
APPEA15.16

APPEAIS.17

APPEAIS-IS

APPEALS.19

GRIEVANCL02

Grtevances&

Appeals

Grievances &

Appeals

GrlevaiKes &

Appeab

Grlevancesft

Appeab

Appeab by Type of

Resohrtlon aivl

Category of Service by
State Plart, 191SB

Watver, ar>el Total

Population

Pharmacy Appeab by
Type of Resohition

and Therapeutic Drug
Oass by State Plan.
191SB Waiver, and
Total Population

Appeab Reversed:

Service Authorized

Within 72 Hours

Following Revened

Appeal

Appeals Receded:

Member iriitiated

Grievance log

bKhidlng State Plan /
191SB W^ver Flag

Standard template that provides
counts of MCO resolved appeab by
resolution type (Le. upheld,
withdrewn, abandoned) by category
of service. The counts are broken

out by State Plan and 191S6 waiver

populations.

Standard template providing counts
of MCO appeals resolutions by
resolution type and category of
pharmacy dass

Count and percent of services

authorized within 72 hours

following a reversed appeal for the
service that was previously denied,
limited or delayed by the MCO.
Count and percent of Member
appeals Died during the

measurement data period, per
1.000 member months.

Startdard template log of all
grievances with detail on grievances
and any corrective action or
response to the grievance for

grievarKes made within the

measure data period.

Quarter

Quarter

Quarter

Quarter

Table

Measure

Measure

Table

Quarterly

Quarterly

Quarterly

Quarterly

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

2 Months after

ertdof

Measurement

Period

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

2 Months after

ertdof

Measurement

Period

ISCaiertdar

Days after end

of

Measurement

Period

AmeriHeafth Caritas New Hampshire, Inc.

RFP-2019-OMS^2-MANAG-01
Page 16 of 89

Contractor Initials

Date



Medicaid Care Management Services Contract

)  i

New^ Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Mecflcald Care Management Services '

EXHIBIT I > ~ Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

GRIEVANCE.03

GR1EVANCE.04

ACaOENT.Ol

Grievances &

Appeals

MCO

Operations

Grievances: Received

from Member

GrtevaiKes: Timely
Processbig of All
Grtevartces

Accident iu>d Trauma

Oaim Log

Count artd Percent lofjmei
griirvances received during
measure data period, per 1,

member months.

Count and percent of ̂ ev; nee
dispositions made within 4! {
caiertdar days of receipt of he
grievance for grIevaiKa rrv de

within the measure data pt rlod or
within S9 calendar days of i e<^t
of the grievance forgiie
extended for up to 14 days The
count and percent will repr sent
the total of all grievances n celved
in the measurement period

nonthly

lybHHS

Standard template of MCO

detailed paid claim history

related to cases ideotifled

as possible acddencaiid trauma.
This report will provide DH^ 'with a
monthly detailed { -
paid/vold/ad]usted da^
related to cases Idemlhed
as possible acddentiar^ tt
through the monthly *MCO
recovery cases* requefl prijvlded to
theMCOsbyDHHS.| I

I hi rtiorylog

DHHS

AmeriHealth Caritas New Hampshire, Inc.'

RFP.2019-OMS-02-MANAG-01

Quarter

Quarter

Month

Measure

Measure

Table

Monltori

quired
CO Date

Rere Subme
tori Me

req ney

Quarterly

Quarterly

Monthly

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

3 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

15 Calendar

Days after end

of

Measurement

Period

Page 17 of 89
Contractor Jirtials^^^^

Dale^V//'?



Medicaid Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medlcald Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

GO
asure

Me

APM.01

APM.02

APM.03

CLAIM.05

MCO

Opentions

MCO

Operations

MCO

Operattons

MCO

Operations

Altemative Paymertt
Model Plan

Alternative Payment
Model Quarterly
Update

Ahematlve Payment
Model Completed
H CP-LAN Assessment

Results

Oalms; Processing
Accuracy

Implementation plan chat meets the

requirements for Ahematlve

Payment Models outlined In the

MCM Model Corrtract and the

Department's Ahematlve Payment
Model Stratefy.

Standard template showing the
quarterly results of the ahematlve

payment models.

The HCP-CAN Assessment Is

available at: http$://hcp-

lan.org/worVproducts/Natlonal-
Data-CoOectioivMetrics.pdf; the
MCO Is responsible for completing
the required information for

Medlcald (and Is not required to
complete the portion of the
assessment related to other Rnes of'

business, as applicable).

Sampled percent of professional

and fadlhy dean dalms that are
accurately processed In titelr

entirety from both a financial and

non-finandal perspective. Note:
Claims Indude both Medical aitd

Behavioral Health dalms.

Varies

Varies

Varies

Moirth

Plan

Table

Narrative

Report

Measure

Annually

Quarterly

Annually

Monthly

May 1st

4 months

after end of

Quarter

October 1st

50 Calendar

Days after end

of

Measurement

Period

AmeriHealth Caritas New Hampshire, Inc.

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-01
Page 18 of 89

Contractor Initiate
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Medlcald Care Management Services Contract

I

NeWjHampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medlcald Care Management Services I

EXHIBIT (I - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

GO

Me

sXSe

so Calendar

Days after end
Monthly

Measurement

Period

SO Calendar

Days after end
Monthly

Measurement

Period

SO Calendar

Days after end

Measurement

Period

80 Calertdar

Days after end

of

Measurement

Period

titialsContractor

Date

Oi£ No
easure

331

DH

Brea

CIAIM.06
MCO

Operations

□alms: Payment
Accuracy:

Sarhpled percent of dean
professional and fadllty dal
correctly paid. Noter Oaims
both Medical and Behavior;
dalms. I

Indude
Health

Mooth Measure.

CIAIM.07
MCO

Operations
Claims: Flnandal

Accuracy:

Sampled percent of dollars
accurately paid to provlden for
professlortal and fadllty dal
Note: Qalms IrKlude both K edical
and Behavioral Health dalir t

Month Measure:

CLAIM.08
MCO

Operations
Qaims; Interest on
Late PaidClabns

Total Interest paid on profe slonal
and fadllty dalms not paid < rlthln;
30 calendar days of reaipt idng
Interest rate published,In th • ' '
Federal Register In January if each
yeiir for the Medicate prop ini.
Note; Qaims Irtdude both h edical
arwl Behavioral Health dairt s. >

Mooth Monthly

CIAIM.09
MCO

Operations

Qaims: Timety
Processh^; Sixty Days
ofRKelptfor ^
Professfoliai and
Fadllty Medical
Qaims I

Cormt and percent of dean
prdfesslonai arid fadllty dd ns
processed (paid or denied)' ritihln:
60 :'calefidar days of receipt. Note:
Qaims Include both Medica) and
BeTtavloral Health dalrhs.

Day Measure, Monthly

AmeriHeatth Caritas New Hampshire, lnc.i

RFPi.2019-OMS-02-MANAG-01
Page 19 of 89



Medicaid Care Management Sendees Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medicald Care Management Services

ClAJM.ll

CIAIM.17

EXHIBIT 0 - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

MCO

Opemions

MCO

Operations

aAIM.21 MCO

Operations

Claims: Processing
Results for

Professional and

Fadlltv Medical
Oalms • Paid,

Suspended, OerWed

Ctalms: Timely

Processing for

Pharmacy Qaims

Qabtis: Timely
Processing for

Electronic

Professtonal and

Fadfity Medical
Claims

jjggSbTBKg

CO oa.«reme

foHMeaspoMjaUon

Brea

50 Calendar

Days after end
Day Measure Monthly

Measurement

Period

SO Calendar

Days after end

of

Measurement

Period

Month Measure Monthly

SO Calendar

Days after end

of

Measurement

Period

Measure Monthly

Count and percent of professional
and MItty medfcal dabns received
in the prior month, with processing'
status on the last day of the
previous month of: A: Paid, B:
Suspended. C: Denied. Note: Oalms
Indude both Medical and
Behavioral Health dalms.
The average pharmacy dahn
processing time per point of service
transaction, in seconds. The

contract standard In Amertdment 7,
section 14. L9 b: The MCO shafl

provide an automated dedsion
during the PCS transaction in

accordance with NCPDP mandated
response times within an average of
less than or equal to three (3)
seoortds. Note: Oabns Include both

Medical and Behavioral Health
dalms.
Count and percent of dean

elec^onlc professional and fadllty
dalms processed (paid or denied)
within 15 calendar days of receipt,
for those dalms received In the
measure data source time period.

Month

AmeriHealth Caritas New Hampshire. Inc.

RFP.2019-OMS-02-MANA(3-01 Page 20 of 89
Contractor Initials

Date



Medicald Care Management Services Contrad

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Medicald Care Management Services '
EXHIBIT

CLA1M.22

CIAIM.23

CULTURALCOMP.01

MCO

Operations

MCO

Operations

MCO

Operations

□aims: lamely
ProcessI^ for Non-
Electronic
Professional and

FadntY Akedlcai
□alms i

□alms: Timely
Processl^ for Alt
Professional and
Fadnty ijfedlcal
□aims '■

Cultural Competency
Strategic Pbn

- Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

in&efabl^KSttfptic"Oe

DelUM

Kmssk) Mea

FreqSen^

Count and percent dfdean
electronic professkmal and
ddms processed (paid or
within 30 calendar da^ of
for those dalms received li'
measure data source time

non-;
fKlllty

(^led)
ecelpt.
the ;
terlod.

Count and percent of^all
profesdonal and fadlity di
processed (paid or d^ed]
30 calendar days after first
suhmlttal of the dabn, for
claims received In the mea
source time perlodJ All dd
Indude dean daims, non-< ii
dalms, electronic dalms ar
electronic dalms. i

h

le

ms

within

ose:

ure data

an .
d'rton-

MCO strategic plan.to pro« Ide
cuftmaBy and linguistically
appropriate services,ilndu ling, but
rwt Dffllted to how tlw MC 3 Is

meeting the need as evlde teed by
communication access util latiort
reports, quality Improvem nt data
disaggregated by rra, eth lidty vtd
language, artd the rommui Ity i
assessments and profiles. I

Month

Month

HfA

Measure

Measure

Plan

Monthly

Monthly

Anntrally

SO Calendar
Gays after end

Measurement

Period

SOCalertdar

Days after end
of

Measurement

Period

September
30th

AmeriHeatth Carttas New Hampshire. Inc!
i

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-01
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Medlcaid Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medlcald Care Management Services

EXHIBIT 0 - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

ReqU
rcmeDo

1

OSH.Ol

OUft.01

MCO

Operations

MCO

Operations

Dtspfopofttonate

Hospital Qaims

Report

Orug Uttttzatlon

Review (DUR) Annual

Report

Standard template aggregating
results gerterated for eligible
hospitals from MCO ctalms data.
Information Irtduded Is used to

confirm hospital submitted charge
amounts, paid amounts, and paid
days that will be used as part of the
DSN calculation.

Ttds annual report includes

Information on the operation of
your MOO'S Medhaid DUR Program
and meets the federal regulation
with respect to prmlding pharmacy
data to the Centers for Medicare

at>d Medlcald Services (CMS).

Hospital Rscal

Year

PederalHscal

Year

Table

Narrative

Report

Annually

Annually

December

10th

June 15th

AmeriHealth Caritas New Hampshire, Inc.

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-01
Page 22 of 89
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Medicaid Care Management Services Contract
j

New, Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Medicaid Care Management Services {

EMERGEMCY

RE5PONSE.01

EPSDT.Ol-EWOT^

MCO

Operations

MCO

Operations

EXHIBIT I) - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

Sif'
l«?5

1
C

MCO
Me remen

f?/ bmbsPeriS eesure

Emef^en^ Response

Ptan

OelivefY of Applied

Behavior^ Analysis
Services lender Early
artd PertOdk

Screening,

OiagnosUa, &

Treatment (EPSDT)

Benefit I

Btv alI

Description of MCOptannlr^
event of an emergeocy to
onf'oirtg, criticai MCO open

are! the assurances to meet

member health care needs.

Including, but not limitied tc

spedfk pandemic nai
disaster preparedness.' Afte

initial sttbmfssion of the pia
MCO shall submit a certifkjt!
'no diange' to the Emiergei
Response Plan or submit a

Emergertcy Response Plan

with a redline reflectii^ the
made sittce the last submisi

tiw
1 the

ion of

■i<y

I evised

t sgethcr
changes
ion.

TBI)

AmeriHealth Caritas New Hampshire, Inc.;

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-01

N/A

Quaner

Plan

Measure

Anrtually

Quarterly

May 1st

4 Months after
end of

Measurement

Period

Page 23 of 89
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Medicaid Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medlcaid Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O - Qualltv and Oversight Reporting Requirements

Mon

an*'
DC OatEre me

sqBre

EPSDT.20

FtNANaAlSrMT.01

FWA.02

MCO

Operations

Early and Periodic
Screening,

Dlagnostia,& -<

Treatment (EPSDT)
Plan

MCO EPSDT plan Includes written

ponOes and procedures for
conducting outreach and education,
tracking and follow-up to ensure
compliance with the EPSDT

perlodldtY schedules. The plan shad

emphasize outreach and

compliance momtortng taking Into
account the multl-nnguBl, multt-
cultural ruture of the served

poptdatlon, as well as other unique
characteristics" of this populitlon.

MCO

Operations

MCO

Operations

MCO Annual Hrtandal

Statements

Fraud Waste and

Abuse log: FWA

Related to Provlden

The MCO shaO provide DHHS a
complete copy of Its audited
flnandal statements and amended

statements.

Standard template log of all Fraud
Waste and Abuse related to

providers. In process and completed
during the month by the MCO or Its

subcontractors. TMs log Includes
but b fwt limited to case

Information, current status, and
final outcome for each case

'including overpayment and
recovery Information.

MCO Financial

Period

Month

Plan

Narrative

Report

Table

Annually

Annually

Monthly

May 1st

August 10th

30 Calendar

Days after end

of

Measurement

Period

AmeriHeafth Caritas New Hampshire, Inc.

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-01
Page 24 of 89
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Medfcaid Care Management Services Contrart

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Medlcald Care Management Services

EXHIBIT (I > Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

wm. Ired

Domain
MGO

bm Me

FWA.04
MCO

Operattons

Fraud Waste and

Abuse log: Date of
Death Report

Standahl template that cap ures a
Ust.of members whoexpirei during
the measurement period.

Month Table Monthly

30 Calendar

Days after end

of

Measurement

Period

FWA.OS
MCO

Operations

fraud Waste artd

Abuse

ExplartatteOf

Medical Benefit

Report '

Startdard template that Irtdides a
summary exptartatlon of me lical i

benefits sent and received li dudl'ng

the MCO's follow-upb •
action/outcome for aO EMB

responses that re<tulred further
action.

Quarter Table Quarterly

30 Calendar

Days after ettd

of

Measurement

Period

FWA.20
MCO

Operatlorts

Comprehensive

Armtial Prevention of

Fratxl Waste and

Abuse Summary
Report I

The MCO shall provide a

report on MCO Fraud, Wast

Abuse investigations. This sf

include a descrtptlonof|the
spcdal Investigation^ uidt
MCO shall describe curhulat

oviTpayments Idemifled ant

recovered, Investlgafloas Itti
completed, and referred,
anfdysis of the effectiveness
activities performed,:Tiie M

OiTef HfsartdaJ Officv wit!

that the irtformationin the

accurate to the best of his oi

information, knowledge, am

an

mary

at>d.

lould'

14C0's

ihe

ve;

i

dated,

an '

of

:i;0*s :

orttfyj
reportIs
herj
b^ief.

Agreement

Yew

Narrathre

Report,
Artnualiy

September

30th

AmenHealth Caritas New Hampshire, Inc.;
I

RFPi2019-OMS-02-MANAG-01
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Medlcaid Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medlcaid Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

S.OSS

me

easu

Fre
Brea

£rp
Standard template identtfylns
Infonnation regarding cases In
whidi OHHS has a Subrogation Hen.
OHHS will Infom the'MCO of dalms

related to MCO subrogation cases
that rteed to be Included In the

report

ISCalertdar

Days after end

of

Measurement

Period

MCO
FWA.22 Subrogation Report Month TableOperations Monthly

A narrative report describing the

cost effectlverress of eadr approved
In Ueu of Service by evaluating
utilization and expenditures.

MCO

Operations

bi Ueu of Services

Report
INUEUOF.01 Agreement Narrative

Annually November 1st
Year Report

Plan for program integrity which
shall Indude, at a minimum, the
establishmerft of internal controls,
polfdes, and procedures to prevent,
detect, and deter fraud, waste, and
abuse, as required In accordance

with 42 CFR 45S. 42 CFR 4S6, and 42
CFR43a.

MCO

Operations

Program Integrity
Plan

INTEGRITY.Ol May 1 , Upon

Revidon
N/A Plan Other

MCO Shalt annually submit Its

managed care Infonnation system
(MCB) plans to ensure continuous
operation of the MCIS. This should

Indude the MCOs risk management
plan, systems quality assurance
plan, confirmation of 5010

compliance and companion guides,
and confirmation of compliance
with IRS publication 107S.

Managed Care

InformaUon System
Contlrtgency Plans

(Disaster Recovery,
Btniness Continuity,
and Security Plan)

MCO

Operations
MClSPlANS.Ol

N/A Plan Annually June 1st

AmeriHealth Caritas New Hampshire, Inc.

RFP^2019-OMS-02-MANAG-01
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Medlcald Care Management Services Contrail

NeWjHampshire Department of Health and Kuman Services
M^icald Care Management Services

EXHIBIT I) 7 Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

i
DeiMMOate

Re m

MLR.01
MCO

Operations

Medical lioss Ratio

Report

Sta^ndard (emptste develops
DHHS actuaries thatilndudes
Information required by 42

431l.8{k). and as needed oth
lnft)rmatlon, lndudlRg,:but

limited to; ; !
• Total incurred claims)
• Erpenditures on quality

im|>rovement acOvtties;
• Erpendltures reiated^to a<
compliant with the prt^am
' integrity requirements;

• ttor>-daims costs;

• Premium revenue; !
• Taxes;

• licensing fees;

• Regulatory fees; i
• Methodok^ for aliocatio^
expenditures;

• Any credibility adjustimen
applied; ^
• The calculated MUt; |
• Any remittance owed to

Hampshire, If applkabie;
• ̂comparison of tbe|lnf(
reported with the audited

report; . |
• A description of the aggre^:
method used to calculate ti

o

h ew

0 :a

AmeriHealth Caritas New Hampshire, Inc.

RFPr2019-OMS-02-MANAG-01

f ,

adon

fhanda)

i

Quarter Table Quarterly

9 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

Contractor

Page 27 of 89
litials
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Medlcald Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medlcald Care Management Services

EXHIBIT 0 - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

oflMSnltSaite^Data

nee
reme

ReMSS

MOMTMLYOPS.OI
MCO

Operations
Monthly Operations
Report

incurred dalms; and
• The number of Member months.
{42 CFR 438.8(it){l}(iH>dn); 42 CFR
438.608(a)(lH5);42 CfR
438.60S(a)(7Ha): 42Cnt
438.608(b); 42 CFR 438.8(1)1

MSaOl
MCO

Operations
Medlcai Services

irK)tdry Letter

AmeriHealth Caritas New Hampshire, Inc.

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-01

This report will Indude monthiy
operatlortal data for member

services, timely transitionai health
and home care, provider services,
daims processing, grievar>ces and
appeals. Data will be collected as

spedfled for the quarterly versions
of these deilverabies, but utiflzing a
measurement period of one month

rather than one quarter. Data will
be submitted irtiiiting a template
loaded to the DKHS SFTP site.

Standard template log of inqulrv
Letters sent related to possible
accident and trauma. DHHS will

require a flst of Identified memben

who had a letter sent during the
measurement period with a primary
or secondary diagnosis code
requiring an MSQ letter. For related

ICQ Codes please make a reference
to Trauma Code Tab in this

tempiate.

Month

Month

Table

Table

Monthly

30 Calendar

Days after end

of

Measurement

'  Period

Monthiy

30 Days After

End of

Reporting .
Month

Page 26 of 89
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Medlcaid Care Management Services Contrart

i  t
New Hampshlre.Oepartment of Health and Human Services

Medluld Care Management Services

MCO

Operations
NETWORK.01

MCO

Operations
NCTWORK.03

MCO
NETWORK.10

Operations

MCO

OPERATIONS
NETWORK.il

MCO

Operations
PMP.Ol

EXHIBITS7Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

O 2

i

ComprehMslve

Provider Network and

Equal and Timely.
Access Semi-Annual

FMng I

Standard terriplate for the
report on the adequacy of
provider network artd equal
Induding time and dbtWe
standards.

k  CO to

lit I
access,

i

Seml-Annual ■

ft """opuiaoo

Narrative

Report

area

CO

Pre

Semi-

Annually

m

Me

45 Calendar

Days after end

I  of
Measurement

Period

Plan to Recruit and

Maintain Sufficient
Networks of 5U0

Service Providers and
Member Access

ainingPlan for recruiting and main
a si'jffident network of providers
ofhning SUO services (d

thne'^arvl distance standards
required by the MCM contr

I me 1the'

t

Agreement

Year
Plan Annualty

Corrects Action Ptan

to Restore Provider

Network Adequacy

MCO provider exceptkms to

network adequacy standard
Exceptiofts should incline n cessary
detail to Justify the meptta t and a

detailed plan to address the

exception.

Polnt-in-time Plan

Semh

Annually,

Ad hoc as

warranted

45 Calendar

Days after end

of

Measurement

Period

Access tojCare
Provider Survey

I melyResults of the MCO annual

access to care providerjsurv^l
reported In a starsdard tem( I.late.

Agreement

Year
Table Annually

45 Calendar

Days after end
of

Measurement

Period

Program

Managernent Plan

Thn Pr^ram Managernent
(PMP) is a document u^ t
provide an overviewlof the
managed care organization'

deDvery of the prograrn as ii
oprxates In Nm Harnpshlre

arKl spedflcatioru aris listed
as the PMP Indudes key ti

I

op

 lain

(MCO)
N/A Plan Annually TBD

 cs

Detaib

bdow .

and

AmeriHeafth Caritas New Hampshire, Inc. i

RFP-20190MS-02-MANAG-01
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Medlcald Care Management Sendees Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medlcaid Care Management Sendees

■r.

EXHIBIT O-Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

req

AmeriHealth Cantas New Hampshire. Inc.

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-01

associated descrtptlons. After the
Initial year the MCO should submit
a certification of no change or
provide a red-lined copy of the
updated plan.
Table of Contents
l.'ExecutK/e Summary
IL Organltational structure

a. Staffing and contlngerKy plans;
b. Corporation Relationships and
Structure
III. Business Operations

a. Overview; b. Houn of
operation; c Holidays and
emergency doting notification
fV. Committees and workgroups

a. General; b. Member Advisory
Board; c Provider Advisory Board
V. Communication

a. General; b. Vendor
relationships; c Member
management; d. Providers
VL Systems

a. Software and Information
management; b. Process
Improvement methods; c Project
management; d. Evaluation
methods
vn. Providers

Page 30 of 89 Contractor Initials
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Medlcaid Care Management Services Contra^

New [Hampshire Department of Health and hluman Services
Medlcaid Care Management Services i

EXHIBIT 4) - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

TIMELYCREO.Ol

TPLCOB.01

I

fPLCOB.02

MCO

Operations

MCO

Operations

MCO

Operations

Timely Provider
Credent^lins

Coordlnstion of

Benefits; Costs

Avoided isummarv'
Report j

Coordinttion of

Benefttsj Medical
Costs RKovered

aahnlo^

a. Management and
commurtication; b. Relatiorjs
Vill. Services •' j

a. Pharmacy; b. Behavio

Health; c Substance Use 01

d.thirabie medical equipm

Special populations; f. |
Tnmsportation; g. Other

IX. Program Operations

a. Utilization mabagem
Grievance and Appeals; c.

Management I
X. Community Engagement

' Be 1

i

le

Mean time lag from the da'
provider application ls.subt|ti
tfve MCO or subcontractor

date the MCO or subcontr^or

mrdentlais the provider.

ea

itte

Standard template reportli g total

charge and potential paid: mount
for dalms denied doe to ot ter to!
other benefit cover^e by I isurance
type for the measuie data period.
St'indard template log of C
medkai benefit coltection

involving, but not limited i
insurarKe carriers, public p

PSMs, benefit admintstratc

ptms. and workert compel :

)

a

AmeriMealtii Caritas New Hampshire, Inci

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-01

hipsi

i

'1 ■order

:nt e.

^s

It; b. I

dito

:o the'

B :

I fforts'

yers.;

rs,' ERISA
sation.

Quarterly

Quarter

Quarter

quire

Measure

Table

Table

Quarterly

Quarterly

Quarterly

Del

20 Calendar

Days after end
of

Measurement

Period

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period'

Cbntractof

Page 31 of 89
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Medicaid Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medicaid Care Management Services

EXHIBIT 0 - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

CO
main renteptio

Standard template log of COB
pharmacy benefit collection efforts
htvoMng, but not Hmlted to,
insurance carriers, public payers,
PBMs, benefit administrators, ERISA
plans:

Coordination of

Benefits: Pharmacy
Costs Recovered

O^m Log

2 Months after
MCO

Operations
7PLCOB.03 end ofQuarter Table Quart eriy

Measurement

Period

MCO shall provide copies of the
minutes from each of the MCO

Medical UtiSzatlon Management
committee (or the MCO's otherwise

named committee responsible for
medical utilization management)
meetlrtgs.

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

MCO

Operations
Medical Management
Committee

UMSUMIMARY.03 Agreement

Year

Narrative

Report Annually

Count and percent of

physklart/APRN/cflnic visits per
1,000 member months by
subpopulatlon.

Physidan/APRN/ainic
V^by
Subpopulatlon

4 Months after

er>d of

Measurement

Period

Medical

Utilization

General arid

Granite

Advantage

AMBCARE.10
Quarter Measure Quarteriy

Count and percent of ambulatory
emergetKy department (ED) visits
per 1.000 member months by

subpopulatlon. This measure

excludes ED visJU for mental health

and substarKe use

disorder/substance misuse
cortdltions.

Emergency

Department Visits for

Medical Health

Concfitlons by
Subpopulatlon

4 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

MedlcaJ

Utilization

General artd

Granite

Advantage

AMBCARE.il
Quarter Measure Quarteriy

AmeriHeafth Caritas New Hampshire, Inc.

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-01
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Medicaid Care Management Servfces Contract

New.HampshIre Department of Health and Human Services

Medicald Care Management Services |

EXHIBIT

AMBCARE.12

AM8CARE.ia

AMBCARE.14

M^cal

litlltzation

Medkal

UtISzstton

Medical

iratlzatton

Emefjencr

Department Vbtts

Potentially Treatable
In PrImarV Care by
Subpopuiation

Emersen^

Department Visits for

Mental i^alth
Condttloftsby

Subpopuiation

Emergency

Department Visits for

Substance Use

Related (Chronic or

Acute) Conditions by
Sulipopulatlon

Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

Coent ar>d percent Of Mbutatoryj
em'ergerKy department (EDi visits
foc^condttlons potentl^ treatable
In irrlmary care per 1,000 m^ber
montta by subpopufatlon.

Count arxl percent of ambutatory-
em'ergertcy department (Ed| visits
for mental health corKltlon| per
1.000 member months by
subpopulstlorv This measui

excludes ED visits for siil

dlsorder/substarKe miwse
conditions.

Count artd percent of ambujatory;
emergency departmient (EM visits
forsiAstance use disorder and - j
sultstaiKe misuse related cprtditldns
(chronic or acute) per 1,000
member months, by subpodutatlon.
This measure excludes ED vjsits' for
mental health condltiohs.

use

AmeriHealth Caritas New Hampshire, Inc.

RFP:2019-OMS-02-MANAG-01

4 Months after

ertd of

Measurement

Period

General and

Granite

Advantage

Quarter Measure: Quarterly

4 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

Gertervaisd

Granite

Advantage

Quarter Measure Quarterly

4 Months after

er>d of

Measurement

Period .

General and

Granite

Advantage

Quarter Measure Quarterly

itiab

Date^iwf
Contractor
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Medlcald Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medlcald Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

ofMi

Moulred ;w<

GO

RSS
neq port

Count and percent of members with

freqtient emergencY department
(ED) use in the previous 12 months,
by subpopuiatlon. Frequent ED use
is defined as 4* visits in a 12 month
period. This measure litdudes ED

visits for physlcai health, mental
health ai>d substarKe use

disorder/substance misuse
coivRtions.

Frequent (4+ per

year) Emergency
Department l^e by
Subpopuiatlon

4 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

Medkai

Utinzatlon

Geiterai and

Granite

Advantage

AMBCARE.18
Quarter Measure Quarterly

Count and percent of ail

Ambulatory emergency department
(ED) visits for Merfical Health.
Behavioral Health and Substarwx
Use Related (Chronic or Acute)
CondMons (Total counts, rtot
broken out by cortdltlon gouol.

Emergency

Department Visits for

Any CotKStion by
Subpopulation

4 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

Medical

UtlOzatlon

General artd

Granite

Advantage

AMBCARL20
Quarter Measure Quarterly

Count and percent of emergency
department visits that were

preceded within 30 days by a
discharge from New Hampshire
Hospital and rwt followed by a
readmbslon to NH Hospital, for
continuously enrolled Medlcald
members. The primary diagrtosis
for the ED visit must be mental
health related.

ED Visits for Mental

Health Preceded by
NH Hospital Stay In

Past 30 Days

4 Months after

eiMlof

Measurement

Period

AMBCARE.2B Mental Health
Quarter Measure General Quarterly

Medical

UtUbatlon
Inpatlem Hospital
UtIIItatlon;

Count and percent of inpatient
hospital utiltaation for ambulatory

INPASC04 Agreement
Year

General and

Granite

4 Months after

end of
Measure Annually X  X

AmeriHeafth Caritas New Hampshire, Inc.

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-01
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Medlcald Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Mediald Care Management Services

CO
reme >3ptio for

qoe

Ambulstbry Care
Sensitive CondKlons

by Adult

Subpopubtlon

EXHIBIT C - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

sensitive conditions pet

member months, by adult

subpoputstlon breakouts. THi
measure Indudes the fbilowii
ambulatory care sensitive

condHlorts. as defined fer th^
Agcmcy for Healthcare Rese
Quolfty (AHRQ) Prevenbon
Indicators Overall Composit< i

90): tXabetes Short-Term

Complications (PQI 111); Dlat

Long-Term Complicatkihs (
Chronic Obstructive Putm

Disease (COPO) or Asthma It
Adults (PQI PS); Hypmenslo

*7); Heart Failure (PQI 118):

Oelrydratlon (PQI «ld);|Bact
PnetimoniB (PQI Pll); Urina y
Infliction (PQI *12); Unmti^^
DIatietes (PQI #14); Asthma

Your^er Adults (PQI #15);

Lovrer-Extremity Amputatlo i

among PatientswItftOlabet s(PQi
#16).

1,000

rchand

(jiuaRty
(PQI

etes

orfry

Older

n(PQI

rrlal

Traa

Advantage Measurement

Period

INPUnL02
Medical

UtlHtatlon

Inpatient Hospital

UtIIbatiob: Afl
Condtionls Exdudlng
Matemlt^Newboms

by Sufapopufatlon

Count and percent of iripath nt
hospital utilization for all co tdltions,
excluding maternity and net 'boms,
per 1,000 member rnoriths, >yl
subpopulation. '

Quarter Measure:

Gerteral and

Granite

Advantage

Quarterly

4 Montfts after

end of
Measurement

Period

AmeriHeafth Caritas New Hampshire, Inc.

RFP.2019-OMS-02-MANAG-01
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Medicald Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medlcaid Care Management Services

EXHIBIT 0 - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

Mra

equtred

HiSwl D«te
otes

riod
Fre

GRNT AOV.Ol Member

Grmlte Advantage:
Members who

Received Outreach

and Education

Count and percent of Granite

Advantage members who received
outreach and education in the past
12 months from the MCO, as

reiated to Granite Advantage work
and commurtltY engagement
requirements.

Rolling Prior 12

Months
Measure Quarterly

4 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

GRNT ADV.02 Member

Preventive Care and

Screening: Tobacco
Use Screening and

Cessation

Interveirtlon

MEMCOMM.Ol Member

Member

Communications:

Speed to Answer

Within 30 Secoftds

MEMCOMM.03 Member

Member

Communications:

Calls Abandoned

Count and percent of members age
in and older who were screened for

tobacco use one or more times

writhin 24 months AND who

received cessation Intervention If

Identified as a tobacco user.

Calendar Year Measure
Granite

Advantage
Annually

9 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

Count and percent of Inbound
member calls answered by a Dve
voice within 30 seconds, by health
plan vertdor.

Month Measure Monthly

20 Calendar

Days after end

of

Measurement

Period

CourM artd percent of Inbound

member calls abandoned while

vralting in call queue, by health plan
vendor.

Month Measure Monthly

20 Calendar

Days after end

of

Measurement

Period

AmeriHeatth Caritas New Hampshire, Inc.

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-01
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Medlcald Care Management Services Contract
;  ;

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Medlcald Care Management Services !

MEMCOMM.06

MEMC0MM.21

MEMCOMM.22

Member

Member

Member

EXHIBIT (> - Qualltv and! Oversight Reporting Requirements

^;?J|
Del

i
Date

easii
reme

bm

Member' -

Gxnmunlc3tk>ru:

Reasons for

Telephone Inquiries

Behavioral Health

Crisis CalliResults

Granite Advantage
Outreadtj Members
who are mandatory
and Non-compliant

with Woric and

Communfty
EngagemM

Requirements

Cotint and percent of Inboup
member telephone biqulrle'

connected to a live person
reason for Inquiry. Reasons
A: Ileneflt Question Non-Rx,

Question, C: BIDIng Issue, D;

Finding/Changing a PCP. E: I Indlng a
Specialist, F: Complaints Ab< ut

Health Plan, G: Enrollment
H: Material Request, I; ;
Infarmation/Demogras^lc Update,
J; Giveaways. K: Other, t: NE MT

Inquiry <

Coitnt and percent of calls tA the
behavioral health member c 1sfs line

by disposition (I.e. educatlo< al;
refirrral to care, no action)

Coimt and percem of Granlt;

Advantage members idmtif ed by!
the<MCO as potenti^ exer pt
frotn wroiic and community
engagement requirements that

receive outreach via telephc ne.
maU, or electronic messagln 1.

AmeriHeaJth Caritas New Hampshire, Inc :

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-01

Mofith

Month to start,

Shift to

Quarter

Month to start.

Shift-to

Quarter

Measure

Measure

Measure

Monthly

Monthly to

start Shift

to

Quarterly

Monthly to

start. Shift

to

Quarterly

20 Calendar

Days after end

Measurement

Period

20 Calertdar

Days after end

of

Measurement

Period

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

Page 37 of 89
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Medicatd Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medlcald Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O - Qualltv and Oversight Reporting Requirements

MEMCOMM.23

MEMCOMM.24

MEMINCENTIVC.01

Member

Member

Member

Granite Advantage
Outreadt: Members

Identified by OHHS as
Mandatory and Non-

compfiant

Member

Communications:

Messages Returned

by the Next Business

Day

Member Incentive

Table

Count and percent of Granite

Advantage members Identified by
DHH5 as mandatory and non-

compliant with work and

community engagement

requirements that receive outreach

via telephone, mall, or electronic
messaging (combined total for

telephone, mall, electronic).
Count and percent of alls received

by the after-hours caD center or call

center voice mall that require a

returned call and which the

member receives a returned call by
the next business day.
Standard template reporting detail
around member Incentives

Including category, number of
payments, and dollar value of

payments for member Incentive

payments during the measurement
period. Annually the MCO «vill
Indude a statlstially sound analysis
of the member Incentive program
and Identify goals and objectives for
the followtng year.

Month to start.

Shift to

Quarter

Month

Quarter

Measure

Measure

Table

GO DelivemOate
reme

ny fonMe

Ffe

Monthly to
start. Shift

to

Quarterly

Monthly

Quarterly

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

20 Calendar

Days after erul

of

Measurement

Period

2 Months after

erulof

Measurement

Period

AmeriHealth Caritas New.Hampshire, Inc.

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-01
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Medlcald Care Management Services Contract
i  i
j  r

New Hampshire Department of Health and Hliman Services

Medfcald Care Management Services i

MEMINCENTIVE.02

BHOISCHAflGE.01

BHOISCHARGE.02

Member

Mental Health

Mental Health

EXHIBIT (14 Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

Member Incentive

Plan '

Community Hospital

Oisdiarges lor Mental
Health Cdnditiotts:

Member. Had Visit

With KSeritaJ Health

PractMor^ «vithin 07
Calendar Days of

Oischarseby
Subpopul^tlon
Communrty Hospital

DIsdtarBU lor Mental

Health Cdndttions:

Member Had Visit
With Merital Health

Practitioner tvtthln 30

Calertdar Days of

Otscharse'by
Subpopufctton

Annual member incNtlve pi
Including goals and dbjMlv
associated with the MCps ir
InCCTtlve strategy. '

t er

liag losi's

Cotmt and percent of mem

discharges horn a communi:
hospital with a primary'd
a mental health-related con

where the member had at

follow-up visit «vtth a mmta
practitioner within 7caiend
of discharge, by subpopulati >

r

 for

lltton

:ast orte

health

rdays

Count and percent of memb !i

dlstiiarges from a comrhuni y
hospltBl with a primary |d)Bg n
a mental health-related

where the member Kad at l<

foRow-up visit with a mental

practitioner iMthln 30 c^:
of discharge, by subpopulati

lo

m

sis for

ition

astone

health

ardays

:

AmeriHeafth Caritas New Hampshire, Inc. •

RFP-2019-OM&O2-MANAG-01

ember
Polnt-ln-Tlme

Quacter

Quarter

>^lgrlnePSai^!ggai^^^

Plan

Measure

Measure

DH

BreuSS

Gerteral

General

CO

i^raoc

Annually

Quarterly

Quarterly

May l"

4 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

4 Months after

ertdof

Measurement

Period

Rage 39 of 69
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Medicald Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medicald Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements
4pelfeB«Kle^0^

ere GO DcHSe^Oi
Na ption

ype usureiodo

standard template to monitor MCO
pharmacy service authorizations
(SA) For drugs to treat severe
mental lllrtess that are prescribed tc
membm receiving servlcM from
Community Mental Health
Programs. The report Includes
aggregate data detail related to SA

processing tlmeframes, untimely
processing rates, peer-to-peer
activities, SA approval and denial
rates. The report also Includes a log
of member specific Information
related to SA denials.

10 Calendar
Severe Mental Dlrtess

Drug Preauthortzation

Report

Days after endBHORUG.01 Mental Health
Month Table Monthly

Measurement

Period

Standard template that utilizes the
BH Parity Analysis tool and MCO

narrative to recertify compllarKe
with Mental Health (MH) and
Substance Use Disorder (SUO) Parity
repidrements. Recertlfkatlon

Includes verifying changes In service
nmltatlons for all MH, SUO, or
Medical Surgical |M/S) services.

4 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

Behavioral Health

Parity Analysis Tool
BHPARITY.Ol Mental Health Agreement

Year
Table Annually

AmeriHealth Carrtas New Hampshire, Inc.
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Medicaid Care Management Services ContraA

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Medicaid Care Management Services I

EXHIBIT G -Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

m
n

MCO DeliiSRe Date
aeasu

oVxeasu
popuiaoe

Fre epoBrea

Tabe
BHPARrTY.02 Mental Health

BHREAOMrr.OS

BHREAOMIT.OS

Mental Health

Mental Health

BHSTRATtGY.Ol

Behavioral Health

Parity Compliance

Report

Standard template for proviAng at
summary of behavioral heal|h ̂ rity
contpllance. The report I

detail at the category and
leviH related to service utilbltlon,
denials, service authorization,
appeals, and grievances

Seml-Annuat

Community Hospital

Readmissions for
Mental Health

Condltiorls; Within 30

Days by ;
Subpoputation

Communfty Hospital

Readmissions for

Mental Health

Condtiof^: Within
IBO Oaysby
Subpopulation

Mental Health

Behavior^ Health

Strategy Han and

Report

Count and percent of community
hospital admissions that we^e
preceded by a discharge for i
mental health-related cbndijion
from the same fadllty withlr 30
days, for continuously enroll k1|
Medicaid members wltli a pi imary
dlatinosis for a mental h'ealtl-
related condition, by;sufapot utation.

Count and percent of community
hospital admissions that we

preceded by a discfiarge for >
mental health-related condl: loh

from the same fadllty withlr ISO
days, for continuously enroll !d|
Medicaid members with a pi imary
diatsrtosis for a mental healtl
reiated condition, byjsubpoijulation.
Artnual plan describl^|the tACOs
poOdes and procedures reg rdng
the condnuity and coortflnai on of

covered physical and! Behavioral

AmeriHeafth Caritas New Hampshire, Irvc.

RFP-i2019-OMS-02-MANAG-01

Quarter

Quarter

Measure

Measure

Agreement
Year

Plan

General

Gerteral

Quarterly

Quarterly

Annually

4 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

4 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

4 Months after

ertd of

Measurement

Period

May 1st
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Medlcald Care Management Servfces Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medlcald Care Management Services

AmeriHealth Carftas New Hampshire, inc.

RFP-201 &OMS-02-MANAG-01

EXHIBIT O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

Su6ata

fieq
MCO Del

easure

bm

lbs!
Health Services and Integration
between physical health and
behavioral health Providers. The

plan should be comprehensive and
shall address but not be limited to
how the MCO will: ,
• Assure Partidpatii^ Providers
' rrreet SAMHSA standards lor co-

located attd Integrated Care;
• Assure the appropriateness of the
diagnosis, treatment, and referral of
behavioral health rSsbrders

commonly seen by PCPs;
• Assure the promotion of

Integrated care;
• Reduce Psychiatric Boardlf^
described In 4.11.5.17;
• Implement the payment plan for
offering enhanced reimbursement
to qualified physidarts who are
SAMHSA certified to dispense or
prescribe MAT;
• Rethice Behavioral Health

Readmhskms described In

4.11.S.18.4;

• Support the New Hampshire 10-

yw plan outlbted In 4.11.5.16;
■ Assure the appropriateness of
psychophartnacologlcai medication;

Page 42 of 69
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Medicald Care Management Services Contract
{  I

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Medicald Care Management Services

EXHIBIT (I Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements
t

nss

a BS*li^Daasa&ngaon

&Ired
1CO IM

DHreme
otes

R

i I
• Kssun access to approprt

services; j
• Implement a training plan
Includes but Is not limited ti

trauma-informed care aivl

Integrated Care; and

• Other Informationln acco

wfthExMbltO. ' I
The second year of the plan i
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Medlcald Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medicaid Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements
De

bm sS

f M

nd
D« Date

Na

Percent of tnpatlent hospital stays
(excluding maternity, cancer,
transplant, and rehabilitation
admissions) during the
measurement period by members
age 18 years and older whose

Inpatient stay was followed by an
unplanned acute readmlsskm within

30 Days, by behavlorai health and

non-behasdoral health population
groups. The behavioraJ health

poptdatlon group Includes members
bvficated as l) Bureau of Mental

Health eV^bie recipients of
Community Mental Health Center

(CMHC) services during the
measurement period, 2) having a
behavlorai health primary diagnosis
code on one or more dalms during
the measurement period, or 3)
having behavioral health

prescriptions on one or more

pharmacy claims during the
measurement period. Based on
CMS Adult Core Set.

lUsk Adjusted
(teadmlsslon to Any

Hospital for Any
Cause by Adult

Behavlorai Health and

Non-Behaviorbl

Health Population

within 30 Days

6 Morrths after

end of

Measurement

Period

KOSP INP.Ol Merttal Health
CalendarYear Measure Annually

AmeriHealth Carrtas New Hampshire, Inc.

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-01
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Medfcald Care Management Services Contract
i

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Medicald Care Management Services {
EXHlBiT C Quality and! Oversight Reporting Requirements

11
rviOxte

me
ptwn bmbs

w?h3
BSSt

MHAa.Ol Mental Health

Adult CMHP Assertive

Community

Treatment (ACT]

Service ubilzatlon

Count and percent of eBglbl

Community Mental Health

(CMHP) members receMng
om! billed Assertive Commu

Treatment (ACT) ser^e In
month of the measurement

F -o^m
it jean
>ltv '

c Kh .

serlod.

Quaster Measure Quarterly

4 Months after

ei>d of

Measurement

Period

MHACT.02 Mental Health

Adult CMHP Assertive

Community
Treatmerit (ACT)
Service R^pients
who had b Visit with a

Community Mental
Health Prbgram
(CMHP)«^n 24
Hours of bischarse
from Ne^ Hampshire
Hospital I

lU P

Count aitd percent of eHgibl
CommurPty Mental Health

(CMHP) members receMnf
otv! billed Assertive Comm

Treatment (ACT) service wit(ii
days of admission tolNew

Hampshire Hospital wtw hai
at II CommuiPty Meirtal Hea

Program within 24 houis of
discharge from New HampsI
Hospital. This measure indu
stays at New HampsUre

that are not reimbursed by
MCO.

F -

I He: p

I

t s

ogram

it least

ity "
ibiSO

a visit

tlj '
Quarter Measure Quarterly

4 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

i

re

jes

iltal

e

MHEBSEJIl Mental Health

Adult CMHP Cnglble
Member^ Enga^ in
EvIderKe based

SupportWe

Employnmt (EBSE)

Services

Count arvl percent of adult

members eligible forand re< efrli^
Community Mental Health F -ogram
(CMHP) services (at leM

service in the prior 90 days) who ;
received an Evidence Bued

Supportive Employment (EB IE)
service wItMn the prior year

Quacter Measure Quarterly

4 Months after

ertd of

Measurement

Period

Afne'riHealth Caritas New Hampshire, Inc.;

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-01
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Medlcaid Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medlcaid Care Management Services

EXHIBIT 0 - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

Ksa

Requ
OSasure DH

yp« Me

rea

MHEBSE.02 Mental Health

Adult CMHP Enable
Memben with

Updated Employment
Status

MHEOBRD-Ol Mental Health

Emergency
Department

Psychlatrtc Boarding
Table

Count and percent of adult
members eligible for and receiving
Community Mental Health Program
(CMHP) services (at least one
service In the prior 90 days) who
had an employment status update
in the last 3 months exdudlr«

lates with 'unknown' status.
Startdard template broken out by
children and adults with the
riumber of members who awaited
placement In the emergertcy
department or medical ward for 24
hours or more. Summary totals by
disposition of those members who
were waiting for placement; the

average length of stay while
awaiting placement; and the count
and percent of those awaiting
placement who were previously
awaited placement within the prior
30,60 and 90 days.

Quarter Measure Quarterly

4 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

Month Table Monthly

1 Month after

ertdof

Measurement

Period

X  X

AmeriHeaHh Caritas New Hampshire, Inc.
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Medlcald Care Martagement Services Contract

NewlHampshIre Department of Health and Human Services
Medlcald Care Management Services

EXHIBIT (17 Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

MHREAOMtT.Q} Mental Health

Readmis^ons for

Mental Health

Conditiom: Within 30

Days by :

SubpoptHatlon

Oe

Count and percent of adm

either a community hosplta

Hofpltal for a mental health

condition that were pr«ed
discharge for a mental heall

relnted condition fromlelth>
community hospital or.NH
within 30 days, for continue

eni-olled Medlcald member
prhnary diagnosis for a mental
henltiwelated condition, by
subpopiHation.

lons to

or NH

-related

dbya

I'

ll f a

I coital
u^ >
witha

Quarter

SubDH
CO

reque

General Quarterly

fw

epp

4 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

Count and percent of admb slons to

MHREAOMnr.02 Mental Health

Readmlsslons for

Mental Health

Condition: Within

ISOOaysiby

SubpopiHation

either a community h«plta

Hospital for a mental health
coitdldon that were preced
dlsdurge for a mental heal

rebted condition from elth< r a

community hospital or NH I ospltal

within 180 days, forpomtim ousty
enrolled Medlcald member: with?

primary diagnosis for a met

hfciith-related condition, by

iuhpopuiatton.

orNH

iwelated

dbya

h-

tal

Quarter Measure General Quarterly

4 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

MHSUiaOE.01 Mental Health Zero Suidde Plan

Plan for Incorporating the *teo

Suidde' model promoted b > the

National Action AftiarKe for Suicide

Prtwentlon (US Surgeon Ge leral)'
with providers and benefldpries..

NM Plan Annually May 1st

AmeriHeaKh Caritas New Hampshire, Inc.;

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-01

Contractor
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Medicald Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medicald Care Management Services

EXHIBIT 0 - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements
iPepsgfiiflB

uired
Dd Ni remeOncriptw No

bm

Annually the MCO shall conduct and
submit to OHHS an analytic
narrative report that Interprets the
results from a consumer satisfaction
survey for members with behavioral
health conditions.

Mental Health

Satisfaction Survey
Annual Report

MHSURVEY.01 Agreement
Year

Mental Health Narrative

Report Annually Jufw 30th

Count and percent of Community
Mental Heahh Program (CMHP)
Eligible Adult and Youth Members
12-17 at>d 18 artd older who are

current tobacco users.

Adult and Youth

CMHP Eliglbie

Members: SmoMng
Status

4 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

MHTOBACCO.Ol Agreement

Year

Mental Health
Measure ArtnuaJly

New Hampshire

Hospital: Discharges

Where Members

Received Discha^e
Instruction Sheet

Count and percent of discharges
from New Hampshire Hospital
where the member received a

discharge Instruction sheet upon
discharge.

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

NHHDISCHARGE.01 Mental Health
Quarter Measure Quarterly

New Hampshire

Hospital Discharges;
Patient Had VIstt With

Mental Health

Practitioner within 07

CaietKlar Days of
Discharge by
Subpopulatlon

Count and percent of member

discharges from New Hampshire
Hospital where the member had at
least one follow-up visit with a
mental health practitioner within 7
calendar days of discharge, by
subpopulatlon.

4 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

NHH0ISCHAR6E.10 Mental Health
Quarter Measure General Quarterly

AmeriHeafth Caritas New Hampshire, Inc.

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-01
Page 48 of 89
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Medicaid Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and HUman Services

Medlatd Care Management Services

EXHIBIT G

fê DjStSCi.lw«l5h

HoS
Repo

Bre

NHHOtSCHARGlU

NHH01SCHARGE.U

NHH0tSCHARGE.16

Mental Health

Mental Health

Mental Health

New Hanipshire
Hospital Discharges:

Patient HU Vhtt WMi

Mimtal Hkalth

PractltlotW within 30
Calendar iDays of
Disdurge by
Sut>p<^>ulatk)n

New Hampshire

Hospital Discharges:

Dlsdurge Plan

Provided to Aftercare

Provider within 07

Days of Member

Discharge

New Hampshire

Hospital Discharges:

New CMliP Patient
Had CMW Intake

Appointnient within 7
Calertdar bays of
Discharge

-Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

Ire

had at

Corjnt artd percent of memb
discharges from NewHamps M

Hospital where the member

least one follow-up visit witf

mental health practitioner wphln 30

calendar days of discharge,
subpopulation. .

hire

Count and percent of memb

discharged from New Hamp:

Hospital where the dlschargi
progress note was provided

aftercare provider within 7

days of member discfaaige.
contract standard « at least floaty
percent (90S) of membiers
dlsid\arged.

othe

cMenda
lie

r

Count and percent of New

Hampshire Hospital dlsdiarg
where the patient had an In

apfrointment with a CommuAl
Mental Health Program!(CM I
within 7 calendar da^ of dis
AND who were new to the C

system.

it ik

AmenHealth Caritas New Hampshire, Inc. i

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-01

e

ty •

P) .
iiarge

VIHP'

Quarter

Quarter

Quarter

Measure'

Measure

Measure

General Quarterly

Quarterly

Quarterly

4 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

4 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

4 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

Contractor
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Medicaid Care Management Services Contract

Ham^ire Department of Health and Human Services
Medicaid Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

«BSaigaiKir^6fiMgh>^

CO

for

poet

Count end percent of menjberj
dbcharged from New Hampshire
Hospital during the measurement
period, where the MCO either
successfulV contacted the member,
or attempted to contact the

member at least 3 times, within 3
business days of dlscharee

New Hampshire

Hospital Oisdiarges;
MCO Contacts and

Contact Attempts

NHHDSCHAfiGEl? 2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

Mental Health
Quarter Measure Quarterly

For Members for the measurement
month who represented a
readmlssion within ISO days, the
MCO win report on the merttal
health and related service
utilization that directly proceeded
readmbslon In accordance %vlth
Exhibit O.

New Hampshire
Hospital

Readmissions: Service

VtUtzation Prior CO

Readmlssion

NHHREAOMrT.09 Mental Health 4 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

Month Tabe Morrthly

Count and percent of New

HampsWre Hospital admissions that
were preceded by a New HampsNre
Hospital dlschafge %vlthln 30 days,
for continuously enrolled Medicaid
members, by subpopulatlon.

New Hampshire
Hospital

Readmlssions; Within
30 Days by

Subpopulatlon

NHHREAOMfT.lO Mental Health 4 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

Quarter Measure Gerreral Quarterly

Count and percent of New
Hampshire Hospital admlssiorts that
were preceded by a New HampsWre
Hospital discharge within 180 days,
for continuoosly enrofled Medicaid
members by sufaoooulatton.

New Hampshire
Hospital

Readmlssions: WhWn

IRODaysby

Subpopulation

NHHREAOMIT.ll Mental Heahh 4 months after

end of

Measurement
• Period

Quarter Measure General Quarterly

AmeriHealth Carrtas New Hampshire. Inc.
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Medlcald Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medlcald Care Management Services ^

EXHIBIT O- Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

gttOagiSuBmKslSn

Re^irecifci
Date

DHme fooMe

sSSueSw
Brea

NEMT.12

NEMT.13

NEMT

NEMT

Non-EmerECfit

MecDcal .

Transportation:

Services Oelivered by

Mode of I
Transportation

NEMT.IS NEMT

Non-Emergent

Medical j
Transportation:

Request j
Auttwrbatlon

Approvab by Mode of
Transpor^tion

Coiint and percent of|Nm
Emergent Medical Transport

(NEMT) requests deliwed,
mode of transportatidn: Moi
Inctude: A: Contracted |
Traitsportation Provider (No
Wiieelchair Van) B: Vbhmtet

Dri'ver, C: Member, 0: Public
Transportation, E: Whedcha

itlon

If '

rVan,

F;f5ther

atkm

of

Non-Emergent

Medical !
TransporWIon:

Services Delivered by

Type of l^edkal
Service '

Cotmt and percent of Non-
Emergent Medical Traiupon
(NEMT) requests authorized
those requested during the
measure data perioc^ mi

transportation. Modes Irtdu I
Contracted Transportation F

(Nnn-Wheelchalr Van) B: Vo
Driver, C: Member, 0: Public
Tnmsportatlon, E: W/heelch Ir.Van,
F: Other

eof-

e: A:

rodder

unteer

Count ar>d percent of Non-
Enjergent Medical Tnru
(NEMT) requests delivered,
of medlcai service. Types
Hospital, 8: Medical jProvid^,
Mimtal Health Provider, D;

E; Pharmacy, F: Methadone
Treatment, G. Other

porp

AmeriHeafth Caritas New Hampshire. Inc.!

RFP-20i 9-OMS^2-MANAG-01

tlon

Include::A:

Dentist.

Quarter

Quarter Measure

Quaher

Quarterty

Quarterly

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

Quarterty

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

Contractor
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Medicald Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medicald Care Management Services

EXHIBIT 0 - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

IhirposeibflMon

Dateasureption

enn

Count and percent of Non- ^
Emergent Medical Transportation
(NEMT) contracted transportation
provider artd wheelchair van

scheduled Crip member
cancellatlorts, by reason for
member cancellation. Reasons
Indude: A. Appointment charged or
onceiled, B. Member fourtd other
transportation, C Member Illness,
0. Other reason.

Nor>^mergent

Medical

Transportation:
Member

Cancellations for

Scheduled Trips by
Reason

2 Months afterNEMT.17 NEMT
Quarter end ofMeasure Quarterly

Measurement

Period

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

NEMT
Quarter Measure Quarterly

/

NEMT.U

Non-Emergent
Medical

Transportation:

Contracted

Transportation &

Wheelchair Van

Provider Scheduled

Trip Results by
Outcome

Count and percent of Non-
Emergent Medical Transportation
(NEMT) contracted transportation
provider and %vheeldialr van

requests scheduled for aU rides.
Induding Methadone treatment
rides, requested during the
measure data period. Outcomes

Irtdude: A: Member cancelled or
rescheduled, B: Transportation
provider cancdied or rescheduled,
C; Member no show, 0;
Transportation provider no show, £:
Other reason trip wasn't made, F:
Delivered and G: Unknown If trip .
occurred.

AmeriHealth Carilas New Hampshire, Inc.
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Medlcaid Care Management Services Contract

New|Hampshlre Department of Health and Hjuman Services
Medlcaid Care.Management Services I

EXHIBIT () 7 Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

m. Vpe

r«?r

DeK«

Me

NEMT.21 NEMT

Non-Emergent

Medical |
Transportation:

Contracted

Transportation &

Wheelchair Van

Provider Scheduied

Trips Tiiriellness

Colmt and percent of Non-
Emergent Medlcai Ttansporjtation
(NiiMT^ contracted transportation

provider and wheelchair
reciuests scheduled artd del

during the measurement p

with an outcome of ddiveri

time or deiivered late, mte

exdusiofu appiv: Exdude

Mcthadone treatment ride

Exdude rides provided try E ister

Seals. Outcomes Irtciude: At On

Time, B: Late.

vered

i( ribd,
on.

' allowing

Quarter Measure Quarterly

2 Months after

ervd of

Measurement

Period

NEMT.22 NEMT

NoivEmergent

Medical I

Trartsportatlon:

Family arid Frlertds
Program ktides

Count and percent of NEM'

way rides provided by the MCO to

member utllbing NEMT ser

thtit are delivered tKrough i he
Family and Friends Mileage
Prc^ram. I

Quarter Quarterly

2 Months after

et>d of

Measurement

Period

ACCESSREaoS
Network

Adequacy

MemberjRequests for
Assistande Accessing
MCO Debated
Primary Care

Providers per Average

Members by County

Coiint and percent of Mem i
recjuests for assistarKe aca ssing!
MCO Deslgrtated Prfmary C re
Providers per averagel.OOl

members by New Hampshli

corjnty. - i

Quarter Measure Quarterly

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

AmeriHealth Carrtas New Hampshire, Inc.i
1  i

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-01
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Medicaid Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medicaid Care Management Services

EXHIBIT 0 - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

OafilSfltijfflSaS'h'BSft iiToflM

Reqrem
COasuremen

H*

Metnber Requests for
Assistance Accessing
Phystdan/APRN
Spedailsts (non^CO

Designated Primary
Care) Providers per
Average Members by
County

Count and percent of Member

requests for astistance accessirtg
Phystdan/APRN Spedailsts (Non-
MCO Designated Primary Care)
providers per average XOOO
members by New Hampshire
county.

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

Networic

Adequacy
ACCESSREaoe

Quarter Measure Quarterty

Standard template listii^ spedfic
members being locked In to a'
pharmacy for the measurement
period.

30 Calendar

Days after end

of

Measurement

Period

Pharmacy Lodc-in
Member Enrollment

U*

LOCKIN.01 Pharmacy
Month Table Monthly

Standard template with aggregate
data related to pharmacy lock-in
enrollment and changes during the
measurement period.

30 Calendar

Days after end

of

Measurement

Period

Pharmacy Lock-in
Activity Summary

LOCiaN.03 Pharmacy
Month Table Monthly

AmeriHeafth Caritas New Hampshire, Inc.

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-01 Page 54 of 89
Contrector Initials

Date
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- Quality and Oversight Reporting RequirementsEXHIBIT

PurBSis^isMIHSrabie

eis
slon

Break

aid

oldc r who

redo\ e

ement

>nin

iJsts,,

Medlcald Care Management Services Contract
i

j

New,Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medlcald Care Management Services I

PHAftM_POC Phannacy
Proponton of Days
Covered IPDC);

Count and percent of Medl<
mimbers 18 years and

m<d Proportion of Days Ci

threshold during the nieasi
period for Beta-blodcers, R
Angiotensin System Antago

Caldum Chanrtel Blockers,

BiiniMldes, SulfonylUreas,

Thlazotidlnedlones. Dipept

Peptidase (OPP}-IV Inhibitors.
Oiiibetes All Oass, StaOiK,

Antlretrovlral Medications,

Warfarin Oral Anticoagulan

Acting Inhaled BrondtbdII:
Agents In COPO Patients, ar

Infused Disease Modifying
Used to Treat Multiple Sde

\ ly

N

l

on-

ts,|U)ng-
a^or

d No^

I gents

osls. i

Calendar Year Measure Annually March 31st

PHARMQI.D9 Pharmacy

Safety Monitoring:

Prior AuOiorbed Rtis

for Opiofd

Prescriptions with

Dosage over 100 mg

MorpMnI: Equivalent
Doslf^ (MED)

Count and percent of opioli

phtsolptlon fills prior autht
dosage over 100 mg Morph

Equivalent Dosing (MED), Ir

members with canc^ or oth
tesmlnal Illnesses.

I  •

rited for

:ne ,

dudlhg
Quarter Measure Quarterly

2 Months after

end of

Mea^ement

Period

AmeriHealth Carrtas New Hampshire, Inci

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-01 '
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Medlcaid Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medlcald Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

CO OeUvery Datment
tes

ra«

mq

Standard template of aggresated
data related to children 0-18 wdth

mufttple prescrtptfons for
psychotropic, ADHD, antlpsYChotlc,
antldepressant and mood stabilizer
medications. Totals are broken out
by age categories and whether the
child was involved with the Division

for Children. Youth, and Famines.

Child Psychotropic

Medication

Monitoring Report

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

PHARMQi.lO Pharmacy
Quarter Tabe Quarterly

Count and percent of etgible
polypharmacy members who
completed an annual

comprehensive medication review

and counseBng in the prior twelve
months by age group. Age Groups
indude; Age 0-17 Years, Age 18-64
Years, and Age 65 and Older.

Annual

Comprehensive

Medication Review

and Counseflng;

Completion Rate

March 31stPHARMQt.l7 Prior 12

months

Pharmacy Semi-

Annuaily
Measure and September

30th

Percent of people who had
medication review who charged
medications within 30 days of the
armuai comprehensive medkatlon
review.

Annual

Comprehensive

Medication Review

and Couiseiing:
impact of Review

March 31st

and September

30th

PHARMQLia Prior 12

months

Pharmacy Semi-
Measure

Annuaoy

AmeriHeatth Caiitas New Hampshire, Inc.

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-01
Page 56 of 89
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Medicaid Care Management Services Contra^

New Hampshire Department of Health and f^man Services
Medicaid Care Managem^t Services <

EXHIBIT 6 ~ Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

§

Nama

area

GO

PHAftMUTLMGT.02 Pharmacy

Pharmacy UtUteation

Management:

Generic Drug

UtittzatlOT Adjusted .

for Prefehed POL

brands

CoVnt and percent of prescnpOorts
ns^ for ger>eric drugs ̂ Juned for
pniferf^ POL brands. fTo apjust for
POL, remove branid drugs Hmich are
prrtferred over gef>eHcs from the
mtiti-source daimsjanid remove
thdr generic counterparts

getterlc d^s).

Quarter Measure Ouarterfy

2 Months after

eisdof

Measurement

Period

PHARMUTLMGT.03 Pharmacy

Pharmacy Utilization
Martagement;

Generic Drug

Substitution

Count and percent of prescflpOorts

ftOed where geisertcs were i vailable,
including multi-source dain s.

Quarter Measure Quarterly

2 Months after

end of

' Measurement

Period

PHARMUTLM6T.04 Pharmacy

Pharmacy Utilization
Management:

Generic Drug '

UtIBzatltm

Count and percent of presc iptlons
flDed with generic drugs ou of all

prisolptlons ntled.' '

Quarter Measure Quarterly

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

POLYPHARM.M Pharmacy

Polypharmacy

Monltorft^ Children
With 4 or More

Prescrlptlofts

Count artd percent of child ii4edlcald
members with four or more

priscrlptions flOed In e^ month of
thi! measurement quarter,

ref^rdless of member parti Ipation
In a plan pdypharmacy pro ram.lby

age group. Age Groups Indi dm A1

Age 0-S years, B. Age 6^171 ears

Quarter Measure Quarterly

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

AmeriHealth Caritas New Hampshire, Inc.!

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-01

Contractor
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Medicald Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medicald Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

flequire ■Ofit
iSOclKScvlDate

tes toMeuure

2 Months after
end of

Measurement
Period

Quarter Measure Quartern
POLYPHARM.06 Pharmacy

PROVAPPtALOl

PROVAPPEAL02

. PROVCOMM.01

Provider

Provider

PrcMder

Pofypharmacy
Monitoring: Adults
With 5 or More
Prescriptions In 60
CortsecuUve Days

Resolution of Provider
Appeals Within 30
Calertdar Days

Provider Appeals Log

Provider
Communications:
Speed to Answer
WItMn 30 Seconds

Count and percent of adult
Medicald members 5 or more
prescriptions fined In any
consecutive 60 day period durlr^
the measurement quarter and the
month prior to the measurement
quarter, regardless of member
partldpatlon In a plan
polypharmacy program, by age
group. Age Groups Indude: A. Age
lB-44 years. B.'Age 45-64 yean.
Count and percent of appeal
resohrtkms of provider appeals
within 30 calendar days of receipt
of appeal for appeals received
during the measure data period.
Standard template log of appeals
with detail on all provider appeals
Including the MCO response to the
appeal for provider appeals filed
within the measure data period.

Count and percent of inbound
provider caRs answered by a Dve
voice wlthb) 30 seconds by health
plan vendor.

Quarter

Quarter

Month

Measure

Table

Measure

Quarterly

Quarterly

Monthly

4 Months after

ertdof
Measurement

Period

4 Months after

ertdof

Measurement
Period

. 20Caiertdar
Days after ertd

of
Measurement

Period

AmeriHealth Caritas New Hampshire, Inc.

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-01
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Medicaid Care Management Services Contra^

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

ft^edlrald Care Management Services i'
EXHIBIT C .nQuailty and Oversight Reporting Requirements

PROVCOMM.03 Provider

Provider

Commu4catlorts:
CaBs Abandoned

I

Corjnt artd percent of inbour

prcMder calls abandoned el'

while waiting In call queue

plan vendor. '

d '

itfter

health

me

Mooth

ion
ttb

Fre nw
srea

Measure Monthly

tMte

BSU

20 Calendar

Days after end

of

Measurement

Period

PROVCOMM.06 Provider

Provider

Communications:

Reasons for

TeiephonB Inquiries

Count and percent of inbout
provider telephone inquiries

connected to a live person t

reason for inquiry. Reasons schsde
AiVerifyittg Member EUgitiU y. B:,
Billing / Payment, C: Service

Authorization, 0: Char^ of
Address, Name, Contact

Infixmatlon, etc. E: Changlni
Service Mix Offered by Prov ier, F;

Outnging Paitel Size, G: Volu itary

Termination, H; Enrollment

Credentialing, I; Comptdnts Kbout
Health Plan, J: Other <

Month Monthly

20 Caiertdar

Days after end
of

Measurement

Period

PROVCOMM.21 Provider

Provider

Communications:

Messages Returned
try the Business

Day

Count attd percent of caBs r^elved
by (he afterhours call cmter or call

center voice mall that reqult:
returned call and whkh'the

provider receives a retumeq call by
the next butiness day. '

Month Measure Monthly

20 Calendar

Days after ertd

of

Measurement

Period

PROVCOMPLAINT.01 Provider
Provider Complaint

and Appeals log

Standard template providlni

quiirteriy report of all pfovic e
complaints and appnis In pi
during the quarter. .

Quarter Table Quarterly

4 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

AmeriHealth Caritas New Hampshire, Inc..

RFP-J2019-OMS-02-MANAG-01
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Medicatd Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medlcald Care Management Services

Ducri

PROVPREVEMT.Ol

PROVPRtV.Ol

Provider

ProvMer

HospttaJ-AcQuired and

Provider-Prevenubie

Condition Table

Bdwvioral Health

Written Cortsent

Report

EXHIBIT O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

nmno^

Standard tempbte that Identifies

denlais or reduced payment

amounts for hospital-acquired
conditions and provider

preventable conditions. Tabie vrili

include MCO daim identifier,
provider, date of service, amount of
denied payment or payment
reduction and reason for payment
denial or reduction.

Narrative reporting of the results of

the MCO review of a sample of
flies where written consent was

required by the member to share

information between the behavioral

health prosdder and the primary
care provider. In these santpie
cases, the MCO will determine if a

release of Information was Induded

in the file. The MCO shall report
instsiKes in which consent was not

given, and, if possible, the reason
why.

Annual

Agreement

Year

Table

Narrative

Report

aBSWDatigstf^

Annually

Annually

asu

April 30th

4 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

AmeriHealth Caritas New Hampshire, Inc.

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-01
Page 60 of 89
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MedlCald Care Management Services Contract
I

New Hampshire Department of Health and H'uman Services
Medl'cafd Care Management Services

Quality and Oversight Reporting RequirementsEXHIBIT

*

Meptw 13

reaoe
Srea

Standard template log of

who have ̂ en notice, bi

rtotice, or have left the MC

network during the iheas

ders

Ksued

ent
As Needed orPrtrvfder Termination

Lo«
Tabe Other TBOperiod. Irwuding the reasor for <

termination. Number of me nbers

imi>acted. Impact tonetwot c

adiKiuacY, and trartsition pi n If
necessary. '

ProviderPROVTERM.01
Weekly

Standard template reportlrtg aa

pnividers termlnatetl (afterl
pni^der has exhausted all ippeal
rights. If appflcabie) based on
Database Checks. . '

30 Days After

End of

Reporting

Month

Prwider Termination

Report '
MonthlyMonth TableProrlderPROVTERM.02

includes 1) Survey Instrument

Proofs created by Survey Vm r..2

VaSdated Member Level Da a RIe

(VMLOF), 3) Validated Mem wr.
Level Data RIe (VMLOF) • La rout

Medkaid Adult Survey Resu ts

Report and 5) CAflPS Surve'

Results with ConfkiaKe Inti rvaisi

Standard

HE01S schedule

Reports,

FUes

Quality
Monitoring

CAHPS 5.DH Core

Survey - Adults
Annually Jurte 30thCAHPS A ALL

Upto 12 supplemental ̂ ue i
setMed by DHHS arti apprc i

NCQA, typically questions
developed by AHRQi i

iorts
Adult OiIhPS:
SupplemCTtal

Questions

Staiiwd

HEDIS schedule

ed byQuafity

Mcmftoring
July ISthAmuallyCAHPS A SUP Measure

nitialsContractor

Page 61 of 89
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Medicald Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medicald Care Management Services

EXHIBIT 0 - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

CAHPS CCC AU

CAHPS CCC SUP

CMS A ABA

CMS_A_AMM

QuaDtv

Monitortns

QtMllty

Mofdtoring

OuailtY

Monttorlne

Quality
Monitoring

Na

CAHPS S.OHSun«y
Children with Chronic

Condttons

Child CAHPS:

Supplemental

Questions

Adult BMI

Assessment

Antidepressant
Medication

Management

AmeiiHealth Caritas New Hampshire, Inc.

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-01

tnn Nd£t

Indudes 1) Survey Instrument
Proofs aeated by Survey Vendor, 2)
Validated Member Level Data File
(VMLOF), 3) Validated Member
Level Data Hie (VMLOF) • Layout, 4)
Medicald Child with CCC • CCC
Population Survey Results Report,
5) CAHPS Survey Results with
Confidence Intervab - Child «vith
CCC, 6) Medicald Child with CCC •
General Population Survey Results
Report, and 7) CAHPS Survey
Results with Confldertce Intervab -
General Populatton

Up to 12 supplemental questions
selected by OHHS and approved by
NCQA, typically questions
developed by AHRQ.

CMS Adult Core Set - Age Br>d
subpopulation breakout of data

collected for HEDtS measure.

CMS Adult Core Set - Age and
subpopulation breakout of data
collected for HEDIS measure.

MGOMeasuremen

pon

IS®i^S

Slartdard

HEOtS schedule

Reports

Hies
Annually ' June 30th

Standard

HEDIS schedule
Measure Annually July 15th

September

30th

Calertdar Year Measure Annually

May 1 of year
prior to

measuremertt

year to Get 31

of

measurement

year.

September
30th

Measure Annually

Page 62 of 89
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Medlcaid Care Management Services Contract

NewjHampshlre Department of Health and Human Services.
Medlcaid Care Management Services

lifpc^q IM5rUfe>inifl8^S!i?Sa>eaS>8iM

RequireaE'
Date

DHR^jSasuZtS Ion

Fre
Breakout

September
AnnuallyMeaiure

30th
CMS A AMR

QualltY
Monitoring

Asthma Medication

Ratio

EXHIBIT 0 r Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

CKilS Adult Core Set - Age ai c
subpopirlatlon breakout of' lata
collected for HEDIS measure . i

Calendar Year

CMS A BCS
Quality

Monitoring

Breast Cancer

Screening

CMS Adult Core Set • Age ai d i

subpoputatlon breakout of lata

collected for HEDIS measuri. |

2 Calendar

Years
Measure Annually

September

30th

CMS A CBP
Quality

Monitoring

Controltlifg High

Blood Pr^ure

CMS Adult Core Set • Age ai d

subpopulatlon breakout of dao

collected for HEDIS measure
Calerrdar Year Measure Annually

September

30th

CMS_A CCP
Quality
Monitoring

Contrac^tlve Care -
Postpartiim Women

CMS Adult and Child Core S :t

(member age determines Ir
set the member is reported

Inrjude subpopulatlon brea
Indicated.

Calendar Year Annually
September

30th

CMS A CDF
Quality

Mortitoring

Saeening for Olnlcal

Depressfbn and

Follow-up Plan

CMS Adult and Child Core Sk

(member age determines Iti which
set the member Is reportern - to

irudude subpopulatlon brea)rout as
Indicated.

Calendar Year Measure Annually
September

3Dth

CMS A CHL
Quality

Mortltoring

Chiamydia Screening
In Women

CMS Adult Core Set - Age aad j
subpopulatlon breakout of data

collected for HEDIS meuur !. <

Calertcfar Year Measure Annually
September

30th

CMS A CUOB
Quaftty

Monitoring

Concurrent Use of

Opioids and
Beraodlazeplnes

CMS Adult Core Set — to Irtc

subpopulatlon breakout as

imficated. I

ude

Calendar Year Measure Annually
September

30th

AmeriHealth Caritas New HampshifB, Inc.'

RFpi-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-01
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Medlcald Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medlcald Care Management Services

CMS A FUAFUM

CMS_A HAIC

EXHIBIT 0 - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

m aSfibWSslSBgSglKiW

GO DC
ure

Quality

Monitoring

Quality
Monttorlng

Fdlow-Up After
Emergency

Department Visit for

Mental Rlnessor

Alcohol and Other

Drug Deiwndence

Comprehensive

Diabetes Care:

Hemoglobin Ale
Testing

CMS Adult Core Set - Age and
subpc^xHabon breakout of data
collected for HEDIS measure.

CMS Adult Core Set - Age and
subpopulation breakout of data

collected for HEDIS measure.

Calendar Year

Calendar Year

Measure

Measure

Granite

Advantage
Annually

Annually

September

30th

September

30th

CMS A HPC

CMS A HPCMI

CMS A lET

CMS_A_INP_PQI01

Qualltv

Monitoring

Comprehensive

Mabetes Care:

Hemoglobin AlC Poor

Control (>9.0St)

CMS Adult Core Set • Age and
subpopulation breakout of data

collected for HEDIS measure.
Caiertdar Year Measure Annually

September

30th

Quality
Monitoring

Diabetes Care for

People with Serious
Mental Illness:

Hemoglobin (HbAlc)

Poor Control (>9.0K)

CMS Adult Core Set • Age and
subpopulation breakout of data

collected for HEDIS measure.
CaiimdarYear Measure Annually

September
30th

QuaDty

Monitoring

lnitiBtlon&

Engagement of

Alcohol & Other Drug
Dependence

Treatment

CMS Adult Core Set • Age and
subpopulation breakout of data
collected for HEDIS measure.

Calendar Year Measure
Granite

Advantage
Annually

September

30th

Quaiity

Mottitoring

Diabetes Short-Term

Complications

Admission Rate per
100,000 Member

Months

CMS Adult Core Set - to irtdude

subpopulation breakout as
indicated.

Calendar Year Measure
Granite

Advantage
Annually

September
30th

AmeriHealth Caritas New Hampshire, Inc.

RFP-20190MS-02-MANAG-01 ,
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Medlcald Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medl'caid Care Management Services !

-■ Quality and Oversight Reporting RequirementsEXHIBIT

ao

f4Aii

asure
Mc

popuu

Brea

m uu

Ovordc Obstructwe
Putmona^ Oiseasa
(COPD) Asthma In
Older Adults
Admlssioh Rate per
100,000 Member
Months I

CMS Adult Core Set -to Im
sulipoputation breakoiR as
Indkated. '

Ind j September
30th

Granite
AcKrantace

OualltY
Mbrtltoring AnnuallyCalendar Year MeasureCMS A INP PQtOS

Heart Failure
Admlssioh Rate per
100,000 EnroOee
Months '

CMS Adult Core Set - to in
sulipopulatlon breakout as
Indkated.

rtc jd September
30th

Granite

Advantage
QuaOty
Monitoring

AnnuallyCMS A INP PQI08 Calendar Year Measure

Asttwna In Younger
Adults Admission Rate
per 100,000 Enrollee
Months !

nc jdCMS Adult Core Set - to Im

suhpopulatlon breakout as
Indicated. I

September
30th

Qualtty
Monitoring

Granite

AdvantageCalendar Year AnnuallyCMS_AJNP PQI15 Measure

Annual Monitoring for
Patients on Persistent
Medlcatibns

CMS Adult Core Set; Age ai d [
suF) population breakoirt of i lata
colected for HEDIS ih^un . I

September
30th

Oualtty
MonitoringCMS A MPM Calendar Year AnnuallyMeasure

CAHPS: Medical
Assistance with

SmoUngtand Tobacco
UseCes^on:
AcMsing jokers and
Tobacco lisen to Quit

September
30th

QuaDty
Monitoring Calendar Year . ArmuallyCMS A MSCOl CMS Aduh Core Set Measure

nitialsContractorAmenHealth Caritas New Hampshire. Inc
Page 65 of 89
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Medicald Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medicald Care Management Services

EXHIBIT 0 - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

iPelWiaMleIDB51ptl8

CMS A MSC02.

CMS A_MSC03

CMS A OHO

CMS A PCR

CMS A SAA

Munme OH

QuaRty
Monftortng

QuaBty
Monltortng

QuaBty

Monitoring

QuaBty

Monhortng

QuaBty

Monitoring

CAHPS: MetScal

Assistancs with

SmoUng and Tobacco
Use Cessation;

Discussing Cessation

Medications

CAHPS: Medical

Assistance with

Smcddng and Tobacco

Use Cessation:

Discussing Cessation
Strategies

Use of Opioids from

Multiple Providers at
High Dosage In

Persons Without

Cancer: Opiold High

Dosage

Plan AO-Cause

Readmbslons

Adherertce to

Antipsychotk

Metficadons for

Imflwiduats with

Schfaophfenia

CMS Adult Core Set

CMS Adult Core Set

CMS Aduh Core Set-to Indude

subpopulatlon breakout as

Intficated.

CMS Adult Core Set-to Indude

subpopulatlon breakout as

IruScated.

CMS Adult Core Set • Age and
subpopulatlon breakout of data

collected for HEDB measure.

Calendar Year

Calendar Year

Calendar Year

Calendar Year

Calerxtar Year

Measure

Measure

Measure

Measure

Measure

GO

^raOe

Annually

Annually

AnnuaJIv

Annually

AnnuaBy

Date

Measu

sis

September

30th

September

30th

September

30th

September

30th

September

30th

AmeriHealth Caritas New Hampshire, Inc.

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-01
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Medlicald Care Martagement Services Contra^
'  I

I

New Hampshire Departmerrt of Health and H|uman Services
Medlrald Care Management Services I

EXHIBIT (I • Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

Oi

.rlt

asuee

Ired

tatiSpop

ig^casgCdmi^nii^B^ieaa^

mqoe

CMS A SSD
OuailtY
Monttorlng

DiabetesjSaeenIng:
for People With

Schizophrenia or

Bipolaf oborder Who
Are Udne

AnppsYcfKitic
MecSotibns

CMS Adult Core Set • Age ar d

suhpopulatton breakout of < ab
collected For HEOtS measuri.

Caier>dar Year Measure Annually
September

30th

CMS CCW.Ol
Quality

Monltortng

Contracepthre Care-

AB Womm Ages IS —

44: Mostior
Moderately Effective
Contraception

CMS Adult and Child Cme S ts

(member age determines Ir which

set the member Is reported -to

Irtchide subpopuladbn brea out as
Indkated. |

Calendar.Year Measure Annually
September

30th

CMS CCW.02
QuaRty

Monitoring

Contraceptive Care.-

AH WomM Ages IS -

44: Long-|Actlng
ReverslblelMethod of.

Contraception (LARC)

CMS Adult and Child Core S|ts
(member age deterrhines ir which
set the member Is reported -to

irtclude subpopulatldn brea'
Irtdkated. !

Calendar Year Measure Annually
September

30th

CMS CH OEV
Quality

Mordtortng

Developmental

Screeniftg in the Rrst
Three Years of Ufe

CMS ChUd Core Set | Calendar Year Measure Annually
September

30th

HEDIS AAB
Quality

Monttorlng

Avoidance of

Andblotic Treatment

tot AdultsSivfth Acute

Bronchiti

HEDB Measure

I

Calendar Year Measure Annually June 30th

HEDIS ABA
Quality
Monitoring

Adult BMf
Assessment

HEDIS Measure Calendar Year Measure Annually iuneSOth

AmeriHealth Caritas Nw Hampshire, Inc.'

RFF'-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-01
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Medicald Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medlcatd Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

GX)Measuremen
tes

Brea

£«
One year

startine March

1 of year prtor
Fo<low-Op Care for

Children Prescribed

AOHD Medcation

QuaDty

Monttorinc
HEDIS ADD

HEDtS Measure Measuremeasurement Annually iuneSOth
year to

February 28 of

measurement

year

One year

startine Mardi

1 of year prtorFoilow-Up Care for

Children Prescribed

ADHD Medcatkm by
Subpopuiatlon

Ouaftty

Monttorinc
HEDIS Measure broken out by
subpoptriation.

HEDIS ADD SUB
Measuremeasurement General Annually July 31st

year to

February 28 of

measurement

year
Outpatient and

Emergency Dept
Visits/1000 Member

Months

Quatity

Monttorkw
HEDIS AMB

HEDIS Measure Calendar Year Measure Annually June 30th

May 1 of year

prior to

measurement

year to Oct 31

of

measurement

year.

Antidepressant
Medication

Management

Quality

Monitoring
HEDIS AMM

HEDIS Measure
Measure Annually June 30th X  X

Contractor initials

Date

AmeriHealth Caritas New Hampshire, Inc.
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Medicald Care Management Services Contrad

NewMampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Medlcaid Care Management Services i
EXHIBIT T Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

^  f

nS

Ired
Del

for

Mon

i

HEDtS AMM SUB
QuBlitY
Monttorlng

AntWepressant
Medication

Marugernent by

Subpopubtlon

HEDtS Measure broken out

sultpopulatton.

May 1 of year
prior to

measurement

yeartoiOct 31
of

measurement

year.

Measure General Annually July 31st

HEDIS AMR
Quality
Monitoring

Asttima Medication

Ratio j HEDIS Measure Calendar Year Measure Annually June 30th

HEDIS APC
Quality

Monitoring

Use of Multiple

Cortcurr^t
Antlpsychotics In

Children and

Adolescents

HEDIS Measure Calertdar Year Annually June 30th

HEDIS APM
Quality

Monitoring

MetaboDc Monitoring

for Children and

Adolescmts on

Antlpsychotics

HEDtS Measure Calendar year Measure Annually June 30th

HEDIS APP
Quality

Mortitortng

Use of HrstHJne

Psychosdclal Care for
Children bnd
Adolescents on

Antlpsychotics

HEDIS Measure Caletsdar Year Measure Annually Jurte 30th

HEDIS APP SUB
QuaDty

Monitoring

Use of Hist-Une

Psychosocial Care for

Children end

AdolescNts on

Antlpsychotics by
Subpopulation

HEDIS Measure broken out

siApopulation. > |
Calendar Year Measure General Annually July 31st

AmeriHealth Caritas New Hampshire. Inc.!

RFR-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-01

Contractor
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Medlcaid Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medicald Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements
p>Mvg«>ieioiaaggtdH

aolSubrniaion

awqunRe rente O) pclReraOate cBMmen

bmp8$ffla®n m§port

Unheafthy Alcohol
Use Screening and
FoUow-Up

Quauty

Monttoflne
HEDfS ASF HEDS Measure Calendar Year Measure Annually Ame30th

Quality
Monitortne

Adolescent Welt Care
Visits

HEOIS AWC HEDtS Measure Calertdar Year Measure Annually June 30th
Quality
Monitoiine

Breast Cancer

Saeenlnc-
KEDIS BC5 2 Calendar

Years
HEDB Measure

Measure Annually June 30th

Breast Cancer

Screening - Age 50-74
by Subpopuiation

Quality

Mortltoring
HEOIS Measure broken out by
subpopuiation.'

HEDIS BCS SUB 2 Calendar

Years
Measure Genera Annually July 31st

Children and

Adolescents'Access
To Primary Care
Practitioners

Quality.
Mortltoring

HEOIS CAP
HEDIS Measure CalendarYear Measure Annually June 30th

Quality
Mortltoring

Controlllrtg HighHEDIS CBP
HEDIS Measure Calendar YearBlood Pressure Measure Annually June 30th

Quality
Monitrxirtg

Cervical Caitcer
Screenlrtg

HEDIS CCS 3 Calendar

Years
HEDK Measure

Measure Annually June 30th
Quality

Monitoring
Comprehensive
DiabMesCare

HEOIS CDC
HEOIS Measure Calertdar Year Measure Annually Jurte 30th

Quality
Monitoring

Chiamydia Screenb^
in Women

HEDIS CHL
HEDIS Measure Calertdar Year Measure Annually June 30th

Quality
MottltoHrtg

Childhood

Immunization Status
HEDIS CIS

HEDIS Measure Calendar Year Measure Annually June 30th
Quauty
Monitorlitg

Risk of Chronic Opiold
Use (COU)

HEDIS COU
HEDIS Measure Calertdar Year Measure Annually June 30th

AmeriHealth Carilas New Hampshire. Inc.

RFP-201 9-OMS-02-MANAG-01 Page 70 of 89
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Medlcald Care Managemetit Services Contract

New; Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medlcaid Care Management Services

EXHIBIT 6 f- Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

HEOIS CWP

HEDIS DellvenMes

HEDIS DSF

HEDtS EMC

Quality

Monitoring

Quality
Monitoring

Quality

Monitoring

Quality

Monitoring

Appraprbte Testing
For Children With

Pharynglbs

HEDIS Deliverables

generated for

submission to NCQA

Depression Screening

anc^ Follow-up for

Adolescents and

Adults

FoNouHJp After

Emergericy

Departnfent Visit for

Pcjopie With High-fUsk
MiMple-Chronic

Condltlohs

roose

m
equked

DHHSSQb
asure

pub

abiia

NEDS Measure

HEDIS Deliverables generat -d for

submission to NCQA: 1) HEi )IS

Roadmap, 2) HEOIS Data Fll ed

Workbook, 3) HEOIS Comm i

Separated Values Woiicboo ̂  and 4)
NCQA HEOIS Complbnce Ai dit'
Rnal Audit Report !

HEDIS Measure

HEDIS Measure

AmeriHeatth Caritas New Hampshire, Inc:

RFP-2019-OMS-02-^WlANAG-01

One year
starting July 1

of year prior to

measurement

year to iune 30

of

measurement

year.

Standard

HEDIS schedule

Calendar Year

January 1 to

December 24

of

measurement

year

Measure

Reports,

Files

Measure

Measure

Annually

Annually

Annually

Annually

June 30th

June Both

June 30th

June 30th

Contractor
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Medicald Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medicald Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O-Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

%

main nmeme

m
rfe ;«lo

FoOow^lp After
Emergency

Oepertment Vldt for

Alcohol and Other

Drue Dependence

QueUty
Monltorfne

HED1S FUA
HEOS Measure Calendar Year Measure Annually iune 30th

January 1 to

December 1 of

measurement

year

Folww-Up After
HospttaSzatlon For

Mental mness

Quality

Monltortnc
HEDtS FUH

HEOIS Measure
Measure Annually Jur>e 30th

Follow-up After
Emergency

Department Visit for
Mental Dlness

Quality

Monltoflna
HEOtS FUM

HEOIS Measure Calendar Year Measure Armually June 30th

HosfMtallzation

following Dtscharge
from a SklDed Nursing
Faculty (within 30

Days of the ED visit)

QuaUty

Monltorlrw
HEDIS HFS

HEOIS Measure Calendar Year Measure Annually June 30th

Initiation &

Engagement of

Alcohol & Other Drug
Dependence

Treatment

Quality

Monitoring
HEOIS lET HEDtS Measure Calendar Year Measure Aruntally June 30th

Mtiatlon&

Engagement of

Alcohol & Other Drug
Depertdence

Treatment by
StApopulatlon

Quaflty
Moidtortng

HEDtS Measure broken out by
subpoputatioa

HEOIS lET SUB
CalertdarYear Measure General Annually JuiySlst

AmeriHealth Caritas New Hampshire. Inc.
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Medlcaid Care Management Sendees Contract
I

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Medicald Care^anagement Services ■

EXHIBIT CI - Quailty and Oversight Reporting Requirements

HEOIS IMA '
QusUty
MonWoring

«>

Nm

Inimunizstlons for

Adolescelnts
HEOIS Measure Calertdar Year Measure

Requ

DH

Brea

CO

bm

Freq

Annually

Date

iune 30th

Mo'

HEDtS L£P
Quailty

Monitoring

Use of Imaging

Studies'for Low Back

Pain

HEOIS Measure Calendar Year Measure Annually Iune 30th

HEOtS L5C
Quality
Monitoring

Lead Screening In
Children!

HEOIS Measure Calendar Year Measure Annually iune 30th

HEOIS MMA
Quailty
Monitorkng

Medicatibn

Management for

People With Asthma
HEOIS Measure Calendar Year Measure Annuallv June 30th

HEOIS MPM
QuaDty-
Monit bring

Annual Monitoring,for
Patients on Perslstem

Medkatibns
HEOIS Measure Calendar Year Annually Jurw 30th

HEOIS MPM SUB
Quality

Monitoring

Annual Monitoring for

Patients on Persistent

Mediations^
Subpopulatiob

HEOIS Measure brokeniout

sul)population. '
y

Calendar Year Measure General Annually July 31st

HEOIS PCE
Quality

Monitoring

Pharmacotherapy

Managemertt of COPD
Exacerh^ion.

HEOIS Measure Calendar Year Measure Annuallv iurte30th

HEOIS PCE SUB
Quailty

Monitoring

Pharmacbtherapv
Management of COPO
Exacerb^kon by
Subpopuiation

HEDB Measure broken out

fulipopulation.

ly.
Calendar Year Measure General Annually July 31st

HEOIS PPC
QuaDty
Monitoring

Prenatal and

Postpartpm Care
HEOIS Measure Calendar Year Measure Annually June 30th

AmeriHeatth Caritas New Hampshire, Inc.;
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Medlcald Care Management Servtces Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medlcald Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O -Quality ar)d Oversight Reporting Requirements
DiHlverable

Data

GO tveOo
otes

Measu

•Wener

Adherence to

AntiptychoOcs for

IndivMuah with

Schbophrenia

Quality

Monttorlnc
HEOIS SAA

HtDIS Measure Calendar Year Measure AnnuaJfy June 30th

Cardiovascular

Monitoring for People
With Cardtovascular

Disease and

Sdibophrenia

QuaDty

Mohltorinc
HEDIS SMC

HEDIS Measure Calendar Year Measure Annually June 30th

Diabetes Monltorir^
for People with
Diabetes and

Sdtbophrenia

Quality

Monttortne
HEDIS SMD

HEDIS Measure Calendar Year Measure Annually June 30th

Statin Therapy for

Patients with

Cardknrascular

Disease

Quality

Monltorlnc
HEDIS SPG

HEOIS Measure Calendar Year Measure Annually June 30th

Statin Therapy for
Patients with

Diabetes

Quality

Monitoring
HEDIS 5P0

HEOIS Measure Calertdar Year Measure Annually Jurte30th

Diabetes Screening
for People With
Schizophrenia or

Bipolar Disorder Who
Are Using

Antipsydtotic
Medications

Quality

Monitoring
HEDIS SSD

HEDB Measure Calertdar Year Measure Annually June 30th

Quality
Monltofli^

Use of Opioids at High
Dosage

HEDIS UOO
HEDIS Measure Calertdar Year Measure Artnually JurteSOth

AmeriHealth Caritas Now Hampshire, Inc.

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-01
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Medicald Care Management Services Contract
I

New Hampshire Department of Health and f&man Services
Medicald Care Management Services !

EXHIBIT C

HEDIS UOP

HED1S URI

H£0IS_W15

HEO(S W34

HEOIS WCC

QAPI.01

Quality
MonHoflng

Quality

Monitoring

QuaDty

Monitoring

Quality

Monitoring

Quatlty
Monitoring

Quality

Monitoring

Use of OpIoMb from
Multiple frovlden

Appropriate

Treatment for

Children With Upper
Respiratory infection

Well^lld irisits in

the first is Montfts of
Ufe i

Well-Child Visits in

tfw 3rd. 4th. Sth, and

6th Years of Ufe

Weight Assessment
and Coubseling

Quality l^essment
artd PerfbrmBr>ce

Improvement (QAPI)
Annual filiation
Report i

- Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

wLQOata

Ired
Del

DH
bmDe tes

Ere

HEDIS Measure

HEOIS Measure

HEOIS Measure

HEDR Measure

HEDK Measure

Annual description of the tJ CO's i

ori;anlzation-wlde QAljl pro ;ram
structure. The plan iMIl Irtdi de die
MtrO's annual goals anid obj tctlves
for all quality activities The plan |
wip Include a description of

miidtanlsms to deteiri under

over udlbatlon, ass^'qua!
appropriateness of care for
miimbers with spedal heaft

needs and disparities In tpi

I y.

andi

antJ

I

I care

a ttyof

AmeriHealth Caritas New Hampshire, IncJ

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-01

Calervdar Year

One ̂ar
starting luly 1
of year prior to

measurement

year to iune 30

of

measurement

year

Calendar Year

Calendar Year

Calendar Year

Agreement

Year

Measure

Measure

Measure

Narrative

Report'

Annually

Annually

Annually

Annually

Annually

Annually

June 30th

June 30th

June 30th

June 30th

June 30th

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

Contractor
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Medicald Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medicald Care Managemerrt Services

EXHIBIT 0 - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

rente

SDHX(
Quality

Monltorlr^
Sodal Determinants

of Health

and acces to health care (e^.
race, ethnldty, sex, primary
language, and dtsablllty); and
process for monttorlng, evaluating
artd Improving quality of care for
ntembers receMrtg behavioral
health services. In the second

agreement year, the MCO will

provide an appendh to the plan
that win Include a report. The
report will describe completed and
ongoing quality martagement
activities, performance trends for
QAPI measures identlHed In the
QAP1 plan; analysis of actions taken
by the MCO based on MCO spedftc
recommendations Identified by the
EQRO's technical report and other
quality studies; and an evaluation of
the overall effectiveness of the
MCO's quality management
program Including an analysb of
barriers and recommendations for
Improvemertt
Placeholder for additional measures
to show MCO Impact on sodal
determinants of health (SDH)

Data
gu.n>9S4

quire
MGO mDa

port
rea

TBO Measure TBD TBD

AmeriHeatth Caritas New Hampshire, Inc.

RFP-2019^MS-02-MANAG-01
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Medlcald Care Management Services Contract
'  ' :

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medlcald Care Management Services

EXHIBIT

m

DateCO
reme

briuss Me

Ffe

?Am

SERviCEAirm.oi

SERVICEAUTH.03

Service

Authortzation

Service

Airthorbation

Service

Authorizatiorts:

Timely ,
Determinations for

Urgent Medical

Service, Equipment
and Supply Requests

Service ^
Authorizations:

Hmeiy {iH Day)
Determinations for

New Routine Medical

Service, Equipment

Bird Supply Requests
(excludes NEMT and

Complex Diagnostic

Rarflology)

Cofint and percent of rhedicp
service, equipment, and su:

service authorization

determlrtatkms for urgent r^uests
made within 72 hours after ecelpt

of request for reque^'mad: during
the measure data period

dlcil

Isut jly

.bte

Count and percent of medl
service, equipment, and
service, authortzation I

determlrutions for new roui

requests made within 14 catudar
days after receipt of request
requests maide during the
data period. Exdudejauthorfz:
requests that e^end beyorv I
day period due to the fblkM
member requests an extens

The MCO justifies a ne^ foi
additional Information and

extension Is in the member*

Intsrest Exdude requests Fc

emergency transportat^ fi
measure.

for
t

sasure

atlon

the 1

AmeriHealth Caritas<N^ Hampshire, Inc.
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- Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

4

In^ The
ion, or

IJ
i  •

r non-

iom this

Quarter

Quarter

Measure:

Measure

Quarterly

Quanerty

2 Months after

erui of

Measurement

Period

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

. Period

Contractor
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Medicald Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medicald Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O - Qualitv and Oversight Reporting Requirements

OatatSubm

reme

Count and percent of pharmacy
service authorization ■

determinations made and noticed
via telecommunications device

within 24 hours after receipt of
request for requests made during
the measure data period.

Service

Authorfzations:
Timely

Determinations for

Pharmacy

Service

Authorization

2 Months after

ertd of

Measurement

Period

S£RVICEALmi.04
Quarter Measure Quarterly

Siervice Authortzation

OeterminaUon

SufTunary by Service
Category by State
Pbn. 191SB Waiver,
and Total Ptmuiation

Standard template summary of
service authorization

determbiatiorts by type and benefit
«tecislon for request received durir^
the trteasure data period.

Service

Authorizadon

2 Mortths after

end of

Measurement

Period

SERVtCEAimi.OS
Quarter Table Quarterly

Service

Authorizations:

Pharmacy Prior

Authorizations
Stradfied by

Behavioral Health and
Other Drugs

Count and percent of pharmacy
service authorization requests that
were received and approved,
denied or remain pending, by drug
dass, for the measure'data period.

Servii%

Authorizadon

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

SERVICEAUTH.09
Quarter Measure Quarterly

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

Quarter Measure Quarterly
SERVICEAUTH.ia Service

Authorization

Service

Aidhortzatlons; Post-

Delivery Tbneiy (30
Day) Determinations
for Medical SerMce,
Equipment Bt>d

Supply Requests

Count and percent of post-delivery
•uthorlzation determinatlotu made
wltiUn 30 caiertdar days of receipt
of routine requests, for medicai
services, equipment, and supply
services. Exdude requests for non-
emergertcy transportation from this

measure.

AmeriHealth Caritas New Hampshire, Inc.
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Medlcald Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Hitman Services
Medlald Care Management Services !

SERVICEAUT>1.14
Service

Authorization

Service -

Authorizations:

Phannacr Service

Authorization Denials

by Walvtf atxl Non-
Waiver Populations

EXHIBIT C •: Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

m
Iru

Oelive^DaGO
rente

asure

■m
hami »cv

pe

Count artd percent of pi
service authortzatlons lienie
the measurement period
member months, brok^
fotiowing groups: Nort-W;
Oevetopmentafly DissbM
Waiver, Acquired Brafat DIso
(AtiO) Waiver, In-Hoote
flHS) Waiver, artd Choices
Irtdependertce (CFI) Wtfver.

alv T,

(I D)
der

Supioits
fc ■

idurirtg
liOOO
by the

Quarter Measure QtiarterV

2 Months after
end of

Measurement
Period

SERVICEAI/TH.15
Service

Authorization

Service

Authorizations:
Physical, Occupational
aitd Speech Therapy
Service Authorization

Denials b^ Waiver and
Nort-Walver

PopuiaUdns

Count and percent of physicp
oaupadonal artd speedt t:
service authorizatlocts denle
the measurement period pe
member months, broken
folfowlrtg groups: Nott-Waiv^i
Oevelopmentally Disabled
Waiver, Acquired Brain DIso
(ADD) Waiver, In-Home'Sup
(IMS) Waiver, artd Chtrices fcf
Ittdepertdertce (CR) Waiver.

hqrapy
ddtiring
ilock)
by the

■r,I
(1^0)

der

'6otU

Quarter Measure Quarterly

2 Months after
end of

Measurement

Period

AmeriHealth Carftas New Hampshire, Inc
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Medicaid Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medicaid Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

Req
RSferE

mNa

Count and percent of members who

have at least 180 days of continuous
phannacotherapy with a
medication prescribed for opioM
use disorder without a sap for more
than seven days by subpopulaOon.
The standard measure Is Nadonal

Quality Forum endorsed measure
«3175.

Substance Use

Disorder Continuity

of Pharmacotherapy
forOfrioldUse
Disorder

SMotrths after

end of

Measurement

Period

Substance Use

Disorder
SU0.2S SUDIMDCalertdar Year Measure Annually

Waiver

Count and percent of members

receiving any substance use

disorder (SUD) service, other than
evaluation, within ten days of
saeenlng for SUD services. The
measure will be collected by a hie
review of a sample of members who
received a positive screening for
SUD services during the
measurement period by
subpopulation.

SubstarKe Use

Disorder Member

Access to SUD

Services After initial

Positive Screening

6 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

Substance Use

Disorder
SU0.26 SUD IMD

Waiver
Calendar Year Measure Annually

AmeriHealth Caritas New Hampshire, Inc.

RFP-2019<DMS-02-MANAG-01
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Medlcald Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Medlcald Care Management Services

EXHIBIT CI - Quajlty and Oversight Reporting Requirements

SU0.27

SUD.28

SU0.29

Substance Use

Disorder

Substance Use

Disorder

Substance Use

Disorder

Substance Use

Disorder:iMember
Access tOiaiNcallv

Appropriate Services
as Identified by ASAM

level of &re

Determination

Substance Use

Oborder: [Members

Completl^SUD
Treatment

Substance Use

Disorder {Members
witti an SUD Diagnosis

Count and percent of mmt trs'

receiving American Socfety i f

Adrilctlon Medldne (asAM)
substance use dteorder (SUE
ser/ices as Identified by.iniii il or
subsequent ASAM level of c re
criteria determination with! i

days of the screenir^ The n easure
wiO be coBected by a file res ew of a

sample of members who re e^ed

an .^SAM SUD service durir^

measurement period by
sui^wpufatton.

130

Che

Count ar>d percent of mmt srs with

a substance use disorder (SI Djt

dlagttosls who completed
treatment. The measure will be

collected by a flie review of

sample of members >vho ha I a'
(ftagnosis for SUD and rKeh ed SUD

treatment during the measifement
period by subpopulation.

Count of members enrolled |n the

measurement period with a

substaiKe use disorder (SUI
diagnosis or treatment servf
within the last 6 months' by
subpopulatlotL Mea^e Is ̂ iMed
quarterfy with monthly brea toiits.

ArT>eriHealth Caritas New Hampshire, Inc..

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-01

Caiertdar Year Measure
SUD IMO

Waiver

Calendar Year

Month

Measure

Measure

Annually

Annually

SUD IMD

Waiver
Monthly

tm
GO

Measu
asu

Report

6 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

6 Months after

erv) of

Measurement

Period

4 Months after

erwl of

Measurement

Period

Page 81 of 89
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Medlcald Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Medlcald Care Management Services

EXHIBIT 0 - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

Na

ired

akou

MCO

bm

Date(ve

easu

SU0.30
Substance Use

Dlsonier

Substance Use

Disorder Membere

with an Emergency
Department visit for

SUD

Members enrolled In the

measurement period who had an

Emergency Department vistt dalm
for substaiKe use disorder (SUD)

during the measurement period,
per 1X00 member months.

Measure is coBected quarterly with
morrthly breakouts.

Month Measure
SUD IMD

Wahrer
Monthly

4 Morrths after

etrdof

Measurement

Period

X

SUD31
Substance Use

Dlsofder

Substance Use

Disorder Members

Receiving Early
Intervention Services

Coum artd percent of members

enrolled In the measurement period

who had any substance use dl^rder

(SUD) service In the prior six
months, who had a ser>4ce dalm for

early kitervention services In the

measurement period by

subpopulation. Early Intervention
services irtdude procedure codes

assodated with Screening, Brief
Intervention, aivi Referral to

Treatment (SBtRT). Measure Is

collected quarterly with monthly

breakouts. SUD.29 Is the

detwmhutor.

Month Measure
SUD IMD

Waiver
Monthly

4 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

AmeriHealth Caritas Naw Hampshire, Inc.

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-01
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Medicaid Care Management Services Contrad

New Hampshire Department of Health and Hitman Services

Mediald Care Management Services

EXHIBIt C ' - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

SU0.32
Substance Use

Disorder

Substance Use

Disorder Imembers
KeceMngj Outpatient
Services (ASAM level

1)

reme

Coitnt and percent i

enrolled In tlie measuremc ; pfflod

llsorderwho had any substatKe use
(SUD) service in the prfw six
months, who had a service qaim for

outpatient services In the

measurement period byj
subpopuiation. Outpatient s
irtdude outpadent recowry
motlvationai enhatKmeni

therapies, step down' care,
monltoting for stable patlen s.
Measure is coBected quartet y with

monthly breakout. SUD.29 is
denominator.

rvlces

the

AmeriHealth Caritas New Hampshire, Inc
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Month Measure

Bre

SUD IMO

Waiver

CO

Monthly

4 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

Page 63 of 89
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Medicald Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Medicald Care Management Services

EXHIBIT 0 - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

ias

equm

Merence nmen

m

iPeWaiBtgc

SU0.33
Substance Use

Dborder

Substance Use

CKsorden Members

ReceMng Intensive

Outpatient and Partial

Hospitallzstion

Services

Count and percent of members
enrolled In the measurement period

who had any substartce use disortler
(SUD) service In the prior six
months, who had a service dalm for

intensive outpatient and/or partial

hospltaHzatlon services In the

measurement period by

subpopulation. intensive outpatient

and/or partis hospltallzatlon

services ittdude spedaltzed
outpatient SUO therapy at>d other

dbilcal services. Measure is

coliected quarterly with momhiy

breakouts. SU0.29 Is the

dertomlrtator.

Month

GO

qoerwy

Measure
SUD IMD

Waiver
Monthly

Da

ftepo

4 Months after

et>d of

Measurement

Period

SUD.34
Substance Use

Disonier

SubstarKe Use

Disorder Members,

Racelvlr^g ReOderttlal
and ktpatlerTt Services

Count and percent of members

enrolled in the measurement period
who had any substance use disorder
(SUD) service In the prior six

months, who had a service dalm for

residerttiai attd/or InpsUent services
dur1r« the meastirement period by

subpopulation. Measure Is collected
quarterly with mortthly breakouts.

SUD.29 Is the denominator.

Month Measure
SUO IMD

Waiver
Monthly

4 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

AmeriHeatth Caritas New Hampshire, Inc.

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANA(>01
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Medicaid Care Management Services Contract

i

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Medlrald Care Management Services

SU0.3S
Substance Use

Disorder

SUD.37
Substance Use

Disorder

EXHIBIT I) - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

Substance Use

DisorderIMentbers
ReceMng MetScaKy

Manacedl Intensive
inpatient[services
(ASAM Level 4)

Substance Use

Disorder Members

ReceMngj Pharmacy-
based Medication

Assisted Treatment,

and Other Treatm ent

Coi'mt and percent of mem^rs
eniolled In the measuremei

who had any substance use

(SUO) service In the prior si:
months, who had a service

American Society ofAdtflctii

Medicine (ASAM) medl^ly
managed Intensive Irtpatier

services durir^ the measuri ment
period by sutipopulstloh. M sdlcalty
managed intensive inpatien

services indude 24 hourstr ctures
with physician care for seve e

unstable problems. Me»ur^ is
collected quarterly with mo

breakouts. SUO.29 Is the
denominator. 1
Cotmt and percent of memb

enrolled In the measurerner

who had any substance use

(SUD) sef\4ce In the prior sb
months, who had a service)
pretcrlpOon daim for M^k stion;
Assisted Treatment (I^T) d
the measurement period by
subpoputatkxi. Measure te c >lleiRM
quarterly with monthly breafcouts.
SUI>.29 is the denominator.

it period

disorde

lalm fo

ithly

ers

t period

llsorder

Jring

AmeriHealth Caritas New Hampshire, Inc.

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-01

3Ired
CO

wn asure

porthcy

r

r

4 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

SUD IMD
Month Measure Monthly

Waiver

4 Months after

. end of

Measurement

Period

SUD IMO

Waiver
Month Measure Monthly

itials

DateM

Contractor ! i
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Medlcald Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Medlcald Care Managemertt Services

EXHIBIT O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

ata

m

GO ■very
easuremetlon

areak
flS

SU0.38
Substance Use

Disorder

SubiLaiM Use
Disorder Withdrawal
Management

Count and percent of members
ertrofled In the measurement period
who had any substance use disorder
[SUD) service In the prior six
months, who had a service daim for
arty form of withdrawal
management during the
measurement period by
subpc^Hilatkin. Withdrawal
management indudes ambulatory
with or without extended on-slte
trtonllorlng; dinlcany managed
residentlBl, medtcaHy mordtored
inpatlent, medlcaDy mattaged
bipatlent Measure Is collected
quarterly wrtth monthly breakouts.
SU0.29 Is the dertomlnator. .

Month

I

Measure
SUD IMD

Waiver
Mortthly

4 Months after
end of

Measurement
Period

AmeriHealth Carrtas New Hampshire, Inc.

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-01
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Medlcaid Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Medlcaid Care Management Services

EXHIBIT C -jQuallty andOverslght Reporting Requirements

SUD.39

SUD.42

Substance Use

Disorder

Substance Use

Disorder

HighOpiiM

Prescriblr^ Provider
Monitoring Report

Emergent
Department

Discharges for SUD:

MCO Contacts and

Contact Attempts

Narrative reporting of the M
idetitlRcation of providers w
opioid presalbing rates and

to foflow up with providers, he
report should Irtdude the Mi O's

operational deflnitioo of a p ovider
wMi a high opioid prescrlbin [ rate',
the process for identifying ai d
following up with providm.
report should Indude aggref ate,
data about the number of pr Tviders

that are Identified anid tfw ft

up-

rhe

llow

:o'$ I
thhl^
sfforts

Count and percent of memb >rs

discharged from an fme^er cy
Department with a sobsonc > use

disorder (SUD) diagnosis dut ng the
meitsurement period, where the
MCO either stxcessfuliy ran acted
the member, or attempted 11
contact the member at least:

dnws, witNn 3 business day of:
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Medicald Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medicald Care Management Services

EXHtBIT 0 - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

ired
Date

OH
ype

Brea

UNint and percent of members

enrolled In the measurement pertod
who had any suttstance use disorder

(SUD) service In the' prior six
months, who had any SUD service
during the measurement pertod by

subpoputation. Measure b coliected

quarterly with monthly breakouts.
SU0.29 b the denominator.

4 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

Sut>stance Use

Disorder Any SUD
Services

Substance Use

Disorder
SUD IMD

Waiver

SU0.44 Quarter Measure Quarterly

Coum ertd percent of members

enrolled in the measurement period
wM a substance use disorder (SUD)
dlagnosb, who had SUD treatment

In an institute for Mental Usease

(IMD).

SubstarKe Use

Disorder SUD

Olagnosb Treated in

anlMD

4 Months after

ertdof

Measurement

Period

Substartce Use

Dborder
Agreement

Year

SUD IMD

Waiver

SUD.4S
Measure Annually

Average length of stay In days for
memlters who had substance use

dborder (SUD) treatment In an

institute for Mental CHsease (IMD)
during the measurement year by
subpopulaUon. The population for
thb measure b the numerator for

SUD.4S.

Substance Use

Dborder Average
length of Stay In

IMDs

4 Months after

end of

Meesurement

Period

Substance Use

Disorder
Agreemerrt

Year

SUD IMD

Waiver

SUD.46
Measure Artnualiy

AmeriHealth Caritas New Hampshire, Inc.
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Medlcaid Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medicald Care Management Services

EXHIBIT C - iQuaiity and Oversight Reporting Requirements

O MO

cGO Date
reme Olps

m Repo
areaKb

SUD.47
Substance Use

Disorder

Substance Use

DisorderrMembers

with Inpa'tient

Admission for SUD

Connt and percent of memi

enrolled In the measuremer

who had an inpatient admis

substance use disorder (SU(

the measurement period p

member months by sub^p
Measure is collected quarte
monthly bfeakouts.

<t ersl

t period

Ion for

) during

1,^
jiatlon.

rty with

Month Measure
SUD IMO

Waiver
Monthly

4 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

SU0.48
Substartce Use

Disorder

Substance Use

Disordeq
Readmlsdofts for SUD

Count arid percent of m^i ers

enrolled in the measuremer t perTod

who had an Inpatient admis :ion for

substarKe use disorder (SU( ) during

the measurement period fo lowed
by an acute re^mlsslon|for SUD
within 30 days by sufapopulatioii.

Agreement

Year
Measure-

SUD IMD

Waiver
Annually

4 Months after

ertd of

Measurement

Period

SUD.49
Substartce Use

Disorder

Substartce Use

DisordertiAccess to
Preventive/

Ambulatory Health
Services for Adult

Medicaid Members

tvithSUDi

r :e

Count and percent of memi
enrolled in the measuremerit
with a diagnosis for substai
disorder (SUD) vrho had an

ambulatory or preventive c^
during the measurement pc
subpopulatlon. (Bas^ on H
AMB)

«

ir

rs<

period

ifie

e visit

riodby

•DIS

Agreement

Year
Measure'

SUD IMO

Waiver
Annually

4 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period
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Medlcaid Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medlcaid Care Management Services

Exhibit P - MOO Program Oversight Plan

MOO Program and Oversight Plan will be incorporated by reference herein upon Initial approval by
DHHS, and as subsequently amended and approved by DHHS.

a

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-01

AmerlHealth Carltas New Exhibit P - MOO Program Oversight Ran Contractor Initials
Hampshire, Inc. '^iullA
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medicald Care Management Services

State of New Hampshire
Department of Health and Human Services

Amendment #1 to the Medicald Care Management Services Contract

This 1®' Amendment to the Medicald Care Management Services contract (hereinafter referred
to as "Amendment #1") is by and between the State of New Hampshire. Department of Health
and Human Services (hereinafter referred to as the "Slate" or "Department") and Boston Medical
Center Health Plan, Inc., (hereinafter referred to as "the Contractor"), a corporation with a place
of business at Schrafft's City Center, 529 Main Street, Suite 500, Charlestown, MA, 02129,
(hereinafter jointly referred to as the "Parties").

WHEREAS, pursuant to an agreement (the "Contract") dated February 15, 2019, the Contractor
agreed to perform certain services based upon the terms and conditions specified in the Contract
as amended and in consideration of certain sums specified; and

WHEREAS, the State, and the Contractor have agreed to make changes to the scope of work,
payment schedules and terms and conditions of the contract; and

WHEREAS, pursuant to Form P-37, General Provisions, Paragraph 18, the State may modify
the scope of work and the payment schedule of the contract upon written agreement of the
parties and approval from the Governor and Executive Council; and

WHEREAS, the parties agree to decrease the price limitation, and modify the program start date.

NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing and the mutual covenants and conditions
contained in the Contract and set forth herein, the parties hereto agree to amend as follows:

1. Form P-37, General Provisions, Block 1.7, Completion Date, to read August 31, 2024.

2. Form P-37, General Provisions, Block 1.8, Price Limitation, to decrease the Price
Limitation by $126,335,836 from $924,150,000 to $797,814,164.

3. Delete in its entirety Exhibit A, Section 1.2.2 and replace with:

1.2.2 The Program Start Date shall begin September 1,2019, and the Agreement
term shall continue through August 31, 2024.

4. Delete in its entirety Exhibit A, Section 1.2.5 and replace with:

1.2.5 If DHHS determines that any MCO will not be ready to begin providing
services on the MCM Program Start Date, September 1, 2019, at its sole
discretion, DHHS may withhold enrollment and require corrective action or
terminate the Agreement without further recourse to the MCO.

5. Delete in its entirety Exhibit A, Section 4.10.6.2 and replace with:

4.10.6.2 Care Management for high-risk/high-need Members shall be conducted
for at least 15 percent (15%) of the total Members by March 1, 2020 or the MCO
shall provide to DHHS documentation of how fewer Members were determined not
to meet the MCO's Risk Stratification Criteria for being high-risk/high-need
members in need of Care Management.

Boston Medical Center Health Plan, inc.
RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-02 Amendment #1

Page 1 of 4
Contractor initials:

Date:
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medlcald Care Management Services

6. Delete in its entirety Exhibit A, Section 4.11.5.2.2.1 and replace with:

4.11.5.2.2.1. For the purposes of this paragraph, Agreement execution means that
the Agreement has been signed by the MCO and the State, and approved by all
required State authorities and is generally expected to occur in March 2019.

7. Delete in its entirety Exhibit A, Section 6.2.25.1 and replace with:

6.2.25.1 For the period beginning September 1, 2019, two (2) newborn kick
payments shall be employed, one (1) for newborns with NAS and one (1) for all
other newborns.

8. Delete in its entirety Exhibit A, Section 6.2.28 and replace with:

6.2.28 Beginning September 1, 2019, after the completion of each Agreement
year, an actuarially sound withhold percentage of each MCO's risk adjusted
capitation payment net of directed payments to the MCO shall be calculated as
having been withheld by DHHS. On the basis of the MCO's performance, as
determined under DHHS's MCM Withhold and Incentive Guidance, unearned
withhold in full or in part is subject to recoupment by DHHS to be used to finance
an MCO incentive pool.

9. Delete in its entirety Exhibit 8 Method and Conditions Precedent to Payment, and replace
with Exhibit B, Method and Conditions Precedent to Payment Amendment #1.

10. Delete in its entirety Exhibit C-1, and replace with Exhibit C-1 Amendment #1.

11. Exhibit O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements remains in effect with dates
adjusted by the Department to reflect a September 1, 2019 program start date.

12. All terms and conditions of the Agreement not inconsistent with this Amendment #1
remain in full force and effect.

Boston Medical Center Health Plan, Inc.
RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-02 Amendment #1 Contractor Initials]
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medlcald Care Management Services

This amendment shall be effective upon the date of Governor and Executive Council approval.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have set their hands as of the date written below,

State of New Hampshire
Departchent of Health and Human Services

Date nJ^ti^: Jeffrey A. Meyers
Title: Commissioner

Boston Medical Center Health Plan, Inc.

'hl^s'boiH Ci^—
Date Name: pajcKael

Title: CTO

Acknowledgement of Contractor's signature:

State of ilAQcgE/f hcfipVK' . County of 5o^b\k on \SJ\C|S,cJ^ 3LS,20\^ before the
undersigned officer, personally appeared the person identified directly above, or satisfactorily
proven to be the person whose name is signed above, and acknowledged that s/he executed
this document in the capacity indicated above.

Signature of Notary Puolic or Justice of the Peace

Name and Title of Notary or Justice of the Peace

My Commission Expires: 3 W-ZZ

Boston Medical Center Health Plan. Inc.
RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-02 Amendment#! Contractor Initials:'
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medlcald Care Management Services

The preceding Amendment, having been reviewed by this office, is approved as to form,
substance, and execution.

OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

Date Name:

Title: ftG-

I hereby certify that the foregoing Amendment was approved by the Governor and Executive
Council of the State of New Hampshire at the Meeting on: (date of meeting)

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE

Date Name:

Title:

Boston Medical Center Health Plan, Inc.

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-02 Amendment#! Contractor Initials:/
Page 4 of 4 Date: ̂ 17^1 ̂



New Hampshire Medlcald Care Management Contract
Medicald Care Management Services

Exhibit B Method and Conditions Precedent to Payment Amendment #1

1. Capitation Payments/Rates
This Agreement is reimbursed on a per member per month capitation rate for the Agreement term,
subject to all conditions contained within Exhibit A. Accordingly, no maximum or minimum product
volume is guaranteed. Any quantities set forth in this contract are estimates only. The Contractor
agrees to serve all members in each category of eligibility who enroll with this Contractor for
covered services. Capitation payment rates are as follows:

September 1, 2019 - June 30, 2020

Medicald Care Management

Base Population Capitation Rate
Low Income Children and Adults - Age 0-11 Months $242.17

Low Income Children and Adults - Age 1-18 Years 155.88

Low Income Children and Adults • Age 19+ Years 499.82

Foster Care / Adoption 367.87

Severely Disabled Children 1,267.55
Elderly and Disabled Adults 19-64 1,218.12
Elderly and Disabled Adults 65+ 1,070.26

Dual Eligibles 268.76

Newborn Kick Payment 3,314.13

Maternity Kick Payment 2,964.71

Neonatal Abstinence Syndrome Kick Payment 9,946.38

Behavioral Health Population Rate Cells

Severe / Persistent Mental Illness - Medicald Only 2,517.77
Severe / Persistent Mental Illness - Dual Eligibles 1,812.48
Severe Mental Illness ~ Medicald Only 1,840.58
Severe Mental Illness - Dual Eligibles 1,221.38
Low Utilizer - Medicald Only 1,755.53

Low Utilizer - Dual Eligibles 756.33

Serious Emotionally Disturbed Child 982.85

Medicald Expansion Population - Granite Advantage
Health Care

Medically Frail $1,028.86
Non Medically Frail 486.09

Boston Medical Center Health Plan, Inc. Contractor Initials:
Date

Page 1 of 3
RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-02 Date:^^/."^



New Hampshire Medlcaid Care Management Contract
Medlcald Care Management Services

Exhibit B Method and Conditions Precedent to Payment Amendment #1

For each of the subsequent years of the Agreement, actuarially sound per Member, per
month capitated rates shall be paid as calculated and certified by DHHS's actuary, subject
to approval by CMS and Governor and Executive Council.

Any rate adjustments shall be subject to the availability of State appropriations.

2. Price Limitation
This Agreement is one of multiple contracts that will serve the New Hampshire Medicaid
Care Management Program. The estimated member months, for State Fiscal Year 2020,
September 1, 2019 - June 30, 2020, to be served among all contracts is 1,762,330.
Accordingly, the price limitation for SFY 2020, September 1, 2019 - June 30, 2020,
among all contracts is $797,814,164 based on the projected members per month. The
price limitation for subsequent years within the Term will be provided following calculation
of rates for each subsequent year.

3. Health Insurance Providers Fee
Section 9010 of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act Pub. L No. 111-148 (124
Stat. 119 (2010)), as amended by Section 10905 of PPACA, and as further amended by
Section 1406 of the Health Care and Education Reconciliation Act of 2010, Pub. L. No.
111-152 (124 Stat. 1029 (2010)) imposes an annual fee on health insurance providers
beginning in 2014 ("Annual Fee"). Contractor is responsible for a percentage of the
Annual Fee for all health insurance providers as determined by the ratio of Contractor's
net written premiums for the preceding year compared to the total net written premiums
of all entities subject to the Annual Fee for the same year.

The State shall reimburse the Contractor for the amount of the Annual Fee specifically
allocable to the premiums paid during this Contract Term for each calendar year or part
thereof, including an adjustment for the full impact of the non-deductibility of the Annual
Fee for Federal and state tax purposes, including income and excise taxes ("Contractor's
Adjusted Fee"). The Contractor's Adjusted Fee shall be determined based on the final
notification of the Annual Fee amount Contractor or Contractor's parent receives from the
United Slates Internal Revenue Service. The State will provide reimbursement within 30
days following its review and acceptance of the Contractor's Adjusted Fee.

To claim reimbursement for the Contractor's Adjusted Fee the Contractor must submit a
certified copy of its full Annual Fee assessment within 60 days of receipt, together with
the allocation of the Annual Fee attributable specifically to its premiums under this
Contract. The Contractor must also submit the calculated adjustment for the impact of
non-deductibility of the Annual Fee attributable specifically to its premiums under this
Contract, and any other data deemed necessary by the State to validate the

Boston Medical Center Health Plan, Inc. Contractor Initials:
RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-02 Date:
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New Hampshire Medlcald Care Management Contract
Medlcald Care Management Services

Exhibit B Method and Conditions Precedent to Payment Amendment #1

reimbursement amount. These materials shall be submitted under the signatures of
either its Financial Officer or Executive leadership (e.g., President, Chief Executive Office,
Executive Director), certifying the accuracy, truthfulness and completeness of the data
provided.

Questions regarding payment(s) should be addressed to:
Attn: Medicaid Finance Director

New Hampshire Medicaid Managed Care Program
129 Pleasant Street

Concord, NH 03301

Boston Medical Center Health Plan, Inc. Contractor Initials:
RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-02 Date:

Page 3 of 3
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Exhibit C-1 Amendment #1

REVISIONS TO GENERAL PROVISIONS

1. Subparagraph 4 of the General Provisions of this contract, Conditional Nature of Agreement, Is
replaced as follows:

4. CONDITIONAL NATURE OF AGREEMENT.

Notwithstanding any provision of this Agreement to the contrary, all obligations of the State
hereunder, Including without limitation, the continuance of payments. In whole or In part, under
this Agreement are contingent upon continued appropriation or availability of funds. Including
any subsequent changes to the appropriation or availability of funds affected by any state or
federal legislative or executive action that reduces, eliminates, or otherwise modifies the
appropriation or availability of funding for this Agreement and the Scope of Services provided
In Exhibit A, Scope of Services, In whole or In part. In no event shall the State be liable for any
payments hereunder In excess of appropriated or available funds. In the event of a reduction,
termination or modification of appropriated or available funds, the State shall have the right to-
withhold payment until such funds become available, if ever. The State shall have the right to
reduce, terminate or modify services under this Agreement Immediately upon giving the
Contractor notice of such reduction, termination or modification. The State shall not be

required to transfer funds from any other source or account Into the Account(s) identified In
block 1.6 of the General Provisions, Account Number, or any other account, in the event funds
are reduced or unavailable.

2. Subparagraph 10 of the General Provisions of this contract. Termination, Is amended by adding the
following language:

10.1 The State may terminate the Agreement at any time for any reason, at the sole discretion of
the State, 30 days after giving the Contractor written notice that the State Is exercising Its
option to terminate the Agreement.

10.2 In the event of early termination, the Contractor shall, within 15 days of notice of early
termination, develop and submit to the State a Transition Plan for services under the
Agreement, Including but not limited to. Identifying the present and future needs of clients
receiving services under the Agreement and establishes a process to meet those needs.

10.3 The Contractor shall fully cooperate with the State and shall promptly provide detailed
Information to support the Transition Plan Including, but not limited to, any Information or data
requested by the State related to the termination of the Agreement and Transition Plan and
shall provide ongoing communication and revisions of the Transition Plan to the State as
requested.

10.4 In the event that services under the Agreement, Including but not limited to clients receiving
services under the Agreement are transitloned to having services delivered by another entity
Including contracted providers or the State, the Contractor shall provide a process for
uninterrupted delivery of services In the Transition Plan.

10.5 The Contractor shall establish a method of notifying clients and other affected individuals
about the transition. The Contractor shall include the proposed communications in its
Transition Plan submitted to the State as described above.

3. Subparagraph 3.1 of the General Provisions of this contract. Is amended by adding the following
language;

3.1 Notwithstanding any provision of this Agreement to the contrary, and subject to the approval
of the Governor and Executive Council of the State of New Hampshire, this Agreement, and
all obligations of the parties hereunder, shall become effective on the date the Governor and
Executive Council approve this Agreement as Indicated in block 1.18, or the date the
Contractor Is licensed as an HMO In the State of New Hampshire, whichever Is later
("Effective Date").

Exhibit C-1 Amendment #1

Revisions to General Provisions

Contractor Initials
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Exhibit C-1 Amendment #1

4. Subparagraph 5 of the General Provisions of this contract is amended as follows:

By deleting 5.4 in its entirety and replacing it as follows:

5.4 Notwithstanding any provision in this Agreement to the contrary, and notwithstanding
unexpected circumstances, in no event shall the total of all payments authorized, or actually
made hereunder for State Fiscal Year 2020, for the period of September 1, 2019 through
June 30, 2020, exceed the Price Limitation set forth in block 1.8.

By adding the following:

5.5 Block 1.8 reflects a price limitation only for State Fiscal Year 2020, for the period of
September 1, 2019 through June 30, 2020. For each of the subsequent years of the
Agreement, DHHS's actuary shall calculate actuarially sound per Member, per month
capitated rates, subject to approval by CMS. Such rates for subsequent years of the
Agreement will be reflected in an amendment to Block 1.8 and subject to approval by
Governor and Executive Council. Any rate adjustments shall be subject to the availability of
State appropriations.

Exhibit C-1 Amendment #1

Revisions to GeneraJ Provisions ^/] r
Contractor Initials
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state of New Hampshire

Department of State

CERTIFICATE

I, William M. Gardner, Secretaiy of State of the State of New Hampshire, do hereby certify that BOSTON MEDICAL CENTER

HEALTH PLAN, INC. is a Massachusetts Nonprofit Corporation registered to transact business in New Hampshire on December

08,2011.1 further certify that all fees and documents required by the Secretary of State's office have been received and is In good

standing as &r as this office is concerned.

Business ID: 662906

Certificate Number 0004218702

fi

(a.

O
3^

A
%

111

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF,

I hereto set my hand and cause to be affixed

the Seal of the State of New Hampshire,
/

this 5th day of December A.D. 2018.

William M. Gardner

Secretary of State



QuickSlart hups://quickstart.SOS.nh.gov/onlinc/Businesslnquirc/BusinessInfor...

Business Information

Business Details

BOSTON MEDICAL CENTER
Business Name: Business ID: 662906

Business Type: Foreign Nonprofit Corporation Business Status: Good Standing

Business Creation , ̂ ^
12/08/2011

Date:

Name in State of BOSTON MEDICAL CENTER

Incorporation: HEALTH PLAN, INC.

Date of Formation in , ̂ ,
,  . . 12/08/2011
Jurisdiction:

Principal Office Schrafft's City Center, 529 Main Mailing Address: Schrafft's City Center, 529 Main

Address: Street Suite 500, Charlestown, Street Suite 500, Charlestown,

MA, 02129, USA MA, 02129, USA

Citizenship / State of
Foreign/Massachusetts

Incorporation:

Last Nonprofit
w  2015

Report Year:

Year:

Duration: Perpetual

Business Email: NONE Phone#: NONE

Notification Email: NONE
Fiscal Year End

NONE
Date:

Principal Purpose

S.No NAICS Code

OTHER / To provide health care coverage to

1  residents of New Hampshire and all other

purposes permitted by law.

Pago 1 of 1, records 1 to 1 of 1

NAICS Subcode

2 of 4 4/2/2019, 5:15 PM



QuickStart https;//quickstart.sos.nh.gov/online/Businessfnquire/Businesslnfor.

NH Department of State, 107 North Main St. Room 204, Concord, NH 03301 - Contact Us f/online

/Home/ContactUS)

Version 2.1 © 2014 PCC Technology Group, LLC, All Rights Reserved,

(/online/Home/)^^ Back to Home (/online)

of 4 4/2/2019, 5; 15 PM



QuickSiart https://quicksiart.sos.nh.gov/online/BusinessInquire/Businesslnfor...

Principals Information

Name/Title

Matthew Herndon / Secretary

Susan Coakley / Director

Keith Lewis M.D. / Director

Frank Ingari / Director

Pierre Cremieux / Director

< Previous ... 1 I 2 li 3 I ...

Business Address

2 Copley Place, Suite 600, Boston, 02116, USA

2 Copley Place, Suite 600, Boston, 02116, USA

2 Copley Place, Suite 600, Boston, 02116, USA

2 Copley Place, Suite 600, Boston, 02116, USA

2 Copley Place, Suite 600, Boston, 02116, USA

1 Next > I Page 1 of 3, records 1 to S of 15 [ ] Go to Page

Registered Agent Information

Name: Closson, Patrick C, Esq

Registered Office 100 Market Street S301, Portsmouth, NH, 03801, USA

Address:

Registered Mailing 100 Market Street S301, Portsmouth, NH, 03801, USA

Address:

Trade Name Information

Business Name Business ID

Well Sense Health Plan {/online

/Businesslnquire 675048

/TradeNameInformation?businessID=506563)

Boston Medical Center HealthNet Plan

(/online/BusinessInquire 675041

/TradeNameInformation?businessID=511465)

BMC HealthNet Plan {/online/BusinessInquire

/TradeNamelnformati6n?businessID=511506)
675044

Business Status

Active

Active

Active

Trade Name Owned By

Name Title Address

3 or4 4/2/2019, 5:15 PM



QuickStart https://quickstart.sos.nh.gov/online/BusinessInquire/Businesslnfor.

Trademark Information

Trademark
Trademark Name Business Address Mailing Address

Number

No records to view.

Filing History Address History View All Other Addresses Name History Shares

Businesses Linked to Registered Agent Return to Search Back

4of4 4/2/2019, 5:15 PM



BOSTON MEDICAL CENTER HEALTH PLAN, INC.

Clerk's Certificate of Vote

I, David Beck, the duly elected and qualified Clerk of Boston Medical Center
Health Plan, Inc. (BMCHP, or Corporation), a Massachusetts non-profit corporation
organized under Chapter 180 of the General Laws of Massachusetts, do hereby
certify that the Board of Trustees of the Corporation approved the following vote on
February 13, 2019:

VOTED: To enter into a Medicaid care management contract with the New.
Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services with

coverage effective July 1, 2019.

1 further certify that the BMCHP Board of Trustees approved the following
vote on January 28, 2019:

VOTED: To authorize and direct Michael Guerriere, as Treasurer and Chief
Financial Officer, David Beck, as Clerk, and Lynn Bowman, as Chief
Operating Officer, of Boston Medical Center Health Plan, Inc. ("the
Corporation"), and Kate Walsh, as President and CEO, and Charles
Orlando, as Senior Vice President and Chief Financial Officer, of
BMC Health System, Inc., acting singly or jointly, to execute, deliver,
and file such documents and papers and to take such actions, from
time to time in the name of and on behalf of the Corporation, as each
of them may deem necessary or appropriate, to implement and effect
the full intent and purpose of applicable resolutions, and to approve
their authority to execute and deliver any such agreements,
documents, instruments or other papers and to take any such further
actions shall be conclusively evidenced by the execution and delivery
thereof or the taking thereof.

I also certify that these votes have not been amended or revoked, and remain
in full force and effect as of the 25th day of March, 2019.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand on this 25th day of March,
2019.

'David Beck, Clerk



Strat'^c Risk Solujtions'(Ca^'an) Ltd.
Governbrs Square 2 Floor Building 3
878 West Bay Road
P.O. Box 1159
Grand Cayman KYl-1102
Cayman Islands ■

This certificate is issued as a matter of information only and
confers no rights upon the Certificate Holder. This Certificate
does not amend, extend or alter the coverage afforded by the
policies below.

INSURED

Boston Medical Center

One, Boston Medical Center Place

Boston, MA 02118

COMPANY AFFORDING COVERAGE

BOSTON MEDICAL CENTER INSURANCE

COMPANY, LTD.

This is to certify that the Policies listed below have been issued to the Named Insured atwvc for the Policy Period indicated,
notwithstanding any requirement, term or condition of any contract or other document with respect to which this certificate may be
issued or may pertain, the insurance afforded by the policies described herein is subject to all the terms, exclusions and conditions of
such policies. Limits shown may have been reduced by paid claims.

TYPE OF INSURANCE CO.

LTR

POLICY

NUMBER

POLICY

EFFECTIVE

DATE

POLICY

EXPIRATION

DATE

LIMITS

GENERAL

LIABILITY BMCIC-PR-A-18 06/30/2018 06/30/2019\

EACH

OCCURENCE

AGGREGATE

COMMERCIAL

.  GENERAL

LIABILITY

PERSONAL &

ADV INJURY

EACH

OCCURRENCE

CLAIMS MADE FIRE

DAMAGE

OCCURRENCE MEDICAL

EXPENSES

$2,000,000

$2,000,000

PROFESSIONAL

LIABILITY BMCIC-PR-A-18 06/30/2018 06/30/2019

EACH

OCCURENCE

$3,000,000

AGGREGATE $25,000,000

EXCESS/UMBRELLA

LIABILITY

EACH

OCCURENCE

$30,000,000

BMCIC-XS-18 06/30/2018 06/30/2019
AGGREGATE $30,000,000

DESCRIPTION OF OPERATlONS/LOCATlONS/VECraCLES/SPECIAL ITEMS (LIMITS MAY BE SUBJECT TO RCTENTIONS)

Evidencing coverage is in effect

State ofNew Hampshire, Department of Health and Human
Services, Bureau of Contracts and Procurement
129 Pleasant Street, Concord, NH 03301
Attn: Director Nathan White

Should any of the above described policies be cancelled before the expiration date
thereof, the issuing company will endeavor to mail written notice to the certificate holder
named below, but failure to mail such notice shall impose no obligation or liability ofany
kind upon the company, its agents or representatives. Boston Medical Center Insurance
Company, LTD sMl provide to the Certificate- Holder identified herein, or his or her
successor, no less than thir^ (30) days prior written notice ofcancellation or modification
of the policy.

AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVES



ACORCf CERTIFICATE OF LIABILITY INSURANCE DATE l«M/ODrrYYY)

CKTlP^rATC information ONLY AND CONFERS NO RIGHTS UPON THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER. THIS
BELOW ° NEGATIVELY AMEND. EXTEND OR ALTER THE COVERAGE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIESCONSTITUTE A CONTRACT BETWEEN THE ISSUING INSURER(S), AUTHORIZED
REPRESENTATIVE OR PRODUCER, AND THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER

ADDITIONAL INSURED, the pollcy(los) must have ADDITIONAL INSURED provisions or bo endorsed,

hf. ♦ 2 WAIVED, subject to the terms and conditions of the policy, certain policies may require an endorsement A statement onthis certificate does not confer rlphts to the certificate holder In lieu of such endorsement/si
PRODUCER

Marsh & McLennan Agency LLC - New England
100 Front St. Ste 800
Worcester MA 01608

MWTAtT
NAME:

P»tv 888-850-9400 {^Sc. noI: 866-795-8016

ADDRESS; MMA.NewEnqiand.CLinesifflmarshmr. mm

INSURER/Sl AFFORDINO COVERAGE NAICA

INSURER A Hartford Fire insurance Company 19682
INSURED BCSTOMEDtCI

Boston Medical Center Health Plan
Two Copley Place. Suite 600
Boston MA 02116

INSURER B

INSURER C

INSURER 0

INSURER E

INSURER F

INoicATPD INSURED NAMED ABOVE FOR THE POLICY PERIOD
SSte Dcorfi^ CONTRACT OR OTHER DOCUMENT WITH RESPECT TO WHICH THIS^51.11 .i A ISSUED OR MAY PERTAIN, THE INSURANCE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES DESCRIBED HEREIN IS SUBJECT TO ALL THF TFRMS
BtCLUSIONS AND CONOmONS OF SUCH POLICIES. LIMITS SHOWN MAY HAVE BEEN REDUCED BY PAJD CLAnSs '

TYPE OF INSURANCE
rrnni™? POUCY NUMBER

POUCY EFF
iMMmonrYYYi

POUCY EXP
UMITS

-

—

COMMERCIAL QE

1

NERALUABIUTY

3G 1 1 OCCUR

...

— —  - - - •

EACH OCCURRENCE t

—

1 CUUMS-MAI UAMAUb lUKbNILU
PREMISES fEa oeaarwinl t

MED EXP (Any one person) s

PERSONAL a ADV INJURY i
GEfn AGGREGATE UMtT APPUES P6R;" ' "

POLICY 1 1 Sgg: 1 ^LOC
OTHER:

GENERALAGGREGATE s

PRODUCTS - COMPlOP AGG s

t
AU1rOMOBILEUABtlJTY COMBINED SINGLE LIMIT

lEa eccident) s
An T AU 1 \J

OWNED 1
AUTOS ONLY i
HIREO
AUTOS ONLY

SCHEDULED
AUTOS
NGN-OWNED
AUTOS ONLY

BODILY INJURY (Per person) $

BODILY INJURY (Par acodeni) $
PROPERTY OAMaOE
(Per acddent) $

%

1 UMBRELLA UAB

! EXCESS UAB
OCCUR

CLAIMS4AA0E

EACH OCCURRENCE s

AGGREGATE s

OEO 1 ■ i RETEMlioNS
A WUKKERS COMPENSATION

AND EMPLOYERS'UABUJTY

ANYPROPRIETOR/PARTNER/SXeCUnVE 1 1
OFRCErUMEMSER EXCLU0ED7
(MamiitBrymNH) • - - '—/
If yes. (MtcrltM under
DESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONS Oekiw

NIA

08WEEH9897 5/30/2018 S/30/201J Y  PER OTH-
^  STATUTE — ER —

1 E.L EACH ACCIDENT $ 500,000

E.L. DISEASE. EA EMPLOYEE S 500,000

E.L DISEASE • POUCY UMPT S 500.000

/ VEHICLES (ACORD 101, AddltiorMi R«marlu SchMhil*, miy b« Attichad IT mori tpiet I* raquin
The Haiyord Fire Insurance Company shall provide to the Certificate Holder Identified herein, or his or her succes:
nouce of cancellation or modificauon of the policy except for non-payment of premium (10) days.

id) /

sor, no less than thirty (30) days prior written

State of New Hampshire, Department of Health and
Human Services. Bureau of Contracts and Procurement
129 Pleasant Street
Attn; Director Nathan White
Concord NH 03301

1

SHOULD ANY OF THE ABOVE DESCRtBED POLICIES BE CANCELLED BEFORE
THE EXPIRATION DATE THEREOF. NOTICE WtLL BE DELIVERED IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE POLICY PROVISIONS.

AUTHORIZED pWtESENTATW^

ACORD 25 (2016/03) The ACORD name and logo are registered marks of ACORD



THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

INSURANCE DEPARTMENT

License No: 103714

Presents that BOSTON MEDICAL CENTER HEALTH PLAN, INC. d/b/a Boston Medical Center HealthN<

Plan, d/b/a BMC HealthNet Plan and Well Sense Health Plan

is hereby authorized to transact HMO lines of Insurance

in accordance with paragraphs 420-B of NH RSA 401:1.

Exclusions: 7. BtMO ONLY

Effective Date: 06/15/2018

Expiration Date: 06/14/2019

John Elias

S^BSS^BSSSSSSSSS

Cooes 740
irmo IN u SA



j

Jeffrey A. Meyers
Commissioner

STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES

OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER

129 PLEASANT STREET, CONCORD, NH 03301-3857
603-271-9389 1-800-852-3345 Ext. 9389

Fax. 603-271-4332 TDD Access: 1-800-735-2964 www.dhhs.nh.gov

His Excellency, Governor Christopher T. Sununu
and the Honorable Council

State House

Concordi NH 03301

February 15, 2019

REQUESTED ACTION

A  Department of Health and Human Services to enter Into Agreements withAmeriHealth Caritas New Hampshire Inc., 200 Steven Drive, Philadelphia, PA 19113 Bostori
Medical Center Health Plan Ihc.r "Schraffts City Center, 529^ Main Street. Suite 500
Mu® - ■ 2 Ex^utive Park Drive. BedfordNH. 03110, to provide health care services to eligible and enrolled Medicaid participants'

Hampshire's Medicaid managed care program known as New Hampshire
Medicaid Care Management, in an amount, for State Fiscal Year 2020 shared by all vendors
not to exceed $924,150,000, effective upon Governor and Executive Council approval with
providing services to members on July 1, 2019 through the completion date of June 30, 2024.

Funds for Granite Advantage Health Program are 93% Federal and 7% Other for
^lendar year 2019 and 90% Federal and 10% Other for calendar year 2020; funds for the
Child Health Insurance Program are 79.4% Federal and 20.6% General funds; and funds fof'
Lfo/ r?". ^ population funding under the Medicaid Care Management account are
51% Federal, 24.3% General and 24:7% Other funds. ' , ■ ■

anticipated to be available in the following account(s) for State Fiscal Years
(SPY) 2020 through 2024 upon the availability and continued appropriation ;0f funds in the
future operating budgets. The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) requires that
managed care rate certifications must be done on a twelve-month rating period demonstrating
actuarial soundness thereby necessitating annual rate reviews in order to determine amounts
each state fiscal year and corresponding contract amendments. .Rates will be.updated annually
and as necessary for changes in the program enacted by the legislature. A description of how

.this contract aligns with the.state..^udget process is included in the explanation below. For
these reasons, expenditures for the program are identified pnly for SFY 2020.

05-95-47-470010-2358 HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES, HEALTH AND HUMAN SVCS
DEPT, HHS: OFC MEDICAID SERVICES, GRANIT ADVANTAGE HEALTH PROGRAM
TRUST FUND

State Fiscal Year Class/Account Class Title . -. ■*, - Total Amount

SFY 2020 101-500729 Medical Payments to Providers $360 150 000
SFY 2021 101-500729 Medical Payments to Providers TBD
SFY 2022 101-500729 Medical Payments to Providers TBD
SFY 2023 .  101-500729 Medical Payments to Providers TBD
SFY 2024 101-500729- Medical Payments to Providers TBD

Sub-Total: $360,150,000
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05-95-47^70010-7051 HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES, HEALTH AND HUMAN SVCS
DEPT. HHS: OFC MEDICAID SERVICES,CHILD HEALTH INSU^NCE PROGRAM

State Fiscal Year Class/Account Class Title Total Amount
SPY 2020 101-500729 Medical Payments to Providers $59,700,000
SPY 2021 101-500729 Medical Payments to Providers TBD
SPY 2022 101-500729 Medical Payments to Providers TBD
SPY 2023 101-500729 Medical Payments to Providers TBD
SPY 2024 101-500729. Medical Payments to Providers TBD

Sub-Total: $59,700,000

05-95-47-470010-7948 HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES, HEALTH AND HUMAN SVCS
DEPT. HHS: OFC MEDICAID SERVICES, MEDICAID CARE MANAGEMENT

State Fiscal Year Class/Account Class Title Total Amount
SPY 2020 101-500729 '■ 'MeBiBal Payments to Providers $504,300,000
SPY 2021 101-500729 Medical Payments to Providers TBD
SPY 2022 101.500729 Medical Payments to Providers TBD
SPY 2023 101-500729 Medical Payments to Providers TBD
SPY 2024 101-500729 Medical Payments to Providers TBD

Sub-Total: $504,300,000
Grand Total: $924,150,000

EXPL ANATIOM

The purpose of this request is to enter into capitated, risk-based Agreements to provide
acute care and other medical services to eligible and enrolled. Medicaid participants New
Hampshire's Medicaid managed care program known as New Hampshire Medicaid Care

■Management—These-three-(G)-Vendors--will-sefve-approximately-180;OOG-membersHneluding-PEfjnan? chjldren. parents/caretakers, non-elderly, non-disabled adults under the age
vvho are aged, blind or disabled. afriong dtKers, "as"described in"theMedicaid Care Management (MCM) contracts. The Managed Care Organizations (MCOs) .will

cover the acute care, behavioral health, and pharmacy services for all Members and work with
the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) to address the crucial social
determinants of health in accordance with the attached MCM contracts.

The MCO Vendors will provide a person-centered, integrated, and comprehensive
delivery system that offers a very substantiaf array of accessible Medicaid services, taking into
account each Member's physical well-being, behavioral health (mental health and substance
use disorders), and social circumstances. DHHS will challenge its MCO partners to work
responsively with the prcwider community and MCM Members to improve access to care and
promote healthy behaviors. New Hampshire's MCM program will incentivize value over volume,
enhance program efficiency, and hold MCOs accountable for demonstrable improvements in
health outcomes.

Two of the Vendors, Boston Medical Center Health Plan Inc.. and Granite State Health
Plan Inc.. are respectively otherwise known as Well Sense Health Plan, and New Hampshire
Healthy Families. The Department presently contracts with both of these Vendors to provide
New Hampshire's Medicaid Care Management program.
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I- Procurement Process

the MPM tnor represent the culmination of the Department's first re-procurement ofhe MCM program sin^ its commencement in December 2013. The Department's process for
reLp« r I ^"^1 the contracts themselves
Thi n ® ®'9riificant improvement over the prior procurement process and the program Itself
loLpnt'pnTh'i; ®^-r - put out the Request for Proposals^or public

rntp H 1^ public information sessions in each of the Executive Council Districts last
potentiiirespondentT^' Nashua, Littleton and Portsmouth before It was Issued to

(3) Vendors virere selected tfirough a competitive bid process A Request
Health and Human

rnnfer! thfough Octobef 31, 2018. A mandatory bidder'sconference was held on September 7, 2018. In-person attendance at the Mandatory Bidder's
Conference was a requirement to.submit a proposal. The Department received four (4)
^npn?f!f^ ^ reviewed and scored by a team of individuals with programspecific knowledge. The Bid Summary is attached.

"■ Central Features of the New IWCM Program

nrnwiHo"^^'^ focused On improving the program'for beneficiaries andproviders and introducing many new features. The goals of the new MCM program are to .
>  Improve care of Members"

>  Improve health outcomes I
> Reduce inpatient hospitalization and re-admissions
>  Improve continuity of care across the full continuum of care
^  Improve transition planning when care is completed
>  Improve medication management
> • Reduce unnecessary emergency services
> Decrease the total cost of care

>  Increase member satisfaction

>  Improve provider participation in the program
In order to help achieve these goals, the new contracts make many changes in the

current program. These include the following:
Additional Care Coordination and Care Management resources to provide
significantly more beneficiary support to those in greater need, including providing it at a
local level. MCOs must provide Care Management for at least 15% of high-risk/hlgh-
need members, and MCOs must conduct local care management or contract with a
designated care management entity for at least 50% of high-risk/high-need members.

.  Behavioral Health (Mental Health and Substance Use Disorder) provisions support
integration of care with physical health, implementation of the Department's new 10-
year Mental Health Plan, and advance SUD treatment. MCOs are required to take into
account each, person's physical health, behavioral health (mental health and substance
use disorders), and social and economic needs. MCOs are required to work with
Members, Providers, integrated delivery networks (IDNs), and communitv mental health
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programs (CMHPs) to integrate physical health and behavioral health and address
social determinants of health that affect health outcdrries' and the cost-effectiveness of
care.

•  Emergency Room Waiting Measures include the provision of additional clinical staff to
support the provision of services in hospital emergency departments to reduce the need
for Members to wait for inpatient services.

•  Support the Community Mental Health Centers and Substance Use Disorder
Providers by entering into capitated payment arrangements with Community Mental
Health Programs and Providers, and reimburse substance use disorder providers at
rates no less than the DHHS fee-for-service rates. MCOs must also contract with any
willing peer recovery provider. ^

•  Alternative Payment Models (APMs) provisions require MCOs to incentivize value
over volume and significantly reduce current fee for service billing arrangements.

•  Community Engagement specifies a role for the MCOs to support beneficiaries in
fulfilling the Community Engagement requirement, including assisting their members
with understanding qualifying activities, and exemptions.

•  New Provider Supports require MCOs to implement prompt and accessible
credentialing and re-credentialing processes that will be used to conduct provider
outreach and support; standardize work processes to ensure efficierit implementation of
the program and minimal provider burden relative to claims billing processes, reporting,

,  and prior authorizations; meet prompt payment requirements and pay claims based on
the effective date of the Current Procedural Terminology code, and establish a provider
grievance and appeals prgcess.

Pharmacy Counselling and
and therapeutic benefits to beneficiaries and the economy of the program.

Beneficiary Choice and Competition is increased by providing Medicaid beneficiaries
with three hioh-qualitv MCOs from which to choose.

'ncqntiyes and oppoftunities for beneficiaries to participate in healthy behaviors
must be provided by MCOs to improve individuaf health!

Cost transparency through reference based pricing and incentives to beneficiaries.

Accountability for results is increasing because a share of payment to MCOs will be
directly linked to their performance, ensuring accountability for results, particularly in
high priority areas such as addressing substance use disorders, integrating physical and
behavioral health, providing robust care management, and reducing unnecessary use of
high-cost sen/ices. .

Public Reporting is an added contract element. Each selected MOO will be responsible
for submitting an annual report to the Governor and the legislature reporting on how the
MCQ has addressed State priorities for the MCM Program, including those specified in
RSA 126-AA and in other State statute, policies, and guidelines; what innovative
programs it has established; how it is addressing social determinants of health of its
members, and how It is improving the population health of the state and other key
metrics of the program.

Heighten program compliance and integrity provisions have been added that allow
for liquidated damages to be applied to the MCOs around contractual performance;
provisions that incent MCC performance around collections for third party liability and
coordination of benefits; and general fraud waste and abuse.
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Ratio is specified in the contract at a minimum amount of 85% that must

Program delivery to beneficiaries, any amount less is to rebated back to the

HI- Ratemakinq and Budget

nrnn« actuary, Milliman. has certiHed a rate that is actuarialiy sound for thisprogram. These rates are reflected in Table I below:

\ V ■ ; / NeW%mp^ire^Departmerrt ■ v

Population
January 2019 to June
2019 Capitation Rate

SPY 2020 Capitation
Rate

Percentage
Change

Standard Medicald

Base Population $303.54 $315.15 3.8%

188.36 196.71 4.4%

Behavioral Health Population 1,294.03 1.386.51 7.1%

Total Standard Medicald $371.26 $389.03

Granite Advantage Health Care Program
4.8%

Medically Frail $993.36 $1,025.07 3.2%

Non-Medically Frail

Total GAHCP

423.21 482.80 14.1%

$532.03 $586.30 10.2%

Total $416.29 $444.28 6.7%

Specific rate cells in w:hich CHIP members areenrolled. We do not develop a CHIP specific capitation rate.

mnnth ^ requires that managed care rates be reviewed no less frequently than a 12-
«v,or I ' J Department aligns this process with the state fiscal year. Over the lasteveral years the rates have been reviewed and an amendment made to the MCM contracts in

I  July 1" In order to maintain actuarial soundness
Ivamni h i h° reviewed in the event of significant program changes Forexample, while the Department established rates for FY 2019 last spring, the Department was
quired to refresh and update the rates when the Medicald expansion program was brought

back into managed care on January 1, 2019 - in the middle of the state fiscal year.

nonHinJ^if ''°th the Govemor's budget and in other legislation nowpending that, if and yytjeri enacted, would require Milliman to revise the rates. Specifically
there are proposals to (i) raise the rates paid to community based designated receiving
facilities, (11) add transibonal housing for persons who can be discharged from New Hampshire
Hospital, (ill) add mobile crisis teams or other behavioral health crisis services. All of these
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additional services will have to be incorporated into the capitated rates for the managed care
program consistent with their effective dates.

As a result, the Department anticipates that following the end of the legislative session,
Milliman will review all program changes and any other relevant information, and adjust the
rates as necessary. The Department would expect to bring an amendment to the contract in
the September or October time frame for this purpose.

The certified rate established for the program that is reflected in this contract is within
the Department's budget for state fiscal year 2020. Even though that the rates have been
increased, a decline in the number of persons enrolled in Medicaid and a decline in the acuity of
the population that has reduced expenditures in certain of the highest rate cells accounts for a
reduction of total expenditure in the program within the current budget. As we have in'the past,
the Department and Milliman will work with the legislature in the budget process to ensure that
the program is funded consistent.with the budget.

Area served; Statewide.

Source of Funds: Funds for Granite Advantage Health Program are 93% Federal as
appropriated by Congress and 7% Other for calendar year 2019 and 90% Federal and 10%
Other for calendar year 2020; funds for the Child Health Insurance Program are 79.4% Federal
as appropriated by Congress and 20.6% General funds; and funds for the standard Medicaid
population funding under the Medicaid Care Management account are 51% Federal as
appropriated by Congress, 24.3% General and 24.7% Other funds.

In the event that Federal funds become no longer available or are decreased below the
93% level for calendar year 2019 or 90% level for calendar year 2020, for the Granite
Advantage Health Program, consistent with RSA 126-AA:3, no .state general funds shall be
deposited into the fund and medical services for this population would end consistent with RSA
126-aa:;5,vi ana tne terms ana conditions or ine reaerai waiver issuea oy tne uenters ror
Medicare and Medicaid Services

ey

speotfully-submittedj

Meyers L
missioner

The Department of Health and Human Services'Mission is to join communities and families
in providing opportunities for citizens to achieve health and independence.



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Office of Business Operations
Contracts & Procurement Unit

Summary Scoring Sheet

ftedlcatd Care Management Services
RFP-2019-OMS-02-IVIANAG

RFP Name RFP Number

Bidder Name
Maximum

Points Actual Points

1. AmeriHealth Caritas New Hampshire, Inc. 1000 846.72

2. Boston Medical Center Health Plan, Inc. 1000 787.86

3. Granite State Health Plan, Inc. .1000 835.43

4. WellCare Health Plans, Inc.
1000 744.42

Reviewer Names

1. Henry Llpman, DHHS Medicaid Director

2. Debprah Scheetz, DHHS Deputy Medicaid Director

3. Dr. Jonathan Ballard. DHHS Medical Director

4. Christen Layers, Esq. Attorney General Office

5. Michael Wilkey, Examiner IV Insurance Department

6. Andrew Chalsma, DHHS Director of Analytics

7. Katja Fox, DHHS Director Division for Behavioral Health



STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEPARTMENT OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

27 Hazen Dr., Concord, NH 03301

.  Fax: 603-271-1516 TDD Access; 1-800-735-2964

>vw>v.nh.gov/doit

Denis Goulet

Commissioner

February 13,2019

Jeffrey A. Meyers, Commissioner
Department of Health and Human Services
State of New Hampshire
129 Pleasant Street

Concord. NH 03301

Dear Commissioner Meyers:

This letter represents formal notification that the Department of Information Technology (DoIT)
has approved your agency's request to enter into three (3) Agreements with, AmeriHealth Caritas New
Hampshire Inc., Philadelphia, PA, Boston Medical Center Health Plan Inc., Charlestown, MA, and
Granite State Health Plan Inc., Bedford, NH, as described below and referenced as DoIT No. 2019-005.

DHHS requests to enter into three agreements with the vendors listed above to provide health
care services to eligible and enrolled Medicaid participants throu^ NewriHamp^ire's Medicaid
managed caie piogiaiu luiowu usNew Haiiipshiie Medicaid Cme MunagtiineiiL

.. The amount shared by all vendors is not to exceed, $924,150,000, effective upon Governor and
Executive Council approval, with services to be provided to members beginning July 1, 2019
through the completion date of June 30,2024.

A copy of this letter should accompany the Department of Health and Human Services'
submission to the Governor and Executive Council for approval. '

Sincerely,

Denis Goulet

DG/ik

DoIT #2019-005

cc; Bruce Smith, IT Manager, DoIT

"Innovative Technologies Todayfor New Hampshire's Tomorrow"



Subject; Medicaid Care Management Services fRFP-2Q19-OMS-02-MANAQ-02)
FORM NUMBER P-37 (version 5/8/15)

Notice: This agreement and all of its attachments shall become public upon submission to Governor and
Executive Council for approval. Any information that is private, confidential or proprietajy must
be clearly identified to the agency and agreed to in writing prior to signing the contract.

AGREEMENT

The State of New Hampshire and the Contractor hereby mutually agree as follows:
GENERAL PROVISIONS

1. IDENTIFICATION.
l.l State. Agency Name
NH DepartmentofHealth and Human Services

1.3 Contractor Name

Boston Medical Center Health Plan, Inc.

1.2 State Agency Address
129 Pleasant Street

Concord, NH 03301-3857

1.4 Contractor Address

Schrafft's City Center
529 Main Street, Suite 500
Charlestown, MA 02129

1.5 Contractor Phone

Number

1-617-748-6200

1.6 Account Number

See Attached

1.7 Completion Date

June 30,2024

1.8 Price Limitation

$924,150,000.

1.9 Contracting Officer for State Agency
Nathan D. White, Director
Bureau of Contracts and Procurement

1.10 State Agency Telephone Number
603-271-9631

1.11 Contractor Signature 1.12 Name and Title of Contractor Signatory

miC.HA£L 6-UERP..1E A-E

[.13 Acknowledgement: State of County of

m I before the undersigned officer, personally appeared the person identified in block 1.12, or satisfactorily
proven to be the person whose name is signed in block 1.11, and acknowledged that s/he executed this document in the capacity
indicated in block 1.12.

1.13.1 Signature of Notary Public or Justice of the Peace (T)

rSeall

1.13.2 Name and Title- of Notary or Justice of the Peace

KfifVA sraham , Uofcu.f'j-
1.14'^rae.Agency Signature

1.16 val by

1.15 Name and Title of State Agency Signatory

eNJi.DepartmentofAdministration,DivisionofPersonnel (Ifexplicable)

Director, On:By:

the Attorney General (Form, Substance and Execution) (7/applicable)

On: >|ir) l°|
1.17 App

By:

1.18 Approval by the Governor and Executive Council (ifapplicable)

By:

-I^age 1 of 4



CONTRACTOR/SERVICES TOBE PERFORMED. The State of New Hampshire, acting
through the agency identified in block 1.1 ("State") engages
contractor identified in block 1.3 ("Contractor") to perform
Md the Contractor shall perform, the work or sale of goods,' or

the-attachedA which IS mcorporated herein by reference
(Services").

3. EFFECTIVE DATE/COMPLETION OF SERVICES.
3.1 Notwithstanding any provision of this Agreement to the
wntrary, and subject to the approval of the Governor and
Executive Council of the State of New Hampshire if
applicable, this Agreement, and all obligations of the parties
hereunder, shall become effective on the date the Governor

M  approve this Agreement as indicated inblock 1.18, unless no such approval is required, in which case
the Agreement shall become effective on the date the

is signed by the State Agency as shown in block
1.14 ("Effective Date").
3.2 If Ae Contractor commences the Services prior to the

^ Services performed by the Contractor priorto the Effective Date shall be performed at the sole risk of the
Contractor and m the event that this Agreement does not
become effective, the State shall have no liability to the
Contoctor, mcluding without limitation, any obligation to pay
toe Contractor for any costs incurred or Services performed.
Con^ctor must complete all Services by the Completion Date
specified m block 1.7. v«« ̂ oic

4. CONDITIONAL NATURE OF AGREEMENT
Notwithstandmg any provision of this Agreement to the
contrary all obligations of the State hereunder, including
without limitation, the continuance of payments hereunder are
contingent upon the availability and continued appropriation
ot hmds, and m no event shall the State be liable for any
payments hereunder in excess of such available appropriated
funds, to the event of a reduction or termination of
appropriated funds, the State shall have the right to withhold
payment until such funds become available, if ever, and shall
have.the n^t to terminate this Agreement immediately upon
pving the Contractor notice of such termination. The State
shall not be required to transfer funds fî m any other account
to the Account identified in block 1.6 in the event funds in that
Account arc reduced or unavailable.

5. CONTRACT PRICE/PRICE LIMITATION/
PAYMENT.
5.1 The contract price, method of payment, and terms of

identified and more particularly described in
c vf? incorporated herein by reference5.2 The payment by the State of the contract price shall be the
only and the complete reimbursement to the Contractor for all
expenses, of whatever nature incurred by the Contractor in the
performance hereof, and shall be toe only and the complete
cornpensation to the Contractor for the Services. The State
shall have no liability to the Contractor other than the contract
price.

5.3 The State reserves the right to offset from any atoounts
otherwise payable to toe Contractor under this Agreement
those liquidated amounts required or permitted by N.H. RSA
80:7 through RSA 80:7-c or any other provision of law.
5.4 Notwths^ding tay provision in this Agreement to the
contrary, and notwithstanding unexpected circumstances in
no event shall the total of all payments authorized, or actually
made hereunder. exceed the Price Limitation set forth in block
I .O.

6. COMPLIANCE BY CONTRACTOR WITH LAWS
AND REGULATIONS/ EQUAL EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITY.
6.1 to connection with the performance of the Services, the
Contractor shall comply with all statutes, laws, regulations
and orders of federal, state, county or municipal authorities
which impose any obligation or duty upon the Contractor
mcluding, but not limited to, civil rights and equal opportunity
laws. This may include the requirement to utilize auxiliary
j. that persons with communicationdisabilities, including vision, hearing and speech, can
amimunicate with, receive information from, and convey
information to toe Contractor, to addition, the Contractor
shall comply with all applicable copyright laws.
6.2 ̂ ng the term of this Agreement, the Contractor shall
not discnminate against employees or applicants for
employment because of race, color, religion, creed, age, sex,
h^dicap, sexual orientation, or national origin and will take
affirmative action to prevent such discrimination.
6.3 If this Agreement is funded in any part by monies of the
United States, the Contractor shall comply with all the
provisions of Executive Order No. 11246 ("Equal
Employment Opportunity"),'as supplemented by the
regulations of toe United States Department of Labor (41
C.F R Part 60), and with any rules, regulations and guidelines
M the State of New Hampshire or the United States issue to
implement these regulations. The Contractor further agrees to
permit the State or United States access to any of the
Contractor's books, records and accounts for the purpose of
asceitaming ̂ pjiance wthjdl rules, regulations and orders
and the covenants, terms and conditions of this Agreement..

7. PERSONNEL.

7.1 The Contractor shall at its own expense provide all
personnel necessary to perform the Services. The Contractor
warTMts that all personnel engaged in the Services shall be
qualified to perform the Services, and shall be properly

law^^^ otherwise authorized to do so under all applicable
7.2 Unless otherwise authorized in writing, during the term of
tois Agreement, and for a period of six (6) months after toe
Completion Date in block 1.7, the Contractor shall not hire,
and shall not permit any subcontractor or other person, firm or
co^ration with whom it is engaged in a combined effort to
perform the Services to hire, any person who is a State
employee or official, who is materially involved in the
procurement, administration or performance of this

Page 2 of 4
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14.3 The Coatractor shall funiish to the Contracting Officer
identified in block 1.9, or his or her successor, a certificate(s)
of insurance for all insurance required under this Agreement.
Contractor shall also furnish to the Contracting Officer
identified in block 1.9, or his or her successor, certificate(s) of

irU iiudei-lliib--tnsurtmce-fljf all "rene wajtsjij t-insiu
Agreement no later than thirty (!30}'aays~pnor to thetxpuation"
date of each of the insurance policies. The certificate(s) of
insurance and any renewals thereof shall be attached and are
incorporated herein by reference. Each ccrtificatefs) of
insurance shall contain a clause requiring the insurer to
provide the Contracting Officer identified in block 1.9, or his
or her successor, no less than thirty (30) days prior written
notice of cancellation or modification of the policy.

15. WORKERS' COMPENSATION.

15.1 By signing this agreement, the Contractor agrees,
certifies and warrants that the Contractor is in compliance with
or exempt fit)m, the requirements of N.H. RSA chapter 281 -A
('Workers' Compensation'').
15.2 To the extent the Contractor is subject to the
requirements ofN.H. I^A chapter 281-A, Contractor shall
maintain, and require any subcontractor or assignee to secure
and maintain, payment of Workers' Compensation in
connection with activities which the person proposes to
undertake pursuant to this A^Kmient. Contractor shall .. .
furnish the Contracting Officer identified in block 1.9, or his
or her successor, proof of Workers' Compensation in the

such approval is required under the circumstances pursuant to
State law, rule or policy.

19. CONSTRUCTION OF AGREEMENT AND TERMS.

This Agreement shall be construed in accordance with the
daw'ofiflie-State ofNewIIainpshire.^aiidus^bmdihgiupbn'and-^
"mures to'tne oenent ot the parties and theu" respeciive
successors and assigns. The wording used in this Agreement
is the wording chosen by the parties to express their mutual
intent, and no rule of construction shall be applied against or
in favor of any party.

20. THIRD PARTIES. The parties hereto do not intend to
benefit any third parties and this Agreement shall not be
construed to confer any such benefit.

21. HEADINGS. The headings throughout the Agreement
are for reference purposes only, and the words contained
therein shall in no way be held to explain, modify, amplify or
aid in the Interpretation, construction or meaning of the
provisions of this Agreement.

22. SPECIAL PROVISIONS. Additional provisions set
forth in the attached EXHIBIT C are incorporated herein by
reference.

23. SEVERABILlTYi In the event any of the.provisions of
this Agreement are held by a court of copjetent jurisdiction to
be contrary to any state or federal law; the remmmng

-provisions of this Agreement will remain in "full force and
effect.

24. ENTIRE AGREEMENT. This Agreement, which may
be executed in a number of counterparts, each of which shall
be deemed an original, constitutes the entire Agreement and
understanding between the parties, and supersedes all prior
Agreements and understandings relating hereto.

tn^er described mNJT I^A chapter 281-A and any
.applicable.renewal(s)-thereof,Jwhich.shalLbe.attached-and.are...
incorporated herein by reference. The State shall not be
responsible for pajment of any Workers' Compensation
premiums or for any other claim or benefit for Contractor, or
any subcontractor or employee of Contractor, which might
arise iirider'appUcable State of New Hampshire Workers'
Compensation laws in connection with the performance of the
Services under this Agreement.

16.-WAIVER OF BREACH. No failure by the State to
enforce any provisions hereof after any Event of Default shall
be deemed a waiver of its fights wifh"reg"ard to that Event of
Default, or any subsequent Event of Default. No express
failure to enforce any Event of Default shall be deemed a
waiver of the right of the State to enforce ̂ ch and all of the
provisions hereof upon any further or other Event of Default
on the part of the Contractor.

17. NOTICE. Any notice by a party hereto to the other party
shall be deemed to have been duly delivered or given at the
time of mailing by certified mail, postage prepaid, in a United
States Post Office addressed to the parties at the addresses
given in blocks 1.2 and 1.4, herein.

18. AMENDMENT. This Agreement may be amended,
waived or discharged only by an instrument in writing signed
by the parties hereto and only after approval of such
amendment, waiver or discharge by the Governor and .
Executive Council of the State of New Hampshire unless no

Page 4 of 4
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1  INTRODUCTION .

1.1 Purpose

}

1.1.1 This Medicaid Care Management Agreement is a comprehensive, full
risk prepaid capitated Agreement that sets forth the terms and conditions for the
Managed Care Organization's (MCO's) participation in the New Hampshire (NH)
Medicaid Care Management (MCM) program.

1.2 Term

1.2.1 The Agreement and all contractual obligations, including Readiness
Review, shall become effective on the date the Governor and Executive Council
approves the executed MCM Agreement or. if the MCO does not have health
maintenance organization (HMO) licensure In the State of New Hampshire on the
date of Governor and Executive Council approval, the date the MCO obtains.
HMO licensure In the State of New Hampshire, whichever is later.

1.2.1.1 If the MCO fails to obtain HMO licensure within thirty (30)
calendar days of Governor and Executive Council approval, this
Agreement shall become null and void without further recourse to the
MCO.

1.2.2 The Program Start Date shall begin on July 1, 2019, and the
Agreement term shall continue through June 30, 2024.

1.2.3 The MCO's participation In the MCM program is contingent upon
approval by the Governor and Executive Council, the MCO's successful
completion of the Readiness Review process as determined by DHHS, and
obtaining HMO licensure In the State of New Hampshire as set forth above.

1.2.4 The MCO Is solely responsible for the cost of all work during the
Readiness Review and undertakes the work at its sole risk.

1.2.5 If DHHS determines that any MCO will not be ready to begin providing
services on the MCM Program Start Date, July 1, 2019, at its sole discretion,
DHHS may withhold enrollment and require corrective action or terminate the
Agreement without further recourse to the MCO.

2  DEFINITIONS AND ACRONYMS

2.1 Definitions

2.1.1 Adults with Special Health Care Needs

2.1.1.1 "Adults with Special Health Care Needs" means Members who
have or are at increased risk of having a chronic illness and/or a physical,
developmental, behavioral, acquired brain disorder, or emotional condition
and who also require health and related services of a type or amount
beyond that usually expected for Members of similar age.

Boston Medical Center Health Plan, inc. Contractor Initials rv\ C,.
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2.1.1.1.1 This Includes, but is not limited to Members with:
Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV)/Acquired Immune Deficiency
Syndrome (AIDS); a Severe Mental Illness (SMI), Serious
Emotional Disturbance (SED), Intellectual and/or Developmental
Disability (l/DD), Substance Use Disorder diagnosis* or chronic
pain.

2.1.2 Advance Directive

2.1.2.1 "Advance Directive" means a written instruction, such as a living
will or durable power of attorney for health care, recognized under the laws
of the state of New Hampshire, relating to the provision of health care
when a Member is incapacitated. [42 CFR 489.100]

2.1.3 Affordable Care Act

2.1.3 1 "Affordable Care Act" means the Patient Protection and
Affordable Care Act, P.L. 111-148. enacted on March 23, 2010 and the
Health Care and Education Reconciliation Act of 2010 PL 111-152

.enacted on March 30, 2010.

2.1.4 Agreement

2.1.4.1 "Agreement" means this entire written Agreement between DHHS
and the MCO, including its exhibits.

2.1.6 American Society of Addiction Medicine (ASAM) Criteria
2.1.5.1 "American Society of Addiction Medicine (ASAM) Criteria"
means a national set of criteria for providing outcome-oriented and results-
based care in the treatment of addiction. The Criteria provides guidelines
for placement, continued stay and transfer/discharge of patients with
addiction and co-occurring conditions.^

2.1.6 Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)
2.1.6.1 Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)" means a civil rights law
that prohibits discrimination against Members with disabilities in all areas
of public life, including jobs, schools, transportation, and all public and
private places that are open to the general public.^

2.1.7 Appeal Process

2.*! 7.1 "Appeal Process" means the procedure for handling, processing,
collecting and tracking Member requests for a review of an adverse benefit
determination which is In compliance with 42 CFR 438 Subpart F and this
Agreement.

j The American Society of Addiction Medicine, -What is the ASAM Criteria'
The Americans wtth Disability Act National Network, "What is the Americans wtth Disabilities Act"
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2.1.8 Area Agency

2.1.8.1 "Area Agency" means an entity established as a nonprofrt
corporation in the State of New Hampshire which is established by rules
adopted by the Commissioner to provide services to developmentally
disabled persons in the area as defined in RSA 171-A:2.

2.1.9 ASAM Level of Care

2.1.9.1 "ASAM Level of Care" means a standard nomenclature for
describing the continuum of recovery-oriented addiction services. With the
continuum, clinicians are able to conduct multidimensional assessments
that explore individual risks and needs, and recommended ASAM Level of
Care that matches intensity of treatment services to identified patient
needs.

2.1.10 Assertive Community Treatment (ACT)

2.1.10.1 "Assertive Community Treatment (ACT)" means the evidence-
based practice of delivering comprehensive and effective services to
Members with SMI by a multidisciplinary team primarily in Member homes,
communities, and other natural environments.

2.1.11 Auxiliary Aids

2.1.11.1 "Auxiliary Aids" means services or devices that enable persons
with impaired sensory, manual, or speaking skills to have an equal
opportunity to participate in, and enjoy, the benefits of programs or
activities conducted by the MCO.

2.1.11.1.1 Such aids include readers, Braille materials, audio
recordings, telephone handset amplifiers, telephones compatible
with hearing aids, telecommunication devices for deaf persons
(TDDs), interpreters, note takers, written materials, and other
■similar services and devices.

2.1.12 Behavioral Health Services

2.1.12.1 "Behavioral Health Services" means mental health and
Substance Use Disorder services that are Covered Services under this
Agreement.

2.1.13 Behavioral Health Crisis Treatment Center (BHCTC)
2.1.13.1 "Behavioral Health Crisis Treatment Center (BHCTC)" means a
treatment service center that provides twenty-four (24) hours a day, seven
(7) days a week intensive, short term stabilization treatment services for
Members' experiencing a mental health crisis, including those with co-
occurring Substance Use Disorder.

2.1.13.2 The BHCTC accepts Members for treatment on a voluntary
basis who walk-in, are transported by first responders, or as a stepdown
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treatment site post emergency department (ED) visit or inpatient
psychiatric treatment site.

BHCTC delivers an array of services to de-escalate and
stabilize Members at the intensity and for the duration necessary to quickly
and successfully discharge, via specific after care plans, the Member back
into the community or to a step-down treatment site.

2.1,14 Bright Futures

2.1.14.1 "Bright Futures" means a national health promotion and
prevention initiative, led by the American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) that
provides theory-based and evidence-driven guidance for all preventive
care screenings and well-child visits.

2.1.16 Capitation Payment ■

"Capitation Payment" means the monthly payment by DHHS to
the MOO for each Member enrolled in the MOO's plan for which the MOO
provides Covered Services under this Agreement.

2 1.15.1.1 Capitation payments are made only for Medicaid-
eiigible Members and retained by the MOO for those Members.
DHHS makes the payment regardless of whether the Member
receives services during the period covered by the payment. [42
CFR 438.2]

2.1.16 Care Coordination

2.1.16.1 "Care Coordination" means the interaction with established local
community-based providers of care, including Local Care Management
entities, to address the physical, behavioral health and psychosocial needs
of Members.

2.1.17 Care Management

2.1.17.1 ""Care Management" means direct contact with a Member
focused on the provision of various aspects of the Member's physical,
behavioral health and needed supports that will enable the Member to
achieve the best health outcomes.

2.1.18 Care Manager

2; 1.18.1 "Care Manager" means a qualified and trained individual who is
hired directly by the MCO, a provider in the MCO's network (a
Participating Provider"), or a provider for a Local Care Management entity
with v\^ich the MCO contracts who is primarily responsible for providing
Care Coordination and Care Management services as defined bv this
Agreement.
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2.1.19 Case Management

2.1.19.1 "Case Management" means services that assist Members in
gaining access to needed waivers'and other Medicaid State Plan services,
as well as medical, social, educational and other services, regardless of
the funding source for the services to which access Is gained.

2.1.20 Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS)

2.1.20.1 "Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS)" means the
federal agency within the United States Department of Health and Human
Services (HHS) with primary responsibility for the Medicaid and Medicare
programs.

2.1.21 Children with Special Health Care Needs

2.1.21:1 "Children with Special Health Care Needs" means Members
under age twenty-one (21) who have or are at increased risk of having a
serious or chronic physical, developmental, behavioral, or emotional
condition and who also require health and related services of a type or
amount beyond that usually expected for the child's age.

2.1.21.1.1 This includes, but is not limited to, children or infants: in
foster care; requiring care in the Neonatal Intensive Care Units;
with Neonatal Abstinence Syndrome (NAS); in high stress social
environments/caregiver stress; receiving Family Centered Early
Supports and Services, or participating in Special Medical Services
or Partners in Health Services with a SED, l/DD or Substance Use
Disorder diagnosis.

2.1.22 Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP)

2.1.22.1 "Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP)" means a program
to provide health coverage to eligible children under Title XXI of the Social
Security Act. . ..

2.1.23 Choices for Independence (CFI)

2.1.23.1 "Choices for Independence (CFI)" means the Home and
Community-Based Services (HCBS) 1915(c) waiver program that provides
a system of Long Term Services and Supports (LTSS) to seniors and
adults who are financially eligible for Medicaid and medically qualify for
institutional level of care provided In nursing facilities.

2.1.23.2 The CFI waiver is also known as HCBS for the Elderly and
Chronically III (HCBS-ECI). Long term care definitions are identified in RSA
151 E and He-E 801, and Covered Services are identified in He-E 801.

2.1.24 Chronic Condition

2.1.24.1 Chronic Condition" means a physical or mental Impairment or
ailment of indefinite duration or frequent recurrence such as heart disease,
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stroke, cancer, diabetes, obesity, arthritis, mental Illness or a Substance
Use Disorder.

2.1.25 Clean Claim

2.1.25.1 "Clean Claim" means a claim that does not have any defect,
impropriety, lack of any required substantiating documentation, or
particular circumstance requiring special treatment that prevents timely
payment. '

2.1.26 Cold Call Marketing

2^1.26.1 "Cold Call Marketing" means any unsolicited personal contact by
the MCO or its designee. with a potential Member or a Member with
another contracted MCO for the purposes of Marketing. [42 CFR
438.104(a)]

2.1.27 Community Mental Health Services

2.1.27.1 Community Mental Health Services" means mental health
services ̂ provided by a Community Mental Health Program ("CMH
Program") or Community Mental Health Provider ("CMH Provider") to
eligible Members as defined under He-M 426.

2.1.28 Community Mental Health Program ("CMH Program")
2.1.28.1 "Community Mental Health Program ("CMH Program')"
synonymous with Community Mental Health Center, means a program
established and administered by the State of New Hampshire, city, town
or county, or a nonprofit corporation for the purpose of providing mental
health services to the residents of the area and which minimally provides
emergency, medical or psychiatric screening and evaluation. Case
Management, and psychotherapy services, [RSA 135-C:2, IV] A CMH
Program is authorized to deliver the comprehensive array of services
described in He-M.426 and is designated to cover a region as described in
He-M 425.

2.1.29 Community Mental Health Provider ("CMH Provider")
Z1 29.1 "Community Mental Health Provider ("CMH Provider")" means a
Medicaid Provider of Community Mental Health Services that has been
previously approved by the DHHS Commissioner to provide specific
mental health services pursuant to He-M 426 [He-M 426.02: (g)]. The
distinction between a CMH Program and a CMH Provider is that a CMH
Provider offers a more limited range of services.

2.1.30 Comprehensive Assessment

2.1.30.1 "Comprehensive Assessment" means a person-centered
assessment to help identify a Member's health condition, fuhctional ,status,
accessibility needs, strengths and supports, health care goals and other

Boston Medical Center Health Plan. Inc.
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characteristics to Inform whether a Member requires Care Management
services and the level of services that should be provided.

2.1.31 Confldential lnformaticn ^
2.1.31.1 "Confidential Information" or "Confidential Data" means'
information that is exempt from disclosure to the public or other
unauthorized persons under State or federal law. Confidential Information
includes, but Is not limited to.'personal information (PI). See definition also
listed in Exhibit K.

2.1.32 Consumer Assessment of Health Care Providers and Systems
(CAMPS®)

2.1.32.1 "Consumer Assessment of Health Care Providers and Systems
(CAHPS®)" means a family of standardized survey instruments, including
a Medicaid survey, used to measure Member experience of health care.

2.1.33 Continuity of Care

2.1.33.1 Continuity of Care" means the^ provision of continuous care for
chronic or acute medical conditions through Member transitions between:
facilities and home; facilities; Providers; service areas; managed care
contractors; Marketplace. Medicaid fee-for-service (FFS) or private
insurance and managed care arrangements. Continuity of Care occurs in a
manner that prevents unplanned or unnecessary readmissions. ED visits
or adverse health outcomes.

2.1.34 Continuous Quality Improvement (CQI)

2.1.34.1 "Continuous Quality Improvement (CQI)" means the systematic
process of identifying, describing, and analyzing strengths and
weaknesses and then testing, implementing, learning from, and revising
solutions.

2.1,36 Copayment

2.1.35.1 "Copayment" means a monetary amount that a Member pays
directly to a Provider at the time a covered service is rendered.

2.1.36 Corrective Action Plan (CAP)

2.1.36.1 Corrective Action Plan (CAP)" means a plan that the MCO
completes and submits to DHHS to identify and respond to any issues
and/or errors in instances where it fails to comply with DHHS
requirements.

2.1.37 Covered Services

2.1.37.1 "Covered Services" means health care services as defined by
DHHS and State and federal regulations and includes Medicaid State Plan
services specified in this Agreement, In Lieu of Services, any Value-Added
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Services agreed to by the MCO in the Agreement, and services required to
meet Mental Health Parity and Addiction Equity Act.

2.1.38 Designated Local Care Management Entitles

"Designated Local Care Management Entities" means Integrated Delivery
Networks (IDNs) that have been certified as Designated Local Care
Management Entities by DHHS; Health Homes, if DHHS elects to
implement Health Homes under the Medicaid State Plan Amendment
authority; and other contracted entities capable of performing Local Care
Management for a designated cohort of Memt)ers, as determined bv
DHHS. '

2.1.39 Designated Receiving Facility

2.1.39.1 "Designated Receiving Facility" means a hospital-based
psychiatric -unit or a non-hospital-based residential treatment program
designated by the Commissioner to provide care, custody, and treatment
to persons involuntarily admitted to the state mental health services
system as defined in He-M 405.

2.1.40 Dual-Eligible Members

2.1.40.1 "Dual-Eligible Members" means Members who are eligible for
both Medicare and Medicaid.

2.1.41 Emergency Medical Condition

2.1.41.1 Emergency Medical Condition" means a medical condition
manifesting itself by acute symptoms of sufficient severity (including
severe pain) that a prudent layperson, who possesses an average
knowledge of health and medicine, could reasonably expect the absence
of immediate medical attention to result in: placing the health of the
Member (or, for a pregnant woman, the health of the woman or her unborn
child) in serious jeopardy; serious impairment to bodily functions; or
serious dysfunction of any bodily organ or part. [42 CFR 438.114(a)]

2.1.42 Emergency Services

2.1.42.1 "Emergency Services" means covered, inpMient and outpatient
services that are furnished by a Provider that is qualified to furnish the
services needed to evaluate or stabilize an Emergency Medical Condition
[42 CFR 438.114(a)]

2.1.43 Equal Access

2.1.43.1 Equal Access" means all Members have the same access to all
Providers and services.

2.1.44 Evidence-Based Supported Employment (EBSE)
2.1.44.1 "Evidence-Based Supported Employment (EBSE)" means the
provision of vocational supports to Members following the Supported
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Employment Implementation Resource Kit developed by Dartmouth
Medical School to promote successful competitive employment in the
community.

2.1.45 Exclusion Lists

2.1.45.1 "Exclusion Lists" means HHS Office of the Inspector General's
(GIG) List of Excluded Individuals/Entities; the System of Award
Management: the Social Security Administration Death Master File; the list
maintained by the Office of Foreign Assets Controls; and to the extent
applicable, National Plan and Provider Enumeration System (NPPES).

2.1.46 External Quality Review (EQR)

2.1.46.1 Extemal Quality Review (EQR)" means the analysis and
evaluation described in 42 CFR 438.350 by an External Quality Review
Organization (EQRO) detailed in 42 CFR 438.42 of aggregated information
on quality, timeliness, and access Covered Services that the MCO or its
Subcontractors furnish to Medicaid recipients.

2.1.47 Family Planning Services

2.1.47.1 "Family Planning Services" means services available to
Members by Participating or Non-Participating Providers without the need
for a referral or Prior Authorization that include:

2.1.47.1.1 Consultation with trained personnel regarding family
planning, contraceptive procedures, immunizations, and sexually
transmitted diseases;

2.1.47.1.2 Distribution of literature relating to family planning,
contraceptive procedures, and sexually transmitted diseases;

2.1.47.1.3 Provision of contraceptive procedures and
contraceptive supplies by those qualified to do so under the laws of
the State in which services are provided;

2.1.47.1.4 Referral of Members to physicians or health agencies
for consultation, examination, tests, medical treatment and
prescription for the purposes of family-planning, contraceptive
procedures, and treatment of sexually transmitted diseases, as
indicated; and

■ 2.1.47.1.5 Immunization services where medically indicated and
linked to sexually transmitted diseases, including but not limited to
Hepatitis B and Human papillomaviruses vaccine.

2.1.48 Federally Qualified Health Centers (FQHCs)

2.1.48.1 "Federally Qualified Health Center (FQHC)" means a public or
private non-profit health care organization that has been identified by the
Health Resources and Services Administration (HRSA) and certified by
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CMS as meeting criteria under Sections 1861(aa)(4) and 1905(1)(2)(B) of
the Social Security Act.

2.1.49 Granite Advantage Members

2.1.49.1 "Granite Advantage Members" means Members wtio are
covered under the NH Granite Advantage waiver, which includes
individuals in the Medicaid new adult eligibility group, covered under Title
XIX of the Social Security Act who are adults, aged nineteen (19) up to
and including sixty-four (64) years, with incomes up to and including one
hundred and thirty-eight percent (138%) of the federal poverty level (FPL)
who are not pregnant, not eligible for Medicare and not enrolled in NH's
Health Insurance Premium Payment (HIPP) program.

2.1.50 Grievance Process

2.1.50.1 "Grievance Process" means the procedure for addressing
Member grievances and which is in compliance with 42 CFR 438 Subpart
F and this Agreerfient.

2.1.51 Home and Community Based Services (HOBS)

2.1.51.1 "Home and Community Based Services (HOBS)" means the
waiver of Sections 1902(a)(10) and 1915(c) of the Social Security Act,
which permits the federal Medicaid funding of LTSS in non-institutional
settings for Members who reside in the community or in certain community
alternative residential settings, as an alternative to long term institutional
services in a nursing facility or Intermediate Care Facility (ICF). This
includes services provided under the HCBS-CFI waiver program.
Developmental Disabilities (HCBS-DD) waiver program, Acquired Brain
Disorders (HCBS-ABD) waiver program, and In Home Supports (HCBS-I)
waiver program.

2.1.52 Hospital-Acquired Conditions and Provider Preventable
Conditions

2.1.52.1 "Hospital-Acquired Conditions and Provider Preventable
Conditions" means a condition that meets the follovring criteria: Is identified
in the Medicaid State Plan; has been found by NH, based upon a review of
medical literature by qualified professionals, to be reasonably preventable
through the application of procedures supported by evidence-based
guidelines; has a negative consequence for the Member; is auditable; and
includes, at a minimum, wrong surgical or other invasive procedure
performed on a Member, surgical or other invasive procedure performed
on the wrong body part, or surgical or other Invasive procedure performed
on the wrong Member.
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2.1.63 In Lieu Of Services

2.1.53.1 An "in Lieu Of Service" means an alternative service or setting
that DHHS has approved as medically appropriate and cost-effective
substitute for a Covered Service or setting under the Medicaid State Plan.

2.1.53.2 A Member cannot be required by the MOO to use the alternative
service or setting. Any In Lieu Of Service shall be authorized by DHHS,
either via DHHS's issuance of prospective identification of approved In
Lieu of Services or through an agreement reached between DHHS and the
MOO.

2.1.53.3 The utilization and actual cost of In Lieu Of Services shall be
taken into account in developing the component of the capitation rates that
represents the Medicaid State Plan Covered Services, unless a statute or
regulation explicitly requires otherwise.

2.1.54 Incomplete Claim

2.1.54.1 "Incomplete Claim" means a claim that is denied for the purpose
of obtaining additional information from the Provider.

2.1.55 Indian Health Care Provider (IHCP)

2.1.55.1 "Indian Health Care Provider (IHCP)" means a health care
program operated by the Indian Health Service (IHS) or by an Indian Tribe,
Tribal Organization, or Urban Indian Organization (l/T/U) as those terms
are defined in the Indian Health Care Improvement Act (25 U.S.C 1603)
[42 CFR 438.14(a)]

2.1.56 Integrated Care

2.1.56.1 "Integrated Care" means the systematic coordination of mental
health. Substance Use Disorder, and primary care services to effectively
care for people with multiple health care needs.^

2.1.57 Integrated Delivery Network (IDN)

2.1.57.1 "Integrated Delivery Network" means a regionally-based network
of physical and behavioral health providers and/or social service
organizations that participate In the NH Building Capacity for
Transformation Section 1115 Waiver or are otherwise determined by
DHHS to be an Integrated Delivery Network.

2.1.58 Limited English Proficiency (LEP)

2.1.58.1 "Limited English Proficiency (LEP)" means a Member's primary
language is not English and the Member may have limited ability to read,
write, speak or understand English.

* SAMHSA-HRSA Center for Integrated Solutions, VVhat is Integrated Care?"
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2.1.59 Local Care Management

2.1.59.1 "Local Care Managemenf means the MOO engages in real
time, high-touch, or a supportive in-person Member engagement strategy
used for building relationships with Members that includes consistent
follow-up with Providers and Members to assure that selected Members
are making progress with their care plans.

2.1.60 Long Term Services and Supports (LTSS)

2.1.60.1 "Long Term Services and Supports (LTSS)" means nursing
facility services, all four of NH's Home and Community Based Care
waivers, and services provided to children and families through the
Division for Children, Youth and Families (DCYF).

2.1.61 Managed Care Information System (MClS)
2.1.61.1 "Managed Care Information System (MClS)" means a
comprehensive, automated and integrated system that: collects analyzes
integrates, and reports data [42 CFR 438.242(a)]: provides information ori
areas, including but riot limited to utilization, claims, grievances and
appeals, and disenrollment for reasons , other than loss of Medicaid
eligibility [42 CFR 438.242(a)]; collects and maintains data on Members
and Providers, as specified In this Agreement and on all services furnished
to Meml^rs, through an encounter data system [42 CFR 438.242(b)(2)]; is
capable of meeting the requirements listed throughout this Agreement; and
IS capable of providing all of the data and information necessary for OHMS
to meet State and federal Medicaid reporting and iriformation regulations.

2.1.62 Managed Care Organization (MCO)
2.1 m. 1 "Managed Care Organization (MCO)" means an entity that has a
certificate of authority from the NH Insurance Department (NHID) and who
contracts with DHHS under a comprehensive risk Agreement to provide
health care services to eligible Members under the MCM program.

2.1.63 Marketing

2.1.63.1 "Marketing" means any communication from the MCO to a
potential Meml^r, or Member who is not enrolled in that MCO, that can
reasonably be interpreted as Intended to influence the Member to enroll
with the MCO or to either not enroll, or disenroll from another DHHS
contracted MCO. [42 CFR 438.104(a)]

2.1.64 Marketing Materials

2.1.64.1 "Marketing Materials" means materials that are produced in any
medium, by or on behalf of the MCO that can be reasonably interpreted as
intended as Marketing to potential Members. [42 CFR 438.104(a)(ii)]
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2.1.66 MOO Alternative Payment Model (ARM) Implementation Plan

2.1.65.1 "MCO Alternative Payment Model (APM) Implementation Plan"
means the MCO's plan for meeting the APM requirements described in
this Agreement. The MCO APM Implementation Plan shall be reviewed
and approved by DHHS.

2.1.66 MCO Data Certification

2.1.66.1 "MCO Data Certification" means data submitted to DHHS and
certified by one of the following:

2.1.66.1.1 The MCO's Chief Executive Officer (CEO);

2.1.66.1.2 The MCO's Chief Financial Officer (CFO); or

2.1.66.1.3 An individual who has delegated authority to sign for,
and who reports directly to, the MCO's CEO or CFO.

2.1.67 MCO Formulary

2.1.67.1 "MCO Formulary" means the list of prescription drugs covered
by the MCO and the tier on which each medication is placed, in
compliance with the DHHS-developed Preferred Drug List (PDL) and 42
CFR 438.10(1).

2.1.68 MCO Quality Assessment and Performance Improvement (QAPI)
Program

2.1.68.1 MCO Quality Assessment and Performance Improvement
(QAPI) Program" means an ongoing and comprehensive program for the ̂
services the MCO furnishes to Members consistent with the requirements
of this Agreement and federal requirements for the QAPI program [42
CFR 438.330(a)(1); 42 CFR 438.330(a)(3)]

2.1.69 MCO UtHiutlon Management Program

2.1.69.1 "MCO Utilization Management Program" means a program
developed, operated, and maintained by the MCO that meets the criteria
contained in this Agreement related to Utilization Management. The MCO
Utilization Management Program shall include defined structures, policies,
and procedures for Utilization Management.

2.1.70 Medicald Director

2.1.70.1 "Medicaid Director" means the State Medicaid Director of NH
DHHS.

2.1.71 Medicald Management Information System (MMIS)
2.1.71.1 "Medicaid Management Information System (MMIS)" as defined
by the CMS.gov glossary is: a CMS approved system that supports the
operation of the Medicaid program. The MMIS includes the following types
of sub-systems or files: recipient eligibility. Medicaid provider, claims
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processing, pricing, Surveillance and Utilization Review Subsystem
(SURS), Management and Administrative Reporting System (MARS) and
potentialiy encounter processing.

2.1.72 Medicaid State Plan

2.1.72.1 Medicaid State Plan" means an agreement between a state
and the Federal government describing how that state administers its
Medicaid and CHIP programs. It gives an assurance that a state will abide
by Federal rules and may claim Federal matching funds for its program
activities. The state plan sets out groups of individuals to be covered,
services to be provided, methodologies for providers to be reimbursed and
the administrative activities that are underway in the state.

2.1.73 Medical Loss Ratio (MLR)

2.1.73.1 Medical Loss Ratio (MLR)" means the proportion of premium
revenues spent on clinical services and quality improvement, calculated in
compliance with the terms of this Agreement and with all federal
standards, including 42 CFR 438.8.

2.1.74 Medically Necessary

Periodic Screening, Diagnostic and Treatment
(EPSDT) for Members under twenty-one (21) years of age, "Medically
Necessary" means any service that is included within the categories of
mandatory and optional services listed in Section 1905(a) of the Social
Security Act, regardless of whether such service is covered under the
Medicaid State Plan, if that service is necessary to correct or ameliorate
defects and physical and mental illnesses or conditions.

2 1.74.2 For Members hwenty-one (21) years of age and older, "Medically
Ne^ssary" means services that a licensed Provider, exercising prudent
clinical judgment, would provide, in accordance with generally accepted
standards of medical practice, to a recipient for the purpose of evaluating,
diagnosing, preventing, or treating an acute or chronic illness, injury'
disease, or its symptoms, and that are;

2.1.74.2.1 Clinically appropriate in terms of type, frequency of use,
e^ent, site, and duration, and consistent with the established
diagnosis or treatment of the Member's illness, injury, disease or
its symptoms;

2.1.74.2.2 Not primarily for the convenience of the Member or the
Member's family, caregiver, or health care Provider;

2.1.74.2.3 No more costly than other items or services which
would produce equivalent diagnostic, therapeutic, or treatment
results as related to the Member's illness,- injury, disease or its
symptoms; and
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2.1.74.2.4 Not experimental, Investigative, cosmetic, or duplicative
in nature [He-W 530.01(e)].

2.1.75 Medication Assisted Treatment (MAT)

2.1.75.1 "Medication Assisted Treatment (MAT)" means the use of
medications in combination with counseling and behavioral therapies for
the treatment of Substance Use Disorder.^

2.1.76 Member

2.1.76.1 "Member" means an individual who is enrolled in managed care
through an MCO having an Agreement with DHHS. [42 CFR 438.10(a)]

2.1.77 Member Advisory Board

2.1.77.1 "Member Advisory Board" means a group of Members that
represents the Member population, establish^ and facilitated by the
MCO. The Member Advisory Board shall adhere to the requirements set
forth in this Agreement.

2.1.78 Member Encounter Data (Encounter Data)

2.1.78.1 "Member Encounter Data ("Encounter Data")" means the
information relating to the receipt of any ilem(s) or service(s) by a Member,
under this Agreement, between DHHS and an MCO that is subject to the
requirements of 42 CFR 438.242 and 42 CFR 438.818.

2.1.79 Member Handbook

2.1.79.1 "Member Handbook" means a handbook based upon the model
Member Handbook developed by DHHS and published by the MCO that
enables the Member to understand how to effectively use the MCM
program in accordance with this Agreement and 42 CFR 438.10(g).

2.1.80 National Committee for Quality Assurance (NCQA) ■

,2.1.80.1 "National Committee for Quality Assurance (NCQA)" means an
organization responsible for developing and managing health care
measures that assess the quality of care and services that managed care
clients receive.

2.1.81 NCQA Health Plan Accreditation

2.1.81.1 "NCQA Health Plan Accreditation" means MCO accreditation,
including the Medicaid module Obtained from the NCQA, based on an
assessment of clinical performance and consumer experience.

* SAHMSA-HRSA Center for Integrated Heafth Solutions. 'Medication Assisted Treatment'
V
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2.1.82 Neonatal Abstinence Syndrome (NAS)

2.1.82.1 "Neonatal Abstinence Syndrome (NAS)" means a constellation
of symptoms in newborn infants exposed to any of a variety of substances
in utero, including opioids.®

2.1.83 Non-Emergency Medical Transportation (NEMT)
2.1.83.1 "Non-Emergency Medical Transportation (NEMT)" means
transportation services arranged by the MCO and provided free of charge
to Members who are unable to pay for the cost of transportation to
Provider offices and facilities for Medically Necessary care and services
covered by the Medicaid State Plan, regardless of whether those Medically
Necessary services are covered by the MCO.

2.1.84 Non-Participating Provider

2.1.64.1 "Non-Participating Provider" means a person, health care
Provider, practitioner, facility or entity acting within their scope of practice
or licensure, that does not have a written Agreement with the MCO to
participate in the MCO's Provider network, but provides health care
services to Members under appropriate scenarios (e.g., a referral
approved by the MCO).

2.1.85 Non-Symptomatic Office Visits

2.1.85.1 "Non-Symptomatic Office Visits" means preventive care office
visits available from the Member's Primary Care Provider (PCP) or another
Provider within forty-five (45) calendar days of a request for the visit. Non-
Symptomatic Office Visits may include, but are not limited to,
well/preventive care such as physical examinations, annual gynecological
examinations, or child and adult immunizations.

2.1.86 Non-Urgent, Symptomatic Office Visits

2.1.86.1 "Non-Urgent, Symptomatic Office Visits" means routine care
office visits available from the Member's PCP or another Provider within
ten (10) calendar days of a request for the visit. Non-Urgent. Symptomatic
Office Visits are associated with the presentation of medical signs or
symptoms not requiring immediate attention, but that require monitoring.

2.1.87 Ongoing Special Condition

2.1.87.1 Ongoing Special Condition" means, in the case of an acute
illness, a condition that is serious enough to require medical care or
treatment to avoid a reasonable possibility of death or permanent harm; in
the case of a chronic illness or condition, a disease or condition that is life
threatening, degenerative, or disabling, and requires medical care or
treatment over a prolonged period of time; in the case of pregnancy.
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pregnancy from the start of the second trimester; In the case of a terminal
illness, a Member has a medical prognosis that the Member's life
expectancy is six (6) months or less.

2.1.88 Overpayments

2.1.88.1 "Overpayments" means any amount received to which the
Provider is not entitled. An overpayment includes payment that should not
have been made and payments made in excess of the appropriate
amount.

2.1.89 Participating Provider

2.1.89.1 "Participating Provider" means a person, health care Provider,
practitioner, facility, or entity, acting within the scope of practice and
llcensure, and who is under a written contract with the MCQ to provide
services to Members under the terms of this Agreement.

2.1.90 Peer Recovery Program

2.1.90.1 "Peer Recovery Program" means a program that is accredited
by the Council on Accreditation of Peer Recovery Support Services
(CAPRSS) or another accrediting body approved by DHHS, is under
contract with DHHS's contracted facilitating organization, or is under
contract with DHHS's Bureau of Drug and Alcohol Services to provide
Peer Recovery Support Sen/ices (PRSS).

2.1.91 Performance Improvement Project (PIP)

2.1.91.1 "Performance Improvement Project (PIP)" means an initiative
included in the QAPI program that focuses on clinical and non-clinical
areas. A PIP shall be developed in consultation with the EQRO. [42 CFR
438.330(b)(1); 42 CFR 438.330(d)(1); 42 CFR 438.330(a)(2)].

2.1.92 Physician Group

2.1.92.1 "Physician Group" means a partnership, association,
corporation, individual practice association, or other group that distributes
income from the practice among its Members. An individual practice
association Is a Physician Group only if it is composed of individual
physicians and has no Subcontracts with Physician Groups.

2.1.93 Physician Incentive Plan

2.1.93.1 "Physician Incentive Plan" means any compensation
arrangement between the MCO and Providers that apply to federal
regulations found at 42 CFR 422.208 and 42 CFR 422.210, as applicable
to Medicald managed care on the basis of 42 CFR 438.3(i).

2.1.94 Post-Stabilization Services

2.1.94.1 "Post-Stabilization Services" means contracted services, related
to an Emergency Medical Condition that are provided after a Member is
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stabilized In order to maintain the stabilized condition or to Improve or
resolve the Member's condition. [42 CFR 438.1.14; 422.113]

2.1.96 Practice Guidelines

2J.95.1 "Practice Guidelines" means evidence-based clinical guidelines
adopted by the MCO that are in compliance with 42 CFR 438.236 and with
NCQA;s requirements for health plan accreditation. The Practice
Guidelines shall be based on valid and reasonable clinical evidence or a
consensus of Providers in the particular field, shall consider the needs of
Members, be adopted in consultation with Participating Providers, and be
reviewed and updated periodically as appropriate.

2.1.96 Prescription Drug Monitoring Program (POMP)
2.1.96.1 "Prescription Drug Monitoring Program (PDMP)" means the
program operated by the NH Office of Professional Licensure and
Certrfication that facilitates the collection, analysis, and reporting of
information on the prescribing, dispensing, and use of controlled
substances in NH.

2.1.97 Primary Care Provider (PGP)

Primary Care Provider (PCP)" means a Participating Provider
who has the responsibility for supervising, coordinating, and providing
pnmary health care to Members, initiating referrals for specialist care and
maintaining the Continuity of Member Care. PCPs include, but are not
imited to Pediatricians. Family Practitioners, General Practitioners
ntemisls, Obstetricians/Gynecologists (OB/GYNs), Physician Assistants
(under the supervision of a physician), or Advanced Registered Nurse
Practitioners (ARNP), as designated by the MCO. The definition of PCP is
inclusive of primary care physician as it is used in 42 CFR 438. All federal
requirements applicable to primary care physicians shall also be applicable
to PCPs as the term is used in this Agreement.

2.1.98 Prior Authorization

2.1.98.1 "Prior Authorization" means the process by which DHHS, the
MCO, or another MCO participating in the MCM program, whichever is
applicable, authorizes, in advance, the delivery of Covered Services based
on factors, including but not limited to medical necessity, cost-
effectiveness, and compliance with this Agreement.

2.1.99 Priority Population

2.1.99.1 "Priority Population" means a population that is most likely to
have Care Management needs and be able to benefit from Care
Management. The following groups are considered Priority Populations
under this Agreement: Adults and Children with Special Health Care
Needs, including, but not limited to. Members with HIV/AIDS, an SMI,
SED, l/DD or Substance Use Disorder diagnosis, or with chronic pain;
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Members receiving services under HCBS waivers; Members identified as
those with rising risk; Individuals with high unmet resource needs; mothers
of babies born with NAS; infants with NAS; pregnant women with
Substance Use Disorder; intravenous drug users, including Members who
require long-term IV antibiotics and/or surgical treatment as a result of IV
drug use; individuals who have been in the ED for an overdose event in
the last twelve (12) months; recently incarcerated individuals; individuals
who have a suicide attempt In the last twelve (12) months and other
Priority Populations as determined by the MCO and/or DHHS.

2.1.100 Program Start Date

2.1.100.1 "Program Start Date" means the date when the MCO is
responsible for coverage of services to its Members in the MOM program,
contingent upon Agreement approval by the Govemor and Executive
Council and DHHS's determination of successful completion of the
Readiness Review period. \

2.1.101 Provider

2.1.101.1 "Provider" means an individual medical, behavioral or social
service professional, hospital, skilled nursing facility (SNF), other facility or
organization, pharmacy, program, equipment and supply vendor, or other
entity that provides care or bills for health care services or products.

2.1.102 Provider Directory

2.1.102.1 "Provider Directory" means information on the MCO's
Participating Providers for each of the Provider types covered under this
Agreement, available in electronic form and paper form upon request to
the Member in accordance with 42 CFR 438.10 and the terms of this

Agreement.

2.1.103 Psychiatric Boarding

2.1.103.1 "Psychiatric Boarding" means a Member's continued physical
presence in an emergency room or another temporary location after either
completion of an Involuntary Emergency Admission (lEA) application,
revocation of a conditional discharge, or commitment to New Hampshire
Hospital or other designated receiving facility by a Court.

2.1.104 Qualified Bilingual/Multilingual Staff

2.1.104.1 "Qualified Bilingual/Multilingual Staff means an employee of the
MCO who is designated by the MCO to provide oral language assistance
as part of the individual's current, assigned job responsibilities and who
has demonstrated to the MCO that he or she Is proficient in speaking and
understanding spoken English and at least one (1) other spoken language,
including any necessary specialized vocabulary, terminology and
phraseology; and is able to effectively, accurately, and impartially
communicate directly with Members with LEP in their primary languages.
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2.1.105 Qualified Interpreter for a Member with a Disability

2.1.105.1 "Quaiified interpreter for a Member with a Disability" means an
Interpreter who, via a remote interpreting service or an on-site appearance;
adheres to generally accepted interpreter ethics principles, Including
Member confidentiality; and Is able to interpret effectively, accurately, and
impartially, both receptively and expressively, using any necessary
specialized vocabulary, terminology and phraseology.

2.1.105.2 Qualified Interpreters can include, for example, sign language
Interpreters, oral transliterators (employees who represent or spell in the
characters of another alphabet), and cued language transliterators
(employees who represent or spell by using a small number of
handshapes).

2.1.106 Qualified interpreter for a Member with LEP

2.1.106.1 "Qualified Interpreter for a Member with LEP" means an
interpreter who, via a remote interpreting service or an on-slte appearance
adheres to generally accepted interpreter ethics principles, including
Member confidentiality; has demonstrated proficiency in speaking and
understanding spoken English and at least one (1) other spoken language;
and is able to interpret effectively, accurately, and impartially, both
receptively and expressly, to and from such language(s) and English,
using any necessary specialized vocabulary, terminology and phraseology.

2.1.107 Qualified Translator

2.1.107.1 "Qualified Tranislator" mearis a translator who adheres to
generally accepted translator ethics principles, including Member
confidentiality; has demonstrated proficiency in writing and understandirig
written English and at least one (1) other written language; and is able to
translate effectively, accurately, and impartially to and from such
language(s) and English, using any necessary specialized vocabulary,
terminology and phraseology. [45 CFR 92.4, 92.201 (d)-(e)]

2.1.108 Qualifying APM

2.1.108.1 "Qualifying APM" means an APM approved by DHHS as
consistent with the standards specified in this Agreement and in any
subsequent DHHS guidance, including the DHHS Medicaid APM Strategy.

2.1.109 Recovery

2.1.109.1 "Recovery" means a process of change through which Members
improve their health and wellness, live self-directed lives, and strive to
reach their full potential. Recovery is built on access to evidence-based
clinical treatment and Recovery support services for all populations.®

* SAMHSA, "Recovery and Recovery Support"
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2.1.110 Referral Provider

2.1.110.1 "Referral Provider" means a Provider, who is not the Member's
PCP, to whom a Member is referred for Covered Services.

2.1.111 Risk Scoring and Stratification

2.1.111.1 "Risk Scoring and Stratification" means the methodology to
identify Members who are part of a Priority Population for Care
Management and who should receive a Comprehensive Assessment. The

MCO shall provide protocols to DHHS for review and approval on how
Members are stratified by severity and risk level including details regarding
the algorithm and data sources used to identify eligible Member for Care
Management.

2.1.112 Rural Health Clinic (RHC)

2.1.112.1 "Rural Health Clinic (RHC)" means a clinic located In an area
designated by DHHS as rural, located .in a federally designated medically
underserved area, or has an insufficient number of physicians, which
meets the requirements under 42 CFR 491.

2.1.113 Second Opinion '

2.1.113.1 "Second Opinion" means the opinion of a qualified health care
professional within the Provider network, or the opinion of a Non-
Participating Provider with whom the MCO has permitted the Member to
consult, at no cost to the Member. [42 CFR 438.206(b)(3)]

2.1.114 Social Determinants of Health

2.1.114 "Social Determinants of Health" means a wide range of factors
known to have an. Impact on healthcare, ranging from socioeconomic
status, education and employment, to one's physical environment and
access to healthcare.

2.1.115 State

2.1.115.1 The "State" means the State of New Hampshire and any of its
agencies.

2.1.116 Subcontract

2.1.116.1 "Subcontracf means any separate contract or contract between
the MCO and an individual or entity ("Subcontractor") to perform all or a
portion of the duties and obligations that the MCO is obligated to perform
pursuant to this Agreement.

2.1.117 Subcontractor

2.1.117.1 "Subcontractor" means a person or entity that is delegated by
the MCO to perforni an administrative function or service on behalf of the
MCO that directly or indirectly relates to the performance of all or a portion
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of the duties or obligations under this Agreement. A Subcontractor does
not include a Participating Provider.

2.1.118 Substance Use Disorder

2.1.118.1 "Substance Use Disorder" means a cluster of symptoms meeting
the criteria for Substance Use Disorder as set forth in the Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM),.5th edition (2013), as
described in He-W 513.02.

2.1.119 Substance Use Disorder Provider

2.1.119.1 "Substance Use Disorder Provider" means all Substance Use
Disorder treatment and Recovery support service Providers as described
in He-W 513.04.

2.1.120 Term

2.1.120.1 "Term" means the duration of this Agreement.

2.1.121 Third Party Liability (TPL)

2.1.121.1 "Third Party Liability (TPL)" means the legal obligation of third
parties (e.g., certain individuals, entities, insurers, or programs) to pay part
or all of the expenditures for medical assistance furnished under a
Medicaid State Plan.

2.1.121.2 By law, all other available third party resources shall meet their
legal obligation to pay claims before the Medicaid program pays for the
care of an individual eligible for Medicaid.

2.1.121.3 States are required to take all reasonable measures to ascertain
the legal liability of third parties to pay for care and sen/ices that are
available under the Medicaid State Plan.

2.1.122 Transitional Care Management

2.1.122.1 "Transitional Care Managemenf means the responsibility of the
MOO to manage transitions of care for all Members moving from one
clinical setting to another to prevent unplanned or unnecessary
readmissions, ED visits, or adverse health outcomes.

2.1.122.2 The MOO shall maintain and operate a formalized hospital
and/or institutional discharge planning program that includes effective
post-discharge Transitional Care Management, including appropriate,
discharge planning for short-term and long-term hospital and institutiorial
stays. [42 CFR 438.208(b)(2)(i)]

2.1.123 Transitional Health Care

2.1.123.1 "Transitional Health Care' means care that is available from a
primary or specialty Provider for clinical assessment and care planning
within two (2) business days of discharge from inpatient or institutional
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care for physical or mental health disorders or discharge from a Substance
Use Disorder treatment program.

2.1.124 Transitional Home Care

2.1.124.1 "Transitional Home Care" means care that is available with a
home care nurse, a licensed counselor, and/or therapist (physical therapist
or occupational therapist) within two (2) calendar days of discharge from
inpatient or institutional care for physicaUor mental health disorders If
ordered by the Member's PGP or specialty care Provider or as part of the
discharge plan.

2.1.125 Trauma Informed Care

2.1 125.1 "Trauma Informed Care" means a program, organization, or
system that realizes the widespread impact of trauma and understands
potential paths for Recovery; recognizes the signs and symptoms of
trauma in Members, families, staff, and others involved with the system-
responds by fully integrating knowledge about trauma into policies'
procedures, and practices; and seeks to actively resist re-traumatization.'

2.1.126 Urgent, Symptomatic Office Visits

2.1.126.1 "Urgent. Symptomatic Office Visits" means office visits, available
from the Member's PCP or another Provider within forty-eight (48) hours
for the presentation of medical signs or symptoms that require immediate
attention, but are not life threatening and do not meet the definition of /
Emergency Medical Condition.

2.1.127 Utilization Management

2.1.127.1 Utilization Management" means the criteria of evaluating the
necessity, appropriateness, and efficiency of Covered Services against
established guidelines and procedures..

2.1.128 Vaiue-Added Services
I

Z1128.1 "Value-Added Services" means services not included in the
Medicaid State Plan that the MCO elects to purchase and provide to
Members at the MCO's discretion and expense to improve health and
reduce costs. Value-Added Services are not included in capitation rate
calculations.

2.1.129 Willing Provider

2.1.129.1 "Willing Provider" means a Provider credentialed according to
the requirements of DHHS and the, MCO, who agrees to render services
as authorized by the MCO and to comply with the terms of the MCO's
Provider Agreement, including rates and policy manual.

' SAMHSA. Trauma Informed Approach and Trauma-Specific Interventions"
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2.2 Acronym List

2.2.1 AAP means American Academy of Pediatrics.

2.2.2 ABD means Acquired Brain Disorder.

2.2.3 ACT means Assertive Community Treatment.

2.2.4 ADA means Americans with Disabilities Act.

2.2.5 ADL means Activities of Daily Living.

2.2.6 ADT means Admission, Discharge and Transfer.

2.2.7 AIDS means Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome.

2.2.8 ANSA means Adult Needs and Strengths Assessment.

2.2.9 APM means Alternative Payment Model.

2.2.10 ARNP means Advanced Registered Nurse Practitioner.

2.2.11 ASAM means American Society of Addiction Medicine.

2.2.12 ASC means Accredited Standards Committee.

2.2.13 ASFRA means Assisted Suicide Funding Restriction Act.

2.2.14 ASL means American Sign Language.

2.2.15 BCPP means Breast and Cervical Cancer Program.

2.2.16 BHCTC means Behavioral Health Crisis Treatment Center.

2.2.17 CAMPS means Consumer Assessment of Healthcare Providers and
Systems.

2.2.18 CANS means Child and Adolescent Needs and Strengths
^Assessment.

2.2.19 CAP means Corrective Action Plan.

2.2.20 CAPRSS means Council on Accreditation of Peer Recovery Support
Services.

2.2.21 CARC means Claim Adjustment Reason Code.

2.2.22 CDT means Code on Dental Procedures and Nomenclature.

2.2.23 CEO means Chief Executive Officer.

2.2.24 CFI means Choices for Independence.

2.2.25 CFO means Chief Financial Officer.

2.2.26 CHIP means Children's Health Insurance Program.

2.2.27 CHIS means Comprehensive Health Care Information System.

2.2.28 CMH means Community Mental Health.
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2.2.29 . CMO means Chief Medicai Officer.

2.2.30 OMR means Comprehensive Medication Review.

2.2.31 CMS means Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services.

2.2.32 COB means Coordination of Benefits.

2.2.33 COBA means Coordination of Benefits Agreement.

2.2.34 CRT means Current Procedural Terminology.

2.2.35 CQI means Continuous Quality Improvement.

2.2.36 DBT means Dialectical Behavioral Therapy.

2.2.37 DCYF means New Hampshire Division for Children, Youth and
Families.

2.2.38 DD means Developmental Disability.

2.2.39 DHHS means New Hampshire Department of Health and Human
Sen/ices.

2.2.40 DME means Durable Medical Equipment.

2.2.41 DOB means Date of Birth.

2.2.42 DOD means Date of Death.

2.2.43 DOJ means (New Hampshire or United States) Department of Justice.

2.2.44 DRA means Deficit Reduction Act.

2.2.45 DSM means Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders.

2.2.46 DSRiP means The New Hampshire Delivery System Reform Incentive
Payment Program.

2.2.47 .DUR means Drug UtQization Review.

2.2.48 EBSE means Evidence-Based Supported Employment.

2.2.49 ECl means Elderly and Chronically III.

2.2.50 ED means Emergency Department.

2.2.51 EDI means Electronic Data interchange.

2.2.52 EFT means Electronic Funds Transfer.

2.2.53 EOB means Explanation of Benefits.

2.2.54 EPSDT means Early and Periodic Screening, Diagnostic and
Treatment.

2.2.56 EQR means External Quality Review.

2.2.56 EQRO means External Quality Review Organization.
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2.2.67 ERISA means Employees Retirement Income Security Act of 1974.

2.2.58 EST means Eastem Standard Time.

2.2.69 ETL means Extract. Transformation and Load.

2.2.60 FAR means Federal Acquisition Regulation.

2.2.61 FCA means False Claims Act.

2.2.62 FDA means Food and Drug Administration for the United States

Department of Health and Human Services.

2.2.63 FFATA means Federal Funding Accountability & Transparency Act.

2.2.64 FFS means Fee-for-Senrice.

2.2.66 FPL means Federal Poverty Level.

2.2.66 FQHC means Federally Qualified Health Center.

2.2.67 HCBS means Home and Community Based Services.

2.2.68 HCBS-I means Home arid Community Based Sen/ices In Home
Supports.

2.2.69 HCPCS means Health Care Common Procedure Coding System.

2.2.70 HHS means United States Department of Health and Human
Services.

2.2.71 HIPAA means Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act.

2.2.72 HIPP means Health Insurance Premium Payment.

2.2.73 HITECH means Health Information Technology for Economic and
Clinical Health Act of 2009.

2.2.74 HIV means Human Immunodeficiency Virus.

2.2.76 HMO means health maintenance organization.

2.2.76 HRSA means Health Resources and Services Administration for the

United States Department of Health and Human Services.

2.2.77 l/T/U means Indian Tribe,. Tribal Organization, or Urban Indian
Organization.

2.2.78 lADL means Instrumental Activities of Daily Living.

2.2.79 IBNR means Incurred But Not Reported.

2.2.80 ICF means Intermediate Care Facility.

2.2.81 ID means Intellectual Disabilities.

2.2.82 IDN means Integrated Delivery Network.

2.2.83 lEA means Involuntary Emergency Admission.
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2.2.84 IHCP means Indian Health Care Provider.

2.2.86 IMS means Indian Health Service.

2.2.86 IMD means Institution for Mental Disease.

2.2.87 IVR means Interactive Voice Response.

2.2.88 LEP means Limited English Proficiency.

2.2.89 LTSS means Long-Tenm Services and Supports.

2.2.90 MACRA means Medicare Access and CHIP Reauthorization Act of

2015.

2.2.91 MAT means Medication Assisted Treatment.

2.2.92 MCiS means Managed Care Information System.

2.2.93 MCM means Medicaid Care Management.

2.2.94 MCO means Managed Care Organization.

2.2.96 MED means Morphine Equivalent Dosing.

2.2.96 MFCU means New Hampshire Medicaid Fraud Control Unit.

2.2.97 MLADCs means Masters Licensed Alcohol and Drug Counselors.

2.2.98 MLR means Medical Loss Ratio.

2.2.99 MMIS means Medicaid Management information System.

2.2.100 MAS means Neonatal Abstinence Syndrome.

2.2.101 NCPDP means National Council for Prescription Drug Programs.

2.2.102 NCQA means National Committee for Quality Assurance.

2.2.103 NEMT means Non-Emergency Medical Transportation.

2.2.104 NH means New Hampshire.

2.2.106 NHID means New Hampshire Insurance Department.

2;2.106 NPl means National Provider identifier.

2.2.107 NPPES means National Plan and Provider Enumeration System.

2.2.108 OB/GYN means Obstetrics/Gynecology or
Obstetricians/Gynecologists.

2.2.109 GIG means Office of the Inspector General for the United States
Department of Health and Human Services.

2.2.110 OTP means Opioid Treatment Program.

2.2.111 PBM means Pharmacy Benefits Manager.
I

2.2.112 PCA means Personal Care Attendant.
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2.2.113 PCP means Primary Care Provider.

2.2.114 PDL means Preferred Drug List.

2.2.115 PDMP means Prescription Drug Monitoring Program.

2.2.116 PHI means Protected Health Information.

2.2.117 PI means Personal Information.

2.2.118 PIP means Performance Improvement Project.

2.2.119 PCS means Point of Service.

2.2.120 PRSS means Peer Recovery Support Services.

2.2.121 QAPI means Quality Assessment and Performance Improvement.
2.2.122 QOS means Quality of Service. ^

2.2.123 RARC means Reason and Remark Codes.

2.2.124 RFP means Request for Proposal.

2.2.125 RHC means Rural Health Clinic.

2.2.126 SAMHSA means Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services
Administration for the United States Department of Health and Human
Services.

2.2.127 SBIRT means Screening, Brief Intervention, and Referral to
Treatment.

2.2.128 SED means Serious Emotional Disturbance.

2.2.129 SHIP rneans State's Health Insurance Assistance Program.
2.2.130 SlU means Special Investigations Unit.

2.2.131 SMART means Specific, Measurable. Attainable, Realistic, and Time
Relevant.

2.2.132 SMDL means State Medicald Director Letter.

2.2.133 SMI means Severe Mental Illness.

2.2.134 SNF means Skilled Nursing Facility.

2.2.135 SPMI means Severe or Persistent Mental Illness.

, 2.2.136 SSADMF means Social Security Administration Death Master File.

2.2.137 SSAE means Statement on Standards for Attestation Engagements.
2.2.138 SSI means Supplemental Security Income.

2.2.139 SSN means Social Security Number.

2.2.140 TAP means Technical Assistance Publication.
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2.2.141 TOD means Telecommunication Device for Deaf Persons.
2.2.142 TPL means Third Party Liability.

2.2.143. TTY means Teletypewriter.

2.2.144 DAT means User Acceptance Testing.
2.2.145 UDS means Urine Drug Screenings.
2.2.146 VA means United States Department of Veterans Affairs.

3  GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS

3 '* Program Management and Planninn

3.1.1 General

3.1.1.1 The MOO shall provide a comprehensive risk-based, capitated
program for providing health care services to Members enrolled in the
MCM program and who are enrolled in the MOO.

3.1.1.2 The MOO shall provide for all aspects of administrating and
managing such program and shall meet all service and delivery timelines
and milestones specified by this Agreement, applicable law or regulation
incorporated directly or indirectly herein, or the MCM program.

3.1.2 Representation and Warranties

3^1 2.1 The MOO represents and warrants that it shall fulfill all
obligations under this Agreement and meet the specifications as described
in the Agreement during the Term, including any subsequently negotiated
and mutually agreed upon, specifications.

nuuc^u acknowledges that, in being awarded this Agreement,DHHS has relied upon all representations and warrants made by the MCO
in its response to the DHHS Request for Pro^sal (RFP) attache"d hereto
as Exhibit M, including any addenda, with respect to delivery of Medicaid
managed care services and affirms all representations made therein.

3^1.2.3 The MCO represents and warrants that it shall comply with all of
the matenal submitted to, and approved by DHHS as part of its Readiness
Review. Any material changes to such approved materials or newly
developed materials require prior written approval by DHHS before
implementation.

3.1.2.4 The MCO shall not take advantage of any errors and/or
omissions in the RFP or the resulting Agreement and amendments.

3.1.2.4.1 The MCO shall promptly notify DHHS of any such
errors and/or omissions that are discovered.

3.1.2.5 This Agreement shall be signed and dated by all parties and is
contingent upon approval by Governor and Executive Council.
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3.1.3 Program Management Plan

submit a Program Management
Plan for DHHS s review and approval.

'"'tial Program Management Plan toDHHS for review and approval at the beginning of the Readiness Review
•period: m future years, any modifications to the Program Management
Plan shall be presented for prior approval to DHHS at least sixty (60)
calendar days prior to the coverage year. The Program Management Plan
shall:

3^.3.2.1 Elaborate on the general concepts outlined in the
MCO's Proposal and the section headings of the Agreement;
3.1.3.2.2 Describe how the MCO shall operate In NH by outlining
managernent processes such as workflow, overall systems as
detailed in the section headings of Agreement, evaluation of
performance, and key operating premises for delivering efficiencies
and satisfaction as they relate to Member and Provider
experiences;

3.1.3.2.3 Describe how the MCO shall ensure timely notification
to DHHS regarding:

3.1.3.2.3.1. Expected or unexpected Interruptions or
changes that impact MCO policy, practice, operations,
Members or Providers,

3.1.3.2.3.2. Correspondence received from DHHS on
emergent Issues and non-emergent issues; and

3.1.3.2.4 Outline the MCO integrated organizational structure
including NH-based resources and its support from its parent
company, affiliates, or Subcontractors.

annual basis, the MCO shall submit to DHHS either a
^rtification of "no change" to the Program Management Plan or a revised
Program Management Plan together with a redllne that reflects the
changes made to the Program Management Plan since the last
submission.

3.1.4 Key Personnel Contact List

3.1.4.1 The MCO shall submit a Key Personnel Contact List to DHHS
that includes the positions and associated information indicated In Section
3.15.1 (Key Personnel) of this Agreement at least sixty (60) calendar days
prior to the scheduled start date of the MCM program

Boston Medical Center Health Plan. Inc.
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3.1.4.2 Thereafter, the MCO shall submit an updated Contact List
immediately upon any Key Personnel staff changes.

3.2 Agreement Elements

3.2.1 The Agreement between the parties shaH consist of the following:
3.2.1.1 General Provisions, Form Number P-37

3.2.1.2 Exhibit A: Scope of Services.

3.2.1.3 Exhibit B: Method and Conditions Precedent to Payment

3.2.1.4 Exhibit C: Special Provisions

3.2.1.5 Exhibit C-1: Revisions.to General Provisions

3.2.1.6 Exhibit D: Certification Regarding Drug Free Workplace
Requirements

3.2.1.7 Exhibit E: Certification Regarding Lobbying

3.2.1.8 Exhibit F: Certification Regarding Debarment, Suspension, and
Other Responsibility Matters

3.2.1.9 Exhibit G: Certification of Compliance with Requirements
Pertaining to Federal Nondiscrimination. Equal Treatment of Faith-Based
Organizations and Whistleblower Protections

3.2.1.10 Exhibit H: Certification Regarding Environmental Tobacco
Smoke

3.2.1.11 Exhibit i: Health Insurance Portability Act Business Associate

3.2.1.12 Exhibit J: Certification Regarding Federal Funding Accountability
& Transparency Act (FFATA) Compliance.

-3jl2._1..1 3 .Exhibit K:.DHHS Information Security Requirements.
3.2.1.14 Exhibit L: MCO Implementation Plan

3.2.1.15 Exhibit M: MCO Proposal submitted in response to RFP-2019-
OMS-02-MANAG, by reference.

3.2.1.16 Exhibit N: Liquidated Damages Matrix

3.2.1.17 Exhibit O: Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

3.2.1.18 Exhibit P: MCO Program Oversight Plan

3.3 Conflicts Between Documents

3.3.1 In the event of any conflict or contradiction between or among the
documents which comprise the Agreement, as listed in Section 3.2 (Agreement
Elements) above, the documents shall control in the order of precedence as
follows:
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3.3.1.1 First: P-37, Exhibit A Scope of Services, Exhibit B Method and
Conditions Precedent to Payment, Exhibit C Special Provisions and Exhibit
C-1 Revisions to General Provisions, Exhibit N Liquidated Damages
Matrix, Exhibit O Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

3.3.1.2 Second: Exhibit I Hea|th Insurance Portability Act Business
Associate and Exhibit K DHHS Information Security Requirements

3.3.1.3 Third: Exhibits D through H, Exhibit J, and Exhibit L, Exhibit P,
Exhibit M.

3.4 Delegation of Authority

3.4.1 Whenever, by any provision of this Agreement, any right, power, or
duty Is imposed or conferred on DHHS, the right, power, or duty so imposed or
conferred is possessed and exercised by the Commissioner unless any such
right, power, or duty Is specifically delegated to the duly appointed agents or
employees of the DHHS and NHID.

3.5 Authority of the New Hampshire Insurance Department

3.6.1 Pursuant to this Agreement and under the laws and rules of the State,
the NHID shall have authority to regulate and oversee the licensing requirements
of the MCO to operate as a health maintenance organization (HMO) in the State
of New Hampshire.

3.6.2 The MCO is subject to all applicable laws and rules (and as
subsequently amended) including but not limited to RSA 420-B: Managed Care
Law and Rules RSA. 420-J; and Admin Rules 2700; compliance with Bulletin
INSNO. 12-015-AB, and further updates made by the NHID; and the NH
Comprehensive Health Care Information System (CHIS) data reporting
submission under NHID rules/bulletins.

3.6 Time of the Essence

3.6.1 In consideration of the need to ensure uninterrupted and continuous
services under the MCM program, time Is of the essence in the performance of
the MCO's obligations under the Agreement.

3.7 CMS Approval of Agreement and Anv Amendments

3.7.1 This Agreement and the Implementation of amendments,
modifications, and changes to this Agreement are subject to and contingent upon
the approval of CMS.

3.7.2 This Agreement submission shall be considered complete for CMS's
approval If:

3.7.2.1 All pages, appendices, attachments, etc. were submitted to
CMS; and
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3.7.2.2 Any documents incoiporated by reference (including but not
limited to State statute, regulation, or other binding document, such as a
Member Handbook) to comply with federal regulations and the
requirements of this review tool were submitted to CMS.

3.7.3 As part of this Agreement, DHHS shall submit to CMS for review and
approval the MCO rate certifications concurrent with the review and approval
process for this Agreement. [42 CFR 438.7(a)]

3.7.4 DHHS shall also submit to CMS for review and approval any
Alternative Payment arrangements or other Provider payment arrangement
initiatives based on DHHS's description of the initiatives submitted and approved
outside of the Agreement. [42 CFR 438.6(c)]

3.8 Cooperation With Other Vendors and Prospective Vendors

3.8.1 This is not an exclusive Agreement and DHHS may award
simultaneous and/or supplemental contracts for work related to the Agreement,
or any portion thereof. The MCO shall reasonably cooperate with such other
vendors, and shall not knowingly or negligently commit or permit any act that
may interfere with the performance of work by any other vendor, or act In any
way that may place Members at risk.

3.8.2 The MCO is required to notify DHHS within twelve (12) hours of a
report by a Member, Member's relative, guardian or authorized representative of
an allegation of a serious criminal offense against the Member by any employee
of the MCO, its subcontractor or a Provider.

3.8.2.1 For the purpose of this Agreement, a serious criminal offense
should be defined to include murder, arson, rape, sexual assault, assault,
burglary, kidnapping, criminal trespass, or attempt thereof.

3.8.3 The MCO's notification shall be to a member of senior management of
-  DHHS--such as —the • Commissiorier, -Deputy-Commissioner, Associate

Commissioner, Medicaid Director, or Deputy Medicaid Director.

3.9 Renegotiation and Re-Procurement Rights

3.9.1 Renegotiation of Agreement

3.9.1.1 Notwithstanding anything in the Agreement to the contrary,
DHHS may at any time during the Term exercise the option to notify the
MCO that DHHS has elected to renegotiate certain terms of the
Agreement.

3.9.1.2 Upon the MCO's receipt of any notice pursuant to this Section
3.9 (Renegotiation and Re-Procurement Rights) of the Agreement, the
MCO and DHHS shall undertake good faith negotiations of the subject
terms of the Agreement, and may execute an amendment to the
Agreement subject to approval by Governor and Executive Council.
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3.9.2 Re-Procurement of the Services Or Procurement of Additional
Services

3.9.2.1 Notwithstanding anything in the Agreement to the contrary,
whether or not DHHS has accepted or rejected MCO's services and/or
deliverabies provided during any period of the Agreement, DHHS may at
any time issue requests for proposals or offers to other potential
contractors for performance of any portion of the scope of work covered by
the Agreement or scope of work similar or comparable to the scope of
work performed by the MCO under the Agreement.

3.9.2.2 DHHS shall give the MCO ninety (90) calendar days' notice of
intent to replace another MCO participating in the MOM program or to add
an additional MCO or other contractors to the MCM program.

3.9.2.3 If, upon procuring the services or deliverables or any portion of
the services or'deliverables from a Subcontractor in accordance writh this
section, DHHS, in its sole discretion, elects to terminate this Agreement,
the MCO shall have the rights and responsibilities set forth in Section 7
(Termination of Agreement) and Section 5.7 (Dispute Resolution Process).

3.10 Organization Requirements

3.10.1 General Organization Requirements

3.10.1.1 As a condition to entering into this Agreement, the MCO shall be
licensed by the NHID to operate as an HMO in the State as required by
RSA 420-B, and shall have all necessary registrations and licensures as
required by the NHID and any relevant State and federal laws and
regulations.

3.10.1.2 As a condition to entering into this Agreement, and during the
entire Agreement Term, the MCO shall ensure that its articles of
incorporation and bylaws do not prohibit it from operating as an HMO or
performing any obligation required under this Agreement.

3.10:1.3 The MCO shall not be located outside of the United States. [42
CFR 438.602(i)] The MCO is prohibited from making payments Or deposits
for Medicaid-covered items or services to financial institutions located
outside of the United States or its territories.

3.10.2 Articles

3.10.2.1 The MCO shall provide, by the beginning of each Agreement
year and at the time of any substantive changes, written assurance from
MCO's legal counsel that the MCO is not prohibited by its articles of
incorporation from performing the services required under this Agreement.
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3.10.3 Ownership and Control Disclosures

13^'^ P® the name of any persons orentities with an ownership or control interest In the MOO that:

3.10.3.1 1 Has direct, Indirect,, or combined direct/indirect
ownership interest of five percent (5%) or more of the MCO's
equity;

3^10.3 1.2 Owns five percent (5%) or more of any mortgage deed
of trust, note, or other obligation secured by the MCO if that Interest
equals at least five percent (5%) of the value of the MCO's assets;

3.10.3.1.3 Is an officer or director of an MCO organized as a
corporation or is a partner in an MCO organized as a partnership

1903(m)(2)(A)(viii) of the Social Security Act* 42 CFR
438.608(c)(2); 42 CFR 455.100- 104]

app°icaL^^^ submission shall include for each person or entity, as
3.10.3^2.1 The address, including the primary business address
every business location, and P.O. Box address, for every entity;

(DOB) and social security number
(SSN) of any individual;

3.10.3.2.3 Tax Identification number(s) of any corporation;
3.10.3.2.4 Information on whether an Individual or entity with an
ownership or control interest in the MCO is related to another
person with ownership or control interest In the MCO as a sbbuse
parent, child, or sibling;

3.10.3.2.5 Information on whether a person or corporation with an
'"tsrest in any Subcontractor in which the

MCO has a five percent (5%) or more interest is related to another
person with ownership or control interest in the MCO as a spouse
parent, child, or sibling;

3.10.3.2.6 The name of any other disclosing entity, as such term
IS defined in 42 CFR 455.101, In which an owner of the MCO has
an ownership or control interest;

133^ Xu® SSN of any managingemployee of the MCO, as such term is defined by 42 CFR 455 id •
and ■ '
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\

3.10.3.2.8 Certification by the MCO's CEO that the Information
provided in this Section 3.10.3 (Ownership and Control
Disclosures) to DHHS is accurate to the best of his or her
information, knowledge, and belief.

3.10.3.3 The MCO shall disclose the Information set forth in this Section
3.10.3 (Ownership and Control Disclosures) on individuals or entitles with
an ownership or control interest In the MCO to DHHS at the following
times:

3.10.3.3.1 At the time of Agreement execution;

3.10.3.3.2 When the Provider or disclosing entity submits a
Provider application;

3.10.3.3.3 When the Provider or disclosing entity executes a
Provider agreement with DHHS;

3.10.3.3.4 Upon request of DHHS during the revalidation of the
Provider enrollment; and

3.10.3.3.5 Within thirty-five (35) calendar days after any change in
ownership of the disclosing entity. [Section 1124(a)(2)(A) of the
Social Security Act; section 1903(m)(2)(A)(viii) of the Social
Security Act; 42 CFR 438.608(c)(2); 42 CFR 455.100 - 103; 42
CFR 455.104(c)(1) and (4)]

3.10.3.4 DHHS shall review the ownership and control disclosures
submitted by the MCO and any Subcontractors. [42 CFR 438.602(c)- 42
CFR 438.608(c)]

3.10.3.5 The MCO shall be fined in accordance with Exhibit N (Liquidated
Damages Matrix) for any failure to comply with ownership disclosure
requirements detailed in this Section.

3.10.4 Change In Ownership or Proposed Transaction

3.10.4.1 The MCO shall inform DHHS and the NHID of its intent to merge
with or be acquired, in whole or in part, by another entity or another MCO
or of any change in control within seven (7) calendar days of a
management employee learning of such intent. The MCO shall receive
prior written approval from DHHS and the NHID prior to taking such action.

3.10.6 Prohibited Relationships

3.10.5.1 Pursuant to Section 1932(d)(1)(A) of the Social Security Act (42
use 1396u-2(d)(1)(A)), the MCO shall not knowingly have a director,
officer, partner, or person with beneficial ownership of more than five
percent (5%) of the MCO's equity who has been, or is alftliated with
another person who has been debarred or suspended from participating In
procurement activities under the Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) or
from participating In non-procurement activities under regulations issued
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pursuant to Executive Order No. 12549 or under guidelines implementing
Security Act; 42 CFR438.610(a)(1) - (2). 42 CFR 438.610(c)(2): Exec. Order No. 12549]

3 10.5.2 The MOO shall not have an employment/ consulting, or any
other contractual agreement or engage a Subcontractor, vendor or
Provider who is a Sanctioned Individual or entity. In accordance with
Section 1128(b)(8) of the Social Security Act, a Sanctioned Individual
means a person who:

3.10.5.2.1 Has a direct or indirect ovmership or control interest of
5 percent (5%) or more in the entity, and:

3.10.5.2.1.1. Has had a conviction relating to fraud,
obstruction of an investigation or audit, controlled
substance misdemeanor or felony, program related
crimes, patient abuse, or felony health care fraud,

3.10.5.2.1.2.Has been assessed a civil monetary
penalty under Section 1128A or 1129 of the Social
Security Act, or

3.10.5.2.1.3. Has been excluded from participation
under a program under title XVIII or under a state
health care program; or

3.10.5.2.2 Has an ownership or control interest (as defined in
Section 1124(a)(3) of the Social Security Act) in the entity, ar^d:

3.10.5.2.2.1.Has had a conviction relating to fraud,
obstruction of an investigation or audit, controlled
substance misdemeanor or felony, program related.
crimes, patient abuse, or felony health care fraud,

3.10.5.2.2.2. Has been assessed a civil "monetary
penalty under Section 1128A or 1129 of the Social
Security Act, or

3.10.5.2.2.3. Has been excluded from participation
under a program under title XVIII or under a state
health care program; or

3^10 5.2.3 Is an officer, director, agent, or managing employee of
the MCO, and:

3.10.5.2.3.1.Has had a conviction relating to fraud,
obstruction of an investigation or audit, controlled
substance misdemeanor or felony, program related
crimes, patient abuse, or felony health care fraud, or
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3.10.5.2.3.2.Has been assessed, a civil monetary
^ penalty under Section 1128A or 1129 of the Social
Security Act, or

3.10.5.2.3.3. Has been excluded from participation
under a program under title XVIII or under a state
health care program; or

3.10.5.2.4 No longer has direct or indirect ownership or control
interest of 5 percent (5%) or more In the MCO or no longer has an
ownership or control interest defined under Section 1124(a)(3) of
the Social Security Act, because of a transfer of ownership or,
control Interest, In anticipation of or following a conviction,
assessment, or exclusion against the person, to an immediate
family member or a member of the household of the person who
continues to maintain an ownership or control interest who:

3.10.5.2.4.1.Has had a conviction relating to fraud,
obstruction of an investigation or audit, controlled
substance misdemeanor or felony, program related
crimes, patient abuse, or felony health care fraud,

3.10.5.2.4.2. Has been assessed a civil monetary
penalty under Section 1128A or 1129 of the Social
Security Act, or

3.10.5.2.4.3. Has been excluded from participation
under a program under title XVIII or under a state
health care program. [Section 1128(b)(8) of the Social
Security Act]

3.10.5.3 The MCO shall retain any data, information, and documentation
regarding the above described relationships for a period of no less than
ten (10) years.

3.10.5.4 Within five (5) calendar days of discovery, the MCO shall
provide written disclosure to DHHS, and Subcontractors shall provide
written disclosure to the MCO, which shall provide the same to DHHS, of
any individual or entity (or affiliation of the Individual or entity) who/that is
debarred, suspended, or otherwise excluded from participating in
procurement activities under the FAR or from participating in non-
procurement activities under regulations issued under Executive Order No.
12549 or under guidelines implementing Executive Order No. 12549, or
prohibited affiliation under 42 CFR 438.610. [Section 1932(d)(1) of the
Social Security Act; 42 CFR 438.608(c)(1); 42 CFR 438.610(a)(1) - (2); 42
CFR 438;610(b); 42 CFR 438.610(c)(1) - (4); SMDL 6/12/08; SMDL
1/16/09; Exec. Order No. 12549]

3.10.5.5 If DHHS learns that the MCO has a prohibited relationship with
an individual or entity that (i) is debarred, suspended, or otherwise
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excluded from participating In procurement activities under the FAR or
from participating In non-procurement activities under regulations issued
under Executive Order No. 12549 or under guidelines Implementing
Executive Order No. 12549. or If the MCO has relationship with an
indiyidual who is an affiliate of such an individual; (ii) is excluded from
participation In any federal health care program under Section 1128 or
1128A of the Social Security Act, DHHS may:

3.10.5.5.1 Terminate the existing Agreement with the MCO;
3.10.5.5.2 Continue an existing Agreement with the MCO unless
the HHS Secretary directs otherwise;

extend the existing Agreement with the
MCO unless the HHS Secretary provides to the State and to
Congress a written statement describing compelling reasons that
exist for renewing or extending the Agreement despite the
prohibited affiliation. [42 CFR 438.610(d)(2)-(3); 42 CFR
438.610(a): 42 CFR 438.610(b); Exec. Order No. 12549]

3.10.6 Background Checks and Screenings

3.10.6.1 The MCO shall perform criminal history record checks on its
managing employees, as such terms are defined In

42 CFR Section 455.101 and clarified in applicable subregulatory guidance
such as the Medicaid Provider Enrollment Compendium.

3.10.6.2 The MCO shall conduct monthly background checks on all
directors, officers, employees, contractors or Subcontractors to ensure that
It does not employ or contract with any individual or entity:

3.10.6.2.1 Convicted of crimes described in Section 1128(b)(8)(B1
of the Social Security Act;

3.10.6.2.2 C^^barred, suspended, or excluded from participating In
procurement activities under the FAR or from participating in non-
procurement activities under regulation issued under Executive
Order No. 12549 or under guidelines implementing Executive
Order No. 12549; and/or

3.10.6.2.3 Is excluded from participation in any federal health care
program under Section 1128 or 1128A of the Social Security Act.
[[42 CFR 438.808(a); 42 CFR 438.808(b)(1); 42 CFR 431.55(h)-
section 1903(i)(2) of the Social Security Act; 42 CFR 1001.1901(c)'
42 CFR 1002.3(b)(3); SMDL 6/12/08; SMDL 1/16/09; SMDL #09-
001; 76 Fed. Reg. 5862, 5897 (February 2. 2011)]

3^0.6.3 In addition, the MCO shall conduct screenings of its directors
officers, employees. contractors and Subcontractors to ensure that none of
them appear on:
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3.10.6.3.1 HHS-OIG's List of Excluded Individuals/Entities:

3.10.6.3.2 The System of Award Management;

3.10.6.3.3 The Social Security Administration Death Master File;

3.10.6.3.4 The list maintained by the Office of Foreign Assets
Control; and/or

3.10.6.3.5 To the extent applicable, NPPES (collectively, these
lists are referred to as the "Exclusion Lists").

3.10.6.4 The MOO shall conduct screenings of all of its directors, officers,
employees, contractors and Subcontractors monthly to ensure that none of

. the foregoing appear on any of the Exclusion Lists and that it continues to
comply with Section 3.10.3 (Ownership and Control Disclosures) above.
[SMDL #09-001: 76 Fed. Reg. 5862, 5897 (February 2, 2011)]

3.10.6.5 The MCO shall certify to DHHS annually that it performs monthly
screenings against the Exclusion Lists and that it does not have any
director or officer or employ or contract, directly or indirectly, with:

3.10.6.5.1 Any individual or entity excluded from participation in
the federal health care program;

3.10.6.5.2 Any entity for the provision of such health care,
utilization review, medical social work, or administrative services
through an excluded individual or entity or who could be excluded
under Section 1128(b)(8) of the Social Security Act as being

.  controlled by a sanctioned individual;

3.10.6.5.3 Any individual or entity excluded from Medicare,
Medicaid or NH participation by DHHS per the DHHS system of
record;

3.10.6.5.4 Any entity that has a contractual relationship (direct or
indirect) with an individual convicted of certain crimes as described
in Section 1128(b)(8) of the Social Security Act; and/or

3.10.6.5.5 Any individual entity appearing on any of the Exclusion
Lists."

3.10.6.6 In the event that the MCO identifies that it has employed or
contracted with a person or entity which would make the MCO unable to
certify as required under this Section 3.10.6 (Background Checks and
Screenings) or Section 3.10.3 (Ownership and Control Disclosures) above,
then the MCO should notify DHHS in writing and shall begin termination
proceedings within forty-eight (48) hours unless the individual is part of a
federally-approved waiver program.

3.10.7 Conflict of Interest
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3.10.7.1 The MCO shall ensure that safeguards, at a minimum equal to
federal saf^uards (41 USC 423, Section 27), are In place to guard against
conflict of interest. [Section 1923(d)(3) of the Social Security Act; SMDL
12/30/97]. The MCO shall report transactions between the MCO and
parties in Interest to DHHS and any other agency as required, and make it
available to MCO Members upon reasonable request. [Section
1903(m)(4)(B) of the Social Security Act]

3.10.7.2 The MCO shall report to DHHS and, upon request, to the HHS
Secretary, the HHS Inspector General, and the Comptroller General a
description of transactions between the MCO and a party in interest (as
defined in Section 1318(b) of the Social Security Act), including the
following transactions:

3.10.7.2.1 Any sale or exchange, or leasing of any property
between the MCO and such a party;

3.10.7.2.2 Any furnishing for consideration of goods, services
(including management services), or facilities between the MCO
and such a party, but not including salaries paid to employees for
services provided in the normal course of their employment; and

3.10.7.2.3 Any lending of money or other extension of credit
.  betNveen the MCO and such a party. [Section 1903(m)(4)(A) of the

Social Security Act; Section 1318(b) of the Social Security Act]

3.11 Confidentiality

3.11.1 Confidentiality of DHHS Information and Records

3.11.1.1 All information, reports, and records maintained hereunder or
collected in connection with the performance of the sen/ices under the
Agreement shall be confidential and shall not be disclosed by the MCO;
provided however, that pursuant-to State rules. State and federal laws and
the regulations of DHHS regarding the use and disclosure of such
information, disclosure may be made to public officials requiring such
information in connection with their official duties and for purposes directly
connected to the administration of the services and the Agreement; and
provided further, that the use or disclosure by any parly of any information
conceming a Member for any purpose not directly connected with the
administration of DHHS or the MCO's responsibilities with respect to
purchased services hereunder is prohibited except on vmtten consent of
the recipient, his or her attorney or guardian.

3.11.2 Request to DHHS of MCO Confidential or Proprietary Data or
Information

3.11.2.1 DHHS may, in the course of carrying out its responsibilities
under this Agreement, have or gain access to confidential or proprietary
data or information owned or maintained by the MCO.
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3.11.2.2 Insofar as the MCO seeks to maintain the confidentiality of its
confidential commercial, financial or personnel information, the MCO shall
clearly identify in writing the information It claims to be confidential and
explain the reasons such inforrnatlGn should be considered confidential.

3.11.2.3 The MCO acknowledges that DHHS is subject to the Right-to-
Know Law, RSA Chapter 91-A.

3.11.2.4 DHHS shall maintain the confidentiality of the identified
Confidential Information insofar, as it is consistent with applicable laws,
rules, or regulations, including but not limited to RSA Chapter 91-A.

3.11.2.5 In the event DHHS receives a request for the information
identified by the MCO as confidential. DHHS shall notify the MCO in
writing and specify the date DHHS intends to release the requested
information.

3.11.2.6 Any effort to prohibit or enjoin the release of the information shall
be the MCO's responsibility and at the MCO's sole expense.

3.11.2.7 If the MCO fails to obtain a valid and enforceable court order in
the State of New Hampshire enjoining the disclosure of the requested
information vflthin fifteen (15) business days of DHHS's written notification,
DHHS may release the information on the date DHHS specified in its
notice to the MCO without incurring any liability to the MCO.

3.12 Privacy and Security of Members' Information

3.12.1 The MCO shall be In compliance with privacy and security policies
established by State or federal law, regulations or guidelines, Including, without
limitation, the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996
(HIPAA) and the Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health
Act of 2009 (HITECH) and their respective implementing regulations, federal
statutes and regulations governing the privacy of Substance Use Disorder patient
records (42 CFR, Part 2), and all applicable State statutes, rules and regulations
including, but not limited to, RSA 167:30.

3.12.2 The MCO shall protect the confidentiality of all DHHS records with
identifying medical information in them. [42 CFR 438.100(a)(1)- 42 CFR
438.100(b)(2)(ii)]

3.12.3 The MCO shall execute as part of this Agreement, a Business
Associate Agreement, as such term is defined by HIPAA, and the DHHS
information security requirements as outlined in Exhibit I (HIPAA Business
Associate Agreement), governing the permitted uses, disclosure and security of
Protected Health Information (PHI), as such term Is defined by HIPAA, and as
provided by DHHS to the MCO.

3.12.4 The MCO shall ensure that if Member Substance Use Disorder
records or data protected by 42 CFR Part 2 are created, maintained, or
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disclosed, any record or data shall be safeguarded according to the requirements-
found in 42 CFR Part 2, and that Member consent is obtained as reaulred bv 42
CFRPart2. '

3.12.6 The MCO shall ensure that it secures and protects the State and
DHHS data when such data resides on the MCO's network, when in transit, and
while stored and cached.

3.12.6 State and DHHS data shall be encrypted while In transit.

3.12.7 The MCO shall ensure that it secures and protects DHHS data if any
DHHS data or Member records or data are transmitted by fax, and shall ensure
that appropriate notices relating to confidentiality or erroneous transmission are
used with each fax transmission.

3.12.8 With the exception of submission to the CHIS or other requirements of
State or federal law or the terms of this Agreement, claims and Member data on
NH Medicaid Members may not be released to any party without the express
written consent of DHHS.

3.12.9 The MCO shall maintain written policies and procedures ensuring
compliance with .this Section 3.12 (Privacy and Security of Members'
Information), which shall be available to DHHS upon request.
3.12.10 In the event that the MCO of one of its Subcontractors had a breach,
as such term is defined by HIPAA, or had ah unauthorized disclosure of State or
DHHS data, the MCO shall notify DHHS within two (2) hours of knowledge that
such breach or unauthorized disclosure has been confirmed. Failure to
adequately protect Member information, DHHS claims, and other data may
subject the MCO to sanctions and/or the imposition of liquidated damages in
accordance with Section 5.5.2 (Liquidated Damages).

3*13 Compliance With State and Federal Laws

3.13.1 General Requirements

3.13.1.1 The MCO, its Subcontractors, and Participating Providers, shall
adhere to all applicable State and federal laws and applicable regulations
and subregulatory guidance which provides further inte'rpretation of law,
including subsequent revisions whether or not listed in this Section 3.13
(Compliance vflth State and Federal Laws). The MCO shall comply with
any applicable federal and State laws that pertain to Member rights and
ensure that its employees and Participating Providers observe and protect
those rights. [42 CFR 438.100(a)(2)]

3.13.1.2 The MCO shall comply, at a minimum, with the following:

3.13.1.2.1 Medicare: Title XVIII of the Social Security Act, as
amended; 42 U.S.C.A. Section 1395 et seq.; Related rules: Title 42
Chapter IV;
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3.13.1.2.2 Medicaid: Title XIX of the Social Security Act, as
amended: 42 U.S.C.A. Section 1396 et seq. (specific to managed
care: Section 1902(a)(4), 1903(m). 1905(t). and 1932 of the SSA);
Related rules: Title 42 Chapter IV (specific to managed care: 42
CFR Section 438; see also 431 and 435);

3.13.1.2.3 CHIP: Title XXI of the Social Security Act, as amended;
42 U.S.C. 1397; Regulations promulgated thereunder: 42 CFR 457;

3.13.1.2.4 Regulations related to the operation of a waiver
program under 1915c of the Social Security Act, including: 42 CFR
430.25, 431.10, 431.200, 435.217, 435.726, 435.735, 440180
441.300-310, and 447.50-57;

3.13.1.2.5 State administrative rules and laws pertaining to
transfers and discharges, such as RSA 151:26;

3.13.1.2.6 State administrative rules and laws pertaining to
confidentiality;

3.13.1.2.7 American Recovery and Reinvestment Act;

3.13.1.2.8 Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964;

3.13.1.2.9 The Age Discrimination Act of 1975;

3.13.1.2.10 The Rehabilitation Act of 1973;

3.13.1.2.11 Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972
(regarding education programs and activities);

3.13.1.2.12 The ADA;

3.13.1.2.1342 CFR Part 2; and

3.13.1.2.14 Section 1557 of the Affordable Care Act [42
CFR438.3(f)(1); 42 CFR 438.100(d)]

3.13.1.3 The MCO shall comply with all aspects of the DHHS Sentinel
Event Policy PR 10-01, effective September 2010, and any subsequent
versions and/or amendments;

3.13.1.3.1 The MCO shall cooperate with any investigation of a
Sentinel event, including involvement in the Sentinel Event Review
team, and provide any information requested by DHHS to conduct
the Sentinel Event Review;

3.13.1.3.2 The MCO shall report to DHHS within twenty-four (24)
hours any time a sentinel event occurs with one of its Members.
This does not replace the MCO's responsibility to notify the
appropriate authority if the MCO suspects a crime has occuired;
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3.13.1.3.3 The MCO shall comply with all statutoiily mandated
reporting requirements, including but not limited to. RSA 161-F:42-
54andRSA169-C:29:

3.13.1.3.4 In instances where the time frames detailed in the
Agreement conflict with those In the DHHS Sentinel Event Policy,
the policy requirements will prevail.

3.13.2 Non-Discrimination

3.13.2.1 The MCO shall require Participating Providers and
Subcontractors to comply with the laws listed in Section 3.13.1 (General
Requirements) above, and the provisions of Executive Order 11246, Equal
Opportunity, dated September 24, 1965, and all rules and regulations
issued thereunder, and any other laws, regulations, or orders which
prohibit discrimination on grounds of age, race, ethnicity, mental or
physical disability, sexual or affection orientation or preference, marital
status, genetic information, source of payment, sex, color, creed, religion,
or national origin or ancestry. [42 CFR 438.3(d)(4)]''

3.13.3 Reporting Discrimination Grievances

3.13.3.1 The MCO shall forward to DHHS copies of all. grievances
alleging discrimination against Members because of race, color, creed,
sex, religion, age, national origin, ancestry, marital status, sexual or
affectional orientation, physical or mental disability or gender identity for
review and appropriate action within three (3) business days of receipt by
the MCO.

3.13.3.2 Failure to submit any such grievance within three (3) business
days may result in the imposition of liquidated damages as outlined in
Section 5.5.2. (Liquidated Damages).

3.13.4 Americans .with Disabilities Act

3.13.4.1 The MCO shall have written policies and procedures that ensure
compliance with requirements of the ADA, and a written plan to monitor
compliance to determine the ADA requirements are being met.

3.13.4.2 The ADA compliance plan shall be sufficient to determine the
specific actions that shall be taken to remove existing barriers and/or to
accommodate the needs of Members who are qualified individuals with a
disability.

3.13.4.3 The ADA compliance plan shall include the assurance of
appropriate physical access to obtain included benefits for all Members
who are qualified individuals with a disability, including but not limited to
street level access or accessible ramp into facilities; access to lavatory;
and access to examination rooms.
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3.13.4.4 A "Qualified Individual with a Disability," defined pursuant to 42
U.S.C. Section 12131(2), is an individual with a disability who, with or
without reasonable modifications to rules, policies, or practices, the
removal of architectural, communication, or transportation barriers, or the
provision of Auxiliary Aids , and services, meets the essential eligibility
requirements for the receipt of services or the participation in programs or
activities provided by a public entity.

3.13.4.5 The MCO shall require Participating Providers and
Subcontractors to comply with the requirements of the ADA. In providing
Covered Services, the MCO shall not directly or indirectly, through
contractual, licensing, or other arrangements, discriminate against
Medicaid Merhbers who are qualified Individuals with disabilities covered
by the provisions of the ADA.

3.13.4.6 The MCO shall survey Participating Providers of their
compliance with the ADA using a standard survey document that shall be
provided by DHHS. Completed survey documents shall be kept on file by
the MCO and shall be available for inspection by DHHS.

3.13.4.7 The MCO shall, in accordance with Exhibit G (Certification
Regarding ADA Compliance), annually submit to DHHS a written
certification that it is conversant with the requirements of the ADA, that it is
in compliance with the ADA, that it has complied with this Section 3.13.4
(Americans with Disabilities Act) of the Agreement, and that it has
assessed its Participating Provider network and certifies that Participating
Providers meet ADA requirements to the best of the MCO's knowledge.

3.13.4.8 The MCO warrants that it shall hold the State harmless and
indemnify the State from any liability which may be imposed upon the
State as a result of any failure of the MCO to be in compliance with the
ADA.

3.13.4.9 Where applicable, the MCO shall abide by the provisions of
Section 504 of the Federal Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as amended, 29
U.S.C. Section 794, regarding access to programs and facilities by people
with disabilities.

3.13.5 Non-Dlscrlmlnatlon In Employment

3.13.5.1 The MCO shall not discriminate against any employee or
applicant for employment because of age, sex, gender identity, race, color,
sexual orientation, marital status, familial status, or physical or mental
disability, religious creed or national origin.

3.13.5.2 The MCO shall take affirmative action to ensure that applicants
are employed, and that employees are treated during employment, without ̂
regard to their age, sex, gender identity, race, color, sexual orientation,
marital status, familial status, or physical or mental disability, religious
creed or national origin.
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3.13.5.3 Such action shall include, but not be limited to the following;
employment, upgrading, demotion, or transfer; recruitment or recruitment
advertising; layoff or termination; rates of pay or other forms of
compensation; and selection for training. Including apprenticeship.
3.13.5.4 The MCO agrees to post in conspicuous places, available to
employees and applicants for employment, notices to be provided by the
contracting officer setting forth the provisions of this nondiscriminatlon
clause.

3.13.5.5 The MCO shall. In all solicitations or advertisements for
employees placed by or on behalf of the MCO, state that all qualified
applicants shall receive consideration for employment without regard to
age, sex, gender identity, race, color, sexual orientation, marital status,
familial status, or physical or mental disability, religious creed or national
origin.

3.13.5.6 The MCO shall send to each labor union or representative of
workers with which it has a collective bargaining agreement or other
agreement or understanding, a notice, to be provided by the agency
contracting officer, advising the labor union or workers' representative of
the MCO's commitments under Section 202 of Executive Order No. 11246
of September 24, 1965, and shall post copies of the notice in conspicuous
places available to employees and applicants for employment.
3.13.5.7 The MCO shall comply with all provisions of Executive Order No.
11246 of Sept. 24, 1965, and of the rules, regulations, and relevant orders
of the Secretary of Labor.

3.13.5.8 The MCO shall furnish all information and reports required by
Executive Order No. 11246 of September 24, 1965, and by trie rules,
regulations, and orders of the Secretary of Labor, or pursuant thereto, and
sjiall p^mJ_aMess.tp its^books, records, and accounts by.DHHS and-the
Secretary of Labor for purposes of investigation to ascertain compliance
with such rules, regulations, and orders.

3.13.5.9 The MCO shall include the provisions described in this Section
3.13.5 (Non-Discrimination in Employment) in every contract with a
Subcontractor or purchase order unless exempted by rules, regulations, or
orders of the Secretary of Labor issued pursuant to Section 204 of
Executive Order No. 11246 of September 24, 1965, so that such
provisions shall be binding upon each Subcontractor or vendor.

3.13.5.10 The MCO shall take such action with respect to any contract
wth a Subcontractor or purchase order as may be directed by the
Secretary of Labor as a means of enforcing such provisions including
sanctions for noncompllance, provided, however, that in the event the
MCO becomes involved in, or is threatened with, litigation with a
Subcontractor or vendor as a result of such direction, the MCO may
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request the United States to enter into such litigation to protect the
interests of the United States.

3.13.6 Non-Compllance

3.13.6.1 In the event of the MCO's noncompliance with the non-
discrimination clauses of this Agreement or with any of such rules,
regulations., or orders, this Agreement may be cancelled, terminated or
suspended in whole or in part and the MCO may be declared ineligible for
further government contracts in accordance with procedures authorized in
Executive Order No. 11246 of Sept. 24. 1965, and such other sanctions
may be imposed and remedies invoked as provided in Executive Order
No. 11246 of September 24, 1965, or by rule, regulation, or order of the
Secretary of Labor, or as otherwise provided by law.

3.13.7 Changes in Law

3.13.7.1 The MCO shall implement appropriate program, policy or system
changes, as required by changes to State and federal laws or regulations
or interpretations thereof.

3.14 Subcontractors

3.14.1 MCO Obligations

3.14.1.1 The MCO shall maintain ultimate responsibility for adhering to,
and otherwise fully complying with the terms and conditions of this
Agreement, notvrithstanding any relationship the MCO may have with the
Subcontractor, including being subject to any remedies contained in this
Agreement, to the same extent as if such obligations, services and
functions were performed by the MCO.

3.14.1.2 For the purposes of this Agreement, such work performed by.
any Subcontractor shall be deemed performed by the MCO.'[42 CFR
438.230(b)]

3.14.1.3 DHHS reserves the right to require the replacement of any
Subcontractor or other contractor found by DHHS to be unacceptable or
unable to meet the requirements of this Agreement, and to object to the
selection or use of a Subcontractor or contract.

3.14.1.4 The MCO, regardless of its written agreements with any
Subcontractors, maintains ultimate responsibility for complying with this
Agreement.

3.14.1.5 The MCO shall have oversight of all Subcontractors' policies and
procedures for compliance with the False Claims Act (FCA) and other
State and federal laws described in Section 1902(a)(68) of the Social
Security Act, including information about rights of employees to be
protected as whistleblowers.
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3.14.2 Contracts with Subcontractors

3.14.2.1 The MOO shall have a written agreement between the MOO and
each Subcontractor which includes, but shall not be limited to:

3.14.2.1.1 All required activities and obligations of the
Subcontractor and related reporting responsibilities and
safeguarding of Confidential Information according to State rules,
and State and federal laws;

3.14.2.1.2 Full disclosure of the method and amount of

comperisation or other consideration received by the
Subcontractor;

3.14.2.1.3 Amount, duration, and scope of services to be provided
by the Subcontractor;

3.14.2.1.4 Tenn of the agreement, methods of extension, and
termination rights;

3.14.2.1.5 The process to transition services when the agreement
expires or terminates;

3.14.2.1.6 Information about the grievance and appeal system
and the rights of the Member as described In 42 CFR 438.414 and
42 CFR 438.10(g);

3.14.2.1.7 Requirements to comply with all applicable Medicaid
laws, regulations, including applicable subregulatory guidance and
applicable provisions of this Agreement;

3.14.2.1.8 Requirements for the Subcontractor:

3.14.2.1.8.1.To hold harmless DHHS and its

employees, and all Members served under the terms of
this Agreement in the event of non-payment by the
MCO;

3.14.2.1.8.2.T0 indemnify and hpid harmless DHHS
and its employees against all injuries, deaths, losses,
damages, claims, suits, liabilities, judgments, costs and
expenses which may in any manner accrue against
DHHS or its employees through intentional misconduct,
negligence, or omission of the Subcontractor, its
agents, officers, employees or contractors;

3.14.2.1.9 Requirements that provide that:
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3.14.2.1.9.1.The MCO. DHHS, NH Medicald Fraud
Control Unit (MFCU), NH Department of Justice (DOJ),
U.S. DOJ, the GIG, and the Comptroller General or
their respective designees shall have the right to audit,
evaluate, and inspect, and that it shall make available
for the purpose of audit, evaluation or inspection, any
premises, physical facilities, equipment, books,
records, contracts, computer or other electronic
systems of the Subcontractor, or of the Subcontractor's
contractor, that pertain to any aspect of .the services
and/or activities performed or determination of amounts
payable under this Agreement; [42 CFR
438.230(c)(3)(i) & (ii); 42 CFR 438.3(k)]

3.14.2.1.9.2.The Subcontractor shall further agree that
it can be audited for ten (10) years from the final date
of the Term or from the date of any completed audit,
whichever is later; and [42 CFR 438.230(c)(3)(iii); 42
CFR 438.3(k)]

3.14.2.1.9.3.The MCO, DHHS, MFCU, NH DOJ, U.S.
DOJ, OIG, and the Comptroller General or their
respective designees may conduct an audit at any time
if DHHS, MFCU, NH DOJ, U.S. DOJ, the OIG, and the
Comptroller General or their respective designee
determines that there is a reasonable possibility of
fraud, potential Member harm or similar risk. [42 CFR
438.230(c)(3)(lv); 42 CFR 438.3(k)]

3.14.2.1.10Subcontractor's agreement to notify the MCO within
one (1) business day of being cited by any State or federal
regulatory authority;

3.14.2.1.11 Require Subcontractor to submit ownership and
controlling interest Information as required by Section 3.10.3
(Ownership and Control Disclosures);

3.14.2.1.12 Require Subcontractors to investigate and disclose to
the MCO, at contract execution or renewal, and upon request by
the MCO of the Identified person who has been convicted of a
criminal offense related to that person's Involvement in any
program under Medicare or Medicaid since the inception of those
programs and who is [42 CFR 455.106(a)]:

3.14.2.1.12.1. A person who has an ownership or
control interest in the Subcontractor or Participating
Provider; [42 CFR 455.106(a)(1)]
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3.14.2.1.12.2. An agent or person who has been
delegated the authority to obligate or act on behalf of
the Subcontractor or Participating Provider; or [42 CFR
455.101; 42 CFR 455.106(a)(1)]

3.14.2.1.12.3. An agent, managing employee, general
manager, business manager, administrator, director, or
other individual who exercises operational or
managerial control over, or who directly or Indirectly
conducts the day-to-day operation of, the
Subcontractor or Participating Provider [42 CFR
455.101; 42 CFR 455.106(a)(2)]

3.14.2.1.13 Require Subcontractor to screen Its directors, officers,
employees, contractors and Subcontractors against each of the
Exclusion Lists on a monthly basis and report to the MCO any
person or entity appearing on any of the Exclusion Lists and begin
termination proceedings within forty-eight (48) hours unless the
individual Is part of a federally-approved waiver program;

3.14.2.1.14 Require Subcontractor to have a compliance plan that
meets the requirements of 42 CFR Section 438.608 and policies
and procedurjes that meet the Deficit Reduction Act (DRA) of 2005
requirements;

3.14.2.1.15 Prohibit Subcontractor from making payments or
deposits for Medicaid-covered Items or seryiceis to financial
institutions located outside of the United States or its territories;

3.14.2.1.16A provision for revoking delegation of activities or
obligations, or imposing other sanctions if the Subcontractor's
performance
DHHS;

is determined to be unsatisfactory by the MCO or

3.14.2:1.17 Subcontractor's agreement to comply with the ADA, as
required by Section 3.13.4 (Americans with Disabilities Act) above;

3.14.2.1.18 Include provisions of this Section 3.14.2 (Contracts with
Subcontractors) in every Subcontract or purchase order unless
exempted by rules, regulations, or orders of the Secretary of Labor
issued pursuant to Section 204 of Executive Order No. 11246 of
September 24,1965;

3.14.2.1.19 Require any Subcontractor, to the extent that the
Subcontractor Is delegated responsibility by the MCO for coverage
of services jand payment of claims under this Agreement, to
implement policies and procedures, as reviewed by DHHS, for
reporting of all Overpayments identified, including embezzlement or
receipt of Capitation Payments to which it was not entitled or
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recovered, specifying the Overpayments due to potential fraud, to
the State; ■ :

3.14.2.1.20 Require any Subcontractor to comply with all applicable
Medicaid laws, regulations, including applicable subregulatory
guidance and Agreement provisions. [42 CFR 438.230(c)(2): 42
CFR 43j3.3(k)]

3.14.2.1.21 Require any Subcontractor to comply with any other
provisions specifically required under this Agreement or the
applicable requirements of 42 CFR 438. [42 CFR 438.230]

3.14.2.2 The MCO shall notify DHHS in writing within one (1) business
day of becoming aware that its Subcontractor is cited as non-compliant or
deficient by any State or federal regulatory authority.

3.14.2.3 If any of the MCO's activities or obligations under this
Agreement are delegated to a Subcontractor:

3.14.2.3.1 The activities and obligations, and related reporting
responsibilities, are specified in the contract or written agreement
between the MCO and the Subcontractor; and

3.14.2.3.2 The contract or written arrangement between the MCO
and the Subcontractor shall either provide for revocation of the
delegation of activities or obligations, or specify other remedies in
instances where the state or the MCO determines that the

Subcontractor has not performed satisfactorily. [42 CFR
438.230(c)(1)(i) - (iii); 42 CFR 438.3(k)]

3.14.2.4 Subcontractors or any other party performing utilization review
are required to be licensed in NH.

3.14.3 Notice and Approval

3.14.3.1 The MCO shall submit all Subcontractor agreements and
Subcontractor Provider agreements to DHHS, for review at least sixty (60)
calendar days prior to the anticipated implementation date of that
Subcontractor agreement, any time there is a renewal or extension
amendment to a Subcontractor agreement already reviewed by DHHS or
there is a substantial change in scope or terms of the Subcontractor
agreement.

3.14.3.2 The MCO remains responsible for ensuring that all Agreement
requirements are met, including requirements requiring the integration of
physical and behavioral health, and that the Subcontractor adheres to all
State and federal laws, regulations and related guidance and guidelines.

3.14.3.3 The MCO shall notify DHHS of any change in Subcontractors
and shall submit a new Subcontractor agreement for review sixty (60)
calendar days prior to the start date of the new Subcontractor agreement.
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3.14.3.4 Review by DHHS of a Subcontractor agreement does not relieve
the MCO from any obligation or responsibility regarding the Subcontractor
and does not imply any obligation by DHHS regarding the Subcontractor or
Subcontractor agreement.

3.14.3.5 DHHS may grant a written exception to the notice requirements
of this Section 3.14.3 (Notice and Approval) if, in DHHS's reasonable
determination, the MCO has shown good cause for a shorter notice period.
3.14.3.6 The MCO shall notify DHHS within five (5) business days of
receiving notice from a Subcontractor of its intent to terminate a
Subcontractor agreement.

3.14.3.7 The MCO shall notify DHHS of any material breach by
Subcontractor of an agreement between the MCO and the Subcontractor
that may result in the MCO being non-compliant with or violating this
Agreement within one (1) business day of validation that such breach has
occurred.

3.14.3.8 The MCO shall take any actions directed by DHHS to cure or
remediate said breach by the Subcontractor.

3.14.3.9 In the event of material change, breach or termination of a
Subcontractor agreement between the MCO and a Subcontractor, the
MCO's notice to DHHS shall include a transition plan for DHHS's review
and approval.

3.14.4 MCO Oversight of Subcontractors

3.14.4.1 The MCO shall provide its Subcontractors with training materials
regarding preventing fraud, waste and abuse and shall require the MCO's
hotline to be publicized to Subcontractors' staff who provide services to the

. MCO.

3.-14.4.2 The MCO shall oversee and be-held accountable for any
functions and responsibilities that it delegates to any Subcontractor In
accordance with 42 CFR 438.230 and 42 CFR Section 438.3, including:

3.14.4.2.1 Prior to any delegation, the MCO shall evaluate the
prospective Subcontractor's ability to perform the Social Security
activities to be delegated;

3.14.4.2.2 The MCO shall audit the Subcontractor's compliance
with its agreement with the. MCO and the applicable terms of this
Agreement, at least annually and when there is a substantial
change in the scope or terms of the Subcontractor agreement; and

3.14.4.2.3 The MCO shall identify deficiencies or areas for
improvement, if any. The MCO shall prompt the Subcontractor to
take corrective action.
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3.14.4.3 The MCO shall develop and maintain a system for regular and
periodic monitoring of each Subcontractor's compliance with the terms of
its agreement and this Agreement.

3.14.4.4 If the MCO identifies deficiencies or areas for improvement in
the Subcontractor's performance that affect compliance with this
Agreement, the MCO shall notify DHHS within seven (7) calendar days
and require the Subcontractor to develop a CAP. The MCO shall provide
DHHS with a copy of the Subcontractor's GAP within thirty (30) calendar
days upon DHHS request, which is subject to DHHS approval r42 CFR
438.230 and 42 CFR Section 438.3]

3.16 Staffing

3.16.1 Key Personnel

3.15.1.1 The MCO shall commit key personnel to the MOM program on a
full-time basis. Positions considered to be key personnel, along with any
specific requirements for each position, include:

3.15.1.1.1 CEO/Executive Director: Individual shall have clear
authority over the general administration and day-to-day business
activities of this Agreement.

3.15.1.1.2 Finance Officer: Individual shall be responsible for
accounting and finance operations, including all audit activities.

,3.15.1.1.3 Medical Director: Individual shall be a physician
licensed by the NH Board of Medicine, shall oversee and be
responsible for all clinical activities, including but not limited to, the
proper provision of Covered Services to Members, developing
clinical practice standards and clinical policies'and procedures.

3.15.1.1.3.1.The Medical Director shall have
substantial involvement in QAPI Program activities and
shall attend monthly, or as otherwise requested, in-
person meetings with the DHHS Medical Director.

3.15.1.1.3.2. The Medical Director shall have a
minimum of five (5) years of experience in government

,  programs (e.g. Medicaid, Medicare, and Public Health).

3.15.1.1.3.3.The Medical Director shall have oversight
of all utilization review techniques and methods and
their administration and implementation.

3.15.1.1.4 Quality Improvement Director: Individual shall be
responsible for all QAPI program activities.

3.15.1.1.4.1.Individual shall have relevant experience
in quality management for physical and/or behavioral
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health care and shall participate in regular Quality
Improvement meetings with DHHS and the othe'r
MCOs to review quality related initiatives and how
those initiatives can be coordinated across the MCOs.

3.15.1.1.5 Compliance Officer: Individual shall be responsible for
developing and implementing policies, procedures, and practices
designed to ensure compliance with the requirements of the
Agreement.

3.15.1.1.5.1.The Compliance Officer shall report
directly to the NH-based CEO or the executive director
thereof.

3.15.1.1.6 Network Management Director: Individual shall be
responsible for development and maintenance of the MCO's
Participating Provider network.

3.15.1.1.7 Provider Relations Manager: Individual shall be
responsible for provision of all MCO Provider services activities.

3.15.1.1.7.1.The manager shall have prior experience
with individual physicians, Provider groups and
facilities.

3.15.1.1.8 Member Services Manager: Individual shall be
responsible for provision of all MCO Member Services activities.

3.15.1.1.8.1. The manager shall have prior experience
with Medicaid populations.

3.15.1.1.9 Utilization Management (UM) Djrector: Individual shall
be responsible for all UM activities.

3.15.1.1.9.1.This person shall be under the direct
supelvision'df theMedicarDirector and shall ensure
that UM staff has appropriate clinical backgrounds in
order to make appropriate UM decisions regarding
Medically Necessary Services.

3.15.1.1.9.2.The MCO shall also ensure that the UM

program assigns responsibility to appropriately
licensed clinicians, including a behavioral health and a
LTSS professional for those respective services.

3.15.1.1.10 Systems Director/Manager: Individual shall be
responsible for all MCO information systems supporting this
Agreement, including but not limited to continuity and Jntegiity of
operations, continuity flow of records with DHHS's information
systems and providing necessary and timely reports to DHHS.
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3.15.1.1.11 Encounter Manager: Individual shall be responsible for
and qualified by training and experience to oversee encounter
submittal and processing to ensure the accuracy, timeliness, and
completeness of encounter reporting.

3.15.1.1.12 Claims Manager: Individual shall be responsible for and
qualified by training and experience to oversee claims processing
and to ensure the accuracy, timeliness, and completeness of
processing payment and reporting.

3.15.1.1.13 Pharmacy Manager: Individual shall be a pharmacist
licensed by the NH Board of Pharmacy and shall have a minimum
of five (5) years pharmacy experience as a practicing pharmacist.

3.15.1.1.13.1. The Individual shall be responsible for
all pharmacy activities, including but not limited to the
Lock-In Program, coordinating clinical criteria for Prior
Authorizations, compliance with the opioid prescribing
requirements outlined in Section 4.11.6 (Substance
Use Disorder) and overseeing the Drug Utilization
Review (DUR) Board or the Pharimacy and
Therapeutics Committee.

3.15.1.1.14 Substance Use Disorder Physician: Individual shall be
an Addiction Medicine Physician licensed by the NH Board of
Medicine.

3.15.1.1.14.1. The individual shall be responsible for
providing clinical oversight and guidance for the MOO
on Substance Use Disorder issues, including issues
such as the use of ASAM or other evidence-based

assessments and treatment protocols, the use of MAT,
engagements with PRSS, and discharge planning for
Members who visit an ED or are hospitalized for an
overdose.

3.15.1.1.14.2. The Substance Use Disorder Physician .
shall be available to the MOM program on a routine
basis for consultations on MOO clinical policy related to
Substance Use Disorders and the cases of individual

Members, as needed.

3.15.1.2 Coordinators shall be responsible for overseeing Care
Coordination and Care Management activities for MCO Members with
complex medical, behavioral health, DD, and long term care needs; or for
overseeing other activities.

3.15.1.3 Coordinators shall also serve as liaisons to DHHS staff for their

respective functional areas. The MCO shall assign coordinators to each of
the following areas on a full-time basis:
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3.15.1.3.1 Special Needs Coordinator: Individual shall have a
minimum of a Master's Degree from a recognized college or
university with major study in Social Work, Psychology,' Education,
Public Health or a related field.

3.15.1.3.1.1.Individual shall have a minimum of eight
(8) years demonstrated experience both In the
provision of direct care services as. well as
progressively Increasing levels of management
responsibilities with a particular focus on special needs
populations.

3.15.1.3.1.2.The Special Needs Coordinator shall be
responsible for ensuring compliance with and
implementation of requirements for Adults and Children
with Special Care Needs related to Care Management,
Network Adequacy, access to Benefits, and Utilization
Management.

3.15.1.3.2 Developmental Disability Coordinator: Individual shall
have a minimum of a Master's Degree from a recognized college or
university with major study in Social Work, Psychology, Education,
Public Health or a related field.

3.15.1.3.2.1.Individual shall have a minimum of eight
(8) years demonstrated experience both In the
provision of direct care services as well as
progressively increasing levels of management
responsibilities, with a particular focus on direct care
and administrative responsibilities related to services
provided for developmentally disabled individuals.

.3-15,1.3.2.2.The DevelopmentaLDisabillty Coordinator
shall be responsible for ensuring coordination with
LTSS Case Managers for Members enrolled in the
MCO but who have sen/ices covered outside of the
MCO's Covered Services.

3.15.1.3.3 Mental Health Coordinator: Individual shall oversee the
delivery of Mental Health Services to ensure that there Is a single
point of oversight and accountability.

3.15.1.3.3.1.Individual shall have a minimum of a
Master's Degree from a recognized college or
university with major study in Social Work, Psychology,
Education, Public Health or a related field.

3.15.1.3.3.2.Individual shall have a minimum of eight
(8) years demonstrated experience both In the
provision of direct care services as well as
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progressively increasing levels of management
responsibilities, with.a particular focus on direct care
and administrative responsibilities within Community
Mental Health Services.

3.15.1.3.3.3.0ther key functions shall include
coordinating Mental Health Services across all
functional areas including: quality management;
oversight of the behavioral health Subcontract, as
applicable; Care Management; Utilization
Management; network development and management;
Provider relations; implementation and interpretation of
clinical policies and procedures; and Social
Determinants of Health and community-based
resources.

3.15.1.3.4 Substance Use Disorder Coordinator: Individual shall
be an addiction medicine specialist on staff or under contract who
works with the Substance Use Disorder Physician to provide
clinical oversight and guidance to the MCO on Substance Use
Disorder issues.

3.15.1.3.4.1.The Substance Use Disorder Coordinator

shall be a Masters Licensed Alcohol and Drug
Counselor (MLADC) or Licensed Mental Health
Professional who is able to demonstrate experience in
the treatment of Substance Use Disorder.

3.15.1.3.4.2.The individual shall have expertise in
screening, assessments, treatment, and Recovery
strategies; use of MAT; strategies for working with child
welfare agencies, correctional institutions and other
health and social service agencies that serve
individuals with Substance Use Disorders.

3.15.1.3.4.3.The Individual shall be available to the

MCM program on a routine basis for consultations on
clinical, policy and operational issues, as well as the
disposition of individual cases.

3.15.1.3.4.4.Other key functions shall include
coordinating Substance Use Disorder services and
treatment across all functional areas Including: quality
management; oversight of the behavioral health
Subcontract, as applicable; Care Management;
Utilization Management; network development and
management; Provider relations; and social
determinants of health and community-based
resources.
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3.15.1.3.5 Long Term Care Coordinator: Individual shall be
responsible for coordinating managed care Covered Services with
FFS and waiver programs.

3.15.1.3.5.1.The individual shall have a minimum of a
Master's Degree In a Social Work. Psychology.
Education, Public Health or a related field and have a
minimum of eight (8) years of demonstrated experience
both In the provision of direct care services at
progressively Increasing levels of management
responsibilities, with a particular focus on direct care
and administrative responsibilities related to long term
care services.

3.15.1.3.6 Grievance Coordinator: Individual shall be responsible
for overseeing the MCO's Grievance System.

3.15.1.3.7 Fraud. Waste, and Abuse Coordinator: Individual shall
be responsible for tracking, reviewing, monitoring, and reducing
fraud, waste and abuse.

3.15.1.3.8 Housing Coordinator: Individual shall be responsible for
helping to identify, secure, and maintain community based housing
for Members and developing, articulating, and Implementing a
broader housing strategy within the MCO to expand housing
availability/options.

3.15.1.3.8.1.The Housing Coordinator shall act as the
MCO's central housing expert/resource, providing
education and assistance to all MCO's relevant staff
(care managers and others) regarding supportive
housing services and related Issues.

3.15.1.3.8.2.The Housing "Coordinator- shall be a
dedicated staff person whose primary responsibility is
housing-related work.

3.15.1.3.8.3.The Housing Coordinator shall not be a
staff person to whom housing-related work has been
added to their existing responsibilities and function
within the MCO.

3.15.1.3.8.4.The Housing Coordinator shall act as a
liaison with the Department's Bureau of Housing and
Homeless Services to receive training and work in
collaboration on capacity requirements/building.

3.15.1.3.8.5. The Housing Coordinator shall have at
least two (2) year's full-time experience is assisting
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vulnerable populations to secure accessible, affordable
housing.

3.15.1.3.8.6.The Coordinator shall be familiar with the

relevant public and private housing resources and
stakeholders.

3.15.1.3.9 Prior Authorization Coordinator; Individual shall be

responsible for all MCO Utilization Management activities and shall
work under the direct supervision of the Medical Director.

3.15.1.3.9.1.The Prior Authorization Coordinator shall

ensure that all staff performing prior authorization
functions have the necessary clinical backgrounds
needed to apply established coverage criteria and
make appropriate decisions based on medical
necessary.

3.15.1.3.9.2.The individual shall be licensed by the NH
Board of Nursing and have a minimum of eight (8)
years of demonstrated experience in both the provision
of direct clinical services as well as progressively
increasing levels of management responsibilities with a
particular focus on performance of a variety of
utilization functions including conducting Inter-rater
reliability quality audits.

3.16.2 Other MCO Required Staff

3.15.2.1 Fraud, Waste, and Abuse Staff: The MCO shall establish a

Special Investigations Unit (SlU), which shall be comprised of experienced
fraud, waste and abuse investigators who have the appropriate training,
education, experience, and job knowledge to perform and carry out all of
the functions, requirements, roles and duties contained herein.

3.15.2.1.1 At a minimum, the SlU shall have at least two (2) fraud,
waste and abuse investigators and one (1) Fraud, Waste and
Abuse Coordinator.

3.15.2.1.2 The MCO shall adequately staff the SlU to ensure that
the MCO meets Agreement provisions of Section 5.3.2 (Fraud,
Waste and Abuse).

3.15.2.2 Behavioral Health Clinical Providers to Minimize Psychiatric
Boarding: The MCO shall supply a sufficient number of hospital-
credentialed Providers in order to provide assessments and treatment for
Members who are subject to, or at risk for. Psychiatric Boarding.

3.15.2.2.1 The number of such hospital-credentialed Providers
shall be sufficient to provide Initial on-site assistance within twelve
(12) hours of a Member arriving at an. ED and within twenty-four
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(24) hours of a Member being placed on observation or inpatient
status to await an inpatient psychiatric bed.

3.15.2.2.2 The initial on-site assistance provided within these
required timelines shall include a beneficiary-specific plan for
discharge, treatment, admittance or transfer to New Hampshire
Hospital, or another Designated Receiving Facility.

3.15.2.2.3 Each such hospital-credentialed Provider shall have the
clinical expertise to reduce Psychiatric Boarding and possess or be
trained on the resources, including local community resources, that
can be deployed to discharge the Member safely to the community
or to a step down facility when an inpatient stay is not clinically
required.

3.15.2.3 Staff for Members at New Hampshire Hospital: The MCO shall
designate an on-site liaison with privileges at New Hampshire Hospital to
continue the Member's Care Management, and assist in facilitating a
coordinated discharge planning process for Members admitted to New
Hampshire Hospital.

3.15.2.4 Additional Behavioral Health Staff: The MCO shall designate
one (1) or more staff who have behavioral health specific managed care
experience to provide in-person housing assistance to Members who are
homeless and oversee:

3.15.2.4.1 Behavioral health Care Management;

3.15.2.4.2 Behavioral health Utilization Management;
3.15.2.4.3 Behavioral health network development; and

3.15.2.4.4 The behavioral health Subcontract, as applicable.
3.15.2.5 Any subcontracted personnel or entity engaged in decision-
making-for-the MCO regarding clinical policies related to~Substance Use
Disorder or mental health shall have demonstrated experience working in
direct care for Members with Substance Use Disorder or mental health.

3.15.2.6 The crisis lines and Emergency Services teams shall employ
clinicians and certified Peer Support Specialists who are trained to
mariage crisis intervention calls and who have access to a clinician
available to evaluate the Member on a face-to-face basis in the community
to address the crisis and evaluate the need for hospitalization.

3.15.3 On-Slte Presence

3.15.3.1 The MCO shall have an on-site presence in New Hampshire.
On-site presence for the purposes of this Section 3.15.3 of the Agreement
means that the MCO's personnel identified below regularly reports to work
in the State of New Hampshire:
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3.15.3.1.1 CEO/Executive Director;

3.15.3.1.2 Medical Director;

3.15.3.1.3 Quality Improvement Director;

3.15.3.1.4 Compliance Officer;

3.15.3.1.5 Network Management Director;

3.15.3.1.6 Provider Relations Manager;

3.15.3.1.7 Utilization Management Director;

3.15.3.1.8 Pharmacy Manager;

3.15.3.1.9 Substance Use Disorder Physician;

3.15.3.1.lOSpecial Needs Coordinator;

3.15.3.1.11 Mental Health Coordinator:

3.15.3.1.12 Substance Use Disorder Coordinator;

3.15.3.1.13 DD Coordinator;

3.15.3.1.14 Long Term Care Coordinator;

3.15.3.1.15 Housing Coordinator;

3.15.3.1.ISGrievance Coordinator;

3.15.3.1.17 Fraud, Waste, and Abuse Coordinator; and

3.15.3.1.18 Prior Authorization Coordinator.

3.15.3.2 Upon DHHS's request, MCO required staff who are not located
in New Hampshire shall travel to New Hampshire for in-person meetings.

3.15.3.3 The MCO shall provide to DHHS for review and approval key
personnel and qualifications no later than sixty (60) calendar days prior to
the start of the program.

3.15.3.4 The MCO shall staff the program with the key personnel as
specified in this Agreement, or shall propose alternate staffing subject to
review and approval by DHHS, which approval shall not be unreasonably
withheld.

3.15.3.5 DHHS may grant a written exception to the notice requirements
of this section if, in DHHS's reasonable determination, the MCO has
shown good cause for a shorter notice period.

3.15.4 General Staffing Provisions

3.15.4.1 The MCO shall provide sufficient staff to perform all tasks
specified in this Agreement. The MCO shall maintain a level of staffing
necessary to perform and carry out all of the functions, requirements,
roles, and duties in a timely manner as contained herein. In the event that
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the MCO does not maintain a level of staffing sufficient to fully perform the
functions, requirements, roles, and duties, DHHS may impose liquidated
damages, in accordance with Section 5.5.2 (Liquidated Damages).

3.15.4.2 The MCO shall ensure that all staff receive appropriate training,
education, experience, and orientation to fulfill the requirements of the
positions they hold and shall verify and document that it has met this
requirement.

3.15.4.2.1 This includes keeping up-to-date records and
documentation of all individuals requiring licenses and/or
certifications and such records shall be available for DHHS
inspection.

3.15.4.3 All key personnel shall be generally available during DHHS
hours of operation and available for in- person or video conferencing
meetings as requested by DHHS.

3.15.4.3.1 The MCO key personnel, and others as required by
DHHS, shall, at a minimum, be available for monthly in-person
meetings in NH with DHHS.

3.15.4.4 The MCO shall make best efforts to notify DHHS at least thirty
(30) calendar days in advance of any plans to change, hire, or reassign
designated key personnel.

3.15.4.5 If a member of the MCO's key personnel is to be replaced for
any reason while the MCO is under Agreement, the MCO shall inform
DHHS within seven (7) calendar days, and submit a transition plan with
proposed alternate staff to DHHS for review and approval, for which
approval shall not be unreasonably withheld.

3.15.4.5.1 The Staffing Transition Plan shall Include, but is not
limited to;

3.15.4.5.1.1.The allocation of resources to the
Agreement during key personnel vacancy;

3.15.4.5.1.2.The timeframe for obtaining key personnel
replacements within ninety (90) calendar days; and

3.15.4.5.1.3.The method for onboarding staff and
bringing key personnel replacements/additions up-to-
date regarding this Agreement.

PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS

4.1 Covered Populations and Services

4.1.1 Overview of Covered Populations
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4.1.1.1 The MCO shall provide and. be responsible for the cost of
managed care services to population groups deemed by DHHS to be
eligible for managed care and to be covered under the terms of this
Agreement, as indicated in the table below.

4.1.1.2 Members enrolled with the MCO who subsequently become
ineligible for managed care during MCO enrollment shall be excluded from
MCO participation. DHHS shall, based on State or federal statute,
regulation, or policy, exclude other Members as appropriate.

'iNofiiiigiegl

Aid to the Needy Blind Non-Dual X

Aid to the Permanently and Totally Disabled Non-Dual X

American Indians and Alaskan Natives X

Auto Eligible and Assigned Newboms X

Breast and Cervical Cancer Program X

Children Enrolled in Special Medical Services/Partners in
Health

X

Children with Supplemental-Security Income X

Family Planning Only Benefit X

FosterCare/Adoption Subsidy X

Granite Advantage (Medicaid Expansion Adults, Frail/Non-
Frail)

X

Health Insurance Premium Payment X

Home Care for Children with Severe Disabilities (Katie
Beckett)

X

In and Out Spend-Down X
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j^Ellgible'fdfr^^IfMpglMiSI

Medicaid Children Funded through the Children's Health
Insurance Program ' X

Medicaid for Employed Adults with Disabilities Non-Dual
X

Medicare Duals with full Medicaid Benefits
X

Medicare Savings Program Only (no Medicaid services)
X

Members with Veterans Affairs Benefits
X .

Non-Expansion Poverty Level Adults (Including Pregnant
Women) and Children Non-Dual X

Old Age Assistance Non-Dual
X

Retroactive/Presumptive Eligibility Segments (excluding Auto
Eligible Newborns) X

Third Party Coverage Non-Medicare, Except Members with
Veterans Affairs Benefits X

4.1.2 Overview of Covered Services

The MCO shall cover the pjiysical health. behavloraLhea|th,
pharmacy, and other benefits for all MOO Members, as Indicated In the
summary tal)le below and described in this Agreement. Additional
requirements for Behavioral Health Services are included in Siection 4.11
(Behavioral Health), and additional requirements for pharmacy are
included In Section 4.2 (Pharmacy Management).
4^1.2.2 The MOO shall provide, at a minimum, all services Identified in
the following matrix, and all services In accordance with the CMS-
approved Medicaid State Plan and Alternative Benefit Plan State Plan The
MOO shall cover services consistent with 45 CFR 92.207(b).
4.1.2.3 While the MOO may provide a higher level of service and cover
more services than required by DHHS (as described in Section 4.1.3
(Covered Services Additional Provisions), the MOO shall, at a minimum,
cover the services Identified at least up to the limits described In NH Code
of Administrative Rules, chapter He-E 801, He-E 802. He-W 530, and He-
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M 426. DHHS reserves the right to alter this list at any time by providing
reasonable notice to the MCO. [42 CFR 438.210(a)(1) and (2)]

li^^Manag^.i

5@,oV6r^.d)^^,?--

Acquired Brain Disorder Waiver Services X

Adult Medical Day Care X

Advanced Practice Registered Nurse X

Ambulance Service X

Ambulatory Surgical Center X

Audiology Services X

Behavioral Health Crisis Treatment Center X

Certified Non-Nurse Midwife X

Choices for Independence Waiver Services X

Child Health Support Service - Division for Children, Youth &
Families, except for services eligible under EPSDT X

Community Mental Health Services X

Crisis Inten/ention - Division for Children, Youth & Families X

Developmental Disability Waiver Services X

Dental Benefit Services X

Designated Receiving Facilities X

Developmental Services Early Supports and Services X

Early and Periodic Screening, Diagnostic and Treatment
Services including Applied Behavioral Analysis Coverage X
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* Under age 22 If individual admitted prior to age 21
• Pursuant to 42 CFR 438.6 and 42 CFR 438.3(e)(2)(l) through Oil)

E.g.. Cedaraest

Boston Medical Center Health Plan, Inc.
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Family Planning Services X

Freestanding Birth Centers X

Fumished Medical Supplies & Durable Medical Equipment X

Glencllff Home X

Home Based Therapy - Division for Children, Youth &
Families X

Home Health Services X

Home Visiting Services X

Hospice X

Home and Community-Based In Home Support Services X

Inpatient Hospital X

Inpatient Hospital Swing Beds, Intermediate Care Facility
' ■ s.-

X

Inpatient Hospital Swing Beds. Skilled Nursing Facility X

Inpatient Psychiatric Facility Sen/ices Under Age Twenty-
One (21)® X

Inpatient Psychiatric Treatment In an Institution for Mental
Disease, Excluding New Hampshire Hospital® X

Intensive Home and Community-Based Sen/ices- Division
for Children, Youth & Families X

Intermediate Care Facility Atypical Care X

Intermediate Care Facility for Members with Intellectual
Disabilities^® X

Intermediate Care Facility Nursing Home X
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|r««

Laboratory (Pathology)
X

Medicaid to Schools Services
X

Medical Services Clinic (e.g. Opioid Treatment Program)
X

Non-Emergency Medical Transportation"
X

Occupational Therapy^^
X

Optometric Services Eyeglasses
X

Outpatient Hospital"
X

Personal Care Services
X

Physical Therapy"
X

Physicians Services
X

Placement Services - Division for Children, Youth & Families
X

Podiatrist Services
X

Prescribed Drugs
X

Private Duty Nursing
X

Pnvate Non-Medical Institutional For Children - Division for
Children, Youth & Families X

Psychology
X

Rehabilitative Services Post Hospital Discharge
X

Medically Necessary travel

».rs;c,'Si'i=ssr&'s;;3rrs^^
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iNot-^lncludedr'

Rural Health Clinic & Federally Qualified Health Centers X

Non-Swing Bed Skilled Nursing Facilities X

Skilled Nursing Facilities Skilled Nursing Facilities Atypical
Care

X

Speech Therapy^® X

Substance Use Disorder Services (Per He-W 513)-
including services provided in Institutions for Mental
Diseases pursuant to an approved 1115(a) research and
demonstration waiver

X

Transitional Housing Program Sen/ices and Community
Residential Sen/ices With Wrap-Around Services and
Supports^®

X

Wheelchair Van X

X-Ray Services X

4.1.3 Covered Services Additional Provisions

4.1.3.1 Nothing In this Section 4.1.3 shall be construed to limit the
MCO's ability to otherwise voluntarily provide any other services in addition
to the services required to be.provided.under.this Agreement

4.1.3.2 The MCO shall seek written approval from DHHS, bear the
entire cost of the service, and the utilization and cost of such voluntary
services shall not be inciuded in determining payment rates.

4.1.3.3 All services shall be provided in accordance with 42 CFR
438.210 and 42 CFR 438.207(b). The MCO shall ensure there is no
disruption in service delivery to Members or Providers as the MCO
transitions these services into Medicaid managed care from FFS.

4.1.3.4 The MCO shall adopt written policies and procedures to verify
that services are actually provided. [42 CFR 455.1(a)(2)]

4.1.3.5 In Lieu Of Services

Outpatient Physical Therapy, Occupational Therapy and Speech Therapy services are limited to twenty (20) visits per benefit year
for each type of therapy. Benefit limits are shared between habllltatlon services and outpatient rehabilitation sen/lces

Beginning on January 1,2020.
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4.1.3.5.1 The MCO may provide Members with services or
. settings that-are "In Lieu Of Services or settings included In the
Medicaid State Plan that are more medically appropriate, cost-
effective substitutes for the Medicaid State Plan services. The

MCO may cover In Lieu Of Services if:

4.1.3.5.1.1. DHHS determines that the alternative

service or setting is a medically appropriate and cost-
effective substitute;

4.1.3.5.1.2. The Merhber is not required to use the
alternative service or setting;

4.1.3.5.1.3. The In Lieu Of Service has been

authorized by DHHS; and

4.1.3.5.1.4. The in Lieu Of Service has been offered to

Members at the option of the MCO. [42 CFR
438.3(e)C2)(i) - (Hi)]

4.1.3.5.2 DHHS may determine that the alternative service or
setting is a medically appropriate and cost-effective substitute by
either: prospectively providing to the MCO a list of services that the
MCO may consider in Lieu Of Services; or by the MCO receiving
approval from DHHS to implement an in Lieu Of Service.

4.1.3.5.3 DHHS has authorized medical nutrition, diabetes self-
management, and assistance in finding and keeping housing (not
including rent), as In Lieu Of Services. This list may be expanded
upon or otherwise modified by DHHS through amendments of this
Agreement.

4.1.3.5.4 For the MCO to obtain approval for In Lieu Of Services
not authorized by DHHS, the MCO shall submit an In Lieu Of
Service request to DHHS for each proposed In Lieu of Service not
yet authorized.

4.1.3.5.5 The MCO shall monitor the cost-effectiveness of each

approved In Lieu of Service by tracking utilization and expenditures
and submit an annual update providing an evaluation of the cost-
effectiveness of the alternative service during the previous twelve
(12) months, in accordance with Exhibit 0.

4.1.3.6 Institution for Mental Diseases (IMD)

4.1.3.6.1 Pursuant to 42 CFR 438.6, the MCO shall pay for up to
fifteen (15) inpatient days per calendar month for any Member who
is receiving treatment in an IMD. that is not a state owned or
operated facility for the primary treatment of a psychiatric disorder.

Boston Medical Center Health Plan. Inc. Contractor Initials f(\. Ci>
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4.1.3.6.2 The MCO shall not pay for any days In a given month if
the Member exceeds fifteen (15) Inpatlent days for that month In an
IMD that Is not a state owned or operated facility, unless otherwise
Indicated by DHHS and permitted as a result of a federal waiver or
other authority. The provision of Inpatlent psychiatric treatment in
an IMD shall meet the requirements for In Lieu of Services at 42
CFR 438.3(e)(2)(l)-(lll).

4.1.3.7 Telemediclne

4.1.3.7.1 The MCO shall comply with provisions of RSA 167:4(d)
by providing access to telemediclne services to Members In certain
circumstances.

4.1.3.7.2 The MCO shall develop a telemediclne clinical
coverage policy and submit the policy to DHHS for review. Covered
telemedlcine modalities shall comply with all local, State and
federal laws Including the HIPAA and record retention
requirements.

4.1.3.7.3 The clinical policy shall demonstrate how each covered
telemediclne modality ensures security of, PHI, including data
security and encryption policies.

4.1.3.8 Non-Participating Indian Health Care Providers

4.1.3.8.1 American Indian/Alaska Native Members are permitted
to obtain Covered Services from Non-Participating Indian Health
Care Providers (IHCP) from whom the Member is otherwise eligible
to receive such services. [42 CFR 438.14(b)(4)]

4.1.3.8.2 The MCO shall permit any American Indian/Alaska
Native Member who is eligible to receive services from an IHCP
PCP t^at is a Participating Provider, to choose thatJHCP as their
PCP, as long as that Provider has" capacity to provide the "services.
[American Reinvestment and Recovery Act 5006(d): SMDL 10-001 •
42 CFR 438.14(b)(3)]

4.1.3.9 Moral and Religious Grounds

4.1.3.9.1 An MCO that would otherwise be required to provide,
reimburse for, or provide coverage of a counseling or referral
service Is not required to do so if the MCO objects to the service on
moral or religious grounds. [Section 1932(b){3)(B)(l) of the Social
Security Act; 42 CFR 438.102(a)(2)]

4.1.3.9.2 If the MCO elects not to provide, reimburse for, or
provide coverage of, a counseling or referral service because of an
objection on moral or religious grounds, the MCO shall furnish
information about the services It does not cover to DHHS with Its
application for a Medicaid contract and any time thereafter when it
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adopts such a policy during the Term of this Agreement. [Section
1932(b)(3)(B)(l) of the Social Security Act; 42 CFR
438.102(b)(1)(i)(A)(1H2)]

4.1.3.9.3 If the MCO does not cover counseling or reWal
services because of moral or religious objections and chooses not
to furnish information on how and where to obtain such services,
DHHS shall provide that Information to potential Members upon
request. [42 CFR 438,10(e)(2)(v)(C)J

4.1.4 Cost Sharing

4.1.4.1 Any cost sharing Imposed oh Medicaid Members shall be In
accordance with NH's Medicaid Cost Sharing State Plan Amendment and
Medicaid FFS requirements pursuant to 42 CFR 447.50 through 42 CFR
447.82. [Sections 1916(a)(2)(D) and 1916(b)(2)(D) of the Social Security
Act; 42 CFR 438.108; 42 CFR 447.50 - 82; SMDL 6/16/06]

4.1.4.2 With the exception of Members who are exempt from cost
sharing as described In the Medicaid Cost Sharing State Plan Amendment,
the MCO shall require point of service (PCS) Copayment for services for
Members deemed by DHHS to have annual incomes at or above one
hundred percent (100%) of the FPL as follows:

4.1.4.2.1 A Copayment of one dollar ($1.00) shall be required for
each preferred prescription drug and each refill of a preferred
prescription drug;

4.1.4.2.2 A Copayment of two dollars ($2.00) shall be required
for each non-preferred prescription drug and each refill of a non-
preferred prescription drug, unless the prescribing Provider
determines that a preferred drug will be less effective for the

.  recipient and/or will have adverse effects for the recipient, in which
case the Copay for the non-preferred drug shall be one dollar
($1.00);

4.1.4.2.3 A Copayment of one dollar ($1.00) shall be required for
a prescription drug that is not identified as either a preferred or
non-preferred prescription drug; and

4.1.4.3 The following services are exempt from co-payments:

4.1.4.3.1 emergency services,

4.1.4.3.2 family planning services,

4.1.4.3.3 preventive services provided to children,

4.1.4.3.4 pregnancy-related services,

4.1.4.3.5 services resulting from potentially preventable events,
and,
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4.1.4.3,6 Cloraril {Clozapine) prescriptions. [42 CFR 447.56(a)]

4.1.4.4 Members are exempt from Copayments when;

4.1.4.4.1 The Member falls under the designated Income
threshold (one hundred percent (100%) or below the FPL);

4.1.4.4.2 The Member is under eighteen (18) years of age;

4.1.4.4.3 The Member is in a nursing facility or In an ICF for
Members with IDs;

4.1.4.4.4 The Member participates In one (1) of the HCBS waiver
programs;

4.1.4.4.5' The Member Is pregnant and receiving services related
to their pregnancy or any' other medical condition that might
complicate the pregnancy;

4.1.4.4.6 The Member Is receiving services for conditions related
to their pregnancy and the prescription Is filled or refilled within
sixty (60) calendar days after the month the pregnancy ended;

4.1.4.4.7 The Member Is In the Breast and Cervical Cancer
Treatment Program:

4.1.4.4.8 The Member Is receiving hospice care; or

4.1.4.4.9 The Member Is an American Indian/Alaska Native.

4.1.4.5 Any American Indian/Alaskan Native who has ever received or is
currently receiving an Item or service furnished by an IHCP or through
referral under contract health services shall be exempt from all cost
sharing including Copayments and Premiums. [42 CFR 447.52(h); 42 CFR
447.56(a)(1)(x); ARRA 5006(a); 42 CFR 447.51(a)(2); SMDL 10-001]

4.1.6 - Emergency Services

4.1.5.1 The MCO shall cover and pay for Emergency Services at rates
that are no less than the equivalent DHHS FFS rates if the Provider that
furnishes the services has an agreement with the MCO. [Section
1852(d)(2) of the Social Security Act; 42 CFR 438.114<b); 42 CFR
422.113(c)]

4.1.5.2 If the Provider that furnishes the Emergency Services does not
have an agreement with the MCO, the MCO shall cover and pay for the
Emergency Services in compliance with Section 1932(b)(2)(D) of the
Social Security Act, 42 CFR 438.114(c)(1)(l), and the SMDL 3/20/98.

4.1.5.3 The MCO shall cover and pay for Emergency Services
regardless of whether the Provider that furnishes the services Is a
Participating Provider.
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4.1.6.4 The MCO shall pay Non-Participating Providers of Emergency
and Post-Stabilization Services an amount no more than the amount that

would have been paid under the DHHS FFS system in place at the time
the service was provided. [SMDL 3/31/06; Section 1932(b)(2)(D) of the
Social Security Act]

4.1.5.5 The MCO shall not deny treatment obtained when a Member
had an Emergency Medical Condition, including cases in which the
absence of immediate medical attention would not have had the outcomes

specified in 42 CFR 438.114(a) of the definition of Emergency Medical
Condition.

4.1.5.6 The MCO shall not deny payment for treatment obtained when a
representative, such as a Participating Provider, or the MCO instructs the
Member to seek Emergency Services [Section 1932(b)(2) of the Social

.  Security Act; 42 CFR 438.114(c)(1)(i); 42 CFR 438.114(c)(1)(ii)(A) - (B)].

4.1.5.7 The MCO shall not limit vi/hat constitutes an Emergency Medical
Condition on the basis of lists of diagnoses or symptoms.

4.1.5.8 The MCO Shall not refuse to cover Emergency Services based
on the emergency room Provider, hospital, or fiscal agent not notifying the
Member's POP. MCO, or DHHS of the Member's screening and treatment
within ten (10) calendar days of presentation for Emergency Services. [42
CFR 438.114(d)(1)(i)-(ii)]

4.1.5.9 The MCO may not hold a Member who has an Emergency
Medical Condition liable for payment of subsequent screening and
treatment needed to diagnose the specific condition or stabilize the patient.
[42 CFR 438.114(d)(2)]

4.1.5.10 The attending emergency physician, or the Provider actually
treating the Member, is responsible for determining when the Member is
sufficiently stabilized for transfer or discharge, and that determination is
binding on the entities identified in 42 CFR 438.114(b) as responsible for
coverage and payment. [42 CFR 438.114(d)(3)]

4.1.6 Post-Stabilization Services

4.1.6.1 Post-Stabilization Services shall be covered and paid for in
accordance with provisions set forth at 42 CFR 422.113(c). The MCO shall
be financially responsible for Post-Stabilization Services:

4.1.6.1.1 Obtained within or outside the MCO that are pre-
approved by a Participating Provider or other MCO representative;

4.1.6.1.2 Obtained within or outside the MCO that are not pre-
approved by a Participating Provider or other MCO representative,
but administered to maintain the Member's stabilized condition

within one (1) hour of a request to the MCO for pre-approval of
further post- stabilization care services; and/or
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4.1.6.1.3 Administered to maintain, improve or resolve the
Member's stabilized condition without pre-authorization, and
regardless of whether the Member obtains the services within the
MCO network if:

4.1.6.1.3.1. The MCO does not respond to a request
for pre-approval within one (1) hour;

4.1.6.1.3.2. The MCO cannot be contacted: or

4.1.6.1.3.3. The MCO representative and the treating
physician cannot reach an agreement concerning the
Member's care and an MCO physician is not available
for consultation. In this situation, the MCO shall give
the treating physician the opportunity to consult with an
MCO physician, and the treating physician may
continue with care of the patient until an MCO
physician is reached or one (1) of the criteria of 42
CFR 422.133(c)(3) is met. (42 CFR 438.114(e); 42
CFR 422.113(c)(2)(i)-(ii); 422.113(c)(2)(ili)(A)-(C)]

4.1.6.2 The MCO shall limit charges to Members for Post-Stabilization
Services to an amount no greater than what the organization would charge
the Member if the Member had obtained the services through the MCO.
[[42 CFR 438.114(e); 42 CFR 422.113(c)(2)(iv)]

4.1.6.3 The MCO's financial responsibility for Post-Stabilization
Services, if not pre-approved, ends when:

4.1.6.3.1 The MCO physician with privileges at the treating
hospital assumes responsibility for the Member's care;

4.1.6.3.2 The MCO physician assumes responsibility for the
Member's care through transfer;

4.1.6.3.3 The MCO representative and the treating physician
reach an agreement concerning the Member's care; or

4.1.6.3.4 The Member is discharged. [42 CFR 438.114(e); 42
CFR 422.113(c)(3)(i)-(iv)]

4.1.7 Value-Added Services i

4.1.7.1 The MCO may elect to offer Value-Added Services that are not
covered in the Medicaid State Plan or under this Agreement in order to
improve health outcomes, the quality of care, or reduce costs, in
compliance with 42 CFR 438.3(e)(i).

4.1.7.2 Value-Added Services are services that are not currently
provided under the Medicaid State Plan. The MCO may elect to add
Value-Added Services not specified in the Agreement at the MCO's
discretion, but the cost of these Value-Added Services shall not be
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Included In Capitation Payment calculations. The MOO shall submit to
DHHS an annual list of the Value-Added Services being provided.

4.1.8 Early and Periodic Screening, Diagnostic, and Treatment

4.1.8.1 The MOO shall provide the full range of preventive, screening,
diagnostic and treatment services Including all medically necessary
1905(a) services that correct or ameliorate physical and mental Illnesses
and conditions for EPSDT eligible beneficiaries ages birth to twenty-one In
accordance with 1905(r) of the Social Security Act. [42 CFR
438.210(a)(5)]

4.1.8.2 The MOO shall determine whether a service Is Medically
Necessary on a case by case basis, taking into account the medical
necessity criteria specific to EPSDT defined In 42 U.S.C. Section 1396d(r).
42 CFR 438.210, and 42 CFR Subpart B—Early and Periodic Screening,
Diagnosis, and Treatment (EPSDT) of Individuals Under Age 21, and the
particular needs of the child and consistent with the definition for Medical
Necessity Included In this Agreement.

4.1.8.3 Upon conclusion of an individualized review of medical
necessity, the MCO shall coyer all Medically Necessary services that are
Included within the categories of mandatory: arid optional services listed in
42 U.S.C. Section 1396d(a), regardless of whether such services are
covered under the Medicaid State Plan and regardless of whether the
request Is labeled as such, with the exception of all services excluded from
the MCO.

4.1.8.4 The MCO may provide Medically Necessary services In the most
economic mode possible, as long as:

4.1.8.4.1 The treatment made available Is similarly efficacious to
the service requested by the Member's physician, therapist, or
other licensed practitioner;

4.1.8.4.2 The determination process does not delay the delivery
of the needed service; and

4.1.8.4.3 The determination does not limit the Member's right to
a free choice of Participating Providers within the MCO's network.

4.1.8.5 Specific limits (number of hours, number of visits, or other
limitations on scope, amount or frequency, multiple services same day, or
location of service) in the MCO clinical coverage policies, service
definitions, or billing codes do not apply to Medicaid Members less than
twenty-one (21) years of age, \Arhen those services are determined to be
Medically Necessary per federal EPSDT criteria.

4.1.8.6 If a service is requested In quantities, frequencies, or at
locations or times exceeding policy limits and the request is reviewed and
approved per EPSDT criteria as Medically Necessary to correct or
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ameliorate a defect, physical or mental illness, it shall be provided. This
Includes limits on visits to physicians,' therapists, dentists, or other
licensed, enrolied clinicians.

4.1.8.7 The MCO shall not require Prior Authorization for Non-
Symptomatic Office Visits (early and periodic screensAvellness visits) for
Members less than twenty-one (21) years of age. The MCO may require
Prior Authorization for other diagnostic and treatment products and
services provided under EPSDT.

4.1.8.8 The MCO shall conduct Prior Authorization reviews using
current clinical documentation, and shall consider the individual clinical
condition and health needs of the child Member. The MCO shall not make
an adverse benefit determination on a sen/ice authorization request for a
Member less than twenty-one (21) years of age until the request is
reviewed per EPSDT criteria.

4.1.8.9 While an EPSDT request is under review, the MCO may suggest
alternative services that may be better suited to meet th&,Member's needs,
engage in clinical or educational discussions with Mernbers or Providers!
or engage in informal attempts to resolve Member concerns as long as the
MCO makes clear that the Member has the right to request authorization
of the services he or she wants to request.

4.1.8.10 The MCO shall develop effective methods to ensure that
Members less than twenty-one (21) years of age receive all elements of
preventive health screenings recommended by the AAP in the Academy's
most currently published Bright Futures preventive pediatric health care
periodicity schedule using a validated screening tool. The MCO shall be
responsible for requiring in contracts that all Participating Providers that
are PCPs perform such screenings.

4.1.8.11 The MCO shall require Jhat_^Ps_ that are. Participating
Providers include all the fdlldwing coniponents in each medical screening:

4.1.8.11.1 Comprehensive health and developmental history that
assesses for both physical and mental health, as well as for
Substance Use Disorders;

4.1.8.11.2 Screening for developmental delay at each visit through
the fifth (5th) year using a validated screening tool;
4.1.8.11.3 Screening for Autism Spectrum Disorders per AAP
guidelines;

4.1.8.11.4 Comprehensive, unclothed physical examination;

4.1.8.11.5 All appropriate immunizations, in accordance with the
schedule for pediatric vaccines, laboratory testing (including blood
lead screening appropriate for age and risk factors): and
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4.1.8.11.6 Health education and anticipatory guidance for both the
child and caregiyer.

4.1.8.12 The MCO shall include the following information related to
EPSDT in the Member Handbook:

4.1.8.12.1 The benefits of preventive health care;

4.1.8.12.2 Services available under the EPSDT program and
where and how to obtain those services;

4.1.8.12.3 That EPSDT services are not subject to cost-sharing;
and

4.1.8.12.4 That the MCO shall provide scheduling and
transportation assistance for EPSDT services upon request by the
Member.

4.1.8.13 The MCO shall perform outreach to Members who are due or
overdue for an EPSDT screening service on a monthly basis.

4.1.8.13.1 The MCO shall provide referral assistance for non-
medical treatment not covered by the plan but found to be needed
as a result of conditions disclosed during screenings and diagnosis.

4.1.8.14 The MCO shall submit its EPSDT planTor DHHS review and
approval as part of its Readiness Review and in accordance with Exhibit
O.

4.1.9 Non-Emergency Medical Transportation (NEMT)

4.1.9.1 The MCO shall arrange for the NEMT of its Members to ensure
Members receive Medically Necessary care and services covered by the
Medicaid State Plan regardless of whether those Medically Necessary
Services are covered by the MCO.

4.1.9.2 The MCO shall provide the most cost-effective and least
expensive mode of transportation to its Members. However, the MCO shall
ensure that a Member's lack of personal transportation is not a barrier of
accessing care. The MCO and/or any Subcontractors shall l)e required to
comply with all of the NEMT Medicaid State Plan requirements.

4.1.9.3 The MCO shall ensure that its Members utilize a Family and
Friends Mileage Reimbursement Program if they have a car, or a friend or
family member with a car, who can drive them to their Medically Necessary
service. A Member with a car who does not want to enroll in the Family
and Friends Program shall meet one (1) of the following criteria to qualify
for transportation services:

4.1.9.3.1 Does not have a valid driver's license;

4.1.9.3.2 Does not have a working vehicle available in the
household;

;
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4.1.9.3.3 Is unable to travel or wait for services alone; or

4.1.9.3.4 Has a physical, cognitive, mental or developmental
limitation.

4.1.9.4 The MCO shall make good faith effort to achieve a fifty percent
(50%) rate of total NEMT one-way rides provided by the MCO through the
Family and Friends Mileage Reimbursement Program.
4.1.9.5 If no car Is owned or available, the Member shall use public
transportation if:

4.1.9.5.1 The Member lives less than one half mile from a bus
.  route;

4.1.9.5.2 The Provider Is less than one half mile from the bus
route; and

4.1.9.5.3 The Member is an adult under the age of sixty-five (65).
4.1.9.6 Exceptions the above public transportation requirement are:

4.1.9.6.1 The Member has two (2) or more children under age
six (6) who shall travel with the parent;

4.1.9.6.2 The Member has one (1) or more children over age six
(6) who has limited mobility and shall accompany the parent to the
appointment; or

4.1.9.6.3 The Member has at least one (1) of the following
conditions:

4.1.9.6.3.1. Pregnant or up to six (6) weeks post-
partum,

4.1.9.6.3.2. Moderate to severe respiratory condition
with or.without an oxygen dependency, - -
4.1.9.6.3.3. Limited mobility (walker, cane, wheelchair,
amputee, etc.),

4.1.9.6.3.4. Visually impaired,

4.1.9.6.3.5. Developmentally delayed,

4.1.9.6.3.6. Significant and Incapacitating degree of
mental Illness, or

4.1.9.6.3.7. Other exception by Provider approval only.
4.1.9.7 If public transportation Is not an option, the MCO shall ensure
that the Member Is provided transportation from a transportation
Subcontractor.
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4.1.9.7.1 The MCO shall be required to perfonm background
checks on all non-emergency medical transportation providers
and/or Subcontractors.

4.1.9.8 The MCO shall assure that ninety-five percent (95%) of all
Member scheduled rides for non-methadone services are delivered within
fifteen (15) minutes of the scheduled pick-up time.

4.1.9.9 The MCO shall provide reports to DHHS related to NEMT
requests, authorizations, trip results, service use, late rides, and
cancellations, in accordance with Exhibit O.

4.2 Pharmacy Management

4.2.1 MCO and DHHS Covered Prescription Drugs

4.2.1.1 The MCO shall cover all outpatient drugs where the
manufacturer has entered into the federal rebate agreement and for which
DHHS provides coverage as defined in Section 1927(k)(2) of the Social
Security Act [42 CFR 438.3(s)(1)], with the exception of select drugs for
which DHHS shall provide coverage to ensure Member access as
identified by DHHS In separate guidance. The MCO shall not include drugs
by manufacturers not participating in the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation
Act of 1990 (OBRA 90) Medicaid rebate program on the MCO formulary
without DHHS consent.

4.2.1.2 The MCO shall pay for all prescription drugs - including
specialty and office administered drugs, with the exception of those

V. specifically indicated by DHHS as not covered by the MCO in separate
guidance - consistent with the MCO's formulary and pharmacy edits and
Prior Authorization criteria that have been reviewed and approved by
DHHS, and are consistent with the DHHS Preferred Drug List (PDL) as
described in Section 4.2.2 (MCO Formulary) below.

4.2.1.3 Current Food and Drug Administration (FDA)-approved
specialty, bio-similar and orphan drugs, and those approved by the FDA in
the future, shall be covered in their entirety by the MCO, unless such drugs
are specified in DHHS guidance as covered by DHHS.

4.2.1.4 The MCO shall pay for, when Medically Necessary, orphan
drugs that are not yet approved by the FDA for use in the United States
but that may be legally prescribed on a "compassionate-use basis" and
Imported from a foreign country.

4.2.2 MCO Formulary

4.2.2.1 DHHS shall establish the PDL and shall be the sole party
responsible for negotiating rebates for drugs on the PDL.
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4.2.2.2 The MCO shall use DHHS's PDL and shall not negotiate any
drug rebates with pharmaceutical manufacturers for prescribed druds on
the PDL.

4.2.2.3 DHHS shall be responsible for invoicing any pharmaceutical
manufacturers for federal rebates mandated under federal law and for PDL
supplemental rebates negotiated by DHHS.

4.2.2.4 The MCO shall develop a formulary that adheres to DHHS's
PDL for drug classes included in the PDL and is consistent with Section
4.2.1 (MCO and DHHS Covered Prescription Drugs). In the event that
DHHS makes changes to the PDL, DHHS shall notify the MCO of the
change and provide the MCO with 30 calendar days to implement the
change.

4.2.2.5 Negative changes shall apply to new starts within thirty (30)
calendar days of notice from DHHS. The MCO shall have ninety (90)
calendar days to notify Members and prescribers currently utilizing
medications that are to be removed from the PDL if current utilization is to
be transitioned to a preferred altematlve.

4.2.2.6 For any drug classes not included in the DHHS PDL, the MCO
shall determine the placement on its formulary of products within that drug
class, provided the MCO covers all products for which a federal
manufacturer rebate is in place and the MCO is in compliance with all
DHHS requirements in this Agreement.

4.2.2.7 DHHS shall maintain a uniform review and approval process
through which the MCO may submit additional information and/or requests
for the inclusion of additional drug or drug classes on the DHHS PDL.
DHHS shall invite the MCO's Pharmacy Manager to attend meetings of the
NH Medicaid DUR Board.

4.2.2.8 The-MCO shall make an up-to-date version of its formulary
available to all Participating Providers and Members through the MCO's
website and electronic prescribing tools. The formulary, shall be available
to Members and Participating Providers electronically, in a machine-
readable file and format, and shall, at minimum, contain information related
to:

4.2.2.8.1 Which medications are covered, including whether it is
the generic and/or the brand drug; and

4.2.2.8.2 What tier each medication is on. [42 CFR 438 10(i)(1)-
(3)]

4.2.2.9 The MCO shall adhere to all relevant State and federal law,
including without limitation, with respect to the criteria regarding coverage
of non-preferred formulary drugs pursuant to Chapter 188, laws of 2004,
Senate Bill 383-FN, Sect. IVa. A Member shall continue to be treated or, if
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newly diagnosed, may be treated with a non-preferred drug based on any
one (1) of the following criteria:

4.2.2.9.1 Allergy to all medications within the same class on the
PDL:

4.2.2.9.2 Contraindication to or drug-to-drug interaction with all
medications within the same class on the PDL;

4.2.2.9.3 History of unacceptable or toxic side effects to all
rnedications within the same dass on the PDL;

4.2.2.9.4 Therapeutic failure of all medications within the same
class on the PDL;

4.2.2.9.5 An indication that Is unique to a non-preferred drug and
is supported by peer-reviewed literature or a unique federal FDA-
approved indication;

4.2.2.9.6 An age-specific indication;

4.2.2.9.7 Medical co-morbidity or other medical complication that
precludes the use of a preferred drug; or;

4.2.2.9.8 Clinically unacceptable risk with a change in therapy to
a preferred drug. Selection by the physician of the criteria under
this subparagraph shall require an automatic approval by the
pharmacy benefit program.

4.2.3 Clinical Policies and Prior Authorizations

4.2.3.1 The MCO, including any pharmacy Subcontractors, shall establish
a pharmacy Prior Authorization program that includes Prior Authorization
criteria and other PCS edits (such as prospective DUR edits and dosage
limits), and complies with Section 1927(d)(5) of the Social Security Act [42
CFR 438.3(s)(6)] and any other applicable State,and federal laws,
including House Bill 517, as further described in Section 4.11.1.15 (Prior
Authorization)..

4.2.3.2 The MOO's pharmacy Prior Authorization criteria, including any
pharmacy policies and programs, shall be submitted to DHHS prior to the
implementation of this Agreement, shall be subject to DHHS approval, and
shall be submitted to DHHS prior to the MCO's implementation of a
modification to the criteria, policies, and/or programs.

4.2.3.3 The MCO's pharmacy Prior Authorization criteria shall meet the
requirements related to Substance Use Disorder, as outlined in Section
4.11.6.15 (Limitations on Prior Authorization Requirements) of this
Agreement. Under no circumstances shall the MCO's Prior Authorization
criteria and other POS edits or policies depart from these requirements.
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4.2.3.3.1 Additionally, specific to Substance Use Disorder, the
MCO shall offer a pharmacy mail order opt-out program that is
designed to support Members In individual instances where mail

,  order requirements create an unanticipated and unique hardship.
The opt-out program shall not apply to specialty pharmacy.

4.2.3.3.2 The MCO shall conduct 'both prospective and
retrospective DUR for all Members receiving MAT for Substance
Use Disorder to ensure that Members are not receiving opioids
and/or benzodiazepines from other health care Providers while
receiving MAJ.

4.2.3.3.3 The retrospective DUR shall include a review of
medical claims to identify Members that are receiving MAT through
physician administered drugs (such as methadone, vivitrol, etc.).

4.2.3.4 The MOO shall make available on its website information
regarding any modifications to the MCO's pharmacy Prior Authorization
criteria, pharmacy policies, and pharmacy programs no less than thirty (30)
calendar days prior to the DHHS-approved modification effective date.

4.2.3.5 Further, the MCO shall notify all Members and Participating
Providers impacted by any modifications to the MCO's pharmacy Prior
Authorization criteria, pharmacy policies, and pharmacy programs no less
than thirty (30) calendar days prior to the DHHS-approved modification
effective date.

4.2.3.6 The MCO shall implement and operate .a DUR program that
shall be in compliance with Section 1927(g) of the Social Security Act and
include:

4.2.3.6.1 Prospective DUR;

4.2.3.6.2 Retrospective DUR; and

4.2.3.6.3 An educational program for Participating Providers,
•  including prescribers and dispensers.[42 CFR 456, subpart K* 42

CFR438.3(s)(4)]

4.2.3.7 The MCO shall submit to DHHS a detailed description of its
DUR program prior to the implementation of this Agreement and, if the
MCO's DUR program changes, annually thereafter.

4.2.3.7.1 In accordance v\rith Section 1927 (d)(5)(A) of the Social
Security Act, the MCO shall respond, by telephone or other
telecommunication device within twenty-four (24) hours of a
r^uest for Prior Authorization one hundred percent (100%) of the
time and reimburse for the dispensing of at least a seventy two (72)
hour supply of a covered outpatient prescription drug in an
emergency situation when Prior Authorization cannot be obtained
[42 CFR 438.210(d)(3)]
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4.2.3.8 The MCO shall develop and/or participate In other State of New
Hampshire pharmacy-related quality Improvement Initiatives, as required
by DHHS and In alignment with the MCO's QAPI, further described In
Section 4.12.3 (Quality Assessment and Performance Improvement
Program).

4.2.3.9 The MCO shall Institute a Pharmacy Lock-In Program for
Members, which has been reviewed by DHHS, and compiles with
requirements Included in Section 4.11.6.15 (Limitations on Prior
Authorization Requirements), if the MCO determines that a Member meets
the Pharmacy Lock-In criteria, the MCO shall be responsible for all
communications to Members regarding the Pharmacy Lock-In
determination. The MCO may, provided the MCO receives prior approval
from DHHS, Implement Lock-In Programs for other medical services.

4.2.4 Systems, Data, and Reporting Requirements

4.2.4.1 Systems Requirements

4.2.4.1.1 The MCO shall adjudicate pharmacy claims for its
Members using a POS system where appropriate. System
modifications Include, but are not limited to:

4.2.4.1.1.1. Systems maintenance.

4.2.4.1.1.2. Software upgrades, and

4.2.4.1.1.3. National Drug Code sets, or migrations to
new versions of National Council for Prescription Drug
Programs (NCPDP).

4.2.4.1.2 Transactions shall be updated and maintained to
current Industry standards. The MCO shall provide an automated
determination during the POS transaction; In accordance with
NCPDP mandated response times within an average of less than
or equal to three (3) seconds.

4.2.4.2 Data and Reporting Requirements

4.2.4.2.1 To demonstrate its compliance with the DHHS PDL, the
MCO shall submit to DHHS information regarding its PDL
compliance rate.

4.2.4.2.2 In accordance with changes to rebate collection
processes in the Affordable Care Act, DHHS shall be responsible
for collecting OBRA 90 CMS rebates, inclusive of supplemental,
from drug manufacturers on MCO pharmacy claims.

4.2.4.2.3 The MCO shall provide all necessary pharmacy
Encounter Data to the State to support the rebate billing process
and the MCO shall submit the Encounter Data file within seven (7)
calendar days of claim payment. The Encounter Data and
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submission shall conform to all requirements described'in Section
5.1.3 (Encounter Data) of this Agreement.

4.2.4.2.4 The drug utilization Information reported to DHHS shall,
at a minimum, include information on:

4.2.4.2.4.1. The total number of units of each dosage
form,

4.2.4.2.4.2. Strength, and

4.2.4.2.4.3. Package size by National Drug Code of
each covered outpatient drug dispensed, per DHHS
encounter specifications. [42 CFR 438.,3(s)(2): Section
1927(b) of the Social Security Act]

4.2.4.2.5 The MCO shall establish procedures to exclude
utilization data for covered outpatient drugs that are subject to
discounts under the 340B Drug Pricing Program from drug
utilization reports provided to DHHS. [42 CFR 438.3(s)(3)]

4.2.4.2.6 The MCO shall Implement a mechanism to prevent
duplicate discounts in the 340B Drug Pricing Program.

4.2.4.2.7 The MCO shall work cooperatively with the State to
ensure that all data needed for the collection of. CMS and
supplemental rebates by the State's pharmacy benefit
administrator Is delivered In a comprehensive and timely manner,
Inclusive of any payments made for Members for medications
covered by other payers.

4.2.4.2.8 The MCO shall adhere to federal regulations with
respect to providing pharmacy data required for DHHS to complete
and submit to CMS the Annual Medicaid DDR Report. [42 CFR
438.3(s)(4),(5)] - - - - .

4.2.4.2.9 The MCO shall provide DHHS reporting regarding
pharmacy utilization, polypharmacy. authorizations and the
Pharmacy Lock-In Program, medication management, and safety
monitoring of psychotropics in accordance with Exhibit 0.

4.2.4.2.10 The MCO shall provide to DHHS detailed information
regarding providing PCPs and behavioral health Providers access
to their patients' pharmacy data and for providing prescriber
Information to the State PDMP. This data shall be provided in a
manner prescribed by DHHS as permitted by State and federal law.

4.2.6 Medication Management

4.2.5.1 Medication Management for All Members
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4.2.5.1.1 The MCO shall at least annually conduct
Comprehensive Medication Review (OMR) and counseling by a
pharmacist or other health care professional to adult and child
Members with polypharmacy.

4.2.5.1.2 In the event the Member does not respond to the
MCO's offer to provide medication review and counseling, the MCO
shall continue to attempt to provide such services to the Member at

-  least monthly or until the Mernber actively accepts or denies receipt
of Medication Management Services.

4.2.5.1.3 Polypharmacy is defined as;

4.2.5.1.3.1. Adult members dispensed five (5) or more
maintenance drugs based on Generic Product Identifier
(GPI) 10 or an equivalent product identification code
over a sixty (60) day period (or the equivalent of five (5)
maintenance drugs over a sixty (60) day period, for
drugs dispensed for several months at a time); and

4.2.5.1.3.2. Child members dispensed four (4) or more
maintenance drugs based on GPI 10 or an equivalent
product identification code over a sixty (60) day period
(or the equivalent of four (4) maintenance drugs over a
sixty (60) day period, for drugs dispensed for several
months at a time).

4.2.5.1.4 CMR is defined as a systematic process of collecting
patient-specific information, assessing medication therapies to
identify medication-related problems, developing a prioritized list of
medication-related problems, and creating a plan to resolve them
with the patient, caregiver and/or prescriber. The counseling is an
interactive person-to-person, telephonic, or telehealth consultation
conducted in real-time between the patient and/or other authorized
individual, such as prescriber or caregiver, and the pharmacist or
other qualified provider and is designed to improve patients'
knowledge of their prescriptions, over-the-counter medications,
herbal therapies and dietary supplements, identify and address
problems or concerns that patients may have, and empower
patients to self-manage their medications and their health
conditions.

4.2.5.1.5 The MCO shall routinely monitor and address the
appropriate use of behavioral health medications in children by
encouraging the use of, and reimbursing for consultations with
child psychiatrists.

4 2.5.1.6 The MCO may, for purposes of satisfying Medication
Management requirements, permit a Subcontract with retail-
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dispensing pharmacist(s) or another alternative that is also an
appropriately credentlaled and licensed professional approved by
DHHS as part of a medication therapy management program,
provided that the MCO ensures that the retail-dispensing
pharmacist or approved alternative has access to all Member
dispensing information, the MCO retains final oversight and
accountability, and the MCO receives DHHS review prior to
implementation of the program.

4.2.5.2 Medication Management for Children with Special Health Care
Needs

4.2.5.2.1 The MCO shall be responsible for active and
comprehensive medication management for Children with Special
Health Care Needs. The MCO shall offer to Members, their
parents, and/or caregivers, comprehensive medication
management services for Children with Special Health Care
Needs. If comprehensive medication management services for
Children writh Special Health care Needs are accepted, the MCO
shall develop active and comprehensive medication management
protocols for Children with Special Health Care Needs that shall
include, but not be limited to, the following:

4.2.5.2.1.1. Performing or obtaining necessary health
assessments;

4.2.5.2.1.2. Formulating a medication treatment plan
according to therapeutic goals agreed upon by
prescriber and the Member, parent and caregiver;

4.2.5.2.1.3. Selecting, initiating, modifying,
recommending changes, to, or administering
medication therapy;

4.2.5.2.1.4. Monitoring, which could include lab
assessments and evaluating Member's response to
therapy;

4.2.5.2.1.5. Consulting with social service agencies on
medication management services;

4.2.5.2.1.6. initial and on-going CMR to prevent
medication-related problems and address drug
reconciliation, including adverse drug events, followed
by targeted medication reviews;

4.2.5.2.1.7. Documenting and communicating
information about care delivered to other appropriate
health care Providers;
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4.2.5.2.1.8. Member education to enhance
understanding and appropriate use of medications; and

4.2.5.2.1.9. Coordination and integration of medication
therapy management services with broader health
Care Management services to ensure access to
Medically Necessary medications wherever Member is
placed, including access to out of network pharmacies.

4.2.5.2.1.10.Review of medication use shall be based
on the following:

4.2.5.2.1.10.1 Pharmacy claims;

4.2.5.2.1.10.2 Provider progress reports;

4.2.5.2.1.10.3 Comprehensive Assessments
and care plans;

4.2.5.2.1.10.4 Contact with the Member's
Providers;

4.2.5.2.1.10.5 Current diagnoses;

4.2.5.2.1.10.6 Current behavioral health
functioning;

4.2.5.2.1.10.7 Information from the family,
Provider, DHHS and residential or other treatment
entities or Providers; and

4.2.5.2.1.10.8 , Information shared, to the extent
permissible by State and federal law, with DCYF
around monitoring and managing the use of
psychotropic medications for children In State
custody/guardianship.

4.3 Member Enrollmerrt and DIsenrollment

4.3.1 Eligibility

4.3.1.1 DHHS has sole authority to determine whether an individual
meets the eligibility criteria for Medicaid as well as whether the individual
shall be enrolled in the MCM program. The MCO shall comply with

. eligibility decisions made by DHHS.

4.3.1.2 The MCO and its Subcontractors shall ensure that ninety-nine
percent (99%) of transfers of eligibility files are incorporated and updated
within one (1) business day after successful receipt of data. The MCO
shall develop a plan to ensure the provision of pharmacy benefits in the
event the eligibility file Is not successfully loaded. The MCO shall make
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DHHS aware, v^hin one (1) business day. of unsuccessful uploads that go
beyond twenty-four (24) hours. ^

2 834 enrollmentfile shall limit enrollment history to eligibility spans reflective of any
assignment of the Member with the MCO.

4.3 1.4 To ensure appropriate Continuity of Care, DHHS stiail provide
up to SIX (6) monttis (as avaiiable) of ali FFS paid claims history inciuding-

heaith and LTSS claims history data for ali
FFS Medicaid Membe assigned to the MCO. For Members transitioning
frorn another MCO, DHHS shaii aiso provide such claims data as weil as

MCOs information regarding the Member supplied by other
notify DHHS within five (5) business days when

It Identifies information in a Member's circumstances that may affect the
Members eiigibility, including changes in the Member's residence, such as
out-of-state claims, or the death of the Member. [42 CFR 438.608(a)(3)]
4.3.1.6 The MCO shall outreach to Members thirty (30) calendar days
prior to each Member^s Medicaid eligibility expiration date to assist the
Member with completion and submission of required paperwork. The
MCO shall be required to submit their outbound call protocols for DHHS
review during the Readiness Review process.

Community Engagement Requirements
d An\/Anrd/vA MamKam

4.3.2

for Granite Advantage Members

4.3.2.1 The MCO shall support the implementation and ongoing
operations of the work and community engagement eligibility requirements
for certain Granite Advantage Members, including but not limited to the
activities described in Section 4.3.3 (Generai Outreach and Member

4.3.3 General Outreach and Member Education Activities
0.3J The MCO shall provide general outreach and education to
Granite Advantage Members regarding work and community engagement
requirements set forth In the Granite Advantage waiver program and State
administrative rules. MCO responsibilities include the following:

4.3^3.1.1 The. MCO shall require that Member Services staff
participate in DHHS traininig on work and community engaqement
requirements; ' ̂ yciicm

4.3.3.1.2 The MCO shall modify ail Member Services call center
scripts and Member Handbooks to provide information and
assistance related to work and community engagement
requirements; ^ ywneiu
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4.3.3.1.3 In instances in which a Granite Advantage Member
contacts the MCO for any reason, the MCO shall:

4.3.3.1.3.1. Inquire as to the Member's awareness of
the community engagement requirement;

4.3.3.1.3.2. Inquire as to the Member's awareness of
frailty and other exemptions;

4.3.3.1.3.3. Inquire as to the Member's awareness of
their exemption status;

4.3.3.1.3.4. Inquire as to the Member's awareness of
qualifying activities and good cause exemptions if the
Member's community engagement participation is
mandatory;

4.3.3.1.3.5. Explain how to satisfy the community
engagement requirements, including the reporting
requirements if the Member's community engagement
participation is mandatory;

4.3.3.1.3.6. Coordinate with DHHS to directly connect
the Granite Advantage Member to DHHS after
speaking with DHHS to accept the call ("Vrarm
transfer"); and

4.3.3.1.3.7. Report these activities in accordance with
Exhibit O.

4.3.3.1.4 The MCO shall participate in and support additional
- outreach and education initiatives related to work and community
engagement requirements for Granite Advantage Members as
defined by DHHS.

4.3.3.2 Member Support Services

4.3.3.2.1 The MCO shall provide Granite Advantage Members
_i *with support related to work and

requirements, including:
community engagement

4.3.3.2.1.1, Assistance with DHHS processes for
reporting compliance, obtaining good cause or other
exernptions: In the event a Member contacts the MCO
seeking to report his/her compliance with work
requirements or obtain a good cause or other
exemptioh, the MCO shall help the Member navigate
DHHS s process for demonstrating such compliance
and/or exemption;

4.3.3.2.1.2. Connection to other sources of coverage,
when applicable: As indicated in the Special Terms and
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Conditions of the Granite Advantage waiver approved
by CMS, in the event the Member becomes ineligible
for Medicaid coverage due to the work requirement, the
MCC is required to support the State in the screening
of eligibility for all other bases of Medicaid eligibility and
reviewed for eligibility for insurance affordability
programs in accordance with 435.916(f).

4.3.3.2.1.3. Providing Information on options for
Members to satisfy the work and community
engagement requirements.

4.3.3.2.2 Identification of Exempt or Potentially Exempt Members

4.3.3.2.2.1. The MCO shall notify DHHS, through a
mechanism specified by DHHS, of any Granite
Advantage Members that the MCO identifies as
potentially exempt.

4.3.3.2.2.2. The MCO shall conduct analyses of claims
and Encounter Data to identify Granite Advantage
Members who may be exempt from work and
community engagement requirements as defined by
the Granite Advantage waiver program.

4.3.3.2.2.3. The MCO shall conduct claims analysis for
all Granite Advantage Members on an ongoing basis,
at the frequency defined by DHHS. The MCO shall
review all sources of data that may support its
understanding of Granite Advantage Members' status
related to work and community engagement
requirements, including but not limited to:

4.3.3.2.2;3.1 - Information regarding Members'
hospitalization;

4.3.3.2.2.3.2 Information regarding Members'
diagnoses and conditions; and

4.3.3.2.2.3.3 Information regarding any
circumstances that would exempt or potentially
exempt a Member from being subject to work and
community engagement requirements.

4.3.3.2.2.4. The MCO shall also monitor its Care

Management systems and the Admissions, Discharge
and Transfers (ADT) feed, and as applicable monitor
its Subcontractors' Care Management system(s), for
hospltalizations, diagnoses, or indications of
circumstances that would exempt or potentially exempt
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Granite-Advantage Members from work and community
engagement requirements.

4.3.3.2.2.5. For Granite Advantage Members identified
as potentially exempt from work and community
engagement requirements based on the MCO's claims
and Encounter Data analysis, the MCO shall attempt to
support the Member In obtaining physician certification
of the exemption.

4.3.3.2.2.6. The MCO shall transmit to DHHS, through
a mechanism to be specified by DHHS, Information for
Members wrho are exempt or may be exempt.

4.3.3.2.2.7. The MOD shall Indicate to DHHS that the
Granite Advantage Member is potentially exempt from
work and community engagement requirements If,
based on the MCO's claims analysis, physician
certification, and/or Care Management data, the MCO
can determine that the Member Is exempt.

4.3.3.2.2.8. The MCO shall indicate that the Member
is potentially exempt if the MCO has determined that
the individual meets the criteria for a diagnosis-based
exemption, but the MCO has not been able to obtain
the required physician certification.

4.3.3.2.3 Status Tracking and Targeted Outreach

4.3.3.2.3.1. The MCO shall receive from DHHS
information generated via electronic file related to
Granite Advantage Members' work and community
engagement requirement status: for example, this
information will indicate that the Granite Advantage
Member is either "exempt," "mandatory compliant," or
"mandatory non-compliant" with the work and
community engagement requirements. The MCO shall
be able to receive and process new information in the
format designated by DHHS.

4.3.3.2.4 For Granite Advantage Members identified by DHHS as
"mandatory non-compliant," the MCO shall perform targeted
outreach activities and provide assistance designed to support the
Member in becoming compliant with requirements to avoid
coverage suspension or termination, as specified by DHHS.

4.3.3.2.5 The MCO's outreach to "mandatory non-compliant"
Granite Advantage Members shall include, but Is not limited to:
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4.3.3.2.5.1. Telephonic outreach, including outreach
above and beyond the initial Member welcome call;

4.3.3.2.5.2. Distribution of DHHS-approved mailings or
other educational materials; and/or

4.3.3.2.5.3. Transmittal of electronic notification(s),
including text messaging.

4.3.3.2.6 During periods of Member suspension of eligibility due
to non-compliance with community engagement requirements or
failure to receive an exemption, the MCO shall continue outreach
to the suspended Member to assist the Member in completing
requirements during the period before final termination of the
Member's eligibility.

4.3.4 Enrollment

4.3.4.1 Pursuant to 42 CFR 438.54, Members who do not select an
MCO as part of the Medicaid application process shall be auto-assigned to
an MCO. All newly eligible Medicaid Members shall be given ninety (90)
calendar days to either remain in the assigned MCO or select another
MCO, if they choose. Members may not change from one (1) MCO to
another outside the ninety (90) day plan selection period unless they meet
the "cause" criteria as described in Section 4.3.7 (Disenrollment) of this
Agreement.

4.3.4.2 The MCO shall accept all Members who choose to enroll in or
who were assigned to the MCO by DHHS. The MCO shall accept for
automatic re-enrollment Members who were disenrolled due to a loss of
Medicaid eligibility for a period of two (2) months or less. (42 CFR
438.56(g)]

4.3.4.3 The MCO shall permit each Member to choose a PGP to the
-  extent possible and "appropriate. [42 CFR 438.3(1)] In instances in which"

the Member does not select a PCP at the time of enrollment, the MCO
shall assign a PCP to the Member.

4.3.4.4 When assigning a PCP, the MCO shall include the following
methodology, if information is available: Member claims history; famiiy
member's Provider assignment and/or claims history; geographic
proximity; special medical needs; and language/cultural preference.

4.3.5 Non-Discrimlnatlon

4.3.5.1 The MCO shall accept new enrollment from individuals in the
order in which they apply, without restriction, unless authorized by CMS. -
[42 CFR 438.3(d)(1)]

4.3.5.2 The MCO shall not discriminate against eligible persons or
Members on the basis of their health or mental health history, health or
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mental health status, their need for health care services, amount payable
to the MCO on the basis of the eligible person's actuarial class, or pre
existing medical/health conditions. [42 CFR 438.3(d)(3)]

4.3.5.3 The MCO shall not discriminate in enrollment, disenrollment,
and re-enrollment against individuals on the basis of health status or need
for health care services. [42 CFR 438.3(q)(4)]

4:3.5.4 The MCO. shall not discriminate against individuals eligible to
enroll oh the basis of race, color, national origin, sex, sexual orientation,
gender identity, or disability and shall not use any policy or practice that
has a discriminatory effect. [42 CFR 438.3(d)(4)]

4.3.5.5 In accordance with RSA 354-A and alt other relevant State and
federal laws,, the MCO shall not discriminate on the basis of gender
identity.

4.3.6 Auto-Asslgnment

4.3.6.1 In its sole discretion, DHHS shall use the following factors for
auto-assignment in an order to be determined by DHHS:

4.3.6.1.1 Preference to an MCO with which there is already a
family affiliation;

4.3.6.1.2 Previous MCO enrollment, when applicable;

4.3.6.1.3 Provider-Member relationship, to the extent obtainable
and pursuant to 42 CFR 438 54(d)(7); and

4.3.6.1.4 Equitable distribution among the MCOs.

4.3.6.2 DHHS may revise its auto-assignment methodology to reward
those MCOs that demonstrate superior performance on one (1) or more
key dimensions of performance as determined by DHHS. The
implementation of a performance factor shall be at DHHS's discretion and
would potentially precede the equitable distribution factor.

4.3.6.3 DHHS reserves the right to change the auto-assignment process
at its discretion.

4.3.7 Disenrollment

4.3.7.1 Member Disenrollment Request

4.3.7.1.1 A Member may request disenrollment "with cause" to
DHHS at any time during the coverage year v/hen:

4.3.7.1.1.1. The Member moves out of state;

4.3.7.1.1.2. The Member needs related services to be
performed at the same time; not all related services are
available within the network; and receiving the services
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separately would subject the Member to unnecessary
risk;

4.3.7.1.1.3. Other reasons, Including but not limited to
poor quality of care, lack of access to services covered
under the Agreement, violation of rights, or lack of
access to Providers experienced in dealing with the
Member's health care needs. [42 CFR 438.56(d)(2)]; or
4.3.7.1.1.4. The MCO does not cover the service the
Member seeks because of moral or religious
objections. [42 CFR 438.56(d)(2)(i) - (ii)]

4.3.7.1.2 A Member may request disenrollment '\vithout cause"
at the following times:

4.3.7.T2.1. During the ninety (90) calendar days
following the date of the Member's initial enrollment
into the MCO or the date of the DHHS Member notice
of the initial auto-assignment/enroilment, whichever is
later;

4.3.7.1.2.2. For Members who have an established
relationship with a PCP that is only in the network of a
non-assigned MCO, the Member can request
disenrollment during the first twelve (12) months of
enrollment at any time and enroll in the non-assiqned
MCO;

4.3.7.1.2.3. Once every twelve (12) months;

4.3.7.1.2.4. During enrollment related to renegotiation
and re-procurement;

—  4J_.7.1..2.5. For sixty (60) .calendar days following an
automatic re-enrollment if the temporary loss of
Medicaid,eligibility has caused the Member to miss the
annual enrollment/disenrollment opportunity (this
provision applies to re-determinations only and does
not apply when a Member is completing a new
application for Medicaid eligibility); and

4.3.7.1.2.6. When DHHS imposes a sanction on the
MCO. [42 CFR 438.3(q)(5); 42 CFR 438.56(c)(1)- 42
CFR,438.56(c)(2)(i)-(iii)]

4.3.7.1.3 The MCO shall provide Members and their
representatives with written notice of disenrollment rights at least
sixty (60) calendar days before the start of each re-enrollment
period. The notice shall include an explanation of all of the
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Member's disenrollment rights as specified In this Agreement. [42
CFR 438.56(f)]

4.3.7.1.4 If a Member is requesting disenrollment, the Member
(or his or her authorized representative) shall submit an oral or
written request to DHHS. [42 CFR 438.56(d)(1)]

4.3.7.1.5 The MOO shall furnish all relevant information to DHHS
for its determination regarding disenrollment. within three (3)
business days after receipt of DHHS's request for Information.

4.3.7.1.6 Regardless of the reason for disenrollment, the
effective date of an approved disenrollment shall .be no later than
the first day of the following month in Nwhich the Member files the
request.

4.3.7.1.7 If DHHS fails to make a disenrollment determination
within this specified timeframe, the disenrollment Is considered
approved. [42 CFR 438.56(e); 42 CFR 438.56(d)(3); 42 CFR
438.3(q); 42 CFR 438.56(c)]

4.3.7.2 MCO Disenrollrhent Request

4.3.7.2.1 The MCO shall submit involuntary disenrollment
requests to DHHS with proper documentation for the following
reasons:

4.3.7.2.1.1. Member has established out of state

residence;

4.3.7.2.1.2. Memberdeath;

4.3.7.2.1.3. Determination that the Member is
ineligible for enrollment due to being deemed part of an
excluded population;

4.3.7.2.1.4. Fraudulent use of the Member
identification card; or

4.3.7.2.1.5. In the event of a Member's threatening or
abusive behavior that jeopardizes the health or safety
of Members, staff, or Providers. [42 CFR 438.56(b)(1);
42 CFR 438.56(b)(3)]

4.3.7.2.2 The MCO shall not request disenrollment because of:

4.3.7.2.2.1. An adverse - change in the Member's
health status;

4.3.7.2.2.2. The Member's utilization of medical

services;
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4.3.7.2.2.3. The Member's diminished mental
capacity;

4.3.7.2.2.4. The Member's uncooperative or disruptive
behavior resulting from his or her special needs
(except when his or her continued enrollment In the
MCO seriously impairs the entity's ability to furnish
services to either the particular Member or other
Merhbers); or ,

4.3.7.2.2.5. The Member's misuse of substances,
prescribed or illicit, and any legal consequences
resulting from substance misuse. [Section
1903(m)(2)(A)(v) of the Social Security Act; 42 CFR
438.56(b)(2)]

4.3.7.2.3 If an MCO Is requesting disenrollment of a Member, the
MCO shall:

4.3.7.2.3.1. Specify the reasons for the requested
disenrollment of the Member; and

4.3.7.2.3.2. Submit a request for involuntary
disenrollment to DHHS along with documentation and
justification, for review.

4.3.7.2.4 Regardless of the reason for disenrollment, the
effective date of an approved disenrollment shall be no later than
the first day of the following month in which the MCO files the
request.

4.3.7.2.5 If DHHS fails to make a disenrollment. determination
within this specified timeframe, the disenrollment Is considered
approved. [42 CFR^38.56(e)]

4.3.8 Relationship with Enrollment Services

4.3.8.1 The MCO shall furnish information to DHHS or its designee to
ensure that, before enrolling, the recipient receives the accurate oral and
written information he or she needs to make an informed decision on
whether to enroll.

4.4 Member Services

4.4.1 Member Information

4.4.1.1 The MCO shall perform the Member Services responsibilities
contained in this Agreement for all Members, including Granite Advantage
Members, In accordance with DHHS guidance and the responsibilities
described In Section 4.3.2.1 (MCO Role in Work and Community
Engagement Requirements for Granite Advantage Members).
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4.4.1.2 Primary Care Provider Information
4.4.1 2.1 The MOO shall send a letter to a Member uoon initial
enrollment, and anytime the Member requests a ne^
confirming the Members POP and providing the PCpT name
address, and feiephone number,

4.4.1.3 Member identification Card

iuienlhV Tk ® identification card to ali NewMembers within ten (10) calendar days following the MCo\ rec Jm
of a valid enrollment file from DHHS, but no later than sLen m
calendar days after the effective date of enrollment,

identification card shall include, but is not limited

approvI°d rmHS°n^n"r any additional information shall bepproved by DHHS pnor to use on the identification card:

4.4.1.3.2.1. The Member's name;
4.4.1.3.2.2. The Member's DOB;

Member's Medicaid identification

" "•'*»

4.4.1.3.2.4. The name of the MCQ;
4_4.1.3.2.5. The twenty-four (24) hours a day. seven
(7) days a week toll-free Member Services
telephone/hotline number operated by the MOO; and
4.4.1.3.2.6. How to file an appeal or grievance.

4.4.1.3.3 The MOD shall reissue a Member identification card If:
4.4.1.3.3.1. A Member reports a lost card;
4.4.1.3.3.2. A Member has a name change; or

in a changeto the tnformation drsclosed on the identification card.
4.4.1.4 Member Handbook

Publish and provide Member

"1. ® Member Handbook at the time of
"aste themlftprTh ® fninimum, on an annual
m^i K o® "®'"''®'' Handbook shall be based upon theHandbook developed by DHHS (42 CFR438.10(g)(1), 45 CFR 147.200(a); 42 CFR 43aiS(ii)l
4.4.1.4 2 The MCO shall inform ali Members by mail of their rioht
to receive free of charge a written copy of the Meier Handbook
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The MCO shall provide program content that is coordinated and
collaborative with other DHHS initiatives. The MCO shall submit the

Member Handbook to DHHS for review at the time it is developed
as part of Readiness Review and after any substantive revisions at
least thirty (30) calendar days prior to the effective date of such
change.

4.4.1.4.3 The Member Handbook shall be in easily understood
language, and include, but not be limited to, the following
information;

4.4.1.4.3.1. General Information:

4.4.1.4.3.1.1 A table of contents;

4.4.1.4.3.1.2 How to access Auxiliary Aids
and services, including additional information in
alternative formats or languages [42 CFR
438.10(g)(2)(xiii) - (xvi), 42 CFR 438.10(d)(5)(i) -

4.4.1.4.3.1.3 DHHS developed definitions,
including but not limited to: appeal, Copayment,
DME, Emergency Medical Condition, emergency
medical transportation, emergency room care,
Emergency Services, excluded services, grievance,
habilitation services and devices, health insurance,
home health care, hospice services, hospitalization,
hospital, outpatient care, Medically Necessary,
network, Non-Participating Provider, Participating
Provider, PCP, physician services, plan,
preauthorization, premium, prescription drug
coverage, prescription drugs, primary care
physician, "Provider, rehabilitation" sen/ices "and
devices, skilled nursing care, specialist; and urgent
care[42CFR438.10(c)(4)(i)];

4.4.1.4.3.1.4 The necessity definitions used In
determining whether services will be covered;

4.4.1.4.3.1.5 A reminder to report to DHHS
any change of address, as Members shall be liable
for premium payments paid during period of
ineligibility;

4.4.1.4.3.1.6 Information and guidance as to
how the Member can effectively use the managed
care program [42 CFR 438.10(g)(2)];

4.4.1.4.3.1.7 Appointment procedures;
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4.4.1.4.3.1.8 How to contact Service Link
Aging and Disability Resource Center and the
DHHS Medicaid Service Center that can provide all
Members and potential Members choice counseling
and information on managed care;

4.4.1.4.3.1.9 Notice of all appropriate mailing
addresses and telephone numbers, to be.uJi|ffiBd by
Members seeking information ; or auti%rization,
including the MCO's toll-free telephone line and
website, the toll-free telephone number for Member
Services, the toll-free telephone number for Medical
Management, and the toll-free telephone number
for any other unit providing services directly to
Members [42 CFR 438.10(g)(2){xiii) - (xvi)];

4.4.1.4.3.1.10 How to access the NH DHHS
Office of the Ombudsman and the NH Office of the
Long Term Care Ombudsman;

4.4.1.4.3.1.11 The policies and procedures for
disenrollment;

4.4.1.4.3.1.12 A description of the transition of
care policies for potential Members and Members
[42 CFR 438.62(b)(3)];

4.4.1.4.3.1.13 Cost-sharing requirements [42
CFR 438.10(g)(2)(viii)];

4.4.1.4.3.1.14 A description of utilization review
policies and procedures used by the MCO;

4.4.1.4.3.1.15 A statement that additional
information, including information on the structure
and operation of the MCO plan and Physician
Incentive Plans, shall be made available upon
request [42 CFR 438.10(f)(3), 42 CFR 438.3(i)];

4.4.1.4.3.1.16 Information on how to report
suspected fraud or abuse [42 CFR 438.10(g)(2)(xiii)
- (xvi)];

4.4.1.4.3.1.17 Information about the role of the
PCP and information about choosing and changing
a PCP [42 CFR 438.10(g)(2)(x)l;

4.4.1.4.3.1.18 Non-Participating Providers and
cost-sharing on any benefits carved out and
provided by DHHS [42 CFR 438.10(g)(2)(i) - (ii)];
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4.4.1.4.3.1.19 How to exercise Advance
Directives [42 CFR 438.10(g)(2)(xii). 42 CFR
438.30)];

4.4.1.4.3.1.20 Advance Directive policies which
include a description of current State law [42 CFR
438.30(3)];

4.4.1.4.3.1.21 Information on the parity
compliance process, including the appropriate
contact information, as required by Section 4.11.4.
(Parity);.

4.4.1.4.3.1.22 Any information pertaining to
Granite Advantage Members as required by
Section 4.3.2.1 (MOO Role in Work and Community
Engagement Requirements for Granite Advantage
Members); and

4.4.1.4.3.1.23 Any restrictions on the Member's
freedom of choice among Participating Providers
[42CFR438.10(g)(2)(vi)-(vii)].

4.4.1.4.3.2. Benefits:

4.4.1.4.3.2.1 How and where to access any
benefits provided, including Maternity services,
Family Planning Services and NEMT services [42
CFR 438.10(g)(2)(i)-(ii), (vi-vii)].

4.4.1.4.3.2.2 Detailed information regarding
the amount, duration, and scope of all available
benefits so that Members understand the benefits
to which they are entitled [42 CFR 438.10(g)(2)(iii) ■
(iv)];

4.4.1.4.3.2.3 How to access EPSDT services
and component services if Members under age
twenty-one (21) entitled to the EPSDT benefit are
enrolled in the MCO;

4.4.1.4.3.2.4 How and where to access
EPSDT benefits delivered outside the MCO, if any
[42 CFR 438.10(g)(2)(i)-(ii)];

4.4.1.4.3.2.5 How transportation is provided
for any benefits carved out of this Agreement and
provided by DHHS [42 CFR 438.10(g)(2)(i) - (ii)]-
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4.4.1.4.3.2.6 Information explaining that, in
the case of a counseling or referral service that the
MCO does not cover because of moral or religious
objections, the MCO shall inform Members that the
service is not covered and how Members can
obtain information from DHHS about how to access
those services [42 CFR 438.10(g)(2)(ii)(A) - (B), 42
CFR 438.102(b)(2)]:

4.4.1.4.3.2.7 A description of pharmacy
policies and pharmacy programs; and

4.4.1.4.3.2.8 How emergency care is
provided, including:

4.4.1.4.3.2.8.1.1 The extent to which, and
how, after hours and

emergency coverage are
provided;

4.4.1.4.3.2.8.1.2 What constitutes an

Emergency Service and
an Emergency Medical
Condition:

4.4.1.4.3.2.8.1.3 The fact that Prior
Authorization is not
required for Emergency
Services: and

4.4.1.4.3.2.8.1.4 The Member^s right to use
a hospital or any other
setting for emergency care
[42CFR438.10(g)(2)(v)].

4.4.1.4.3.3. Service Limitations:

4.4.1.4.3.3.1 An explanation of any service
limitations or exclusions from coverage;

4.4.1.4.3.3.2 An explanation that the MCO
cannot require a Member to receive prior approval
prior to choosing a family planning Provider [42
CFR438.10(g)(2)(vii)]:

4.4.1.4.3.3.3 A description of all pre-
certification. Prior Authorization criteria, or other
requirements for treatments and services;

4.4.1.4.3.3.4 Information regarding Prior
Authorization in the event the Member chooses to
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transfer to another MCO and the Member's right to
continue to utilize a Provider specified in a Prior
Authorization for a period of time regardless of
whether the Provider is participating in the MCO
network;

4.4.1.4.3.3.5 The policy on referrals for
specialty care and for other Covered Services not

•  furnished by the Member's PCP [42 CFR
438.10(g)(2)(iii) - (iv)];

4.4.1.4.3.3.6 Information on how to obtain
services when the Member is out-of-state and for
after-hours coverage [42 CFR 438.10(g)(2)(v)]; and

4.4.1.4.3.3.7 A notice slating that the MCO
shall be liable only for those services authorized by
or required of the MCO.

4.4.1.4.3.4. Rights and Responsibilities;

4.4.1.4.3.4.1 Member rights and protections,
outlined in Section 4.4.3 (Member Rights), including
the Member's right to obtain available and
accessible health care services covered under the
MCO. [42 CFR 438.100(b)(2)(i) - (vi), 42 CFR
438.10(g)(2)(ix). 42 CFR 438.10(g)(2)(ix), 42 CFR
438.100(b)(3)].

4.4.1.4.3.5. Grievances, Appeals,, and Fair Hearings
Procedures and Timeframes:

4.4.1.4.3.5.1 The right to file grievances and
appeals;

4.4.1.4.3.5.2 The requirements and
timeframes for filing grievances or appeals;

4.4.1.4.3.5.3 The availability of assistance in
the filing process for grievances and appeals;

4.4.1.4.3.5.4 The right to request a State fair
hearing after the MCO has made a determination
on a Member's appeal which is adverse to the
Member; and

4.4.1.4.3.5.5 The right to have benefits
continue pending the appeal or request for State
fair hearing if the decision involves the reduction or
termination of benefits, however, rf the Member
receives an adverse decision then the Member may
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be required to pay for the cost of servlce(s)
furnished while the appeal or State fair hearing is
pending. [42 CFR 438.10(g)(2)(xl)(A)-(E)]

4.4.1.4.4 Member Handbook Dissemination

4.4.1.4.4.1. The MCO shall mail the Member
Handbook to new Members within ten (10) calendar
days following the MCO's receipt of a valid enrollment

.  file from DHHS, but no later than seven (7) calendar
days after the effective date of enrollment. [42 CFR
438.10(g)(3)(i)-(iv)]

4.4.1.4.4.2. The MCO shall advise the Member in
paper or electronic form that the Member Handbook
information is available on the intemet, and include the
applicable internet address, provided that Members
with disabilities who cannot access this information
online are provided Auxiliary Aids and services upon
request at no cost. [42 CFR 438.10(d)(3)], Alternatively,
the MCO may provide the information by any other
method that can reasonably be expected to result in
the Mernber receiving that information. The MCO shall
provide the Member Handbook Information by email
after obtaining the Member's agreement to receive the
information electronically. [42 CFR 438.10(g)(3)(i) - (iv)]
4.4.1.4.4.3. The MCO shall notify all Members, at least
once a year, of their right to obtain a Member
Handbook and shall maintain consistent and up-to-date
information on the MCO's website. [42 CFR
438.10(g)(3)(i) - (iv)] The Member information
appearing on the website (also available in paper form) •
shall include the following, at a minimum:

4.4.1.4.4.3.1 Information contained in the
Member Handbook;

4.4.1.4.4.3.2 Information on how to file
grievances and appeals;

4.4.1.4.4.3.3 Information on the MCO's
Provider network for all Provider types covered
under this Agreement (e.g.. POPs, specialists,
family planning Providers, pharmacies. FQHCs.
RHCs. hospitals, and mental health and Substance
Use Disorder Providers):

(1) Names and any group affiliations;
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(2) Street addresses;

(3) Office hours;

(4) Telephone numbers;

(5) Website (if applicable);

(6) Specialty (if any),

(7) Description of accommodations offered
for people with disabilities;

(8) The cultural and linguistic capabilities
of Participating Providers, including
languages (including American Sign
Language (ASL)) offered by the Provider or
a  skilled medical interpreter at the
Provider's office, and whether the Provider
has completed cultural competence training;

(9) Gender of the Provider;

(10) Identification of Providers that are not
accepting new Members; and

(11) Any restrictions on the Member's
freedom of choice among Participating
Providers. [42 CFR 438.10(g)(2)(vi) - (yii)]

4.4.1.4.4.4. The MCO shall produce a revised Member

Handbook, or an insert, informing Members of changes
to Covered Services, upon DHHS notification of any
change in Covered Services, and at least thirty (30)
calendar days prior to the effective date of such

-  change. This includes. notification of.any policy to
discontinue coverage of a counseling or referral service
based on moral or religious objections and how the
Member can access those services. [42 CFR
438.102(b)(1)(i)(B); 42 CFR 438.10(g)(4)]

4.4.1.4.4.5. The MCO shall use Member notices, as

applicable, in accordance with the model notices
developed by DHHS. [42 CFR 438.10(c)(4)(ii)] For any
change that affects Member rights, filing requirements,
time frames for grievances, appeals, and State fair
hearings, availability of assistance in submitting
grievances and appeals, and toll-free numbers of the
MCO grievance system resources, the MCO shall give
each Member v/ritten notice of the change at least
thirty (30) calendar days before the intended effective
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date of the change. The MCO shall also notify all
Members of their disenrollment rights, at a minimum,
annually. The MCO shall utilize notices that describe
transition of care policies for Members and potential
Members. [42 CFR 438.62(b)(3)]

4.4.1.5 Provider Directory

4.4.1.5.1 The MCO shall publish a Provider Directory that shall
be reviewed by DHHS prior to initial publication and distribution.
The MCO shall submit the draft Provider Directory and all
substantive changes to DHHS for review.

4.4.1.5.2 The following information shall be in the MCO's
Provider Directory for all Participating Provider types covered under
this Agreement (e.g., PCPs, specialists, family planning Providers,
pharmacies, FQHCs, RHCs, hospitals, and mental health and
Substance Use Disorder Providers):

4.4.1.5.2.1. Names and any group affiliations;

4.4.1.5.2.2. Street addresses;

4.4.1.5.2.3. Office hours;

4.4.1.5.2.4. Telephone numbers;

4.4.1.5.2.5. Website (if applicable);

4.4.1.5.2.6. Specialty (if any),

4.4.1.5.2.7. Gender;

4.4.1.5.2.8. Description of accommodations offered for
people with disabilities;

4.4.1.5.2.9. The cultural and linguistic capabilities of
Participating Providers, including languages (Including
ASL) offered by the Participating Provider or a skilled
medical interpreter at the Provider's office, and whether
the Participating Provider has completed cultural
competence training;

4.4.1.5.2.10.Hospltal affiliations (if applicable):

4.4.1.5.2.11. Board certification (if applicable);

4.4.1.5.2.12. Identification of Participating Providers
that are not accepting new patients; and

4.4.1.5.2.13.Any restrictions on the Member's freedom
of choice among Participating Providers. [42 CFR
438.10(h)(1)(i) - (viii); 42 CFR 438.10(h)(2)]
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4.4.1.5.3 The MCO shall send a letter to New Members within
ten (10) calendar days following the MCO's receipt of a valid
enrollment file from DHHS, but no later than seven (7) calendar
days after the effective date of enrollment directing the Member to
the Provider Directory on the MCO's website and informing the
Member of the right to a printed version of the Provider Directory
upon request.

4.4.1.5.4 The MCO shall disseminate Practice Guidelines to

Members and potential Members upon request as described in
Section 4.8.2 (Practice Guidelines and Standards). [42 CFR
438.236(c)]

4.4.1.5.5 The MCO shall notify all Members, at least once a year,
of their right to obtain a paper copy of the Provider Directory and
shall maintain consistent and up-to-date information on the MCO's
website in a machine readable file and format as specified by CMS.

4.4.1.5.6 The MCO shall update the paper copy of the Provider
Directory at least monthly and shall update an electronic directory
no later than thirty (30) calendar days after the MCO receives
updated information. [42 CFR 438.10(h)(3-4)]

4.4.1.5.7 The MCO shall post on its website a searchable list of
all Participating Providers. At a minimum, this list shall be
searchable by Provider name, specialty, location, and whether the
Provider is accepting new Members.

4.4.1.5.8 The MCO shall update the Provider Directory on its
website within seven (7) calendar days of any changes. The MCO
shall maintain an updated list of Participating Providers on its
website in a Provider Directory.

"4.4:1.5:9 "Thirty (30) calendar days after the effective date of this
Agreement or ninety (90) calendar days prior to the Program Start,
Date, whichever is later, the MCO shall develop and submit the'
draft website Provider Directory template to DHHS for review: thirty
(30) calendar days prior to Program Start Date the MCO shall
submit the final website Provider Directory.

4.4.1.5.10 Upon the termination of a Participating Provider, the
MCO shall make good faith efforts within fifteen (15) calendar days
of the notice of termination to notify Members who received their
primary care from, or was seen on a regular basis by, the
terminated Provider. [42 CFR 438.10(f)(1)]

4.4.2 Language and Format of Member Information
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4.4.2.1' The MCO shall have In place mechanisms to help potential
Members and Members understand the requirements and benefits of the
MCO. [42 CFR 438.10(c)(7)]

4.4.2.2 The MCO shall use the DHHS developed definitions consistently
In any form of Member communication. The MCO shall develop Member
materials utilizing readability principles appropriate for the population
served. '

4.4.2.3 The MCO shall provide all enrollment notices, Information
materials, and instructional materials relating to Members and potential
Members in a manner and format that may be easily understood and
readily accessible In a font size no smaller than twelve (12) point. [42 CFR
438.10(c)(1). 42 CFR 438.10(d)(6)(li) - (iv)]

4.4.2.4 The MCO's written materials shall be developed In compliance
with all applicable communication access requirements at the request of
the Member or prospective Member at no cost.

4.4.2.5 information shall be communicated in an easily understood
language and format, Including alternative formats and In an appropriate
manner that takes into consideration the special needs of Members or
potential Members with disabilities or LEP.

4.4.2.6 The MCO shall inform Members that Information is available in
alternative formats and how to access those formats. [42 CFR
438.10(d)(3), 42 CFR 438.10(d)(6)(i) - (iv)]

4.4.2.7 The MCO shall make all written Member information available in
English, Spanish, and any other state-defined prevalent non-English
languages of MCM .Members. [42 CFR 438.10(d)(1)]

4.4.2.8 All written Member information shall Include at the bottom,
taglines in large print, and in the non-English languages prevalent among
MCM Members, explaining the availability of written translation or oral
interpretation to understand the information provided and the toll-free and
teletypewriter (TTY)/TDD telephone number of the MCO's Member
Services Center. [42 CFR 438.10(d)(3)]

4.4.2.9 The large print tagline shall include information on how to
request Auxiliary Aids and services, including materials in alternative
formats. Upon request, the MCO shall provide all written Member
Information in large print with a font size no smaller than eighteen (18)
point. [42 CFR 438.10(d)(2-3), 42 CFR 438.10(d)(6)(ii) - (iv)]

4.4.2.10 Written Member information shall include at a minimum:

4.4.2.10.1 Provider Directories:

4.4.2.10.2 Member Handbooks;

4.4.2.10.3 Appeal and grievance notices; and
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4.4.2.10.4 Denial and termination notices. ■

4.4.2.11 The MCO shall also make oral interpretation services available
free of charge to Members and potential Members for MCO Covered
Services. This applies to all non-English languages, not just those that
DHHS identifies as languages of other major population groups. Members
shall not to be charged for interpretation services. [42 CFR 438.10(d)(4)]
4.4.2.12 The MCO shall notify Members that oral interpretation is
available for any language and written information is available in
languages prevalent among MCM Members; the MCO shall notify
Members of how to access those services. (42 CFR 438 10(d)(4) 42 CFR
438.10(d)(5)(l)-

4.4.2.13 The MCO shall provide Auxiliary Aids such as TTY/TDD and
ASL interpreters free of charge to Members or potential Members who
require these services. [42 CFR 438.10(d)(4)] The MCO shall take into
consideration the special needs of Members or potential Members with
disabilities or LEP. [42 CFR 438.10(d)(5)(i) - (iii)]

4.4.3 Member Rights

4.4.3.1 The MCO shall have written policies which shall be included in
the Member Handbook and posted on the MCO website regarding
Member rights, such that each Member is guaranteed the right to:

4.4.3.1.1 Receive information on the MCM program and the
MCO to which the Member is enrolled;

4.4.3.1.2 Be treated with respect and with due consideration for
his or her dignity and privacy and the confidentiality of his or her
PHI and PI as safeguarded by State rules and State and federal
laws;

4.4.3.1.3 - Receive information on available treatment options and
alternatives, presented in a manner appropriate to the Member's
condition and ability to understand;

4.4.3.1.4 Participate in decisions regarding his/her health care,
including the right to refuse treatment;

I

4.4.3.1.5 Be free from any form of restraint or seclusion used as
a means of coercion, discipline, convenience, or retaliation;

4.4.3.1.6 Request and receive a copy of his/her medical records
free of charge, and to request that they be amended or corrected;

4.4.3.1.7 Request and receive any MCO's written Physician
Incentive Plans;

4.4.3.1.8 Obtain benefits, including Family Planning Services
and supplies, from Non-Participating Providers;
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4.4.3.1.9 Request and receive a Second Opinion; and

4.4.3.1.10 Exercise these rights without the MCO or its
Participating Providers treating the Member adversely. [42 CFR
438.100(a)(1); 42 CFR 438.100(b)(2)(l)-(vi]); 42 CFR 438.100(c)-
42 CFR 438.10(0(3); 42 CFR 438.10(g)(2)(vi) - (vii); 42 CFR
438.10(g)(2)(ix): 42 CFR 438.3(i)]

4.4.4 Member Communication Supports

4.4.4.1 The MCO shall embrace and further the concept of "every door
for Members is the right door" to eliminate barriers and create a more
flexible and responsive approach to person-centered service delivery. The
MCO shall provide twenty-four (24) hours a day, seven (7) days a week
supports such as POP, behavioral health and specialist referrals, health
coaching, assistance with social determinants of health, access to a nurse
advice line, and a Member portal.

4.4.4.2 During the Readiness Review period, the MCO shall provide a
blueprint of its Member portal for review by DHHS.

4.4.4.3 Member Call Center

4.4.4.3.1 The MCO shall operate a toll-free NH specific call
center Monday through Friday. The MCO shall submit the holiday
calendar to DHHS for review and approval ninety (90) calendar
days prior to the end of each calendar year.

4.4.4.3.2 The MCO shall ensure that the Member Call Center
integrates support for physical and Behavioral Health Services
including meeting the requirement that the MCO have a call line
that is in compliance with requirements set forth in Section
4.11.1.19 (Member Service Line), works efficiently to resolve
issues, and is adequately staffed with qualified personnel who are
trained to accurately respond to Members. At a minimum, the
Member Call Center shall be operational:

4.4.4.3.2.1. Two (2) days per week; eight (8:00) am
Eastem Standard Time (EST) to five (5:00) pm EST;

,. 4.4.4.3.2.2. Three (3) days per week: eight (8:00) am
EST to eight (8:00) pm EST; and

4.4.4.3.2.3. During major program transitions,
additional hours and capacity shall be accommodated
by the MCO.

4.4.4.3.3 The Member Call Center shall meet the following
minimum standards, which DHHS reserves the right to modify at
any time:
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4.4.4.3.3.1. Call Abandonment Rate: Fewer than five
percent (5%) of calls shall be abandoned;

4.4.4.3.3.2. Average Speed of Answer: Ninety percent
(90%) of calls shall be answered with live voice within
thirty (30) seconds; and

4.4.4.3.3.3. Voicemail or answering service messages
shall be responded to no later than the next business
day.

4.4.4.3.4 The MCO shall coordinate its Member Call Center with
the DHHS Customer Service Center, the Member Service Line and
all crisis lines to include, at a minimum, the development of a warm'
transfer protocol for Members.

4.4.4.4 Welcome Call

4.4.4.4.1 The MCO shall make a welcome call to each New
Member within thirty (30) calendar days of the Member's
enrollment in the MCO.

4.4.4.4.2 The welcome call shall, at a minimum:

4.4.4.4.2.1. Assist the Member in selecting a POP or
confirm selection of a POP;

4.4.4.4.2.2. Arrange for a wellness visit with the
Member's PCP (either previously identified or selected
by the Member from a list of available PCPs), which
shall include:

4.4.4.4.2.2.1 Assessments of both physical
and behavioral health,

4.4.4.4.2.2.2 - Screening for depression, mood,
suicidality, and Substance Use Disorder, and

4.4.4.4.2.2.3 Development of a health,
wellness and care plan;

4.4.4.4.2.3. Include a Health Risk Assessment
Screening as required in Section 4.10.2.2, or schedule
the Health Risk Assessment to be conducted within the
time limits Identified in this Agreement;

4.4.4.4.2.4. Screen for special needs, physical and
behavioral health, and services of the Member;

4.4.4.4.2.5. Answer any other Member questions
about the MCO;
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4.4.4.4.2.6. Ensure Members can access information
in their preferred language; and

4.4.4.4.2.7. Remind Members to report to DHHS any
change of address, as Members shall be liable for
premium payments paid during period of ineligibility.

4.4.4.4.3 Regardless of the completion of the welcome call, the
MCO shall complete Health Risk Assessment Screenings as
required in 4.10.2.2

4.4.4.5 Member Hotline

4.4.4.5.1 The MCO shall establish a toll-free Member Service
automated hotline that operates outside of the Member Call Center
standard hours, Monday through Friday, and at all hours on
weekends and holidays.

4.4.4.5.2 The automated system shall provide callers with
operating instructions on what to do and who to call in case of an
emergency, and shall also include, at a minimum, a voice mailbox
for Members to leave messages.

4.4.4.5.3 The MCO shall ensure that the voice mailbox has
adequate capacity to receive all messages. Retum voicemail calls
shall be made no later than the next business day.

4.4.4.5.4 The MCO may substitute a live answering service in
place of an automated system.

4.4.4.6 Program Website

4.4.4.6.1 The MCO shall develop and maintain, consistent with
DHHS standards and other applicable State and federal laws, a
website to provide general information about the MCO's program,
its Participating Provider network, its formulary. Prior Authorization
requirements, the Member Handbook, its services fpr Members,
and its Grievance and Appeal Processes.

4.4.4.6.2 The MCO shall ensure that any PHI, PI or other
Confidential Information solicited shall not be maintained, stored or
captured on the website and shall not be further disclosed except
as provided by this Agreement.

4.4.4.6.3 The solicitation or disclosure of any PHI, PI or other
Confidential Information shall be subject to the requirements in
Exhibit I, Exhibit K Exhibit N (Liquidated Damages Matrix) and all
applicable State and federal laws, rules, and regulations.

4.4.4.6.4 Unless approved by DHHS and clear notice is provided
to users of the website, the MCO shall not track, disclose or use
site visitation for its website analytics or marketing.
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4.4.4.6.6 If the MCO chooses to provide required information
electronically to Members, it shall:

4.4.4.6.5.1. Be in a format and location that is
prominent and readily accessible;

4.4.4.6.5.2. Be provided in an electronic form which
can be electronically retained and printed;

4.4.4.6.5.3. Be consistent with content and language
requirements;

4.4.4.6.5.4. Notify the Member that the information is
available in paper form without charge upon request;
and

4.4.4.6.5.5. Provide, upon request, information in
paper form within five (5) business days. [42 CFR
438.10(c){6)(i)-(v)]

4.4.4.6.6 The MCO program content included on the website
shall be:

4.4.4.6.6.1. Written in English, Spanish, and any other
of the commonly encountered languages of Members;

4.4.4.6.6.2. Culturally appropriate;

4.4.4.6.6.3. Appropriate to the reading literacy of the
population sen/ed; and

4.4.4.6.6.4. Geared to the health needs of the enrolled
MCO program population.

4.4.4.6.7 The MCO's website shall be compliant with the federal
DOJ "Accessibility of State and Local Government Websites to
People with Disabilities." ' '

4.4.6 Marketing

4.4.5.1 The MCO shall not, directly or indirectly, conduct door-to-door,
telephonic, or other Cold Call Marketing to potential Members. The MCO
shall submit all MCO. Marketing material to DHHS for approval before
distribution.

4.4.5.2 DHHS shall identify any required changes to the Marketing
Materials within thirty (30) calendar days. If DHHS has not responded to a
request for review by the thirtieth calendar day, the MCO may proceed to
use the submitted materials. [42 CFR 438.104(b)(1)(i) - (ii). 42 CFR
438.104(b)(1)(iv)-(v)]

4.4.5.3 The MCO shall comply with federal requirements for provision of
information that ensures the potential Member is provided with accurate
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oral and written information sufficient to make an informed decision on
whether or not to enroll.

MCO Marketing Materials shall not contain false or
materially misleading infoimation. The MCO shall not offer other insurance
products as Inducement to enroll.

4.4.5.5 The MCO shall ensure that Marketing. Including plans and
materials, is accurate and does not mislead, confuse, or defraud the
recipients or DHHS. The MCO's Marketing Materials shall not contain any
written or oral assertions or statements that:

4.4.5.5.1 The recipient shall enroll in the MCO in order to obtain
benefits or in order not to lose benefits; or

4.4.5.5.2 The MCO is endorsed by CMS, the State or federal
government, or a similar entity. [42 CFR 438.104(b)(2)(i) -

4.4.5.6 The MCO shall distribute Marketing Materials to the entire State.
The MCO's Marketing Materials shall not seek to influence enrollment in
conjunction with the sale or offering of any private insurance. The MCO
shall not release and make public statements or press releases concerning
the program without the prior consent of DHHS. [42 CFR 438 104fb1f11fn -
(ii). 42 CFR 438.104(b)(1)(iv) - (v)] v A A;

4.4.6 Member Engagement Strategy
4.4.6.1 The MCO shall develop and facilitate an active Member
Advisory Board that is composed of Members who represent its Member
population.

4.4.6.2 Member Advisory Board

4.4.6.2.1 Representation on the Member Advisory Board shall
draw from and be reflective of the MCO membership to ensure
accurate and timely feedback on the MCM program.

4.4.6.2.2 The Member Advisory Board shall meet at least four (4)
times per year.

4^4.6.2.3 The Member Advisory Board shall meet in-person or
through interactive technology, including but not limited to a
conference call or webinar and provide Member perspective(s) to
influence the MCO's QAPI program changes (as further described
in Section 4.12.3 (Quality Assessment and Performance
Improvement Program)).

4.4.6.2.4 All costs related to the Member Advisory Board shall be
the responsibility of the MCO.

4.4.6.3 In-Person Regional Member Meetings
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4.4.6.3.1 The MCO shall hold In-person regional Member
meetings for two-way communication where Members can provide
Input and ask questions, and the MCO can ask questions and
obtain feedback from Members.

4.4.6.3.2 Regional meetings shall be held at least twice each
Agreement year in demographically different locations in NH. The
MCO shall make efforts to provide video conferencing opportunities
for Members to attend the regional meetings. If video conferencing
is unavailable, the MCO shall use alternate technologies as
available for all meetings.

4.4.6.3.3 The MCO shall report on the activities of these
meetings Including a summary of meeting dates, attendees, topics
discussed and actions taken in response to Member contributions
to DHHS in the MCM Comprehensive Annual' Report, In
accordance with Exhibit 0.

4.4.7 Cultural and Accessibility Considerations

4.4.7.1 The MCO shall participate in DHHS's efforts to promote the
delivery of services in a culturally and linguistically competent manner to
all Members, including those with LEP and diverse cultural and ethnic
backgrounds, disabilities, and regardless of gender, sexual orientation or
gender identity. [42 CFR 438.206(c)(2)]

4.4.7.2 The MCO shall ensure that Participating. Providers provide
physical access, reasonable accommodations, and accessible equipment
for Members with physical or behavioral disabilities. (42 CFR
438.206(c)(3)]

4.4.7.3 Cultural Competency Plan

_ _ . _4.47.^1 In accordance with 42 CFR 438.206, the MCO shall
have a comprehensive written Cultural Competency Plan
describing how it will ensure that services are provided in a
culturally and linguistically competent manner to all Members.
Including those with LEP, using qualified staff, interpreters, and
translators in accordance with Exhibit 0.

4.4.7.3.2 The Cultural Competency Plan shall describe how the
Participating Providers, and systems within the MCO will effectively
provide services to people of all cultures, races, ethnic
backgrounds, and religions in a manner that recognizes values,
affirms and respects the worth of the each Member and protects
and preserves a Member's dignity.

4.4.7.3.3 The MCO shall work with the DHHS Office of Health
Equify to address cultural and linguistic considerations.

4.4.7.4 Communication Access
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4.4.7.4.1 The MCO shall develop effective methods of

communicating and working with its Members who do not speak
English as a first language, who have physical conditions that
Impair their ability to speak clearly in order to be easily understood,
as well as Members who have low-vision or hearing loss, and
accommodating Members with physical and cognitive disabilities
and different literacy levels, learning styles, and capabilities.

4.4.7.4.2 The MCO shall develop effective and appropriate
methods for identifying, flagging in electronic systems, and tracking
Members' needs for communication assistance for health

encounters including preferred spoken language for all encounters,
need for interpreter, and preferred language for written information.

4.4.7.4.3 The MCO shall adhere to certain quality standards in
delivering language assistance services, including using only
Qualified Bilingual/Multilingual Staff, Qualified Interpreters for a
Member with a Disability, Qualified Interpreters for a Member with
LEP, and Qualified Translators as defined in Section 2.1.104
through Section 2.1.107 (Definitions)..

4.4.7.4.4 The MCO shall ensure the competence of employees
providing language assistance, recognizing that , the use of
untrained individuals and/or minors as Interpreters should be
avoided. The MCO shall not;

4.4.7.4.4.1. Require a Member with LEP to provide his
or her own interpreter;

4.4.7.4.4.2. Rely on an adult accompanying a Member
with LEP to interpret or facilitate communication,
except:

4.4.7.4.4.2.1 In an emergency involving an
imminent threat to the safety or welfare of the
Member or the public where there is no Qualified
Interpreter for the Member with LEP immediately
available, or

4.4.7.4.4.2.2 Where the Member with LEP

specifically requests that the accompanying adult
interpret or facilitate communication, the
accompanying adult agrees to provide such
assistance, and reliance on that adult for such
assistance is appropriate under the circumstances;

4.4.7.4.4.3. Rely on a minor to interpret or facilitate
communication, except in an emergency involving an
imminent threat to the safety or welfare of a Member or
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the public where there Is no Qualified Interpreter for the
Member with LEP Immediately available; or

4.4.7.4.4.4. Rely on staff other than Qualified
Biiinguai/Multiiingual Staff to communicate directly with
Members with LEP. (45 CFR 92.201(e)]

4.4.7.4.5 The MCO shall ensure interpreter services are
available to any Member who requests them, regardless of the
prevalence of the Member's language within the overall program
for all health plan and MCO sen/Ices, exclusive of inpatlent
services.

4.4.7.4.6 The MCO shall recognize that no one interpreter
service (such as over-the-phone interpretation) will be appropriate
(i.e. will provide meaningful access) for all Members In all
situations. The most appropriate service to use (in-person versus
remote interpretation) will vary from situation to situation and shall
be based upon the unique needs and circumstances of each
Member.

4.4.7.4.7 Accordingly, the MCO shall provide the most
appropriate interpretation service possible under ' the
circumstances. In all cases, the MCO shall provide in-person
interpreter services when deemed clinically necessary by the
Provider of the encounter service.

4.4.7.4.8 The MCO shall not use low-quality video remote
Interpreting services. In instances where the Qualified Interpreters
are being provided through video remote Interpreting services, the
MCO's health programs and activities shall provide;

4.4.7.4.8.1. Real-time, full-motion video and audio
over a dedicated high-speed, -wide-bandwidth-video
connection or wireless connection that delivers high-
quality video Images that do not produce lags, choppy,
blurry, or grainy Images, or Irregular pauses In
communication;

4.4.7.4.8.2. A sharply delineated image that Is large
enough to display the interpreter's face and the
participating Member's face regardless of the
Member's body position;

4.4.7.4.8.3. A clear, audible transmission of voices;
and

4.4.7.4.8.4. Adequate training to users of the
technology and other Involved Individuals so that they
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may quickly and efficiently set up and operate the
video remote interpreting. [45 CFR 92.201(f)]

4.4.7.4.9 The MCO shall bear the cost of Interpretive services
and communication access, . including ASL interpreters and
translation into Braille materials as heeded for Members with

hearing loss and who are low-vision or visualiy Impaired.

4.4.7.4.10 The MCO shaii communicate In ways that can be
understood by Members who are not literate In English or their
native language. Accommodations may include the use of audio
visual presentations or other formats that can effectively convey
information and its importance to the Member's health and health
care.

4.4.7.4.11 If the Member declines free interpretation services
offered by the MCO, the MCO shaii have a process in place for
informing the Member of the potential consequences of declination
with the assistance of a competent interpreter to assure the
Member's understanding, as well as a process to document the
Member's declination.

4.4.7.4.12 Interpreter services shall be offered by the MCO at
every new contact. Every declination requires new documentation
by the MCO of the offer and decline.

4.4.7.4.13 The MCO shall comply with applicable provisions of
federal laws and policies prohibiting discrimination, including but
not limited to Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended,
which prohibits the MCO from discriminating on the basis of race,
color, or national origin.

4.4.7.4.14 As clarified by Executive Order 13166, improving
Access to Services for Persons with LEP, and resulting agency
guidance, national origin discrimination includes discrimination on
the basis of LEP. To ensure compliance with Title Vi of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964, the MCO shall take reasonable steps to ensure
that LEP Members have meaningful access to the MCO's
programs.

4.4.7.4.15 Meaningful access may entail providing language
assistance services, including oral and written translation, where
necessary. The MCO is encouraged to consider the need for
language services for LEP persons served or encountered both in
developing their budgets and in conducting their programs and
activities. Additionally, the MCO is encouraged to develop and
implement a written language access plan to ensure it is prepared
to take reasonable steps to provide meaningful access to each
Member with LEP who may require assistance.
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4.6 Member Grievances and Aopeais

4,5.1 General Requirements

4.5.1.1 The MCO shall develop, Implement and maintain a Grievance
System under which Members may challenge the denial of coverage of, or
payment for, medical assistance and which includes a Grievance Process,
an Appeal Process, and access to the State's fair hearing system. [42 CFR
438.402(a): 42 CFR 438.228(a)] The MCO shall ensure that the Grievance
System is in compliance with this Agreement, 42 CFR 438 Subpart F,
State law as applicable, and NH Code of Administrative Rules, Chapter
He-C 200 Rules of Practice and Procedure.

4.5.1.2 The MCO shall provide to DHHS a complete description, in
writing and including all of its policies, procedures, notices and forms, of its
proposed Grievance System for DHHS's review and approval during the
Readiness Review period. Any proposed changes to the Grievance
System shall be reviewed by DHHS thirty (30) calendar days prior 'to
implementation.

4.5.1.3 The Grievance System shall be responsive to any grievance or
appeal of Dual-Eligible Members. To the extent such grievance or appeal
is related to a Medicaid service, the MCO shall handle the grievance or
appeal in accordance with this Agreement.

4.5.1.4 in the event the MCO, after review, determines that the Dual-
Eligible Member's grievance or appeal is solely related to a Medicare
service, the MCO shall refer the Member to the State's Health insurance
Assistance Program (SHIP), which is currently administered by Service
Link Aging and Disability Resource Center.

4.5.1.5 The MCO shall be responsible for ensuring that the Grievance
System (Grievance Process^ Appeal Process, and access to the State's
fair hearing systerti) cbrtiplies with the fbllowirig general requirements The
MCO shall:

4.5.1.5.1 Provide Members with all reasonable assistance in
completing forms and other procedural steps. This includes, but is
not limited to, providing interpreter services and toll-free numbers
wth TTynOD and interpreter capability and assisting the Member
in providing written consent for appeals [42 CFR 438 406(a)- 42
CFR 438.228(a)];

4.5.1.5.2 Acknowledge receipt of each grievance and appeal
(including oral appeals), unless the Member or authorized Provider
requests expedited resolution [42 CFR 438.406(b)(1)- 42 CFR
438.228(a)];

4.5.1.5.3 Ensure that decision makers on grievances and
appeals and their subordinates were not involved in previous levels
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of review or decision making [42 CFR 438.406(b)(2)(l): 42 CFR
438.228(a)]:

4.5.1.5.4 Ensure that decision makers take into account all
comments, documents, records, and other information submitted
by the Member or his or her representative without regard to
whether such Information was submitted or considered In the initial
adverse benefit determination [42 CFR 438.406(b)(2)(ill); 42 CFR
438.228(a)];

4.5.1.5.5 Ensure that, if deciding any of the following, the
decision makers are health care professionals with clinical
expertise In treating the Member's condition or disease:

4.5.1.5.5.1. An appeal of a denial based on lack of
medical necessity;

4.5.1.5.5.2. ̂ A grievance regarding denial of expedited
resolutions of an appeal; or

4.5.1.5.5.3. A grievance or appeal that involves clinical
issues. [42 CFR 438.406(b)(2)(li)(A) - (C); 42 CFR
438.228(a)].

4.5.1.5.6 Ensure that Members are permitted to file appeals and
State fair, hearings after receiving notice that an adverse action is
upheld [42 CFR 438.402(c)(1); 42 CFR 438.408].

4.5.1.6 The MCO shall send written notice to Members and Participating
Providers of any changes to the Grievance System at least thirty (30)
calendar days prior to implementation.

4.5.1.7 The MCO shall provide information as specified in 42 CFR
438.10(g) about the Grievance System to Providers and Subcontractors at
the time they enter into a contact or Subcontract. The information shall
include, but is not limited to:

4.5.1.7.1 The Member's right to file grievances and appeals and
requirements and timeframes for filing;

4.5.1.7.2 The Member's right to a State fair hearing, how to
obtain a hearing, and the rules that govern representation at a
hearing;

4.5.1.7.3 The availability of assistance with filing;

4.5.1.7.4 The toll-free numbers to file oral grievances and
appeals;

4.5.1.7.5 The Member's right to request continuation of benefits
during an appeal or State fair hearing filing and, if the MCO's action
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is upheld In a hearing, that the Member may be liable for the cost of
any continued benefits; and

4.5.1.7.6 The Provider's right to appeal the failure of the MCO to
pay for or cover a service.

4.5.1.8 The MCO shall make available training to Providers in
supporting and assisting Members in the Grievance System.

4.5.1.9 The MCO shall maintain records of grievances and appeals,
Including all matters handled by delegated entities, for a period not less
than ten (10) years. [42 CFR 438.416(a)]

4.5.1.10 At a minimum, such records shall include a general description
of the reason for the grievance or appeal, the name of the Member, the
dates received, the dates of each review, the dates of the grievance or
appeal, the resolution and the date of resolution. [42 CFR 438.416(b)(1) -
(6)1

4.5.1.11 In accordance with Exhibit O, the MCO shall provide reports on
all actions related to Member grievances and appeals, including all matters
handled by delegated entities, including timely processing, results, and
frequency of grievance and appeals.

4.5.1.12 The MCO shall review Grievance System information as part of
the State quality strategy and in accordance with this Agreement and 42
CFR 438.402. The MCO shall regularly review appeals data for process
improvement which should iiiclude but not be limited to reviewing:

4.5.1.12.1 Reversed appeals for issues that could be addressed
through improvements In the Prior Authorization process; and

4.5.1.12.2 Overall appeals to determine further Member and
Provider education in the Prior Authorization process.

4.5.1.13 The MCO shall make such inforrnitloh acce^lble to the State
and available upon request to CMS. [42 CFR 438.416(c)]

4.5.2 Grievance Process

4.5.2.1 The MCO shall develop, Implement, and maintain a Grievance
Process that establishes the procedure for addressing Member grievances
and v\4iich is compliant with RSA 420-J:5, 42 CFR 438 Subpart F and this
Agreement.

4.5.2.2 The MCO shall permit a Member, or the Member's authorized
representative with the Member's written consent, to file a grievance with
the MCO either orally or in writing at any time. [42 CFR 438.402(c)(1)(i) -
(ii); 42 CFR 438.408; 42 CFR 438.402(c)(2)(i); 42 CFR 438.402(c)(3)(i)]
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Grievance Process shall address Member's exoresslon of
dPtP^I u®"^ than an adverse benefitdetermination. Subjects for grievances include, but are not limited to:

4.5.2.3.1 The quality of care or services provided;

interpersonal relationships such as
rudensss of a Providsr or smployooj
4.5.2.3.3 Failure to respect the Member's rights;
^5.2.3.4 Dispute of an extension of time proposed by the MCO
to make an authorization decision;

RSA 1^3^ r an ,^®"®^® "^®' '^®'^ estabiished byKSA 135-C.56-57 or He-M 309 have been violated; and

c  who believe the MCO is not providing mental
CFR 43°8,L"SartT

4.5.2jt The MCO shaii complete the resolution of a grievance and
provide notice to the affected parties as expeditiousiy as the Member's
health condition requires, but not later than forty-five (45) calendar davs
J^i'" H '.® receives the grievance or within fifty-nine (59)
fourteen oT caL'nd h 9"®^®"®®® -"tended for up tofourteen (14) calendar days even if the MCO does not have all the

make the decision, for one hundred percent

43a408(b)(1)] ^ grievance. [42 CFR 438.408(a); 42 CFR

i"p fo foudL^nS)Ta;nr da'S ® 3^^®--®
4.5.2.5.1 If the Member requests the extension; or
4.5.2.5.2 if the MCO shows that there is need tor additional
mformation and that the delay is in the Member's interest (upon
State request). [42 CFR 438.408(c)(1)(i) - (ii); 438.408(b)(1)T

reSueLfr^ember.rMcV^^^^^^^^ ^ '^®
"■ ="• •»

®nf th Member written notice, within two (2) calendarfnfmm (ho / u to extend the timeframe andinform the Member of the right to file a grievance if he or she
43l408Tb)0) 438.408(c)(2)(i) - (ii); 42 CFR
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4.5.2.7 If the Member requests disenrollment, then the MCO shall
resolve the grievance In time to permit the disenrollment (if approved) to
be effective no later than the first day of the following month in which the
Member requests disenrollment. [42 CFR 438.56(d)(5)(ii); 42 CFR
438.56(e)(1): 42 CFR 438.228(a)]

4.5.2.8 The MCO shall notify Members of the resolution of grievances.
The notification may be orally or in writing" for grievances not involving
clinical Issues. Notices of resolution for clinical Issues shall be in writing.
[42 CFR 438.408(d)(1); 42 CFR 438.10]

4.5.2.9 Members shall not have the right to a State fair hearing in regard
to the resolution of a grievance.

4.6.3 Appeal Process

4.5.3.1 The MCO shall develop, implement, and maintain an Appeal
Process that establishes the procedure for addressing Member requests
for review of any action taken by the MCO and which is in compliance with
42 CFR 438 Subpart F and this Agreement. The MCO shall have only one
(1) level of appeal for Members. [42 CFR 438.402(b); 42 CFR 438.228(a)]

4.5.3.2 The MCO shall permit a Member, or the Member's authorized
representative, or a Provider acting on behalf of the Member and with the
Member's written consent, to request an appeal orally or in writing of any
MCO action. [42 CFR 438.402(c)(3)(ii); 42 CFR 438.402(c)(1)(ii)]

4.5.3.3 The MCO shall include as parties to the appeal, the Member and
the Member's authorized representative, or the legal representative of the
deceased Member's estate. [42 CFR 438.406(b)(6)]

4.5.3.4 The MCO shall permit a Member to file an appeal, either orally
or in writing, within sixty (60) calendar days of the date on the MCO's
notice ©faction. [42 CFR 438.402(c)(2)(ii)] The MCO shall ensure that oral
inquires seeking' to appearan actidn~are treats as ap^'als'ai^ cdhfiirh
those inquires in writing, uniess the Member or the authorized Provider
requests expedited resolution. [42 CFR 438.406(b)(3)] An orai request for
an appeal shall be followed by a written and signed appeal request unless
the request is for an expedited resolution. [42 CFR 438.402(c)(3)(ii)]

4.5.3.5 if DHHS receives a request to appeal an action of the MCO,
DHHS shall forward relevant information to the MCO and the MCO shall

contact the Member and acknowledge receipt of the appeal. [42 CFR
438.406(b)(1); 42 CFR 438.228(a)]

4.5.3.6 The MCO shall ensure that any decision to deny a service
authorization request or to authorize a service in an amount, duration, or
scope that is less than requested, shall be made by a health care
professional who has appropriate clinical expertise in treating the
Member's condition or disease.
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4.5.3.7 The MCO shall permit the Member a reasonable opportunity to
present evidence, and allegations of fact or law, in person as well as In
writing [42 CFR 438.406(b)(4)]. The MCO shall inform the Member of the
limited time available for this in the case of expedited resolution.

4.5.3.8 The MCO shall provide the Member and the Member's
representative an opportunity to receive the Member's case file, including
medical records, and any other documents and records considered during
the Appeal Process free of charge prior to the resolution. [42 CFR
438.406(b)(5): 438.408(b) - (c)]

4.5.3.9 The MCO may offer peer-to-peer review support, with a like
clinician, upon request from a Member's Provider prior to the appeal
decision. Any such peer-to-peer review should occur in a timely manner
and before the Provider seeks recourse through the Provider Appeal or
State fair hearing process.

4.5.3.10 The MCO shall resolve one hundred percent (100%) of standard
Member appeals within thirty (30) calendar days from the date the appeal
was filed \Mth the MCO. [42 CFR 438.408(a); 42 CFR 438.408(b)(2)]

4.5.3.11 The date of filing shall be considered either the date of receipt of
an oral request for appeal or a written request for appeal from either the
Member or Provider, whichever date is the earliest.

4.5.3.12 Members who believe the MCO is not providing mental health or
Substance Use Disorder benefits, in violation of 42 CFR 42 CFR 438,
subpart K, may file an appeal.

4.5.3.13 If the MCO fails to adhere to notice and timing requirements,
established in 42 CFR 438.408, then the Member is deemed to have
exhausted the MCO's appeals process, and the Member may Initiate a
State fair hearing. [42 CFR 438.408; 42 CFR 438.402(c)(1)(i)(A)]

4.5.4 Actions

4.5.4.1 The MCO shall permit the appeal of any action taken by the
MCO. Actions shall include, but are not limited to the following:

4.5.4.1.1 Denial or limited authorization of a requested service,
including the type or level of service;

4.5.4.1.2 Reduction, suspension, or termination of a previously
authorized service;

4.5.4.1.3 Denial, in whole or in part, of payment for a service;

-  4.5.4.1.4 Failure to provide services In a timely manner, as
defined by this Agreement;

4.5.4.1.5 Untimely service authorizations;
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4.5.4.1.6 Failure of the MCO to act within the timeframes set
forth in this Agreement or as required under 42 CFR 438 Subpart F
and this Agreement; and

4.5.4.1.7 At such times, if any, that DHHS has an Agreernent
with fewer than two (2) MCOs, for a rural area resident with only
one (1) MCO, the denial of a Member's request to obtain services
outside the network, in accordance with 42 CFR 438.52(b)(2)(ii).

4.6.5 Expedited Appeal

4.5.5.1 The MCO shall develop, implement, and maintain an expedited
appeal review process for appeals when the MCO determines, as the
result of a request from the Member, or a Provider request on the
Member's behalf or supporting the Member's request, that taking the time
for a standard resolution could seriously jeopardize the Member's life or
health or ability to attain, maintain, or regain maximum function. [42 CFR
438.410(a)]

4.5.5.2 The MCO shall inform Members of the limited time available to
present evidence and testimony, in person and in writing, and make legal
and factual arguments sufficiently in advance of the resolution timeframe
for expedited appeals. [42 CFR 438.406(b)(4); 42 CFR 438.408(b): 42
CFR438.408(c)]

4.5.5.3 The MCO shall make a decision on the Member's request for
expedited appeal and provide notice, as expeditiously as the Member's
health condition requires, but no later than seventy-two (72) hours after the
MCO receives the appeal. [42 CFR 438.408(a); 42 CFR 438.408(b)(3)]

4.5.5.4 The MCO may extend the seventy-two (72) hour time period by
up to fourteen (14) calendar days if the Member requests an extension, or
if the MCO Justifies a need for additional information and how the
extension is in the "Member's interest. [42 CFR 438.408(c)(1); 42 CFR
438;408(b)(2)] The MCO shall also make reasonable efforts to provide oral
notice.

4.5.5.5 The date of filing of an expedited appeal shall be considered
either an oral request for appeal or a written request from either the
Member or Provider, whichever date is the earliest.

4.5.5.6 If the MCO extends the timeframes not at the request of the
Member, it shall;

4.5.5.6.1 Make reasonable efforts to give the Member prompt
oral notice of the delay by providing a minimum of three (3) oral
attempts to contact the Member at various times of the day, on
different days within two (2) calendar days of the MCO's decision to
extend the timeframe as detailed in He-W 506.08(j);
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4.5.5.6.2 Within two (2) calendar days give the Member written
notice of the reason for the decision to extend the timeframe and

inform the Member of the right to file a grievance if he or she
disagrees with that decision;

4.5.5.6.3 Resolve the appeal as expeditiously as the Member's
health condition requires and no later than the date the extension

^  expires. [42 CFR 438.408(c)(2)(i) - (iii); 42 CFR 438.408{b)(2)-(3)]

4.5.5.7 The MCO shall meet the timeframes above for one hundred

percent (100%) of requests for expedited appeals.

4.5.5.8 The MCO shall ensure that punitive action Is not taken against a
Provider who requests an expedited resolution or supports a Member's
appeal.

4.5.5.9 If the MCO denies a request for expedited resolution of an
appeal, it shall transfer the appeal to the timeframe for standard resolution
and make reasonable efforts to give the Member prompt oral notice of the
denial, and follow up within two (2) calendar days with a written notice. [42
CFR 438.410(c); 42 CFR 438.408(b)(2); 42 CFR 438.408(c)(2)]

4.5.5.10 The Member has a right to file a grievance regarding the MCOs
denial of a request for expedited resolution. The MCO shall inform the
Member of his/her right and the procedures to file a grievance in the notice
of denial.

4.5.6 Content of Notices

4.5.6.1 The MCO shall notify the requesting Provider, and give the
Member written notice of any decision to deny a service authorization
request, or to authorize a service In an amount, duration, or scope that is
less than requested. [42 CFR 438.210(c): 42 CFR 438.404] Such notice
shall meet the requirements of 42 CFR 438.404, except that the notice to
the Provider need not be in writing.

4.5.6.2 The MCO shall utilize NCQA compliant DHHS model notices for
'all adverse actions and appeals. MCO adverse action and appeal notices
shall be submitted for DHHS review during the Readiness Review process.
Each notice of adverse action shall contain and explain:

4.5.6.2.1 The action the MCO or its Subcontractor has taken or

intends to take [42 CFR 438.404(b)(1)];

4.5.6.2.2 The reasons for the action, including the right of the
Member to be provided, upon request and free of charge,
reasonable access to and copies of all documents, records, and
other information relevant to the adverse action [42 CFR
438.404(b)(2)];
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4.5.6.2.3 The Member's or the Provider's right to file an appeal,
Including Information on exhausting the MCO's one (1) level of
appeal and the right to request a State fair hearing if the adverse
action Is upheld (42 CFR 438.404(b)(3): 42 CFR 438.402(b) - (c)];

4.5.6.2.4 Procedures for exercising Member's rights to file a
grievance or appeal (42 CFR 438.404(b)(4)];

4.5.6.2.5 Circumstances under which expedited resolution Is
available and how to request It (42 CFR 438.404(b)(5)]; and

4.5.6.2.6 The Member's rights to have benefits continue pending
the resolut'on of the appeal, how to request that benefits be
continued, and the circumstances under which the Member may be
required to pay the costs of these continued benefits (42 CFR
438.404(b)(6)].

4.5.6.3 The MCO shall ensure that all notices of adverse action be In
writing and shall meet the following language and format requirements:

4.5.6.3.1 Written notice shall be translated for the Members who
speak one (1) of the commonly encountered languages spoken by
MCM Members (as defined by the State per 42 CFR 438.10(d)):

4.5.6.3.2 Notice shall Include language clarifying that oral
Interpretation Is available for all languages and how to access it;
and

4.5.6.3.3 Notices shall use easily understood language and
format, and shall be available, in alternative formats, and in an
appropriate manner that takes into consideration those with special
needs. All Members shall be informed that Informatiori Is available
in alternative formats and how to access those formats.

4.5.6.4_.. The.MCO-Shall mall.the notice of adverse action by the date of-
the action when any of the following occur:

4.5.6.4.1 The Member has died;

4.5.6.4.2 The Member submits a signed written statement
requesting service termination;

4.5.6.4.3 The Member submits a signed written statement
including informailon that requires service termination or reduction
and indicates that he understands that the service termination or
reduction shall result;

4.5.6.4.4 The Member has been admitted to an institution where
he or she is ineligible under the Medicald State Plan for further
services;
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4.5.6.4.5 The Member's address is determined unknown based

on relumed mail with no forwarding address;

4.5.6.4.6 The Member is accepted for Medicaid sen/ices by
another state, territory, or commonwealth;

4.5.6.4.7 A change in the level of medical care is prescribed by
the Member's physician;

4.5.6.4.8 The notice involves an adverse determination with

regard to preadmission screening requirements of section
1919(e)(7) of the Social Security Act; or

4.5.6.4.9 The transfer or discharge from a facility shall occur in
an expedited fashion. [42 CFR 438.404(c)(1); 42 CFR 431.213; 42
CFR 431.231(d); section 1919(e)(7) of the Social Security Act; 42
CFR 483.12(a)(5)(i); 42 CFR 483.12(a)(5)(ii)]

4.6.7 Timing of Notices

4.5.7.1 For termination, suspension or reduction of previously
authorized Medicaid Covered Services, the MCO shall provide Members
written notice at least ten (10) calendar days before the date of action,
except the period of advance notice shall be no more than five (5) calendar
days in cases where the MCO has verified facts that the action should be
taken because of probable fraud by the Member. [42 CFR 438.404(c)(1);
42 CFR 431.211; 42 CFR 431.214]

4.5.7.2 In accordance with 42 CFR 438.404(c)(2), the MCO shall mail
written notice to Members on the date of action when the adverse action is

a denial of payment or reimbursement.

4.5.7.3 For standard service authorization denials or partial denials, the
MCO shall provide Members vAth written notice as expeditiously as the
Member's health condition requires but may not exceed fourteen (14)
calendar days following a request for initial and continuing authorizations
of services. [42 CFR 438.210(d)(1); 42 CFR 438.404(c)(3)] An extension of
up to an additional fourteen (14) calendar days Is permissible, if:

4.5.7.3.1 The Member, or the Provider, requests the extension;
or

4.5.7.3.2 The'MCO justifies a need for additipnal information and
how the extension is in the Member's interest. [42 CFR
438.210(d)(1)(i)-(ii); 42 CFR 438.210(d)(2)(ii): 42 CFR
438.404(c)(4); 42 CFR 438.404(c)(6)]

4.5.7.4 When the MCO extends the timeframe, the MCO shall give the
Member written notice of the reason for the decision to extend the

timeframe and inform the Member of the right to file a grievance if he or
she disagrees with that decision. [42 CFR 438.210(d)(1)(ii); 42 CFR
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438.404(c)(4)(i)] Under such circumstance, the MCO shall issue and carry
out its determination as expeditiously as the Member's health condition
requires and no later than the date the extension expires. [42 CFR
438.210(d)(1)(il): 42 CFR 438.404(c)(4)(li)]

4.5.7.5 For cases In which a Provider indicates, or the MCO determines,
that following the standard timeframe could seriously jeopardize the
Member's life or health or ability to attain, maintain, or regain maximum
function, the MCO shall make an expedited authorization decision and
provide notice as expeditiously as the Member's health condition requires
and no later than seventy-two (72) hours after receipt of the request for
service. [42 CFR 438.210(d)(2)(i): 42 CFR 438.404(c)(6)]

4.5.7.6 The MCO may extend the seventy-two (72) hour time period by
up to fourteen (14) calendar days if the Member requests an extension, or
if the MCO justifies a need for additional Information and how the
extension is In the Member's Interest.

4.5.7.7 The MCO shall provide notice on the date that the timeframes
expire when service authorization decisions are not reached within the
timeframes for either standard or expedited service authorizations. [42
CFR 438.404(c)(5)]

4.5.8 Continuation of Benefits

4.5.8.1 The MCO shall continue the Member's benefits If:

4.5.8.1.1 The appeal Is filed timely, meaning on or before the
later of the following:

4.5.8.1.1.1. Within ten (10) calendar days of the MCO
mailing the notice of action, or

4.5.8.1.1.2. The intended effective date of the MCO's
-  - - - - --- proposed action;

4.5.8.1.2 The appeal involves the termination, suspension, or
reduction of a previously authorized course of treatment;

4.5.8.1.3 The services was ordered by an authorized Provider;

4.5.8.1.4 The authorization period has not expired;

4.5.8.1.5 The Member files the request for an appeal within sixty
(60) calendar days following the date on the adverse benefit
determination notice; and

4.5.8.1.6 The Member requests extension of benefits, orally or in
writing. [42 CFR 438.420(a); 42 CFR 438.420(b)(1) - (5); 42 CFR
438.402(c)(2)(li)]
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4.5.8.2 If the MCO continues or reinstates the Member's benefits while

the appeal Is pending, the benefits shall be continued until one (1) of the
following occurs:

4.5.8.2.1 The Member withdraws the appeal, in writing;

4.5.8.2.2 The Member does not request a State fair hearing
within ten (10) calendar days from when the MCO mails an adverse
MCO decision regarding the Member's MCO appeal;

4.5.8.2.3 A State fair hearing decision adverse to the Member is
made; or

4.5.8.2.4 The authorization expires or authorization service limits
are met. [42 CFR 438.420(c)(1)-(3); 42 CFR 438.408(d)(2)]

4.5.8.3 if the final resolution of the appeal upholds the MCO's action,
the MCO may recover from the Member the amount paid for the sen/ices
provided to the Member while the appeal was pending, to the extent that
they were provided solely because of the requirement for continuation of
services. [42 CFR 438.420(d); 42 CFR 431.230(b)]

4.5.8.4 A Provider acting as an authorized representative shall not
request a Member's continuation of benefits pending appeal even with'the
Member's written consent.

4.6.9 Resolution of Appeals

4.5.9.1 The MCO shall resolve each appeal and provide notice, as
expeditiously as the Member's health condition requires, within the
following timeframes:

4.5.9.1.1 For standard resolution of appeals and for appeals for
termination, suspension, or reduction of previously authorized
services, a decision shall be made within thirty (30) calendar days
after receipt of the appeal even if the MCO does not have all the
information necessary to make the decision, unless the MCO
notifies the Member that an extension is necessary to complete the
appeal.

4.5.9.1.2 The MCO may extend the timeframes up to fourteen
(14) calendar days if:

4.5.9.1.2.1. The Member requests ari extension, orally
or In writing, or

4.5.9.1.2.2. The MCO shows that there is a need for

additional information and the MCO shows that the

extension is in the Member's best interest; [42 CFR
438.408(c)(1)(i) - (ii); 438.408(b)(1)]
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4.5.9.1.3 If the MCO extends the timeframes not at the request
of the Member then it shall: ' '

4.5.9.1.3.1. Make reasonable efforts to give the
Member prompt oral notice of the delay,

4.5.9.1.3.2. Within two (2) calendar days give the
Member written notice of the reason for the decision to
extend the timeframe and inform the Member of the
right to file a grievance if he or she disagrees with that
decision; and resolve the appeal as expeditiously as
the Member's health condition requires and no later
than the date the extension expires. [42 CFR
438.408(c)(2)(i) - (ii); 42 CFR 438.408(b)(1); 42 CFR
438.408(b)(3)]

4.5.9.2 Under no circumstances may the MCO extend the appeal
. deternjiination beyond forty-five (45) calendar days from the day the MCO
receives the appeal request even If the MCO does not have all the
information necessary to make the decision.

4.5.9.3 The MCO shall provide written notice of the resolution of the
appeal, which shall include the date completed and reasons for the
determination in easily, understood language.
4 5.9.4 The MCO shall include a written statement, in simple language,
of the clinical rationale for the decision. Including how the requesting
Provider or Member may obtain the Utilization Management clinical review
or decision-making criteria. [42 CFR 438.408(d)(2)(i); 42 CFR 438 10- 42
CFR 438.408(e)(1) - (2)]

4.5.9.5 For notice of an expedited resolution, the MCO shall provide
written notice, and make reasonable efforts to provide oral notice f42 CFR
438.408(d)(2)(ii)]. . . .

4.5.9.6 For appeals not resolved wholly in favor of the Member the
notice shall:

4.5.9.6.1 Include information on the Member's right to request a
State fair hearing;

4.5.9.6.2 How to request a State fair hearing;

4.5.9.6.3 Include information on the Member's right to receive
services while the hearing is pending and how to make the request'
and

4.5.9.6.4 Inform the Member that the Member may be held liable
for the amount the MCO pays for services received while the
hearing is pending, if the hearing decision upholds the MCQ's
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ensure that Members are informed, at

43M08(e)(1M2)] 42 CFR 438.10; 42 CFR
4.5.10 State Fair Hearing

nrnrl°=c regarding the State fair hearingprocess, including but not limited to Members' right to a State fair hearino
and how to obtain a State fair hearing in accordance ̂ hltrinformnq

thf 'Memhlr® ''77 as well as
dece^ed Mer^Ser-s est^e representative of a
4.5.10.3 The MCO shall
minimum, of the following:

f  Members shall exhaust all levels of resolution and
f" Grievance System prior to filing a requestfor a State fair hearing with DHHS; and

^ ® Member does not agree with the MCO'sresolution of the appeal, the Member may file a request for a State

thL 1 ^^n6re6 and twenty (120) calendar days of
CFR 408(0(2)f resolution of the appeal. [42

DHHS requests a fair hearing, the MCO shall provide to
Mrn hf H H "Pon request, within three (3) business days all
^nv '"®'"ding but not limited to
ProUr^or d74tS«es" """"
4.5.10,5 A Member may request an expedited resolution of a State fair
hearing if the Administrative Appeals Unit (AAU) determines that the time
Mp7J^7 ® faif hearing could seriously jeopardize theMember's life, physical or mental health, or ability to attain maintain or
regain maximum function, and: mainiain, or

'  adversely resolved the Member's appealWholly or partially; or okkooi

^®®°'*'® ^'^® Member's expeditedappeal within seventy-two (72) hours and failed to extend the

anrH^W SOa oSr' ^2 CFR 408(c)
Member requests an expedited State fair hearing the

four *1? Member, upon request within twenty-four (24) hours, all MCO-held documentation related to the to,
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including but not limited to any transcript{s), records, or written decision{s)
from Participating Providers or delegated entities..

4.5.10.7 If the AAU grants the Member's request for an expedited State
fair hearing, then the AAU shall resolve the appeal within three (3)
business days after the Unit receives from the MCO the case fiie and any
other necessary information. [He-W 506.09(g)]

4.5.10.8 The MCO shall appear and defend its decision before the DHHS
AAU. The MCO shall consult with DHHS regarding the State fair hearing
process. In defense of its decisions in State fair hearing proceedings, the
MCO shall provide supporting documentation, affidavits, and providing the
Medical Director or other staff as appropriate, at no additional cost. In the
event the State fair hearing decision is appealed by the Member, the MCO
shall provide all necessary support to DHHS for the duration of the appeal
at no additional cost.

4.5.10.9 The DHHS AAU shall notify the MCO of State fair hearing
determinations. The MCO shall be bound by the fair hearing determination,
whether or not the State fair hearing determination upholds the MCO's
decision. The MCO shall not object to the State Intervening in any such
appeal.

4.5.11 Effect of Adverse Decisions of Appeals and Hearings

4.5.11.1 If the MCO or DHHS reverses a decision to deny, limit, or delay
services that were not provided while the appeal or State fair hearing were
pending, the MCO shall authorize or provide the disputed services
promptly, and as expeditiously as the Member's health condition requires
but no later than 72 hours from the date it receives notice reversing the
determination. [42 CFR 438.424(a)]

4.5.11.2 If the MCO or DHHS reverses a decision to deny authorization
of services,-and the Member received the disputed services while the
appeal or State fair hearing were pending, the MCO shall pay for those
services. [42 CFR 438.424(b)]

4.6.12 Survival

4.5.12.1 The obligations of the MCO to fully resolve all grievances and
appeals, including but not limited to providing DHHS with ail necessary
support and providing a Medical Director or similarly qualified staff to
provide evidence and testify at proceedings until final resolution of any
grievance or appeal shall survive the termination of this Agreement.

4.6 Provider Appeals

4.6.1 General

4.6.1.1 The MCO shall develop, implement, and maintain a Provider
Appeals Process under which Providers may challenge any Provider
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hearings^

wifh^he --P"-
assistance to Providers requestinoan appeal of a Provider adverse action;

A  'takers Involved in the
in nrpwin I ? Process and their subordinates were not involved

commpL decision makers take into account ail
D  records, and other information submitted

appLai; a^ '"^'®"®'® ®^® relevant tote
Annli" Providers Of any changes to the Provider
St.Sir ■' '•"' <■•»• St

4.6.2 Provider Adverse Actions

Srogmmintegr!?; -'ated to
46.2.1.2 Termination of the Provider's agreement before the
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4.6.2.1.3 Denial of claims for services rendered that have not
been filed as a Member appeal; and

4.6.2.1.4 Violation of the agreement between the MCO and the
Provider.

4.6.2.2 The MCO shall not be precluded from taking an immediate
adverse action even If the Provider requests an appeal; provided that, if
the adverse action Is overturned during the MCO's Provider Appeals
Process or State fair hearing, the MCO shall immediately take alt steps to
reverse the adverse action within ten (10) calendar days.

4.6.3 Provider Appeal Process

4.6.3.1 The MCO shall provide written notice to the Provider of any
adverse action, and include in its notice a description of the basis of the
adverse action, and the right to appeal the adverse action.

4.6.3.2 Providers shall submit a written request for an appeal to the
MCO, together with any evidence or supportive documentation It wishes
the MCO to consider, within thirty (30) calendar days of:

4.6.3.2.1 The date of the MCO's written notice advising the
Provider of the adverse action to be taken; or

4.6.3.2.2 The date on which the MCO should have taken a
required action and failed to take such action.

4.6.3.3 The MCO shall be permitted to extend the decision deadline by
an additional thirty (30) calendar days to allow the Provider to submit
evidence or supportive documentation, and for other good cause
determined by the MCO.

4.6.3.4 The MCO shall ensure that all Provider Appeal decisions are
determined by an administrative or clinical professional with expertise in

* - the subject matter of the Provider Appeal. ''' '

4.6.3.5 The MCO may offer peer-to-peer review support, with a like
clinician, upon request, for Providers who receive an adverse decision
from the MCO. Any such peer-to-peer review should occur in a timely
manner and before the Provider seeks recourse through the Provider
Appeal or State fair hearing process.

4.6.3.6 The MCO shall maintain a log and records of all Provider
Appeals, including for all matters handled by delegated entities, for a
period not less than ten (10) years. At a minimum, log records shall
include:

4.6.3.6.1 General description of each appeal;

4.6.3.6.2 Name of the Provider;
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4.6.3.6.3 Date(s) of receipt of the appeal and supporting
documentation, decision, and effectuation, as applicable; and

4.6.3.6.4 Name(s), title(s), and credentials of the revlewer(s)
determining the appeal decision.

4.6.3.7 If the MCO fails to adhere to notice and timing requirements
established in this Agreement, then the Provider is deemed to have
exhausted the MCO's Appeals Process and may initiate a State fair
hearing.

4.6.3.8 MCO Resolution of Provider Appeals

4.6.3.8.1 The MCO shall provide written notice of resolution of
the Provider appeal (Resolution Notice) within thirty (30) calendar
days from either the date the MCO receives the appeal request, or
if an extension is granted to the Provider to submit additional
evidence, the date on which the Provider's evidence is received by
the MCO.

4.6.3.8.2 The Resolution Notice shall include, without limitation;

4.6.3.8.2.1. The MCO's decision;

4.6.3.8.2.2. The reasons for the MCO's decision;

4.6.3.8.2.3. The Provider's right to request a State fair
hearing in accordance with RSA 126-A:5, VIII; and

4.6.3.8.2.4. For overturned appeals, the MCO shall
take all steps to reverse the adverse action within ten
(10) calendar days.

4.6.3.9 State Fair Hearing

4.6.3.9.1 The MCO shall inform its Participating Providers
regarding the State fair hearing proems consistent with RSA 126-
A:5, VIII, including but not limited to how to obtain a State fair
hearing in accordance with its informing requirements under this
Agreement. ^

4.6.3.9.2 The parties to the State fair hearing include the MCO
as welt as the Provider.

4.6.3.9.3 The Participating Provider shall exhaust the MCO's
Provider Appeals Process before pursuing a State fair hearing.

4.6.3.9.4 If a Participating Provider requests a State fair hearing,
the MCO shall provide to DHHS and the Participating Provider,
upon request, within three (3) business days, all MCO-held
documentation related to the Provider Appeal, including but not
limited to, any transcript(s), records, or written decislon(s).
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4.6.3.9.5 The MCO shall consult with DHHS regarding the State
fair hearing process. In defense of its decisions in State fair hearing
proceedings, the MCO shall provide supporting documentation,
affidavits, and availability of the Medical Director and/or other staff
as appropriate, at no additional cost.

4.6.3.9.6 The MCO shall appear and defend its decision before
the DHHS AAU. Nothing in this Agreement shall preclude the MCO
from representation by legal counsel.

4.6.3.9.7 The DHHS AAU shall notify the MCO of State fair
hearing determinations within sixty (60) calendar days of the date
of the MCO's Notice of Resolution.

4.6.3.9.8 The MCO shall:
I

4.6.3.9.8.1. Not object to the State intervening in any
such appeal;

4.6.3.9.8.2. Be bound by the State fair hearing
determination, whether or not the State fair hearing
determination upholds the MCO's Final Determination;
and ^

4.6.3.9.8.3. Take all steps to reverse any overturned
adverse action within ten (10) calendar days.

4.6.3.9.9 Reporting

4.6.3.9.9.1. The MCO shall provide to DHHS, as
detailed in Exhibit O, Provider complaint and appeal
logs. [42CFR 438.66(c)(3)]

4.7 Access

4.7.1 Provider Network

4.7.1.1 The MCO shall implement written policies and procedures for
selection and retention of Participating Providers. [42 CFR 438 12fa)[2V
42CFR438.214(a)] '

4.7.1.2 The MCO shall develop and maintain a statewide Participating
Provider network that adequately meets all covered medical, mental
health. Substance Use Disorder and psychosocial needs of the covered
population in a manner that provides for coordination and collaboration
among multiple Providers and disciplines and Equal Access to services. In
developing its network, the MCO shall consider the following:

4.7.1.2.1 Current and anticipated NH Medicaid enrollment;
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4.7.1.2.2 The expected utilization of services, taking Into
consideration the characteristics and health care needs of the
covered NH population;

4.7.1.2.3 The number and type (In terms of training and
experience and specialization) of Providers required to furnish the
contracted services;

4.7.1.2.4 The number of network Providers limiting NH Medicaid
patients or not accepting new or any NH Medicaid patients;
4.7.1.2.5 The geographic location of Providers and Members,
considering distance, travel time, and the means of transportation
ordinarily used by NH Members;

4.7.1.2.6 The linguistic capability of Providers to communicate
With Members in non-English languages, including oral and
American Sign Language;

4.7.1.2.7 The availability of triage lines or screening systems as
well as the use of telemedicine, e-vlslts. and/or other evolving and
innovative technological solutions;

4 7.T2.8 Adequacy of the primary care network to offer each
Member a choice of at least two (2) appropriate PCPs that are
accepting new Medicaid patients;

4.7.1.2.9 Required access standards Identified in this
Agreement; and

4.7.1.2.10 Required access standards set forth by the NHID
including RSA. 420-J: and Admin Rule 2700.

network adequacy standards Included
iri this Agreement in all geographic areas In which the MCO operates for
all Provider types covered under this Agreement.

4J.T4 The MCO shall ensure that services are as accessible to
Members In terms of timeliness, amount, duration and scope as those that
are available to Members covered by DHHS under FFS Medicaid within
the same service area.

Participating Providers comply with the
accessibility standards of the ADA. Participating Providers shall
demonstrate physical access, reasonable accommodations, and
accessible equipment for all Members Including those with physical or
cognitive disabilities. [42 CFR 438.206(c)(3)]

4.7J.6 The MCO shall demonstrate that there are sufficient
Participating Indian Health Care Providers (IHCPs) in the Participating
Provider network to ensure timely access to services for American Indians
who are eligible to receive services. If Members are permitted by the MCO
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to access dut-.of-state IHCPs, or if this circumstance is deemed to be good
cause for disenrollment, the MCO shall be considered to have met this
requirement. [42 CFR 438.14(b)(1); 42 CFR 438.14(b)(5)]

4.7.1.7 The .MCO shall maintain an updated list of Participating
Providers on its website in a Provider Directory, as specified in Section
4.4.1.5 (Provider Directory) of this Agreement.

4.7.2 Assurances of Adequate Capacity and Services

4.7.2.1 The MCO's network shall have Participating Providers in
sufficient numbers, and vrith sufficient capacity and expertise for all
Covered Services to meet the geographic standards in Section 4.7.3 (Time
and Distance Standards), the timely provision of services requirements in
Section 4.7.6 (Timely Access to Service Delivery), Equal Access, and
reasonable choice by Members to meet their needs [42 CFR 438.207(a)].

4.7.2.2 The MCO shall submit documentation to DHHS, in the foimat.
and frequency specified by DHHS in Exhibit 0, that fulfills the following
requirements;

4.7.2.2.1 The MCO shall give assurances and provide supporting
documentation to DHHS that demonstrates that it has the capacity
to serve the expected enrollment in its service area in accordance
with DHHS's standards for access and timeliness of care. [42 CFR
438.207(a); 42 CFR 438.68; 42 CFR 438.206(c)(1)].

4.7.2.2.2 The MCO offers an appropriate range of preventive,
primary care, and specialty services that is adequate for the
anticipated number of Members for the service area. [42 CFR
438.207(b)(1)];

4.7.2.2.3 The MCO's Participating Provider network includes
sufficient family planning Providers to ejisure tirnely ac^ssjo
Covered Services. [42 CFR 438.206(b)(7)];

4.7.2.2.4 The MCO is complying with DHHS's requirements for
availability, accessibility of services, and adequacy of the network
including pediatric subspecialists as described In Section 4.7.5.10
(Access Standards for Children with Special Health Care Needs):

4.7.2.2.5 The MCO is complying with DHHS's requirements for
Substance Use Disorder treatment services as specified in Section
4.11.6 (Substance Use Disorder) and mental health services as
specified in Section 4.11.5 (Mental Health), Including Providers
required to reduce Psychiatric Boarding; and

~  4.7.2,2.6 The MCO demonstrates Equal Access to services for
all populations in the MCM program, as described in Section 4.7.5
(Timely Access to Service Delivery).
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4.7.2.3 To permit DHHS to determine If access to private duty nursing
services is Increasing, as indicated by DHHS In Exhibit O, the MCO shall
provide to DHHS the following Information:

4.7.2.3.1 The number of pedlatric private duty nursing hours
authorized by day/weekend/nlght, and intensive (ventilator
dependent) modifiers: and

4.7.2.3.2 The number of pedlatric private duty nursing hours
delivered by dayAveekend/nlght, and Intensive (ventilator
dependent) modifiers.

4.7.2.4 The MCO shall submit documentation to DHHS to demonstrate
that It maintains an adequate network of Participating Providers that is
sufficient in number, mix, and geographic distribution to meet the needs of
the anticipated number of Members in the service area, In accordance with
Exhibit 0:

4.7.2.4.1 During the Readiness Review period, prior to the
Program Start Date;

4.7.2.4.2 Semi-annually; and

4.7.2.4.3 At any time there has been a significant change (as
defined by DHHS) In the entity's operations that would affect
adequate capacity and services, including but not limited to
changes In services, benefits, geographic service area, or
payments; and/or enrollment of a new population In the MCO. [42
CFR 438.207(b) - (c)]

4.7.2.5 For purposes of providing assurances of adequate capacity and
services, the MCO shall base the anticipated number of Members on the
"NH MCM Fifty Percent (50%) Population Estimate by Zip Code" report
provided by DHHS.

4.7.3 Time and Distance Standards

4.7.3.1 At a minimum, the MCO shall meet the geographic access
standards described In the Table below for all Members, In addition to
maintaining in its network a sufficient number of Participating Providers to
provide all services and Equal Access to its Members. [42 CFR
438.68(b)(1)(l). (vill); 42 CFR 438.68(b)(3)]

lRrwjd^/Se^
PCPs

(Adult and Pedlatric)
Two (2) within forty (40) driving minutes or fifteen (15) driving miles

Adult Specialists One (1) within sixty (60) driving minutes or forty-five (45) driving miles
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Pediatric Specialists
One (1) within one hundred twenty (120) driving minutes or eighty
driving (80) miles

OB/GYN Providers One (1) within sixty (60) driving minutes or forty-five (45) driving miles

Hospitals One (1) within sixty (60) driving minutes or forty-five (45) driving miles

Mental Health

Providers (Adult and
Pediatric)

One (1) within forty-five (45) driving minutes ortwenty-five (25) driving
miles

Pharmacies
One (1) within forty-five (45) driving minutes or fifteen (15) driving
miles

Tertiary or Specialized
Services

(Trauma, Neonatal,
etc.)

One (1) within one hundred twenty (120) driving minutes or eighty
driving (80) miles

Individual/Group
MLADCs

One (1) within forty-five (45) minutes or fifteen (15) miles

Substance Use

Disorder Programs
One (1) within sixty (60) minutes or forty-five (45) miles.

Adult Medical Day
Care

One (1) within sixty (60) driving minutes or forty-five (45) driving miles

Hospice One (1) within sixty (60) driving minutes or forty-five (45) driving miles

Office-based Physical
Therapy/Occupational
Therapy/Speech
Therapy

One (1) within sixty (60) driving minutes or forty-five (45) driving miles

4.7.3.2 The MCO shall Veport semi-annualiy how specific provider types
meet the time and distance standards for Members in each county within
NH in accordance with Exhibit 0.

4.7.3.3 DHHS shall continue to assess where additional access

requirements, whether time and distance or otherwise, shall be
incorporated (for example, to ensure appropriate access to home health
services). DHHS may provide additional guidance to the MCO regarding
its network adequacy requirements in accordance with Members' ongoing
access to care needs.

4.7.3.4 Additional Provider Standards
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MLADCs

The MCO's Participating Provider Network shall include seventy
percent (70%) of all such Providers licensed and practicing in NH and
no less than two (2) Providers in any public health region unless there
are less than two (2) such Providers in the region

Opioid Treatment
Programs (OTPs)

The MCO's Participating Provider Network shall include seventy-five
percent (75%) of all such Providers licensed and practicing in NH and
no less than two (2) Providers in any public health region unless there
are less than two (2) such Providers in the region

Buprenorphine
Prescribers

The Network shall include seventy-five percent (75%) of all such
Providers licensed and practicing in NH and no less than two (2)
Providers in any public health region unless there are less than two
(2) such Providers in the region

Residential Substance

Use Disorder

Treatment Programs

The Network shall include fifty percent (50%) of all such Providers
licensed and practicing in NH and no less than two (2) in any public
health region unless there are less than two (2) such Providers in the
region

Peer Recovery
Programs

The MCO's Participating Provider Network shall include one hundred
percent (100%) of alt such willing Programs in NH

4.7.4 Standards for Geographic Accessibility

4.7.4.1 The MCO may request exceptions from the above-Identified
network standards after demonstrating its efforts to create a sufficient
network of Participating Providers to meet these standards. DHHS
reserves the right to approve or disapprove these requests, at its
discretion.

4.7.4.2 Should the MCO, after good faith negotiations with Provider(s),
be unable to create a sufficient number of Participating Providers to meet
the geographic and timely access to service delivery standards, and
should the^MCO be unable, with the assistance of DHHS and after good
faith negotiations, continue to be unable to meet geographic and timely
access to service delivery standards, then for a period of up to sixty (60)
calendar days after start date. Liquidated Damages, as described in
Section 5.5.2 (Liquidated Damages) shall not apply.

4.7.4.3 Except within a period of sixty (60) calendar days after the start
date where Liquidated Damages shall not apply, should the MCO, after
good faith negotiations, be unable to create a sufficient number of
Participating Providers to meet the geographic and timely access to
service delivery standards, and should the MCO be unable, after good
faith negotiations \Mth the assistance of DHHS, continue to be unable to
meet geographic and timely access to service delivery standards DHHS
may, at its discretion, provide temporary exemption to the MCO from
Liquidated Damages.
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4.7.4.4 At any time the provisions of this section may apply, the MCO
shall work with DHHS to ensure that Members have access to needed
services.

4.7.4.5 The MCO shall ensure that an adequate number of participating
physicians have admitting privileges at participating acute care hospitals in
the Participating Provider network to ensure that necessary admissions
can be made.

4.7.4.6 Exceptions

4.7.4.6.1 The MCO may request exceptions, via a Request for
Exception, from the network adequacy standards after
demonstrating its efforts to create a sufficient network of
Participating Providers to meet these standards. [42 CFR
438.68(d)(1)] DHHS may grant the f^CO an exception in the event
that:

4.7.4.6.1.1. The MCO demonstrates that an
insufficient number of qualified Providers or facilities
that are willing to contract with the MCO are available
to meet the network adequacy standards in this
Agreement and as otherwise defined by the NHID and
DHHS;

4.7.4.6.1.2. The MCO demonstrates, to the
satisfaction of DHHS, that the MCO's failure to develop
a Participating Provider network that meets the
requirements is due to the refusal of a Provider to
accept a reasonable rate, fee. term, or condition and
that the MCO has taken steps to effectively mitigate the
detrimental impact on covered persons; or

4.7.4.6.1.3. The MCO demonstrates that the required
specialist services can be obtained through the use of
telemedicine or telehealth from a Participating Provider
that, is' a physician, physician assistant, nurse
practitioner, clinic nurse specialist, nurse-midwife,
clinical psychologist, clinical social worker, registered
dietitian or nutrition professional, certified registered
nurse anesthetist, or other behavioral health specialists
licensed by the NH Board of Medicine. [RSA 167:4-d]

4.7.4.7 The MCO is permitted to use telemedicine as a tool for ensuring
access to needed services in accordance with telemedicine coverage
policies reviewed and approved by DHHS. but the MCO shall not use
telemedicine to meet the State's network adequacy standards unless
DHHS has specifically approved a Request for Exception.
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4.7.4.8 The MCO shall report on network adequacy and exception
requests in accordance with Exhibit 0.

4.7.5 Timely Access to Service Delivery

4.7.5.1 The MCO shall meet the following timely access standards for
alt Members, in addition to maintaining in its network a sufficient number of
Participating Providers to provide all services and Equal Access to its
Members.

4.7.5.2 The MCO shall make Covered Services available for Members
twenty-four (24) hours a day, seven (7) days a week, when Medically
Necessary. [42 CFR 438.206(c)(1)(iii)]

4.7.5.3 The MCO shall require that all Participating Providers offer hours
of operation that provide Equal Access and are no less than the hours of
operation offered to commercial Members or are comparable to Medlcaid
FFS patients, if the Provider serves only Medlcaid Members f42 CFR
438.206(c)(1)(ii)].

4.7.5.4 The MCO shall encourage Participating Providers to offer after-
hours office care In the evenings and on weekends.

4.7.5.5 The MCO's network shall meet minimum timely access to care
and services standards as required per 42 CFR 438.206(c)(1)(i). Health
care services shall be made accessible on a timely basis in accordance
with medically appropriate guidelines consistent with generally accepted
standards of care. '

4.7.5.6 The MCO shall have in its network the capacity to ensure that
waiting times for appointments do not exceed the following:

4.7.5.6.1 Non-Symptomatic Office Visits (i.e.. preventive care)
shall be available from the Member's POP or another Provider
within forty-five (45) calendar days.

4.7.5.6.2 A Non-Symptomatic Office Visit may include, but is not
limited to, well/preventive care such as physical examinations,
annual gynecological examinations, or child and adult
Immunizations.

4.7.5.6.3 Non-Orgent, Symptomatic Office Visits (i.e., routine
care) shall be available from the Member's PCP or another
Provider within ten (10) calendar days. A Non-Urgent, Symptomatic
Office Visit is associated with the presentation of medical signs or
symptoms not requiring immediate attention.

4.7.5.6.4 Urgent, Symptomatic Office Visits shall be available
from the Member's PCP or another Provider within forty-eight (48)
hours. An Urgent, Symptomatic Office Visit is associated with the
presentation of medical signs or symptoms that require immediate
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attention, but are not life threatening and do not meet the definition
of Emergency Medical Condition.

47.5.6.5 Transitional Health Care shall be available from a
primary care or specialty Provider for clinical assessment and care
planning within two (2) business days of discharge from inpatient or
institutional care for physical or behavioral health disorders or
discharge from a Substance Use Disorder treatment program.

4.7.5.6.6 Transitional Home Care shall be available with a home

care nurse, licensed counselor, and/or therapist (physical therapist
or occupational therapist) within two (2) calendar days of discharge
from inpatient or institutional care for physical or mental health
disorders, if ordered by the Member's PCP or Specialty Care
Provider or as part of the discharge plan.

4.7.5.7 The MCO shall establish mechanisms to ensure that

Participating Providers comply with the timely access standards: The MCO
shall regularly monitor its network to determine compliance with timely
access and shall provide a semi-annual report to DHHS documenting its
compliance with 42 CFR 438.206(c)(1)(iv) and (v), in accordance with
Exhibit O.

4.7.5.8. The MCO shall monitor waiting times for obtaining appointments
with approved CMH Programs and report case details on a semi-annual
basis.

4.7.5.9 The MCO shall develop and implement a CAP if it or its
Participating Providers fail to comply with timely access provisions in this
Agreement in compliance with 42 CFR 438.206(c)(1)(vi).

4.7.5.10 Access Standards for Children with Special Health Care Needs

47.^10.1 The MCO shall contract with specialists that have
pediat'ric'expertise where tKe~rieed for pediatric specialty cat^e
significantly differs from adult specialty care.

4.7.5.10.2 In addition to the "specialty care" Provider network
adequacy requirements, the MCO shall contract with the following
pediatric specialists:

4.7.5.10.2.1. Pediatric Critical Care;

4.7.5.10.2.2.Pediatric Child Development;

4.7.5.10.2.3. Pediatric Genetics;

4.7.5.10.2.4.Pediatric Physical Medicine and
Rehabilitation;

4.7.5.10.2.5. Pediatric Ambulatory Tertiary Care ;

4.7.5.10.2.6. Neonatal-Perinatal Medicine;
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4.7.5.10.2.7.Pediatrlcs-Adolescent Medicine: and
4.7.5.10.2.8. Pediatric Psychiatry

NeeUr Children with Special Health Care

t'Jatlt "^^CO shall ensure POPs and specialty care Providers are

ss-KH
4.7.5.17 Access Standards for Behavioral Health

4.7.5.17.1 The MCO shall have in its network the caoacitv tn

available from a pnmary or specialty Provider for clinical
assessment and care pianning within two (2) business days of
hearth T J" '"P®''®"' institutional care for physical or mental
trfalmenrpim"' ®

in^ rt̂ 'nptL !f'V®''® ''® ̂ ''ailaPle. and the MCO shall havenetwork the capacity to ensure that waiting times for
appointments

,. vvauiiiu limes rorand/or servic
following:

e availability do not exceed the
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4.7.5.17.2.1.Within six (6) hours for a non-life
threatening emergency;

4.7.5.17.2.2.Within forty-eight (48) hours for urgent
care; and

4.7.5.17.2.3. Within ten (10) business days for a routine
office visit appointment.

4.7.5.17.3 American Society of Addiction Medicine (ASAM) Level
of Care

4.7.5.17.3.1.The MCO shall ensure Members timely
access to care through a network of Participating
Providers in each ASAM Level of Care. During the
Readiness Review process and in accordance with
Exhibit O:

4.7.5.17.3.1.1 The MCO shall submit a plan
describing on-going efforts to continually work to
recruit and maintain sufficient networks of

Substance Use Disorder service Providers so that

services are accessible without unreasonable

delays; and

4.7.5.17.3.1.2 The MCO shall have a specified
number of Providers able to provide services at
each level of care required; if supply precludes
compliance, the MCO shall notify DHHS and, within
thirty (30) calendar days, submit an updated plan
that identifies the specific steps that shall be taken
to increase capacity, including milestones by which
to evaluate progress.

4.7.5.18 The MCO shall ensure that Providers under contract to provide
Substance Use Disorder services shall respond to inquiries for Substance
Use Disorder services from Members or referring agencies as soon as
possible and no later than two (2) business days following the day the call
was first received. The Substance Use Disorder Provider is required to
conduct an initial eligibility screening for services as soon as possible.
Ideally at the time of first contact (face-to-face communication by meeting
in person or electronically or by telephone conversation) v\rith the Member
or referring agency, but not later than two (2) business days following the
date of first contact.

4.7.5.19 The MCO shall ensure that Members who have screened
positive for Substance Use Disorder services shall receive an ASAM Level
of Care Assessment within two (2) business days of the initial eligibility
screening and a clinical evaluation as soon as possible following the
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ASAM Level of Care Assessment and no later than (3) business days after
admission.

4.7.5.20 The MCO shall ensure that Members Identified for withdrawal

management, outpatient or intensive outpatient services shall start
receiving services v/ithin seven (7) business days from the date ASAM
Level of Care Assessment was completed until such a time that the
Member is accepted and starts receiving services by the receiving agency.
Members identified for partial hospitalizatlon or rehabilitative residential
services shall start receiving interim services (services at a lower level of
care than that identified by the ASAM Level of Care Assessment) or the
identified service type within seven (7) business days from the date the
ASAM Level of Care Assessment was completed and start receiving the
identified level of care no later than fourteen (14) business days from the
date the ASAM Level of Care Assessment was completed.

4.7.5.21 If the type of service identified in the ASAM Level of Care
Assessment is not available from the Provider that conducted the initial
assessment within forty-eight (48) hours, the MCO shall ensure that the
Provider provides interim Substance Use Disorder services until such a
time that the Member starts receiving the identified level of care. If the type
of service is not provided by the ordering Provider than the MCO is
responsible for making a closed loop referral for that type of service (for
the identified level of care) within fourteen (14) business days from initial
contact and to provide interim Substance Use Disorder services until such
a time that the Member is accepted and starts receiving services by the
receiving agency.

4.7.5.22 When the level of care identified by the initial assessment
becomes available by the receiving agency or the agency of the Member's
choice, Members being provided Interim services shall be reassessed for
ASAM level of care.

4.7.5.23 The MCO shall ensure that pregnant women are admitted to the
identified level of care within twenty-four (24) hours of the ASAM Level of
Care Assessment. If the MCO |s unable to admit a pregnant woman for the
needed level of care within twenty-four (24) hours, the MCO shall:

4.7.5.23.1 Assist the pregnant woman with identifying alternative
Providers and with accessing services with these Providers. This
assistance shall include actively reaching out to identify Providers
on the behalf of the Member;

■ 4.7.5.23.2 Provide interim services until the appropriate level of
care becomes available at either the agency or an altemative
Provider. Interim sen/ices shall include: at least one (1) sixty (60)
minute individual or group outpatient session per week; Recovery
support services as needed by the Member; and daily calls to the
Member to assess and respond to any emergent needs.
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4.7.5.24 Pregnant women seeking treatment shall be provided access to
childcare and transportation to aid In treatment participation.

4.7.6 Women's Health

4.7.6.1 The MCO shall provide Members with direct access to a
women's health specialist within the network for Covered Services
necessary to provide women's routine and preventive health care services.
This is in addition to the Member's designated source of primary care if
that source is not a women's health specialist [42 CFR 438.206(b)(2)].

4.7.6.2 The MCO shall provide access to Family Planning Sen/ices as
defined in Section 2.1.47 (Definitions) to Members without the need for a
referral or prior-authorization. Additionally, Members shall be able to
access these services by Providers whether they are in or out of the
MCQ's network.

4.7.6.3 Enrollment in the MCO shall not restrict the choice of the
Provider from whom the Member may receive Family Planning Services
and supplies. [Section 1902(a)(23) of the Social Security Act; 42 CFR
431.51(b)(2)]

4.7.6.4 The MCO shall only provide for abortions in the following
situations:

4.7.6.4.1 If the pregnancy is the result of an act of rape or incest;
or

4.7.6.4.2 In the case where a woman suffers from a physical
disorder, physical Injury, or physical illness, including a life-
endangering physical condition, caused by, or arising from, the
pregnancy itself, that would, as certified by a physician, place the
woman In danger of death unless an abortion is performed. [42
CFR ̂1.202; Consolidated Appropriations Act of 2008]

4.7.6.5 The MCO shall not provide abortions as a benefit, regardless of
funding, for any reasons other than those identified in this Agreement.

4.7.7 Access to Special Services

4.7.7.1 The MCO shall ensure Members have access to DHHS-
designated Level I and Level II Trauma Centers within the State, or
hospitals meeting the equivalent level of trauma care in the MCO's service
area or in close proximity to such service area. The MCO shall have
written, out-of-network reimbursement arrangements with the DHHS-
designated Level I and Level II Trauma Centers or hospitals meeting
equivalent levels of trauma care if the MCO does not include such a
Trauma Center in its network.

4.7.7.2 The MCO shall ensure accessibility to other specialty hospital
services, including major burn care, organ transplantation, specialty
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pediatric care, specialty out-patient centers for HIV/AIDS, sickle cell '
, disease, hemophilia, cranio-facial and congenital anomalies, home health
agencies, and hospice programs. To the extent that the above specialty
services are available within the State, the plan shall not exclude NH
Providers from its network If the negotiated rates iare commercially
reasonable.

4.7.7.3 The MCO shall only pay for organ transplants when the
Medicaid State Plan provides, and the MCO follows written standards that

provide for similarly situated Members to be treated alike and for any
restriction on facilities or practitioners to be consistent with the accessibility
of high-quality care to Members. [Section 1903(i) of the Social Security
Act, final sentence; section 1903(i)(1) of the Social Security Act]

4.7.7.4 The MCO may offer such tertiary or specialized sen/ices at so-
called "centers of excellence'. The tertiary or specialized sen/ices shall be
offered within the New England region, if available. The MCO shall not
exclude NH Providers, of tertiary or specialized services from its network
provided that the negotiated rates are commercially reasonable.

4.7.8 Non-Partlclpatlng Providers

4.7.8.1 If the MCO's network is unable to provide necessary medical,
behavioral health or other services covered under the Agreement to a
particular Member, the MCO shall adequately and in a timely manrier
cover these services for the Member through Non-Participating Providers,
for as long as the MCO's Participating Provider network is unable to
provide them. [42 CFR 438.206(b)(4)].

4.7.8.2 The MCO shall inform the Non-Participating Provider that the
Member cannot be balance billed.

4.7.8.3 The MCO shall coordinate with Non-Participating Providers
regarding payment utilizing a single case agreement. For payment to Non-
Participating Providers, the following requirements apply:

4.7.8.3.1 If the MCO offers the sen/ice through a Participating
Provider(s), and the Member chooses to access non-emergent
sen/ices from a Non-Participating Provider, the MCO is not
responsible for payment.

4.7.8.3.2 If the service is not available from a Participating
Provider and the Member requires the service and is referred for
treatment to a Non-Participating Provider, the payment amount is a
matter between the MCO and the Non-Participating Provider.

4.7.8.4 The MCO shall ensure that cost to the Member Is no greater
than it would be if the service were furnished within the network [42 CFR
438.206(b)(5)].

4.7.9 Access to Providers During Transitions of Care
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4.7.9.1 The MCO shall use a standard definition of "Ongoing Special
Condition" which shall be defined as follows;

4.7.9.1.1 In the case of an acute Illness, a condition that is
serious enough to require medical care or treatment to avoid a
reasonable possibility of death or permanent harm.

4.7.9.1.2 In the case of a chronic illness or condition, a disease
or condition that is life threatening, degenerative, or disabling, and
requires medical care or treatment over a prolonged period of time.

4.7.9.1.3 in the case of pregnancy, pregnancy from the start of
the second trimester.

4.7.9.1.4 In the case of a terminal illness, a Member has a
medical prognosis that the Member's life expectancy is six (6)
months or less.

4.7.9.1.5 in the case of a child with Special Health Care Needs
as defined in Section 4.10.3 {Priority Populations).

4.7.9.2 The MCO shall permit that, in the instances when a Member
transitions into the MCO from FFS Medicaid, another MCO (including one
that has terminated its agreement with DHHS) or another type of health
Insurance coverage and:

4.7.9.2.1 The Member is in ongoing course of treatment, has an
Ongoing Special Condition (not including pregnancy or terminal
illness), or is a Child with Special Health Care Needs, the Member
is permitted to continue seeing his or her Provider(s). regardless of
whether the Provider is a Participating or Non-Participating
Provider, for up to ninety (90) calendar days from the Member's ^
enrollment date or until the completion of a medical necessity
review, whichever occurs first;

4.7.9.2.2 The Member is pregnant and in the second or third
trimester, the Member may continue seeing her Provider(s),
v^rhether the Provider is a Participating or Non-Participating
Provider, through her pregnancy and up to sixty (60) calendar days
after delivery;

4.7.9.2.3 The Member is determined to be terminally ill at the
time of the transition, the Member may continue seeing his or her
Provider, whether the Provider is a Participating or Non-
Participating Provider, for the remainder of the Member's life with
respect to care directly related to the treatment of the terminal
illness or its medical manifestations.

4.7.9.3 The MCO shall permit that, in instances when a Member with an
Ongoing Special Condition transitions into the MCO from FFS Medicaid or
another MCO and at the time has a currently prescribed medication, the
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MCO shall cover such medications for ninety (90) calendar days from the
Member's enrollment date or until the completion of a medical necessity
review, whichever occurs first.

4.7.9.4 The MCO shall permit that, in Instances In which a Provider In
good standing leaves an MCQ's network and;

4.7.9.4.1 The Member Is in ongoing course of treatment, has a
special condition (not including pregnancy or terminal illness), or is
a Child with Special Health Care Needs, the Member Is permitted
to continue seeing his or her Provider(s),whether the Provider is a
Participating or Non-Participating Provider, for up to ninety (90)
calendar days;

4.7.9.4.2 The Member Is pregnant and in the second or third
trimester, the Member may continue seeing her Provider(s),
whether the Provider is a Participating or Non-Participating
Provider, through her pregnancy and up to sixty (60) calendar days
after delivery;

4.7.9.4.3 The Member is determined to be terminally HI at the
time of the transition, the Member may continue seeing his or her
Provider, whether the Provider Is a Participating or Non-
Participating Provider, for the remainder of the Member's life with
respect to care directly related to the treatment of the terminal
illness or its medical manifestations.

4.7.9.5 The MCO shall maintain a transition plan providing for Continuity
of Care in the event of Agreement termination, or modification limiting
service to Members, between the MCO and any of its contracted
Providers, or In the event of site closing(s) involving a POP with more than
one (1) . location of service. The transition plan shall describe how
Members shall be identified by the MCO and how Continuity of Care shall
be provided.

4.7.9.6 The MCO shall provide written notice of termination of a
Participating Provider to alt affected Members, defined as those who:

4.7.9.6.1 Have received services from the terminated Provider

within the sixty (60)-day period Immediately preceding the date of
the termination; or

4.7.9.6.2 Are assigned to receive primary care services from the
terminated Provider.

4.7.9.7 The MCO shall notify DHHS and affected Members in writing of
a Provider termination. The notice shall be provided by the earlier of: (1)
frfteen (15) calendar days after the receipt or issuance of the termination
notice, or (2) fifteen (15) calendar days prior to the effective date of the
termination. Within three (3) calendar days prior to the effective date of the
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termination the MCO shall have a transition plan in place for all affected
Members.

4.7.9.8 In addition to notification of DHHS of provider-terminations, the
MCO shall provide reporting in accordance with Exhibit O.

4.7.9.9 If a Member is in a prior authorized ongoing course of treatment
with a Participating Provider who becomes unavailable to continue to
provide services, the MCO shall notify the Member in writing within seven
(7) calendar days from the date the MCO becomes aware of such
unavailability and develop a transition plan for the affected Member.

4.7.9.10 If the terminated Provider is a POP to whom the MCO Members

are assigned, the MCO shall:

4.7.9.10.1 Describe in the notice to Members the procedures for
selecting an alternative POP;

4.7.9.10.2 Explain that the Member shall be assigned to an
alternative POP if they do not actively select one; and

4.7.9.10.3 Ensure the Memt>er selects or is assigned to a new
POP within thirty (30) calendar days of the date of notice to the
Member.

-  4.7.9.11 If the MCO is receiving a new Member it shall facilitate the
transition of the Member's care to a new Participating Provider and plan a
safe and medically appropriate transition if the Non-Participating Provider
refuses to contract with the MCO.

4.7.9.12 The MCO shall actively assist Members in transitioning to a
Participating Provider when -there are changes in Participating Providers,
such as when a Provider terminates its contract with the MCO. The

Member's Care Management team shall provide this assistance to
—  Members "Who-have chronic-or-acute medical or-behavioral health-

conditions, and Members who are pregnant.

4.7.9.13 To minimize disruptions in care, the MCO shall:

4.7.9.13.1 With the exception of Members in their second or third
trimester of pregnancy, provide continuation of the terminating
Provider for up to ninety (90) calendar days or until the Member
may be reasonably transferred to a Participating Provider without
disruption of care, whichever is less; and

4.7.9.13.2 For Members in their second or third trimester of

pregnancy, permit continued access to the Member's prenatal care
Provider and any Provider currently treating the Member's chronic
or acute medical or behavioral health condition or currently
providing LTSS, through the postpartum period.

4.7.10 Second Opinion
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4.7.10.1 The MCO shall provide for a Second Opinion from a qualified
health care professional within the Participating Provider network, or
arrange for the Member to obtain one (1) outside the network, at no cost to
the Member [42 CFR 438.206(b)(3)]. The MCO shall clearly state its
procedure for obtaining a Second Opinion in its Member Handbook.

4.7.11 Provider Choice

4.7.11.1 The MCO shall permit each Member to choose his or her
Provider to the extent possible and appropriate [42 CFR 438.3(1)].

4.8 Utilization Management

4.8.1 Policies and Procedures

4.8.1.1 The MCO's policies and procedures related to the authorization
of services shall be in compliance with all applicable laws and regulations
including but not limited to 42 CFR 438.210 and RSA Chapter 420-E.

4.8.1.2 The MCO shall ensure that the Utilization Management program
assigns responsibility to appropriately licensed clinicians, including but not
limited to physicians, nurses, therapists, and behavioral health Providers
(including Substance Use Disorder professionals).

4.8.1.3 Amount, Duration, and Scope

4.8.1.3.1 The MCO shall ensure that each service provided to
adults is furnished in an amount, duration and scope that is no less
than the amount, duration and scope for the same services
provided under FFS Medicaid. [42 CFR 438.210(a)(2)]

4.8.1.3.2 The MCO shall also provide services for Members
under the age of twenty-one (21) to the same extent that services
are furnished to individuals under the age of twenty-one (21) under
FFS Medicaid. [42 CFR 438.210(a)(2)] Services shall be sufficient
in amount, duration, or scope to reasonably achieve the purpose
for which the services are furnished. [42 CFR 438.210(a)(3)(i)]

4.8.1.3.3 Authorization duration for certain Covered Services
shall be as follows;

4.8.1.3.3.1. Private duty nursing authorizations shall
be issued for no less than six (6) months unless the
Member is new to the private duty nursing benefit.
Initial authorizations for Members new to the private
duty nursing benefit shall be no less than two (2)
weeks;

4.8.1.3.3.2. Personal Care Attendant (PCA)
authorizations shall be issued for no less that one (1)
year unless the Member is new to the PCA benefit.
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Initial authorizations for Members new to the PCA
benefit shall be no less than three (3) months.

4.8.1.3.3.3. Occupational therapy, physical therapy,
and speech therapy authorizations that exceed the
service limit of twenty (20) visits for each type of
therapy shall be issued for no less than three (3)

. months initially. Subsequent authorizations for
continuation of therapy services shall be issued for no
less than six (6) months if the therapy is for habllitative
purposes directed at functional impairments.

4.8.1.4 Written Utilization Management Policies

4.8.1.4.1 The MOD shall develop, operate, and maintain a
Utilization Management program that is documented through a
program description and defined structures, policies, and
procedures that are reviewed and approved by DHHS. The MCO
shall ensure that the Utilization Management Program has criteria
and policies that:

4.8.1.4.1.1. Are practicable, objective and based on
evidence-based criteria, to the extent possible;

4.8.1.4.1.2. Are based on cument, nationally accepted
standards of medical practice and are developed with
input from appropriate actively practicing practitioners
in the MCO's service area, and are consistent with the
Practice Guidelines, described in Section 4.8.2
(Practice Guidelines and Standards);

4.8.1.4.1.3. Are reviewed annually and updated as
appropriate, including as new treatments, applications,
and technologies emerge (DHHS shall-approve any
changes to the clinical criteria before the criteria are
utilized);

4.8.1.4.1.4. Are applied based on Individual needs and
circumstances (including social determinants of health
needs);

4.8.1.4.1.5. Are applied based on an assessment of
the local delivery system;

4.8.1.4.1.6. Involve appropriate practitioners in
developing, adopting and reviewing the criteria; and

4.8.1.4.1.7. Conform to the standards of NCQA Health
Plan Accreditation as required by Section 4.12.2
(Health Plan Accreditation).
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4.8.1.4.2 The MCO's written Utilization Management policies,
procedures, and criteria shall describe the categories of health care
personnel that perform utilization review activities and where they
are licensed. Such policies, procedures and criteria shall address,
at a minimum:

4.8.1.4.2.1. Second Opinion programs;

■' 4.8.1.4.2.2. Pre-hospital admission certification;
4.8.1.4.2.3. Pre-inpatient service eligibility certification;
4.8.1.4.2.4. Concurrent hospital review to determine
appropriate length of stay;
4.8.1.4.2.5. The process used by the MOO to preserve
confidentiality of medical information.

4.8.1.4.3 Clinical review criteria and changes in criteria shall be
communicated to Participating Providers and Members at least
thirty (30) calendar days in advance of the changes.
4.8.1.4.4 The Utilization Management Program descriptions shall
be submitted by the MCQ to DHHS for review and approval prior to
the Program Start Date.

4.8.1.4.5 Thereafter, the MCO shall report on the Utilization
Management Program as part of annual reporting in accordance
with Exhibit O.

4.8.1.4.6 The MCO shall communicate any changes to Utilization
Management processes at least thirty (30) calendar days prior to
implementation.

4.8.1.4.7 The MCO's written Utilization Management policies,
procedures, and criteria shall be made available upon request to
DHHS, Participating Providers, and Members.
4.8.1.4.8 The MCO shall provide the Medical Management
Committee (or the MCO's otherwise named committee responsible
for medical Utilization Management) reports and minutes in
accordance with Exhibit O. [42 CFR 438.66 (c)(7)]

4.8.1.5 Sen/ice Limit

4.8.1.5.1 The MCO may place appropriate limits on a service on
the basis of criteria such as medical necessity [42 CFR
438.210(a)(4)(i)]; or for utilization control, provided the services
furnished can reasonably be expected to achieve their purpose. [42
CFR 438.210(a)(4)(ii)(A)]
4.8.1.5.2 The MCO may place appropriate limits on a service for
utilization control, provided:
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4.8.1.5.2.1. The services supporting Members with
ongoing or Chronic Conditions are authorized in a
manner that reflects the Member's ongoing need for
such services and supports [42 CFR
438.210(a)(4)(ii)(B)]. this includes allowance for up to
six (6) skilled nursing visits per benefit period without a
Prior Authorization: and

4.8.1.5.2.2. Family Planning Services are provided in
a manner that protects and enables the Member's
freedom to choose the method of Family Planning to
be used. [42 CFR 438.210(a)(4)(il)(C)]

4.8.1.6 Prior Authorization

4.8.1.6.1 The MCO and, if applicable, its Subcontractors shall
have in place and follow written policies and procedures as
described in the Utilization Management policies for processing
requests for initial and continuing authorizations of services and
including conditions under which retroactive requests shall be
considered. Any Prior Authorization for Substance Use Disorder
shall comply with RSA 420-J:17 and RSA 420-J:18 as described in
Section 4.11.6.15 (Limitations on Prior Authorization
Requirements). [42 CFR 438.210(b)(1)]

4.8.1.6.2 Authorizations shall be based on a comprehensive and
individualized needs assessment that addresses all needs
including social determinants of health and a subsequent person-
centered planning process. [42 CFR 438.210(b)(2)(iii)] The MCO's
Prior Authorization requirements shall comply with parity in mental
health and Substance Use Disorder, as described in Section
4.11.4.4 (Restrictions on Treatment Limitations). [42 CFR
438.910(d)] - . ^ '

4.8.1.6.3 The MCO shall use the NH MCM standard Prior
Authorization form. The MCO shall also work in good faith with
DHHS, as initiated by DHHS, to develop other Prior Authorization
forms with consistent information and documentation requirements
from Providers wherever feasible. Providers shall be able to submit
the Prior Authorizations forms electronically, by mail, or fax.

4.8.1.6.4 The MCO shall have in effect mechanisms to ensure
consistent application of review criteria for authorization decisions,
including but not limited to interrater reliability monitoring, and
consult with the requesting Provider when appropriate and at the
request of the Provider submitting the authorization [42 CFR
438.210(b)(2)(i)-(ii)].
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4.8.1.6.5 The MCO shall ensure that any decision to deny a
service authorization request or to authorize a service in an
amount, duration, or scope that is less than requested, be made by
a health care professional who has appropriate clinical expertise in
treating the Member's condition or disease. [42 CFR 438.210(b)(3)]

4.8.1.6.6 The MCO shall not arbitrarily deny or reduce the
amount, duration, or scope of a required service solely because of
the diagnosis, type of illness, or condition of the Member.

4.8.1.6.7 The MCO shall comply with all relevant federal
regulations regarding inappropriate denials or reductions in care.
[42 CFR 438.210(a)(3)(ii)]

4.8.1.6.8 The MCO shall issue written denial notices within

timeframes specified by federal regulations and this Agreement.

4.8.1.6.9 The MCO shall permit Members to appeal service
determinations based on the Grievance and Appeal Process
required by federal law and regulations and this Agreement.

4.8.1.6.10 Compensation to individuals or entities that conduct
Utilization Management activities shall not be structured so as to
provide incentives for the individual or entity to deny, limit, or
discontinue Medically Necessary services to any Member. [42 CFR
438.210(e)]

4.8.1.6.11 Medicaid State Plan services and/or phaimaceutical
Prior Authorizations, including those for specialty drugs, in place at
the time a Member transitions to an MCO shall be honored for
ninety (90) calendar days or until completion of a medical necessity
review, whichever comes first.

4.8.1.6.12 The MCO shall, in the Member Handbook, provide
Information to Members regarding Prior Authorization in the event
the Member chooses to transfer to another MCO.

4.8.1.6.13 Upon receipt of Prior Authorization information from
DHHS, the new MCO shall honor Prior Authorizations in place by
the former MCO as described in Section 4.7.9. (Access to
Providers During Transitions of Care). The new MCO shall review
the service authorization in accordance with the urgent
determination requirements of Section 4.8.4.2 (Urgent
Determinations and Covered/Extended Services).

4.8.1.6.14 The MCO shall also, in the Member Handbook, provide
information to Members regarding Prior Authorization in the event
the Member chooses to transfer to another MCO.

4.8.1.6.15 In the event that the Prior Authorization specifies a
specific Provider, that MCO shall continue to utilize that Provider,
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regardless of whether the Provider is a Participating Provider, until
such time as services are available in the MCO's network.

4.8.1.6.16 The MCO shall ensure that the Member's needs are

met continuously and shall continue to cover services under the
previously issued Prior Authorization until the MCO issues new
authorizations that address the Member's needs.

4.8.1.6.17 The MCO shall ensure that Subcontractors or any other
party performing utilization review are licensed In NH in accordance
with Section 3.14.2 (Contracts with Subcontractors).

4.8.2 Practice Guidelines and Standards

4.8.2.1 The MCO shall adopt evidence-based clinical Practice
Guidelines In compliance with 42 CFR 438.236 and with NCQA's
requirements for health plan accreditation. The Practice Guidelines
adopted by the MCO shall:

4.8.2.1.1 Be based on valid and reasonable clinical evidence or

a consensus of Providers in the particular field,

4.8.2.1.2 Consider the needs of the MCO's Members,

4.8.2.1.3 Be adopted In consultation with Participating Providers,
and

4.8.2.1.4 Be reviewed and updated periodically as appropriate.
[42 CFR 438.236(b)(1)-(3): 42 CFR,438.236(b)(4)]

4.8.2.2 The MCO shall develop Practice Guidelines based on the health
needs and opportunities for improvement identified as part of the QAPI
Program.

4.8.2.3 The MCO shall adopt Practice Guidelines consistent with the
standards, of .care and evldencerbased practices of specific professional
specialty groups, as Identified by DHHS. These include, but are not limited
to:

4.8.2.3.1 ASAM, as further described In Section 4.11.6.7
(Substance Use Disorder Clinical Evaluations and Treatment
Plans):

4.8.2.3.2 The recommendations of the U.S. Preventive Sen/Ices

Task Force for the provision of primary and secondary care to
adults, rated A or B;

4.8.2.3.3 The preventative sen/ices recommended by the AAP
Bright Futures program; and
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4.8.2.3.4 The Zero Suicide Consensus Guide for Emergency
Departments"

4.8.2.4 The MOO may substitute generally recognized, accepted
guidelines to replace the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force and AAP
Bright Futures program requirements, provided that the MOO meets all
other Practice Guidelines requirements indicated within this Section 4.8.2
(Practice Guidelines and Standards) of the Agreement and that such
substitution is reviewed by DHHS prior to implementation.

4.8.2.5 The MOO shall disseminate Practice Guidelines to DHHS and all
affected Providers and make Practice Guidelines available, including but
not limited to the MCO's website, and, upon request, to Members and
potential Members. [42 CFR 438.236(c)]

4.8.2.6 The MCO's decisions regarding Utilization Management,
Member education, and coverage of services shall be consistent with the
MCO's clinical Practice Guidelines. [42 CFR 438.236(d)]

4.8.3 Medical Necessity Determination

4.8.3.1 The MCO shall specify what constitutes "Medically Necessary"
sen/ices in a manner that:

4.8.3.1.1 Is no more restrictive than the NH DHHS FFS Medicaid
program including quantitative and non-quantitative treatment
limits, as Indicated in State laws and regulations, the Medicaid
State Plan, and other State policies and procedures [42 CFR
438.210(a)(5)(i)]: and

4.8.3.1.2 Addresses the extent to which the MCO is responsible
for^covering services that address [42 CFR 438.210(a)(5)(ii)(A)-

4.8.3.1.2.1. The prevention, stabilization, diagnosis,
and treatment of a Member's diseases, condition,
and/or disorder that results in health Impairments
and/or disability;

4.8.3.1.2.2. The ability for a Member to achieve age-
appropriate growth and development; and

4.8.3.1.2.3. The ability for a Member to attain,
maintain, or regain functional capacity.

4.8.3.2 For Members twenty-one (21) years of age and older, "Medically
Necessary" shall be as defined In Section 2.1.74.2 (Definitioris).

4.8.3.3 For Members under t\Arenty-one (21) years of age, per EPSDT,
"Medically Necessary" shall be as defined In Section 2.1.74.1 (Definitions).

" Suicide Prevention Reeource Center. "Care (or Adutt Patients with Suicide Risk: A Consensus Guide for EmeiBency Departments"
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4.8.4 Notices of Coverage Determinations

4.8.4.1 The MCO shall provide the requesting Provider and the Member
with written notice of any decision by the MCO to deny a service
authorization request, or to authorize a service in an amount, duration, or
scope that is less than requested. The notice shall meet the requirements
of 42 CFR 438.210(c) and 438.404.

4.8.4.2 Urgent Determinations and Continued/Extended Services

4.8.4.2.1 The MCO shall make Utilization Management decisions
in a timely manner. The following minimum standards shall apply:

4.8.4.2.1.1. Urgent Determinations: Determination of
an authorization involving urgent care shall be made as
soon as possible, taking into account the medical
exigencies, but in no event later than seventy-two (72)
hours after receipt of the request for service for ninety-
eight percent (98%) of requests, unless the Member or
Member's representative falls to provide sufficient
information to determine whether, or to what extent,
benefits are covered or payable. [42 CFR
438.210(d)(2)(i); 42 CFR 438.404(c)(6)]

4.8.4.2.1.2. In the case of such failure, the MCO shall
notify the Member or Member's representative within
twenty-four (24) hours of receipt of the request and
shall advise the Member or Member's representative of
the specific information necessary to make a
determination.

4.8.4.2.1.3. The Member or Member's representative
shall be afforded a reasonable amount of time, taking
into account the circumstances, but not less than forty-
eight (48) hours, to provide the specified information.

4.8.4.2.1.4. Thereafter, notification of the benefrt
determination shall be made as soon as possible, but
in no case later than forty-eight (48) hours after the
earlier of the MCO's receipt of the specified additional
information: or the end of the period afforded the
Member or Member's representative to provide the
specified additional information.

4.8.4.2.1.5. Continued/Extended Services: ,. The
determination of an authorization involving urgent care
and relating to the extension of an ongoing course of
treatment and involving a question of medical necessity
shall be made within twenty-four (24) hours of receipt
of the request for ninety-eight percent (98%) of
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requests, provided that the request is made at least
twenty-four (24) hours prior to the expiration of the
prescribed period of time or. course of treatment.

4.8.4.3 All Other Determinations

4.8.4.3.1 The determination of all other authorizations for pre-
service benefits shail be made within a reasonabie time period
appropriate to the medical circumstances, but shaii not exceed
fourteen (14) calendar days for ninety-five percent (95%) of
requests after the receipt of a request. '

4.8.4.3.2 An extension of up to fourteen (14) calendar days is
permissible for non-diagnostic radioiogy determinations if the
Member or the Provider requests the extension, or the MCO
justifies a need for additional information.

4.8.4.3.3 If an extension is necessary due to a failure of the
Member or Member's representative to provide sufficient
information to determine whether, or to what extent, benefits are
covered as payabie, the notice of extension shall specifically
describe the required additional information needed, and the
Member or Member's representative shail be given at least forty-
five (45) calendar days from receipt of the notice within which to
provide the specified information.

4.8.4.3.4 Notification of the benefit determination following a
request for additional information shall be made as soon as
possible, but in no case later than fourteen (14) calendar days after
the earlier of:

4.8.4.3.4.1. The MCO's receipt of the specified
additional information; or

4.8.4.3.4.2. The end of the period afforded the
Member or Member's representative to provide the
specified additional information.

4.8.4.3.4.3. When the MCO extends the timeframe,
the MCO shall give the Member written notice of the
reason for the decision to extend the timeframe and
inform the Member of the right to file a grievance if he
or she disagrees with that decision. Under such
circumstance, the MCO shall issue and carry out its
determination as expedltlously as the Member's health
condition requires and no later than the date the
extension expires.

4.8.4.3.5 The determination of a post service authorization shail
be made within thirty (30) calendar days of the date of filing. In the
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event the Member fails to provide sufficient information to
determine the request, the MCO shall notify the Member within
fifteen (15) calendar days of the date of filing, as to what additional
information is required to process the request and the Member
shall be given at least forty-five (45) calendar days to provide/the,
required information.

4.8.4.3.6 The thirty (30) calendar day period for determination
shall be tolled until such time as the Member submits the required
information.

4.8.4.3.7 Whenever there is an adverse determination, the MCO

shall notify the ordering Provider and the Member. For an adverse
standard authorization decision, the MCO shall provide written
notification within three (3) calendar days of the decision.

4.8.4.3.8 The MCO shall provide Utilization Management-data to
include but not be limited to timely processing, results, and
frequency of service authorizations in accordance with Exhibit O.

4.8.5 Advance Directives

4.8.5.1 The MCO shali adhere to all State and federal laws pertaining to
Advance Directives including, but not limited to, RSA 137-J:18.

4.8.5.2 The MCO shall maintain written policies and procedures that
meet requirements for Advance Directives in Subpart I of 42 CFR 489.

4.8.5.3 The MCO shall adhere to the definition of Advance Directives as

defined in 42 CFR 489.100.

4.8.5'4 The MCO shall maintain written policies and procedures
conceming Advance Directives with respect to all adult Members. [42 CFR
438.30(1 )-(2): 42 CFR 422.128(a): 42 CFR 422.128(b); 42 CFR

. 489.102(a)]

4.8.5.5 The MCO shall educate staff conceming policies and
procedures on Advance Directives. [42 CFR 438.3(j)(1)-(2); 42 CFR
422.128(b)(1)(ii)(H); 42 CFR 489.102(a)(5)l

4.8.5.6 The MCO shall not condition the provision of care or otherwise
discriminate against a Member or potential Member based on whether or
not the Member has executed an Advance Directive. [42 CFR 438.3(j)(1)-
(2); 42 CFR 422.128(b)(1)(ii)(F); 42 CFR 489.102(a)(3)]

4.8.5.7 The MCO shall provide information in the Member Handbook
with respect to how to exercise an Advance Directive, as described in
Section 4.4.1.4 (Member Handbook). [42 CFR 438.10(g)(2)(xii); 42 CFR
438.30)]
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4.8.5.8 The MCO sha|l reflect changes in State law in its written
information as soon as possible, but no later than

43^30X4)] effective date of the change. [42 CFR
4.9 Member Education and IncentlvPft

4.9.1 General Provisions

loiiiolc J'T implement evidenced-based
H  programs for Its Members. The MCO shall seek topromote and provide wellness and prevention programming aligned with

f  promoted by DHHS, including the National
o Kr ! Program. The MCO shall also participate in otherpubltc health initiatives at the direction of DHHS.

anVn^ro,, P™^'''® Members with general health information
their haaUh ®®""®®® ilo'P Members make informed decisions about

"embers to take an

P^®"^®'® personal responsibility through the use
iLivffies an/h1h "^e"®?®'®®"'- ̂ he MCO shall reward Members for
SnnL of r promote good health, health literacy andContinuity of Care. DHHS shall review and approve all reward activities
proposed by the MCO prior to their implementation.

4.9.2 Member Health Education

Ironl-'Jm ''®*'®'®P 3"^ initiate a Member health educationprogram that supports the overall wellness, prevention, and Care
Manag®menf programs, with the goal of empowering patients to actively
participate in their health care. a f icm!. lo aciiveiy

t,fr^rL J*"® ffi®" actively engage Members in both wellness
Snili o ® ® '"■"^'■am participation and shall providenll^l fi c ®"t,®tive outreach to Members who are difficult to engageor who utilize EDs inappropriately. "

4.9.3 Member Cost Transparency

®" ''® website and incorporate in its CareCoordination programs cost transparency information related to the
®.|. '^®^'®'P®t!ng Providers for MCC-selected services andprocedures, with clear indication of which setting and/or Participatina

Provider is most cost-effective, referred to as "Preferred Providers."

ho^'riiL cost transparency information published by the MCC shall
to so Pri hl°h!! "designed to permit Membersto select between Participating Providers of equal quality, including the
appropnate setting of care as assessed by the MCC. The services for
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which cost transparency data Is provided may include, for example,
services conducted in an outpatient hospital and/or ambulatory surgery
center. The MCO should also Include information regarding the
appropriate use of EDs relative to low-acuity, non-emergent visits.

4.9.3.3 The information included on the MCO's website shall be
accessible to all Members and also be designed for use specifically by
Members that participate in the MCO's Reference-Based Pricing Incentive
Program, as described in Section 4.9.4 (Member Incentive Programs)
below.

4.9.4 Member Incentive Programs

4.9.4.1 The MCO shall develop at least one (1) Member Healthy
Behavior Incentive Program and at least one (1) Reference-Based Pricing
Incentive Program, as further described within this Section 4.9.4 (Member
Incentive Programs) of the Agreement. The MCO shall ensure that all
incentives deployed are cost-effective and have a linkage to the APM
initiatives of the MCOs and Providers described in Section 4.14
(Alternative Payment Models) of this Agreement as appropriate.

4.9.4.2 For all Member Incentive Programs developed, the MCO shall
provide to participating Menibers that meet the criteria of the MCO-
designed program cash or other incentives that:

4.9.4.2.1 May include incentives such as gift cards for specific
retailers, vouchers for a farmers' market, contributions to health
savings accounts that may be used for health-related purchases,
gym memberships; and

4.9.4.2.2 Do not, in a given fiscal year for any one (1) Member,
exceed a total monetary value of two hundred and frfty dollars
($250.00).

4.9.4.3 The MCO shall subitilt to OHMS for revi^ arid approval all
Member Incentive Program plan proposals prior to implementation .

4.9.4.4 Within the plan proposal, the MCO shall include adequate
assurances, as assessed by DHHS, that:

4.9.4.4.1 The program meets the requirements of 1112(a)(5) of
.  -the Social Security Act; and

4.9.4.4.2 Jhe program meets the criteria determined by DHHS
as described in Section 4.9.4.6 (Healthy Behavior Incentive
Programs) and Section 4.9.4.7 (Reference-Based Pricing Incentive
Programs) below.

4.9.4.5 The MCO shall report to DHHS, at least annually, the results of
any Member Incentive Programs in effect in the prior twelve (12) months.
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including the following metrics and those Indicated by DHHS, In
accordance with Exhibit 0:

4.9.4.5.1 The number of Members in the program's target
population, as determined by the MCO;

4.9.4.5.2 The number of Members that received any Incentive
payments, and the number that received the maximum amount as
a result of participation in the program;

4.9.4.5.3 The total value of the Incentive payments;

4.9.4.5.4 An analysis of the statistically relevant results of the
program; and

4.9.4.5.5 Identification of goals and objectives for the next year
informed by the data.

4.9.4.6 Healthy Behavior Incentive Programs

4.9.4.6.1 The MCO shall develop and Implement at least one (1)
Member Healthy Behavior Incentive Program designed to:

4.9.4.6.1.1. Incorporate incentives for Members who
complete a Health Risk Assessment Screening, in
compliance with Section 4.10.2 of this Agreement
(Health Risk Assessment Screening);

4.9.4.6.1.2. Increase the timeliness of prenatal care,
particularly for Members at risk of having a child with
NAS;

4.9.4.6.1.3. Address obesity;

4.9.4.6.1.4. Prevent diabetes;

4.9.4.6.1.5. Support smoking cessation;

4.9.4.6.1.6. Increase lead screening rates in one- and
two-year old Members; and/or

4.9.4.6.1.7. Other similar types of healthy behavior
Incentive programs In consultation with.the Division of
Public Health within DHHS and In alignment with the
DHHS Quality Strategy and the MCO's QAPI, as
described In Section 4.9.3 (Member Cost
Transparency).

4.9.4.7 Reference-Based Pricing Incentive Programs

4.9.4.7.1 The MCO shall develop at least one (1) Reference-
Based Pricing Member Incentive Program that encourages
Members to use. when reasonable, Preferred Providers as
assessed and Indicated by the MCO and on its website in
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compliance with the Cost Transparency requirements included in
Section 4.9.3 (Member Cost Transparency). The Reference-Based
Pricing Member Incentive Program shall also include means for
encouraging members' appropriate use of EDs and opportunities to
direct Members to other settings for low acuity, non-emergent
visits.

4.9.4.7.2 The MCO's Reference-Based Pricing Member
Incentive Program shall be designed such that the Member may
gain and lose incentives (e.g., through the development of a points
system that is monitored throughout the year) based on the
Member's adherence to the terms of the program throughout the
course of the year.

4.9.5 Collaboration with New Hampshire Tobacco Cessation Programs

4.9.5.1 The MCO shall promote and utilize the DHHS-approved tobacco
cessation qultline and tobacco cessation program to provide:

4.9.5.1.1 Intensive tobacco cessation treatment through a
DHHS-approved tobacco cessation qultline;

4.9.5.1.2 Individual tobacco cessation coaching/counseling In
conjunction with tobacco cessation medication;

4.9.5.1.3 The following FDA-approved over-the-counter agents:
nicotine patch; nicotine gum; nicotine lozenge; and any future FDA-
approved therapies, as indicated by DHHS; and

4.9.5.1.4 Combination therapy, when available through qultline,
meaning the use of a combination of medicines, including but not
limited to: long-term nicotine patch and other nicotine replacement
therapy (gum or nasal spray); nicotine patch and inhaler; or
nicotine patch and buproplon sustained-release.

4.9.5.2 The MCO shall provide tobacco cessation treatment to include,
at a minimum:

4.9.5.2.1 Tobacco cessation coaching/counseling In addition to
the qultline;

4.9.5.2.2 In addition to the qultline, the following FDA-approved
over-the-counter agents: nicotine patch; nicotine gum; nicotine
lozenge; and any future FDA-approved therapies, as indicated by
DHHS;

4.9.5.2.3 In addition to the qultline. Combination therapy,
meaning the use of a combination of medicines. Including but not
limited to: long-term nicotine patch and other nicotine replacement
therapy (gum or nasal spray); nicotine patch and inhaler; or
nicotine patch and buproplon sustained-release;
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4.9.5.2.4 Rebateable FDA-approved non-nicotine prescription
medications; and

4.9.5.2.5 Rebateable FDA-approved prescription inhalers and
nasal sprays.

4.9.5.3 The MCO shall report on tobacco cessation activities in
accordance with Exhibit O.

4.10 Care Coordination and Care Management

4.10.1 Care Coordination and Care Management General Requirements

4.10.1.1 The MCO shall be responsible for the management,
coordination, and Continuity of Care for all Members, and shall develop
and maintain policies and procedures to address this responsibility.

4.10.1.2, The MCO shall implement Care Coordination and Care
Management procedures to ensure that each Member has an ongoing
source of care appropriate to their needs. [42 CFR 438.208(b)]

4.10.1.3 The MCO shall provide the services described in this Section
4.10 (Care Coordination and Care Management) for all Members who
need Care Coordination and Case Management services regardless of
their acuity level.

4.10.1.4 The MCO shall either provide these services directly or shall
Subcontract with Local Care Management entities as described in Section
4.10.8 (Local Care Management) to perform Care Coordination and Care
Management functions.

4.10.1.5 Care Coordination means the interaction with established local
community based Providers of care including Local Care Management
entities to address the physical, mental and psychosocial needs of the
Member.

4.10.1.6 Care Management means direct contact with a Member focused
on the provision of various aspects of the Member's physical, mental.
Substance Use Disorder status and needed social supports that shall
enable the Member in achieving the best health outcomes.

4.10.1.7 The MCO shall implement Care Coordination and Care
Management In order to achieve the following goals:

4.10.1.7.1 Improve care of Members;

4.10.1.7.2 Improve health outcomes;

4.10.1.7.3 Reduce inpatient hospitalizatlons including
readmissions;

4.10.1.7.4 Improve Continuity of Care;

4.10.1.7.5 Improve transition planning;
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4.10.1.7.6 Improve medication management;

4.10.1.7.7 Reduce utilization of unnecessary Emergency
Sen/ices;

4.10.1.7.8 Reduce unmet resource needs (related to social
determinants of health);

4.10.1.7.9 Decrease total costs of care; and

4.10.1.7.10 Increase Member satisfaction with their health care
experience.

4.10.1.8 The MCO shall implement and oversee a process that ensures
Its Participating Providers coordinate care among and between Providers
serving a Member, including PCPs, specialists, behavioral health
Providers, and social service resources; the process shall include, but not
be limited to, the designation of a Care Manager who shall be responsible
for leading the coordination of care.

4.10.1.9 The MCO shall implement procedures to coordinate sen/ices the
MCO furnishes to the Member with the services the Member receives from
any other MCO. [42 CFR 438.208(b)(2)(ii)]

4.10.1.10 The MCO shall also implement procedures to coordinate
services the MCO furnishes to the Member with the services the Member
receives in FFS Medicaid, including dental services for children under the
age of twenty-one (21). [42 CFR 438.208(b)(2)(iii)]

4.10.2 Health Risk Assessment Screening

4.10.2.1 ̂  The Health Risk Assessment Screening process shall identify
the n^d for Care Coordination and Care Management services and the
need for clinical and non-clinical services including referrals to specialists
and community resources.

4.10.2.2 The MCO shall conduct a Health Risk Assessment Screening of
all existing and newly enrolled Members within ninety-(90) calendar days
of the effective date of MCO enrollment to identify Members who may have
unmet health care needs and/or Special Health Care Needs [42 CFR
438.208(c)(1)].

4.10.2.3 The MCO is not required to conduct a Health Risk Assessment
Screening of Members residing in a nursing facility more than one hundred
(100) consecutive calendar days.

4.10.2.4 The Health Risk Assessment shall be the same for each MCO.
The agreed upon screening tool developed jointly by the MCOs shall be
submitted to DHHS for review and approval, as part of the Readiness
Review process, and annually thereafter.
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4.10.2.5 The Health Risk Assessment Screening may be conducted by
telephone, in person, or through completion of the form In writing by the
Member. The MCO shall make at least three (3) reasonable attempts to
contact a Member at the phone number most recently reported by the
Member. [42 CFR 438.208(b)(3)]

4Ja2.6 Documentation of the three (3) attempts shall be Included In the
MCO electronic Care Management record. Reasonable attempts shall
occur on not less than three (3) different calendar days, at different hours
of the day including day and evening hours and after business hours If

.  after the three ,(3) attempts are unsuccessful, the MCO shall send a letter
to the Member's last reported residential address with the Health Risk
Assessment form for completion.

4.10.2.7 The MCO may also Subcontract with a Designated Local Care
Management Entity, community agency or a primary care practice who
shall, engage the-M^fTilipr to complete the Health Risk Assessment
screening in-person either In an agency. office/clinic setting, during a
scheduled home visit or medical appointment.

410.2.8 All completed Health Risk Assessments shall be shared with the
Member's assigned PCP for Inclusion In the Member's medical record and
vinthin seven (7) calendar days of completing the screening.
4.10.2.9 The MCO shall report the number of Members who received a
Health Risk Assessment, in accordance with Exhibit 0.

4^10.2.10 The MCO shall share with DHHS and/or other MCOs the results
of any Identification and assessment of that Member's needs to prevent
duplication of activities. [42 CFR 438.208(b)(4)]
4.10.2.11 The MCO shall report to DHHS its performance against Health
Risk Assessment requirements, as described In Exhibit O.

4.10£.12 The Health Risk Assessments for Members shall be completed
for fifty percent (50%) of the total required Members, or the MCO shall
provide to DHHS for review and approval additional documentation that
describes the MCO's reasoning for failure to successfully complete Health
Risk Assessments for fifty percent (50%) of Members. The MCO's
reasoning shall be considered by DHHS prior to imposing Liquidated
Damages, as described in Section 5.5.2 of this Agreement.

®vidence-based Health Risk Assessment Screening tool
shall Identify, at minimum, the following Information about Members:

4.10.2.13.1 Demographics:

4.10.2.13.2 Chronic and/or acute conditions;

4.10.2.13.3 Chronic pain;
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4.10.2.13.4 The unique needs of children with developmental
delays, Special Health Care Needs or involved with the juvenile

^  justice system and child protectipn agencies (i.e. DCYF);

4.10.2.13.5 Behavioral health needs, including depression or other
Substance Use Disorders as described in sections, Including but
not limited to Section 4.11.1.16 (Comprehensive Assessment and
Care Plans for Behavioral Health Needs), Section 4.11.5.4
(Comprehensive Assessment and Care Plans), and Section
4.11.6.6 (Provision of Substance Use Disorder Services):

4.10.2.13.6 The need for assistance with personal care such as
dressing or bathing or home chores and grocery shopping;

4.10.2.13.7TobaccoCessation needs;

4.10.2.13.8 Social determinants of health needs, including housing,
childcare, food insecurity, transportation and/or other interpersonal
risk factors such as safety concerns/careglver stress; and

4.10.2.13.9 Other factors or conditions about which the MCO shall

need to be aware to arrange available interventions for the
Member.

4.10.2.14 Wellness Visits

4.10.2.14.1 For all Members, inclusive of Granite Advantage
Members, the MCO shall support the Member to arrange a
wellness visit with his or her PCP, either previously identified or
selected by the Member from a list of available PCPs.

4.10.2.14.2 The wellness visit shall include appropriate
assessments for the purpose of developing a health wellness and
care plan:

4.10:2.14.2.1." Both "physlcaralid behavioral h'ealth,
including screening for depression;

4.10.2.14.2.2. Mood, suicidality; and

4.10.2.14.2.3. Substance Use Disorder..

4.10.3 Priority Populations

4.10.3.1 The following populations shall be considered Priority
Populations and are most likely to have Care Management needs:

4.10.3.1.1 Adults with Special Health Care Needs, meaning those
who have or are at increased risk of having a chronic illness and/or
a physical, developmental, behavioral, acquired brain disorder, or
emotional condition and who also require health and related
services of a type or amount beyond that usually expected for
Members of similar age.
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4.10.3.1.1.1.This includes, but is not limited to
Members with HIV/AIDS, an SMI. SED, l/DD or

'  Substance Use Disorder diagnosis , or with chronic
pain;

4.10.3.1.2 Children with Special Health Care Needs meaning
those who have or are at increased risk of having a serious or
chronic physical, developmental, behavioral, or emotional condition
and who also require health and related services of a type or
amount beyond that usually expected for the child's age.

4.10.3.1.2.1.This includes, but is not limited to, children
or infants: in foster care; requiring care in the Neonatal
Intensive Care Units; with NAS; in high stress social
environments/caregiver stress; receiving Family
Centered Early Supports and Services, or participating
in Special Medical Services or Partners in Health
Services with an SED, l/DD or Substance Use Disorder
diagnosis;

4.10.3.1.3 Members receiving services under HCBS waivers;

4.10.3.1.4 Members identified as those with rising risk. The MCO
shall establish criteria that define Members at rising risk for
appro\/al by DHHS as part of the Readiness Review process and
reviewed and approved annually;

4.10.3.1.5 Individuals with high unmet resources needs meaning
MCM Members who are homeless; experiencing domestic violence
or perceived lack of personal safety; and/or demonstrate unmet
resource needs as further described in Section 4.10.10

(Coordination and Integration with Social Services and Community
Care):

4.10.3.1.5.1. Recently incarcerated;

4.10.3.1.5.2. Mothers of babies born with NAS;

4.10.3.1.5.3.Pregnant women with Substance Use
Disorders;

4.10.3.1.5.4.1V Drug Users, including Members who
require long-term IV antibiotics and/or surgical
treatment as a result of IV drug use;

4.10.3.1.5.5.Members who have been in the ED for an

overdose event In the last twelve (12) months;

4.10.3.1.5.6.Membiers who have a suicide attempt in
the last twelve (12) months;

4.10.3.1.5.7.Members with an l/DD diagnosis; and/or
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4.10.3.1.5.8.Other Priority Populations as determined
by the MCO and/or by DHHS.

4.10.4 Risk Scoring and Stratification

4.10.4.1 The MCO shall use a Risk Scoring and Stratification
methodology to identify Members who are part of a Priority Population or
who are otherwise high risk/high need for Care. Management and who
should receive a Comprehensive Assessment.

4.10.4.2 The MCO shall provide protocols to DHHS for review and
approval on how Members are stratified by severity and risk level,
including details regarding the algorithm and data sources used to identify
Members eligible for Care Management.

4.10.4.3 Such protocols shall be submitted as part of the Readiness
Review process and annually thereafter.

4.10.4.4 Risk Scoring and Stratification of Members should be conducted
at MCO program roll out and monthly thereafter.

4.10.4.5 The MCO's Risk Scoring and Stratification methodology shall
take into account, at a minimum, the following information:

4.10.4.5.1 Results of the health risk assessment screening;

4.10.4.5.2 Claims history and Encounter Data;

4.10.4.5.3 Pharmacy data;

4.10.4.5.4 Immunizations;

4.10.4.5.5 ADT of Members to and from inpatient facilities;

4.10.4.5.6 Provider referral;

4.10.4.5.7 Member self-referral;

4.10.4.5.8 Hospital stays of more than two (2) weeks;

4.10.4.5.9 Members without secure and stable housing post
hospital discharge;

4.10.4.5.10Three (3) or more ED visits within a single calendar
quarter;

4.10.4.5.11 Discharge from inpatient Behavioral Health Services,
facility-based crisis services, non-hospital medical detoxification,
medically supervised or alcohol drug abuse treatment center; and

4.10.4.5.12 Neonatal Intensive Care Unit discharges.

4.10.4.6 The MCO shall document and submit to DHHS for review and
approval the details of its Risk Scoring and Stratification methodology as
part of its Readiness Review and annually thereafter. This submission
shall include:
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4.10.4.6.1 Information and data to be utilized;

4.10.4.6.2 Description of the methodology;

4.10.4.6.3 Methodology and Criteria for identifying high risk/high
need Members in addition to those who are in Priority Populations;

4.10.4.6.4 Number of risk strata;

4.10.4.6.5 Criteria for each risk stratum, including but not limited
to high risk/high need members in need of Care Management; and

4.10.4.6.6 Approximate expected population in each stratum.

4.10.4.7 The MOO shall submit any change in its risk stratification
methodologies, to include any additions or deletions to that methodology,
for DHHS review ninety (90) calendar days prior to the change being
Implemented.

4.10.4.8 The MCO shall report annually the number and percentage of
Members who are identified in each of the risk strata in accordance with
Exhibit O.

4.10.6 Comprehensive Assessment for High-Rlsk and High-Need
Members

4.10.5.1 The MCO and its Subcontractors shall implement mechanisms
to conduct a Comprehensive Assessment for each Medicaid Member in
order to identify whether they have Special Health Care Needs and any
on-going special conditions that require a course of treatment or regular
care monitoring. [42 CFR 438.208(c)(2)]

4.10.5.2 The MCO shall identify Members who may require a
Comprehensive Assessment for Care Management through multiple
sources to include but not be limited to:

4.10.5.2.1 Health risk assessment screenings;

4.10.5.2.2 Risk Scoring and Stratification;

4.10.5.2.3 Claims/encounter analysis;

4.10.5.2.4 Provider referrals;

4.10.5.2.5 Member/caregiver self-referral; and

4.10.5.2.6 Referrals from community based medical, mental
health, Substance Use Disorder Providers, or social service
entities.

4.10.5.3 The Comprehensive Assessment shall identify a Member's
health condition that requires a course of treatment that is either episodic,
which is limited in duration or significance to a particular medical episode.
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or requires "ongoing Care Management monitoring to ensure the Mernber
Is managing his or her medical and/or behavioral health care, needs
(including screening for depression, mood, suicidality, and Substance Use
Disorder).
4.10.5.4 The Comprehensive Assessment shall be a person-centered
assessment of a Member's medical and behavioral care needs, functional
status, accessibility needs, strengths and supports, health care goals and
other characteristics that shall inform whether the Member should receive

Care Management and shall inform the Member's ongoing care plan and
treatment. The MCO shall incorporate into the Comprehensive
Assessment information obtained as a result of Provider referral, the
wellness visit and/or otherwjse.

4.10.5.5 The MCO's Comprehensive Assessment tool shall be submitted
for DHHS review and approval as part of the Readiness Review process
and annually thereafter.

4.10.5.6 The MCO shall make best efforts to complete the
Comprehensive Assessment within thirty (30) calendar days of identifying
a Meml>er as being part of one or more Priority Populations, identified
through Risk Scoring and Stratification or having received a referral for
Care Management.

4.10.5.7 The MCO shall not withhold any Medically Necessary Services
including EPSDT services per Section 4.1.8 (Early and Periodic Screening,
Diagnostic, and Treatmerit) for Members while awaiting the completion of
the Comprehensive Assessment but may conduct utilization review for any
services requiring Prior Authorization.

4.10.5.8 The MCO shall conduct the Comprehensive Assessment in a
^cation of the Member's choosing and shall endeavor to conduct the
Comprehensive Assessment in-person for populations where the quality of
-information-may~be-compromised if provided telephonically (e.g., for
Members whose physical or behavioral health needs may impede the
ability to provide comprehensive information by telephone), including
others in the .person's life in the assessment process such as family
members, paid and natural supports as agreed upon and appropriate to
the Member/Member's parents to the maximum extent practicable.

4.10.5.9 Additionally, participation in the Comprehensive Assessment
shall be extended to the Member's local community care team or Case
Management staff, including but not limited to Area Agencies, CFI waiver,
CMH Programs and Special Medical Services 1915(i) Care Management
Entities/case managers as practicable.

4.10.5.10 The MCO shall develop and implement a Comprehensive
Assessment tailored to Members that include, at a minimum, the following
domains/content:
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4.10.5.10.1 Members' immediate care needs;

4.10.5.10.2 Demographics;

4.10.5.10.3 Education;

4.10.5.10.4 Housing;

4.10.5.10.5 Employment and entitlements;

4.10.5.10.6 Legal involvement;

4.10.5.10.7 Risk assessment, including suicide risk;

4.10.5.10.8 Other State or local community and family support
services currently used;

4.10.5.10.9 Medical and other health conditions;

4.10.5.10.10 Physical, l/DDs;

4.10.5.10.11 Functional status (activities of daily living
(ADL)/instrumental activities of daily living (lADL)) including
cognitive functioning;

4.10.5.10.12 Medications;

4.10.5.10.13 Available informal, caregiver, or social supports,
including peer supports;

4.10.5.10.14 Current and past mental health and substance use
status and/or disorders;

4.10.5.10.15 Social determinants of health needs; and

4.10.5.10.16 Exposure to adverse childhood experiences or
other trauma (e.g., parents with mental health or Substance Use
Disorders that affect their ability to protect the safety of the child,
child abuse or neglect).

4.10.5.11 The MOO shall provide to DHHS a copy of the Comprehensive
Assessment Form and all policies and procedures relating to conducting
the Comprehensive Assessment for DHHS review as part of the
Readiness Review process and annually thereafter.

4.10.5.12 The MCO shall conduct a re-assessment of the Comprehensive
Assessment for a Member receiving ongoing care management:

4.10.5.12.1 At least annually;

4.10.5.12.2 When the Member's circumstances or needs change
significantly;

4.10.5.12.3 At the Member's request; and/or

4.10.5.12.4 Upon DHHS's request.
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4.10.5.13 The MCO shall share the. results of the Comprehensive
Assessment In writing with the Member's local community based care

■ team within fourteen (14) calendar days to inform care planning , and
treatment planning, with Member consent to the extent required by State
and federal law.

...

4.10.5.14 The MCO shall report to DHHS the following in accordance with
Exhibit O:

4.10.5.14.1 Assessments conducted as a percentage (%) of total
Members and by Priority Population category;

4.10.5.14.2 Assessments completed by a Subcontractor entity,
such as but not limited to IDNs, CMH Programs, Special Medical
Services, HCBS case managers, and Area Agencies;

4.10.5.14.3 Timeliness of assessments;

4.10.5.14.4 Timeliness of dissemination of assessment results to
PCPs, specialists, behavioral health Providers and other members
of the local community based care team; and

4.10.5.14.5 Quarterly report of unmet resource needs, aggregated
by county, based on the care screening and Comprehensive
Assessment tool to include number of Members reporting in
accordance with Exhibit O.

4.10.6 Care Management for High Risk and High Need Members

4.10.6.1 The MCO shall provide Care Management for Members
identified as "high-riskThigh-need" through the Comprehensive
Assessment. Every high-risk/high-need Member identified as needing
Care Management shall be assigned a designated Care Manager.

4.10.6.2 Care Management for high-risk/high-need Members shall be
' conducted for at least 15 percent (15%) of the'total Members by'JahUafy

1, 2020 or the MCO shall provide to DHHS documentation of how fewer
Members were determined not to meet the MCO's Risk Stratification
Criteria for being high-risk/high-need members in need of Care
Management.

4.10.6.3 Members selected for Care Management shall be informed of:

4.10.6.3.1 The nature of the Care Management engagement
relationship;

4.10.6.3.2 Circumstances under which information shall be
disclosed to third parties, consistent with State and federal law;

4.10.6.3.3 The availability of a grievance and appeals process;

4.10.6.3.4 The rationale for implementing Care Management
services; and
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4.10.6.3.5 The processes for opting out of and tenninating Care
Management services.

4.10.6.4 The MCO's Care Management responsibilities shall include, at a
minimum:

4.10.6.4.1 Coordination of physical, mental health, Substance Use
Disorder and social services;

4.10.6.4.2 Quarterly medication reconciliation;

4.10.6.4.3 Monthly telephonic contact with the Member;

4.10.6.4.4 Monthly communication with the care team either in
writing or telephonically for coordination and updating of the care
plan for dissemination to care team participants;

4.10.6.4.5 Referral follow-up monthly;

4.10.6.4.6 Peer support;

4.10.6.4.7 Support for unmet resource needs;

4.10.6.4.8 Training on disease self-management, as relevant; and

4.10.6.4.9 Transitional Care Management as defined in Section
4.10.9 (Transitional Care Management).

4.10.6.5 The MCO shall convene a local community based care team for
each Member receiving Care Management where relevant, dependent on
a Member's needs including, but not limited to, the Member, caretaker(s),
PCP, behavioral health Provider(s), specialist(s), HCBS case managers,
school personnel as needed, nutritionist(s), and/or pharmacist(s).

4.10.6.6 The care team shall be chosen by the Member whose
composition best meets the unique care needs to be addressed and with
whom the Member has already established relationships.

4.10.6.7 The MCO shall identify what information is to be shared and how
that information is communicated among all of the care team participants
concerned with a Member's care to achieve safer and more effective

health care Including how the Care Coordination program interfaces with
the Member's PCP and/or specialist Providers and existing community
resources and supports.

4.10.6.8 The MCO shall develop a care plan, within 30 calendar days of
the completed Comprehensive Assessment, for each high-risk/high need
Member Identified through a Comprehensive Assessment who is in need
of a course of treatment or regular Care Management monitoring. [42 CFR
438.208(c)(3)]
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4.10.6.9 The MCO's care plan shall be regularly updated and Incorporate
Input from the local community based care team participants and the
Member. The care plan shall be comprehensively updated:

4.10.6.9.1 At least quarterly:

4.10.6.9.2 When a Member's circumstances or needs change
significantly;

4.10.6.9.3 At the Member's request;

4.10.6.9.4 When a re-assessment occurs; and

4.10.6.9.5 Upon DHHS's request.

4.10.6.10 The care plan format shall be submitted to DHHS for review as
part of the Readiness Review process and annually thereafter.

4.10.6.11 The MCO shall track the Member's progress through routine
care team conferences, the frequency to be determined by the MCO
based on the Member's level of need.

4.10.6.12 The MCO shall develop policies and procedures that describe
when Members should be discharged from the Care Management
program, should the care team determine that the Member no longer
requires a course of treatment which was episodic or no longer needs
ongoing care monitoring.

4.10.6.13 Policies and procedures for discharge shall include a Member
notification process.

4.10.6.14 For high-risk/high-needs Members who have been determined,
through a Comprehensive Assessment, to need a course of treatment or
regular care monitoring, the MCO shall ensure there Is a mechanism in
place to permit such Members to directly access a specialist as
applpp.liat^for the Member's condition. and .Identified needs [42 CFR
438.208(c)(4)]

4.10.6.15 The MCO shall ensure that each Provider furnishing services to
Members maintains and shares a Member health/record in accordance
with professional standards. [42 CFR 438.208(b)(5)]

4.10.6.16 The MCO shall use and disclose Individually identifiable health
information, such as medical records and any other health or enrollment
Information that identifies a particular Member in accordance with
confidentiality requirements in 45 CFR 160 and 164, this Agreement, and
all other applicable laws and regulations. [42 CFR 438.208(b)(6)- 42 CFR
438.224; 45 CFR 160; 45 CFR 164] .

4.10.6.17 The MCO shall develop and implement a strategy to address
how the Interoperability Standards Advisory standards, from the Office of
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the National Coordinator for Health Information Technology, informs the
MOO system development and interoperability.

4.10.7 Care Managers

4.10.7.1 The MCO shall formally designate a Care Manager that is
primarily responsible for coordinating services accessed by the Member.

4.10.7.2 The MCO shall provide to Members information on how to
contact their designated Care Manager. [42 CFR 438.208(b)(1)]

4.10.7.3 Care Managers, whether hired by the MCO or subcontracted
through a Designated Local Care Management Entity, shall have the
qualifications and competency in the following areas:

4.10.7.3.1 All aspects of person-centered needs assessments and
care planning;

4.10.7.3.2 Motivational interviewing and self-management;

4.10.7.3.3 Trauma-informed care;

4.10.7.3.4 Cultural and linguistic competency;

4.10.7.3.5 Understanding and addressing unmet resource needs
including expertise in identifying, accessing and utilizing available
social support and resources in the Member's community; and

4.10.7.3.6 Adverse childhood experiences and trauma.

4.10.7.4 Care Managers shall be trained in the following:

4.10.7.4.1 Disease self-management;

4.10.7.4.2 Person-centered needs assessment and care planning
including coordination of care needs;

4.10.7.4.3 Integrated and coordinated physical and behavioral
health;

4.10.7.4.4 Behavioral health crisis response (for Care Managers
with assigned Members with behavioral health needs);

4.10.7.4.5 Cultural and linguistic competency;

4.10.7.4.6 Family support; and

4.10.7.4.7 Understanding and addressing unmet resource needs,
including expertise in identifying and utilizing available social
supports and resources in the Member's community.

4.10.7.5 Care Managers shall remain conflict-free which shall be defined
as not being related by blood or marriage to a Member, financially
responsible for a Member, or with any legal power to make financial or
health related decisions for a Member.
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4.10.8 Local Care Management .

4.10.8.1 Local Care Management shall mean that the MCO shall provide
real-time, high-touch, In-person Care Management and consistent follow
up with Providers and Members to assureMhat selected Members are
making progress with their care plans.

4.10.8.2 The MCO shall design an effective Local Care Management
structure for fifty percent (50%) of high-risk or high-need Members,
including those who are medically and socially complex or high utilizers. -

4.10.8.3 The MCO shall ensure that the fifty percent (50%) requirement is
met by ensuring access to Local Care Management in all regions of New
Hampshire; the MCO shall be considered out of compliance should any
one (1) region have less than twenty five percent (25%) of high-risk or
high-need Members receiving Local Care Management, unless the MCO
receives DHHS approval as part of the MCO's Local Care Management
Plan (further described in this Section 4.10.8).

4.10.8.4 The MCO Is encouraged to leverage Local Care Management
by contracting with designated community-based agencies or Care
Management entities, Inclusive of IDNs that meet requirements, that shall
assume responsibility for performing Care Coordination, Transitional Care
Management, and/or Care Management functions for high risk and/or high-
need Members.

4.10.8.4.1 After good faith negotiations with a Local Care
Management Agency, should the MCO be unable to contract with
the Local Care Management Agency for Care Coordination,
Transitional Care Management, and/or Care management
functions for high-risk/high-need Members, and continue to be
unable to contract with any Local Care Management Agency after
subsequent good faith negotiations with the assistance of DHHS,
the"MCO~may submitT6~DHHS fdr"a~feWest7draT'exce"ptibh'to
the requirement for compliance with the 50% Local Care
Management standard. DHHS may approve or deny the request in
its sole discretion.

4.10.8.5 The MCO, or its Designated Local Care Management Entity,
shall designate Care Managers who shall provide in-person Care
Management for Members-either In the community setting, provider
outpatient setting, hospital, or ED.

4.10.8.6 The MCO shall ensure there is a clear delineation of roles and
responsibilities between the MCO and Designated Local Care
Management Entities that are responsible for Care Management in order
to ensure no gaps or duplication in services.

4.10.8.7 The MCO or its designated Local Care Managers shall be
embedded in one (1) outpatient service site, float between multiple
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outpatient sites, provide transition of care services from the hospital or ED
setting, and provide home based Care Management.
4.10.8.8 Designated Local Care Management Entities shall include:

4.10.8.8.1 IDNs that have been certified as Local Care
Management Entities by DHHS;

4.10.8.8.2 Health Homes, If DHHS elects to Implement Health
Homes under Medicaid State Plan Amendment authority:

4.10.8.8.3 Designated community based agencies or Care
Management entities, inclusive of IDNs that meet requirements
and DHHS designated regional substance use disorder hubs or
spokes, that shall assume responsibility for performing Care
Coordination, Transitional Care Management, and/or Care
Management functions for high risk and/or high-need Members;
4.10.8.8.4 Other contracted entities capable of performing Local
Care Management for a designated cohort of Members, as
identified by the MCO as part of its Local Care Management plan
(further dsscribed in this Section 4.10.8) and approved by DHHS,
4.10.8.8.5 For the delegation to designated local care
management entities not certified by DHHS for medical utilization
review services, the MCO shall seek, where required, licensing in
accordance with any State or federal law, including but not limited
to RSA 420-E. or additional NCQA accreditation.

4 10.8.9 DHHS shall evaluate whether IDNs are able to provide effective
Local Care Management services to selected populations; if and when one
(1) or more IDNs are certified, the MCO is required to directly contract with
the certified IDN(s) for the delivery of Local Care Management sen/Ices.
4 10 8 10 For any ION that is not certified by DHHS. the MCO is not
required to directly contract with the uncertified IDN for the delivery of
Local Care Management services (either because the individual IDN was
not certified and/or DHHS has not yet Instituted its certification process).

4.10.8.10.1 In this instance the MCO shall enter into a
memorandum of understanding with the non-certified IDN(s).

410 8 10.2 The memorandum of understanding shall identify roles
and responsibilities with respect to Members served by the MCO
and the IDN(s), and provide for the timely exchange of data
between the MCO and the IDN(s) on such Members.

4 10 8 11 The MCO shall also work with IDNs to leverage regional access
point services. The MCO is required to contract with and enter into a
payment arrangement with qualified IDNs, providing for reimbursement on
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terms specified by DHHS In guidance unless otherwise approved by
DHHS.

4.10.8.12 Any Care Coordination and Care Management requirements
that apply to the MCO shall also apply to the MCOs* Designated Local
Care Management Entities.

4 10.8.13 The MCO shall submit to DHHS Its Local Care Management
Plan In accordance With Exhibit 0 for prior approval by DHHS as part of
the Readiness Review and annually thereafter.

4.10.8.14 The Plan shall include the structure of the Local Care
Management to be provided, the percentage (%) of high-risk/high-need
Members who shall receive Local Care Management, the list of
Designated Local Care Management Entities that shall conduct the Local
Care Management, and a description of the geography and Priority
Populations the Designated Local Care Management Entitles shall serve.
4.10.8.15 The MCO shall report against their Local Care Management
Plans in accordance with Exhibit O, including:

4.10.8.15.1 Volume of Care Management outreach attempts; ^
4.10.8.15.2 Number of Members receiving Local Care Management
by intensity of engagement;

4.10.8.15.3 Duration of sustained Local Care Management
activities;

4.T0.8.15.4 Number and percent (%) of Members receiving face-to-
face Care Management; and

4.10.8.15.5Type of staff conducting face-to-face Local Care
Management

4.10.8.16 Data Sharing with Local Care Management Entities

4.10.8.16.1 Consistent with all applicable State and federal laws
and regulations, and utilizing all applicable and appropriate
agreements as required under State and federal law to maintain
confidentiality of protected health information and to facilitate the
provision of services and Care Management as intended by this
Agreement, the MCO shall provide identifiable Member-level data
on a monthly basis to Local Care Management Entities, all Care
Management entities with which the MCO otherwise subcontracts
for purposes of providing Care Management and care coordination
to MOM Members, and IDNs regarding:

4.10.8.16.1.1. Each Member's diagnosis(es);

4.10.8.16.1.2. Utilization of services;

4.10.8.16.1.3. Total cost of care
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4.10.8.16.1.4. Point of access to service.

4.10.8.16.2 The MCO shall, as described in Section 4.10.9
(Transitional Care Management), demonstrate that it has active

^  access to ADT data source(s) that correctly identifies when
j  empaneled Members are adrhitted, discharged, or transferred
■  to/from an ED or hospital in real time or near real time.

4.10.8.16.3The MCO shall ensure that ADT data from applicable
hospitals be made available to Primary Care Providers, behavioral
health Providers, integrated Delivery Networks, Local Care
Management Entities, and all other Care Management Entities
within twelve (12) hours of the admission, discharge, or transfer.
4.10.8.16.4 The MCO shall, as directed by DHHS and
demonstrated during the readiness period, collaborate with the
IDNs to utilize the event notification and shared care plan system
employed by IDNs as applicable for exchanging Member
information necessary to provide Care Management arid Care
Coordination services to Members served by an IDN and, as
applicable, other Local Care Management Entities.

4,10.9 Transitional Care Management

4.10.9.1 The MCO shall be responsible for managing transitions of care
for ail Members moving from one (1) clinical setting to another to prevent
unplanned or unnecessary readmissions, ED visits, or adverse health
outcomes.

4.10.9.2 The MCO shall maintain and operate a formalized hospital
and/or institutional discharge planning program that includes effective

- post-discharge Transitional Care Management, including appropriate
discharge planning for short-term and long-term hospital and institutional
stays. [42 CFR 438.208(b)(2)(i)]

4.10.9.3 The MCO shall develop policies and procedures for DHHS
review, as part of the Readiness Review process and annually thereafter,
which describe how transitions of care between settings shall be effectively
managed including data systems that trigger notification that a Member is
in transition.

4.10.9.4 The MCO's transition of care policies shall be consistent with
federal requirements that meet the State's transition of care requirements.
[42CFR438.62(b)(1)-(2)]

4.10.9.5 The MCO shall have a documented process to, at a minimum;

4.10.9.5.1 Coordinate appropriate follow-up services from any
inpatient or facility stay;
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4.10.9.5.2 Support continuity of care for Members when they
move from home to foster care placement; foster care to
'independent living; retum from, foster care placement to
community; or change in legal status from foster care to adoption.

4.10.9.5.3 Schedule a face-to-face visit to complete a
Comprehensive Assessment and update a Member's care plan
when a Member is hospitalized;

4.10.9.5.4 Evaluate Members for continued mental health and

Substance Use Disorder services upon discharge from an inpatient
psychiatric facility or residential treatment -center as described in
Section 4.11.5.18 (New Hampshire Hospital); and

4.10.9.5.5 Coordinate with inpatient discharge planners for
Members referred for subacute treatment in a nursing facility.

4.10.9.6 The MCO shall have an established process to work with
Providers (including hospitals regarding notice of admission and
discharge) to ensure appropriate communication among Providers and
between Providers and the MCO to ensure that Members receive
appropriate follow-up care and are in the most integrated and cost-
effective delivery setting appropriate for their needs.

4.10.9.7 The MCO shall implement a protocol to identify Members who
use ED services inappropriately, analyze reasons why each Member did
so and provide additional services to assist the Member to access
appropriate levels of care including assistance with scheduling and
attending follow-up care with POPs and/or appropriate specialists to
improve Continuity of Care, resolve Provider access issues, and establish
a medical home.

4.10.9.8 The MCO shall demonstrate, at a minimum, that it has active
access to ADT-data source(s) that correctly identifies when empaneled
Members are admitted, discharged, or transferred to/from an ED or
hospital in real time or near real time.

4.10.9.9 The MCO shall ensure that ADT data from applicable hospitals
be made available to Primary Care Providers, behavioral health Providers,
Integrated Delivery Networks, Local Care Management Ent'ties, and all
other Care Management Entities within twelve (12) hours of the admission,
discharge, or transfer.

4.10.9.10 The MCO shall ensure-that Transitional Care Management
includes, at a minimum:

4.10.9.10.1 Care Management or other services to ensure the
Member's care plan continues;

4.10.9.10.2 Facilitating clinical hand-offs;
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4.10.9.10.3 Obtaining a copy of the discharge pian/summary prior
to the day of discharge, If avaiiabie, otherwise, as soon as It is
available, and documenting that a follow-up outpatient visit Is
scheduled, ideally before discharge;

4.10.9.10.4 Communicating with the Member's POP about
discharge plans and any changes to the care plan;

4.10.9.10.5 Conducting medication reconciliation within forty-eight
(48) business hours of discharge;

4.10.9.10.6 Ensuring that a Care Manager is assigned to manage
the transition;

4.10.9.10.7 Follow-up by the assigned Care Manager within forty-
eight (48) business hours of discharge of the Member;

4.10.9.10.8 Determining when a follow up visit should be conducted
In a Member's home

4.10.9.10.9 Supporting Members tokeep outpatient appointments:
and

4.10.9.10.10 A process to assist with supporting
continuity of care for the transition and enrollment of children being
placed in foster care, including children who are currently enrolled
In the plan and children In foster care who become enrolled in the
plan, Including prospective enrollment so that any care required
prior to effective data of enrollment Is covered.

4.10.9.11 The MCO shall assist with coordination between the children

and adolescent service delivery system as these Members transition Into
the adult mental health service delivery system, through activities such as
communicating treatment plans and exchange of information.

4.10.9.12 The MCO shall coordinate inpatient and community sen/ices.
Including the following requirements related to hospital admission and
discharge:

4.10.9.12.1 The outpatient Provider shall be involved in the
admissions process when possible; If the outpatient Provider is not
Involved, the outpatient Provider shall be notified promptly of the
Member's hospital admission;

4.10.9.12.2 Psychiatric hospital and residential treatment facility
discharges shall not occur without a discharge plan (I.e. an
outpatient visit shall be scheduled before discharge to ensure
access to proper Provider/medication follow-up; and an appropriate
placement or housing site shall be secured prior to discharge);

4.10.9.12.3 The hospital's evaluation shall be performed prior to
discharge to determine what, if any, mental health or Substance
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Use Disorder services are Medically Necessary. Once deemed
Medically Necessary, the outpatient Provider shall be involved in
the discharge planning, the evaluation shall include an assessment
for any social services needs such as housing and other necessary
supports the young adults need to assist in their stability in their
community; and

4.10.9.12.4 A procedure to ensure Continuity of Care regarding
medication shall be developed and implemented.

4.10.10 Coordination and Integration with Social Services and
Community Care

4.10.10.1 The MCO shall implement procedures to coordinate services the
MCO furnishes to Members with the services the Member receives from
community and social service Providers. [42 CFR 438.208(b)(2)(iv)]

4.10.10.2 The MCO shall utilize 2-1-1 NH, which is New Hampshire's
statewide, comprehensive, information and referral service. The MCO
shall leverage and partner with 2-1-1 NH to ensure warm transfers and the
ability to report on closed loop referrals.

4.10.10.3 The MCO's Care Management shall include help for Members in
addressing unmet resource needs through strategies including, at a
minimum; <

4.10.10.3.1 How the MCO identifies available community support
services and facilitates referrals to those entities for Members with

identified needs;

4.10.10.3.2 Providing in-person assistance securing health-related
services that can improve health and family well-being, including
assistance filling out and submitting applications;

-  -- -- - -4,10.10.3.3 Having a housing specialist on staff or on contract who
can assist Members who are homeless in securing housing; and

4.10.10.3.4 Providing access to medicai-legai partnership for legal
issues adversely affecting health, subject to availability and
capacity of medical-legal assistance Providers.

4.10.10.4 in addressing unmet resource needs for Members, the MCO
shall promote access to stable housing, healthy food, reliable
transportation, interpersonal safety, and job support. The MCO shall
establish Care Management competencies, as outlined below:

4.10.10.4.1 Health Risk Assessment Screening, Claims Analysis,
and/or Member or Provider Referral: the MCO ensure that a care

needs screening, including social determinants of health questions,
is conducted.
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4.10.10.4.2 Risk Scoring and Stratification by Member Level of
Need: The MCO shall identify Priority Populations for further review
and likely receipt of Intensive Care Management services. With
respect to social determinants, the MCO, at minimum, shall ensure
that Priority Populations are inclusive of homeless Members.
Members facing multiple barriers to food, housing and
transportation.

4.10.10.4.3 High Risk/High-Need Members: The MCO shall ensure
that a more in-depth assessment is conducted to confirm the need
for Care Management services and begin to develop a care plan.
As with the screening, the in-depth assessment shall include
questions regarding social determinants of health.

4.10.10.4.4 The MCO shall provide/arrange for Care Management
services that take into account social determinants of health. At
minimum, these services shall include in-person assistance
connecting with social services that can improve health, including a
housing specialist familiar with options in the community.

4.10.10.5 For Members who do not require such intensive services, the
MCO shall provide guidance/navigational coordination, which includes:

4.10.10.5.1 Ensuring that each Member has an ongoing source of
care and health services appropriate for his or her needs;

4.10.10.5.2 Coordinating services provided by community and
social support Providers;

4.10.10.5.3 Linking Members to community resources and sociai
supports; and

4.10.10.5.4 Reporting on closed loop referrals or the overall
effectiveness of the types of social determinant-related Care
Coordination services,"In accordance with Exhibit O.

4.10.10.6 The MCO shall develop relationships that actively link Members
with other State, local, and community programs that may provide or assist
with related health and social services to Members including, but not
limited to:

4.10.10.6.1 Juvenile Justice and Adult Community Corrections;

4.10.10.6.2 Locally administered social services programs
including, but not limited to, Women, Infants, and Children, Head
Start Programs, Community Action Programs, local income and
nutrition assistance programs, housing, etc.;

4.10.10.6.3 Family Organizations, Youth Organizations,
Consumer Organizations, and Faith Based Organizations;

4.10.10.6.4 Public Health Agencies;
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4.10.10.6.5 Schools:

. 4.10.10.6.6 The court system;

4.10.10.6.7 ServlceLink Resource Network;

4.10.10.6.8 2-1-1 NH;

4.10.10.6.9 Housing; and

4.10.10.6.10 VA Hospital and other programs and agencies
serving service Members, veterans and their families.

4.10.10.7 The MCO shall report on the number of referrals for social
services and community care provided to Members by Member type,
consistent \Mth the format and content requirements in accordance with
Exhibit 0.

4.11 Behavioral Health

4.11.1 General Coordination Requirements

4.11.1.1 This section describes the delivery and coordination of
Behavioral Health Services and supports, for both mental health and
Substance Use Disorder, delivered to children, youth and transition-aged
youth/young adults, and adults.

4.11.1.2 The MCO,shall deliver services in a manner that is both clinically
and developmentally appropriate and that considers the Members,
parents, caregivers and other networks of support the Member may rely
upon.

4.11.1.3 The delivery of service shall be Member-centered and align with
the principles of system of care and Recovery and resiliency.

4.11.1.4 The MCO shall provide Behavioral Health Services in
"  a^ord^nce with this Agreement and all applicable State and federal laws -

and regulations.

4.11.1.5 The MCO shall be responsible for providing a full continuum of
physical health and Behavioral Health Services; ensuring continuity and
coordination between covered physical health and Behavioral Health
Services; and, requiring collaboration between physical health and
behavioral health Providers.

4.11.1.6 Consistent writh He-M 425, the MCO shall be required to enter
into a capitation model of contracting with CMH Programs and CMH
Providers, which is essential to supporting the State's Delivery System
Reform Incentive Payment Program (DSRIP) waiver and furthering
physical and behavioral health integration in the MOM program.

4.11.1.7 The MCO shall comply with key administrative functions and
processes, which may include, but are not limited to:
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4.11.1.7.1 Processing timely prospective payment from a Member
eligibility list provided by the CMH Program/CMH Provider;

4.11.1.7.2 Determining whether Members are eligible for the
DHHS-required Capitation Payments, or should be paid on a FFS
basis to the CMH Program/CMH Provider;

4.11.1.7.3 Providing detailed MCO data submissions to DHHS
and the CMH Program or CMH Provider for purposes of reconciling
payments and performance (e.g., 835 file);

4.11.1.7.4 Establishing a coordinated effort for Substance Use
Disorder treatment in collaboration with CMH Programs/CMH
Providers (by region); and

4.11.1.7.5 . All additional capabilities set forth by DHHS during the
Readiness Review process.

4.11.1.8 Behavioral Health Subcontracts

4.11.1.8.1 if the MCO enters into a Subcontractor relationship with
a behavioral health (mental health or Substance Use Disorder)
Subcontractor to provide or manage Behavioral Health Sen/ices,
the MCO shall provide a copy of the agreement t>etween the MCO
and the Subcontractor to DHHS for review and approval. Including
but not limited to any agreements with CMH Programs and CMH
Providers as required in Section 4.11.5.1 (Contracting for
Community Mental Health Services).

4.11.1.8.2 Such subcontracts shall address the coordination of

services provided to Members by the Subcontractor, as well as the
approach to Prior Authorization, claims payment, claims resolution,
contract disputes, performance metrics, quality health outcomes,
performance incentives, and reporting.

4.11.1.8.3 The MCO remains responsible for ensuring that all
requirements of this Agreement are met, including requirements to
ensure continuity and coordination between physical health and
Behavioral Health Services, and that any Subcontractor adheres to
all requirements and guidelines, as outlined In Section 3.14
(Subcontractors).

4.11.1.9 Promotion of Integrated Care

4.11.1.9.1 The MCO shall ensure physical and behavioral health
.  Providers provide co-located or Integrated Care as defined in the

Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration's

(SAMHSA's) Six Levels of Collaboration/Integration or the
Collaborative Care Model to the maximum extent feasible.
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4.11.1.9^2 In accordance with Exhibit O, the MCO shall incite in
its Behavioral Health Strategy Plan and Report efforts towards
continued progression of the SAMHSA Integration Framework at all
contracted primary and behavioral health Providers.

4.11.1.10 Approach to Behavioral Health Services

4.11.1.10.1 The MCO shall ensure that its clinical standard and
operating procedures are consistent with trauma-informed models
of care, as defined by SAMHSA^' and reflect a focus on Recovery
and resiliency.^®

4.11.1.10.2 The MCO shall offer training inclusive of mental health
first aid training, to MCO staff who manage the behavioral health
contract and Participating Providers, including Care Managers,'
physical health Providers, and' Providers on Recovery and
resiliency, Trauma-Informed Care, and Community Mental Health
Services and resources available within the applicable region{s).

4.11.1.10.3 The MCO shall track training rates and monitor usage
of Recovery and resiliency and Trauma-Informed Care practices.

4.11.1.10.4 In accordance with Section 4.8.2 (Practice Guidelines
and Standards), the MCO shall ensure that Providers, including
those who !do not serve behavioral health Members, are trained in
Trauma-Informed models of Care.

4.11.1.11 Behavioral Health Strategy Plan and Report

4.11.1.11.1 The MCO shall submit to DHHS an initial plan
describing its program, policies and procedures regarding the
continuity and coordination of covered physical and Behavioral
Health Services and integration between physical health and
b^avigral health Providers. |naccordance with Exhibit 0, the initial
Plan shall address but riot b'^limited to hl3w"the"MC0 shall:

4.11.1.11.1.1. Assure Participating Providers meet
SAMHSA Standard Framework for Levels of Integrated
Healthcare;

4.11.1.11.1.2. Assure the appropriateness of the
diagnosis, treatment, and referral of behavioral health
disorders commonly seen by PCPs;

4.11.1.11.1.3. Assure the promotion of Integrated
Care;

" Sutatarwe Abuse and MentaJ Health Services Administration. Trauma-Informed Approach and Trauma-Speclflc Interventions.*
avfliiflhiw lit hnpa-v/www.samhsfl aov/ndteArnuma-interventlons

" Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration, "Recovery and Recovery Support, available at
hHo8://www.samhaaQQV/recQvefV
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4 11.1.11.1.4. Reduce Psychiatric Boarding described
in Section 4.11.5.17 (Reducing Psychiatric Boarding);
4.11.1.11.1.5. Reduce Behavioral Health
Readmlssions described in Section 4.11.5.18.4
(Reduction in Behavioral Health Readmissions);
4 11 1.11.1.6. Support the NH 10-Year Plan outlined
In Section 4.11.5.15 (Implementation of New
Hampshire's 10-Year Mental Health Plan);

4.11.1.11.1.7. Assure the appropriateness of
psychopharmacological medication;

4.11.1.11.1.8. Assure access to appropriate services;

4.11.1.11.1.9. Implement a training plan that includes,
but is not limited to, Trauma-Informed Care and
Integrated Care; and

M.11.1.11.1.10. Other information in accordance'with
Exhibit O.

4.11.1.11.2 On an annual basis and in accordance with Exhibit 0,
the MCO shall provide an updated Behavioral Health Strategy Plan
and Report which shall include an effectiveness analysis of the
initial Plan's program, policies and procedures.

4.11.1.11.2.1. The analysis shall include MCO
interventions which require improvement, including
improvements in SAMHSA Standard Framework for
Levels of Integrated Healthcare, continuity,
coordination, and collaboration for physical health and
Behavioral Health Services.

4.11.1.12 Collaboration with DHHS

4.11.1.12.1 At the discretion of DHHS, the MCO shall provide
mental health and Substance Use Disorder updates as request^
by DHHS during regular behavioral health meetings between the
MCO and DHHS.

4.11.1.12.2 To improve health outcomes for Members and ensure
that delivery of services are provided at the appropriate intensity
and duration, the MCO shall meet with behavioral health programs
and DHHS at least four (4) times per year to discuss quality
assurance activities conducted by the MCO, such as PIPs and
APMs, and to review quality improvement plans and outstanding
needs.

4 11.1.12.3Quarterly meetings shall also include a review of
progress against deliverables, improvement measures, and select
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data reports as detailed In Exhibit 0. Progress and data reports
shall be produced and exchanged between the MCO and DHHS
two (2) weeks prior to each quarterly meeting.
4.11.1.12.4At each meeting, the MCO shall update DHHS on the
following topics;

4.11.1.12.4.1. Updates related to the MCO's
Behavioral Health Strategy Report and interventions to
Improve outcomes;

4.11.1.12.4.2. Results of the MCO's quarterly crisis
line;

4.11.1.12.4.3. Utilization of ACT services and any
waitlists for ACT sen/ices;

4.11.1.12.4.4. Current EBSE rates;

4.11.1.12.4.5. Current compliance with New
Hampshire Hospital discharge performance standards;

4.11.1.12.4.6. Current compliance with ED discharge
performance standards for overdoses and Substance
Use Disorder;

4.11.1.12.4.7. Updates regarding services identified in
Section 4.11 (Behavioral Health);

4.11.1.12.4.8. Updates on Mental Health and
Substance Use Disorder PIPs; and

4.11.1.12.4.9. Other topics requested by DHHS.

4.11.1.12.5 For all Members, the MCO shall work in collaboration
with, DHHS and the NH Suicide Prevention Council to promote
suicide prevention awareness programs, inclu'dihg the Zero Suicide
program.

4.11.1.12.6 The MCO shall submit to DHHS, as specified by DHHS
in Exhibit 0, its implementation plan for incorporating the "Zero
Suicide" program into its operations; the plan shall include, in
addition to any other requirements specified in Exhibit 0 related to
the plan, how the MCO shall:

4.11.1.12.6.1. Incorporate efforts to implement
standardized provider screenings and other
preventative measures; and

4.11.T12.6.2. Incorporate the Zero Suicide
Consensus Guide for Emergency Departments, as
described in Section 4.8.2 (Practice Guidelines and
Standards).
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4.11.1.13 Primary Care Provider Screening for Behavioral Health Needs

4.11.1.13.1 The MCO shall ensure that the need for Behavioral
Health Services is systematically identified by and addressed by
the Member's PCP at the earliest possible time following Initial
enrollment of the Member and ongoing thereafter or after the onset
of a condition requiring mental health and/or Substance Use
Disorder treatment.

4.11.1.13.2 At a minimum, this requires timely access to a PCP for
mental health and/or Substance Use Disorder screening,
coordination and a closed loop referral to behavioral health
Providers If clinically necessary.

4.11.1.13.3 The MCO shall encourage^PCPs and other Providers to
use a screening tool approved by DHHS, as well as other
mechanisms to facilitate early identification of behavioral health
needs.

4.11.1.13.4 The MCO shall require all PCPs and behavioral health
Providers to incorporate the following domains into their screening
and assessment process:

4.11.1.13.4.1. Demographic,

4.11.1.13.4.2. Medical.

4.11.1.13.4.3. Substance Use Disorder,

4.11.1.13.4.4. Housing,

4.11.1.13.4.5. Family & support services,

4.11.1.13.4.6. Education,

4.11.1.13.4.7. Employment and entitlement,

4.11.1.13.4.8. Legal, and

4.11.1.13.4.9. Risk assessment including suicide risk
and functional status (ADL, lADL, cognitive
functioning).

4.11.1.13.5The MCO shall require that pediatric Providers ensure
that all children receive standardized, validated developmental
screening, such as the Ages and Stages Questionnaire and/or
Ages and Stages Questionnaires: Social Emotional at nine (9),
eighteen (18) and twenty-four (24)/thirty (30) month pediatric visits:
and use Bright Futures or other AAP recognized developmental
and behavioral screening system. The assessment shall Include
universal screening via full adoption and integration of, at minimum,
two (2) specific evidenced-based screening practices:
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4.11.1.13.5.1. Depression screening (e.g., PHQ 2 &
9): and

4.11.1.13.5.2. Screening, Brief Intervention, and
Referral to Treatment (SBIRT) in primary care.

4.11.1.14 Referrals

4.11.1.14.1 The MCO shall ensure through its Health Risk
Assessment Screening (described in Section 4.10.2) and its Risk
Scoring and Stratification methodology that Members with a
potential need for Behavioral Health Services, particularly Priority
Population Members as described in Section 4.10.3 (Priority
Populations), are appropriately and timely referred to behavioral
health Providers if co-located care is not available.

4.11.1.14.2 This shall include education about Behavioral Health
Services, including the Recovery process, Trauma-Informed Care,
resiliency, CMH Programs/CMH Providers and Substance Use
Disorder treatm^ent Providers in the applicable region(s).

4.11.1.14.3The MCO shall develop a referral process to be used
by Participating Providers, including what information shall be
exchanged and when to share this information, as well as
notification to the Member's Care Manager.

4 11.1.14.4 The MCO shall develop and provide Provider education
and training materials to ensure that physical health providers know
when and how to refer Members who need specialty Behavioral
Health Services.

4.11.1.14.5 The MCO shall ensure that Members with both physical
health and behavioral health needs are appropriately and timely
referred to their. PCPs for treatment of their physical health needs
when Integrated Care is not available.

4.11.1.14.6 The MCO shall develop a referral process to be used
by its Providers. The referral process shall include providing a copy
of the physical health consultation and results to the behavioral
health Provider.

4.11.1.14.7 The. MCO shall develop and provide Provider education
and training materials to ensure that behavioral health Providers
know when and how to refer Members who need physical health
services.

4.11.1.15 Prior Authorization

4.11.1.15.1 As of September, 2017, the MCO shall comply with the
Prior Authorization requirements of House Bill 517 for behavioral
health drugs, including use of the universal online Prior
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Authorization form provided by DHHS for drugs used to treat
mental illness..

4.11.1.15.2 The MCO shall ensure that any Subcontractor,
Including any CMH Program/CMH Provider, complies with all
requirements included in the bill.

4.11.1.16 Comprehensive Assessment and Care Plans for Behavioral
Health Needs

4.11.1.16.1 The MCO's policies and procedures shall identify the
role of physical health and behavioral health Providers in assessing
a Member's behavioral health needs as part of the Comprehensive
Assessment and developing a care plan.

4.11.1.16.2For Members with chronic physical conditions that
require ongoing treatment who also have behavioral health needs
and who are not already treated by an integrated Provider team,
the MCO shall ensure participation of the Member's physical health
Provider (PCP or specialist), behavioral health Provider, and, if
applicable, Care Manager, in the Comprehensive Assessment and
care plan development process as well as the ongoing provision of
services.

4.11.1.17 Written Consent

4.11.1.17.1 Per 42 CFR Part 2 and NH Code of Administrative
Rules, Chapter He-M 309, the MCO shall ensure that both the PCP
and behavioral health Provider request \Affitten consent from
Members to release information to coordinate care regarding
mental health services or Substance Use Disorder services, or
both, and primary care.'

4.11.1.17.2The MCO shall conduct a review of a sample of case

files where written consent was required to determine if a release
of information was included in the file.

4.11.1.17.3 The MCO shall report instances in which consent was
not given, and, if possible, the reason why, and submit this report in
accordance with Exhibit O.

4.11.1.18 Coordination Among Behavioral Health Providers

4.11.1.18.1 The MCO shall support communication and
coordination between mental health and Substance Use Disorder
service Providers and POPs by providing access to data and
information when the Member consent has been documented iri
accordance with State and federal law, including: ^ ̂

4.11.1.18.1.1. Assignment of a responsible party to
ensure communication and coordination occur and that
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Providers understand their role to effectively coordinate
and irhprove health outcomes;

4.11.1.18.1.2. Determination of the method of mental
health screening to be completed by Substance Use
Disorder service Providers;

4.11.1.18.1.3. Determination of the method of
Substance Use. Disorder screening to be completed by
mental health service Providers;

4.11.1.18.1.4. Description of how treatment plans
shall be coordinated among Behavioral Health Service
Providers; and

4.11.1.18.1.5. Assessment of cross training of
behavioral health Providers (i.e. mental health
Providers being trained on Substance Use Disorder
issues and Substance Use Disorder Providers being
trained on mental health issues).

4.11.1.19 Member Service Line

4 11.1.19.1 As further outlined in Section 4.4.4.3 (Member Call
Center), the MCO Shall operate a Member Services toll-free phone
line that is used by all Members, regardless of whether they are
calling about physical health or Behavioral Health Services.
4.11.1.19.2Ihe MCO shall not have a separate number for
Members to call regarding Behavioral Health Services, but may
either route the call to another entity or conduct a transfer to
another entity after identifying and speaking with another individual
at the receiving entity to accept the call (i.e., a "warm transfer").
4:11.1.19.3 If the MCO's nurse triage/nurse advice line is.separaje.
from its Member Services line, the nurse triage/nurse advice line
shall be the same for all Members, regardless of whether they are
calling about physical health and/or behavioral health term
services.

4.11.1.20 Provision of Services Required by Courts

4.11.1.20.1 The MCO shall pay for all NH Medicaid State Plan
services, to include assessment and diagnostic evaluations, for its
Members as ordered by any court within the State. Court ordered
treatment services shall be delivered at an appropriate level of
care.

4.11.1.21 Sentinel Event Review
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4.11.1.21.1 The MCO shall participate In sentinel event reviews
conducted In accordance with the DHHS policy as requested by
DHHS.

4.11.1.22 Behavioral Health Member Experience of Care Survey
4.11.1.22.1 The MOO shall contract with a third party to conduct a
Member behavioral health experience of care survey on an annual
basis.

4.11.1.22.2 The survey shall be designed by DHHS and the MOO's
results shall be reported In accordance with Exhibit O,. The survey
shall comply with necessary NCQA Health Plan Accreditation
standards.

4.11.2 Emergency Services

4.11.2.1 The MCO shall ensure, through Its contracts with local
Providers, that statewide crisis lines and Emergency Services are in place
twenty-four (24) hours a day, seven (7) days a week for Members
experiencing a mental health or Substance Use Disorder crisis.
4.11.2.2 The MCO shall ensure that all types of behavioral health crisis
response services are included, such as mobile crisis and office-based
crisis services.

4 11.2.3 Emergency Services shall be accessible to Members anywhere
in the region served by the CMH Program/Provider.
4 112 4 Described in Section 3.15.2 (Other MCO Required Staff), and
pursuant to administrative rule, these crisis lines and Emergency Services
teams shall employ clinicians and certified Peer Support Specialists.
4.11.2.5 The MCO shall be able to demonstrate during the Readiness
Review process that its crisis line can effectively link Members to
Emergency Services or other behavioral health crisis sen/Ices and
supports.

4 11 2 6 As directed by DHHS, and at the MCO's sole expense, the MCO
shall contract with DHHS specified crisis service teams for both adults and
children to meet these requirements.

4 112 7 At the discretion of DHHS, the MCO shall provide updates as
requested by DHHS during regular Behavioral Health meetings between
the MCO and DHHS on innovative and cost-effective models of providing
mental health crisis and emergency response services that Provide the
maximum clinical benefit to the Member while also meeting DHHSs
objectives to reduce admissions and Increase community tenure.
4.11.2.8 In accordance with Exhibit O, the MCO shall submit quarterly
crisis line data that lists the total calls received by the statewide crisis line
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attributable to Members, including the ultimate disposition of the call (e.g.,
educational, referral to care, no referral to care, etc.).

4.11.3 Behavioral Health Training Plan

4.11.3.1 In accordance with Exhibit O, the MCO shall develop a
behavioral health training plan each year outlining how it will strengthen
behavioral' health capacity for Members within the state and support the
efforts of CMH Programs/Providers to hire, retain and train qualified staff.
4.11.3.2 The MCO shall coordinate with DHHS to reduce duplication of
training efforts and submit the training plan to DHHS prior to program start
and annually thereafter, inclusive of the training schedule and target
Provider audiences.

4.11.3.3 As part of the training plan, the MCO shall promote Provider
competence and opportunities for skill-enhancement through training
opportunities and consultation, either through the MCO or other
consultants with expertise in the area focused on through the training.

4.11.3.4 The MCO training plan shall include at least twenty-four (24)
hours of training designed to sustain and expand the use of the;

4.11.3.4.1 Trauma Focused Cognitive Behavioral Therapy:

4.11.3.4.2 Trauma Informed Care; .

4.11.3.4.3 Motivational Interviewing;

4.11.3.4.4 Interventions for Nicotine Education and Treatment;

4.11.'3.4.5 Dialectical Behavioral Therapy (DBT);

4.11.3.4.6 Cognitive Behavioral Therapy;

4.11.3.4.7 Client Centered Treatment Planning;

4.11.3.4.8 Family PsychoieduCation; . . .

4.11.3.4.9 Crisis Intervention;

4.11.3.4.10SBIRTfor PCPs;

4.11.3.4.11 Depression Screening for PCPs;

4.11.3.4.12Managing Cardiovascular and Metabolic Risk for
People with SMI; and

4.11.3.4.13MAT (infcluding education on securing a SAMHSA
waiver to provide MAT and, for Providers that already have such
waivers, the steps required to increase the number of waiver slots).

4.11.3.5 The Training Plan shall also outline the MCO's plan to develop
and administer the following behavioral health trainings for all Providers in
all settings that are involved in the delivery of Behavioral Health Services
to Members:
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4.11.3.5.1 Training for primary care clinics on best practices for
behavioral health screening and Integrated Care for common
depression, anxiety and Substance Use Disorders;

4.11.3.5.2 Training to physical health Providers on how and when
to refer Members for Behavioral Health Services;

4.11.3.5.3 Training to behavioral health Providers on how and
vi/hen to refer Members for physical health services;

4.11.3.5.4 Cross training to ensure that mental health Providers
receive Substance Use Disorder training and Substance Use
Disorder Providers receive mental health training;

4.11.3.5.5 New models for behavi^l health interventions that can
be implemented in primary care settings;

4.11.3.5.6 Clinical care integration models to Participating
Providers; and

4.11.3.5.7 Community-based resources to address social
determinants of health.

4.11.3.6 The MCO shall offer a minimum of two (2) hours of training each
Agreement year to all contracted CMH Program/Provider staff on suicide
risk assessment, suicide prevention and post intervention strategies in
keeping with the DHHS's objective of reducing the number of suicides in
NH. ■ -

4.11.3.7 The MCO shall provide, on at least ah annual basis, training on
appropriate billing practices to Participating Providers. DHHS reserves the
discretion to change training plan areas of focus in accordance with
programmatic changes and objectives.

4.11.3.8 In accordance with Exhibit O, the MCO shall summarize in the
annual Behavioral Health Strategy Plan and Report the training that was
provided, a copy of the agenda for each training, a participant registration
list, and a summary, for each training provided, of the evaluations done by
program participants, and the proposed training for the next fiscal year.

4.11.4 Parity

4.11.4.1 The MCO and its Subcontractors shall comply with the Mental
Health Parity and Addiction Equity Act of 2008, 42 CFR 438, subpart K,
which prohibits discrimination in the delivery of mental health and
Substance Use Disorder services and in the treatment of Members with, at
risk for, or recovering from a mental health or Substance Use Disorder.

4.11.4.2 Semi-Annual Report on Parity

4.11.4.2.1 The MCO shall complete the DHHS Parity Compliance
Report which shall include, at a minimum;
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4.11.4.2.1.1. All Non-Quantitative and Quantitative
Treatment Limits identified by the MCO pursuant to
DHHS criteria:

4.11.4.2.1.2.All Member grievances and appeals
regarding a parity violation and resolutions;

4.11.4.2.1.3.The processes, strategies, evidentiary
standards, or other factors in determining access to
Non-Participating Providers for mental health or
Substance Use Disorder benefits that are comparable
to, and applied no more stringently than, the
processes, strategies, evidentiary standards, or other
factors in determining access to Non-Participating
Providers for medical/surgical benefits in the same
classification;

4.11.4.2.1.4. A comparison of payment for services that
ensure comparable access for people with mental
health diagnoses; and

4.11.4.2.1.5.Any other requirements identified in
Exhibit 0. [61 Fed. Reg. 18413, 18414 and 18417
(March 30,'2016)1

4.11.4.2.2 The MCO shall review its administrative and other
practices, including those of any contracted behavioral health
organizations or third party administrators, for the prior calendar
year for compliance with the relevant provisions of the federal
Mental Health Parity Law, regulations and guidance issued by
State and federal entities.

4.11.4.2.3 The MCO shall annually submit a certification signed by
"the CEO~an~d chief medical officer (CMO). stating that the MCO has
completed a comprehensive review of the administrative, clinical,
and utilization practices of the MCO for the prior calendar year for
compliance with the necessary provisions of State Mental Health
Parity Laws and federal Mental Health Parity Law and any
guidance issued by State and federal entities.

4.11.4.2.4 If the MCO determines that any administrative, clinical,
or utilization practices were not in compliance with relevant
requirements of the federal Mental Health Parity Law or guidance
issued by State and federal entities during the calendar year, the
certification shall state that not all practices were in compliance
with federal Mental Health Parity Law or any guidance issued by
state or federal entities and shall include a list of the practices not
in compliance and the steps the MCO has taken to bring these
practices into compliance.
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4.11.4.2.5 A Member enrolled in any MCO may file a complaint
with DHHS at nhparity@dhhs.nh.gov If sen/ices are provided in a
way that is not consistent with applicable federal Mental Health
Parity laws, regulations or federal guidance.

4.11.4.2.6 As described in Section 4.4 (Member Services), the
MCO shall describe the parity compliant process, including the
appropriate contact information, in the Member Handbook.

4.11.4.3 Prohibition on Lifetime or Annual Dollar Limits

4 11 4.3.1 The MCO shall not impose aggregate lifetime or annual
- dollar iimits on mental health or Substance Use Disorder benefits.
[42 CFR 438.905(b)]

4.11.4.4 Restrictions on Treatment Limitations

4.11.4.4.1 The MCO shall not apply any financial requirement or
treatment limitation applicable to mental health or Substance Use
Disorder benefits that are more restrictive than the predominant
treatment limitations applied to substantially all medical ^d—- -surgical-benefits-covered-by-the-plan.(or.cov.er9ge), and the MCO
shall not impose any separate treatment limitations that are
applicable only with respect to mental health or Substance Use
Disorder benefits. [42 CFR 438.910(b)(1)]

4 11 4 4 2 The MCO shall not apply any cumulative financial
requirements for rhental health or Substance Use Disorder benefits

.  in a classification that accumulates separately from any established
for medical/surgical benefits in the same classification. [42 CFR
438.910(c)(3)]

4.11.4.4.3 If an MCO Member is provided mental health or
Substance Use Disorder benefits in any classification of benefit, the
MCO shall provide mental health or Substance Use Disorder
benefits to Members in every classification in ^hich
medical/surgical benefits are provided. [42 CFR 438.910(b)(2)]
4.11.4.4.4 The MCO shall not impose Non-Quantitative Treatment
Limits for mental health or Substance Use Disorder benefits in any
classification unless, under the policies and procedures of the MCO
as written and in operation, any processes, strategies, evidentiary
standards, or other factors used in applying the Non-Quantitative
Treatment Limits to mental health or Substance Use Disorder
benefits in the classification are comparable to, and are applied no «
more stringently than, the processes, strategies, evidentiary
standards, or other factors used in applying the limitation for
medical/surgical benefits in the classification. [42 CFR 438.910(d)]

4.11.4.5 Medical Necessity Determination
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4.11.4.5.1 The MCO shall provide the criteria for medical
necessity determinations for mental health or Substance Use
Disorder benefits to any Member, potential Member, or
Participating Provider upon request and at no cost.

4.11.5 Mental Health

4.11.5.1 Contracting for Community Mental Health Sen/ices

4.11.5.1.1 The MCO shall contract with CMH Programs and CMH
Providers for the provision of Community Mental Health Services
described in NH Code of Administrative Rules, Chapter He-M 426
on behalf of Medicaid Members who qualify for such services in
accordance with He-M 401.21

4.11.5.1.2 The MCO's contract shall provide for monitoring of
CMH Program/CMH Provider performance through quality metrics
and oversight procedures of the CMH Program/CMH Provider.
4.11.5.1.3 The contract shall be submitted to DHHS for review
and approval prior to implementation in accordance with Section
3.14.2 (Contracts with Subcontractors). The contract shall, at
minimum, address:

4.11.5.1.3.1.The scope of services to be covered;

4.11.5.1.3.2. Compliance with the requirements of this
Agreement and all applicable State and federal laws,
rules and regulations;

4.11.5.1.3.3.The role of the MCO versus the CMH
Program/CMH Provider;

4.11.5.1.3.4. Procedures for communication and
coordination between the MCO and the CMH
Program/CMH PFovider, other "Providers serving the
same Member and DHHS;

4.11.5.1.3.5.Data sharing on Members;

4.11.5.1.3.6.Data reporting between the CMH
Program/CMH Provider and the MCO and DHHS; and
4.11.5.1.3.7.0versight, enforcement, and remedies for
contract disputes.

4.11.5.2 Payment to Community Mental Health Programs and
Community Mental Health Providers

4.11.5.2.1 The MCO is required to enter into a capitated payment
arrangement with CMH Programs to deliver Community Mental

Available at httoV/www.aencQurt.Btate Rules/llataQendes.htm
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Health Services, providing for reirhbursement on terms specified by
DHHS in guidance.

4.11.5.2.2 The MCO shall reach agreements and enter into
contracts with all CMH Programs that meet the terms specified by
DHHS no later than ninety (90) calendar days after Agreement
execution.

4.11.5.2.2.1. For the purposes of this paragraph,
Agreement execution means that the Agreement has
been signed by the MCO and the State, and approved
by all required State authorities and is generally
expected to occur in January 2019.

4.11.5.3 Provision of Community Mental Health Services

4.11.5.3.1 The MCO shall ensure that Community Mental Health
Sen/ices are provided in accordance with the Medicaid State Plan
and He-M 401.02, He-M 403.02 and He-M 426.

4.11.5.3.2 This includes, but is not limited, to ensuring that the full
range of Community Mental Health Services are appropriately
provided to eligible Members.

4.11.5.3.3 Eligible Members shall receive an individualized service
plan created and updated regularly, consistent with State and
federal requirements, including but not limited to He-M 401.

4.11.5.3.4 Eligible Members shall be offered the provisions of
supports for illness self-management and Recovery;

4.11.5.3.5 Eligible Members shall be provided with coordinated
care when entering and leaving a designated receiving facility.

4.11.5.3.6 The MCO shall ensure that all Providers providing
Community Mental Health Services comply with the requirements
of He-M 426.

4.11.5.3.7 As described in He-M 400, a Member may be deemed
eligible for Community Mental Health Services if the Member has a:

^  4.11.5.3.7.1.Severe or persistent mental illness (SPMI)
for an adult;

4.11.5.3.7.2. SMI for an adult;

4.11.5.3.7.3. SPMI or SMI with low service utilization for
an adult;

4.11.5.3.7.4.SED for a child; or

4.11.5.3.7.5. SED and interagency involvement for a
child.
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4.11.5.3.8 Any MCO quality monitoring or audits of the
performance of the CMH Programs/CMH Providers shall be
available to DHHS upon request.

4.11.5.3.9 To improve health outcomes for Members and ensure
that the delivery of services is provided at the appropriate intensity
and duration, the MCO shall meet with CMH Programs/CMH
Providers and DHHS at least quarterly to coordinate data collection
and ensure data sharing.

4.11.5.3.10 At a minimum, this shall include sharing of quality
assurance activities conducted by the MCO and DHHS and a
review of quality improvement plans, data reports. Care
Coordination activities, and outstanding needs. Reports shall be
provided in advance of quarterly meetings.

4.11.5.3.11 The MCO shall work in collaboration with DHHS, CMH
Programs/CMH Providers to support and sustain evidenced-based
practices that have a profound impact on Providers and Member
outcomes.

4.11.5.4 Comprehensive Assessment and Care Plans

4.11.5.4.1 The MCO shall ensure, through its regular quality
improvement activities, on-site reviews for children and youth, and
reviews of DHHS administered quality service reviews for adults,
that Community Mental Health Services are delivered in the least
restrictive community based environment possible and based on a
person-centered approach \Miere the Member and his or her
family's personal goals and needs are considered central in the
development of the individualized service plans.

4.11.5.4.2 The MCO shall ensure that initial and updated care
plans are ba^^"6h~a Cortiprehehsive Assessment "conducted
using an evidenced-based assessment tool, such as the NH
version of the Child and Adolescent Needs and Strengths
Assessment (CANS) and the Adult Needs and Strengths
Assessment (ANSA).

4.11.5.4.3 If the MCO or a CMH Program/CMH Provider acting
on behalf of the MCO elects to permit clinicians to use an
evidenced-based assessment tool other than CANS or ANSA, the
MCO shall notify and receive approval of the specific tool from
DHHS.

4.11.5.4.4 The assessment shall Include the domains of the

DSRIP Comprehensive Core Standardized Assessment and
elements under review in the DHHS quality service review.
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4.11.5.4.5 The MCO shall ensure that clinicians conducting or
contributing to a Comprehensive Assessment are certified in the
use of NH's CANS and ANSA, or an aiternative evidenced based
assessment toot approved by DHHS within one hundred and
twenty (120) caiendar days of implementation by DHHS of a web-
based training and certification system.

4.11.5.4.6 The MCO shali require that certified clinicians use the
CANS, ANSA, or an alternative evidenced-based assessment tooi
approved by DHHS for any newiy evaluated Member and for an
existing Member no later than at the Member's first eligibility
renewal following certification.

4.11.5.5 Assertive Community Treatment Teams

4.11.5.5.1 The MCO shall work in collaboration with DHHS and

CMH Programs/CMH Providers to ensure that ACT teams include
at least one certified Peer Support Specialist and are available to
Medicaid Members twenty-four (24) hours a day, seven (7) days a
week, with on-call availability from 12:00 am to 8:00 am.

4.11.5.5.2 At the sole discretion of DHHS, as defined in separate
guidance, the MCO shali reimburse CMH Programs/CMH
Providers at an enhanced rate for the cost of providing at least fair
fidelity ACT services to eligible Medicaid Members.

4.11.5.5.3 The MCO shall obtain annual fidelity review reports
from DHHS to inform the ACT team's adherence to fidelity.

4.11.5.5.4 In collaboration with DHHS, the MCO shall support
CMH Programs/CMH Providers to achieve program improvement
goals outlined in the ACT Quaitty Improvement Plan on file with
DHHS to achieve full implementation of ACT.

4.11.5.5.5 In accordance with Exhibit 0, the MCO shall report
quarterly on the rate at which the MCO's Medicaid Members
eligible for Community Mental Health Services are receiving ACT
services.

4.11.5.5.6 The MCO shall provide updates on any waitlists
maintained for ACT services during regular behavioral health
meetings between the MCO and DHHS.

4.11.5.6 Mental Health Performance Improvement Project

4.11.5.6.1 As outlined in Section 4.12.3.7 (Performance
Improvement Projects), the MCO shall engage in at least one (1)
mental health PIP. The MCO shali satisfy this requirement by
implementing a PIP designed to reduce Psychiatric Boarding in the
ED.
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4.11.5.7 Services for the Homeless

4.11.5.7.1 The MCO shall provide care to Members who are
homeless or at risk of homelessness by conducting outreach to
Members with a history of homelessness and establishing
partnerships with community-based organizations to connect such
Members to housing services.

4.11.5.7.2 The MCO shall have one (1) 'or more Housing
Coordinator(s) on staff or under contract to provide in-person
housing assistance to Members who are homeless, as described in
Section 3.15.1 (Key Personnel).

4.11.5.7.3 The Housing Coordinator(s) shall coordinate with
housing case managers at the CMH Programs, New Hampshire
Hospital, the Bureau of Mental Health Services, the Bureau of
Housing Supports and other CMH Providers to coordinate referrals.
4.11.5.7.4 In coordination with CMH Programs/CMH Providers,
the MCO shall ensure that ACT teams and/or Housing
Coordinator(s) also provide ongoing mental health and tenancy
support services to Members.

4.11.5.7.5 In its contract with CMH Programs/CMH Providers, the
MCO shall describe how it shall provide appropriate oversight of
CMH Program/CMH Provider responsibilities, including:

4.11.5.7.5.1. Identifying housing options for Members at
risk of experiencing homelessness:

4.11.5.7.5.2.Assisting Members in filing applications for
housing and gathering necessary documentation;
4.11.5.7.5.3.Coordinating the provision of supportive

-  . housing; and .

4.11.5.7.5.4.Coordinating housing-related services
amongst CMH Programs/CMH Providers, the MCO
and NH's Housing Bridge Subsidy Program.

4.11.5.7.6 The contract with CMH Programs/CMH Providers shall
require quarterly assessments and documentation of housing
status and homelessness for all Members.

4.11.5.7.7 The MCO shall ensure that any Member discharged
into homelessness is connected to Care Management as described
in Section 4.10.10 (Coordination and Integration with Social
Services and Continui^ of Care) within twenty-four (24) hours upon
release.

4.11.5.8 Supported Employment
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4.11.5.8.1 In coordination vflth CMH Programs/CMH Providers,
the MCO shall actively promote EBSE to eligible Members.

4.11.5.8.2 The MCO shall obtain fidelity review reports from
DHHS to inform EBSE team's adherence to fidelity with the
expectation of at least good fidelity implementation for each CMH .
Program/CMH Provider.

4..11.5.8.3 In collaboration with DHHS, the MCO shall support the
CMH Programs and CMH Providers to achieve program
improvenhent goals outlined in the EBSE Quality Improvement Plan
on file with DHHS to achieve full implementation of EBSE.

4.11.5.8.4 Based on data provided by DHHS, the MCO shall
support DHHS's goals to ensure that at least nineteen percent
(19%) of adult Members are engaged in EBSE services and that
employment status is updated by the CMH Program/CMH Provider
on a quarterly basis.

4.11.5.8.5 The MCO shall report the EBSE rate to DHHS in
accordance writh Exhibit O and provide updates as requested by
DHHS during regular behavioral health meetings between the MCO
and DHHS.

4.11.5.9 Illness Management and. Recovery

4.11.5.9.1 In coordination with CMH Programs and CMH
Providers, the MCO shall actively promote the delivery of and
Increased penetration rates of illness management and Recovery
to Members with SMI and SPMI.

4.11.5.9.2 The MCO shall provjde updates as requested by DHHS
during regular behavioral health meetings between the MCO and
DHHS.

4.11.5.10 Dialectical Behavioral Therapy

4.11.5.10.1 In coordination with CMH Programs and CMH
Providers, the MCO shall actively promote the delivery of DBT to
Members with diagnoses, including but not limited to SMI, SPMI,
and Borderline Personality Disorder.

4.11.5.10.2 The MCO shall provide updates, such as the rate at
which eligible Members receive meaningful levels of DBT services,
as requested by DHHS during regular behavioral health meetings
between the MCO and DHHS.

4.11.5.11 Peer Recovery Support Services

4.11.5.11.1 In coordination with CMH Programs and CMH
Providers, the MCO shall actively promote the delivery of PRSS
provided by Peer Recovery Programs in a variety of settings such

L
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as CMH Programs, New Hampshire Hospital, primary care clinics,
and EDs.

4 11 5.11.2 The MCO shall provide updates as requested by DHHS
during regular behavioral health meetings between the MCO and
DHHS.

4.11.5.12 Modular Approach to Therapy for Children with Anxiety,
Depression, Trauma, or Conduct Problems

4.11.5.12.110 coordination v^th CMH Programs and CMH
Providers the MCO shall actively promote the delivery of Modular
Approach to Therapy for Children with Anxiety, Depression.
Trauma, or Conduct Problems" for children and youth Members
experiencing anxiety, depression, trauma and conduct issues.
4 115 12 2 The MCO shall provide updates as requested by DHHS
during regular behavioral health meetings between the MCO and
DHHS.

4.11.5.13 First Episode Psychosis

411.5.13.1 In coordination with CMH Programs and CMH
Providers, the MCO shall actively promote the delivery of
programming to address early symptoms of psychosis.
4 11 5.13.2 The MCO shall provide updates as requested by DHHS
during regular behavioral health meetings between the MCO and
DHHS.

4.11.5.14 Child Parent Psychotherapy

411 514.1 In coordination with CMH Programs and CMH
Providers, the MCO shall actively promote delivery of Child Parent
Psychotherapy for young children. ,

4.11.5.14.2 The MCO shall provide updates as requested by
DHHS during regular behavioral health meetings between the MCO
and DHHS.

4.11.5.15 Implementation of New Hampshire's 10-Year Mental Health Plan
4.11.5.15.1 In accordance with Exhibit O, the MCO shall actively
support the implementation of NH's 10-Year Mental Health Plan,
updated periodically, to reinforce implementation of pnorities
outlined in the plan.

4.11.5.16 Changes in Healthy Behavior

4 11 5 16 1 The MCO shall promote Community Mental Health
Service recipients' whole health goals to address health disparities.

^Available at [ffln-/AMww.prqrtif»w<se.com/[>orlals/Q/m9t0h
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4.11.5.16.2 Efforts can encompass interventions (e.g., tobacco
cessation, "inShape") or other efforts designed to improve health.

4.11.5.16.3The MCO shall gather smoking status data on all
Members and report to DHHS in accordance with Exhibit O.

4.11.5.16.4 The MCO shall support CMH Programs/CMH Providers
to establish incentive programs for Members to increase their
engagement in healthy behavior change initiatives.

4.11.5.17 Reducing Psychiatric Boarding

4.11.5.17.1 For each hospital in its network, the MCO shall have on
its own staff or contract vrith clinical Providers who are credentialed
by the hospital (i.e., "hospital-credentialed Providers") to provide
services to reduce Psychiatric Boarding stays.

4.11.5.17.2 In meeting this requirement, the MCO cannot use CMH
Programs and CMH Providers and shall ensure that its hospital-
credentialed Providers are in addition to any capacity provided by
CMH Programs and CMH Providers.

4.11.5.17.3 The MCO shall supply a sufficient number of hospital-
credentialed Providers in order to provide assessments and
treatment for Members who are subject to. or at risk for, Psychiatric
Boarding.

4.11.5.17.4 The number of such hospital-credentialed Providers
shall be sufficient to provide initial on-site assistance within twelve
(12) hours of a Member arriving at an ED and within twenty-four
(24) hours of a Member being placed on observation or inpatient
status to await an inpatient psychiatric bed.

4.11.5.17.5 The initial on-site assistance provided within these
required timelines shall include a beneficiary-specific plan for
discharge, treatment, admittance or transfer to New Hampshire
Hospital.

4.11.5.17.6 Each such hospital-credentialed Provider shall have the
clinical expertise, inclusive of prescribing authority, to reduce
Psychiatric'Boarding and possess or be trained on the resources,
including local community resources that can be deployed to
discharge the Member safely to the community or to a step down
facility when an inpatient stay is not clinically required.

/■

4.11.5.17.7 At the request of DHHS, the MCO shall participate in
meetings with hospitals to address Psychiatric Boarding.
4.11.5.17.8The MCO shall pay no less than the rate paid by NH
Medicaid FFS program for all inpatient and outpatient service
categories for billable services related to psychiatric boarding.
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4.11.5.17.9 The MCO's capitation rates related to psychiatric
services shall reflect utilization levels consistent with best practices
for clinical path protocols. ED Psychiatric Boarding services, and
discharge/readmission management at or from New Hampshire
Hospital.

4.11.5.17.10 The MCO shall describe its plan for reducing
Psychiatric Boarding in its Annual Behavioral Health Strategy Plan
and Report, in accordance with Exhibit O.

4.11.5.17.11 At minimum, the plan shall address how;

4.11.5.17.11.1. The MCO identifies when its Members
are in the ED awaiting psychiatric placement or in a
hospital setting awaiting an inpatient psychiatric bed;
4.11.5.17.11.2. Policies for ensuring a prompt crisis
team consultation and face-to-face evaluation;
4.11.5.17.11.3. Strategies for identifying placement
options or alternatives to hospitalization; and
4.11.5.17.11.4. Coordination with the
Programs/CMH Providers serving Members.

CMH

4 11.5.17.12 In accordance with Exhibit O, the MCO shall
provide a monthly report on the number of its Members awaiting
placement in the ED or In a hospital setting for twenty-four (24)
hours or more; the disposition of those awaiting placement, and the
average length of stay in the ED and medical ward for both children
and adult Members, and the rate of recidivism for Psychiatric
Boarding.

4.11.5.18 New Hampshire Hospital

4.11.5.18.1 New Hampshire Hospital Agreement

4.11.5.18.1.1. The MCO shall maintain a written
collaborative agreement with New Hampshire Hospital,
NH's State operated inpatient psychiatric facility.
4.11:5.18.1.2. This collaborative agreement shall be
subject to the approval of DHHS and shall address the
ADA requirement that Members be served in the most
integrated setting appropriate to their needs, include
the responsibilities of the CMH Program/CMH Provider
to ensure a seamless transition of care upon admission
and discharge to the community, and detail information
sharing and collaboration between the MCO and New
Hampshire Hospital.
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4 11 5 18 1 3 The collaborative agreement shall also
Include mutually developed admission and utilization
review criteria bases for determining the
appropriateness of admissions to or continued stays
both within and external to New Hampshire Hospital.
4 11 5 18.1.4. Prior to admission to New Hampshire
Hospital, the MCO shall ensure that a crisis team
consultation has been completed for all Members
evaluated by a licensed physician or psychologist.
4 li 5 18 1.5. The MCO shall ensure that a face-to-
face evaluation by a mandatory pre-screening agent is
conducted to assess eligibility for emergency
involuntary admission to New Hampshire Hospital and
determine whether all available less restrictive
alternative services and supports are unsuitable.

4.11.5.18.2 Discharge Planning

4.11.5.18.2.1. It is the policy of DHHS to avoid
discharges from inpatient care at New Hampshire
Hospital to homeless shelters and to ensure the
inclusion of an appropriate living situation as an
integral part of all discharge planning from New
Hampshire Hospital.

4 11 518 2 2 The MCO shall track any Member
discharges that the MCO, through its Provider network,
was unable to place into the community and Members
who instead were discharged to a shelter or into
homelessness.

4 11 5 18 2 3. Also included in Section 3.15.2 (Other
MCO Required Staff), the MCO shall designate an on-
site liaison with privileges, as required by New
Hampshire Hospital, to continue the Member's Care
Management, and assist in facilitating a coordinated
discharge planning process for Members admitted to
New Hampshire Hospital.

4.11.5.18.2.4. Except for participation in the
Administrative Review Committee, the liaison shall
actively participate in New Hampshire Hospital
treatment team meetings and discharge planning
meetings to ensure that Members receive treatment in
the least restrictive environment complying with the
ADA and other applicable State and federal
regulations.
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4.11.5.18.2.5. The liaison shall actively participate,
and assist New Hampshire Hospital staff in the
development of a written discharge plan within twenty-
four (24) hours of admission.

4.11.5.18.2.6.' The MCO shall ensure that the final
New Hampshire Hospital discharge instruction sheet
shall be provided to the Member and the Member's
authorized. representative prior to, discharge, or the
next business day, for at least ninety-eight percent
(98%) of Members discharged.

4.11.5.18.2.7. The MCO shall ensure that the
discharge progress note shall be provided to the
aftercare Provider within seven (7) calendar days of
Member discharge for at least , ninety-eight percent
(98%) of Members discharged.

4.11.5.18.2.8. For ACT team service recipients, the
MCO shall ensure that the discharge progress note is
provided to the Provider within twenty-four (24) hours
of Member discharge.

4.11.5.18.2.9. If a Member lacks a reasonable means
of communicating with a plan prior to discharge, the
MCO shall identify an alternative viable means for
communicating with the Member in the discharge plan.

4.11.5.18.2.10. The MCO shall make at least three (3)
attempts to contact Members within three (3) business
days of discharge from New Hampshire Hospital in
order to review the discharge plan, support the
Member In ,_ajten^lng any scheduled
appointments, support the continued taking of any
medications prescribed, and answer any questions the
Member may have.

4.11.5.18.2.11. The performance metric shall be that
one hundred percent (100%) of Members discharged
shall have been attempted to be contacted within three
(3) business days.

4.11.5.18.2.12. For any Member the MCO does not
make contact with within three (3) business days, the
MCO shall contact the aftercare Provider and request
that the aftercare Provider make contact with the
Member within twenty-four (24) hours.

4.11.5.18.2.13. The MCO shall ensure an appointment
with a CMH Program/CMH Provider or other
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appropriate mental health clinician is scheduled arid
that transportation has been arranged for the
appointment prior to discharging a Member.

4.11.5.18.2.14. Such appointment shall occur within
seven (7) calendar days after discharge.

4.11.5.18.2.15. ACT team service recipients shall be
seen within twenty-four (24) hours of discharge.

;

4.11.5.18.2.16. For persons discharged from
psychiatric hospitalization who are not a current client
of the applicable CMH Program/CMH Provider, the
Member shall have an intake appoin^enl that is
scheduled to occur within seven (7) calendar days after
discharge.

4.11.5.18.2.17. The MOO shall work with DHHS and

the applicable CMH Program/CMH Provider to review
cases of Members that New Hampshire Hospital has
indicated a difficulty retuming back to the community,
identify barriers to discharge, and develop an
appropriate transition plan back to the community.

4.11.5.18.3Administrative Days and Post Stabilization Care
Services

4.11.5.18.3.1. The MCO shall perform in-reach
activities to New Hampshire Hospital designed to
accomplish transitions to the community.

4.11.5.18.3.2. Administrative days and post
stabilization care services are inpatient hospital days
' associated with Members whp no loriger require acute

care but are left in the hospital.

4.11.5.18.3.3. The MCO shall pay New Hampshire
Hospital for services delivered under the inpatient and
outpatient service categories at rates no less than
those paid by the NH Medicaid FFS program, inclusive
of both State and federal share of the payment, if a
Member cannot be discharged due to failure to provide
appropriate community-based care and services.

4.11.5.18.4 Reduction in Behavioral Health Readmissions

4.11.5.18.4.1. The MCO shall describe a reduction in
readmissions plan in its annual Behavioral Health
Strategy Plan and Report in accordance with Exhibit 0,
subject to approval by DHHS, to monitor the thirty (30)-
day and one hundred and eighty (180)-day
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readniission rates to New Hampshire Hospital,
designated receiving facilities and other equivalent
facilities to review Member specific data with each of
the CMH Programs/CMH Providers, and implement
measurable strategies within ninety (90) calendar days
of the execution of this Agreement to reduce thirty (30)-
day and one hundred and eighty (180)-day
readmission. ;

4.11.5.18.4.2. Avoiding readmission is associated
with the delivery of a full array of Medically Necessary
outpatient medication and Behavioral Health Services
in the ninety (90) days after discharge from New
Hampshire Hospital; the MCO shall ensure provision of
appropriate service delivery in the ninety (90) days
after discharge.

4.11.5.18.4.3. For Members with readmissions within
thirty (30) days and one hundred and eighty (180)
days, the MCO shall report on the mental health and
related service utilization that directly proceeded
readmission in accordance with Exhibit O. This data
shall be shared with the Member's CMH Program/CMH
Provider, if applicable, and DHHS in order to evaluate if
appropriate levels of care were provided to decrease
the likelihood of re-hospitalization.

4.11.6 Substance Use Disorder

4.11.6.1 The MCO's policies and procedures related to Substance Use
Disorder shall be in compliance with State and federal law, including but
not limited to, Chapter 420-J, Section J:15 through Section J;19 and shall

--- comply with all State and federal laws related to confidentiality of Member
behavioral health information.

' 4.11.6.2 In addition to services covered under the Medicaid State Plan,
the MCO shall cover the services necessary for compliance with the
requirements for parity in mental health and Substance Use Disorder
benefits. [42 CFR 438, subpart K; 42 CFR 438.3(e)(1)(ii)]

4.11.6.3 The MCO shall ensure that the full continuum of care required
for Members with Substance Use Disorders is available and provided to
Members in accordance with NH Code of Administrative Rules, Chapter
He-W 500, Part He-W513.

4.11.6.4 Contracting for Substance Use Disorder
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4.11.6.4.1 The MCO shall contract with Substance Use Disorder
service programs and Providers to deliver Substance Use Disorder
services for eligible Members, as defined in He-W 513.

4.11.6.4.2 The contract between the MCO and the Substance Use
Disorder programs and Participating Providers shall be submitt^
to DHHS for review and approval prior to implementation In
accordance with Section 3.14.2 (Contracts with Subcontractors).

4.11.6.4.3 The contract shall, at minimum, address the following;
4.11.6.4.3.1 .The scope of services to be covered;

4.11.6.4.3.2. Compliance with the requirements of this
Agreement and applicable State and federal law,
4.11.6.4.3.3.The role of the MCO versus the
Substance Use Disorder program and/or Provider;

4.11.6.4.3.4.procedures for communication and
coordination between the MCO and the Substance Use
Disorder program and/or Provider;

4.11.6.4.3.5.0ther Providers serving the same
Member, and DHHS as applicable;

4.11.6.4.3.6.The approach to payment, including
enhanced payment for ACT services;

4.11.6.4.3.7.Data sharing on Members;

4.11.6.4.3.8. Data reporting between the Substance
Use Disorder programs and/or Providers and the MCO,
and DHHS as applicable; and

4.11.6.4.3.9.0versight, enforcement, and remedies for
contract disputes.

4.11.6.4.4 The contract shall provide for monitoririg of Substance
Use Disorder service performance through quality metrics and
oversight procedures specified in the contract.

4.11.6.4.5 When contracting with Peer Recovery Programs, the
MCO shall contract with all Willing Providers, In the State through
the PRSS Facilitating Organization or other accrediting body
approved by DHHS, unless the Provider requests a direct contract.
4.11.6.4.6 The MCO shall reimburse Peer Recovery Programs in
accordance with rates that are no less than the equivalent DHHS
FFS rates.

" Available at hno //wwvw.Qftnrourt-8tate.nh.u9/rules/fftate aqgnd9?/hg-W.html
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4.11.6.4.7 When contracting with methadone clinics, the MCO
shall contract with and have in its network all Willing Providers in
the state.

4.11.6.5 Payment to Substance Use Disorder Providers

4.11.6.5.1 The MCO shall reimburse Substance Use Disorder

Providers in accordance with rates that are no less than the

equivalent DHHS FFS rates.

4.11.6.5.2 The MCO need not pay using DHHS's FFS mechanism
where the MCO's contract with the Provider meets the following
requirements;

4.11.6.5.2.1.1s subject to enhanced reimbursement for
MAT, as described in as outlined in this section; or

4.11.6.5.2.2. Falls under a DHHS-approved APM, the
standards and requirements for obtaining DHHS
approval are further described in Section 4.14
(Alternative Payment Models).

4.11.6.5.3 DHHS shall provide the MCO with sixty (60) calendar
days' advance notice prior to any change to reimbursement.

4.11.6.5.4 In accordance with Exhibit O, the MCO shall develop
and submit to DHHS, a payment plan for offering enhanced
reimbursement to qualified physicians who are SAMHSA certified
to dispense or prescribe MAT.

4.11.6.5.5 The plan shall indicate at least two (2) tiers of
enhanced payments- that the MCO shall- make, to qualified
Providers based on whether Providers are. certified and providing
MAT to up to thirty (30) Members per quarter (i.e., tier one (1)
Providers) or certified and providing MAT to up to one hundred
(100) Members per quarter (i.e., tier two (2) Providers).

4.11.6.5.6 The tier determinations'that qualify Providers for the
MCO's enhanced reimbursement policy shall reflect the number of
Members to whom the Provider is providing MAT treatment
services, not the number of patients the Provider is certified to
provide.MAT treatment to.

4.11.6.5.7 The MCO shall develop at least one (1) APM designed
to increase access to MAT for Substance Use Disorder and one (1)
APM (such as a bundled payment) for the treatment of babies bom
with NAS.

4.11.6.6 Provision of Substance Use Disorder Services
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4.11.6.6.1 The MCO shall ensure that Substance Use Disorder

services are provided in accordance with the Medicaid State Plan
and He-W 513. This Includes, but is not limited to:

4.11.6.6.1.1.Ensuring that the full continuum of care is
appropriately provided to eligible Members;

4.11.6.6.1.2. Ensuring that eligible Members are
provided with Recovery support sen/ices; and

4.11.6.6.1.3. Ensuring that eligible Members are
provided with coordinated care when entering or
leaving a treatment program.

4.11.6.6.2 The MCO shall ensure that all Providers providing
Substance Use Disorder services comply with the requirements of
He-W 513.

4.11.6.6.3 The MCO shall work in collaboration with DHHS and

Substance Use Disorder programs and/or Providers to support and
sustain evidenced-based practices that have a profound impact on
Provider and Member outcomes, including, but is not limited to,
enhanced rate or incentive payments for evidenced-based
practices.

4.11.6.6.4 The MCO shall ensure that the full continuum of care

required for Members with Substance Use Disorders is available
and provided to Members in accordance with NH Code of
Administrative Rules, Chapter He-W 500, Part He-W 513.

4.116.6.5 This Includes, but is not limited to:

4.11.6.6.5.1.Ensuring that Members at risk of"
experiencing Substance Use Disorder are assessed
using a standardized evidence-based assessment tool
consistent with ASAM Criteria; and

4.11.6.6.5.2. Providing access to the full range of
services available under the DHHS's Substance Use

Disorder benefit, including Peer Recovery Support
without regard to whether Peer Recovery Support is an
aspect of an additional service provided to the
Member.

4.11.6.6.6 The MCO shall make PRSS available to Members both

as a standalone service (regardless of an assessment), and as part
of other treatment and Recovery services.

4.11.6.6.7 The provision of services to recipients enrolled in an
MCO shall not be subject to more stringent service coverage limits
than specified under this Agreement or State Medicaid policies.
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c

4.11.6.7 Substance Use Disorder Clinical Evaluations and Treatment
Plans

4.11.6.7.1 The MOO shall ensure, through its regular quality
improvement activities and reviews of DHHS administered quality
monitoring and improvement activities, that Substance Use
Disorder treatment services are delivered in the least restrictive
community based environment possible and based on a person-

approach where the Member and their family s personal
goals and needs are considered central in the development of the
Individualized service plans.

4.11.6.7.2 A Clinical Evaluation is a biopsychosocial evaluation
completed in accordance with SAMHSA Technical Assistance
Publication (TAP) 21: Addiction Counseling Competencies.

4.11.6.7.3 The MCO shall ensure that all services provided
include a method to obtain clinical evaluations using DSM five (5)
diagnostic information and a recommendation for a level of care
based on the ASAM Criteria, published in October, 2013 or as
revised by ASAM.

4.11.6.7.4 The MCO shall ensure that a clinical evaluation is
completed for each Member prior to admission as a part of interim
services or within three (3) business days follovflng admission.

4 11.6.7.5 For a Member being transferred from, or othervrise
referred by another Provider, the Provider shall use the clinical
evaluation completed by a licensed behavioral health professional
from the referring agency, which may be amended by the receiving
Provider.

4.11.6.7.6 The Provider shall complete individualized treatment
plans for all Members based on clinical evaluation data within three
(3) business days of the clinical evaluation, that address problems
in all ASAM 2013 domains which justify the Member's admittance
to a given level of care and that include individualized treatment
plan goals, objectives, and interventions v\rritten in terms that are
specific, measurable, attainable, realistic, and time relevant
(SMART).

4.11.6.7.7 The treatment plan shall include the Member's
involvement in identifying, developing, and prioritizing goals,
objectives, and interventions.

411.6.7.8 Treatment plans shall be updated based on any
changes in any ASAM domain and no less frequently than every
four (4) sessions or every four (4) weeks, whichever is less
frequent.
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4.11.6.7.9 The treatment plan updates much Include:

4.11.6.7.9.1. Documentation of the degree to which the
Member is meeting treatment plan goals and
objectives;

4.11.6.7.9.2. Modification of existing goals or addition of
new goals based on changes in the Member's
functioning relative to ASAM domains and treatment
goals and objectives;

4.11.6.7.9.3. The counselor's assessment pf whether or
not the Member needs to move to a different level of
care based on ASAM continuing care, transfer and
discharge criteria; and

4.11.6.7.9.4.The signature of the Member and the
counselor agreeing to the updated treatment plan, or if
applicable, documentation of the Member's refusal to
sign the treatment plan.

4.11.6.8 Substance Use Disorder Performance Improvement Project

4.11.6.8.1 In compliance with the requirements outlined in Section
4.12.3 (Quality Assessment and Performance Improvement
Program), the MCO shall, at a minimum, conduct at least one (1)
PIP designed to improve the delivery of Substance Use Disorder
sen/ices.

4.11.6.9 Reporting

4.11.6.9.1 The MCO shall report to DHHS Substance Use
Disorder-related metrics in accordance with Exhibit 0 including, but
not limited to, measures related to access to services,
engagement, clinically appropriate services. Member engagement
in treatment, treatment retention, safety monitoring, and service
utilization.

4.11.6.9.2 The MCO shall provide, in accordance with Exhibit 0,
an assessment of any prescribing rate and pattern outliers and how
the MCO plans to follow up with Providers identified as having
high-prescribing patterns.

4.11.6.9.3 The MCO shall provide to DHHS copies of all findings
from any audit or assessment of Providers related to Substance
Use Disorder conducted by the MCO or on behalf of the MCO.

4.11.6.9.4 On a monthly basis, the MCO shall provide directly to
Participating Providers comparative prescribing data, including the
average Morphine Equivalent Dosing (MED) levels across patients
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and identification of Members, wth MED at above average levels,
as determined by the MED levels across Members.
4.11.6.9.5 The MCO shall also provide annual training to
Participating Providers.

4.11.6.10 Services for Members Who are Homeless or At-Risk of
Homelessness

4 11 6.10.1 In coordination writh Substance Use Disorder programs
and/or Providers, the MCO shall provide care to Members who are
homeless or at risk of homelessness as described in Section
4.11.5.7 (Services for the Homeless).

4.11.6.11 Peer Recovery Support Services

4.11.6.11.1 In coordination with Peer Recovery Programs and Peer
Recovery Coaches, as defined in He-W 513, the MCO shall
actively promote delivery of PRSS provided by Peer Recovery
Coaches v/ho are also certified Recovery support workers in a
variety of settings such as Peer Recovery Programs, clinical
Substance Use Disorder programs, EDs, and primary care clinics.

4.11.6.12 Naloxone Availability

4.11.6.12.1 The MCO shall work with each contracted Substance
Use Disorder program and/or Provider to ensure that rialoxone kits
are available on-site and training on naloxone administration and
emergency response procedures are provided to program and/or
Provider staff at a minimum annually.

4.11.6.13 Prescription Drug Monitoring Program

4.11.6.13.1 The MCO shall include in its Provider agreements the
requirement tha^prescribers and d^pensers comply with the NH
PDMP requirements'.TncTuding but noflimited to opioid prescribing ■
guidelines.

4 11 6 13.2 The Provider agreements shall require Participating
Providers to provide to the MCO, to the maximum extent possible,
data on substance dispensing to Members prior to releasing such
medications to Members.

4 11.6.13.3The MCO shall monitor harmful prescribing rates and,
at the discretion of DHHS, may be required to provide ongoing
updates on those Participating Providers vrho have been identified
as overprescribing.

4.11.6.14 Response After Overdose

4.11.6.14.1 Whenever a Member receives emergency room or
inpatient hospital services as a result of a non-fatal overdose, the
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MCO shall work with hospitals to ensure a seamless transition of
care upon admission and discharge to the community, and detail
information sharing and collaboration between the MCO and the
participating hospital.

4.11.6.14.2 Whenever a Member discharges themselves against
medical advice, the MCO shall make a good faith effort to ensure
that the Member receives a clinical evaluation, referral to
appropriate treatment, Recoveiy support services and intense
Case Management within forty-eight (48) hours of discharge or the
MCO being notified, whichever is sooner.

4.11.6.15 Limitations on Prior Authorization Requirements

4.11.6.15.1 To the extent permitted under State and federal law,
the MCO shall cover MAT.

4.11.6.15.2 Methadone received at a methadone clinic shall not
require Prior Authorization.

4.11.6.15.3 Methadone used to treat pain shall require Prior
Authorization.

4.11.6.15.3.1. Any Prior Authorization for office based
MAT shall comply with RSA 420-J:17 and RSA 420-
J;18.

4.11.6.15.4 The MCO shall not impose any Prior Authorization
requirements for MAT urine drug screenings (LIDS) unless a
Provider exceeds thirty (30) UDSs per month per treated Member.

4.11.6.15.4.1. In the event a Provider exceeds thirty
(30) UDS per month per treated Member, the MCO
shall impose Prior Authorization requirements on
usage.

4.11.6.15.5 The MCO is precluded from imposing any Prior
Authorization on screening for multiple drugs within a daily drug
screen.

4.11.6.15.6 The MCO shall cover without Prior Authorization or
other Utilization Management restrictions any treatments identified
as necessary by a clinician trained in the use and application of the
ASAM Criteria.

4.11.6.15.7 Should the MCO have concerns about the
appropriateness of a course of treatment after the treatment has
commenced, the MCO shall contact the Provider to request
additional information and/or recommend a change, but shall
continue to. pay for the treatment unless and until the Provider
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determines an alternative type of treatment or setting is
appropriate.

4 116 15 8 DHHS shall monitor utilization of Substance Use
Disorder treatment services to identify, prevent, and correct
potential occurrences of fraud, waste and ^wse. m accordance
with 42 CFR 455 and 42 CFR 456 and He-W 520.
4.11.6.15.9 DHHS may grant exceptions to ^ ,
instances where it is necessary to prevent fraud, waste and abuse.
4 11.6.15.10 For Members who enter the Pharmacy Lock-In
Program as described in Section 4.2.3 (Clinical
Authorizations), the MCO shall evaluate the need for Substance
Use Disorder treatment.

4.11.6.16 Opioid Prescribing Requirements
4 11.6.16.1 The MCO shall require Prior Authorization docunienting
the rationale for the prescriptions of more than one hundred (100)
mg daily MED of opioids for Members.
4 11.6.16.2AS required under the NH Board Administrative Rule
MED 502 Opioid Prescribing, the MCO shall adhere to
procedures for acute and chronic pain, taking actions, including but
not limited to:

4 11.6.16.2.1. A pain management consultation or
certification from the Provider that it is due to an acute
medical condition;

4.11.6.16.2.2. Random and periodic UDS; and
4.11.6.16.2.3. Utilizing vyritten, informed consent.

411 6163The MCO shall-ensure-that. Participating .Providers
prescribe and dispense Naloxone for patients feceiving^a one
hundred (100) mg MED or more per day for longer than ninety (90)
calendar days.

4 11 6 16 4 If the NH Board Administrative Rule MED 502 Opioid
PresS is updated in the future, the MCO shall 'mp«
revised policies in accordance with the timelines estabhshed or
within sixty (60) calendar days if no such timeline is provided.

4.11.6.17 Neonatal Abstinence Syndrome
4 11 6 17 1 For those Members with a diagnosis of Substance Use
Disorder and all infants with a diagnosis of MAS or tha are
otherwise known to have been exposed prenatally to opioids
alcohol or other drugs, the MCO shall provide Care Managemen
services to provide for coordination of their physical and behavioral
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health, according to the safeguards relating to re-disclosure set out
in 42 CFR Part 2.

4.11.6.17.2 Substance Use Disorder Care Management features
shall include, but not be limited to:

4.11.6.17.2.1. Conducting outreach to Members who
would benefit from treatment (for example, by
coordinating with emergency room staff to identify and
engage with Members admitted to the ED following an
overdose),

4.11.6.17.2.2. Ensuring that Members are receiving
the appropriate level of Substance Use Disorder
treatment services,

4.11.6.17.2.3. Scheduling Substance Use Disorder
treatment appointments and following up to ensure
appointments are attended, and

4.11.6.17.2.4. Coordinating care among prescribing
Providers, clinician case managers, pharmacists,
behavioral health Providers and social service
agencies.

4.11.6.17.2.5. The MCO shall make every attempt to
coordinate and enhance Care Management services
being provided to the Member by the treating Provider.

4.11.6.17.3 The MCO shall work with DCYF to provide Substance
Use Disorder treatment referrals and conduct a follow-up after thirty
(30) calendar days to determine the outcome of the referral and
determine if additional outreach and resources are needed.

4.11.6.17.4 The MCO shall work with DCYF to ensure that health
care Providers involved in the care of infants identified as being
affected by prenatal drug or alcohol exposure, create and
implement the Plan of Safe Care.

4.11.6.17.4.1. The Plan of Safe Care shall be
developed in collaboration with health care Providers
and the family/caregivers of the infant to address the
health of the infant and Substance Use Disorder
treatment needs of the family or caregiver.

4.11.6.17.5 The MCO shall establish protocols for Participating
Providers to implement a standardized screening and treatment
protocol for infants at risk of NAS.

4.11.6.17.6 The MCO shall provide training to Providers serving
infants \with NAS on best practices, including:
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4.11.6.17.6.1. Opportunities for the primary care
glver(s) to room-in;

4.11.6.17.6.2. Transportation and childcare for the
primary care giver(s);

4.11.6.17.6.3. Priority given to non-pharmaceutical
approaches (e.g., quiet environment, swaddling);
4.11.6.17.6.4. Education for primary care giver(s) on
caring for newborns;

4.11.6.17.6.5. Coordination with social service
agencies proving supports, including coordinated case
meetings and appropriate developmental services for
the infant:

4.11.6.17.6.6. Information on family planning options;
and

4.11.6.17.6.7. Coordination with the family and
Providers on the development of the Plan of Safe Care
for any infant born with NAS.

4.11.6.17.7 The MCO shall work \with DHHS and Providers eligible
to expand/develop services to increase capacity for specialized
services for this population which address the family as a unit and
are consistent wth Northern New England Perinatal Quality
Improvement Network's (NNEPQIN) standards.

4.11.6.18 Discharge Planning

4.11.6.18.1 In all cases where the MCO is notified or otherwise
learns that a Member has had an ED visit or is hospitalized f(^ an
overdose or_ Sjjbstance Use Disorder, the MCOs Care
Coordination staff shall actively participate and assist hospital staff
in the development of a written discharge plan.
4.11.6.18.2The MCO shall ensure that the final discharge
instruction sheet shall be provided to the Member and the
Member's authorized representative prior to discharge, or the next
business day, for at least ninety-eight (98%) of Members
discharged.

4.11.6.18.3 The MCO shall ensure that the discharge progress note
shall be provided to any treatment Provider within seven (7)
calendar days of Member discharge for at least ninety-eight
percent (98%) of Members discharged.

4.11.6.18.3.1. If a Member lacks a reasonable means
of communicating with a plan prior to discharge, the
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MCO shall Identify an alternative viable means for
communicating with the Member In the discharge plan.

4.11.6.18.4lt is the.expectation of DHHS that Members treated in
the ED or inpatient setting for an overdose are not to be released to
the community without outreach from the MCO or provided with
referrals for an evaluation and treatment.

4 11 6 18 5 The MOD shall track all Members discharged into the
community who do not receive MCO contact (including outreach or
a referral to a Substance Use Disorder program and/or Provider).

4 11 6 18 6 The MCO shall make at least three (3) attempts to
contact Members within three (3) business days of discharge from
the ED to review the discharge plan, support the Member in
attending any scheduled follow-up appointments, support the
continued taking of any medications prescribed, and answer any
questions the Member may have,

4.11.6.18.7 At least ninety-five percent (95%) of Members
discharged shall have been attempted to be contacted within three
(3) business days. .

4.11.6.18.8 For any Member the MCO does not make contact with
within three (3) business days, the MCO shall contact the treatment
Provider and request that the treatment Provider make contact with
the Member within twenty-four (24) hours.

4.11.6.18.9 The MCO shall ensure an appointment for treatment
other than evaluation with a Substance Use Disorder program
and/or Provider for the Member is scheduled prior to discharge
when possible and that transportation has been arranged for the
appointment. Such appointments shall occiir within seven (7)
calendar days after discharge.

4.11.6.18.10 In accordance with 42 CFR Part 2, the MCO shall
work with DHHS during regularly scheduled meetings to review
cases of Members that have been seen for more than three (3)
overdose events within a thirty (30) calendar day period or those
that have had a difficulty engaging in treatment services foi)o\wing
referral and Care Coordination provided by the MCO.

4.11.6.18.11 The MCO shall also review Member cases virth the
applicable Substance Use Disorder program and/or Provider to
promote strategies for reducing overdoses and increase
engagement in treatment services.

4.12 Quality Management

4.12i1 General Provisions
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4.12.1.1 The MCO shall provide for the delivery of quality care with the
primary goal of improving the health status of its Members and, where the
Member's condition is not amenable to improvement, maintain the
Member's current health status by implementing measures to prevent any
further decline in condition or deterioration of health status.

4.12.1.2 The...MCO shall work in collaboration with Members and
Providers to actively improve the quality of care provided to Merhbers,
consistent with the MCO's quality improvement goals and all other
requirements of the Agreement.

4.12.1.3 The MCO shall provide mechanisms for Member Advisory Board
and the Provider Advisory Board to actively participate in the MCO's
quality improvement activities.

4.12.1.4 The MCO shall support and cornply with the most current
version of the Quality Strategy for the MCM program.

4.12.1.5 The MCO shall approach all clinical and non-clinical aspects of
QAPI based on principles of CQI/Total Quality Management and shall:

4.12.1.5.1 Evaluate performance using objective quality indicators
and recognize that opportunities for improvement are unlimited;

4.12.1.5.2 Foster data-driven decision-making;

4.12.1.5.3 Solicit Member and Provider input on the prioritization
and strategies for QAPI activities;

4.12.1.5.4 Support continuous ongoing measurement of clinical
and non-clinical health plan effectiveness, health outcomes
improvement and Member and Provider satisfaction;

4.12.1.5.5 Support progrartimatic improvements of clinical and
non-clinical processes based on findings from ongoing
measurements; and

4.12.1.5.6 Support re-measurement of effectiveness, health
outcomes improvement and Member satisfaction, and continued
development and implementation of improvement interventions as
appropriate.

4.12.2 Health Plan Accreditation

4.12.2.1 The MCO shall achieve health plan accreditation from the
NGQA, including the NCQA Medicaid Module.

4.12.2.2 If the MCO participated in the MCM program prior to the
Program Start Date, the MCO shall maintain its health plan accreditation
status throughout the period of the Agreement, and complete the NCQA
Medicaid Module within eighteen (18) months of the Program Start Date.
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4.12.2.3 If the MCO is newly participating in the MCM program, the MCO
shall achieve health plan accreditation from NCQA, including the Medicaid
Module, within eighteen (18) months of the Program Start Date.

4.12.2.4 To demonstrate Its progress toward meeting this requirement,
the newly participating MCO shall complete the following milestones:

4.12.2.4.1 Within sixty (60) calendar days of the Program Start
Date, the MCO shall notify DHHS of "the initiation of the process to
obtain NCQA Health Plan Accreditation; and

4.12.2.4.2 Within thirty (30) calendar days of the date of the
NCQA survey on-slte review, the MCO shall notify DHHS of the
date of the scheduled on-site review.

4.12.2.5 The MCO shall Inform DHHS of whether it has been accredited
by any private independent accrediting entity, in addition to NCQA Health
Plan Accreditation.

4.12.2.6 The MCO shall authorize NCQA, and any other entity from
which it has received or is attempting to receive accreditation, to provide a
copy of its most recent accreditation review to DHHS, including [42 CFR
438.332(a)]:

4.12.2.6.1 Accreditation status, survey type, and level (as
applicable);

4.12.2.6.2 Accreditation results,^ Including recommended actions
or improvements, CAPs, and summaries of findings; and

4.12.2.6.3 Expiration date of the accreditation. [42 CFR
438.332(b)(1)-(3)]

4.12.2.7 To avoid duplication of mandatory activities with accreditation
reviews, DHHS may indicate in Its quality strategy the accreditation review
standards that are comparable to the standards established through
federal EQR protocols and that DHHS shall consider met on the basis of
the MCO's achievement of NCQA accreditation. [42 CFR 438.360]

4.12.2.8 An MCO going through an NCQA renewal sun/ey shall complete
the full Accreditation review of all NCQA Accreditation Standards.

4.12.2.9 During the renewal sun/ey, the MCO shall:

4.12.2.9.1 Request from NCQA the full review of all NCQA
Accreditation Standards and cannot participate in the NCQA
renewal survey option that allows attestation for certain
requirements; and

4.12.2.9.2 Submit to DHHS a written confirmation from NCQA
stating that the renewal survey for the MCO will be for all NCQA
Accreditation Standards without attestation.
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4.12.3 Quality'Assessment and Performance Improvement Program

4.12.3.1 The MCO shall have an ongoing comprehensive QAPI program
for the services it furnishes to Members consistent with the requirements
of this Agreement and federal requirements for the QAPI program [42 CFR

, 438.330(a)(1): 42 CFR 438.330(a)(3)].

4.12.3.2 The MCO's QAPI program shall be documented in writing (in the
form of the "QAPI Plan"), approved by the MCO's governing body, and
submitted to DHHS for its review annually.

4.12.3.3 In accordance with Exhibit O, the QAPI Plan shall contain, at a
minimum, the following elements:

4.12.3.3.1 A description of the MCO's organization-wide QAPI
program structure;

4.12.3.3.2 The MCO's annual goals and objectives for all quality
activities, including but not limited to:

4.12.3.3.2.1.DHHS-required PIPs,

4.12.3.3.2.2. DHHS-required quality performance data,

4.12.3.3.2.3. DHHS-required quality reports, and

4.12.3.3.2.4. Implementation of EQRO
recommendations from annual technical reports;

4.12.3.3.3 Mechanisms to detect both underutilization and
overutllization of services [42 CFR 438.330(b)(3)]:

4.12.3.3.4 Mechanisms to assess the quality and appropriateness
of care for Members with Special Health Care Needs (as defined
by DHHS in the quality strategy) [42 CFR 438.330(b)(4)] In order to
identlfy.any Ongoing.SpecialTi^Qnditipris of a Member that require a
course of treatment or regular care monitoring; ^
4.12.3.3.5 Mechanisms to assess and address disparities In the
quality of, and access to, health care, based on age, race, ethnicity,
sex, primary language, and disability status (defined as whether the
Individual qualified for Medicaid on the basis of a disability) [42
CFR 438.340(b)(6)]; and

4.12.3.3.6 The MCO's systematic and ongoing process for
monitoring, evaluation and improvement of the quality and
appropriateness of Behavioral Health Services provided to
Members.

4.12.3.4 The MCO shall maintain a well-defined QAPI program structure
that includes a planned systematic approach to Improving clinical and non-
clinical processes and outcomes. At a minimum, the MCO shall ensure
that the QAPI program structure:
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4.12.3.4.1 Is organization-wide, with clear lines of accountability
within the organization;

4.12.3.4.2 Includes a set of functions, roles, and responsibilities
for the oversight of QAPI activities that are clearly defined and
assigned to appropriate Individuals, Including physicians, clinicians,
and non-clinlclans;

4.12.3.4.3 Includes annual objectives and/or goals for planned
projects or activities including clinical and non-cllnlcal programs or
initiatives and measurement activities; and

4.12.3.4.4 Evaluates the effectiveness of clinical and non-cllnlcal

Initiatives.

4.12.3.5 If the MCO subcontracts any of the essential functions or
reporting requirements contained within the QAPI program to another
entity, the MCO shall maintain detailed files documenting work performed
by the Subcontractor. The file shall be available for review by DHHS or Its

. designee upon request, and a summary of any functions that have been
delegated to Subcontractor(s) shall be indicated within the MCO's QAPI
Plan submitted to DHHS annually.

4.12.3.6 Additional detail regarding the elements of the QAPI program
and the format In which it should be submitted to DHHS is provided in
Exhibit O.

4.12.3.7 Performance Improvement Projects

4.12.3.7.1 The MCO shall conduct any and all PIPs required by
CMS. [42 CFR 438.330(a)(2)]

4.12.3.7.2 Annually, the MCO shall conduct at least three (3)
clinical PIPs that meet the following criteria [42 CFR 438.330
(d)(1)]:

4.12.3.7.2.1.At least one (1) clinical PIP shall have a
focus on reducing Psychiatric Boarding in the ED for
Medicaid enrollees (regardless of whether they are
Medlcald-Medicare dual individuals), as defined in
Section 4.11.5 (Mental Health);

4.12.3.7.2.2.At least one (1) clinical PIP shall have a
focus on Substance Use Disorder, as defined in
Section 4.11.6 (Substance Use Disorder);

4.12.3.7.2.3.At least (1) clinical PIP shall focus on
Improving quality performance in an area that the MCO
performed lower than the frftleth (50th) percentlle
nationally, as documented In the most recent EQRO
technical report or as otherwise indicated by DHHS.
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4.12.3.7.2.4.lf the MCO's individual experience is not
reflected in the most recent EQRO technical report, the
MCO shall incorporate a PIP In an area that the MCOs
participating in the MCM program at the time of the
most recent EQRO technical report performed below
the fiftieth (50th) percentile.

4.12.3.7.2.5.Should no quality measure have a lower
than fiftieth (50th) percentile performance, the MCO
shall focus the PIP on one (1) of the areas for which its
performance (or, in the event the MCO is not
represented in the most recent report, the other MCOs'
collective performance) was lowest.

4.12.3.7.3 Annually, the MCO shall conduct at least one (1) non-
clinical PIP, which shall be related to one (1) of the following topic
areas and approved by DHHS: '

4.12.3.7.3.1. Addressing social determinants of health;

4.12.3.7.3.2.lntegratlng physical and behavioral health.

4.12.3.7.4 The non-clinical PIP may include clinical components,
but shall have a primary focus on non-clinical outcomes.

4.12.3.7.5 The MCO shall ensure that each PIP Is designed to
achieve significant improvement, sustained over time. In health
outcomes and Member satisfaction [42 CFR 438.330(d)(2)], and
shall include the following elements:

4.12.3.7.5.1.Measurement(s) of performance using
objective quality indicators [42 CFR 438.330(d)(2)(i)];
4.12.3.7.5.2. Implementation of interventions to achieve

"Improvement iri the access to and quality of care [42
CFR438.330(d)(2)(ll)];

4.12.3.7.5.3. Evaluation of the effectiveness of the
interventions based on the performance measures
used as objective quality indicators [42 CFR
438.330(d)(2)(iii)]; and

4.12.3.7.5.4.Planning and initiation of activities for
increasing or sustaining improvement [42 CFR
438.330(d)(2)(iv)].

4.12.3.7.6 Each PIP shall be approved by DHHS and shall be
completed In a reasonable time period so as to generally permit
information on the success of PIPs in the aggregate to produce
new information on quality of care every year.
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4.12.3.7.7 In accordance with Exhibit 0, the MCO shall include in
its QAPI Plan, to be submitted to DHHS annually, the status and
results of each PIP conducted in the preceding twelve (12) months
and any changes it plans to make to PIPs or other MCO processes
in the coming years based on these results or other findings [42
CFR 438.330(d)(1) and (3)].

4.12.3.8 Member Experience of Care Survey

4.12.3.8.1 The MCO shall be responsible for administering the
Consumer Assessment of Healthcare Providers and Systems
(CAMPS) survey on an annual basis, and as required by NCQA for
Medicaid health plan accreditation for both adults and^hildren,
including;

4.12.3.8.1.1.CAMPS Health Plan Survey 5.0M, Adult
Version or later version as specified by DHHS;

4.12.3.8.1.2.CAMPS Health Plan Survey 5.0H, Child
Version with Children with Chronic Conditions
Supplement or later version as specified by DHHS.

4.12.3.8.2 Each CAMPS sun/ey administered by the MCO shall
include up to twelve (12) other supplemental questions for each
survey as defined by DHHS and indicated in Exhibit O.
Supplemental questions, including the number, are subject to
NCQA approval.

4.12.3.8.3 The MCO shall obtain DHHS approval of instruments
prior to fielding the CAMPS surveys.

4.12.3.9 Quality Measures

4.12.3.9.1 The MCO shall report the following quality measure
sets annually according to the current industry/regulatory standard
definitions, in accordance with Exhibit O [42 CFR 438.330(b)(2); 42
CFR 438.330(c)(1) and (2); 42 CFR 438.330(a)(2)]:

4.12.3.9.1.1.CMS Child Core Set of Health Care

Quality Measures for Medicaid and CHIP, as specified
by DHHS;

4.12.3.9.1.2.CMS Adult Core Set of Health Care

Quality Measures for Medicaid, as specified by DHHS;

4.12.3.9.1.3.NCQA Medicaid Accreditation measures,

which shall be generated without NCQA Allowable
Adjustments and validated by submission to NCQA;

4.12.3.9.1.4.All available CAMPS measures and

sections and additional supplemental questions defined
by DHHS;
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4.12.3.9.1.5.Any CMS-mandated measures [42 CFR
.  438.330(c)(1)(i)];

4.12.3.9.1.6. Select measures to monitor MCO Member
and Provider operational quality and Care Coordination
efforts:

4.12.3.9.1.7.Select measures specified by DHHS as
priority measures for use in assessing and addressing
local challenges to high-quality care and access; and

4.12.3.9.1.8.Measures Indicated by DHHS as a
requirement for fulfilling CMS waiver requirements.

4.12.3.9.2 Consistent with State and federal law, and utilizing all
applicable and appropriate agreements as required under State
and federal law to maintain confidentiality of protected health
information, the MCO shall collaborate in data collection with the
Integrated Delivery Networks for clinical data collected for quality
and performance measures common between the MCM program
and the DSRIP program to reduce duplication of effort in collection
of data.

4.12.3.9.3 The MCO shall report all quality measures in
accordance with Exhibit 0. regardless of vrfiether the MCO has
achieved accreditation from NCQA.

4.12.3.9.4 The MCO shall submit all quality measures in the
formats and schedule in Exhibit 0 or otherwise identified by DHHS.
This includes , as determined by DHHS:

4.12.3.9.4.1.Gain access to and utilize the NH
Medicaid Quality Information System, including
participating in any DHHS-required training necessary;

4.12.3.9.4.2.Attend all meetings with the relevant MCO
subject matter experts to discuss specifications for data
Indicated in Exhibit O; and

4.12.3.9.4.3.Communicate and distribute all
specifications and templates provided by DHHS for
measures in Exhibit 0 to all MCO subject matter
experts involved in the production of data in Exhibit 0.

4.12.3.9.5 If additional measures are added to the NCQA or CMS
measure sets, the MCO shall include any such new measures in its
reports to DHHS.

4.12.3.9.6 For measures that are no longer part of the measure
sets. DHHS may. at its option, continue to require those measures;
any changes to MCO quality measure reporting requirements shall
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be communicated to MCOs and documented within a format similar
to Exhibit O.

4.12.3.9.7 DHHS shali provide the MCO with ninety (90) calendar
days of notice of any additions or modifications to the measures
and quality measure specifications.

4.12.3.9.8 At such time as DHHS provides access to Medicare
data sets to the MCO. the MCO shali integrate expanded Medicare
data sets into its QAPI Plan and Care Coordination and Quality
Programs, and include a systematic and ongoing process for
monitoring, evaiuating, and improving the quality and
appropriateness of services provided to Medicaid-Medicare dual
Members. The MCO shali:

4.12.3.9.8.1.Collect data, and monitor and evaluate for
improvements to physical health outcomes, behavioral
health outcomes and psycho-social outcomes resulting
from Care Coordination of the dual Memljers;

4.12.3.9.8.2. Include Medicare data in DHHS quality
reporting; and

4.12.3.9.8.3.Sign data use Agreements and submit
data management pians, as required by CMS.

4.12.3.9.9 For failure to submit required reports and quality data to
QHHS_ nCQA. the EQRO, and/or other DHHS-identified entities,
the MCO shaii be subject to iiquidated damages as further
described in Section 5.5.2 (Liquidated Damages).

4.12.4 Evaluation

4.12.4.1 DHHS shall, at a minimum, collect the following information, and
the information specified throughout the Agreement and within Exhibit 0,
in order to improve the performance of the MCM program [42 CFR
438.66(c)(6)-(8)]:

4.12.4.1.1 Performance on required quailty measures; and

4.12.4.1.2 The MCQ's QAPI Plan.

4.12.4.2 Starting in the second year of the Term of this Agreement, the
MCO shall include in its QAPI Plan a detailed report of the MCQ's
performance against its QAPI Plan throughout the duration of the
preceding twelve (12) months, and how its deveiopment of the proposed,
updated QAPi plan has taken those results into account. The report shall
include detailed information related to:

4.12.4.2.1 Completed and ongoing quality management activities,
including all delegated functions;
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4.12.4.2.2 Performance trends on QAPI measures to assess
performance In quality of care and quality of service (QOS) for all
activities identified in the QAPI Plan;

4.12.4.2.3 An analysis of whether there have been any
demonstrated improvements in the quality of care or service for all
activities identified in the QAPI Plan;

4.12.4.2.4 An analysis of actions taken by the MCO based on
MCO specific recommendations identified by the EQRO's
Technical Report and other Quality Studies; and

4.12.4.2.5 An evaluation of the overall effectiveness of the MCC's
quality management program, including an analysis of barriers and
recommendations for improvement.

4.12.4.3 The annual evaluation report, developed in accordance with
Exhibit O, shall be reviewed and approved by the MCC's governing body
and submitted to DHHS for review [42 CFR 438.330(e)(2)].

4.12.4.4 The MCO shall establish a mechanism for periodic reporting of
QAPI activities to its governing body, practitioners, Members, and
appropriate MCO staff, as well as for posting on the web.

4.12.4.5 In accordance with Exhibit 0, the MCO shall ensure that the
findings, conclusions, recommendations, actions taken, and results of QM
activity are'documented and reported on a semi-annual basis to DHHS
and reviewed by the appropriate individuals vflthin the organization.

4.12.5 Accountability for Quality Improvement

4.12.5.1 External Quality Review

4.12.5.1.1 The MCO shall collaborate and cooperate fully with
-  - -- . _ -DHHS'sEQROJn the conducting of CMS _EQR_a_ct|ylt[estoJdentify

opportunities for MCO improvement [42 CFR 438.358].

4.12.5.1.2 Annually, the MCO shall undergo external independent
reviews of the quality, timeliness, and access to services for
Members [42 CFR 438.350].

4.12.5.1.3 To facilitate this process, the MCO shall supply
information. Including but not limited to; . '

4.12.5.1.3.1.Claims data,

4.12.5.1.3.2.Medical records,

4.12.5.1.3.3.Operational process details, and

4.12.5.1.3.4.Source code used to calculate
performance measures to the EQRO as specified by
DHHS.
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4.12.5.2 Auto-Assignment Algorithm

4.12.5.2.1 As indicated In Section 4.3.6 (Auto-Assignment) the
aut^assignrnent algorithm shall, overtime, reward high-performing
MCOs that offer high-quality, accessible care to its Members.

measures used to determine auto-assignment
shall be aligned with the priority measures assigned to the MCO
withhold program, as determined by DHHS.

4.12.5.3 Quality Performance Withhold

4.12.5.3.1 As described In Section 5.4 (MCM Withhold and
Incentive Program), the MCM program incorporates a withhold and
incentive arrangement; the MCO's performance In the program
may be assessed on the basis of the MCO's quality performance
as determined by DHHS and indicated to the MCO In annual
guidance.

V M selection of measuresshall include, but are not limited to:

4.12.5.3.2.1.Utilization measures, including appropriate
use of the ED, reduction in preventable admissions,
and/or 30-day hospital readmission for all causes;

4.12.5.3.2.2.Measures related to the timeliness of
prenatal and postpartum care and in improved
outcomes related to NAS births;

4.12.5.3.2.3.Successful integration of physical and
behavioral health, including timeliness of a follow-up
after a mental illness or Substance Use Disorder
inpatient or residential admission;

4.12.5.3.2.4. Reduction in polypharmacy resulting in
drug interaction harm; and

4.12.5.3.2.5.Certain clinical and non-clinical quality
measures for which there is ample opportunity for
improved MCO performance.

4-13 Network Management

4.13.1 Network Requirements

4.13.1.1 The MCO shall maintain and monitor a network of appropriate
Participating Providers that is:

4.13.1.1.1 Supported by written agreements; and
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4 13.1.1.2 SufTicient to provide adequate access to all services
covered under this Agreement for all Members, including those with.
LEP or disabilities. [42 CFR 438.206(b)(1)]

4.13.1.2 In developing its network, the MCO's Provider selection policies
and procedures shall not discriminate against Providers that serve high-
risk populations or specialize in conditions that require costly treatment [42
CFR 438.214(0)].

4 13.1.3 The MOO shall not employ or contract with Providers excluded
from participation in federal health care programs [42 CFR 438.214(d)(1)].
4.13.1.4 The MCO shall not employ or contract with Providers who fail to
provide Equal Access to services.

4.13.1.5 The MCO shall ensure its Participabng Providers and
Subcontractors meet all state and federal eligibility criteria, reporting
requirements, and any other applicable statutory rules and/or regulations
related to this Agreement. [42 CFR 438.230]

4.13.1.6 All Participating Providers shall be licensed and or certified in
accordance with the laws of NH and not be under sanction or exclusion
from any Medicare or Medicaid program. Participating Providers shall have
a NH Medicaid identification number and unique National Provider
Identifier (NPI) for every Provider type in accordance with 45 CFR 162,
Subpart D.

4 13.1.7 The MCO shall provide reasonable and adequate hours of
operation, including twenty-four (24) hour availability of information,
referral, and treatment for Emergency Medical Conditions.

4.13.1.8 The MCO shall make arrangements with or referrals to, a
sufficient number of physicians and other practitioners to ensure that the

• services under this Agreement caa be furnished promptly and without
compromising the quality of care. [42 CFR 438.3(q)(1): 42 CFR

. 438.3(q)(3)]

4.13.1.9 The MCO shall permit Non-Participating IHCPs to refer an
American Indian/Alaskan Native Member to a Participating Provider. [42
CFR 438.14(b)(6)]

4.13.1.10 The MCO shall implement and maintain arrangements or
■  procedures that include provisions to verify, by sampling or other methods,

whether services that have been represented to have been delivered by
Participating Providers were received by Members and the application of
such verification processes on a regular basis. [42 CFR 438.608(a)(5)]
4.13.1.11 When contracting with DME Providers, the MCO shall contract
with and have In its network all Willing Providers in the state.
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4.13.2 Provider Enrollment

4 13.2.1 The MCO shall ensure that Its Participating Providers are
enrolled with NH Medicaid.

4.13.2.2 The MCO shall prepare and submit a Participating Provider
report during the Readiness Review period in a format prescribed by

■DHHS for determination of the MCO's network adequacy.
413.2.2.1 The report shall Identify fully credentialed and
contracted Providers, and prospective Participating Providers.
4.13.2.2.2 Prospective Participating Providers shall have executed
letters of intent to contract with the MCO.
4 13 2 2 3 The MCO shall confirm its provider network with DHHS
and post to Its website no later than thirty (30) calendar days prior
to the Member enrollment period.

4 13 2 3 The MCO shall not discriminate relative to the participation,
reimbursement, or Indemnification of any Provider who Is acting^within the
scope of his or her license or certification under applicable State law,
solely on the basis of that license or certification.
4 13 2 4 If the MCO declines to include individual Provider or Provider
groups In Its network, the MCO shall give ajfected Pro^^^^^^
notice of the reason for its decision. [42 CFR 438.12(a)(1), 42 CFR
438.214(c)]

4.13.2.5 The requirements in 42 CFR 438.12(a) shall not be construed to.
4.13.2.5.1 Require the MCO to contract with Providers beyond the
number necessary to meet the needs of its Members,
4.13.2.5.2 Preclude the MCO from using different reimbursement
amounts for different specialties or for different practitioners in the
same specialty; or

4 13 2 5 3 Preclude the MCO from establishing measures that are
designed to maintain QOS and control costs and Is consistent wth
its responsibilities to Members. [42 CFR 438.12(a)(1); 42 CFR
438.12(b)(1)-(3)]

4 13 2 6 The MCO shall ensure that Participating Providers are enrolledwith . DHHS Medicaid as Medicaid Providers co"sistem ^h Provid^^^^
disclosure, screening and enrollment requirements. [42 CFR 438.608(D),
42 CFR 455.100-106; 42 CFR 455.400 - 470]

4.13.3 Provider Screening, Credentlailng and Re-Credentlaling
4.13.3.1 DHHS shall screen and enroll, and periodically revalidate aH
MCO Participating Providers as Medicaid Providers. [42 CFR
438.602(b)(1)].
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4.13.3.2 The MCO shall rely on DHHS's NH Medlcaid providers'
affirmative screening In accordance with federal requirements and the
current NCQA Standards and Guidelines for the credentialing and re-
credentlaling of licensed Independent Providers and Provider groups with
whom it contracts or employs and who fall within its scope of authority and
action. [42 CFR 455.410; 42 CFR 438.206)(b)(6)]

4.13.3.3 The MCO shall utilize a universal provider datasburce, at no
charge to the provider, to reduce administrative requirements and
streamline data collection during the credentialing and re-credentialing
process.

4.13.3.4 The MCO shall demonstrate that its Participating Providers are
credentialed, and shall comply with any additional Provider selection
requirements established by DHHS. [42 CFR 438.12(a)(2); 42 CFR
438.214(b)(1); 42 CFR 438.214(c); 42 CFR 438.214(e); 42 CFR
438.206(b)(6)]

4.13.3.5 The MCO's Provider selection policies and procedures shall
include a documented process for credentialing and re-credentialing
Providers who have signed contracts with the MCO. [42 CFR 438.214(b)]

4.13.3.6 The MCO shall submit for DHHS review during the Readiness
Review period, policies and procedures for onboarding Participating
Providers, which shall Include its subcontracted entity's policies and
procedures.

4.13.3.7 For Providers not currently enrolled with NH Medlcaid, the MCO
shall:

4.13.3.7.1 Make reasonable efforts to streamline the credentialing
process in collaboration with DHHS;

4.13.3.7.2 ..Conduct., outreach to prospective Participating
Providers within ten (10) business days after the MCO receives
notice of the Providers' desire to enroll with the MCO;

4.13.3.7.3 Concurrently work through MCO and DHHS contracting
and credentialing processes with Providers in an effort to expedite
the Providers' network status; and

4.13.3.7.4 Educate prospective Participating Providers on optional
Member treatment and payment options while credentialing is
undenvay, including:

4.13.3.7.4.1. Authorization of out-of-network services;

4.13.3.7.4.2.Single case agreements for an Individual
Member; and

4.13.3.7.4.3.Tf agreed upon by the prospedlve
Participating Provider, an opportunity for the Provider
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to accept a level of risk to receive payment after
affirmative credentialing Is completed in exchange for
the prospective Participating Provider's compliance
with network requirements and practices.

4.13.3.8 The MCO shall process credentialing applications from all types
of Providers within prescribed timeframes as follows:

4.13.3.8.1 For PCPs, within thirty (30) calendar days of receipt of
clean and complete credentialing applications; and

4.13.3.8.2 For specialty care Providers, within forty-five (45)
calendar days of receipt of clean and complete-credentialing
applications;

4.13.3.8.3 For any Provider submitting new or missing information
for its credentialing application, the MCO shall act upon the new or
updated information within ten (10) business days.

4.13.3.9 The start time for the.approval process begins when the MOD
has received a Provider's clean and complete application, and ends on the
date of the Provider's written notice of network status.

4.13.3.10 A "clean and complete" application is an application that is
signed and appropriately dated by the Provider, and includes:

4.13.3.10.1 Evidence of the Provider's NH Medicaid ID; and

4.13.3.10.2 Other applicable information to support the Provider
application, including Provider explanations related to quality and
clinical competence satisfactory to the MOD.

4.13.3.11 In the event the MCO does not process a Provider's clean and
complete credentialing application within the timeframes set forth in this
Section 4.13.3 of the Agreement, the MCO shall pay the Provider
retroactive to thirty (30) calendar days or forty five (45) calendar days after
receipt of the Provider's clean and complete application, depending on the
prescribed timeframe for the Provider type as defined in 4.13.3.8 above.

4.13.3.12 For each day a clean and complete application is delayed
beyond the prescribed timeframes in this Agreement as determined by
periodic audit of the MCO's Provider enrollment records by DHHS or its
designee, the MCO shall be fined in accordance with Exhibit N (Liquidated
Damages Matrix).

. 4.13.3.13 Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed to require the
MCO to select a health care professional as a Participating Provider solely
because the health care professional meets the NH Medicaid screening
and credentialing verification standards, or to prevent an MCO from
utilizing additional criteria in selecting the health care professionals with
whom it contracts.
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4.13.4 Provider Engagement

4.13.4.1 Provider Support Services

4.13.4.1.1 The MCO shall develop and make available Provider
support services which include, at a minimum:

4''13.4.1.1.1.A website with information and a
dedicated contact number to assist and support
Providers who are interested In becoming Participating
Providers;

4 13.4.1.1.2. A dedicated contact number to MCO staff
located in New Hampshire available from 8:00 a.m. to
6 00 p.m. Monday through Friday and 9:00 a.m. to
12 00 p.m. on Saturday for the purposes of answenng

.  questions related tq contracting, billing and service
provision.

4.13.4.1.1.S.Ability for Providers to contact the MCO
regarding contracting, billing, and service provisions;
4 13 4 1 1.4.Training specific to integration of physical
and behavioral health, person-centered Care
Management, social determinants of health, and
quality;

4 13 4 115 Training curriculum, to be developed, in
coordination with DHHS, > that addresses clinical
components necessary to meet the needs of Childreri
with Special Health Care Needs. Examples of clm^I
topics shall include: federal requirements for EPSDT;
unique needs of Children with Special Health Care
Needs; family-driven, youth-guided, person-centered
treatment planning and service provisions; impact of
adverse childhood experiences; utilization of evidence-
based practices; trauma-informed care; Recovery and
resilience principles: and the value of person-centered
Care Management that includes meaningful
engagement of families/caregivers;
4.13.4.1.1.e.Training on billing and required
documentation;

4.13.4.1.1.7.Assistance and/or guidance on identified
opportunities for quality improvement;
4.13.4.1.1.B.Training to Providers in supporting and
assisting Members in grievances and appeals, as
noted in Section 4.5.1 (General Requirements); and
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4.13.4.1.1.9.Training to Providers in MCO claims
submittal through the MCO Provider portal.

4.13.4.1.2 The MCO shall establish and maintain, a Provider
services function to respond timely and adequately to Provider
questions, comments, and inquiries.

4.13.4.1.3 As part of this function, the MCO shall operate a toll-
free telephone line (Provider service line) from, at minimum, eight
(8:00) am to five (5:00) pm EST, Monday through Friday, with the
exception of DHHS-approved holidays. The Provider call center
shall meet the following minimum standards, which may be
modified by DHHS as necessary:

4.13.4.1.3.1.Call abandonment rate: fewer than frve
percent (5%) of all calls shall be abandoned;

4.13.4.1.3.2;Average speed of answer: eighty percent
(80%) of all calls shall be answered with live voice
within thirty (30) seconds;

4.13.4.1.3.3.Average speed of voicemail response:
ninety percent (90%) of voicemail messages shall be
responded to no later than the next business day
(defined as Monday through Friday, with the exception
of DHHS-approved holidays).

4.13.4.1.4 The MCO shall ensure that, after regular business
hours, the Provider inquiry line is answered by an automated
system with the capability to provide callers wth information
regarding operating hours and instructions on how to verify
enrollment for a Member.

4.13.4.1.5 The MCO shall have a process in place to handle after-
hours inquiries from Providers seeking a service authorization for a
Member with an urgent or emergency medical or behavioral health
condition.

4.13.4.1.6 The MCO shall track the use of State-selected and
nationally recognized clinical Practice Guidelines for Children with
Special Health Care Needs.

4.13.4.1.7 DHHS may provide additional guidelines to MCOs
pertaining to evidence-based practices related to the following:
Trauma-Focused Cognitive Behavioral Therapy; Trauma Informed
Child-Parent Psychotherapy; Multi-systemic Therapy; Functional
Family Therapy; Multi-Dimensional Treatment Foster Care; DBT;
Multidimensional Family Therapy; Adolescent Community
Reinforcement; and Assertive Continuing Care.
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4.13.4.1.8 The MCO shall track and trend Provider inquiries,
complaints and requests for information and take systemic action
as necessary and appropriate pursuant to Exhibit 0.

4.13.4.2 Provider Advisory Board

4 13.4.2.1 The MCO shall develop and facilitate an active Provider
Advisory Board that is composed of a broad spectrum of Provider
types. Provider representation on the Provider Advisory Board shall
draw from and be reflective of Member needs and should ensure
accurate and tirhely feedback on the MOM program, and shall
include representation from at least one (1) FQHC, at least one (1)
CMH Program, and at least one Integrated Delivery Network (ION).
4.13.4.2.2 The Provider Advisory Board should meet face-to-face
or via webinar or conference call a minimum of four (4) times each
Agreement year. Minutes of the Provider Advisory Board meetings
shall be provided to DHHS upon request.

4.13.6 Provider Contract Requirements

4.13.5.1 General Provisions

4.13.5.1.1 The MCO's agreement with health care Providers shall:
4.13.5.1.1.1. Be in writing,

4.13.5.1.1.2. Be in compliance with applicable State
and federal laws and regulations, and

4.13.5.1.1.3.lnclude the
Agreement,

requirements in this

4.13.5.1.2 The MCO shall submit all model Provider contracts to
DHHS for review before execution of the Provider contracts with
NH Medicaid Providers. - — - - - ■

4.13.5.1.3- The MCO shall re-submit the model Provider contracts
any time it makes substantive modifications.
4.13.5.1.4 DHHS retains the right to reject or require changes to
any Provider contract.

4.13.5.1.5 In all contracts with Participating Providers, the MCO
shall comply with requirements in 42 CFR 438.214 and RSA 420-
J:4, w/hich includes selection and retention of Participating
Providers, credentialing and re-credentialing requirements, and
non-discrimination.

4.13.5.1.6 In all contracts with Participating Providers, the MCO
shall follow a documented process for credentialing and re-
credentialing of Participating Providers. [42 CFR 438.12(a)(2); 42
CFR 438.214(b)(2)]
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4.13.5.1.7 The MCO's Participating Providers shall not
discriminate against eligible Members because of race, color,
creed, religion, ancestry, marital status, sexual orientation, sexual
identity, national origin, age, sex, physical or mental handicap in
accordance with Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 42 U.S.C.
Section 2000d, Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, 29
U.S.C. Section 794, the ADA of 1990, 42 U.S.C. Section 12131
and rules and regulations promulgated pursuant thereto, or as
otherwise provided by law or regulation.

4.13.5.1.8 The MCO shall require Participating Providers and
Subcontractors to not discriminate against eligible persons or
Members on the basis of their health or behavioral health history,
health or behavioral health status, their need for health care
services, amount payable to the MCO on the basis of the eligible
person's actuarial class, or pre-existing medical/health conditions.

4.13.5.1.9 The MCO shall keep participating physicians and other
Participating Providers informed and engaged in the QAPI program
and related activities, as described in Section 4.12.3 (Quality
Assessment and Performance Improvement Program).

4.13.5.1.10The MCO shall include in Provider pontracts a
requirement securing cooperation with the QAPI program, and shall
align the QAPI program to other MCO Provider initiatives, including
Advanced Payment Models (APMs), further described in Section
4.14 (Alternative Payment Models).

4.13.5.1.11 The MCO may execute Participating Provider
agreements, pending the outcome of screening and enrollment in
NH Medicaid, of up to one hundred and twenty (120) calendar days
duration but shall terminate a Participating Provider immediately
upon notification from DHHS that the Participating Provider cannot
be enrolled, or the expiration of one (1) one hundred and twenty
(120) day period without enrollment of the Provider, and notify
affected Members. [42 CFR 438.602(b)(2)]

4.13.5.1.12The MCO shall maintain a Provider relations presence
in NH, as approved by DHHS.

4.13.5.1.13The MCO shall prepare and issue Provider Manual(s)
upon request to all newly contracted and credentialed Providers
and all Participating Providers, including any necessary specialty
manuals (e.g., behavioral health).

4.13.5.1.13.1. The Provider manual shall be available

and easily accessible on the web and updated no less
than annually.
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413 5 1 14 The MCO shall provide training to all Participating
Providers and their staff regarding the requirements of this
Agreement, including the grievance and appeal system.

4.13.5.1.14.1. The MCO's Provider training shall be
completed within thirty (30) calendar days of entering
into a contract with a Provider.

4.13.5.1.14.2. The MCO shall provide ongoing
training to new and existing Providers as required by
the MCO, or as required by DHHS.

4.13.5.1.15 Provider materials shall comply with State and federal
laws and DHHS and NHID requirements.

4.13.5.1:16 The MCO shall submit any Provider Manual(s) and
Provider training materials to DHHS for review during the
Readiness Review period and sixty (60) calendar days prior to any
substantive revisions.

4.13.5.1.17 Any revisions required by DHHS shall be provided to
the MCO within thirty (30) calendar days.

4.13.5.1.18The MCO Provider Manual shall consist of. at a
minimum:

4.13.5.1.18.1. A description of the MCO's enrollment
and credentialing process;

4 13.5.1.18.2. How to access MCO Provider relations
assistance;

4.13.5.1.18.3. A description of the MCO's medical
management and Case Management programs;

-  4 13 5.1.18.4.-Detail on the MCO's Prior Authorization
processes;

4.13.5.1.18.5. A description of the Covered Services
and Benefits for Members, including EPSDT and
pharmacy;

4.13.5.1.18.6. A description of Emergency Services
coverage;

4.13.5.1.18.7.

4.13.5.1.18.8.

processes; and

4.13.5.1.18.9. The

■  Grievance System.

Member parity;

The MCO Payment policies and

MCO Member and Provider
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4.13.5.1.19 The MCO shall require that Providers not bill Members
for Covered Services any amount greater than the Medicaid cost-
sharing owed by the Member (i.e., no balance billing by Providers).
[Section 1932(b)(6) of the Social Security Act; 42 CFR 438.3(k); 42
CFR 438.230(c)(1)-(2)]

4.13.5.1.20 In all contracts with Participating Providers, the MCO
shall require Participating Providers to remain neutral when

. assisting potential Members and Members with enrollment
decisions.

4.13.5.2 Compliance with MCO Policies and Procedures

4.13.5.2.1 The MCO shall require Participating Providers to
comply with all MCO policies and procedures, including without
limitation:

4.13.5.2.1.1.The MCO's DRA policy;

4.13.5.2.1.2.The Provider Manual;

4.13.5.2.1.3. The MCO's Compliance Program;

4.13.5.Z1.4.The MCO's Grievance and Appeals and
Provider Appeal Processes;

4.13.5.2.1.5.Clean Claims and Prompt Payment
requirements;

4.13.5.2.1.6. ADA requirements;

4.13.5.2.1.7.Clinical Practice Guidelines; and

4.13.5.2.1.8. Prior Authorization requirements.

4.13.5.3 The MCO shall inform Participating Providers, at the time they
enter into a contract with the MCO, about the following requirements, as
described in Section 4.5 (Member Grievances and Appeals), of:

4.13.5.3.1 Member grievance, appeal, and fair hearing procedures
and timeframes;

4.13.5.3.2 The Member's right to file grievances and appeals and
the requirements and timeframe for filing;

4.13.5.3.3 The availability of assistance to the Member with filing
grievances and appeals; [42 CFR 438.414; 42 CFR
438.10(g)(2)(xi)(A)-(C)]

4.13.5.3.4 The Member's right to request a State fair hearing after
the MCO has made a determination on a Member's appeal which is
adverse to the Member; and [42 CFR 438.414; 42 CFR
438.10(g)(2)(xi)(D)]
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4.13.5.3.5 The Member's right to request continuation of benefits
that the MCO seeks to reduce or terminate during an appeal of
State fair hearing filing, if filed within the permissible timeframes,
although the Member may be liable for the cost of any continued
benefits while the appeal or State fair hearing is pending if the final
decision is adverse to the Member. [42 CFR 438:414; 42 CFR
438.10(g){2)(xi)(E)] -

4.13.5.4 Member Hold Harmless

4.13.5.4.1 The Provider shall agree to hold the Member harmless
for the costs of Medically Necessary Covered Services except for
applicable cost sharing and patient liability amounts indicated by
DHHS in this Agreement [RSA 420-J;8.l.(a)]

4.13.5.5 Requirement to Return Overpayment

4.13.5.5.1 The Provider shall comply with the Affordable Care Act'
and the MCO's policies and procedures that require the Provider to
report and return any Overpayments identified within sixty (60)
calendar days from the date the Overpayment is Identified, and to
notify the MCO in writing of the reason for the Overpayment. [42
CFR 438.608(d)(2)]

4.13.5.5.2 Overpayments that are not returned within sixty (60)
calendar days from the date the Overpayment was identified may
be a violation of State or federal law.

4.13.5.6 Background Screening

4.13.5.6.1 The Provider shall screen its staff prior to contracting
with the MCO and monthly thereafter against the Exclusion Lists.

4.13.5.6.1.1. In the event the Provider identifies that
any of its staff is" listed on Thy of the "Exclusion'Lists;
the Provider shall notify the MCO within three (3)
business days of learning of that such staff Member is
listed on any of the Exclusion Lists and immediately
remove such person from providing services under the
agreement with the MCO.

4.13.5.7 Books and Records Access

4.13.5.7.1 The Provider shall maintain books, records,
documents, and other evidence pertaining to services rendered,
equipment, staff, financial records, medical records, and the
administrative costs and expenses incurred pursuant to this
Agreement as well as medical information relating to the Members
as required for the purposes of audit, or administrative, civil and/or
criminal investigations and/or prosecution or for the purposes of
complying vrith the requirements. ^
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4.13.5.7.2 The Provider shall make available, for the purposes of
an audit, evaluation, or inspection by the MCO, DHHS, MFCU,
DOJ, the OIG, and the Comptroller General or their respective
designees:

4.13.5.7.3 Its premises,

4.13.5.7.4 Physical facilities,

4.13.5.7.5 Equipment,

4.13.5.7.6 Books,

4.13.5.7.7 Records,

4.13.5.7.8 Contracts, and

4.13.5.7.9 Computer, or other electronic systems relating to its
Medicaid Members.

4.13.5.7.10These records, books, documents, etc., shall be
available for any authorized State or federal agency, including but
not limited to the MCO, DHHS, MFCU, DOJ, and the OIG or their
respective designees, ten (10) years from the final date of the
Agreement period or from the date of completion of any audit,
whichever is later.

4.13.5.8 Continuity of Care

4.13.5.8.1 The MCO shall require that all Participating Providers
comply with MCO and State policies related to transition of care
policies set forth by DHHS and included in the DHHS model
Member Handbook.

4.13.5.9 Anti-Gag Clause

4.13.5.9.1 The MCO shall not prohibit, or othenvise restrict, a
Provider acting within the lawful scope of practice, from advising or
advocating on behalf of a Member who is his or her patient;

4.13.5.9.1.1.For the Member's health status, medical
care, or treatment options, including any attemative
treatment that may be self-administered;

4.13.5.9.1.2. For any information the Member needs in
order to decide among all relevant treatment options;

4.13.5.9.1.3.For the risks, benefits, and consequences

of treatment or non-treatment; or

4.13.5.9.1.4.For the Member's right to participate in
decisions regarding his or her health care, including the
right to refuse treatment, and to express preferences
about future treatment decisions.[Section1923(b)(3)(D)
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of the Social Security Act; 42 CFR 438.102(a){1)(i)-(iv);
.  SMDL 2/20/98]

4.13.5.9.2 The MCO shall not take punitive action against a
Provider who either requests an expedited resolution or supports a
Member's appeal, consistent with the requirements in Section 4.5.5
(Expedited Appeal). [42 CFR 438.410(b)]

4.13.5.10 Anti-Discrimination

4 13 5101The MOO shall not discriminate with respect to
participation, reimbursement, or indemnification as to any Provider
who is acting within the scope of the Provider's license or
certification under applicable State law. solely on the basis of such
license or certification or against any Provider that serves high- risk
populations or specializes in conditions that require costly
treatment.

4.13.5.10.2 This paragraph shall not be construed to prohibit an
organization from:

4.13.5.10.2.1. Including Providers only to the e^ent
necessary to meet the needs of the organization's
Members,

4 13 5 10 2 2. Establishing any measure designed to
maintain quality and control costs consistent vnth the
responsibilities of the organization, or

4 -13 5/10.2.3. Using different reimbursement amounts
for different specialties or for different practitioners in
the same specialty.

4 13 5 10 3 If the MCO declines to include individual or groups of
■  pFo^i?sinTtrhWdTk. it shall give the affected Providers-written -

notice of the reason for the decision.

4.13.5.10.4 In all contracts with Participating Providers, the MCO's
Provider selection policies and procedures shall not discriminate
against particular Providers that service high-risk ^
specialize in conditions that require costly treatment. [42 CFK
438.12(a)(2); 42 CFR 438.214(c)]

4.13.5.11 Access and Availability

4 13 5 11 1 The MCO shall ensure that Providers comply with the
time" and distance and wait standards, including but
those described in Section 4.7.3 (Time and Distance Standards)
and Section 4.7.3.4 (Additional Provider Standards).

4.13.5.12 Payment Models
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4.13.5.12.1 The MCO shall negotiate rates with Providers in
accordance with Section ,4.14 (Alternative Payment Models) and
Section 4.15 (Provider Payments) of this Agreement, unless
othenwise specified by DHHS (e.g., for Substance Use Disorder
Provider rates).

4.13.5.12.2 The MCO Provider contract shall contain full and timely
disclosure of the method and amount of compensation, payments,
or other consideration, to be made to and received by the Provider
from the MCO, including for Providers paid by an MCO
Subcontractor, such as the PBM.

4.13.5.12.3 The MCO Provider contract shall detail how the MCO
shall meet its reporting obligations to Providers as described virithin
this Agreement.

4.13.5.13 Non-Exclusivity

4.13.5.13.1 The MCO shall not require a Provider or Provider group
to enter into an exclusive contracting arrangement \with the MCO as
a condition for network participation.

4.13.5.14 Proof of Membership

4.13.5.14.1 The MCO Provider contract shall require Providers in
the MCO network to accept the Member's Medicaid identification
card as proof of enrollment in the MCO until the Member receives
his/her MCO identification card.

4.13.5.15 Other Provisions

4.13.5.15.1 The MCO's Provider contract shall also contain:

4.13.5.15.1.1. All required activities and obligations of
the Provider and related reporting responsibilities.

4.13.5.15.1.2. Requirements to comply with all
applicable Medicaid laws, regulations, including
applicable subregulatory guidance and applicable
provisions of this Agreement.

4.13.5.15.1.3. A requirement to notify the MCO within
one (1) business day of being cited by any State or
federal regulatory authority.

4.13.6 Reporting

4 13 6 1 The MCO shall comply with and complete all reporting in
accordance v/ith Exhibit O, this Agreement, and as further specified by
DHHS.

4.13.6.2 The MCO shall implement and maintain arrangements or
procedures for notification to DHHS when it receives information about a
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change in a Participating Provider's circumstances that may affect the
Participating Provider's eligibility to participate in the managed care
program, including the termination of the Provider agreement with the
MCO. [42 CFR 438.608(a){4)l

4.13.6.3 The MCO shall notify DHHS within seven (7) calendar days of
any significant changes to the.Participating Provider network.

4.13.6.4 -^As part of the notice, the MCO shall submit a Transition Plan to
DHHS to address continued Member access to needed service and how

the MCO shall maintain compliance with its contractual obligations for
Member access to needed services.

4.13.6.5 A significant change is defined as:

4.13.6.5.1 A decrease in the total number of POPs by more than
five percent (5%);

4.13.6.5.2 A loss of all Providers in a specific specialty where
another Provider in that specialty is not available within time and
distance standards outlined in Section 4.7.3 (Time and Distance
Standards) of this Agreement;

4.13.6.5.3 A loss of a hospital in an area where another
contracted hospital of equal service ability is not available within
time and distance standards outlined' in Section 4.7.3 (Time and
Distance Standards) of this Agreement; and/or

4.13.6.5.4 Other adverse changes to . the composition of the
network, which impair or deny the Members' adequate access to
Participating Providers.

4.13.6.6 The MCO shall provide ^to DHHS and/or its DHHS
Subcontractors (e.g;, the EQRO) Provider participation reports on an
annual~basis~or as 'othenvise determined by 'DHHS in -accordance -with
Exhibit 0; these may include but are not limited to Provider participation by
geographic location, categories of service. Provider type categories.
Providers with open panels, and any other codes necessary to determine
the adequacy and extent of participation and service delivery and analyze
Provider service capacity in terms of Member access to health care.

4.14 Alternative Payment Models

4.14.1 As required by the special terms and conditions of The NH Building
Capacity for Transformation waiver, NH is implementing a strategy to expand use
of APMs that promote the goals of the Medicaid program to provide the right care
at the right time, and in the right place through the delivery of high-quality, cost-
effective care for the whole person, and in a manner that is transparent to DHHS,
Providers, and the stakeholder community.
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4.14.2 In developing and refining Its APM strategy, DHHS relies on the
framework established by the Health Care Payment beaming and Action Network
APM framework (or the "HOP-LAN APM framework") in order to:

4.14.2.1 Clearly and effectively communicate DHHS requirements
through use of the defined categories established by HCP^LAN;

4.14.2.2 Encourage the MCO to align MCM APM offerings to other
payers' APM initiatives to minimize Provider burden; and

4.14.2.3 Provide an established framework for monitoring MCO
perfonrnance on APMs.

4.14.3 Prior to and/or over the course of the Term of this Agreement, DHHS
shall develop the DHHS Medicaid APM Strategy, which may result In additional
guidance, templates, worksheets and other materials that elucidate the
requirements to which the MCO Is subject under this Agreement.

4.14.4 Within the guidance parameters established and issued by DHHS and
subject to DHHS approval, the MCO shall have flexibility to design Qualifying
APMs (as defined in Section 4.14 of this Agreement) consistent with the DHHS
Medicaid APM strategy and in conformance with CMS guidance.

4.14.5 The MCO shall support DHHS in developing the DHHS Medicaid APM
Strategy through participation in stakeholder meetings and planning efforts,
providing all required and otherwise requested information related to APMs,
sharing data and analysis, and other activities as specified by DHHS.

4.14.6 For any APMs that direct the MCO's expenditures under 42 CFR
438.6(c)(1)(i) or (ii), the MCO and DHHS shall ensure that it:

4.14.6.1 Makes participation in the APM available, using the same terms
of perfoiimance, to a class of Providers providing services under the
contract related to the reform or improvement initiative;

4.14.6.2 Uses a common set of performance measures across all the
Providers;

4.14.6.3 Does not set the amount or frequency of the expenditures; and

4.14.6.4 Does not permit DHHS to recoup any unspent funds allocated
for these arrangements from the MCO. [42 CFR 438.6(c)I

4.14.7 Required Use of Alternative Payment Models Consistent with the
New Hampshire Building Capacity for Transformation Waiver

4.14.7.1 Consistent with the requirements set forth in the special terms
and conditions of NH's Building Capacity for Transformation waiver, the
MCO shall ensure through its APM Implementation Plan (as described In
Section 4.14) that fifty percent (50%) of all MCO medical expenditures are
In Qualifying APMs, as defined by DHHS, within the first twelve (12)
months of this Agreement, subject to the fpllowing exceptions:
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4.14.7.1.1 If the MCO is newly participating in the MCM program
as of the Program Start Date, the MCO shall have eighteen (18)
months to meet this requirement; and

4.14.7.1.2 If the MCO determines that circumstances materially
Inhibit its ability to meet the ARM implementation requirement, the
MCO shall detail to DHHS in its proposed APM Implementation
Plan an extension request: the reasons for its Inability to meet the
requirements of this section and any additional information required
by DHHS.

4.14.7.1.2.1. If approved by DHHS, the MCO may use
its alternative approach, but only for the period of time
requested and approved by DHHS, which is not to
exceed an additional six (6) months after the initial 18
month period.

4.14.7.1.2.2.For failure to meet this requirement,
DHHS reserves to right to issue remedies as described
in Section 5.5.2 (Liquidated Damages) and Exhibit N,
Section 3.2 (Liquidated Damages Matrix).

4.14.7.2 MCO Incentives and Penalties for APM Implementation

4.14.7.2.1 Consistent with RSA 126-AA, the MCO shall Include,
through APMs and other means, Provider alignment Incentives to
leverage the combined DHHS, MCO, and providers to achieve the
purpose of the incentives.

4.14.7.2.2 MCOs shall be subject to Incentives, at DHHS' sole
discretion, and/or penalties to achieve improved performance,
including preferential auto-assignment of new members, use of the
MCM Withhold and Incentive Program (including the shared
Jncentive.pool), .and other mcentweS:. _

4.14.8 Qualifying Alternative Payment Models

4.14.8.1 A Qualifying APM is a payment approach approved by DHHS as
consistent with the standards specified in this Section 4.14.8 (Qualifying
Alternative Payment Models) and the DHHS Medicaid APM Strategy.

4.14.8.2 At minimum, a Qualifying APM shall meet the requirements of
the HCP-LAN APM framework Category 2C, based on the refreshed 2017
framework released on July 11, 2017 and all subsequent revisions.

4.14.8.3 As Indicated In the HCP-LAN APM framework white paper.
Category 2C Is met if the payment arrangement between the MCO and
Participating Provider(s) rewards Participating Providers that perform well
on quality metrics and/or penalizes Participating Providers that do not
perform well on those metrics.
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4.14.8.4 HCP-LAN Categories 3A, 3B, 4A. 4B, and 40 shall all also be
considered Qualifying APMs, and the MOO shall increasingly adopt such
APMs over time in accordance with its APM Implementation Plan and the
DHHS Medicaid APM Strategy.

4.14.8.5 DHHS shall determine, on the basis of the Standardized
Assessment of APM Usage described in Section 4.14.10.2 (Standardized
Assessment of Alternative Payment Model Usage) below and the
additional information avaiiable to DHHS, the HCP-LAN Category to which
the MCO's APM(s) is/are aligned.

4.14.8.6 Under no circumstances shall DHHS consider a payment
methodology that takes cost of care into account without also considering
quality a Qualifying APM.

4.14.8.7 Standards for Large Providers and Provider Systems

4.14.8.7.1 The MCO shall predominantly adopt a total cost of care
model with shared savings for large Provider systems to the
maximum extent feasible, and as further defined by the DHHS
Medicaid APM Strategy.

4.14.8.8 Treatment of Payments to Community Mental Health Programs

4.14.8.8.1 The CMH Program payment model prescribed by
DHHS in Section 4.11.5.1 (Contracting for Community Mental
Health Sen/ices) shall be deemed to meet the definition of a
Qualifying APM under this Agreement.

4.14.8.8.2 "At the sole discretion of DHHS, additional payment
models specifically required by and defined as an APM by DHHS
shall also be deemed to meet the definition of a Qualifying APM
under this Agreement.

4.14.8.9 Accommodations for Small Providers

4.14.8.9.1 The MCO shall develop Qualifying APM models
appropriate for small Providers, as further defined by the DHHS
Medicaid APM Strategy.

4.14.8.9.2 For example, the MCO may propose to DHHS models
that incorporate pay-for-performance bonus incentives and/or per
Member per month payments related to Providers' success in
meeting actuarially-relevant cost and quality targets.

4.14.8.10 Alignment with Existing Alternative Payment Models and
Promotion of integration with Behavioral Health

4.14.8.10.1 The MCO shall align APM offerings to current and
emerging APMs in NH, both within Medicaid and across,other
payers (e.g., Medicare and commercial shared savings
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arrangements) to reduce Provider burden and prornote the
integration of Behavioral Health.

4.14.8.10.2 The MCO shall incorporate ARM design elements into
its Qualifying ARMs that permit Participating Providers to attest to
participation In an "Other Payer Advanced ARM" (including but not
limited to a Medicaid Medical Home Model) under the requirements
of the Quality Payment Program as set forth by the Medicare
Access and CHIP Reauthorlzation Act of 2015 (MACRA).

4.14.9 MCO Alternative Payment Model Implementation Plan

4.14.9.1 The MCO shall submit to DHHS for review and approval an ARM
Implementation Plan in accordance with Exhibit O..

4.14.9.2 The ARM Implementation Plan shall meet the requirements of
this section and of any subsequent guidance issued as part of the DHHS
Medicaid ARM Strategy.

4.14.9.3 Additional details on the timing, format, and required contents of
the MCO ARM Implementation Plan shall be specified by DHHS in Exhibit
O and/or through additional guidance.

4.14.9.4 Alternative Payment Model Transparency

4.14.9.4.1 The MCO shall describe in Its ARM Implementation
Plan, for each ARM offering and as is applicable, the actuarial and
public health basis for the MCO's methodology, as well as the
basis for developing and assessing Participating Provider
performance in the ARM, as described in Section 4.14.10
(Altemative Payment Model Transparency and Reporting
Requirements). The ARM Implementation Plan shall also outline
how integration is promoted by the model among the MCO,
Providers, and Members. - - .. . ..

4.14.9.5 Provider Engagement and Support

4.14.9.5.1 The ARM Implementation Plan shall describe'a logical
and reasonably achievable approach to implementing ARMs,
supported by an understanding of NH Medicaid Providers'
readiness for participation in ARMs, and the strategies the MCO
shall use to assess and.advance such readiness over time.

4.14.9.5.2 The ARM Implementation Plan shall outline in detail
what strategies the MCO plans to use, such as, meetings with
Providers and IDNs, as appropriate, and the frequency of such
meetings, the provision of technical support, and a data sharing
strategy for Providers reflecting the transparency, reporting and
data sharing obligations herein and in the DHHS Medicaid ARM
Strategy.
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4.14.9.5.3 The MCO APM Implementation Plan shall ensure
Providers and IDNs, as appropriate, are supported by data sharing
and performance analytic feedback systems and tools that make
actuarlally sound and actionable provider level and system level
clinical, cost, and performance data available to Providers in a
timely manner for purposes of developing APMs and analyzing
performance and payments pursuant to APMs.

4.14.9.5.4 MCO shall provide the financial support for the Provider
infrastructure necessary to develop and implement APM
arrangements that increase in sophistication over time.

4.14.9.6 Implementation Approach

4.14.9.6.1 The MCO shall include in the APM Implementation
Plan a detailed description of the steps the MCO shall take to
advance its APM Implementation Plan;

4.14.9.6.1.1. In advance of the Program Start Date;

4.14.9.6.1.2.Durin9 the first year of this Agreement;
and

4.14.9.6.1.3.Into the second year and beyond, clearly
articulating its long-term vision and goals for the
advancement of APMs over time.

4.14.9.6.2 The APM Implementation Plan shall include the MCO's
plan for providing the necessary data and information to
participating APM Providers to ensure 'Providers' ability to
successfully implement and meet the performance expectations
included in the APM, including how the MCO shall ensure that the
information received by Participating Providers is meaningful and
actionable.

4.14.9.6.3 The MCO shall provide data to Providers and IDNs, as
appropriate, that describe the retrospective cost and utilization
patterns for Members, which shall inform the strategy and design of
APMs.

4.14.9.6.4 For each APM entered into, the MCO shall provide
timely and actionable cost, quality and utilization information to
Providers participating in the APM that enables and tracks
performance under the APM.

4.14.9.6.5 In addition, the MCO shall provide Member and
Provider level data (e.g., encounter and claims information) for
concurrent real time utilization and care management interventions. .

4.14.9.6.6 The APM Implementation Plan shall describe in
example form to DHHS the level of information that shall be given
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to Providers that enter into ARM Agreements with the MCO,
including if the level of information shall vary based on the
Category and/or type of ARM the Provider enters.

4.14.9.6.7 The information provided shall be consistent with the
requirements outlined under Section 4.14.10 (Altemative Payment
Model Transp'arency and Reporting Requirements). The MCOs
shall utilize all applicable and appropriate agreements as required
under State and federal law to maintain confidentiality of protected
health information.

4.14.10 Alternative Payment Model Transparency and Reporting
Requirements

4.14.10.1 Transparency

4.14.10.1.1 In the MCO ARM Implementation Plan, the MCO shall
provide to DHHS for each APM, as applicable, the following
information at a minimum:

4.14.10.1.1.1. The methodology for determining
Member attribution, and sharing information on
Member attribution with Providers participating in the
corresponding ARM;

4.14.10.1.1.2. The mechanisms used to determine
cost benchmarks and Provider performance, including
cost target calculations, the attachment points for cost
targets, and risk adjustment methodology;

4.14.10.1.1.3. The approach to determining quality
benchmarks and evaluating Provider performance.
Including advance communication of the specific
measures that shall be used to determine quality
performance;~the~methodology for-calculating and
assessing Provider performance, and any quality
gating criteria that may be included in the APM design;
and

4.14.10.1.1.4. The frequency at which the MCO shall
regularly report cost and quality data relaited to APM
performance to Providers, and the information that,
shall be included in each report.

4.14.10.1.2 Additional information may be required by DHHS in
supplemental guidance. All information provided to DHHS shall be
made available to Providers eligible to participate in or already
participating in the APM unless the MCO requests and receives
DHHS approval for specified information not to be made available.

4.14.10.2 Standardized Assessment of Altemative Payment Model Usage
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4.14.10.2.1 The MCO shall complete, attest to the contents of, and
submit to DHHS the HCP-LAN APM assessment^* in accordance
with Exhibit O.

4.14.10.2.2 Thereafter, the MCO shall complete, attest to the
contents of, and submit to DHHS the HCP-LAN APM assessment
in accordance with Exhibit 0 and/or the DHHS Medicaid APM

Strategy.

4.14.10.2.3 If the MCO reaches an agreement with DHHS that its
implementation of the required APM model(s) may be delayed, the
MCO shall comply with all terms set forth by DHHS for the
additional and/or alternative timing of the MCO's submission of the
HCP-LAN APM assessment.

4.14.10.3 Additional Reporting on Alternative Payment Model Outcomes

4.14.10.3.1 The MCO shall provide additional information required
by DHHS in Exhibit O or other DHHS guidance on the type, usage,
effectiveness and outcomes of its APMs.

4.14.11 Development Period for MCO Implementation

4.14.11.1 Consistent with the requirements for new MCOs, outlined in
Section 4.14.8 (Qualifying Alternative Payment Models) above, DHHS
acknowledges that MCOs may require time to advance their MCO
Implementation Plan. DHHS shall provide additional detail, in its Medicaid
APM Strategy, that describes how MCOs should expect to advance use of
APMs over time.

4.14.12 Alternative Payment Model Alignment with State Priorities and
Evolving Public Health Matters

4.14.12.1 The MCO's APM Implementation Plan shall indicate the
quantitative, measurable clinical outcomes the MCO seeks to improve
through its APM initiative(s).

4.14.12.2 At a minimum, the MCO shall address the priorities identified in
this Section 4.14.12 (Alternative Payment Model Alignment with State
Priorities and Evolving Public Health Matters) and all additional priorities
identified by DHHS in the DHHS Medicaid APM Strategy.

4.14.12.3 State Priorities In RSA 126-AA

4.14.12.3.1 The MCO's APM Implementation Plan shall address
the following priorities;

4.14.12.3.1.1. Opportunities to decrease unnecessary
service utilization, particularly as related to use of the

" The MCO is responsible for completing the required information for Medicaid (arxj is rK)t reqi^red to complete the portion of the
assessment related to other lines of business, as applicabie).
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ED. especially for Members with behavioral health
needs and among low-income children;

4.14.12.3.1.2. Opportunities to reduce preventable
admissions and thirty (30)-day hospital readmission for
all causes;

4.14.12.3.1.3. Opportunities to improve the timeliness
of prenatal care and other efforts that support the
reduction of NAS births;

4.14.12.3.1.4. Opportunities to better integrate
physical and behavioral health, particularly efforts to
increase the timeliness of follow-up after a mental
illness or Substance Use Disorder admission; and
efforts aligned to support and collaborate with IDNs to
advance the goals of the Building Capacity for
Transformation waiver;

4.14.12.3.1.5. Opportunities to ' better manage
pharmacy utilization, including through Participating
Provider incentive arrangements focused on efforts
such as increasing generic prescribirig and efforts
aligned to the MCO's Medication Management
program aimed at reducing polypharmacy, as
described in Section 4.2.5 (Medication Management);

M.14.12.3.1.6. Opportunities to enhance access to
and the effectiveness of Substance Use Disorder
treatment (further addressed in Section 4.11.6.5
(Payment to Substance Use Disorder Providers) of this
Agreement); and

4.14.12.3.1.7. Opportunities—to address— social
determinants of health (further addressed in Section
4.10.10 (Coordination and Integration with Social
Services and Community Care) of this Agreement),
and in particular to address "ED boarding," in which
Members that would be best treated in the community
remain In the ED.

4.14.12.4 Alternative Payment Models for Substance Use Disorder
Treatment

4.14.12.4.1 As is further described in Section 4.11.6.5 (Payment to
Substance Use Disorder Providers), the MCO shall include in its
APM Implementation Plan:
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4.14.12.4.1.1. At least one (1) APM that promotes the
coordinated and cost-effective delivery of high-quality
care to infants born with NAS; and

4.14.12.4.1.2. At least one (1) .APM that promotes
greater use of Medication-Assisted Treatment.

4.14.12.5 Emerging State Medicaid and Public Health Priorities
41412 5 1 The MCO shall address any additional priorities
identified by DHHS In the Medicaid APM Plan or related guidance.
4 14.12.5.2 If DHHS adds or modifies priorities after the Program
Start Date, the MCO shall incorporate plans for addressing the new
or modified priorities in the next regularly-scheduled submission of
it APM Implementation Plan.

4.14.13 Physician Incentive Plans

4 14 131 The MOO shall submit all Physician Incentive Plans to DHHS for
review as part of its APM Implementation Plan or upon development of
Physician Incentive Plans that are separate from the MOD'S APM
Implementation Plan.

4.14.13.2 The MCO shall not implement Physician Incentive Plans until
they have been reviewed and approved by DHHS.
4.14.13.3 Any Physician Incentive Plan, including those detailed within the
MCO's APM Implementation Plan, shall be in compliance with the
requirements set forth in 42 CFR 422.208 and 42 CFR 422.210, in which
references to "MA organization," "CMS," and "Medicare beneficiaries^
should be read as references to "MCO," "DHHS," and "Members,
respectively. These include that:

4.14.13.3.1 The MCO may only operate a Physician Incentive Plan
if no specific payment can be made directly or indirectly under a
Physician Incentive Plan to a physician or Physician Group as an
incentive to reduce or limit Medically Necessary Services to a
Member [Section 1903(m)(2)(A)(x) of the Social Security Act; 42
CFR 422.208(c)(1)-(2); 42 CFR 438.3(i)]; and

4.14.13.3.2 If the MCO puts a physician or Physician Group at
substantial financial risk for sen/ices not provided by the physician
or Physician Group, the MCO shall ensure that the physician or
Physician Group has adequate stop-loss protection. (Section
1903(m)(2)(A)(x) of the Social Security Act; 42 CFR 422.208(c)(2);
42 CFR 438.3(i)]

4.14.13.4 The MCO shall submit to DHHS annually, at the time of its
annual HCP-LAN assessment, a detailed written report of any
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implemented (and previously reviewed) Physician Incentive Plans, as
described in Exhibit O.

4 14 13.5 Annual Physician Incentive Plan reports shall provide assurance
satisfactory to DHHS that the requirements of 42 CFR 438.208 are met.
The MCO shall, upon request, provide additional detail in response to any
QHHS request to understand the terms of Provider payment
arrangements.

4.14.13.6 The MCO shall provide to Members upon request the following
information:

4.14.13.6.1 Whether the MCO uses a Physician Incentive Plan that
affects the use of referral services:

4.14.13.6.2 The type of incentive arrangement; and
4.14.13.6.3 Whether stop-loss protection is provided. [42 CFR
438.3(01

4.15 Provider Payments

4.15.1 General Requirements

4.15.1.1 The MCO shall not, directly or indirectly, make payment to a
physician or Physician Group or to any other Provider as an inducement to
reduce or limit Medically Necessary Services furnished to a Member.
[Section 1903(m)(2)(A)(x) of the Social Security Act; 42 CFR 438.3(0]
4.15.1.2 The MCO shall not pay for an item or service (other than an
emergency item or service, not including items or services furnished in an
emergency room of a hospital) [Section 1903 of the Social Secunty Act):

4 15 1 2.1 Furnished under the MCO by an individual or entity
during any period when the individual or entity is excluded from
participation under Title V. XVIli,'drXX or'under this-title'pursuant •
to sections 1128, 1128A, 1156, or 1842(i)(2) of the Social Secunty
Act.

4.15.1.2.2 Fumished at the medical direction or on the
prescription of a physician, during the^period when such physician
is excluded from participation under Title V, XVIII, or XX or under
this title pursuant to sections 1128, T128A, 1156, or 1842(j){2) of
the Social Security Act when the person knew or had any reason to
know of the exclusion (after a reasonable time period after
reasonable notice has been furnished to the person).

415.1.2.3 Fumished by an individual or entity to whom the State
has failed to suspend payments during any period when there is a
pending investigation of a credible allegation of fraud against the
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individual or entity, unless the State determines there is good
cause not to suspend such payments.

4.15.1.2.4 With respect to any amount expended^for which funds
may not be used under the Assisted Suicide Funding Restriction
Act (ASFRA) of 1997.

4.15.1.2.5 With respect ,to any amount expended for roads,
bridges, stadiums, or any other item or service not covered under
the Medicaid State Plan. [Section 1903(i) of the Social Security Act,
final sentence: section 1903(i)(2)(A) - (C) of the Social Security Act;
section 1903(i)(16) - (17) of the Social Security Act]

4.15.1.3 No payment shall be made to a Participating Provider other than
by the MCO for services covered under the Agreement between DHHS
and the MCO, except when these payments'are specifically required to be
made by the State in Title XIX of the Social Security Act, in 42 CFR, or
when DHHS makes direct payments to Participating Providers for graduate
medical education costs approved under the Medicaid State Plan, or have
been otherwise approved by CMS. [42 CFR 438.60]

4.15.1.4 The MCO shall reimburse Providers based on the Current
Procedural Terminology (CPT) code's effective date. To the extent a
procedure is required to be reimbursed under the Medicaid State Plan but
no CPT code or other billing code has been provided by DHHS, the MCO
shall contact DHHS and obtain a CPT code and shall retroactively
reimburse claims based on the CPT effective date as a result Of the CPT
annual updates.

4.15.1.5 The MCO shall permit Providers up to one hundred and twenty
(120) calendar days to submit a timely claim. The MCO shall establish
reasonable policies that allow for good cause exceptions to the one
hundred and twenty (120) calendar day timeframe.

4.15.1:6 Good cause exceptions shall accommodate foreseeable and
unforeseeable events such as:

4.15.1.6.1 A Member providing the wrong Medicaid identification
.  number,

4.15.1.6.2 Natural disasters; or

4.15.1.6.3 Failed information technology systems.

4.15.1.7 The Provider should be provided a reasonable opportunity to
rectify the error, once identified, and to either file or re-file the claim.

4.15.1.8 Within the first one hundred and eighty (180) calendar days of
the Program Start Date, DHHS has discretion to direct MCOs to extend the
one hundred and twenty (120) calendar days on case by case basis.
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4.15.1.9 The MCO shall pay interest on any Clean Claims that are not
paid within thirty (30) calendar days at the interest rate published in the
Federal Register In January of each year for the Medicare program.
4.15.1.10 The MCO shall collect data from Providers in standardized
formats to the extent feasible and appropriate, including secure information
exchanges and technologies utilized for state Medicaid quality
improvement and Care Coordination efforts. [42 CFR 438.242(b)(3)(iii)l
4.15.1.11 The MCO shall implement and maintain arrangements or
procedures for prompt reporting of all Overpayments
recovered, specifying the Overpayments due to potential fraud, to DHHS.
[42 CFR 438.608(a)(2)l

4.15.2 Hospital-Acquired Conditions and Provider-Preventable
Conditions

4.15.2.1 The MCO shall comply with State and federal laws requiring
nonpayment to a Participating Provider for Hospital-Acquired Conditions
and for Provider-Preventable Conditions.

4.15.2.2 The MCO shall not make payments to a Provider for a Provider-
Preventable Condition that meets the following criteria:

4.15.2.2.1 Is identified in the Medicaid State Plan;

4.15.2.2.2 Has been found by NH, based upon a review of
medical literature by qualified professionals, to be reasonably
preventable through the application of prqcedures supported by
evidence-based guidelines;

4.15.2.2.3 Has a negative consequence for the Member;

4.15.2.2.4 Is auditable; and

4.15.2.2.5 Includes, -at-a minimum, virrong surgical. or._other...
invasive procedure performed on a patient, surgical or other
invasive procedure performed on the wrong body part, or surgical
or other invasive procedure performed on the wrong patient. [42
CFR 438.3(g): 42 CFR 438.6(a)(12)(i); 42 CFR 447.26(b)]

4.15.2.3 The MCO shall require all Providers to report Provider-
Preventable Conditions associated with claims for payment or Member
treatments for which payment would otherwise be made, in accordan^
with Exhibit 0. [42 CFR 438.3(g); 42 CFR 434.6(a)(12)(ii); 42 CFR
447.26(d)]

4.16.3 Federally Qualified Health Centers and Rural Health Clinics
4.15.3.1 FQHCs and RHCs shall be paid at minimum the encounter rate
paid by DHHS at the time of service, and shall also be paid for DHHS-
specified CPT codes outside of the encounter rates.
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4.15.3.2 The MCO shall not provide payment to an FQHC or RHC that is
less than the level and amount of payment which the MCO would make for
the sen/ices if the sen/ices were fumished by a Provider which Is not an
FQHC or RHC. [Section 1903(m)(2)(A)(ix) of the Social Security Act]

4.15.3.3 The MCO shall enter into Alternative Payment Models with
FQHCs, RHCs, and/or other health or family planning clinics or their
designated contracting organizations as negotiated and agreed upon with
DHHS in the MCO's APM Implementation Plan and as described by DHHS
in the Medicaid APM Strategy.

4.16.4 Hospice Payment Rates

4.15.4.1 The Medicaid hospice payment rates shall be calculated based
on the annual hospice rates established under Medicare. These rates are
authorized by section 1814(i)(1)(ii) of the Social Security Act which also
provides for an annual increase in payment rates for hospice care
services.

4.15.5 Community Mental Health Programs

4.15.5.1 The MCO shall, as described in Section 4.11.5.2 (Payment to
Community Mental Health Programs and Community Mental Health
Providers), meet the specific payment arrangement criteria in contracts
with CMH Programs and CMH Providers for services provided to
Members.

4.15.6 Payment Standards for Substance Use Disorder Providers

4.15.6.1 The MCO shall, as described in Section 4.11.6 (Substance Use
Disorder), reimburse Substance Use Providers as directed by DHHS.

4.15.7 Payment Standards for Private Duty Nursing Services

4.15.7.1 The MCO shall reimburse private duty nursing agencies for
private duty nursing services at least at the FFS rates established by
DHHS.

4.15.8 Payment Standards for Indian Health Care Providers

4.15.8.1 The MCO shall pay IHCPs, whether Participating Providers or
not, for Covered Services provided to American Indian Members who are
eligible to receive services at a negotiated rate between the MCO and the
IHCP or, in the absence of a negotiated rate, at a rate not less than the
level and amount of payment the MCO would make for the services to a
Participating Provider that is not an IHCP. [42 CFR 438.14(b)(2)(i) - (ii)]

4.15.8.2 For contracts involving IHCPs, the MCO shall meet the
requirements of FFS timely payment for all l/T/U Providers in its network,
including the paying of ninety-five percent (95%) of all Clean Claims within
thirty (30) calendar days of the date of receipt; and. paying ninety-nine
percent (99%) of all Clean Claims within ninety (90) calendar days of the
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date of receipt. [42 CFR 438.14(b)(2)(lii): ARRA 5006(d); 42 CFR 447.45;
42 CFR 447.46; SMDL 10-001)]

4 15 8 3 IHCPs enrolled In Medicaid as FQHCs t)ut not Participating
Providers of the MOO shall be paid an amount equal to the amount the
MOO would pay an FQHC that is a Participating Provider but is not an
IHCP, including any supplemental payment from DHHS to make up the
difference between the amount the MOO pays and what the IIHCPs FQHC
would have received under FFS. [42 CFR 438.14(c)(1)]

4.15.8.4 When an IHCP is not enrolled In Medicaid as a FQHC,
regardless of whether it participates in the network of an MCO, it has the
right to receive its applicable encounter rate published annually in the
Federal Register by the IHS, or in the absence of a published encounter
rate, the amount it would receive if the services were provided under the
Medicaid State Plan's FFS payment methodology. [42 CFR 438.14(c)(2)]

4.15.8.5 When the amount the IHCP receives from the MCO is less than
the. amount the IHCP would have received under FFS or the applicable
encounter rate published annually in the Federal Register by the IHS,
DHHS shall make a supplemental payment to the IHCP to make up the
difference between the amount the MCO pays and the amount the IHCP
would have received under FFS or the applicable encounter rate. [42 CFR
438.14(c)(3)]

4.15.9 Payment Standards forTransltlon Housing Program

4.15.9.1 The MCO shall reimburse Transition Housing Program services
at least at the FFS rates established by DHHS.

4.16.10 Payment Standards for DME Providers

4 15.10.1 No earlier than January 1, 2020, the MCO shall reimburse DME
Proyidere ior_DM_E and DME-related services at 80% of the FFS rates
established by DHHS.

4.16 Readiness Reoulrements Prior to Operations

4.16.1 General Requirements

4.16.1.1 Prior to the Program Start Date, the MCO shall demonstrate to
DHHS's satisfaction its operational readiness and its ability to provide
Covered Services to Members at the start of this Agreement in accordance
writh 42 CFR 438.66(d)(2), (d)(3), and (d)(4). [42 CFR 437.66(d)(1)(i).
4.16.1.2 The readiness review requirements shall apply to all MCOs
regardless of wrhether they have previously contracted with DHHS. [42
CFR438.66((D(1)(II)]
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4.16.1.3 The MCO shall accommodate Readiness desk and site
Reviews, including documentation review and system demonstrations as
defined by DHHS.'

4.16.1.4 The readiness review requirements shall apply to all MCOs.
including those who have previously, covered benefits to all eligibility
groups covered under this Agreement. [42 CFR 438.66(d)(2). (d)(3) and
(d)(4)]

4.16.1.5 In order to demonstrate its readiness, the MCO shall cooperate
in the Readiness Review conducted by DHHS.

4.16.1.6 If the MCO Is unable to demonstrate its ability to meet the
requirements of this Agreement, as determined solely by DHHS, within the
timeframes determined solely by DHHS, then DHHS shall have the right to
terminate this Agreement In accordance with Section 7.1 (Termination for
Cause).

4.16.1.7 The MCO shall participate in all DHHS trainings in preparation
for implementation of the Agreement.

4.16.2 Emergency Response Plan

4.16.2.1 The MCO shall submit an Emergency Response Plan to DHHS
for review prior to the Program Start Date.

4.16.2.2 The Emergency Response Plan shall address, at a minimum,
the following aspects of pandemic preparedness and natural disaster
response and recovery:

4.16.2.2.1 Staff and Provider training:

4.16.2.2.2 Essential business functions and key employees within
the organization necessary to carry them out;

4.16.2.2.3 Contingency plans for covering essential business
functions in the event key employees are incapacitated or the
primary workplace Is unavailable;

4.16.2.2.4 Communication with staff, Members, Providers,
Subcontractors and suppliers when normal systems are
unavailable;

4.16.2.2.5 Plans to ensure continuity of services to Providers and
Members;

4.16.2.2.6 How the MCO shall coordinate with and support DHHS
and the other MCOs; and

4.16.2.2.7 How the plan shall be tested, updated and maintained.

4.16.2.3 On an annual basis, or as otherwise specified in Exhibit O, the
MCO shall submit a certification of "no change" to the Emergency
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Response Plan or submit a revised Emergency Response Plan together
with a redline reflecting the changes made since the last submission.

4.17 Managed Care Information System

4.17.1 System Functionality

4.17.1.1 The MCO shall have a comprehensive, automated, and
integrated MClS that:

4.17.T.1.1 Collects, analyzes, integrates, and reports data [42
CFR 438.242(a)];

4.17.1.1.2 Provides information on areas, including but not limited
to utilization, claims, grievances and appeals [42 CFR 438.242(a)];

4.17.1.1.3 Collects and maintains data on Members and
Providers, as specified in this Agreement and on all services
furnished to Members, through an Encounter Data system [42 CFR
438.242(b)(2)];

4.17.1.1.4 Is capable of meeting the requirements listed
throughout this Agreement; and ^

4.17.1.1.5 Is capable of providing all of the data and information
necessary for DHHS to meet State and federal Medicaid reporting
and information regulations.

4.17.1.2 The MCO's MClS shall be capable of submitting Encounter
Data, as detailed in Section 5.1.3 (Encounter Data) of this Agreement. The
MCO shall provide for:

4.17.1.2.1 Collection and maintenance of sufficient Member
Encounter Data to identify the Provider who delivers any item(s) or
sen/ice(s) to Members: .1

4.17.1.2.2 Submission of Member Encounter Data to DHHS at the
frequency and level of detail specified by CMS and by DHHS;

4.17.1.2.3 Submission of all Member Encounter Data that NH is
required to report to CMS; and

4.17.1.2.4 Submission of Member Encounter Data to DHHS in
standardized ASC XI2N 837 and NCPDP formats, and the ASC
XI2N 835 format as specified in this Agreement. [42 CFR
438.242(c)(1) - (4); 42 CFR 438.818]

4.17.1.3 All Subcontractors shall meet the same standards, as described
in this Section 4.17 (Managed Care Information System) of the Agreement,
as the MCO. The MCO shall be Held responsible for errors or
noncompliance resulting from the action of a Subcontractor with respect to
Its provided functions.
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4.17.1.4 The MCO MClS shall include, but not be limited to:

4.17.1.4.2 Management of Provider Enrollment and Credentialing;

Reporting- Coverage Management, History, and
4.17.1.4.4 Eligibility Verification;

4.17.1.4.5 Encounter Data;

4.17.1.4.6 Reference File Updates;

Managem'sn?"'" Support and

Managem®en\'''
4.17.1.4.9 Financial Transactions Management and Reporting;
4.17.1.410 Payment Management (Checks, electronic funds
transfer (EFT), Remittance Advices. Banking);

Demand)^ ̂ Reporting (Ah hoc and Pre-Defined/Scheduled and On-
4.17.1.4.12 Call Center Management;
4.17.1.4.13 Claims Adjudication;

4.17.1:4.14 Claims Payments; and

4.17.1.4.15 QOS metrics.

"■»> '■"»

management system shall have

fn« rnnc?It , maintain NH's Membershipfiles consistent with information provided by DHNS*

^  9^® capability to provide dalivupdates of Meiribership information to subcontractors or Providers
wth responsib% for processing claims or authorizing services
based on Membership information;

Provider file shall be maintained withdetailed information on each Provider sufficient to support Provider
enrollment and payment and also meet DHHS's reporting and
Encounter Data requirements; ^
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4;17.1.5.4 The MClS's claims processing system shall have the
capability to process claims consistent with timeliness and
accuracy requirements of a federal MMIS system;

4.17.1.5.5 The MClS's Services Authorization system shall be
integrated with the claims processing system;

4.17.1.5.6 The MClS shall be-able to maintain its claims history
with sufficient detail to meet all DHHS reporting and encounter
requirements;

4.17.1.5.7 The MClS's credentialing system shall have the
capability to store and report on Provider specific data sufficient to
meet the Provider credentialing requirements, Quality
Management, and Utilization Management Program Requirements;

4.17.1.5.8 The MClS shall, be bi-directionally linked to the other
operational systems maintained by DHHS, in order to ensure that
data captured in encounter records accurately matches data in
Member, Provider, claims and authorization files, and In order to
enable Encounter Data to be utilized for Member profiling, Provider
profiling, claims validation, fraud, waste and abuse monitoring
activities, and any other research and reporting purposes defined
by DHHS; and

4.17.1.5.9 The Encounter Data system shall have a mechanism In
place to.receive, process, and store the required data.

4.17.1.6 The MCO system shall be compliant with the requirements of
HIPAA and 42 CFR Part 2, including privacy, security, NPI, and
transaction processing, including being able to process electronic data
interchange (EDI) transactions in the ASC 5010 format. This also includes
IRS Pub 1075 where applicable.

4.17.1.7 The MCO system shall be compliant with Section 6564(a) of the
Affordable Care Act, which requires that state claims processing and
retrieval systems are able to collect data elements necessary to enable the
mechanized claims processing and information retrieval systems in
operation by the state to meet the requirements of Section 1903(r)(1)(F) of
the Social Security Act. [42 CFR 438.242(b)(1)]

4.17.1.8 MClS capability shall include, but not be limited to the following;

4.17.1.8.1 Provider network connectivity to EDI and Provider
portal systems;

4.17.1.8.2 Documented scheduled down time and maintenance

windows, as agreed upon by DHHS, for externally accessible
systems, including telephony, web. Interactive Voice Response
(IVR), EDI, and online reporting;
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4.17.1.8.3 DHHS on-line web access to applications and data
required by the State to utilize agreed upon workflows, processes,
and procedures (reviewed by DHHS) to access, analyze, or utilize
data captured in the MCO system(s) and to perform appropriate
reporting and operational activities;

4.17.1.8.4 DHHS access to user acceptance testing (UAT)
environment for externally accessible systems Including websites
and secure portals;

4.17.1.8.5 Documented Instructions and user manuals for each

component; and

4.17.1.8.6 Secure access.

4.17.1.9 Managed Care Information System Up-Time

4.17.1.9.1 Externally accessible systems, including telephone,
web, IVR, EDI, and online reporting shall be available twenty-four
(24) hours a day, seven (7) days a week, three-hundred-sixty-five
(365) days a year, except for scheduled maintenance upon
notification of and pre-approval by DHHS. The maintenance period
shall not exceed four (4) consecutive hours without prior DHHS
approval.

4.17.1.9.2 MCO shall provide redundant telecommunication
backups and ensure that Interrupted transmissions shall result in
immediate fallover to redundant communications path as well as
guarantee data transmission is complete, accurate and fully
synchronized with operational systems.

4.17.2 Information System Data Transfer

4.17.2.1 Effective communication between the MCO and DHHS requires
secure, accurate, complete, and auditable transfer of data to/from the
MCO and DHHS data management information systems. Elements of data
transfer requirements between the MCO and DHHS management
Information systems shall include, but not be limited to:

4.17.2.1.1 DHHS read access to all MCM data in reporting
databases where data is stored, which Includes all tools required to
access the data at no additional cost to DHHS;

4.17.2.1.2 Exchanges of data between the MCO and DHHS in a
format and schedule as prescribed 'by the State, Including detailed
mapping specifications identifying the data source and target;

4.17.2.1.3 Secure (encrypted) communication protocols to provide
timely notification of any data file retrieval, receipt, load, or send
transmlttal issues and provide the requisite analysis and support to
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identify and resolve issues according to the timelines set forth by
the State;

4.17.2.1.4 Collaborative relationships with DHHS, its MMIS fiscal
agent, and other interfacing entities to effectively implement the
requisite exchanges of data necessary to support the requirements
of this Agreement;

4.17.2.1.5 MOO implementation of the necessary
telecommunication infrastructure and tools/utilities to support
secure connectivity and access to the system and to support the
secure, effective transfer of data;

4.17.2.1.6 Utilization of data extract, transformation, and load
(ETL) or similar methods for data conversion and data interface
handling that, to the maximum extent possible, automate the ETL
processes, and provide Tor source to target or source to
specification mappings;

4.17.2.1.7 Mechanisms to support the electronic reconciliation of
all data extracts to source tables to validate the integrity of data
extracts; and

4.17.2.1.8 A given day's data transmissions, as specified in this
Section 4.17.2 (Information System Data Transfer) of the

• Agreement, are to be downloaded to DHHS according to the
schedule prescribed by the State. If errors are encountered in
batch transmissions, reconciliation of transactions shall be included
in the next batch transmission.

4.17.2.2 The MCO shall designate a single point of contact to coordinate
data transfer issues with DHHS.

. 4.17.2.3.-DHHS-Shall provide.for.a comrnon, ceM^ized electjonic pj-oject
repository, providing for secure access to authorized MCO and DHHS staff
for project plans documentation, issues tracking, deliverables, and other
project-related artifacts.

4.17.2.4 Data transmissions from DHHS to the MCO shall include, but
not be limited to the following:

4.17.2.4.1 Provider Extract (Daily);

4.17.2.4.2 Recipient Eligibility Extract (Daily);

4.17.2.4.3 Recipient Eligibility Audit/Roster (Monthly);

4.17.2.4.4 Medical and Pharmacy Service Authorizations (Daily);

4.17.2.4.5 Medicare and Commercial Third Party Coverage
(Daily):

t  4.17.2.4.6 Claims History (Bi-Weekly); and
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4.17.2.4.7 Capitation Payment data (Monthly).

4.17.2.5 Data transmissions from the MOO to DHHS shall include, but
not be limited to the following:

4.17.2.5.1 Member Demographic changes (Dally);

4.17.2.5.2 Member Primary Care Physician Selection (Dally);

4.17.2.5.3 MCO Provider Network Data (Daily);

4.17.2.5.4 Medical and Pharmacy Service Authorizations (Dally);

4.17.2.5.5 Member Encounter Data Including paid, denied,
adjustment transactions by pay period (Weekly);

4.17.2.5.6 Financial Transaction Data (Weekly);

4.17.2.5.7 Updates to Third Party Coverage Data (Weekly); and

4.17.2.5.8 Behavioral Health Certification Data (Monthly).

4.17.2.6 The MCO shall provide DHHS staff with access to timely and
complete data and shall meet the following requirements:

4.17.2.6.1 All exchanges of data between the MCO and DHHS
shall be in a format, file record layout, and scheduled as prescribed
by DHHS;

4.17.2.6.2 The MCO shall work collaboratively with DHHS,
DHHS's MMIS fiscal agent, the NH Department of Information
Technology, and other Interfacing entities to Implement effectively
the requisite exchanges of data necessary to support the
requirements of this Agreement;

4.17.2.6.3 The MCO shall implement the necessary
telecommunication infrastructure to support the MClS and shall
provide DHHS with a network diagram depicting the MCQ's
communications infrastructure, Including but not limited to
connectivity between DHHS and the MCO. including any
MCO/Subcontractor locations supporting the NH program;

4.17.2.6.4 The MCO shall provide support to DHHS and its fiscal
agent to prove the validity. Integrity and reconciliation of Its data,
including Encounter Data;

4.17.2.6.5 The MCO shall be responsible for correcting data
extract errors in a timeline set forth by DHHS as outlined within this
Agreement;

4.17.2.6.6 Access shall be secure and data shall be encrypted in
accordance with HIPAA regulations and any other applicable State
and federal law; and
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4.17.2.6.7 Secure access shall be managed via
passwords/pins/and any operational methods used to gain access
as well as maintain audit logs of all users access to the system.

4.17.3 Systems Operation and Support

4.17.3.1 Systems operations and support shall include, but not be limited
to:

4.17.3.1.1 On-call procedures and contacts;

4.17.3.1.2 Job scheduling and failure notification documentation;

4.17.3.1.3 Secure (encrypted) data transmission and storage
methodology;

4.17.3.1.4 Interface acknowledgements and error reporting;

4.17.3.1.5 Technical issue escalation procedures;

4.17.3.1.6 Business and Member notification;

4.17.3.1.7 Change control management;

4.17.3.1.8 Assistance with DAT and implementation coordination;

4.17.3.1.9 Documented data interface specifications - data
imported and extracts exported including database mapping
specifications;

4.17.3.1.10 Disaster Recovery and Business Continuity Plan;

4.17.3.1.11 Journaling and internal backup procedures, for which
facility for storage shall be class 3 compliant; and
4.17.3.1.12Communication and Escalation Plan that fully outlines
the steps necessary to perform notification and monitoring of

'  - events-including -all - appropriate contacts-and-timeframes for_
resolution by severity of the event.

4.17.3.2 The MCO shall be responsible for implementing and maintaining
necessary telecommunications and network infrastructure to support the
MClS and shall provide:

4.17.3.2.1 Network diagram that fully defines the topology of the
MCO's network;

4.17.3.2.2 DHHS/MCO connectivity;

4.17.3.2.3 Any MCO/Subcontractor locations requiring MClS
access/support; and

4.17.3.2.4 Web access for DHHS staff, Providers and recipients.

4.17.4 Ownership and Access to Systems and Data
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M  slia" '"ake available to DHHS and, upon request, toCMS all collected data. [42 CFR 438.242(b)(4)]
4^17.4.2 All data accumulated as part of the MOM program shall remain
the property of DHHS and upon termination of the Agreement the data
shall be electronically transmitted to DHHS in the media format and
schedule prescnbed by DHHS. and affirmatively and securely destroyed If
required by DHHS.

t

4.17.4.3 Systems enhancements developed specifically, and data
accumi^ated, as part of the MOM program shall remain the property of the

Shall remain the
property of the MOO but shall be held in escrow.

destroy or purge DHHS's data unless
directed to or agreed to In writing by DHHS. The MOO shall archive data
only on a schedule agreed upon by DHHS and the data archive process
snail not modify the data composition of the source records All DHHS
archived data shall be retrievable for DHHS In the timeframe set forth by

DHHS with system reporting capabilities
that shall include access to pre-designed and agreed-upon scheduled

the ability to respond promptly to ad-hoc requests to
support DHHS data and information needs.

4.17.46 DHHS acknowledges the MCO's obligations to appropriately
protert data and system performance, and the parties agree to work
together to ensure DHHS information needs can be met while minimizing
nsk and impact to the MCO's systems.

4.17.4.7 Records Retention

4.17.4.7.1 The MOO shall retain, preserve, and make available
upon request all records relating to the performance of its
obligations under the Agreement, including paper and electronic
claim forms, for a period of not less than ten (10) years from the"
date of termination of this Agreement.

4.17 4.7.2 Records Involving matters that are the subject of
litigation shall be retained for a period of not less than ten (10)
years folloviring the termination of litigation.

4.17.4.7.3 Certified protected electronic copies of the documents
contemplated herein may be substituted for the originals with the
prior written consent of DHHS. If DHHS approves the electronic
imaging procedures as reliable and supported by an effective
retrieval system.
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4.17.4.7.4 Upon expiration of the ten (10) year retention period
and upon request, the subject records shall be transferred to
DHHS's possession.

4.17.4.7.5 No records shall be destroyed or othenwise disposed of
without the prior written consent of DHHS.

4.17.5 Web Access and Use by Providers and Members

4.17.5.1 The MClS shall Include web access for use by and support to
Participating Providers and Members.

4.17.5.2 The services shall be provided at no cost to the Participating
Provider or Members.

4.17.5.3 All costs associated with the development, security, and
maintenance of these websites shall be the responsibility of the MCO.

4.17.5.4 The MCO shall create secure web access for Medicaid
Providers and Members and authorized DHHS staff to access case-
specific information; this web access shall fulfill the following requirements,
and shall be available no later than the Program Start Date:

4.17.5.4.1 Providers shall have the ability to electronically submit
sen/ice authorization requests and access and utilize other
Utilization Management tools;

4.17.5.4.2 Providers and Members shall have the ability to
download and print any needed Medicaid MCO program forms and
other information;

4.17.5.4.3 Providers shall have an option to e-prescribe without
electronic medical records or hand held devices;

4.17.5.4.4 The MCO shall support Provider requests and receive .
general program lnformation-\with contact information for .phone
numbers, mailing, and e-mail address(es);

4.17.5.4.5 Providers shall have access to drug information;

4.17.5.4.6 The website shall provide an e-mail link to the MCO to
permit Providers and Members or other Interested parties to e-mail
Inquiries or comments.

4.17.5.4.7 The website shall provide a link to the State's Medicaid
website;

4.17.5.4.8 The website shall be secure and HIPAA. compliant in
order to ensure the protection of PHI and Medicaid recipient
confidentiality.

4.17.5.4.9 Access shall be limited to verified users via passwords
and any other available industry standards.
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4.17.5.4.10Audit logs shall be maintained reflecting access to the
system and random audits shall be conducted; and

4.17.5.4.11 The MCO shall ensure that any PHI, PI or other
Confidential Information solicited on the website, shall not be

stored or captured on the website and shall not be further disclosed
except as provided by this Agreement.

4.17.5.5 The MCO shall manage Provider and Member access to the
system, providing for the applicable secure access management,
password, and PIN communication, and operational services necessary to
assist Providers and Members with gaining access and utilizing the web
portal.

4.17.5.6 System Support Performance Standards shall include:

4.17.5.6:1 Email inquiries - one (1) business day response;

4.17.5.6.2 New information posted within one (1) business day of
receipt, and up to two (2) business days of receipt for materials that
shall be made ADA compliant with Section 508 of the Rehabilitation
Act;

4.17.5.6.3 Routine maintenance;

4.17.5.6.4 Standard reports regarding portal usage such as hits
per month by Providers/Members, number, and types of inquiries
and requests, and email response statistics as well as maintenance
reports; and

4.17.5.6.5 Website user interfaces shall be ADA compliant with
Section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act and support all major
browsers (i.e. Chrome, Intemet Explorer, Firefox, Safari, etc.). If
user does not have compliant browser, MCO shall redirect user to
site to Install appropriate browser.

4.17.6 Contingency Plans and Quality Assurance

4.17.6.1 Critical systems within the MClS support the delivery of critical
medical services to Members and reimbursement to Providers. As such,
contingency plans shall be developed and tested to ensure continuous
operation of the MClS.

4.17.6.2 The MCO shall host the MClS at the MCO's data center, and
provide for adequate redundancy, disaster recovery, and business
continuity such that in the event of any catastrophic incident, system
availability Is restored to NH within twenty-four (24) hours of incident onset.

4.17.6.3 The MCO shall ensure that the NH PHI data, data processing,
and data repositories are securely segregated from any other account or
project, and that MClS is under appropriate configuration management
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and change management processes and subject to DHHS notification
requirements.

4.17.6.4 The MCO shall manage all processes related to properly
■archiving and processing files including maintaining logs and appropriate
history files that reflect the source, type and user associated with a
transaction.

4.17.6.5 Archiving processes shall not modify the data composition of
DHHS's records, and archived data shall be retrievable at the request of
j31_IHS. Archiving shall be conducted at intervals agreed upon between the
MCO and DHHS.

4 17.6.6 The MClS shall be able to accept, process, and generate HIPAA
compliant electronic transactions as requested, transmitted between
Providers, Provider billing agents/clearing houses, or DHHS and the MCO.

.4.17.6.7 Audit logs of activities shall be maintained an^ periodically
reviewed to ensure compliance with security and access rights granted to
users.

4.17.6.8 In accordance with Exhibit 0, the MCO shall submit the following
documents and corresponding checklists for DHHSs review;

4.17.6.8.1 Disaster Recovery Plan;
4.17.6.8.2 Business Continuity Plan;

4.17.6.8.3 Security Plan;

4 17.6.8.4 The following documents which, if after the original
documents are submitted the MCO makes modifications to them,
the revised redlined documents and any corresponding checklists
shall be submitted for DHHS review:

■  - 4.17;6.8.4.1;Risk Management Plan,
4.17.6.8.4.2. Systems Quality Assurance Plan,
4.17.6.8.4.3.Confirmation of 5010 compliance and
Companion Guides, and
4'17.6.8.4.4.Confirmation of compliance with IRS
Publication 1075.

4.17.6.9 Management of changes to the MClS is critical to ensure
uninterrupted functioning of the MClS. The following elements, at a
minimum, shall be part of the MCO's change management process.

4.17.6.9.1 The complete system shall have proper configuration
management/change management in place (to be reviewed by
DHHS).
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4.17.6.9.2 The MCO system shall be configurable to support
timely changes to benefit enrollment and benefit coverage or other
such changes.

4.17.6.9.3 The MCO shall provide'DHHS with written notice of
major systems changes and implementations no later than ninety
(90) calendar days prior to the planned change or implementation,
including any changes relating to Subcontractors, and specifically
identifying any change impact to the data interfaces or transaction
exchanges between the MOD and DHHS and/or the fiscal agent.

4.17.6.9.4 DHHS retains the right to modify or waive the
notification requirement contingent upon the nature of the request
from the MCO.

\

4.17.6.9.5 The MCO shall provide DHHS with updates to the
MClS organizational chart and the description of MClS
responsibilities at least thirty (30) calendar days prior to the
effective date of the change, except where personnel changes
were not foreseeable In such period, in which case notice shall be
given within at least one (1) business day.

4.17.6.9.6 The MCO shall provide DHHS with official points of
contact for MClS issues on an ongoing basis.

4.17.6.9.7 A NH program centralized electronic repository shall be
provided that shall permit full access to project documents,
including but not limited to project plans, documentation, issue
tracking, deliverables, and any project artifacts. All items shall be
turned over to DHHS upon request.

4.17.6.9.8 The MCO shall ensure appropriate testing is done for
all system changes. MCO shall also provide a test system for
DHHS to monitor changes in externally facing applications (i.e. NH
websites). This test site shall contain no actual PHI data of any
Member.-

4.17.6.9.9 The MCO shall make timely changes or defect fixes to
data interfaces and execute testing with DHHS and other
applicable entities to validate the integrity of the interface changes.

4.17.6.10 DHHS, or its agent, may conduct a Systems readiness review to
validate the MCO's ability to meet the MClS requirements.

4.17.6.11 The System readiness review may include a desk review and/or
an onsite review. If DHHS determines that it is necessary to conduct an
onsite review, the MCO shall be responsible for all reasonable travel costs
associated with such onsite reviews for at least two (2) staff from DHHS.

4.17.6.12 For purposes of this Section of the Agreement, "reasonable
travel costs" include airfare, lodging, meals, car rental and fuel, taxi,
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mileage, parking, and other Incidental travel expenses incurred by DHHS
or its authorized agent in connection with the onslte reviews.

4.17.6.13 If for any reason the MCO does not fully meet the MClS
requirements, the MCO shall, upon request by DHHS, either correct such
deficiency or submit to DHHS a CAP and Risk Mitigation Plan to address
such deficiency, immediately upon identifying a deficiency,, DHHS may
impose contractual remedies according to the severity of the deficiency as
described in Section 5.5 (Remedies) of this Agreement.

4.17.6.14 QOS metrics shall include:

4.17.6.14.1 System integrity: The MCO system shall ensure that
both user and Provider portal design, and implementation is in
accordance with federal standards, regulations and guidelines
related to security, confidentiality and auditing (e.g. HIPAA Privacy
and Security Rules, National Institute of Security and Technology).
4.17.6.14.2 The security of the Care Management processing
system shall minimally provide the following three types of controls
to maintain data integrity that directly Impacts QOS. These controls
shall be in place at all appropriate points of processing:

4.17.6.14.2.1. Preventive Controls: controls designed
to prevent errors and unauthorized events from
occurring.

4.17.6.14.2.2. Detective Controls: controls designed
to identify errors and unauthorized transactions that
have occurred in the system.

4.17.6.14.2.3. Corrective Controls: controls to ensure
that the problems identified by the detective controls
are corrected. . _ .

4.17.6.14.3 System Administration: Ability to comply with HIPAA,
ADA, and other State and federal regulations, and perform in
accordance with Agreement terms and conditions, ability to provide
a flexible solution to effectively meet the requirements of upcoming
HIPAA regulations and other national standards development.

4.17.6.14.4 The system shall accommodate changes with global
impacts (e.g., implementation of electronic health record, e-
Prescribe) as well as new transactions at no additional cost.

4.18 Claims Quality Assurance Standards

4.18.1 Claims Payment Standards
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4.18.1.1 For purposes of this Section ^.18 (Claims Quality Assurance
Standards), DHHS has adopted the claims definitions established by CMS
under the Medicare program, which are as follows:

4.18.1.1.1 "Clean Claim" means a claim that does not have any
defect, impropriety, lack of any required substantiating
documentation, or particular circumstance requiring special
treatment that prevents timely payment: and

4.18.1.1.2 "Incomplete Claim" means a claim that is denied for the
purpose of obtaining additional information from the Provider. '

4.18.1.2 Claims payment timeliness shall be measured from the received
date, which is the date a paper claim is received in the MCO's mailroom by
its date stamp or the date an electronic claim is submitted.

4.18.1.3 The paid date is the date a payment check or EFT is issued to
the service Provider [42 CFR 447.45(d)(5) - (6); 42 CFR 447.46; sections
1932(f) and 1902(a)(37)(A) of the Act]

4.18.1.4 The denied date is the date at which the MCO determines that
the submitted claim is not eligible for payment.

4.18.1.5 The MCO shall pay or deny ninety-five percent (95%) of Clean
Claims within thirty (30) calendar days of receipt, or receipt of additional
information.

4.18.1.6 The MCO shall pay ninety-nine percent (99%) of Clean Claims
within ninety (90) calendar days of receipt. [42 CFR 447.46; 42 CFR
447.45(d)(2)-(3) and (d)(5)-(6); Sections 1902(a)(37)(A) andV932(f) of the
Social Security Act].

4.18.1.7 The MCO shall request all additional information necessary to
process Incomplete Claims from the Provider within thirty (30) calendar
days from the date of original claim receipt.

4.18.2 Claims Quality Assurance Program

4.18.2.1 The MCO shall verify the accuracy and timeliness of data
reported by Providers, including data from Participating Providers the MCO
is compensating through a capitated payment arrangement.

4.18.2.2 The MCO shall screen the data received -from Providers for
completeness, logic, and consistency [42 CFR 438.242(b)(3)(i)-(ii)].
4.18.2.3 The MCO shall maintain an internal program to routinely
measure the accuracy of claims processing for MClS and report results to
DHHS, in accordance with Exhibit 0. •

4.18.2.4 As indicated in Exhibit O. reporting to DHHS shall be based on a
review of a statistically valid sample of paid and denied claims determined
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with a ninety-five percent (95%) confidence level. +/- three percent (3%).
assuming an error rate of three percent (3%) in the population of managed
care claims.

4.18.2.5 The MCO shall implement CAPs to Identify any issues and/or
errors identified during claim reviews and report resolution to DHHS.

4.18.3 Claims Financial Accuracy

4.18.3.1 Claims financial accuracy measures the accuracy of dollars paid
to Providers. It is measured by evaluating dollars overpaid and underpaid
In relation to total paid amounts taking into account the dollar stratification
of claims.

4.18.3.2 The MCO shall pay ninety-nine percent (99%) of dollars
accurately.

4.18.4 Claims Payment Accuracy

4.18.4.1 Claims payment accuracy measures the percentage of claims
paid or denied correctly. It Is measured by dividing the number of claims
paid/denied correctly by the total claims reviewed.

4.18.4.2 The MCO shall pay ninety-seven percent (97%) of claims
accurately.

4.18.5 Claims Processing Accuracy

4.18.5.1 Claims processing accuracy measures the percentage of claims
that are accurately processed In their entirety from both a financial and
non-financial perspective; I.e., claim was paid/denied correctly and all
coding was correct, business procedures were followed, etc. It Is
measured by dividing the total number of claims processed correctly by the
total number of claims reviewed.

-4.18:5.2 The MCO shall process ninety-five percent (95%) of all claims
correctly.

OVERSIGHT AND ACCOUNTABILITY

5.1 Reporting

5.1.1 General Provisions

5.1.1.1 As indicated throughout this Agreement. DHHS shall document
ongoing MCO reporting requirements through Exhibit O and additional
specifications provided by DHHS.

5.1.1.2 The MCO shall provide data, reports, and plans In accordance
with Exhibit O, this Agreement, and any additional specifications provided
by DHHS.
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5.1.1.3 The MCO shall compiy with all NHID rules for data reporting,
Including those related to the NH CHIS.

5.1.1.4 The MCO shall make all collected data available to DHHS upon
request and upon the request of CMS. [42 CFR 438.242(b)(4)]

5.1.1.5 The MCO shall collect data on Member and Provider
characteristics as specified by DHHS and on services furnished to
Members through a MClS system or other methods as may be specified
by DHHS. [42 CFR 438.242(b)(2)]

5.1.1.6 The MCO shall ensure that data received from Providers are
accurate and complete by:

5.1.1.6.1 Verifying the accuracy and timeliness of reported data;

5.1.1.6.2 Screening the data for completeness, logic, and
consistency; and

5.1.1.6.3 Collecting service information In standardized formats
to the extent feasible and appropriate. [42 CFR 438.242(b)(3)]

5.1.1.7 DHHS shall at a minimum collect; and the MCO shall provide,
the following information, and the information specified throughout the
Agreement and within Exhibit 0, in order to improve the performance of
the MOM program [42 CFR 438.66(c)(1)-(2) and (6)-(11)]:

5.1.1.7.1 Enrollment and disenrollment data;

5.1.1.7.2 Member grievance and appeal logs;

5.1.1.7.3 Medical management committee reports and minutes;

5.1.1.7.4 Audited financial and encounter data;

5.1.1.7.5 The MLR summary reports;

5.1.1.7.6 Customer service performance data;

5.1.1.7.7 Performance on required quality measures; and

5.1.1.7.8 TheMCO'sQAPI Plan.

5.1.1.8 The MCO shall be responsible for preparing, submitting, and
presenting to the Govemor, Legislature, and DHHS a report that Includes
the following information, or Information otherwise indicated by the State:

5.1.1.8.1 A description of how the MCO has addressed State
priorities for the MCM Program, including those specified in RSA
126-AA, throughout this Agreement, and in other State statute,
policies, and guidelines;

5.1.1.8.2 A description of the innovative programs the MCO has
developed and the outcomes associated with those programs;
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5.1.1.8.3 A description of how the MCO Is addressing social
determinants of health and the outcomes associated with MCO-

implemented Interventions:

5.1.1.8.4 A description of how the MCO is improving health
outcomes In the state; and

5.1.1.8.5 Any other information indicated by-the State for
Inclusion In the annual report.

5.1.1.9 Prior to Program Start Date and at any other time upon DHHS
request or as indicated in this Agreement,-DHHS shall conduct a review of
MCO policies and procedures and/or other administrative documentation.

5.1.1.9.1 DHHS shall deem materials as pass or fall following
DHHS review.

5.1.1.9.2 The MCO .shall complete and submit, a DHHS-
developed attestation that attests that the policy, procedure or
other documentation satisfies all applicable State and federal
authorities.

5.1.1.9.3 DHHS may require modifications to MCO policies and
procedures or other documentation at any time as determined by
DHHS.

5.1.2 Requirements for Waiver Programs

5.1.2.'l The MCO shall provide to DHHS the data and Information
required for its current CMS waiver programs and any waiver programs it
enters during the Term of this Agreement that require data for Members
covered by the MCO. These include but are not limited to:

5.1.2.1.1 NH's Building Capacity for Transformation 1115waiver;

• " ' ■ 5:1:2:1.2—Substance Use Disorder Institute for Mental Disease

1115 waiver;

5.1.2.1.3 Mandatory managed care 1915b waiver; and

5.1.2.1.4 Granite Advantage 1115waiver.

5.1.3 Encounter Data

5.1.3.1 The MCO shall submit Encounter Data in the format and

content, timeliness, completeness, and accuracy as specified by DHHS
and In accordance with timeliness, completeness, and accuracy standards
as established by DHHS. [42 CFR 438.604(a)(1); 42 CFR 438.606; 42
CFR 438.818]

5.1.3.2 All MCO encounter requirements apply to all Subcontractors.'
The MCO shali ensure that all contracts with Participating Providers and
Subcontractors contain provisions that require all encounter records are
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reported or submitted in an accurate and timely fashion such^that the MCO
meets all DHHS reporting requirements.

5.1.3.3 The MCO shall submit to DHHS for review, during the
Readiness Review process, its policies and procedures that detail the
MOO'S encounter process. The MCO-submitted policies and procedures
shall at minimum include to DHHS's satisfaction;

5.1.3.3.1 An end-to-end description of the MCO's encounter
process;

5.1.3.3.2 A detailed overview of the encounter process with all
Providers and Subcontractors; and

5.1.3.3.3 A detailed description of the internal reconciliation
process followed by the MCO, and all Subcontractors that process
claims on the MCO's behalf.

5.1.3.4 The MCO shall, as requested by DHHS, submit updates to and
revise upon request its policies and procedures that detail the MCO's
encounter process.

5.1.3.5 All Encounter Data shall remain the property of DHHS and
DHHS retains the right to use it for any purpose it deems necessary.

5.1.3.6 The MCO shall submit Encounter Data to the EQRO and DHHS
in accordance with this Section 5.1.3 (Encounter Data) of the Agreement
and to DHHS's actuaries, as requested, according to the format and
specification of the actuaries.

5.1.3.7 Submission of Encounter Data to DHHS does not eliminate the
MCO's responsibility to comply with NHID rules, Chapter Ins 4000 Uniform
Reporting System for Health Care Claims Data Sets.

5.1.3.8 The MCO shall ensure that encounter records are consistent
with DHHS requirements and all applicable State and federal laws.

5.1.3.9 MCO encounters shall include all adjudicated claims, including
paid, denied, and adjusted claims.

5.1.3.10 The level of detail associated with encounters from Providers
with whom the MCO has a capitated payment arrangement shall be the
equivalent to the level of detail associated with encounters for which the
MCO received and settled a FFS claim.

5.1.3.11 The MCO shall maintain a record of all information submitted by
Providers on claims. All Provider-submitted claim information shall be
submitted in the MCO's encounter records.

5.1.3.12 The MCO shall have a computer and data processing system,
and staff, sufficient to accurately produce the data, reports, and encounter
record set in formats and timelines as defined in this Agreement.
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5.1.3.13 The system shall be capable of following or tracing an encounter
within its system using a unique encounter record identification number for
each encounter.

5.1.3.14 The MCO shall collect service information in the federally
mandated HIPAA transaction formats and code sets, and submit these
data in a standardized format approved by DHHS.

5.1.3.15 The MCO shall make all collected data available to DHHS after it
is tested for compliance, accuracy, completeness, logic, and consistency.
5.1.3.16 The MOD'S systems that are required to use or otherwise
contain the applicable data type shall conform to current and future
HIPAA-based standard code sets; the processes through which.the data
are generated shall conform to the same standards, including application
of;

5.1.3.16.1 Health Care Common Procedure Coding System
(HCPCS);

5.1.3.16.2 CPT codes;

5 1 3 16 3 International Classification of Diseases, 10th revision,
Clinical Modification ICD-10-CM and International Classification of
Diseases, 10th revision, Procedure Coding System ICD-10-PCS;
5.1.3.16.4 National Drug Codes which is a code set that identifies
the vendor (manufacturer), product and package size of all drugs
and biologies recognized by the FDA. It is maintained and
distributed by HHS, in collaboration with drug manufacturers;

5 1 3 16.5 Code on Dental Procedures and Nomenclature (CDT)
which is the code set for dental services. It is maintained and
distributed by the American Dental Association (ADA);

5X3/16.6 PCS Codes v!^lch~areWo~-digit codes placed dn'heal^^
care professional claims to indicate the setting in which a service
was provided. CMS maintains PCS codes used throughout, the
health care industry:

5.1.3.16.7 Claim Adjustment Reason Codes (CARC) which
explain why a claim payment is reduced. Each CARC is paired with
a dollar amount, to reflect the amount of the specific reduction, and
a Group Code, to specify whether the reduction is the responsibility
of the Provider or the patient when other insurance is involved; and
5.1.3.16.8 Reason and Remark Codes (RARC) which are used
when other insurance denial information is submitted to the MMIS
using standard codes defined and maintained by CMS and the
NCPDP.
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5.1.3.17 All MCO encounters shall be submitted electronically to DHHS
or the State's fiscal agent in the standard HIPAA transaction formats,
namely the ANSI X12N 837 transaction formats (P - Professional and I -
Institutional) or at the discretion of DHHS the ANSI )^12N 837 post
adjudicated transaction formats (P - Professional and I - Institutional) and,
for pharmacy services, in the NH file format , and other proprietary file
layouts as defined by DHHS.

5.1.3.18 All MCO encounters shall be submitted with MCO paid amount,
or FFS equivalent, and, as applicable, the Medicare paid amount, other
insurance paid amount and/or expected Member Copayment amount.

5.1.3.19 The paid amount (or FFS equivalent) submitted with Encounter
Data shall be the amount paid to Providers, not the amount paid to MCO
Subcontractors or Providers of shared services within the MCO's
organization, third party administrators, or capitated entities. This
requirement means that, for example for pharmacy claims, the MCO paid
amount shall include the amount paid to the pharmacy. The amount paid
to the MCO's PBM is not acceptable.

5.1.3.20 The MCO shall continually provide up to date documentation of
payment methods used for all types of services by date of use of said
methods.

5.1.3.21 The MCO shall continually provide up to date documentation of
claim adjustment methods used for all types of claims by date of use of
said methods.

5.1.3.22 The MCO shall collect, and submit to the State's fiscal agent.
Member service level Encounter Data for all Covered Sen/ices.

5.1.3.23 The MCO shall be held responsible for errors or non-compliance
resulting from its own actions or the actions of an agent authorized to act
on its behalf.

5.1.3.24 The MCO shall conform to all current and future HIPAA-
compliant standards for information exchange, including but not limited to
the following requirements:

5.1.3.24.1 Batch and Online Transaction Types are as follows:

5.1.3.24.1.1.ASC X12N 820 Premium Payment
Transaction;

5.1.3.24.1.2.ASC X12N 834 Enrollment and Audit
Transaction;

5.1.3.24.1.3.ASC X12N 835 Claims Payment
Remittance Advice Transaction;

5.1.3.24.1.4. ASC X12N 8371 Institutional
Claim/Encounter Transaction;
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5.1.3.24.1.5.ASC X12N 837P Professional
Claim/Encounter Transaction:

5.1.3.24.1.6.ASC X12N 837D Dental Claim/Encounter
Transaction; and

5.1.3.24.1.7.NCPDP D.O Pharmacy Claim/Encounter
Transaction,

5.1.3.24.2 Online transaction types are as follows:

5.1.3.24.2.1.ASC X12N 270/271 Eligibility/Benefit
Inquiry/Response;

5.1.3.24.2.2.ASC X12N 276 Claims Status Inquiry;

5.1.3.24.2.3. ASC X12N 277 Claims Status Response;

5.1.3.24.2.4.ASC X12N 278/279 Utilization Review
Inquiry/Response; and

5.1.3.24.2.5. NCPpP D.O Pharmacy Claim/Encounter
Transaction.

5.1.3.25 Submitted Encounter Data shall include all elements specified
by DHHS, Including but not limited to those specified In the DHHS
Medicaid Encounter Submission Requirements Policy.

5.1.3.26 The MCO shall submit summary reporting In accordance with
Exhibit O, to be used to validate Encounter submissions.

5.1.3.27 The MCO shall use the procedure codes, diagnosis codes, and
other codes as directed by DHHS for reporting Encounters and fee- for-
servlce claims.

5.1.3.28 Any exceptions shall be considered on a code-by-code basis
after DHHS receives written notice from the MCO requesting an exception.

5.1.3.29 The MCO shall use the Provider identifiers as directed by DHHS
for both Encounter and FFS submissions, as applicable.

5.1.3.30 The MCO shall provide, as a supplement to the Encounter Data
submission, a Member file on a monthly basis, which shall contain
appropriate Member Medicaid identification numbers, the PCP assignment
of each Member, and the group affiliation and service location address of
the PCP.

5.1.3.31 The MCO shall submit complete Encounter Data in the
appropriate HIPAA-compliant formats regardless of the claim submission
method (hard copy paper, proprietary formats, EDI, DDE).

5.1.3.32 The MCO shall assign staff to participate In encounter technical
work group meetings as directed by DHHS.
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complete and accurate encounters to
DHHS.

5.1.3.34 The MCO shall Implement review procedures to validate
Encounter Data submitted by Providers. The MCO shall meet the followinq
standards: ^

5.1.3.34.1 Completeness:

5.1.3.34.1.1.The MCO shall submit encounters that
represent one hundred percent (100%) of the Covered
Services provided by Participating Providers and Non-
Participating Providers.

5.1.3.34.2 Accuracy:

5.1.3.34.2.1.Transaction type (X12); Ninety-eight
percent (98%) of the records In an MCO's encounter
batch submission shall pass XI2 EDI compliance edits
and the MMIS threshold and repairable compliance
edits. The standard shall apply to submissions of each
individual batch and online transaction type.

5.1.3.34.2.2.Transaction type (NCPDP): Ninety-eight
percent (98®/o) of the records in an MCO's encounter
batch submission shall pass NCPDP compliance edits
and the pharmacy benefits system threshold and
repairable compliance edits. The NCPDP compliance
edits are described in the NCPDP.

5.1.3.34.2.3. One-hundred percent (100%) of Member
identification numbers shall be accurate and valid.

5.1.3.34.2.4. Ninety-eight percent (98%) of billing
Provider information shall be accurate and valid.

5.1.3.34.2.5. Ninety-eight percent (98%) of servicing
Provider information shall be accurate and valid.

5.1.3.34.2.6.The MCO shall submit a monthly
supplemental Provider file, to include data elements as
defined by DHHS, for all Providers that were submitted
on encounters in the prior month.

5.1.3.34.2.7. For the first six (6) months of encounter
production submissions, the MCO shall conduct a
monthly end to end test of a statistically valid sample of
claims to ensure Encounter Data quality.

5.1.3.34.2.7.1 The end to end test shall include a
review of the Provider claim to what data is in the
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MCO claims processing system, and the encounter
file record produced for that claim.

5.1.3.34.2.7.2 The MCO shall report a pass or
fail to DHHS. If the result is a fail, the MCO shall
also submit a root cause analysis that includes
plans for remediation.

5.1.3.34.2.7.3 If DHHS or the MCO identifies a
data defect, the MCO shall, for six (6) months post
data defect identification, conduct a monthly end to
end test of a statistically valid sample of claims to
ensure Encouriter Data quality.

5.1.3.34.2.7.4 If two (2) or more Encounter
Data defects are identified within a rolling twelve
(12) month period, DHHS may require the MCO to
contract with an external vendor to independently
assess the MCO Encounter Data process. The
external vendor shall produce a report that shall be
shared with DHHS.

5.1.3.34.3 Timeliness;

5.1.3.34.3.1. Encounter Data shall be submitted weekly,
within fourteen (14) calendar days of claim payment.

5.1.3.34.3.2.All encounters shall be submitted, both
paid and denied claims.

5.1.3.34.3.3.The MCO shall be subject to liquidated
damages as specified in Section 5.5.2 (Liquidated
Damages) for failure to timely submit Encounter Data,
in accordance with the_accuracy standards estabjished
in this Agreement.

5.1.3.34.4 Error Resolution:

5.1.3.34.4.1.For all historical encounters submitted
after the submission start date, if DHHS or its fiscal
agent notifies the MCO of encounters failing XI2 EDI
compliance edits or MMIS threshold and repairable
compliance edits, the MCO shall remediate all related
encounters within forty-five (45) calendar days after
such notice.

5.1.3.34.4.2.For all ongoing claim encounters, if DHHS
or its fiscal agent notifies the MCO of encounters failing
XI2 EDI compliance edits or MMIS threshold and
repairable compliance edits, the MCO shall remediate
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all such encounters within fourteen (14) calendar days
after such notice.

5.1.3.34.4.3. If the MCO fails to comply with either error
resolution timeline, DHHS shall require a CAP and
assess liquidated damages as described in Section
5.5.2 (Liquidated Damages).

5.1.3.34.4.4.The MCO shall not be held accountable

for issues or delays directly caused by or as a direct
result of the changes to MMIS by DHHS.

,■ V - 5.1.3.34.5 Survival;

5.1.3.34.5.1. All Encounter Data accumulated as part of
the MCM program shall remain the property of DHHS
and, upon termination of the Agreement, the data shall
be electronically transmitted to DHHS in a format and
schedule prescribed by DHHS and as is further
described in Section 7.7.2 (Data).

5.1.4 Data Certification

5.1.4.1 All data submitted to DHHS by the MCO shall be certified by one
(1) of the following:

5.1.4.1.1 TheMCO'sCEO;

5.1.4.1.2 The MCO's CFO; or

5.1.4.1.3 An individual who has delegated authority to sign for,
and who reports directly to, the MCO's CEO or CFO. [42 CFR
438.604; 42 CFR 438.606(a)]

5.1.4.2 The data that shall be certified include, but are not limited to, all
documents specified by DHHS, enrollment information. Encounter Data,
and other information contained in this Agreement or proposals.

5.1.4.3 The certification shall attest to, based on best knowledge,
information, and belief, the accuracy, completeness and truthfulness of the
documents and data.

5.1.4.4 The MCO shall submit the certification concurrently with the
certified data and documents [42 CFR 438.604; 42 CFR 438.606].

5.1.4.5 The MCO shall submit the MCO Data Certification process
policies and procedures for DHHS review during the Readiness Review
process.

5.1.6 Data System Support for Quality Assurance & Performance
Improvement
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5.1.5.1 The MCO shall have a data collection, processing, and reporting
system sufficient to support the QAPI program requirements described In
Section 4.12.3 (Quality Assessment and Performance Improvement
Program).

5.1.5.2 The system shall be able to support QAPI monitoring and
evaluation activities, including the monitoring and evaluation of the quality
of clinical care provided, periodic evaluation of Participating Providers,
Member feedback on QAPI activity, and maintenance and use of medical
records used in QAPI activities.

5.2 Contract Oversight Program

6.2.1 The MCO shall have a formalized Contract Oversight Program to ensure
that it complies with this Agreement, wrhich at a minimum, should outline:

5.2.1.1 The specific monitoring and auditing activities that the MCO
shall undertake to ensure its and its Subcontractors' compliance \with
certain provisions and requirements of the Agreement;

5.2.1.2 The frequency of those contract oversight activities; and

5.2.1.3 The person(s) responsible for those contract oversight activities.

5.2.2 The Contract Oversight Program shall specifically address how the MCO
shall oversee the MCO's and its Subcontractor's compliance with the follovwng
provisions and requirements of the Agreement:

5.2.2.1 Section 3.12 (Privacy and Security of Members' Information);

5.2.2.2 Section 3.14 (Subcontractors);

5.2.2.3 Section 4 (Program Requirements); and

5.2.2.4 All data and reporting requirements.

5;2^3 The Contract~Oversight Program shall set forth how the MCO's Chief
Executive Officer (CEO)/Executive Director, Compliance Officer and Board of
Directors shall be made aware of non-compliance identified through the Contract
Oversight Program.

5.2.4 The MCO shall present to DHHS for review as part of the Readiness
Review a copy of the Contract Oversight Program and any implementing policies.
6.2.6 The MCO shall present to DHHS for review redlined copies of proposed
changes to the Contract Oversight Program and its implementing policies prior to
adoption.

5.2.6 This Contract Oversight Program is distinct from the Program Integrity
Plan and the Fraud, Waste and Abuse Compliance Plan discussed in Section 5.3
(Program Integrity).

5.2.7 The MCO shall promptly, but no later than thirty (30) calendar days after
the date of discovery, report any material non-compliance identified through the
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Contract Oversight Program and submit a Corrective Action Plan to DHHS to
remediate such non-compliance.

5.2.8 The MCO shall implement any changes to the Corrective Action Plan
requested by DHHS.

5.3 Program Integrity

5,3.1 General Requirements

5 3 11 The MCO shall present to DHHS for review, as part of the
Readiness Review process, a Program Integrity Plan ^ Fra"^Waste .
and Abuse Compliance Plan and shall nontp^ wrth policies and
procedures that guide and require the MCO and the MCOs officers
employees, agents and Subcontractors to comply with the requirements of
this Section 5.3 (Program Integrity). [42 CFR 438.608]
5 3 12 The MCO shall present to DHHS for review redllned copies of
proposed changes to the Program Integrity Plan and the Fraud, Waste and
Abuse Compliance Plan prior to adoption.
53 13 The MCO shali include program integrity requirements in its
Subcontracts and provider application, credentialing ■ and recredentialing
processes.

5 3 14 The MCO is expected to be familiar with, cornply with, and
require compliance by Its Subcontractors with all regulations 3"'^
regulatory guidance related to program Integnty whether or not those
regulations are listed below;

5.3.1.4.1 Section 1902(a)(68) ofthe Social Security Act;
5.3.1.4.2 42 CFR Section 438;

5.3.1.4.3 42 CFR Section 455;

5.3.1.4.4 42 CFR Section 1000 through 1008; and
5.3.1.4.5 CMS Toolkits.

5 3 16 The MCO shall ensure compliance with the program integrity
provisions of this Agreement, Including proper payments ̂
Lbcontractors, methods for detection and prevention of was^ and
abuse and the MCO's and Its Subcontractors compliance with all program
integrity reporting requirements to DHHS.
5 3 16 The MCO shall have a Program Integrity Plan and a Fraud
Waste and Abuse Compliance Plan that are designed to guard against
fraud, waste and abuse.

5 317 The Program Integrity Plan and the Fraud, Waste and Abuse
Compliance Plan shall Include, at a minimum, the establishment and
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implementation of internal controls, policies, and procedures to prevent
and deter fraud, waste and abuse.

5.3.1.8 The MCO shall be compliant with all applicable federal and State
regulations related to Medicaid program integrity. [42 CFR 455, 42 CFR
456, 42 CFR 438, 42 CFR 1000 through 1008 and Section 1902(a)(68) of
the Social Security Act]

5.3.1.9 The MCO shall work with DHHS on program integrity issues,
and with MFCU as directed by DHHS, on fraud, waste or abuse
Investigations. This shall Include, at a minimum, the following:

5.3.1.9.1 Participation in MCO program integrity meetings with
DHHS following the submission of the monthly allegation log
submitted by the MCO in accordance with Exhibit 0.

5.3.1.9.2 The frequency of the program integrity meetings shall
be as often as monthly.

5.3.1.9.3 Discussion at these meetings shall Include, but not be
limited to, case development and monitoring.

5.3.1.9.4 The MCO shall ensure Subcontractors attend monthly
meetings when requested by DHHS;

5.3.1.9.5 Participation in bi-annual MCO and Subcontractor
forums to discuss best practices, performance rhetrlcs, provider
risk assessments, analytics, and lessons learned;

5.3.1.9.6 Quality control and review of encounter data submitted
to DHHS; and

5.3.1.9.7 Participation In meetings with MFCU, as determined by
MFCU and DHHS.

■  6.3.2 ■ Fraud,-Waste and Abuse -

5.3.2.1 The MCO, or a Subcontractor which has been delegated
responsibility for coverage of services and payment of claims under this
Agreement, shall Implement and maintain administrative and management
arrangements or procedures designed to detect and prevent fraud, waste
and abuse. [42 CFR 438.608(a)]

5.3.2.2 The arrangements or procedures shall include the following:

5.3.2.2.1 The Program Integrity Plan and the Fraud, Waste and
Abuse Compliance Plan that includes, at a minimum, all of the
following elements:

5.3.2.2.1.1. Written policies, procedures, and
standards of conduct that articulate the organization's
commitment to comply with all applicable requirements
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and standards under this Agreement, and all applicable
federal and State requirements;

5.3.2.2.1.2. Designation, of a Compliance Officer who
is accountable for developing and implementing
policies and procedures, and practices designed to
ensure compliance with the requirements of the
Agreement and who directly reports to the CEO and
the Board of Directors;

5.3.2.2.1.3. Establishment of a Regulatory Compliance
Committee of the Board of Directors and at the senior
management level charged with overseeing the MCO's
compliance program and its compliance with this
Agreement;

5.3.2.2.1.4. System for training and education for the
Compliance Officer, the MCO's senior management,
employees, and Subcontractor on the federal and State
standards and requirements under this Agreement;

5.3.2.2.1.5. Effective lines of communication between
the Compliance Officer and MCO's staff and
Subcontractors;

5.3.2.2.1.6. Enforcement of standards through well-
publicized disciplinary guidelines; and

5.3.2.2.1.7. Establishment and implementation of
procedures and a system with dedicated staff of routine
internal monitoring and auditing of compliance risks,
prompt response to compliance issues as they are
raised, investigation of potential problems as identified
in the course of self-evaluation and audits, correction of
such problems promptly and thoroughly (or
coordination of suspected criminal acts with law
enforcement agencies) to reduce the potential for
recurrence, and ongoing compliance with the
requirements under this Agreement. [42 CFR
438.608(a): 42 CFR 438.608(a)(1)(i) - (vii)]

5.3.2.2.2 The process by which the MOO shall monitor their
marketing representative activities to ensure that the MOO does
not engage in inappropriate activities, such as inducements;

5.3.2.2.3 A requirement that the MOO shall report on staff
termination for engaging in prohibited rharketing conduct or fraud,
waste and abuse to DHHS within thirty (30) business days;
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5.3.2.2.4 A description of the MCO's specific controls to detect
and prevent potential fraud, waste and abuse including, without
limitation:

5.3.2.2.4.1. A list of automated pre-payment claims
edits, including National Correct Coding Initiative
(NCCI) edits:

5.3.2.2.4.2. A list of automated post-payment claims
edits;

5.3.2.2.4.3. In accordance with 42 CFR 438.602(b),
the MCO shall maintain edits on its claims systems to
ensure in-network claims include New Hampshire
Medicald enrolled billing and rendering provider NPIs.
The MCO shall amend edits on its claims systems as
required by any changes in federal and State
requirements for managed care billing;

5.3.2.2.4.4. At least three (3) data analytic algorithms
for fraud detection specified by DHHS Program
Integrity and three (3) additional data analytic
algorithms as determin^ by the MCO for a total of at
least six (6) algorithms, which should include services
provided by Subcontractors. These algorithms are
subject to change at least annually;

5.3.2.2.4.5. A list of audits of post-processing review
of claims planned;

5.3.2.2.4.6. A list of reports on Participating Provider
and Non-Participating Provider profiling used to aid
program integrity reviews;

5.3.2.2.4.7. The methods the MCO shali use to identify
high-risk claims and the MCO's definition of "high-risk
claims";

5.3.2.2.4.8. Visit verification procedures and practices,
including sample sizes and targeted provider types or

'  locations;

5.3.2.2.4.9. A list of surveillance and/or utilization
management protocols used to safeguard against
unnecessary or inappropriate use of Medicald services;

5.3.2.2.4.10.A method to verify, by sampling or other
method, whether services that have been represented
to have been delivered by Participating Providers and
were received by Members and the application of such
verification processes on a regular basis. The MCO
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may use an explanation of benefits (EOB) for such
verification only if the MCO suppresses Information on
EOBs that would be a violation of Membel^
confidentiality requirements for women's health care,
family planning, sexually transmitted diseases, and
behavioral health services [42 CFR 455.20];

5.3.2.2.4.11. Provider and Member materials identifying
the MCO's fraud and abuse reporting hotline number;

5.3.2.2.4.12.Work plans for conducting both
announced and unannounced site visits and field
audits of Participating Providers determined to be at
high risk to ensure sen/Ices are rendered and billed
correctly;

5.3.2.2.4.13. The process for putting a Participating
Provider on and taking a Participating Provider off
prepayment review, Including, the metrics used and
frequency of evaluating whether prepayment review
continues to be appropriate;

5.3.2.2.4.14. The ability to suspend a Participating
Provider's or Non-Participating Provider's payment due
to credible allegation of fraud if directed by DHHS
Program Integrity; and

5.3.2.2.4.15.The process by which the MCO shall
recover Inappropriately paid funds If the MCO
discovers wasteful and/or abusive, Incorrect billing
trends with a particular Participating Provider or
provider type, specific billing Issue trends, or quality
trends.

5.3.2.2.5 A provision for the prompt reporting of all
Overpayments identified and recovered, specifying the
Overpayments due to potential fraud;

5.3.2.2.6 A provision for referral of any potential Participating
Provider or Non-Participating Provider fraud, waste and abuse that
the MCO or Subcontractor Identifies to DHHS Program Integrity
and any potential fraud directly to the MFCU as required under this
Agreement [42 CFR 438.608(a)(7)];

5.3.2.2.7 A provision for the MCO's suspension of payments to a
Participating Provider for which DHHS determines there is credible
allegation of fraud in accordance with this Agreement and 42 CFR
455.23; and
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5 3.2.2.8 A provision for notification to DHHS when the MCO
receives information about a change in a Participating Provider's
circumstances that may affect the Participating Provider's eligibility
to participate in the MCM program, including the termination, of the
provider agreement with the MCO as detailed in Exhibit O.

5,3.2.3 The MCO and Subcontractors shall implement and maintain ,
written policies for all employees and any Subcontractor or agent of the
entity that provide detailed information about the False Claims Act (^CA)
and other federal and State laws described in Section 1902(a)(68) of the
Social Security Act, including information about rights of employees to be
protected as whistleblowerl [Section 1902(a)(68) of the Social Security
Act; 42 CFR 438.608(a)(6)]

5 3 2 4 The MCO, and if required by the MCO's Subcontractors, shall
post and maintain DHHS-approved information related to fraud, waste and
abuse on its website, including but not limited to. provider notices cument
listing of Participating Providers, providers that have been excluded or
sanctioned from the Medicaid Care Management Program, any updates
policies, provider resources, contact information and upcoming educational
sessions/webinars.

6,3.3 Identification and Recoveries of Overpayments

5.3.3.1 The MCO shall maintain an effective fraud, waste and abuse-
related Provider overpayment identification, Recovery and tracking
process.

5332 The MCO shall perform ongoing analysis of its authorization,
utilization, claims. Provider's billing patterns, and encounter data to detect
improper payments, and shall perform audits and investigations of
Subcontractors. Providers and Provider entities.

5:3.3:3 This~process shall include a methodology-for-a-means„of
estimating overpayment, a formal process for documenting communication
with Providers, and a system for managing and tracking of investigation
findings Recoveries, and underpayments related to fraud, waste and
abuse irivestigations/audiVany other overpayment recovery Process, as
described in the fraud, waste and abuse reports provided to DHHS m
accordance with Exhibit 0.

5 3 3 4 The MCO and Subcontractors shall each have internal policies
and procedures for documentation, retention and recovery of all
Overpayments, specifically for the recovery of Overpayments due to fraud,
waste and abuse, and for reporting and returning Overpayments as
required by this Agreement. [42 CFR 438.608(d)(1)(i)]
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5.3.3.5 The MCO and Its subcontractors shall report to DHHS within
sixty (60) calendar days when it has identified Capitation Payments or
other payment amounts received are In excess to the amounts specified in
this Agreement. [42 CFR 438.608(c)(3)].

5.3.3.6 DHHS may recover Overpayments that are not recovered by or
returned to- the MCO within sixty (60) calendar days of notification by
DHHS to pursue.

5.3.3.7 This Section of the Agreement does not apply to any amount of
a recovery to be retained under False Claim Act cases or through other
investigations.

5.3.3.8 Any settlement reached by the MCO or its subcontractors and a
Provider shall not bind or preclude the State from further action.

5.3.3.9 DHHS shall utilize the information and documentation collected
under this Agreement, as well as nationally recognized information on
average recovery amounts as reported by State MFCUs and commercial
insurance plans for setting actuarially sound Capitation Payments for each
MCO consistent with the requirements in 42 CFR 438.4.

5.3.3.10 If the MCO does not meet the required metrics related to
expected fraud referrals, overpayment recoupments, and other measures
set forth in this Agreement and Exhibit O, DHHS shall impose liquidated
damages, unless the MCO can demonstrate good cause for failure to meet
such metrics.

5.3.4 Referrals of Credible Allegations of Fraud and Provider and
Payment Suspensions

5.3.4.1 General

5.3.4.1.1 The MCO shall, and shall require any Subcontractor to,
establish policies and procedures for referrals to DHHS Program
Integrity Unit and the MFCU on credible allegations of fraud and for
payment suspension when there is a credible allegation of fraud
[42 CFR 438.608(a)(8): 42 CFR 455.23],

5.3.4.1.2 The MCO shall complete a DHHS "Request to Open"
form for any potential fraud,.waste, or abuse case, including those
that lead to a credible allegation of fraud. DHHS Program Integrity
Unit shall have fifteen (15) business days to respond to the MCQ's
"Request to Open" form.

5.3.4.1.3 When the MCO or its Subcontractor has concluded that
a credible allegation of fraud or abuse exists, the MCO shall make
a referral to DHHS Program Integrity Unit and any potential fraud
directly to MFCU within five (5) business days of the determination
on a template provided by DHHS. [42 CFR 438.608(a)(7)]
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5.3.4.1.4 Unless and until prior written approval is obtained from
DHHS, neither the MCO nor a Subcontractor shall take any
administrative action or any of the following regarding the
allegations of suspected fraud:

5.3.4.1.4.1. Suspend Provider payments;

5.3.4.1.4.2. Contact the subject of the investigation
about any matters related to the Investigation;

5.3.4.1.4.3. Continue the investigation into the matter;

5.3.4.1.4.4. Enter into or attempt to negotiate any
settlement or agreement regarding the matter; or

5.3.4.1.4.5. Accept any monetary or other thing of
valuable consideration offered by the subject of the
investigation in connection with the incident.

5.3.4.1.5 The MCO shall employ pre-payment review when
directed by DHHS.

5.3.4.1.6 In addition, the MCO may employ pre-payment review
in the following circumstances without approval:

5.3.4.1.6.1. Upon new Participating Provider
enrollment;

5.3.4.1.6.2. For delayed payment during Provider
education;

5.3.4.1.6.3. For existing Providers with billing
inaccuracies;

5.3.4.1.6.4. Upon receipt of a credible allegation of
-  fraud or abuse; or _

/  ' *■

5.3.4.1.6.5. Upon identification from data analysis or
other grounds.

5.3.4.1.7 If DHHS, MFCU or another law enforcement agency
accepts the allegation for investigation, DHHS shall notify the
MCO's Compliance Officer within two (2) business days of the
acceptance notification, along with a directive to suspend payment
to the affected Provider(s) If it is determined that suspension shall
not impair MFCU's or law enforcement's investigation.
5.3.4.1.8 DHHS shall notify the MCO if the referral is declined for
investigation.

5.3.4.1.9 If DHHS, MFCU, or other law enforcement agencies
decline to investigate the fraud referral, the MCO may proceed with
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Its own investigation and comply with the reporting requirements
contained in this Section of the Agreement.

5.3.4.1.10 Upon receipt of notification from DHHS, the MCO shall
send notice of the decision to suspend program payments to the
Provider within the following timeframe:

5.3.4.1.10.1.Within five (5) calendar days of taking
such action unless requested in writing by DHHS, the
MFCU, or law enforcement to temporarily withhold
such notice; or

5.3.4.1.10.2.Wrthin thirty (30) calendar days if
requested by DHHS, MFCU, or law enforcement in
writing to delay sending such notice.

5.3.4.1.10.3.The request for delay may be renewed in
writing no more than twice and in no event may the
delay exceed ninety (90) calendar days.

5.3.4.1.11 The notice shall Include or address all of the following
(42 CFR 455.23(2)):

.  5.3.4.1.11.1.That payments are being suspended in
accordance with this provision;

5.3.4.1.11.2.Set forth the general allegations as to the
nature of the suspension action. The notice need not
disclose any specific information concerning an
ongoing investigation;

5.3.4.1.11.3. That the suspension is for a temporary
period and cite the circumstances under which the
suspension shall be lifted;

5.3.4.1.11.4. Specify, when applicable, to which type or
types of claims or business units the payment
suspension relates; and

5.3.4.1.11.5.Where applicable and appropriate, inform
the Provider of any appeal rights available to the
Provider, along with the Provider's right to submit
written evidence for consideration by the MCO.

5.3.4.2 All suspension of payment actions under this Section of the
Agreement shall be temporary and shall not continue after either of the
following:

5.3.4.2.1 The MCO is notified by DHHS that there is insufficient
evidence of fraud by the Provider; or
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5.3.4.2.2 The MCO is notified by DHHS that the. legal
proceedings related to the Provider's alleged fraud are completed,

5.3.4.3 The MCO shall document in writing the termination of a payment
suspension and issue a notice of the termination to the Provider and to
DHHS.

5.3.4.4 The DHHS Program Integrity Unit may find that good cause
exists not to suspend payments, in whole or in part, or not to continue a
payment suspension previously imposed, to an individual or entity against
which there is an investigation of a credible allegation of fraud if any of the
following are applicable:

5.3.4.4.1 MFCU or other law enforcement officials have
specifically requested that a payment suspension not be imposed
because such a payment suspension may compromise or
jeopardize an investigation;

5.3.4.4.2 Other available remedies are available to the MCO,
after DHHS approves the remedies that more effectively or quickly
protect Medicaid funds;

5.3.4.4.3 The MCO determines, based upon the submission of
written evidence by the individual or entity that is the subject of the
payment suspension, there is no longer a credible allegation of
fraud and that the suspension should be removed.

5.3.4.4.3.1. The MCO shall review evidence submitted
by the Provider and submit it with a recommendation to

■ DHHS.

5.3.4.4.3.2. DHHS shall direct the MCO to continue,
reduce or remove the payment suspension within thirty

-  (30) calendar days of having received the evidence; -

5.3.4.4.4 Member access to items or" services would be
jeopardized by a payment suspension because of either of the
following:

•5.3.4.4.4.1. An individual or entity is the sole
community physician or the sole source of essential
specialized services in a community; or

5.3.4.4.4.2. The individual or entity serves a large
number of Members within a federal HRSA designated
a medically underserved area;

5.3.4.4.5 MFCU or law enforcement declines to certify that a
matter continues to be under investigation; or

5.3.4.4.6 DHHS determines that payment suspension is not in
the best interests of the Medicaid program.
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5.3.4.5 The MCO shall maintain for a minimum of six (6) years from the
date of issuance all materials documenting:

5.3.4.5.1 Details of payment suspensions that were Imposed in
whole or in part; and

5.3.4.5.2 Each instance when a payment suspension was not
imposed or was discontinued for good cause.

5.3.4.6 If the MCO fails to suspend payments to an entity or Individual
for whom there Is a pending investigation of a credible allegation of fraud
without good cause, and DHHS directed the MCO to suspend payments.
DHHS may impose liquidated damages.

5.3.4.7 If any government entity, either from restitutions, recoveries,
penalties or fines imposed following a criminal prosecution or guilty plea!
or through a civil settlement or judgment, or any other form of civil action!
receives a monetary recovery from any entity or individual, the entirety of
such monetary recovery belongs exclusively to .the State, and the MCO
and any involved Subcontractor have no claim to any portion of such
recovery.

5.3.4.8 Furthermore, the MCO is fully subrogated, and shall require its
Subcontractors to agree to subrogate, to the State for all criminal, civil and
administrative action recoveries undertaken by any government entity,
including but not limited to all claims the MCO or its Subcontractor(s) has
or rnay have against any entity or individual that directly or indirectly
receives funds under this Agreement, including but not limited to any
health care Provider, manufacturer, wholesale or retail supplier, sales
representative, laboratory, or other Provider in the design, manufacture.
Marketing, pricing, or quality of drugs, pharmaceuticals, medical supplies!
medical devices, DME, or other health care related products or services.

5.3.4.8.1 For the purposes of this Section of the Agreement,
subrogation" means the right of any State government entity or
local law enforcement to stand in the place of the MCO or client in
the collection against a third party.

5.3.4.9 Any funds recovered and retained by a govemment entity shall
be reported to the actuary to consider in the rate-setting process.

5.3.6 Investigations

5.3.5.1 The MCO and its Subcontractors shall cooperate with all State
and federal agencies that investigate fraud, waste and abuse.

5.3.5.2 The MCO shall ensure its Subcontractors and any other
contracted entities are contractually required to also participate fully with
any State or federal agency or their contractors.
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5.3.5.3 The MCO and its Subcontractors shall suspend its own
investigation and all program integrity activities if notified in writing to do so
by any applicable State or federal agency (e.g.. MFCU. DHHS. OIG, and
CMS).

5.3.5.4 The MCO and its Subcontractors shall comply with any and all
directives resulting from State or federal agency investigations.

5.3.5.5 The MCO and its Subcontractors shall maintain all records,
documents and claim or encounter data for Members, Providers and
Subcontractors who are under investigation by any State or federal agency
in accordance with retention rules or until the investigation is complete and
the case is closed by the investigating State or federal agency.

5.3.5.6 The MCO shall provide any data access or detail records upon
written request from DHHS for any potential fraud, waste and abuse
investigation, Provider or claim audit, or for MCO oversight review.

5.3.5.6.1 The additional access shall be provided within three (3)
business days of the request.

5.3.5.7 The MCO and its Subcontractors shall request a refund from a
third-party payor, Provider or Subcontractor when an investigation
indicates that such a refund is due.

5.3.5.7.1 These refunds shall be reported to DHHS as
Overpayments.

5.3.5.8 DHHS shall conduct investigations related to suspected Provider
fraud, waste and abuse cases, and reserves the right to pursue and retain
recoveries for all claims (regardless of paid date) to a Provider with a paid
date older than four (4) months for which the MCO has not submitted a
request to open and for which the MCO continued to pursue the case. The
State shall notify-the MCO of any investigation it intends to open prior to
contacting the Provider.

5.3.6 Reporting

5.3.6.1 Annual Fraud Prevention Report

5.3.6.1.1 The MCO shall submit an annual summary (the "Fraud
Prevention Report") that shall document the outcome and scope of
the activities performed under Section 5.3 (Program Integrity).

5.3.6.1.2 The annual Fraud Prevention summary shall include, at
a minimum, the following elements, in accordance with Exhibit 0:

5.3.6.1.2.1. The name of the person and department -
responsible for submitting the Fraud Prevention
Report:

5.3.6.1.2.2. The date the report was prepared;
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5.3.6.1.2.3. The date the report is submitted;

5.3.6.'1.2.4. A description of the SlU;

5.3.6.1.2.5. Cumulative Overpayments identified and
recovered;

5.3.6.1.2.6. Investigations initiated, completed, and
referred;

5.3.6.1.2.7. Analysis of the effectiveness of the
activities performed; and

5.^.6.1.2.8. Other Information in accordance with
Exhibit O.

5.3.6.1.3 - As part of this report, the MOO shall submit to DHHS
the Overpayments it recovered, certified by its CFO that this
Information Is accurate to the best of his or her .
knowledge, and belief, as required by Exhibit O. [42 CFR 438.606]

5.3.6.2 Reporting Member Fraud

5.3.6.2.1 The MOO shall notify DHHS of any cases In v/hich the
MOO believes there Is a serious likelihood of Member fraud by
sending a secure email to the DHHS Sjaeclal Investigation Unit.
5.3.6.2.2 The MOO is responsible for investigating Member
fraud, waste and abuse and referring Member fraud to DHHS. The
MOO shall provide initial allegations, investigations and resolutions
of Member fraud to DHHS.

5.3.6.3 Termination Report

5.3.6.3.1 The MOO shall submit to DHHS a monthly Termination
Report including Providers terminated due to sanction, invalid
licenses, services, billing, data mining, investigation and any
related program integrity involuntary termination; Provider
terminations for convenience; and Providers who self-terminated.

5.3.6.3.2 The report shall be completed using the DHHS
template.

5.3.6.4 Other Reports

5.3.6.4.1 The MOO shall submit to DHHS demographic changes
that may impact eligibility (e.g.. Address, etc.).
5.3.6.4.2 The MOO shall report at least annually to DHHS, and
as otherv/ise required by this Agreement, on their recoveries of
Overpayments. [42 CFR 38.604(a)(7); 42 CFR 438.606; 42 CFR
438.608(d)(3)]

6.3.7 Access to Records, On-Slte Inspections and Periodic Audits
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5.3.7.1 As an Integral part of the MCO's program Integrity function, and
in accordance with 42 CFR 455 and 42 CFR 438, the MCO shall provide
DHHS program integrity staff (or its designee), real time access to alt of
the MCO electronic encounter and claims data (including DHHS third-party
liability) from the MCO's current claims reporting system.

5.3.7.2 The MCO shall provide DHHS with the capability to access
accurate, timely, and complete data as specified in Section 4.18.2 (Claims

. Quality Assurance Program).

5.3.7:3 Upon request, the MCO and the MCO's Providers and
Subcontractors shall permit DHHS, MFCU or any other authorized State or
federal agency, or duly authorized representative, access to the MCO's
and the MCO's Providers and Subcontractors premises during normal
business hours to inspect, review, audit, investigate, monitor or otherwise
evaluate the performance of the MCO and its Providers and
Subcontractors.

5.3.7.4 The MCO and its Providers and Subcontractors shall forthwith
produce all records, documents, or other data requested as part of such
inspection, review, audit, investigation, monitoring or evaluation.

5.3.7.5 Copies of records and documents shall be made at no cost to
the requesting agency. [42 CFR 438.3(h)]: 42 CFR 455.21(a)(2); 42 CFR
431.107(b)(2)]. A record includes, but is not limited to;

5.3.7.5.1 Medical records;

5.3.7.5.2 Billing records;

5.3.7.5.3 Financial records;

5.3.7.5.4 Any record related to services rendered, and quality,
appropriateness, and timeliness of such service;

5.3.7:5.5 -Any record-relevant to"'an 'adrtiiriistfative, civil or
criminal investigation or prosecution; and

5.3.7.5.6 Any record of an MCO-paid claim or encounter, or an
MCO-denied claim or encounter.

5.3.7.6 Upon request, the MCO, its Provider or Subcontractor shall
provide and make staff available to assist in such inspection, review, audit,
investigation, monitoring or evaluation, including the provision of adequate
space on the premises to reasonably accommodate DHHS, MFCU or
other State or federal agencies.

5.3.7.7 DHHS, CMS, MFCU, the GIG, the Comptroller General, or any
other authorized State or federal agency or duly authorized representative
shall be permitted to inspect the premises, physical facilities, and
equipment where Medicaid-related activities are conducted at anv time
[42 CFR 438.3(h)]
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5.3.7.8 The MCO and its Subcontractors shall be subject to on-site or
offslte reviews by DHHS and shall comply within fifteen (15) business days
with any and all DHHS documentation and records requests.

5.3.7.8.1 Documents shall be furnished by the MCO or its
Subcontractors at the MCO's expense.

5.3.7.9 The right to inspect and audit any records or documents of the
MCO or any Subcontractor shall extend for a period often (10) years from
the final date of this Agreement's contract period or from the date of
completion of any audit, whichever is later. [42 CFR 438.3(h)]

5.3.7.10 DHHS shall conduct, or contract for the conducting of, periodic
audits of the MCO no less frequently than once every three (3) years, for
the accuracy, truthfulness, and completeness of the encounter and
financial data submitted by, or on behalf of, each MCO. [42 CFR
438.602(e)]

, 5.3.7.10.1 This shall include, but not be limited to, any records
relevant to the MCO's obligation to bear the risk of financial losses
or services performed or payable amounts under the Agreement.

6.3.8 Transparency

5.3.8.1 DHHS shall post on its website, as required by 42 CFR
438.10(c)(3), the following documents and reports:

5.3.8.1.1 The Agreement:

5.3.8.1.2 The data at 42 CFR 438.604(a)(5) where DHHS
certifies that the MCO has complied with the Agreement
requirements for availability and accessibility of services, including
adequacy of the Participating Provider network, as set forth in 42
CFR 438.206;

5.3.8.1.3 The name and title of individuals included in 42 CFR
438.604(a)(6) to confirm ownership and control of the MCO,
described in 42 CFR 455.104, and Subcontractors as governed by
42 CFR 438.230;

5.3.8.1.4 The results of any audits, under 42 CFR 438.602(e),
and the accuracy, truthfulness, and completeness of the encounter
and financial data submitted and certified by MCO; and

5.3.8.1.5 Performance metrics and outcomes.

6.4 MCM Withhold and Incentive Program

6.4.1 DHHS shall institute a withhold arrangement through which an
actuarially sound percentage of the MCO's risk adjusted Capitation Payment will
be recouped from the MCO and distributed among the MCOs participating in the
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MCM program on the basis of meeting targets specified in the DHHS Withhold
and Incentive Program Policy.

5.4.2 DHHS shall, as often as annually, issue MCM Withhold and Incentive
Program Guidance within ninety (90) calendar days of the start of the Plan Year.

6.4.3 Pursuant to 42 CFR 438.6 (b)(3), this withhold arrangement shall:

5.4.3.1.1 Be for a fixed period of time and performance is
measured during the rating period under the Agreement in \which
the withhold arrangement is applied;

5.4.3.1.2 Not be renewed automatically;

5.4.3.1.3 Be made available to both public and private
contractors under the same terms of performance;

5.4.3.1.4 Not condition MOO participation in the withhold
arrangement on the MOO entering into or adhering to
intergovernmental transfer agreements; and

5.4.3.1.5 Is necessary for the specified activities, targets,
performance measures, or quality-based outcomes that support
program initiatives as specified in the NH MCM Quality Strategy.

5.4.3.2 The MCO shall not receive incentive payments In excess of five
percent (5%) of the approved Capitation Payments attributable to the
Members or services covered by the incentive arrangements.

5.4.3.3 Pursuant to 42 CFR 438.6(b)(2), this incentive arrangement
shall:

5.4.3.3.1 Be for a fixed period of time and performance is
measured during the rating period under the Agreement in which
the withhold arrangement is applied;

5.4.3.3.2 Not be renewed automatically;

5.4.3.3.3 Be made available to both public and private
contractors under the same terms of performance;

5.4.3.3.4 Not condition MCO participation in the incentive
arrangement on the MCO entering into or adhering to
intergovernmental transfer Agreements; and

5.4.3.3.5 Is necessary for the specified activities, targets,
performance" measures, or quality-based outcomes that support
program initiatives as specified in the NH MCM Quality Strategy.

5.6 Remedies

5.5.1 Reservation of Rights and Remedies
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5.5.1.1 The Parties acknowledge and agree that a material default or
breach In this Agreement shall cause irreparable injury to DHHS.

5.5.1.2 The MCO acknowledges that failure to comply with provisions of
this Agreement may, at DHHS's sole discretion, result in the assessment
of liquidated damages, termination of the Agreement in whole or in part,
and/or imposition of other sanctions as set forth in this Agreement and as
otherwise available under State and federal law.

5.5.1.3 In the event of any claim for default or breach of this Agreement,
no provision of this Agreement shall be construed, expressly -or by
implication, as a waiver by the State to any existing or future right or
remedy available by law.

5.5.1.4 Failure of the State to insist upon the strict performance of any
term or condition of this Agreement or to exercise or delay the exercise of
any right or remedy provided in the Agreement or by law, or the
acceptance of (or payment for) materials, equipment or services, shall not
release the MCO from any responsibilities or obligations imposed by this
Agreement or by law, and shall not be darned a waiver of any right of the
State to insist upon the strict performance of this Agreement.

5.5.1.5 In addition to any other remedies that may be available for
default or breach of the Agreement, in equity or otherwise, the State may
seek injunctive relief against any threatened or actual breach of this
Agreement without the necessity of proving actual damages.

5.5.1.6 The State reserves the right to recover any or all administrative
costs incurred in the performance of this Agreement during or as a result
of any threatened or actual breach.

5.5.1.7 The remedies specified in this Section of the Agreement shall
apply until the failure is cured or a resulting dispute is resolved in the
MOO'S favor.

5.5.2 Liquidated Damages

5.5.2.1 DHHS may perform an annual review to assess if the liquidated
damages set forth in Exhibit N (Liquidated Damages Matrix) align with
actual damages and/or with DHHS's strategic aims and areas of identified
non-compliance, and update Exhibit N (Liquidated Damages Matrix) as
needed.

5.5.2.2 DHHS and the MCO agree that it shall be extremely
impracticable and difficult to determine actual damages that DHHS will
sustain in the event the MCO fails to maintain the required performance
standards within this Section during this Agreement.

5.5.2.3 The parties agree that the liquidated damages as specified in
this Agreement and set forth in Exhibit N, and as updated by DHHS. are
reasonable.
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5.5.2.4 Assessment of liquidated damages shall be in addition to, not in
lieu of, such other remedies that may be available to DHHS.

5.5.2.5 To the extent provided herein, DHHS shall be entitled to recover
liquidated damages for each day, incidence or occurrence, as applicable,
of a violation or failure.

5.5.2.6 The liquidated damages shall be assessed based on the
categorization of the violation or non-compiiance and are set forth in
Exhibit N (Liquidated Damages Matrix).

5.5.2.7 The MCO shall be subject to liquidated damages for failure to
comply in a timely manner with all reporting requirements in accordance
with Exhibit 0.

5.6.3 Suspension of Payment

5.5.3.1 Payment of Capitation Payments may be suspended at DHHS's
sole discretion when the MCO fails:

5.5.3.1.1 To cure a default under this Agreement to DHHS's
satisfaction within thirty (30) calendar days of notification;

5.5.3.1.2 To implement a CAP addressing violations or non-
compliance; and

5.5.3.1.3 To Implement an approved Program Management
Plan.

5.5.3.2 Upon correction of the deficiency or omission. Capitation
Payments shall be reinstated.

5.6.4 intermediate Sanctions

5.5.4.1 DHHS shall have the right to impose Intermediate sanctions as
set forth In 42-CFR Section 438702(a), which include: -

5.5.4.1.1 Civil monetary penalties (DHHS shall not Impose any
civil monetary penalty against the MCO in excess of the amounts
set forth in 42 CFR 438.704(c), as adjusted);

5.5.4.1.2 Temporary management of the MCO;

5.5.4.1.3 Permitting Members to terminate enrollment without
cause;

5.5.4.1.4 Suspending all new enrollment;

5.5.4.1.5 Suspending payments for new enrollment; and

5.5.4.1.6 Agreement termination.

5.5.4.2 DHHS shall impose intermediate sanctions If DHHS finds that
the MCO acts or falls to act as follows:
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5.5.4.2.1 Fails to substantially provide Medically Necessary
services to a Member that the MCO is required to provide services
to by law and/or under Its Agreement with DHHS.

5.5.4.2.2 DHHS may Impose a civil monetary penalty of up to
$25,000 for each failure to provide services, and may also:

' 5.5.4.2.2.1. Appoint temporary management for the
. MCO,'

5.5.4.2.2.2. Grant Members the right to disenroll
without cause,

5.5.4.2.2.3. Suspend all new enrollments to the MCO
after the date the HHS Secretary or DHHS notifies the
MCO of a determination of a violation of any
requirement under sections 1903(m) or 1932 of the
Social Security Act, and/or

5.5.4.2.2.4. Suspend payments for new enrollments to
the MCO until CMS or DHHS is satisfied that the

reason for imposition of the sanction no longer exists
^and is not likely to recur. [42 CFR 438.700(b)(1); 42
CFR 438.702(a); 42 CFR 438.704(b)(1); sections
1903(m)(5)(A)(i); 1903(m)(5)(B): 1932(e)(1)(A)(i);
1932(e)(2)(A)(i) of the Social Security Act]

5.5.4.2.3 Imposes premiums or charges on Members that are in
excess of those permitted in the Medicaid program, in which case,
the State may impose a civil monetary of up to $25,000 or double
the amount of the excess charges (whichever is greater). The State
may also:

5.5.4.2.3.1. Appoint temporary management to the
MCO,

5.5.4.2.3.2. Grant Members the right to disenVoil
without cause,

5.5.4.2.3.3. Suspend all new enrollments to the MCO
after the date the HHS Secretary or DHHS notifies the
MCO of a determination of a violation of any
requirement under sections 1903(m) or 1932 of the
Social Security Act, and/or

5.5.4.2.3.4. Suspend payments for new enrollments to
the MCO until CMS or DHHS is satisfied that the

reason for imposition of the sanction no longer exists
and is not likely to recur; [42 CFR 438.700(b)(2): 42
CFR 438.702(a): 42 CFR 438.704(c); sections
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1903{m)(5)(A)(ii): 1903(m)(5)(B): 1932(e)(1)(A)(ii):
1932(e)(2)(A)(iii) of the Social Security Act]

5.5.4.2.4 Discriminates among Members on the basis of their
health status or need for health services, in which case, DHHS may
impose a civil monetary penalty of up to one hundred thousand
dollars ($100,000). for each determination by DHHS of
discrimination. DHHS may impose a civil monetary penalty of up to
fifteen thousand dollars ($15,000) for each Individual the MCO did
not enroll because of , a discriminatory practice, up to the one
hundred thousand dollar ($100,000) maximum. DHHS may also:

5.5.4.2.4.1. Appoint temporary management to the
MCO,

5.5.4.2.4.2. Grant Members the right to disenroll
without cause,

5.5.4.2.4.3. Suspend all new enrollments to the MCO
after the date the HHS Secretary or DHHS notifies the
MCO of a determination of a violation of any
requirement under sections 1903(m) or 1932 of the
Social Security Act, and/or

5.5.4.2.4.4. Suspend payments for new enrollments to
the MCO until CMS or DHHS is^satisfied that the
reason for imposition of the sanction no longer exists
and is not likely to recur. [42 CFR 438.700(b)(3): 42
CFR 438.702(a); 42 CFR 438.704(b)(2) and (3);
sections 1903(m)(5)(A)(iii); 1903(m)(5)(B);
1932(e)(1)(A)(iii); 1932(e)(2)(A)(ii) & (iv) of the Social
Security Act]

5.5.4.2.5 Misrepresents or falsifies information that it furnishes to
a Member, potential Member, or health care Provider, in which
case, DHHS may impose a civil monetary penalty of up to $25,000
for each instance of misrepresentation. DHHS may also:

5.5.4.2.5.1. Appoint temporary management to the
MCO, ,

5.5.4.2.5.2. Grant Members the right to disenroll
without case,

5.5.4.2.5.3. Suspend all new enrollments to the MCO
after the date the HHS Secretary or DHHS notifies the
MCO of a determination of a violation of any
requirement under sections 1903(m) or 1932 of the
Social Security Act, and/or
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5.5.4.2.5.4. Suspend payments for new enrollments to
the MCO until CMS or DHHS Is satisfied that the
reason for imposition of the sanction no longer exists
and is not likely to recur. [42 CFR 438.702(a): 42 CFR
438.700(b)(5); 42 CFR 438.704(b)(1); sections
1903(m)(5)(A)(iv)(ll); 1903(m)(5)(B);
1932(e)(1)(A)(iv)(ll); 1932(e)(2)(A)(i) of the Social
Security Act]

5.5.4.2.6 Misrepresents or falsifies information that it furnishes to
CMS or to DHHS, in which case, DHHS may impose a civil
monetary penalty of up to one hundred thousand dollars
($100,000) for each instance of misrepresentation. DHHS may
also:

5.5.4.2.6.1. Appoint temporary management to the
MCO.

5.5.4.2.6.2. Grant Members the right to disenroli
without case,

5.5.4.2.6.3. Suspend all nevy enrollments to the MCO
after the date the HHS Secretary or DHHS notifies the
MCO of a determination of a violation of any
requirement under sections 1903(m) or 1932 of the
Social Security Act, and/or

5.5.4.2.6.4. Suspend payments for new enrollments to
the MCO until CMS or DHHS is satisfied that the
reason for imposition of the sanction no longer exists
and is not likely to recur. [42 CFR 438.702(a); 42 CFR
438.700(b)(5); ,42 CFR 438.704(b)(1); sections
1903(m)(5)(A)(iv)(ll); 1903(m)(5)(B);
1932(e)(1)(A)(iv)(ll); 1932(e)(2)(A)(i) of the Social
Security Act]

5.5.4.2.7 Fails to comply with the Medicare Physician Incentive
Plan requirements, in which case, DHHS may impose a civil
monetary penalty of up to $25,000 for each failure to comply.
DHHS may also:

5.5.4.2.7.1. Appoint temporary management to the
MCO,

5.5.4.2.7.2. Grant Members the right to disenroli
without cause,

5.5.4.2.7.3. Suspend all new enrollments to the MCO
after the date the HHS Secretary or DHHS notifies the
MCO of a determination of a violation of any
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requirement under sections 1903(m) or 1932 of the
Social Security Act, and/or

5.5.4.2.7.4. Suspend payments for new enrollments to
the MCO until CMS or DHHS is satisfied that the
reason for imposition of the sanction no longer exists
and is not likely to recur. [42 CFR '438.702(a): 42 CFR
438.700(b)(5); 42 CFR 438.704(b)(1); sections
1903(m)(5)(A)(iv)(l I); 1903(m)(5)(B);
1932(e)(1)(A)(iv)(ll): 1932(e)(2)(A)(i) of the Social
Security Act]

5.5.4.3 DHHS shall have the right to impose civil monetary penalty of up
to $25,0000 for each distribution if DHHS determines that the MCO has
distributed directly, or indirectly through any agent or independent
contractor, Marketing Materials that have not been approved by. DHHS or
that contain false or materially misleading information. [42 CFR
438.700(c): 42 CFR 438.704(b)(1); sections 1932(e)(i)(A); 1932(e)(2)(A)(i)
of the Social Security Act]

5.5.4.4 DHHS shall have the right to terminate this Agreement and
enroll the MCO's Members in other MCOs if DHHS determines that the
MCO has failed to either carry out the terms of this Agreement or meet
applicable requirements in Sections 1905(t), 1903(m), and 1905(t) 1932 of
the Social Security Act. [42 CFR 438.708(a); 42 CFR 438.708(b); sections
1903(m); 1905(t); 1932 of the Social Security Act]

5.5.4.5 DHHS shall grant Members the right to terminate MCO
enrollment without cause when an MCO repeatedly fails to meet
substantive requirements in sections 1903(m) or 1932 of the Social
Security Act or 42 CFR 438. [42 CFR 438.706(b) - (d); section
1932(e)(2)(B)(ii) of the Social Security Act]

5.5.4.6 DHHS shall only have the right to impose the following
intermediate sanctions when DHHS determines that the MCO violated any
of the other requirements of Sections 1903(m) or 1932 of the Social
Security Act, or any implementing regulations:

5.5.4.6.1 Grant Members the right to terminate enrollment
without cause and notifying the affected Members of their right to
disenroll immediately;

5.5.4.6.2 Provide notice to Members of DHHS's intent to
terminate the Agreement;

5.5.4.6.3 Suspend all new enrollment, including default
enrollment, after the date the HHS Secretary or DHHS notifies the
MCO of a determination of a violation of any requirement under
Sections 1903(m) or 1932 of the Social Security Act; and
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5.5.4.6.4 Suspend payment for Members enrolled after the
effective date of the sanction and until CMS or DHHS is satisfied

that the reason for imposition of the sanction no longer exists and
is not likely to recur.

5.5.4.6.5 [42 CFR 438.700; 42 CFR 438.702(a); 42 CFR
438.704; 42 CFR 438.706(b): 42 CFR 438.722(a)-(b): Sections
1903(m)(5): 1932(e) of the Social Security Act]

5.5.5 Administrative and Other Remedies

5.5.5.1 At its sole discretion, DHHS may, in addition to the other
Remedies described within this Section 5.5 (Remedies), also impose the
following remedies:

5.5.5.1.1 Requiring immediate remediation of any deficiency as
determined by DHHS;

5.5.5.1.2 Requiring the submission of a CAP;

5.5.5.1.3 Suspending part of or all new enrollments;

5.5.5.1.4 Suspending part of the Agreement;

5.5.5.1.5 Requiring mandated trainings; and/or

5.5.5.1.6 Suspending all or part of Marketing activities for varying
lengths of time.

5.5.5.2 Temporary Management

5.5.5.2.1 DHHS, at its sole discretion, shall impose temporary
management when DHHS finds, through onsite surveys. Member
or other complaints, financial status, or any other source:

5.5.5.2.1.1. There is continued egregious behavior by
the MCO;

5.5.5.2.1.2. There is substantial risk to Members'

health;

5.5.5.2.1.3. The sanction is necessary to ensure the
health of the MCO's Members in one (1) of two (2)
circumstances: while improvements are made to
remedy violations that require sanctions, or until there
is an orderly termination or reorganization of the MCO.
[42 CFR 438.706(a): section 1932(e)(2)(B)(i) of the
Social Security Act]

5.5.5.2.2 DHHS shall impose mandatory temporary management
when the MCO repeatedly fails to meet substantive requirements in
sections 1903(m) or 1932 of the Social Security Act or 42 CFR 438.
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5.5.5.2.3 pHHS shall not delay the imposition of temporary
management to provide a hearing and may not terminate
temporary management until it determines, in its sole discretion,
that the MCO can ensure the sanctioned behavior shall not
reoccur. (42 CFR 438.706{b)-(d): Section 1932(e)(2)(B)(ii) of the
Social Security Act]

5.5.6 Corrective Action Plan

5.5.6.1 If requested by DHHS, the MCO shall submit a CAP within five
(5) business days of DHHS's request, unless DHHS grants an extension to
such timeframe.

5.5.6.2 DHHS shall review and approve the CAP within five (5) days of
receipt.

5.5.6.3 The MCO shall implement the CAP in accordance with the
timeframes specified in the CAP.

5.5.6.4 DHHS shall validate the implementation of the CAP and impose
liquidated damages if it determines that the MCO failed to implement the
CAP or a provision thereof as required.

5.5.7 Publication

5.5.7.1 DHHS may publish on its website, on a quarterly basis, a list of
MCOs that had remedies imposed on them by DHHS during the prior
quarter, the reasons for the imposition, and the type of remedy(ies)
imposed.

5.5.7.2 MCOs that had their remedies reversed pursuant to the dispute
resolution process prior to the posting shall not be listed.

5.5.8 Notice of Remedies

5.5.8.1 Prior to the imposition of remedies under this Agreement, except
in the instance of required temporary management, DHHS shall issue
written notice of remedies that shall include, as applicable, the following:

5.5.8.1.1 A citation to the law, regulation or Agreement provision
that has been violated;

5.5.8.1.2 The remedies to be applied and the date the remedies
shall be imposed;

5.5.8.1.3 The basis for DHHS's determination that the remedies
shall be imposed;

5.5.8.1.4 The appeal rights of the MCO;

5.5.8.1.5 Whether a CAP is being requested;

5.5.8.1.6 The timeframe and procedure for the MCO to dispute
DHHS's determination.
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5.5.8.1.6.1. An MCO's dispute of a liquidated damage
or remedies shall not stay the effective date of the
proposed liquidated damages or remedies; and

5.5.8.1.7 If the failure is not resolved within the cure period,
liquidated damages may be imposed retroactively to the date of
failure to perform and continue until the failure is cured or any
resulting dispute is resolved in the MCO's favor. [42 CFR
438.710(a)(1)-(2)]

5.6 State Audit Rlohts

5.6.1 DHHS, CMS, NHID, NH Department of. Justice, the GIG, the
Comptroller General and their designees shall have the right to audit the records
and/or documents of the MCO or the MCO's Subcontractors during the term of
this Agreement and for ten (10) years from the final date of the Agreement period
or from the date of completion of any audit, whichever is later. [42 CFR 438.3(h)]

5.6.2 HHS, the HHS Secretary, (or any person or organization designated
by either), and DHHS, have the right to audit and inspect any books or records of
the MCO or its Subcontractors pertaining to:

5.6.2.1 The ability of the MCO to bear the risk of financial losses.

5.6.2.2 Services performed or payable amounts under the Agreement.
[Section 1903(m)(2)(A)(iv) of the Social Security Act]

5.6.3 In accordance with Exhibit O, no later than forty (40) business days
after the end of the State Fiscal Year, the MCO shall provide DHHS a "S0C1" or
a ''S0C2'' Type 2 report of the MCO or its corporate parent in accordance with
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, Statement on Standards for
Attestation Engagements (SSAE) No. 16, Reporting on Controls at a Service
Organization.

5.6.4 The report shall assess the design of internal controls and their
operating effectiveness. The reporting period shall cover the previous twelve (12)
months or the entire period since the previous reporting period.

5.6.5 DHHS shall share the report with internal and external auditors of the
State and, federal oversight agencies. The SSAE 16 Type 2 report shall include:

5.6.5.1 Description by the MCO's management of its system of policies
and procedures for providing services to user entities (including control
objectives and related controls as they relate to the services provided)
throughout the twelve (12) month period or the entire period since the
previous reporting period;

5.6.5.2 Written assertion by the MCO's management about whether:

5.6.5.2.1 The aforementioned description fairly presents the
system in all material respects;
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5.6.5.2.2 The controls were suitably designed to achieve the
control objectives stated In that description; and

5.6.5.2.3 The controls operated effectively throughout the
specified period to achieve those control objectives.

5.6.5.3 Report of the MCO's auditor, which:

5.6.5.3.1 Expresses an opinion on the matters covered in
management's written assertion; and

5.6.5.3.2 Includes a description of the auditor's tests of operating
effectiveness of controls and the results of those tests.

6.6.6 The MCO shall notify DHHS If there are significant or material
changes to the internal controls of the MCO.

5.6.6.1 If the period covered by the most recent SSAE16 report Is prior
to June 30, the MCO shall additionally provide a bridge letter certifying to
that fact.

6.6.7 The MCO shall respond to and provide resolution of audit Inquiries
and findings relative to the MCO Managed Care activities.

6.6.8 DHHS may require monthly plan oversight meetings to review
progress on the MCO's Program Management Plan, review any ongoing CAPs
and review MCO compliance with requirements and standards as specified In
this Agreement.

6.6.9 The MCO shall use reasonable efforts to respond to DHHS oral and
written correspondence within one (1) business day of receipt.
6.6.10 The MCO shall file annual and Interim financial statements in
accordance with the standards set forth below.

6.6.11 Within one hundred and eighty (180) calendar days or other mutually
agreed upon date following the end of each calendar year during this Agreement,
the MCO shall file, in the form and content prescribed by the National Associatiori
of Insurance Commissioners, annual audited financial statements that have been
audited by an Independent Certified Public Accouritant. [42 CFR 438.3(m)]

5.6.11.1 Financial statements shall be submitted In either paper format or
electronic format, provided that all electronic submissions shall be in PDF
format or another read-only format that maintains the documents' security
and integrity.

6.6.12 The MCO shall also file, within seventy-five (75) calendar days
following the end of each calendar year, certified copies of the annual statement
and reports as prescribed and adopted by NHID.

6.6.13 The MCO shall file within sixty (60) calendar days following the end of
each calendar quarter, quarterly financial reports in form and content as
prescribed by the National Association of Insurance Commissioners.
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5*7 Dispute Resolution Process

6.7.1 Informal Dispute Process

5.7.1.1 'n connection with any action taken or decisidn rfi^^ by DHHS
with respect to this Agreement, within thirty (30) calendar days following
the action or decision, the MCO may protest such action or decision by the
delivejy of a written notice of protest to DHHS and by which the MCO may
Mu decision and/or request an Informal hearing with theNH Medicaid Director ("Medicaid Director").

DHHS with a written-statement of the
action being protested, an explanation of its legal basis for the protest, and
its position on the action or decision.

5^7.1.3 The Director shall determine a time that is mutually agreeable to
the parties during which they may present their views on the disputed
IdSUwi S/•

5.7.1.3.1 The presentation and
Issue(s) shall be informal in nature.

discussion of the disputed

6.7.2

5.7.1.4 The Director shall provide written notice of the time, format and
location of the presentations.

5.7.1.5 At the conclusion of the presentations, the Director shall
consider all evidence and shall render a written recommendation, subject
to approval by the DHHS Commissioner, as soon as practicable, but in no
event more than thirty (30) calendar days after the conclusion of the
presentation.

5.7 1.6 The Director may appoint a designee to hear the matter and
make a recommendation.

Hearing

5.7.2.1 In the event of a termination by DHHS, pursuant to 42 CFR
Section 438.708, DHHS shall provide the MCO with notice and a pre-
termination hearing in accordance with 42 CFR Section 438.710.
5.7.2.2 DHHS shall provide written notice of the decision from the
hearing.

5.7.2^3 In the event of an affirming decision at the hearing, DHHS shall
provide the effective date of the Agreement termination.

57.2 4 In the event of an affirming decision at the hearing, DHHS shall
give the Members of the MCO notice of the termination, and shall inform
rompers of their options for receiving Medicaid services following the
effective date of termination. [42 CFR 438.710(b); 42 CFR 438 710(b)(2)(i)
-(III); 42 CFR 438.10] v
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6.7.3 No Waiver

5.7.3.1 The MCO's exercise of its rights under Section 5.5.1
(Reservation of Rights and Remedies) shall not limit, be deemed a waiver
of. or otherwise impact the Parties' rights or remedies othenwse available
under law or this Agreement, including but not limited to the MCO's right to
appeal a decision of DHHS under RSA chapter 541-A, if applicable, or any
applicable provisions of the NH Code of Administrative Rules, including but
not limited to Chapter He-C 200 Rules of Practice and Procedure.

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

6.1 Financial Standards

6.1.1 In compliance with 42 CFR 438.116, the MCO shall maintain a
minimum level of capital as determined in accordance with NHID regulations^to
include RSA Chapter 404-F, and any other relevant laws and regulations.

6.1.2 The MCO shall maintain a risk-based capital ratio to meet or exceed
the NHID regulations, and any other relevant laws and regulations.

6.1.3 With the exception of payment of a claim for a medical product or
service that was provided to a Member, and that Is in accordance with a vwltten
agreement with the Provider, the MCO may not pay money or transfer any assets
for any reason to an affiliate without prior approval from DHHS, If any of the
following criteria apply:

6.1.3.1 Risk-based capital ratio was less than two (2) for the most
recent year filing, per RSA 404-F:14 (III); and

6.1.3.2 The MCO was not in compliance with the NHID solvency
requirement.

.  _6.1.4_. . The MCO.shall notify DHHS .within .ten.(10) calendar days-when its
agreement with an independent auditor or actuary has ended and seek approval
of, and the name of the replacement auditor or actuary, if any from DHHS.

6.1.6 The MCO shall maintain current assets, plus long-term investments
that can be converted to cash within seven (7) calendar days without incurring a
penalty of more than twenty percent (20%) that equal or exceed current liabilities.

6.1.6 The MCO shall submit data on the basis of which DHHS has the
ability to determine that the MCO has made adequate provisions against the risk
of insolvency.

6.1.7 The MCO shall inform DHHS and NHID staff by phone and by email
within five (5) business days of when any key personnel learn of any adual or
threatened litigation, investigation, complaint, claim, or transaction that may
reasonably be considered to have a material financial Impact on and/or materially
Impact or Impair the ability of the MCO to perform under this Agreement..
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6.2 Capitation Pavments

6.2.1 Capitation payments made by DHHS and retained by the MOO shall
be for Medicaid-eligible Members. [42 CFR 438.3(c)(2)]

6.2.1.1 Capitation rates for the Term through June 30, 2020 are shown
in Exhibit B (Capitation Rates).

6.2.1.2 For each of the subsequent years of the Agreement, actuariaily
sound per Member, per month capitated rates shall be paid as calculated
and certified by DHHS's actuary, subject to approvai by CMS and
Governor and Executive Council.

6.2.1.3 Any rate adjustments shall be subject to the availability of State
appropriations.

6.2.2 In the event the MCC incurs costs in the performance of this
Agreement that exceed the capitation payments, the State and its agencies are
not responsibie for those costs and shali not provide additional payments to
cover such costs.

6.2.3 The MCO shall report to DHHS within sixty (60) calendar days upon
Identifying any capitation or other payments in excess of amounts provided in this
Agreement. [42 CFR 438.608(c)(3)]

6.2.4 The MCO and DHHS agree that the capitation rates in Exhibit 8
(Capitation Rates) may be adjusted periodicaily to maintain actuariai soundness
as determined by DHHS's actuary, subject to approval by CMS and Governor
and Executive Council.

6.2.6 The MCO shail submit data on the basis of which the State certifies
the actuariai soundness of capitation rates to an MCO, including base data that is
generated by the MCO. [42 CFR 438.604(a)(2); 42 CFR 438.606; 42 CFR 438;3-
42 CFR 438.5(c)]

6.2.6 When requested by DHHS, the MCO shall submit Encounter Data,
financial data, and other data to DHHS to ensure actuarial soundness in
development of the capitated rates, or any other actuarial analysis required by
DHHS or State or federai law.

6.2.7 The MCO's CFO shall submit and concurrently certify to the best of
his or her information, knowledge, and belief that all data and information
described in 42 CFR 438.604(a), which DHHS uses to determine the capitated
rates, is accurate. [42 CFR 438.606]

6.2.8 The MCO, has responsilpility for implementing systems and protocols
to maximize the collection of TPL recoveries and subrogation activities. The
capitation rates are calculated net of expected MCO recoveries.

6.2.9 DHHS shall make a monthly payment to the MCO for each Member
enrolled in the MCO's plan as DHHS currently structures its capitation payments.
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6.2.9.1 Spectfically, the monthly capitation payments for standard
Medicaid shall be made retrospectively with a three (3) month plus five (5)
business day lag (for example coverage for July 1, 2019 shall be paid by
the 5th business day in October, 2019).

6.2.9.2 Capitation payments for all Granite Advantage Members shall be
made before the end of each month of coverage.

6.2.10 Capitation rate cell is determined based on the Member

characteristics as of the earliest date of Member plan enrollment span(s) within
the month.

6.2.11 Capitation rate does not change during the month, regardless of
Member changes (e.g., age), unless the Member's plan enrollment is terminated
and the Member is re-enrolled resulting In multiple spans within the month.

6.2.12 The capitation rates shall be risk adjusted for purposes of this
Agreement in an actuarially sound manner on a quarterly basis and certified by
DHHS' actuary.

6.2.13 DHHS reserves the right to terminate or implement the use of a risk
adjustment process for all or specific eligibility categories or services if it is
determined to be hecessary to do so to maintain actuarially sound rates or as a
result of credibility considerations of a population's size as determined by
DHHS's actuary.

6.2.14 Capitation adjustments are processed systematically each month by
DHHS's MMIS.

6.2.15 DHHS shall make systematic adjustments based on factors that affect
rate cell assignment or plan enrollment.

6.2.16 If a Member is deceased, DHHS shall recoup any and all capitation
payments after the Member's date of death Including any prorated shar^of^a
capitation payment intended to cover dates of services after the'MembePrdate
of death.

6.2.17 DHHS shall also make rhanual adjustments as needed, including
manual adjustments for kick payments.

6.2.18 DHHS has sole discretion over the settlement process.

6.2.19 The MCO shall follow policies and procedures for the settlement
process as developed by DHHS.

6.2.20 Based on the provisions herein, DHHS shall not make any further
retroactive adjustments other than those described herein or elsewhere in this
agreement.

6.2.21 DHHS and the MCO agree that there is a nine (9) month limitation
from the date of the capitation payment and is applicable only to retroactive
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capitation rate payments described herein, and shall In no way be construed to
limit the effective date of enrollment in the MCO.

6.2.22 DHHS shall have the discretion to recoup payments retroactively up to
twenty-four (24) months, for Members whom DHHS later determines were not
eligible for Medicaid during the enrollment month for which capitation payment
was made.

6.2.23 For each live birth, DHHS shall make a one-time matemity kick
payment to the MCO with whom the mother is enrolled on the DOB.

6.2.23.1 This payment is a global fee to cover all delivery care.

6.2.23.2 In the event of a multiple birth DHHS shall only make only one
(1) maternity kick payment.

6.2.23.3 A live birth is defined in accordance with NH Vital Records
reporting requirements for live births as specified in RSA 5-C.

6.2.24 For each live birth, DHHS shall make a one-time newborn kick
payment to the MCO with whom the mother is enrolled on the DOB.

6.2.24.1 This payment is a global fee to cover all newborn expenses
incurred in the first two (2) full or partial calendar months of life, including
all hospital, professional, pharmacy, and other services.

6.2.24.2 For example, the newborn kick payment shall cover alt services
provided in July 2019 and August 2019 for a baby born any time in July
2019.

6.2.24.3 Enrolled babies shall be covered under the MCO capitated rates
thereafter.

6.2.25 Different rates of newborn kick payments may be employed by DHHS,
in its sole discretion, to increase actuarial soundness.

,  6.2.25.1 For the period beginning July 1, 2019, two (2) newborn kick
payments shall be employed, one (1) for newborns with NAS and one (1)
for all other newborns.

6.2.25.2 Each type of payment is distinct and only one payment is made
per newborn.

6.2.26 The MCO shall submit information on maternity and newbom events
to DHHS, and shall follow written policies' and procedures, as developed by
DHHS, for receiving, processing and reconciling maternity and newborn
payments.

6.2.27 Payment for behavioral health rate cells shall be determined based on
a Member's CMH Program or CMH Provider behavioral certification level as
supplied in an interface to DHHS's MMIS by the MCO.
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6.2.27.1 The CMH Program or CMH Provider behavioral certification
level is based on a Member having had an encounter in the last six (6)
months.

6.2.27.2 Changes in the certification level for a Member shall be reflected
as of the first of each month and does not change during the month.

6.2.28 Beginning July 1, 2019, after the completion,of each Agreement year,
an actuarially sound withhold percentage of each MOO's risk adjusted capitation
payment net of directed payments to the MOO shall be calculated as having
been withheld by DHHS. On the basis of the MCO's performance, as determined
under DHHS's MOM Withhold and Incentive Guidance, unearned withhold in full
or in part is subject to recoupment by DHHS to be used to finance an MOO
incentive pool.

6.2.29 Details of the MOM Withhold and Incentive Program are described in
MOM Withhold and Incentive Program Guidance provided by DHHS as indicated
in Section 5.4 (MCM Withhold and Incentive Payment Program).
6.2.30 DHHS shall inform the MCO of any required program revisions or
additions in a timely manner.

6.2.31 DHHS may adjust the rates to reflect these changes as necessary to
maintain actuarial soundness.

6.2.32 In the event an enrolled Medicaid Member was previously admitted as
a hospital inpatient and is receiving continued inpatient hospital services on the
first day of coverage with the MCO, the MCO shall receive the applicable
capitation payment for that Member.

6.2.33 The entity responsible for coverage of the Member at the time of
admission as an inpatient (either DHHS or another MCO) shall be fully
responsible for all inpatient care services and all related services authorized
while-the Member was an inpatient until the day of discharge from the hospital.—
6.2.34 DHHS shall only make a monthly capitation payment to the MCO for a
Member aged 21-64 receiving inpatient treatment in an IMD, as defined in 42
CFR 435.1010, so long as the facility is a hospital providing psychiatric or
substance use disorder inpatient care or a sub-acute facility providing psychiatric
or substance use disorder crisis residential services, and length of stay in the
IMD is for a short term stay of no more than 15 days during the period of the
monthly capitation payment, or as has been otherwise permitted by CMS through
a waiver obtained from CMS. [42 CFR 438.6(e))

6.2.35 Unless MCOs are exempted, through legislation or otherwise, from
having to make payments to the NH Insurance Administrative Fund (Fund)
pursuant to RSA 400-A:39, DHHS shall^ reimburse MCO for MCO's annual
payment to the Fund on a supplemental basis within 30 days following receipt of
invoice from the MCO and verification of payment by the NHID.
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6.2^36 For any Member with claims exceeding five hundred thousand dollars
($500,000) for the fiscal year, after applying any third party Insurance offset,
DHHS shall reimburse fifty percent (50®/o) of the amount over five hundred
thousand dollars ($500,000) after all claims have been recalculated based on the
DHHS fee schedule for the services.

6.2.36.1 For a Member whose services may be projected to exceed five
hundred thousand dollars ($500,000) in MCO claims, the MCO shall
advise DHHS in writing.

6.2.36.2 Prior approval from the Medicaid Director is required for
subsequent services provided to the Member.

6.3 Medical Loss Ratio

6.3.1 Minimum Medical Loss Ratio Performance and Rebate

Requirements

6.3.1.1 The MCO shall meet a minimum MLR of eighty-five percent
(85%) or higher.

6.3.1.2 In the event the MOG's MLR for any single reporting year is
below the minimum of the eighty-five percent (85%) requirement, the MCO
shall provide to DHHS a rebate, no later than sixty (60) calendar days
following DHHS notification, that amounts to the difference between the
total amount of Capitation Payments received by the MCO from DHHS
multiplied by the required MLR of eighty-five percent (85%) and the MCO's
actual MLR. [42 CFR 438.80); 42 CFR 438.8(c)]

6.3.1.3 If the MCO fails to pay any rebate owed to DHHS in accordance
with the time periods set forth by DHHS, in addition to providing the
required rebate to DHHS, the MCO shall pay DHHS interest at the current
Federal Reserve Board lending rate or ten percent (10%) annually,
whichever is higher, on the total arnount of the rebate.

6.3.2 Caicuiatlon of the Medical Loss Ratio

6.3.2.1 The MCO shall calculate and report to DHHS the MLR for each
MLR reporting year, in accordance with 42 CFR 438.8 and the standards
described within this Agreement. [42 CFR 438.8(a)]

6.3.2.2 The MLR calculation is the ratio of the numerator (as defined in
accordance with 42 CFR 438.8(e)) to the denominator (as defined in
accordance with 42 CFR 438.8(f)). [42 CFR 438.8 (d)-(f)].

6.3.2.3 Each MCO expense shall be included under only one (1) type of
expense, unless a portion of the expense fits under the definition of, or
criteria for, one (1) type of expense and the remainder fits into a different
type of expense, in which case the expense shall be pro-rated between the
two types of expenses.
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6.3.2.3.1 Expenditures that benefit multiple contracts or
populations, or contracts other than those being reported, shall be
reported on a pro rata basis. [42 CFR 438.8(9)(1)(l)-(ji)]

6.3.2.4 Expense allocation shall be based on a generally accepted
accounting method that is extended to yield the most accurate results.

6.3.2.4.1 Shared expenses, including expenses under the terms
of a management contract, shall be • apportioned pro rata to the
contract Incurring the expense.

6.3.2.4.2 Expenses that relate solely to the operation of a
reporting entity, such as personnel costs associated \with the
adjusting and paying of clajms, shall be borne solely by the
reporting entity and are not to be apportioned to other entities. [42
CFR 438.8(g)(2)(iHiii)]

6.3.2.5 The MOO may add a credibility adjustment to a calculated MLR
if the MLR reporting year experience is partially credible.

6.3.2.5.1 The credibility adjustment, if included, shall be added to
the reported MLR calculation prior to calculating any remittances.

6.3.2.5.2 The MOO may not add a credibility adjustment to a
calculated MLR if the MLR reporting year experience is fully
credible.

6.3.2.5.3 If the MCO's experience is non-credible, it is presumed
to meet or exceed the MLR calculation standards. [42 CFR
438.8(h)(1H3)]

6.3.3 Medical Loss Ratio Reporting

6.3.3.1 The MCO shall submit MLR summary reports quarterly to DHHS
in accordance with Exhibit 0 [42 CFR 438.8(k){2): 42 CFR-438.8(k)(1)].
6.3.3.2 The MLR summary reports shall include all information required
by 42 CFR 438.8(k) within nine (9) months of the end of the MLR reporting
year, including;

6.3.3.2.1 Total Incurred, claims;

6.3.3.2.2 Expenditures on quality improvement activities;

6.3.3.2.3 Expenditures related to activities compliant with the
program integrity requirements;

6.3.3.2.4 Non-claims costs;

6.3.3.2.5 Premium revenue;

6.3.3.2.6 Taxes;

6.3.3.2.7 Licensing fees;
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6.3.3.2.8 Regulatory fees;

6.3.3.2.9 Methodo!ogy(les) for allocation of expenditures;

6.3.3.2.10 Any credibility adjustment applied;

6.3.3.2.11 The calculated MLR;

6.3.3.2.12 Any remittance owed to the State, if applicable;

6.3.3.2.13 A comparison of the Information reported with the
audited financial report;

6.3.3.2.14 A description of the aggregate method used to
calculate total incurred claims; and

6.3.3.2.15 The number of Member months. [42 CFR
438.8(k)(1)(iHxiii); 42 CFR 438.608(a)(1H5); 42 CFR
438.608(a)(7)-(8); 42 CFR 438.608(b); 42 CFR 438.8(i)]

6.3.3.3 The MCO shall attest to the accuracy of the summary reports
and calculation of the MLR when submitting its MLR summary reports to
DHHS. [42 CFR 438.8(n): 42 CFR 438.8(k)]

6.3.3.4 Such summary, reports shall be based on a template developed
and provided by DHHS within sixty (60) calendar days of the Program
Start Date. [42 CFR 438.8(a)]

6.3.3.5 The MCO shall in its MLR summary reports aggregate data for
all Medicaid eligibility groups covered under this Agreement unless
otherwise required by DHHS. [42 CFR 438.8(i)]

6.3.3.6 The MCO shall require any Subcontractor providing claims
adjudication activities to provide all underlying data associated with MLR
reporting to the MCO within one hundred and eighty (180) calendar days
or the end of the MLR reporting year or within thirty (30) calendar days of a
request by the MCO, whichever comes sooner, regardless of current
contract limitations, to calculate and validate the accuracy of MLR
reporting. [42 CFR 438.8(k)(3)]

6.3.3.7 In any instance in which DHHS makes a retroactive change to
the Capitation Payments for a MLR reporting year and the MLR report has
already been submitted to DHHS, the MCO shall:

6.3.3.7.1 Re-calculate the MLR for all MLR reporting years
affected by the change; and

6.3.3.7.2 Submit a new MLR report meeting the applicable
requirements. [42 CFR 438.8(m); 42 CFR 438.8(k)]

6.3.3.8 The MCO and its Subcontractors (as applicable) shall retain
MLR reports for a period of no less than ten (10) years.
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6.4 Financial Responslbllltv for Duai-Ellalble Members

6.4.1 For Medicare Part A crossover claims, and for Medicare Part B
crossover claims billed on the UB-04, the MCO shall pay the patient
responsibility amount (deductible and coinsurance).

6.4.2 For Part B crossover claims billed on the CMS-1500, the MCO shall
pay the lesser of:

6.4.2.1 The patient responsibiiity amount (deductible and coinsurance),
or

6.4.2.2 The difference between the amount paid by the primary payer
and the Medicaid aliowed amount.

6.4.3 For both Medicare Part A and Part B claims, if the Member
responsibility amount is "0" then the MCO shall make no payment.

6.5 iVIedlcal Cost Accruals

6.5.1 The MCO shall establish and maintain an actuariaily sound process to
estimate Incurred But Not Reported (IBNR) claims, services rendered for which
claims have not been received.

6.6 Audits

6.6.1 The MCO shaii permit DHHS or its designee(s) and/or the NHID to
inspect and audit any of the financial records of the MCO and its Subcontractors.

6.6.2 There shall be no restrictions on the right of the State or federal
government to conduct whatever inspections and audits are necessary to assure
quality, appropriateness or timeliness of services and reasonableness of their
costs. [42 CFR 438.6(g), SMM 2087.7; 42 CFR 434.6(a)(5)]

6.6.3 - "The ̂  MCO shall file annual and interim financial statem^ts' in
accordance with the standards set forth in this Section 6 (Financial Management)
of this Agreement.

■  6;6.3ri This Section shall supersede any conflicting requirements in
Exhibit C (Special Provisions) of this Agreement.

6.6.4 Within one hundred and eighty (180) calendar days or other mutually
agreed upon date following the end of each calendar year during this Agreement,
the MCO shall file, in the fomi and content prescribed by the NAIC; annual
audited financial statements that have been audited by an independent Certified
Public Accountant.

6.6.4.1 Financial statements shall be submitted in either paper format or
electronic format, provided that all electronic submissions shaii be in PDF
format or another read-only format that maintains the documents' security
and integrity.
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6.6.5 The MCO shall also file, within seventy-five (75) calendar days
following the end of each calendar year, certified copies of the annual statement
and reports as prescribed and adopted by the NHID.

6.6.6 The MCO shall file within sixty (60) calendar days folloviring the end of
each calendar quarter, quarterly financial reports in form and content as
prescribed by the NAIC.

6.7 Member Liability

6.7.1 The MCO shall not hold MCM Members liable for:

6.7.1.1 The MCO's debts, in the event of the MCO's insolvency;

6.7.1.2 The Covered Services provided to the Member, for which the
State does not pay the MCO;

6.7.1.3 The Covered Services provided to the Member, for which the
State, or the MCO does not pay the individual or health care Provider that
furnishes the services under a contractual, referral, or other arrangement;

or

6.7.1.4 Payments for Covered Services furnished under an agreement,
referral, or other arrangement, to the extent that those payments are in
excess of the amount that the Member would owe if the MCO provided
those services directly. [42 CFR 438.106(a)-(c); section 1932(b)(6) of the
Social Security Act; 42 CFR 438.3(k): 42 CFR 438.230]

6.7.2 The MCO shall provide assurances satisfactory to DHHS that its
provision against the risk of insolvency is adequate to ensure that Medicaid
Members shall not be liable for the MCO's debt if the MCO becomes insolvent.

[42 CFR 438.116(a)]

6.7.3 Subcontractors and Referral Providers may not bill Members any
amount greater than would be owed if the entity provided the services directly
[Sectioni 932(b)(6) of the SSA; 42 CFR 438.106(c): 42 CFR 438.3(k); 42 CFR
438.230; 42 CFR 438.204(a); SMDL 12/30/97].

6.7.4 The MCO shall cover services to Members for the period for which
payment has been made, as well as for inpatient admissions up until discharge
during insolvency. [SMM 2086.6B]

6.7.6 The MCO shall meet DHHS's solvency standards for private health
maintenance organizations, or be licensed or certified by DHHS as a risk-bearing
entity. [Section 1903(m)(1) of the Social Security Act; 42 CFR 438.116(b)]

6.8 Denial of Payment ^

6.8.1 Payments provided for under the Agreement shall be denied for new
Members when, and for so long as, payment for those Members is denied by
CMS.
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6.8,2 CMS may deny payment to the State for new Members if its
determination is not timely contested by the MOO. [42 CFR 438.726(b); 42 CFR
438.730(e)(1)(ii)]

6.9 Federal Matching Funds

6.9.1 Federal matching funds are not available for amounts expended for
Providers excluded by Medicare, Medicaid, or CHIP, except for Emergency
Services. [42 CFR 431.55(h) and 42 CFR 438.808; 1128(b)(8) and
Section1903(i)(2) of the SSA; SMDL 12/30/97]

6.9.2 Payments made to such Providers are subject to recoupment from the
MCO by DHHS.

6.10 Health Insurance Providers Fee

6.10.1 The Affordable Care Act imposed an annual fee on health insurance
Providers beginning In 2014 ("Annual Fee").

6.10.2 The MCO is responsible for a percentage of the Annual Fee for all
health insurance Providers as determined by the ratio of MCO's net written
premiums for the preceding year compared to the total net written premiums of
all entities subject to the Annual Fee for the same year.

6.10.3 To the extent such fees exist and DHHS is legally obligated to pay
such fees under Federal law;

6.10.3.1 The State shall reimburse the MCO for the amount of the Annual
Fee specifically allocable to the premiums paid during the Term of this
Agreement for each calendar year or part thereof, including an adjustment
for the full impact of the non-deductibility of the Annual Fee for federal and
state tax purposes, including income and excise taxes ("Contractor's
Adjusted Fee").

6.10.3.2 The MCO's Adjusted Fee shall be determined based oh the final
notification of the Annual Fee amount the MCO or the MCO's parent
receives from the United States Internal Revenue Service.

6.10.3.3 The State shall provide reimbursement no later than one
hundred and twenty (120) business days following its review and
acceptance of the MCO's Adjusted Fee.

6.10.3.4 To claim reimbursement for the MCO's Adjusted Fee, the MCO
shall submit a certified copy of its full Annual Fee assessment within sixty
(60) business days of receipt, together with the allocation of the Annual
Fee attributable specifically to its premiums under this Agreement.

6.10.3.5 The MCO shall also submit the calculated adjustment for the
impact of non-deductibility of the Annual Fee attributable specifically to its
premiums, and any other data deemed necessary by the State to validate
the reimbursement amount.
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6.10.3.6 These materials shall be submitted under the signatures of
either Its Financial Officer or CEO/Executive Director, certifying the
accuracy, truthfulness and completeness of the data provided.

6.11 Third Party Llabllltv

6.11.1 NH Medicaid shall be the payor of last resort for ail Covered Services
In accordance with federal regulations.

6.11.2 The MOD shall develop and implement policies and procedures to
meet its obligations regarding TPL. [42 CFR 433 Siib D; 42 CFR 447.20]

6.11.3 DHHS and the MOO shall cooperate in implementing cost avoidance
' and cost recovery activities.

6.11.4 The MOO shall be responsible for making every reasonable effort to
determine the liable third party to pay for services rendered and cost avoid and/or
recover any such liabilities from the third party.

6.11.6 DHHS shall conduct two (2) TPL policy and procedure audits of the
MOO and its Subcontractors per Agreement year.

6.11.5.1 Noncompliance with CAPs issued due to deficiencies may result
in liquidated damages as outlined in Exhibit N.

6.11.6 The MOO shall have one (1) dedicated contact person for DHHS for
TPL.

6.11.7 DHHS and/or its actuary shall identify a market-expected median TPL
percentage amount and deduct an appropriate amount from the gross medical
costs included in the DHHS Capitation Payment rate setting process.

6.11.8 All cost recovery amounts, even those greater than identified In the
rate cells, shall be retained by the MOO.

6.11.9 The MCO and its Subcontractors shall comply with all regulations and
State laws related to TPL, including but not limited to;

6.11.9.1 42 CFR 433.138;

6.11.9.2 42 CFR 433.139; and

6.11.9.3 RSA167:14-a.

6.11.10 Cost Avoidance

6.11.10.1 The MCO and Its Subcontractors performing claims processing
duties shall be responsible for cost avoidance through the Coordination of
Benefits (COB) relating to federal and private health insurance resources,
including but not limited to Medicare, private health insurance, Employees
Retirement income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA), 29 U.S.C. 1396a(a)(25)
plans and workers compensation.
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payment on a claim that has been denied

ai1.10.4The MCO shall establish claim edits to ensure claims with
Medicare or pnvate insurance denials are properly denied by the MCO

MCoS Ir'
service was denied as not Medically Necessarv

insrc " «"•'
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matching agreements with insurers seiiing in the State who have refused
to participate in data matching agreements with the MCO.

6.11.10.11 The MCO shall maintain the following private insurance data
within their system for all insurance policies that a Member may have and
include for each policy:

6.11.10.11.1 Member's first and last name;

6.11.10.11.2 Member's policy number;

6.11.10.11.3 Member's group number, ifavailable;

6.11.10.11.4 Policyholder's first and last name;

6.11.10.11.5 Policy coverage type to include at a minimum:

6.11.10.11.5.1. Medical coverage (including, mental
health, DME, Chiropractic, skilled nursing, home
health, or other health coverage not listed below).

6.11.10.11.5.2. Hospital coverage,

6.11.10.11.5.3. Pharmacy coverage,

6.11.10.11.5.4. Dental coverage, and

6.11.10.11.5.5. Vision Coverage;
6.11.10.11.6 Begin date of insurance; and

6.11.10.11.7 End date of insurance (when terminated).
6.11.10.12 The MCO shall submit any new, changed, or terminated private
insurance data to DHHS through file transfer on a weekly basis.

6.11.10.13 The MCO shall not cost avoid claims for preventive pediatric
services (including EPSDT), that is covered under the Medicaid State Plan
per 42 CFR 433.139(b)(3).

6.11.10.14The MCO shall pay all preventive pediatric services and collect
reimbursement from private insurance after the claim adjudicates.
6.11.10.15 The MCO shall pay the Provider for the Member's private
insurance cost sharing (Copays and deductibles) up to the MCO Provider
contract allowable.

6.11.10.16 On a quarterly basis, the MCO shall submit a cost avoidance
summary, as described in Exhibit O.

6.11.10.17 This report shall reflect the number of claims and dollar amount
avoided by private insurance and Medicare for all types of coveraqe as
follows:
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6.11.10.17.1 Medical coverage (including, mental health, DME,
Chiropractic, skilled nursing, home health, or other health coverage
not listed below);

6.11.10.17.2 Hospital coverage;

6.11.10.17.3 Pharmacy coverage;

6.11.10.17.4 Dental coverage; and

6.11.10.17.5 Vision coverage.

6.11.11 Post Payment Recovery

6.11.11.1 Definitions

6.11.11.1.1 Pay and Chase means recovery of claims paid in which
Medicare or private Insurance was not knpwn at the time the claim
was adjudicated.

6.11.11.1.2 Subrogation means personal Injury, liability insurance,
automobile/home insurance, or accident indemnity insurance
where a third party may be liable.

6.11.11.2 Pay and Chase Private Insurance

6.11.11.2.1 If private insurance exists for services provided and
paid by the MCO, but was not known by the MCO at time the claim
was adjudicated, then the MCO shall pursue recovery of funds
expended from the private insurance company.

6.11.11.2.2 The MCO shall submit quarterly'recovery reports, in
accordance with Exhibit O.

6.11.11.2.3 These reports shall reflect detail and summary
information of the MCO's C9llecti^ri__efforts arid recovery from
Medicare and private insurance for all types of coverage as follows:

6.11.11.2.3.1. Medical coverage (including, mental
health, DME, Chiropractic, skilled nursing, home
health, or another other health coverage not listed
below);

6.11.11.2.3.2. Hospital coverage;

6.11.11.2.3.3. Pharmacy coverage;

6.11.11.2.3.4. Dental coverage; and

6.11.11.2.3.5. Vision Coverage.

6.11.11.2.4 The MCO shall have eight (8) months from the original
paid date to recover funds from private Insurance.

6.11.11.2.4.1. If funds have not been recovered by
that date, DHHS has the sole and exclusive right to
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pursue, collect, and retain funds from private
insurance.

6.11.11.2.5The MCO shall treat funds recovered from private
insurance as offsets to the claims payments by posting within the
claim system.

6.11.11.2.5.1. The MCO shall post all payments to
claim level detail by Member.

6.11.11.2.5.2. Any Overpayrnent by private insurance
can be applied to other claims not paid or covered by
private insurance for the same Member.

6.11.11.2:5.3. Amounts beyond a Member's
outstanding claims shall be returned to the Member.

t \

6.11.11.2.6 The MCO and its Subcontractors shall not deny or
delay approval of otherwise covered treatment or services^based
on TPL considerations, nor bill or pursue collection from a Member
for services.

6.11.11.2.7 The MCO may neither unreasonably delay payment nor
deny payment of claims unless the probable existence of TPL is
established at the time the claim is adjudicated. [42 CFR 433 Sub
D; 42 CFR 447.20]

6.11.11.3 Subrogation Recoveries

6.11.11.3.1 The MCO shall be responsible for pursuing recoveries
of claims paid when there is an accident or trauma in which there is
a third party liable, such as automobile insurance, malpractice,
lawsuit, including class action lawsuits.

6.11.11.3.2The MCO shall act upon any infprmation from
insurance carriers or attorneys regarding potential subrogation
cases. The MCO shall be required to seek Subrogation amounts
regardless of the amount believed to be available as required by
federal Medicaid guidelines.

6.11.11.3.3The MCO shall establish detailed policies and
procedures for determining, processing, and recovering funds
based on accident and trauma Subrogation cases.

6.11.11.3.4 The MCO shall submit its policies and procedures,
including those related to their case tracking system as described
in Section 6.11.11.3.6, to DHHS for approval during the readiness
review process. The MCO shall have in its policies and procedures,
at a minimum, the following;

6.11.11.3.4.1. The MCO shall establish a paid claims
review process based on diagnosis and trauma codes
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to identify claims that may constitute an accident or
trauma in which there may be a liable third party.

6.11.11.3.4.2. The claims required to be identified, at
a minimum, should include ICD-10 diagnosis codes
related to accident or injury and claims with an accident
trauma indicator of "Y".

6.11.11.3.4.3. The MCO shall present a list of ICD-10
diagnostic codes to DHHS for approval in identifying
claims for review.

6.11.11.3.4.4. DHHS reserves the right to require
specific codes be reviewed by MCO.

6.11.11.3.4.5. The MCO shall establish a monthly
process to request additional information from
Members to determine if there is a liable third party for
any accident or trauma related claims by establishing a
questionnaire to be sent to Members.

6.11.11.3.4.6. The MCO shall submit a report of
questionnaires generated and sent as described in
Exhibit O.

6.11.11.3.4.7. The MCO shall establish timeframes

and claim logic for determining when additional letters
to Members should be sent relating to specific accident
diagnosis codes and indictors.

6.11.11.3.4.8. The MCO shall respond to accident
referrals and lien request within twenty-one (21)
calendar days of the notice per RSA 167:14-a.

6.11.11,3.5The MCO shall establish a case tracking system to
monitor and manage Subrogation cases.

6.11.11.3.6 This system shall allow for reporting of case status at
the request of DHHS, OIG, CMS, and any of their designees. The
tracking system shall, at a minimum, maintain the following record;

6.11.11.3.6.1. Date inquiry letter sent to Member, if
applicable;

6.11.11.3.6.2. Date inquiry letter received back from
Member, if applicable;

6.11.11.3.6.3. Date of contact with insurance

company, attorney, or Member informing the MCO of
an accident;

6.11.11.3.6.4. Date case is established;
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6.11.11.3.6.5. Date of incident;

6.11.11.3.6.6. Reason for incident;

6.11.11.3.6.7. Claims associated with incident;

6.11.11.3.6.8. All correspondence and dates;

6.11.11.3.6.9. Case comments by date;

6.11.11.3.6.10. Lien amount and date updated;

6.11.11.3.6.11. Settlement amount;

6.11.11.3.6.12. Date settlement funds received; and

6.11.11.3.6.13. Date case closed.

6.11.11.3.7The MCQ shall submit Subrogation reports in
accordance with Exhibit O. [42 CFR 433 Sub 0; 42 CFR 447.20]

6.11.11.3.8 DHHS shall inform the MCO of any claims related to an
MCO Subrogation cases.

6.11.11.3.9 The MCO shall submit to DHHS any and all information
regarding the case if DHHS also has a Subrogation lien.

6.11.11.3.10 DHHS claims shall be paid first in any dual
Subrogation settlement.

6.11.11.3.11 the MCO shall submit to DHHS for approval any
Subrogation proposed settlement agreement that is less than
eighty percent (80%) of the total lien in which the MCO intends to
accept prior to acceptance of the settlement.

6.11.11.3.12 DHHS shall have twenty (20) business days to
review the case once the MCO provides all relevant information as
determined by DHHS to approve the settlement from date received
from the MCO.

6.11.11.3.13 If DHHS does not respond within twenty (20)
business days, the MCO may proceed with settlement.

6.11.11.3.14 If DHHS does not approve of the settlement
agreement, then DHHS may work with the MCO and other parties
on the settlement.

6.11.11.3.15 DHHS; shall have exclusive rights to pursue
subrogations in which the MCO does not have an active
subrogation case within one hundred and eighty (180) "calendar
days of receiving a referral, of sending the first questionnaire as
referenced in 6.11.11.3.4.5 of this Section, or of claim paid date If
no action was taken since claims paid date.
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6.11.11.3.16 In the event that there are outstanding
Subrogation settlements at the time .of Agreement termination, the
MCO shall assign DHHS all rights to such cases to complete and
collect on those Subrogation settlements.

6.11.11.3.17 DHHS shall retain all recoveries after Agreement
termination.

6.11.11.3.18 The MCO shall treat funds recovered due to
Subrogation, if not processed as part of claims, outside of the
claims processing system as offsets to medical expenses for the
purpose of reporting.

6.11.11.4 Medicare

6.11.11.4.1 The MCO shall be responsible for coordinating benefits
for dually eligible Members, if applicable.

6.11.11.4.2 The MCO shall enter into a Coordination of Benefits
Agreement (COBA) for NH with Medicare and participate in the
automated crossover process. [42 CFR 438.3(t)]

6.11.11.4.3A newly contracted MCO shall have ninety (90)
calendar days from the start of this Agreement to establish and
start file transfers with COBA.

6.11.11.4.4 The MCO and its Subcontractors shall establish claims
edits to ensure that;

6.11.11.4.4.1. Claims covered by Medicare part D are
denied when a Member has an active Medicare part A
or Medicare part B;

6.11.11.4.4.2. Claims covered by Medicare part B are
- - -denied when a Member has an.active.Medicare part B;

and

6.11.11.4.4.3. The MCO treats Members with
Medicare part C as if they had Medicare part A and
Medicare part B and shall establish claims edits and
deny part D for those part C Members.

6.11.11.4.5 If Medicare was not known or active at the time a claim
was adjudicated but was determined active or retroactive at a later
date, the MCO shall recoup funds from the Provider and require the
Provider to pursue Medicare payment for all claim types except
Medicare part D.

6.11.11.4.5.1. The MCO shall pursue collection for
Medicare Part D from the Medicare Part D plan.
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6.11.11.4.6 if Medicare was not known or active at the time a claim
was submitted by a Provider to the MCO, but was determined
active or retroactive subsequent to the MCO's payment of the
claim, the MCO shall recoup funds from the Provider and the ■
Provider may pursue Medicare payment, except for Medicare Part
D, for all claim types, provided the claims remain within the timely
filing requirements.

6.11.11.4.6.1. The MCO shall pursue collection for
Medicare Part D from the Medicare Part D plan.

6.11.11.4.7 The MCO shall contact DHHS if Members' claims were
denied due to the lack of active Medicare part D or Medicare part
B.

6.11.11.4.8 The MCO shall pay applicable Medicare coinsurance ,
and deductible amounts as outlined in Section 6.4 (Financial
Responsibility for Dual-Eligible Members). These payments are
included in the calculated Capitation Payment.

6.11.11.4.9 The MCO shall pay any wrap around services not
covered by Medicare that are services under the Medicaid State
Plan Amendment and this Agreement.

6.11.11.5 Estate Recoveries

6.11.11.5.1 DHHS shall be solely responsible for estate recovery
activities and shall retain all funds recovered through these
activities.

7  TERMINATION OF AGREEMENT

7.1 Termination for Cause

7.1.1 DHHS shall have the right to terminate this Agreement, in whole or in
part, without liability to the State, if the MCO:

7.1.1.1 Takes any action or fails to prevent an action that threatens the
health, safety or welfare of any Member, including significant Marketing
abuses;

7.1.1.2 Takes any action that threatens the fiscal integrity of the
Medicaid program;

7.1.1.3 Has its certification suspended or revoked by any federal agency
and/or is federally debarred or excluded from federal procurement and/or
non-procurement agreement;

7.1.1.4 Materially breaches this Agreement or fails to comply with any
term or condition of this Agreement that is not cured within twenty (20)
business days of DHHS's notice and written request for compliance;
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7.1.1.5 Violates State or federal law or regulation;

7.1.1.6 Fails to carry out a substantive term or terms of this Agreement
that is not cured within twenty (20) business days of DHHS's notice and
written request for compliance;

7.1.1.7 Becomes insolvent;

7.1.1.8 Fails to meet applicable requirements in Sections 1932, 1903
(m) and 1905(t) of the Social Security Act.; [42 CFR 438.708(a); 42 CFR
438.708(b); sections 1903(m); 1905(t); 1932 of the Social Security Act]

7.1.1.9 Receives a "going concern" finding in an annual financial report
or indications that creditors are unwilling or unable to continue to provide
goods, services or financing or any other indication of insolvency; or

7.1.1.10 Brings a proceeding voluntarily, or has a proceeding brought
against it involuntarily under Title 11 of the U.S. Code.

7.2 Termination for Other Reasons

7.2.1 The MOO shall have the right to terminate this Agreement if DHHS
fails to make agreed-upon payments in a timely manner or fails to comply with
any material term or condition of this Agreement, provided that, DHHS has not
cured such deficiency within sixty (60) business days of its receipt of written
notice of such deficiency.

7.2.2 This Agreement may be terminated for convenience by either the
MOO or DHHS as of the last day of any month upon no less than one-hundred
twenty (120) business days prior written notice to the other party.
7.2.3 Notwithstanding Section 7.2.2, this Agreement may be terminated
immediately by DHHS if federal financial participation in the costs hereof
becomes unayaiiabie_or if St^e funds si^cient to_fulfill its obligations of DHHS
hereunder are not appropriated by the Legislature. In either event, DHHS shall
give MOO prompt written notice of such termination.

7.2.4 Notwithstanding the above, the MOO shall not be relieved of liability to
DHHS or damages sustained by virtue of any breach of this Agreement by the
MOO.

7.2.5 Upon termination, all documents, data, and reports prepared by the
MOO under this Agreement shall become the property of and be delivered to
DHHS immediately on demand.

7.2.6 DHHS may terminate this Agreement, in whole or in part, and place
Members into a different MOO or provide Medicaid benefits through other
Medicaid State Plan Authority, if DHHS determines that the MCO has failed to
carry out the substantive terms of this Agreement or meet the applicable
requirements of Sections 1932,1903(m) or 1905(t) of the Social Security Act. [42
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CFR 438.708(a); 42 CFR 438.708(b); sections 1903(m); 1905(t); 1932 of the
Social Security Act].

7.2.6.1 In such event, Section 4.7.9 (Access to Providers During
Transition of Care) shall apply.

7.3 Claims Responsibilities

7.3.1 The MOO shall be fully responsible for all inpatient care services and
all related services authorized whjle the Member was an inpatient until the day of
discharge from the hospital.

7.3.2 The MOO shall be financially responsible for all other authorized
services when the service is provided on or before the last day of the Closeout
Period (defined in Section 7.7.3 (Service Authorization/Continuity of Care) below,
or if the service is provided through the date of discharge.

7.4 Final Obligations

7.4.1 DHHS may withhold payments to the MCO, to the reasonable extent it
deems necessary, to ensure that all final financial obligations of the MCO have
been satisfied. Such withheld payments may be used as a set-off and/or applied
to the MCO's outstanding final financial obligations.

7.4.2 If all financial obligations of the MCO have been satisfied, amounts
due to the MCO for unpaid' premiums, risk settlement. High Dollar Stop Loss,
shall be paid to the MCO within one (1) year of date of termination of the
Agreement.

7.6 Survival of Terms

7.6.1 Termination or expiration of this Agreement for any reason shall not
release either the MCO or DHHS from any liabilities or obligations set forth in this
Agreement that:

7.5.1.1 The parties have expressly agreed shall survive any such
termination or expiration; or

7.5.1.2 Arose prior to the effective date of termination and remain to be
performed or by their nature would be intended to be applicable following
any such termination or expiration, or obliges either party by law or
regulation.

7.6 Agreement Closeout

7.6.1 Period

7.6.1.1 DHHS shall have the right to define the close out period in each
event of termination, and such period shall take into consideration factors
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such as the reason for the termination and the tlmeframe necessary to
transfer Members.

7.6.1.2 During the closeout period, the MCO shall work cooperatively
with, and supply program information to, any subsequent MCO and DHHS.

7.6.1.3 Both the program information and the working relationships
between the two MCOs shall be defined by DHHS.

7.6.2 Data

7.6.2.1 The MCO shall be responsible for the provision of necessary
information and records, whether a part of the MClS or compiled and/or
stored elsewhere, including but not limited to Encounter Data, to the new
MCO and/or DHHS during the closeout period to ensure a smooth
transition of responsibility.

7.6.2.2 The new MCO and/or DHHS shall define the information
required from the MCO during this period and the time frames for
submission.

7.6.2.3 All data and information provided by the MCO shall be
accompanied by letters, signed by the responsible authority, certifying to
the accuracy and completeness of the materials supplied.

7.6.2.4 The MCO shall transmit the information and records required
under this Section within the time frames required by DHHS.

7.6.2.5 DHHS shall have the right, in its sole discretion, to require
updates to these data at regular intervals.

7.6.2.6 The MCO shall be responsible for continued submission of data
to the CHIS during and after the transition in accordance with NHID
regulations.

7.6.3 Service Authorlzatloh/Coritlhuity of CaTe

7.6.3.1 Effective fourteen (14) calendar days prior to the last day of the
closeout period, the MCO shall work cooperatively with DHHS and/or its
designee to process service authorization requests received.

7.6.3.1.1 Disputes between the MCO and DHHS and/or its
designee regarding service authorizations shall be resolved by
DHHS in its sole discretion.

7.6.3.2 The MCO shall give written notice to DHHS of all service
authorizations that are not decided upon by the MCO within fourteen (14)
calendar days prior to the last day of the closeout period..

7.6.3.2.1 Untimely service authorizations constitute a denial and
are thus adverse actions [42 CFR 438.404(c)(5)].
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7.6.3.3 The Member has access to services consistent with the access

they previously had, and Is permitted to retain their current Provider for the
period referenced in Section 4.7.9 (Access to Providers During Transitions
of Care) for the transition timeframes if that Provider is not in the new
MOO'S network of Participating Providers.

7.6.3.4 The Member shall be referred to appropriate Participating
Providers.

7.6.3.5 The MOO that was previously serving the Member, fully and
timely complies with requests for historical utilization data from the new
MOO in compliance with State and federal law.

7.6.3.6 Consistent with State and federal law, the Member's new

Provider(s) are able to obtain copies of the Member's medical records, as
appropriate.

7.6.3.7 Any other necessary procedures as specified by the HHS
Secretary to ensure continued access to services to - prevent serious
detriment to the Member's health or reduce the risk of hospitaiization or
institutionalization.

7.6.3.8 DHHS shall make any other transition of care requirements
publically available.
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1. Capitation Payments/Rates
This Agreement is reimbursed on a per member per month capitation rate for the Agreement
term, subject to ali conditions contained within Exhibit A. Accordingly, no maximum or minimum
product volume is guaranteed. Any quantities set forth in this contract are estimates only. The
Contractor agrees to serve all members in each category of eligibility who enroll with this
Contractor for covered services. Capitation payment rates for SPY 2020 are as follows:

>Iulv 1.2019-June 30. 2020

Medicald Care Management

LOW income Children and Adults - Age 0-11 Months "" Capitation Rate
241.63

Low Income Children and AduKs - Aoe 1-15 Years
155.32

LOW income Children and Adults - Aoe 1S+ Years
497.14

rosier care / Adoption 367.40
iieverely Disabled Children

1,265.07
tioeny and Disabled Adults 1,212.64
blderiy and Disabled Adults 65+

1.066.35
Dual hliqibie ^

268.03
Newborn Kick Payment

3,310.03
Matemity Kick Payment

2,961.13
NeonataTAbstinence Syndrome Kick Payment 9.934.25

Behavioral Health Population
Capitation Rateyevere / Persistent Mental illness - Medicaid Only

2,513.44"
yevere / Persistent MentaTTlIhess - Dual Eliolble

1.810.34 ■
Severe Mental Illness-^ Medicaid Only — 1.636.64Severe Mental Illness - Dual Eligible

1,219.60
LOW utilizer - Medicaid unly

1.750.36Low Utilizer - Dual bligible
755.22

Serious Emotionally. Disturbed Child
961.79

Medicaid Expansion PoDulaUon- Granite Advantage Health Care
Capitation Rate

Medically Frail

Non-Medically Frail ^
1.025.07
462.80

For each of the subsequent years of the Agreement, actuarially sound per Member per month
capitated rates shall be paid as calculated and certified by DHHS's actuary, subject to approval by
CMS and Governor and Executive Council.

Any rate adjustments shall be subject to the availability of State appropriations.

2. Price Limitation
This Agreement is one of multiple contracts that will serve the New Hampshire Medicaid Care
Management Program. The estimated member months, for State Rscai Year 2020. to be served
among ail contracts is 2,108.199. Accordingly, the total price limitation for SPY 2020 among all
contracts is $924,150,000 based on the projected members per month. The price
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limitation for subsequent years within the Term will be provided following calculation of rates for
each subsequent year.

3. Health Insurance Providers Fee
Section 9010 of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act Pub. L. No. 111-148 (124 Stat.
119 (2010)), as amended by Section 10905 of PPACA, and as further amended by Section
1406 of the Health Care and Education Reconciliation Act of 2010, Pub. L. No. 111 -152 (124
Stat. 1029 (2010)) imposes an annual fee on health insurance providers beginning in 2014
("Annual Fee"). Contractor is responsible for a percentage of the Annual Fee for all health
insurance providers as determined by the ratio of Contractor's net written premiums for the
preceding year compared to the total net written premiums of all entities subject to the Annual
Fee for the same year.

The State shall reimburse the Contractor for the amount of the Annual Fee specifically allocable
to the premiums paid during this Contract Term for each calendar year or part thereof, Including
an adjustment for the full impact of the non-deductibility of the Annual Fee for Federal and state
tax purposes, including income and excise taxes ("ContractoriS'Adjusted Fee"). The
Contractor's Adjusted Fee shall be determined based on the final notification of the Annual Fee
amount Contractor or Contractor's parent receives from the United States Internal Revenue
Sen/ice. The State will provide reimbursement within 30 days following its review and
acceptance of the Contractor's Adjusted Fee.

To claim reimbursement for the Contractor's Adjusted Fee the Contractor must submit a
certified copy of Its full Annual Fee assessment within 60 days 'of f^ipt, together with the
allocation of the Annual Fee attributable specifically to its premiums under this Contract. The
Contractor must also submit the calculated adjustment for the Impact of non-deductlbility of the
Annual Fee attributable specifically to its premiums under this Contract, and any other data
deemed necessary by the State to validate the reimbursement amount. These materials shall
be submitted under the signatures of either Its Financial Officer or Executive leadership (e.g..
President, Chief Executive Office, Executive Director), certifying the accuracy, truthfulness arid
-complete'ness.of the.data provided. _ _ . —

Questions regarding payment(s) should be addressed to;
Attn: Medicaid Finance Director

New Hampshire Medicaid Managed Care Program
129 Pleasant Street

Concord, NH 03301

/
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SPECIAI

NnHl^hf n Contractor covenants and agrees that all funds received by the Contractor
IndSs an^^^^ f Contractor for services provided to eligible
agr^s a^oHo;^^ furtherance of the aforesaid covenants, the Contractor hereby covenants and

state laws, regulations, orders, guidelines, policies and procedures and

fll"DeTa^rt!IJZTrfhe?^ifr!"'''h"\ determinations shali be made on forms provided bythe oSent P"^°" aP®" P® made and remade at such times as are prescribed bSr

P^.'^'^'P" 'P '^P determination forms required by the Department the Contractor

"■ indiliduaifd®iiaT^ "P"®'®'®"''® "'P' P" PPP"Pants for services hereunder, as weli asCnmrartnr hflt 'nsligibie have a right to a fair hearing regarding that determination The
aDSion7ol'^nH".rf ®"h ® PPPl'pPP'a 'p^ pp^pps shail be permitted to fill outhean'7g"S,"t"rt^''e7r^ "8"' ®'®'^

'■ The Contractor agrees that It is a breach of this Contract to accent or
th?qt °^®'' °f employment on behalf of the Contractor any Sub-Contractor or
CnnfiS^t Th°^f f influence the performance of the Scope of Work detailed in Exhibit A of thisdetem^pri fh ̂  may terminate this Contract and any sub-contract or sub-agreement if it isa?v payments gratuities or offers of employment of any kind were offered or received byany officials, officers, employees or agents of the Contractor or Sub-Contractor.

■  Payments: Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in the Contract or inanv
hlreto^flnf or understanding. It Is expressly understood and agreed by the partiesan^Dum^^ hereunder to reimburse the Contractor for costs Incurred for^ any purpose or for any services provided to any Individual prior to the Effective Date of the Contmrt
prior to toSn'wt'io7.r 'T"'' ® Contractor forTny^sfr^cispmvS''federal regulations) prior to a deterlntoati'tha't thSiduaTil'S?^^^^^^^^

fund^'for rlli® ^y the Contractor to ineligible individuals or other third party
P  '™® '^"""9 "^® 'P™ Pf '"iP Contract or after receipt of the Rnai

or r7h?^^paTnlrth^^^^^^^^^ 'P 'P®"9ible indXis
D^urt =n "P^PPfPf' i" wbiPb Pvent new rates shall be established-ex^7 Sfro7tsf Contractor the amount of any prior reimbursement In'

Exhibit C - Special Provisions Contractor Initials fY].C,'
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7.3. Demand repayment of the excess payment by the Contractor In which event failure to make
such repayment shall constitute an Event of Default hereunder. When the Contractor is -
permitted to determine the eligibility of individuals for services, the Contractor agrees to
reimburse the Department for all funds paid by the Department to the .Cpntractor for services
provided to any individual vyho is found by the Deparhrient to'be lneliglBli^for such services at
any.time during the period of retention of records established herein.

RECORDS: MAINTENANCE, RETENTION, AUDIT, DISCLOSURE AND CONFIDENTIALITY:

8. Maintenance of Records: In addttion to the eligibility records specified above, the Contractor
covenants and agrees to maintain the following records during the Contract Period:

8.1. Fiscai.Records: books, records, documents and other data evidencing and reflecting all costs
and other expenses incurred by the Contractor in the performance of the Contract, and all
income received or collected by the Contractor during the Contract Period, said records to be
maintained in accordance with accounting procedures and practices which sufficiently and
properly reflect all such costs and expenses, and which are acceptable to the Department, and
to include, without limitation, all ledgers, books, records, and original evidence of costs such as
purchase requisitions and orders, vouchers, requisitions for materials, inventories, valuations of
in-kind contributions, labor time cards, payrolls, and other records requested or required by the
Department.

8.2. Statistical Records: Statistical, enrollment, attendance or visit records for each recipient of
services during the Contract Period, which records shall include all records of application and
eligibility (including all forms required to determine eligibility for each such recipient), records
regarding the provision of services and all invoices submitted to the Department to obtain
payrnent for such services.

8.3. M^ical Records: Where appropriate and as prescribed by the Department regulations, the
Contractor shall retain medical records on each patient/recipient of services.

9. Audit: Contractor shall submit an annual audit to the Department within 60 days after the cjose ofthe
agency fiscal year. It is recommended that the report be prepared in accordance with the provision of
Office of Management and Budget Circular A-133, "Audits of States, Local Governments, and Non
Proftt Organizations" and the provisions of Standards for Audit of Govemmental Organizations,
Programs, Activities and Fundions, issued by the US General Accounting Office (GAO standards) as
they pertain to financial compliance audits.

.9.1. - Audit and Review:-During the term of this Contrad and the period for-retention hereunder^ the
Department,'the United States Department of Health and Human Servicesrand any of their -
designated representatives shall have access to all reports and records maintained pursuantto
the Contrad for purposes of audit, examination, excerpts and transcripts.

9.2. Audit Liabilities: In addition to and not in any way in limitation of obligations ofthe Contrad, it is
understood and agreed by the Contractor that the Contrador shall be held liable for any state
or federal audit exceptions and shall retum to the Department, all payments made under the
Contrad to which exception has been taken or which have been disallowed because of such an
exception.

10. Confidentiality of Records: All information, reports, and records maintained hereunder or colleded
in connedion with the performance ofthe services and the Contrad shall be confidential and shall not
be disclosed by the Contrador, provided however, that pursuant to state laws and the regulations of
the Department regarding the use and disclosure of such information, disclosure may be made to
public officials requiring such information in connedion with their official duties and for purposes
diredly conneded to the administration of the services and the Contrad; and provided further, that
the use or disclosure by any party of any information concerning a recipient for any purpose .not
diredly conneded with the administration of the Department or the Contrador's responsibilities with
resped to purchased services hereunder is prohibited except on written consent of the recipient, his
attomey or guardian.

Exhibit C - Special Provisions Contractor initiais
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to the contrary contained herein the covenants and conditions contained inthe Paragraph shall survive the termination of the Contract for any reason whatsoever.

financial reports containing a detailed description ofall TOsts and non-allowabie expenses incurred by the Contractor to the date of the report and
containing such other information as shall be deemed satisfactory by the Department to

^ Paynient hereunder. Such Financial Reports shall be submitted on the form
^ ̂  o Department or deemed satisfactory by the Department

TrthL rnnt'^H final report shall be submitted within thirty (30) days after the end of the termof this Contract. The Final Report shall be in a form satisfactory to the Department and shall
wntan a summaiy statement of progress toward goals and objectives stated in theProposal'
and other information required by the Department.

12. Completion of Service; Disallowance of Costs: Upon the purchase by the Department of the
^pra mHT provided for in the Contract and upon' payment of the price limitation

°  obligations of the parties hereunder (except such obligations as
the end of the term of this Contract and/or

terminate, provided however, that if. upon review ofthe^endrture Report the Department shall disallow any expenses claimed by the Contractor as
orl®' H ® t^® right, at its discretiori. to deduct the amount of suchexpenses as are djsaliowed or to recover such sums from the Contractor.

13. Credits: All d^uments. notices, press releases, research reports and other materials oreoared

stetement'^^" performance of the services of the Contract shall Include thefollowing
13.1. The preparation of this (report, documeht etc.) was financed under a Contract with the State

bv nf Wo' 0^ Health and Huriian Services, with funds provided in part
^  iu M Ha^^Pshire and/or such other funding sources as were available orrequired, e.g., the United States Department of Health and Human Services.

Ownership: All materials (written, video, audio) produced or
purchased under the contract shall have prior approval from DHHS before printing production

I?" ®®Pyright ownership for any and all original materials'
*'^®®^"''®®' resource directories, protocols or guidelines

p^Xn aM^^^ ""^®^ trie contractwrthout
15. Operation of Facilities: Compliance with Laws and Regulations; In the operation of any facilities

Itete regulations of federalmunicipa authorities and with any direction of any Public Officer or officers

nf I'S. fu ®" °'^®' "P®" ̂rie contractor with respect to the "operation of the facility or the provision of the services at such facility. If any govemmental license or

t^fTe'contrart^^"'^®^ the operation of the said facility or the performance of the said services
MHriiriniTnf« h ̂  hT ®®"®® ®" rirees comply with the terms and
Cnnt™Hnr?Lr K T®® ®°®"®®ri®® With the foregoiog requirements, the

r? ̂  ®I]® ® ®®^®®® *ri®t' during the term of this Contract the facilities shall®^der8.,regulatiQns. and requirements of the State Office of the Fire Marshaiand

iaw^d ®^®" ̂® ®®"^®^®®®® with local building and zoning codes, by-

"Trie Contractor will provide an Equal Employment
•  i" ̂  *® *ri® Office for Civil Rights. Office of Justice Programs (OCR) if it hasreceived a smgle award of $500,000 or more. If the recipient receives $25.00r?rlore and has 50 or

Exhibit C - Special Provisions' Contractor InlUais ftl. C%'
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more employees, It will maintain a current EEOP on file and submit an EEOP Certification Form to the
OCR, certifying that its EEOP is on file. For recipients receiving less than $25,000, or public grantees
with fewer than 50 employees, regardless of the amount of the award, the recipient will provide an
EEOP Certification Form to the OCR certifying it is not required to submit or maintain an EEOP. Non-

•  profit organizations, Indian Tribes, and medical and educational institutions are exempt from the
EEOP requirement, but are required to submit a certification form to the OCR to claim the exemption.
EEOP Certification Forms are available at: http://www.ojp.usdoj/about/ocr/pdfs/cert.pdf.

17. Limited English Proficiency (LEP): As clarified by Executive Order 13166, Improving Access to
Services for persons with Limited English Proficiency, and resulting agency guidance, national origin
discrimination includes discrimination on the basjs of limited English proficiency (LEP). To ensure
compliance with the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968 and Title VI of the.Civil
Rights Act of 1964, Contractors must take reasonable steps to ensure that LEP persons have
meaningful access to its programs. ■

18. Pilot Program for Enhancement of Contractor Employee Whlstleblower Protections: The
following shall apply to all contracts that exceed the Simplified Acquisition Threshold as defined in48
CFR 2.101 (currently, $150,000)

Contractor Employee Whistleblower Rights and Requirement To Inform Employees of
Whisueblovver Rights (SEP 2013)

(a) This contract and employees working on this contract will be subject to the whistleblower rights
and remedies in the pilot program on Contractor employee whistleblower protections established at
41 U.S.C. 4712 by section 828 of the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2013 (Pub. L.
112-239) and FAR 3.908.

(b) The Contractor shall inform its employees in writing, in the predominant language of the workforce,
of employee whistleblower rights and protections under 41 U.S.C. 4712, as described in section
3.908 of the Federal Acquisition Regulation.

(c) The Contractor shall insert the substance of this clause, including this paragraph (c). In all ^
subcontracts over the simplified acquisition threshold.

19. Subcontractors: OHMS recognizes that the Contractor may choose to use subcontractors with
gi^ter^xpertiselp perfpjrn ceMOThli^ seTyice^oYfunctionsfo o"f convenience,
but the Contractor shall retain the responsibility and accountabiiity for the function(s). Prior to
subcontracting, the Contractor shall evaluate the subcontractor's ability to perform the delegated
function(s). This is accomplished through a written agreement that specifies activities and reporting
responsibilities of the subcontractor and provides for revoking the delegation or imposing sanctions if
the subcontractor's performance is not adequate. Subcontractors are subject to the same contractual
conditions as the Contractor and the Contractor is responsible to ensure subcontractor compliance
with those conditions.

When the Contractor delegates a function to a subcontractor, the Contractor shall do the following:

19.1. Evaluate the prospective subcontractor's ability to perform the activities, before delegating
the function

19.2. Have a written agreement with the subcontractor that specifies activities and reporting
responsibilities and how sanctions/revocation will be managed if the subcontractor's
periformance is not adequate

19.3. Monitor the subcontractor's performance on an ongoing basis

Exhibit C - Special Provisions Contractor Initials m(n-
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Provide to DHHS an annual schedule Identifying all subcontractors, delegated functionsand
reSDOnsihl rtJflft anH u/h^n C .... ' .

.  . ——•>- ail ouLn^iiu«uiui&, ueieaai

subcontractor's performanc

19.4.

e will be reviewed
IiMMK en all aiDHHS shall19.5. , at its discretion, review and approve all subcontracts.

tekTrarS^artion deficiencies or areas for improvement are identified, the Contractor shall

20. Contract Definitions:

20.1.

20.3.

20.4.

20.5.

20.6.

M' indirect items of expense determined by the Department
n a^Sw^wTh state accordance with cost and accounting principles establishedrn accordance wtth state and federal laws, regulations, rules and orders.

20.2. DEPARTMENT; NH Department of Health and Human Services.

PROPOSAL: If applicable, shall mean the document submitted by the Contractor on a
by Department and containing a description of the services and/or

C^trart f Contractor in accordance with the terms and conditions of the
undl^the Contrart® revenue for each service to be provided

moll'th®! ®e^ce that the Contractor Is to provide to eligible individuals hereunder shall
"^hM eThe CoZ" '
^DERAUSTATE UW: Wherever federal or state laws, regulations, rules, orders and
^Itcies, etc. are refe^ to in the Contract, the said reference shall be deemed to mean
all such laws, regulations, etc. as they may be amended or revis^ from time to lime.

Corltra^U^ °^'^P^/^DERAL FUNDS: Funds provided to the Contractor under thisContract will not supplant any existing federal funds available for these services.

oanane
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REVISIONS TO GENERAL PROVISIONS

1. Subparagraph 4 of the General Provisions of this contract, Conditional Nature of Agreement, is
replaced as follows:

4. CONDITIONAL NATURE OF AGREEMENT.

Notwithstanding any provision of this Agreement to the contrary, all obligations of the State
hereunder, Including without limitation, the continuance of payments, In whole or in part,
under this Agreement are contingent upon continued appropriation or availability of funds,,
including any subsequent changes to the appropriation or availability of funds affected by
any state or federal legislative or executive action that reduces, eliminates, or otherwise
m(^ifies the appropriation or availability of funding for this Agreement and the Scope of
Services provided in Exhibit A, Scope of Services, In whole or in part. In no event shall the
State be liable for any payments hereunder in excess of appropriated or available funds. In
the event of a reduction, termination or modification of appropriated or available funds, the
State shall have the right to withhold payment until such funds become available, if ever. The
State shall have the right to reduce, terminate or modify services under this Agreement
immediately upon giving the Contractor notice of such reduction, termination or modification.
The State shall not be required to transfer funds from any other source or account into the
Account(s) identified in block 1.6 of the General Provisions, Account Number, or any other
account, in the event funds are reduced or unavailable.

2. Subparagraph 10 of the General Provisions of this contract. Termination, is amended by adding the
following language:

10.1 The State may terminate the Agreement at any time for any reason, at the sole discretion of
the State, 30 days after giving the Contractor written notice that the State is exercising its
option to terminate the Agr^ment.

10.2 In the event of early termination, the Contractor shall, within 15 days of notice of early
termination, develop and submit to the State a Transition Plan for services under the
Agreement, Including but not limited to, identifying the present and future needs of clients
receiving services under the Agreement and establishes a process to meet those needs.

10.3 The Contractor shall fully cooperate Nvith the State and shall promptly provide detailed
information to support the Transition Plan including, but not limit^ to, any information or
data requested by the State related to the temfiination of the Agreement and Transition Plan
and shall provide ongoing communication and revisions of the Transition Plan to the State as

.. requested .

10.4 In the event that services under the Agreement, including but not limited to clients receiving
services under the Agreement are transitioned to having services delivered by another entity
including contracted providers or the State, the Contractor shall provide a process for
uninterrupted delivery of services in the Transition Plan.

10.5 The Contractor shall establish a method of notifying clients and other affected individuals
about the transition. The Contractor shall include the proposed communications in its
Transition Plan submitted to the State as described above.

3. Subparagraph 3.1 of the General Provisions of this contract, is amended by adding the following
language:

3.1 Notwithstanding any provision of this Agreement to the contrary, and subject to the
approval of the Governor and Executive Council of the State of New Hampshire, this
Agreement, and all obligations of the parties hereunder, shall become effective on the date
the Governor and Executive Council approve this Agreement as indicated in block 1.18, or
the date the Contractor is licensed as an HMO in the State of New Hampshire, whichever is'
later ('Effective Date').

04iibit C-1 - Revlslofw to Standard Provisions Contractor initials (Ti.Cf
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4. Subparagraph 5 of the General Provisions of this contract is amended as follows:
By deleting 5.4 In Its entirety and replacing It as follows:

'he contrary, and notwithstanding
T  ̂ ' o ®haii the totai of aii payments authorized, or

forth ill btaS 18 "^®''"®® "-mfa'ion set
By adding the following:

5.5 Blrck 1.8 reflects a price limitation only for State Fiscal Year 2020 For each of the

MeS^lrrn^oni,^ '"I" alariLrsoun^ perMsmber, per month capitated rates, subject to approval by CMS Such rates for
subs^uent years of the Agreement will be reflected in an amendment to Block 1 8 and
subjed to approval by Governor and Executive Council. Any rSte a^SUhrfen^^^^
subject to the availability of State appropriations ' aajusiments snail be

CU/DHHS/110713
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CERTIFICATION REGARDING DRUQ-fREE WORKPLACE REQUIREMENTS

The Contractor identified in Section 1.3 of the General Provisions agrees to comply with the provisions of
Sections 5151 -5160 of the Drug-Free Workpiace Act of 1988 (Pub. L. 100-690, Title V. Subtitie D; 41
U.S.C. 701 et seq.), and further agrees to have the Contractor's representative, as idenUfied in Sections
1.11 and 1.12 of the General Provisions execute the following Certification:

ALTERNATIVE I - FOR GRANTEES OTHER THAN INDIVIDUALS

US DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES - CONTRACTORS
US DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION - CONTRACTORS
US DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE - CONTRACTORS

This certification is required by the regulations implementing Sections 5151-5160 of the Drug-Free
Workplace Act of 1988 (Pub. L. 100-690, Title V, Subtitle D; 41 U.S.C. 701 etseq.): The.Januaiy 31,
1989 regulations were amended and published as Part II of the May 25.1990 Federal Regi^er (pages
21681-21691), and require certification by grantees (and by inference, sub-grantees and sut^
contractors), prior to award, that they will maintain a drug-free workplace. Section 3017.630(c) of the
regulation provides that a grantee (and by inference, sub-grantees and sub-contractors) that is a State
may elect to make one certification to the Department in each federal fiscal year In lieu of certificates for
each grant during the federal fiscal year covered by the certification. The certificate set out below is a
material representation of fact upon which reliance Is placed when the agency awards the grant False
certification or violation of the certification shall be grounds for suspension of paymerits, suspensiori or _
termination of grants, or government wide suspension or debarment Contractors using this form should
send it to:

Commissioner '

NH Department of Health and Human Services
129 Pleasant Street,
Concord, NH 03301-6505

1. The grantee certifies that it will or will continue to provide a drug-free workplace by:
1.1. Publishing a statement notifying employees that the unlawful manufacture, distribution,

dispensing, possession or use of a controlled substance is prohibited in the grantee ̂
workplace and specifying the actions that will be taken against employees for violation of such
prohibition: __

- 1.2.- -Establishing ah ongoing ■drug^free.awarehe5$.prP9raQi.tP..l'i!9II0.®'T!P!?y®®sj^o"! . .. .
1.2.1. The dangers of drug abuse in the workplace;
1.2.2. The grantee's policy of maintaining a drug-free workplace;
1.2.3. Any available drug counseling, rehabilitation, and employee assistance programs; and
1.2.4. The penalties that may be imposed upon employees for drug abuse violations

occurring in the wi^plac^
1.3. Making it a requirement that each employee to be engaged in the performance of the grant oe

given a copy of the statement required by paragraph (a);
1.4. Notifying the employee In the statement required by paragraph (a) that as a condition of

employment under the grant, the employee will
1.4.1. Abide by the terms of the statement; and
1.4.2. Notify the employer in writing of his or her conviction for a violation of a criminal drug

statute occurring in the workplace no later than five calendar days after such
conviction;

1.5. Notifying tfie agency in writing, within ten calendar days after receiving riotice under
subparagraph 1.4.2 from an employee or othenvise receiving actual notice of such conviction.
Employers of convicted employees must provide notice. Including position title, to every grant
officer on whose grant activity the convicted employee was working, unless the Federal agency

Exhibit D - Certification regarding Drug Free Contractor Inltlata
Workplace Requirements «\liiiliC
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'  appro action against such an employee, up to and Includina
arJISn^edTor'^"®'^^®"^ requirements of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as

^  rotahT?®* employee to participate satisfactorily In a drug abuse assistance or
^ ̂ ■ 3.te,

1.7.

2.

^'P ""P®) location)5t.nfaV\tM C»Vu CenWi- *155 ELM 5r /Shj^SuiTe Soo tnAv\/.ucc-^
Orw<"lft^»"Wunr>, fA^A. ihA-ncuESTER^ NH 03\0j

Check □ if there are workplaces on file that are not identified here.

Contractor Name: A/ifer
"Xtvc /

Teb' •:?.o|C|
Date Name: 0^£'RR.\Efi£

Title: Ch\t^ Fjr)^noi<:<\

CUmHHS/110713
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CERTIFICATION REGARDING LOBBYING

The Contractor identified in Section 1.3 of the General Provisions agrees to comply with the provisions of
Section 319 of Public Law 101-121, Govemment wide Guidance for New Restrictions on Lobbying, and
31 U.S.C. 1352, and further agrees to have the Contractor's representative, as identified in Sections 1.11
and 1.12 of the General Provisions execute the following Certification:

US DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES - CONTRACTORS
US DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION - CONTRACTORS
US DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE - CONTRACTORS

Programs (indicate applicable program covered):
•Temporary Assistance to Needy Families under Title IV-A
•Child Support Enforcement Program under Title IV-D
•Social Services Block Grant Program under Title XX
•Medicaid Program under Title XIX
•Community Services Block Grant under Title VI
•Child Care Development Block Grant under Title IV

The undersigned certifies, to the best of his or her knowledge and belief, that

1. No Federal appropriated funds have been paid or will be paid by or on behalf of the undersigned, to
any person for influencing or attempting to influence an officer or employee of any agency, a Member
of Congress, an officer or employee of Congress, or an employee of a Member of Congress In
connection with the awarding of any Federal contract, continuation, renewal, amendment, or
modification of any Federal contract, grant, loan, or cooperative agreement (and by specific mention
sub-grantee or sub-contractor).

2. If any funds'other than Federal appropriated funds have been paid or will be paid to any person for
influencing or attempting to influence an officer or employee of any agency, a Member of Congress,
an officer or employee of Congress, or an employee of a Member of Congress in connection with this
Federal contract, grant, loan, or cooperative agreement (and by specific mention sub-grantee or sub
contractor), the undersigned shall complete and submit Standard Form LLL, (Disclosure Form to
Report Lobbying, in accordance with its instructions, attached and Identified as Standard Exhibit E-l.)

3." The undersigned shallrequire that the language of mis certification be included in the award- - — -
document for sut>-awards at all tiers (including subcontracts, sub-grants, and contracts under grants,
loans, and cooperative agreements) and that all sub-recipients shall certify and disclose accordingly.

This certification is a material representation of fact upon which reliance was placed when this transaction
was made or entered into. Submission of this certification is a prerequisite for making or entering into this
transaction" Imposed by Section 1352, Title 31, U.S. Code. Any person who fails to file the required
certification shall be subject to a civil penalty of not less than $10,000 and not more than $100,000 for
each such failure.

Contractor Name:^s/f>i
l4eA>^r) ̂\ojr\j x~r>c.

H). Zon
Date Name:f;llC^^^€i
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CERTIFICATION REGARDING DEBARMENT. SUSPENSION
AND OTHER RESPONSIBIUTY MATTFRS

Contra^r Identified In Section 1.3 of ttie General Provisions agrees to comply \Aflth the provisions of
Bc^utve Office of President. Executive Order 12549 and 45 CFR Part 76 regLrg Deba^ent.
Suspension, and Other Responsibility Matters, and further agrees to have the Contractor's

Ce^rSdm HI and 1.12 of the General Provisions execute the following
instructions for certification

hS i= P^viding the

3.

4.

5.

If nnmrSnn f the Certification required below will not necessarily result in denial
nf h transaction. If necessary, the prospective participant shall submit anexplanation of why it rannot provide the certification. The certification or explanation will be

wnsidered in conn^on with the NH Department of Health and Human Services' (DHHS)
nfrtllJirnM transaction. However, failure of the prospective pLary
Knsacton."'' ® explanation shall disqualify such person from particlpLn In

^  ̂P^sentation of fact upon which reliance was placed
n»rtirinlT^ enter i^nto this transaction. If it is later determined that the prospective

StwA f »h c rendered an erroneous certification, In addition to other remediesavailable to the Federal Government. DHHS may terminate this transaction for cause or default.

IhlmThirnm^f provide immediate written notice to the DHHS agency to(contract) is submitted if at any time the prospective primary participant leams

drcumsteS^ erroneous when submitted or has become erroneous by reason of changed
-m® terns '^vered transaction.- "debarred." "suspended." "ineligible.- "lower tier covered

pereon." "primary covered transaction." "principal." "proposal." and
"yoluntanly eluded, as used In this clause, have the meanings set out In the Definitions and

Executive Order 12549: 45 CFR Part 76 See the
attached definitions.

participant agrees by submitting this proposal (contract) that, should the
propoMd covered transacbon be entered into, It shall not knowingly enter Into any lower tier covered

torn dS "t ^ suspended, declared Ineligible, or voluntarily excludedfrom participation in this covered transaction, unless authorized by DHHS.

®9rees by submitting this proposal that it will include the

Lower Regarding Debarment, Suspension, Inellglbllity and Voluntary Exclusion -
tonsaJtions andfa '"efmeetion. In all loweTtier coveredtransactions and In all solicitations for lower tier covered transactions.

ilLSf ®J^veredjransaction may rely upon a certification of a prospective participant in adebarred, suspended, ineligible, or Involuntarily excluded
^Hrip fh certification Is erroneous. A participant may
n®S® t and frequency by which it determines the eligibility of its principals Eachpartapant may., but is not required to. check the Nonprocurement List (of excluded parties).

in omI? m construed to require establishment of a system of recordsin order to render in good faith the certification required by this clause. The knowledge and

Exhibit F - Certlfk^on Regarding Debarment, Suspension Contractor Inltiab A]. Q '
And Other ResponsibDIty Matters—'13 Pagelofz"" PateJllwIi^
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information of a participant is nptjequired tO exceed that which is normaliy possessed by a prudent
person In the ordinary course of business dealings.

10. Except for transactions'authorized under paragraph 6 of these instructions, If a participant in a
covered transaction knbwinglyjanters into a lower tier covered transaction with a person who Is
suspended debarred. ineiiSlBle,"or voluntarily excluded from participation in this transaction, in
addition to other remedies available to the Federal government. DHHS may terminate this transaction
for cause or default.

PRIMARY COVERED TRANSACTIONS . ^
11. The prospective primary participant certifies to the best of its knovd^e and belief, that it and its

principals: . . ^ -i.,
11.1. are not presently debamed, suspended, proposed for debarment, declared ineligible, or

voluntarily excluded from covered transactions by any Federal department or agency;
11.2. have not within a three-year period preceding this proposal (contract) been convicted of or had

a civil judgment rendered against them for commissior) of fraud or a criminal offense in
, connection with obtaining, attempting to obtain, or performing a public (Federal, State or local)
transaction or a contract under a public transaction; violation of Federal or State antitrust
statutes or commission of embezzlement, theft, forgery, bribery, falsification or destruction of
records, making false statements, or receiving stolen property;

11.3. are not presently Indicted for otherorise criminaiiy or civiliy charged by a govemmental entity
(Federal, State or local) with commission of any of the offenses enumerated in paragraph (i)(b)
of this certification; and

11 4. have not within a three-year period preceding this application/proposal had one or more public
■  transactions (Federal, State or local) terminated for cause or default.

12. Where the prospective primary participant is unable to certify to any of the statements in this
certification, such prospective participant shall attach an explanation to this proposal (contract).

LOWER TIER COVERED TRANSACTIONS ,
13 By signing and submitting this lower tier proposal (contract), the prospective lower tier parbcipant, as

defined In 45 CFR Part 76, certifies to the best of its knowledge and belief that it and its principals:
131 are not presently debarred, suspended, proposed for debarment, declared ineligible, or

voluntarily excluded from participation In this transaction by any federal department or agency.
13.2. where the prospective lower tier participant is unable to certify to any of the above, such

prospective participant shall attach an explanation to this proposal (contract).

14 The prospective lower tier participant further agrees by submitting "this proposal' (contract) that it will
include this clause entitled "Certification Regarding Debarment, Suspension, Ineligibility, and
Voluntary Exclusion - Lower Tier Covered Transactions," without modification in all lower tier covered
transactions and in all solicitations for lower tier covered transactions.

Contractor

/V. 2/)!^! Name:
PA/AAt:^i/Mw

Exhibit F - Certification Regarding Debarment, Suspension Contractor Initials
And Other Responsibility Matters ^ I .i. 11Q
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CERTIFICATION OF COMPUANCE WITH REQUIREMENTS PERTAINING TQ
FEDERAL NONDISCRIMINATION. EQUAL TREATMENT OF FAITH-BASED ORGANIZATIONS AND

WHISTLEBLOWER PROTECTIONS

The Contractor identified in Section 1.3 of the General Provisions agrees by signature of the Contractor's
representative as Identified In Sections 1.11 and 1.12 of the General Provisions, to execute the following
certification:

Contractor will comply, and will require any subgrantees or subcontractors to comply, with any applicable
federal nondiscrimination requirements, which-may Include: >

- the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968 (42 U.S.C. Section 3789d) which prohibits
recipients of federal funding under this statute from discriminating, either in employment practices or in
the delivery of services or benefits, on the basis of race, color, religion, national origin, and sex. The Act
requires certain recipients to produce an Equal Employment Opportunity Plan;

- the Juvenile Justice Delinquency Prevention Act of 2002 (42 U.S.C. Section 5672(b)) which adopts by
reference, the civil rights obligations of the Safe Streets Act Recipients of federal funding under this
statute are prohibited from discriminating, either in employment practices or In the delivery of services or
benefits, on the basis of race, color, religion, national origin, and sex. The Act includes Equal
Employment Opportunity Plan requirements; '

- the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (42 U.S.C. Section 2000d, which prohibits recipients of federal financial
assistance from discriminating on the basis of race, color, or national origin In any program or activity);
- the Rehabilitation Art of 1973 (29 U.S.C. Section 794), which prohibits recipients of Federal financial
assistance from discriminating on the basis of disability, in regard to employment and the delivery of
services or benefits, in any program or activity;

- the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (42 U.S.C. Sections 12131-34), which prohibits
discrimination and ensures equal opportunity for persons with disabilities in employment. State and local
govemment services, public accommodations, commercial facilities, and transportation;

- the Education Amendments of 1972(20 U.S.C. Sections 1681, 1683,1685-86), which prohibits
discrimination on the basis of sex in federally assisted education programs;

- the Age Discrimination Art of 1975 (42 U.S.C. Sections 6106-07), which prohibits discrimination on the
basis of age in programs or activities receiving Federal financial assistance. It does not include
employment discrimination;

-28 C.F.R. pt 31 (U.S. Department of Justice Regulations - OJJDP Grant Programs); 28 C.F.R. pt 42
(U.S. Department of Justice Regulations - Nondiscrimination; Equal Employment Opportunity; Policies
and Procedures); Executive Order No. 13279 (equal protection of the laws for faith-based and' community
orgarilzatlons); Executive Order No. 13559, which provide fundamental principles and policy-making
criteria for partnerships with faith-based and neighborhood organizations;

- 28 C.F.R. pt. 38 (U.S. Department of Justice Regulations - Equal Treatment for Faith-Based
Organizations); and Whistieblower protections 41 U.S.C. §4712 and The National Defense Authorization
Art (NDAA) for Fiscal Year 2013 (Pub. L. 112-239, enacted January 2,2013) the Pilot Program for
Enhancement of Contract Employee Whistieblower Protections, which protects employees against
reprisal for certain whistle blowing activities in connection with federal grants and contracts.

The certificate set out below is a material representation of fart upon which reliance is placed when the
agency awards the grant False certification or violation of the certification shall be' grounds for
suspension of payments, suspension or termination of grants, or govemment wide suspension or
debarment

Exhibit G

„  .. .. .. Contractor Inltiab »to •
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Exhibit G

in the event a Federal.or State court or Federal or State adrninistrath/e agency makes a finding of
discrimination after a due process hearing on the grounds of race, color, religion, national origin, or sex
against a recipient of funds, the recipient will forward a copy of the finding to the Office for Civil Rights, to
the applicable contracting agency or division within the Department of Health and Human Services, and
to the Department of Health and Human Services Office of the Ombudsman.

\

The Contractor Identified In Section 1.3 of the General Provisions agrees by signature of the Contractor's
representative as identified in Sections 1.11 and 1.12 of the General Provisions, to execute the following
certification;

I. By signing and submitting this proposal (contract) the Contractor agrees to comply with the provisions
indicated above.

Contractor Name: BfSTtni A?1<S-PIC C f A)/£>2.
Iiect)h) X-NC.

Feh, IH, 7.0)^
Date Namer^hcM^r^<sAAlE^r

Title:

Exhibit G ^ f
ContractorInltiais Ce

CwtMaOon of C«np<lra «4th roqiAimartt pwaWng lo Fodtral Nondicrfmfrwien, Equri TrwOiMnt of Falth-eaMd Orgontztfion*
■nd WhMfUowor prelactton*
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Now Hampshire Department of HoaWi and Human Services
ExhlbH H

CERTIFICATIOh^ f^EGARDING ENVIRONMENTAL TOBACCO SMOKE

^ Tobacco Smoke, also known as the Pro-Children Act of 1994(Act), i^uires mat smoking not be permitted in any portion of any indoor facility owned or leased or
contracted for by an entity and used routinely or regularly for the provision of health, day care education

d  "I"®' ^ ^ P™9rams either't^irough State or lo^l governments, by Federal grant, contract loan, or loan guarantee. The
law does not apply to ̂ ildren s services provided In private residences, facilities funded solely by

tn o' fscilities used for inpatient drug or alcohol treatment. Failure
mo nt dL^ m "^ay/esult in the Imposition of a dvil monetary penalty of up to$1000 per day and/or the imposition of an administrative compliance order on the responsible entity.

'II General Provisions agrees, by signature of the Contractor's
SrtifiraSon Section 1.11 and 1.12 of the General Provisions, to execute the following

^ and submitting this contract the Contractor agrees to make reasonable efforts to complywith all applicable provisions, of Public Law 103-227. Part C. known as the Pro-Children Act of 1994

Contractor Name: /Ti^diCAL. CeO't-'T

FpU 2J0\Ci
NameijTjioHAeu

,  tlhicP F)fo hhJCyQu

E^ibitH-CertificatJon Regarding ContractorinKlah fYl'C-
Environmental Tobacco Smoke " —^Page 1 of 1 Dart ̂ .ifWll ?



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Exhibit I

HEALTH INSURANCE PQRTARII ITY ACT

BUSINESS ASSOCIATE ARRFFMFMT

The Contractor identified In Section 1.3 of the General Provisions of the Agreement agrees to
comply with the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act, Public Law 104-191 and
with the Standards for Privacy and Security of Individually Identifiable Health Information, 45
CFR Parts 160 and 164 applicable to business associates. As defined herein, "Business
Associate" shall mean the Contractor and subcontractors and agents of the Contractor that
receive, use or have access,to^^otected health information under this Agreement and "Covered
Entity" shall mean the State of New Hampshire. Department of Health and Human Services.

(1) Definitions

a. "Breach" shall have the same meaning as the term "Breach" in section 164.402 of Title 45,
Code of Federal Regulations.

b- "Business Associate" has the meaning given such term in section 160.103 of Title 45, Code
of Federal Regulations.

c. "Covered Entity" has the meaning given such term in section 160.103 of Title45,
Code of Federal Regulations.

d- "Designated Record Set" shall have the same meaning as the term "designated record set"
In 45 CFR Section 164.501.

e. "Data Aaoreaation" shall have the same meaning as the term "data aggregation" in 45 CFR
Section 164.501.

"Health Care Operations" shall have the same meaning as the term "health careoperations"
in 45 CFR Section 164.501.

g. "HITECH Act" means the Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health
Act,_TitleX|ii, BMJ?Jft!6_D.Part 1 & 2 of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of
-2009. ■

h. "HIPAA" means the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of1996, Public Law
104-191 and the Standards for Privacy and Security of Individually Identifiable Health "
Information, 45 CFR Parts 160,162 and 164 and amendments thereto.

i. "Individual" shall have the same meaning as the term "individual" in 45 CFR Section 16,0.103
and shall include a person who qualifies as a personal representative in accordance with 45
CFR Section 164.501(g).

j. "Privacy Rule" shall mean the Standards for Privacy of Individually Identifiable Health
Information at 45 CFR Parts 160 and 164, promulgated under HIPAA by the UnitedStates
Department of Health and Human Services.

k- Protect^ Health Information" shall have the same meaning as the term "protected health
information in 45 CFR Section 160.103, limited to the information created or received by
Business Associate from or on behalf of Covered Entity.

ExWbit I Contractor Initials fYl. ̂ '
Health Insurance Portability Act
Business Associate Agreement ^ i \^
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Ndw Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Exhibit I

I- shall have the same meaning as the term "required by law" In 45CFR

n. §esii£!{y^u!e" shall mean the Security Standards for the Protection of Electronic Protected
Health Informatrpn at 45 CFR Part 164, Subpart C, and amendments thereto.

Protected Health Infnrmntinn" means protected health information that is not
secured by a technology standard that renders protected health information unusable
unreadable, or indecipherable to unauthorized IndKriduals and is developed or endorsed by

rnsmlte organization that is accredited by the American National Standards

p. Other Definitions - All terms not otherwise defined herein shall have the meaning

h!tec^^ "" 'ime to time, and the
Act.

Business Associate Use and DIsclns.irA nf prQtect»ri Ho^lth Informaftnn

a. Business Associate shall not use, disclose, maintain or transmit Protected Health

FvhihS.^A°"f Ik A reasonably necessary to provide the services outlined under
^ of the Agreement. Further. Business Associate, including but not limited to all

PH? in and agents, shall not use. disclose, maintain or transmitPHI in any manner that would constitute a violation of the Privacy and Security Rule.

b. Business Associate may use or disclose PHI:
1. For the proper management and administration of the Business Associate-
.  As required by law, pursuant to the terms set forth in paragraph d, below or

ill. For data aggregation purposes for the health care operations of Covered'
Entity.

1° ® o Associate is permitted under the Agreement to disclose PHI to a
r»Lln!l5'' ®"®'"®®® Associate must obtain, prior to making any such disclosure, (I)
.?«H of f rtf ® f""!! ^ fi®!" confidentially andused or further disclosed only as required by law or for the purpose for which it was

A«irifte party: and (ii) an agreement from such third party to notify Business
RUes of Jv hrM°oh^"'^f *^1® HIPAA Pnvacy, Security, and Breach Notification
knf^dge o'f such breLh ^^1, to the extent it has obtained

d. The Business Associate shall not. unless such disclosure is reasonably necessary to
provide services under Exhibit A of the Agreement, disclose any PHI in response to a

bssis that it is required by law. without first notifying

♦n cflv so that Covered Entity has an opportunity to object to the disclosure andto seek appropnate relief. If Covered Entity objects to such disclosure, the Business

Exhibit I Contractor Initials/11. .Health Insurance PoriablDty Act —
Business Associate AgreementP"0«2of6 Date a llU|ll<)



New Hampshire Department of Health aiid Human Services

Exhibit I

Associate shall refrain from disclosing the PHI until Covered Entity has exhausted all
remedies.

e. If the Covered Entity notifies the Business Associate that Covered Entity has agreed to
be bound by additional restrictions over and above those uses or disclosures or security
safeguards of PHI pursuant to the Privacy and Security Rule, the Business Associate
shall be bound by such additional restrictions and shall not disclose PHI in violation of
such additional restrictions and shall abide by any additional security safeguards.

(3) Obllaatlons and Activities of Business Associate.

a. The Business Associate shall notify the Covered Entity's Privacy Officer irnmediately
after the Business Associate becomes aware of any use or disclosure of protected'
health information not provided for by the Agreement including breaches of unsecured
protected health information and/or any security incident that may have an impact on the
protected health Information of the Covered Entity.

b. The Business Associate shall immediately perform a risk assessment when itbecomes
aware of any of the above situations. The risk assessment shall include, but not be
limited to;

o The nature and extent of the protected health Information involved, including the
types of identifiers and the likelihood of re-identification:

0 The unauthorized person used the protected health Information or to whom the
disclosure was made;

0 Whether the protected health information was actually acquired or viewed
0 The extent to which the risk to the protected health information has been

mitigated.

The Business Associate shall complete the risk assessment within 48 hours of the
breach and Immediately report the findings of the risk assessment in writing to the
Covered Entjty.- —— - -

c. The Business Associate shall comply with all sections of the Privacy, Security, and
Breach Notification Rule.

d. B.usiries$ .^s^ shall make available all of Its Internal policies and procedures, books
and recbrcJs''relating to the use and disclosure of PHI received from, or created or
received by the Business Associate on behalf of Covered Entity to the Secretary for
purposes of determining Covered Entity's compliance with HIPAA and the Privacy and
Security Rule.

e. Business Associate shall require all of its business associates that receive, use or have
access to PHI under the Agreement, to agree in writing to adhere to the same
restrictions and conditions on the use and disclosure of PHI contained herein. Including
the duty to return or destroy the PHI as provided under Section 3 (I). The Covered Entity
shall be considered a direct third party beneficiary of the Contractor's business associate
agreements with Contractor's Intend^ business associates, who will be receiving PHI

3/2014 ExWWtl Contractorlnttiala
Health Insurance Portability Act
Business /^sodate Agreement
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Exhibit

KZri 1° indemnfficaticn from such
#13 of the standard

p?oSS?nfSon
f. Wimin five (5) business days of receipt of a written request from Covered Entity

rp™?Hs ® T®'*® P"""9 "OfiTial business hours at its offices aii
of PHMofhfr;!fir«ri procedures relating to the use anddisciosureRiicinilc A f? ®"®P''P9 Covered Entity to determineBusiness Associate s complrance with the terms of the Agreement.

g. mhin ten (10) business days of receiving a written request from Covered Entity
® Designated Record Set to theCovered Entity, or as directed by Covered Entity, to an individual in order to meet the

requirements under 45 CFR Section 164.524. -

^^ndmpnVS puf Pays of receiving a written request from Covered Entity for an
qZt H^rp • A ® ® * ®" individual contained in a Designated RecordSet, the Business Associate shall make such PHI available to Covered Entity for
amendment apd incorporate any such amendment to enable Covered Entity to fulfill its
obligations under 45 CFR Section 164.526.

'■ document such disclosures of PHI and information related tosuch disclosures as would be required for Covered Entity to respond to a request bvanintoiduai for an accounting of disclosures of PHI in accordance with 45 CF^ Section

'' iSSinrcIl" business days of receiving a written request from Covered Entity for a
tTcovirpH Fntt^°""h ° °®"^®® °f Pf". Business Associate shall makeavailablefry ?^®P P"1"y ®uch infomiation as Covered Entity may require to fulfill its obligations
SedTon IM 52?°"" °^ disclosures with respect to PHI in accordance with 45 CFR

k. In the event any individual requests access to, amendment of, or accounting of PHI
directly from the Business Associate, the Business Associate shall within two (2)

^"lily- C°v®^ed Entity shall hLe theresponsibility of responding to forwarded requests. However, If forwarding the
individual s request to Covered Entity would cause Covered Entity or the Business

I. Within ten (10) ljuslness days of termination of the Agreement, for any reason the
Business Associate shall return or destroy, as specified by Covered Entity all PHI
Aareemem ^"®'"®s® Associate in connexion with theAgreement, and shall not retain any copies or back-up tapes of such PHI If return or
the A^^mpn? p f PHI has been otherwise agreed tointhe Agreerrient, Business Associate shall continue to extend the protections of the
Agreement, to such PHI and limit further uses and disclosures of such PHI to those
purposes that make the return or destruction Infeaslble, for so long as Business

... . ^'bltl . Contraclorlnitials /W. fl.Health Insurance Portability Act —
Business Associate Agreement » I

Date Shu 11^
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Exhibit i

Associate maintains such PHI. If Covered Entity, in its sole discretion, requires that the
Business Associate destroy any or all PHI,-the Business Associate shall certify to
Covered Entity that the PHI has been destroyed.

(4) Obligations of Covered Entity

a. Covered Entity shall notify Business-Associate of any changes or limitation(s) in its
Notice of Privacy Practices provided to individuals in accordance with 45 CFR Section
164.520, to the extent that such change or limitation may affect Business Associate's
use or disclosure of PHI.

b. Covered Entity shall promptly notify Business Associate of any changes in, or revocation
of permission provided to Covered Entity by individuals whose PHI may be used or
disclosed by Business.Associate under this Agreement, pursuant to 45 CFR Section
164.506 or 45 CFR Section 164:508.

c. Covered entity shall promptly notify Business Associate of any restrictions on the use or
disclosure of PHI that Covered Entity has agreed to in accordance with 45 CFR 164.522,
to the extent that such restriction may affect Business Associate's use or disclosure of
PHI.

(6) Termination for Causa

In addition to Paragraph 10 of the standard terms and conditions (P-37) of this
Agreement the Covered Entity may immediately terminate the Agreement upon Covered
Entity's knowledge of a breach by Business Associate of the Business Associate
Agreement set forth herein as Exhibit I. The Covered Entity may either immediately
terminate the Agreement or provide an opportunity for Business Associate to cure the
alleged breach within a timeframe specified by Covered Entity. If Covered Entity
determines that neither termination nor cure is feasible, Covered Entity shall report the
violation to the Secretary.

(6). Miscellaneous

a- Definitions and Reoulatorv References. All terms used, but not othenArise defined herein,
shall have the same meaning as those terms in the Privacy and Security Rule, amended
from time to time. A reference in the Agreement, as amended to include this Exhibit I, to
a Section in the Privacy and Security Rule means the Section as in effect or as
amended.

b- Amendment. Covered Entity and Business Associate agree to take such action as is
necessary to amend the Agreement, from time to time as is necessary for Covered
Entity to comply with the changes in the requirements of HIPAA, the Privacy and
Security Rule, and applicable federal and state law.

c. Data Ownership. The Business Associate acknowledges that it has no ownership rights
with respect to the PHI provided by or created on behalf of Covered Entity.

d. Interpretation. The parties agree that any ambiguity in the Agreement shall be resolved
to permit Covered Entity to comply with HIPAA, the Privacy and Security Rule.

3/2014 ExhibttI Contractor Initials
Health Insurance Portability Act
Business Associate Agreement i i ^
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Exhibit I

Segregation. If any term or condition of this Exhibit I or the application thereof to any
person(s) or circumstance is held invalid, such invalidity shall not affect other terms or
conditions which can be given effect without the invalid term or condition; to this end the
terms and conditions of this Exhibit I are declared severable.

Provisions in this Exhibit I regarding the use and disclosure of PHI, return or
destruction of PHI, extensions of the protections of the Agreement in section (3) I, the
defense and indemnification provisions of section (3) e and Paragraph 13 of the
standard terms and conditions (P-37), shall survive the termination of the Agreement.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have duly executed this Exhibit I.

Departrnent of Health and Human Services

The »ate

Sign^tfi(re of Authorized Representative

Name of Authorized Representative

Title of Authorized Representative

3.) r,
Date ^

Bofiren ^e/virm Phn. Inc^
Name of the ContractorJame of the Contrador

Signature of Authorized ReRepresentative

fillCH/VEl- 6-UEr;^R|(r)gE
Name of Authorized Representative

Ol£F OrFiCJpg
Title of Authorized Representative

fek IH. Z.0I9
Date

3/2014 Exhibit I

Health Insurance Portability Act
Business Associate Agreement
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New Hampshire Department of HeaKh and Human Services
Exhibit J

CERTIFICATION REGARDING THE FEDERAL FUNDING ACCOUNTABILITY AND TRANSPARENCY

ACT IFFATAI COMPLIANCE

The Federal Funding Accountability and Transparency Act (FFATA) requires prime awardees of individual
Federal grants equal to or greater than $25,000 and awarded on or after October 1, 2010, to report on
data related to executive compensation and associated first-tier sub-grants of $25,000 or more. If the
Initial award is below $25,000 but subsequent grant modifications result in a total award equal to or over
$25,000, the award is subject to the FFATA reporting requirements, as of the date of the award.
In accordance with 2 CFR Part 170 {Reporting Subaward and Executive Compensation Information), the
Department of Health and Human Services (OHMS) must report the following information for any
subaward or contract award subject to the FFATA reporting requirements:
1. Name of entity
2. Amount of award

3. Funding agency
4. NAICS code for contracts / CFDA program number for grants
5. Program source
6. Award title descriptive of the purpose of the funding action
7. Location of the entity
8. Principle place of performance
9. Unique identifier of the entity (DUNS #)
10. Total compensation and names of the top five executives if:

10.1. More than 80% of annual gross revenues are from the Federal government, and those
revenues are greater than $25M annually and

10.2. Compensation information is not already available through reporting to the SEC.

Prime grant recipients must submit FFATA required data by the end of the month, plus 30 days, in which
the award or award amendment is made.
The Contractor identified in Section 1.3 of the General Provisions agrees to comply with the provisions of
The Federal Funding Accountability and Transparency Act, Public Law 109-282 and Public Law 110-252,
and 2 CFR Part 170 (Reporting Subaward and Executive Compensation Information), and further agrees
to have the Contractor's representative, as Identified in Sections 1.11 and 1.12 of the General Provisions
execute the following Certification:
The below named Contractor agrees to provide needed information as outlined above to the NH
Department of Health and Human Services and to comply with all applicable provisions of the Federal
Financial Accountability and Transparency Act.

Contractor Name:6^'5T"{7!0

FcL )H.
Date Name:/)11^^A<^c

™®- C^JBF hNCiB-L

Exhibit J - Certification Regarding the Federai Funding Contractor Initials G*
Accountability And Transparency Act (FFATA) CompDance ■ i ̂
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Exhibit J

FORMA

in Section 1.3 of the General Provisions, 1 certify that the responses to the
Deiow listed questions are true and accurate.

1. The DUNS number for your entity Is: ^0 ~3\^ ̂

2. in your business or oipanizatlon's preceding completed fiscal year, did your business or organization
receive (1) 80 percent or more of your annual gross revenue in U.S. federal contracts, subcontracts
loans, grants, su^rants. and/or cooperative agreements; and (2) $25,000,000 or more In annual

, gross revenues from U.S. federal contracts, subcontracts, loans, grants, subarants and/or
cooperative agreements? » .

y NO YES

If the answer to #2 above is NO, stop here

If the answer to #2 above Is YES, please answer the following:

3. Does ̂ e public have access to information about the compensation of the executives in your
business or organization through periodic reports filed under section 13(a) or 15(d) of the Securities
^change Act of 1934 (15 U.S.C.78m(a), 78o(d)) or section 6104 of the Intemal Revenue Code of
looO?

NO YES

If the answer to #3 above is YES, stop here

If the answer to #3 above Is NO, please answer the following:

4. The names and compensation of the five most highly compensated officers in your business or
organization are as follows:

Name:

Name:

Name:

Name:

Name:

Amount

Amount:

Amount,

Amount.

Amount

CU/DHH3/110713

Exhibit J - Certification Regarding the Federal Funding
Accountability And Transparency Act (FFATA) Compliance
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Exhibit K

DHHS information Security Requirements

A. Definitions

The following terms may be reflected and have the described meaning in this document:

1. "Breach" means the loss of control, compromise, unauthorized disclosure,
unauthorized acquisition, unauthorized access, or any similar term referring to
situations where persons other than authorized users and for an other than
authorized purpose have access or potential access to personally identifiable
information, whether physical or electronic. With regard to Protected Health
Information," Breach" shall have the same meaning as the term "Breach" in section
164.402 of Title 45, Code of Federal Regulations.

2. "Computer Security Incident" shall have the same meaning "Computer Security
Incident" in section two (2) of NiST Publication 800-61, Computer Security Incident

\ Handling Guide, National Institute of Standards and Technology, U.S. Department
of Commerce.

3. "Confidential Information" or "Confidential Data" means all confidential information

disclosed by one party to the other such as all medical, health, financial, public
assistance benefits and personal information including without'limitation, Substance
Abuse Treatment Records, Case Records, Protected Health Information and
Personally Identifiable Information.

Confidential Information also includes any and all information owned or managed by
the State of NH - created, received from or on behalf of the Department of Health and
Human Sen/ices (DHHS) or accessed in the course of performing contracted
services • of which coliection, disclosure, protection, and disposition is govemed by
state or federal law or regulation. This information includes, but is not limited to
Protected Health Information (PHI), Personal Information (PI), Personal Financial
Information-(PFI),-Federal Tax lnformation-(FTI)r Social Security Numbers (SSN),
Payment Card Industiy (PCI), and or other se"nsitive arid corifldelitial lrif6rirri¥tldn. '

4. "End User" means any person or entity (e.g., contractor, contractor's employee,
business associate, subcontractor, other downstream user, etc.) that receives
DHHS data or derivative data in accordance with the terms of this Contract.

5. "HIPAA" means the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 and the
regulations promulgated thereunder.

6. "Incidenf means an act that potentially violates an explicit or implied security policy,
which includes attempts (either failed or successful) to gain unauthorized access to a
system or its data, unwanted disruption or denial of sen/ice, the unauthorized use of
a system for the processing or storage of data; and changes to system hardware,
firmware, or software characteristics without the owner's knowledge, instruction, or
consent. Incidents include the loss of data through theft or device misplacement, loss
or misplacement of hardcopy documents, and misrouting of physical or electronic

V4.O4.O4.2O10_updated 2.6.19 ExhIbftK ContradorInltlala f)f\, Ci *
DHHS Information

Security Requirements - In. Lc
Page 1 of 9 Date ̂
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Exhibit K

DHHS Information Security Requirements

mail, all of which may have the potential to put the data at risk of unauthorized
access, use, disclosure, modification or destruction.

Open yVireless Network" means any rietwork or segment of a network that is
not designated by the State of New Hampshire's Department of Information
Technology or delegate as a protected network (designed, tested, and
apprp\^d. by rnepns of the State, to transmit) will be considered an open
network and not adequately secure for the transmission of unencrypted PI PFI
PHI or confidential DHHS data. '

"Personal Iriforrriation" (or Tl") means information which can be used to distinguish
or trace an indiyidual's identity, such as their name, social security number, personal
(reformation as defined in New Hampshire RSA 359-C:19, biometric records etc.
abne or when combined with other personal or identifying information which Is linked
or:|inkpt)le to.a specific individual, such as date and place of birth, mother's maiden
name. etc.

Privacy Rule sh^l mean the Standards for Privacy of Individually Identrfiable Health
^formation at 45 C.F.R. Parts 160 and 164, promulgated under HIPAA by the United
States Department of Health and Human Services.

10. protected Health Information" (or "PHI") has the same meaning as provided In the
iRn irS" Health Information" In the HIPAA Privacy Rule at 45 C.F.R. §i.Ow. I Uv*'

11. oiean the Security Standards for the Protection of Electronic

thereto 45 C.F.R. Part 164, Subpart C. and amendments
12. "Unsecured Protected Health Information" means Protected Health Information that is

not sepured by a technology standard that renders Protected Health Information
unusable, unreadable, or indecipherable to unauthorized individuals and is

P®? endorsed by a standards developing organization that is accredited by
the Amencan National Standards Institute.

I. responsibilities of DHHS AND THE CONTRACTOR

A. Business Use and Disclosure of Confidential Information.

1. The Contractor must not use. disclose, maintain or transmit Confidential Information
except as reasonably necessary as outlined under this Contract. Further. Contractor
including but not limited to all its directors, officers, employees and agents, must'not
"ffi! 1*^®®®' "maintain or transmit PHI in any manner that would constitute a violationofthe Privacy and Security Rule.

2. The Contractor must not disclose any Confidential Information in response to a
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Exhibit K

DHHS Information Security Requirements

request for disclosure on the basis that It is required by law, In response to a
subpoena, etc.. without first notifying DHHS so that DHHS has an opportunity to
consent or object to the disclosure.

3. If DHHS notifies the Contractor that DHHS has agreed to be bound by additional
restrictions over and above those uses or disclosures or security safeguards of PHI
pursuant to the Privacy and Security Rule, the Contractor must be bound by such
additional restrictions and must not disclose PHI In violation of such additional
restrictions and rhust abide by any additional security safeguards.

4. The Contractor agrees that DHHS Data or derivative there from disclosed to an End
User must only be used pursuant to the terms of this Contract.

5. The Contractor agrees DHHS Data obtained under this Contract may not be used for
any other purposes that are not indicated in this Contract.

6. The Contractor agrees to grant access to the data to the authorized representatives
of DHHS for the purpose of inspecting to confirm compliance with the terms of this
Contract.

METHODS OF SECURE TRANSMISSION OF DATA

1. Application Encryption. If End User is transmitting DHHS data containing
Confidential Data between applications, the Contractor attests the applications have
been evaluated by an .expert knowiedge'able in cyber security and that said
application's encryption capabilities ensure secure transmission via the internet.

2. Computer Disks and Portable Storage Devices. End User may not use computer disks
or portable storage devices, such as a thumb drive, as a method of transmitting DHHS
data.

3. Encrypted Email. End User may only employ email to transmit Confidential Data if
... ..email is..encivpted .and .being .sent to andrbeirig f^eived^by'..email addressed of

persons authorized to receive such information.

4. Encrypted Web Site, if End User is employing the Web to transmit Confidential
Data, the secure socket layers (SSL) must be used and the web site must be
secure. SSL encrypts data transmitted via a Web site.

5. File Hosting Services, also known as File Sharing Sites. End User may not use file
hosting services, such as Dropbox or Google Cloud Storage, to transmit
Confidential Data.

6. Ground Mail Service. End User may only transmit Confidential Data via certified ground
mail within the continental U.S. and when sent to a named individual.

7. Laptops and PDA. If End User is employing portable devices to transmit
Confidential Data said devices must be encrypted and password-protected.

8. Open Wireless Networks. End User may not transmit Confidential Data via an open

V4. 04.04.2018_updated 2.6.19 Exhibit K Contractor Inltiais rtl. '
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wireless network. End User must employ a virtual private network (VPN) when
remotely transmitting via an open wireless network.

9. Remote User Communication. If End User is employing remote communication to
ac(^ss or transmit Confidential Data, a virtual private network (VPN) must be
installed on the End User's mobile device(s) or laptop from which information will be
transmitted or accessed.

10. SSH File Transfer Protocol (SFTP), also known as Secure File Transfer Protocol. If
End User is employing an SFTP to transmit Confidential Data, End User will
structure the Folder and access privileges to prevent Inappropriate disclosure of
information; SFTP folders and suthfolders used for transmitting Confidential Data will
TO coded for 24-hour auto^leletion cycle (i.e. Confidential Data will be deleted every 24
hours).

11. Wreless Devices. If End User is transmitting Confidential Data via wireless devices, all
data must be encrypted to prevent inappropriate disclosure of Information.

III. RETENTION AND DISPOSITION OF IDENTIFIABLE RECORDS

The Contrador will only retain the data and any derivative of the data for the duration of this
Contract. After such time, the Contractor will have 30 days to destroy the data and any
derivative in whatever form it may exist, unless, otherwise required by iaw or permitted
under this Contract. To this end, the parties must:

A. Retention

1. The Contractor agrees it will not store, transfer or process data collected in
TOnnectiori with the services rendered under this Contract outside of the United
States. This physical location requirement shall also apply in the implementation of
cloud computing, cloud service or cloud storage capabilities, and includes backup
data and Disaster Recovery locations.

2. The Contractor agrees to ensure proper security monitoring capabilities are in
place to detect potential security events that can Impact State of NH systems

,  and/or Department confidential information for contractor provided systems.
3. The Contractor agrees to provide security awareness and education for its End

Users in support of protecting Department confidential information.
4. The Contractor agrees to retain ail electronic and hard copies of Confidential Data

in a secure location and identified in section IV. A.2

5. The Contractor agrees Confidential Data stored in a Cloud must be in a
FedRAMP/HiTECH compliant solution and comply with all applicable statutes and
regulations regarding the privacy and security. All servers and devices must have
currently-supported and hardened operating systems, the latest anti-viral anti-
hacker, anti-spam, anti-spyware, and anti-malware utilities. The environment as a
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whole, must have aggressive intrusion-detection and firewall protection.
6. The Contractor agrees to and ensures Its complete cooperation with the State's

Chief Information Officer In the detection of any security vulnerability of the hosting
infrastructure.

B. Disposition

1. If the Contractor will maintain any Confidential Information on its systems (or its
sub-contractor systems), the Contractor will maintain a documented process for
securely disposing of such data upon request or contract termination; and will
obtain written certification for any State of New Hampshire data destroyed by the
Contractor or any subcontractors as a part of ongoing, emergency, and or disaster
recovery operations. When no longer in use, electronic media containing State of
New Hampshire data shall be rendered unrecoverable via a secure wipe program
in accordance with industry-accepted standards for secure deletion and media
sanitization, or otherwise physically destroying the media (for example,
degaussing) as described in NIST Special Publication 800-88, Rev 1, Guidelines
for Media Sanitization, National Institute of Staridards and Technology, U. 8.
Department of Commerce. The Contractor will document and certify in writing at
time of the data destruction, and will provide written certification to the Department
upon request. The written certification will include all details necessary to
demonstrate data has teen properly destroyed and validated. Where applicable,
regulatory and professional standards for retention requirements will be jointly
evaluated by the State and Contractor prior to destruction.

2. Unless otherwise specified, within thirty (30) days of the termination of this
Contract, Contractor agrees to destroy all hard copies of Confidential Data using a
secure method such as shredding.

:_3. * Unless roth'efwiselWcifie'd, withiri^thirty (30)~d^s of the: teifhiriatioh of this
Contract, Contractor agrees to completely destroy all electronic Confidential Data
by means of data erasure, also known as secure data wiping.

IV. PROCEDURES FOR SECURITY

A. Contractor agrees to safeguard the DHHS Data received under this Contract and any
derivative data or files, as follows:

1. The Contractor will maintain proper security controls to protect Department
confidential information collected, processed, managed, and/or stored in the delivery
of contracted services.

2. The Coritractor will maintain policies and procedures to protect Department
confidential information throughout the information lifecycle, where applicable, (from
creation, transforrhation, use, storage and secure destruction) regardless of the
media used to store the data (i.e., tape, disk, paper, etc.).
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3. The Contractor will maintain appropriate authentication and access controls to

Xre appSr® confidential information
4, The Contractor will ensure proper security monitoring capabilities are in place to

detect potential secunty events that can impact State of NH systems and/or
Department confidential information for contractor provided systems.

awareness and education for its EndUsers in support of protecting Department confidential information.

sub-contracting any core functions of the engagement
nrnnram f Hampshire, the Contractor will maintain a
evnirt=tio!l processes that defines specific security
match compliance to security requirements that at a minimummatch those for the Contractor, including breach notification requirements.

u°u ®®'^'''®b 'penetration testing ofdatabases, website, web-based portals, or systems developed, implemented
managed, supported as a deliverable for this Contract. Certification of this testing
T«t?nn i 7 iH rr, Information Security. The objective of said Penetration
thafcn IH functionality issues in infrastructure of systems
and svs "i?®'®' ®® "®" ®®' uu^^Pu'er and network equipment
PphpS T . h i 30 d®ys after the annual
Secul^ ̂th rmnort f®" P^onTied, the Contractor will provide DHHS InformationSecunty wi^ a report of secunty issues that were revealed. Within 90 days of testing

Conbador and mSrt DHHS Information Security with a remediation plan. The
HI"! ®9^®® *«bich, if any, security issues revealed fromthe Penetration Test will be remediated by the Contractor.

'^® '0®P®'''^®"' to Sign and comply with all applicable
anTnr H ®"'P®'^"'® ®"'' Department system access and authorization policies
nhtaw^ f^, ®"'' uou^Puter use agreements as part ofobtaining and maintaining access to any Department system(s). Agreements will be
sv^Tm nr ®"''^'0"®"^ 0^® Contractor and any applicable sub-contractors prior tosystem access being authorized. h"wi lu

CFR ® is a Business Associate pursuant to 45
mA A, Contractor will execute a HIPAA Business Associate Agreement
agr^m^nt 's responsible for maintaining compliance with the

^  Department at its request to complete a System
rontrfMnr f P^^^se of the survey is to enable the Department and

?h r? vulnerabilities that mayoccur over the life of the Contractor engagement. The survey will be completed

8.

9.
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annually, or an alternate time frame at the Departments discretion with agreement by
the Contractor, or the Department may request the survey be completed when the
scope of the engagement between the Department and the Contractor changes.

11. The Contractor will not store, knowingly or unknowingly, any State of New Hampshire
or Department data offshore or outside the boundaries of the United States unless
prior express written consent is obtained from the Information Security Office
leadership member within .the Department.

12. Data Security Breach Liability. In the event of any security breach Contractor shall
make efforts to investigate the causes of the breach, promptly take measures to
prevent future breach and minimize any damage or loss resulting from the breach.
The State shall recover from the Contractor all costs of response and recovery from
the breach, including but not limited to: credit monitoring services, mailing costs and
costs associated with website and telephone call center services necessary due to
the breach.

I

13. Contractor must, comply with all applicable statutes and regulations regarding the
privacy and security of Confidential Information, and must in all other respects
maintain the privacy and security of PI and PHI at a level and scope that is not less
than the level and scope of requirements applicable to federal agencies, including,
but not limited to, provisions of the Privacy Act of 1974 (5 U.S.C. § 552a), DHHS
Privacy Act Regulations (45 C.F.R. §5b), HIPAA Privacy and Security Rules (45
C.F.R. Parts 160 and 164) that govern protections for Individually identifiable health
information and as applicable under State law.

14. Contractor agrees to establish and maintain appropriate administrative, technical, and
physical safeguards to protect the confidentiality of the Confidential Data and to
prevent unauthorized use or access to it. The safeguards must provide a level and
scope-of-security Ifhsf^'^riot less than the level and-scope of security requirements
established by the State of New Harripshire, Department of IriformatloiTT^hlTblo^.
Refer to Vendor Resources/Procurement at https://www.nh.gov/doit/vendor/lndex.htm
for the Department of Information Technology policies, guidelines, standards, and
procurement information relating to vendors.

15. Contractor agrees to maintain a documented breach notification and incident
response process. The Contractor will notify the State's Privacy Officer, and
additional email addresses provided in this section, of any security breach'within two
(2) hours of the time that the Contractor learns of its occurrence. This includes a
confidential Information breach, computer security Incident, or suspected breach
which affects or includes any State of New Hampshire systems that connect to the
State of New Hampshire network.

16. Contractor must restrict access to the Confidential Data obtained under this
Contract to only those authorized End Users who need such DHHS Data to
perform their official duties in connection with purposes identified In this Contract.
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17. The Contractor must ensure that all End Users:

a. cornpiy with such safeguards as referenced in Section IV A. above
implemented to protect Confidential Information that is furnished by DHHS
under this Contract from loss, theft or inadvertent disclosure.

b. safeguard this Information at all times.

c. ensure that laptops and other electronic devices/media containing PHI PI or
PFI are encrypted and password-protected. ' '
send emails containing Confidential Information only if enervated and hPinn
sent to and being received by email addresses of persons authorized to
receive such information.

d.

e. limit disclosure of the Confidential Information to the extent permitted by law.
f. Confidential Information received under this Contract and individually

Identifiable data derived from DHHS Data, must be stored in an area that is
physical^ and technologically secure from access by unauthorized persons
during duty hours as well as non-duty hours (e.g., door locks, card keys
biometnc identifiers, etc.). '

g. only authorized End Users may transmit the Confidential Data, including any
derrvative files containing personally identifiable Information, and in all cases
such data must be encrypted at all times when in transit, at rest, or wheri
Stored on portable media as required in section IV above.

h. in all other instances Confidential Data must be maintained, used and
disclosed using appropriate safeguards, as determined by a risk-based
assessment of the circumstances involved.

i. understand that their user credentials (user name and password) must not be
shared with anyone. End Users will keep their credential information secure.
This applies to credentials used to access the site directly or indirectly through
a third party application. ^

Contractor is responsible for oversight and compliance of their End Users. DHHS

®t y *!f inspections to monitor compliance with thisContrad, inciudrng the pnvacy and security requirements provided in herein, HIPAA
and other applicable laws and Federal regulations until such time the Confidential Data
IS disposed of in accordance with this Contract.

V. LOSS REPORTING

The Contractor must notify the State's Privacy Officer, Information Security Office and
Security Incidents and Breaches within two (2) hours of the

time that the Contractor leams of their occuo'ence.
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The Contractor must further handle and report Incidents and Breaches involving PHI in
accordance with the agency's documented Incident Handling and Breach Notification
procedures and in accordance with 42 C.F.R. §§ 431.300 - 306. In addition to, and
notwithstanding, Contractor's compliance with all applicable obligations and procedures,
Contractor's procedures must also address how the Contractor will:

1. Identify Incidents;

2. Determine if personally identifiable information is involved in.Incidents;

3. Report suspected or confirmed Incidents as required in this Exhibit or P-37;

4. Identify and convene a core response group to determine the risk level of Incidents
and determine risk-based responses to Incidents; and

5. Determine whether Breach notification is required, and, if so, identify appropriate
Breach notification methods, timing, source, and contents from among different
options, and bear costs associated v^th the Breach notice as well as any mitigation
measures.

Incidents and/or Breaches that Implicate PI must be addressed and reported, as
applicable, in accordance with NH RSA 359-C:20.

VI. PERSONS TO CONTACT

A. DHHS contact for Data Management or Data Exchange issues:

DHHSInformationSecurityOffice@dhhs.nh.gov

8. DHHS contacts for Privacy issues:

DHHSPrivacyOfficer@dhhs.nh.gov

■ C, DHHS contact for Information Security issues: _ - -

DHHSInformationSecurityOffice@dhhs.nh.gov

D. DHHS contact for Breach notifications:

DHHSInformationSecurityOffice@dhhs.nh.gov

DHHSPrivacy.Officer@dhhs.nh.gov
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Medicald Care Management Services Contract
Nw Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medicald Care Management Services

Exhibit L - MOO Implementation Plan

1. General

1.1. The MCO shall submit an Implementation Plan to DHHS for review and approval no
later than twenty-four (24) hours after Governor and Council approval.

1.2. The Implementation Plan shall address, at a minimum, the following elements and
include timelines, activities and staff responsible for implementation of the Plan;
1.2.1. Contract Management and Compliance;

1.2.2. Provider Contracting and Credentialing;

1.2.3. Provider Payments;

1.2.4. Provider Training;

1.2.5. Member Services;

1.2.6. Member Enrollment;

1.2.7. Member Educat'on and Incentives;

1.2.8. Pharmacy Management;

1.2.9. Care Management: ■

1.2.10. Utilization Management;

1.2.11. Quality Management;

1.2.12. Grievance System;

1.2.13. Fraud, Waste, and Abuse;

1.2.14. Third-Party Liability;

1.2.15. MClS;

1.2.16. Financial Management; and

1.2.17. Provider and Member Communications.

1.3. Upon initial DHHS approval of the Implementation Plan, the MCO shall implement the
Plan as approved covering the populations and services identified in the Agreement.

1.4. The MCO shali successfully complete all Readiness activities at its own cost and shall
not be reimbursed by DHHS.

1.5. The MCO shali obtain prior written approval from DHHS for any changes or deviations
from the submitted and approved Plan.

1.6. Throughout the Readiness period, the MCO shall submit weekly status reports to DHHS
that address:

1.6.1.1. Progress on the Implementation Plan;

1.6.1.2. Risks/Issues and mitigation strategy;

1.6.1.3. Modifications to the Implementation Plan;

Boston Medical Center Health Plan, Inc. Contractorlnltlais
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Medicaid Care Management Services Contract
New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medicaid Care Management Services

Exhibit L - MCO Implementation Plan

1.6.1.4.

1.6.1.5.

1.6.1.6.

Activities Implemented to coirect deficiencies Identified by the MCO that
impact the implementation Plan;

Program delays; and

Upcoming activities.

1.7. Throughout the Readiness period, the MCO shall conduct weekly Implementation status
meetings with DHHS at a time and location to be decided by DHHS. These meetings
shall include representatives of key MCO implementation staff and relevant DHHS
personnel.

1.8. Should the MCO fail to pass Readiness for any elements of the Implementation Plan as
referenced in 1.2 of this Section, the MCO shall submit a Corrective Action Plan to
DHHS to ensure the MCO passes the Readiness Review and shall complete
implementation on schedule. Notwrithstanding this requirement, DHHS retains its rights
pursuant to Sections 1.2.5 and 4.16.1.6 of this Agreement.

1.9. The MCO's Corrective Action Plan shall be integrated Into the Implementation Plan as a
modification subject for review and approval by DHHS.

1.10 DHHS reserves the right to suspend enrollment of members Into the MCO until
deficiencies in the MCO's Readiness activities are rectified and/or apply liquidated
damages.

1.11 Liquidated damages will be Imposed In accordance with Exhibit N and Section 5.5.8 of
Exhibit A.

Boston Medical Center Health Plan, Inc.
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Medicald Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medicald Care Management Services

Exhibit M - MCO Proposal submitted In response to RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG

MOO Proposal and cover letter submitted In response to RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG incorporated here'
by reference.

Exhibit M - MCO Proposal submitted In response to RFP-201S-OMS-02-MANAG

Boston Medical Cerrter Health Plan. Inc. Contracior tnttink- tY\ L'RFP-20190MS^2-MANAG-02 Contractor Infflals.JlJ^^
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Medicaid Care Management Services Contract
Exhibit N

Liquidated Damages Matrix

damages ̂ all be assessed based ;on the violation or non-compliance set forth in this Matrix. While Exhibit O measures
compliancy m a specie timeframe, typically monthly, the liquidated damages shall be assessed based on the timeframe below. For

tk ?u !° "If®.* f monthly requirement set forth in Exhibit O. and according to this Exhibit the liquidated damages areassessed weekly, then the liquidated damages shall be assessed for each week within the month that was found to be in violation.

1. LEVEL 1

MCO action(s) or
inaction(s) that
seriously
jeopardize the
health, safety,
and welfare of

member(s):
reduces

members' access
to care; and/or

the integrity of the
managed care
program

1.1 Failure to substantially provide medically necessary covered services $25,000 per each failure

1.2 Discriminating among members on the basis of their health status or
need for health care services $100,000 per violation

1.3 Imposing arbitrary utilization management criteria, quantitative coverage
limits, or prior authorization requirements prohibited in the contract $25,000 per violation

1.4 Imposing on members premiums or charges that are in excess of the
premiums or charges permitted by OHMS

$10,000 per violation (DHHS will
return the overcharge to the
member)

1.5 Continuing Allure to rneet minimum care management, care
coordination and transition ;0f care policy requirements $25,000 per week of violation

1.6 Continuing failure to rneet minimum behavioral health (mental health
and substance use disorder) requirements, including regarding the full
continuum of, care for members with substance use disorders

$25,000 per week of violation

1.7 Continuing feilure to rneet or failure to require their network providers to
meet the network adequac^r standards established by DHHS (without an
approved exception) or timely member access to care standards in Section
4.7.5.

$1,000 per day per occurrence until
correction of the failure or approval
by DHHS of a Corrective Action Plan
$100,000 per day for failure to meet
the requirements of the approved
Corrective Action Plan

1.8 Misrepresenting or falsifying information furnished to CMS or to DHHS
or a member $25,000 per violation

1.9 Failure to comply with the requirements of Section 5.3 (Program
Integrity) of the contract

$10,000 per month of violation (for
each month that DHHS deterriiines
that the MCO is not substantially in

Boston Medical Center Health Plan. Inc.
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cbmpliahce)

1.10 Continuing failure to resolve member appeals and grievances within
specified timeframes

1.11 Failure to submit timely, accurate, and/of complete encounter data
submission in the required file format
(For submissions more than 30 calendar days late. DHHS reserves the right
to withhold 5% of the aggregate capitation payments made to the MCO in
that mond) unb'l such time as the reouired submission is made)
1.12 Failure to comply in any way with financial reporting requirements
(Including timeliness, accuracy, and completeness) -

1.13 Failure to adhere to the Preferred Drug List requirements

1.14 Continued noncompliance .and failure to comply with previously
imposed remedial actions and/or Intermediate sanctions from a Level 2
violation

1.15 Continued failure to comply with the Mental Health Parity and Addiction
Equity Act of 2008, 42 CFR part 438, subpart K, which prohibits
discrimination in the delivery of mentaf health and substance use disorder
services and In the treatment of members with, at risk for, or.recovering:
from a mental health or substance use disorder

$25,000 per violation

$5,000 per day the submission is
late

$25,000 per violation

$25,000 per violation

$25,000 per violation

■M,6 Continued failure to meet the requirements for minimizing psychiatric
boarding $5,000 per day for continuing failure

$50,000 per violation for continuing
failure

Boston Medical Center Health Plan. Inc.
RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-02
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Medicaid Care Management Services Contract
!  Exhibit N

Liquidated Damages Matrix

Liquid^ed damages shall be assessed based j on the violation or non-compliance set forth in this Matrix While Exhibit O Tnpa«;ijrp«;

«"",heVcoti^ assessed bas^ on re
aS^ss^ i^ekli^^en the requirement set forth in Exhibit O, and according to this Exhibit the liquidated damages areassessed weekly, then the liquidated damages shall be assessed for each week within the month that was found to be in violation.

1

1.17 In-network provider not enrolled with NH Medicaid
I  1

$1,000 per provider not enrolled,
$500 per additional day provider is
not suspended once MCO is notified
of non-enrollment, unless good
cause is determined at the discretion
of DHHS1.18 Failure to notify a member of DHHS senior mariagement within twelve

(12) hours of a report by the Member, Member's relative, guardian or
authorized representative of an allegation of a serious criminal offense
against the Member by apy employee of the MCO. its Subcontractor or a
Provider

$50,000 per violation

1.19 Two or more Level 1 violations within a contract year $75,000 per occurrence
2. LEVEL 2

MCO action(s) or
inaction(s) that
jeopardize the
integrity of the
managed care
program, but
does not

necessarily

2.1 Failure to meet readiness review timeframes or address readiness
deficiencies in a timely manner as required under the Agreement

$5,000 per violation (DHHS reserves
the right to suspend enrollment of
members into the MCO until

deficiencies in the MCO's readiness
activities are rectified)2.2 Failure to maintain the privacy and/or security of data containing

protected health informatibn (PHI) which results In a breach of the security
of such inforrtiation and/of timely report violations In the access, use and
disclosure of IPHI

$100,000 per violation

jeopardize

member(s) 2.3 Failure to meet prompt payment requirements and standards
'  1

$25,000 per violation

Boston Medical Center Health Plan, Inc.
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Medicald Care Management Services Contract
Exhibit N

Liquidated Damages Matrix

Uquidated damages shall b^ssessed based on the violation or norvcompllance set forth in this Matrix While Exhibit O measurJ
SZofe""^ the MCO damages shall be assessed based on the timeframe below. Fofexample, rf ̂ ne MCO fails to meet a monthly requirement set forth in Exhibit O, and according to this Exhibit the iiauidated damanes are
assessed weekly, then the liquidated damages shall be assessed for each week within the month that was found to be in violation

health, safety,
and welfare or ■

access to care.

^' A Failure to cost avoid, inclusive of private Insurance, Medicare or
subrogation, at least 1 % of paid claims in the first year of the contract, 1.2%
in the second year, and 1.5% in contract years 3, 4. and 5; or failure to
provide adequate information to determine co^ avoidance percentaoe as
determined by DHHS

$50,000 per violation

2.5 Failure to cost avoid claims of known third party liability (TPL) $250 per rhember and total claim
amount paid that should have been
cost avoided

2.6 Failure to collect overpayments for waste and abuse in the amount of
0.06% of paid claim amounts in the first year of the contract, 0.08% in the
second vear, and 0.10% in vears 3. 4. and 5

$50,000 per violation

2.7 Failure to refer at least 20 potential instances of subcontractor or
provider fraud, waste, or abuse to DHHS annually $10,000 unless good cause

determined by Program Integrity
2.8 EQR audit reports with not met" findings that have been substantiated
by DHHS

$10,000 per violation

2.9 Using unapproved beneficiary notices, educational materials, and
handbooks and marketing materials, or materials that contain false or
materially misleading information

$5,000 per violation

2.10 Failure to comply with member services requirements (Including hours
of operation, call center, and online portal)

$5,000 per day of violation

2.11 Member in pharmacy "lock-in" program not locked into a pharmacy and
-no documentation as to waiver or other excuse for not being locked in

$500 per member per occurrence
and total pharmacy claims amount
paid while not locked-ln

%

Boston Medical Center Health Plan, Inc.
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Medi^id Care Management Services Contract
'  Exhibit N

Liquidated Damages Matrix

Shall be assessed based on the violatlon or non-compliance set forth in this Matrix. While Exhibit O measures

^Y^mnfr^fh •? monthly, the liquidated damages shall be assessed based on the timeframe below. For
° "IT* ! '■®q"'^®ment set forth in Exhibit O. and according to this Exhibit the liquidated daniages areassessed weekly, then the liquidated damages shall be assessed for each week within the month that was found to be in violation. '

-

2.12 Continued nohcompliance and failure to comply with previously
imposed remedial actionsj and/or intermediate sanctions from a Level 3 $25 000 per week of violation
violation

haiiure to suspend of terminate providers in which it has been
determined by OHMS that the provider has committed a violation or is under
fraud investigation bv MFCU when instructed by DHHS

$500 per day of violation

2.14 Failure to process a provider credentialing clean and complete
application timely

$5,000 per delayed application and
$1,000 per each day the application
is delayed

2.15 Failure to meet performance standards in the contract which include
case management measures (Section 4.10.2.6, 4.10.6.2, 4.10.8.2), claims
processing (Section 4.15.8.2, 4.18.1.3, 4.18.2.2, 4.18.3-4.18.5), cail center
performance (Section 4.4.412.3.1 & 4,13.4.1.2), transportation rides (Section
4.1.9.3 & 4.1.9.7), and se^ice authorization processing (Section 4 2 3 7 1 &
4.8.4.1)

$1,000 per violation

2.16 Two or more Level 2 violations within a contract year $50,000 per occurrence
2.17 Failure to comply with subrogation timeframes established in RSA
167:14-a $15,000 per occurrence

3. LEVELS
MCO action(s) or
inaction(s) that
diminish the
effective
oversight and

3.1 Failure to submit to DHfi^S within the'specified timeframes any
documentation, policies, rfotices, materials, handbooks, provider directories,
provider agreements, etc. irkiuiring DHHS review and/or approval or as
requested by an audit ^ '

$10,000 per violation

3.2 Failure to submit to DIJIItIS within the specified timefi'ames all required
plans, documentation, and reporting related to the implementation of $10,000 per week of violation

Boston Medical Center Health Plan, Inc.
RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-02

Exhibit N - Liquidated Damages Matrix
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Medicafd Care Management Services Contract
Exhibit N

Liquidated Damages Matrix

this MaWx. While Exhibrt O measures

example, if the MCO faite toS a "ased on the tim^me below. For
assessed weekly, then the liquidated damages shall be assessed for each vleek wl^n tS'n"^ Iha'^ft^nd to

administration of
the managed
care program.

Alternative Payment Model requirements

3.3 Failure to implement and maintain required policies plans and
programs $500 per every one-week delay
3 4 Failure to comply with provider relations requirements (including hours
of operation, call center, and online portan $10,000 per violation
j.o i-aiiure to report subrogation settlements that are under 80% of the total
liability (lien amount) $10,000 per violation
3.6 Failure to enforce material provisions under its agreements with
Subcontractor $25,000 per violation
3.7 Failure to submit and obtain DHHS review and approval for applicable
oUucontr3cts $25,000 per violation

3.8 Failure to comply with ownership disclosure requirements
$10,000 per violation

3.9 noncompliance and failure to comply with previously imposed
remedial actions and/or intermediate sanctions from a Level 4 violation $25,000 per week of violation
a.iu hailure to meet minimum social sevices and community care
r^urremente, as described in Section 4.10.10 (Coordination and Integration
with Social Services and Community Care) of the contract, with respert to
unmet resource needs of members

$10;000 per violation

3.11 Failure to ensure that clinicians conducting or contributing to a
"s® New Hampshire'sCANS arid ANSA, or an alternative evidenced based assessment tool

approved by DHHS within the specified timeframe
$10,000 per violation

Boston Medical Center Health Plan. Inc.
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Medicaid Care Management Services Contract
'  Exhibit N

Liquidated Damages Matrix

Liquidated damages shall be assessed based on the violation or non-compliance set forth in this Matrix. While Exhibit O measures
compliance in a specific timeframe, typically nionthly, the liquidated damages shall be assessed based on the timeframe below. For
example, if the MOO fails to meet a monthly requirement set forth In Exhibit O, and according to this Exhibit the liquidated damages are
assessed weekly, then the liquidated damages shall be assessed for each week within the month that was found to be in violation.

3.12 Two or more Level Sjviolations within a contract: year $100,000 per occurrence

4. LEVEL 4

MCO action(s) or
Inaction(s) that
inhibit the

efficient operation
the managed
care program.

4.1 Submission of a late, Incorrect, or incomplete report or deliverable
(excludes encounter data and other financial reports) $500 per day of violation

4.2 Failure toicomply withjtimeframes for distributing (or providing access
to) beneficiary handbooks', Identification cards, provider directories, and
educational materials to beneficiaries (or potential members)

$5,000 per violation

4.3 Failure to meet minimum requirements requiring coordination and
cooperation with extemal entities (e.g., the New Hampshire Medicaid Fraud
Control Unit Office of the Irispector GeneraO as described in the contract

$5,000 per violation

4.4 Failure to comply with iprogram audit remediation plans within required
timeframes

$5,000 per occurrence

4.5 Failure to meet staffing requirements $5,000 per violation

4.6 Failure to ensure providier agreements include all required provisions $10,000 per violation

Boston Medical Center Health Plan, Inc.
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Medicaid Care Management Services Contract

Now Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medlcald Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

1. General

1.1. The list of deliverables in Exhibit 0 provides a high level summaiy of what each

as WH DH^S La/lfB, "i?'® f Information Is subject to revision and refinementas Nh UHHS finalizes the specifications for each deliverable.

1.2. The Exhlbrt O measures/measure sets, logs, and narrative reports shall be submitted
H'Fnis'Q?h • ® schedule. Submission formats shall be either the standard
mLiLs dmarbiS for other

1.3. NH DHHS utilizes measures from several measure stewards, including NCQA and the
Pharmacy Quality Alliance (PQA). The MCO Is responsible for conlrectYng with thise
entities or associated vendors as appropriate for producing deliverables.

^  tlmrfe^ iTrh®Mrn®" H®®?®'"' o' consistent Exhibit 0 deliverables (both overtime for each MCO and also across all MCOs), the following processes will be In place
-  1.4.1. NH DHHS shall:

I

1.4.1.1. Identify specifications for each deliverable;
1.4.1.2. Engage the MCOs in the developnlent of measures as appropriate;
1.4.1.3. Schedule "Exhibit 0" meetings (webinars. typically held on Friday

aftemoons) wtth the MCOs to;
1.4.1.3.1. Review all deliverable specifications;
1.4.1.3.2. Provide clarifications as needed by the MCOs;
1.4.1.3.3. Establish initial due dates for all deliverables.

Inn"!"® nuul®cI^o® System(MQIS) and the DHHS SFTP site;

dSanctes.° ®"®Pe<=ted reporting
1.4.2. MCO compliance staff and appropriate subject matter experts (SMEs) shall:

1.4.2.1. Review, sign, and comply with all applicable DHHS and DolT applicable
policies and procedures;

1.4.2.2. Review all specifications for clarity and request more information as
needed;

1.4.2.3. Participate In measure development activities as appropriate;
1.4.2.4. Participate in the "Exhibit O" meetings;
1.4.2.5. Follow the finalized specifications for submission of deliverables;
1.4.2.6. Gain access to and utilize the MQIS, including participation in any DHHS-

required training necessary;

1.4.2.7. Submit all data as required to MQIS using MQIS specified formats;

1.4.1.4.

Boston Medical Center Health Plan, Inc. Contractor Inrtlals HUL
Page 1 of 89 JJ-Jo-
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Medlcaid Care Management Services Contract

Now Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medlcaid Care Management Services

EXHIBIT 0 - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

1.4.2.8. Submit deliverables as required to the DHHS SFTP site;.

1.4.2.9. Respond to system generated error reports;

1.4.2.10. Respond to requests from DHHS staff to validate suspected reporting
discrepancies.

1.5. The Department reserves the right to develop and require alternative methodologies to
submit data.

Boston Medical Center Health Plan, Inc. Contractor Initials JTl L.
Page 2 of 89
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Medicaid Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medicaid Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

2. Key Definitions

2.1. The following terms include some of the unique or new terms found in Exhibit O.
Please reference the model contract for more details.

2.1.1. Communijty
Hospital

Any hospital other than New Hampshire Hospital

2.1.2. Community
Mental Health

Program or
CMHP

A program established and administered by the state, city, town, or
county, or a nonprofit corporation for the purpose of providing mental
health services to the residents of the area and which minimally
provides emergency, medical or psychiatric screening and evaluation,
case management, and psychotherapy services [RSA 135-C:2, IV]. A
CMHP is authorized to deliver the comprehensive array of services
described in He-M 426 and Is deislgnated to cover a region as
described in He-M 425.

Formerly referred to as Commuriity Marital Health Center or CMHC.

2.1.3. High Risk/
High Need

See Section 4.10.6 of the model contract

2.1.4. Local Care

Management
Local Care Management shall mean that the MCC will provide real
time, high touch, In-person Care Management and consistent follow up
with Providers and Members to assure that selected Members are

making progress with their Cafe Plans.

See Section 4.10.9 of the model contract.

2.1.5. Priority
Populations

Populations that are most likely to have Care Management needs and
are most able to benefrt from Care Management.

See Section 4.10.3 of the model contract.

2.1.6. Subpopulations Subpopulations are made up of components used together to classify
a member. Subpopulatlon methodology will vary depending on the
measure. Subpopulations are used for selected measures as

Indicated in the NH Medicaid Care Managerhent Quality and Oversight
Reporting Deliverables table below. Note: some measures use more

than one sUbpopulation method. The following subpopulations are
used:

•  General

•  Granite Advantage Waiver

Boston Medical Center Health Plan, Inc.
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Medicaid Care Management Services Contract

o' Health and Human ServicesMedlcald Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O - Quality and Oversight Reporting R^ulrements

•  SUD IMD Waiver

General-

•  The General subpopulatlon is made up of the following
components: Age Group, Member Type, LTSS Type, and
Payer Type. Measures use specific components in conjunction

■ based on the measurement intent.
Each component Is broken down into categories that have
standardized definitions used consistently across all measures.
The categories for the components are:

o Age Group {ChildrBn. Adults. Older Adults),
o Member Type {DCYF Involved Child. Child with Severe

Disabilities (HC-CSD. SSI. SMS). Other Special Needs
Child. Other Child. Special Needs Adult, Ail Other
Adults. All Older Adults),

o  LTSS Type {Receiving LTC Services (Waiver or
Nursing Home), Eligible for CMHC Services and Not
Also Waiver/Nursing Home. Not Receiving Waiver,
CMHC, or Nursing Home), and

o Payer Type {Medicaid Primary. Medicare Primary
Other Primary)

Granite Adyflntane Watyfir;
•  The Granite Advantage Waiver subpopulatlon components are

those necessary to meet Centers for Medicare and Medicaid
Services (CMS) waiyer.requlrements for monitoring and -
evaluation.

SUD IMD WglYfii-;
The SUD IMD Waiver subpopulatlon components are those
necessary to meet Centers for Medicare and Medicaid
Services (CMS) waiver requirements for monitoring and
evaluation.

Boston Medical Center Health Plan, Inc.
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MedkaM Cara Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medicald Care Management Servto

EXHIBIT O-Quality arKl Oversight Reporting Requirements

MH Medlcaid Care Management Quality and Oversight Reporting Deliverabfes

- addHion measure a™ by DHHS for ̂  genera,

BSU me

PON.(M Access

Privete Duty Nursb^
RN-Levd Hours

DeBvered and fiSled

The number of RN level private duty
nursine hours dcAvered and billed

by day/weekend/nlght, and
Intensive |ventllator dependem)
modifiers (S9123. S9123 Ul. S9123
U2}. The houra will be reported out
by adtA (ace 21+) and pedlatrfc
(age 0-20) benefldary categories on
a quarterly basis to ensure that

private duty nursing payments are
achieving their Intended purpose of
increasing access to private duty
nursing services.

Quarter Measure Qiarterly

2 Months after

end of

MeasuremerK

Period

Boston Medical Center Health Plan, Inc.
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MedlcaM Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Heahh and Human Services
Medicald Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

iSB CO

riod
nlN

The number of LTN level private

duty nursing hours delivered and
billed by dayAveekenc^nlght, and
Intensive (ventllater dependent)
modifiers (59124,59124 Ul). The
hours win be reported out by adult
(age 214-) and pedlatrlc (age 0-20)
benefldary categoria on a

puarterty basis to ensure that

prtvate duty nursing payments are

acMeving their intended purpose of
increasing access to private duty
nursing services. <

2 Months after

end of

Measuremeitt

Period

Private Duty Nursing

LPN-ievd Hours

Delivered ai>d Bitted

PON.OS Access Quarter Measure Quarterly

Private Duty Nursing
Individual Detail for

Members Receiving

Private Duty Nursing
Services

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

Year to Date detail related to

members receiving phrate duty
nursing services. '

PDN.07 Access Quarter Table Quarterly

The annual report is the Managed
Care Organbation's report on the
aeeompHshments artd opportiaVtiq
of the prior agreen'iau year. The
report win address how the MCO

has impacted Department priortty
issues, sodal determinants of

health, improvements to population
heahh, and developed Innovative
programs. The audience win be the
NH Governor, legtdature, and other

Meocaid Care

Management
Pnyant

Comprehensive

Arviual Report

Narrative

and

Analytic

Report

Care

Management
Agreement

Year

ANNUALRPT.01
AiuHtally August 30th

Boston Medicai Center Health Plan. Inc.
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MedkaM Care Management Servkes Contract

New Hampshire Department of Hearth and Human Services
Nte<flcald Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O-Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

Pj»8gJBWB5long«»)a

SRe asnee
asu

area

stakehoUers. From the heaith
pJw's penpective. the report wtll
connect outcomes and'

opportunfties for both cBnhal and
operational Improvement While
the health plans have flesdbintY on
the detaUed spedflc content the
report must cover the foilowti«
topics In the order of the table of
contents provided In the

specification. When applicable, the
health plan wSI assess each topic's
Impact on members, providers,
program quality; and cost Te« and
graphics arili be used to produce a
report that is engaging and
Informative to a public audience In
plain language. The report should
be between 20 and 80 pages and
win be posted on the New.
Hampshire MecOcaid Quality and
health plan website.

Count and percent of newtwnu
dtagnosed with Neonatal
Abstinence Syndrome (MAS) durif«
the measurement quarter referred

to case mviagement within 30
caiendar days of diagnosis.

Case Management
Neonatal Abstinence

Syndrome Reforrab

Care

Management

4 Months after

endof

Measurement

• .Period

CARECOORO.03
Quarter Measure Quarterly.

Boston Medical Center Health Plan, Inc.
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Medkaid Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Sendees
Metficaid Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

Bubn

Na
Measure

8lrn%BKea

1
Count and percent of newboms
diagnosed with Neonatal
Abstinence Syndrome (NAS) during
the measurement qt^er who
enrolled with the MCO care

management progjram within 30
days of the referral. 1

Case Management:

Neonatal Abstinence

Syndrome
Engagement

5 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

Care

Management
CARECOOIU).04

Quarter Measure Quart erfy

Overview of the MCO

comprehensive care management
artd an assessment of MCO care

management, vdth comprehensive
cere coortfnation across Its health

plan, other payers,' fee-for-servlee

Medlcald, community services and
other health and s^al service

providers; promoting and assuring
service accestibtnty; centered on
Individual member^ and care giver
needs with membv and family
Involvement; community centered;
culturally appropriate care. The
plan win also Include the MCO's

local care management plan
describing the structure, the

percentage of higtwisk/high-need
memben servicedj the list of
designated local care management
entitles that will conduct the local

care management'anid deserlption

Care Management

Plan Including Ptan to

Assess and Report on

the Quality and
Appropriateness of
Care Furnished to

Members With

Special Health Care

Needs

Care

Management
CAREMCT.01

N/A Plan Annually May 1st

Boston Medical Center Health Plan, Inc.
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Medkafd Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medicaid Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

me

KVPe

of the geography and priortty
populations the designated local
entttles will serve. The plan will also
Irtdude the MCO's risk scortng attd
stratification methodology wNdi
shall Include but not be limited to:

information and data to be utilized;
descrlptloft of the methodology;
methodolo^ for Identifying high
rbk/ Mgh need Members who are

not Priority Populations; number of
risk strata; criteria for eadr risk

stratum; and approdmate expected
poptdation in each stratum. In the
second agreement year, the MCO
shall Indude an appendix to the
plan that indudes the mimber of

members broken out by each of the
risk stratum as well as referrals for

sodai services and community care
provided to members.
Count and percent of members

newty Identified as being In one or
more priortty population during the
quarter, who have a completed
comprehensive assessment

Care Management:

Comprehensive

Assessments

Completed for

Priority Populations

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

Care

Management
CAMMGTJ2

Quarter Measure Quarterly

Boston Medical Center Health Plan, Inc.
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MedkaM Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire DepaiUneiit of Health and Human Services
Medicald Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

ibtgOB8r>ettS i9H9i

asp

east!

Count and percentofimembers
newly Identlfled as b^ng In one or
more priority population during the
quarter, tvho have a completed

comprehetuive assessment by a
subcomractor (egi Independent
Deftvery Networks; Cmmunlty
Mental Health Programs, Spedal
Medical Services, HCU case

managers, »i>d Area Agencies.)

Care Management;

Comprehensive

Assessmertts

Completed for

Priorfty Popuiatioiu

by Subcontractors

2 Months after

ef>d of

Measurement

Period

Care

Marwgement
CAREMGT.23

Quarter Measure Quarterly

Care Management:

Comprehensive

Assessments

Completed for
Priority Populations

Within 30 Calendar

Days

Count and percent of,members
newly IdentiOed astbeing In one or
more priority population during the
quarter, have a completed

comprehensive assessment within

30 calendar days of identification.

2 Mortths after

end of

Measurement

Period

Care

Management
CAREMGT.24 Quarter Measure Quarterly

Count and percentiof|members with
a new care plan established during
the quarter. In which the plan was
distributed in wrttlag to members of

the local based care team within 14

calendar days. The local care team
includes but is not llm|lted to the
member's PCP, spebaKst
behavioral health provider, and
local community baseld care team.

Care Management:

Care Plans

Olssemlitated within

14 Calendar Days

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

Care

Marwgement
CAREMGT.25 Quarter Measure Quarterly

Boston Medical Center Health Plan, Inc.
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Medlcald Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medlcald Care Management Services

EXHIBIT 0 - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

Name easu me

VtflQ ,

Standard template atgresatb^ by
county, resource needs (&(.
housinc supports, providers) that
cannot be met because they are not
iocaOy available. Data will be based
on the care screening artd

comprehensive assessments
conducted during the ciuarter.
C

Care Management:
local Care

Management

Resources • Unmet

Needs

Care

Management

2 Months after

endof

Measurement

Period

CAREMGT.26
Quarter Table Quarterly

ount and percent of members
Wentlfled as *hlgh-rtskThiglw>ee<P
through the comprehensive
assessmertt during the cjuarter, who
are enroOed in care management.
Enrollment In care management Is
defined as the member havli^ a
completed plan of care

Care Management:
Members identified

as High Risk Recehring
Care Management

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

Care

Management
CAREM6T,27

Quarter Measure Quarterly

Standard template capturing
(porterty counts of members

ertroOed in care ntanagement,
induing local and plan
administered, durfatg the quarter
broken out by prtortty populations
outlbted In the Care Coordlhation

and Care Management section of
the MCM Model Contract

Enrollment in care management is
defined as the member having a
completed plan of care.

Care Management:

Membera Receiving
Care Management by
Priority Population

Care

Management

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

CAREM6T.28
Quarter Table Quarterly

Boston Medical Center Health Plan, Inc.
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Medkaid Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Medkaid Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O - Quality and Oversight R^rartlng Requirements

m mi 313 iuio

Hew reme

CAREMGT^

CAREMGT30

CAREMGT31

Cars

Management

Care

Management

Care

Management

Care Martagement

Outreach: High Rbfc

Members

Care Management:

Members Receiving

Local Care

Management

Count and percent of members

identified as "hlgh-Hsk'/'hlgh-oeed*
through the compr^msive
assessment who receive outreach
to enrol in care management.

Count and percent of members who

are enrolled In care management

artd receiving local care

martagement. Eitrollntent In care

martagement Is defined as the

memlter having a cbrttpleted plan of
care. '

Care Martagement:

Median Days

Members CnroOed by

Local Care

Martagement artd

Plan Care

Martagement

Median number of days ertrolled In

care managentent for members
who were discharge from care
ntartagement durlrtg the quarter.

The measure will irtdtide
enroOment in local icare
martagement artd plari care
management Enrodrnent in care

ntartagement is defirt^ as the
member having a cornpieted plan of
care. • 1.

Quarter

Quarter

Quarter

Measure

Measure

Measure

Quarterly

Quarterly

Quarterly

M

2 Morttfis after

ertdof

Measurement

Period

2 Mortths after

ertdof

Measurement

Period

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

i

Boston Medical Center Health Plan. Inc.
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Medlcald Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medlcald Care Management

EXHIBIT O-Quality aitd Oversight Reporting Requirements

•m

net
De Oescri

CAREMGTJ2

CAREMGTJ3

CAREMGTJ4

Cart

Management

Care

Management

Care

Management

Care Management
Members Enrofled In

Local Care

Management Who

Receive a Face-to-

FaceCare

Management

Care Management -
Members ReceMng
Local Care

Mai^ement who are
High Rlslc Members

Care Management:

Members EnroOed in

Care Management by
Subpopulation

Count and percent of members
enrolled In local care management
during the quarter, who had at least

one face to ̂  meeting with their
local case manager during the
quarter. EnroOnsent In care

management te defined as the
member having a completed plan of
care.

Count and percent of member
receiving local care management
who were Identified as 'hlgh-
riskThlgiwieed-bythe
comprehensive assessment
Enrollment in care management b
defined as the member having a
completed plan of care-

Count and percent of members .
enrolled In care management

during the quarter by sul^opulatlon
breakouts. Enrollment In care
management b deflited as the

member having a completed plan of

m

Off Oaasureme

Ifirea

ii

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

Quarter Measure Quarterly

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

Quarter Measure Quarterfy

4 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

Quarter Measure General Quarterly

Boston Medical Center Health Plan. Inc.
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Medkaid Care Management Sendees Contract

New Hampshire Department of Heatth and Human Services
Medkaid Care Management Ser^ces

E)6iIBIT O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

ScQMke
me

bm

Brea

CAREMGTJ5

HRA.04

HRA.05

Cere

Management

Care

Management

Care Management:

Member ftefemb to

CMHS'sTobacai

Cessation Programs

Heaith Risk

Assessment: Best

Effort to Have New

Member Conduct

MCO's Health Needs

Self-Assessment

Health Risk

Assessment: New

Member Successfully

Compieted MCO's

Health Needs Self-

Assessment

Count of the number of member

referrals made to ̂ |NH OHMS
Tobacco Cessation Programs (e^
Quit Une. Cessation CoacNng /
Couctsellng) durtngthe quarter. The
total should indude r^errab made
by the MCO memhrer call centers,
case managers, and other MCO staff

and contractors OiM are able to

make referrals.

Count and percent ofrtew members

in the quarter In whidt the MCO
made at least three attempts, by
phone, to complete the Health Rbk
Assessment wrtthlnidd calendar days
of the member's eorollmenL The

rate abo ktdudes aO members who

complete the health rbk

assessment witMn 90 calendar days,
regardless of the number of MCO
attempts to contact the member.

Count and percent 'of new members
In the quarter who'successfuOy

complete the Health Rbk

Assessment vrlthlniSO calendar days
of the enrollment. 1 '

Quarter

Quarter

Quarter

Measure

Measure

Measure

Quarterly

Quarterly

Quarterly

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

2 Months after

' ertdof

Measurement

Period

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

Boston Medical Center Health Plan, Inc.

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-02
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MedkaM Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

MedkaM Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O-Quallty and Oversight Reporting Requirements
sPiiKgggtg

ifSi

KMU

COremepoo IVR?
PP^'a

Appeab ftesohrUon
Aesohitiooof

Standard Appeab
Wtthin 30 Calendar
Days

Count and percent of appeal
resolutions of flamlaiU appeab
wrtWn 30 calendar days of receipt
of appeal for appeals received
during the measure data period.

2 Months after

endof

Measurement

Period

Grievances &

Appeab
APPEAlSOl

Quarter Measure Quarterly

Count artd percent of appeal
resolutions of extended standard

appeab within 44 calendar days of
receipt of appeal for appeab
received during the measure data
period.

Appeab Resolution:

Resolution of

Extended Standard

Appeals Within 44

Calendar Days

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

GrIevarKesft

Appeab
AI>PEALS.02

Quarter Measure Quarterly

Count and percem of appeal
resohitkMts of ei^edlted appeab
wlthbi 72 hours of receipt of appeal

for appeab received durlf^ the
measure data period.

Appeab Resolution:

Resolution of

&q>ed>ted Appeab

Within 72 Hours

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

GrtevancesRi

Appeab
APPCA1^03

Quarter Measure Quarterly

Count and percem of appeal
resolutions within 4S calendar days
of receipt of appeal for appeab
received during the measure data
period.

Appeab Resolution:

Resolution of AH

Appeab Within 45

Calendaf Days

2 Months after

end of

Measurcmem

Period

Gflevancesfc

Appeab
APfEA15.04

Quarter Measure Quarterly

Coum arM percent of appeab
where member abandoned appeal,
MCO action was upheld, or MCO

action was reversed for an appeab
received during the measure data
period.

Appeab Resolution:

Resolution of Appeab
by Dbposltlon Type

2 Monttis after

eftdof

Measuremem

Period

Grievarrces &

Appeab
AP1>EAL5.(fi

Quarter Measure Quarterly

Boston Medical Center Health Plan, Inc.

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-02
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Medlcaid Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Medlcald Care Management Services

EXHIBTT O ~ Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

H R
S^I^taiS

11
I

m

P
fc11 ii

APPEALS.16
GrievBnces&

Appab

Appeab by Type of
Resolution ar>d

Category of Service by
State Plan. 1915B

Waiver, artd Total

Population

Standard template that provides
counts of MCO resolv^ appeab by
resolution type (l.e: u^eld,
withdrawn, abandoned) by category
of service. The counta'are broken

out by State Plan and 1915B waiver

populations.

Quarter Table Quarterly

2 Months after

ertdof

Measurement

Period

X X X

APPEALS.17
Grlevsncesa

Appesb

Pharmacy Appeals by

Type of Resolution
and Therapeutic Drug

Class by State Plan,
191SB Waiver, and

Total Populatlan

1

Standard template providing counts
of MCO appeals resolutions by
resolution type and category of
pharmacy dass

Quarter
1

Table Quarterly

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

X X X

APPEALS.U
Grievances &

Appeab

Appeals Reversed:

Service Authorized

Within 72 Hours

Foflotvlftg Reversed

Appeal

Count and percent of services
authorized nvlthln 72 hours

; following a reversed appeal for the
' sendee that was pr^ously denied,
limited or delayed by the MCO.

Quarter Measure Quartefiy

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

1 X X

APPEAiS.19
Grievances &

Appeab

Appeab Received:
Member Initiated

Count and percent of Member

appeals filed during the
measurement datajperlod. per
1.000 member months.

Quarter Measure Quarterly

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

X X

GP1EVANCLQ2
GrfevartcesS

Appeab

Grievance tog

Indtiding State Plan /
19158 Waiver

Standard template log of all
grievances with deal! on grievances
arid any corrective action or

response to the grimnce for

grievances made within the

measure data period.'

Quarter Table Quarterly

15 Calendar

Days after end
of

Measurement

Period

1 X ,x X

Boston Medical Center Health Plan, Inc.

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-02
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Medlcaid Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medlcaid Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O-Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

OMMO

m.

Mcasu me

easu

Gxint and Percent of member
Srtevances recefved durir^ the
measure data period, per 1,000
member months.

Grievaocesa

Appeab

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

Grievances: Received

from Member
GR1EVANCE.03

Quarter Measure Quarterly

Count artd percent of grlevaiKe
dlsposidons made within 45

calendar days of receipt of the
Srievance for grlevarKes made
within the measure data period or
within 59 calendar days of receipt
of the grievance for grievances
extended for up to 14 days. The
count and percertt will represem
the total of all grievances received
In the measurement period.

Grievances: Timely
Processing of AS
Grievances

6r1evar>cesA

Appeab

3 Months afterGftlEVANCLOe
end ofQuarter Measure Quarterly

Measurement

Period

5tswlard template of MCO monthly
detailed paid dahn history log
related to cases Identified by OHHS
as possible acddent and trauma.

Thb report %vin provide OHHS«vltha
mortthly detailed

paid/vold/adJtBted dalm history log
related to cases Identified by DHH5
as possible acddent and trauma

through the monthly 'MCO
recovery cases* request provided to
the MCOs by OHHS.

ISCalertdar

Days after end

of

Measurement

Period

MCO

Operations
Acddent and Trauma

□aim Log
ACaDENT.01

Month TaMe Monthly

Boston Medical Center Health Plan. Ina
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MedteaM Care Manatement Services Contract

New Hampshire Departmerrt of Health and Huntan Services
Medicald Care Management Sendees

EXHIBIT O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

irad
Oc

tsuce
Me

Reriocl
m port

m

APM-Ol
MCO

Opentkms

Altemxtlve Peyment

Model Plan

bnplenientatlon plan^that meets the
requirements for Attemstlve

Payment Models outlined In the

MCM Model Contract and the

OepartmertTs Ahernatlye Payment

Model Strategy. , ■

Varies Plan Annually May 1st

APM.02
MCO

Operations

Ahemative Payment

Model Quirterty
Update

Startdard template showing the

quarterly results of the alternative
payment models. i

Varies Table Quarterly
4 months

after end of

Quarter

APM.03
MCO

Operations

Alternate Payment

Model Completed

HCP-LAN Assessment

Results

The HCP-LAN Assessment Is

available at: https://hcp-

lan.org/worlcproducts/National-

Data-Coiectior>-Metrlcs.pdf; the

MCO Is responsible for completing
the required inforrhatlon for
Medicald (and Is not required to

complete the pcrtlbh of the
assessment related to other Rnes of

business, as applicable).

Varies
Narrative

Report
Annually October 1st

CLAIMJK
MCO

Operations

Claims: Processing

Accuracy

Sampled percent of professional

and fadlfty dean daims that are
accurately processed in their

entirety from bothia firundal and
nort-AnandaJ perspective- Note:
Oaims indude both Medical and

Behavioral Health daims.

Month Monthly

SO Calendar

Days after ertd

of

Measurement

Period

Boston Medical Center Health Plan, Inc.

RFP-20190MS-02-MANAG-02
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MedicaM Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medlcaid Care Management Services

EXHIBIT 0 - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

11 ired
Oe Oa

Sampled percent of dean

professional and f^llty dalms
correctiv paid. Note: Claims Indude
both Medical and Behavioral Health

dabns.

50 Calendar
MCO

Operations
□aims: Payment
Aocuriacy

Days after endCLAIM.Oe
Month Measure Monthly

Measurement
Period

Sampled percent of doOars
accurately paid to provlden for
professkmai and fadlity daims.
Note: aabns Indude both Medlcd
and Behavioral Health dalms.

SOCalendv
Days after ertd

of
Measurement

Period

MCO

Operations
□aims: nnaiidal

Accuracy
aAIM.07

Month Measure Monthly

Totai interest paid on professional
artd fadnty dalms not paid within
30 calendar days of receipt using
Interest rate published In the
Federal Re^ster In January of each
year for the Medcare program.
Note: Oahns Indude both Medical
and Behavioral Health daims.

SO Calendar
Days after end

of

Measuremerft
Period

MCO

OperatluB
□aims: Interest on
Late Paid Claims

CLAlMiB
Month Measure Monthly

□alms: Tkneiy
Processing: Sbtty Days
of Receipt for
Professional aixl
Fadltty Medical
Claims

Count and percertt of dean
professlonai and fodfity daims
processed (paid or denied) within
60 calendar days of receipt Note:
□abiu Indude' both Medlcai and
Behavioral Health dalms.

80 Calendar
Days after ef>d

of
Measurement

Period

MCO

Operations
CLAIM.09

Day Measure Monthly

Boston Medical Center Health Plan, inc.
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MetOcaid Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Departmerrt of Health and Human Services

Medlcaid Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O - Qualitv and Oversight Reporting Requirements

^51315

live
Me«

Miarw*

m m
Count and pefcent[of,proression3l
and fadltty medlcai dalms received
In the prior month.' with processing

uahns; Processing

Results for

Professtonai and

FadBtyMedkal

Claims - Paid,

Suspended, Denied

SOCaJendar

Days after ertd

of

Measurement

Period

MCO

Operations
status on the last day, of the

CLAIM.!! Day Measure Monthlyprevious month of; A: Paid, B:

Suspended, C: Denied. Note: Oalms
Indude both Medlcarand

Behavioral Health dalms.

The average pharmacy dalm
processing time per point of service

transaction, in seconds. The

contract standard bt Amendment 7,
section !4.!9 b: The MCO shafl

provide an automAed decision

during the POS transaction In

accordance with NCPDP mandated

response times within an average of
less tfian or equal to three (3)
seosnds. Note: Claims Indude both
Medical and BehavionI Health

dalms. < '

SO Calendar

Days after end
of

Measurement

Period

□aims: Timely
Processing for
Pharmacy OaifTu

MCO

Operatioru
CLAIM.17 Month Measure Monthly

□alms: TImety
Processing for
Electrortic
Professional and
FadDty Medical
□aims

Count and percentiof^dean
electronic professional and fadDty
daims processed {^d or denied)
within 15 czlendarjdays of receipt,
for those claims received in the
measure data source time period.

SO Calendar

Days after ertd
of

Measurement

Period

MCO
Operations

CLAIM.21 Month Measure Monthly

Boston Medical Center Health Plan, Inc.
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Medlcatd Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medlcald Care Management Services

EXHiBIT O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

i m

aSi me

□abns: tlmerir
Procetttng far Non-
Qectronk
Professional and
Fadttty Medical
Qaims

Count and percent of dean non
electronic professional and fadlitv
claims processed (paid or denied)
within 30 calendar days of receipt,
for those dalms received In the
measure data source time period.

WCalendv
Days after ertd

of

Measurement
Period

MCO '
Operatlota

CLAIM.22
Month Measure Monthly

Count and percent of aD
professkxral and fodnty daims
processed (paid or denied) witfdn
30 calendar days after first
submlttal of the dalm, for those
dabns recdved In the measure data
source dnw period. All daims
indude dean daims, non-dean
dalms, electronic dalms and non
electronic daims.

Oaims: Timely
Procesdnf for All
Profesdortai and
Facility Medlcaf
Oaims

SO Calendar
MCO
Operations

Days after endCLA1M.23
Month Measure Monthly

Measurement
Period

MCO ftratesk plan to provide
culturally and DngiHsUcally
appropriate services, lndudlf«, but
not Dmhed to how the MCO b
meeting the need as evidenced by
communication access utitbatlon
reports, quality improvement data
disaggregated by race, ethnidty and
language, and the commurdty
assessments artd profiles.

MCO

Operations
Cultura Competency
Strategic Plan

CULTURALCOMP.Ol September
30th

N/A Plan Annually

Boston Medical Center Health Plan, Inc.
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Medlcaid Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Medlcaid Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

Me

DSH^l

OUR.01 I'

MCO

Opentfons

MCO

OpefitiocB

Di^iroportfonate

Hospttai Claims

Report

Drug Utilization

Review (OUR) Armal
Report

Startdard template agp-esatlng
results senerated fw enable
hospitals from MCO dalms data.

Information Included Is used to

confirm hospital submitted charge
amounts, paid amounts, artd paid

days that will be usied as part of the
OSH calculation.

This annual report Includes
Information on the[oper«tlon of
your MCO's Medkald OUR Prosram
and meets the federal regtdatlon
with respect to providing pharmacy
data to the Centers for Medicare
and Medkald Services (CMS).

Hospital HscbI

Year

Federal Fiscal

Year

Table

Narrative

Report

D^gBaiigsah^fim^^a«aif!aiR0?55iigifiMo»tgH^

Annualiy

Annually

Report

December

10th

Jurte 15th

Boston Medical Center Health Plan, Inc.
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Medlcaid Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Medicald Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O - Quality artd Oversight Reporting Requirements

bmSlo

8«q
liSeGO

mam Oescri

sit

EMERGENCY

RESPONSE.01

EPSOTXJl-EPSOT-OX

MCO

OpemtoRs

MCO

Operations

Emeraency Response

Plan

Oetiverv of AppOed
Behaviorai Analysis
Services Under Early
andPertodk

Screenlnc,

Otagnoitics, a

Treatmerrt (EPSCTO

Scnefh

Oesotption of MCO plamina In the
evem of an emergency to ensure
ongoing, crttlcal MCO operations
and the assurances to meet crftlcal

member health care needs,
Including, but not limited to,

spedfic pandemic and natural
disaster preparedness. After the

initial submission of the plan the
MCO shall submit a certification of

'no change' to the Emergency
Response Plan or submit a revised

Emergency Re^onse Plan together
with a redllne reflecting the changes
made since the last submission.

TBO

N/A

Quarter

Plan

Measure

Annually

Quarterly

May 1st

4 Months after

end of

Mcasuremertt

Period

Boston Medical Center Health Plan, Inc.
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Medkald Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Medkald Care Management Services

EXHIBFT O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

BmSSloo

ion

Fre

no

EPSOT.20
MCO

Opentiofts

Earty and Periodic

Sgeenlng.
Diagnostics, &

Treatment (EPSDT)

Plan

MCO EPSDT ptan Indudes written

potldei and procedures for
conducting outreach and education,
traekk>g and fotlow^ to ensure

compliance with the EPSDT

periodldty sdvedules. |The ptan shall
emphasize outreach and

compliance monttoring taldng Into

account the multMlngual, multi
cultural nature of tbe served

population, as well w other uRicjue
characteristla of tlils population.

N/A Plan Arwtually May 1st

nNANCIALSTMT.01
MCO

Operatioits

MCO Anrtual Rrtancial

Statements

The MCO shaB pimMe DHHS a

complete copy of Its audited
flitandal statements and amended

statements. i <

MCO FInaodal

Period

Narrative

Report
Annually August 10th

FWA.02
MCO

Operations

Fraud Waste artd

Abuse U«:FWA

Related to Providers

Standard template log of aD Fraud

Waste and Abtse related to

providers, In process and completed
during the month by the MCO or Its
subcontractors. This log Includes
but Is not limited to case

Information, current status, and

Anal outcome for each case

Including overpayment artd
recovery Wformation.'

Month Table Monthly

aOCalertdar

Days after end

of

Measurement

Period

Boston Medical Center Health Plan, Inc
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MedkaM Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Hearth and Human Services

Medlcald Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Reouirements

mm Da€F

■s

MmS!

SOCttendsr

Days sfter. end
of

Measurement
Period

Fraud Waste and
Abuse Lor Date of
Death Report

Standard template that captures a
list of members who expired during
the measurentm period.

MCO

Operations
FWA.04

Month Table Monthly

Standard template that Indudes a
summary explanation of medical
benefits sem and received Including
the MCC's follow-up,
action/outcome for all EMB
responses that required further
action.

Fraud Waste and
Abuse Log:
Explanation Of
Mescal Benefit
Report

30 Calendar
Days after end

of

Measurement
Period

MCO

Operations
FWA.OS

Quarter Table Quarterty-

The MCO shall provide a summary
report on MCO Fraud, Waste and
Abuse Investlgattons. This should
Indude a description of the MCO's
^>ecial Investigation's uidt The
MCO shall describe cumulative
overpayinctis Identlfled and
.recovered. InvestlgaUuns Initiated,
completed, and referred, and an
•nalysls of the effectiveness of
aetlvmes performed. TTie MCO's
Chief Flnandal Officer win certify
that the information In the report is
accurate to the best of his or her
Information, knowledge, and belief.

Comprehensive
Annual Prevention of
Fraud Waste and
Abuse Summary -
Report

MCO

Operations
FWA.20 Agreement

Year
Narrative

Report
September

30th
Annually

Boston Medical Center Health Plan, Inc.
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Medkald Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medkald Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O - Quality and Oversight Reportirtg Requirements

Del
mentnee

Ere
Brea

tio

FWAOa
MCO

Operstiora
Subfogetten Report

Standard template idottlfytng
Information regardlhg'cases In
which DHHS has a Subrogation lien.

OHHS will inform thie MCO of daims

related to MCO subrogation cases

that need to be Inchxled In the

report.

Month Table Monthly

IS Calendar

Days after end
of

Measurement

Period

INUEUOFiil
MCO

Operations

In Ueu of Services

Report

A narrative report describing the

cost effect^eness of eadi epproved
In Ueu of Service by evahtaUi^
utlBzatlon and ecpenditures.

Agreement

Year

Narrative

Report
Annually November 1st

INTEGRnY.Ol
MCO

Operitloru

Prc^ram Integrity

Plan

Plan for program Integrity whldi
shall Indude, at a ndnimum, the

establishment of internal controls,

poildes. and procedures to prevent,
detect, and deter fraud, waste, and

abuse, as required bi accordaiKe

with 42 CFR 455,42 CFR 4S6, and 42

CFR438.

N/A Plan Other
May 1 , Upon

Revision

MOSPLANS-Ol
MCO

Operations

Managed Care

Information System

Contingency Plans

(Usaster Recovery,

Business Continutty,

and Securtty Plan)

MCO Shan annuallysubmit Its

managed care information system

(MCB) plans to ensure continuous

operation of the M^ This should
Indude the MCOs rlskimartagement
plan, systems quality assurance

plan, confirmation of SO 10

compliance and companion guides,

artd confirmation of compliance
with IRS pubBcatlori 1075.

N/A Plan Annually June Ist

Boston Medical Center Health Plan, Inc.
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MecOcaM Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medlcald Care Management Services

EXHIBIT 0>Quality arKi Oversight Reporting Requirements

bmbs IMtO

GOMeasure

Standard template developed l>y
DHHS actuaries that Indudes all

Information required by 42 CFR
438.8(k), and as needed other

Information, Including, but not
limited to:

• Total Inairred dalnu;
• Expenditures on quality
Improvement actMtles;
• Expenditures related to actMtles

compliant with the program
Integilly requirements;

• NonKlalms costs;

• Premium revenue;
• Taxes;

• Licensing fees;

• Regutatory fees;

• Methodology for allocation of

expenditures;

• Any oedlMlity adjustment
applied;

• The calcutBted MLR;
• Any remittance owed to New -

KampsMre, if applicable;

• A comparison of the Information
reported with the audited financial

report;

• A description of the aggregate
method used to calculate total

9 Months after

endof

Measurement

Period

MCO

Operations

Medical Loss Ratio

Report
MULOl

Quarter Table Quarterly

Boston Medical Center Heatth Plan. Inc.
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Medkald Care Management Senrtccs Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Medlcald Care Management tervlces

EXHIBIT O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

MONTULYOPS.01

MSaOl

MCO

Opentlom

MCO

Operations

MontWy Operations

Report

Medical Services

iftqulrY tetter

incurred dahm; and |
• The number of Member months.

(42 CFR 438.8(k)(l}(1Hxfil): 42 CFR

438.60S(a)(lH51; 42 CFR

438.608(a)(7H8): 42 CFR
438.G08(b); 42 CFR 438.80)1

Thb report wiD bidude monthly
operatkmai data for member

services, timely transitional health
and home care, provider services,

dalms processing, grievances and

appeals. Data wUi be collected as
spedfled for the quarterly versions

of these deRverables, but utilizing a
measurement period of orte month
rather than one quart^. Data wUi
be submitted utiDzlng a template

loaded to the DHHS!sni> site.
SCartdard template tog of Inquiry
Letters sent relatedtppossible
acddent and trauma OHHS wU

require a list of identified members
who had a letter seat during the

measurement period with a primary
or secondary diagnosis code
requiring an MSQ imer. For related

ICO Codes please make a reference
to Trauma Code Tab in this

template. |!

Month

Month

DM

Table

Table

Monthly

Monthly

30 Calendar

Days after end

of

Measurement

Period

30 Days After
End of

Reporting

Month

m

Boston Medical Center Health Plan, Inc.
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Medlcald Care Manacement Services Contact

New Hampshire Depai Uireiil of Health and Human Services
M®<Dcald Care Management Servkes

MCO

Operations
NnwORJCOl

MCO

Operations

EXHIBFT 0 - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

NETWOmCOJ

NETWORK.10

NETWORK.U

PMP.01

Mcante

m

MCO

Operations

MCO

OPERATIONS

MCO

Operations

Comprehensive

Provider Network and

Equal and Timely
Access Semlwknnual

fWng

Plan to Recruit and

Maintain Sufficient
Networks of SUD

Service Providers and
Member Access

Corrective Action Ptan
to Restore Provider

Network Adequacy

Access to Care

Pnwkiei Survey

Program

Managemertt Plan

Boston Medical Center Health Plan, Inc.

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-02

Standard template for the MCO to

report on the adequacy of Its
provider network and equal
induding time and distance
standards.
Plan for recruiting and malntainirv
a suffkiertt network of providers
offoftng SUD services to meet the
time and distance standards

required by the MCM contract
MCO provider exceptions to
network adequacy standards.

Exceptions should Indude ctecessary
detaS to Justify the exception and a
detailed plan to address the
exception.

Results of the MCO annual tlmety
access to care provider survey
reported In a standard template.

The Program Maitagemem Plan
(PMP) is a document used to
provide an overview of the

managed care organization's (MCO)
dcOvefY of the program as It
operates in New Hampshire. Oetalb
and specifications are listed bdow'
as the PMP Indudes key topics and

GO

4S Calendar

Days after end
of

Measurement

Period

Narrative Semh

Annually
Semi-Annual

Report

Agreement

Year
Plan Annually TBD

45 Calendar

Days after end

of

Measurement

Period

Semi-

AnnuaOy,

Ad hoc as

warranted

Point-in-time Plan

4S Calendar

Days after end
of

Measurement

Period

Agreement
Yew

Table Annually

N/A Plan Annually TBD

Page 29 of 89 Contractor Initials J2LC'
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Medlcald Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
MecDcaid Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

GO viDa

easure

Boston Medical Center Health Ran, Inc.

RFP-2019-OMS-02-f/iANAG-02

assodated descrtptiwtt. After the
initial year the MCO sllould submit
a certification of cto;change or
provide a red-Hoed co^ of the
updated plan.

Table of Contents

I. Executive Summary,
II. Organizatlortal sthidure

a. Staffing and cbntingetKy plans;
b. Corporation Retatkmships arwl

Structure

III. Business Operatiocu
a. Overview; b. Hours of

operation; c Holidays ai>d
emergency dosing notification
IV. Committees and workgroups

a. General; b. Member Advisory

Board; c. Provkter Advisory Board
V. Communication'

a. General; b. Vendor

relationships; c Member

management; d. Prbvlden
VL Synems

a. Software and information
management; b. Process

Improvement methods; c Protect
management; d. Et^uatlon
methods

Vn. Providers

Page 30 of 89
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MedkaU Care Manegemeirt Scfvlces Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health attd Human Services
MedteaM Cot Management Services

DCHIBIT 0 - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

eiiSsaDigisja

im
GO

easu
<R«Sme

Bra

au Managemem and

communication; b. Relationships
Vin. Servte

a. Pharmacy; b. Behavioral
Health; c Substance Use Disorder;

d. Durable medical equipment; e.

Special populations: !■
Transportation; g. Other Benefits
DC Progiaiii Operations

a. UtSlzation management; b.
Grievance and Appeals; c Care
Management
X. Commurtty Engagement

TIMELYCRE0.01
MOD

Operations
TVneiy Provider
Credentialing

Mean time lag from the date a
provider application Is submitted to
the MCO or subcontractor to the
date the MCO or subcontractor
aedentiab the provider.

Quarterly Measure Quarterly

20Caief>dar
Days after end

of
Measuremerrt

Period

TPtCOB.01
MCO
Operations

Coordination of
Berwflts: Costs
Avoided Summary
Report

Standard template reporting total
diarge and potential paid amourrt
for daims denied due to other to
other bertefit coverage by InsurarKe
type for the measure data period.

Quarter Table Quarterly

2 Months after
eitd of

Measurement

Period

TPLCOB.02
MCO

Operations

Coordination of
Benefits: Medical
Costs Recovered
Qaim Log

Star>dard template log of COB
medical benefit collection efforts
Involving, but not limited to,
Insurance carriers, pubDc payers,
PBMs, benefit administrators, ERBA
plara, and vrorfcen compensation.

Quarter Table Quarterly

2 Months after
end of

Measurement
Period "

Boston Medical Center Health Plan, Inc.

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-02
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MedlcaM Csre Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medkaid Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements
Oe

cpMe

CO Date

Table
TPUX)B.03

UMSUMMARY.03

AMBCARE.10

AMBCARLU

MCO

Operations

Coordination of

Berteftts: Pharmacy
Costs Recovered

Claim Log

MCO

Operations
Medical Management

Committee

Medical

Utilization

Medical

Utilization

Physidan/APRN/ainic
Visits by

Subpoputatlon

Standard template log of COB
pharmacy benefltjcollectlon efferts
Involving, but notillmited to,
Insurance carrier^ public payers,
PBMs, l>eneftt administrators, ERSA
ptarts.

Quarter Quarterly

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

MCO Shan provide copies of the
minutes from eadi of the MCO

Medical UtiBzatian Management
committee (or the MOO'S otherwise

named committee responsible for
medical utilization martagement)
meetings.

Agreement

Year

Count and percent of
physldan/APRN/dlnlc visits per
1.000 member months by
sufapopulatlon.

Emergency

Oepartmertt Visits for

Mecncal Health

Condltiortsby
SubpopuUMon

Count and percent of ambulatory
emergertcy department (EO) visits
per 1,000 member months by
tubpoputation. This measure

exdudes ED visits for| mental heaith
and substaiKe use

disorder/substance misuse
conditions.

Quarter

Quarter

Narrative

Report Annually

Measure

Measure

General and

Granite

Advantage

GetterBlartd

Granite

Advantage

Quarterly

Quarterly

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

4 Months after

ertdof

Measurement

Period

4 Months after

endof

Measuremertt

Period

Boston Medical Center Health Plan. Inc.

RFP-20190MS-02-MANAG-02 Page 32 of 89
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Medkaid Care Management Sendees Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

MedkaM Care Management Services

EXHIBIT 0 - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

gMeasuten^ms
afOTMeSFreTora

tlJpO!

g
iNtofi ttitirmM

Fi

AMSCARE.12
Medical

Utilization

Emefgencv
Department VWts

Potentially Treatable
In Primary Care by
Subpopulatlon

Count aiyl percent of ambulatory
emergency department (ED) visits

for conditions potentially treatable
In primary care per 1,000 member

months by subpopulatlon.

Quarter Measure

General and

Granite

Advantage
Quarterly

4 Months efter

end of

Measurement

Period.

X X X X

AMSCARE. 13
Medical

Utilization

EmerserKy

Department Vlitts for
Mental Health

Condlttonsby

Subpopulatlon

Count ai>d percent of ambutatory

emergency department (ED) visits
for mental health conditions per
1,000 member months by
subpopulatlon. This measure

exdudes ED visits for substance use

disorder/substance misuse
conditions.

Quarter Measure

General and

Granite

' Advantage
Quarterly

4 Months after

endof

Measurement

Period

X X X X

AMBCARE.14 •
Medical

UtUlzation

EmerKciKy

Departmerrt Visits for

Substance Use

Related (Chronic or
Acute) Conditions by

Subpopulatlon

Count and percent of embulatory

emergency department (ED) visits

for substance use disorder and

substance misuse related conditions

(chronic or acute) per 1,000
member months, by subpopulatlon.
This measure exdudes ED visits for

mental health conditions.

Quarter Measure

General and

Granite

At^antage

Quarterly

4 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

X X X

Boston Medical Center Health Plan, Inc.

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-02
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Medkaid Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medlcald Care Management Services

EXHIBIT p - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

Ired

me DciSl

S&1

iitiSaisSCount and percent of memben wtth
frequent emergency'department
(ED) use in the previ^ 12 months,
by subpopulatioa! Frequerst ED use
b defined as A* visits in a 12 month
period. This measure' indudes £0

vblts for physical health, mental
health and substance use

ifisorder/substance misuse
corufitions.

Frequent (4t per
year) Emergency
Department tise by

Subpopulation

Medical

Utilization

4 Months after

ertd of

Measurement

Period

General and

Granite

Advantage

AMBCARE.ia
Quarter Measure Quarterly

X  X

Count and percent of aB

Ambubtory emergency department
(ED) visits for Medcal Health,
Behavioral Health and Substance
Use Related (Chronic or Acute)
Conditions (Total counts, not
brolcen out by condWon group).

EmergerKy
Department Visits for

Any Comfition by
Subpopulation

Medhal

Utilization

4 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

General artd

Grarthe

Advantage

AMBCAftE.20
Quarter Measure Quarterly

Count and percent of emergency
department visits that were

preceded udthin 30 days by a
discharge from New Hampshire

Hospital and not foOotved by a
readmbslon to NHlHospltai, for
continuously enrotiedMedlcald
members. The primary diagnosb

for the ED «dsltmuh be mental '
health related. i

ED Visits for Mental
Health Preceded by
NH Hospital Stay in

Past 30 Days

4 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

AMBCARE.28 Mental Health
Quarter Measure General Quarterty

Medical

UtiDzatlon
mpatient Hospttal
Utilization;

Count and percent of inpatient
hospital utilization for ambulatory

fNPASC04 Agreemem
Year

General artd

Granite
4 Months after

end of
Measure Annually

Boston Medical Center Health Plan, Inc.
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MecDcaid Care Management Ser^ces Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medlcald Care Managemeht Services

EXHIBfT O - Quailty and Oversight Reporting Requirements

Mc

INPUTILOl
Medlol

Utiltzation

Ambutatofy Care

Sendtive Conditions

byAduft

Subpoputetion

mpsdent Hospitai

Utllbatlon: AD

Conditions Excluding
Matemlty/Newboms
by SubpopulaMon

care sensitive conditions per 1.000

member months, by adult
subpopulatlon breakouts. This

measure includes the following

ambulatory care sensitive
conditions, as defined for the

Agency for Healthcare Research and

Quality (AHRQ) Prevention Quality
Indicators Overafl Composite (PQI
90): Diabetes Short-term
CompDcatlons {PQI n); Diabetes
Long-term CompDcatlorts (PQI «3}:

Chronk Obstructive Ptimonary
Disease (COPD) or Asthma In Older
Adults (PQI fS); Hypertension (PQI
ff7): Heart Failure (PQI S8);

Dehydration (PQI *10): Bacterial

Pneumonia (PQI *11); Urinary tract
Infection (PQI *12); Uncontrdled
Diabetes (PQI *14); Asthma In
Younger Adults (PQI *15); artd

lower-Extremity Amputation
amottg Patleicts with Diabetes (PQI
*16).

Count arid percerrt of btpatient
hospital utilization for afl conditions,
exduding mXemlty artd newboms.
per 1.000 member months, by
subpopulatloit.

Quarter Measure

Advantage

General and

Granite

Advantage

Quarterly

Measurement

• Period

4 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

Boston Medical Center Health Plan, Inc.

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-02
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Medlcafd Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Medlcaid Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O - Quality arKi Oversight Reporting Requirements

Kitf|Sabmisai5nj?i^;
m
m

equ
Kl •te

OH ttJfliS Mc

!Hep«M

Tm" gs
Count and percent of Granite

Advantage mefnbers:who received

outreach and edumlon in the pan
12 months from the MCO, as
related to Granite Advantage work
and community engagement
recjuiremeflt^

Granite Advantage:
Members who

Received Outreach

and Education

4 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

Rolling Prior 12

Months

GRNT AOV.Ol Member
Measure Quarterly

Count and percent of members age
IS and older who weia screened for
tobacco use one or more times

wRMn 24 months AND who

received cessation Intervention If
Identified as a tobacco user.

Preventive Care and

Screening: Tobacco

Use Screening arid

Cessation

Intwventlon

9 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

Granite

Advantage

GRNT ADV.02 Member CalendarYear Measure Annually

Member

Communlcstions:

Speed to Answer

Within 30 Seconds

20 Calendar

Days after end

of

Measurement

Period

Count and percentof^lnbound
member calls answered by a live
voice within 30 sedon'ds, by health
plan vendor. I

MEMCOMM.01 Member Month Measure Monthly

20 Calendar

Days after end

of

Measurement

Period

Count and percent oflnbound

member caDs abandoned while

waiting In cad queue, by health plan
vendor.

Member

Communications:

Calls Abandoned

MEMCOMM.03 Member
Month Measure Monthly

Boston Medical Center Health Plan. Inc

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-02
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MecUcald Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medlcaid Care Management Services

EXHIBIT 0 - Qualitv and Oversight Reporting Requirements

mGO

Vpe

Count and percent of Inbound
member telephone Inqulrtes
connected to a live person by
reason for Inquiry. Reasons Indude
A: Benefit Question Nort-Rx. 6: Rx-

Question. C BUOng Issue, D:
Hnfflng/Chan^ a PCR, E: Hncflng a
Spedallst F: Complaints About
Health Plan, G: Enrollment Status,
H: Material Request. I:

Information/Demographic Update,
J: Giveaways. K; Other. L NEMT
inquiry

Member

Commurtlcatlons:

Reasons for

Tdephorte Inqidrles

20 Calendar

Days after endMEMCOMM.06 Member
Month Measure Monthly X  X

Measurement

Period

Count and percent of calls to the

behavioral heahh member crisis line
by dlspositton (l-e. educatkmai,
referral to care, no action)

20 Calendar

Days after end

of

Measurement

Period

Monthly to

start Shift

to

Quarterly

Month to start

Shift to

Quarter

Behavioral Health

Crisis Call Results
MEMCOMM.21 Member

Measure

Grardte Advantage
Outreadt: Members

who are Mandatory
and NorvcompDarft

with Work and

Commurtlty
Engagement

Requirements

Count and percent of Grartlte
Advantage members Identified by
the MCO as potentially exempt
from work and community,
engagement requirements that

receive outreach via telephone,
mail, or electronic messaging.

Monthly to

start. Shift

to

Quarterly

2 Months after

ertdof

Measurement

Period .

Month to start.

Shift to

Quarter

MEMCOMM.22 Memtier
Measure

Boston Medical Center Health Plan, Inc.

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-02
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MecDcaM Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health artd Human Services
Medlcald Care Management Services

EXHlBrr O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

GO De
DH mmsme fbi: Sit

^9 =1)SI»

Count and percent of, Granite
Advantase'membdrs Identified by
OHHS as mandatory ̂  non-
compliant with work and

commurtlty ertgaam^
requirements that receive outreach
via telephone, mall, air electronic
messapng (combined total for

telephone, mall, electronic).

Granite Advantage

Otitreach: Members

Identified by DHHS as
Mandatory artd Noft-

compBartt

Monthly to

start. Shift

to

Quarterly

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

Month to start.

Shift to

Quarter

MEMCOMM.23 Member Measure

Count and percentof,calls received
by the after-hours caB center or caD

center voice mad that require a
returned call artd whidi Che

member receives a returned call by
the next business day.

Member

Communicatiofts:

Messages Returned

by the Next Business

Day

20 Calendar

Days after end

of

Measurement

Period

MEMCOMM.24 Member Month Measure Mortthly

Startdard template reporting detail
around member incentives

Indutfing otegory,' number of
payments, and dollar value of

payments for member incentive

payments during the measurement

period. AnnuaDy the MCO wIP
Include a statlstlcallv swnd analysis
of Che member incMlve program
and identify gods and objectives for
the FoPowing year.; i

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

Member Incentive

Table
MEMINCErfnVE.01 Member Quarter Tabe Quarterly

Boston Medical Center Health Plan, Inc.

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-02
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MecDcaid Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medlcald Care Management Services

MEMINCENTIVE.02 Member
Member incenthre

Plan

EXHIBIT 0 - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

KOSe iRggossca

pt|oCfl Me

sse
c<E<1

Annual member Incentive plan

including goals and objectives

associated with the MCOs member

Incerrtlve strategy.

Potat-tn-Tlme Plan AnnuaOy Mayl"

BHOBCHARGE.Ol Mental Health

Community Hospital

Discharges for Mental

Health'CoraSdons:

Member Had Visit

With Menu! Health

Pracdtlorter within 07

Calendar Days of

Olschatge by
Subpopulatlon

Count and percem of member

dlscfxarges from a community

hospital with a primary dlagrxnis for
a mental health-related condition

where the member had at least one

follow-up visit with a mental health
practitioner within 7 calendir days

of discharge, by st^populadon.

Quarter Measure Geiteral Quarterly

4 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

BHDISCHAftGE.02 Mental Health

Comrmmlty HospKat
Discharges for Mental

Health Conditions:

Member Had Visit

With Mental Health

PiaumDner wItWn 30

Calendar Days of

Discharge by
Subpopulatlon

Count and percent of member

discharges from a community
hospital with a primary diagrtods for

a mental health-related condition

%vhere the member had at least one

foBow-up visit with a mental health

practltHmer within 30 calefKlar days
of dbcharge, by subpopulatlon.

Quarter Measure General Quarterly

4 Months after

er)d of

Measurement

Period

Boston Medical Center Health Plan, Inc.

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-02
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MedkaW Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
MedicakJ Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O - Quality ami Oversight Reporting Requirements

Na

m
ii-re

mtmstandard template to monitor MCO

pharmacy service authorbatlons

(SA) for drugs to treat severe
mental Illness that are prescribed to

members receiving services from
Community Mental Health
Programs. The report lr>dudes
aggregate data detail related to SA
processing timeframes, untimely
processing ratei peer-to-peer
activities, SA approval attd denial
rates. The report also Indtides a log
of member spedfk Information
related to SA denials'

10 Calendar
Severe Mental Illness

Drug Preauthortzation
Report

Days after errdBHDRUG.01 Mental Health
Month Table Monthly

Measurement

Period

Standard template that utilizes the
BH Parity Analysis tool and MCO

narrative to recertify compBance
%vtth Mental Health (MH) and
Substance Use CNsortto (SUO) Partty
requirements. Recerdflcatfon

includes verifying changes In service
limitations for all MhI SUO, or
Medical Surgical (M/5) services.

4 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

Beha^oral Health

Partty Anahrsb Tool
Agreemem

Year

BHPARnY.01 Mental Health
Table Annually

Boston Medical Center Health Plan. Inc.

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-02
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MedkaM Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Medlcald Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O — Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

De

PitilSOianlSgKB?^

Si?iStindsrd temptite for provkSr^ a
sutnmarY of behavlonl health parity
compilance. The report Indudes
detail at the category and service
level related to service utilization,
denials, service authorlzaUon,
appeals, and grievances.

Behavioral Health

Partty Compliance

Report

4 Months after

endof

Measurement

Period

8HPAIUTY.02 Mental Health Seml-

Annually
Seml^nual Tabe

Count and percent of community
hospital admissions that were

preceded by a disdiarge for a
mental health-related condition

from the same fadlity %vfthin 30

days, for continuously ettroded '
Medicaid members with a primary
diagnosis for a merRal heaith-
retated condition, by fubpopulatioru

Community Hospital

Readmlsslons for

Mental Health

CondMons: WItfon 30

Days by
Subpopulation

4 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

BHREADMIT.OS Mental Health
Quarter Measure General Quarterly

Count and percent of community
hospital admissions that were
preceded by a discharge for a

mental heahh^elated corKDtion

from the same facOlty %vlthin 1£0
days, for continuously enrolied
Medicaid members with a primary
diagnosis for a mental health-
related condition, by subpopulation.

Community Hospital

Readmlsslons for

Mental Health

CondMons: Within

180 Days by

Subpopulation

4 Months after

endof

Measurement

Period

eHREA0MrT.06 Mental Health
Chtarter Measure General Quarterly

Annual plan describing the MCOs
policies and procedures regarding
the continuity and coordination of
covered physhal and Behavioral

Behavioral Health

Strategy Plan and

Report

Agreement
Yew

6HSTIUTE6Y.0i Mental Health
Ptan Annually May 1st

Boston Medical Center Health Plan, Inc.

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-02
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fMetflcald Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medlcald Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

sub
sSD

meitt

Perioa

5» Brea

as

Boston Medical Center Health Plan, Inc.

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANA6-02

Health Services and Integration

between physical Iwatth and

behavioral health Providers. The

plan should be cornprehensNe and
shall address but not! be timtted to

how the MCQ wIDr

■ Assure Partidpatirrg Providers

meet SAMHSA standards for co-

located and Integrated Care;
• Assure the appropriateness of the
diagnosis, treatment, and referral of
behavloral health dborden

commonly seen by PCPs;

• Assure the promotion of
Integrated care;

• Reduce Psychiatric Boarding

described In 4.1T.S.17;

• Implement the payment plan for
offering enhancedlrebnbursement
to quaimed physldans who are
SAMHSA certified to'dlspense or
prescribe MAT;

• Reduce Behavioral Health

Readmisshms desolbed In

4.U.S.18.4; )
• Support the New Hampshire 10-

year plan outDr>edln4.11.S.16:
• Assure the approp^teness of
psyehopharmacologlcal medication;

Page 42 of 89
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Medlcald Care Management Servtces Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Sendees
Medlcald Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O - Quality arnl Oversl^ Reporting Requirements

[gtgsa
m

Na

imst

Assure access to appropriate

services;

• Implement a training plan that
includes but is not limited to

trauma-informed care and -

•ntegrMed Care; and

• Other informatiorr In accordance

with Erfilbtt O.

The second year of the plan will
Indude an effecUveness analysis of
initial plan's program, polides and
procedures. The analysis wdD
indude MCC interventions which

require Improvement, including
improvements In co-iocited and

Integrated Care.'continuity,
coordinatkm. and coOabor^n for
physicai health and Behavioral

Holth Services.

Boston Medical Center HeaKh Plan, Inc.

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-02
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Medlcald Care Management Services Contrect

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Medlcaid Care Management Services

EXHIBfT O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

OadlSubm

Req

Name bm easu

m MmIki

Percent of InpaUent hospital stays
(excluding maternity, cancer,
transplant, and rehabilitation

admissloru) during the
measurement period by members

age IS years artd older whose

inpatient stay wasifollowed by an
unplanned acute readmlssion within

30 Days, by behavioral health and

non-behavioral heiatth population
groups. The behaUoral health
population group Indudes members
Indicated as 1) Bunau of Mental

Health efl^ble recipients of
Community Mental Health Center

(CMHC) services durittg the
measurement period. 2) havir^ a
behavioral health primary diagnods
code on one or more daims during
the measurement period, or 3}
having behavioral health

prescriptions on one'or more
pharmacy daims during the
measurement period. Based on
CMS Adult Core

RIsx Adjusted

Readmlssion to Any
Hospital for Any
Cause by Adult

Behavioral Health and

Non-Behavioral

Heahh Population
within 30 Days

6 Months after

ertdof

Measurement

Period

HOSP 1NP.01 Merttal Health Calendar Year Measure Annuairy

Boston Medical Center Health Plan, Inc
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Medicakl Care Management Services Contract-

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medtcald Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

ofiMBNCSri

equ
Date

DHme
me for,

±*i

m

MHACr.01 Mental Health

Adult CMHP Assertive

Community

Treatment (ACT)

Service Utitlzatlon

Count and percent of eSglble

Communtty Mental Health Program
(QMHP) members receiving at least
one billed Assertive Community
Treatment (ACT) service In each
tnotrth of the measurement period.

Quarter Measure Quarterly

4 Months after

ertdof

Measurement

Period

MHACT.02 Mental Health

Adult CMHP Assertive

Community

Treatment (ACT)

Service Aedplerrts

who had a Visit with a

Community Mental

Health Program

(CMHP) wItMn 24

Hours of Wsdiarge

from New Hampshire

Hospital

Count and percent of eflglbie
Community Mental Health Program

(CMHP) memben receiving at least
one bSled Assertive Community

Treatment (ACT) service within 90
days of admission to New

Hampshire Hospital who had a visit

at a Community Mental Health
Program within 24 hours of

discharge from New Hampshire
Hospital. This measure Indudes

stays at New Hampshire Hospital
that are not reimbursed by the
MCO.

Quarter Measure Quarterly

4 Months after

endof

Measurement

Period

MHEBSE.01 Mental Health

Adult CMHP Eligible

Members Engaged In
Evidence Based

Supportive

Employment (EBSE)

Services

Count and percent of adult

members eBglbie for and receiving
Community Mental Health Program
(CMHP) services (at least one
service In the prior 90 days) who

received an Evidence Based

Supportive Employment (EBSE)

service wItMn the priof year.

Quarter Measure Quarterly

4 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

Boston Medical Center Health Plan. Inc.
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MetOcafcl Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Medicald Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O -> Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

kilJLHJ

Sr:

Kcqu
nlKSm

rpe easuK

QuarterMHEeSE.02

MHE0BRD.01

Mental Health

Mental Health

Adult CMHP Enable
Members wtth-

Updated Emplovment

Status

Emersency
Department

Psychiatric Boarding

Table

Count and percent of aduH

members dlgible forlartd receiving
Community Mental Health Program
(CMHP) services (at least one
service in the prior 90 days) who

had in employment hatus update
In the last 3 months exdudire
updates with 'uidmovm* status-

Standard template broken out by
children and adults with the

number of members'who awaited

placement In the emergency
department or medical ward for 24

hours or more. Summary totals by
disposition of those members who

were waiting for placement; the
average length of staty while
awaiting placemerit; isnd the count
Btsd percent of those,awaiting
placement who were previously
awaited placement within the prior
30.60 and 90 days. |

Month

Measure

Table

Quarterly

Monthly

4 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

1 Month after

end of

Measuremertt

Period

Boston Medical Center Health Plan. Inc.
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Medkald Care Managemeit Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Heafth and Human Services
Medicatd Care Management Services

EXHIBIT 0 - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

StSubnilSS

nequirea

DatevuremeNi
m

MHREAOMIT.Ol

MKREAOMrr.02

MHSUiaC)£.01

Mental Health

Readmlsslons for

Mental Health

Condltkm: Within 30

Days by

Subpopuiation

Mental Health

Mental Health

Readmlsslons for

Mental Health

Conctdons: Within

180 Days by
Subpopuiation

Zero Suicide Plan

Boston Medical Center Health Plan, Inc.

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-02 •:

Count and percent of admissions to
either a community hospital or NH
Hospital for a mental health-related

condition that were preceded by a

discharge for a mental health-
related cortdltlon from either a

community hospital or NH Hospital
wttMn 30 days. For continuously
enrolled Medlcaid members with a
primary dlacnosis for a mental

health-related condition, by
subpoputodon.

Count and percent of admissions to

either a community hospital Of NH
Hospital for a mental health-related

condldon that were preceded by a
dlsdtarge for a mental health-
related condldon from either a

community hospital or NH Hospital
within 180 days, for conttrwously
etuoHed Mecficaid members with a

prtmary diagnosis for a mental
health-related condltioa by
nrbpoptdadoa

Plm for incorporating the 'Zero
Suidde* model promoted by the
Nadortal Action ARfaiice for Suidde
Prevention (US Surgeon General)
with provMers and berrefidailes.

Quarter Measure

Quarter

N/A

General

Measure

Plan

General

Quarterly

Quarterly

4 Morrths after

end of

Measuremer*

Period

Annually

4 Months after

ertdof

Measurement

Period

May 1st

Page 47 of 89
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Medkald Care Management Senrtcea Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Medkald Care Management Services

E)D11BIT O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

DelMc
Me

Na

Pisr.

AnnuBUy the MCO shaO conduct and

submit to OHHS aa anatytic

narrative report that Interprets the

results from a consumer satisfaction

survey for members with behavioral
health conditions.' <

Mental Health

Satisfaction Survey

Annual Report

Agreement

Year

Narrative

Report
MHSURVEY.Ol Mental Health Annually June 30th

MHTOBACCO.Ol

NHHOISCHARGE.01

NHHDtSOiARGLlO

Mental Health

Mental Health

Mental Heahh

Adult artd Youth

CMHP EB^Ue

Memberr Smoking

Status

Count and percent of Commtmlty
Mental Health Program (CMHP)

CBglble Adult and Youth Memben

12-17 and 18 and older who are

current tobacco users.

New Hampshire
Hospital: Obcttarges

Where Members

Received Disdiirge
Instruction Sheet

Count and percent of dbdiarges
from New Hampshire Hospital

where the member received a

discharge instruction sheet upon
■ discharge •

New Hampshire

Hospital Discharges:

Patient Had Visit VYIth

Mental Health

Practitioner within 07

Calertdar Days of
Discharge by
Subpopulatioo

Count and percent of member

dbdtarges from New Hampshire
Hospital where the member had at

least one follow-up visit with a
mental health practitioner within 7
calendar days of discharge, by
fubpopuiatlort. !

Agreement

Year

Quarter

Quarter

Measure

Measure

Measure Gerteral

Annually

Quarterly

Quarterly

4 Months after

ertdof

Measurement

Period

2 Months after

ertdof

Measurement

Period

4 Months after

ertdof

Measurement

Period

Boston Medical Center Health Plan. Inc.

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-02
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MecDcahl Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Medlcald Care Managem^ Services

EXHIBIT O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

{SUon

CO
aaj

Okiema

9ue

NHHDSCHARGLU

NHH0ISCHARGE.13

NHHDISCHARGE.16

Mental Health

Mental Health

Mental Health

New Hampshire

Hospital Discharges:

Patient Had Vbit With

Mental Health

Practitioner within 30

Calendar Days of

Discharge by
SubpopuiaOon

New Hampshire

Hospital Oisdtarges:

Disdtarge Plan

Provided to Aftercare

Provtdernwithin 07

Days of Member
Discharge

New Hampshire
Hospital Discharges:

New CMHP Patient

Had CMHP Intake

Appointment within 7

Calendar Days of
Discharge

Count and percent of member

discharges from New HampsHre
Hos^tal where the member had at

least one foOow^ visit with a
rnemal health practitioner wItMn 30
calendar days of discharge, by
subpopulation.

Count arid percent of members

(fisdtarged from Mew Hampshire
Hospital wrhere the dhdtarge
progress note was provided to the

aftercare provider wItMn 7 calendar
days of member discharge. The
contract standard • at least ninety
percM (90K} of members
discharged

Count and percent of New
Hampshire Hospital discharges
where the patient had an Intake

appointment vdth a Communltv
Mental Health Program (CMHP)
within 7 calendar days of (Sscharge
AND %vho were new to the CMHP

system.

Quarter

Quarter

Measure

Measure

General

Quarter Measure

Quarterly

Quarterly

Quarterly

4 Months after

etvlof

Measurement

Period

4 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

4 Months after

ertdof

Measurement

Period

Boston Medical Center Health Ptan, Inc

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-02
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Medkaid Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Medlcald Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

'S

OfiX rpose

Required
Oe

Name
asu

'1SPP

Count and percent of members

discharged from New Hampshire
Hospital durtne the measurement

period, where the.MCO either
successfufly contaaed the member,
or attempted to contact the

member at least Betimes, within 3
business days of discharge.

New Hampshire

Hospital Discharges
MCO Contacts and

Contact Attempts

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

NHH0ISCHARGE.17 Mental Health Quarter Measure Quarterly

For Members for the measuremeni

month who represented a

readmbsion wItMn 180 days, the
MCO wia report oa the mental
health and related service

utltbatlon that dlrMly proceeded
readmbsion In accordance with

Exhibit 0. I

New Hampshire

Hospital

Readmissions; Service

UtUzation Prior to

Readmisslon

4 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

NHHREAOMrT.09 Mental Health
Month Table Monthly

Count and percent of New

Hampshire Hospital admissions that
were preceded by a New Hampshire
Hospital dlscharfewlthin 30 days,
for continuously enr^ed Medlcaid
members, by subpbpuiation.

New Hampshire

Hospital

Readmissions: WKhin

30 Days by

Subpopuiatlon

4 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

NHHREADMIT.IO Merttal Health Quarter Measure Gerteral Quarteriy

Count and percent of New

Hampshire Hospital Klmlsslons that

were preceded by a New HampsMre
HospitBi dbcharxejwItNn 180 days,
for continuousiy enrolled Medlcaid
members by sufapopuJaOon.

New Hampshire

Host^tal

Readmlssioru: Within

180 Days by
Subpopuiatlon

4 months after

ef>d of

Measurement

Period

NHHREADMfT.ll Mental Health Quarter Measure General Quarterly X  X X

Boston Medical Center Health Plan, Inc.

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-02
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MecOcaid Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
MetficaW Care Management Services

5»Soetiw
Me

rioei

i

NEMT.U N£MT

EXHIBIT 0 - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

Non-Cmersent

Medical

Transportation:

Services OeDvered by

Mode of

Transportation

Count and percent of Notv

Emergent Medical Transportation
(NEMT) requests delivered, by
mode of transportation. Modes
Indude: A: Contracted

Transportation Provider (Non-

Wheddtair Van) B: Volunteer

Driver, C Member, 0: Public

Transportation, E: WheeidialrVan,
F: Other

Quarter Measure Quarterly

2 Months after

' end of

Measurement

Period

NEMT.13 NEMT

Non-Emergent

Medical

Transportation:

Request

Authorization

Approvals by Mode of

Transportation

Count and percent of Nor»-

EmergetK Medical Transportation

(NEMT] requests authorized, of
those requested during the

measure data period, by mode of
tiansportatlon. Modes Indude: A

Contracted Transportation Provider

(Nort-Whedchair Van) B: Volunteer

Driver, C Member, D: PubOc

Transportation, E: WhedchdrVan.
F: Other

Quarter Measure Quarterly

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

NEMT.IS NEMT

Non-Emergent

Medial

Transportation:

Services Delivered by
Type of Medical

Service

Count and percent of Non-

Emergent Medical Transportation

(NEMT) requests dd^ered, by type
of medteal service. Types Indude: A
Hospital, B: Medical Provider, C:
Mental Health Provider, 0: Dentist.
E: Pharmacy, F: Methadone
Treatment, G. Other

Quarter Measure Quarterly

2 Months after

ertd.of

Measurement

Period

Boston Medical Center Health Plan, Inc.
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MedkaM Care Management Services Contract

Near Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medlcald Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

m

lM(v/5aIGO

port

Count and percent Non-
Emergent Metflcd Transportation
(NEMT) contracted transportation
prtMder and wrtM^chair van
schediSed trip member
cancellations, by reason for
member canceltation. Reasons
Include; A. Appobitmerrt chartfed or
caiKelled, B. Member found other
transportation. C'Mnnber Illness,
D. Other reason. ' i

Non-Emergent
Medical

Transportation:

Member

Cancellations for

Sd>eduled Trips by
Reason

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

NEMT.17 NEMT
Quarter Measure Quarterly

Count and percent of Non-
Emersent Medical Transportation
(NEMT) contractetl transportation
provider and whMldiaIr van

requests schedulejd for all rides.
Including Methadbne treatment

rides, requested durlt^ the
measure data peribd. Outcomes
Indude: A: Member carKetled or
resdteduied. B: Trartsportatlon
provider cincelled or rescheduled,
C: Member no sh<V. D:
Transportation provider no show, E:
Other reason trip wasnt made, F:
Delivered and 6: Unknown If trip
occurred. ! '

Non-Emergent

Merfical

Transportation:

Contracted

Transportation &

Wheelchair Van

Provider Scheduled

Trip Results by
Outcome

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

NEMT.U NEMT
Quarter Measure Quarterly

Boston Medical Center Health Plan. Inc.
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Medlcaid Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medlcaid Care Marwgement Services

EXHIBIT O -Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

Daime

Count and percent of Non-
Emeffent Medical Transportation
(NEMT) contracted transportation
provider and vrlieelchalr van

requests scheduled and delivered
dufinc the measurement period,
with an outcome of delivered on

time or delivered late. The foOowIni
exclusions apply: Exdude
Methadone treatment rides.

Exdude rides provided by Easter
Seals. Outcomes Indude: A: On

Time. 6: Late.

Non-Emergent

Medial

Transportation:

Contracted

Transportation &

WheddialrVan

Provider Scheduled

Trips Timeliness

2 Months after

end of '

Measurement

Period'

NEMT.21 NEMT
Quaner Measure Quarterly

Count and percent of NEMT one
way rides provided by the MCO to
member utinzinf NEMT services

that are delivered through the
Family and Friettds Mileage
Program.

Non-emergent

Merflcal

Transportation:

FamDy and Friends

Program Rides

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

NEMTa2 NEMT
Quarter Measure Quarterly

Member Requests for

AssistaiKe Accessing
MCO Designated

MmaryCare

Providers per Average
Members by County

Count and percent of Member

requests for asststance accessing
MCO Designated Primary Care
Providers per average 1.000
members by New Hampshire
county.

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

Network

Adequacy
ACCESSREaOS

Quarter Measure Quarterly

Boston Medical Center Health Plan. Inc.

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-02
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Mecflcaid Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Sendees
Medkaid Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

GO
Kure

Member Requests for.

Assistance Accessing

Physldan/ARRN

Specialists (norvMCO

Oeslgnsted Primary
Care) PrcTvtden per

Average Members by
County

Count and percent Member
requests for assistance accessing
Ptiysidan/APRN S)>eciansts (Nort-
MCO Designated Prbnary Care)
providers per average 1,000
members by New;HampsWre
county.

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

Network

Adequacy
ACCESSAEaOS

Quarter Measure Quarterly

30 Calendar

Days after end

of

Measurement

Period

Standard template listing spedflc
members being iod^ In to a
pharmacy for the measurement
period. ' '

Pharmacy Lock-in

Member Enrollment

Log

LOCKiN.01 Pharmacy Month Table Monthly

30 Calendar

Days after end

of

Measuremerrt

Period

Standard template with aggregate
data related to pharmacy lock-in
enroOment and changes during the
measurement period.

Pharmacy Loddn

Activity Swnmary
LOCK1N.03 Pharmacy

Month Table Mortthly

Boston Medical Center Health Plan. Inc.

RFP-2019-OMS-O2-MANAG-62
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Medlcald Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
MedlcaM Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

MHoStelsfi
is

es«
llvmCO Oa

Notes

Count and percent of Medlcaid

membera 18 yeari and cfderwtw
met Proportion of Days Covered
threshold during the measurement
period for Beta-blockers, Rerdn

Anglotensin System Antagonists,
Caldum Charmel Blockers,
Biguanides, Sulfonylureas,
Thiazolknnedlones. Mpeptldyl
Peptldase (OPP}-IV Inhibitors,
Diabetes All Class, Statins,
Antlretrovirai Medications, Non-

Warfarin Oral Antkoagulants, Loi«-
Acting Inhaled Dronchodilator

Agents In COPO Patients, and Non-
Infused Disease Modifyfa^ Agents
Used to Treat MuMote Sderods.

Proportion of Days
Covered (POO:

PHARM POC Pharmacy
Caieruiar Year Measure Annually March 31st

Safety Monitoring:
Prior Authorized nOs
forOploid
Presoiptions with

Dosage over 100 mg
Morphine Equivalent
Oositw (MEOI

Count and percent of opioid

presoiption fins prior authorized fer
dosage over 100 mg Morphine
Equivalent Oosir« (MED), Including
members with carKer or other
terminal Illnesses.

2 Months after

endof

Measurement

Period

PHARMQI.09 Pharmacy
Quarter Measure Quarterly

Boston Medical Center Health Plan. Inc
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Medkakl Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Medlcald Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

gufw'e^MSKttcgiw^tM^^

Date
DH

rwd popufa
^<3eaue

m

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

Quarter TaUe QuarteriyPHAItMQI.10 Pharmacy
Child Psychotropic
Medication

Monltorlns Report

Standard template of aggregated
data related to dSldren 0-lS with

mtdtiple prescriptions for
psychotropic, AOHO, antlpsychotic,
antldepressant and mood stablDzer

medications. Totab are broken out
by age categor1es;aitd tvhether the
child was Involved with the OMslon
for OJdrcn. Youth, and Families.

PHARMQI.17 Pharmacy

Annual

Comprehensive

Medication Review

at>d Counseling;

Completion Rate

Count and percent of elglble
polypharmacy members who

completed an artnual

comprehensive medication review

and counseling In th'e prior twelve
months by age group. Age Groups
indude; Age 0-17,Years. Age U-64
Years, and Age 6S and Older.

Prior 12

months
Measure

Semk

Annually

March 3l5t

and September
30th

PHARMQL18 Pharmacy

Annual

Comprehensive

Me^cation Review

vtd CounseSng:

Impact of Review

Percent of people who had
medlcaOon review who changed
medications within 30 days of the
annual comprehensive medlcatton
review.

Prtorl2

months
Measure

Seml-

ArtnuaBy

March 3l5t

and September

30th

Boston Medical Center Heafth Plan, Inc.
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M«neaW Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Heahh and Human Services
Mecficaid Care Management Services

EXHIBIT 0 - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

£De
Dm

Requ
GOMe

easure

Count and percent of prescriptions
flBed for generic drugs adjusted for
preferred POL brands. (To adjust for
POL. remove brand drugs which are
prefmed over generics from the
mufti-source daims; attd remove
their generic counterparts from
generic d^s).

Pharmacy Utilization
Management:

Gerteric Drug
Utilization Adjusted
for Preferred POL
brands

2 Momhs after

end of

Measurement

Period

PHARMUaMOT.02 Pharmacy
Quarter Measure Quarterty

Pharmacy UtUbatlon

Management:

Generic Drug
Substitution

Count and percent of prescriptions
filled where generlo were available.
ItKhidirH muM-source dalms.

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

PHARMimMGT.03 Pharmacy
Quarter Measure Quarterly

niarmacy Utilization
Management:

Generic Drug
Utilization

Count and percent of prescriptlotts
flSed with generic drugs out of ail
prescriptions filled.

2 Months after

ettdof

Measurement

Period

PHARMUTIMGT.04 Pharmacy
Quarter Measure Quarterly

Count and percent of child Medicaid

members with four or more

prescriptions flOed In each month of
the measwemeni quarter.

regardless of member partidpation
in a plan polypharmacy program, by
age group. Age Groups btdude: A.

Age 0-5 years, B. Age 6-17 yeara

Polypharmacy

Mortftorirtg: Children

W!th4orMore

Prescriptions

2 Mortths after

er¥iof

Measurement

Period

P0LYPHARM.04 Pharmacy
Quarter Measure Quarterly

Boston Medical Center Health Plan. Inc.

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-02
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Medicald Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medlcald Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

Refm
EieK

ribd

Count and percent of aduh
MedlCBid members S or more

prescriptions filled In 'any .
consecutive 60 day period durit«
the measurement quarter and the
month prior to the measurement

quarter, regardless of member

partidpation In a plan
potypharmacy program, by age
group. Age Groups Include: A. Age
18-44 years. B. Age 45^ years.

Po^harmacy
Morrltoring: Adufts
With Sor More

Prescriptions In 60

Cortsecutive Days

2 Months after

endof

Measurement

Period

POLYPHAftM.06 Pharmacy
Quarter Measure Quarterly

Count and percent ofappeal
resolutions of provid^ appeals
withfn 30 calendar days of receipt
of appeal for appe^ received
during the measure data period.

Resolution of Provider

Appeals Within 30

Calendar Days

4 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

PROVAPPEALOl Provider
Quarter Measure Quarterly

Stat>dard template log of app^
with detail on ail provider appeals
including the MCO response to the
appeal for provider: appeals filed
within the measure' data period.

4 Morrths after

end of

Measurement

Period

PROVAPPEAl-02 Provider Provider Appeals Log Quarter Table Quarterly

Provider

Communications:

Speed to Artswer

Within 30 Seconds

Count and percent of inbound
provider calls answtf ed by a live
voice within 30 seconds by health
plan vendor.

20 Calendar

Days after end

of

Measuremertt

Period

PROVCOMM.01 Provider
Month Measure Monthly

Boston Medical Center Health Plan. Inc.
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MedlcaW Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

MecDcald Care Martagemeht Services

EXHIBIT 0 - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

Oereme

mi
Count tnd percent of bibowMl

ptwtttef CBib abandoned etther
whDe waiting in caO queue by health
pian vendor.

20 Calendar

Days after end

of

Measurement

Period

Provider

Communications
CaDs Abandorred

PROVCOMM.03 Provider
Month Measure Monthly

Count and percent of Inbound

provider telephone inquirtes
cofwtected to a live person by
reason for Inquiry. Reasons Include
A; Verifying Member Ell^binty. B:
Bining / Payment. C; Service
Authorization. 0: Chaise of -
Address. Name. Contact

■nformatioa etc. E: Char^liv
Service Mix Offered by Provider. F:
Chan^ng Panel Size. G: Voluntary
Termination. H: Enrollment/
Credentlaang, I; Complaints About
Health Plan. J; Other

Provider
Communications:
Reasons for
Telephone Inquirtes

20 Calendar
Days after end

of

Measurement
Period

PROVCOMM.06 Provider
Month Measure Montlw

Count and percent of calb received
by the afterhours oil center or caO
center voice mall that require a
returned call and which the
provider receives a returned caO by
the next business day.

Provider

Communications:
Messages Returned
by the Next Business
toy

20 Calet>dsr

toys after erul
of

Measurement
Period

PR0VC0MM.21 Provider
Month Measure Monthly

Standard template providing a
quarterly report of ail provider
complaints artd appeab In process
during the quarter.

4 Months after
end of

Measurement
Period

Provider Complaint
artd Appeals Log

PROVCOMPIAJNT.01 Provhlei
Oiarter Table Quarterly

Boston Medical Center Health Plan. Inc.
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Medlcaid Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Htiman
Medlcaid Care Management Services

EXHIBrr O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

tsslon

s;m

NC
Nahx Pesc

Brea

Standard template that Identifies
denials or reduced payment
amounts for hospltal^acquired
condhiofts and provider
preventable condltlohs. Table witl

indi^ MCO daim' Identifier,
provider, date of senke, amount of
denied paymertt or payment
reduction and reason'for payment
denial or reduction. !

Hospital-Acquired artd

Pfovider-fteventable

ConcStion Table

PROVPREVENTOl Provider
Armual Table Artnually April 30th

Narrstlve reporting of the resufts of
the MCO review of a sample of
flies wfierewrtttehccinsem was '
required by the member to share
Information between the behavioral

health provider and the primary
care provider. In these sample
cases, the MCO wU determine If a

release of Informadon was included
in the file. The MCO shall report
InstaiKes in which cohserrt was not
(ivett, and. If possiblej the reason

:

Behavioral Health

Written Consent

Report

4 Momhs after

end of

Measurement

Period

PROVPRIV.01 Agreement

Year

Narrative

Report

Provider
Armuaiiy

Boston Medical Center Health Plan. Inc.
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Medlcald Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
JMedtaUd Care Manafement Services

EXHIBIT 0 - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

•ei£»

Hequm Mi
Ni OttS

m rsrd
3'ZBi«

Standard template log of provldefs
who have given notice, bm issued
notice, or have left the MCOs

network during the measurement

period, including the reason for
termliwtlon. Number of members

Impacted, impact to network
adequacy, and transition plan if
necessary.

Provider Termination

Lof
As Needed or

WeeUy
PROVTTRM.Ol Provider

Table Other TBO

Standard template reporting all
providers terminated (after
provider has exhausted all appeal
rights. If appBcabie) based on
Database Checks.

30 Days After
Erwi of

Reporting

Month

Provider Termination

Report
PROVTERM.02 Provider

Month Table Monthly

ittdudes 1) Survey Instrument

Proofs created by Survey Vettdor, 2}
Validated Member Level Data Hie

(VMLDF). 3) Validated Member
Level Data file (VMLDF) - Layout. 4)
Medlcald Adult Survey Results
Report, and 5) CAHPS Survey
Results with Confidence Intervais.

QuaRty
Mofdtoring

CAHPS S.OH Core

Survey - Adults
CAHPS A Aa Starward

HEDiS schedule

Reports.
Files

Amuaily June 30th

Up to 12 supplemerttai questiortt
selected by DHHS and ̂ proved by
NCQA, typlcaliy questions
devciop^ by AHRQ.

Aduit CAHPS:

Supplemental
fttestlorts

Quality

Monitoring
CAHPS A SUP Standard

HEDIS schedule
Measure Aiviualiy July 15th

Boston Medical Center Health Plan. Inc.
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Medkaid Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
MecOcald Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

m
^ro»55i^^*Si^^3a^5^t^SS?SC3S57Tw5^5T»iSirrr7^5^STT^^STis:^ri5sTrTi»iTirTrK3

Refe
nun Na

lation

Indudes 1) Survey Instrument

Prooft created by Survey Vendor, 2)
Validated Member.Level Oata File

(VMLOF), 3) Validated Member
Level Oata File (VMLOF) - Layout, 4)
Medksld Chfld with CCC - CCC

PopUatian Survey KeMtts Report,
5) CAHPS Survey Rest^ with
Confidence Intervals -j Child with
CCC, 6} Medicaid Child with CCC •

General Population Survey Results
Report, and 7) CAHPS Survey
Results with Confident Intervals -

General Population i

CAHPS S.OH Survey-
Children with Chroctic

Conditions

Quality

Monhorlrti
Standard

HEOIS schedule

Reports,CAHPS CCC ALL
Armually June 30th

Files

Up to 12 supplemental questioni

selected by OHHS and approved by
NCQA. typlcaOy questions
develop^ by AHRd ,

Child CAHPS;

Supplemental

Questions

Quality

Monhorfna
Standard

HEOIS schedule

CAHPS CCC SUP
Measure Annually July 15th

CMS Aduh Core Set - Ace and
subpoputatlon breakout of data
collected for HEOIS measure.

QuaBty

Moidtorlne

Adult BMI

Assessment
CMS A ABA September

30th
Calendar Year Measure Annually

May 1 of year
prior to

measurement

year to Oct 31

of

measurement

year.

Antidepressant

Mecfiotion

Martagement

CMS Adult Core Set - Age and

subpopulatlon breakout of data
collected for KEDtSmeasure.

Quaffiy

MortKorlng
CMS A AMM September

30th
Measure Armually

Boston Medical Center Health Plan. Inc.
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Medkakf Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medkaid Care Management Services-

EXHIBIT O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

ata

fverwOa7iH

CMS Adutt Core Set - Afe and
rubpoputation breakout of data
coOected for HEPS measure.

CMS Adutt Core Set - Age and
subpopulation breakout of data
collected for HEOtS measure.

Quality
Monttorlng

Asthma Medication
Ratio

CMS A AMR
Calertdar Year September

30th

Measure Annualry

QuaOty
Monttoflne

BreastCancer

Saeenkw
CMS_A acs

2 Calendar

Years
September

30th

Measure Annually

CMS Adult Core Set - Afe and
rubpoputation breakout of data
collected for HEDIS measure.

Oualtty
Monltorlne

Contromng Hlfh
Blood Pressure

CMS A CBP
Calertdar Year September

30th

Measure Annually

CMS Adult and Child Core Sets

(member age determines in which
set the member Is reported) - to
Indude subpoptdatkm breakout as
Indcated.

QuaDty

MonRortrw
Contraceptive Care-
Postpartum Women

CMS A CCP

Calendar Year September

30th

Measure Annually X  X

CMS Adutt and Child Core Sets
(member age determines in which
set the member b reported) - to
indude subpopulation breakout as
Indicated.

Screening for Clinical
Depression and

PoOowHipPlan

Quality

Monltofing
CMS_A CDF

Calendar Year September

30th
Measure Annually

CMS Adult Core Set • Age and
subpopulation breakout of data
collected for HEOB meastae.
CMS Adult Core Set-to Indude

Quality
Monitoring

CMamydia Screening
in Women

CMS.A CHL
Calendar Year September

30th

Measure Annually

Concurrent Use of

OfMdsand

Bemodlateplnes

QuaOty
Monitoring

CMS A CUOB
subpopulation breakout as
Indicated.

Calendar Year September

30th

Measure Annually

Boston Medical Center Health Plan. Inc
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Metficald Care Management Services Contract

New Hantpshba Department of Health and Human Services

Medlcald Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O - Quality and OversIght.Reporting Requirements

ffiSSitgEESSS

1
1
%
>?}

mmm

si1 ii1i
CMS_A_FUAfUM

Quality
Monitoring

FollouHJp After
Emergency

Department Visit for

Mental Blrtessor

Alcohol attd Other

Drug DependeiKe

CMS Aduh Core Set • Age and

subpopulatlon breakout of data

collected for HEDtSmeasure.

Calendar Year Measure
Granhe

Advantage
Annually

September

30th
X X X

CMS_A_HA1C
Quality

Monitoring

Comprehensive

Diabetes Care:

Hemoglobin Ale
Testing

CMS Aduh Core Set • Age and

subpopulatlon breakout of data

collected for HEDIS measure.

Calendar Year Measure Annually
September

30th
X

CMS_A_HPC
Quality

Monitoring

Comprehertsive

Diabetes Care:

Hemoglobin AlC Poor

Control (>9.0K|

CMS Adult Core Set - Age and
subpopulatfon breakout of data

collected for HEOS measure.

Calendar Year Measure Annually
September

30th
X

]

CMS_A_HPCMI
Quality

Monitoring

Diabetes Care for

People with Serious

Mental llh>ess:

Hemoglobin (HbAlc)
Poor Control (>9.09q

CMS Adult Core Set • Age and

subpopulatlon breakout of data

collected for HEDIS measure.

Calendar Year Measure Annually
September

30th
X 1

CMS.AJET
Quality

Monitoring

Initiation &

Ertgagement of
Alcohol & Other Drug

Deperxlence
Treatment

CMS Aduh Core Set • Age and

subpopulatlon breakout of data
collected for HEDISmeasure.

1

Calendar Year Measure
Granhe

Advantage
Annually

September

30th

]

X X X

CMS_AJNP_PQ»1
Quality

Monitoring

Diabetes Short-Term

Complicatiorts

Admission Rate per

100,000 Member

; Months

CMS Aduh Core Set ̂  to Indude
subpopulatlon breakout as

Indicated.

Calendar Year Measure-
Granhe

1  Advantage
Annually

September

30th

1

X X

Boston Medical Center Health Plan, Inc.
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Medlcald Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medlcald Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

iuib

m
OaOomsm

for

mChronic ObsmicUve

PuliHOnuy ObckM

(COPD) or Asthma in
Older Adults

Admission Rate per
100,000 Member

Months

CMS Adult Core Set-to Indude

subpopulatlon breakout as

Indicated.

uuafity

Mofdtorina
CMS_A INP PQIOS Granite

Advantace
S^ember

30th

Calendar Year Measure Annually

Heart Failure

Admission Rate per
100.000 EnroOee

Months

CMS Adult Core Set-to Indude

subpopulatlon breakout as

Indicated.

Quality
Monitoring

CMS A INP PQI08 Granite

Advantage
September

30th
Calendar Year Measure

Asthma In Younger

Adults Admission Rate

per 100,000 EnroOee

Months

CMS Adult Core Set — to Indude

subpoputatkm breakout as
Indicated.

QuaOty

Monitoring
CMS.AJNP PQIIS Granite

Advantage
September

30th
Calendar Year Measure Aonuany

Annual Monltortng for
Patients on Persistent

Medications

CMS Adult Core Set - Age and
subpopulatlon breakout of data

coOected for HEDIS measure.

QuaOty

Monitoring
CMS A MPM September

30th
Calendar Year Measure Annually

CAHPS: Medk^

Ass$st*>ce with

Smokbig and Tobacco
Use Cessation:

Advising Smokers and
Tobacco Users to Quit

QuaOty

Monitoring
CMS A MSCOl CMS Adult Core Set September

30th
Calendar Year Measure Annually

Boston Medical Center Health Plan, Inc.
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Medlcald Care Management Services Contract

Nm Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medlcaid Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

I^Silb^HiioF

uts
DelKeivreme

mi

1
CAHPS: Medkat

Assistance with

Smoking and Tobacco

Use Cessation:

Discussing Cessation
MedlcBtions

Qualttv
Monitoring

CMS A MSC02 SeptemberCMS Adult Core Set > Calendar Year Measure Annually
30th

CAHPS: Medical

AssistarKe with

Smoidng artd Tobacco
Use Cessation:

Discussing Cessation
Strategies

QuaOty

Monitoring
CMS A MSC03 September

30th

CMS Adult Core Set Calendar Year Measure Annualrr

Use of OpMds from
MuMpie Providers at
High Dosage in

Persons Without

Cancer Opioid High
Dosage

CMS Adult Core Set-to Indude

fubpopulation breAoirt as

indcated.

Quality

Monitoring
CMS A OHO September

30th

Calertdar Year Measure Annually

CMS Adult Core Set-to Indude

subpoputatlon breakout as
kidlMed.

QuaOty

Monttoring

PlanAI-Cause

Readndssions
CMS A PCR September

30th
Calendar Year Measure Armuaiiy

Adherence to

Artdpsychotic

Medications for

Individuals with

SchfeophreniB

CMS Adutt Core Set - Age and
fubpopulation breakout of data

collected for HEOtS measure.

QuaOty

Monitoring
CMS A SAA September

30th
Calendar Year Measure Annualiy

Boston Medical Center Health Plan. Inc.
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MetficaW Care Manafement Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Me<Pcald Care Mananemetrt Services

EXHIBIT O-Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

llscMcssuNa

Diabetes Screening
for People With
Schbophrerta or
Bipolar Obonler Who

Are Using

AntipSYrhoOc
Medications

CMS Adult Core Set • Age and
subpopulatlo'n breakout of data
collected for KEDIS measure.

Quaflty '

Monitoring
CMS A SSO

SeptemberCalendar Year Measure Annually
30th

Contraceptive Care -
AO Women Ages 15 -
44: Most or

Moderately Elfectiye
Contraception

CMS Adult and Child Core Sets

(member age determines In whkh
set the member is reported) - to
include subpopulatlon breakout as
IncScated.

Quality

Monltofing
CMS CCW.01

September

30th

Calendar Year Measure Annually

Contraceptive Care -
AO Women Ages 15 -
44: Long-Acttr^
Reversible Method of

Contraception (lARC)

CMS Adult and Child Core Sets
(member age determines In whidi
set the member Is reported) - to
Indude tubpopulation breakout as
Indicated.

QtieBty

Monftorlng
CMS CCW.02

September

30th

Calendar Year Measure Annually

Developmental

Screening In the Hrst

Three Years of Life

Quality

Monitoring
CMS_CH DEV

CMS Child Core Set Annually September
'  30th

Calendar Year Measure

AvoidaiKeof

Antibiotic Treatment
in Adults wdth Acute

Bronchitis

Quality
Monltofing

HEDIS AAB
HEDIS Measure Calendar Year Measure Annually June 30th

Quality
I Monitoring

Adult BMI

Assessment

HEDIS ABA
HEDS Measure Calendar Year Measure Annually June 30th

Boston Medical Center Health Plan. Inc.
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MedkaM Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health artd Human Services

Medicaid Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

4:S^

DH

HEDtS ADO

HEDIS ADD SUB

QuaUty

Monitoring

OualttY
Monitoring

Poflow-Up Care for
Children Preserved

ADHD Medication

Follow-up Care for

Children Prescribed

ADHD Medication by

Subpoputation

HEDtS Measure

HE06 Measure broken out by

subpopulation. '

One year

starting March

1 of year prior

.  to

measurement

year to

FebruaryZSof

nteasurement

ygy-

Ofte year

starting Mard)

1 of year prior

to

measurement

year to

February 28 of

measurement

year.

Measure General

Annually

Annually

Jurte 30th

July31st

HEDIS AM8
Quaflty

Moidtoring

OutpadefK and

Emergeivy Dept.

Vbtts/lOOO Member

Months

HEDIS Measure Cateftdar Year Annually June 30th

HEDIS AMM
QuaBty
Monitoring

Antidepressant

Medication

Management

HEDIS Measure

May 1 of year

prior to

measurement

year to Get 31

of

measurement

year.

Measure Anmially June 30th

Boston Medical Center Health Plan, Inc.
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Medlcald Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Heatth aitd Human Services
Medlcald Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

i iii 1
HE01S_AMM_SUB

Quatty

Monitoring

Antidepressant
Medication

Management by
Subpopulatton

HEOS Measure broken out by

subpopulation.

May 1 of year
prior to

measurement

year to Oct 31

of

measurement

year.

Measure Gerteral Annually luly 31st X

HEDIS.AMR
Quaflty
Monitoring

Asthma Medication

Ratio
HECMS Measure Calendar Year Measure Annuajly hme 30th X X X

HEDIS.APC
Quality

Monitoring

Use of Muitlpie
Concurrent

Antipsychotics In

CMdren end

Adolescents

HEOB Measure CalefKlafYear Measure Annually June 30th X

HEOIS.APM
Quality

Monitoring

Metabolc Monitoring
for ChSdren and

Adolescents on

Antlpsydwtics

HEDtS Measure Calendar Year Measure
1

Annually June 30th X X X

HEDIS.APP
Quality

Monitoring

Use of First-lJne

Rsythesedal Care for

Children and

Adolescents on

Antipsychotics

HEOS Measure Calendar Year Measure Annually June 30th X X

HEDIS_APP_SUB
QuaBty

Monitoring

Use of Rrst-Une

Psychosodal Care for
Children end

Adolescents on

Antipsychotics by
Subpopulatlon

HEDS Measure broken out by
subpopulation. Calendar Year Measure General Annually July3lA X

'
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M«dicald Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medicald Care Management Services

eXHIBiTO-Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

awremeDesc

m
Unheaithy Alcohol
Use Screening and
Fo(1ow>Up

is®Quality

Monltorine
HEOtS ASF

HEOIS Measure
Calendar Year Measure Annually iune30th

QuaDty

Monitoring
Adolescent Well Care
Visits

HEDtS AWC
HEDtS Measure Calendar Year Measure Annually June 30th

Quality

Monitoring
oreast Cancer

Screening
HEOIS BCS 2 Calendar

Years

HEOIS Measure
Measure Annually June 30th

Breast Cancer

Screening • Age 50-74
by Subpoputatlon

Quafity

Monitoring
HEOtS BCS SUB HEDtS Measure broken out by

subpopdatioti.
2 Calendar

Years
Measure General Annually Jcily3l5t

Children and

Adolescents'Access
To PrtmarY Care
Practitioners

Quality

Monitoring
HEOtS CAP

HEOIS Measure Calendar Year Measure Armually June 30th

Quality
Monitoring

Controlling High
Blood Pressure

HEOtS CBP
HEOIS Measure

Calendar Year Measure Annually June 30th
Quaftty
Monitoring

Cervical Cancer
Screening

HEOIS CCS
SCalertdar

Years

HEOIS Measure
Measure Annually June 30th

Quaftty

Monitoring
Comprehensive
Diabetes Care

HEOtS CDC
HEOIS Measure

Calendar Year Measure Annually June 30th
Quaftty
Monitoring

ChlamytSa Screening
In Women

HEOIS CHL
HEOIS Measure Calendar Year Measure Annually June 30th

Quaftty
Monitoring

Childhood

Immunization Status
HEOtS OS

HEOIS Measure Calendar Year Measure Annually June 30th
Quality
Monitoring

Risk of Chronic Opiold
Use (COUl

HEOISCOU
HEOIS Measure Calendar Year Measure Annually June 30th

Boston Medical Center Health Plan. Inc.
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Medlcald Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
MedkaM Care Management Services

0(HIBIT O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

m

CO Kc
remeOd me

HEDIS CWP

HEDIS OeOveribies

HEDB MF

HEDIS FMC

Quattty
Monttofing

QuaiKy

Monttorfeig

Quality
MonttOfIng

Quaflty

Monitoring

Appropriate Testing

for Children With

Pharyngitis

HEDIS Deliverables

generated for

submission to NCQA

Depression Screening

and FoUowhip for

Adolescents and

Adults

FolloaKip After

Emergency

Department VUt for

People With Hlgh^lsk
Midtiple Chronic

CondWons

HEDIS Measure

HEDB Deliverables generated for
submission to NCQA: 1) HEDB
Roadmap, 2) HEDIS Data Riled

Workbook. 3} HEDIS Comma
Separated Values Workbook, artd 4}
NCQA HEDIS Compftance Audit"
final Audit Report

HEDIS Measure

HEDB Measure

One year

startlngJuly 1

of year prior to
measurement

year to June 30

of

measurement

Y«»^-

Startdard

HEDIS schedule

Calendar Year

iamiarylto

December 24

of

measurement

year

Measure

Reports,

Files

Measure

Measure

Annually

Annually

June 30th

June 30th

Annually

Annually

June 30th

June 30th

Boston Medical Center Health Plan, Inc.
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Medlcsid Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Medlcaid Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

m

(cm

M

gjgg

Am

gMi

Ig
bSiQ

m

i

HE0t5_FUA
Quafity
Monttoring

FoUow-Up After

Emergency

Department Visit for
Alcohol and Other

Drug Dependence

HEDtS Measure Calendar Year Measure Annually June 30th X X

HEOIS.FUH
Quality

Monitoring

FoBowHJp After

HospHaibation For

Mentalinrtess

HEOIS Measure

January 1 to

December 1 of

meesurement

year

Measure Annually June 30th X X X

HEDtS.rUM
QuaBty

Monitoring

Follow-Up After

Emergency

Department Visit for
Mental Illness

HEDIS Measure ' Calendar year Measure Annually June 30th X

HEDIS.HFS
ttiallty

Monltortig

Hospitaflzation

FoOowfng Disdtarge

from a SUIIed Nursing
Fadllty(witHn30
Days erf the ED vblt)

HEDIS Measure Calendar Year Measure Annually June 30th X

HEOISJET
Quality
Monltoting

Initiation &

Engagement of
Alcohol & Other Drug
Dependence

Treatment

HEDIS Meastre Calendar Year Measure Annually June 30th X X X

HeDISjeT_SUB
Quality

Morltoring

InMaUonft

Engagement of

Alcohol & Other Drug

Dependence

Treatment by
Subpopulatlon

1

HEDIS Measure broken out by

subpopulatlon. ' [

'

Calendar Year Measure General Annually July 31st X

-

x> x
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MecOcaM Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Merflcaid Care Management Services

EXHIBIT 0 - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

DHHa

KEDG tMA

HEOtS LfiP

HEOtS L5C

HEOIS MMA

HEOtS MPM

HEDIS_MPM_SUB

HEDIS PCE

HEOtS PCE SU8

HEDtS PPC

Quaflty

Monttofing

Quality

Monitoring

Quality
Monitoring

Quality
Monitoring

QuaOty
Mbnitorlf^

Quality

Mor^toring

Quality

Morritorlng

ftiafity
Monitoring

QuaBty
Monltoting

Immunlzatiorts for

Adoleicanti

Use of bnaglng
Studies for Low Bade

Pain

Lead Screer\lng In
Omdren

HEOIS Measure

HEDIS Measure

Medication

Managemem for

People with Asthma

Annual Monitoring for

Patients ot> Persistent

Medlcatlorts

Annual Monitoring for

Patients on Persistent

Medications by
Subpopuiatlon

Pharmacotherapy

Management of COPD
Exacerbation

Pharmacotherepy
Management of COPO

Exacerbation by

Sufapoputation

Prenatal and

Postpartum Care

HEDIS Measure

H»MS Measure

HEOIS Measure

HEDIS Measure broken out by
subpoputatioa

HEDIS Measure

HEOIS Measure broken out by
subpopulatioa

HEOIS Measve

Calendar Year

CalertdarYear Measure

Measure

Calendar Year

Calendar Year

Calendar Year

Calendar Year

Calendar Year

CalertdarYear

CalertdarYear

Measure

Measure

Measure

Measure

Measure

Measure

Measure

sjo ^M

Del
mmB

Annualiv hme 30th X  X

Annually Jurte 30th

Aitnuaily iune30th

Anttuaily Jurte 30nt

Annually June 30th

General Annually July 31st

Annually Jurte 30th

Getteral Anrtually July 31st

Annually June 30th
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MecOcald Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Medlcaid Care Managerhent Services
EXHIBiT O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

1 1I 11
m*

HEDtS.SAA
QuaBty

Monkoring

Adherence to

Antipsydiotics for

iTKflvtduals with

Schtzophrenia

.  t

HEDtS Measure Calendar Year Measure Annually June 30th X

HEOtS.SMC
Quality

Monitoring

Cardtovasoiiar

Mordtoring for People

With Cardiovascular

Disease and

Schizophrenia

HEDiS Measure Calerwlar Year Measure Annually June 30th X

HEOIS.SMO
QuaBty

Monitoring

Diabetes MonKorir^

for People with

Diabetes and
Schizophrenia

HEDIS Measure CaJertdar Year Measure Annually June 30th X

HEWS.SPC
QuaBty

Mof^ltoring

Statin Therapy for
Patients with

Canfiovascuiar

Disease

HEOtS Measure Calendar Year Measure Annually June 30th X

L
HEois_sro

QuaBty

Monitorire

Statin Therapy for
Patients with

Diabetes

HEDiS Measure Caletwlar Year Measure Annually June 30th X

HEDtS.SSO
Quality

Monitoring

Diabetes Screening

for People With

Sddzophrenia or

1 Blpotar Disorder Who
AreUsir>g

AntlpsyOiottc

Medications

HEDIS Meesure CaJefKlar Year Measure Annually June 30th X

-

HEDIS.UOD
: Quailty
1 Mortltortng

Use of Opkdds at High
Dosage

HEDtS Measure Calendar Year Measure Annually June 30th X

Boston Medical Center Health Plan, Inc.

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-02
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MecDcakI Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Servkes

Medkaid Care Management Services

a>eW%HibHB

m

asurementi
me

flod
3VO

reek

QtaOty
Monitoring

Use of Optoras from
MuMpte Providers

HEDIS UOP HEOtS Measire CaiertderYear Measure AnnuaJly hme 30th

HEots uai

HEOtS W15

HEDS W34

HEDIS WCC

QAPLOl

EXHIBIT O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

Qittlfty

Monitoring

QuaDty

Monttorkrg

Quality

Monitoring

Quaitty
Monitoring

QuaBty

Monitoring

Appropriate

TreatmerK for

CMUren With Upper

Respiratory Infection

WeiKhild Visits In

the first IS Months of

Ufe

WelM3tlld Visits In

the 3rd, 4th, Sth, end

6th Years of Ufe

Weight Assessment
and Counseling

QuaDty Assessment

artd PerformaiKe

Improvement (CVkPI)
Amual Evaluation

Report

HEDB Measure

HEDtS Measure

HEDIS Measure

HEDIS Measure

Annual desrstptlon of the MOO'S

orgarrizatlon wide QAPI program

strtxture. The plan wlO indude the

MCO's annual goals and ol^ecUves
for aO quaDty actWItles. The plan
vdO Indude a description of
mechanisms to detect urtder and

over utilization, assess quaDty and
appropriateness of care for

members with spedal health care
needs and disparities In quality of

Boston Medical Center HefUth Plan, Ina

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-02

Ofteyew

starting July 1

of year prior to
measurement

year to Jurte 30

of

measurement

year.

Calendar Year

Calendar Year

Calendar Year

Agreement

Year

Measure

Measure

Measure

Measure

Narrative

Report

Page 75 of 89

Annually
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Annually

Annually

Annually

June 30th

June 30th

June 30th

June 30th

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

^Period
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Medlcaid Care Management Sendees Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Medlcaid Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O - Quality and OverslghtiReportIng Requirements

gjMSgiaBsjoni^^

me

tibn

1
and access to health care (e^ age,
race, ethnlcfty, sex, ̂ mary
language, and db^illtv); and
process for monitor^ evaluating
and Improving quaUtY of care for
members receiyir« behavioral
health services. Intlte second

agreernem year, the MCO«vin
provide an appendix to the plan
that win indtide a report. The
report wiO describe completed and

ongoing quality management

activities, pefformance tref>d$ for
QAPI measures Identified In the

ClAPI plan; analysis of actions taken

by the MCO based on MCO spedfic
recommendations Identified by the
EQftO's technical report and other
quality studies; and an evaluation of

the overall effectiveriess of the
MCO's quaDty management
program indudlngBri analysb of
barriers aivl recommendations for
improvement. ■ i
Placeholder for additional measures

to show MCO Impactjon sodal
determinants of health (SOH)

Quality

Monitoring

Social Determinants

of Health
SOHJOf

TBO Measure TBD TBD

Boston Medical Center Health Plan, Inc.

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-02
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MedkaW Care Manatenwin Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
MedkaM Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

mm

Seq
P;»««surente

me

res

m

SERVICEAimi.01

S£RViaAUT>1.03

Service

Authorlzattgn

Service

Authorization

Service

Authorizations:

Timely .

Determinations for

Urjertt Medkal

Service. Equipment

and Supply Requests

Service

Authorizatlorts:

Timely (14 Day)

Determlnatiorts for

New Routhte Medical

Service. Equlpntent

and Supply Requests

(exdtides NEMT and
Complo Diagnostic

Radolocy)

Count and percent of medical

service, eqtiipment artd supply
service authorization

determinations for urgem requests
made within 72 hours after receipt
of request for requests made durir^
the measure data period.

Count artd percetK of medical

service, equipment, artd supply
service, authorization

determinations for new routiite

reqttests made vrithln 14 calendar

days after receipt of request for
requests made during the measure
data period Exdude authorization

requests that extend beyond the 14
day period due to the foOowIng: The
member requests an extension, or
The MCO jtstifies a need for
additional Information and the
extension Is In the member's

Interest Exdude requests for rtot»-
emergetKy transportation from this

Quarter

Quarter

Measure

Measure

Quarterly

Quarterly

2 Months after

er)d of

Measurement

Period

2 Months after

ertdof

Measurement

Period

Boston Medical Center Health Plan, Inc.

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-02
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MedleaM Care Management Sefvlces Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Medkaid Care Management Services

EXHIBiT O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

m
i■m

asu
bm

BCT

i 'mmS«KCount and percent of pharmacy
service authorfzatioh
determinatloru made and noticed
via telecommunlcatioru device
within 24 hours after receipt of
request for reque^ made durinc
the measure data pertod.

Service
Authorizations;
Timely
Determlnatiorts for
Pharmacy

2 Months after
end of

Measurement
Period

Service
Authorization

SERV1CEAUTR04 Quarter Measure Quarterly

Service Authorization

Determlnattan

Summary by Service
Category by State
Pirn, 1915B Waiver,
and Total Population

Startdard template summary of
service authorization
determlnatiora by t^ie and benefit
decision for request received during
the measure data period.

2 Months after
ertd of

Measurement

Period

Service
Authorization

SERV1CEAUTH.0S Quarter TaMe Quarterly

Service

Authorbatlons:
Pharmacy Prior
Authorizations
Stratified by
Behavioral Health and
Other Drugs

Count and percent of pharmacy
sendee authorization requests that
were received and approved,
denied or remain pettdli^ by drt^
dass, for the measure data period.

2 Months after

end of
Measurement

Period

Service
Authorization

SCTVICEAUTH.09 Quarter Measure Quarterly

Count and percent of post-delivery
authorization determinatlocu made
wttWn 30 calertdar-days of receipt
of routine requests, for medical
services, equipment, and supply
services. Exclude requests for not>-
emergency transportation from this

Service

Authorizations: Post-
Delivery Tbneiy (30
Day) Determinations
for Medkal Service,
Equipment and
Supply Requests

2 Months after
end of

Measurement
Period

Service
Authorization

SERVICEAimi.l3 Quarter Measure Quarterly

measure.

Boston Medical Center Health Plan. Ina
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MetDcaJd Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medlald Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

SERVICEAUTH.14

SERVlCEAirm.lS

Service

Aiithortzetion

Service

Authorization

1Sli

eXfreme

for

Service

Authortzatlons:

Pharmacy Service
Authorization Derdals

by Waiver and Non-

Waiver Populations

Service

Authorizations;

Physical, Occupational
and Speech Therapy

Service Authorization

Denials by Waiver and

Non-Waiver

Populations

OMHit aiM) percent of pharmacy
service authorizations dented durire
the measurement period per 1.000
member months, broken out by the
following groups: Nott-Walver,
Oeveiopmentally Disabled (DD)
Waiver. Acquired Brain Disorder

(ABO) Waiver, In-Home Supports
(IMS) Waiver, and Otoices for
IndepettdecKe (CFI) Waiver.

Count af>d percent of physical.
occtpaOonal and speech therapy
service authorizations denied during
the irwasurement period per 1.000
member months, broken out by the
following groups: Norv-Wtfver,
Oeveiopmentally Disabled (DO)
Waiver, Acquired Brain Disorder

(ABD) Wahrer, Irv-Home Supports
(IHS) Waiver, artd Choices for

Irwiependertce (CP) Waiver.

Quarter

Quarter

Measure

Measure

Quarterly

Quarterly

2 Months after

er>d of

Measurement

Period

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

Boston Medical Center Health Plan, Inc.

RFP-2019-OMS.02-MANAG-02
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Medkakl Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medlcald Care Management Services

EXHIBrr O — Quality aitd Oversight Reporting Requirements

QTiMtCOHOesir

Count and perceni of members who
have tt least 180 days of continuous
pharmacotherapy a
medication prescrfbed for opioid
use disorder wtth<M a gap for more
than seven days by subpopulatlon.
The standard measure is National

Quality Forum ertdorsed measure
«317S.

Substance Use

Disorder Continuity
of Pharmacotherapy
for Opioid Use
Disorder

6 Months after

ettd of

Measuremem

Period

Substance Use

Disorder
SUD.25 SUOiMO

Waiver
Caiei^r Year Measure Annually

Courttartd percent of members

receiving any substance use

disorder (SUD) service, other than
evafuation, witfiin ten days of
screening for SUD services. The
measure will be coUe^ed by a Hie
review of a samplelof.members who
received a positive!screening for
SUD services during the

measurement period by
subpopuiattorv ; I

Substance Use

Disorder Member

Access to SUD

Services After initial

Positive Screenirtg

6 Months after

ertdof

Measuremerrt

Period

Substance Use

Disorder
SUD.26 SUD IMD

Waiver
Calendar Year Measure Annually

Boston Medical Center Health Plan. Inc.

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-02
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Medicald Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medlcaid Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O-Quality and Oversight Reporting Reouirements

Oate4

Repg^gSS
eakotft

m
Count and percent of memben

receMngAmertcan Sodetyof

Addlalon Medidne (aSAM)
nibrtance use dhorder (SUD)
services as Identified by Initial or
subsequent ASAM level of care
ofterta determination within 30

days of the screetdng. The measure
win be collected by a file review of a

sample of members who received
an ASAM SUD service during the
measurement period by

subpopdatkm.

Substance Use

Disorder Member

Access to CDnkatly
Appropriate Services
as Identified by ASAM

Level of Care

Determination

6 Months afterSubstance Use

Disorder
SUD.27 SUDIMD

Waiver
end ofCalendar Year Measure Annually

Measurement

f>eriod

Count ̂  percent of memben with
a substance use disorder (SUD)
diagnosis who completed
treatment The measure win be

coDected by a Hie review of a
sample of members who had a

dtagnosis for SUD and received SUD
treatment during the measurement

period by sufopopulatlon.

Stnstance Use

Disorder Members

Completing SUD
Treatment

6 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

Substance Use

Disorder
SU0.28

Calendar Year Measure Annually

Count of members enrolled In the
measurement period with a

substance use dtsorder (SUD)
diagnosis or treatment service
within the last 6 months by
subpoputatkm. Measure Is collected
quarterly with monthN breakouts.

Substance Use

Olsonter Members

with an SUD Diagnosis

4 Months afterSubstance Use

Disorder
SUO^ SUDIMD

Waiver

end ofMonth Measure MontWy
Measurement

Period

Boston Medical Center Health Plan. inc.

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-02
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MeiCcaW Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Medlcaid Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

j^aagggiiasaeS

iRequ
m [MCO

MS
Ma me wn Me

us
Bfea

m

SU030

SUOJl

SubAance Use

bisorder

Substance Use

Disorder

Substance Use

Disorder Members

with an Emergency
Departmem visit for

SUD

Substartce Use

Disorder Members

ReceMrrs Earty

Intervention Services

Members enroQed in'the

measurement period who had an

EmeigerKy Department visit daim

for substarKe use disorder (SUD)
durlrtf the measurerhertt period,
per 1,000 member months.

Measure is collected quarterly tv^
monthly breakouts. ,

Count arrd percent of members

etvoOed In the measurement period
who had any substance use disorder

(SUD) service In the prior six
months, who had a service daim for

early Intervention services in the

measurement period by
subpoputatlon. Early Intervendon

services Induile procedure codes

assodated with Screenins, Brief
Intervention, artd Referral to

Treatment (SBIRT).! Measure Is

collected qiiarter1y;with monthly
breakouts. SUD.29 is the

denomkrator.

Month

Month

Measure

Measure

SUD IMD

Waiver

SUD IMD

Waiver

Monthly

Monthly

4 Months after

ertdof

Measurement

Period

4 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

Boston Medical Cerrter Health Plan, Inc.

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-02
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Medicafd Care Management Sefvlces Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medlcaid Care Management Services

EXHIBIT 0 - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

MGO De
asu

asure or

k:
£i2>3iSCount and percent of members

enroBed In the measurement period

who had any substance use disorder
(SUD) service In the prior six
months, who had a service d^m for
outpatient services In the

measurement period by

rubpopdatlon. Outpatient services
iiKhxie outpatient recovery or
motivational enhancement

therapies, step down care,
monitoring for stable patlents.-
Measure b coBected quarterly with
monthly breakout SU0.29 b the

denominator.

Substance Use

Disorder Members

Receiving Outpatient

Services (ASAM level

1)

4 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

SubstarKeUse

Disorder
SUDJ2 SUDIMD

Walvef
Month Measure Monthiy

Boston Medical Center Health Plan. Ina
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Medlcald Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
MedkaM Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O - Qualltv and Oversight Reporting Requirements

c-Mr.

asu0«cH

Count and percent of members
enrolled In the mmurement period
who had any substance use disorder
(SUD) service In the i^or six
months, who had a service daim for
Intertsive outpatient and/or partial
hospitalteation servica ki the

measurement period by
subpopuMon. Intensive outpatient
and/or partial hosphaOzation
services Indude spedaibed

outpatient SUO thmpy and other
dinical services. Measure is

collected quarteriyiwlth montMy
breakouts. SUD.29is the
denominator.

SubstarKe Use

Disorder Memben

Receiving imertslve

Outpatiem and Partial

KospitaOzatlon

Services

4 Months after

ertd of

Measurement

Period

SubstitKe Use

Disorder
SU0J3 SUD IMD

Waiver
Month Measure Monthly

Count and percentjof members
enrolted In the measurement period
who had any substarax use disorder
(SUD) service in the prior si*
months, wfto had a service dalm for
residential anO/ot fripMent services
during the measurenwit period by
subpopdatioa Measure is collected
quarterty with morrthly breakouts.
SUD.29 to the detiorninator.

Substance Use

Disorder Members

fteceMng Residential

and Inpatiem Services

4 Months after

ertdof

Measurement

Period

Substance Use

Dtsorder
SUD34 SUD IMD

Waiver
Month Measure Monthly

Boston Medical Center Health Plan, Inc.

RFP.20190MS-02-MANAG-02
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Medkaid Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medlcaid Care Maaagerrrent Services

(fufSBsasfi m
m

Measure
n</ Sf

WJ!

SU0.35

SU037

Sabstance Use

Obonler

Substance Use

Disorder

EXHIBIT O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requlrenrents

Substance Use

Usorder Members

ReceMng MedkaBy

Managed Intensive

bipatlent Services

(ASAMLevel4)

Substance Use

Disorder. Members

Receiving Phannacy-

based Medkitton

Asdsted Treatment

and Other Treatment

Count and percent of members

ervoOed In the measurement period
who had any substance use disorder

(SUO) service Iri'the prior six
months, who had a service dalm for

American Society of AdtfictSon

Medldne (ASAM) medtadly
managed Intendve Inpetlent

services during the measurement

period by sid>populatton. Medically
managed Intertsive Inpatient

services inducie 24 hour structures

with physldan ore for severe

unstable problems. Measure b
coBected quarterly vrlth monthly
breakouts. SU0.29 b the

denominator.

Count and percent of members

enroded In the measurement period
who had any substacKe use disorder
(SUD) service In the prior sfac
nranths, who had a service end

prescription cielm for Medication

Assisted Treatment (MAT) during

the measurement peited by
subpopuMon. Measure b collected

quarterly with monthly breakouts.
SU0.29 b the denominator.

Month

Month

Measure

Measure

SUO IMD

Wahrer

SUD IMD

Waiver

Monthly

Monthly

4 Mcsnths after

end of

Measurement

Period

4 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

Bo^n Medical Center Health Plan, Inc.

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-02
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Medkald Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Heatth and Human Services
Medkald Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O — Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

^SSubnilsilon 5BSi!HEB;35R

eau
CO

reme

fOR

Count and percent of memben

enrolled in the measurement period
who had any substance use disorder
(5U0) service in the prior six
months, who had a service daim for

any form of withdrawal

management during the
measurement period, by

subpt^Btlon. Withdrawal

management Indtides ambulatory
with or without extended on-stte

monitoring; cOnlcaliy managed
residential, medtaifly'monltored
Inpatient, medical^ managed
Inpatient. Measure ls|conected
quarterly with mootl^ breakouts.
SUD.29 Is the deframlnator.

Substance Use

Disorder Withdrawal

Management

4 Months after

ertd of

Measurement

Period

Substance Use

□sorder
SUD.38 SUOIMO

Waiver
Month Measure Monthly

Boston Medical Center Health Plan. Inc.
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Medkaid Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshfre Department of Health and Human Servii
Mecficald Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O-Quanty and Oversight Reporting Requirements

mes,
Sm

m
Rgqo

Narrative reportng of the MCCs
MentincJlion of providers with hlfh
opioid prescrlUnc rates and efforts
to follow up with providers. The
report should Indtxie the MCO's

operational definition of a provldv
with a high opWd prescribing rate,
the process for identlfylr^ and
following up with providers. The
report shouid indude aggregate
data about the mrniber of providers
that are Identified and the foDow
up.

KIghOpiold

PrescrlWng Provider

Monitoring Report

2 Months after

ertd of

Measurement

Period

Substance Use

Disorder
SU039 Agreement Narrative

AnnuaflyYew Report

Count and percent of members
discharged from an EmergetKy
Department with a substar>ce use
disorder (5UD) diagnosis during the
measurement period, where the

MCO either successfufly contacted
the member, or attempted to
QMitad the member at leaA 3

tintes, within 3 bu$ir>ess days of
dlkharge by subpopulatton.
Denominators «vjD be the same for
SUD.40.5U0.41. SUD.42 and
SUD.43.

Emergency
Department

Dbdiarges for SUD:

MCO Contacts and

Contact Attempts

4 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

Substance Use
Disorder

SUD.42
ftiarter Measure Quarterly

Boston Medical Center Health Plan, Inc.

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-02
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Medkaid Care Management Servicw Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Medlcaid Care Management Services

wn

wasu DH
Na

Brea

SU0.44
Substance Use

Otsorder

Substance Use

Ofsorder Any SUD

Services

EXHIBIT O - Qualitv and Oversight Reporting Requirements

Count Biid percmt of members

enrolled In the mwurement period
who had any substaiKe use disorder

(SUD) service Ini the prior six
months, who had any SUD service
durina the measurement period by
subpopulation. Measure is collected
quarterly with monthiy breakouts.

SUD.29 b the denominator.

air

Quarter Measure
SUOiMD

Waiver
Quarterly

4 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

SUD.45
Substance Use

Disorder

Substance Use

Disorder SUD

Diaarwsb Treated In

anIMD

Count artd percent of members

enrolied in the measuremerrt period
with a substance use dborder (SUD)
diagnosis, who had SUD treatment

In an Institute for Mental Disease
(IMD).

Agreemetft

Year
Measure

SUDtMD

Waiver
Annualiy

4 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

SU0.46
Substance Use

Disorder

Substance Use

Disorder Average

Length of Stay in

IMDs

Average length of stay in days for
rnembers who had substance use

disorder (SUD) treatment In an
Institute for Mental Dbease (IMD)

during the measurment year by
subpopulation. The popuiation for
thb measure Is the numerator for

SU0.45. ! i

Agreement

Year
Measure

SUD IMD

Waiver
Annually

4 Months after

ef>d of

Measurement

Period

Boston Medical Center Health Plan, Inc.

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-02
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Medlcald Care Manasement Services Contract

NewHampshlre Department of Health and Human Services
Medlcald Care Management Services

exhibit 0 - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

Req
Mi

Count •nd percent of memben
enrofled in the mee^rement period
who had an inpstient admission for
substance use dborder (SUD) durir^
the measurement period per 1,000
member months by subpopulation.
Measure is collected quarterly with
monthiy breakouts.

Substance Use

Disorder Members

withlnpatient
Admission for SUD

Substance Use

Disorder
SUD.47 4 Months alter

end of

Measurement

Period

SUD IMD

Waiver

Month Measure Monthiy

Count and percent of members
enrolled In the measurement period
who had an Inpatfent admission for
substance use disorder (SUD) during
the measurement period foilowed
by an acute readmlsslon for SUD
wtthin 30 days by subpopulation.

Substance Use

Disorder

Readmisslohs for SUD

Substance Use

Oborder
SU0.48 4 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

Agreement
Year

SUD IMD

Waiver
Measure Annually

Count and percent of members
enrolled In the measurement period
with a diagnosis for substance use
disorder (SUD) who had an
ambulatory or preventive care visit
during the measurement period by
subpopulation. (Based on HEDiS
AMB)

Substance Use

Disorder Access to
Preventive/

Ambuiatory Health
Services for Adult
Medlcald Members

with SUD

SubstarKe Use
Disorder

SUD.49 4 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

Agreement
Year

SUD IMD

Waiver
Measure Annually

Boston Medical Center Health Plan. Inc.
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Medicaid Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medicaid Care Management Services

Exhibit P - MOO Program Oversight Plan

MCO Program and Oversight Plan will be incorporated by reference herein upon initial approval by
DHHS, and as subsequently amended and approved by DHHS.

i
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medicaid Care Management Services

State of New Hampshire
Department of Health and Human Services

Amendment #1 to the Medicaid Care Management Services Contract

This 1®' Amendment to the Medicaid Care Management Services contract (hereinafter referred
to as "Amendment #1") is by and between the State of New Hampshire. Department of Health
and Human Services (hereinafter referred to as the "State" or "Department") and Granite State
Health Plan, Inc.. (hereinafter referred to as ."the Contractor"), a corporation with a place of
business at 2 Executive Park Drive, Bedford, NH, 03110, (hereinafter jointly referred to as the
"Parties").

WHEREAS, pursuant to an agreement (the "Contract") dated February 15, 2019, the Contractor
agreed to perform certain services based upon the terms and conditions specified in the Contract
as amended and in consideration of certain sums specified; and

WHEREAS, the State and the Contractor have agreed to make changes to the scope of work,
payment schedules and terms and conditions of the contract; and

WHEREAS, pursuant to Form P-37, General Provisions, Paragraph 18, the State may modify
the scope of work and the payment schedule of the contract upon written agreement of the
parties and approval from the Governor and Executive Council; and

WHEREAS, the parties agree to decrease the price limitation, and modify the program start date.
NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing and the mutual covenants and conditions
contained in the Contract and set forth herein, the parties hereto agree to amend as follows:

1. Form P-37, General Provisions, Block 1.7, Completion Date, to read August 31, 2024.

2. Form P-37, General Provisions, Block 1.8, Price Limitation, to decrease the Price
Limitation by $126,335,836 from $924,150,000 to $797,814,164.

3. Delete in its entirety Exhibit A, Section 1.2.2 and replace with:

1.2.2 The Program Start Date shall begin September 1, 2019, and the Agreement
term shall continue through August 31, 2024.

4. Delete in its entirety Exhibit A, Section 1.2.5 and replace with:

1.2.5 If DHHS determines that any MCO will not be ready to begin providing
services on the MCM Program Start Date, September 1, 2019, at its sole
discretion, DHHS may withhold enrollment and require corrective action or
terminate the Agreement without further recourse to the MCO.

5. Delete in its entirety Exhibit A, Section 4.10.6.2 and replace with:

4.10.6.2 Care Management for high-risk/high-need Members shall be conducted
for at least 15 percent (15%) of the total Members by March 1, 2020 or the MCO
shall provide to DHHS documentation of how fewer Members were determined not
to meet the MCO's Risk Stratification Criteria for being high-risk/high-need
members in need of Care Management.

Granite State Health Plan, Inc. ■ ,•
RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-03 Amendment #1 Contractor initial

Page 1 of 4 Date



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medlcald Care Management Services

6. Delete in its entirety Exhibit A, Section 4.11.5.2.2.1 and replace with:
4.11.5.2.2.1. For the purposes of this paragraph, Agreement execution means that
the Agreement has been signed by the MOO and the State, and approved by all
required State authorities and is generally expected to occur in March 2019.

7. Delete in its entirety Exhibit A, Section 6.2.25.1 and replace with:

6.2.25.1 For the period beginning September 1, 2019, two (2) newborn kick
payments shall be employed, one (1) for newborns with NAS and one (1) for all
other newborns.

8. Delete in its entirety Exhibit A, Section 6.2.28 and replace with:

6.2.28 Beginning September 1, 2019, after the completion of each Agreement
year, an actuarially sound withhold percentage of each MCO's risk adjusted
capitation payment net of directed payments to the MOO shall be calculated as
having been withheld by DHHS. On the basis of the MCO's performance, as
determined under DHHS's MOM Withhold and Incentive Guidance, unearned
withhold in full or in part is subject to recoupment by DHHS to be used to finance
an MOO incentive pool.

9. Delete in its entirety Exhibit B Method and Conditions Precedent to Payment, and replace
with Exhibit B, Method and Conditions Precedent to Payment Amendment #1.

10. Delete in its entirety Exhibit C-1, and replace with Exhibit C-1 Amendment #1.

11. Exhibit O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements remains in effect with dates
adjusted by the Department to reflect a September 1, 2019 program start date.

12. All terms and conditions of the Agreement not inconsistent with this Amendment #1
remain in full force and effect.

Granite State Health Plan, Inc.
RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-03 Amendment #1
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medicaid Care Management Services

This amendment shall be effective upon the date of Governor and Executive Council approval.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have set their hands as of the date written below,

State of New Hampshire
Department of Health and Human Services

Date NTsuBp' Jeffrey A. Meyers
Title: Commissioner

Granite State Health Plan, Inc.

Date

Acknowledgement of Contractor's signature:

State'of /^^^-L^AMQ'^f'aCountv o^^^4maaM.K^L^ on 3/2^/j ̂ ^ before the
undersigned officer, personally appeared the person identified directly above, or satisfactorily
proven to be the person whose name is signed above, and acknowledged that s/he executed
this document in the capacity indicated above.

3 of jWice oKtlVe Peace
,No(a>Ptttc VJ

Signaturejif^N^rji^c
sun 01 iiBw ranptnre

My Commbslon Eipfett OBPoitier 2012022

Name and Title of Notary or Justice of the Peace

My Commission Expires:

Granite State Health Plan, Inc.
RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-03 Amendment #1
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medlcaid Care Management Services

The preceding Amendment, having been reviewed by this office, is approved as to form,
substance, and execution.

OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

Date Name:
Title: 0-i$oci£Jce. fKG~

I hereby certify, that the foregoing Amendment was approved by the Governor and Executive
Council of the State of New Hampshire at the Meeting on: (date of meeting)

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE

Date Name:
Title:

Granite State Health Plan, Inc.
*"Tienomeni »I '—"ju ■ah— /-\Page 4 of 4 DatefSL^T^t^RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-03 Amendment#! Contractorlnitial



New Hampshire Medlcald Care Management Contract
Medicaid Care Management Services

Exhibit B Method and Conditions Precedent to Payment Amendment #1

1. Capitation Payments/Rates
This Agreement Is reimbursed on a per member per month capitation rate for the Agreement term,
subject to all conditions contained within Exhibit A. Accordingly, no maximum or minimum product
volume is guaranteed. Any quantities set forth in this contract are estimates only. The Contractor
agrees to serve all members in each category of eligibility who enroll with this Contractor for
covered services. Capitation payment rates are as follows:

September 1, 2019 - June 30, 2020

Medlcald Care Management

Base Population

Low Income Children and Adults - Age 0-11 Months

Low Income Children and Adults - Age 1-18 Years
Low Income Children and Adults - Age 19+ Years
Foster Care / Adoption

Severely Disabled Children
Elderly and Disabled Adults 19-64
Elderly and Disabled Adults 65+
Dual Eligibles
Newborn Kick Payment

Maternity Kick Payment

Neonatal Abstinence Syndrome Kick Payment

Behavioral Health Population Rate Cells
Severe / Persistent Mental Illness - Medicaid Only
Severe / Persistent Mental Illness - Dual Eligibles

Severe Mental Illness - Medicaid Only

Severe Mental Illness - Dual Eligibles

Low Utilizer - Medicaid Only

Low Utilizer - Dual Eligibles

Serious Emotionally Disturbed Child

Medicaid Expansion Population - Granite Advantage
Health Care

Medically Frail

Non Medically Frail

Capitation Rate
$242.17

155.86

499.82

367.87

1,267.55

1.218.12

1.070.26

268.76

3.314.13

2,964.71

9,946.38

2,517.77

1,812.48

1,840.58

1,221.38

1,755.53

756.33

982.85

$1,028.86

486.09

Contractor Initials:
Granit State Health Plan, Inc.
RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-03

Date:
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New Hampshire Medlcald Care Management Contract
Medicaid Care Management Services

Exhibit B Method and Conditions Precedent to Payment Amendment #1

For each of the subsequent years of the Agreement, actuarially sound per Member, per
month capitated rates shall be paid as calculated and certified by DHHS's actuary, subject
to approval by CMS and Governor and Executive Council.

Any rate adjustments shall be subject to the availability of State appropriations.

2. Price Limitation
This Agreement is one of multiple contracts that will serve the New Hampshire Medicaid
Care Management Program. The estimated member months, for State Fiscal Year 2020,
September 1, 2019 - June 30, 2020, to be served among all contracts is 1,762,330.
Accordingly, the price limitation for SFV 2020, September 1, 2019 - June 30, 2020,
among all contracts is $797,814,164 based on the projected members per month. The
price limitation for subsequent years within the Term will be provided following calculation
of rates for each subsequent year.

3. Health Insurance Providers Fee
Section 9010 of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act Pub. L. No. 111-148 (124
Stat. 119 (2010)), as amended by Section 10905 of PPACA, and as further amended by
Section 1406 of the Health Care and Education Reconciliation Act of 2010, Pub. L No.
111-152 (124 Stat. 1029 (2010)) imposes an annual fee on health insurance providers
beginning in 2014 ("Annual Fee"). Contractor is responsible for a percentage of the
Annual Fee for all health insurance providers as determined by the ratio of Contractor's
net written premiums for the preceding year compared to the total net written premiums
of all entities subject to the Annual Fee for the same year.

The State shall reimburse the Contractor for the amount of the Annual Fee specifically
allocable to the premiums paid during this Contract Term for each calendar year or part
thereof, including an adjustment for the full impact of the non-deductibility of the Annual
Fee for Federal and state tax purposes, including income and excise taxes ("Contractor's
Adjusted Fee"). The Contractor's Adjusted Fee shall be determined based on the final
notification of the Annual Fee amount Contractor or Contractor's parent receives from the
United States Internal Revenue Service. The State will provide reimbursement within 30
days following its review and acceptance of the Contractor's Adjusted Fee.

To claim reimbursement for the Contractor's Adjusted Fee the Contractor must submit a
certified copy of its full Annual Fee assessment within 60 days of receipt, together with
the allocation of the Annual Fee attributable specifically to its premiums under this
Contract. The Contractor must also submit the calculated adjustment for the impact of
non-deductibility of the Annual Fee attributable specifically to its premiums under this
Contract, and any other data deemed necessary by the State to vajjdate^the

Granit State Health Plan, Inc. Contractor Initials.
RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-03

Page 2 of 3



New Hampshire Medlcald Care Management Contract
Medicaid Care Management Services

Exhibit B Method and Conditions Precedent to Payment Amendment #1

reimbursement amount. These materials shall be submitted under the signatures of
either its Financial Officer or Executive leadership (e.g.. President, Chief Executive Office,
Executive Director), certifying the accuracy, truthfulness and completeness of the data
provided.

Questions regarding payment(s) should be addressed to;
Attn: Medicaid Finance Director
New Hampshire Medicaid Managed Care Program
129 Pleasant Street

Concord, NH 03301

Granit State Health Plan, Inc. Contractor Initials.
RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-03
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Exhibit C-1 Amendment #1

REVISIONS TO GENERAL PROVISIONS

1. Subparagraph 4 of the General Provisions of this contract, Conditional Nature of Agreement, is
replaced as follows:

4. CONDITIONAL NATURE OF AGREEMENT.
Notwithstanding any provision of this Agreement to the contrary, all obligations of the State
hereunder, including without limitation, the continuance of payments, in whole or in part, under
this Agreement are contingent upon continued appropriation or availability of funds, including
any subsequent changes to the appropriation or availability of funds affected by any state or
federal legislative or executive action that reduces, eliminates, or otherwise modifies the
appropriation or availability of funding for this Agreement and the Scope of Services provided
in Exhibit A, Scope of Services, in whole or in part. In no event shall the State be liable for any
payments hereunder in excess of appropriated or available funds. In the event of a reduction,
termination or modification of appropriated or available funds, the State shall have the right to
withhold payment until such funds become available, if ever. The State shall have the right to
reduce, terminate or modify services under this Agreement immediately upon giving the
Contractor notice of such reduction, termination or modification. The State shall not be
required to transfer funds from any other source or account into the Account(s) identified in
block 1.6 of the General Provisions, Account Number, or any other account, in the event funds
are reduced or unavailable.

2. Subparagraph 10 of the General Provisions of this contract, Termination, is amended by adding the
following language:

10.1 The State may terminate the Agreement at any time for any reason, at the sole discretion of
the State, 30 days after giving the Contractor written notice that the State is exercising its
option to terminate the Agreement.

10.2 In the event of early termination, the Contractor shall, within 15, days of notice of early
termination, develop and submit to the State a Transition Plan for services under the
Agreement, including but not limited to, identifying the present and future needs of clients
receiving services under the Agreement and establishes a process to meet those needs.

10.3 The Contractor shall fully cooperate with the State and shall promptly provide detailed
information to support the Transition Plan including, but not limited to, any information or data
requested by the State related to the termination of the Agreement and Transition Plan and
shall provide ongoing communication and revisions of the Transition Plan to the State as
requested.

10.4 In the event that services under the Agreement, including but not limited to clients receiving
services under the Agreement are transitioned to having services delivered by another entity
including contracted providers or the State, the Contractor shall provide a process for
uninterrupted delivery of services in the Transition Plan.

10 5 The Contractor shall establish a method of notifying clients and other affected individuals
about the transition. The Contractor shall include the proposed communications in its
Transition Plan submitted to the State as described above.

3. Subparagraph 3.1 of the General Provisions of this contract, is amended by adding the following
language:

3.1 Notwithstanding any provision of this Agreement to the contrary, and subject to the approval
of the Governor and Executive Council of the State of New Hampshire, this Agreement, and
all obligations of the parties hereunder, shall become effective on the date the Governor and
Executive Council approve this Agreement as indicated in block 1.18, or the date the
Contractor is licensed as an HMO in the State of New Hampshire, whichever is later
("Effective Date").

Exhlbil C-1 Amendment #1
Revisions to General Provisions

Contractor initials

cu/DHHS/110713 Page lot 2 ^



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Exhibit C-1 Amendment #1

4. Subparagraph 5 of the General Provisions of this contract is amended as follows:
By deleting 5.4 in its entirety and replacing it as follows:
5 4 Notwithstanding any provision in this Agreement to the contrary, and notwithstanding

unexpected circumstances, in no event shall the total of all payments authorized, or actually
made hereunder for State Fiscal Year 2020. for the period of September 1. 2019 through
June 30, 2020, exceed the Price Limitation set forth in block 1.8.

By adding the following: |
5 5 Block 1 8 reflects a price limitation only for Slate Fiscal Year 2020, for the period of j

September 1. 2019 through June 30, 2020. For each of the subsequent years of the I
Agreement DHHS's actuary shall calculate actuarially sound per Member, per month ,
capitated rates, subject to approval by CMS. Such rates for subsequent years of the ■
Agreement will be reflected in an amendment to Block 1.8 and subject to approval by
Governor and Executive Council. Any rate adjustments shall be subject to the availability of
State appropriations.

CU/OHHS/110713

Exhibit C-1 Amendment #1
Revisions to General Provisions
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State of New Hampshire

Department of State

CERTIFICATE

I. WilUam M. Gardner, Secretary of State of the State ofNcw Hampshire, do hereby certify GRANITE STATE HEALTH PLAN,
INC. is aNew Hampshire corporation registered on March U, 2012.1 further certify that articles of dissolution have not been filed
with this office.

INFORMATION REGARDING ANNUAL REPORTS AND/OR FEES MUST BE OBTAINED FROM THE NEW
HAMPSHIRE INSURANCE DEPARTMENT.

Business ID: 667495

Certificate Number: 0004474705

5?
u.

O

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF. •

I hereto set my hand and cause to be affixed

the Seal of the State of New Harapishire,

this 29th day of March A.D. 2019.

William M. Gardner

Secretary of State



QuickStart" htTps://quickstart.sos.nh.gov/ontine/l3usinessInquire/Businesslnfor...

Business Information

Business Details

„  . GRANITE STATE HEALTH PLAN,
Business Name:

INC.
Business ID: 667495

Business Type: Domestic Insurance Company Business Status: Active

Business Creation ^ ^
03/14/2012

Date:
\

Date of Formation in ^ ^
.  . . 03/14/2012
Jurisdiction:

Name in State of
Not Available

Formation:

Principal Office C/o Centene Corporation 7700 Mailing Address: NONE

Address: Forsyth Blvd, St Louis, MO,

63105, USA

Citizenship / State of ̂
Domestic/New Hampshire

Formation:

Last Annual _
N/A

Report Year:

Year.' '

Duration: Perpetual

Business Email: KWilliamson@centene.com Phone #: 314-725-4477

Notification Email: NONE
Fiscal Year End

NONE
Date:

Principal Purpose

S.No NAICS Code NAICS Subcode

OTHER / make and undertake any or all kinds

1  of insurance specified in Chapter 420-B of the

Insurance Law of the State of NH

Page 1 of 1, records 1 to 1 of 1
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QuickSiart https://quicksiart.sos.nh.gov/online/Businesslnquire/Businesslnror...

NH Department of State, 107 North Main St. Room 204, Concord, NH 03301 -- Contact Us (/online

/Home/ContactUS)

Version 2.1 © 2014 PCC Technology Group, LLC, All Rights Reserved.

{/online/Home/)^^ Back to Home (/online)

of 3 4/2/2019, 5:08 PM



QuickStan htlps;//quicksiart.SOS. nh.gov/online/Businesslnquire/Businesslnfor.

Principals Information

No Princtpal(s) listed for this business.

Registered Agent Information

Name: Lauwers, Steven J

Registered Office One Capital Plaza PO Box 1500, Concord, NH, 03301, USA

Address:

Registered Mailing One Capital Plaza PO Box 1500, Concord, NH, 03301, USA

Address:

Trade Name Information

Business Name Business ID

New Hampshire Healthy Families (/online

/Businesslnquire 688160

/TradeNamelnformation?businessID=504246)

NH Healthy Families (/online/BusinessInquire

/TradeNameInformation?businessID=569568)
743061

Business Status

Active

Active

Trade Name Owned By

Name Title Address

Trademark Information

Trademark

Number
Trademark Name Business Address

No records to view.

Mailing Address

Filing History Address History View All Other Addresses Name History Shares

Businesses Linked to Registered Agent Return to Search Back

3 ofS 4/2/2019,5:08 PM



CERTIFICATE OF AUTHORITY

I, Keith H. Williamson, hereby certify that I am Secretaiy of the Granite State Health Flan, Inc.,
a New Hampshire corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of New Hampshire
(the "Corporation").

I further certify that Jennifer Weigand, President and CEO of the Corporation, is authorized to
sign on behalfofthe Corporation any and all agreements and execute any and ail contracts, documents
and instruments necessary to bind the Corporatioa

I further certify that the authority given to the individual named above shall remain in
full force and effect until this Certificate of Authority is amended by the Corporation.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have subscribed my name as Secretary of the Corporation
on this 27'*' day of March, 2019.

RWKe Secretaty

State of Missouri )

)
County of St. Louis )

On this 27* day of March, 2019, before me, Rosemarie Bayes, the undersigned Notary Public,
personally appeared Keith H. Williamson, personally known to me, to be the person whose name is
subscribed to within the instrument, and acknowledged to me that he executed the same for the
purposes therein stated.

ROSEMARIE SAVES
Notaiy Pubic • Notary Seal
STATE OF MISSOURI

St. Louts County
My Commission Expires; June 3.2020

Commission 9 12567879

Signkure ofNotaiy Public



/KCORCy CERTIFICATE OF LIABILITY INSURANCE
0ATE(MM/0CVYYYY)

02n3/20tg

THIS CERTIFICATE IS ISSUED AS A MATTER OF INFORMATION ONLY AND CONFERS NO RIGHTS UPON THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER. THIS

CERTIFICATE DOES NOT AFFIRMATIVELY OR NEGATIVELY AMEND, EXTEND OR ALTER THE COVERAGE AFFORDED BY THE POUCIES
BELOW. THIS CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE DOES NOT CONSTITUTE A CONTRACT BETWEEN THE ISSUING INSURER(S), AUTHORIZED
REPI^SENTATIVE OR PRODUCER, AND THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER.
IMPORTANT: If the certificate holder is an ADDITIONAL INSURED, the policy(les) must have ADDITIONAL INSURED provisions or be endorsed. If
SUBROGATION IS WAIVED, subject to the terms and conditions of the policy, certain policies may require an endorsement A statement on this
certificate does not confer rights to the certificate holder In lieu of such endor8ement(s).

PRODUCER

Aon Risk Services Central, Inc.
St. Louis MO office
4220 Duncan Avenue
Suite 401
St Louis MO 63110 USA

CONTACT
NAME:

WO^.!U.l: 363-0105

ADDRESS:

INSURER(S).AFFOROWQ COVERAGE . NAICS

NSURED

Granite, state Health Plan
c/o centene Corporation
7700 Forsyth Blvd.
Suite 600
St. Louis MO 63105 USA

MSURERA Zurich American ins Co 16535

BusuRERB: American Zurich ins Co 40142

NSURERC: XL Specialty insurance Co 37885

MSURERD:

INSURER E:

WSURERF:

COVERAGES CERTIFICATE NUMBER: 570075068416 REVISION NUMBER:

THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT THE POUCIES OF INSURANCE LISTED BELOW HAVE BEEN ISSUED TO THE INSURED NAMED ABOVE FOR THE POLICY PERIOD
INDICATED. NOTWITHSTANDING ANY REQUIREMENT. TERM OR CONDITION OF ANY CONTRACT OR OTHER DOCUMENT WITH RESPECT TO WHICH THIS
CERTIFICATE MAY BE ISSUED OR MAY PERTAIN, THE INSURANCE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES DESCRIBED HEREIN IS SUBJECT TO ALL THE TERMS.
EXCLUSIONS AND CONDITIONS OF SUCH POLICIES. LIMITS SHOWN MAY HAVE BEEN REDUCED BY PAID CLAIMS. Limits shown srs ss rsqusstod

TYPE OF INSURANCE

-X

liTEKlYnu

COMUERCIAL GENERAL UABSJTY

CUUMS-MAOE 0'

GEMVAGOREOATE UMfTAPPUES PER:

POUCY [^LOC
OTHER:

POUCY NUMBER

GL05I753555C
lIxliikVsVAM UMIT8

Q6/01/201O Q6/01/2U19 EACH OCCURRENCE

OAUACETORERrEC
PREMISES (E« oceurTwetl

UEO EXP (Any ont pvson)

PERSONAL S AOV INJURY

GENERAL AGGREGATE

PRODUCTS . COMPOP AGO

11,000,000

SI,000,000

110,000

11,000,000

12,000,000

12,000,000

AUTOMOBU LUBIUTY
COMBINED SINGLE LIMTT

(E« >cdd«nil

ANY AUTO

OWNED

AUTOS ONLY

htREO AUTOS
ONLY

BODILY INJURY (Pir parson)

SCHEDULED

AUTOS

NON^WNED

AUTOS ONLY

BODtLY INJURY (Par teddanO

PROPERTY DAMAGE

fParaeddanl)

US00068124LI18A

SIR applies per policy ter

06/01/2018

ns & condi

06/01/2019

Ions
UMBRELLA UAB

EXCESS'LiAB

OEDI X Irstention

OCCUR

CLAJMS-MAOE

EACH OCCURRENCE 15,000,000

15,000,000

110,000

WORKERS COMPENSATION AND

EMPLOYERS' UABOJTY

ANY PROPRIETOR / FMRTNER / EXECUTIVE

OFFICER/MEMBER EXCLUOEOT
(Mandatoiy ki NH)

WC64763330S oe/di/ioii
xm
N

sf&UTE OTH-
£8

E.L. EACH ACCIDENT 11,000,000

E.L. OlSEASE-EA EMPLOYEE 11,000,000
If yat, daacilba undar
DE8 " "SCRIPTtON OF OPERATIONS balow E.L. DISEASE-POLICY UMTT 11,000,000

DESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONS I LOCATIONS/VEHCLES (ACORD 101. AddlUanalRatnarlca Schadula. may ba iRaehad If mora spaca t* raqulrad)

m

mCERTIFICATE HOLDER CANCELLATION

NH.Aeparxeenr of_iiealxh.and
Human Services
Attn: Nathan White
Brown Building, 129 Pleasant Street
Concord NH 03301-3857 USA

SHOULO ANY OF THE ABOVE OESCRBED POUCIES BE CANCELLED BEFORE THE
EXPBUTWN DATE THEREOF, NOTICE VMLL BE OEUVE^ IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE
POLICY PROVISIONS.

AUTHORSEO REPRESENTATIVE

ACORD 25 (2016/03)

r, . ®1988-201S ACORD CORPORATION. All rights reserved.
The ACORD name and logo are registered marks of ACORD



ACORCf CERTIFICATE OF PROPERTY INSURANCE GATE (MM/OO/YYYY)

iERTOCAlE Do\V'no"a™ ™E CERTIRCATE HOLd'eR. THISTHIS CERtlFlCATE OF INSURANCE DOES NOT rowJrrn COVERAGE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES BELOW.
OR PRODUCER.-AND THE CERTinCATE HOLDEFC CONTRACT BETWEEN THE ISSUING INSURER(S). AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE

Aon Risk Services Central, inc.
St. Louis MO office
4220 Duncan Avenue
Suite 401
St Louis MO 63110 USA

CONiACf ■
NAME:

(Art:, No.e.il; 283-7122 [•« (800) 36J-010S
A00flFR.S- • ••• -

KHUUUUtH
CUSTOMFBtni: 10234228

INSURED

Granite state Health Plan

c/o Centene Corporation
7700 Forsyth Blvd.
Suite 600 -
St. Louis MO 63105 USA

CERTIFJCATE NUMRFR- 57007501LOCATION OF PREMISES/ DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY (AMeh WORD 101. Addm«.J <i,k-...u -

INSURER 4 National Fire & Marine ins Co
NAJO

20079
INSURER B LiDerty Mutual Fire Ins Co

23035
INSURER C American Guarantee & Liahilitv Ins Co 26247
INSURER 0 Lexinoton Insurance Company 19437
INSURER E

INSURER F

8419 REVISION NUMRFR-

INofcATS "on^STANm^^ ANY^Cd^RACT^J^

(NSfl

LTR

A

TYPE OF INSURANCE

X  I PROPERTY

CAUSES OF LOSS 0EDUCTI8LE

POUCY NUMBER

4JpRp30442i>Ul

ERP1O6446S00

0J3313492 -

MJ2L9L468094017

POUCY EFFECTIVE
DATE (MM/DO/YYYY)

POLICY EXPIRATION
DATE (MM/DD/YYYY) COVERED PROPERTY LIMITS

BASC

8ROAO

SPECIAL

EARTHQUAKE

WWD

FLOOD

S

BUILDING

"IT75T7W
n/01/2017

11/01/2017

11/01/2017

06/01/2019

06/01/2019

■06/01/2019"

06/01/2019
CONTENTS

ALL RtSK-5ub|Act la Exdutkmt

BMBAPP Dad ISO,000

INLAND MARINE

CAUSES OF LOSS

NAMED PERILS

CRIME

TYPE OF POLICY

TYPE OF POUCY

POLICY NUMBER

BUILDING

peesot4w,paQEEfliY.

BUSINESS INCOME

EXTRA EXPENSE

RENTAL VALUE

BLANKET BUILDING

BLANKET PERS PROP

BLANKET SLOG A PP

Included

>125,000.000

$1,000,000

JBOILER & MACHINERY I
EQUIPMENT BREAKDOWN

conditions I OTHER COVERAGES (ACORD 101. AddUlonel Remertc. Schedule, mey be teched It more .pec. lj„qul,«l)

NH Department of Health and
Human services
Attn: Nathan white
Brown Building, 129 Pleasant Street
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THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

INSURANCE DEPARTMENT

License No: 103734

Presents that GRANITE STATE HEALTH PLAN, INC.

is hereby authorized to transact HMO lines of Insurance
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Jeffrey A. Meyers
'Commissioner

STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

DEPARTMENT OF HE^TH AND HUMAN SERVICES

OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER

129 PLEASANT STREET, CONCORD, NH 03301-3857
603-271-9389 1-800-852-3345 Ext. 9389

Fax: 603-271-4332 TDD Access; 1-800-735-2964 www.dhhs.nh.gov

His Excelleficy, Governor Christopher T. Sununu
and the Honorable Council

State House

Concord, NH 03301

February 15, 2019

REQUESTED ACTION

Department of Health and Human Services to enter into Agreements with
AmenHealth Caritas New Hampshire Inc.. 200 Steven Drive. Philadelphia, PA 19113 Bostorl
Medical Center Health Plan Inc.. Schraffts City Center, 529 Main Street, Suite 500

'"c- 2 Executive Park Drive. BedfordNH. 03110. to provide health care services to eligible and enrolled Medicaid participants
thro^ugh New Hampshire's Medicaid managed care program known as New Hampshire
Medicaid Care Management, in an amount, for State Fiscal Year 2020 shared by all vendors
not to exceed $924,150,000, effective upon Governor and Executive Council approval, with
providing services to members on July 1, 2019 through the completion date of June 30, 2024.

Funds for Granite Advantage Health Program are 93% Federal and 7% Other for
Miendar year 2019 and 90% Federal and 10% Other for calendar year 2020; funds for the
Child Health Insurance Program are 79.4% Federal and 20.6% General funds; and funds.for

1.0; population funding under the Medicaid Care Management account are51% Federal, 24.3% General and 24.7% Other funds.

/ccv\ anticipated to be available in the following account{s) for State Fiscal YearspFY) 2020 through 2024 upon the availability and continued appropriation of funds in the
future operating budgets. The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) requires that
managed care rate certifications must be done on a twelve-month rating period demonstrating
actuarial souridness thereby necessitating annual rate reviews in order-to determine amounts
each state fiscal year and corresponding contract amendments. Rates will be updated annually
and as necessary fo.r changes in the program enacted by the legislature. A description of how
this contract aligns with the state budget process is included in the explanation below. For
these reasons, expenditures for the program are identified only for SFY 2020.

05-95-47-470010-2358 HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES. HEALTH AND HUMAN SVCS
DEFT, HHS: OFC MEDICAID SERVICES, GRANIT ADVANTAGE HEALTH PROGRAM
TRUST FUND

State Fiscal Year Class / Account Class Title Total Amount

SFY 2020 101-500729 Medical Payments to Providers $360,150,000
SFY 2021 101-500729 Medical Payments to Providers TBD
SFY 2022 101-500729 Medical Payments to Providers TBD
SFY 2023 101-500729 Medical Payments to Providers TBD
SFY 2024 101-500729 Medical Payments to Providers TBD

Sub-Total: $360,150,000
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05-95-47-470010-7051 HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES, HEALTH AND HUMAN SVCS
DEPT, HHS: OFC MEDICAID SERVICES,CHILD HEALTH INSURANCE PROGRAM

State Fiscal Year Class/Account Class Title Total Amount

SFY 2020 101-500729 Medical Payments to Providers $59,700,000
SPY 2021 101-500729 Medical Payments to Providers TBD
SFY2022 101-500729 Medical Payments to Providers TBD
SFY 2023 101-500729 Medical Payments to Providers TBD
SFY 2024 101-500729 Medical Payments to Providers TBD

Sub-Total: $59,700,000

05-95-47-470010-7948 HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES, HEALTH AND HUMAN SVCS
DEPT, HHS: OFC MEDICAID SERVICES, MEDICAID CARE MANAGEMENT

State Fiscal Year Class/Account Class Title Total Amount

SFY 2020 101-500729 Medical Payments to Providers $504,300,000
SFY 2021 101-500729 Medical Payments to Providers TBD
SFY 2022 101-500729 Medical Payments to Providers TBD
SFY 2023 101-500729' Medical Payments to Providers TBD
SFY 2024 101-500729 Medical Payments to Providers TBD

Sub-Total: $504,300,000

Grand Total: $924,150,000

The purpose of this request is to enter into capitated, risk-based Agreements to provide
acute care and other medical services to eligible and enrolled Medicaid participants New
Hampshire's Medicaid managed care program known as .New Hampshire Medicaid Care

"Managementr-^hese-three-(3)-Vendors"Will-sefve-approximately-1807O0O-membersHnGluding-
worneri. children, parents^ non-elderly, non-disabled adults under the age

of 6.5,.and individuals who are. aged, blind or disabled, among others, as described in the
Medicaid Care Management (MCM) contracts. The Managed Care Organizations (MCOs) will
cover the acute care, behavioral health, and pharmacy services for all Members and work with
the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) to address the crucial social
determinants of health in accordance with the attached MCM contracts.

The MCO Vendors will provide a person-centered, integrated, and comprehensive
delivery system that offers a very substantiaf array of accessible Medicaid services, taking Into
account each Member's physical well-being, behavioral health (niental health and substance
use disorders), and social circumstances. DHHS will challenge its MCO partners to work
responsively with the prcwider community and MCM Members to improve access to-care and
promote healthy behaviors. New Hampshire's MCM program will incentiviz'e value over volume,
enhance program efficiency, and hold MCOs accountable for demonstrable improvements in
health outcomes.

Two of the Vendors, Boston Medical Center Health Plan Inc., and Granite State Health
Plan Inc., are respectively otherwise known as Well Sense Health Plan, and New Hampshire
Healthy Families. The Department presently contracts with both of these Vendors to provide
New Hampshire's Medicaid Care Management program.
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I. Procurement Process

.V, contracts represent ttie culmination of the Department's first re-procurement ofth® MCM program since its commencement in December 2013. The Department's process for
the development of the program reflected In the contracts and the contracts themselves
repr®sent a significant improvement over the prior procurement process and the program itself.
The Department ~ for the first time ever - put out the Request for Proposals for public
comment and heid pubiic information sessions in each of the Executive Council Districts last
July in Concord, Keene, Manchester, Nashua, Littleton and Portsmouth before it was issued to
potential respondents.

.  These three (3) Vendors were selected through a competitive bid process. A Request
for Proposals RFP-2019-OMS-MANAG-02 was posted on the Department of Health and Human
Services web site from August 30. 2018 through October 31, 2018. A mandatory bidder's
conference was held on September 7, 2018. In-person attendance at the Mandatory Bidder's
Conference was a requirement to submit a proposal. The Department received four (4)
proposa s. The proposals were reviewed and scored by a team of individuals with program
specific knowledge. The Bid Summary is.attached.

"■ Central Features of the New MCM Program
This procurement was also focused on improving the program for beneficiaries and

providers and introducing many new features. The goals of the new MCM program are to
>  Improve care of Members

>  Improve health outcomes
> Reduce inpatient hospitalization and re-admissions
>  Improve continuity of care across the full continuum of care
>  Improve transition planning when care is completed
>  Improve medication management
> ■ Reduce unnecessary emergency services
> Decrease the total cost of care
>  Increase member satisfaction

>  Improve provider participation in the program
In order to help achieve these goals, the new contracts make many changes in the

current program. These include the following; ,
•  Additional Care Coordination and Care Management resources to provide

significantly more beneficiary support to those in greater need, including providing it at a
local level. MCOs must provide Care Management for at least 15% of high-risk/high-
need members, and MCOs must conduct local care management or contract with a
designated care management entity for at least 50% of high-risk/high-need members.

•  Behavioral Health (Mental Health and Substance Use Disorder) provisions support
integration of care with physical health, implementation of the Department's new 10-
year Mental Health Plan, and advance SUD treatment. MCOs are required to take into
account each person's physical health, behavioral health (mental health and substance
use disorders), and social and economic needs. MCOs are required to work with
Members. Providers, integrated delivery networks (IDNs). and communitv h^oith
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programs (CMHPs) to integrate physical health and behavioral health and address
social determinants of health that affect health outcomes' and the cost-effectiveness of
care.

•  Emergency Room Waiting Measures include the provision of additional clinical staff to
support the provision of services in hospital emergency departments to .reduce the need
for Members to wait for inpatient services.

•  Support the Community Mental Health Centers and Substance Use Disorder
Providers by entering into capitated payment arrangements with Community Mental
Health Programs and Providers, and reimburse substance use disorder providers at
rates no less than the DHHS fee-for-service rates. MCOs must also contract with any
willing peer recovery provider.

•  Alternative Payment Models (APMs) provisions require MCOs to incentivize value
over volume and significantly reduce current fee for service billing arrangements.

•  Community Engagement specifies a role for the MCOs to support beneficiaries in
fulfilling the Community Engagement requirement, including assisting their members
with understanding qualifying activities and exemptions.

•  New Provider Supports require MCOs to implement prompt and accessible
credentialing and re-credentialing processes that will be used to conduct provider
outreach and support; standardize work processes to ensure efficient implementation of
the program and minimal provider burden relative to claims billing processes, reporting,
and prior authorizations; meet prompt payment requirements and pay claims,based on
the effective date of the Current Procedural Terminology code, and establish a provider
grievance and appeals prpcess.

Pharmacy Counselling and Management are strengthened to help improve the safety
and therapeutic benefits to beneficiaries and the economy of the program.

Beneficiary Choice and Competition is increased by providing Medicaid beneficiaries
with three hioh-Qualitv MCOs from which to choose.

and opportunities for beneficiaries to participate in healthy behaviors
must be provided by MCOs to improve individual health.

Cost transparency through reference based pricing and incentives to beneficiaries.

Accountability for results is increasing because a share of payment to MCOs will be
directly linked to their performance,.ensuring accountability for results, particularly In
high priority areas such as addressing substance use disorders, integrating physical and
behavioral health, providing robust care management, and reducing unnecessary use of
high-cost services.

Public Reporting is an added contract element. Each selected MCQ will be responsible
for submitting an annual report, to the Governor and the legislature reporting on how the
MCO has addressed State priorities for the MCM Program, including those specified in
RSA 126-AA and in other State statute, policies, and guidelines; what innovative
programs it has established; how it is addressing social determinants of health of its
members, and how it is improving the population health of the state and other key
metrics of the program.

Heighten program compliance and integrity provisions have been added that allow
for liquidated damages to be applied to the MCOs around contractual performance;
provisions that incent MCO performance around collections for third party liability and
coordination of benefits; and general fraud waste and abuse.
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Ratio is Specified in the contract at a minimum amount of 85% that must

Progmm an^o^nt iess is to rebated back to the

"I. Ratemakinq and Budget
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5FY 2020 Capitation Rate
jected SPY 2020 MCO.En

Chanige^"V 1
rollment by;Rate;c^ )

Population
January 2019 to June
2019 Capitation Rate

SPY 2020 Capitation
Rate

Percentage
Change

Standard Medicaid
oase Population $303.54 $315.15 3.8%
CHIP* 188.36 196.71 4.4%
Behavioral Health Population 1,294.03 ' 1,386.51 7.1%

Total Standard Medicaid $371.26 $389.03 4.8%
Granite Advantage Health Care Program

ivieaicaiiy i-rail

Nnn-MoWinallw {Tr'^il

$993.36 $1,025.07 3.2%

423.21 482.80 14.1%
Total GAHCP $532.03 $586.30 10.2%

Total

'The CHIP capitation
$416.29 $444.28

lA/ w * an average of the specific rate cells in w.hich CHIP members areenrolled. We do not develop a CHIP specific capitation rate. "*^'"uers are
6.7%

mnnth L requifes that managed care rates be reviewed no less frequently than a 12-
I  ' J Department aligns this process with the state fiscal year. Over the lasteveral years the rates have been reviewed and an amendment made to the MCM contracts inMay or June for the fiscal year beginning on July'l" in order to maintain aLari^ soundnessthe rates are also , required to be reviewed in the event of significant program chanaes For

example while the Department established rates for FY 2019 last spring the Department was
back'fnfo L'n I'd expansirprogramCbmughback into managed care on January 1, 2019 - in the middle of the state fiscal year.
npndinJtif *^16 Governor's budget and in other legislation nowpending that, if and when enacted, would require Milliman to revise the rates Specificallv
facilLniiraTlansltional ^-^sed designated receivingfacilities, (II) add transitional housing for persons who can be discharged from New HamoshireHospital; (in) add mobile crisis teams or other behavioral health crisis services All of ^hese
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additional services will have to be incorporated into the capitated rates for the managed care
program consistent with their effective dates.

As a result; the Department anticipates that following the end of the legislative session,
Milliman will review all program changes and any other relevant information, and adjust the
rates as necessary. The Department would expect to bring an amendment to the contract in
the September or October time frame for this purpose.

The certified rate established for the program that is reflected in this contract is within
the Department's budget for state fiscal year 2020. Even though that the rates have been
increased, a decline in the number of persons enrolled In Medicaid and a decline in the acuity of
the population that has reduced expenditures in certain of the highest rate cells accounts for a
reduction of total expenditure in the program within the current budget. As we have in the past,
the Department and Milliman will work with the legislature in the budget process to ensure that
the program is funded consistent with the budget.

Area served: Statewide.

Source of Funds: Funds for Granite Advantage Health Program are 93% Federal as
appropriated by Congress and 7% Other for calendar year 2019 and 90% Federal and 10%
Other for calendar year 2020; funds for the Child Health Insurance Program are 79.4% Federal
as appropriated by Congress and 20.6% General funds; and funds for the standard Medicaid
population funding under the Medicaid Care Management account are 51% Federal as
appropriated by Congress, 24.3% General and 24.7% Other funds.

In the event that Federal funds become no longer available or are decreased below the
93% level for calendar year 2019 or 90% level for calendar year 2020, for the Granite
Advantage Health Program, consistent with RSA 126-AA:3, no .state general funds shall be
deposited into the fund and medical services for this population would end consistent with RSA
12p-aa:j,vi ana the terms ana conaiiions or tne teoerai waiver issued oy tne ueniers tor
Medicare and Medicaid Services

—  ̂spectfully-submittedy

ey aI Meyers i
imissioner

The Department of Health and Human Services' Mission is to join communities and families
in providing opportunities for citizens to achieve health and independence.



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Office of Business Operations
Contra<^ & Procurement Unit
Summary Scoring Sheet

t/ledicaid Care Management Services RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG
RFP Name RFP Number

Bidder Name
Maximum

Points Actual Points

1. AmerlHeaith Caritas New Hampshire, inc. 1000 846.72

2. Boston Medical Center Health Plan, inc. 1000 787.86

3. Granite State Health Plan, Inc. 1000 835.43

4. WellCare Health Plans, Inc. 1000 744.42

Reviewer Names

1. Henry Lipman, DHHS Medicaid Director

2. Deb.orah Scheetz, DHHS Deputy Medicaid Director

3. Dr. Jonathan Ballard, DHHS Medical Director

4. Christen Lavers. Esq. Attorney General Office

5. Michael Wilkey, Examiner IV Insurance Department

6. Andrew Chalsma. DHHS Director of Analytics

7. Ka^a Fox, DHHS Director Division for Behavioral Health



STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEPARTMENT OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

27 Hazen Dr., Concord, NH 03301
Fax: 603-271-1516 TDD Access: 1-800-735-2964

www.nh.gov/doit

Denis Goulet

Commissioner

February 13,2019

Jeffrey A. Meyers, Commissioner
Department of Health and Human Services
State of New Hampshire
129 Pleasant Street

Concord, NH 03301

Dear Commissioner Meyers:

This letter represents formal notification that the Department of Information Technology (DoIT)
has approved your agency's request to enter into three (3) Agreements with, AraeriHealth Caritas New
Hampshire Inc., Philadelphia, PA, Boston Medical Center Health Plan Inc., Charlestown, MA, and
Granite State Health Plan Inc., Bedford, NH, as described below and referenced w DoIT No. 2019-005.

DHHS requests to enter into three agreements with the vendors listed above to provide health
care services to eligible and enrolled Medicaid participants thfou^ New-Hampshire's Medicaid
managed caie piogidiii kuuwii as New Hampshire Medicaid Care Mana^m^Tit

The amount shared by all vendors is not to exceed, $924,150,000, effective upon Governor and
Executive Council approval, with services to be provided to members beginning July 1, 2019
through the completion date of June 30,2024.

A copy of this letter should accompany the Department of Health and Human Services'
submission to the Governor and Executive Gouricil for approval.

Sincerely,

Denis Goulet

DG/ik

DoIT #2019-005

cc: Bruce Smith, IT Manager, DoIT

Innovative Technologies Today for New Hampshire's Tomorrow"



Subject: Medicaid Carej^agement Services fRFP-2Q19-OMS-Q2-MANAG-0:^'> FORM NUMBER P.37 (version 5/8/15)

tlstice. This apeement and all of Its attachments shall become public upon submission to Governor and
Executive Council for approval. Any information that is private, confidential or proprietary must
be clearly identified to the agency and agreed to in writing prior to signing the contract.

AGREEMENT
The State of New Hampshire and the Contractor hereby mutually agree as follows:

GENERAL PROVISIONS

1. IDENTIFICATION.

1.1 State Agency Name
NH Department of Health and Human Services

1.3 Contractor Name
Granite State Health Plan, Inc.

1.5 Contractor Phone

Number

1-603-263-7282

1.6 Account Number

See Attached

1.9 Contracting Officer for State Agency
Nathan D. White, Director
Bureau of Contracts and Procurement

1.2 State Agency Address
129 Pleasant Street

Concord, NH 03301-3857 '

1.4 Contractor Address
2 Executive Park Drive

Bedford NH 03110

1.7 Completion Date

June 30,2024

1.8 Price Limitation

$924,150,000

1.10 State Agency Telephone Number
603-271-9631

l.U Contractor Signature 1.12 Name and Title of Contractor Signatory

Cjc.o

On -i/ ' 7/50/^ , before the undersigned officer, personally appeared the person identified in bloc,
proven to be the person whose name is signed in block 1.11, and acknowledged that s/he executed this docu
indicated in block 1.12.

1.13.1 Signature of Notary Public or Justice of the Peace

[Seal]
1.13.2 Name and Title of Notary or Justice of the Peace

.4 Agency Si na

1.16 ARproval bv the N.H De

By:

1.15 Name and Title of State Agency Signatory

rtment of Administration, Division of Personnel (if applicable)

Director, On;

2022

1.17 ApprbvK by the Attorney General (Form, Substance and Execution) (if applicable)

By:
JM/Or/lC On:

1.18 Approval by the Governor and Executive Council (if applicable)

By: On:

Page 1 of 4



2. EMPLOYMENT OF CONTRACTOR/SERVICES TO
BE PERFORMED. The State of New Hampshire, acting
through the agency identified in block 1.1 ("State"), engages
contractor identified in block 1.3 ("Contractor") to perform,
and the Contractor shall perform, the work or sale of goods, or
both, identified and more particularly described in the attached
EXHIBIT A which is incorporated herein by reference
("Services").

3. EFFECTIVE DATE/COMPLETION OF SERVICES.
3.1 Notwithstanding any provision of this Agreement to the
contrary, and subject to the approval of the Governor and
Executive Council of the State of New Hampshire, if
applicable, this Agreement, and all obligations of the parties
hereunder, shall become effective on the date the Governor
and Executive Council approve this Agreement as indicated in
block 1.18, unless no such approval is required, in which case
the Agreement shall become effective on the date the
Agreement is signed by the State Agency as shown in block
1.14 ("Effective Date").
3.2 If the Contractor commences the Services prior to the
Effective Date, all Services performed by the Contractor prior
to the Effective Date shall be performed at the sole risk of the
Contractor, and in the event that this Agreement does not
become effective, the State shall have no liability to the
Contractor, including without limitation, any obligation to pay
the Contractor for any costs incurred or Services performed.
Contractor must complete all Services by the Completion Date
specified in block 1.7.

4. CONDITIONAL NATURE OF AGREEMENT.

Notwithstanding any provision of this Agreement to the
contrary, all obligations of the State hereunder, including,
without limitation, the continuance of payments hereunder, are
contingent upon the availability and continued appropriation
of fiinds, an^d in no event shall the State be liable for any
payments hereunder in excess of such available appropriated
funds. In the event of a reduction or termination of
appropriated funds, the State shall have the right to withhold
payment until such funds become available, if ever, and shall

ha^theTight to tenhihatVthis A^eenient immediately upon
giving the Contractor notice of such termination. The State
shall not be required to transfer funds from any other account
to the Account identified in block 1.6 in the event funds in that
Account are reduced or unavailable.

5. CONTRACT PRICE/PRICE LIMITATION/

PAYMENT.

5.1 The contract price; method of payment, and terms of
payment are identified and more particularly described in
EXHIBIT B which is incorporated herein by reference.
5.2 The payment by the State of the contract price shall be the
only and the complete reimbursement to the Contractor for all
expenses, of whatever nature incurred by the Contractor in the
performance hereof, and shall be the only and the complete
compensation to the Contractor for the Services. The State
shall have no liability to the Contractor other than the contract
price.

5.3 The State reserves the right to offset from any amounts
otherwise payable to the Contractor under this Agreement
those liquidated amounts required or permitted by N.H. RSA
80:7 through RSA 80:7-c or any other provision of law.
5.4 Notwithstanding any provision in this Agreement to the
contrary, and notwithstanding unexpected circumstances, in
no event shall the total of all payments authorized, or actually
made hereunder, exceed the Price Limitation set forth in block
1.8.

6. COMPLIANCE BY CONTRACTOR WITH LAWS
AND REGULATIONS/ EQUAL EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITY.

6.1 In connection with the performance of the Services, the
Contractor shall comply with all statutes, laws, regulations,
and orders of federal,^s^e, county or municipal authorities
which impose' any obligation or duty upon the Contractor,
including, but not limited to, civil rights and equal opportunity
laws. This may include the requirement to utilize auxiliary
aids and services to ensure that persons with communication
disabilities, including vision, hearing and speech, can
communicate with, receive information from, and convey
information to the Contractor. In addition, the Contractor
shall comply with all applicable copyright laws.
6.2 During the term of this Agreement, the Contractor shall
not discriminate against employees or applicants for '
employment because of race, color, religion, creed, age, sex,
handicap, sexual orientation, or national origin and will take
affirmative action to prevent such discrimination.
6.3 If this Agreement is funded in any part by monies of the
United States, the Contractor shall comply with all the
provisions of Executive Order No. 11246 ("Equal
Employment Opportunity"), as supplemented by the
regulations of the United States Department of Labor (41
C.F.R. Part 60), and with any rules, regulations and guidelines
as the State of New Hampshire or the United States issue to
implement these regulations. The Contractor further agrees to
permit the State or United States access to any of the
Contractor's books, records and accounts for the purpose of
ascertaining compliance with ail rulesr regulations and orders,
and the covenants, terms and conditions of this Agreement.

7. PERSONNEL.

7.1 The Contractor shall at its own expense provide all
personnel necessary to perform the Services. The Contractor
warrants that all personnel engaged in the Services shall be
qualified to perform the Services, and shall be properly
licensed and otherwise authorized to do so under all applicable
laws.

7.2 Unless otherwise authorized in writing, during the term of
this Agreement, and for a period of six (6) months after the
Completion Date in block 1.7, the Contractor shall not hire,
and shall not permit any subcontractor or other person, firm or
corporation with whom it is engaged in a combined effort to
perform the Services to hire, any person who is a State
employee or official, who is materially involved in the
procurement, administration or performance of this

Page 2 of 4
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A^elmlnt survive termination of this
7.3 The Contracting Officer specified in block 1.9, or his or
her successor, shall be the State's representative. In the event

the interpretation of this Agreementthe Contractmg Officer's decision shall be final for the State.

8. EVENT OF DEFAULT/REMEDIES

schedub"^^ P®rfonn the Services satisfactorily or on
8.1.2 failure to submit any report required hereunder; and/or

8.2 Upon the occurrence of any Event of Default, the State
may take any one, or more, or all, of the following actions:

of nlrr . specifying the Eventot Default and requiring it to be remedied within, in the
absent of a greater or lesser specification of time, thirty (30)
days fiom the date of the notice; and if the Event ofDefault is
not timely remedied, terminate this Agreement, effective two
(2) days after givmg the Contractor notice of termination-

of l>r!; ^ notice specifying the EventofDefault and suspendmg all payments to be made under this
A^eement Md ordering that the portion of the contract price
which would otherwise accrue to the Contractor during the
penod fi-om the date of such notice until such time as the State
determines t^hat the Contractor has cured the Event of Default
shall never be paid to the Contractor;
8.2.3 set off against any other obligations the State may owe to
T  r ' y by reason of anyEvent of Default; and/or ^
8.2.4 treat the Agreement as breached and pureue any of its
remedies at law or in equity, or both.

9. data/access/confidentulity/
preservation.
9.1 As used in this Agreement, the word "data" shall mean all
information and things developed or obtained during the
performance of, or acquired or developed by reason of, this
Agreement, including, but not limited to, all studies, reports
files, formulae, surveys, maps, charts, sound recordings, video
recordmgs, pictorial reproductions, drawings, analyses
graphic representations, computer programs, computer'

"ot«, lettere, memoranda, papers, and documents
all whether finished or unfinished,9.2 All data and my property which has been received from
the State.or purchased with funds provided for that purpose
rfn k property of the State, andshall be returned to the State upon demand or upon
termmation of this Agreement for aiiy reason.
9.3 Confidentiality of data shall be governed by NH RSA
chapter 91-A or other existing law. Disclosure of data
requires prior written approval of the State

10. TERMINATION. In the event of an early termination of
this Agreement for any reason other than the completion of the
Slices, the Contractor shall deliver to the Contracting
Officer, not later than fifteen (15) days after the date of
termmation, a report ("Termination Report") describing in
detoil all Services performed, and the confract price earned to
and mcluding the date of termination. The form, subject
matter, content, and number of copies of the Termination
Report shall be identical to those of any Final Report
described in the attached EXHTBIT A.

11. CONTRACTOR'S RELATION TO THE STATE. In
the performance of this Agreement the Contractor is in all
respects an independent contractor, and is neither an agent nor
an employee of the State. Neither the Contractor nor any of its
otticers, employees, agents or members shall have authority to
bmd the State or receive any benefits, workers' compensation
or other emoluments provided by the State to its employees

12. ASSIGNMENT/DELEGATION/SUBCONTRACTS.
The Contractor shall not assign, or otherwise transfer any
interest m this Agreement without the prior written notice and
consent of the State. None of the Services shall be
subcontracted by the Contractor without the prior written
notice and consent of the State.

13 indemnification. The Contractor shall defend
indemnify and hold harmless the State, its officers and
employees^om and against any and all losses suffered by the
State, Its officers and employees, and any and all claims,
liabilities or penalties asserted against the State, its officers
Md employees, by or on behalf of any person, on account of
based or resulting fi-om, arising out of (or which may be
claimed to arise out of) the acts or omissions of the
Contractor. Notwithstanding the foregoing, nothing herein
contained shall be deemed to constitute a waiver of the
sovereign immunity of the State, which immunity is hereby
rescued to the State. This covenant in paragraph 13 shall
survive the termination of this Agreement.

Page 3

14. insurance.
14.1 The Contractor shall, at its sole expense, obtain and
maintain in force, and shall require any subcontractor or
^signee to obtain and maintain in force, the followine
insurance: ®

14.1.1 comprehensive general liability insurance against all
claims of bodily injury, death or property damage, in amounts
ofnot less than Jl.OOO.OOOper occurrence and $2 000 000
aggregate; and .'

14.1.2 special cause of loss coverage form covering all
property subject to subparagfaph 9:2'herein, in an amount not

°  ® replacement value of the property.14.2 The policies described in subparagraph 14.1 herein shall
be on policy forms and endorsements approved for use in the
State of New Hampshire by the N.H. Department of
Insurance, and issued by insurers licensed in the State of New
Hampshire.

of 4
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14.3 The Contractor shall furnish to the Contracting Officer
identified in block 1.9, or his or her successor, a certificate(s)
of insurance for all insurance required under this Agreement.
Contractor shall also furnish to the Contracting Officer
identified in block 1.?, or Ws or her successor, certificate(s) of
insurance for all renewal(s) of insurance required under this
Agreement no later than thirty (30) days prior to the expiration
date of each of the insurance policies. The certificatc(s) of
insurance and any renewals thereof shall be attached and are
incorporated herein by reference. Each certificate(s) of
insurance shall contain a clause requiring the insurer to
provide the Contracting Officer identified in block 1.9, or his
or her successor, no less than thirty (30) days prior written
notice of cancellation or modification of the policy.

15. WORKERS' COMPENSATION.

15.1 By signing this agreement, the Contractor agrees,
certifies and warrants that the Contractor is in compliance with
or exempt from, the requirements of N.H. RSA chapter 281 -A
("Workers' Compensation ").
15.2 To the extent the Contractor is subject to the
requirements of N.H. RSA chapter 281-A, Contractor shall
maintain, and require any subcontractor or assignee to secure
and maintain, payment of Workers' Compensation in
connection with activities which the person proposes to
undertake pursuant to this Agreement. Contractor shall
furnish the Contracting Officer identified in block 1.9, or his
or her successor, proof of Workers' Compensation in the
manner described in N.H. RSA chapter 281 -A and any
applicable rcnewal(s) thereof, which shall be attached and are
incorporated herein by reference. The State shall not be
responsible for payment of any Workers' Compensation
premiums or for any other claim or benefit for Contractor, or
any subcontractor or employee of Contractor, which, might
arise under applicable State of New Hampshire Workers'
Compensation laws in connection with the performance of the
Services under this Agreement.'

16. WAIVER OF BREACH. No failure by the State to
enforce any provisions hereof afler any Event of Default shall
be deemed a waiver of its rights with regard to that Event of
Default, or any subsequent Event of Default. No exipress
failure to enforce any Event of Default shall be deemed a
waiver of the right of the State to enforce each and all of the
provisions hereof upon any further or other Event of Default
on the part of the Contractor.

17. NOTICE. Any notice by a party hereto to the other party
shall be deemed to have been duly delivered or given at the
time of mailing by certified mail, postage prepaid, in a United
States Post Office addressed to the parties at the addresses
given in blocks 1.2 and 1.4, herein.

18. AMENDMENT. This Agreement may be amended,
waived or discharged only by an instrument in writing signed
by the parties hereto and only after approval of such
amendment, waiver or discharge by the Governor and
Executive Council of the State of New Hampshire unless no

such approval is required under the circumstances pursuant to
State law, rule or policy.

19. CONSTRUCTION OF AGREEMENT AND TERMS.
This Agreement shall be construed in accordance with the
laws of the Stale of New Hampshire, and is binding upon and
inures to the benefit of the parties and their respective
successors and assigns. The wording used in this Agreement
is the wording chosen by the parties to express their mutual
intent, and no rule of construction shall be applied against or
in favor of any party.

0

20. THIRD PARTIES. The parties hereto do not intend to
benefit any third parties and this Agreement shall not be
construed to confer any such benefit.

21. HEADINGS. The headings throughout the Agreement
are for reference purposes only, and the words contained
therein shall in no way be held to explain, modify, amplify or
aid in the interpretation, construction or meaning of the
provisions of this Agreement.

22. SPECIAL PROVISIONS. Additional provisions set
forth in the attached EXHIBIT C are incorporated herein by
reference.

23. SEVERABILITY. In the event any of the provisions of
this Agreement are held by a court of competent jurisdiction to
be contrary to any state or federal law, the remaining
provisions of this Agreement will remain in full force and
effect.

24. ENTIRE AGREEMENT. This Agreement, which may
be executed in a number of counterparts, each of which shall
be deemed an original, constitutes the entire Agreement and
understanding between the parties, and supersedes all prior
Agreements and understandings relating hereto.

Page 4 of 4
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INTRODUCTION

1.1 Purpose

1.1.1 This Medicaid Care Management Agreement is a comprehensive full
risk prepaid capitated Agreement that sets forth the terms and conditions for the
Managed Care Organization's (MCO's) participation In the New Hampshire (NH)
Medicaid Care Management (MCM) program.

1.2 Term

1.2.1 The Agreement and all contractual obligations, including Readiness
Review, shall become effective on the date the Governor and Executive Council
approves the executed MCM Agreement or, if the MCO does not have health
maintenance organization (HMO) licensure in the State of New Hampshire on the
date of Govemor and Executive Council approval, the date the MCO obtains
HMO licensure in the State of New Hampshire, whichever is later.

1.2.1.1 If the MCO fails to obtain HMO licensure within thirty (30)
calendar days of Governor and Executive Council approval, this
Agreement shall become null and void without further recourse to the
MCO.

1;2.2 The Program Start Date shall begin on July 1, 2019, and the
Agreement term shall continue through June 30, 2024.

1.2.3 The MCO's participation in the MCM program is contingent upon
approval by the Governor and Executive Council, the MCO's successful
completion of the Readiness Review process as determined by DHHS, and
f>htaining.HMnJlcensure.in.the State of New Hampshire as set forth above.

^.2A - -The MCO is solely responsible for the,cost of all work during the
Readiness Review and undertakes the work at its sole risk.

1.2.5 If DHHS determines that any MCO will not be ready to begin providing
services on the MCM Program Start Date, July 1, 2019, at its sole discretion,
DHHS may withhold enrollment and require corrective action or terminate the
Agreement without further recourse to the MCO.

2  DEFINITIONS AND ACRONYMS

2.1 Definitions

2.1.1 Adults with Special Health Care Needs

2.1.1.1 "Adults with Special Health Care Needs" means Members who
.  have or are at increased risk of having a chronic illness and/or a physical,

developmental, behavioral, acquired brain disorder, or emotional condition
and who also require health and related services of a type or amount
beyond that usually expected for Members of similar age.

Granite State Health Plan, Inc. Contractor Initial^
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2.1.1.1.1 This includes, but is not limited to Members with-
Hunian Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV)/Acquired Immune Deficiency
Syndrome (AIDS); a Severe Mental Illness (SMI), Serious

® (SED), Intellectual and/or DevelopmentalDisabilrty (l/DD), Substance Use Disorder diagnosis; or chronic
pain.

2.1.2 Advance Directive

Directive" means a written instruction, such as a living
n  hi "/f f recognized under the lav^
u/hln M K Hampshire, relating to the provision of health care
When a Membens incapacitated. [42 CFR 489.100]

2.1.3 Affordable Care Act

A«'Vu. *he Patient Protection and
Pa enacted on March 23, 2010 and theHealth Care and Education Reconciliation Act of 2010 PL 111-152

enacted on March 30, 2010. ' " '

2.1.4 Agreement

this entire written Agreement between DHHS
and the MOO, including its exhibits.

2.1.5 American Society of Addiction Medicine (ASAM) Criteria
2.1.5.1 American Society of Addiction Medicine (ASAM) Criteria"
means a national set of criteria for providing outcome-oriented and results-
based care in the treatment of addiction. The Criteria provides guidelines

^°ntinued stay and transfer/discharge of patients with
addiction and co-occurring conditions.^

2.1.6 Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)

Disabilities Act (ADA)" means a civil rights lawthat prohibrts discrimination against Members with disabilities in all areas
.of public life, including jobs, schools, transportation, and all public and
private places that are open to the general public.^

2.1.7 Appeal Process

Process* means the procedure for handling, processing
rollecting and tracking Member requests for a review of an adverse benefit
determination which is in compliance with 42 CFR 438 Subpart F and this
Agreement.

j Hi® Sodety of Addiction Medicine, *Whaj Is the ASAM Criteria'The Americans wWi Disabllfty Act NaUonal Netvwric, -What is the Americans with Disabilities Act" *

Granite state Heatth Plan, Inc. Contractor Initials'
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2.1.8 Area Agency

2.1.8.1 "Area Agency" means an entity established as a nonprofit
corporation in the State of New Hampshire which is established by rules
adopted by the Commissioner to provide services to develbpmentally
disabled persons in the area as defined in RSA 171-A:2.

2.1.9 ASAM Level of Care

-  2.1.9.1 "ASAM Level of Care" means a standard nomenciature for
describing the continuum of recovery-oriented addiction services. With the
continuum, clinicians are able to conduct multidimensional assessments
that explore individual risks and needs, and recommended ASAM Level of
Care that matches intensity of treatment services to identified patient
needs.

2.1.10 Assertive Community Treatment (ACT)

2.1.10.1 "Assertive Community Treatment (ACT)" means the evidence-
based practice of delivering comprehensive and effective services to
Members with SMI by a multidisciplinary team primarily in Member homes,
communities, and other natural environments.

2.1.11 Auxiliary Aids

2.1.11.1 "Auxiliary Aids" means services or devices that enable persons
with impaired sensory, manual, or speaking skills to have an equal
opportunity to participate in, and enjoy, the benefits of programs or
activities conducted by the MCO.

2.1.11.1.1 Such aids include readers. Braille materials, audio
~  recordingsr-telephone-handset-amplifiers, -telephones -compatible

with, hearing aids, telecommunication devices for deaf persons
(TDDs), interpreters! note takers, written materials, and other
similar services and devices.

2.1.12 Behavioral Health Services

2.1.12.1 "Behavioral Health Services" means mental health and
Substance Use Disorder services that are Covered Services under this
Agreement.

2.1.13 Behavioral Health Crisis Treatment Center (BHCTC)

2.1.13.1 "Behavioral Health Crisis Treatment Center (BHCTC)" means a
treatment service, center that provides twenty-four (24) hours a day, seven
(7) days a week intensive, short term stabilization treatment services for
Members experiencing a mental health crisis, including those with co-
occurring Substance Use Disorder.

2.1.13.2 The BHCTC accepts Members for treatment on a voluntary
basis who walk-in, are transported by first responders, or as a stepdown

Granite State Health Plan, Inc. Contractor InitialsV.
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treatment site post emergency department (ED) visit or inpatient
psychiatric treatment site.

2.1.13.3 The BHCTC delivers an array of services to de-escalate and
stabilize Members at the intensity and for the duration necessary to quickly
and successfully discharge, via specific after care plans, the Member back
into the community or to a step-down treatment site.

2.1.14 Bright Futures

2.1.14.1 Bright Futures" means a national health promotion and
prevention initiative, led by the American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) that
provides theory-based and evidence-driven guidance for all preventive
care screenings and well-child visits.

2.1.15 Capitation Payment

2.1.15.1 "Capitation Payment" means the monthly payment by DHHS to
the MOO for each Member enrolled in the MCO's plan for which the MOO
provides Covered Services under this Agreement.

2.1.15.1.1 Capitation payments are made.only for Medicaid-
eligible Members and retained by the MCO for those Members.
DHHS makes the payment regardless of whether the Member
receives services during the period covered by the payment 142
CFR 438.2] / K / ■ I

2.1.16 Care Coordination

2.1.16.1 "Care Coordination" means the Interaction with established local
cornmunity-based providers of care, including Local Care Management
entities, to address the physical, behavioral health and psychosocial needs
of Members.

2.1.17 Care Management

2.1.17.1 ""Care Management" means direct contact with a Member
focused on the provision of various aspects of the Member's physical,
behavioral health and needed supports that will enable the Member to
achieve the best health outcomes.

2.1.18 Cdre Manager

2.1.18.1 "Care Manager' means a qualified and trained individual who is
hired directly by the MCO, a provider in the MCO's network (a
Participating Provider"), or a provider for a Local Care Management entity
with which the MCO contracts who is primarily responsible for providing
Care Coordination and Care Management services as defined by this
Agreement.

Granite state Health Plan, Inc. Contractorlnitial
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2.1.19 Case Management

2.1.19.1 "Case Management" means sen/ices that assist Members in
gaining access to needed waivers and other Medicaid State Plan services,
as well as medical, social, educational and other services, regardless of
the funding source for the services to which access is gained.

2.1.20 Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS)

2.1.20.1 "Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS)" means the
federal agency within the United States Department of Health and Human
Services (HHS) with primary responsibility for the Medicaid and Medicare
programs.

2.1.21 Children with Special Health Care Needs

2.1.21.1 "Children with Special Health Care Needs" means Members
under age twenty-one (21) who have or are at Increased risk of having a
serious or chronic physical, developmental, behavioral, or emotional
condition and who also require health and related services of a type or
amount beyond that usually expected for the child's age.

2.1.21.1.1 This includes, but is not limited to, children or infants: in
foster care; requiring care in the Neonatal Intensive Care Units;
with Neonatal Abstinence Syndrome (NAS); in high stresjs social
environments/caregiver stress; receiving Family Centered Early
Supports and Services, or participating in Special Medical Services
or Partners in Health Services with a SED, l/DD or Substance Use
Disorder diagnosis.

2.1.22 Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) ^

2.122.1 ."Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP)" means a program
to provide health coverage to eligible children under Title XXI of the Social
Security Act.

2.1.23 Choices for Independence (CFI)

2.1.23.1 "Choices for Independence (CFI)" means the Home and
Community-Based Services (HCBS) 1915(c) waiver program that provides
a system of Long Term Services and Supports (LTSS) to seniors and
adults who are financially eligible for Medicaid and medically qualify for
institutional level of care provided in nursing facilities.

2.1.23.2 The CFI waiver is also known as HCBS for the Elderly and
Chronically III (HCBS-ECI). Long term care definitions are identified in RSA
151 E and He-E 801, and Covered Services are identified in He-E 801.

2.1.24 Chronic Condition

2.1.24.1 "Chronic Condition" means a physical or mental impairment or
ailment of indefinite duration or frequent recurrence such as heart disease,

Granite State Health Plan. Inc. Contractor Initial:
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Usfrasortl^'' 3 Substance
2.1.25 Clean Claim

2.1.25.1 "Clean Claim" means a claim that does not have any defect
impropnety, lack of any required substantiating docur^enlmion or
paymenT requiring special treatment that prevents timely

2.1.26 Cold Call Marketing

tlie MCO ''nr°ks'^Ho '!^®'''®''"3"/"eans any unsolicited personal contact by
Ln!,.h . designee, with a potential Member or a Member with
438 1M(a)]" purposes of Marketing. [42 CFR

2.1.27 Community Mental Health Services
,2.1.27.1 "Community Mental Health Services" means mental health

Pr^'ram-rnr'^?^^^ Community.. Mental Health Prograrri ("CMH
riinPhio^>i h Health Provider ("CMH Provider") toeligible Members as defined under He-M 426.

2.1.28 Community Mental Health Program ("CMH Program")
2.1.28.1 "Community Mental Health Program ("CMH Proqram")"

X°h7sh°H® Mental Health Center, means a prograrri
or rni n^f ® administered by the State of New Hampshire, ci^, town
hLi?h ® nonprofit corporation for the purpose of providing mental
emPrnpnT"^^^ h" f 3''®^ ®nd whlch minimally providesemergency medical or psychiatric screening and evaluation Case
Management, and psychotherapy services, [RSA 135-C;2, IV] A CMH
rogram IS authorized to deliver the comprehensive array of services

2.1.29 Community Mental Health Provider ("CMH Provider")
ipommunity Mental Health Provider ("CMH Provider")" means a

Medicaid Provider of Community Mental Health Services that has been
mental'hLHh'"^"^®'^ Commissioner to provide specificment^ health services pursuant to He-M 426 [He-M 426.02- (g)) The

®  Program and a CMH Provider is that a CMHProvider offers a more limited range of services.
2.1.30 Comprehensive Assessment

2.1.30.1. "Comprehensive Assessment" means a person-centered
® Member's health condition, functional statusaccessibility needs, strengths and supports, health care goals and other

Granite State Health Plan, Inc.
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characteristics to inform whether a Member requires Care Management
services and the level of services that should be provided.

2.1.31 Confldentiai Infoimation

2.1.31.1 "Confidential information" or "Confidential Data" means
information that is exempt from disclosure to the public or other
unauthorized persons under State or federal law. Confidential information
includes, but is not limited to, personal information (PI). See definition also
listed in Exhibit K.

2.1.32 Consumer Assessment of Health Care Providers and Systems
(CAHPS®)

2.1.32.1 "Consumer Assessment of Health Care Providers and Systems
(CAHPS®)" means a family of standardized survey instruments, including
a Medicaid sun/ey, used to measure Member experience of health care.

2.1.33 Continuity of Care

2.'1.33.1 "Continuity of Care" means the provision of continuous care for
chronic or acute medical conditions through Member transitions between:
facilities and home; facilities; Providers; service areas; managed care
contractors; Marketplace, Medicaid fee-for-service (FFS) or private
insurance and managed care arrangements. Continuity of Care occurs in a
manner that prevents unplanned or unnecessary readmissions, ED visits,
or adverse health outcomes.

2.1.34 Continuous Quality Improvement (CQI)

2.1.34.1 "Continuous Quality Improvement (CQI)" means the systematic
process—of~identifying;—describing;—and—analyzing—strengths—and
weaknesses and.then testing, implementing, learning from, and revising
solutions.

2.1.35 Copayment

2.1.35.1 "Copayment" means a monetary amount that a Member pays
directly to a Provider at the time a covered service is rendered.

2.1.36 Corrective Action Plan (CAP)

2.1.36.1 "Corrective Action Plan' (CAP)" means a plan that the MCO
completes and submits to DHHS to identify and respond to any issues
and/or enors in instances where it fails to comply with DHHS
requirements.

2.1.37 ■ Covered Services

2.1.37.1 "Covered Services" means health care services as defined by
DHHS and State and federal regulations and includes Medicaid State Plan
services specified in this Agreement, In Lieu of Services, any Value-Added

Granite State Health Plan. Inc. Contractor Initiaf
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m Jt Agreement, and services required tomeet Mental Health Panty and Addiction Equity Act.
2.1.38 Designated Local Care Management Entities

Entities" means integrated DeliveryNetworks (IDNs) that have been certified as Designated Local Care
Managemern Entities by DHHS; Health Homes, if DHHS elects to

Homes under the Medicaid State Plan Amendment
authonty; and other contracted entities capable of performing Local Care
Management for a designated cohort oi Membe^.Tdete^^^^^

2.1.39 Designated Receiving Facility

2.1.39.1 "Designated Receiving Facility" means a hosDital-based

desS b^the non-hospital-based residential treatment programdesignated by the Commissioner to provide care, custody, and treafmdnt

2.1.40 Dual-Eligible Members

' bolh^MldicaStLa"
2.1.41 Emergency Medical Condition

2.1.41.1 "Emergency Medical Condition" means a medical condition

Zllr! oaV]t!it "= f severity (includingsevere pain) that a prudent layperson, who possesses an averaoe
knowledge of health and medicine, could reasonably expect the absence
of immediate medical attention to result in: placing the health of the

S  ̂ the health of the woman or her unbomchild) in serious jeopardy; serious impairment to bodily functions* or
serious dysfunction of any bpdily organ or part. [42 CFR 438.114(a)]

2.1.42 Emergency Services

Services" means covered inpatient and outpatient
services that are fumished by a Provider, that is qualified to furnish the

^aTcfr Emergency Medical Condition.
2.1.43 Equal Access

Providers an'd"se^ic?f"
2.1.44 Evidence-Based Supported Employment (EBSE)

2.1.^.1 "Evidence-Based Supported Employment (EBSE)" means the
provision of vocational supports to Members following the Supported

:  ii
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Employment Implementation Resource Kit developed by Dartmouth
Medical School to promote successful competitive employment in the
community.

2.1.45 Exclusion Lists

2.1.45.1 "Exclusion Lists" means HHS Office of the Inspector General's
(GIG) List of Excluded Individuals/Entities; the System of Award
Management: the Social Security Administration Death Master File; the list
maintained by the Office of Foreign Assets Controls; and to the extent
applicable, National Plan and Provider Enumeration System (NPPES).

2.1.46 External Quality Review (EQR)

21 461 "External Quality Review (EQR)" means the analysis and
evaluation described in 42 CFR 438.350 by an External Quality Review
Organization (EQRO) detailed in 42 CFR 438.42 of aggregated information
on quality, timeliness, and access Covered, Services that the MCO or its
Subcontractors furnish to Medicaid recipients.

2.1.47 Family Planning Services

2.1.47.1 "Family Planning Services" means services available to
Members by Participating or Non-Participating Providers without the need
for a referral or Prior Authorization that include;

2.1.47.1.1 Consultation with trained personnel regarding family
planning, contraceptive procedures, immunizations, and sexually
transmitted diseases;

2.1.47.1.2 Distribution of literature relating to. family planning,
contraceptive proGedureSrand-sexually,transmitted diseases;

2.1.47.1.3 Provision of contraceptive procedures and
contraceptive supplies by those qualified to do so under the laws Of

.  the State in which services are provided;

2.1.47.1.4 Referral of Members to physicians or health agencies
for .consultation, examination, tests, medical treatment and
prescription for the purposes of family-planning, contraceptive
procedures, and treatment of sexually transmitted diseases, as
indicated; and

2.1.47.1.5 Immunization services where medically indicated and
linked to sexually transmitted diseases, including but not limited to
Hepatitis B and Human papillomaviruses vaccine.

2.1.48 Federally Qualified Health Centers (FQHCs)

2.1.48.1 "Federally Qualified Health Center (FQHC)" means a public or
private non-profit health care organization that has been Identified by the
Health Resources and Services Administration (HRSA) and certified by

Granite State Health Plan, Inc. Contractor Initials _i
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•»>

CMS as meeting criteria under Sections 1861(aa)(4) and 1905(l)(2)(B) of
the Social Security Act.

2.1.49 Granite Advantage Members

2.1.49.1 "Granite Advantage Members" means Members v/ho are
covered under the NH Granite Advantage waiver, which includes
individuals in the Medicaid new adult eligibility group, covered under Title
XIX of the Social Security Act who are adults, aged nineteen (19) up to
and including sixty-four (64) years, with incomes up to and including one

.  hundred and thirty-eight percent (138%) of the federal poverty level (FPL)
who are not pregnant, not eligible for Medicare and not enrolled in NH's
Health Insurarice Premium Payment (HIPP) program.

2.1.50 Grievance Process

2.1.50.1 "Grievance Process" means the procedure for, addressing
Member grievances and which is-in compliance with 42 CFR 438 Subpart

, F and this Agreement.

2.1.51 Home and Community Based Services (HCBS)

2.1.51.1 "Home and Community Based Services (HOBS)" means the
waiver of Sections 1902(a)(10) and 1915(c) of the Social Security Act,
which permits the federal Medicaid funding of LTSS in non-institutional
settings for Members who reside in the community or in certain community
alternative residential settings, as an alternative to long term institutional'
services in a nursing facility or Intermediate Cafe Facility (IGF). This
includes services provided under the HCBS-CFI waiver program.
Developmental Disabilities (HCBS-DD) waiver program. Acquired Brain
Disorders (HCBS-ABD) waiver program,, and In Home Supports (HCBS-I)
waiver program.

2.1.52 Hospital-Acquired Conditions and Provider Preventable
Conditions

2.1.52.1 "Hospital-Acquired Conditions and Provider Preventable
Conditions" means a condition that meets the following criteria; Is identified

■  in the Medicaid State Plan; has been found by NH, based upon a review of
medical literature by qualified professionals, to be reasonably preventable
through the application of procedures supported by evidence-based
guidelines; has a negative consequence for the Member; is auditable; and
includes, at a minimum, wrong surgical or other invasive procedure
performed on a Member, surgical or other invasive procedure performed
on the wrong body part, or surgical or other invasive procedure performed
on the wrong Member.

Granite State Health Plan, Inc. Contractor Initial
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2.1.53 In Lieu Of Services

2.1.53.1 An "In Lieu Of Service" means an alternative service or.setting
that DHHS has approved as medically appropriate and cost-effective
substitute for a Covered Service or setting under the Medicaid State Plan.

2.1.53.2 A Member cannot be required by the MCG.to use the alternative
service or setting. Any In Lieu Of Service shall be authorized by DHHS,
either via DHHS's issuance of prospective identification of approved In
Lieu of Services or through an agreement reached between DHHS and the
MOD.

2.1.53.3 The utilization and actual cost of In Lieu Of Services shall be
taken into account in developing the component of the capitation rates that
represents the Medicaid State Plan Covered Services, unless a statute or
regulation explicitly requires otherwise.

2.1.54 Incomplete Claim

2.1.54.1 "Incomplete Claim" means a claim that is denied for the purpose
of obtaining additional information from the Provider.

2.1.55 Indian Health Care Provider (IHCP)

2.1.55.1 "Indian Health Care Provider (IHCP)" means a health care
program operated by the Indian Health Service (IHS) or by an Indian Tribe,
Tribal Organization, or Urban Indian Organization (lyT/U) as those terms
are defined in the Indian Health Care Improvement Act (25 U.S.C. 1603).
[42 CFR 438.14(a)]

2.1.56 Integrated Card

2.1.56.1 "Integrated Care" means th'e~^lemalic~cdOTdlnatIon''of 'meritar
health, Substance-Use Disorder, and primary care services to effectively
care for people with multiple health care needs.^

2.1.57 Integrated Delivery Network (IDN)

2.1.57.1 "Integrated Delivery Network" means a regionally-based network
of physical and behavioral ' health providers and^r social service
organizations that participate in the NH Building Capacity for
Transformation Section 1115 Waiver or are otherwise determined by
DHHS to be an Integrated Delivery Network.

2.1.58 Limited English Proficiency (LEP)

2.1.58.1 "Limited English Proficiency (LEP)" means a Member's primary
language is not English and the Member may have limited ability to read,
writei speak or understand English.

' SAMHSA-HRSA Center for Integrated Solutions, "What is Integrated Care?*
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2.1.59 Local Care Management

Management" means the MOO engages in real-
! T«h f i! ® supportive in-person Member engagement strateov
St wrpL[d»rI!°"'H'i^ includes conSare Providers and Members to assure that selected Membersare making progress with their care plans. "viemDers

2.1.60 Long Term Services and Supports (LTSS)

2.1.61

2.1.62

S'rsL;"S:i
Division for ChlWrrYouSlamllie's'SFr'

Managed Care Information System (MClS)
2Y.61.1 "Managed Care Information System (MClS)" means a
intenrater^'^H' integrated system that: collects analyzes
TreaT fncludTno'^ut nnf! ''? 7!^ 438.242(a)]: pro,4des infomratioron
aooeais and u T?®'' daims, grievances and
eS w (42 0^^438 ̂  Medicaid•!/ ■ 438.242(a)]; collects and maintains data on Members
to MrmhPrflh^® specified in this Agreement and on all services furnished

f  encounter data system [42 CFR 438 242(b)(2)l- iscapable of nieeting the requirements listed throughout this Aqreernent- and
IS capable of providing all of the data and information necessary for DHHS
to meet State and federal Medicaid reporting and inZation fe^u™

Managed Care Organization (MCO)

\ ""If Organization (MCO)" means an entity that has a
contrads wh^DHHS undLr''® Department (NHID) and whoh^nifh ® comprehensive risk Agreement to providehealth care services to eligible Members under the MOM program.

2.1.63 Marketing

means any communication from the MCO to a

?p«nn hi 'S not enrolled in that MCO that can
wifh thf mcA influence the Member to enroll
«edTo°;42^"'^:38°10:[^r " """""

Marketing Materials2.1.64

Materials' means materials that are produced in any
iS^ri al M b® reasonably interpreted asintended as Marketing to potential Members. [42 CFR 438.l04(a)(ij)]
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2.1.65 MOO Alternative Payment Modiel (APM) ImpieSentatlon Plan

2.1.65.1 "MCO Alternative Payment Model (ARM) Implementation Plan"
means the MCO's plan for meeting the ARM requirements described In
this Agreement. The MCO ARM Implementation Plan shall be reviewed
and approved by DHHS.

2.1.66 MCO Data Certification

2.1.66.1 "MCO Data Certification" means data submitted to DHHS and

certified by one of the following: .

2.1.66.1.1 The MCO's Chief Executive Officer (CEO);

2.1.66.1.2 The MCO's Chief Financial Officer (CFO); or

2.1.66.1.3 An individual who has delegated authority to sign for,
and who reports directly to. the MCO's CEO or CFO.

2.1.67 MCO Formulary

2.1.67.1 "MCO Formulary" means the list of prescription drugs covered
by the MCO and the tier on which each medication is placed, in
compliance with the DHHS-developed Preferred Drug List (PDL) and 42
CFR 438.10(i).

2.1.68 MCO Quality Assessment and Performance Improvement (GAP!)
Program

3i1.66.1 "MCO Quality Assessments and Performance' Improvement
(QAPI) Program" means an ongoing and comprehensive program for the
services the MCO furnishes to Members consistent with the requirements
~df"thir"Agreement"^"federal requirementsTfoTtRe^QAPI program. [42'
CFR 438.330(a)(1): 42 CFR:438,330(a)(3)]

2.1.69 MCO Utilization Management Program

2.1.69.1 "MCO Utilization Management Program" means a program
developed, operated, and maintained by the MCO that meets the criteria,
contained in this Agreement related to Utilization Management.. The MCO
Utilization Management Program shall include defined structures, policies,
and procedures for Utilization Management.-

2.1.70 Medicaid Director

2.1.70.1 "Medicaid Director" means the State Medicaid Director of NH
DHHS.

2.1.71 Medicaid Management Information System (MMIS)

2.1.71.1 "Medicaid Management Information System (MMIS)" as defined
by the CMS.gov glossary is: a CMS approved system that supports the
operation of the Medicaid program. The MMIS includes the following types
of sub-systems or files: recipient eligibility, Medicaid provider, claims

f
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processing, pricing, Suryeillance and. Utilization Review Subsystem
(SURS), Management and Administrative Reporting System (MARS), and
potentially encounter processing.

2.1.72 Medicaid State Plan

2.1.72.1 "Medicaid State Plan" means an agreement between a state
and the Federal govemment describing how that state administers Its
Medicaid and CHIP programs. It gives an assurance that a state will abide

■  ̂ Federal matching funds for its programactiyitie^.'Tne state plan sets out groups of. individuals to be covered,
services to be provided, methodologies for providers to be reimbursed and
the administrative activities that are underway in the state.

2.1.73 Medical Loss Ratio (MLR)

2.1.73.1 "Medical Loss Ratio (MLR)" means the proportion of premium
revenues spent on clinical services and quality Improvement, calculated in
compliance with the terms of this Agreement and with all federal
standards, including 42 CFR 438.8.

2.1.74 Medically Necessary

2.1.74.1 Per Early and Periodic Screening, Diagnostic and Treatment
(EPSDT) for Members under twenty-one (21) years of age, "Medically
Necessary" means any service that is included within the categories of
mandatory and optional services listed In Section 1905(a) of the. Social
Security Act, regardless of whether such service is covered under the
Medicaid State Plan, if that service is necessary to correct or ameliorate
defects and physical and mental illnesses or conditions.

2.1.74.2 For Members twenty-one (21) years of age and older, "Medically
Necessary" means services that a licensed Provider, exercising prudent
clinical judgment, would provide, in accordance with generally accepted
standards of medical practice, to a recipient for the purpose of evaluating,
diagnosing, preventing, or treating an acute, or chronic illness, injury,
disease, or its symptoms, and that are:

2.1.74.2.1 Clinically .appropriate in terms of type, frequency of use,
e^ent, site, and duration, and consistent with the established
diagnosis or treatment of the Member's illness, injury, disease, or
its symptoms:

2.1.74.2.2 Not primarily for the convenience of the Member or the
Member's family, careglver, or health care Provider;

2.1.74.2.3 No more costly than other items or services which
would produce equivalent diagnostic, therapeutic, or treatment
results as related to the' Member's illness, injury, disease, or Its
symptoms; and.

Granite State Health Plan, Inc. Contractor Initials
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2.1.74.2.4 Not experimental, investigative, cosmetic, or duplicative
in nature [He-W 530.01(e)].

2.1.75 Medication Assisted Treatment (MAT)

2.1.75.1 "Medication , Assisted Treatment (MAT)" means the use of
medications In combination with counseling and behavioral therapies for
the treatment of Substance Use Disorder.^

2.1.76 Member

2.1.76.1 "Member" means an individual who is enrolled in managed care
through an MCO having an Agreement with DHHS. [42 CFR 438:10(a)]

2.1.77 Member Advisory Board

2.1.77.1 "Member Advisory Board" means a group of Members that
represents the Member population, established and facilitated by the
MCO. The Member Advisory Board shall adhere to the requirements set
forth in this Agreement.

2.1.78 Member Encounter Data (Encounter Data)

21 78.1 "Member Encounter Data ("Encounter Data")" means the
information relating to the receipt of any item(s) or service(s) by a Member,
under this Agreement, between DHHS and an MCO that is subject to the
requirements of 42 CFR 438.242 and 42 CFR 438.818.

2.1.79 Member Handbook

2.1.79.1 "Member Handbook" means a handbook based upon the model
Member Handbook developed by DHHS and published by the MCO that
enaBIes~th^Member"to*'understand-how-to -effectively-use -the-MCM
program in accordance with this Agreement and 42 _CFR_ 438.10(g).

2.1.80 National Committee for Quality Assurance (NCQA)

2.1.80.1 "National Committee for Quality Assurance (NCQA)" means an
organization responsible for developing and managing health care
measures that assess the quality of care and services that managed care
clients receive.

2.1.81 NCQA Health Plan Accreditation

2.1.81.1 "NCQA Health Plan Accreditation" means MCO accreditation,
including the Medicaid module obtained from the NCQA, based on an
assessment of clinical performance and consumer experience.

* SAHMSA-HRSA Center for Integrated Health Solutions, "Medication Assisted Treatment
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2.1.82 Neonatal Abstinence Syndrome (MAS)
2.1.82.1 "Neonatal Abstinence Syndrome (NAS)" means a consteliation

' ■ ' of symptoms In newborn infants exposed to any of a variety of substances
In utero, Including opioids.®

2.1.83 Non-Emergency Medical Transportation (NEMT)
2.1.83.1 "Non-Emergency Medical Transportation (NEMT)" means
transportation services arranged by the'MCO and provided free of charge
to Members who are unable to pay for the cost^of transportation to
Prowder offices and facilities for Medically Necessary care and services
covered by the Medicaid State Plan, regardless of whether those Medically
Necessary services are covered by the MOO.

2.1.84 Non-Participating Provider

2A.BA.1 "Non-Participating Provider"' means a person, health care
Provider, practitioner, facility or entity acting within their scope of practice
or licensure, that does not have a written Agreement with the MCO to
participate in the MCO's Provider network, but provides health care
services, to Members under appropriate scenarios (e.g., a referral
approved by the MCO).

2.1.85 Nori-Symptomatlc Office Visits

2.1.85.1 "Non-Symptomatic Office Visits" means preventive care office
visits available from the Member's Primary Care Provider (PCP) or another
Provider within forty-five (45) calendar days of a request for the visit. Non-
Symptomatic Office Visits may include, but are not limited to,
well/preventive care such as physical examinations, annual gynecological
examinations, or child and adult immunizations.

2.1.86 Non-Urgent, Symptomatic Office Visits

2.1.86.1 Non-Urgent, Symptomatic Office Visits" means routine care
office visits available from the Member's PCP or another Provider within
ten (10) calendar days of a request for the visit. Non-Urgent, Symptomatic
Office Visits are associated with the presentation of medical signs or
symptoms not requiring immediate attention, but that require monitoring.

2.1.87 Ongoing Special Condition

2.1.87.1 Ongoing Special Condition" means, in the case of an acute
illness, a condition that is serious enough to require medical care or
treatment to avoid a reasonable possibility of death or permanent harm; in
the case of a chronic illness or condition, a disease or condition that is life
threatening, degenerative, or disabling, and requires medical care or
treatment over a prolonged period of time; in the case of pregnancy.
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pregnancy from the start of the second trimester; in the case of a terminal
illness, a Member has a medical prognosis that the Member's life
expectancy is six (6) months or less.

2.1.88 Overpayments

2.1.88.1 "Overpayments" means any amount received to which the
Provider is not entitled. An overpayment includes payment that should not
havie been made and payments made in excess of the appropriate
amount.

2.1.89 Participating Provider

2.1.89.1 "Participating Provider" means a person, health care Provider,
practitioner, facility, or entity, acting within the scope of practice and
licensure. and who is under a \written contract with the MCO to provide
services to Members under the terms of this Agreement.

2.1.90 Peer Recovery Program

2.1.90.1 "Peer Recovery Program" means a program that is accredited
by the Council on Accreditation of Peer Recovery Support Services
(CAPRSS) or another accrediting body approved by DHHS, is under
contract with DHHS's contracted facilitating organization, or is under
contract with DHHS's Bureau of Drug and Alcohol Services to provide
Peer Recovery Support Services (PRSS).

2.1.91 Performance Improvement Project (PIP)

2.1.91.1 "Performance Improvement Project (PIP)" means an initiative
included in the QAPI program that focuses on clinical and non-clinical
areas. A PIP shall be developed in'consultation with the EaROr[42XFR
4387330(b)(1);"42 CFR 438.330(d)(1); 42 CFR 438.330(a.)(2)l.

2.1.92 Physician Group

2.1.92.1 "Physician Group" means a partnership, association,
corporation, individual practice association, or other group that distributes
income "from the practice among its Members. An -individual- practice
association is a Physician Group only if it is composed of individual
physicians and has no Subcontracts with Physician Groups.

2.1.93 Physician Incentive Plan

2.1.93.1 "Physiciari Incentive Plan" means any compensation
arrangement between the MCO and Providers that apply to federal
regulations found at 42 CFR 422.208 and 42 CFR 422.210, as applicable,
to Medicald managed care on the basis of 42 CFR 438.3(1).

2.1.94 Post-Stabilization Services

2.1.94.1 "Post-Stabilization Services" means contracted services, related
to .an Emergency Medical Condition that are provided after a . Member is
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stabilized In order to maintain the stabilized condition or to Improve or
• :,.v „• resolve the Member's condition. [42 CFR 438.114; 422.113]
2.1.95 Practice Guidelines

2.1.95.1 Practice. Guidelines" means evidence-based clinical guidelines
adopted by the MCO that are In compliance with 42 CFR 438 236 and with
NCQa;s requirements for health plan accreditation. The Practice
Guidelines shall be based on valid and reasonable clinical evidence or a
consensus of Providers in the particular field, shall consider the needs of
Members, be adopted in consultation with Participating Providers, and be
reviewed and updated periodically as appropriate.

2.1.96 Prescription Drug Monitoring Program (PDMP)
2.1.96.1 "Prescription Drug Monitoring Program (PDMP)" means the
program operated by the NH Office of Professional Licensure and
Certification that facilitates the collection, analysis, and reporting of
information on the prescribing, dispensing, and use of controlled
substances in NH.

2.1.97 Primary Care Provider (PGP)

2.1.97.1 Primary Care Provider (PCP)" means a Participating Provider
who has the responsibility for supervising, coordinating, and-providing
primary health care to Members, initiating referrals for specialist care and
maintaining the Continuity of Member Care. PCPs include, but are not
limited to Pediatricians, Family Practitioners, General Practitioners
Internists, Obstetricians/Gynecologists (OB/GYNs), Physician Assistants
(under the supervision of a physician), or Advanced Registered Nurse
Practitioners (ARNP), as designated by the MCO. The definition of PCP is
inclusive of primary care physician as it is used in 42 CFR 438. All federal
requirements applicable to primary care physicians shall also be applicable
to PCPs as the term is used in this Agreement.

2.1.98 Prior Authorization

2.1.98.1 "Prior Authorization" means the process by which DHHS, the
MCO, or another MCO participating in the MCM program, whichever is ,
applicable, authorizes, in advance, the delivery of Covered Services based
on factors, including but not limited to medical necessity, cost-
effectiveness, and compliance with this Agreement.

2.1.99 Priority Population

2.1.99.1 "Priority Population" means a population that is most likely to
have Care Management needs and be able to benefit from Care
Management. The following groups are considered Priority Populations
under this Agreement: Adults and Children with Special Health Care
Needs, including, but not limited to. Members with HIV/AIDS, an SMI,
SED, l/DD or Substance Use Disorder diagnosis, or with chronic pain;
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Members receiving services under HCBS waivers; Members identified as
those with rising risk; individuals with high unmet resource needs; mothers
of babies born with NAS; infants with NAS; pregnant women with
Substance Use Disorder; intravenous drug users, including Merribers who
require long-term IV antibiotics and/or surgical treatment as a result of IV
drug use; individuals who have been in the ED for an overdose event In
the last twelve (12) months; recently incarcerated Individuals; individuals
who have a suicide attempt in the last twelve (12) months and other
Priority Populations as determined by the MCO and/or DHHS.

2.1.100 Program Start Date

2.1.100.1 "Program Start Date" means the date when the MCO is
responsible for coverage of services to its Members in the MOM program,
contingent upon Agreement approval by the Governor and Executive
Council and DHHS's determination of successful completion of the
Readiness Review period.

2.1.101 Provider

2.1.101.1 "Provider" means an individual medical, behavioral or social
service professional, hospital, skilled nursing facility (SNF), other facility or
organization, pharmacy, program, equipment and supply vendor, or other
entity that provides care or bills for health care services or products.

2.1.102 Provider Directory

2.1.102.1 "Provider Directory" means information on the MCO's
Participating Providers for each of the Provider types covered under this
Agreement, available in electronic form and paper form upon request _t^
the Member in accordance with 42 CFR 438.10- and the terms oflhis

■ ' AgTeWeht: ~ """ ■ : "

2.1.103 Psychiatric Boarding

2.1.103.1 "Psychiatric Boarding" means a Member's continued physical
presence in an emergency room or another temporary location after either
completion of an Involuntary Emergency Admission (lEA) application,
revocation of a conditional discharge, or commitment to New Hampshire
Hospital or other designated receiving facility by a Court.

2.1.104 Qualified Bilingual/Multilingual Staff

2.1.104.1 "Qualified Bilingual/Multilingual Staff" means an employee of the
MCO who is designated by the MCO to provide oral language assistance
as part of the Individual's current, assigned job responsibilities and who
has demonstrated to the MCO that he or she is proficient in speaking and
understanding spoken English and at least one (1) other spoken language,
including any necessary specialized vocabulary, terminology and
phraseology: and is able to effectively, accurately, and impartially
communicate directly with Members virith LEP in their primary languages.
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2.1.105 Qualified Interpreter for a Member with a Disability
21.105 1."Qualified Interpreter for a Member with a DisabiliY means an
interpreter who, via a remote interpreting service or an on-site appearance
adheres to generally accepted Interpreter ethics principles, including
Member confidentiality:, and Is able to Interpret effectively, accurately and
irnpartially both receptively and expressively, using any necessary
specialized vocabulary, terminology and phraseology.
2.1.105 2 Qualified interpreters can Include, for example, sign language
'I I? transiiterators (employees who represent or spell in thecharacters of ̂ another alphabet), and cued language transllterators
(employees who represent or spell by using a small number of
nandshapes).

2.1.106 Qualified Interpreter for a Member with LEP

Interpreter for a Member with LEP" means an
interpreter who, via a remote interpreting service or an on-site appearance
adheres' to gener^ally accepted interpreter, ethics principles. Including
Member wnfidentiallty; has demonstrated proficiency in speaking and
understanding spoken English and at least one (1) other spoken language-
and IS able to interpret effectively, accurately, and impartially, both
receptively and expressly, to and frorii such language(s) and English
using any necessary specialized vocabulary, terminology and phraseology!

2.1.107 Qualified Translator

2.1.107.1 Qualified Translator" means a translator who adheres to
generally accepted translator ethics, principles, including Member
confidentiality: has demonstrated proficiency in writing and understanding .
written English and at least one (1) other written language: and is able to
translate effectively, accurately, and .impartially to and from such
language(s) and English, using any necessary specialized vocabulary
terminology and phraseology. [45 CFR 92.4, 92.201 (d)-(e)]

2.1.108 Qualifying ARM

2.1.108.1 Qualifying ARM" means an ARM approved by DHHS as
consistent with the standards specified in this Agreement and In any
subsequent DHHS guidance, including the DHHS Medicaid ARM Strategy.

2.1.109 Recovery

2.1.109.1 "Recovery" means a process of change through which Members
improve their health and wellness, live self-directed lives, and strive to

■ T^^ch their full potential. Recovery is built on access to evidence-basedclinical treatment and Recovery support services for all populations.®

* SAMHSA, "Recovery and Recovery Support"
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2.1.110 Referral Provider

2.1.110.1 "Referral Provider" means a Provider, who is not the Member's.
PCP, to whom a Member is referred for Covered Services.

2.1.111 Risk Scoring and Stratification

2.1.111.1 "Risk Scoring and Stratification" means the methodology to
identify Members who are part of a Priority Population for Care
Management and who should receive a Comprehensive Assessment. The
MCO shall provide protocols to DHHS for review and approval on how
Members are stratified by severity and risk level including details regarding
the algorithm and data sources used to identify eligible Member for Care
Management.

2.1.112 Rural Health Clinic (RHC)

2.1.112.1 "Rural Health Clinic (RHC)" means a clinic located In an area
designated by DHHS as rural, located in a federally designated medically
underserved area, or has an insufficient number of physicians, which
meets the requirements under 42 CFR 491.

2.1.113 Second Opinion

2.1.113.1 "Second Opinion" means the opinion of a qualified health care
professional within the Provider network, or the opinion of a Non-
Participating Provider with vyhom the MCO has permitted the Member to
consult, at no cost to the Member. [42 CFR 438.206(b)(3)]

2.1.114 Social Determinants of Health

-2.1.114—i^Social.Deterralnants-of-Healthlmeans-a.wide.rangejifTactors.
knovyn to_ have ari impact on _healthcare, ranging from socioeconomic
status, education and employment, to one's physical environment and
access to healthcare.

2.1.115 State

2.1.115.1 The ."State" means the State of New Hampshire and any of its
agencies.

2.1.116 Subcontract

2.1.116.1 "Subcontract" means any separate contract or contract between
the MCO and an individual or entity ("Subcontractor") to perform all or a
portion of the duties and obligations that the MCO is obligated to perform
pursuant to this Agreement.

2.1.117 Subcontractor

2.1.117.1 "Subcontractor" means a person or entity that Is delegated by
the MCO to perform an administrative function or service on behalf of the
MCO that directly or indirectly relates to the performance of all or a portion
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of the duties or obligations under this Agreement. A Subcontractor does
not include a,Participating Provider.

2.1.118 Substance Use Disorder

2.1.118.1 "Substance Use Disorder" means a cluster of symptoms meeting
the criteria for Substance Use Disorder as set forth in the Diagnostic and
Statistical .Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM), 5th edition (2013), as
described in He-W 513.02.

2.1.119 Substance Use Disorder Provider

2.1.119.1 "Substance Use Disorder Provider" means all Substance Use
Disorder treatment and Recovery support service Providers as described
in He-W 513.04.

2.1.120 Term

2.1.120.1 "Term" means the duration of this Agreement.

2.1.121 Third Party Liability (TPL)

2.1.121.1 "Third Party Liability (TPL)" means the legal obligation of third
parties (e.g., certain individuals, entities, insurers, or programs) to pay part
or ail of the expenditures for medical assistance furnished under a
Medicaid.State Plan.

2.1.121.2 By law, all other available third party resources shall meet their
legal obligation to pay claims before the Medicaid program pays for the
care of an individual eligible for Medicaid.

2.1.121.3 States are required to take all reasonable measures to ascertain
.  the legai... liability of third parties to pay for care, and services that are

available under the Medicaid State Plan.

2.1.122 Transitional Care Management

j 2.1.122.1 "Transitional Care Management" means the responsibility of the
M.CO to manage transitions of care for all Members moving from one
clinical setting to another to prevent unplanned or unnecessary

- readmissions, ED visits, or adverse health outcomes.

2.1.122.2 The MOO shall maintain" and operate a formalized hospital
and/or institutional discharge planning program that includes effective
post-discharge Transitional Care Management, including appropriate
discharge planning for short-term and long-term hospital and Institutiohai
stays. [42 CFR 438.208(b)(2)(i)]

2.1.123 Transitional Health Care

2.1.123.1 "Transitional Health Care" means care that is available froni a
primary or specialty Provider for clinical assessment and care planning
vflthin two (2) business days of discharge from inpatlent or institutional
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care for physical or mental health disorders or discharge from a Substance
Use Disorder treatment program.

2.1.124 Transitional Home Care

2.1.124.1 "Transitional Home Care" means care that is available with a
home care nurse, a licensed counselor, and/or therapist (physical therapist
or occupational therapist) within two (2) calendar days of discharge from
inpatient or institutional care for physical or mental health disorders, if
ordered by the Member's PGP or specialty care Provider or as part of the
discharge plan.

2.1.125 Trauma informed Care

2.1.125.1 "Trauma Informed Care" means a program, organizatiori, or
system that realizes the widespread impact of trauma and understands
potential paths for Recovery; recognizes the Signs and symptoms of
trauma in Members, families, staff, and others involved with the system;
responds by fully integrating knowledge about trauma into policies,
procedures, and practices; and seeks to actively resist re-traumatization.^

2.1.126 Urgdht, Symptomatic Office Visits

2.1.126.1 "Urgent, Symptomatic Office Visits" means office visits, available
from the Member's PCP or another Provider within forty-eight (48) hours,
for the presentation of medical signs or symptoms that require immediate
attention, but are not life threatening and do not meet the definition of
Emergency Medical Condition.

2.1.127 Utilization Management

2rt.l27r1 "Utilization"Marragemsnf^means~the crit^ia'^f"evaluating"the"
necessity,-appropriateness, and-efficiency of Covered Services against
established guidelines and procedures.

2.1.128 Value-Added Services

'iv. 2.1.128.1 "Value-Added Services" means services not included in the
Medicaid State Plan that the MCO elects to purchase and provide to
Members at the MCO's discretion and expense to Improve health and
reduce costs. Value-Added Services are not included in capitation rate
calculations.

2.1.129 Willing Provider

2.1.129.1 "Willing Provider" means a Provider credentialed according to
the requirements of DHHS and the MCO, who agrees to render services
as authorized by the MCO and to comply with the terms of the MCO's
Provider Agreement, including rates and policy manual.

^ SAMHSA, •Trauma Informed Approach and Trauma-Speafic Interventions"
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2.2 Acronym List

2.2.1 AAP means American Academy of Pediatrics!

2.2.2 ABD means Acquired Brain Disorder.

2.2.3 ACT means Assertive Community Treatment.

2.2.4 ADA means Americans with Disabilities Act.

2.2.5 ADL means Activities of Daily Living.

2.2.6 ADT means Admission, Discharge and Transfer.

2.2.7 AIDS means Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome.

2.2.8 ANSA means. Adult Needs and Strengths Assessment.

2.2.9 APM means Alternative Payment Model.

2.2.10 ARNP means Advanced Registered Nurse Practitioner.

2.2.11 ASAM means American Society of Addiction Medicine.

2.2.12 ASC means; Accredited Standards Committee.

2.2.13 ASFRA means Assisted Suicide Funding Restriction Act.

2.2.14 ASL means American Sign Language.

2.2.15 BCPP means Breast and Cervical Cancer Program.

2.2.16 BHCTC means Behavioral Health Crisis Treatment Center.

2.2.17 CAHPS means Consumer Assessment of Healthcare Providers and
Systems.

2.2.18 CANS means Child and Adolescent Needs and Strengths
Assessment.

2.2.19 . CAP means Corrective Action Plan.

2.2.20 CAPRSS means Council on Accreditation of Peer Recovery Support
Services.

2.2.21 CARC means Claim Adjustment Reason Code.

2.2.22 CDT means Code on Dental Procedures and Nomenclature.

2.2.23 CEO means Chief Executive Officer.

2.2.24 CFI means Choices for Independence.

2.2.25 CFO means Chief Financial Officer.

2.2.26 CHIP means Children's Health Insurance Program.

2.2.27 CHIS means Comprehensive Health Care Information System.

2.2.28 CMH means Community Mental Health.
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2.2.29 CMO means Chief Medical Officer.

2.2.30 OMR means Comprehensive Medication Review.

2.2.31 CMS means Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services.

2.2.32 COB means Coordination of Benefits.

2.2.33 COBA means Coordination of Benefits Agreement.

2.2.34 CRT means Current Procedural Terminology.
2.2.35 CQI means Continuous Quality Improvement. ^
2.2.36 DBT means Dialectical Behavioral Therapy.

2.2.37 DCYF means New Hampshire Division for Children, Youth and
Families.

2.2.38 DD means Developmental Disability.
2.2.39 DHHS means New Hampshire Department of Health and Human

Services.

2.2.40 DME means Durable Medical Equipment.

2.2.41 DOB means Date of Birth.

2.2.42 DOD means Date of Death.

2.2.43 DOJ means (New Hampshire or United States) Department of Justice.
2.2.44 DRA means Deficit Reduction Act.

2.2.45 DSM means Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders.

2.2.46 DSRIP means The New Hampshire Delivery System Reform Incentive
. Payment Program.

2.2.47 DUR means Drug Utilization Review.

2.2.48 EBSE means Evidence-Based Supported Employment.
2.2.49 ECl means Elderly and Chronically III.

2.2.50 ED means Emergency Department.

2.2.61 EDi means Electronic Data Interchange.

2.2.62 EFT means Electronic Funds Transfer.

2.2.53 EOB means Explanation of Benefits.

2.2.54 EPSDT means Early and Periodic Screening. Diagnostic and
Treatment.

2.2.65 EQR means External Quality Review.

2.2.66 EQRO means External Quality Review Organization.
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2.2.57 ERISA means Employees Retirement Income Security Act of 1974.

2.2.58 EST means Eastern Standard Time.

2.2.59 ETL means Extract, Transformation and Load.

2.2.60 FAR means Federal Acquisition Regulation.

2.2.61 FCA means False Claims Act.

2.2.62 FDA means Food and Drug Administration for the United States
Department of Health and Human Services.

2.2.63 FFATA means Federal Funding Accountability & Transparency Act.

2.2.64 FFS means Fee-for-Sen/ice.

2.2.65 FPL means Federal Poverty Level.

2.2'66 FQHC means Federally Qualified Health Center.

2.2.67 HOBS means Home and Community Based Services.

2.2.68 HCBS-I means Home and Community Based Services In Home
Supports.

2.2.69 HCPCS means Health Care Common Procedure Coding System.

2.2.70 HHS means United States Department of Health and Human
Services.

2.2.71 HIPAA means Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act.

2.2.72 HIPP means Health Insurance Premium Payment.

2.2.73 HITECH means Health Information Technology for Economic and
Clinical Health Act of 2009.

2.2.74 HIV means Human Immunodeficiency Virus.

2.2.75 HMO means health maintenance organization.

2.2.76 HRSA means Health Resources and Services Administration for the

United States Department of Health and Human Services.

2.2.77 l/T/U means Indian Tribe, Tribal Organization, or Urban Indian
Organization.

2.2.78 lADL means Instrumental Activities of Daily Living.

2.2.79 IBNR rneans Incurred But Not Reported.

2.2.80 ICF means Intermediate Care Facility.

2.2.81 ID means Intellectual Disabilities.

2.2.82, IDN means Integrated Delivery Network.

2.2.83 lEA means Involuntary Emergency Admission.
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2.2.84 • IHCP means Indian Health Care Provider.

2.2.85 IHS means Indian Health Service.

2.2.86 IMD means Institution for Mental Disease.

2.2.87 IVR means Interactive Voice Response.

2.2.88 LEP means Limited English Proficiency.

2.2.89 LTSS means Long-Term Services and Supports.

2.2.90 • MACRA means Medicare Access and CHIP Reauthorization Act of

2015.

2.2.91 MAT means Medication Assisted Treatment.

2.2.92 MGIS means Managed Care Information System.

2.2.93 MCM means Medicaid Care Management.

2.2.94 MCO means Managed Care Organization.

2.2.95 MED means Morphine Equivalent Dosing.

2.2.96 MFCU means New Hampshire Medicaid Fraud Control Unit.

2.2.97 MLADCs means Masters Licensed Alcohol and Drug Counselors.

2.2.98 MLR means Medicial Loss Ratio.

2.2.99 MMIS means Medicaid Management Information System.

2.2.100 NAS means Neonatal Abstinence Syndrome.

.2^.101. NCPDP means National Council for Prescription Drug Programs.

2.2.102 NCQA means National Committee for Quality Assurance.

2.2.103 NEMT means Non-Emergency Medical Transportation.

2.2.104 NH means New Hampshire.

2.2.105 NHID means New Hampshire Insurance Department.

2.2.106 NPI means National Provider Identifier.

2.2.107 NPPES means National Plan and Provider Enumeration System.

2.2.108 OB/GYN means Obstetrics/Gynecology or
Obstetricians/Gynecologists.

2.2.109 OIG means Office of the Inspector General for the United States
Department of Health and Human Services.

2.2.110 OTP means Opioid Treatment Program.

2.2.111 PBM means Pharmacy Benefits Manager. r

2.2.112 PCA means Personal Care Attendant.

/
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2.2.113 PCP means Primary Care Provider.

2.2.114 PDL means Preferred Drug List.

2.2.115 PDMP means Prescription Drug Monitoring Program.

2.2.116 PHi means Protected Heaith information.

2.2.117 Pi means Personal Information.

2.2.118 PiP means Performance improvement Project.

2.2.119 PCS means Point of Service.

2.2.120 PRSS means Peer Recovery Support Services.

2.2.121 QAPI means Quality Assessment and Performance improvement.

2.2.122 QOS means Quality of Service.

2.2.123 F^RC means Reason and Remark Codes.

2.2.124 RFP means Request for Proposal.

2.2.125 RHC means Rural Health Clinic.

2.2.126 SAMHSA means Substance Abuse and Mental Heaith Services

Administration for the United States Department of Health and Human
Services.

2.2.127 SBIRT means Screening, Brief Intervention, and Referral to
Treatment.

2.2.128 SED means Serious Emotional Disturbance.

2.2.129 SHIP means State's Heaith insurance Assistance Program.

2.2.130 SiU means Special Investigations Unit.

2.2.131 SMART means Specific, Measurable, Attainable, Realistic, and Time
Relevant.

2.2.132 SMDL means State Medicaid Director Letter.

2.2.|33 SM'i means Severe Mental Illness.

2.2.134 SNF means Skilled Nursing Facility.

2.2.135 SPMI means Severe or Persistent Mental Illness.

2.2.136 SSADMF means Social Security Administration Death Master File. .

2.2.137 . SSAE means Statement on Standards for Attestation Engagements.

2.2.138 SSI means Supplemental Security income.

2.2.139 SSN means Social Security Number.

2.2.140 TAP means Technical Assistance Publication.
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2.2.141 TDD riieans Teli^ommunication Device for Deaf Persons.

2.2.142 TPL means third Party Liability.

2.2.143 TTY means Teletypewriter.

2.2.144 DAT means User Acceptance Testing.

2.2.145 UDS means Urine Drug Screenings.

2.2.146 VA means United States Department of Veterans Affairs.

GENERAL JERMS AND CONDITIONS

3.1 Program Management and Planning

3.1.1 General

3.1.1.1 The MOO shall provide a comprehensive risk-based, capitated
program for providing health care services to Members enrolled in the
MCM program and who are enrolled In the MOO.

3.1.1.2 The MCC shall provide for all aspects of administrating and
managing such program and shall meet all sen/ice and delivery timelines
and milestones specified by this Agreemeni, applicable law or regulation
incorporated directly or indirectly herein, or the MCM jarogram.

3.1.2 Representation and Warranties

3.1.2.1 The MOO represents and warrants that it shall fulfill all
obligations under this Agreement and meet the specifications as described
in the Agreement during the Term, Including any subsequently negotiated,
and-motually^gsd upon, specrtications.

3.1.2.2 The MOO acknowledges that, in being awarded this Agreemerit,
DHHS has relied upon all representations and warrants made by the MOO
in its response to the DHHS Request for Proposal (RFP) attached hereto
as Exhibit M, including any addenda, with respect to delivery of Medicaid
managed care sen/ices and affirms all representations made therein.

3.1.2.3 The MOO represents and warrants that it shall comply with all of
the material submitted to, and approved by DHHS as part of its Readiness
Review. Any material changes to such approved materials or newly
developed rnaterials require prior'written approval by DHHS before

, implementation.

3.1.2.4 The MOO shall not take advantage of any errors and/or
omissions in the RFP or the resulting Agreement and amendments.

3.1.2.4.1 The MOO shall promptly notify DHHS of any such
errors and/or omissions that are discovered.

3.1.2.5 This Agreement shall be signed and dated by all parties, and is
contingent upon approval by Governor and Executive Council.
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3.1.3 Program Management Plan

3.1.3.1 The MCO shall develop and submit a Program Management
Plan for DHHS's review and approval.

3.1.3.2 The MCO shall provide the initial Program Management Plan to
DHHS for review and approvai at the beginning of the Readiness Review
period: in future years, any modifications to the Program Management

• Plan shall , be presented for prior approval to DHHS at least sixty (60)
calendar days prior to the coverage year. The Program Management Plan
shall:

3.1.3.2.1 Elaborate on the general concepts outlined in the
MOD'S Proposal and the section headings of the Agreement;

3.1.3.2.2 Describe how the MCO shall operate in NH by outlining
management processes such as workflow, overall systems as
detailed In the section 'headings of Agreement, evaluation of
performance, and key operating premises for delivering efficiencies
and satisfaction as they relate to Member and Provider
experiences;

3.1.3.2.3 Describe how the MCO shall ensure timely notification
to DHHS regarding:

3.1.3.2.3.1. Expected or unexpected interruptions or
changes that impact MCO policy, practice, operations.
Members or Providers,

3.1.3.2.3.2. Correspondence received frorti DHHS on
emergent issues and non-emergent issues; and

3.1.3.2.4 Outline the MCO integrated organizational structure
including NH-based resources and its support from its parent
company, affiliates, or Subcontractors.

3.1.3.3 On an annual basis, the MCO shall submit to DHHS either a
certification of "no change" to the Program Management Plan or a revised
Program Management Plan together with a redline that reflects the
changes made to the Program Management Plan since the last
submission.

3.1.4 Key Personnel Contact List

3.1.4.1 The MCO shall submit a Key Personnel-Contact List to DHHS
that includes the positions and associated Information indicated in Section
3.15.1 (Key Personnel) of this Agreement at least sixty (60) calendar days
prior to the scheduled start date of the MCM program.

Granite State Health Plan, Inc. Contractor Initial
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3.1.4.2 Thereafter, the MCO shall submit an updated Contact List
Immediately upon any Key Personnel staff changes.

3.2 Agreement Elements

3.2.1 The Agreement between the parties shall consist of the following:

3.2.1.1 General Provisions, Form Number P-37

3.2.1.2 Exhibit A: Scope of Services.

3.2.1.3 Exhibit B: Method and Conditions Precedent to Payment

3.2.1.4 Exhibit C: Special Provisions

3.2.1.5 Exhibit C-1: Revisions to General Provisions

3.2.1.6 Exhibit D: Certification Regarding Drug Free Workplace
Requirements

3.2.1.7 Exhibit E: Certification Regarding Lobbying

3.2.1.8 Exhibit F: Certification Regarding Debarment, Suspension, and
Other Responsibility Matters . ... ̂

3.2.1.9 Exhibit G: Certification of Compliance with Requirements
Pertaining to Federal Nondiscrimination, Equal Treatment of Faith^Based
Organizations and Whistleblower Protections

3.2.1.10 Exhibit H: Certification Regarding Environmental Tobacco
Smoke

3.2.1.11 Exhibit I: Health Insurance Portability Act Business Associate

3.2.1. E^ibit J: Certificat[ori^ Regarding FederaJ Funding Accountability
& transparency Act (FFATA) Gompllario^ "" "

3.2.1.13 Exhibit K: DHHS Information Security Requirements.

' 3.2.1.14 Exhibit L: MCO Implementation Plan

3.2.1.15 Exhibit M: MCO Proposal submitted in response to RFP-2019-
pMS-02-MANAG, by reference.

3.2.1.16 Exhibit N: Liquidated Damages Matrix

3.2.1.17 Exhibit 0: Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

3.2.1.18 Exhibit P: MCO Program Oversight Plan

3.3 Conflicts Between Documents

3.3.1 In the event of any conflict or contradiction between or among the
documents which comprise the Agreernent, as listed in Section 3.2 (Agreement
Elements) above, the documents shall control in the order of precedence as
follows:

Granite State Health Plan, Inc. Contractor Initiali
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3 3 11 First* P-37 Exhibit A Scope of Services, -Exhibit B Method and
Conditions Precedent to Payment. Exhibit 0 Special Provisions and Exhibit
C-1 Revisions to General Provisions, Exhibit N Liquidated. Damages
Matrix, Exhibit O Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements
3 3 1.2 Second: Exhibit I Health Insurance Portability Act Business
Associate and Exhibit K DHHS Information Security Requirements

3.3.1.3 Third: Exhibits D through H, Exhibit J, and Exhibit L, Exhibit P,
Exhibit M.

3.4 PeleQation of Authority

3 41 Whenever, by any provision of this Agreement, any right, power, or
dirty is imposed or conferred on DHHS, the right, power, or duty so imposed or
conferred is possessed and exercised by the Commissioner unless any sue
right, power, or duty is specifically delegated to the duly appointed agents or
employees of the DHHS and NHID.

3 5 Authority of the New Hampshire insurance Department

3.5.1 Pursuant to this Agreement and under the laws and rules of the State,
tiie NHID shall have authority to regulate and oversee the
of the MCO to operate as a health maintenance organization (HMO) in the State
of New Hampshire.

3 5 2 The MCO is subject to all applicable laws and rules (and as
subsequently amended) including but not limited to RSA 420-B; Managed Care
Law and Rules RSA. 420-J; and Admin Rules 2700; compliance wtti Bulletin
INSNO 12-015-AB, and further updates made by the NHID and the NH
Comprehensive Health Care Information System, (CHIS) data reporting
submission under NHID rules/bulletins.

3.6 Time of the Essence

3 6 1 In consideration of the need to ensure uninterrupted and continuous
services under the MCM program, time Is of the essence in the performance of
the MCO's obligations under the Agreement.
CMS Approvai of Agreement and Anv Amendments3.7

37 1 This Agreement and the Implementation of amendrrients,
modifications, and changes to this Agreement are subject to and contingent upon
the approval of CMS.

3.7.2 This Agreement submission shall be considered complete for CMS s
approval if:

3.7.2.1 All pages, appendices, attachments, etc. were submitted to
CMS; and
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3.7.2.2 Any documents incorporated -by reference (including but not
limited to State statute, regulation, or other binding document, such as a
Member Handbook) to comply with federal regulations and the
requirements of this review tool were submitted to CMS.

3.7.3 As part of this Agreement. DHHS shall submit to CMS for review and
approval the MCO rate certifications concurrent with the review and approval
process for this Agreement. [42 CFR 438.7(a)]

3.7.4 DHHS shall .also submit to CMS for review and approval any
Alterriative Payment arrangements or other Provider payment arrangement
initiatives based on DHHS's description of the initiatives submitted and approved
outside of the Agreement. (42 CFR 438.6(c)]

3*8 Cooperation With Other Vendors and Prospective Vendors

3.8.1 This is not an exclusive Agreement and DHHS may award
simultaneous and/or supplemental contracts for work related to the Agreement,
or any portion thereof. The MCO shall reasonably cooperate with such other
vendors, and shall not knowingly or negligently commit or permit any act that
may interfere with the performance of work by any other vendor or act in any
way that may place Members at risk.

3.8.2 The MCO is required to notify DHHS within twelve (12) hours of a
report by a Member, Member's relative, guardian or authorized representative of
an allegation of a serious criminal offense against the Member by any employee
of the MCO. its subcontractor or a Provider.

3_ 8.2.1 For the purpose of this Agreement, a serious criminal offense
should be defined to include murder, arson, rapp, sexual assault, assault.
burglary, kidnapping, criminal trespass, or attempt thereof.

nuuo MCO's notification shall bo to a member of senior management ofDHHS such as the Commissioner, Deputy Commissioner, Associate
Commissioner, Medicaid Director, or Deputy Medicaid Director.

3-9 Renegotiation and Re-Procurement Rights

3.9.1 Renegotiation of Agreement

3.9.1.1 Notwithstanding anything in the Agreement to the contrary.
DHHS may at any time during the Term exercise the option to notify the
MCO that DHHS has elected to renegotiate certain terms of the
Agreement.

3.9.1.2 Upon the MCO's receipt of any notice, pursuant to this Section
3.9 (Renegotiation and Re-Procurement Rights) of the Agreement, the
MCO and DHHS shall undertake good faith negotiations of the subject
terms of the Agreement, and may execute an amendment to the
Agreement subject to approval by Governor and Executive Council.
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3.9.2 Re-Procurement of the Services or Procurement of Additional
Services '

3.9.2.1 Notwithstanding anything in the Agreement to the contrary,
whether or not DHHS has accepted or rejected MCO's services and/or
deliverables provided during any period of the Agreement, DHHS may at
any time issue requests for proposals or offers to other potential
contractors for performance of any portion of the scope of work covered by
the Agreement or scope of work similar or comparable to the scope of

. work performed by the MCO under the Agreement.

.  3.9.2.2 DHHS shall give the MCO ninety (90) calendar days' notice of
intent to replace another MOO participating in the MOM program or to add
an additional MCO or other contractors to the MCM program.

3.9.2.3 if, upon procuring the services or deliverables or any portion of
the services or deliverables from a Subcontractor in accordance with this
section, DHHS, In its sole discretion, elects to terminate this Agreement,
the MCO shall have the rights arid responsibilities set forth in Section 7
(Termination of Agreement) and Section 5.7 (Dispute Resolution Process).

3.10 Organization Requirements

3.10.1 General Organization Requirements

3.10.1.1 As a condition to entering into this Agreement, the MCO shall be
licensed by the NHID to operate as an HMO in the State as required by
RSA 420-B, and shall have all necessary registrations and licensures as
required by the NHID and any relevant State and federal lawrs and
regulations.

3.10.1.2 As a condition to entering into this Agreement, and during the
entire Agreement Term, the MCO shall ensure that its, articles of
incorporation and bylaws do not prohibit it from operating as an HMO or
performing any obligation required under this Agreement.

3.10.1.3 The MCO shall not be located outside of the United States. [42
CFR 438.602(i)] The MCO is prohibited from making payments or deposits
for Medicaid-covered items or services to financial institutions located
outside of the United States or its territories.-

3.10.2 Articles

3.10.2.1 The MCO shall provide, by the beginning of each Agreement
year and at the time of any substantive changes, written assurance from
MCO's legal counsel that-the MCO is not prohibited by its articles of
Incorporation from performing the services required under this Agreement.
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3.10.3 Ownership and Control Disclosures

3.10.3.1 The MCO shall submit to DHHS the name of any persons or
entities with an ownership or control interest in the MCO that:

3.10.3.1.1 Has direct, indirect, or combined direct/indirect
ownership interest of five percent (5%) or more of the MCO's
equity:

3.10.3.1.2 Owns five percent (5%) or more of any mortgage, deed
of trust, note, or other obligation secured by the MCO If that Interest
equals at least five percent (5%) of the value of the MCO's assets;
or

3.10.3.1.3 Is an officer or director of an MCO organized as a
corporation or is a partner in an MCO organized as a partnership.
[Section 1124(a)(2)(A) of the Social Security Act; section
1903(m)(2)(A)(viil) of the Social Security Act; 42 CFR
438.608(c)(2); 42 CFR 455.100 - 104]

3.10.3.2 The submission shall include for each person or entity, as
applicable:

3.10.3.2.1 The address, including the primary business address,
every business location, and P.O. Box address, for every entity;

3.10.3.2.2 The date of birth (DOB) and social security number
(SSN) of any individual;

^ — 3;^ 0r3.2r3 —Tax-identification- number(s) of-any-corporation;

3.10.3.2.4 Information on whether an individual or entity with an
ownership or control interest in the MCO is related to another
person with ownership or control interest in the MCO as a spouse,
parent, child, or sibling; .

3.10.3.2.5 Information on whether a person or corporation with an
ownership or conb'ol interest In any Subcontractor in which the
MCO has a five percent (5%) or more interest is related to another
person with ownership or control interest in the MCO as a spouse,
parent, child, or sibling;

3.10.3.2.6 The name of any other disclosing entity, as such term
Is defined, in 42 CFR 455.101, in which an owner of the MCO has
an ownership or control interest;

3.10.3.2.7 The name, address, DOB, and SSN of any managing
employee of the MCO, as such term is defined by 42 CFR 455.101;
and
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3.10.3.2.8 Certification by the MCO's CEO that the Information
provided in .this Section 3.10.3 (Ownership and Control
Disclosures) to DHHS is accurate to the best of his or her
information, knowledge, and belief.

3.10.3.3 The MCO shall disclose the information set forth In this Section

3.10.3 (Ownership and Control Disclosures) on Individuals or entities with
an ownership or control interest In the MCO to DHHS at the following
times:

3.10.3.3.1 At the time of Agreement execution:

3.10.3.3.2 When the Provider or disclosing entity submits a
Provider application;

3.10.3.3.3 When the Provider or disclosing entity executes a
Provider agreement with DHHS;

3.10.3.3.4 Upon request of DHHS during the revalidation of the
Provider enrollment; and

3.10.3.3.5 Within thirty-five (35) calendar days after any change in
ownership of the disclosing entity. [Section 1124(a)(2)(A) of the
Social Security Act; section 1903(m)(2)(A)(viii) of the Social
Security Act; 42 CFR 438.608(c)(2); 42 CFR 455.100 - 103; 42
CFR 455.104(c)(1) and (4)]

3.10.3.4 DHHS shall review the ownership and control disclosures
submitted by the MCO and any Subcontractors. [42 CFR 438.602(c); 42
CFR 438.608(c)]

3.10.3.5 The MCO shall be fined in accordance with Exhibit N (Liquidated
Damages Matrix) for any failure to comply with ownership disclosure
requirements detailed in this Section.

3.10.4 Change In Ownership or Proposed Transaction

3.10.4.1 The MCO shall inform DHHS and the NHID of its intent to merge
with or be acquired, in whole or in part, by another entity or another MCO
or of any change in control within seven (7) calendar days of a
management employee learning of such intent. The MCO shall receive

■ prior written approval from DHHS and the NHID prior to taking such action.

3.10.5 Prohibited Relationships

3.10.5.1 Pursuant to Section 1932(d)(1)(A) of the Social Security Act (42 ' i
use 1396u-2(d)(1)(A)), the MCO shall not knowingly have a director, I
officer, partner, or person with beneficial ownership of more than five i ;
percent (5%) of the MCO's equity who has been, or is affiliated with i '
another person who has been debarred or suspended from participating in ; ;
procurement activities under the Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) or : |
from participating in non-procurement activities under regulations issued * : {;
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pursuant to Executive Order No. 12549 or under guidelines implementing
such order. [Section 1932(d)(1) of the Social Security Act; 42 CFR
438.610(a)(1) - (2); 42 CFR 438.610(c)(2): Exec. Order No. 12549]

3.10.5.2 The MOO shall not have an employment, consulting, or any
other contractual agreement or engage a Subcontractor, vendor or
Provider who is a Sanctioned Individual or entity. In accordance with
Section 1128(b)(8) of the Social Security Act, a Sanctioned Individual
means a person who:

3.10.5.2.1 Has a direct or indirect ownership or control interest of
5 percent (5%) or more in the entity, and:

3.10.5.2.1.1 Has had a conviction relating to fraud,
obstruction of an investigation or audit, controlled
substance misdemeanor or felony, program related
crimes, patient abuse, or felony health care fraud,

3.10.5.2.1.2.Has been assessed a civil monetary
penalty under Section 1128A or 1129 of the Social
Security Act, or

3.10.5.2.1.3.Has been excluded from participation
under a program under title XVIII or under a state
health care program; .or

3.10.5.2.2 Has an ownership or control interest (as defined in
Section 1124(a)(3) of the Social Security Act) in the entity, and:

3.10.5.2.2.1. Has had a conviction relating to fraud,
-obstruction-of-an-investigation-or-auditT^ntrotled-
substance misdemeanor or felony,

Climes, patient'abuse, or felony health care fraud,

3.10.5.2.2.2.Has been, assessed a civil monetary
penalty under Section 1128A or 1129 of the Social
Security Act, or

3.10.5.2.2.3. Has been excluded from participation
under a program under title XVIII or under a state
health care program; or

3.10.5.2.3 Is an officer, director, agent, or managing employee of
the MCO, and:

3.10.5.2.3.1. Has had a conviction relating- to fraud,
obstruction of an investigation or audit, controlled
substance misdemeanor or felony, program related
crimes, patient abuse, or felony health care fraud, or
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3.10.5.2.3.2.Has been assessed a civil monetary
penalty under Section 1128A or 1129 of the Social
Security Act. or

3.10.5.2.3.3. Has been excluded from participation
under a program under title XVIII or under a state
health care program; or

, 3.10.5.2.4 No longer has direct or indirect ownership or control
interest of 5 percent (5%) or more in the MCO or no longer has an
ownership or control interest defined under Section 1124(a)(3) of
the Social Security Act, because of a transfer of ownership or
control interest, in anticipation of or following a conviction,
assessment, or exclusion against the person, to an immediate
family member or a member of the household of the person who
continues to maintain an ownership or control interest who:

3.10.5.2.4.1.Has had a conviction relating to fraud,
obstruction of an investigation or audit, controlled
substance misdemeanor or felony, program related
crimes, patient abuse, or felony health care fraud,

3.10.5.2.4.2. Has been assessed a civil monetary
penalty under Section 1128A or 1129 of the Social
Security Act, or

3.10.5.2.4.3. Has been excluded from participation
under a program under title XVill or under a state
health care program. [Section 1128(b)(8) of the Social
Security Act]

3.10.5.3 The MCO shall retain any data, information, and documentation
regarding the above described relationships for a period of no less than
ten (10) years.

3.10.5.4 Within five (5) calendar days of discovery, the MCO shall
provide written disclosure to DHHS, and Subcontractors shall provide
written disclosure to the MCO, which shall provide the same to DHHS, of
any individual or entity (or affiliation of the Individual or entity) whofthat Is
debarred, suspended, or otherwise excluded from participating in
procurement activities under the FAR or from participating In non-
procurement activities under regulations issued under Executive Order No.
12549 or under guidelines implementing Executive Order No. 12549, or
prohibited affiliation under 42 CFR 438.610. [Section 1932(d)(1) of the
Social Security Act; 42 CFR 438.608(c)(1); 42 CFR 438.610(a)(1) ■ (2); 42
CFR 438.610(b); 42 CFR 438.610(c)(1) - (4); SMDL 6/12/08; SMDL
1/16/09; Exec. Order No. 12549]

3.10.5.5 If DHHS leams that the MCO has a prohibited relationship with
an individual or entity that" (i) is debarred, suspended, or otherwise
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excluded from participating in procurement activities under the FAR or
from participating In non-procurement activities under regulations Issued
under Executive Order No. 12549 or under guidelines implementing
Executive Order No. 12549, or if the MCO has relationship with an
individual who is an affiliate of such an individual; (li) is excluded from
participation in any federal health care program under Section 1128 or
1128A of the Social Security Act, DHHS may:

3.10.5.5.1 Terminate the existing Agreement with the MCO;

3.10.5.5.2 Continue an existing Agreement with the MCO unless
the HHS Secretary directs otherwise;

3.10.5.6.3 Not renew or extend the existing Agreement with the
MCO unless the HHS Secretary provides to the State and to
Congress a written statement describing compelling reasons that
exist for renewing or extending the Agreement despite the
prohibited affiliation. [42 CFR 438.610(d)(2)-(3); 42 CFR
438.610(a); 42 CFR 438.610(b); Exec. Order No. 12549]

3.10.6 Background Checks and Screenings

3.10.6.1 The MCO shall perform criminal history record checks on its
owners, directors, and managing employees, as such terms are defined in
42 CFR Section 455.101 and clarified in applicable subregulatory guidance
such as the Medicaid Provider Enrollment Compendium.

3.10.6.2 The MCO shall conduct monthly background checks on all
directors, officers, employees, contractors or Subcontractors to ensure that
it does not employ or contract with any individual or entity:

3.10.6.2.1 Convicted of crimes described in Section H28(b)(8)(B)
of the Social Security Act; - •

3.10.6.2.2 Debarred, suspended, or excluded from participating in
procurement activities under the FAR or from participating in non-
procurement activities under regulation issued under Executive
Order No. 12549 or under guidelines implementing Executive
Order No. 12549; and/or

3.10.6.2.3 Is excluded from participation in any federal health care
program under Section 1128-or 1128A of the Social Security Act
[[42 CFR 438.808(a); 42 CFR 438.808(b)(1); 42 CFR 431.55(h)

. section 1903(i)(2) of the Social Security Act; 42 CFR 1001.1901(c)
42 CFR 1002.3(b)(3); SMDL 6/12/08; SMDL 1/16/09; SMDL #09-
001; 76 Fed. Reg. 5862, 5897 (February 2, 2011)]

3.10.6.3 In addition, the MCO shall conduct screenings of its directors,
officers, employees, contractors and Subcontractors to ensure that none of
them appear on:
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3.10.6.3.1 HHS-OIG's List of Excluded Individuals/Entities;

3.10.6.3.2 The System of Award Management;

3.10.6.3.3 The Social Security Administration Death Master File;

3.10.6.3.4 The list maintained by the Office of Foreign Assets
Control; and/or

3.10.6.,3-,5 To the extent applicable, NPPES (collectively, these
lists ate^feferred to as the "Exclusion Lists").

3.10.6.4 The MOO shall conduct screenings of all of its directors, officers,
employees, contractors and Subcontractors monthly to ensure that none of
the foregoing appear on any of the Exclusion Lists and that it continues to
comply with Section 3.10.3 (Ownership and Control Disclosures) above.
[SMDL#09-001; 76 Fed. Reg. 5862. 5897 (February 2, 2011)]
3.10.6.5 The MCQ shall certify to DHHS annually that it performs monthly
screenings against the Exclusion Lists and that it does not have any
director or officer or employ or contract, directly or indirectly, with;

3.10.6.5.1 Any individual or entity excluded from participation in
the federal health care program;

3.10.6.5.2 Any eritity for the provision of such health care,
utilization review, medical social work, or administrative , services
through an excluded individual or entity or who could be excluded
under Section' 1128(b)(8) of the Social Security Act as being'
controlled by a sanctioned individual;

3.10.6.5.3 Any individual or entity excluded from Medicare,
Medicaid or NH participation by DHHS per the DHHS system of
record;

3.10.6.5.4 Any entity that has a contractual relationship (direct or
indirect) with an individual convicted of certain crimes as described
in Section 1128(b)(8) of the Social Security Act; and/or
3.10.6.5 5 Any individual entity appearing on any of the Exclusion
Lists.

3.10.6.6, In the event that the MCO identifies that it has employed or
contracted with a person or entity which would make the MCO unable to
certify as required under this Section 3.10.6 (Background Checks and
Screenings) or Section 3.10.3 (Ownership and Control Disclosures) above,
then the MCO should notify DHHS In writing and shall begin termination
proceedings within forty-eight (48) hours unless the individual is part of a
federally-approved waiver program.

3.10.7 Conflict of Interest
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3.10.7.1 The MCO shall ensure that safeguards, at a minimum equal to
federal safeguards (41 USC 423, Section 27), are in place to guard against
conflict of interest. [Section 1923(d)(3) of the Social Security Act; SMDL
12/30/97], The MCO shall report transactions between the MCO and
parties in interest to DHHS and any other agency as required, and make it
available to MCO Members upon reasonable request. [Section
1903(m)(4)(B) of the Social Security Act]

3.10.7.2 The MCO shall report to DHHS and, upon request, to the HHS
Secretary, the HHS Inspector General, and the Comptroller General a
description of transactions between the MCO and a party in interest (as
defined in Section 1318(b) of the Social Security Act), including the
following transactions:

3.10.7.2.1 Any sale or exchange, or leasing of any property
between the MCO and such a party;

3.10.7.2.2 Any furnishing for consideration of goods, services
(including management services), or facilities between the MCO
and such a party, but not including salaries paid to employees for
services provided in the normal course of their employment; and

3.10.7.2.3 Any lending of money or other extension of credit
between the MCO and such a par^. [Section 1903(m)(4)(A) of the
Social Security Act; Section 1318(b) of the Social Security Act]

3.11 Confidentiality

3.11.1 Confidentiality of DHHS Information and Records
maintained-hereunder-6r

collected in connection-with-the performance, of the .services under the
Agreement shall be confidential and shall not be disclosed by ihe MCO;
provided however, that pursuant to State rules. State and federal laws and
the regulations of DHHS regarding the use and disclosure of such
information, disclosure may be made to public officials requiring such
information In connection with their.official duties and for purposes directly
connected to the administration of the services and the Agreement; and
provided further, that the use or disclosure by any party of any information
conceming a Member for any purpose not directly connected with the
administration of DHHS or the MCO's responsibilities with respect to
purchased services hereunder is prohibited except on written consent of
the recipient, his or her attorney or guardian."

3.11.2 Request to DHHS of MCO Confidential or Proprietary Data or
Information

3.11.2.1 DHHS may, in the cour.se of carrying out its responsibilities
under this Agreement, have or gain access to confidential or proprietary
data or Information owned or maintained by the MCO.
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3.11.2.2 Insofar as the MCO seeks to maintain the confidentiality of its
confidential commercial, financial or personnel information, the MCO shall
clearly identify in writing the information it claims to be confidential and
explain the reasons such information should be considered confidential.

■ 3.11.2.3 The MCO acknowledges that DHHS is subject to the Right-to-
Know Law, RSA Chapter 91-A.

3.11.2.4 DHHS shall maintain the confidentiality of the identified
Confidential Information insofar as it is consistent with applicable laws,
rules, or regulations, including but not limited to RSA Chapter 91-A.

3.11.2.5 In the event DHHS receives a request for the information
identified by the MCO as confidential, DHHS shall notify the MCO in
writing and specify the date DHHS intends .to release the requested
information.

3.11.2.6 Any effort to prohibit or enjoin the release of the information shall
be the MCO's responsibility and at the MCO's sole expense.

3.11.2.7 If the MCO fails to obtain a valid and enforceable court order in

the State of New Harnpshire enjoining the disclosure of the requested
information within fifteen (15.) business days of DHHS's written notification,
DHHS may release the information on the date DHHS specified in its
notice to the MCO without incurring any liability to the MCO.

3.12 Privacy and Security of Members' Information

3.12.1 The MCO shall be in compliance with privacy and security policies
established by State or federal law, regulations or guidelines, including, without

.  limitation, the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996
(HIPAA) and the Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health
Act of 2009 (HITECH) and their respective implementing .regulations, federal
statutes and regulations governing the privacy of Substance Use Disorder patient
records (42 CFR, Part 2), and all applicable State statutes, rules and regulations
including, but not limited to, RSA 167:30.

3.12.2 The MCO shall protect the confidentiality of all DHHS records with
identifying medical information in them. [42 CFR 438.100(a)(1); 42 CFR
438.100(b)(2)(ii)]

3.12.3 The MCO shall execute as part of this Agreement, a Business
Associate Agreement, as such term is defined by.HIPAA, and the DHHS
information security requirements as outiined in Exhibit I (HIPAA Business
Associate Agreement), governing the permitted uses, disclosure and security of
Protected Health Information (PHI), as such term is defined by HIPAA, and as
provided by DHHS to the MCO.

3.12.4 The MCO shall ensure that if Member Substance Use Disorder

records or data protected by 42 CFR Part 2 are created, maintained, or
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disclosed, any record or data shall be safeguarded according to the requirements
found in 42 CFR Part 2, and that Member consent is obtained as required by 42
CFRPart2.

3.12.5 The MCO shall ensure that it secures and protects the State and
DHHS data when such data resides on the MCO's network, when in transit, and
while stored and cached.

3.12.6 State and DHHS data shall be encrypted while in transit.

3.12.7 The MCO shall ensure that it secures and protects DHHS data if any
DHHS data or Member records or data are transmitted by fax, and shall ensure
that appropriate notices relating to confidentiality or erroneous transmission are
used with each fax transmission.

3.12.8 With the exception of submission to the CHIS or other requirements of
State or federal law or the terms of this Agreement, claims and Member data on

'  NH Medicaid Members may not be released to any party without the express
written consent of DHHS.

3.12.9 The MCO shall maintain written policies and procedures ensuring
compliance with this Section 3.12 (Privacy and Security of Members'
Information), which shall be available to DHHS upon request.

^  3.12.10 In the event that the MCO or one of its Subcontractors had a breach,
as such term is defined by HIPAA, or had an unauthorized disclosure of State or
DHHS data, the MCO shall notify DHHS within two (2) hours of knowledge that

- such breach or unauthorized disclosure has been confirmed. Failure to

adequately protect Member information, DHHS claims, and other data may
subiect the MCO to sanctions and/or the imposition of liquidated damages in
accordance with Section 5.5.2 (Liquidat^Damagesj: "

3.13 Compliance with State and Federal Laws

3.13.1 Genera! Requirements

3;13.1.1 The MCO, its Subcontractors, and Participating Providers, shall
adhere to all applicable State and federal laws and applicable regulations
and subregulatory guidance which provides further Interpretation of law,
including subsequent revisions whether or not listed in this Section 3.13
(Compliance with State and Federal Laws). The MCO shall comply with
any applicable federal and State laws that pertain to Member rights and
ensure that Its employees and Participating Providers observe and'protect
those rights. [42 CFR 438.100(a)(2)]

3.13.1.2 The MCO shall comply, at a minimum, with the following:

3.13.1.2.1 Medicare: Title XVIII of the Social Security Act. as
amended; 42 U.S.C.A. Section 1395 et seq.; Related rules: Title 42
Chapter IV;
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3.13.1.2.2 Medicaid: Title XIX of the Social Security Act, as
amended; 42 U.S.C.A. Section 1396 et seq. (specific to managed
care: Section 1902(a)(4), 1903(m). 1905(t), and 1932 of the SSA);
Related rules: Title 42 Chapter IV (specific to managed care: 42
CFR Section 438; see also 431 and 435);

3.13.1.2.3 CHIP: Title XXI of the Social Security Act. as amended;
42 U.S.G. 1397; Regulations promulgated thereunder: 42 CFR 457;

3.13.1.2.4 Regulations related to the operation of a waiver
program under 1915c of the Social Security Act, including: 42 CFR
430.25, 431.10, 431.200, 435.217, 435.726, 435.735, 440.180,
441.300-310, and 447.50-57;

3.13.1.2.5 State administrative rules and laws pertaining to
transfers and discharges, such as RSA 151:26;

3.13.1.2.6 State administrative rules and laws pertaining' to
confidentiality;

3.13.1.2.7 American Recovery and Reinvestment Act;

3.13.1.2.8' Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964;

3.13.1.2.9 The Age Discrimination Act of 1975;

3.13.1.2.lOThe Rehabilitation Act of 1973;

3.13.1.2.11 Title 'IX of the Education Amendments of 1972
(regarding education programs and activities);

3.13.1.2.12The ADA;

3.13.1.2.1342 CFR Part 2; and

3.13.1.2.14 Section 1557 of the Affordable Care Act. [42
CFR438.3(f)(1); 42 CFR 438.100(d)]

3.13.1.3 The MCO shall comply with all aspects of the DHHS Sentinel
Event Policy PR 10-01; effective September 2010, and any subsequent
versions and/or amendments;

3.13.1.3.1 The MCO shall, cooperate with any investigation of a
Sentinel event, including involvement in the Sentinel Event Review
team, and provide any information requested by DHHS to conduct
the Sentinel Event Review;

3.13.1.3.2 The MCO shall report to DHHS within twenty-four (24)
hours any time a sentinel event occurs with one of its Members.
This does not replace the MCO's responsibility to notify the
appropriate authority if the MCO suspects a crime has occurred.
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3.13.1.3.3 The MCO shall comply with all statutorily mandated
reporting requirements, Including but not limited to RSA 161-F*42-
54 and RSA 169-0:29;

3.13.1.3.4 In instances where the time frames detailed in the
Agreement conflict with those in the DHHS Sentinel Event Policy
the policy requirements will prevail.

3.13.2 Non-Discrimination

3.13.2.1 The MCO shall require Participating Providers and
Subcontractors to comply with the laws listed in Section 3.13.1 (General
Requirernents) above, and the provisions of Executive Order 11246 Equal
Opportunity, dated September 24, 1965. and all rules and regulations

'^^her laws, regulations, or orders which
prohibit discrimination on grounds of age, race, ethnicity, mental or
physical disability, sexual or affection orientation or preference, marital
status, genetic information, source of payment, sex, color, creed reliqion
or national origin or ancestry. [42 CFR 438.3(d)(4)] '

3.13.3 Reporting Discrimination Grievances

3 13.3.1 The MCO shall forward to DHHS copies of all grievances
alleging discnmination against Members because of race, color, creed.
sex, religion, age, national origin, ancestry, marital status, sexual or
affectional orientation, physical or mental disability or gender identity for

appropriate action within three (3) business days of receipt by
the MCO. ■ ,

313.3.2 Failure to submit any such grievance within three (3) business.
days may result in the imposition of liquidated damages as outlined in

■ Section"5:5.2. (Liquidated Dama'g^s). ' 7 -
3.13.4 Americans With Disabilities Act

3.13.4.1 ■ The MCO shall have written policies and procedures that ensure
comp lance with requirements of the ADA, and a written plan to monitor
compliance to detennine the ADA requirements are being met.
3.13.4.2 The ADA compliance plan shall be sufficient to determine the
specific actions that shall be taken to reriioye existing barriers and/or to
accommodate the needs of Members who are qualified Individuals with a
disability.

3.13.4.3 The ADA compliance plan shall include the assurance of
appropnate physical access to obtain included benefits for all Members
vjho are qualified Individuals with a disability, including but not limited to
street level access or accessible ramp into facilities; access to lavatory
and access to examination rooms.
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3.13.4.4 A "Qualified Individual with a Disability," defined pursuant to 42
U.S.C. Section 12131(2), Is an individual with a disability who, with or
without reasonable modifications to rules, policies, or practices, the
removal of architectural, communication, or transportation barriers, or the
provision of Auxiliary Aids and services, meets the essential eligibility
requirements for the receipt of services or the participation In programs or
activities provided by a public entity.

3.13.4.5 The MCO shall require Participating Providers and
Subcontractors to comply with the requirements of the ADA. In providing
Covered Services,. the MCO shall not directly or indirectly, through
contractual, licensing, or other arrangements, discriminate against
Medicaid Members who are qualified individuals with disabilities covered
by the provisions of the ADA.

3.13.4.6 The^ MCO shall survey Participating. " Providers of their
compliance with the ADA using a standard survey document that shall be
provided by DHHS. Completed survey documents shall be kept on file by
the MCO and shall be available for Inspection by DHHS.

3.13.4.7 The MCO shall, in accordance with Exhibit G (Certification
Regarding ADA Compliance), annually submit to DHHS a written
certification that it is conversant with the requirements of the ADA, that it Is
In compliance with the ADA, that it has complied with this Section 3.13.4

.  (Americans with Disabilities Act) of the Agreement, and that it has
assessed its Participating Provider network and certifies that Participating
Providers meet ADA requirements to the best of the MGO's knowledge.

3.13.4.8 The MCO warrants that it shall hold the State harmless and

indemnify the State from any liability which may be imposed upon the
State as a result of any failure of the MCO to be in compliance with the
ADA.

3.13.4.9 Where applicable, the.MCO shall abide by the provisions of
Section 504 of the Federal Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as amended, 29
U.S.C. Section 794, regarding access to programs and facilities by people
vyith disabilities.

3.13.5 Non-Discrimination in Employment

3.13.5.1 The MCO shall not discriminate against any employee or
applicant for employment because of age, sex, gender identity, race, color,
sexual orientation, marital status, familial status, or physical or mental
disability, religious creed or national origin.

3.13.5.2 The MCO shall take affirmative action to ensure that applicants
are employed, and that employees are treated during employment, without
regard to their age, sex, gender identity, race, color, sexual orientation,
marital status, familial status, or physical or mental disability, religious
creed or national ongin.
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3.13 5.3 Such action shall include.- but not be limited to the following:
employment, upgrading, demotion, or transfer; recruitment or recruitment
advertising; layoff or termination; rates of pay or other forms of
compensation; and selection for training, including apprenticeship.
3.13 5.4 The MCO agrees to post in conspicuous places, available to
employees and applicants for employment, notices to be provided by the
contracting officer setting forth the provisions of this nondiscrimination
clause.

3.13.5.5 The MCO shall, in all solicitations or advertisements for
employees placed by or on behalf of the MCO, state that all qualified
applicants shall receive consideration for employment without regard to
age sex, gender identity, race, color, sexual orientation, marital status
familial status, or physical or mental disability, religious creed or national
ongin.

3.13.5.6 The MCO shall send to each labor union or representative of
workers with which it has a collective bargaining agreement or other
agreement or understanding, a notice, to be provided by the agency
contra^ng officer, advising the labor union or workers' representative of
the MCO s commitments under Section 202 of Executive Order No 11246
of September 24. 1965, and shall post copies of the notice'in conspicuous
places available to employees and applicants for employment.

^  provisions of Executive Order No
. fu o regulations, and relevant ordersof the Secretary of Labor.

~3.4-3:5r8-TI^^Meo-shall-fumish-allinformatfen"anaT^rts>wirTd'Bv^^
September 24, -1965,-and'by the rules,

^t^iJlat'ons and orders of the Secretary of Labor, or pursuant thereto, and
snail permit access to its books, records, and accounts by DHHS and the
Secretary of Labor for purposes of investigation to ascertain compliance
With such rules, regulations, and orders.

/M provisions described in this Section3.13.5 (Non-Discnmination in Employment) in every contract with a
Subcontractor or purchase order unless exempted by rules, regulations, or
orders of the Secretary of Labor issued pursuant to Section 204 of
Executive - Order No. 11246 of September 24, 1965, so that such
provisions shall be binding upon each Subcontractor or vendor.

Ji? 5T action with respect to any contractwith a Subcontractor or purchase order as may be directed' by the
Secretary of Labor as a means of enforcing such provisions including

noncompliance, provided, however, that in the event the
MCO becomes Involved in, or is threatened with, litigation with a
Subcontractor or vendor as a result of such direction, the MCO may
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request the United States to enter into such litigation to protect the
interests of the United States.

3.13.6 Non-CompHance

3.13.6.1 In the event of the WICO's noncompliance with the non-
discrimination clauses of this Agreement or with any of such rules,
regulatiohs, or orders, this Agreement may be cancelled, terminated or
suspended in whole or in part and the MCO may be declared ineligible for
further government contracts in accordance with procedures authorized in
Executive Order No. 11246 of Sept. 24, 1965, and such other sanctions
may be imposed and remedies invoked as provided in Executive Order
No. 11246 of September 24, 1965, or by rule, regulation, or order of the
Secretary of Labor, or as otherwise provided by law.

3.13.7 Changes In Law

3.13.7.1 The MCO shall implement appropriate program, policy or system
changes, as required by changes to State and federal laws or regulations
or Interpretations thereof.

3.14 Subcontractors

3.14.1 MCO Obligations

3.14.1.1 The MCO shall maintain ultimate responsibility for adhering tp,
and othenwise fully complying with the terms and conditions
Agreement, notwithstanding any relationship the MCO may have with the
Subcontractor, Including being subject to any remedies contains in this
Agreement, to the same extent as if such obligations, services and
functions were performed by the MCO.

3.14.1.2 For the purposes of this Agreement, such work performed by
any Subcontractor shall be deemed performed by the MCO. [42 CFR
438.230(b)l

3.14.1.3 DHHS reserves the right to require the replacement of any
Subcontractor or other contractor found by DHHS to be unacceptable or
unable to meet the requirements of this Agreement, and to object to the
selection or use of a Subcontractor or contract.

3.14.1.4 The MCO, regardless of its written agreement with any
Subcontractors, maintains ultimate responsibility for complying with this
Agreement.

3.14.1.5 The MCO shall have oversight of all Subcontractors' policies and
procedures for compliance with the False Claims Act (FCA) and other
State and federal laws described in Section 1902(a)(68) of the Social
Security Act, including information about rights of employees to be
protected as vwhistleblowers.
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3.14.2 Contracts with Subcontractors

®  agreement betw/een the MCO andeach Subcontractor which includes, but shall not be limited to:

IfnVjo,;: c rrsL."" .i;
fndl^Te a"nd°fL';rafS''
rnmn=^^/"" °f 'he method and amount of
lubo^o" " =-3ideration received by the

'' ' by ̂ ,e S>^cSor'"'"°"'
te^lnatlonSte;°' methods of extension, and
Sres'or te^Nn'Jt°er'

grievance and appeal system

42 CFR 438 loTgy^ described in 42 CFR 438.414 and
Requirements to comply with all aoolirahip MoriiraiH

applicable provisions of this Agreement;- ■ ^
3.14.2.1.8 ■ Requirements forthe Subcontractor: /

' 3.14 2.1.8.1.To hold harmless DHHS and Its
employees, and all Members served under the terms of
^is^Agreement in the;event-of non-payment by the

3.14.2.1.8.2.TO indemnify and hold harmless DHHS
and Its employees against all injuries, deaths, losses,
damages, claims, suits, liabilities, judgments, costs and
ejjenses which may in any manner accaie against
DHHS or Its employees through intentional misconduct
neglipnc^. or omission of the Subcontractor. Its.
agents, officers, employees or contractors;

3.14.2.1.9 Requirements that provide that:
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3.14.2.1.aiThe MCO, DHHS, NH Medicaid Fraud
Control Unit (MFCU), NH Department of Justice (DOJ),
U.S.,DOJ, the OiG, and the Comptroller Gerieral or
their respective designees shall have the right to audit,
evaluate, and inspect, and that it shall make available
for the purpose of audit, evaluation or inspection, any
premises, physical facilities, equipment, books,
records, contracts, computer or other electronic
systems of the Subcontractor, or of the Subcontractor's
contractor, that pertain to any aspect of the services
and/or activities performed or determination of amounts
payable under this Agreement; [42 CFR
438.230(c)(3)(i) & (ii); 42 CFR 438.3{k)]

3.14.2.1.9.2.The Subcontractor shall further agree that
it can be audited for ten (10) years from the final date
of the Term or from the date of any completed audit,
whichever is later; and [42 CFR 438.230(c)(3)(iii); 42
CFR438.3(k)]

■  3.14.2.1.9.3.The MCO, DHHS, MFCU, NH DOJ, U.S.
DOJ, OIG. and the Comptroller General or their
respective designees may conduct an audit at any time
if DHHS, MFCU. NH DOJ, U.S. DOJ, the OiG, and the
Comptrolier General or their respective designee
determines that there is a reasonable possibility of
fraud, potential Merhber harm or similar risk. [42 CFR
438.230(c)(3)(iv): 42 CFR 438.3(k)]

3.14.2.1.10 Subcontractor's agreement to notify the MCO within
one (1) business day of being cited by any State or federal
regulatory authority;

3.14.2.1.11 Require Subcontractor to submit' ownership and
controliing interest information as required by Section 3.10.3
(Ownership and Control Disclosures);

3.14.2.1.12 Require Subcontractors to investigate and disclose to
the MCO, at contract execution or renewai, and upon request by
the MCO of the identified person who has been convicted of a
criminal offense, related to that person's involvement in any.
program under Medicare or Medicaid since the inception of those
programs and who is [42 CFR 455.106(a)]:

3.14.2.1.12.1. A person who has an ownership or
control Interest In the Subcontractor or Participating
Provider; [42 CFR 455.106(a)(1)l
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3.14.2.1.12.2. An agent or person who has been
delegated the authority to obligate or act on behalf of
the Subcontractor or Participating Provider; or [42 CFR
.455.101; 42 CFR 455.106(a){1)]

3.14.2.1.12.3. An agent, managing employee, general
manager, business manager, administrator, director, or
other individual who exercises operational or

,  managerial control over, or who directly or indirectly
conducts the day-to-day operation of, the
Subcontractor or Participating Provider [42 CFR
455.101: 42 CFR 455.106(a)(2)]

3.14.2.1.13 Require Subcontractor to screen its directors, officers,
employees, contractors and Subcontractors against each of the
Exclusion Lists on a monthly basis and report to the MOO any
person or entity appearing on any of the Exclusion Lists and begin
termination proceedings within forty-eight (48) hours unless the
individual is part of a federally-approved waiver program;

3.14.2.1.14 Require Subcontractor to have a compliance plan that
meets the requirements of 42 CFR Section 438.608 and policies
and procedures that meet the Deficit Reduction Act (DRA) of 2005
requirements;

3.14.2.1.15 Prohibit Subcontractor from making payments or
deposits for Medicaid-covered items or services to financial
institutions located outside of the United States or its territories;

;  3.-14x24.16 A—provision—for—revoking—delegation-of—aetivities--or*-

■  - - obligations, or imposing ̂  other sanctions if 4.he Subcontractpr'.s
performance is-determined to be unsatisfactory by the .MOO or-
DHHS;

3.14.2.1.17 Subcontractor's agreement to comply with the ADA, as
required by Section 3.13.4 (Americans with Disabilities Act) above;

3.14.2.1.18 Include provisions of this Section 3.14.2 (Contracts with
Subcontractors) in every Subcontract or purchase order unless
exempted by rules, regulations, or orders of the Secretary of Labor
issued'pursuant to Section 204 of Executive Order No. 11246 of
September 24,1965;

3.14.2.1.19 Require any Subcontractor, to the extent that the
Subcontractor is delegated responsibility by the MOO for coverage
of services and payment of claims under this Agreement, to
implement policies and procedures, as reviewed by DHHS, for
reporting of all Overpayments identified, including embezzlement or
receipt of Capitation Payments to which it was not entitled or
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recovered, specifying the Overpayments due to potential fraud, to
the State.

3.14.2.1.20 Require any Subcontractor to comply with all applicable
Medicaid laws, regulations, including applicable subregulatory
guidance and Agreement provisions. [42 CFR 438.230(c)(2): 42
CFR438.3(k)]

3.14.2.1.21 Require any Subcontractor to comply with any other
provisions specifically required under this Agreement or the
applicable requirements of 42 CFR 438. [42 CFR 438.230]

3.14.2.2. The MCO shall notify DHHS in writing within one (1) business
day of becoming aware that its Subcontractor is cited as non-compliant or
deficient by any State or federal regulatory authority.

3.14.2.3 If any of the -MCQ's activities or obligations under this
Agreement are delegated to a Subcontractor;

3.14.2.3.1 The activities and obligations, and related reporting
responsibilities, are specified in the contract or written agreement
between the MCO and the Subcontractor; and

3.14.2.3.2 The contract or written arrangement between the MCO
and the Subcontractor shall either provide for revocation of the
delegation of activities or obligations, or specify other remedies in
instances where the state or the MCO determines that the

•  Subcontractor has not performed satisfactorily. [42 CFR
438.230(c)(1)(i) - (iii); 42'CFR 438.3(k)]

3.14.2.4 Subcontractors or any other party performing utilization review
are required to be licensed in NH.

3.14.3 Notice and Approval

3.14.3.1 The MCO shall submit all Subcontractor agreements and
Subcontractor Provider agreements to DHHS, for review at least sixty (60)
calendar days prior to the anticipated implementation date of. that
Subcontractor agreement, any time there is a renewal or extension
amendment to a Subcontractor agreement already reviewed by DHHS or
there is a substantial change in scope or terms of the Subcontractor
agreement.

3.14.3.2 The MCO remains responsible for ensuring that all Agreement
requirements are met, including requirements requiring the integration of
physical and behavioral health, and that the Subcontractor adheres to all
State and federal laws, regulations and related guidance and guidelines.

3.14.3.3 The MCO shall notify DHHS of any change in Subcontractors
and shall submit a new Subcontractor,agreement for review sixty (60)
calendar days prior to the start date of the new Subcontractor agreement.
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3.14.3.4 Review by DHHS of a Subcontractor agreement does not relieve
the MCO from any obligation or responsibility regarding the Subcontractor
and does not imply any obligation by DHHS regarding the Subcontractor or
Subcontractor agreement.

3.14.3.5 DHHS may grant a written exception to the notice requirements
of this Section 3.14.3 (Notice and Approval) if, in DHHS's reasonable
determination, the MCO has shown good cause for a shorter notice period.
3.14.3.6 The MCO shall notify DHHS within five (5) business days of
receiving notice from a Subcontractor of its intent to terminate a
Subcontractor agreement.

3.14.3.7 The MCO shall notify DHHS . of any material breach by
Subcontractor of an agreement between the MCO and the Subcontractor
that may result in the MCO being non-compliant with or violating this
Agreement within one (1) business day of validation that such breach has
occurred.

3.14.3.8 The MCO shall take any actions directed by DHHS to cure or
remediate said breach by the Subcontractor.

3.14.3.9 In the event of material change, breach or termination of a
Subcontractor agreement between the MCO and a Subcontractor, the
MCO's notice to DHHS shall include a transition plan for DHHS's review
and approval.

3.14.4 MCO Oversight of Subcontractors

3.14.4.1 The MCO shall provide its Subcontractors with training materials
-  regarding-preverttmg-fraudrwaste-and-abuse"and"shallTequire-the~Meo*s-

hotline to be publicized to Subcontractors' staff who provide services to the
MCO.

3.14.4.2 The MCO shall oversee and be held accountable for any
functions and responsibilities that it delegates to any Subcontractor in
accordance with 42 CFR 438.230 and 42 CFR Section 438.3, including:

3.14.4.2.1 Prior to any delegation, the MCO shall evaluateJhe
prospective Subcontractor's ability to perform the Social Security
activities to be delegated;

3.14.4.2.2 The MCO shall audit the Subcontractor's compliance
with its agreement with the MCO and the applicable terms of this
Agreement, at least annually and when there is a substantial
change in the scope or terms of the Subcontractor agreement; and

3.14.4.2.3 The MCO shall identify deficiencies or areas for
improvement, if any. The MCO shall prompt the Subcontractor to
take corrective action.
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3.14.4.3 The MCO shall develop and maintain a system for regular and
periodic monitoring of each Subcontractor's compliance with the terms of
its agreement and this Agreement.

3.14.4.4 If the MCO identifies deficiencies or areas for improvement In
the Subcontractor's performance that affect compliance with this
Agreement, the MCO shall notify DHHS within seven (7) calendar days
and require the Subcontractor to develop a CAP. The MCO shall provide
DHHS with a copy of the Subcontractor's' CAP within thirty (30) calendar
days upon DHHS request, which is subject to DHHS approval [42 CFR
438.230 and 42 CFR Section 438.3]

3.15 Staffing

3.15.1 Key Personnel

3.15.1.1 The,MCO shall commit key personnel to the MCM program on a
full-time basis. Positions considered to be key personnel, along with any •
specific requirements for each position, include:

3.15.1.1.1 CEO/Executive Director: Individual shall have clear

authority over the general administration and day-to-day business .
activities of this Agreement.

3.15.1.1.2 Finance Officer Individual shall be responsible for
accounting and finance operations, including all audit activities.

3.15.1.1.3 Medical Director: Individual shall be a physician
licensed by the NH Board of Medicine, shall oversee and be
responsible for all clinical activities, including but not limited to, the
proper provision of Covered Services to Members, developing
clinical practice standards and clinical policies and procedures.

3.15.1.1.3.1.The Medical Director shall have

substantial involvement In QAPI Program activities and
shall attend monthly, or as otherwise requested, in-
person meetings with the DHHS Medical Director. '

3.15.1.1.3.2.Th"e Medical Director shall have a
minimum of five (5) years of experience in government
prograrns (e.g. Medicaid, Medicare, and Public Health).

3.15.1.1.3.3.The Medical Director shall have oversight '
^  of all utilization review techniques and methods and i

their administration and Implementation. r

3.15.1.1.4 Quality Improvement Director: Individual shall ■ be
responsible for all QAPI program activities. •

3.15.1.1.4.1.Individual shall have relevant experience
in quality management for physical and/or behavioral

Granite State Health Plan, Inc. Contractor Initial
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health care and shall participate in regular Quality
Improvement meetings with DHHS, and the other
MCOs to review quality related initiatives and how
those initiatives can be coordinated aaoss the MCOs.

3.15.1.1.5 Compliance Officer: Individual shall be responsible for
developing and implementing policies, procedures, and practices
designed to ensure compliance with the requirements of the
Agreement.,

3.15.1.1.5.1.The Compliance Officer shall report
directly to the NH-based CEO or the executive director
thereof.

3.15.1.1.6 Network Management Director: Individual shall be
responsible for development and maintenance of the MCO's
Participating Provider network.

3.15.1.1.7 Provider Relations Manager: Individual shall be
responsible for provision of all MCO Provider services activities.

3.15.1.1.7.1. The manager shall have prior experience
. with individual physicians. Provider groups and

facilities.

3.15.1.1.8 Member Services Manager: Individual shall be
responsible for provision of all MCO Member Services activities.

3.15.1.1.8.1. The manager shall have prior experience
with Medicaid populations.

3.15.1.1.9 Utilization Management (UM) Director: Individual shall
■b"e fespori"sibleTorall UM 'activities". - - --- -

3.15.1.1.9.1.This person shall be under the direct
supen/ision of the Medical Director and shall ensure
that UM staff has appropriate clinical backgrounds, in
order to make appropriate UM decisions regarding
Medically Necessary Services.

3.15.1.1.9.2. The MCO shall also ensure that the UM
program assigns responsibility to appropriately
licensed clinicians, including a behavioral health and a
LTSS professional for those respeqtive services.

3.15.1.1.IOSystems Director/Manager: Individual shall be
responsible for 'all MCO information systems supporting this
Agreement, including but not limited to continuity and Integrity of
operations, continuity flow of records with DHHS's information
systems and providing necessary and timely reports to DHHS.
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j. 10. i. i: iTciniounter Manager; Individual shall be responsible for
and qualified by training and experience to oversee encounter
submlttal and processing to ensure the accuracy, timeliness, and
completeness of encounter reporting..

3.15.1.1.12 Claims Manager; Individual shall be responsible for arid
qualified by training and experience to oversee claims processing
and to ensure the accuracy,. timeliness, and completeness of
processing payment and reporting.

3 15 1 1 13 Pharmacy Manager; Individual shall be a pharmacist
licensed by the NH Board of Pharmacy and shall have a minimum
of five (5) years pharmacy experience as a practicing pharmacist.

3.15.1.1.13.1. The individual shall be responsible for
all pharmacy activities, including but not lirriited to the
Lock-In Program, coordinating clinical criteria for Pnor
Authorizations, compliance with the opioid prescribing
requirements outlined in Section 4.11.6 (Substarice
Use Disorder) and overseeing the Drug Utilization
Review (DUR) Board or the Pharmacy and
Therapeutics Committee.

315 11 14 Substance Use Disorder Physician; Individual shall be
an Addiction Medicine Physician licensed by the NH Board of
Medicine;

3.15.1.1.14.1. The individual shall be responsible for
providing clinical oversight and guidance for the MOO
on Substance Use Disorder issues, including Issues
such as the use of ASAM or other evidence-based
assessments and treatment protocols, the use of MAT,
engagements with PRSS, and discharge planning for
Members who visit an ED or are hospitalized for an
overdose. {

3 15 1 1 14 2. The Substance Use Disorder Physician
shall be available to the MOM program on a'routine
basis for consultations on MOO clinical policy related to
Substance Use Disorders and the cases of individual
Members, as needed.

315 12 Coordinators shall be responsible for overfeing Care
Coordination and Care Management activities for MCO Members with
complex medical, behavioral health, DD, and long term care needs, or for
overseeing other activities.

3 15 13 Coordinators shall also serve as liaisons to DHHS staff for their
respective functional areas. The MOO shall assign coordinators to each of
the following areas on a full-time basis;
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3.15.1.3.1 Special Needs Coordinator: Individual shall have a
minimum of a Master's Degree from a recognized college or
university wth major study in Social Work, Psychology, Education
Public Health or a related field. uuccuun.

3 15.1.3.1.1. Individual shall have a minimum of eight
(8) years demonstrated experience both in the
provision of direct care services as well as
progressively increasing, levels of management
responsibilities with a particular focus on special needs
populations.

3.15.1.3:1.2.The Special Needs Coordinator shall be
responsible for ensuring compliance with and
irnplementation of requirements for Adults and Children
With Special Care Needs related to Care Management.
Network Adequacy, access to Benefits, and Utilization
Management.

3.15.1.3.2 Developmental Disability Coordinator: Individual shall
have a minimum of a Master's Degree from a recognized college or
university with major study in Social Work. Psychology, Education
Public Health or a related field.

3^15.1.3.2.1.Individual shall have a minimum of eight
(8) years demonstrated experience both in the
provision of direct . care services as well as
progressively increasing levels of management
responsibilities, with a particular focus on direct _
and administrative ̂ responsibilities related to services
provided for developmeritally dibbled individuals.'

3.15.1.3.2.2.The Developmental DisabiRty Coordinator
shall be responsible for ensuring coordination with
LTSS Case Managers for Members enrolled In the
MCO but who have services covered outside of the
MCO's Covered Services.

3.15.1.3.3 Mental Health Coordinator: Individual shall oversee the
delivery of Mental Health Services to ensure that there is a single
point of oversight and accountability.

3.15.1.3.3.1. Individual shall have a minimum of a
Master's Degree from a recognized college or
university with major study in Social Work, Psychology
Education, Public Health or a related field.

3^15.1.3.3.2. Individual shall have a minimum of eight
(8), years demonstrated experience both In the
provision of direct care services as well as
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Mental Health Services.

3 15 1 333 Other key functions shall include

resources.

3 ,5., 3,. —be an addiction medicine spe nisorder Physician to provide
u„

Disorder issues^ ^ Substance Use Disorder Coordinator
shaVbe a Masters Licensed Alcohol and Dmg

i«r /Ml Ann or Licensed Mental Heaiin
pSonai who is able to demonstrate experience in
the treatment of Substance Use Disorder.

1 3 4 2 The individual shall have expertise inLrLnfng assessments, treatment, and Recovery
strateqies' use of MAT; strategies for working with cMSre agencies, correctional institutions and cdher
Sh and social service agencies that serve
Individuals with Substance Use Disorders.

h4 3 The individual shall be available to the

disposition of individual cases.
3 15 1 3 4 4 Other key functions shall "^^lude

resources.
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'-°"9 Term Care Coordinator: Individual shall be

mWm f ® ancl have a

r th ''®'"°nstrated experience
nrnnrJ • , P.^ovision of direct care services atprogressrvely increasing levels of manaoement

® Particular focus on direct careand administrative responsibilities related to long term
care services. ®

3rt5J.3.7 Fraud, Waste, and Abuse Coordinator- Individual shall

brLri!'"b®'' developing, articulating, annmplemenrq a
avanabliity/optidns''''''''

MCO's^ noV^i® Coordinator shall act as the
pHM?at- ? housing expert/resource, providing

'-°" ^ ^ssisjanceJo_alLM£Q;s..relevant staff-(care managers and others) regarding supportive
housing services and related issues ' PP°riive

Coordinator shall be a

housS?elafed woX" responsibility is
Staff I''® Coordinator shall not be a
adHpH th housing-related work has been
wmn theMco. -®Pd"-diiities and function
3.15.1.3.8.4. The Housing Coordinator shall act as a

Homeless Services to receive training and work in
collaboration on capacity requirements/building.

^°"®'"9 Coordinator shail have atast two (2) year's full-time experience is assisting
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vulnerable populations to secure accessible, affordable
housing.

3.15.1.3.8.6.The Coordinator shall be familiar with the
relevant public, and private housing resources and
stakeholders.

3 15 1.3.9 Prior Authorization Coordinator; Individual shall be
responsible for all MCO Utilization Management activities and shall
work under the direct supervision of the Medical Director.

3.15.1.3.9.1.The Prior Authorization Coordinator shall
ensure that all staff performing prior authorization
functions have the necessary clinical backgrounds
needed to apply established coverage criteria and
make appropriate decisions based on medical
necessary.'

3.15.1.3.9.2.The individual shall be licensed by the NH
Board of Nursing and have a minimum of eight (8)
years of demonstrated experience in both the provision
of direct clinical services as well as progressively
increasing levels of management responsibilities with a
particular focus on performance of a variety of
utilization functions including conducting inter-rater
reliability quality audits.

3.15.2 Other MCO Required Staff

3 15 21 Fraud Waste, and Abuse Staff: The MCO shall establish a
Special Investigkions Unit (SlU), which shall be comprised of experienced
fraud, waste and abuse investigators who have the appropriate training,
education, experience, and job knowledge to perform and carry out ail of
the functions, requirements, roles and duties contained herein.

3.15.2.1.1 At a minimum, the SlU shall have at least two (2) fraud,
waste and abuse investigators and one (1) Fraud, Waste and
Abuse Coordinator.

3.15.2.1.2 The MCO shall adequately staff the SlU to ensure that
the MCO meets Agreement provisions of Section 5.3.2 (Fraud,
Waste and Abuse).

315 2 2 Behavioral Health Clinical Providers to Minimize Psychiatric
Boarding: The MCO shall supply a sufficient number of hospital-
credentiaied Providers in order to provide assessments and treatment for
Members who are subject to, or at risk for. Psychiatric Boarding.

315.2.2.1 The number of such hospital-credentialed Providers
shall be sufficient to provide initial on-site assistance within twelve
(12) hours of a Member arriving at an ED and within twenty-four

iiite state Health Plan, Inc. Contractor Initial.
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(24) hours of a Member being placed on observation or Inpatlent
status to await an inpatient psychiatric bed!

3.15.2.2.2 The initial on-site assistance provided within these""
required timelines shall Include a beneficiary-specific plan for
discharge, treatment, admittance, or transfer to New Hampshire
Hospital, or another Designated Receiving Facility.

3.15.2.2.3 Each such hospital-credentialed Provider shall have the
-  clinical expertise to reduce Psychiatric Boarding and possess or be
trained on the resources, including local community resources, that
can be deployed to discharge the Member safely to the community
or to a step down facility when an inpatient stay is not clinically
required.

3.15.2.3 Staff for Members at New Hampshire Hospital: The MCO shall
designate an on-site liaison with privileges at New Hampshire Hospital to
continue the Member's Care Management, and assist in facilitating a
coordinated discharge planning process for Members admitted to New
Hampshire Hospital.

3.15.2.4 Additional Behavioral Health Staff: The MCO shall designate
one (1) or more staff who have behavioral health specific managed care
experience to provide in-person housing assistance to Members who are
homeless and oversee:

3.15.2.4.1 ■ Behavioral health Care Management:

3.15.2.4.2 Behavioral health Utilization Management;

—  3^15r2T4.3-Behavioral healthhnetwork development;-and

3.15:2.4.4 The behavioral health Subcontract,"as applicable.

3.15.2.5 Any subcontracted personnel or entity engaged in decision-
making for the MCO regarding clinical policies related to Substance Use
Disorder or mental health shall have demonstrated experience working in
direct care for Members with Substance Use Disorder or mental health.

3.15.2.6 The crisis lines and Emergency Services teams shall employ
clinicians and certified Peer Support Specialists who are trained to
manage crisis intervention calls and who have access to a clinician
available to evaluate the Member on a face-to-face basis in the community
to address the crisis and evaluate the need for hospitalization.

3.15.3 On-Slte Presence

3.15.3.1 The MCO shall have an on-site presence in New Hampshire.
On-site presence for the purposes of this Section 3.15.3 of the Agreement
means that the MCO's personnel identified below regularly reports to work
in the State of New Hampshire:
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3.15.3.1.1 CEO/Executive Director;

3.15.3.1.2 Medical Director;

3.15.3.1.3 Quality Improvement Director;

3.15.3.1.4 Compliance Officer;

3.15.3.1.5 Network Management Director;

3.15.3.1.6 Provider Relations Manager;

3:15.3.1.7 Utilization Management Director;

3.15.3.1.8 Pharmacy Manager;

3.15.3.1.9 Substance Use Disorder Physician;

3.15.3.1.10 Special Needs Coordinator;

3.15.3.1.11 Mental Health Coordinator;

3.15.3.1.12 Substance Use Disorder Coordinator;

,  3.15.3.1.13 DD Coordinator,
3.16.3.1.14 Long Term Care Coordinator;

3.15.3.1.15 Housing Coordiriator;

3.15.3.1.16 Grievance Coordi nator;

3.15.3.1.17 Fraud, Waste, and Abuse Coordinator; and
3.15.3.1.18 Prior Authorization Coordinator.

315 3 2 Upon DHHS's request, MCO required staff who are not located
in New Hampshire shall travel to New Hampshire for in-person meetings.
315 3 3 The MCO shall provide to DHHS for review and approval key
personnel and "qualifications no later than sixty (60) calendar days pnor to
the start of the program.

3.15.3.4 The MCO shall staff the program with the key personnel as
specified in this Agreement, or shall propose alternate staffing subject to
review and approval by DHHS, which approval shall not be unreasonably
withheld. ^ ■

315 3 5 DHHS may grant a written exception to the notice requirements
of this section if. in DHHS's reasonable determination, the MCO has
shown good cause for a shorter notice period.

3.15.4 General Staffing Provisions

3.15.4.1 The MCO shall provide sufficient staff to perform all t^ks
specified in this Agreement. The MCO shall maintairi a level of staffing
necessary to perform and carry out all of the functions,
roles, and duties in a timely manner as contained herein, in the ev^that
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the MCO does not maintain a level of staffing sufficient to fully perform the
functions, requirements, roles, and duties, DHHS may impose liquidated
damages, in accordance with Section 5.5.2 (Liquidated Damages).
3.15.4.2 The MCO shall ensure that all staff receive appropriate training,
education, experience, and orientation to fulfill the requirements of the
positions they hold and shall verify and document that it has met this
requirement.

3.15.4.2.1 This includes keeping up-to-date records and
documentation of all . individuals requiring licenses and/or
certifications and such records shall be available for DHHS
inspection.

3.15.4.3 All key personnel shall be generally available during DHHS
hours of operation and available for in- person or video conferencing
meetings as requested by DHHS.

3.15.4.3.1 The MCO key personnel, and others as required by
DHHS, shall, at a minimum, be available for monthly in-person
meetings In NH with DHHS. '

3.15.4.4 The MCO shall make best efforts to notify DHHS at least thirty
(30) calendar days in advance of any plans to change, hire, or reassign
designated key personnel.

3.15.4.5 If a member of the MCO's key personnel is to be replaced for
any reason while the MCO is under Agreem^ent, the MCO shall inform
DHHS within seven (7) calendar days, and submit a transition plan with
proposed alternate staff to DHHS for review and approval, for which
approval-shall not be unreasunably .withheld. —

3.15.4.5.1 The Staffing transition Plan shall include, but is not
limited to:

3.15.4.5.1.1.The allocation of resources to the
Agreement during key personnel vacancy;

3.15.4.5.1.2. The timeframe for obtaining key personnel
replacements within ninety (90) calendar days; and

3.15.4.5.1.3.The method for onboarding staff and
bringing key personnel replacements/additions up-to-
date regarding this Agreement.

PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS

4.1 Covered Populations and Services

4.1.1 Overview of Covered Populations

•")
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4.1.1.1, The MCO shall provide and be responsible for the cost of
managed care services to populatipn groups deemed by DHHS to be
eligible for managed care and to be covered, under the terms of this
Agreement, as Indicated in the table below.

4.1.1.2 Members enrolled with the MCO who subsequently become
ineligible for managed care during MCO enrollment shall be excluded from
MCO participation. DHHS shall, based on State or federal statute,
regulation, or policy, exclude other Members as appropriate.

^^8
^SiiH

Aid to the Needy Blind Non-Dual X

Aid to the Permanently and Totally Disabled Non-Dual X

American Indians and Alaskan Natives X

Auto Eligible and Assigned Newboms X

Breast and Cervical Cancer Program X

Children Enrolled In Special Medical Services/Partners in
Health

X

Children with Supplemental Security Income X

Family Planning Only Benefit X

Foster Care/Adoption Subsidy X

Granite Advantage (Medicaid Expansion Adults, Frail/Non-
Frail)

X

Health Insurance Premium Payment X

Home Care for Children with Severe Disabilities (Katie
Beckett)

X

In and Out Spend-Down
'  -f-

X
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m

g©

Medicaid Children Funded through the Children's Health
Insurance Program

Medicaid for Employed Adults with Disabilities Non-Dual

Medicare Duals with full Medicaid Benefits

Medicare Savings Program Only (no Medicaid services)

Members with Veterans Affairs Benefits

Non-Expansion Poverty Level Adults (Including Pregnant
Women) and Children Non-Dual

Old Age Assistance Non-Dual

Retroactive/Presumptive Eligibility Segments (excluding Auto
Eligible Newborns)

Third Party Coverage Non-Medicare, Except Members with
Veterans Affairs Benefits

X

X

X

4.1.2 Overview of Covered Services

4.1.2.1 The MOO shall cover the physical health, behavioral health,
pharmacy, and other benefits for all MCO Members, as indicated in the
summary table below and described in this Agreement. Additional
requirements for Behavioral Health Services are included in Section 4.11
(Behavioral Health), and additidrial requirements for pharmacy are
included in Section 4.2 (Pharmacy Management).

4.1.2.2 The MCO shall provide, at a minimum, all services identified In.
the following matrix, and all services in accordance with the CMS-
approved Medicaid State Plan and Alternative Benefit Plan State Plan. The
MCO shall cover services consistent with 45 CFR 92.207(b).

4.1.2.3 While the MCO may provide a higher level of sen/ice and cover
more services than required by DHHS (as described in Section 4.1.3
(Covered Services Additional Provisions), the MCO shall, at a minimum,
cover the services identified at least up to the limits described in NH Code
of Administrative Rules, chapter He-E 801, He-.E 802,• He-W 530, and He-
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M 426. DHHS reserves the right to alter this list at any time by providing
reasonable riotice'tothe MCO. [42 CFR 438.210(a)(1) and (2)]

Acquired Brain Disorder Waiver Services X

Adult Medical Day Cafe X

Advanced Practice Registered Nurse X

Ambulance Service X

Ambulatory Surgical Center X

Audiology Services - ... X

Behavioral Health Crisis Treatment Center X

Certified Non-Nurse Midwife X

Choices for Independence Waiver Services X

Child Health Support Service - Division for Children, Youth &
Families, except for services eligible under EPSDT

X

Community Mental Health Services X

Crisis Intervention - Division for Children, Youth & Families X

Developmental Disability Waiver Services X

Dental Beneftt Sen/ices
X

Designated Receiving Facilities , X

Developmental Services Early Supports and Services X

Early and Periodic Screening, Diagnostic and Treatment
Services including Applied Behavioral Analysis Coverage

X
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' Under age 22 If Individual admitted prior to age 21
• Pursuant to 42 CFR 438.6 and 42 CFR 438.3(e)(2)(0 through

E.g., Cedarcrest

Granite State Health Plan, Inc.
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Family Planning Services X

Freestanding Birth Centers X

Furnished Medical Supplies &_Durabie Medical Equipment X

Glencliff Hortie X

Home Based Therapy - Division for Children, Youth &
Families X

Home Health Services X

Home Visiting Services X -

Hospice X

Home and Community-Based In Home Support Services X

Inpatient Hospital X

JnpatientiJospital.Swing-Beds,Jntermediate-Care.Eaci!ity — X

Inpatient Hospital Swing Beds, Skilled Nursing Facility _ r ~

Inpatient Psychiatric Facility Services Under Age Twenty-
One (21)® ^ X

inpatient psychiatric Treatment in an Institution for Mental
Disea^se; Excluding New"Hampshire"Hospital® X

Intensive Home and Community-Based Services- Division
for Children, Youth & Families , ' X

Intermediate Care Facility Atypical Care X

Intermediate Care Facility for Members with Intellectual
Disabilities^^ X

Intermediate Care Facility Nursjng Home X
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Laboratory (Pathology)
X

Medicaid to Schools Services
X

Medical Services Clinic (e.g. Opioid Treatment Program) X

Non-Ernergency Medical Transportation^ ̂ X

Occupational Therapy^^
X

Optometric Services Eyeglasses
X

Outpatient HospitaP^
X

Personal Care Services
X

Physical Therapy"
X

Physicians Services
X

Placement Services - Division for Children, Youth & Families
X

Podiatrist Services
X

Prescribed Drugs
X

Private Duty Nursing
X

Private Non-Medical Institutional t-or Chiidien - Division for
Ohilflrpn Youth A Families

X

Psychology
X

Rehabilitative Services Post Hospital Discharge
X

" Also Indudes mileage reimburaement for services are limited to twenty (20) visits per bertefit year
an. ̂

'■ Including facility and andllaiy aervlcaa (or ynerapy aervlcea are limited to Ivvonty (20) vlalts per beneUt year
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M
Rural Health Clinic & Federally Qualified Health Centers

X

Non-Swing Bed Skilled Nursing Facilities
X

Skilled Nursing Facilities Skilled Nursing Facilities Atypical v -'-
Care /r. . . X

Speech Therapy^®
X

Substance Use Disorder Services (Per He-W 513) -
including services provided in Institutions for Mental
Diseases pursuant to an approved 1115(a) research and
demonstration waiver

X

Transitional Housing Program Services and Community
Residential Services With Wrap-Around Services and
Supports^®

X

Wheelchair Van
X

X-Ray Services
X

A-^A. _ Covered ̂ tylce^lditLojialJProvlslons
4.1.3.1 . Nothing in this Section 4.1.3 shall be construed to limit the
MCO's ability to otherwise voluntarily provide "any other services in addition
to the services required to be provided under this Agreement.
4.1.3.2 The. MOO shall seek written approval from DHHS, bear the
entire cost of the senrice, and the utilization and cost of such voluntary
services shall not be included in determining payment rates.
4.1.3.3 All services shall be provided in accordance with 42 CFR
438.210 and 42 CFR 438.207(b). The MOO shall ensure there is no
disruption in service delivery to Members or Providers as the MOO
transitions these services into Medicaid managed care from FFS.
4.1.3.4 The MOO shall adopt written policies and procedures to verify
that services are actually provided. [42 CFR 455.1(a)(2)]
4.1.3.5 In Lieu Of Services

Granite State Health Plan. Inc.
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4.1.3.5.1 The MCO, may provide Members with services or
settings that are "In Lieu Of Services or settings included in the
Medicaid State Plan that are more, medically appropriate, cost-
effective substitutes for the Medicaid State Plan services. The
MCO may cover In Lieu Of Services if:

4.1.3.5.1.1. DHHS determines." that the alternative
service or setting is a medically appropriate and cost-
effective substitute;

4.1.3.5.1.2. The Member is not required to use the
alternative service or setting;

4.1.3.5.1.3. The In Lieu Of Service has been
authorized by DHHS; and

4.1.3.5.1.4. The in Lieu Of Service has been offered to
Members at the option of the MCO. [42 CFR
438.3(e)(2)(i)-(lii)]

4.1.3.5.2 DHHS may determine that the alternative seiyice or
setting is a medically appropriate and cost-effective substitute by
either: prospectively providing to the MCO a list of services that the
MCO may consider In Lieu Of Services; or by the MCO receiving
approval from DHHS to implement an In Lieu Of Service.

4.1.3.5.3 DHHS has authorized medical nutrition, diabetes self-
management, and assistance in finding and keeping housing (not
including rent), as In Lieu Of Services. This list may be expanded
upon or otherwise modified by DHHS through amendments of this
Agreement.

4.1.3.5.4 For the MCO to obtain approval for In Lieu Of Services
not authorized by DHHS, the MCO shall submit an In Lieu Of
Service request to DHHS for each proposed In Lieu of Service not
yet authorized.

4:1.3.5.5 The MCO shall monitor the cost-effectiveness of each
approved In Lieu of Service by tracking utilization and expenditures
and submit an annual update providing an evaluation of the cost-
effectiveness of the alternative service during the previous twelve
(12) months, in accordance with Exhibit 0. ̂

4.1.3.6 Institution for Mental Diseases (IMD)

4.1.3.6.1 Pursuant to 42 CFR 438.6, the MCO shall pay for up to
fifteen (15) inpatient days per calendar month for any Member who
is receiving treatment in an IMD that is not a state owned or

■  operated facility for the primary treatment of a psychiatric disorder.

Granite State Health Plan, Inc. Contractor Initials
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an IMD sha^msat thP r " '"P"'®"' P®y=hiatric treatment in
CFrTsS S5)(2)0>(S at 42

4.1.3.7 Telemedicine

-Ij- '^°"^P'y with provisions of RSA 167-4^d1

telemef ''"'''' an^d'^submt^he pdicy°o DHHs1ol"retbw Cohered

2S£SHs~«-
4.1.3.8 Non-Participating Indian Health Gare Providers

American Indian/Alaska Native Members are oermitted

services. [42 CFR 438.14(b)(4)]

PCP^ as long as thLTprrvLrTafcaWo"^^^^^^^^
42™ R 438.T4Tb)(3r"'

4.1.3.9 Moral and Religious Grounds

c narisrr.'iss "'SSi
Security Act: 42 CFR 438.102(a)(2)] . Social
4.1.3 9.2 If the MOO elects not to provide reimburse fnr nr

obiertlnn°nr^^® °!' ® °r referral selvlce because of anobjection on moral or religious orounds thp mph ck^h # • u
information about the serviL If d^not coveMo dhhI ̂ ,rL
application for a Medicaid contract and any time thereafter when It

Granite State Health Plan. Inc.
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adopts such a policy during the Term of this Agreement. [Section
.1932(b)(3)(B)(i) of the Social Security Act; 42 CFR
438.102(b)(1)(i)(A)(1)-(2)]

4.1.3.9.3 if the MCO does not cover counseling or referral
services because of moral or religious objections and chooses not
to furnish information on how and where to obtain such services,
DHHS shall provide that information to potential Members upon
request. [42 CFR 438.10(e){2)(v)(C)]

4.1.4 Cost Sharing

4.1.4.1 Any cost sharing imposed on Medicaid Members shall be in
accordance with NH's Medicaid Cost Sharing State Plan Amendment and
Medicaid FFS requirements pursuant to 42 CFR 447.50 through 42 CFR
447.82. [Sections 1916(a)(2)(D) and 1916(b)(2j(D) of the Social Security
Act; 42 CFR 438.108; 42 CFR 447.50 - 82; SMDL 6/16/08]

4.1.4.2 With the exception of Members who are exempt from cost
sharing as described in the Medicaid Cost Sharing State Plan Amendment,
the MCO shall require point of service (PCS) Copayment for services for
Members deemed by DHHS to have annual incomes at or above one
hundred percent (100%) of the FPL as follows:

4.1.4.2.1 A Copayment of one dollar ($1.00) shall be required for
each preferred prescription drug and each refill of a preferred
prescription drug;

4.1.4.2.2 A Copayment of two dollars ($2.00) shall be required
for each non-preferred prescription drug and each refill of a non-
preferred prescription drug, unless the prescribing Provider
determines that a preferred drug will be less effective for the
recipient and/or will have adverse effects for the recipient, in which
case the Copay for the non-preferred drug shall be one dollar
($1.00);

4.1.4.2.3 A Copayment of one dollar ($1.00) shall be required for
a prescription drug that is not identified as either a preferred or
non-preferred prescription drug; and

4.1.4.3 The following services are exempt from co-payments:

4.1.4.3.1 emergency services,

4.1.4.3.2 family planning sen/ices,

4.1.4.3.3 preventive services provided to children,

4.1.4.3.4 pregnancy-related services,

4.1.4.3.5 services resulting from potentially preventable events,
and,

Granite State Health Plan, Inc. Contractor Initia
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4.1.4.3.6 Cloraril (Clozapine) prescriptions. [42 CFR 447 56(a)]
4.1.4.4 Members are exempt from Copayments when:

(one

Member is under eighteen (18) years of age;

Mer^btr^s wilh ® '^F for

prigta!4; i" °ne d) of the HCBS waiver
V itl f Member is pregnant and receiving services reiated

tVthetr^prel^ancv ^nn'rh 'or conditions reiated

^rlalmentPmgram'"''" ' " C-'-' Cancer
4.1.4.4.8 The Member is receiving hospice care; or
4.1.4.4.9 The Member is an American Indian/Alaska Native

4.1.5 Emergency Services

SH~Sr
sfr"" ="■'^r4T'cS%?^s ifss
have an a'Jreemerlt the MCO'the Mco"

Granite State Health Plan, Inc /E^I )
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4.1.5.4 The MCO shall pay Non-Participating Providers of Emergency
and Post-Stabilization Services an amount no more than the amount that
would have been paid under the DHHS FFS system in place at the time
the service was provided. [SMDL 3/31/06; Section 1932(b)(2)(D) of the
Social Security Act]

4.1.5.5 The MCO shall not deny treatment obtained when a Member
had an Ernergency Medical Condition, including cases in which the
absence of immediate medical attention would not have had the outcorries
specified in 42 CFR 438.114(a) of the definition of Emergency Medical
Condition.

4.1.5.6 The MCO shall not deny payment for treatment obtained when a
representative, such as a Participating Provider, or the MCO instructs the
Member to seek Emergency Services [Section 1932(b)(2) of the Social
Security Act; 42 CFR 438.114(c)(1)(i): 42 CFR 438.114(c)(1)(ii)(A) - (B)].
4.1.5.7 The MCO shall not limit what constitutes an Emergency Medical
Condition on the basis of lists of diagnoses or symptoms.

4.1.5.8 The MCO shall not refuse to cover Emergency Services'based
on the emergency room Provider, hospital, or fiscal agent not notifying the
Mernber's PGP, MCO, or DHHS of the Member's screening and,treatment
within ten (10) calendar days of presentation for Emergency Sen/Ices [42
CFR 438.114(d)(1)(i)-(ii)]

4.1.5.9 The MCO may not hold a Member who has an Emergency
Medical Condition , liable for payment of subsequent screening and
treatment needed to diagnose the specific condition or stabilize the patient
[42 CFR 438.114(d)(2)] ' ' ' '■
4.1.5.10 The attending emergency physician, or the Provider actually
treating the Member, is responsible for determining when the Member is
sufficiently stabilized for transfer or discharge, and that determination is
binding on the entities identified in 42 CFR 438.114(b) as responsible for
coverage and payment. [42 CFR 438.114(d)(3)]

4.1.6 Post-Stabilization Services

4.1.6.1 Post-Stabilization Services shall be covered and paid for in
accordance with provisions set forth at 42 CFR 422.113(c). The MCO shall
be financially responsible for Post-Stabilization Services:

4.1.6.1.1 Obtained within or outside the MCO that are pre-
approved by a Participating Provider or other MCO representative;
4.1.6.1.2 Obtained within or outside the MCO that are not pre-
approved by a Participating Provider or other MCO representative,
but administered to maintain the Member's stabilized condition

, within one (1) hour of a request to the MCO for pre-approval of
further post- stabilization care services; and/or

Granite State Health Plan, Inc. Contractor Initiai
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4J.6.1.3 Administered to maintain, improve or' resolve the
J^mbers stabilized condition without pre-authorization. and

1\^0 ne^o°k if Member obtains the services within the
1

4.1.6.1.3.1. The MCO does not respond to a request
for pre-approva! within one (1) hour;

4.1.6.1.3.2. The MCO cannot be contacted; or
4A6.1.3.3. The MCO representative and the treating
physician cannot reach an agreement concerning the
Member's care and an MCO physician is not available
for consultation. In this situation, the MCO shall give
the treating physician the opportunity to consult with an
MCO physician, and the treating physician may
continue with care of the patient until an MCO
physician Is reached or one (1) of the criteria of 42
CFR 422.133(c)(3) is met. [42 CFR 438.114(e)- 42
CFR 422.113(c)(2)(i)-(ii); 422.113(c)(2)(iii)(A)-(C)]

4.1.6.2 The MCO shall limit charges to Members for Post-Stabilization

fi?°M'"k f organization wouid charge
[[42 CFR 438.114(e); 42 CFR 422.113(c)(2)(iv)]

'■®sP°nsibiiity for Post-StabiiizationServices, if not pre-approved, ends when:
4.1.6.3.1 The MCO physician with privileges at the treating

3ssumes-resportsibilrty for the Member'S'eare^
A1.6_3.2 The MCO physician assumes responsibility, for the
Member scare through transfer;
4.1.6^3.3 The MCO representative and the treating physician
reach an agreement concerning the Member's care; or

CFR 438.114(e); 42

4.1.7 Vaiue-Added Services
4.1.7.1 The MCO may elect to offer Vaiue-Added Services that are not
^rSnfn^B h "r ""der this Agreement in order toimprove health outcomes, the quality of care, or reduce costs in
compliance with 42 CFR 438.3(e)(i).
4.1.7^2 Vaiue-Added Services are services that are not - currentiv

"L ®c '"CO may elect to addVaiue-Added Se^ices not specified in the Agreement at the MCO's
discretion, but the cost of these Vaiue-Added Services shall not be

Granite State Health Plan, Inc. Contractor Inltir
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included in Capitation Payment calculations. The MOO shall submit to
DHHS an annual list of the Value-Added Services being provided.

4.1.8 Early and Periodic Screening, Diagnostic, and Treatment

4.1.8.1 The MOO shall provide the full range of preventive, screening,
diagnostic and treatment. servioM, including all medically necessary
1905(a) services that correct of ameliorate physical and mental illnesses
and conditions for EPSDT eligible beneficiaries ages birth to twenty-one in
accordance with 1905(r) of the Social Security Act. [42 CFR
438.210(a)(5)]

4.1.8.2 The MOO shall determine whether a sen/ice is Medically
Necessary on a case by . case basis, taking into account the medical
necessity criteria specific to EPSDT defined in 42 U.S.C. Section 1396d(r),
42 CFR 438.210, and 42 CFR Subpart B—Early and Periodic Screening.
Diagnosis, and Treatment (EPSDT) of individuals Under Age 21, and the
particular heeds of the child and consistent with the definition for Medical
Necessity included in this Agreement.

4.1.8.3 Upon conclusion of an individualized review of medical
necessity, the MCO shall cover all Medically Necessary'services that are
included within the categories of mandatory and optional services listed in
42 U.S.C. Section .1396d(a), regardless of whether such services are
covered under the Medicaid State Plan and regardless of whether the
request is labeled as such, with the exception of all services excluded from
the MCO.

4.1.8.4 The MCO may provide Medically Necessary services in the most
economic mode possible, as long as: .

4.1.8.4.1 The treatment made available is similarly efficacious to
the service requested by the Member's physician, therapist, or
other licensed practitioner;

4.1.8.4.2 The determination process does not delay the delivery
of the needed service; and

4.1.8.4.3 The determination does not limit the Member's right to
a free choice of Participating Providers within the MCO's network.

4.1.8.5 Specific limits (number of hours, number of visits, or other
limitations on scope, amount or frequency, multiple services same day, or
location of service) in the MCO clinical coverage policies, service
definitions, or billing codes do not apply to Medicaid Members less than
twenty-one (21) years of age, when those services are determined to be '
Medically Necessary per federal EPSDT criteria.

4.1.8.6 if a service is requested in quantities, frequencies, or at
locations or times exceeding policy limits and the request is reviewed and
approved per EPSDT criteria as Medically Necessary to correct or

Granite State Health Plan, Inc. Contractor Initial
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fnriMHoT'!- Of "lental Illness/It shall be provided This

Stomatic®O^cTvist'|ea"rj and Sodifsaee«ess !:?sitsrfo;
p^t'aui ̂rizati:;; ^9®- ̂ ^^*0 ;%7;eq'uh;
se"ce^sZTdelnd::ErSDV'^
n,!ron) Prior Authorization reviews usinq
rnS ?!. P°'="r"®"'a'ion, and shall consider the individual clinicalcondition and health needs of the child Member. The MCO shall not make

M^^b^r iLf -t^orizatlon rSues'Tofe
r«?e?EPsST*:S°" -P"-' -

review, the MCO may suaaestarternative services that may. be better suited to meet the Member's needs
or Pma "f^ or educational discussions with Members or Providers'
MCO mstp" '"i t! to resolve Member concerns as long as the

Momhl^ ♦u effective methods to ensure that
preventive hlai hTcr^e^n"*^'""® ®l®"ients ofpreventive health screenings recommended by the AAP in the Academv'c:
nprfnH^'^h^" h Futures preventive pediatric health careperiodicity schedule using a validated screening tool The MCO shall be

asseslls' fo^hnth®''®^®'^® i'^®®'!,'' developmental history that
sSce UsJ'DlsordS" ' ®® "®" ®®
tte frfth rihfv«®"'"® delay at each visit throughthe fifth (5th) year using a validated screening tool;

guidelines; ®®''®®"'"3 Spectrum Disorders per AAP
4.1.8.11.4 Comprehensive, unclothed physical examination;

^PP^Priate immunizations, in accordance with theschedule for pediatnc vaccines, laboratory testing (including bloodlead screening appropriate for age and risk factors); and
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4.1.8.11.6 Health education and anticipatory guidance for both the
child and caregiver.

4.1.8.12 The MCO shall include the following information related to
EPSDT In the Member Handbook:

4.1.8.12.1 The benefits of preventive health care; y

4.1.8.12.2 Services available under the EPSDT program and
where and how to obtain those services;

4.1.8.12.3, That EPSDT services are not subject to cost-sharing;
and

4.1.8.12.4 That the MCO shall provide scheduling and
transportation assistance .for EPSDT services upon request by the
Member.

4.1.8.13 The MCO shall perform outreach to Members who are due or
overdue for an EPSDT screening service on a monthly basis.

4.1.8.13.1 The MCO shall provide referral assistance for non-
medical treatment not covered by the plan but found to be needed
as a result of conditions disclosed during screenings and diagnosis.

4.1.8.14 The MCO shall submit its EPSDT plan for DHHS review and
approval- as part of Its Readiness Review, and in accordance with Exhibit
0.

4.1.9 Non-Emergency Medical Transportation (NEMT)

4.1.9.1 "The MCO shall arrange for the NEMT of its Members to ensure
Members receive Medically Necessary.care and services covered by the
Medicaid State Plan regardless of whether those Medically Necessary
Services are covered by the MCO.

4.1.9.2 The. MCO shall provide the most cost-effective and least
expensive mode of transportation to its Members. However, the MCO shall
ensure that a Member's lack of personal transportation Is not a barrier of
accessing care. The MCO and/or any Subcontractors shall be required to
comply with all of the NEMT Medicaid State Plan requirements.

4.1.9.3 The MCO shall ensure that its Members utilize a Family and
Friends Mileage, Reimbursement Program if they have a car, or a friend or

. family member with a car, who can drive them to their Medically Necessary
service. A Member with a car who does not want to enroll in the Family
and Friends Program shall meet one (1) of the following criteria to qualify
for transportation services:

4.1.9.3.1 Does not have a valid driver's license;

4.1.9.3.2 Does not have a working vehicle available in the
household;

Granite State Health Plan, Inc. Contractor initial!
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4.1.9.3.3 Is unable to travel or wait for services alone; or

limitation. ^ Physical, cognitive, mental or developmental

(SO^Kate^rft^^ NEMT ridls o a fifty percentFamily and Friends Mileage Reimbursement ̂ Jram

transportation if:'^'^ owned or available, the Member shall use public
4^t9.5.1 The Member lives less than one half mile from a bus

mite; and mile from the bus

4 1 o fi (65)4.1.9.6 Exceptions the above public transportation requirement are-

six (I'wlto J^a^l age

cVnd^'ns: H) of the following
-

condition

amputei'etc?"®'^ P'"®' wheelchair,
4.1.9.6.3.4. Visually impaired, ■
4.1.9.6.3.5. Developmentajly delayed,

mln^Tiless"??^""' incapaciiating degree of

\

4 10 7 ,f U, ^ only.
that the Memtier ls%°ovM°ed '^transporta«on"'f"^^ ®"®"''®
Subcontractor. portation from a transportation
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4.1.9.7.1 The MCO shall be required to perform background
checks on all non-emergency medical transportation providers
and/or Subcontractors.

4.1.9.8. The MCO shall assure that ninety-five percent (95%) of all
Member scheduled rides for non-methadone services are delivered within

■ fifteen (15) minutes of the scheduled pick-up time.

.  4.1.9.9 The MCO shall provide reports to DHHS related to NEMT
requests, authorizations, trip results, : service ..use, late .rides, and
cancellations, in accordance with Exhibit O.

4.2 Pharmacy Management

4.2.1 MCO and DHHS Covered Prescription Drugs

4.2.1.1 The MCO shall cover all outpatient drugs where the
manufacturer has entered into the federal rebate agreement and for which
DHHS provides coverage as defined in Section 1927(k)(2) of the Social
Security Act [42 CFR .438.3(s)(i)], with the exception of select drugs for
which DHHS shall provide coverage to ensure Member access as
Identified by DHHS in separate guidance. The MCO shall not Include drugs
by manufacturers not participating In the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation
Act of 1990 (OBRA 90) Medicaid rebate program on the MCO formulary
without DHHS consent.

4.2.1.2 The MCO shall pay for all prescription drugs - including
•  specialty and office administered drugs, with the exception of those
, specifically indicated by DHHS. as not covered by the MCO in separate
guidance - consistent with the MCO's formulary and pharmacy edits and
Prior Authorization criteria that have been reviewed and approved by
DHHS, and are consistent with the DHHS Preferred Drug List (PDL) as
described in Section 4.2.2 (MCO Formulary) below.

4.2.1.3 Current Food and Drug Administration (FDA)-approved
specialty, bio-slmilar and orphan drugs, and those approved by the FDA in
the future, shall be covered in their entirety by the MCO, unless such drugs
are specified in DHHS guidance as covered by DHHS.

4.2.1.4 The MCO shall pay for, when Medically Necessary, orphan
drugs that are not yet approved by the FDA for use in the Uriited States
but that may be legally prescribed on a "compassionate-use basis" and
imported from a foreign country.

4.2.2 MCO Formulary

4.2.2.1 DHHS shall establish the PDL and shall be the sole party
responsible for negotiating rebates for drugs on the PDL.

Granite State Health Plan, Inc. Contractor Initial^
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PDL^for dS^cIas^sTnduderi^^^^ '.°
4.2 1 fMCO and nHMQ ^ n consistent with Section

DHHsTaL'"chaZ ,0 rPorc;;an.e and p.o.di.e ̂  sr^en^

^ndar Xofc'froV DHhI'^'^h ° ̂  (30)
calendar days to S ST °hpro J OO)
medications that are to be removed froirl tht^"pni currently utilizing
be transitioned to a preferred alternative utilization is to

shaif determTn:;'eX'mrnfon";;Vto™ f T' "<=0class, provided the MCO cnwrc products within that drug
manufaLer rebate is in which a federal
DHHS requirements in this Agreer^ent " with all

through which the^MCo'ma'y submit"^^^^ approval process
for the Inclusion of additio4l druo ^n^for requ^^^^

-r DHHS^hall-invitethe-MCQ'yph^y^M^ DHM&.£DL.,:„
NH Medicaid DUR Board. Manager to^ttend meetings of the

ai2Lt"''a" "P-'<^«'3te version of its'formulary
website aid e;ct;r;;s'crnrtol'TH''f'''®^to Members and Particioatina Prn\WdorJ i
readable file and format and shall atv^in a machine-no Tormat. and shall, at minimum, contain information related

the generic ̂ d/or t^d ̂g^
4^2.2.8.2 What tier each medication is on. [42 CFR 438.10(i){1) -

Sng Ji?hou^ and federal law.of non-preferred formulary drugs pursuant tS ChioW'^r coverage
Senate Bill 383-FN Sect \Vs a ftLmh \! .. ^ 2004,oocj-piN, tsect. iva. A Member shall continue to be treated or. if
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newly diagnosed, may be treated with a non-preferred drug based on any
one (1) of the following criteria:

4.2.2.9.1 Allergy to all medications within the same class on the
PDL;

4.2.2.9.2 Contraindication to or drug-to-drug interaction with all
medications within the same class on the PDL;

4.2.2.9.3 History of unacceptable or toxic side effects to all
medications within the sarhe class on the PDL;

4.2.2.9.4 Therapeutic failure of all medications within the same
class on the PDL;

4.2.2.9.5 An indication that is unique to a non-preferred drug and
is supported by peer-reviewed literature or a unique federal FDA-
approved indication;

4.2.2.9.6 An age-specific Indication;

4.2.2.9.7 Medical co-morbidity or other medical complication that
precludes the use of a preferred drug; or;

4.2.2.9.8 Clinically unacceptable risk with a change in therapy to
a preferred drug. Selection by the physician of the criteria under
this subparagraph shall require an automatic approval by the
pharmacy benefit program.

4.2.3 Clinical Policies and Prior Authorizations

4.2.3.1 The MCO, including any pharmacy Subcontractors, shall establish
a pharmacy Prior Authorization program that includes Prior Authorization
criteria and other POS edits (such as prospective DUR edits and dosage
limits), and complies with Section 1927(d)(5) of the Social Security Act [42
CFR 438.3(s)(6)] and any Other applicable State and federal laws,
including House Bill 517, as further described in Section 4.11.1.15 (Prior
Authorization).

4.2.3.2 The MCO's pharmacy Prior Authorization criteria, including any
pharmacy policies and programs, shall be submitted to DHHS prior to the
implementation of this Agreement, shall be subject to DHHS approval, and
shall be submitted to DHHS prior to the MCO's implementation of a
modification to the criteria; policies, and/or programs.

4.2.3.3 The MCO's pharmacy Prior Authorization criteria shall meet the
requirements related to Substance Use Disorder, as outlined in Section

.  4.11.6.15 (Limitations on Prior Authorization Requirements) of this
Agreement. Under no circumstances shall the MCO's Prior Authorization
criteria and other POS edits or policies depart from these requirements.
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MCO Shall offer'Tn!,^, ^se Disorder, the

The opt-oot program

refrospedvlDURTall'MeL'""'"'' • .Use Dis^dar to ensirftharMZ'®'®""^ Substa'fe' .#■and/or benzodlLepfnes from oZr? !.h
receiving MAT health care Providers while

SiSSSS~^±^
regarding any rno^dWcItioLTo^'tL^MCai^^ information
criteria, pharmacy policies'and nharmar^ Pharmacy Prior Authorization
calendardayspriortotheOHHs'appTolSdTarne^^^^^^^
Providers Hilpacted'^bv anv^m^ntiif ^nd ParticipatingAuthorization criteria, pharmacy pofcieT and nh^ Pharmacy Priorthan thirty (30) calendar days prior to the DHH^ 1®=®
effective date. "®. hiHS-approved modification

shall be in^com"ta?ce^w1th'sert^^^^ program that
include: of the Soaal Security Act and

4.2:3.6.1

4.2.3.6.2
Prospective DUR;
Retrospective DUR; and

DUR'progm^ tftt
MCO's DUR program changes^nnualfy thereaS^^^^ Agreement and, fr the

SecunV Art The" MCO S®rp"'°" Socialtelecolunicalfo: Ivte'wlhirS

^8X7(3?^" ^aK^t bt"oUeT
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4.2.4

4.2.3.8 The MCO shall develop and/or participate in other State of New

hT n?fuc® pharmacy-related quality improvement initiatives, as required
described In

PragrTm) (Quality Assessrnent and Performance Improvement
1^'"? '"®dtute a Pharmacy Lock-In Program for

r^^mmpntr I reviewed by DHHS, and compiles with
yurfhnri T D ''11-6-15 (Limitations on Prior
fhp Phprl°" If the MCO determines that a Member meetsthe Pharmacy Lock-In . cnteria, the MCO shall be responsible for all
communications to Members regarding the Pharmacy Lock-In

frnm Pi"i°r approvalfrom DHHS, implement Lock-In Programs for other medical services.
Systems, Data, and Reporting Requirements

4.2.4.1 Systems Requirements

42.4 1.1 The MCO shall adjudicate pharmacy claims for its
Members using a PCS system where appropriate. System
modrfications include, but are not limited to:

4.2.4.1.1.1. Systems maintenance,

4.2.4.1.1.2. Software upgrades, and

4.2.4.1.1.3. National Drug Code sets, or migrations to
new versions of National Council for Prescription Drue
Programs (NCPDP). ^

4.2,4.1 2 Transactions shall be updated and maintained to
cument industry standards. The MCO shall provide an automated

'^"""9 'P® POS transaction; In accordance withNUPDP mandated response times within an average of less than
or equal to three (3) seconds.

4.2.4.2 Data and Reporting Requirements

To demonstrate its compliance with the DHHS POL theMCO shall submit to DHHS information regarding Its PDL
compliance rate. » a tl/l

4.2.4.2.2 In accordance with changes to rebate' collection
processes in the Affordable Care Act. DHHS shall be responsible
for collecting OBRA 90 CMS rebates, inclusive of supplemental
from drug manufacturers on MCO pharmacy claims.
4.2.4.2.3 The MCO shall provide all necessary pharmacy
fnn'Jh" I*?. the rebate billing processand the MCO shall submit the Encounter Data file within seven (7)

■ calendar days of claim payment. The Encounter Data and
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submi^ion shall conform to all requirements described in Section
5.1.3 (Encounter Data) of this Agreement.

4 2.4.2.4 The drug utilization information reported to DHHS shall
at a minimum, Include information on:

4.2.4.2.4.1. The total number of units of each dosaqe
form,

4.2.4.2.4.2. Strength, and

4.2.4.2.4.3. Package size by National Drug Code of
each covered outpatient drug dispensed, per DHHS

CFR 438..3(s)(2): Section
1927(b) of the Social Security Act]

®stablish procedures to exclude
uhlization data for covered outpatient drugs that are subject to
discounts under the 340B Drug Pricing Program from drug
utilization reports provided to DHHS. [42 CFR 438.3(s)(3)]
4.2.4.2.6 The MCO shall implement a mechanism to prevent
duplicate discounts in the 340B Drug Pricing Program.
4.2.4.2.7 The MCO shall work cooperatively with the State to
ensure that all data needed for the collection of CMS and
supplemental rebates by the State's pharmacy benefit
administrator is delivered in a comprehensive and timely manner
inclusive of any payments made for Members for medications
covered by other payers.

4.2.4.2.8—The~MCO^-shaII -adhere-to -federal--regulations-with ~
... . r^P^ctJo prpyiding pharmacy data required for-DHHS to complete-

438 3(")(4H5)] Annual Medicaid DUR "Report. [42 CFR
4^2.4.2.9 The MCO shall provide DHHS reporting regarding
pharmacy utilization, polypharmacy, authorizations and the
Pharmacy Lock-In Program, medication management, and safety
monitoring of psychotropics in accordance with Exhibit 0.

4.2.4.2.10 The MCO shall provide to DHHS detailed information
regarding providing PCPs and behavioral health Providers access

. to their patients' pharmacy data and for providing prescriber
information to the State PDMP. This data shall be provided in a
manner prescribed by DHHS as permitted by State and federal law.

4.2.6 Medication Management

4.2.5.1 Medication Managementfor All Members

Granite State Health Plan, Inc.
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^ I annually conductReview (CMR) and counseling by a
Mprllh^rc •th'^ ■ I L Pi'o^essional to adult and childMembers with polypharmacy.

Mrn'I nff=r'? Member does not respond to ttieMCO s offer to provide medication review and counseling, the MOO

leas mnntH ® ^"nTrf" Services to the Member at
M M T , ̂ Member actively accepts or denies receiptof Medication Management Services.

4.2.5.1.3 Polypharmacy is defined as:

4.2:5.1.3.1. Adult members dispensed five (5) or more
maintenance drugs based on Generic Product Identifier
(GPI) 10 or an equivalent product identification code
over a sixty (60) day period (or the equivalent of five (5)
maintenance drugs over a sixty (60) day period, for
drugs dispensed for several months at a time); and'
4.2.5.1.3.2. Child merribers dispensed four (4) or more
maintenance drugs based on GPI 10 or an equivalent
product identification code over a sixty (60) day period
(or the equivalent of four (4) rnaintenance drugs over a
sixty (60) day period, for drugs dispensed for several
months at a time).

oabpnt 'lo^m ® systematic process of collecting
wlnrt ^ ' 3®®®ssing medication therapies to
mpH!. f problems, developing a prioritized list ofmedi(ation-relat®d problems, and creating: a plan to resolve them
wth the patient, caregiVer and/or prescribeh' ffTe^counseling Is an
mnrtMrtlH telephonic, or telehealth consultation
inrlivWMPi between the patient and/or other authorized
Sher miifflin caregiver, and the pharmacist orother qualified provider and is designed to improve patients'

their prescriptions, over-the-counter medications
herbal therapies and dietary supplements, identify and address

oatnts^trpT"®'"® that patients may have, and empower
^ndrtions medications and their health
4.2.5.1.5 The MCO shali routineiy monitor and address the
appropriate use of behavioral health medications in children by

chiW p'sychTatfiste."®® consultations wrth,
4.2.5.1.6 The MOO may, for purposes of satisfying Medication
Management requirements, permit a Subcontract with retail-

Granrte State Health Plan, inc. Contractor Inrtlal^
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dispensing pharmacist(s) or another alternative that is also an
licensed professional approved byDHHS as part of a medication therapy management program

pravided that the MCO ensures that the ̂ retail-dispensrg
pharmacist or approved alternative has access to all Member
dispensing information, the MCO retains final oversight and
accountability, and the MCO receives DHHS review prior to
implementation of.the program.

Needs "^anagenient for Children with Special Health Care
4.2.5.2.1 The MCO shall be responsible for ̂  active and
comprehensive medication management for Children with Special

^3re Needs. The MCO shall offer to Members, their
parents, and/or caregivers. comprehensive medication
management services for Children with Special Health Care
Needs. If comprehensive medication management services for

K I?"?" T Health care Needs are accepted, the MCOshall develop acbve and comprehensive medication management
protocols for Children with Special Health Care Needs that shall
include, but not be limited to, the following;

4.2.5.2.1.1. Performing or obtaining necessary health
assessments:

4.2.5.2.1.2. Formulating a medication treatment plan
according to therapeutic goals agreed upon by
prescriber and the Member, parent and caregiver;

initiating, mo^n^,^
recommending, changes to, of administering
meaication therapy; '

4.2.5.2.1.4. Monitoring, which could include lab
assessments and evaluating Member's response to
therapy;

4.2.5.2.1.5. Consulting with social service agencies on
medication management services;
4.2^5.2.1.6. Initial and on-going. CMR to prevent
medication-related problems and address, drug
reconciliation. Including adverse drug events, followed
by targeted medication reviews;

4.2.5.2.1.7. Documenting and , communicating
information about care delivered to other appropriate
health care Providers-
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4.2.5.2.1.8. Member education to enhance
understanding and appropriate use of medications; and
4.2.5.2.1.9. Coordination and integration of medication
therapy management services with broader health
Care Management services to ensure access to
Medically Necessary medications wherever Member is
placed, Including access to out of network pharmacies.

4.2.5.2.1.10. Review of medication use shall be based
on the following:

Pharmacy claims;

Provider progress reports;

Comprehensive Assessments

4.2.5.2.1.10.1

4.2.5.2.1.10.2

4.2.5.2.1.10.3
and care plans;

4.2.5.2.1.10.4
Providers;

4.2.5.2.1.10.5

4.2.5.2.1.10.6

functioning;

4.2.5.2.1.10.7

Contact with the Member's

Current diagnoses;

Current behavioral health

Information from the family,
Provider. DHHS and residential or. other treatment
entities or Providers; and

4.2.5.2.1.10.8 Information shared, to the extent
permissible by State arid federal law, with DCYF
around monitoring and managing the use of
psychotropic medications for children in State
custody/guardianship. '

Member Enrollment and Disenroliment

.  4.3.1 Eligibility

4.3.1.1 DHHS has sole authority to determine whether an individual
meets^the eligibility criteria for Medicaid as well as whether the individual

enrolled in the MCM program. The MCO shall comply with
eligibility decisions made by DHHS.

4.3.i..2 The MCO and its Subcontractors shall ensure that ninety-nine
percent (99%) of transfers of eligibility files are Incorporated and updated
within one (1) business day after successful receipt of data. The MCO
shall develop a plan to ensure the provision of pharmacy benefits in the
event the eligibility file is not successfully loaded. The MCO shall make
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DHHS aware, within one (1) business day, of unsuccessful uploads that go
beyond twenty-four (24) hours.

4:3.1.3 The Accredited Standards Committee (ASC) XI2 834 enrollment
file shall limit enrollment history to eligibility spans reflective of any
assignment of the Member with the MOO.

4.3.1.4 To ensure appropriate Continuity of Care, DHHS shall provide
up to six (6) months (as available) of all FFS paid claims history including:
medical, pharmacy, behavioral health and LTSS claims history data for all
FFS Medicaid Members assigned to the MOO. For Members transitioning
frorn another MCO, DHHS shall also provide such claims data as well as
available encounter information regarding the Member supplied bv other
MCOs.

4.3.1.5 The MCO shall notify DHHS within five (5) business days when
it identifies information in a Member's circumstances that may affect the
Member's eligibility, including changes in the Member's residence, such as
out-of-state claims, or the death of the Member. [42 CFR 438.608(a)(3)]
4.3.1.6 The. MCO shall outreach to Members thirty (30) calendar days
prior to each Member's Medicaid eligibility expiration date to assist the
Member with completion and submission of required papenwork. The
MCO shall be required, to submit their outbound call protocols for DHHS
review during the Readiness Review process.

4.3.2 MCO Role in Work and Community Engagement Requirements
for Granite Advantage Members

4.3.2.1 The MCO shall support the implementation, and ongoing
-Operations of~the-work and-community-engagement-eligibility requirements.. for certain.Granite. Advantage Members, including but-not limited to-the .

-  activities described In Section 4.3.3 (General Outreach and'Member
Education Activities) through 4.3.3.2.3 (Status Tracking and Targeted
Outreach) of this Agreement.

4.3.3 General Outreach and Member Education Activities

4.3.3.1 The MCO shall provide general outreach and education to
Grariite Advantage Members regarding work and community engagement
requirements set forth in the Granite Advantage waiver program and State
administrative rules. MCO responsibilities include the following:

4.3.3.1.1 The MCO shall require that Member Services staff
participate in DHHS training on work and community engagement
requirements:

4.3.3.1.2 The MCO shall modify all Member Services call center
scripts and Member Handbooks to provide information and
assistance / related to work and community engagement
requirements;
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4.3.3.1.3 In instances in which a Granite Advantage Member
contacts the MCO for any reason, the MCO shall:

4.3.3.1.3.1. Inquire as to the Member's awareness of
the community engagement requirement;

4.3.3.1.3.2. Inquire as to the Member's awareness of
frailty and other exemptions;

4.3.3.1.3.3. Inquire as to the Member's awareness of
their exemption status;

4.3.3.1.3.4. Inquire as to the Member's awareness of
qualifying activities and good cause exemptions if the
Member's community engagement participation is
mandatory:

4.3.3.1.3.5. Explain how to satisfy the community
engagement requirements, including the reporting
requirements if the Member's community engagement
participation is mandatory;

4.3.3.1.3.6. Coordinate with DHHS to directly connect
the Granite Advantage Member to DHHS after
speaking with DHHS to accept the call ("warm
transfer"); and

4.3.3.1.3.7. Report these activities In accordance with
Exhibit O.

4.3.3.1.4 The MCO shall participate In and support additional
outreach and education Initiatives related to work and community
engagement requirements for Granite Advantage Members as
defined by DHHS.

4.3.3.2 Member Support Services

4.3.3.2.1 The MCO shall provide Granite Advantage Members
with support related to work and community engagement
requirements, including:

4.3.3.2.1.1. Assistance with DHHS processes for
reporting compliance, obtaining good cause or other
exemptions: in the event a Member contacts the MCO
seeking to report his/her compliance with work
requirements or obtain a good cause or other
exemption, the MCO shall help the Member navigate
DHHS's process for demonstrating such compliance
and/or exemption;

4.3.3.2.1.2. Connection to other sources of coverage,
when applicable: As indicated In the Special Terms and
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on options for
and community

Conditions of the Granite Advantage waiver approved
by CMS, in the event the Member becomes ineligible
for Medicaid coverage due to the work requirement, the
MCO is required to support the State in the screening
of eligibility for all other bases of Medicaid eligibility and
reviewed for eligibility for insurance affordability
programs in accordance with 435.916(f).

4.3.3.2.1.3. Providing Information
Members to satisfy the work
engagement requirements.

4.3.3.2.2 Identification of Exempt or Potentially Exempt Members

4.3.3.2.2.1. The MCO shall notify DHHS, through a
mechanism specified by DHHS, of any Granite
Advantage Members that the MCO identifies as
potentially exempt.

4.3.3.2.2.2. The MCO shall conduct analyses, of claims
and Encounter Data to identify Granite Advantage
Members who may be exempt from work and
community engagenient requirements as defined by
the Granite Advantage waiver program.

4.3.3.2.2.3. The MCO shall conduct claims analysis for
all Granite Advantage Members on an ongoing basis,
at the frequency defined by DHHS. The MCO shall
review all sources of data that may support its

„undeistanding_of_Granite-Advantage-Members--Status-
related to . work and community engagem^t.
requirementsrincluding but not limited to: -- - -

Granite State Health Plan, Inc.
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Information regarding Members'4.3.3.2.2.3.1

hospitalization;

4.3.3.2.2.3.2 Information regarding Members'
diagnoses and conditions; and

4.3.3.2.2.3.3 Information regarding . any
circumstances that would exempt or potentially
exempt a Member from being subject to work and
community engagement requirements.

4.3.3.2.2.4. The MCO shall also monitor its Care
Management systems and the Admissions, Discharge
and Transfers (ADT) feed, and as applicable monitor
Its Subcontractors' Care Management system(s), for
hospitalizations, diagnoses, or . indications of
circumstances that would exempt or potentially exempt
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■rs

Granite Advantage Members from work and community
engagement requirements.

4.3.3.2.2.5. For Granite Advantage Members Identified
as potentially exempt from work and community
engagement requirements based on the MOO's claimsand Encounter Data analysis, the MCO shall attempt to
support the Member in obtaining physician certification
of the exemption.

4.3.3.2.2.6. The MCO shall transmit to DHHS, through
-  a mechanism to be specified by DHHS. information for

Members who are exempt or may be exempt.
4.3.3.2.2.7. The MCO shall indicate to DHHS that the
Gr^ite Advantage Member is potentially exempt from
work and community engagement requirements if,
based • on the MOO's claims analysis, physician
certification, and/or Care Management data, the MCO
can determine that the Member is exempt.
4.3.3.2.2.8. The MCO shall indicate that the Member
IS potentially exempt if the MCO has determined that
the individual meets the criteria for a diagnosis-based
^emption, but the MCO has not been able to obtain
the required physician certification.

4.3.3.2.3 Status Tracking and Targeted Outreach
4.3.3.2.3.1. The MCO shall receive from DHHS
information generated • via electronic file related to
Granite Advantage Members' work and community
engagement requirement status; for example, this
mformation will Indicate that the Granite Advantage
Member is either "exempt," "mandatory compliant," or
mandatory non-compliant" with, the work and

immunity engagement requirements. The MCO shall
be able to receive and process new information in the
format designated by DHHS.

4.3.3^2.4 For Granite Advantage Members identified by DHHS as
r^andatory non-compliant," the MCO shall perform targetedoutreach activities and provide assistance designed to support the

Member in becoming compliant with requirements to avoid
coverage suspension or termination, as specified by DHHS.

rrlniii AH 'mandatory non-compliant"Granite Advantage Members shall include, but is not limited to:
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4.3.3.2.5.1. Telephonic outreach, including outreach,
above and beyond the initial Member welcome call;
4.3.3.2.5.2. Distribution of DHHS-approved mailings or
other educational materials; and/or

\ . ^

4.3.3.2.5.3. Transmittal of electronic notification(s),
including text messaging.

4.3.3.2.6 During periods of Member suspension of eligibility due
to non-compliance with community engagement requirements or
failure to receive an exemption, the MCO shall continue outreach
to the suspended Member to assist the Member in completing
requirements during the period before final termination of the
Member's eligibility.

4.3.4 Enrollment

43.4.1 Pursuant to 42 CFR 438.54, Members who do not select an
Medicaid application process shall be auto-assigned to

an MCO. All newly eligible Medicaid Members shall be given ninety (90)
•/ remain in the assigned MCO or select anotherMCO, If they choose. Members may not change from one (1) MCO to

another outside the ninety (90) day plan selection period unless they meet
the cause criteria as described in Section 4.3.7 (Disenrollment) of this
Agreement.

4.3.4.2 The MCO shall accept all Members who choose to enroll in or
who were assigned to the MCO by DHHS. The MCO shall accept for
automatic re-enroHment Members who were disenrolled due to a loss ofN^icaid eligibility Tor a period of two (2) months or less. [42 CFR
438:59(g)] '"v - — —

4.3.4.3 The MCO shall permit each Member to choose a PGR to the
extent possible and appropriate. [42 CFR 438.3(1)] In instances In which
the Member does not select a PCP at the time of enrollment, the MCO
shall assign a PCP to the Member.

4.3 4:4 When assigning a PCP, the MCO shaii inciude the foiiowing
methodology, if information is available: Member claims history family
members Provider assignment and/or claims history; .geographic
proximity, special medical needs; and language/cultural preference.

4.3.5 Non-Discrimination

4.3.5.1 The MCO shall accept new enrollment from individuals in the
orto in which they apply, without restriction, unless authorized by CMS.
[42 CFR 438.3(d)(1)]

43.5 2 The MCO shall not discriminate against eligible persons or
Members on the basis of their health or mental health history, health or
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status their need for health care services, amount payable
to the MCO on the basis of the eligible person's actuarial class, or pre
existing medical/health conditions. [42 CFR 438.3(d)(3)]
4.3^5.3 The MCO shall not discriminate in enrollment, disenrollment
and re-enrollment against indrvlduals on the basis of health status or need
for health care services. [42 CFR 438.3(q)(4)]

4.3.5 4 The MCO shall not discriminate against individuals eligible to
enroll on thejjasis of race, color, national origin, sex, sexual orientation,
gender identity, or disability and shall not use any policy or practice that
has a discriminatory effect. [42 CFR 438.3(d)(4)]
4.3.5.5 In accordance with RSA 354-A and all other relevant State and
federal laws., the MCO shall not discriminate on the basis of gender
Identity. ®

4.3.6 Autb-Asslgnment

4.3.6.1 In Its sole discretion, DHHS stiaii use the foiiowing factors for
auto-assignment in an order to be determined by DHHS:

4.3.6.1.1 Preference to an MCO with which there is already a
family affiliation; '

4.3.6.1.2 Previous MCO enrollment, when applicable;
4.3^6.1.3 Provider-Member relationship, to the extent obtainable
and pursuant to 42 CFR 438 54(d)(7); and

4.3.6.1.4 Equitable distribution among the MCOs.

auto-assignment methodology to reward
those MCOs that demonstrate superior performance on one (1) or more
key dimensions of performance as determined by DHHS. The
implementation of a performance factor shall be at DHHS's discretion and
would potentially precede the equitable distribution factor.

reserves the right to change the auto-assignment process
at Its discretion.

4.3.7 Disenrollment

4.3.7.1 Member Disenrollment Request

nuuo ^ Member may request disenrollment "with cause" toDHHS at any time during the coverage year when:

4.3.7.1.1.1. The Member moves out of state;

4.3.7.1.1.2. The Member needs related services to be
performed at the same time; not all related services are
available within the network; and receiving the services
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separately would subject the Member to unnecessary

4.3.7.1.1.3. Other reasons, including but not limited to
poor quality of care, lack of access to services covered
under the Agreement, violation of rights, or lack of
access to Providers experienced in dealing with the
Member's health care needs. [42 CFR 438.56(d)(2)]; or
4.3.7.1.1.4. The MCO does not cover the service the'
Member seeks because of moral or religious
objections. [42 CFR 438;56(d)(2)(i) - (ii)]

^ Member may request disenrollment "without cause"
at the following times:

4 ̂.12.1. During the ninety (90) caiendar days
following the date of the Member's initial enrollment
into the MCO or the date of the DHHS Member notice
of the Initial auto-assignment/enrollment, whichever is
later;

4.3.7.1.2.2. For Members who have an established
relationship with a PGR that is only in the network of a
non-assigned MCO, the Member can request
disenrollment during the first twelve (12) months of
enrollment at any time and enroll in the non-assigned
MCO;

_  every twelve (12) months: _

- - - •2-4. During enrollment related to renegotiation
and re-procurement; -

4.3.7.1.2.5. For sixty (60) calendar days following an
automatic re-enrollment if the temporary loss of
Medicaid eligibility has caused the Member to miss the
annual enrollment/disenrollment opportunity (this
provision applies to re-determinations only and does
not apply when a Member is completing a new'
application for Medicaid eligibility); and

imposes a sanction on the
MCO. [42 CFR 438.3(q)(5); 42 CFR 438.56(c)(1); 42
CFR 438.56(c)(2)(i)-(lil)]

4.3.7.1.3 The MCO shall provide Members and their
written notice of disenrollment rights at least -

nSln re-enrollmentpenod. The notice shall Include an explanation of all of the

Granite State Health Plan, Inc. Contractor Inltla^T^
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fof his'lr disenrollment, the Member(or his or her authonzed representative) shall submit an oral or
written request to DHHS. [42 CFR 438.56(d)(1)]

®" relevant Information to DHHStor Its determination regarding disenrollment. within three
business days after receipt of DHHS's request tor information.

effortilf H f'sgardless of the reason for disenrollment, theeffedive date of an approved disenrollment shall be no later than

request following month In which the Member files the

«irir
« CP» >38,56„„3„ „ cpt

4.3.7.2 MCO Disenrollment Request

requests to"^DHHq involuntary disenrollment
reasons for the following

Member has established out of state

4.3.7.2.2

4.3.7.2.1.1.

residence;

4.3.7.2.1.2. Member death;

4.3.7.21.3. Determination that the Member Is
ineligible for enrollment due to being deemed part of an
excluded population; .

®se of the Member
identification card; or

4^3.7.2.15. In the event of a Member's threatening or
^  jeopardizes the health or safetyof Members, staff, or Providers. [42 CFR 438 SSfb^lV
42 CFR 438.56(b)(3)] ' ̂
The MCO shall not request disenrollment because of:

adverse change In the Member's-
health status;

4.3.7.2.2.2. The Member's utilization of medical
services;

I  ')
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4.3.7.2.2.3. The Member's diminished mental
capacity:

4.3.7.2.2.4. The Member's uncooperative or disruptive
behavior resulting from his or her special needs
(except when his or her continued enrollment in the
MCO seriously impairs the entity's ability to furnish
services to either the particular Member or other
Members); or

4.3.7.2.2.5. The Member's misuse, of substances,
prescribed or illicit, and any legal consequences
resulting from substance misuse. . [Section

.  . 1903(m)(2)(A)(v) of the Social Security Act; 42 CFR
438.56(b)(2)]

4.3.7.2.3 If an MCO is requesting disenrollment of a Member the
MCO shall:

4.3.7.2.3.1. Specify the reasons for the requested
disenrollment of the Member; and

4.3.7.2.3.2. Submit a request for involuntary
disenrollment to DHHS along with documentation and
justification, for review.

4.3.7.2.4 Regardless of the reason for disenrollment the
effective date of an approved disenrollment shall be no later than
the first day of the following month in which the MCO files the
request.

- 4.3.7.2.5 IfOHHS fails- to . make a disenrollment determination
withiil this specified tirfieframe, the disehrolirheht Is considered
approved. [42 CFR 438.S6(e)]

4.3.8 Relationship with Enrollment Services

4.3.8.1 The MCO shall furnish information to DHHS or its designee to
ensure that, before enrolling, the recipient receives the accurate oral and
written information he or she needs to make an informed decision on
whether to enroll.

4.4 Member Services

4.4.1 Member Information

4.4.1.1 The MCO shall perform the Member Services responsibilities
contained in this Agreement for ail Members, Including Granite Advantage
Members, In accordance with DHHS guidance and the responsibilities*
descnbed ,m Section 4.3.2.1 (MCO Role in Work and Community
Engagement Requirements for Granite Advantage Members).

Granite State Health Plan, Inc. Contractor Initiair
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4.4.1.2 Primary Care Provider Information

4.4.1 2.1 The MOO shall send a letter'to a Member upon initial
enrollment, and anytime the Member requests a new PGP
corifirming the Member's PGP and providing the PGP's name'
address, and telephone number.

4.4.1.3 Member Identification Card

4^4.13.1 The MCO shall issue an identification card to all New
Members within ten (10) calendar days following the MGO's receipt
of a valid enrollment file from DHHS, but no later than seven (7)
calendar days after the effective date of enrollment.

4.4^1.3^2 The identification card shall include, but Is not limited
to, the following information and any additional information shall be
approved by DHHS prior to use on the identification card:

4.4.1.3.2.1. The Member's name;

4.4.1.3.2.2. The Member's DOB;

4.4.1.3.2.3. The Member's Medicaid identification
number assigned by DHHS at the time of eligibility
determination;

4.4.1.3.2.4. The name of the MGO;

4_4.1.3.2.5. The twenty-four (24) hours a day, seven
(7) days a week toll-free Member Services
telephone/hotline number operated by the MGO; and
4.4.1.3.2.6. How to file an appeal or grievance.
The MCO shall reissue a Member identification card if:
4.4.1.3.3.1. A Member reports a lost card;
4.4.1.3.3.2. A Member has a name change; or
4.4J.3.3.3. Any other reason that results In a change
to the information disclosed on the identification card.

4.4.1.4 Member Handbook

4.4.1.3.3

4.4.1.4.1 publish and provide Member
mforriiation in the forhi'bf a Member Handbook at the time of
Member enrollmeht in the plan and, at a minimum, on an annual
basis thereafter. The Member Handbook shall be based upon the
model Member Handbook developed by DHHS [42 cpr
438.10(g)(1), 45 GFR 147.200(a); 42 CFR 438.10(c)(4)(ii)]
4.4.1.4.2 The MCO shall inform all Members by mail of their right
to receive free of charge a written copy of the Member Handbook.

Granite State Health Plan, Inc.
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The MCO shall provide program content that is coordinated and
collaborative with other DHHS initiatives. The MCO shall submit the
Member Handbook to DHHS for review at the time it is developed
as part of Readiness Review and after any substantive revisions at
least thirty (30) calendar days prior to the effective date of such
change.

I

4.4.1.4.3 The Member Handbook shall be in easily understood
language, and Include, but not be limited to, the followinq
information:

4.4.1.4.3.1. General lnformation:

4.4.1.4.3.1.1 A table of contents;

4.4.1.4.3.1.2 How to access Auxiliary Aids
and services, including additional information in
alternative formats or languages [42 CFR
438.10(g)(2)(xiii) - (xvi), 42 CFR 438.10(d)(5)(i) -

4.4.1.4.3.1.3 DHHS developed definitions,
including but not limited to: appeal. Copayment,
DME, Emergency Medical Condition, emergency
medical transportation, emergency room care.
Emergency Services, excluded services, grievance,
habilitation services and devices, health insurance]
home health care, hospice services, hospitalization
hospital, outpatient care. Medically Necessary]
networkr- Non-Participating -Provider— Participating

•  .Provider, _ PCP, . physician, services,- - plan
preauthorization, premium; prescriptidh "drug
coverage, prescription drugs, primary care
physician, Provider, rehabilitation services and
devices, skilled nursing care, specialist; and urgent
care [42 CFR 438.10(c)(4)(i)];

4.4.1.4.3.1.4 The necessity definitions used in
determining whether services will be covered; '

4.4.1.4.3.1.5 A reminder to report to DHHS
any change of address, as Members shall be liable
for premium payments paid during period of
ineligibility;

4.4.1.4.3.1.6 Information and guidance as to
how the Member can effectively use the managed
care program [42 CFR 438.10(g)(2)];

4.4.1.4.3.1.7 Appointment procedures;

Granite State Health Plan, Inc. Contractor initial
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Service Link

nSue K, t- Resource Center and theDHHS Medicaid Service Center that can provide all
Menibers and potential Members choice counseling
and information on managed care;

4A1.4.3.1.9 Notice of all appropriate mailing
addresses and telephone numbers to be utilized by
Members seeking information or authorization
including the MCO's toll-free telephone line and
website, the toll-free telephone number for Member
Services, the toll-free telephone number for Medical
Management, and the toll-free telephone number
tor any other unit providing services directly to
Members [42 CFR 438.10(g)(2)(xiii) - (xvi)];
^.1.4.3.1 10 How to access the NH DHHS

\  of the Ombudsman and the NH Office of the
Long Term Care Ombudsman;

4.4.1.4 3.1.11 The policies and procedures for
disenrollment;

4.4.1 ;4.3.1.12 A description of the transition of

cre^M:!ow2)(5S""'""' («
4 4.1.4.3.1 14 A description of utilization review
policies and procedures used by the MOO;

4.4.1.4.3.1.15 A statement that additional
information, including information on the structure

fni and Physicianincentive Plans, shall be made available upon
request [42 CFR 438.10(t)(3), 42 CFR 438.3(1)];
4.4.1.4.3.1.16 information on how to report
suspected fraud or abuse [42 CFR 438.10(g)(2)(^li)
~ txvijj,

V  .'"formation about the role of the
=1 choosing and changinga PCP [42 CFR 438.10(9)(2)(x)]:
4.4.1.4.3.1.18 Non-Participating Providers and
cost-shanng on any benefits carved out and
provided by DHHS [42 CFR 438.10(g){2)(i) - (ii)];

4-n X Contractor Initial
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4.4.1.4.3.1.19 How to exercise Advance
Directives [42 CFR 438.10(g)(2)(xii), 42 CFR
438.30)];

4.4.1.4.3.1.20 Advance Directive policies which
include a description of current State law. [42 CFR
438.30)(3)];

4.4.1.4.3.1.21 Information on the parity
compliance process, including the appropriate
contact information, as required by Section 4.11.4.
(Parity);

4.4.1.4.3.1.22 Any information pertaining to
Granite Advantage Members as required by
Section 4.3.2.1 (MOO Role in Work and Community-
Engagement Requirements for Granite Advantage
Members); and

4.4.1.4.3.1.23 . Any restrictions on the Member's
freedom of choice among Participating Providers
[42CFR438.10{g)(2)(vi)-{vii)].

4.4.1.4.3.2. Benefits:

4.4.1.4.3.2.1 How and where to access any
benefits provided, Including Maternity services,
Family Planning Services and NEMT services (42
CFR 438.10(g)(2)(i)-(ii), (vi - vii)].

4:4.1.4.3.2.2 Detailed information regarding'
the amount, duration, and scope of all available
benefits so that Members understand the benefits
to which they are entitled [42 CFR 438.10(g)(2)(iii) -
(iv)]:

4.4.1.4.3.2.3 How to access EPSDT services
and component services if Members under age
twenty-one (21) entitled to the EPSDT benefit are
enrolled in the MCO; *

4.4.1.4.3.2.4 ' How and where to access
EPSDT benefits delivered outside the MCO, if any
[42CFR438.10(g)(2)(i)-(ii)i;

4.4.1.4.3.2.5 How transportation Is provided
for any beneftts carved out of this Agreement and
provided by DHHS [42 CFR 438.10(g)(2)(i) - (ii)];

Granite State Health Plan, Inc. Contractor Initials-
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4^4.1.4.3.2.6 Information explaining that, in
® counseling or referral service that theMCO does not cover because of moral or religious

objections, the MCO shall inform Members that the
service Is not covered and how Members can
obtain information from DHHS about how to access

CFR 438.10(g)C2)(ii)(A) - (B) 42
CFR 438.102(b)(2)]: a a ; tii
4.4.1.4.3.2 7 A description of pharmacy
policies and pharmacy programs; and

4.4.1j1.3.2.8 How emergency care is
provided, including;

4.4.1.4.3.2.8.1.1 The extent to which, and
how, after hours and
emergency coverage are
provided;

4.4.1.4.3.2.8.1.2 What constitutes an
Emergency Service and
an Emergency Medical
Condition;

4.4.1.4.3.2.8.1.3 The fact that Prior
Authorization is not
required for Emergency
Services; and

4.4.1.4.3.2.8.1.4 The Member's right to use
a hospital or any other
setting for emergency care

■  [42CFR438.10(g)(2)(v)].
4.4.1.4.3.3. Service Limitations:

4.4 1 4.3.3.1 An explanation of any service
limitations or exclusions from coverage;
4.4.1.43.3.2 An explanation that the MCO
cannot require a Member to receive prior approval
pnor to choosing a family planning Provider f42
CFR 438.10(g)(2)(vii)]:

■4.4.1.4.3.3.3 A description of all pre-
certification. Prior Authorization criteria, or other
requirements for treatments and services;
4.4 1.4.3.3.4 Information regarding Prior
Authonzation in the event the Member chooses to

Granite State Health Plan, Inc. n . ̂
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transfer to another MCO and the Member's right to
continue to utilize a Provider specified in a Prior
Authorization for.a period of time regardless of
whether the Provider is participating in the MCO
network:

4.4.1.4.3.3.5 The policy on referrals for
specialty care and for other Covered Services not
furnished by the Member's PCP [42 CFR
438.10{g){2)(iii)-(iv)];

4.4.1.4.3.3.6 Information on how to obtain
services when the Member is out-of-state and for
after-hours coverage [42 CFR 438.10(g)(2)Cv)]; and
4.4.1.4.3.3.7. A notice stating that the MCO
shall be liable only for those services authorized by
or required of the MCO.

4.4.1.4.3.4. Rights and Responsibilities:

4.4.1.4.3.4.1 . Member rights and protections
outlined in Section 4.4.3 (Member Rights), including
the Member's' right to obtain available and
accessible health care services covered under the
MCO. [42 CFR 438.100{b)(2)(i) - (vi). 42 CFR
438.10(g)(2)(ix), 42 CFR 438.10(g)(2)(ix), 42 CFR
438.100(b)(3)].

.4:4JA3^,^riey^nc^,^Appeals,
Procedures and Timeframes:

4.4.1.4.3.5.1

appeals;

4.4.1.4.3.5.2 The requirements
timeframes for filing grievances or appeals;
4.4.1.4.3.5.3 The availability of assistance in
the filing process for grievances and appeals;
4.4.1.4.3.5.4 The right to request a State fair
hearing after the MCO has made a determination
on a Member's appeal which is adverse to the
Member; and

4.4.1.4.3.5.5 The right to have benefits
continue pending the appeal or request for State
fair hearing if the decision involves the reduction or
termination of benefits, however, if the Member
receives an adverse decision then the Member may

The right to file grievances and

and
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be required to pay for the cost of service(s)
furnished while the appeal or State fair hearing is
pending. [42 CFR 438.10(g)(2){xi){AHE)]

4.4.1.4.4 Member Handbook Dissemination

4.4.1.4.4.1. The MCO shall mail the Member
Handbook to new Members within ten (10) calendar
days following the MCO's receipt of a valid enrollment
file from DHHS, but no later than seven (7) calendar
days after the effective date of enrollment. [42 CFR
438.10(g)(3}(i)-(iv)]

4.4.1.4.4.2. The MCO shall advise the Member in
paper or electronic form that the Member Handbook
information is available on the internet, and include the
applicable internet address, provided that Members
with disabilities who cannot access this information
online are provided Auxiliary Aids and services upon
request at no cost. [42 CFR 438.10(d)(3)] Alternatively,
the MCO may provide the information by any other
method that can reasonably be expected to result In
the Member receiving that information. The MCO shall
provide the Member Handbook information by email
after obtaining the Member's agreement to receive the
information electronically. [42 CFR 438.10(g)(3)(i) - (iv)]

4.4.1.4.4.3. The MCO shall notify all Members, at least
once a year, of their right to obtain a Member
Handbook and shall maintain consistent and up-to-date
information on the MCO's website. [42 CFR
438.10(g)(3)(i) - (Iv)] The Member information
appearing on the website (also available in paper form)
shall include the following, at a minimum:

4.4.1.4.4.3.1 Information contained in the
Member Handbook;

4.4.1.4.4.3.2 Information on how to file
grievances and appeals;

4.4.1.4.4.3.3 Information on the MCO's
Provider network for all Provider types covered
under this Agreement (e.g., PCPs, specialists,
family planning Providers, pharmacies, FQHCs,
RHCs, hospitals, and mental health and Substance
Use Disorder Providers):

(1) Names and any group affiliations;

Granite State Health Plan, inc.
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(2) Street addresses;

(3) Office hours;

(4) Telephone numbers;
(5) Website (if applicable);
(6) Specialty (if any),

fir of accommodations offeredfor people with disabilities;

'inguistic capabilities

lannu Pfoviders, includingguages (including American Sign
a  ̂ Provider ora  skilled medical interpreter at the

^^®^her the Providedhas completed cultural competence training;
(9) Gender of the Provider;
(10) Identification of Providers that are not
accepting new Members; and

frVir^;"^ Membersfreedom of choice among Participating
Providers. [42 CFR 438.10(g)(2)(vi) - (vii)] ^

P''oduce a revised Member

t^Cove?^°^" Members of changesrh;n ^ '^®""P°"'®'^'^S-notificatlarrbf-|n^
caiendar"hLT'"®'' at least ttiirty (30)calendar days Pnor" to the'effective d~ate of such
change. This includes notification of anf policy tS
discontinue coverage of a counseling or referral se^ice
Memhp°" objections and how theMember can access those servicec uj nca
438.102(b)(1)(i)(B); 42 CFR 438.10(g)(4)] ■

use Member notices as
applicable, in accordance with the model nntiroc
developed by DHHS. [42 CFR 433 10fcU4Uin Fnvchange ttrat affects Member rights.'filinJSrement?
hme frames for grievances, appeals, and State fair
hearings, availability of assistance in ©7,^1
grie^nces and appeals, and toll-free numbers of thl
earh resources, the MOO shall giveeach Member written notice of the chanoe at laact
hirty (30) calendar days before the intended effective
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date of the change. The MCO shall also, notify all
Members of their disenrollment rights, at a minimum,
annually. The MCO shall utilize notices that describe
transition of care policies for Members and potential
Members. [42 CFR 438.62(b)(3)]

4.4.1.5 Provider Directory

4.4.1.5.1 The MCO shall publish a Provider Directory that shall
be reviewed by DHHS prior to initial publication and distribution.
The MCO shall submit the draft Provider Directory and all
substantive changes to DHHS for review.

4.4.1:5.2 The following information shall be in the MCO's
Provider Directory for all Participating Provider types^vered under
this Agreement (e.g., POPs, specialists, family planning Providers,
pharmacies, FQHCs, RHCs, hospitals, and mental health and
Substance Use Disorder Providers):

4.4.1.5.2.1. Names and any group affiliations;

4.4.1.5.2.2. Street addresses;

4.4.1.5.2.3. Office hours;

4.4.1.5.2.4. Telephone numbers;

4.4.1.5.2.5. Website (if applicable):

4.4.1.5.2.6. Specialty (if any),

4.4.1.5.2.7. Gender;

4.4.1.5.2.8. Description of accommodations offered for
people with disabilities;

4.4.1.5.2.9. The cultural and linguistic capabilities of
Participating Providers, including languages (including
ASL) offered by the Participating Provider or a skilled
medical interpreter at the Provider's office, and whether
the Participating Provider has completed cultural
competence training;

4.4.1.5.2.10. Hospital affiliations (If applicable);

4.4.1.5.2.11.Board certificatjon (if applicable):

4.4.1.5.2.12.ldentification of Participating .Providers
that are not accepting new patients; and

4.4.1.5.2.13. Any restrictions on the Member's freedom
of choice among Participating Providers. [42 CFR
438.10(h)(1)(i) - (viii); 42 CFR 438.10(h)(2)]

Granite State Health Plan, Inc.
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4.4.2

m^m
438.236(c)i Guidelines and Standards). [42 CFR

machine readabie fiie and format as specified by CMS

vwj iX:s fs'csi^ssair •»

m SSgir-' ^ r^t"S
a?sg,s.r;,r.;s.r "* "'=°
"coih.i, X".'2aSsr "»
SXis tr""" s SS5's
«.a™«r,;,S otSS.)! "" "■ '"•Language and Format of Member Information
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iK===SH=S
='5 S~SC-5r~=

(12rpotT[42 CFR

potential Members ler

aittrnative^'fo^S td 'tw ro'"accesrihotT'°" t" r"'"'
438.10(d)(3), 42 CFR 438.10(dK6)?)-(ivr '
Enafeh Rna^ikh ° information available In
»nU.ft"c5i sis,

s.s^%.?;s??R4Srow»»

4.4.2.10 Written Member Information shall Include at a minimum:
4.4.2.-10.1 Provider Directories;
4.4.2.10.2 Member Handbooks;
4.4.2.10.3 Appeal end grievance notices; and .

Granite Stale Health Plan. Inc • ^
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4.4.2.10.4 Denial and termination notices.

4.4.2.11 The MCO shall also make oral interpretation services available
free of charge to Members and potential Members for MCO Covered

nuu'^^' applies to all non-English languages, not just those that
U N a® languages of other major population groups. Membersshall not to be charged for Interpretation services. [42 CFR 438.10(d)(4)]

Members that oral interpretation is
available for any language and written information is available in
languages prevalent among MOM Members; the MCO shall notify
Members of how to access those services. [42 CFR 438 1D(d)(4) 42 CFR
438.10{d)(5)(i)-{iii)] .

4.4 2.13 The MCO shall provide Auxiliary Aids such as TTY/TDD and
ASL interpreters free of charge to Members or potential Members who
require these services. [42 CFR 438.10(d)(4)] The MCO shall take into
consideration the special needs of Members or potential Members with
disabilities or LEP. [42 CFR 438.10(d)(5)(i) - (iii)]

4.4.3 Member Rights

4.4.3.1 The MCO shall have written policies which shall be included in
the Member Handbook and posted on the MCO website regarding
Member rights, such that each Member is guaranteed the right to:

4.4.3.1.1 Receive information on the MOM program and the
MCO to which the Member is enrolled;
4.4.3.1.2 Be treated with respect and with due consideration for
his or her dig.nLty_^Dl.pjj^y_^DdJhe-Confideritiaiity_of hisjsr.heiL
PH[and PI as safeguarded by State ruLes and State and federal
laws; - 1- " " -

4.4.3.1.3 Receive information on available treatment options and
alternatives, presented In a manner appropriate to the Member's

• condition and ability to understand;

4.4.3.1.4 Participate in decisions regarding his/her health care
-Including the right to refuse treatment;

4.4.3.1.5 Be free from any form of restraint or seclusion used as
a means of coercion, discipline, convenience, or retaliation;

4.4.3.16 Request and receive a copy of his/her medical records
free of charge, and to request that they be amended or corrected;
4.4.3.1.7 Request and receive any MCO's written Physician
Incentive Plans;

4.4.3.1.8 Obtain benefits, including Family Planning Services
and supplies, from Non-Participating Providers;
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4.4.4

4.4.3.1.9 Request and receive a Second Opinion; and
4.4^3.1.10 Exercise these rights without the MCO or its
Participating Providers treating the Member adversely. [42 CFR

'^38''00(b)(2)(i)-(vi]); 42 CFR 438.100(c);
42 CFR 438.10(f)(3); 42 CFR 438.10(g)(2)(vi) - (vii)* 42 CFR

-  438.10(g)(2)(ix); 42 CFR 438.3(0] W, 44 OhR
Member Communication Supports

4AAA The MCO shall embrace and further the concept of ."every door
for Members is the right door" to eliminate barriers and create a more

''®sponsive approach to person-centered service delivery. The
MCO shall provide twenty-four (24) hours a day, seven (7) days a week
supports such as PCP, behavioral health and specialist referrals, health
coachmg, assistance with social determinants of health, access to a nurse
advice line, and a Member portal.

4 4.4.2 During the Readiness Review period, the MCO shall provide a
blueprint of its Member portal for review by DHHS.
4.4.4.3 Member Call Center

4.4.4.3.1 The MCO shall operate a toll-free NH specific call
center Monday through Friday. The MCO shall submit the holiday
wiendar to DHHS for. review and approval ninety (90) calendar
days prior to the end of each calendar year.

4.4.4.3.2 The MCO .shall ensure that the Member Call Center
• integrates support for physical and Behavioral Health Services
including meeting the requirement that the MCO have a call line
that IS in compliance with requirements set forth in Section
4.11.1.19 (Member Service Line), works efficiently to resolve
issues, and is adequately staffed with qualified personnel who are
trained to accurately respond to Members. At a minimum, the
Member Call Center shall be operational:

4.4.4.3.2..1. Two (2) days per week: eight (8:00) am
Eastern Standard Time (EST) to five (5:00) pm EST;
4.4.4.3.2.2. Three (3) days per week: eight (8:00) am
EST to eight (8:00) pm EST; and

^■^■^■^■2.3. During major program transitions,
additional hours and capacity shall be accommodated
by the MCO.

4.4.4.3.3 The Member Call Center shall meet the following
minimum standards, which DHHS reserves the right to modifv at
any time; ® /
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4.4.4.3.3.1. Call Abandonment Rate: Fewer than five
percent (5%) of calls shall be abandoned;

Speed of Answer. Ninety percent
(90/o) of calls shall be answered with live voice within
thirty (30) seconds; and

44.4.3.3.3. Voicemail or answering service messages
shall be responded to-no later than the next business
day:

its Member Call Center with
the DHHS Customer Service Center, the Member Service Line and
all cnsis lines to include, at a minimum, the development of a warm
transfer protocol for Members.

4.4.4.4 Welcome Call

4 4.4 4.1 The MOO shall make a welcome call to each New
Mernber within thirty (30) calendar days of the Member's
enrollment in the MOO.

4.4.4.4.2 The welcome call shall, at a minimum;

4.4.4.4.2.1. Assist the Member in selecting a PCP or
confirm selection of a PCP;

4.4.4.4.2.2. Arrange for a wellness visit with the
Member's PCP (either previously identified or selected
by the Member from a list of available POPs), which
shall include:

4^-4.4.^2.1 Assessments
and behavioral health. .0^. bolh_ physical

4.4.4.4.2.2.2 Screening for depression, mood
suicidality, and Substance Use Disorder, and '

4.4.4.4.2.2.3 Development of a health,
wellness and care plan;

4.4.4.4.2.3. Include a Health Risk Assessment
Screening as required in Section 4.10.2.2, or schedule
the Health Risk Assessment to be conducted within the
time limits identified in this Agreement;

4.4.4.4.2.4. Screen for special needs, physical and
behavioral health, and sen/ices of the Member;
4.4.4.4.2.5. Answer
about the MCO;

any other Member questions
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4.4.4.4.2.6. Ensure Members can access information
in their preferred language; and

4.4.4.4.2.7. Remind Members to report to DHHS any
change of address, as Members shall be liable for
premium payments paid during period of ineligibility.

Regardless of the completion of the welcome call the
MCO shall complete Health Risk Assessment Screenings as
required in 4.10.2.2

4.4.4.5 Member Hotline

shall establish a toll-free Member Service
automated hotline that operates outside of the Member Call Center
standard hours, Monday through Friday, and at all hours on
weekends and holidays.

4A.4.5.2 The automated system shall provide callers with
operating instructions on what to do and who to call In case of an
emergeticy, and shall also include, at a minimum, a voice mailbox
for Members to leave messages.

44_ .4.5.3 The MCO shall ensure that the voice mailbox has
adequate capacity to receive all messages. Return voicemail calls
shall be made no later than the next business day.
4.4.4.6.4 The MCO may substitute a live answering service in
place of an automated system.

4.4.4.6 Program Website

\  maintain, consistent withDHHS standards and other applicable State and federal laws a
website to provide general information about the MCO's program
Its Participating Provider network, Its formulary. Prior Authorizatiorl
requirements, the Member Handbook, its services for Members
and its Grievance and Appeal Processes.

^^3t any PHI, PI or other
Confidential Information solicited shall not be maintained, stored or
captured on the website and shall not be further disclosed except
as provided by thjs Agreement. .

4.4.4.6.3 The solicitation or disclosure of any PHI. PI or other
requirements inExhibit I E^ibit K Exhibit N (Liquidated Damages Matrix) and all

applicable State and federal laws, rules, and regulations.
4.4.4.6.4 Unless approved by DHHS and clear notice is provided
to users of the website, the MCO . shall not track, disclose or use
site visitation for its website analytics or marketing.
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chooses to provide required information
electronically to Members, it shall:

4.4.4.6.5.1. Be In a format and location that is
prominent and readily accessible;

4.4.4.6.5 2. Be provided in an electronic form which
can be electronically retained and printed;
4.4.4.6.5.3. Be consistent with content and lanquaqe
requirements; ^ ̂

4.4.4.6 5.4. Notify the Member that the Information is
available in paper form without charge upon request;
onQ

4.4.4.6^5.5. Provide, upon request, Information In
paper form within five (5) business days 142 CFR
438.10(c)(6)(l) - (V)]

shtll be^ on the website
4A4.6.6.1. Written In English. Spanish, and any other
Of the commonly encountered languages of Members;
4.4.4.6.6.2. Culturally appropriate;

4.4.4.6.6.3. Appropriate to the reading literacy of the
population served; and

® ® needs of the enrolledMGO-program popufation.

D  I bihty of State and Local Government Websites toPeople with Disabilities."

4.4.6 Marketing

tolnhl ■ indirectly, conduct door-tcMtoor
shaN su^mrt arwrn M P°'ential Members. The MCO
diltribS Madteting matenai to DHHS for approval before'
m'*.®'?! idan'ify any required changes to the Marketina

das not responded to a

1^ h calendar day, the MCO may proceed to
438.lS4(b)?S (V)T " '''' 438.104(b)(1)(i) : (ii), 42 CFR
fnfnmatinT'^L'f requirements for provision ofinformation that ensures the potential Member is provided with accurate
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oral and written information sufficient to make an informed decision on
whether or not to enroll.

4.4.5.4 The MCQ Marketing Materials shall not contain false or
materially misleading information. The MCO shall not offer other insurance
products as inducement to enroll.

4.4.5.5 The MCO shall ensure , that Marketing, including plans and •
materials, Is accurate and does not mislead, confuse, or defraud the
recipients or DHHS. The MCO's Marketing Materials shall not contain any
written or oral assertions or statements that: ■

4.4.5.5.1 The recipient shall enroll In the MCO in order to obtain
benefits or in order not to lose benefits; or

4.4.5.5.2 The MCO is endorsed by CMS, the State or federal
government, or a similar entity. [42 CFR 438.104(b)(2)(i) - (ii)]

4.4.5.6 The MCO shall distribute Marketing Materials to the entire State.
The MCO's Marketing Materials shall not seek to influence enrollment in
conjunction with the sale or offering of any private insurance. The MCO
shall not release and make public statements or press releases concerning
the program without the prior consent of DHHS. [42 CFR 438.104(b)(1)(i) -
(ii), 42 CFR 438.104(b)(1)(iv) - (v)]

4.4.8 Member Engagement Strategy

4.4.6.1 The MCO shall develop and facilitate an active Member
Advisory Board that is composed of Members who represent its Member
population.

4.4.6.2 Member Advisory Board

4.4.6.2.1 Representation on the Member Advisory Board shall
draw from and be reflective of the MCO membership to ensure
accurate and timely feedback on the MCM program.

4.4.6.2.2 The Member Advisory Board shall meet at least four (4)
times per year.

4.4.6.2.3 The Member Advisory Board shall meet In-person or
through interactive technology, including but not limited to a
conference call or webinar and ̂provide Member perspective(s) to
influence the MCO's GAP! program changes (as further described
in Section 4.12.3 (Quality Assessment and Performance
Improvement Program)),

4.4.6.2.4 All costs related to the Member Advisory Board shall be
the responsibility of the MCO.

4.4.6.3 In-Person Regional Member Meetings
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4.4.7

meetings for^h^o-ra^y°ommLcatL '^®'"bermpet and ask puesfens Id the mco
Obtain feedback from Members. "-O.can ask questions and

Agreement ye?r°n^demographica^fe ̂  ®2®'iMCO shall make efforts to provide ̂ rrn , '°"® '^'^®
for Members to attehd the regional r^Patin opportunities
IS .unavailable, the MCO shall uTp I ̂  conferencing
available for all meeting^ ^"®''"®'® technologies as

meetings lncluL^a°ur^marvof'mpo?" h® activities of thesediscussed and actions taken7n r *'"9 attendees, topics
t° DHHS In tte MCM crorehP^
accordance with Exhibit O, ^°'"P^®'^®®siye Annual Report, In.viiri CAfiiDfX U.

Cultural and Accessibility Considerations
'•1 The Mnn r,k-.ii
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all Members, including those with manner to

P'®®Wlifies, and regardless o^op'^h®'®®gender Identity. [42 CFR 438.206(c)(2!^ ' °"®"'®'i°n or
physical aSSw'!^reasSn^aWe\"cwmrS^^^^^^ Providers provide
for Members with physical or bph f"P-®®cesslble equipment
438.206(C)(3)] ^ ̂  behavioral disabilities. [42 CFR

^Hf^yaLCqmpetency-Plan-

"i"i' "SS T"»"<=0
descnbing how It will ensure that « Competency Plan
cul urally and linguistically competent m^® P'""^''^®'' m a
ncluding those with LEP, using ouallfipd Tw '^®mbers,
translators In accordance with Exhibit O interpreters, and

Pa1tSa'tlng'pLidts"Sn'd°S;'s& h®w theprovide services to people oT
backgrounds, and reliaions In a 1 cultures, races, ethnic

/.A Communication Access
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4.4.7.4.1 The MCO shall develop effective methods of
communicating and working with Its Members who do not speak
English as a first language, who have physical conditions that
impair their ability to speak clearly in order to be easily understood,
as well as Members who have low-vision or hearing loss, and
accommodating Members with, physical and cognitive disabilities
and different literacy levels, learning styles, and capabilities.

4.4.7.4.2 The MCO shall develop effective and appropriate
methods for identifying, flagging in electronic systems, and tracking
Members' needs for communication assistance for health

encounters including preferred spoken language for all encounters,
need for Interpreter, and preferred language for written information.

i

4.4.7.4.3 The MCO shall adhere to certain quality standards in
delivering language assistance services, including using only
Qualified Bilingual/Multilingual Staff, Qualified Interpreters for a
Member with a Disability, Qualified Interpreters for a Member with
LEP, and Qualified Translators as defined in Section 2.1.104
through Section 2.1.107 (Definitions)..

4.4.7.4.4 The MCO shall ensure the competence of employees'
providing language assistance, recognizing that the use of
untrained individuals and/or minors'as interpreters should be
avoided. The MCO shall not:

4.4.7.4.4.1. Require a Member with LEP to provide his
or her own Interpreter;

4.4.7.4.4.2. Rely on an adult accompanying a Member
with LEP to interpret or facilitate communication,
except:

4.4.7.4.4.2.1 In an emergency involving an
imminent threat to the safety or welfare of the
Member or the public where there is no Qualified
Interpreter for the Member with LEP immediately
available, or

4.4.7.4.4.2.2. Where, the Member with LEP
specifically requests that the accompanying adult
interpret or facilitate communication, the
accompanying adult agrees to provide such
assistance,' and reliance on that adult for such
assistance is appropriate under the circumstances; '

4.4.7.4.4.3. Rely on a minor to interpret or facilitate
communication, except in an emergency involving an
imminent threat to the safety or welfare of a Member or
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MeS'w^h'tEpt for the
Bilingual/Multilinguafstaff'^'r- QualifietJMembers S'cVr

available to^any MembefwL>P^"'^®t services areprevalence of the Member's lanai?an^ th-®'"' ''®9^'''"ess of the
for all health plan and Men <t» ® P'°9rarr,
services. servtces, exclusive of inpatient

■service (such as oveMhipL^ interpreter0^. will provide meaningful accesTfof
situations. The most appropriate ser^l I Members in all
remote interpretation) will varv fmm I J (m-person versus

approJn^ate^'lmSretatlon® shall provide the mostcircumstances. In all cases thl under theinterpreter services' vvhen'defmed'^clfniren!''
Provider of the encounter service necessary by the
interpreting se^jce^°n Snces
are being provided throimh vw Qualified Interpreters

communication; '^regular pauses m

enl,ih®to llUaT'thfpartldpating M^m'behs fan?'"'"'® 'P®Member's bV poTton;4A7.4.8.3, A clear, audible transmission of voices;
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may quickly and efficlentiy set up and operate the
video remote interpreting. [45 CFR 92.201(f)]

4.^7.4.9 The MCO shall bear the cost of Interpretive services
and communication access, including ASL Interpreters and
translation into Braille materials as needed for Members with
neanng loss and who are low-vision or visually Impaired.
4.4^7.4.10 The MCO shall communicate in ways that can be
understood by Members who are not literate In English or their
native language. Accommodations may Include the use of audio
visual presentations or other formats that can effectively convey'
information and its Importance to the Member's health and health
care.

4^.7.4.11 If the Member declines free interpretation services
offered by the MCO, the MCO shall have a process In place for
informing the Member of the potential consequences of declination
with the assistance of a competent Interpreter, to assure the
Member^s understanding, as well as a process to document the
Members declination.

4.4.7.4.12 Interpreter services shall be offered by the MCO at
every new contact. Every declination requires new documentation
by the MCO of the offer and decline.

4.4.7.4.13 The MCO shall comply .with applicable provisions of
federal lav*^ and policies prohibiting discrimination, Including but
not limited to Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. as amended
which prohibits the MCO from discriminating on the basis of race'
color, or national origin.

44.7.4.14 As clarified by Executive Order 13186, Improving
Ac^ss to Services for Persons with LEP. and resulting agency
guidance, national origin discrimination includes discrimination on
the basis of LEP. To ensure compliance with Title VI of the Civil
Rights Ad of 1964, the MCO shall take reasonable steps to ensure
that LEP Members have meaningful access to the MCO's
programs.

4.4.7 4.15 Meaningful access may entail providing language
assistance services, Including oral and written translation, where
necessary. The MCO is encouraged to consider the need for
^nguage services for LEP persons served or encountered both In
developing their budgets and in conducting their programs and
activities. Additionally, the MCO Is encouraged to develop and

.  implement a written language access plan to ensure it is prepared
to take reasonable steps to provide meaningful access to each
Member with LEP who may require assistance.
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'*■5 Member Grievances anri Appn=.io
4.5.1 General Requirements '

STc* is KSS5^1S,£°ti "•»•'

implement DHHS thirty (30) calendar days prior to

Lnlti, Medicaid service, the MCO shall handle the qrievan^ orappeal in accordance with this Agreement.

Elfolble Mpn,h!.f determines that the Dual-
SbirloTheState'fHealth 1 "sumnce

---

MCoX'll- 9®"®^^' requirements. The
4.5.1.5.1 Provide Members with all reasonable assistanre in
completing forms and other procedural steps. This Includes but Is
^h ™mD6 'aS toll-free numblmwith TYfTDD and interpreter capability and assisting the Member

CFpTasalsTaT" 438.406(a); 42
rinduri^inn grievance and appeal(including oral appeals), unless the Member or authorized Provider
43a228%f]*''® resolution [42 CFR 438.406(b)(1); 42 CFR
4.5.1.5.3 Ensure that decision makers on grievances and
appeals and their subordinates were not Involved In previous levels

Granite State Health Plan. Inc /
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4LT2l7a)?;' 438.406(b)(2)(i); 42 CFR
Ensure that decision makers take into account all

trMUTTh^ "r information Sttld
whether su^ infn^ r ®'' '"®P''®sentative without regard to,  Whether such information was submitted or considered In the initial

43a228(a)T CFR 438.40,6(b)(2)(iii): 42 CFR
4.5.1.5.5 Ensure that, if deciding any of the followina the
decision makers, are health care professionals with clinical
expertise in treating the Member's condition or disease:

a denial based on lack of
medical necessity; .

^  regarding denial of expeditedresolutions of an appeal; or

^ 9;]®vance or appeal that Involves clinical

438.228(a« 438.406(b)(2)(il)(A) - (C); 42 CFR

43ViLiIh® information as specified in 42 CFR

Members right to file grievances and appeals and
requirements and timeframes for filing"

The availability of assistance with filing;
The toll-free numbers to file oral' grievances and

4.5.1.7.3

4.5.1.7.4

appeals;

4.5.1.7.5
during an
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the cost of

SIcr oroo've^ 'he MCO ,o

|Wr=s|aS
Eimm^ssss

-- --

-4,5,112.2 Overall ..appeals to-determine further Member and-Provider education In the Prior Authorization process.
4.5 1.13 The MCO shall make such information accessible tn
and available upon request to CMS. [42 CFR 438^16{c)]

4.5.2 Grievance Process

ProceLthatLSsh«!htT'°^™ '"^"tain a Grievance
Seemfnt" Vo''j:5^'2 cTr ̂TsThJart®^^^

(l«: « OT M; 42 CFR FS^FOZlFSMilF^sSSSS® "
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«™in..on. SubJaA ftSSS SSSo'™*
4.5.2.3.1 The quality of care or seivlcesproviclecl;

nlL^r^Pcc interpersonal relationships such asrudeness of a Provider or employee*
4.5.2.3.3 Failure to respect the Member's rights;

to mak^an aSmLn"dS: "
RSA fas C-56 sf M "9^*® established byKbA 135-C.56-57 or He-M 309 have been violated* and

S:iS=€-«^S
a(S(1)r'^" ^ 9rievanceT2"cFR 43\X?4r?PR'

to da^^ ^ 9^—
4.5.2.5.1 If the Member requests the extension: or

inftmabon andlhat'ihe del^y irfn th'e M "State request). [42 CFR 438.408(c)(1)(|) - (II); 43a4oS(T)?

request Of tU^Member.S^^^ ® "o* at the
""" •» p»m«

*u Member written notice, within two f2) calendar

S':.-sp£ r
SS'Sb?" "" - ill); 42 CFR
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Member requests disenrollment. then the MCO shall
hi offf J grievance in time to permit the disenrollment (if approved) to
Mpmhl later than the first day of the following month in which the
43T56Te)(T):'r2C% 438.56(d)(5)(ii); 42 CFR

Members of the resolution of grievances

cIMcal tesuprNiTf ̂  be orally or in writing for grievances not involvingf'" Notices of resolution for clinical Issues shall be in writino[42 CFR 438.408(d)(1); 42 CFR 438.10]

tn^thoLc t"®.'"''®';® ̂ *1®" o°t bave the right to a State fair hearing in regardto the resolution of a grievance.
4.5.3 Appeal Process

4.5.3.1 The MCO shall develop, implement, and maintain an AoDeal

f  the procedure for addressing Member requests
42 S^R 43°8 Rnhn rl°p compliance with
7n I f ^obpfit F and this Agreement. The MCO shall have only one, (1) level.of appeal for Members. [42 CFR 438.402(b); 42 CFR 438.228(a)]

Inri'c MCO shall permit a Member, or the Member's authorized
® Provider acting on behalf of the Member and with the

Mrn r '■®'10®=t an appeal orally or In writing of anyMCO action. [42 CFR 438.402(c)(3)(ii); 42 CFR 438.402(c)(1)(ii)]
thP '''® ®PP®®I' 'be Member and

w  ®"'b°nzed representative, or the legal representative of thedeceased Mernbers.es_tate, [4ZOER_438.406(b)(6)]
^-"•.lT,:Ib..® .MCO shall permit a Member to file an appeal, either orallyor in writing, within sixty (60) calendar days of the date on the MCO's
notice of action. [42 CFR 438.402(c)(2)(ll)] The MCO shall ensure that oral
nquires seeking to appeal an action are treated as appeals and confirm
hose inquires in writing, unless the Member or the authorized Provider
a^aooifshnf^nVf !iT' 438.406(b)(3)] An oral request forfh» r=nf f ̂  ( followed by a wntten and signed appeal request unlessthe request is for an expedited resolution. [42 CFR 438.402(c)(3)(ii)]
nwHcf chin °blHS receives a request to appeal an action of the MCO,

..f m""! '®'®''®n' information to the MCO and the MCO shall
m:?6(b)(ir4fcFR«8.^^^^^^^^^^^ ®PP®^'-

®  ®"®"''® 'b®' ®ny decision to deny a serviceauthorization request or to authorize a service in an amount, duration or
scope that IS less than requested, shall be made by a health care
professional who has appropriate clinical expertise in treating the
Member's condition or disease. "Mima me

Granrte State Health Plan, Inc. Contractor Initiall^
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J4ent eJd'e^ca':°and °PP°rt"nfty towriting [42 CFR 438 406fbV4^i Tho Jrn L w®" as In
limited time available for th/i the cas^o^f

438.406(b)(5); 438.408(b)-(c)] resolution. [42 CFR

clinician, "eq°eTt^Lm®a ® ''''®

state fair hearing process. 'trough the Provider Appeal or

Actions4.5.4

th^f ^
auth'orhfedsS?""' ^
4.5.4.1.3 Denial, In whole or in part, of payment for a service;

dei'elllythisAgree°me'nT'''
4.5.4.1.5 Untimely service authorizations;

r
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fArth timeframes setforth in this Agreement or as required under 42 CFR 438 Subpart F
and this Agreement; and

that DHHS has an Agreement

nnp mT/ir^ (2) MCOs. for a rural area resident with only
nnfjy ® Member's request to obtain servicesoutside the networ1<, in accordance with 42 CFR 438.52{b)(2)(li).

4.5.5 Expedited Appeal

tnnll implement, and maintain an expedited
rp^t nf determines, as the

l ' t Member, or a Provider request on the
fof or supporting the Member's request, that taking the time
dearth or fMtvTn° H Jeopardize the Member's life or
438 410(a)] maintain, or regain maximum function. [42 CFR
nrpc=n, f i^embers of the limited time available to
anTrrrturi '^^Jjmony, in person and in writing, and make legal
fnr p-^rt t argumen s sufnciently in advance of the resolution timeframe
CFR 438 408(0^]'''^^ 438.406(b)(4): 42 CFR 438.408(b); 42
pvnod» H^^® ^ decision on the Member's request for
heakh cond^Hn^r Provide notice, as expeditiously as the Member'sheakh condition requires, but no later than seventy-two (72) hours after the

i^^oeives the appeal. [42 CFR 438.408(a); 42 CFR 438.408(b)(3)]
4.5^5:4 The MCO may extend the seventy4yra (72) hquTt^^^od^

ifthV Mrn " ff^ justifies a need for additional information and how the
e^ension is in the Member's interest. [42 CFR 438 408fc)f1V 42 CFR
43M08(b)(2)] The MCO shall also makeUasonableef^rt^

either^n o^al f f ®", aPP®al 5hall be consideredeither an oral request for appeal or a written request from either the
Member or Provider, whichever date is the earliest.

Mer^bV '''®
4 5 5.6.1 Make reasonable efforts to give the Member prompt
oral notice of the delay by providing a minimurti of three (3) oral
attempts to contact the Member at various times of the day on

r  calendar days of the MCO's decision to
extend the timeframe as detailed in He-W 506.08(j);

Granite state Heakh Plan, Inc. Contractor InitiafM^
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nofi^of Member writteninfom^ the Member of the right'^rfi e To^ri and
disagrees with that decision: ®

Sss~sSEsa^
percent (1 oS%)"?^requests fofexSditS aSeals

«.i«ITCSt, '^"? ? '"f"" ~

4.5.6 Content of Notices

MemVer w^tfen^^olfo: a^de^LXS
.. request, or to authorize a ser^cp in an ^ service authorization

less than requested [42 CFR 43a ̂?^r^^r\• ®^P® ̂hat is
shall meet the requirements of 42 CFR 438 4fu Such notice
the Provider need not El ,n writing

aif/dverse^lEtionTaS^^^shall be submitted for DHHS review during the Reld'Enls^^R
Each notice of adverse action shall contah and Saim

t^o talEy2'=CpVSl8Tw^^^^ -
M^m^ber' to'^b'e 'oSd" '"='"^'"9 "S^t of the

Granite state Health Plan, Inc. r-W\
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.  .. - J or the Provider's right to file an appealincluding information on exhausting the MCO's one (1) level of
appeal and the right to request a State fair hearing if the adverse
action IS upheld [42 CFR 438.404(b)(3): 42 CFR 438.402(b) - (c)];
4.5.6.2.4 Procedures for exercising Member's rights to file a
gnevance or appeal [42 CFR 438.404(b)(4)];

4.5.6.2.5 Circumstances under which expedited resolution is
available and how to request it [42 CFR 438.404(b)(5)]; and
4^5.6.2.6 The Member's rights to have benefits continue pending
the resolution of the appeal, how to request that benefits be
continued, and the circumstances under which the Member may be

continued benefits [42 CFR
4J8.404(b)(6)].

of adverse action be inwnting and shall meet the following language and format requirements:
4.5.6^3.1 Written notice shall be translated for the Members who

commonly encountered languages spoken by
MOM Members (as defined by the State per 42 CFR 438.10(d));

'"c'ude language clarifying that ■ oral
interpretation is available for all languages and how to access it;
anu

4.5.6.3.3 Notices shall use easily understood language and
format, and shall be available in alternative formats, and in an
-approprT^e-mannerthattalresrinto-consldei^«Grrth*oseTvith''s^iar

shall b^ is available
in alternative formats and how to access those formats.

fhf adverse action by the date ofthe action when any of the following occur:

4.5.6.4.1 The Member has died;

a signed written statement4.5.6.4.2 The Member submits
requesting service termination;

. 7^® Member submits a signed written statementincluding information that requires service termination or reduction
and mdicates that he understands that the service termination or
reduction shall result;

4.5.6.4.4 The Member has been admitted to an institution where
he or she is ineligible under the Medicald State Plan for further
services; luiuici

Granite State Health Plan. Inc.
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4.5.7

4.5.6.4.5 The Member's.address is determined unknown based
on returned mail with ho forwarding address;

4.5.6 4.6 The Member Is accepted for Medicaid services by
another state, territory, or commonwealth;

^ change in the level of medical care is prescribed bythe Member's physician;

4.5.6.4.8 The notice involyes an adverse determination with
P/eadmission screening requirements of section

1919(e)(7) of the Social Security Act; or

4.5.6.4.9 The transfer or discharge from a facility shall occur in
an expedited fashion. [42 CFR 438.404(c)(1); 42 CFR 431 213- 42

ncn 1919(e)(7) of the Social Security Act;' 42CFR 483.12(a)(5){i): 42 CFR 483.12(a)(5)(ii)]
Timing of Notices

suspension or reduction of previously
authorized Medicaid Covered Services, the MCO shall provide Members
-wntteri notice at least ten (10) calendar days before the date of action
except the penod of advance notice shall be no more than five (5) calendar
days in cases where the MCO has verified facts that the action should be

«CFrT3T2®11° 4TcFt« 438.404(c)(1);
438.404(C)(2), the MCO shall mallwntten notice to Members on the date of action when the adverse action is

a denial of payment or reimbursement.

standard service authorization denials or partial denials, the
MCO shall provide Members, with written notice as expeditiously as the
Memberis health condition requires but may not exceed fourteen (14)
calendar days following a request for initial and continuing authorizations

un^tnT'^HHr^ 438.210(d)(1): 42 CFR 438.404(c)(3)] An extension ofup to an additional fourteen (14) calendar days is permissible, if:
4.5.7.3.1

or

The Member, or the Provider, requests the extension;

4.5.7.3.2 The MCO justifies a need for additional information and
how the extension is in the Member's interest. f42 CFR
438.210(d)(1)(i)-(ii); 42 CFR 438.210(d)(2)(ii); 42 CFR
438.404(c)(4); 42 CFR 438.404(c)(6)].

45.7 4 VVhen the MCO extends the timeframe. the MCO shall give the
Member wntten notice of the reason for the decision to extend the
timeframe and inform the Member of the right to file a grievance if he or
she disagrees with that decision. [42 CFR 438.210(d)(1)(ii)- 42 CFR

Granite State Health Plan. Inc.
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438.210(d)(1)(ii); 42 CFR 438.404(c)(4Xil5® CFR

mat^follovJinq'^tS^itanrii'i^^ a Provider indicates, or the MCO determines,
MeUeSo'heafth o^ab ltTtraTain°"'' ffunction the MCO Qhaii rr,^i- attain, maintain, or regain maximum

ssisiiilgEis-

4.5.8 Continuation of Benefits !
4.5.8.1 The MCO shall continue the Member's benefits If:

llfCTol thefoLfn^^^
mtlfnn thEnT'''"f®" =®'®"dar days of the-MCOOiaiung the notice of actioni or
4.5.8.1.T2. The Intended effective date of the MCO's
proposed action;

tdlfrtlnnn/^® termination, suspension orreduction of a previously authorized course of treatment;
4.5.8.1.3 The services was ordered by an authorized Provider;
4.5.8.1.4 The authorization period has not expired;

mni^ lt The Member files the request for an appeal within sixtv
determination nnti^' 9nH benefitdetermination notice; and

wrting I42 CFR"438^/,n7?"!f4n®"®'°" °^aliy or in
S2 ™ 438.420(b)(1) - (5); 42 CFf?

Granite State Health Plan, Inc ,
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4.5.9

'^5° continues or reinstates ttie Member's benefits while
fSSg occure®^ °"® (1) '^e

4.5.8.2.1 The Member withdraws the appeal. In writing;
Member does not request a State fair hearina

Mm from when the MCO mails an adverseMCO decision regarding the Member's MCO appeal;

made^o^r ^ hearing decision adverse to the Member is

are mpi''ra9''?PD'i'nn'!ion]°w a"'h°ri2ation service limitsare met. [42 CFR 438.420(c)(1)-(3): 42 CFR 438.408(d)(2)]

tlie Mrn appeal upholds the MCO's action
Drovide?to fhe frorn the Member the amount paid for the services
theXere D oLeriTn?','"h
rer^ic^rr42 CFR 4^ loLnf '^® requirement for continuation ofservices. [42 CFR 438.420(d); 42 CFR 431.230(b)]

inlfoftoM an authorized - representative shall not
KeVs wri«en'cons°enT"'''°" ®PP®®'

Resolution of Appeals

4.5.ai The MCO shall resolve each appeal and provide notice as

foTowhgbmyamis.'

services, a. decision shall be made within thirty. (30) calendar days
^er receipt of the appeal even if the MCO does not havfLrthe
information necessary to make the decision, unless the MCO

appeaf '^®'^''®'' a" extension is necessary to complete the

(14)'oIlLa?d'ayf ° '°/°"'^®®"
4.5.9.1.2.1. The Member requests an extension orallv
or in writing, or '

is a need foradditional information and the MCO shows that the
extension is in the Member's best interest* 142 cfr
438.408(c)(1)(i).(ii);438.408(b)(1)] '
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Of th^Member'tn ft Shaf «--frannes not a, the request

Mpmh (2' '^^lendar days give the
extend the"«m1f"°"''® !t^® 'o

'  ri?ht to i nrf T" ^^®"iber of therignt to file a gnevance if he or she disagrees with that

sssir -«
determination beyond forty^vlMS? cTleL "^a aPPealreceives the appeal rS ili ? fn ^^e MCO
information necessary to make the decision.

. appeal, whiih "^Mi IncludTthe^ dTtT^" '"aaolotion of the
determination in easily, understood ianguag^

of^the" clinL^li "atont?e''foTth^ d '^nguage
Provider or Memb^^miyobtJ!;, ,heor decision-making criteria [42 CFR 43R

■CHR438.408(e)(-1^

«lnotfce, and mate^Lsonabteftf'd® "P^^i^a438.4b8(d)(2)(i!)] provide oral notice. [42 CFR

nobi^shaii" i" favor of the Member, the
State fair heaS' ^®P®®af a
4.5.9.6.2 How to request a State fair hearing;

pciiuing, IT the heanng decision upholds the MCO's

Granite State Health Plan, Inc /-\ \
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ensure that Members are informed,
at a

Granite State Health Plan, Inc.

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-03

438°;08(S(1)':(2'S] ''^«;^°S(d)(2)(l); 42 CFR 438.10; 42 CFR
4.5.10 State Fair Hearing

process, including buTnoVlimrted'to'^^
and how to obtain a Stafe^ir ® S^ate fair hearinq
requirements under thflgr^ an'd
Subpart F. agreement and as required under 42 CFR 438

the Member^nT'hfs 'or"'hef r^iSse^rt""®
deceased MembeFs estate. P'^®®®"'a'ive or the representative of a
4.5.10.3 The MOO shall
minimum, of the following:

.  appea?wLn thL MCarGrle^L'^^^^for a State fair hearing with ~and' ^

resolution of the appear the''Memhr MCO's
fair hearing within one hundred In ® ^ State
the date of the MCO's notice of the^es"n^
CFR.408(f)(2)] resolution of the appeal. [42

DHHS and the^ Member. fe^quest"^ wfthMhr"^® mh
MCOrheld documentation rSed te!?: .''^.'^ee (3) business days, allany transcript(s), records or vvritfen^''H^ '
Providers or delegated entitiW. decision(s) from Participating

tiearin^ff ̂ he^ASsSTpSals^uliTS^^^^ °'®
otherwise permitted for a State fairLarinn . w ® "''"®®
MembeFs life, physical or mental heaftr nr
regain maximum function, and: ' attain, maintain, or

wholly or partiaily-^o^° adversely resolved the MembeFs appeal
appeal withh^^seventy-too ̂ (72) "^houl-r "^d expedited
seventy-two (72)-hoSdline n ̂  ®'<'®nd the
and He-W 506.08(1). accordance with 42 CFR 408(c)

MCO°sLli'provide t^DFiS ®'®'® ^®®"ng. »he -
four (24) hours, ail ^CO-heM

Page 142 of 352 Contractor Inltiall^^^^p
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frnm transcript(s), records, or written dedsion(s)from Participating Providers or delegated entities.

fafr" Member's request for an expedited Statefair heanng. then the AAU shall resolve the appeal within three f3)

othe? days.after the Unit receives from the MCO the case file and anyother necessary information. [He-W 506.09(g)]

AA^°Tha^^!!rn^? f before the DHHS
! H ? DHHS regarding the State fair hearing

Mrn thJi^ I"®® decisions in State fair hearing proceedings, the
M2$ir=m' ®"PP°bing documentation, affidavits, and providing the
event L additional cost. In the
Shan nrntiHl V '® ̂ PPealed by the Member, the MCO
a'noSnai coT'"'' ^PP^'
4.5.10.9 The DHHS AAU shall notify the MCO of State fair hearina
determinations. The MCO shall be bound by the fair hearing determination
deddon Th"°LrA determination upholds the MCO's
appeT' intervening in any such

4.5.11 Effect of Adverse Decisions of Appeals and Hearings
MCO or DHHS reverses a decision to deny, limit, or delay

services that were not provided while the appeal or State fair hearina were

nmmnH' H ®"'borize Or provide the disputed services
£  ̂xpeditiously as the Member's health condition requires. bu no later llTaJi.72_hQuts-from .the date4t-receives-notice-reversing-the --

. .d®'s™"abon. [42 CFR 438.424(a)] iBversing-rne

of^srniAl' M reverses a decision to deny authorizationof services and the Member received the disputed services while the

se^cl° [42 CFR%8T2T(b)r'' "°®®
4.5.12 Survival

Inrllil .Tbe Obligations ef the MCO to fully resolve all grievances andappeal, including but not limited to providing DHHS with all necessary
support and providing a Medical Director or similarly qualified staff to
provid® evidence and testify at proceedings until final resolution of any
grievance or appeal shall survive the termination of this Agreement.

4.6 Provider Appeals

4.6.1 General

Annll D^''® f®" ''®''®'°P' ™Pleoient, and maintain a ProviderAppeals Process under which Providers may challenge any Provider

Granite State Health Plan, Inc.
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adverse action by the MCO, and access the State's fair hearing system in
accordance with RSA 126-A:5, Vlll.

4.6.1.2 The MCO shall provide to DHHS a complete description of its
Provider Appeals Process, in writing, Including all policies and procedures,
notices and forms, of its proposed Provider Appeals Process for DHHS's
review and approval during the Readiness Review period.
4.6.1.3 Any proposed changes to the Provider Appeals Process shall be
approved by DHHS at least thirty (30) calendar days In advance of
implementation.

4.6.1.4 The MCO shall clearly articulate its Provider Appeals Process in
the MCO's Provider manual, and reference it in the Provider agreement.
4.6 1.5 The MCO shall ensure Its Provider Appeals Process complies
with the following general requirements:

4.6.1.5.1 Gives reasonable assistance to Providers requesting
an appeal of a Provider adverse action;

/

4.6.1.5.2 Ensures that the decision makers involved in the
Provider Appeals Process and their subordinates were not involved
In previous levels of review or decision making of the Provider's
adverse action;

4.6.1.5.3 Ensures that decision makers take into account ail
comments, documents, records, and other information submitted
by the Provider, to the extent such materials are relevant to the
appeal; and

4.6.1.5.4 Advises Providers of any changes to the Provider
Appeals Process at least thirty (30) calendar days prior to

V  ̂ .;;«r.v^'Jrnp'enientation. s
4.6.2 Provider Adverse Actions

4.6.2.1 The Provider shall have the right to file an appeal with the MCO
and utilize the Provider Appeals Process for any adverse action in
accordance, with RSA 126-A:5. Vlll, except for Member appeals' or
grievances described in Section 4.5 (Member Grievances and Appeals).
The Provider shall have the right to file an appeal within thirty (30)
calendar days of the date of the MCO's notice of adverse action to the
Provider. Reasons may include, but are not limited to:

4.6.2.1.1 Action against the Provider for reasons related to
program integrity;

t

4.6.2.1.2 Temiinalion of the Provider's agreement before the
agreement period has ended for reasons other than when DHHS,
MFCU or other govemment agency has required the MCO to
terminate such agreement;

Granite State Health Plan, Inc. Contractor initial!
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4.6.3

Lpn fiioH rendered that have notbeen filed as a Member appeal; and

Pro^def agreement between the, MCO and the

advert aJbon eve*^ ifthi p°' P^^^'^ded from taking an immediate
Thi I! action even If the Provider requests an appeal; provided that ifhe adverse action is overturned during the MCO's Provider Appeals

reverse® he a?verIfa^®^""®•;h''® take all steps toreverse the adverse action within ten (10) calendar days.
Provider Appeal Process

written notice to the Provider of anvadverse action, and include in its notice a description of the basis of the
adverse action, and the right to appeal the adverse action

Mrn ® an appeal to the
thP MPm evidence or supportive documentation it wishesthe MCO to consider, within thirty (30) calendar days of:

4.6.3^2.1 The date of the MCO's written notice advisino the
Provider of the adverse action to be taken; or
4.6.3.2.2 The date on which the MCO should have taken a
required action and failed to take such action.

jsa&s»;
MCO Shall ensure that" airprovider Appeal ciicisions~ars

determined by an administrative or clinical professional w th eSse n
the subject matter of the Provider Appeal. expertise in
4.6.3.5 The MCO may offer peer-to-peer review support with a like

fr̂ r^^The m'co T"'"' ̂  adversT deLion
maflnlr . ̂ peer-to-peer review should occur in a timelv

f  1, ■ recourse through the ProviderAppsal or Stat© fair h©arlng process.
4.6.3.6 The MCO shall maintain a log and records of aii Pr^^wiHar
Appeals, including for all matters handled by delegated entitles for a
i'nc" ^ S record's s^an

4.6.3.6.1 General description of each appeal;
4.6.3.6.2 Name of the Provider;

Granite State Health Plan, Inc.
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4.6.3.6.3 Date(s) of receipt of the appeal and supporting
documentation, decision, and effectuation, as applicable; and
4.6.3.6.4 Name(s), title(s), and credentials of the reviewer(s)
determining the appeal decision.

u'J II adhere to notice and timing requirementsestablished in this Agreement, then the Provider is deemed to have
exhausted the MCO's Appeals Process and may initiate a State fair
hearing..

4.6.3.8 MCO Resolution of Provider Appeals

4.6.3.8.1 The MCO shall provide written notice of resolution of
the Provider appeal (Resolution Notice) within thirty (30) calendar
days from either the date the MCO receives the appeal request, or
if an extension is granted to the Provider to submit additional
evidence, the date on which the Provider's evidence is received bv
the MCO. .

4.6.3.8.2 The Resolution Notice shall include, without limitation;

4.6.3.8.2.1. The MCO's decision;

^  4.6.3.8.2.2. The reasons for the MCO's decision;
4.6.3.8.2.3. The Provider's right to request a State fair
hearing in accordance with RSA 126-A:5, VIII; and

4.6.3.8.2.4. For overturned appeals, the MCO shall
take all steps to reverse the adverse action within ten
(10) calendar days.

4.6.3;9 State Fair Hearing

4.6.3.9.1 The MCO shall inform its Participating Providers
regarding ̂ e State fair hearing process consistent with RSA 126-
A:5, VIII, including but not limited to how to obtain a State fair
hearing in accordance with its informing requirements under
Agreement.

4.6.3.9.2 The parties to the State fair hearing include the MCO
as well as the Provider.

4.6.3.9.3 The Participating Provider shall exhaust the MCO's
Provider Appeals Process before pursuing a State fair hearing.
4.6.3.9.4 If a Participating Provider requests a State fair hearing,
the MCO shall provide to DHHS and the Participating Provider,
upon request, within three (3) business days, all MCO-held
documentation related to the Provider Appeal, including but not
limited to, any transcript(s), records, or written decision(s).

Granite State Health Plan, Inc. Contractor imtiall
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4.6.3.9.5 The MCO shall consult with DHHS regarding the State
fair hearing process. In defense of its decisions In State fair hearing
proceedings, the MCO shall provide supporting documentation,
affidavits, and availability of the Medical Director and/or other staff
as appropriate, at no additional cost.

4.6.3.9.6 The MCO shall appear and defend its decision before
the DHHS AAU. Nothing in this Agreement shall preclude the MCO
from representation by legal counsel.

4.6.3.9.7 The DHHS AAU shall notify the MCO of State fair
hearing determinations within sixty (60) calendar days of the date
of the MCO's Notice of Resolution.

4.6.3.9.8 The MCO shall:

4.6.3.9.8.1. Not object to the State Intervening in any
such appeal;

4.6.3.9.8.2. Be bound by the State fair hearing
■ determination, whether or not the State fair hearing
determination upholds the MCO's Final Determination;
and

4.6.3.9.8.3. Take all steps to reverse any overturned
adverse action within ten (10) calendar days.

4.6.3.9.9 Reporting

4.6.3.9.9.1. The MCO shall provide to DHHS, as
detailed In Exhibit O, Provider complaint and appeal
logsr[42-CFR-438:66(c)C3)]

4.7 Access

4.7.1 Provider Network

4.7.1.1 The MCO shall Implement written policies and procedures for
selection and retention of Participating Providers. f42 CFR 438 ̂2{a)(2)•
42 CFR 438.214(a)] ■ v a
4.7.1.2 The MCO shall develop and maintain a statevflde Participating
Provider network that adequately meets all covered medical, mental
health, Substance Use Disorder and psychosocial needs of the'covered
population in a manner that provides for coordination and collaboration
among multiple Providers and disciplines and Equal Access to services In
developing Its network, the MCO shall consider the following:

4.7.1.2.1 Current and anticipated NH Medicaid enrollment;
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47.1.2.2 The expected utilization of services, taking into
consideration the characteristics and hearth care needs of the
covered NH population;

4.7.1.2.3 The number and type (In terms of training and
experience and specialization) of Providers required to furnish the
contracted services;

4.7.1.2.4 The number of network Providers limiting NH Medicaid
patients or not accepting new or any NH Medicaid patients; '
4.7.1.2.5 The geographic location of Providers and Members
considenng distance, travel time, and the means of transportation
ordinarily used by NH Members;

'  linguistic capability of Providers to communicatewith Memtiers in non-English languages, including oral and
American Sign Language;

availability of triage lines or screening systems, as
well as the use of telemedicine, e-visits, and/or other evolving and
innovative technological solutions;
47.T2.8 Adequacy of the primary care network to offer each
Member a choice pf at least two (2) appropriate PCPs that are
accepting new Medicaid patients;

4.7.1.2.9 Required
Agreement; and

4.7 1 2.10 Required access standards set forth by the NHID
including RSA. 420-J; and Admin Rule 2700.

network adequacy standards includedm this Agreement in all geographic areas in which the MCO operates for
all Provider types covered under this Agreement.
47.14 The MCO shall ensure that services are as accessible to
Members in terms of timeliness, amount, duration and scope as those that
are available to Members covered by DHHS under FFS Medicaid within
the sarrie sen/ice area.

...p® Participating Providers comply with thea^ssibility standards of the ADA. Participating Providers shall
demonstrate physical access, reasonable accommodations, and
accessible equipment for all Members including those with physical or
cognitive disabilities. [42 CFR 438.206(c)(3)]
^7.6 The MOO shall demonstrate that there are sufficient
Partiapating Indian Health Care Providers (IHCPs) in the Participating
Provider network to ensure timely access to services for American Indians
who are eligible to receive services. If Members are permitted by the MCO

access standards identified in this

•ui'#-
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to access out-of-state IHCPs, or if this circumstance is deemed to be good
cause for disenrollment. the MCO shall be considered to have met this
requirement. [42 CFR 438.14(b)(1): 42 CFR 438.14(b)(5)]
4.7.1.7 The MCO shall maintain an updated list of Participating
Providers on its website in a Provider Directory, as specified in Section
4.4.1.6 (Provider Directory) of this Agreement.

4.7.2 Assurances of Adequate Capacity and Services

4.^2.1 The MCO's network shall have Participating Providers in
sufficient numbers, and with sufficient capacity and expertise for all
Covered Services to meet the geographic standards in Section 4.7.3 (Time

^  and Distance Standards), the timely provision of services requirements in
Section 4.7.5 ^imely Access to Service Delivery), Equal Access, and
reasonable choice by Members to meet their needs [42 CFR 438.207(a)].
4.7.2.2 The MCO shall submit documentation to DHHS, in the format
and frequency specified by DHHS in Exhibit O, that fulfills the following
requirements: ®

4.7.2.2.1 The MCO shall give assurances arid provide supporting
documentation to DHHS that demonstrates that it has the capacity
to serve the expected enrollment in its service area in accordance
with DHHS's standards for access and timeliness of care [42 CFR
438.207(a); 42 CFR 438.68; 42 CFR 438.206(c)(1)].
4.7.2.2.2 The MCO offers an appropriate range of preventive,
primary care, and specialty services that is adequate for the
anticipated number of Members for the service area [42 CFR
438;207(I5)(T)];

~  ' " ̂ -The MCO's-Participating Provider n^
sufficient family planning Providers to ensure timely access to
Covered Services. [42 CFR 438.206(b)(7)];

4.7.2.2.4 the MCO is complying with DHHS's requirements for
availability, accessibility of services, and adequacy of the network
including pediatric subspecialists as described in Section 4.7 5 10
(Access Standards for Children with Special Health Care Needs);
4.7.2.2.5 The MCO is complying with DHHS's requirements for
Substance Use Disorder treatment services as specified in Section
4.11.6 (Substance Use Disorder) and mental health services as
specified in Section 4.11.5 (Mental Health), Including Providers
required to reduce Psychiatric Boarding; and
4.7.2.2.6 The MCO demoriMrates Equal Access to services for
all populations in the MCM program, as described In Section 4 7 5
(Timely Access to Senrice Delivery).
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4.7.3

if access to private duty nursing

^  P®cliatrlc private duty nursing hoursuthorized by day/weekend/nlght, and intensive (ventilator
dependent) modifiers; and

I^® number of pediatric private duty nursing hoursdelivered by day/weekend/night, and intensive (ventilator
dependent) modifiers. •

t'hlt^it''m documentation to DHHS to demonstratethm It rnaintains an adequate network of Participating Providers that is

thSc M distribution to meet the needs of
Exhfb^O Members in the service area, in accordance with

SarrI Sta^^Date;"'® P®"®"' "^®
4.7.2.4.2 Semi-annually; and

'^3® been a significant change (asdefined by DHHS) in the entity's operations that would affect
adequate capacity and services, including but not limited to
changes in services, benefits, geographic service area or

©rirollment of a new population in the MCo' [42
UrK 43o.207(b) - (c)]

4.7.2.5 For purposes of providing assurances of adequate caoacitv and

•Nh'mc J'pif^''p° Members oVthe
provided by Population Estimate by Zip Code" report

• Time and Distance Standards

V'V ® '"'"'"lum, the MCO shall meet the geographic accessstandards descnbed in the Table, below for qil Members, in addition to

nrnLw ^ Sufficient number of Participating Providers to'^dcess to its Members. [42 CFR
438.68(b)(1)(i) - (viii); 42 CFR 438.68(b)(3)]

PCPs

(Adult and Pediatric)

Adult Specialists

Two (2) within forty (40) driving minutes or fifteen (15) driving miles
One (1) within sixty (60) driving minutes or forty-five (45) driving miles
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Pediatric Specialists One (1) within one hundred twenty (120) driving minutes or eighty
driving (80) miles

OB/GYN Providers One (1) within sixty (60) driving minutes or forty-five (45) driving miles
Hospitals One (1) within sixty (60) driving minutes or forty-five (45) driving miles
Mental Health

Providers (Adult and
Pediatric)

One (1) within forty-five (45) driving minutes or twenty-five (25) driving
miles

Pharmacies
One (1) within forty-five (45) driving minutes or fifteen (15) driving
miles

Tertiary or Specialized
Services

(Trauma, Neonatal,
etc.)

One (1) within one hundred twenty (120) driving minutes or eighty
driving (80) miles

Individual/Group
MUDCs

One (l) vvithin forty-five (45) minutes or fifteen (15) miles

Substance Use

Disorder Prograrps One (1) within sixty (60) minutes or forty-five (45) miles.

Adult Medical Day .
Care

One (1) within sixty (60) driving minutes or forty-five (45) driving miles

Hospice One (1) within sixty (60) driving minutes or forty-five (45) driving miles

.Office=based .Physical „
Therapy/jOccupational
Therapy/Speech -
Therapy

One (1) withjn sixty (60) driving minutes orforty-fiye (45) driving miles

4.7.3.2 The MCO shall report seml-annually how specific provider types
meet the time and distance standards for Members in each county within
NH in accordance with Exhibit O.

4.7.3.3 DHHS shaii continue to assess where, additional access
requirements, whether time and distance or otherwise, shall be
incorporated (for example, to ensure appropriate access to home health
services). DHHS may provide additional guidance to the MCO regarding
its network adequacy requirements in accordance with Merhbers' ongoing
access to care needs.

4.7.3.4 Additional Provider Standards
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MLADCs

The MCO's Participating Provider Network shall include seventy
percent (70%) of all such Providers licensed and practicing in NH and
no less than two (2) Providers in any public health region unless there
are less than two (2) such Providers in the region

Opioid Treatment
Programs (OTPs)

The MCO's Participating Provider Network shall include seventy-five
percent (75%) of all such Providers licensed and practicing in NH and
no less than two (2) Providers in any public health region unless there
are less than two (2) such Providers in the region

Buprenorphine
Prescribers

The Network shall include seventy-five percent (75%) of all such
Providers licensed and practicing in NH and no less than two (2)
Providers in any public health region unless there are less than two
(2) such Providers in the region

Residential Substance
Use Disorder

Treatment Programs

The Network shall include fifty percent (50%) of all such Providers
licensed and practicing in NH and no less than two (2) in any public
health region unless there are less than two (2) such Providers in the
region.

Peer Recovery
Programs

The MCO s Participating Provider Network shall include one hundred
percent (100%) of all such willing Programs in NH

4.7.4 Standards for Geographic Accessibility
4.7.4.1 The MCO may request exceptions from the above-identified
network standards after demonstrating its efforts to create a sufficient
network of Participating Providers to meet these standards. DHHS
reserves the right to approve or disapprove these requests at its
discretion.

4.7.4.2 Should the MCO, after good faith negotiations with Provider(s),
be unable to create a sufficient number of Participating Providers to meet
the geographic and timely access to service delivery standards, and
should the MCO be unable, with the assistance of DHHS and after good
faith negotiations, continue to be unable to meet geographic and timely
access to service delivery standards, then for a period of up to sixty (60)
wiendar days after start date. Liquidated Damages, as described in
Section 5.5.2 (Liquidated Damages) shall not apply.
4.7.4.3 Except within a period of sixty (60) calendar days after the start
date where Liquidated Damages shall not apply, should the MCO, after
good faith negotiations, be unable to create a sufficient number of
Participating Providers to meet the geographic and timely access to
service delivery standards, and should the MCO be unable after good
faith negotiations with the assistance of DHHS. continue to be unable to
meet geographic and timely access to service delivery standards DHHS
may, at its discretion, provide temporary exemption to the MCO from

'  Liquidated Damages.
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4.7.4.4 At any time the provisions of this section may apply, the MCO
shall work with DHHS to ensure that Members have access to needed
services.

4.7.4.5 The MCO shall ensure that an adequate number of participating
physicians have admitting privileges at participating acute care hospitals in
the Participating Provider network to ensure that necessary admissions
can be made.

\

4.7.4.6 Exceptions

4.7.4.6.1 The MCO may request exceptions,, via a Request for
Exceptiori, from the network ■ adequacy standards after
demonstrating its efforts to create a sufficient network of
Participating Providers to meet these standards. [42 CFR
438.68(d)(1)] DHHS may grant the MCO an exception in the event
that;

4.7.4.6.1.1. The MCO demonstrates that an
insufficient number of qualified Providers or fatiiities
that are willing to contract with the MCO are available
to meet the network adequacy standards in this
Agreement and as otherwise defined by the NHID and
DHHS;

4.7.4.6.1.2. The MCO demonstrates, to the
satisfaction of DHHS, that the MCO's failure to develop
a Participating Provider network. that meets the
requirements is due to the refusal of a Provider to

--accept-a-reasonable-rate,-fee;-tenTi,-or-eondition-and ■

that the.MCO_has taken.steps to.effectively.mi'tigate the
detrimental impact on covered persons; 'or •

4.7.4.6.1.3. The MCO demonstrates that the required
specialist services can be obtained through the use of
telemedicihe or telehealth from a Participating Provider
that is a physician, physician assistant, nurse
practitioner, clinic nurse specialist, nurse-midwife,
clinical psychologist, clinical social worker, registered
dietitian or nutrition professional, certified registered
nurse anesthetist, or other behavioral health specialists
licensed by the NH Board of Medicine. [RSA 167:4-d]

4.7.4.7 The MCO is permitted to use telemedicine as a tool for ensuring
access to needed services in accordance with telemedicine coverage
policies reviewed and approved by DHHS, but the MCO shall not use
telemedicine to meet the State's network adequacy standards unless
DHHS has specifically approved a Request for Exception.
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4.7.4.8 The MCO shall report on network adequacy and exception
requests in accordance with Exhibit 0. . ° exception

4.7.6 timely Access to Service Deiivery

foilowing timely access standards for

■  p^cioatfria Pro^H i" its network a sufficient number of
Members ®''® P^vide ail services and. Equal Access to its

hvent^fouy'rLT'hn,,^^" Covered Services available for Members
ESS li?'cST3.yiSx",« " """
47.5.3 The MCO shall require that all Participating Providers offer hours
of operation that provide Equal Access and are no less than the hours of

FFS^pXnte 7f th°e'^p'"'"f'^'^' comparable to Medicaid
438 206(cK1)(il)] ^ [42 CFR

MCO Shall encourage Participating Providers to offer after-
® office care in the evenings and on weekends.

® "etwork shall meet minimum timely access to careand services standards as required per 42 CFR 438.206(c)(1)fi) Health

^th meraL®'"' ® basis i^alrdan^e
Standards of ̂re''''™''"^ guidelines oonsistent with generally accepted
4.7 5.6 The MCO shall have in its network the capacity to ensure that
waiting times for appointments do not exceed the following:

llif h'' Office Visits (i.e., preventive care)
.  Member's POP or another ProviderWithin forty-five (45) calendar days.

■  ̂ Non-Symptomatic Office Visit may include, but is not
an!!ai Care such as physical examinations,annual gynecological examinations, or child and adult
immunizations.

Symptomatic Office Visits (i.e.. routinecare) shall be available from the Member's POP or another
Provider ̂ thin ten (10) calendar days. A Non-Urgent. Symptoma^c
Office Visit IS associated with the presentation of medical signs or
symptoms not requiring immediate attention.

4.7.5.6.4 Urgent, Symptomatic Office Visits sharbe available
1  from the Member's POP or another Provider within forty-eight (48)

hours. An Urgent, Symptomatic Office Visit is associated vvith the
presentation of medical signs or symptoms that require immediate
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attention, but are not life threatening and do not meet the definition
of Emergency Medical Condition.

4.7.5.6.5 Transitional Health Care shall be available from a
primary care or specialty Provider for clinical assessment and care
planning within two (2) business days of discharge from inpatient or
institutional care for physical or behavioral health disorders or
discharge from a Substance Use Disorder treatment program.

4.7.5.6.6 Transitional Home Care shall be available with a home
care nurse, licensed counselor, and/or therapist (physical therapist
or occupational therapist) within two (2) calendar days of discharge
from inpatient or institutional care for physical or mental health

-^disorders, if ordered by the Member's PCP or Specialty Care
Provider or as part of the discharge plan.

4.7.5.7 The MCO shall" establish mechanisms to ensure that
Participating Providers comply with the timely access standards. The MCO
shall regularly monitor its network to determine compliance with timely
access and shall provide a semi-annual report to DHHS documenting its
compliance with 42 CFR 438.206(c)(1)(iv) and (v), in accordance with
Exhibit O.

4.7.5.8 The MCO shall monitor waiting times for obtaining appointments
with approved CMH Programs and report case details on a semi-annual
basis.

4.7.5.9 The MCO shall develop and implement a CAP If it or its
Participating Providers fail to comply with timely access provisions in this
-Agreement in compliance with 42-GFR-438.206(G)(1-)(vi)r^

4.7.5.10 Access Standards for .Children with Special Health Care Needs.

4.7.5.10.1 The MCO shall contract with specialists that have
pediatric expertise where the need for pediatric specialty care
significantly differs from adult specialty care.

4.7.5.10.2 In addition to the "specialty care" Provider network
adequacy requirements, the MCO shall contract with the following
pediatric specialists:

4.7.5.10.2.1. Pediatric Critical Care; ,

4.7.5.10.2.2. Pediatric Child Development;

4.7.5.10.2.3. Pediatric Genetics;

4.7.5.10.2.4.Pediatric Physical Medicine and
Rehabilitation;

4.7.5.10.2.5. Pediatric Ambulatory Tertiary Care ;

4.7.5.10.2.6. Neonatal-Perinatal Medicine;
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4.7.5.10.2.7. Pediatrics-Adolescent Medicine; and
4.7.5.10.2.8. Pediatric Psychiatry.

4.7.5.11 The MCO shall have adequate networks of pediatric Providers

andlla^ft'^PratL '®9ional centers and
Needs to Children with Special Health Care

^Nhctln. their listing of mental health and
chlIdrenTsert®c^®° Pr°^i='ers specialize in
47 5.13 The MCO shall ensure that Members have access to specialty
centers in and out of NH for diagnosis and treatment of rare disorders.

Chiidrin Jitif fu®" ® ^ho meets the definition ofChildren with Special Health Care Needs following plan enrollment and
®Pp'°val to Tef a Nonartic^ating Provider to provide those services if the MCO does not have

Latebir ®P®®'®"y Pravider with the same level of expertise
and maintain a program for Children

th i'®. Health Care Needs, which includes, but is not limited tomethods for ensuring and monitoring timely access to pediatric specialists
subspecialists, ancillary therapists and specialized equipment and

deSed brthrMC?

sas.r.trp."
4.7.5.17 Access Standards for Behavioral Health

4.7.5.17.1 The MCO shall have In Its network the capacity to
ensure that Transitional Health Care by a Provider shall be
available from a primary or specialty Provider for clinical
assessment and care planning within two (2) business days of
discharge from inpatient or institutional care for physical or mental
heath disorders or discharge from a Substance Use Disorder
treatment program.

4.7.5.17.2 Emergency medical and behavioral health care shall be
available twenty-four (24) hours a day. seven (7) days a week
Behavioral health care shall be available, and the MCO shall have
in Its network the capacity to ensure that waiting times for
appointments and/or service" availability do not exceed the
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4.7.5.17.2.1.Within six (6) hours for a non-life
threatening emergency;

4.7.5.17.2.2.Within forty-eight (48) hours for urgent
care; and

4.7.5.17.2.3. Within ten (10) business days for a routine
office visit appointment.

4.7.5.17.3 American Society of Addictioh Medicine (ASAM) Level
of Care. '

4.7.5.17.3.1.The MOO shall ensure Members timely
access to care through a network of Participating
Providers in each ASAM Level of Care. During the
Readiness Review process and in accordance with
Exhibit O:

4.7.5.17.3.1.1 The MCO shall submit a plan
describing on-going efforts to continually work to
recruit and maintain sufficient ■ networks of
Substance Use Disorder service Providers so that
services are accessible without unreasonable
delays; and

4.7.5.17.3.1.2 The MCO shall have a specified
number of Providers able to provide services at
each level , of care required; if supply precludes
compliance, the MCO shall notify DHHS and. within

_  thirty (30) calendar days, submit an updated plan
tfi^identifies the specific steps that shall be taken*'

'  ̂ ' ■ to increase capacity,'including milestones by which
to evaluate progress.

4.7.5.18 The MCO shall ensure that Providers under contract to provide
Substance Use Disorder services shall respond to inquiries for Substance
Use Disorder services from Members or referring agencies as soon as
possible and rio later than two (2) business days following the day the call
was first received. The Substance Use Disorder Provider is required to
conduct an initial eligibility screening for services as soon as possible,
ideally at the time of first contact (face-to-face communication by meeting
in person or electronically or by telephone conversation) with the Member
or referring agency, but not later than two (2) business days followinci the
date of first contact.

4.7.5.19 The MCO shall ensure that Members who have screened
positive for Substance Use Disorder services shall receive an ASAM Level
of Care Assessment within two (2) business days of the initial eligibility
screening and a clinical evaluation as soon as possible following the
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ASAM Level of Care Assessment and no later than (3) business days after
admission.

4.7.5.20 The MOO shall ensure that Members -identified for withdrawal
management, outpatient or intensive outpatient services shall start
receiving services within seven (7) business days from the date ASAM
Level of Care Assessment was completed until such a time that the
Member is accepted and starts receiving services by the receiving agency.
Mernbers identified for partial hospitalization or rehabilitative residential
services shall start receiving interim services (sen/ices at a lower level of
care than that identified by the ASAM Level of Care Assessment) or the
identified service type within seven (7) business days from the date the
ASAM Level of Care Assessment was completed and start receiving the
Identified level of care no later than fourteen (14) business days from the
date the ASAM Level of Care Assessment was completed.
47.5.21 If the type of service identified in the ASAM Level of Care
Assessment is not available from the Provider that conducted the Initial
assessment within forty-eight (48) hours, the MOO shall ensure that the
Provider provides interim Substance Use Disorder services until such a
time that the Member starts receiving the identified level of care. If the type
of service is not provided by the ordering Provider than the MCO is
responsible for making a closed loop referral for that type of service (for
the identified level of care) within fourteen (14) business days from initial
contact and to provide interim Substance Use Disorder services until such
a time that the Member is accepted and starts receiving services by the
receiving agency.

4.7.5.22 When the level of care Identified by the initial assessment
becomes available by the receiving agency or the agency of the Member's
choice, Members being provided interim services shall be reassessed for
ASAM level of care.

4.7.5.23 The MCO shall ensure that pregnant women are admitted to the
identified level of care within twenty-four (24) hours of the ASAM Level of
Care Assessment. If the MCO is unable to admit a pregnant woman for the
needed level of care within twenty-four (24) hours, the MCO shall:

4.7.5.23.1 Assist the pregnant woman with Identifying altemative
Providers and with accessing services with these Providers. This
assistance shall include actively reaching out to identify Providers
on the behalf of the Member;

4.7.5.23.2 Provide interim services until the appropriate level of
care becomes available at either the agency or an altemative
Provider. Interim services shall include: at least one (1) sixty (60)
minute individual or group outpatient session per week; Recovery
support services as needed by the Member; and daily calls to the
Member to assess and respond to any emergent needs.
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4.7.5.24 Pregnant women seeking treatment shall be provided access to
childcare and transportation to aid in treatment participation.

4.7.6 Women's Health

4.7.6.1 The MCO shall provide Members with direct access to a
women's health specialist within the network for Covered Services
necessary to provide women's routine and preventive health care services.
This is in addition to the Member's designated source of primary care if
that source is not a women's health specialist [42 CFR 438.206(b)(2)].

4.7.6.2 The MCO shall provide access to Family Planning Services as
defined in Section 2.1.47 (Definitions) to Members without the need for a
referral or prior-authorization. Additionally, Members shall be able to
access these services by Providers whether they are in or out of the
MOD'S network.

4.7.6.3 Enrollment in the MCO shall not restrict the choice of the

,  Provider from whom the Member may receive Family Planning Services
and supplies. [Section 1902(a)(23) of the Social Security Act; 42 CFR
431.51(b)(2)]

4.7.6.4 The MCO shall only provide for abortions in the following
situations;

4.7.6.4.1 If the pregnancy is the result of an act of rape or Incest;
or

4.7.6.4.2 In the case where a woman suffers from a physical
disorder, physical injury, or physical illness, including a life-

:  endangering -physical-condition,-caused-by^-or-.arising-from,_-the.
pregnancy itself, that wquld^ certified by a physician, place the
woman in-danger of death uhless an abortion'is•perfd'rmed.''[42
CFR 441.202; Consolidated Appropriations Act of 2008]

4.7.6.5 The MCO shall not provide abortions as a benefit, regardless of
funding, for any reasons other than those identified in this Agreement.

4.7.7 Access to Speclal Servlces

4.7.7.1 The MCO shall ensure Members have access to DHHS-

designated Level I and Level II Trauma Centers within the State, or
hospitals meeting the equivalent level of trauma care in the MCO's service
area or in close proximity to such service area. The MCO shall have
written, out-of-network reimbursement arrangements with the DHHS-
designated Level I and Level II Trauma Centers or hospitals meeting
equivalent levels of trauma care if the MCO does not include such a
Trauma Center In its network.

4.7.7.2 The MCO shall ensure accessibility to other specialty hospital
services, including major bum care, organ transplantation, specialty
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pediatric care, specialty out-patient centers for HIV/AIDS/sickle cell
disease, hemophilia, cranio-facial and congenital anomalies, home health
agencies, and hospice programs. To the extent that the above specialty
services are available within the State, the plan shall not exclude NH
Providers from its network if thie negotiated rates are commercially
reasonable.

4.7.7.3 The MCO shall only pay .for organ transplants when the
Medicaid State Plan provides, and the MCO follows written standards that
provide for similarly situated Members to be treated alike and for any
restriction on facilities or practitioners to be consistent with the accessibility
of high-quality care to Members. [Section 1903(i) of the Social Security
Act, final sentence; section 1903(i)(1) of the Social Security Act]
4.7.7.4 The MCO may offer such tertiary or specialized services at so-
called "centers of excellence". The tertiary or specialized services shall be
offered within the New England region, if available. The MCO shall not
exclude NH Providers of tertiary or specialized services from its network
provided that the negotiated rates are commercially reasonable.

4.7.8 Non-Participating Providers

4.7.8.1 If the MCO's network is unable to provide necessary medical, *
behavioral health or other services covered under the Agreement to a
particular Member, the MCO shall adequately and in a timely manner
cover these services for the Member through Non-Participating Providers,
for as long as the MCO's Participating. Provider network Is unable to
provide them. [42 CFR 438.206(b)(4)].

4.7.8.2 The MCO shall inform the Non-Participating Provider that the
Member cannot be balance billed.

4.7.8.3 The MCO shall coordinate with Non-Participating Providers
regarding payment utilizing a single case agreement. For payment to Non-
Participating Providers, the following requirements apply;

4.7.8.3.1 If the MCO offers the service through a Participating
Provider(s), and the Member chooses to access non-emergent
services from a Non-Participating Provider, the MCO is not
responsible for payment.

4.7.8.3.2 If the service is not available from a Participating
Provider and the Member requires the service and is referred for
treatment to a Non-Participating Provider, the payment amount is a
matter between the MCO and the Non-Participating Provider.

4.7.8.4 The MCO shall ensure that cost to the Member is no greater
than it would be if the service were furnished within the network [42 CFR
438.206(b)(5)].

4.7.9 Access to Providers During Transitions of Care
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4.7.9.1 The MCO shall use a standard definition of "Ongoing Special
Condition" which shall be defined as follows:

4.7.9.1.1 In the case of an acute illness, a condition that is
serious enough to require medical care or treatment to avoid a
reasonable possibility of death or permanent harm.

4.7.9.1.2 In the case of a chronic illness or condition, a disease
or condition that Is life threatening, degenerative, or disabling, and
requires medical care or treatment over a prolonged period of time.

4.7.9.1.3 In the case of pregnancy, pregnancy from the start of
the second trimester.

^  4.7.9.1.4 In the case of a terminal illness, a Member has a
medical prognosis that the Member's life expectancy Is six (6)
months or less.

4.7.9.1.5 In the case of a child with Special Health Care Needs
as defined in Section 4.10.3 (Priority Populations).

f7.9;2 The MCO-shall permit that, in the instances when a Member
transitions into the MCO from FFS Medicaid, another MCO (including one
that has terminated Its agreement with DHHS) or another type of health
insurance coverage and:

4.7.9.2.1 The Member Is In ongoing course of treatment, has an
Ongoing Special Condition (not including pregnancy or terminal
illness), or Is a Child with Special Health Care Needs, the Member
Is permitted to continue seeing his or her Provider(s), regardless of
whetfier_Jhe__PrQvider„Js _a_Rarticipating- or—Non-Participating - -

^9^ *^9 to ninety (90) calendar days from ̂ e Member's
©nYollmerit date or until the-completion of a medical necessity
review, whichever occurs first;

4.7.9.2.2 The Member is pregnant and in the second or third
trimester, the Member may continue seeing her Provider{s),
whether the Provider is a Participating or Non-Participating
Provider, through her pregnancy and up to sixty (60) calendar days
after delivery;

4.7.9.2.3 The Member Is determined to be terminally III at the
time of the transition, the Member may continue seeing his or her
^''ovider, whether the Provider is a Participating or Non-
Participating Provider, for the remainder of the Member's life with
respect to care directly related to the treatment of the terminal

. .. illness or its medical manifestations.

4.7.9.3 The MCO shall permit that, in instances when a Member with an
Ongoing Special Condition transitions into the MCO from FFS Medicaid or
another MCO and at the time has a currently prescribed medication, the
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MCO shall cover such medications for ninety (90) calendar days from the
Member's enrollment date or until the completion of a medical necessity
review; whichever occurs first.

4.7.9.4 The MCO shall permit that, in Instances in which a Provider In
good standing leaves an MCO's network and:

4.7.9.4.1 The Member Is in ongoing course of treatment, has a
special condition (not including pregnancy or terminal Illness), or is
a Child with Special Health Care Needs, the Member is permitted
to continue seeing his or her Provider(s) .whether the Provider is a
Participating or Non-Participating Provider, for up to ninety (90)
calendar days;

4.7.9.4.2 The Member Is pregnant and in the second or third
trimester, the Member may continue, seeing her Provlder{s),
whether the Provider is a Participating or Non-Participating
Provider, through her pregnancy and up to sixty (60) calendar days
after delivery; .1

4 7 9 4 3 The Member is determined to be terminally ill at the
time of the transition, the Member may continue seeing his or her
Provider, whether the Provider is a Participating or Non-
Participating Provider, for the remainder of the Member's life with
respect to care directly related to the treatment of the terminal
illness or its medical manifestations.

4.7.9.5 The MCO shall maintain a transition plan providing for Continuity
of Care in the event of Agreement termination, or modification limibng
service to Members, between the MCO and any of its contraded
Providers, or in the event of site closing(s) involving a PCP wth more than
one (1) location of service. The transition plan shall desi^ibe how
Members shall be identified by the MCO and how Continuity of Care shall
be provided.

4.7.9.6 The MCO shall provide written notice of termination of a
Participating Provider-to all affected Members, defined as those who.

4 7.9.6.1 Have received services from the terminated Provider
within the sixty (60)-day period immediately preceding the date of
the termination; or

4.7.9.6.2 Are assigned to receive primary care services from the
terminated Provider.

4 7 9 7 The MCO shall notify DHHS and affected Members in writing of
a Provider termination. The notice shall be provided by the earlier of; (1)
fifteen (15) calendar days after the receipt or issuance of the teimination
notice, or (2) fifteen (15) calendar days prior to the effective date of the
termination. Within three (3) calendar days prior to the effective date of the
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M^bers°" P'®" Pl3=® a" affected

MCO shall DrovSp?J^"°'''!^ P''°^'d®'- terminations, theMuu Shall provide reporting m accordance with Exhibit O

^rr^ionH^r^ . Member in writing within seven

are Ll^ned'fhe Ssha'""'" " ̂
sJ^ctS anSatle PCP;"°'"
^Iternlhv^PCpffThPvH to anaiiernative PCP if they do not actively select one; and

pPD^'^>u- the Member seiects or is assigned to a new
Member 'P® P®'® °f n°tice to the

t'ra^nLion nfthf ® "®^ "®"tPer it shali faciiitate the

Suse"?o":SwTh't^i?i"^
- - -

conditions, and ̂ !^LrT:^arrp^rgnant"''''''
4.7.9.13 To minimize disruptions in care, the MCO shali:

trime«PrVf^!.'L!''® ®'"'®P"°". '^®"tP®^s ie their second or thirdtnmester of pregnancy, provide continuation of the terminatino
Provider for up to ninety (90) calendar days or untTtheTmrer
S, r ^®®f°"®P'y transferred to a Participating Provider withoutdisruption of care, whichever is less; and "viuer witnoui
y.9.13.2 For Members in their second or third trimester of
SiriTr^^' P®"tt" ®°"tinued access to the Member's prenatal care
or aci^e r^ed^l '^® ber-s chronicor acute medical or behavioral health condition or currentlv
providing LTSS, through the postpartum period.

4.7.10 Second Opinion
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fdi" a Second Opinion from a oualifieri

procedure for obtaining a Second Opinion in its Member Handbook
4.7.11 Provider Choice

Utilization IVIanaqempnf

4.8.1 Policies and Procedures

£SrSSS5~~S=

4.8.1.3 Amount, Duration, and Scope

eacti service provided to

than tif amount, duration and scope that is no lessthan the amount, duration and scope for the same se™v«
provided under FFS Medicaid. [42 CFR 438.210(a)(2)r
4.8.1.3.2 The MCO shall also provide services fnr Momho,^
under the age of twenty-one (21) to the sam^nt °hat se^ill^l
FfVmIh H ®9® twenty-one (21) under
in amoun^li?' ^38.210(a)(2)] Services sLii bi sjfl^ciem
far!^?rh th ' reasonably achieve the purposefor which the services are furnished. [42 CFR 438.210(a)(3)(l)]

stfaNb?asforows:''"°" Services
f  authorizations shall

MPmhp 4 ""'ess the
inmTi !Mf I benefitInihal authonzations for Members new to the private

benefit shall be no less than tiro (2)

4.8 1.3.3.2. Personal Care Attendant (PGA)
authorizations shall be issued for no less that one (1)
year unless the Member Is new to the PGA benefit.
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Initial- authorizations for Members riew .tb' tf
benefit shall be no less than three (3) months.

4.8.1.3.3.3. Occupational therapy, physical therapy,
and speech therapy authorizations that exceed the
service limit of twenty (20) visits for each type of
therapy shall be issued for no less than three (3)
months initially. Subsequent authorizations for
continuation of therapy services shall be issued for no
less than six (6) months if the therapy is for habilitative
purposes directed at functional impairments.

4.8.1.4 Written Utilization Management Policies

4.8.1.4.1 The MOD shall develop, operate, and maintain a
Utilization Management program that Is documented through a
program description and defined structures, policies, and
procedures tifat are reviewed and approved by DHHS. The MOO
shall ensure that the Utilization Management Program has criteria
and policies that;

4.8.1.4.1.1. Are practicable, objective and based on
evidence-based criteria, to the extent possible;

4.8.1.4.1.2. Are based on current, nationally accepted
standards of medical practice and are developed with
input from appropriate actively practicing practitioners
in the MCO's sen/ice area, and are consistent with the
Practice Guidelines described in Section 4.8.2

(Practice Guidelines and Standards):

4.8.1.4.1.3. -Are-reviewed annually, and updated.as
appropriate,"includirig as'new treatments, ajpplications',
and technologies eriierge (DHHS shall approve any
changes to the clinical criteria before the criteria are
utilized);

4.8.1.4.1.4. Are applied based on individual needs and
circumstances (Including social determinants of health
needs);

4.8.1.4.1.5. Are applied based on an assessment of
the local delivery system;

4.8.1.4.1.6. Involve appropriate practitioners in
developing, adopting and reviewing the criteria; and

4.8.1.4.1.7. Conform to the standards of NCQA Health

Plan Accreditation as required by Section 4.12.2
(Health Plan Accreditation).
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4.8.1.4.2 The MCO's written Utilization Management policies
cnteria shall describe the categories of health care

personnel that perform utilization review activities and where thev
are licensed. Such policies, procedures and criteria shall address
at a minimum:

4.8.1.4.2.1. Second Opinion programs;

4.8.1.4.2.2. Pre^hospital admission certification;
4.8.1.4.2.3. Pre-inpatient service eligibility certification;
4.8.1.4.2.4. Concurrent hospital review to determine

• appropriate lengttr of stay;

4.8.1.4.2.5. The process used by the MOO to preserve
confidentiality of medical information.

4.8.1.4.3 Clinical review criteria and changes in criteria shall be
Part'cipciting Providers and Members at least

thirty (30) calendar days in advance of the changes.

hp QNhmitt I h® Management Program descriptions shall

®  the MCO shall report on the Utilization
with Exh^ro reporting In accordance
48.1.4.6 The MCO shall communicate any changes to Utilization
Management processes at least thirty (30) calendar days prior to
implementation.

4.8.1.4.7 The MCO's written Utilization Management policies
nuue shall be made available upon request toDHHS, Participating Providers, and Members.

rn;J.;?i« Management,  Committee (or he MCO s otherwise named committee responsible
for rnedical Utilization Management) reports and minutes In
accordance with Exhibit O. [42 CFR 438.66 (c)(7)]

4.8.1.5 Service Limit

4.8.1.5.1 The MCO may place appropriate limits on a service on
medical necessity [42 CFR

438.210(a)(4)(i)]; or for utilization control, provided the services

S 43t2ro"(aK4)S]
It ̂ f P'®®® appropriate limits on a service forUtilization control, provided:
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4.8.1.5.2.1. The services supporting Members with
ongoing or Chronic Conditions are authorized in a
manner that reflects the Member's ongoing need for
such services and supports [42 CFR
438.210(a)(4j{ii){B)]. This includes allowance for up to
six (6) skilled nursing visits per benefit period without a
Prior Authorization: and

4.8.1.5.2.2. Family Planning Services are provided in
a manner that protects and enables the Member's
freedom to choose the method of Family Planning to
be used. [42 CFR 438.210(a)(4){ii)(C)]

4.8.1.6 Prior Authorization

4.8.1.6.1 The MOO and, if applicable, Its Subcontractors shall
have in place and follow written policies and procedures as
described in the Utilization Management policies for processing
requests for initial and continuing authorizations of services and
including condition_s under which retroactive requests shall be
considered. Any Prior Authorization for Substance Use Disorder
shall comply with RSA 420-J:17 and RSA 420-J:18 as described in
Section 4.11.6.15 (Limitations on Prior Authorization
Requirements). [42 CFR 438.210(b)(1)]

4.8.1.6.2 Authorizations shall be based on a comprehensive and
individualized needs assessment that addresses all needs

including social determinants of health and a subsequent person-
centered planning process. [42 CFR 438.210(b)(2)(iii)] The MCO's

——Prior-Authorlzation-requirements-shall-comply-with parity-in-mental-

health-.and -Substance .Use .Disorder,. as ..described. in _ Section
"4.1T4.4 "(Restrictions " oh Treatrheht " Lirfiitatiohs)." "'[42 CFR
438.910(d)]

4.8.1.6.3 The MCO shall use the NH MOM standard Prior

Authorization form. The MCO shall also work in good faith with
DHHS, as initiated by DHHS, to develop other Prior Authorization
forms with consistent information and documentation requirements
from Providers wherever feasible. Providers shall be able to submit

the Prior Authorizations forms electronically, by mail, or fax.

4.8.1.6.4 The MCO shall have in effect mechanisms to ensure

consistent application of review criteria for authorization decisions,
including but not limited to interrater reliability monitoring, and
consult with the requesting Provider when appropriate and at the
request of the Provider submitting the authorization [42 CFR
438.210(b)(2)(i)-(ii)].
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4.8.1.6.5 The MCO shall ensure that any decision to deny a
service authorization request or to authorize a service in an
amount, duration, or scope that is less than requested, be made by
a health care professional who has appropriate clinical expertise in
treating the Member's condition or disease. [42 CFR 438.210(b)(3)]
4.8.1.6.6 The MCO shall not arbitrarily deny or reduce the

'  amount, duration, or scope of a required service solely because of
the diagnosis, type of illness, or condition of the Member.

4.8.1.6.7 The MOO shall comply with all relevant federal
regulations regarding inappropriate denials or reductions in care
[42CFR438.210(a)(3)(ii)]

4.8.1.6.8 The MCO shall issue written denial notices within
timeframes specified by federal regulations and this Agreement.
4.8.1.6.9 The MCO shall permit Members to appeal service
deteiminations based on the Grievance and Appeal Process
required by federal law and regulations and this Agreement.

4.8.1.6.10 Compensation to individuals or entities that conduct
Utilization Management activities shall not be structured so as to
provide incentives for the individual or entity to deny, limit, or
discontinue Medically Necessary services to any Member. [42 CFR
438.210(e)]

■4.8.1.6.11 Medicaid State Plan services and/or pharmaceutical
Prior Authorizations, including those for specialty drugs, in place at
the time a Member transitions to an MCO shall be honored for
ninety (90) calendar days or until completion of a medical necessity
review, whichever comes first.

4.8.1.6.12 The MCO shall, in the Member Handbook, provide
information to Members regarding Prior Authorization in the event
the Member chooses to transfer to another MCO.
4.8.1.6.13 ■ Upon receipt of Prior Authorization information from
DHHS, the new MCO shall honor Prior Authorizations in place by
the former MCO as described in Section 4.7,9. (Access to
Providers During Transitions of Care). The new MCO shall review
the service authorization in accordance with the urgent
determination requirements of Section 4.8.4.2 (Urgent
Determinations and Covered/Extended Services).
4.8.1.6.14 The MCO shall also. In the Member Handbook, provide
information to Members regarding Prior Authorization in the event
the Member chooses to transfer to another MCO.
4.8.1.6.15 In the event that the Prior Authorization specifies a
specific Provider, that MCO shall continue to utilize that Provider,
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regardless of whether the Provider is a Participating Provider, until
such time as services are available in the MCO's network.

4.8.1.6.16 The MCO shall ensure that the Member's needs are

met continuously and shall continue to cover services under the
previously issued Prior Authorization until the MCO issues new
authorizations that address the Member's needs.

4.8.1.6.17 The MCO shall ensure that Subcontractors or any other
party performing utilization review are licensed in NH in accordance
with Section 3.14.2 (Contracts with Subcontractors).

4.8.2 Practice Guidelines and Standards

4.8.2.1 The MCO shall adopt evidence-based clinical Practice
Guidelines in compliance, with 42 CFR 438.238 and with NCQA's
requirements for health plan accreditation. The Practice Guidelines
adopted by the MCO shall:

4.8.2.1.1 Be based on valid and reasonable clinical evidence or

a consensus of Providers in the particular field,

4.8.2.1.2 Consider the needs of the MCO's Members.

4.8.2.1.3 Be adopted in consultation with Participating Providers,
and

4.8.2.1.4 Be reviewed and updated periodically as appropriate.
[42 CFR 438.236(b)(1)-(3): 42 CFR 438.236(b)(4)]

4.8.2.2 The MCO shall develop Practice Guidelines based on the health
needs and opportunities for improvement identified as part of the QAPI
Program^ ^

4.8.2.3 The MCO shall adopt Practice Guidelines consisient with the
standards of care and evidence-based practices of specific professional
specialty groups, as identified by DHHS. These include, but are not limited
to:

4.8.2.3.1 ASAM, as further described in Section 4.11.6.7
(Substance Use Disorder Clinical Evaluations and Treatment
Plans);

4.8.2.3.2 The recommendations of the U.S. Preventive Sen/ices

Task Force for the provision of primary and secondary care to
adults, rated A or B;

4.8.2.3.3 The preventative sen/ices recommended by the AAP
Bright Futures program; and
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4.8.2.3.4 the Zero Suicide Consensus Guide for Emergency
Departments^^

4.8.2.4 The MOO may substitute generally recognized, accepted
guidelines to replace the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force and AAP
Bright Futures program requirernents, provided that the MOO meets all
other Practice Guidelines requirements Indicated within this Section 4.8.2
(Practice Guidelines and Standards) of the Agreement and that such
substitution Is reviewed by DHHS prior to implementation.

4.8.2.5 The MOO shall disseminate Practice Guidelines to DHHS and all
affected Providers and make Practice Guidelines available, including but
not limited to the MCO's website, and, upon request, to Members and •
potential Members. (42 CFR 438.236(c)]

4.8.2.6 The MCO's decisions, regarding Utilization Management,
Member education, and coverage of services shall be consistent with the
MCO's clinical Practice Guidelines. [42 CFR 438.236(d)]

4.8.3 Medical Necessity Determination

4.8.3.1 The MCO shall specify what constitutes "Medically Necessary"
services In a manner that:

4.8.3.1.1' Is no more restrictive than the NH DHHS FFS Medicaid
program including quantitative and non-quantitative treatment
limits, as Indicated In State laws and regulations, the Medicaid
State Plan, and other. State policies and procedures [42 CFR

.  438.210(a)(5)(i)]:and

4.8.3.1.2 Addresses the e)dent to which the MCO Is responsible
for^covering services that address [42 CFR 438.210(a)(5)(ii)(A)-

4.8.3.1.2.1. The prevention, stabilization, diagnosis,
arid treatment of a Member's diseases, condition,
and/or disorder that results in health impairments
and/or disability;

4.8.3.-1.2.2. The ability for a Member to achieve age-
appropriate growth and development; and

4.8.3.1.2.3. The ability for a Member to attain,
maintain, or regain functional capacity.

4.8.3.2 For Members twenty-one (21) years of age and older, "Medically
Necessary" shall be as defined in Section 2.1.74.2 (Definitions).

4.8.3.3 For Members under twenty-one (21) years of age, per EPSDT,
"Medically Necessary" shall be as defined In Section 2.1.74.1 (Definitions).'

■" SulcWe Prevention Resource Center, "Care for Adult Patients with Suicide Risk; A Consensus Guide for Emergency Departments"
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4-8.4 Notices of Coverage Determinations

requesting Provider and the Memberwith written notice of any decision by the MCO to deny a service

cnnr, 'fif 1°" a service in an amount, duration or
»- *•"»

4.8.4.2 Urgent Determinations and Continued/Extended Services
4.8.4;2.1 The MCO shall make Utilization Management decisions
in a timely manner. The following minimum standards shall apply:

4.8.4.2.1.T Urgent Determinations: Determination of
an authorization Involving urgent care shall be made as
soon as possible, taking into account the medical
exigencies, but in no event later than seventy-two (72)
hours after receipt of the request for service-for ninety-
eight percent (98%) of requests, unless the Member or
Member's representative falls to provide sufficient
information to determine whether, or to what extent,
benefits are covered or payable f42 CFR
438.210(d)(2)(i): 42 CFR 438.404(c)(6)]
4.8.4.2.1.2. In the case of such failure, the MCO shall
notify the Member or Member's representative within
twenty-four (24) hours of receipt of the request and
shall advise the Member or Member's representative of
the specific information necessary to make a
determination.

^•®-^-?-^;?:--The_Member or Member^s.representative
shall be afforded a reasonable amount of time," taking
Into account the circumstances, but not less than forty-
eight (48) hours, to provide the specified information. "
4.8.4.2.1.4. Thereafter, notification of the benefit
determination shall be made as soon as possible but
in no case later than forty-eight (48) hours after the
earlier of the MCO's receipt of the specified additional
mformation; or the end of the period afforded the
Member or Member's representative to provide the
specified additional Information.

4.8.4.2.1.5. Continued/Extended Services; The
determination of an authorization involving urgent care
and relating to the extension of an ongoing course of
treatment and Involving a question of medical necessity
shall be made within twenty-four (24) hours of receipt
of the request for ninety-eight percent (98%) of
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requests, provided that the request Is made at least
twenty-four (24) hours prior to the expiration of the
prescnbed period of time or course of treatment.

4.8.4.3 All Other Determinations

V  determination of all other authorizations for pre-service benefits shall be made within a reasonable time peri^
fourteen 041° '='^'=d'd®'andes, but shall not exceed
M^eStsitferths V percent (95%) ofrequests after the receipt of a request.

nemiLL °f eP <0 fourteen (14) calendar days Is
Member or Iho '"ediology determinations If the

^ X Provider requests the extension, or the MCOjustifies a need for additional inforrhation.

d'denslon Is necessary due to a failure of the
Member or Member's representative to provide sufficient
information to determine whether, or to what extent, benefits are
de^rl^fho of extension shall specifically
Mpr^ho required additional Information needed, and the
w rzm representative shall be given at least forty-
Srovll thP^i!, r "'® "°''®® «'hioh toprovide the specified information.

inopcr^r Notification of the benefit determination following arequpst for additional Information shall be made as soon as

th°e'Lrlfor of:
(

'7^® '■®®®'P' of tfie specifiedadditional information; or
4.8.4^3.4.2. The end of the period afforded the
Member or Member's representative to provide the
specified additional information.

"'® ®*f®"^® 'fe timeframe,the MCO shall give the Member written notice of the
reason for the decision to extend the timeframe and
inform the Member of the right to file a grievance If he
or she disagrees with that decision. Under such
circumstance, the MCO shall Issue and carry out Its
determination as expedltlously as the Member's health
condition requires and no later than the date the
extension expires.

hp®7pH® .I'':'®.^®f®rrclnatlon of a post service authorization shallbe made within thirty (30) calendar days of the date of filing. In the
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event the Member fails to provide sufficient iriformation to
determine the request, the MCO shall notify the Member within
fifteen (15) calendar days of the date of filing, as to what additionai
Information is required to process the request and the Member
shall be given at least forty-five (45) calendar days to provide the
required Information.

4.8.4.3.6 The thirty (30) calendar day period for determination
7  shall be tolled until such time as the Member submits the required

Information.

4.8.4.3.7 Whenever there is an adverse determination, the MCO
shall notify the ordering Provider and the Member. For an adverse
standard authorization decision, the' MCO shall provide written
notification within three (3) calendar days of the decision.

4.8.4.3.8 The MCO shall provide Utilization Management data to
include but not be limited to timely processing, results, and
frequency of service authorizations in accordance with Exhibit O.

4.8.5 Advance Directives

4.8.5.1 The MCO shall adhere to all State and federal laws pertaining to
Advance Directives including, but not limited to, RSA 137-J:18.

4.8.5.2 The MCO shall maintain written policies and procedures that
meet requirements for Advance Directives in Subpart I of 42 CFR 489.

4.8.5.3 The MCO shall adhere to the definition of Advance Directives as
defined in 42 CFR 489.100.

'4:8:574 Tbe 'MCO "shall "maintaifT" writt^' policies and procedures"
-cqn^rning Advance Directives wrth respect to-all-adult-Menibers;-[42-CFR-
438.3(j)(1)-(2): 42" CFR 422.128(a)i 42 CFR 422.12"8"(b)r 42 CFR
489.1b2(a)]

4.8.5.5 The MCO shall educate staff concerning policies and
procedures on Advance Directives. [42 CFR 438.3(j)(1)-(2): 42 CFR
422.128(b)(1)(ii){H): 42 CFR 489.102(a)(5)]

4.8.5.6 The MCO shall not condition the provision of care or otherwise
discriminate against a Member or potential Member based on whether or
not the Member has executed an Advance Directive. [42 CFR 438.3G)(1)-
(2): 42 CFR 422.128(b)(1)(ii)(F); 42 CFR 489.102(a)(3)]

4.8.5.7 The MCO shall provide information in the Member Handbook
with respect to how to exercise an Advance Directive, as described In
Section 4.4.1.4 (Member Handbook). [42 CFR 438.10(g)(2)(xil); 42 CFR
438.3G)]
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4.8.5.8 The MCO shall reflect changes in State law In its written
Advance Directives Information as soon as possible, but no later than
ninety (90) calendar days after the effective date of the chanqe 142 CFR
438.3())(4)] .

4.9 Member Education and Incentives

4.9.1 General Provisions

4.9.1.1 The MCO shall develop and implement evldenced-based
wellness and prevention programs for its Members. The MOD shall seek to
promote and provide wellness and prevention programming aligned with
similar programs and services promoted by DHHS, Including the National
Diabetes Prevention Program. The MCO shall also participate In other
public health initiatives at the direction of DHHS.

^  4.9.1.2 The MCO shall provide Members with general health information
and provide services to help Members make informed decisions about
their health care needs. The MCO shall encourage Members to take an
active role in shared decision-making.

4.9.1.3 The MCO shall promote personal responsibility through the use
of incentives and care management. The MCO shall reward Members for
activities and behaviors that promote good health, health literacy and
Continuity of Care. DHHS shall review and approve all reward activities
proposed by the MCO prior to their implementation.

4.9.2 Member Health Education

4.9.2.1 The MCO shall develop and initiate a Member health education
program that supports the overall wellness, prevention, and Care
Management programs, with the goal of empowering patients to actively
participate in their health care.

4.9.2.2 The MCO shall actively engage Members in both wellness
program development and in program participation and shall provide
additional or alternative outreach to Members who are dlfhcult to engage
or who utilize EDs inappropriately.

4.9.3 Member Cost Transparency

4.9.3.1 The MCO shall publish on its website and incorporate in its Care
Coordination programs cost transparency information related to the
relative cost of Participating Providers for MCO-selected services and
procedures, with clear indication of which setting and/or Participating
Provider is most cost-effective, referred to as "Preferred Providers."

4.9.3.2 The cost transparency information published by the MCO shall
be related to select, non-emergent services, designed to permit Members
to select between Participating Providers of equal quality, including the
appropriate setting of care as assessed by the MCO. The services for
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which cost transparency data- is provided may Include, for example,
services conducted in an outpatient hospital and/or ambulatory surgery
center. The MCO should also Include information regarding the
appropriate use of EDs relative to low-acuity, non-emergent visits.
4.9.3.3 The information Included on. the MCO's website shall be
accessible to all Members and also be designed for use specifically by
Members that participate in the MCO's Reference-Based Pricing incentive
Program, as described in Section 4.9.4 (Member Incentive Programs)
below.

4.9.4 Member Incentive Programs

4.9.4.1 The MCO shall develop at least one (1) Member Healthy
Behavior Incentive Program and at least one (1) Reference-Based Pricing
Incentive Program, as further described within this Section 4.9.4 (Member
Incentive Programs) of the Agreement. The MCO shall ensure that all
incenbves deployed are cost-effective and have a linkage to the APM
initiatives of the MCOs and Providers described in Section 4.14
(Alternative Payment Models) of this Agreement as appropriate.
4.9.4.2 For all Member Incentive Programs developed, the MCO shall
provide to participating Members that meet the criteria of the MCO-
designed program cash or other incentives that:

4.9.4.2.1 May include incentives such as gift cards for specific
retailers, vouchers for a farmers' market, contributions to health
savings accounts that may be used for health-related purchases,
gym memberships: and

r  4t9.4t2:2 Do-notrin^a given fiscal year for-anyone-(1)-Member,-
exceed.a total monetary-value-of two hundred and fifty dollars •

\  ■ ($250.00). ■ -

4.9.4.3 The MCO shall submit to DHHS for review and approval all
Member Incentive Program plan proposals prior to implementation .

4.9.4.4 Within the plan proposal, the MCO shall Include adequate
assurances, as assessed by DHHS, that:

4.9.4.4.1 The program meets the requirements of 1112(a)(5) of
the Social Security Act; and

4.9.4.4.2 The program meets the criteria determined by DHHS
as described in Section 4.9.4.6 (Healthy Behavior. Incentive
Programs) and Section 4.9.4.7 (Reference-Based Pricing Incentive
Programs) below. .

4.9.4.5 The MCO shall report to DHHS, at least annually, the results of
any Member Incentive Programs in effect in the prior twelve (12) months.
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including the following metrics and those indicated by DHHS in
accordance with Exhibit 0:

4.9.4.5,1 The number of Members in the program's target
population, as determined by the MCO;

4;9.4.5.2 The number of Members that received any incentive
payments, and the number that received the maximum amount as
a result of participation In the program;

4.9.4.5.3 The total value of the incentive payments;
4.9.4.5.4 An analysis of the statistically relevant results of the
program; and

4.9.4.5.5 Identification of goals and objectives for the next year
Informed by the data.

4.9.4.6 Healthy Behavior Incentive Programs

4.9.4.6.1 The MCO shall develop and implement at least one (1)
Member Healthy Behavior Incentive Program design^ to:

4.9.4.6.1.1. Incorporate incentives for Members who
complete a Health Risk Assessment Screening, in
compliance with Section 4.10.2 of this Agreement
(Health Risk Assessment Screening);

4.9.4.6.1.2. Increase the timeliness of prenatal care,
particularly for Members at risk of having a child with
NAS;

4.9.4.6.1.3. Address obesity;

4.9.4.6.1.4. Prevent diabetes;

4.9.4.6.1.5. Support smoking cessation;

4.9.4.6.1.6. Increase lead screening rates in one- and
two-year old Members; and/or

4.9.4.6.1.7. Other similar types of healthy behavior
Incentive programs in consultation with the Division of
Public Health within DHHS and in alignment with the
DHHS Quality Strategy and the MCO's QAPI, as
deiscribed in Section 4.9.3 (Member Cost
Transparency).

4.9.4.7 Reference-Based Pricing Incentive Programs

4.9,4.7.1 The MCO shall develop at least one (1) Reference-
Based Pricing Member Incentive Program that encourages
Members to use, when reasonable. Preferred Providers as
assessed and indicated by the MCO and on its website in
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compliance with the Cost Transparency requirements Included in
Section 4.9.3 (Member Cost Transparency). The Reference-Based
Pricing Member Incentive Program shall also include means for
encouraging members' appropriate use of EDs and opportunities to
direct Members to other settings for low acuity, non-emergent
visits.

4.9.4.7.2 The MCO's Reference-Based Pricing Member
Incentive Program shall be designed such that the Member may
gain and lose incentives (e.g., through the development of a points
system that is monitored throughout the year) based on the
Member's adherence to the terms of the program throughout the
course of the year.

4.9.5 Collaboration with New Hampshire Tobacco Cessation Programs
4.9.5.1 The MCO shall promote and utilize the DHHS-approved tobacco
cessation quitline and tobacco cessation program to provide:

4.9.5.1.1 Intensive tobacco cessation treatment through a
DHHS-approved tobacco cessation quitline:

4.9.5.-1.2 Individual tobacco cessation coaching/counseling in
conjunction with tobacco cessation medication;

4.9.5.1.3 The following FDA-approved over-the-counter agents:
nicotine patch; nicotine gum; nicotine lozenge; and any future FDA-
approved therapies, as indicated by DHHS; and

4.9.5.1.4 Combination therapy, when available through quitline,
'Tieaning.the.iise-of-a-combination-of-medicines.-inciuding-ljut-not

to: lorig-term nicotine patch and other nicotine replacement
therapy (gum or nasal spray); nicotine patch and inhaler; or
nicotine patch and buprop|on sustained-release.

4.9.5.2 The MCO shall provide tobacco cessation treatment to include,
at a minimum:

4.9.5.2.1 Tobacco cessation coaching/counseling in addition to
the quitline;

4.9.5.2.2 In addition to the quitline, the following FDA-approved
over-the-counter agents: nicotine patch; nicotine gum; nicotine
lozenge; and any future FDA-approved therapies, as indicated bv
DHHS; '

4.9.5.2.3 In addition to the quitline. Combination therapy,
meaning the use of a combination of medicines, including but not
limited to: long-term nicotine patch and other nicotine replacement
therapy (gum or nasal spray); nicotine patch and inhaler; or
nicotine patch and bupropion sustained-release;
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4.9.5.2.4 Rebateable FDA-approved non-nicotine prescription
medications: and

4.9.5.2.5 Rebateable FDA-approved prescription inhalers and
nasal sprays.

4.9.5.3 The MCO shall report on tobacco cessation activities in
accordance with Exhibit O.

4.10 Care Coordination and Care Management

4.10.1 Care Coordination and Care Management General Requirements

4.10.1.1 The MCO shall be responsible for the management,
coordination, and Continuity of Care for all Members, and shall develop
and maintain policies and procedures to address this responsibility.

4.10.1.2 The MCO shall implement Care Coordination and Care
■Management procedures to ensure that each Member has an ongoing
source of care appropriate to their needs. [42 CFR 438.208(b)]
4.10.1.3 The MCO shall provide the services described In this Section
4.10 (Care Coordination and Care Management) for all Members who
need Care Coordination and Case Management services regardless of
their acuity level.
4.10.1.4 The MCO shall either provide these services directly'or shall
Subcontract with Local Care Management entities as described in Section
4.10.8 (Local Care Management) to perform Care Coordination and Care
Management functions.

4.10.1.5 Care Coordination means the interaction with established local
community based Providers of care including Local Care Management
entities to address the physical, mental and psychosocial needs of the
Member,

4.10.1.6 Care Management means direct contact with a Member focused
on the provision of various aspects of the Member's physical, mental,
Substance Use Disorder status and needed social supports that shall
enable the Member in achieving the best health outcomes.
4.10.1.7 The MCO shall implement Care Coordination and Care
Management in order to achieve the following goals:

4.10.1.7.1 Improve care of Members;
4.10.1.7.2 Improve health outcomes;
4.10.1.7.3 Reduce inpatient hospitalizations including
readmissions;

4.10.1.7.4 Improve Continuity of Care;
4.10.1.7.5 Improve transition planning;
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4.10.1.7.6 Improve niedication management;

Ser^Ls-^ utilization of unnecessary Emergency
4.10.1.7.8 Reduce unmet resource needs (related to social
determinants of health);

4.10.1.7.9 Decrease total costs of care; and

4.10.1.7.10 Increase Member satisfaction with their health care
expenence.

■  and oversee a process that ensuresIts Participating. Providers coordinate care among and between Providers
serving a Member including PCPs, specialists, behavioral health
Providers and social service resources; the process shall Include, but not
be imited to the designation of a Care Manager who shall be responsible
for leading the coordination of care.

."''u® '^P'ement procedures to coordinate services theMOO furnishes to the Member with the services the Member receives from
any other MOO. [42 CFR 438.208(b)(2)(il)]

4.10.1.10 The MOO shall also Implement procedures to coordinate
services the MOO furnishes to the Member with the services the Member
receives in FFS Medicaid, including dental services for children under the
age of twenty-one (21). [42 CFR 438.208(b)(2)(ill)]

4.10.2 Health Risk Assessment Screening

The^Health Risk Assessment Screening process shall identify
the need for-C-are-CoordinatlorraTrd 'Care M^gement seT^rciT^H^""

services-Including referrals to specialists
and community resources.

shall conduct a Health Risk Assessment Screening of
all existing and newly enrolled Members within ninety (90) calendar days
of the effective date of MCO enrollment to identify Members who may have

needs and/or Special Health Care Needs [42 CFR
438.2Q8(c)(1)].

. 4.10.2.3 The MCO is not required to conduct a Health Risk Assessment
Screening of Members residing in a nursing facility more than one hundred
(100) consecutive calendar days.

4^10.2.4 The Health Risk Assessment shall be the same for each MCO.
The agreed upon screening tool developed jointly by.the MCOs shall be
submitted to DHHS for review and approval, as part of the Readiness
Review process, and annually thereafter.
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4.10.2.5 The Health Risk Assessment Screening may be conducted by
telephone, in person, or through completion of the form In writing by the
Member. The MCO shall make at least three (3) reasonable attempts to
contact a Member at the phone number most recently reported bv the
Member. [42 CFR 438.208(b)(3)]

410.2.6 Documentation of the three (3) attempts shall be included in the
MCO electronic Care Management record. Reasonable attempts shall
orcur on not less than three (3) different calendar days, at different hours
of the day Including day and evening hours and after business hours If
after the three (3) attempts are unsuccessful, the MCO shall send a letter
to the Member's last reported residential address with the Health Risk
Assessment form for completion.

4 10.2.7 The MCO may also Subcontract with a Designated Local Care
Management Entity, community agency or a primary care practice who
shall engage the Member to complete the Health Risk Assessment
screening in-persori either in an agency office/clinic setting, during a
scheduled home visit or medical appointment.

4.10.2.8 All completed Health Risk Assessments shall be shared with the
Mernber's assigned POP for inclusion in the Member's medical record and
within seven (7) calendar days of completing the screening.
4.10.2.9 The MCO shall report the number of Members who received a
Health Risk Assessment, in accordance with Exhibit 0.

4.10.2.10 The MCO shall share with DHHS and/or other MCOs the results
of any identification and assessment of that Member's needs to prevent
duplication of activities. [42 CFR 438.208(b)(4)]
4.10.2.11 The MCO shall report to DHHS Its performance against Health
Risk Assessment requirernents, as described in Exhibit 0.

4.10.2.12 The Health Risk Assessments for Members shall be completed
for fifty percent (50%) of the total required Members, or the MCO shall
provide to DHHS for review and approval additional documentation that
describes the MCO's reasoning for failure to successfully complete Health
Risk Assessments for ftfty percent (50%) of Members. The MCO's
reasoning shall be considered by DHHS prior to imposing Liquidated
Damages, as described in Section 5.5.2 of this Agreement.

4.10.2.13 The evidence-based Health Risk Assessment Screening tool
shall identify, at minimum, the following information about Members:

4.10.2.13.1 Demographics:

4.10.2.13.2 Chronic and/or acute conditions;

4.10.2.13.3 Chronic pain;
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. 4.10.2.13.4 The unique needs of children with developmental
delays, Special Health Care Needs or involved with the juvenile
justice system and child protection agencies (i.e. DCYF);

4.10.2.13.5 Behavioral health needs, including depression or other
Substance Use Disorders as described in sections, including but
not limited to Section 4.11.1.16 (Comprehensive Assessment and
Care Plans for Behavioral Health Needs), Section 4.11.5.4
(Comprehensive Assessment and Care Plans), and Section
4.11.6.6 (Provision of Substance Use Disorder Services):

4.10.2.13.6The need for assistance with personal care such as
dressing or bathing or home chores and grocery shopping;

4.10.2.13.7Tobacco Cessation needs;

4.10.2.13.8Social determinants of health needs, including housing,
childcare, food insecurity, transportation and/or other interpersonal
risk factors such as safety cohcerns/caregiver stress; and

4.10.2.13.9 Other factors or conditions about which the MOO shall

need to be aware to arrange available interventions for the
Member.

4.10.2.14 Wellness Visits

4.10.2.14.1 For all Members, inclusive of Granite Advantage
Members, the MCO shall support the Member to arrange a
wellness visit with his or her PCP, either previously identified or
selected by the Member from a list of available PCPs.

,  ̂ 4n 0:2:14:2-The--wellness—visit—shall" "include--appropriate-

-  - assessments for.the purpose of developing a health wellness and
care plan:

4.10.2.14.2.1. Both physical and behavioral health,
including screening for depression;

4.10.2.14.2.2. Mood, suicidality; and

4.10.2.14.2.3. Substance Use Disorder..

4.10.3 Priority Populations

4.10.3.1 The following populations shall be considered Priority
Populations and are most likely to have Care Management needs:

4.10.3.1.1 Adults with Special Health Care Needs, meaning those
vvho have or are at Increased risk of having a chronic illness and/or
a physical, developmental, behavioral, acquired brain disorder, or
emotional condition and who also require health and related
services of a type or amount beyond that usually expected for
Members of similar age.
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4.10.3.1.1.1.This includes, but is
Members with HIV/AIDS, an SMI.
Substance Use Disorder diagnosis
pain;

not limited to

SED, l/DD or
or with chronic

fhI2 V Children with Special Health Care Needs meaningthose who have or are at increased risk of having a serious or
chronic physical, developmental, behavioral, or emotional condition
and who also require health and related services of a type or
amount beyond that usually expected for the child's age.

4.10.3.1.2.1.This includes, but is not limited to, children
or infants: in foster care; requiring care in the Neonatal
Intensive Care Units; with NAS; in high stress social
enyironments/caregiver stress; receiving Family
Centered Early Supports and Services, or participating
in Special Medical Services or Partners in Health
Services with an SED; l/DD or Substance Use Disorder
diagnosis;

4.10.3.1.3 Members receiving services under HCBS waivers;
4J0 3.1.4 Members identified as those with rising risk. The MCO
shall establish criteria that define Members at rising risk for
approval by DHHS as part of the Readiness Review process and
reviewed and approved annually;

Individuals with high unmet resources needs meaning
MCM Membere who are homeless; experiencing domestic violence
or perceived lack of personal safety; and/or demonstrate unmet
resource needs as further, described in Section 4 10 10

Sre) with Social Services and Community
4.10.3.1.5.1. Recently incarcerated;
4.10.3.1.5.2. Mothers of babies born with NAS;

4.10.3.1.5.3.Pregnant women with Substance Use
Disorders;

4.10.3.1.5.4.1V Drug Users, including-Members who
require long-term IV antibiotics and/or surgical
treatment as a result of IV drug use;

4.10.3.1:5.5. Members who have been in the ED for an"
overdose event in the last twelve (12) months;

4.10.3.1.5.6. Members who have a suicide attempt in
the last twelve (12) months;

4.10.3.1.5.7.Members with an l/DD diagnosis; and/or
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4.10.3.1.5.8.Other Priority Populations as determined
by the MCO and/or by DHHS.

4.10.4 Risk Scoring and Stratification

4.10.4.1 The MCO shall use a Risk Scoring and Stratification
methodology to identify Members who are part of a Priority Population or
who are otherwise high risk/high need for Care Management and who
should receive a Comprehensive Assessment.

4.10.4.2 The MCO shall provide protocols to DHHS for review and
approval on how Members are stratified by severity and risk level,
including details regarding the algorithm and data sources used to identify
Members eligible for Care Management.

4.10.4.3 Such protocols shall be submitted as part of the Readiness
Review process and annually thereafter.

4.10.4.4 Risk Scoring and Stratification of Members should be conducted
at MCO program roll out and monthly thereafter.

4.10.4.5 The MCO's Risk Scoring and Stratification methodology shall
take into account, at a minimum, the following information:

4.10.4.5.1 Results of the health risk assessment screening:
4.10.4.5.2 Claims history and Encounter Data;

4.10.4.5.3 Pharmacy data;

4.10.4.5.4 Immunizations;

APT o^JWem^r^to_and from inpatient facilities:
4.10.4.5.6 Provider referral:

4.10.4.5.7 Member self-referral;

4.10.4.5.8 Hospital stays of more than two (2) weeks;

4.10.4.5.9 Members without secure and stable housing post
hospital discharge:

4.10.4.5.10Three (3) or more ED visits within a single calendar
■quarter;

4.10.4.5.11 Discharge from inpatient Behavioral Health Services,
facility-based crisis services, non-hospital medical detoxification,
medically supen/ised or alcohol drug abuse treatment center; and
4.10.4.5.12 Neonatal Intensive Care Unit discharges.

4.10.4.8 The MCO shall document and submit to DHHS for review and
approval the details of its Risk Scoring and Stratification methodology as
part of its Readiness Review and annually thereafter. This submission
shall include:
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4.10.4.6.1 Information and data to be utilized;

4.10.4.6.2 Description of the methodology;
4.10^4.6.3 Methodology and Criteria for identifying high risk/high
need Members In addition to those who are in Priority Populations;
4.10.4.6.4 Number of risk strata:

4.10.4.6.5 Criteria for each risk stratum, including but not limited
to high risk/high need members in need of Care Management; and
4.10.4.6.6 Approximate expected population in each stratum.

sriy change in its risk stratification

I" afiy additions or deletions to that methodologyfor DHHS review ninety (90) calendar days prior to the change being
implemented. ®

4.10.4.8 The MCO shall report annually the number and percentage of
Members who are Identified in each of the risk strata in accordance with
Exhibit O.

WiemLrs Assessment for High-Risk and High-Need
f  The MCO and its Subcontractors shall implement mechanismsto conduct a Comprehensive Assessment for each Medicald Member in
order to identify-whether they, have Special Health Care Needs and any
on-going special conditions that require a course of treatment or regular
care monitoring. [42 CFR 438,208(c)(2)]

4.10.5.2 The MCO shall identify Members who may require a
Comprehensive Assessment for Care Management through multiole
sources to include but not be limited to:

4.10.5.2.1 Health risk assessment screenings:
4.10.5.2.2 Risk Scoring and Stratification;

4.10.5.2.3 Claims/encounter analysis;

4.10.5.2.4 Provider referrals;

4.10.5.2.5 Member/caregiver self-referral; and

4.10.5.2.6 Referrals from community based medical, mental
health, Substance Use Disorder Providers, or social service
entities.

4.10.5.3 The Comprehensive Assessment shall identify a Member's
if u requires a course of treatment that is either episodicwhich IS limited in duration or significance to a particular medical episode, '
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or requires ongoing Care Management monitoring to ensure the Member
is managing his or her medicai and/or behavioral health care needs
(including screening for depression, mood, suicidality, and Substance Use
Disorder).
4.10.5.4 The Comprehensive Assessment shall be a person-centered
assessment of a Member's medical and behavioral care needs, functional
status, accessibility needs, strengths and supports, health care goals and
other characteristics that shall inform whether the Member should receive
Care Management and shall inform the Member's ongoing care plan and
treatment. The MCO shall incorporate into the Comprehensive
Assessment information obtained as a result of Provider referral, the
wellness visit and/or otherwise.

4.10.5.5 The MCO's Comprehensive Assessment tool shall be submitted
for DHHS review and approval as part of the Readiness Review process
and annually thereafter.

4.10.5.6 The MCO shall make best efforts to complete the
Comprehensive Assessment within thirty (30) calendar days of identifying
a Member as being part of one or more Priority Populations, identified
through Risk Scoring and Stratification or having received a referral for
Care Management.

4.10.5.7 The MCO shall not withhold any Medically Necessary Services
including EPSDT services per Section 4.1.8 (Early and Periodic Screening,
Diagnostic, and Treatment) for Members while awaiting the completion of
the Comprehensive Assessment but may conduct utilization review for any
services requiring Prior Authorization.

4:"10:5."8 The~MCO~shairconducrthe~Comprehensive~Assessment^in~a"
• location -of-the-Memberis-choosing and shall endeavor- to-conduct- the
Comprehensive Assessment in-person for populations where the quality of
information may be compromised if provided telephonically (e.g., for
Members whose physical or behavioral health needs may impede the
ability to provide comprehensive information by telephone), including
others in the-person's life in the assessment process such as family
members, paid and natural supports as agreed upon and appropriate to
the Member/Member's parents to the maximum extent practicable.

4.10.5.9 Additionally, participation in the Comprehensive Assessment
shall be extended to the Member's local community cafe team or Case
Management staff. Including but not limited to Area Agencies, CFI waiver,
CMH Programs and Special Medical Services 1915(i) Care Management
Entities/case managers as practicable.

4.10.5.10 The MCO shall develop and implement a Comprehensive
Assessment tailored to Members that include, at a minimum, the following
domains/content:
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4.10.5.10.1 Members' immediate care needs;

4.10.5.10.2 Demographics;
4.10.5.10.3 Education;

4.10.5.10.4Housing:

4.10.5.10.5 Employment and entitlements;

4.10.5.10.6 Legal involvement;
4.10.5.10.7 Risk assessment, including suicide.risk;
4.10.5.10.8 Other State or local community and family support
services currently used;

4.10.5.10.9 Medical and other health conditions;
4.10.5.10.10 Physical. l/DDs;

V ̂ 'functional status (activities of daily living(ADL)/instrumental activities • of. daily living (lADL)) Includina
cognitive functioning;

4.10.5.10.12 Medications;

4.10.5.10.13 Available informal, caregiver. or social supports
including peer supports;

4.10.5.10.14 Current and past mental health and substance use
status and/or disorders;

4.10.5.10.15 Social determinants of health needs; and
4 10.5.10.16 Exposure to adverse childhood experiences or
other trauma (e.g.,. parents with mental health or Substance Use
Disorders that affect their ability to protect the safety of the child
child abuse or neglect).

4.10.5.11 The MCO shall provide to DHHS a copy of the Comprehensive
Assessment Form and all policies and procedures relating to conducting
the Comprehensive Assessment for DHHS review as part of the
Readiness Review process and annually thereafter.

4.10.5.12 The MCO shall conduct a re-assessment of the Comprehensive
Assessment for a Member receiving ongoing care management:.

4.10.5.12.1 At least annually:

4.10.5.12.2 When the Member's circumstances or needs chanoe
significantly; . ^

4.10.5.12.3 At the Member's request; and/or

4.10.5.12.4 Upon DHHS's request.
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4.10.5.13 The MCO shall share the results of the Comprehensive
Assessment in writing with the Member's local community based care
team within fourteen (14) calendar days to inform care planning and
treatment planning, with Member consent to the extent required by State
and federal law.

4.10.5.14 The MCO shall report to DHHS the following in accordance with
Exhibit O:

4.10.5.14.1 Assessments conducted as a percentage (%) of total
Members and by Priority Population category:

4.10.5.14.2 Assessments completed by a Subcontractor entity,
such as but not limited to IDNs, CMH Programs, Special Medical
Services, HOBS case managers, and Area Agencies;

4.10.5.14.3Timeliness of assessments;

4.10.5.14.4 Timeliness of dissemination of assessment results to
PCPs, specialists, behavioral health Providers and other members
of the local community based care team; and

4.10.5.14.5 Quarterly report of unmet resource needs, aggregated
by county, based on the care screening and Comprehensive
Assessment tool to include number of Members reporting in
accordance with Exhibit O.

4.10.6 Care Managemervt/grytijigh Risk and High Need Members!

4.10.6.1 The MCO shall provide Care Management for Members
identified as "high-riskThigh-need"^ through the Comprehensive
Assessment.—Every-high=risk/highmeed "Member identified -as-needing*
Care-Management shall be assigned a designated Care Manager. -

4.10.6.2 Care Management for high-risk/high-need Members shall be
conducted for at least 15 percent (15%) of the total Members by January
1, 2020 or the MCO shall provide to DHHS documentation of how fewer
Members were determined not to meet the MCO's Risk Stratification
Criteria for being high-risk/high-need members in need of Care
Management.

4.10.6.3 Members selected for Care Management shall be informed of:

4.10.6.3.1 The " nature of the Care Management engagement
relationship;

4.10.6.3.2 Circumstances under which information shall be
disclosed to third parties, consistent with State and federal law;

4.10.6.3.3 The availability of a grievance and appeals process;

4.10.6.3.4 The rationale for implementing Care Management
sen/ices; and
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410.6.3.5 The processes for opting out of and'terminating Care
Management services.

min?rnum-^^^ MCO's Care Management responsibilities shall include, at a
4.10.6.4.1 Coordination of physical, mental health, Substance Use
Disorder and social services;

4.10.6.4.2 Quarterly medication reconciliation;
4.10.6.4.3 Monthly telephonic contact with the Member;
4.10.6.4.4 Monthly communication with the care team either in
witing or telephonically for coordination and updating of the care
plan for dissemination to care team participants;
4.10.6.4.5 Referral follow-up monthly;
4.10.6.4.6 Peer support;

4.10.6.4.7 Support for unmet resource needs;
4.10.6.4.8 Training on disease self-management, as relevant; and

Transitional Care Management as defined in Section
4.10.9 (Transitional Care Management).

<=°"vene a local community based care team for
Management wtiere relevant, dependent ona Member's needs includrng, but not limited to, the Member, caretaker(s)

Tr^nni n Prov]der(s), speclalist(s), HCBS case managers'school personnel as needed, nutritlonlst(s), and/or pharmaclst(s), '

'®®'^ Member whosecomposition best meets the unique care needs to be addressed and with
whom the Member has already established relationships,

information Is to be shared and howthat information is communicated among all of the care team partlcloants

!■ '^®/"''®''® achieve safer and more effectiveIL M [® '"eluding how the Care Coordination program Interfaces with
re:ourc:s1nd%u5p'or"
t^e°completedCompre^^
ofT!-n!ir«e®"f ♦ ® Comprehensive Assessment who Is In need431208(c)(3)] monitoring. (42 CFR
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4.10.6.9 The MCO's care plan shall be regularly updated.and incorporate
input from the locai community based care team participants and 'the
Member. The care plan shall be comprehensively updated:

4.10.6.9.1 At least quarterly:

4.10.6.9.2 When a Member's circumstances or needs change
significantly;

4.10.6.9.3 At the Member's request;

4.10.6.9.4 When a re-assessment occurs; and

4.10.6.9.5 Upon DHHS's request.

4.10.6.10 The care plan format shall be submitted to DHHS for review as
part of the Readiness Review process and annually thereafter.

4.10.6.11 The MOO shall track the Member's progress through routine
care team conferences, the frequency to be determined by the MCO
based on the Member's level of need.

4.10.6.12 The MCO shall develop policies and procedures that describe
when Members should be discharged from the Care Management
program, should the care team determine that the Member no longer
requires a course of treatment which was episodic or no longer needs
ongoing care monitoring.

4.10.6.13 Policies and procedures for discharge shall include a Member
notification process.

4.10.6.14 For hIgh-risk/high-needs Members who have been determined,
"through a-eomprehensive-Assessment.-to-need-a-course of• treatment-or-
regular-care monitoring, the MCO shall ensure there .is-a.mechanism in
place to "permit such Members to directly access "a 'specialist as
appropriate for the Member's condition and identified needs. [42 CFR
438.208(c)(4)]

4.10.6.15 The MCO shall ensure that each Provider furnishing services to
Members maintains and shares a Member health recorcf in accordance

with professional standards. [42 CFR 438.208(b)(5)]

4.10.6.16 The MCO shall use and disclose individually identifiable health
Information, such as medical records and any other health or enrollment
information that identifies a particular Member in accordance with
confidentiality requirements in 45 CFR 160 and 164, this Agreement, and
all other applicable laws and regulations. [42 CFR 438.208(b)(6); 42 CFR
438.224; 45 CFR 160; 45 CFR 164]

4.10.8.17 The MCO shall develop and implement a strategy to address
how the Interoperability Standards Advisory standards, from the Office of
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for Health Information Technology, informs the
MCO system development and interoperability.

4.10.7 Care Managers

4.10.7 1 The MCO shall formally designate a Care Manager that is
pnmarily responsible for coordinating services accessed by the Member.

^0 Members information on how tocontact their designated Care Manager. [42 CFR 438.208(b)(1)]
4^10.7^3 Care Managers, whether hired by the MCO ,or subcontracted
through a Designated Local Care Management Entity, shall have the
qualifications and competency in the following areas:

4.10.7.3.1 All aspects of person-centered needs assessments and
care planning;

4.10.7.3.2 Motivational interviewing and self-management;
4.10.7.3.3 Trauma-informed care;

4.10.7.3.4 Cultural and linguistic competency;
4.10.7.3.5 Understanding and addressing unmet resource needs
including expertise in Identifying, accessing and utilizing available
social support and resources in the Member's community; and
4.10.7.3.6 Adverse childhood experiences and trauma.

4.10.7.4 Care Managers shall be trained in the following:
4.10.7.4.1 Disease self-management;

.4.10.7.4.2 Person-centered needs assessment and care planning
including coordination of care needs;

4.10.7.4.3 Integrated and coordinated physical and behavioral
health;

4.10.7.4.4 Behavioral health crisis response (for Care Managers
with assigned Members with behavioral health needs);
4.10.7.4.5 Cultural and linguistic competency;
4.10.7.4.8 Family support; and

4.10.7.4.7 Understanding and addressing unmet resource needs
including expertise in identifying and utilizing available social
supports and resources in the Member's community.

4.10.7 5 Care fyianagers shall remain conflict-free which shall be defined
as not being related by blood or marriage to a Member, financially
responsible for a Member, or with any legal power to make financial or
health related decisions for a Member.
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4.10.8 Local Care Management

^  4.10.8.1 Local Care Management shall mean that the MCO shall provide
real-time, high-touch, in-person Care Management and consistent follow
up with Providers and Merhbers to assure that selected Members are
making progress with their care plans.

4.10.8.2 The MOO shall design an effective Local Care Management
structure for fifty percent (50%) of high-risk or high-need Members,
including those who are medically and socially complex or high utilizers.

4.10.8.3 The MCO shall ensure that the fifty percent (50%) requirement Is
met by ensuring access to Local Care Management in all regions of New
Hampshire; the MCO shall be considered out of compliance should any
one (1) region have less than twenty five percent (25%) of high-risk or
high-need Members receiving Local Care Managernent, unless the MCO
receives DHHS approval as part of the MCO's Local Care Management
Plan (further described in this Section 4.10.8).

4.10.8.4 The MCO is encouraged to leverage Local Care Management
by contracting with designated community-based agencies or Care
Management entities, inclusive of IDNs that meet requirements, that shall
assume responsibility for performing Care Coordination, Transitional Care
Management, and/or Care Management functions for high risk and/or high-
need Members.

4.10.8.4.1 After good faith > negotiations with a Local Care
Management Agency, should the MCO be unable to contract with
the Local Care Management Agency for Care Coordination,
Transitional Care Management, and/or Care management
functions for high-risk/high-need Members, and continue to be
unable to contract with any Local Care Management Agencyafter
subsequent good faith negotiations with the assistance of DHHS,
the MCO may submit to DHHS for a request for an exception to
the requirement for compliance with the 50% Local Care
Management standard. DHHS may approve or deny the request in
its sole discretion.

4.10.8.5 The MCO, or Its Designated Local Care Management Entity,
shall designate Care Managers who shall provide in-person Care

.-Management for Members .either in the community setting, provider
■ • •• ••' outpatleiit'sitithg, hospital, or ED.

4.10.8.6 The MCO shall ensure there is a clear delineation of roles and

responsibilities between the MCO and Designated Local Care
Management Entities that are responsible for Care Management in order
to ensure no gaps or duplication in services.

4.10.8.7 The MCO or its designated Local Care Managers shall be
embedded in one (1) outpatient service site, float between multiple
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OLrtpatient sites, provide transition of care services from the hospital or ED
setting, and provide home based Care Management.
4.10.8.8 Designated Local Care Management Entities shall include:

4.10.8.8.1. IDNs that have been certified as Local Care
Management Entlties by DHHS;

4.10.8.8.2 Health Homes, if DHHS elects to Implement Health
Homes under Medicaid State Plan Amendment authority;
4.10.8.8.3 Designated community based agencies or Care
Management entities, inclusive of ..IDNs that meet requirements
and DHHS designated regional substance use disorder hubs or
spokes, that shall assume responsibility for performing Care
Coordination, Transitional Care Management, and/or Care
Management functions for high risk and/or high-need Members;
4.10.8.8.4 Other contracted entities capable of performing Local
Care Management for a designated cohort of Members, as
identified by the MCQ as part of its Local Care Management plan
(further described in this Section 4.10.8) and approved by DHHS;
4.10.8.8.5 For the delegation to designated local care
management entities not cerlified by DHHS for medical utilization
review services, the MOO shall seek, where fequired, licensing in
accordance with any State or federal law. including but not limited
to RSA 420-E, of additional NCQA accreditation.

4.10.8^9 DHHS shall evaluate whether IDNs are able to provide effective
Local Care Management services to selected populations; if and when one
(1) or more IDNs are certified, the MCO is required to directly contract with
the certified IDN(s) for the delivery of Local Care Management services.
4.10.8.10 For any ION that is not certified by DHHS, the MCO is not
required to directly contract with the uncertified ION for the delivery of
Local Care Management services (either because the individual IDN was
not certified and/or DHHS has not yet instituted its certification process).

4.10.8.10.1 In this instance the MCO shall enter into a
memorandum of understanding with the non-certified IDN(s).
4.10.8.10.2The memorandum of understanding shall identify-roles
and responsibilities with respect to, Members served by the MCO
QnrI fho :_i_ .. . . 'and the IDN(s), and provide for the timely exchange of data
between the MCO and the IDN(s) on such Members.

4.10.8.11 The MCO shall also work with IDNs to leverage regional access
point services. The MCO Is required to contract with and enter into a
payment arrangement with qualified IDNs, providing for reimbursement on
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terms specified by DHHS in guidance unless otherwise approved by
DHHS.

4.10.8.12 Any Care Coordination and Care Management requirements
that apply to the MOO shall also apply to the MCOs' Designated Local
Care Management Entities.

4.10.8.13 The MCO shall submit to DHHS its Local Care Management
Plan in accordance with Exhibit 0 for prior approval by DHHS as part of
the Readiness Review and annually thereafter.

4.10.8.14 The Plan shall include the structure of the Local Care

Management to be provided, the percentage (%) of high-risk/high-need
Members who shall receive Local Care Management, the list of
Designated Local Care Management Entities that shall conduct the Local
Care Management, and a description of the geography and Priority
Populations the Designated Local Care Management Entities shall serve.

4.10.8.15 The MCO shall report against their Local Care Management
Plans in accordance with Exhibit O, including:

4.10.8.15.1 Volume of Care Management outreach attempts;

4.10.8.15.2 Number of Members receiving Local Care Management
by intensity of engagement;

4.10.8.15.3 Duration of sustained Local Care Management
activities;

4.10.8.15.4 Number and percent {%) of Members receiving face-to-
face Care Management; and

4.10.8.15.5Type
Management

of staff conducting face-to-face Local Care

4.10.8.16 Data Sharing with Local Care Management Entities

4.10.8.16.1 Consistent with all applicable State and federal laws
and regulations, and utilizing all applicable and appropriate
agreements as required under State and federal law to maintain
confidentiality of protected health information and to facilitate the
provision of services and Care Management as intended by this
Agreement, the MCO shall provide identifiable Member-level data
on a monthly basis to Local Care Management Entities, all Care
Management entities with which the MCO otherwise subcontracts
for purposes of providing Care Management and care coordination
to MCM Members, and IDNs regarding:

4.10.8.16.1.1. Each Member's diagnosis(es);

4.10.8.16.1.2., Utilization of services;
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4.10.8.16.1.4. Point of access to service.

^10.8.16.2 Tl^ MCO shall, as described in Section 4.10.9
(Ransitional Care Management), demonstrate that it has active

1^ .? source(s) that correctly Identifies whenernpaneled Members are admitted, discharged, or transferred
to/rrom an ED or hospital In real time or hear real time.

u  AD""" data from applicablehospitals be made available to Primary Care Providers, behavioral
health Providers. Integrated Delivery Networks. Local Care

Management Entitieswithin twelve (12) hours of the admission, discharge, or transfer.
4.10.8.16.4 The MCO shall, as directed by DHHS and
demonstrated during the readiness period, collaborate with the
IDNs to utilize the event notification and shared care plan system
employed by IDNs as applicable for exchanging Member
information necessary to provide Care Management and Care
coordination services to Members served by an IDN and as
applicable, other Local Care Management Entities.

4.10.9 Transitional Care Management

fnr aif M ""ssponsible for managing transitions of carefor all Members moving from one (1) clinical setting to another to prevent

outcom^ unnecessary readmissions. ED visits, or adverse health

anH/n^r'^- lit maintain and operate a formalized hospitaldischarge planning program that includes effective
post-discharge Transitional Care Management, including appropriate

4.10.9.3 The MCO shall develop policies and procedures for DHHS
Readiness Review process and annually thereafter,

which descnbe how transitions of care between settings shall be effectively
managed including data systems that trigger notification that a Member Is
in transition.

MCO's transition of care poiicies shaii be consistent with

[42 CFRTSK1)-f2)l requirements.
4.10.9.5 The MCO shall have a documented process to. at a minimum:

4.10 9.5.1 Coordinate appropriate follow-up services from any
inpatient or facility stay;
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4.10.9.5.2 Support continuity of care for Members" when they
move from home to foster care placement; foster care to
independent living; return from foster care placement to
community; or change in legal status from foster care to adoption.

4.10.9.5.3 Schedule a face-to-face visit to. complete a
Comprehensive Assessment and update a Member's care plan
when a Member is hospitalized;

4.10.9.5.4 Evaluate Members for continued mental health and
Substance Use Disorder sen/ices upon discharge from an inpatient
psychiatric facility or residential treatment center as described in
Section 4.11.5.18 (New Hampshire Hospital); and

4.10.9.5.5 Coordinate with inpatient discharge planners for
Members referred for subacute treatment In a nursing facility.

4.10.9.6 The MCO shall have an established process to work with
Providers (including hospitals regarding notice of admission and
discharge) to ensure appropriate communication among Providers and
between Providers and the MCO to ensure that Members receive
appropriate follow-up care and are in the most integrated and cost-
effective delivery setting appropriate for their needs.

4.10.9.7 The MCO shall implement a protocol to identify Members who
use ED services inapprop/iately, analyze reasons why each Member did
so and provide additional services to assist the Member to access
appropriate levels of care including assistance with scheduling and
attending follow-up care with PCPs and/or appropriate specialists to

-improve-Continuity. of. Care, .resolve .Provider_access_lss.ues, and establish
a rnedical home.

4.10.9.8 The MCO shall demonstrate, at a rninimum," that it has active
access to ADT data source(s) that correctly identifies when empaneled
Members are admitted, discharged, or transferred to/from an ED or
hospital in real time or near real time.

4.10.9.9 The MCO shall ensure that ADT data from applicable hospitals
be made available to Primary Care Providers, behavioral health Providers,
Integrated Delivery Networks, Local Care Management Entities, and all
other Care Management Entities within twelve (12) hours of the admission,
discharge, or transfer.

4.10.9.10 The MCO shall ensure that Transitional Care Management
includes, at a minimum:

4.10.9.10.1 Care Management or other services to ensure the
Member's care plan continues;

4.10.9.10.2 Facilitating clinical hand-offs;
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4.10.9.10.3 Obtaining a copy of the discharge plan/summary prior
- to the day of discharge, if avaiiabie, otherwise, as soon as it is
available, and documenting that a follow-up outpatient visit is
scheduled, ideally before discharge;'

4.10.9.10.4 Communicating with the Member's POP about
discharge plans and any changes to the care plan;

4.10.9.10.5Conducting medication reconciliation within forty-eight
(48) business hours of discharge;

4.10.9.10.6 Ensuring that a Care Manager is assigned to manage
the transition;

4.10.9.10.7 Foflow-up by the assigned Care Manager within forty-
eight (48) business hours of discharge of the Member;

4.10.9.10.8 Determining when a follow up visit should be conducted
in a Member's home •

4.10.9.10.9 Supporting Members tokeep outpatient appointments'
and

4.10.9.10.10 A process to assist vrith supporting
continuity of care for the transition and enrollment of children being
placed in foster care, including children who are currently enrolled
in the plan and children in foster care who become enrolled in the
plan, including prospective enrollment so that any care required
prior to effective data of enrollment is covered.

4.10.9.11 The MCO shall assist with coordination between the children
and adolescent service delivery system as these Members transition into
the adult mental health service delivery system, through activities such as
communicating treatment plans and exchange of information.
4.10.9.12 The MCO shall coordinate inpatient and community services,
including the following requirements related to hospital admission and
discharge:

4.10.9.12.1 The outpatient Provider shall be involved in the
admissions process when possible; if the outpatient Provider is not
involved, the outpatient Provider shall be notified promptly of the
Member's hospital admission;

4.10.9.12.2 Psychiatric hospital and residential treatment facility
discharges shall not occur without a discharge plan (i.e. an
outpatient visit shall be scheduled before discharge to ensure
access to proper Provider/medication follow-up; and an appropriate
placement or housing site shall be secured prior to discharge);

4.10.9.12.3 The hospital's evaluation shall be performed prior to
discharge to determine what, if any, mental health or Substance
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Use Disorder services are Medically Necessary. Once deemed
Medically Necessary, the outpatient Provider shall be involved in
the discharge planning, the evaluation shall include an assessment
for any social services needs such as housing and other necessary
supports the young adults need to assist in their stability in their
community: and

4.10.9.12.4A procedure to ensure Continuity of Care regarding
medication shall be developed and implemented.

4.10.10 Coordination and Integration with Social Services and
Community Care

\

4.10.10.1 The MCO shall implement procedures to coordinate services the
MCO furnishes to Members with the services the Member receives from

community and social service Providers. [42 CFR 438.208(b)(2)(iv)]

4.10.10.2 The MCO shall utilize 2-1-1 NH, which is New Hampshire's
statewide, comprehensive, information and referral service. The MCO
shall leverage and partner with 2-1-1 NH to ensure warm transfers and the
ability to report oh closed loop referrals.

4.10.10.3 The MCO's Care Management shall include help for Members in
addressing unmet resource needs through strategies including, at a
minimum:

4.10.10.3.1 How the MCO identifies available community support
services and facilitates referrals to those entities for Members with

identified needs;

4.10.10.3.2 Providing in-person assistance securing health-related
services that can improve health and family well-being, including
assistance filling out and submitting applicationsrT . . .

4.10.10.3.3 Having a housing specialist on staff or on contract who
can assist Members who are homeless in securing housing; and

4.10.10.3.4 Providing access to medical-legal partnership for legal
Issues adversely affecting health, subject to availability and
capacity of medical-legal assistance Providers.

4.10.10.4 In addressing unmet resource needs for Members, the MCO
shall promote access to stable housing, healthy food, reliable
transportation, interpersonal safety, and job support. The MCO shall
establish Care Management competencies, as outlined below:

4.10.10.4.1 Health Risk Assessment Screening, Claims Analysis,
and/or Member or Provider Referral: the MCO ensure that a care

needs screening, Including social determinants of health questions,
is conducted. ^
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Exhibit A — Scope of Services

stratification by Member Levei of

° shail identify Priority Popuiations for further reviewand likely receipt of intensive Care Management services With
respe^ to social determinants, the MOO, at minimum, shall ensure
M  Populations are inclusive of homeless MembersMembers facing multiple barriers to food, housing and
transportation.

410.10.4.3 High Risk/High-Need Members: The MOO shall ensure
that a more in-depth assessment is conducted to confirm the need

A'' -lif services and begin to develop a care plan.As with , the screening, the In-depth assessment shall include
questions regarding social determinants of health.

provide/arrange for Care Management
services that take into account social determinants of health At
minimum, these services shall Include in-person assistance
connecting with social services that can improve health, including a *
housing specialist familiar vwth options in the community.

Mrn\°h^ir°'' not ""equire such intensive services, theMCO shall provide guidance/navigational coordination, which includes:
4.10.10^5J Ensuring that each Member has an ongoing source of
care and health services appropriate for his or her needs;

4.10.10.5.2 Coordinating services provided by community and
social support Providers;

4.10.10.5.3 Linking Members to community resources and social
supports; and

4J0J 0.5.4 Reporting on closed loop referrals or the overall
effecbyeness of the types of social determinant-related Care
Coordination services, in accordance with Exhibit O.

wifh relationships that activeiy link Members
wrth ri^atPri hoJi?h ® T programs that may provide or assist
rrnited to services to Members inciuding, but not

4.10.10.6.1 Juvenile Justice and Aduit Community Corrections;
4.10.10.6.2 Locaily administered sociai services programs
including, but not limited to, Women, Infants, and Children, Head
Start Programs, Community Action Programs, local income and
nutntion assistance programs, housing, etc.;

4.10.10.6.3 Family. Organizations, Youth Organizations
Consumer Organizations, and Faith Based Organizations;
4.10.10.6.4 Public Health Agencies;

Granite State Health Plan, Inc.
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Exhibit A - Scope of Services

4.10.10.6.5 Schools;

4.10.10.6.6 The court system;

4.10.10.6.7 ServiceLink Resource Network;

4.10.10.6.8 ̂ 2-1-1 NH;

4.10.10.6.9 Housing; and

4.10.10.6.10 VA Hospital and>.other programs and agencies
serving service Members, veterans and their families. ;

4.10.10.7 The MCO shall report on the number of referrals for social
services and community care provided to Members by Member type

Exhfbtt^ format and content requirements in accordance with
4.11 Behavioral Health

4.11.1 General Coordination Requirements

bJJ the delivery and coordination ofBehavioral Health Services and supports, for both mental health and
Substance Use Disorder, delivered to children, youth and transition-aged
youth/young adults, and adults.

4.11. 1^2 The MCO shall deliver services in a manner that is both clinically
and developmentally appropriate and that considers the Members
parents, caregivers and other networks of support the Member may rely
upon. ' '

^-^-^ -^.■^-:-y'^®-^''very-of-servlce-shalI-be-Member-centered and-align with" ~
. . .m^PrinPJPlss.of system of care.and Recovery and resiliency.

4.11.1.4 The MCO shall provide Behavioral Health Services in
accordance with this Agreement and all applicable State and federal laws
and regulations.

responsible for providing a full continuum ofphysical health and Behavioral Health Services; ensuring continuity and
wordination between covered physical health and Behavioral Health
Se^ices; and requiring collaboration between physical health and
behavioral health Providers. ^
4.11.1.6 Consistent with He-M 425, the MCO shall be required to enter
\mo a capitation model of contracting with CMH Programs and CMH
Providers, which Is essential to supporting the State's Delivery System
Reform Incentive Payment Program (DSRIP) waiver and furthering
physical and behavioral-health integration in the MCM program.
4.11.1.7 The MCO shall comply with key administrative functions and
processes, which may include, but are not limited to:

Granite State Health Plan, inc. Contractor Initial^T^V^
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^lilihiilZ; r prospective payment from a Membereligibility list provided by the CMH Program/CMH Provider;

nwwQ Determining whether Members are eligible for theDHHS-required Capitation Payments, or should be paid on a FFS
basis to the CMH Program/CMH Provider;

MCO data submissions to DHHSand the CMH Program or CMH Provider for purposes of reconciling
payments and performance (e.g.. 835 file);
4.11.1.7.4 Establishing a coordinated effort for Substance Use
Disorder treatment in collaboration with CMH Programs/CMH
Providers (by region); and

4.11J.7.5 All additional capabilities set forth by DHHS during the
Readiness Review process.

4.11.1.8 Behavioral Health Subcontracts

f' h«h 'f *1!?® ® Subcontractor relationship witha behavioral health (mental health or Substance Use Disorder)
thl Behavioral Health Services.
InH^h provide a copy of the agreement between the MCO
hnt nnf I approval, includingbut not limited to any agreements with CMH Programs and CMH
Providers as required in Section 4.11.5.'l (Contracting for
Community Mental Health Services).
4.11.1.8.2 Such subcontracts shall address the coordination of
services provided to Members by the Subcontractor, as well as the

Pnor Authorization, claims payment, claims resolution
contract disputes, performance metrics, quality health outcomes'
performance incentives, and reporting.
4.11.1.8.3 The MCO remains responsible for ensuring that aii
requirements of this Agreement are met, including requirements to

Behau!nra°i H^ailh .coordination between physical health andBehavioral Health Services, and that any Subcontractor adheres to
fe requirements and guidelines, as outlined in Section 314(oubcontractors).

4.11.1.9 Promotion of Integrated Care

4.11.1.9.1 The MCO shall ensure physical and behavioral health

''T or integrated Care as defined in the
\  c®® f" Services Administration's^AMHSAs). Six Levels of Collaboration/Integration or the

Collaborative Care Model to the maximum extent feasible.

Granite state Health Plan, Inc. ' Contractor Initial
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
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Exhibit A - Scope of Services

4.iri9.2 In accordance with Exhibit 0, the MCO shall include in
Its Behavioral Health Strategy Plan and Report efforts towards
continued progression of the SAMHSA Integration Framework at all
contracted primary and behavioral health Providers.

4.11.1.10 Approach to Behavioral Health Services

4.11.1.10.1 The MCO shall ensure that its clinical standard and
operating procedures are consistent with trauma-informed models
of ̂ re as defined by SAMHSA^^and reflect a focus on Recovery
and resiliency.^" '

4.11.1 J0.2 The MCO shall offer training inclusive of mental health
first aid training, to MCO staff who manage the behavioral health
contract and Participating Providers, including Care Managers
physical health Providers, and Providers on Recovery and
resiliency, Trauma-Informed Care, and Community Mental Health
Services and resources available within the applicable region(s).
4^11.1.10.3 The MCO shall track training rates and monitor usage
of Recovery and resiliency and Trauma-Informed Care practices.
4.11.1.10.4 In accordance with Section 4.8.2 {Practice Guidelines
and Standards), the MCO shall ensure that Providers, including
those who do not serve behavioral health Members, are trained in
Trauma-Informed models of Care.

4.11.1.11 Behavioral Health Strategy Plan and Report

4.11.1 11.1 The MCO shall submit to DHHS an initial plan
^_descnbing its program, policies and procedures regarding the

continuify and coordination of covered physical and Behavioral'
He9Jtn_:Services" and. integfatlori between physical health' and
behavioral health Providers. In accordance with Exhibit 0, the initial
Plan shall address but not be limited to how the MCO shall;

4.11.1.11.1.1. Assure Participating Providers meet
SAMHSA Standard Framework for Levels of Integrated
Healthcare;

4.11.1.11.1.2. Assure the appropriateness of the
diagnosis, treatment, and referral of behavioral health
disorders commonly seen by PCPs;
4.11.1.11.1.3. Assure the promotion of Integrated
Care;

Approach and Trauma-Spedfic Inlerventions.-

Sendees Adn.„.,re.o„, -Recovery eod Recover Supp»1,- eve,,aP,e =.
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4.11.1.11.1.4. Reduce Psychiatric Boarding described
in Section-4.11.5.17 (Reducing Psychiatric Boarding);
4.11.1.11.1.5. Reduce Behavioral Health
Readmisslons described in Section 4.115 18 4
(Reduction in Behavioral Health Readmisslons);
4.11.1.11.1.6. Support the NH 10-Year Plan outlined
in Sedion 4.11.5.15 (Implementation of New
Hampshire s 10-Year Mental Health Plan);
4.11.1.11.1.7. Assure the appropriateness of
psychopharmacological medication;
4.11.1.11.1.8. Assure access to appropriate services;
4.11.1.11.1 9 Implement a training plan that includes
but IS not limited to, Trauma-Informed Care and
Integrated Care; and

c Vul I! 'n^onT^at'on in accordance withexhibit O.

ttie Mrn ch?i? ^ccofdance with Exhibit 0,the MCO shall provide an updated Behavioral Health Strategy Plan
NtL plan-1 effectiveness analysis of theinitial Plan s program, policies and procedures.

411.1.11.2.1, The analysis shall Include MCO
interventions which require improvement, inciudinq
improvements in SAMHSA Standard Framework for
Levels of Integrated Healthcare, continuity
coordination, and collaboration for physical health and
Behavioral Health Services.

4.11.1.12 Collaboration with DHHS

of DHHS, the MCO shall provide
rOHHS® din Disorder updates as requested
MCO al DHHS "^f^^^oral health meetings between the

outcomes for Members and ensure

Id H 0' fh® appropriately
and DHHs"k f behavioral health program^and DHHS at least four (4). times per year to discuss ouaWv

APMraldiy® conducted by the MCO, such as PIPs an^APMs, and to review quality improvement plans and outstanding

4.11.1.12.3 Quarterly meetings shall also include a review of
progress against deliverables, improvement measures, and select

Granite Stale Health Plan, Inc.
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Medicaid Care Management Services Contract

New-Hampshire.Department of. Health and Human Services
Medicaid Care Management Services

Exhibit A - Scope of Services

data reports as detailed in Exhibit O. Progress and data reports
shall be produced and exchanged between the MCO and DHHS
two (2) weeks prior to each quarterly meeting.

4.11.1.12.4At each meeting, the MCO shall update DHHS on the
following topics:

4.11.1.12.4.1. Updates related to the MCO's
Behavioral Health Strategy Report and interventions to
improve outcomes;

4.11.1.12.4.2. Results of the MCO's quarterly crisis
line;

4.11.1.12.4.3. Utilization of ACT services and any
waitlists for ACT services;

4.11.1.12.4.4. Current EBSE rates;

4.11.1.12.4.5. Current compliance with -New
Hampshire Hospital discharge performance standards;

4.11.1.12.4.6. Current compliance with ED discharge
performance , standards-for overdoses and Substance
Use Disorder;

4.11.1.12.4.7. Updates regarding services identified in
Section 4.11 (Behavioral Health);

4.11.1.12.4.8. Updates on Mental .Health and
Substance Use Disorder PIPs; and

4,-11-.lJl 2,4.9.-Other-topics .requested.by-QHHS

' 4.11:1;.12.5 For_a!l:.Membej;s;-the MCO shall work-in-collaboration
with DHHS and the NH Suicide Prevention Council to promote
suicide prevention awareness programs, including the Zero Suicide
program.

4.11.1.12.6 The MCO shall subrhitto DHHS, as specified by DHHS
in Exhibit 0,"its Irriplemehtatioh "plan for incorporating the "Zero
Suicide" program into its operations; the plan shall include, in
addition to any other requirements specified in Exhibit 0 related to
the plan, how the MCO shall:

4.11.1.12.6.1. Incorporate efforts to implement
standardized provider screenings and other
preventative measures; and

4.11.1.12.6.2. Incorporate the Zero Suicide
Consensus Guide for Emergency Departments, as
described in Section 4.8.2 (Practice Guidelines and
Standards).

Granite State Health Plan, Inc.
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Medicaid Care Management Services Contract

Exhibit A - Scope of Services

4.11.1.13 Primary Care Provider Screening for Behaviorai Heaith Needs

Disorde?t?ea?r^5er and/or Substance Use
access to a PGP for

EHHEH ~
use ^sc^eentia^toof P^Ps and other Providers to

4.11.1.13.4.1. Demographic,
4.11.1.13.4.2. Medical,

4.11.1.13.4.3. Substance Use Disorder,
4.11.1.13.4.4. Housing,
4.11.1.13.4.5. Family & support services,
4.11.1.13.4.6. Education,

4.11.1.13.4.7. Employment and entitlement,
4.11.1.13.4.8. Legal, and

411.113.4 9. Risk, assessment including suicide risk

functioS"""

isssss™
^nhtfn Mm Emotional at nine (9)
and use P®diatric visiti'

IWO specific evidenced-basg^d screening practices:
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medicaid Care Management Services

Exhibit A - Scope Of Services

4.11.1.13.5.1. Depression screening (e.g., PHQ 2 &
9); and

4.11.1.13.5.2. Screening, Brief Intervention, and
Referral to Treatment (SBIRT) in primary care.

4.11.1.14 Referrals

4.11.1.14.1 The MCO shall ensure through its Health Risk
Assessment Screening (described in Section 4.10.2) and its Risk
Scoring and Stratification methodology that Members with a
potential need for Behavioral Health Services, particularly Priority
Population Members as described in Section 4.10.3 (Priority
Populations), are appropriately and timely referred to behavioral
health Providers if co-located care is not available.

4.11.1.14.2This shall include education about Behavioral Health
Services, including the Recovery process, Trauma-Informed Care,
resiliency, CMH Programs/CMH Providers and Substance Use
Disorder treatment Providers in the applicable region(s).

4.11.1.14.3 The MCO shall develop a referral process to be used
by Participating Providers, including what information shall be
exchanged and when to share this information, as well as
notification to the Member's Care Manager.

4.11.1.14.4 The MOO shall develop and provide Provider education
and training materials to ensure that physical health providers know
when and how to refer Members who need specialty Behavioral
Health Services.

'  4^11 14^fh^i\^crshaliyn'^'re that^Memb^^ith'bOlh physical"
health and'behavioral health needs are appropriately and timely
referred to their PCPs for treatment of their physical health needs
when Integrated Care is not available.

4.11.1.14.6 The MCO shall develop a referral process to be used
by its Providers. The referral process shall include providing a copy
of the physical health consultation and results to the behavioral
health Provider.

4.11.1.14.7The MCO shall develop and provide Provider education
and training materials to ensure that behavioral health Providers
know when and how to refer Members who need physical health
sen/Ices.

4.11.1.15 Prior Authorization

4.11; 1.15.1 As of September. 2017, the MCO shall comply with the
Prior Authorization requirements of House Bill 517 for behavioral
health drugs. Including use of the universal online Prior

Granite State Health Plan, Inc. Contractor Initials^
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Authorization form provided by DHHS for drugs used to treat
mentalHlness.

4.11.1.15.2The MCO shall ensure that any Subcontractor,
including any CMH Program/CMH Provider, complies with all
requirements Included In the bill.

Assessment and Care Plans for Behavioral
Health Needs

4.11.1.16.1 The MCO's policies and procedures shall identify the
role of physical health and behavioral health Providers In assessing
a Member's behavioral health needs as part of the Comprehensive
Assessment and developing a care plan.

4.11.1.18.2 For Members with chronic physical conditions that
require ongoing treatment who also have behavioral health needs
and who are not already treated by an integrated Provider team,
the MCO shall ensure participation of the Member's physical health
Provider (PCP or specialist), behavioral health Provider; and, If
applicable. Care Manager, in the Comprehensive Assessment and
care plan development process as well as the ongoing provision of
services.

4.11.1.17 Written Consent

4.11.1.17.1 Per 42 CFR Part 2 and NH Code of Administrative
Rules, Chapter He-M 309, the MCO shall ensure that both the PCP
and behavioral health Provider request written consent from
Members to release Information to coordinate care regarding
mental health services or Substance Use Disorder services or
both, and prirriary care.

4.11.1.17.2 The MCO shall conduct a review of a sample of case
files where written consent was required to determine if a release
of information was Included in the file.

4.11.1.17.3 The MCO shall report instances In which consent was
not given, and, if possible, the reason why, and submit this report In
accordance with Exhibit 0.

4.11.1.18 Coordination Among Behavioral Health Providers

4.11.1.18.1 The MCO shall support communication and
coordination betvyeen mental health and Substance Use Disorder
service Providers and PCPs by providing access to data and
Information when the Member consent has been documented In
accordance with State and federal law, Including:

4.11.1.18.1.1. Assignment of a responsible party to
ensure communication and coordination occur and that

Granite State Health Plan, Inc. Contractor Initials
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Providers understand their role to effectively coordinate
and improve health outcomes;

4.11.1.18.1.2. Determination of the method of mental
health screening to be completed by Substance Use
Disorder service Providers;

4.11.1.18.1.3. Determination of the method of
Substance Use Disorder screening to be completed by
mental health service Providers;

4.11.1.18.1.4. Description of how treatment plans
shall be coordinated among Behavioral Health Service
Providers; and

4.11.1.18.1.5. Assessment of cross training of
behavioral health Providers (i.e. mental health
Providers being trained on Substance Use Disorder
issues and Substance Use Disorder Providers being
trained on mental health issues).

4.11.1.19 Member Sen/ice Line

4.11.1.19.1 As further outlined in Section 4.4.4.3 (Member Call
Center), the MCO shall operate a Member Services toll-free phone
line that is used by all Members, regardless of whether they are
calling about physical health or Behavioral Health Services.

4.11.1.19.2The MCO shall not have a separate number for
Members to call regarding Behavioral Health Services, but may
either route the call to another entity or conduct a transfer to
another entity after identifying and speaking with another individual "
at th^receivihg""eTitlty to ac^^^ the call (!,?„ a Varm transfer").- .

4.11.1.19.3 If the MCQ's nurse triage/nurse advice line is separate
from its Member Services line, the nurse triage/nurse advice line
shall be the same for all Members, regardless of whether they are
calling about physical health and/or behavioral health term
services.

4.11.1.20 Provision of Services Required by Courts

4.11.1.20.1 The MCO shall pay for all NH Medicaid State Plan
services, to include assessment and diagnostic evaluations, for its
Members as ordered by any court within the State. Court ordered
treatment services shall be delivered at an appropriate level of
care.

4.11.1.21 Sentinel Event Review

Granite State Health Plan, Inc. Contractor Initiak
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4.11.121.1The MCO shall participate in sentinel event reviews
conducted in. accordance with the DHHS policy as requested by
DHHS.

4.11.1.22 Behavioral Health Member Experience of Care Survey "
4.11.1.22.1 The MCO shall contract with a third party to conduct a
Mernber behavioral health experience of care survey on an annual
basis.

4.11.1.22.2The survey shall be designed by DNHS and the MCO's
results shall be reported in accordance with Exhibit 0,. The survey
shall comply with necessary NCQA Health Plan Accreditation
standards.

4.11,2 Emergency Services

4.11.2.1 The MCO shall ensure, through its contracts with local
Providers, that statewide crisis lines and Emergency Services are in place
twenty-four (24) hours a day, seven (7) days a week for Members
experiencing a mental health or Substance Use Disorder crisis.

4.11.2.2 The.MCO shall ensure that all types of behavioral,health crisis
response services are included, such as mobile crisis and office-based
crisis services.

4.11.2.3 Emergency Services shall be accessible to Members anywhere
in the region served by the CMH Program/Provider.

4.11.2.4 Described in Section 3.15.2 (Other MCO Required Staff), and
pursuant to administrative rule, these crisis lines and Emergency Seivices
teams shall employ clinicians and certified Peer Support Specialists.
4.11.2.5 The MCO shall be able to demonstrate during the Readiness
Review process that its crisis line can effectively link Members to
Emergency Services or other behavioral health crisis services and
supports.

4.11.2.6 As directed by DHHS. and at the MCO's sole expense, the MCO
shall contract with DHHS specified crisis service teams for both adults and
children to meet these requirements.

4.11.2.7 At the discretion of DHHS, the MCO shall provide updates as
requested by DHHS during regular Behavioral Health meetings between
the MCO and DHHS on innovative and cost-effective models of providing
mental health crisis and emergency response services that provide the
minium clinical benefit to the Member while also meeting DHHS's
objectives to reduce admissions and increase community tenure.
4.11.2.8 In accordance with Exhibit 0, the MCO shall submit quarterly
crisis line data that lists the total calls received by the statewide crisis line
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•  Exhibit A - Scope of Services

attributable to Members, Including the ultimate disposition of the call ie a
educational, referral to care, no referral to care, etc^.

4.11.3 Behavioral Health Training Plan
4.11.3.1 In accordance with - Exhibit O, the MCO shall deupinn a
behavioral health training plan each year outlining how It will strengthen
effSrts'of rwtfp w'l'" tie state and support theefforts of CMH Programs/Providers to hire, retain and train qualified staff.
f  shall coordinate with DHHS to reduce duolicatinn nftraining efforts and submit the training plan to DHHS prior to program start

Provider audlncer"''
rnmntL^'® P'®"' tie MCO shall promote Provider
onSna end opportunities for skill-enhancement through training
cStTnf '=°.rt®"'tatlon, either through the MCO or otherconsultants with expertise in the area focused on through the training.

MCO training plan shall Include at least twenty-four 124)
hours of training designed to sustain and expand the use of the:

4.11.3.4.1 Trauma Focused Cognitive BehavloralTherapy;
4.11.3.4.2 Trauma Informed Care;
4.11.3.4.3 Motivational Interviewing;
4.11.3.4.4 Interventions for Nicotine Education and Treatment^
4.11.3.4.5 Dialectical Behavioral Therapy (DBT);
-4;-t-(;3;4;g--Q^^j(jyg Therapy;

4.11.3.4.7 Client Centered Treatment Planning; "
4.11.3.4.8 Family Psychoeducation;
4.11.3.4.9 Crisis Intervention:

4.11.3.4.10 SBIRT for PCPs;
4.11.3.4.11 Depression Screening for PCPs;

Peopfe'JthSMTand and Metabolic Risk for
4.11.3.4.13 MAT (Including education on securing a SAMHSA
waiver to provide MAT and, for Providers that alreLy havL suci
waivers, the steps required to increase the number of waiver slots).

"Pf^'rt'rtS shall also outline the MCO's plan to develooand administer the following behavioral health trainings for all Providers In

to mSs! Behavioral Health Services
Granite State Health Plan, inc. Contractor Inltla/
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4.11.3.5.1 Training for primary care clinics on best practices for
behavioral health screening and integrated Care for common
depression, anxiety and Substance Use Disorders;

4.11.3.5.2 Training to physical, health Providers on how and when
to refer Members for Behavioral Health Services;

4.11:3.5.3 Training to behavioral health Providers on how and
when to refer Members for physical health services;

4.11.3.5.4 Cross training to ensure that mental health Providers
receive Substance Use Disorder training and Substance Use
Disorder Providers receive mental health training;

4.11.3.5.5 New models for behavioral health interventions that can
be implemented in primary care settings;

4.11.3.5.6 Clinical care integration models to Participating
Providers; and

4.11.3.5.7 Community-based resources to address social
determinants of health.

4.11.3.6 The MCO shall offer a minimum of two (2) hours of training each
Agreement year to all contracted CMH Program/Provider staff on suicide
risk assessment, suicide prevention and post intervention strategies In
keeping v/ith the DHHS's objective of reducing the, number of suicides in
NH. ,

4.11.3.7 The MCO shall provide, on at least an annual basis, training on
appropriate billing practices to Participating Providers. DHHS reserves the
discretion to change training plan areas of focus in accordance with
programmatic changes and objectives.

4.11.3.8 In accordance with Exhibit O, the MCO shall summarize in the
annual Behavioral Health Strategy Plan and Report the training that was
provided, a copy of the agenda for each training, a participant registration
list, and a summary, for each training provided, of the evaluations done by
program participants, and the proposed training for the next fiscal year.

4.11.4 Parity

4.11.4.1 The MCO and its Subcontractors .shall comply with the Mental
Health-Parity and Addiction Equity Act of 2008, 42 CFR 438, subpart K,
which prohibits discrimination in the delivery of mental health and
Substance Use Disorder services and in the treatment of Members with, at
risk for, or recovering from a mental health or Substance Use Disorder.

4.11.4.2 Semi-Annual Report on Parity

4.11.4.2.1 The MCO shall complete the DHHS Parity Compliance
Report which shall include, at a minimum:
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4.11.4.2.1.1.All Non-Quantitative and Quantitative
Treatment Limits Identified by the MCO pursuant to
DHHS criteria:

4.11.4.2.1.2.All Member grievances and
regarding a parity violation and resolutions;

appeals

4.11.4.2.1.3. The processes, strategies, evidentiary
standards, or other factors in determining access to
Non-Participating Providers for mental health or
Substance Use Disorder benefits that are comparable
to, and applied no more stringently than, the
processes, strategies, evidentiary standards, or other
fectors in determining access to Non-Participating
Providers for medical/surgical benefrts in the same
classification;

4.11.4.2.1.4. A comparison of payment for services that
ensure comparable access for people with mental
health diagnoses; and

4.11.4.2.1.5.Any other requirements idehti^ed in"*
Exhibit 0. [61 Fed. Reg. 18413, 18414 and 18417
(March 30, 2016)]

4.114.2.2 The MCO shall review its administrative and other
practices including those of any contracted behavioral health
organ^ations or third party administrators, for the prior calendar

relevant provisions of the federalMental Health Panty Law, regulations and guidance issued by
State-and-federafentities: ~

i  annually submit a certification signed bythe. CEO and chief medical officer (CMO) stating that the MCO has
completed a comprehensive review of the administrative, clinical
and utilization practices of the MCO for the prior-calendar year for
compliance with the necessary provisions of State Mental Health
Pari^ty Laws and federal Mental Health Parity Law and any
guidance issued by State and federal entities.

^  determines that any administrative, clinicalor utilization practices were not in compliance with relevant
requirements of the federal Mental Health Parity Law or guidance
issu^ by State and federal entities during the calendar year the
certification shall state that not all practices were in compliance
with federal Mental Health Parity Law or any guidance issued by
state or federal entities and shall include a list of the practices not
in compliance and the steps the MCO has taken to bring these
practices into compliance.
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4.11.4.2.5 A Member enrolled in any MOO may file a complaint
with DHHS at nhparity@dhhs.nh.gov if services are provided in a
way that is not consistent with applicable federal Mental Health
Parity taws, regulations or federal guidance.

4.11.4.2.6 As described in Section 4.4 (Member Services), the
MCO shall describe the parity compliant process, including the
appropriate contact information. In the Member Handbook.

4.11.4.3 Prohibition on Lifetime or Annual Dollar Limits

4.11.4.3.1 The MCO shall not impose aggregate lifetime or annual
dollar limits on mental health or Substance Use Disorder benefits.

[42 CFR 438.905(b)]

4.11.4.4 Restrictions on Treatment Limitations

4.11.4.4.1 The MCO shall not apply any financial requirement or
treatment limitation applicable to mental health or Substance Use
Disorder benefits that are more restrictive than the predominant
treatment limitations applied to substantially all medical and
surgical benefits covered by the plan (or coverage), and the MCO
shall not impose any separate treatment limitations that are
applicable only with respect to mental health or Substance Use
Disorder benefits. [42 CFR 438.910(b)(1)]

4.11.4.4.2 The MCO shall not apply any cumulative financial
requirements for mental health or Substance Use Disorder benefits
in a classification that accumulates separately from any established
for medical/surgical benefits in the same classification. (42 CFR
438.910(c)(3)]

4.11.4.4.3 If an MCO Member is provided mental health or
Substance Use Disorder benefits in any classification of benefit, the
MCO shall provide mental health or Substance Use Disorder
benefits to Members in every classification in which
medical/surgical benefits are provided. [42 CFR 438.910(b)(2)]

4.11.4.4.4 The MCO shall not impose Non-Quantitative Treatment
Limits for mental health or Substance Use Disorder benefits in any
classification unless, under the policies and procedures of the MCO
as written and in operation, any processes, strategies, evidentiary
standards, or other factors used in applying the Non-Quantitative
Treatment Limits to mental health or Substance Use Disorder

benefits in the classrfication are comparable to, and are applied no
more stringently than, the processes, strategies, evidentiary
standards, or other factors used In applying the limitation for
medical/surgical benefits in the classrfication. [42 CFR 438.910(d)]

4.11.4.5 Medical Necessity Determination
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npllcc^t;^ 7*® ■ criteria for medicalnecessity determinations for mental health or Substance U<;p

i-anicipating Provider upon request and at no cost.
4.11.5 Mental Health

4.11.5.1 Contracting for Community Mental Health Services
4.11.5.1.1 The MCO shall contract with CMH Proorams and PMH

described Servicesaescrioed in NH Code of Administrative Rules Chaoter He-M

and oversight procedures of the CMH Program/CMH ProvWeT
4J 1,5.1.3 The contract shall be submitted to DHNS for review
3 14 P"°'' implementation In accordance with Section

4.11.5.1.3.1. The scope of services to. be covered;
4.11.5.1.3.2. Compliance with the requirements of this

XT.r.s.i?'''"'* ™
. _ _ '-<<«>'mm m CMH_

'  " " ' communlcatlori andcoordination between the MCO and the CMH
Program/CMH Provider, other Providers sfr^ing the
same Member and DHHS;

4.11.5.1.3.5. Data sharing on Members;
4.11.,5.1.^6.Data reporting between the CMH
Program/CMH Provider and the MCO and DHHS; and

collraci dispSef remedies for
Com^nity'SHj^ifhpS^
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Health Services, providing for reimbursement on terms specified by
DHHS in guidance.

4.11.5.2.2 The MCO shail reach agreements and enter into
contracts with ali CMH Programs that meet the terms specified by
DHHS no later than ninety (90) calendar days after Agreement
execution.

4.11.5.2.2.1.For the purposes of this paragraph,
Agreement execution.means that the Agreement has
been signed by the MCO and the State, and approved
by ail required State authorities and is generaily
expected to occur in January 2019.

4.11.5.3 Provision of Comrriunity Mental Health Services

4.11.5.3.1 The MCO shall ensure that Community Mental Heaith
Services are provided in accordance with the Medicaid State Plan
and He-M 401.02, He-M 403.02 and He-M 426.

4.11.5.3.2 This includes, but is not limited, to ensuring that the full
range of Community Mental Health Services are appropriately
provided to eligible Members.

4.11.5.3.3 Eligible Members shall receive an individualized service
plan created and updated regularly, consistent with State and
federal requirements, induding but not limited to He-M 401.

4.11.5.3.4 Eligible Members shall be offered the provisions of
supports for illness self-management and Recovery;

4.11.5.3.5 Eligible Members shall be provided with coordinated
care when entering and leaving a designated receiving facility.
4.11.5.3.6 The MCO shall ensure that ail Providers providing
Community Mental Heaith Services comply with the requirements -
of He-M 426.

4.11.5.3.7 As described in He-M 400, a Member may be deemed
eligible for Community Mental Heaith Services if the Member has a:

4.11.5.3.7.1.Severe or persistent mental illness (SPMI)
for an adult;

4.11.5.3.7.2.SMi for an adult;

4.11.5.3.7.3. SPMI or SMI with low service utilization for
an adult;

4.11.5.3.7.4.SED for a child; or

4.11.5.3.7.5.SED and interagency involvement for a
child.
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4.11.5.3.8 Any MCO quality monitoring
perfonnance of the CMH Programs/CMH
available to DHHS upon request.

or audits of the

Providers shall be

improve health outcomes for Members and ensure

ini M services is provided at the appropriate intensityand duration the MCO shall meet with CMH Programs/CMH
Providers and DHHS at least quarterly to coordinate data collection
and ensure data sharing.

4.11.5.3.10At a minimum, this shall include sharing of quality
assurance activities conducted by the MCO and DHHS and a
review of quality improvement plans, data reports. Care
Coordination activities, and outstanding needs. Reports shall be
provided in advance of quarterly meetings.

4.11.5.3.11 The MCO shall work in collaboration with DHHS CMH
Programs/CMH Providers to support and sustain evidenced-based
practices that have a profound Impact on Providers and Member
outcomes.

4.11.5.4 Comprehensive Assessment and Care Plans

4.11.5.4.1 The MCO shall ensure, through Its regular quality
improvement activities, on-site reviews for children and youth and
reviews of DHHS administered quality service reviews for. adults
that Community Mental Health Services are delivered in the least
restnctive community based environment possible and based on a
person-centered approach where the Member and his or her

needs are considered .central -in -the-development of the individualized service plans.
411.5.4.2 The MCO Shall ensure that inltial and updated care
plans are based on . a Comprehensive Assessment conducted
using an evidenced-based assessment tool, such as the NH
version of the Child and Adolescent Needs and Strengths
Assessment (CANS) and the Adult Needs and Strengths
Assessment (ANSA). oirengins

on n! "moo"' f Program/CMH Prouder acting
ov,iH=n HK ® P®'"'"'' clinicians to use anewdenced-based assessment tool other than CANS or ANSA, the

■ DHHS " approval of the specific tool from

n^RiP^' r assessment shall include the domains of the
Standardced Assessment andelements under review in the DHHS quality service review
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4.11.5.4.5 The MCO shall ensure that clinicians conducting or
contributing to a Comprehensive Assessment are certified in the
use of NH s CANS and ANSA, or an alternative evidenced based
assessment tool approved by DHHS within one hundred and
twenty (120) calendar days of implementation by DHHS of a web-
based training and certification system.

4.11.5.4.6 The MCO shall require that certified clinicians use the
CANS, ANSA, or an alternative evidenced-based assessment tool
approved by DHHS for any newly evaluated Member and for an
existing Member no later than at the 'Member's firet eligibility
renewal following certification.

■4.11.5.5 Assertive Community Treatment Teams
4.11.5.5.1 The MCO shall work in collaboration with DHHS and
CMH Programs/CMH Providers to ensure that ACT teams include
at least one certified Peer Support Specialist and are available to
Medicaid Members twenty-four (24) hours a day, seven (7) days a
week, with on-call availability from 12:00 am to 8:00 am.
4.11.5.5.2 At the sole discretion of DHHS, as defined In separate
guidance, the MCO shall reimburse CMH Programs/CMH
Providers at an enhanced rate for the cost of providing at least fair
fidelity ACT services to eligible Medicaid Members.
4.11.5.5.3 The MCO shall obtain annual fidelity review reports
from DHHS to inform the ACT team's adherence to fidelity.
4.11.5.5.4 In collaboration with DHHS, the MCO shall support
CMH Programs/CMH Providers to achieve program improvement
goals outlined in the ACT Quality Improvement Plan on file with
DHHS to achieve full implementation of ACT.
4.11.5.5.5 In accordance with Exhibit O, the MCO shall report
quarterly on the rate at which the MCO's Medicaid Members
eligible for Community Mental Health Services are receiving ACT
services.

4.11.5.5.8 The MCO shall provide updates on any waitlists
maintained for ACT services during regular behavioral health
meetings between the MCO arid DHHS. '

4.11.5.6 Mental Health Performance Improvement Project
4.11.5.6.1 As outlined in Section 4.12.3.7 (Performance
Improvement Projects), the MCO shall engage in at least one (1)
mental health PIP. The MCO shall satisfy this requirement by
implementing a PIP designed to reduce Psychiatric Boarding in the

Granite State Health Plan, Inc. Contractor Initial
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4.11.5.7 Services for the Homeless

to Members who arehom^ess or at risk of homelessness by conducting outreach to
Members With a history of homelessness and establishing
partnerships With community-based organizations to connect such
Members to housing services.

rnnrriininJ'^® one (1) or more HousingCoordinator(s) on staff or under contract to provide In-person
^Ar«nn o ^re tiomeless, as described inSection 3.15.1 (Key Personnel).

4.11.5.7.3 Ttie Housing Coordinator(s) stiaii coordinate with

HnS To® f! "1® CMH Programs, New HampshireHospital, the Bureau of Mental Health Services, the Bureau of
Housing Supports and other CMH Providers to coordinate referrals.

with CMH Programs/CMH Providers
me MOO shai ensure that ACT teams and/or Housing

®  ongoing mental health and tenancysupport services to Members.

Mpn^clai! H Programs/CMH Providers, the
PMMD appropriate oversight ofCMH Program/CMH Provider responsibilities, including;

4.11.5.7.5.1. Identifying housing options for Members at
risk of experiencing homelessness;

"*^■5-7.5.2.Assisting Members in filing applications fornousing-and gathering necessary documentation;
4.11.5.7.5.3. Coordinating the provision of supportive
housing; and

4.11.5.7.5.4. Coordinating housing-related services
amongst CMH Programs/CMH Providers, the MCO
and NH s Housing Bridge Subsidy Program'

4.11.5.7.6 The contract with CMH Programs/CMH Providers shall
y assessments and documentation of housingstatus and homelessness for all Members.

fnM hnmli ®"y dischargednto homelessness is connected to Care Management as describedin Section 4.10.10 (Coordination and Integration Th Tocfal
Continuity of Care) within twenty-four (24) hours upon

4.11.5.8 Supported Employment
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4.11.5.8.1 In coordination with CMH Programs/CMH Providers,
the MCO shall actively promote EBSE to eligible Members.

4.11.5.8.2 The MCO shall obtain fidelity review reports from
DHHS to inform EBSE team's adherence to fidelity with the
expectation of at least good fidelity implementation for each CMH
Program/CMH Provider.

4.11.5.8.3 In collaboration with DHHS, the MCO shall support the
CMH Programs and CMI^ Providers to achieve program
improvement goals outlined in the EBSE Quality Improvement Plan
on file with DHHS to achieve full implementation of EBSE.

4.11.5.8.4 Based on data provided by DHHS, the MCO shall
support DHHS's goals to ensure that at least nineteen percent
(19%) of adult Members are engaged in EBSE services and that
employment status Is updated by the CMH Program/CMH Provider
on a quarterly basis.

4.11.5.8.5 The MCO shall report the EBSE rate to DHHS in
accordance with Exhibit 0 and provide updates as requested by

n  DHHS during regular behavioral health meetings between the MCO
and DHHS.

4.11.5.9 Illness Management and Recovery

4.11.5.9.1 In coordination with CMH Programs and CMH
Providers, the MCO shall actively promote the delivery of and
increased penetration rates of illness management and Recovery
to Members with SMI and SPMI.

4.11.5.9.2 The MCO shall provide updates as requested by DHHS
during regular behavioral health meetings between the MCO and
DHHS.

4.11.5.10 Dialectical Behavioral Therapy

4.11.5.10.1 In coordination with CMH Programs and CMH
Providers, the MCO shall actively promote the delivery of DBT to
Members with diagnoses, including but not limited to SMI, SPMI,
and Borderline Personality Disorder.

4.11.5.10.2 The MCO shall provide updates, such as the rate at
which eligible Members receive meaningful levels of DBT services,
as requested by DHHS during regular behavioral health meetings
between the MCO and DHHS.

4.11.5.11 Peer Recovery Support Services

4.11.5.11.1 In coordination with CMH Programs and CMH
Providers, the MCO shall actively promote the delivery of PRSS
provided by Peer Recovery Programs in a variety of settings such
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as CMH Programs. New Hampshire Hospital, primary care clinics
and EDs.

4.11.5.11.2The MCO shall provide updates as requested by DHHS
during regular behavioral health meetings between the MCO and
DHHS.

4.11.5.12 Modular Approach to Therapy for Children with Anxiety
Depression, Trauma, or Conduct Problems

4.11.5.12.1 In coordination with CMH Programs and CMH
Providers, the MCO shall actively promote the delivery of Modular
Approach to Therapy for Children with Anxiety, Depression,
Trauma, or Conduct Problems^ for children and youth Members
experiencing anxiety, depression, trauma and conduct issues.

4.11.5.12.2 The MCO shall provide updates as requested by DHHS
during regular behavioral health meetings between the MCO and
DHHS.

4.11.5.13 First Episode Psychosis

4.11.5.13.1 In coordination with CMH Programs and CMH
Providers, the MCO shall actively promote the delivery of
programming to address early symptoms of psychosis.

4.115.13.2 The MCO shall provide updates as requested by DHHS
during regular behavioral health meetings between the MCO and
DHHS.

4.11.5.14 Child Parent Psychotherapy
—  -4.1-1^=-14.-1-I n—coordination—with—GMH—Program s~^nd—CMH'

, Providers, the MCO shall actively.promote delivery of Child Parent
Psychotherapy for youhg children.
4.11.5.14.2 The MCO shall provide updates as requested by
DHHS during regular behavioral health meetings between the MCO
and DHHS.

4.11.5.151 mplementation of New Hampshire's 10-Year Mental Health Plan

4.11.5.15.1 In accordance with Exhibit O. the MCO shall actively
support the implementation of NH's 10-Year Mental Health Plan,
updated periodically, to reinforce implementation of priorities
outlined in the plan. .

4.11.5.16 Changes in Healthy Behavior

4.11.5.16.1 The MCO shall promote Community Mental Health
Service recipients' whole health goals to address health disparities.

Avanable af http://vvww.DracllcewisB ̂ ^m/porials/Q/maich publlc/lndsx html
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4.11.6.16.2 Efforts can encompass interventions (e.g., tobacco
cessation, InShape") or other efforts designed to Improve health.
4^11.5.16.3The MCO shall gather smoking status data on ail
Members and report to DHHS In accordance with Exhibit O.

4.11.5.16.4 The MCO shall support CMH Programs/CMH Providers
to establish Incentive programs for Members to Increase their
engagement In healthy behavior change initiatives.

4.11.5.17 Reducing Psychiatric Boarding
4.11.5.17.1 For each hospital In its network, the MCO shall have on
Its o\w staff or contract with clinical Providers who are credentlaled
by the hospital (I.e., "hospltal-credentlaled Providers") to provide
services to reduce Psychiatric Boarding stays.
4.11.5.17.2 In meeting this requirement, the MCO cannot use CMH
Programs and CMH Providers and shall ensure that Its hospltai-

m Providers are in addition to any capadty provided byCMH Programs and CMH Providers.

4.11.5.17 3 The MCO shall supply a sufficient number of hospltal-
credentialed Providers in order to provide assessments and
treatrnent for Members who are subject to, or at risk for. Psychiatric
Boarding.

number of such hospltal-credentlaled Providers

fPos u provide initial on-site assistance within twelve12 hours of a Member arriving at an ED and within twenty-four
(24) hours of a Member being placed on observation or Inpatient
status to await an inpatient psychiatric bed.

4.11.5.^.5 The Initial on-slte assistance provided within these
r^uired timelines shall Include a beneficiary-specific plan for
discharge, treatment, admittance or transfer to New Hampshire
Hospital.

41T5 17.6 Each such hospltai-credentialed Provider shall have the
clinical expertise, inclusive of prescribing authority, to reduce
Psychiatnc Boarding and possess or be trained on the resources
including local community resources that can be deployed to
discharge the Membqr safely to the community or to a step down
facility when an inpatient stay Is not clinically required.
4.11 5.17.7 At the request of DHHS, the MCO shall participate in
meetings with hospitals to address Psychiatric Boarding.

rate paid by NHMedicaid Program- for all inpatient and outpatient service
categones for blllable services related to psychiatric boarding.
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4.11.5.17.9The MCO's capitation rates related to psychiatric
services shali reflect utilization levels consistent with best practices
for clinical path protocols, ED Psychiatric Boarding services, and
discharge/readmission management at or from New Hampshire
Hospital.

4.11.5.17.10 The MOO shall describe its plan for reducing
Psychiatric Boarding in Its Annual Behavioral Health.Strategy Plan
and Report, in accordance with Exhibit 0.

4.11.5.17.11 At minimum, the plan shall address how:

4.11.5.17.11.1. The MCO identifies when its Members

are in the ED avvaiting psychiatric placement or in a
hospital setting awaiting an inpatient psychiatric bed;

4.11.5.17.11.2. Policies for ensuring a prompt crisis
team consultation and face-to-face evaluation;

4.11.5.17.11.3. Strategies for Identifying placement
options or alternatives to hospitalizatlon; and

4.11.5.17.11.4. Coordination with the CMH

Programs/CMH Providers serving Members.

4.11.5.17.12 In accordance with.,..Jg^iblt 0, the MCO shall
provide a monthly report on the number of its Members awaiting
placement in the ED or in a hospital setting for twenty-four (24)
hours or more; the disposition of those awaiting placement; and the
average length of stay in the ED and medical ward for both children
and adult Members, and the rate of recidivism for Psychiatric
Boeing'; ~~

4.11.5.18 Ne^Harhpshire Hospital -

4.11.5.18.1 New Hampshire Hospital Agreement

4.11.5.18.1.1. The MCO shall maintain a written

collaborative agreement with New Hampshire Hospital.
NH's State bperated inpatient peychletric facility,

4.11.5.18.1.2. This collaborative agreement shall be
subject to the approval of DHHS and shall address the
ADA requirement that Members be served in the most
integrated setting appropriate to their needs, include
the responsibilities of the CMH Program/CMH Provider
to ensure a seamless transition of care upon admission
and discharge to the community, and detail Information
sharing and collaboration between the MCO and New
Hampshire Hospital.
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4.11.5.18.1.3. The collaborative agreement shall also
include mutually developed admission and utilization
review . criteria bases for determining the
appropriateness of admissions to or continued stays
both within and external to New Hampshire Hospital.
4.11.5.18.1.4. Prior to admission to New Hampshire
Hospital, the MCO shall ensure that a crisis team
consultation has been completed for all Members"
evaluated by a licensed physician or psychologist.
4.11.5.18.1.5. The MCO shall ensure that a face-to-
face evaluation by a mandatory pref-screening agent Is
conducted to assess eligibility for emergency
involuntary admission to New Hampshire Hospital and
determine whether all available less restrictive
alternative services and supports are unsuitable.

4.11.5.18.2 Discharge Planning

4.11.5.18.2.1. It is the policy of DHHS to avoid
discharges from inpatient care at New Hampshire
Hospital to homeless shelters and to ensure the
inclusion of an appropriate living situation as an
integral part of all discharge planning from New
Hampshire Hospital.

4.11.5.18.2.2. The MCO shall track any Member
discharges that the MCO, through its Provider network,
was unable to place into the community and Members
who instead were discharged to a shelter or into
homelessness.

4.11.5.18.2.3. Also included in Section 3.15.2 (Other
MCO Required Staff), the MCO shall designate an oor
site liaison with privileges, as required by New
Hampshire Hospital, to continue the Member's Care
Management, and assist in facilitating a coordinated
discharge planning process for Members admitted to
New Hampshire Hospital.

4.11.5.18.2.4. Except for participation- in the
Administrative Review Committee, the liaison shall
actively participate in New Hampshire Hospital
treatment team meetings and discharge planning
meetings to ensure that Members receive treatment In
the least restrictive environment complying with the
ADA and other applicable State' and federal
regulations.
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4.11.5.18.2.5. The liaison shall actively participate,
and assist New Hampshire Hospital staff in the
development of a written discharge plan within twenty-
four (24) hours of admission.

4.11.5.18.2.6. The MCO shall ensure that the final
New Hampshire Hospital discharge instruction sheet
shall be provided to the Member and the Member's
authorized representative prior to discharge, or the
next business day, for at least ninety-eight percent
(98%) of Members discharged.

4.11.5.18.2.7. The MCO shall ensure that the
discharge progress note shall be provided to the
aftercare Provider within seven (7) calendar days of
Member discharge for at least ninety-eight percent
(98%) of Members discharged."

4.11.5.18.2.8. For ACT team service recipients, the
MCO shall ensure that the discharge progress note is
provided to the Provider within twenty-four (24) hours
of Member discharge.

4.11.5.18.2.9. If a Member lacks a reasonable means
of communicating with a plan prior to discharge, the
MCO shall identify an alternative viable means for
communicating with the Member in the discharge plan.

4.11.5.18.2.10. The MCO shall make at least three (3)
attempts to contact Members within three (3) business
days of discharge from New Hampshire Hospital in
order to review the-discharge planp support - the
Member in attending any scheduled follow-up
appointments, support the continued taking of any
medications prescribed, and answer any questions the
Member may have.

4.11.5.18.2.11. The performance metric shall be that
one hundred percent (100%) of Members discharged
shall have been attempted to be contacted within three
(3) business days.

4.11.5.18.2.12. For any Member the MCO does not.
make contact with within three (3) business days, the
MCO shall contact the aftercare Provider and request
that the aftercare Provider make contact with the
Member within twenty-four (24) hours.

4.11.5.18.2.13. The MCO shall ensure an appointment
with a CMH Program/CMH Provider or other
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appropriate mental health clinician is scheduled and
that transportation has been arranged for the
appointment prior to discharging a Member.

4.11.5.18.2.14. Such appointment shall occur within
seven (7) calendar days after discharge.

4.11.5.18.2.15. ACT team service recipients shall be
seen within twenty-four (24) hours of discharge.

4.11.5.18.2.16. For persons discharged from
psychiatric hospitalization who are not a current client
of the applicable CMH Program/CMH Provider, the
Member shall have an intake appointment that - Is
scheduled to occur within seven (7) calendar days after
discharge.

4.11.5.18.2.17. The MOO shall work with DHHS and

the applicable CMH Program/CMH Provider to review
cases of Members that New Hampshire Hospital has
indicated a difficulty returning back to the community,
identify barriers to discharge, and develop an
appropriate transition plan back to the community.

4.11.5.18.3 Administrative Days and Post Stabilization Care
Services

4.11.5.18.3.1. The MCO shall perform in-reach
activities to New Hampshire Hospital designed to
accomplish transitions to the comrhunity.

4.11.5.18.3.2. Administrative days and post
stabilization care services are Inpatient hospital days
associated with Members who no' longer require acute
care but are left in the hospital.

4.11.5.18.3.3. The MCO shall pay New Hampshire
Hospital for services delivered under the Inpatient and
outpatient service categories at rates no less than
those paid by the NH Medicaid FFS program. Inclusive
of both State and federal share of the payment, if a
Member cannot be discharged due to failure to provide
appropriate community-based care and services.

4.11.5.18.4 Reduction in Behavioral Health Readmissions

4.11.5.18.4.1. The MCO shall describe a reduction in

readmissions. plar> in its annual Behavioral Health
Strategy Plan and Report in accordance with Exhibit O,
subject to approval by DHHS. to monitor the thirty (30)-
day and one hundred and eighty (180)-day
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readmission rates to New Hampshire Hospital,
designated reviving facilities and other equivalent
facilities to review Member specific data with each of
the CMH Programs/CMH Providers, and implement
measurable strategies within ninpty (90) calendar days
of the execution of this Agreement to reduce thirty (30)-
day and one hundred and eighty (180)-day
readmission.

4.11.5.18.4.2. Avoiding readmission is associated
with the delivery of a full array of Medically Necessary
outpatient medication and Behavioral Health Services
in the ninety (90) days after discharge from New
Hampshire Hospital; the MCO shall ensure provision of
appropriate service delivery in the ninety (90) days
after discharge.

4.11.5.18.4.3. For Members with readmissions within
thirty (30) days and one hundred and eighty (180)
days, the MCO shall report on the mental health and
related service utilization that directly proceeded
readmission in accordance with Exhibit O. This data
shall be shared with the Member's CMH Program/CMH
Provider, if applicable, and DHHS in order to evaluate if
appropriate levels of care were provided to decrease
the likelihood of re-hospitalization.

4.11.6 Substance Use Disorder

4.11.6.1 The MCO's policies and_pmcedures related.to-Substance Use
Disorder shall be in compliance with State and federal law, including but
not limited to. Chapter 420-J, Section J;15 through Section J:19 and shall
comply with all State and federal laws related to confidentiality of Member
behavioral health information.

services covered under the Medicaid State Plan,
the MCO. shall cover the services necessary for compliance with the
requirements for parity in mental health and Substance Use Disorder
benefits. [42 CFR 438, subpart K; 42 CFR 438.3(e)(1)(ii)]
4.11 8.3 The MCO shall ensure that the full continuum of care required
for Members with Substance Use Disorders is available and provided to

hIwsoo! PartHe^^ Chapter
4.11.6.4 Contracting for Substance Use Disorder
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4.11.6.4.1 The MCO shall contract with Substance Use Disorder
service programs and Providers to deliver Substance Use Disorder
services for eligible Members, as defined in He-W 513."

4.11.6.4.2 The contract between the MCO and the Substance Use
Disorder programs and Participating Providers shall be submitted
to DHHS for review and approval prior to implementation in
accordance with Section 3.14.2 (Contracts with Subcontractors).

4.11.6.4.3 The contract shall, at minimum, address the following:

4.11.6.4.3.1. The scope of services to be covered;

4.11.6.4.3.2. Compliance virith the requirements of this
Agreement and applicable State'and federal law;

4.11.6.4.3.3.The role of the MCO ̂ versus the
Substance Use Disorder program and/or Provider;

4.11.6.4.3.4. procedures for communication and
coordination between the MCO and the Substance Use
Disorder program and/or Provider;

4.11.6.4.3.5. Other Providers serving the same
Member, and DHHS as applicable;

4.11.6.4.3.6.The approach to payment, including
enhanced payment for ACT sen/ices;

4.11.6.4.3.7.Data sharing on Members;

4.11.6.4.3.8. Data reporting between the Substance
Use Disorder programs and/or Providers and the MCO,
and DHHS as applicable; and

4.11.6.4.3.9. Oversight, enforcement, and remedies for
contract disputes.-

4.11.6.4.4 The contract shall provide for monitoring of Substance
Use Disorder service performance through quality metrics and
oversight procedures specified in the contract.

4.11.6.4.5 When contracting with Peer Recovery Programs, the
MCO shall contract with a|l Willing Providers in the State through
the PRSS Facilitating Organization or other accrediting body
approved by DHHS, unless the Provider requests a direct contract.

4.11.6.4.6 The MCO shall reimburse Peer Recovery Programs in
accordance with rates that are no less than the equivalent DHHS
FFS rates.

23
Available at httD;//www.QencQurt.8late.nh,us/rule8/state aaendea/he-w.html
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4.11.6.4.7 When contracting with methadone clinics, the MCO
shall contract with and have in its network all Willing Providers in
the state.

4.11.6.5 Payment to Substance Use Disorder Providers

4.11.6.5.1 The MCO shall reimburse Substance Use Disorder
Providers In accordance with rates that are no less than the
equivaleri't DHHS FFS rates.

4.11.6.5.2 The MCO need not pay using DHHS's FFS mechanism
where the MCO's contract with the Provider meets the following
requirements:

4.11.6.5.2.1.1s subject to enhanced reimbursement for
MAT, as described in as outlined in this section; or

4.11.6.5.2.2. Fails under a DHHS-approved APM, the
standards and requirements for obtaining DHHS
approval are further described in Section 4.14
(Alternative Payment Models).

4.11.6.5.3 DHHS shall provide the MCO with sixty (60) calendar
days' advance notice prior to any change to reimbursement.

4.11.6.5.4 In accordance with Exhibit O, the MCO shall develop
and submit to DHHS, a payment plan for offering enhanced
reimbursement to qualified physicians who are SAMHSA certified
to dispense or prescribe MAT.

4.11.6.5.5 The plan shall indicate at least two (2) tiers of
enhanced payments that the MCO shall make to qualified.
Providers based on whether Providers are certified and providing
MAT.to "up tolhirty (30)"'M^bers~per.1quarter"(i.e^,nier'^o^
Providers) or certified and providing MAT to up to one hundred
(100) Members per quarter (i.e., tier two (2) Providers).

4.11.6.5.6 The tier determinations that qualify Providers for the
MCO's enhanced reimbursement pojicy shall reflect the number of
Members to whom the Provider is providing. MAT treatment
services, not the number of patients the Provider is certified to
provide MAT treatment to.

4.11.6.5.7 The MCO shall develop at least one (1) APM designed
to increase access to MAT for Substance Use Disorder and one (1)
APM (such as a bundled payment) for the treatment of babies bom
with NAS.

4.11.6.6 Provision of Substance Use Disorder Services
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4.11.6.6.1 The MCO shall ensure that Substance Use Disorder
servioos are provided in accordance with the Medicaid State Plan
and He-W 513. This includes, but is not limited to:

4.11.6.6.1.1.Ensuring that the full continuum of care is
appropriately provided to eligible Members;

4.11.6.6.1.2. Ensuring that eligible Members are
provided with Recovery support services; and

4.11.6.6.1.3. Ensuring that eligible Members are
provided with coordinated care when entering or
leaving a treatment program.

4.,11.6.6.2 The MCO shall ensure that all Providers providing
Substance Use Disorder services comply with the requirements of
He-W 513.

4.11.6.6.3 The MOD shall work in collaboration with DHHS and
Substance Use Disorder programs and/or Providers to support and
sustain evidenced-based practices that have a profound impact on
Provider and Member outcomes, including, but' is not limited to,
enhanced rate or incentive payments for evidenced-based
practices.

4.11.6.6.4 The MCO shall ensure that the full continuum of care
required for Members with Substance Use Disorders is available
and provided to Members in accordance with NH Code of
Administrative Rules, Chapter He-W 500, Part He-W 513.

4.11.6.6.5 This Includes, but is not limited to:

4.T1.6.6.5.1. Ensuring that Members at risk of
experiencing Substance Use Disorder are assessed
using a standardized evidence-based assessment tool

.consistent with ASAM Criteria; and

,  4.11.6.6.5.2.Providing access to the full range of
services available under the DHHS's Substance Use
Disorder benefit, including Peer Recovery Support
without regard to whether Peer Recovery Support is an
aspect of an additional service provided to the
Member.

4.11.6.6.6 The MCO shall make PRSS available to Members both
as a standalone service (regardless of an assessment), and as part
of other treatment and Recovery services.

4.11.6.6.7 The provision of services to recipients enrolled in an
MCO shall not be subject to more stringent service coverage limits,
than specified under this Agreement or State Medicaid policies.
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4.11.6.7 Substance Use Disorder Clinical Evaluations and Treatment
Plans

4.11.6.7.1 The MCO shall ensure, through its regular quality
improvement activities and reviews of DHHS administered quality
monitoring and improvement activities, that Substance Use
Disorder^ treatment services are delivered in the least restrictive
community based environment possible and based on a person-

•  centered approach where the Member and their family's personal
goals and needs are considered central in the development of the
Individualized service plans.

4.11.6.7.2 A Clinical Evaluation is a biopsychosocial evaluation
completed in accordance with SAMHSA Technical Assistance
Publication (TAP) 21: Addiction Counseling Competencies.
4.11.6.7.3 The MCO shall ensure that all services provided
include a method to obtain clinical evaluations using DSM five (5)
diagnostic information and a recommendation for a level of care
based on the ASAM Criteria, published in October, 2013 or as
revised by ASAM.

4.11.6.7.4 The MCO shall ensure that a clinical evaluation is
completed for each Member prior to admission as a part of interim
services or within three (3) business days following admission.

4.11.6.7.5 For a Member being transferred from or otherwise
referred by another Provider, the Provider shall use the clinical
evaluation completed by a licensed behavioral health professional
from the referring agency, which may be amended by the receivina
Provider.

4.11:6.7.6 The Provider shall complete individualized treatment
plans for all Members based on clinical evaluation data within three
(3) business days of the clinical evaluation, that address problems
in all ASAM 2013 domains which justify the Member's admittance
to a given level of care and that include individualized treatment
plan goals, objectives, and interventions written in terms that' are

^SMAiTT) realistic, and time relevant
4.11.6.7.7 The treatment plan shall include the Member's
involvement in identifying, developing, and prioritizing goals
objectives, and interventions.

4.11.6.7.8 Treatment plans, shall be updated based' on any
changes in any ASAM domain and no less frequently than every
four (4) sessions or every four (4) weeks, whichever is less
frequent.
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4.11.6.7.9 The treatment plan updates much include:

4 11.6.7.9.1. Documentation of the degree to which the
Member is meeting treatment plan goals and
objectives;

4.11.6.7.9.2. Modification of existing goals or addition of
new goals based on' changes in the Member's
functioning relative to ASAM domains and treatment
goals and objectives;

4.11.6.7.9.3. The counselor's assessment of whether or
not the Member needs to move to a different level of
care based on ASAM continuing care, transfer and
discharge criteria; and

4.11.6.7.9.4. The signature of the Member and the
counselor agreeing to the updated treatment plan or if
applicable, documentation of the Member's refusal to
sign the treatment plan.

4.11.6.8 Substance Use Disorder Performance Improvement Project"'^''^

4 10 Q .^°"^P''3rice with the requirements outlined in Section4.12.3 Quality Assessment and Performance Improvement
Program), the MCO shall, at a minimum, conduct at least one (1)
PIP designed to improve the delivery of Substance Use Disorder
services.

4.11.6.9 Reporting

4.11^.9.1 The MCO shall report to DHHS Substance Use
with Exhibit O Including, butnot limited to, measures related to access to services

f appropriate services, Member engagement
utlltzatioT treatment retention, safety monitoring, and service

i" accordance with Exhibit O

^e MCb nitnl t and pattern outliers and how
Wnh to follow Up With Providers identified as havinghigh-prescnbing patterns. ^

frnm =1^ Ttif MCO Shall provide to DHHS copies of all findings
n^n^H or assessment of Providers related to SubstanceUse Disorder conducted by the MCO or on behalf of the MCO.
4.11.6.9,4 On a monthly basis, the MCO shall provide directly to
Participating Providers comparative prescribing data, including the
average Morphine Equivalent Dosing (MED) levels aaoss patients
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and Identification of Members with MED at above average levels,
as determined by the MED levels across Members.

4.11.6.9.5 The MCO shall also provide annual training to
Participating Providers.

4.11.6.10 Services for Members Who are Homeless or At-Risk of

Homelessness

4.11.6.10.1 In coordination with Substance Use Disorder programs
and/or Prbviders, the MCO shall provide care to Members who are
homeless or at risk of homelessness as described in Section

4.11.5.7 (Services for the Homeless).

4.11.6.11 Peer Recovery Support Services

4.11.6.11.1 In coordination with Peer Recovery Programs and Peer
Recovery Coaches, as defined, in He-W 513, the MCO shall
actively promote delivery of PRSS provided by Peer Recovery
Coaches who are also certified Recovery support workers in a
variety of settings such as Peer Recovery Programs, clinical
Substance Use Disorder programs, EDs, and primary care clinics.

4.11.6.12 Naloxone Availability

4.11.6.12.1 The MCO shall work with each contracted Substance

Use Disorder program and/or Provider to ensure that naloxone kits
are available on-site and training on naloxone administration and
emergency response procedures are provided to program and/or
Provider staff at a minimum annually.

_4.11.6.13_Pr.escrlplion.Drug.Monltoring.Pr.ogram

-4.11.6^13:1 The MCO shall include in its Provider agreements- the
requirement that prescribes and dispensers corriply with the NH
POMP requirements, including but not limited to opioid prescribing
guidelines.

4.11.6.13.2The Provider agreements shall require Participating
Providers to provide to the MCO, to the maximum extent possible,
data on substance dispensing to Members prior to releasing such
medications to Membere.

4.11.6.13.3The MCO shall monitor harmful prescribing rates and,
at the discretion of DHHS, may be required to provide ongoing
updates on those Participating Providers who have been identified
as overprescribing.

4.11.6.14 Response After Overdose

4.11.6.14.1 Whenever a Member receives emergency room or
inpatient hospital services as a result of a non-fatal overdose, the
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MCO shall work with hospitals to ensure a seamless transition of
care upon admission and discharge to the community, and detail
information sharing and collaboration between the MCO and the
participating hospital.

4.11.6.14.2Whenever a Member discharges themselves against
rnedical advice, the MCO shall make a good faith effort to ensure
that the Member .receives a clinical evaluation, referral to
appropriate treatment. Recovery. support-SQr^^^ and intense
Case Managernent within forty-eight (48) hours of discharge or the
MCO being notified, whichever is sooner.

4.11.6.15 Limitations on Prior Authorization Requirements
4 11 6.15.1 To the extent permitted under State and federal law
the MCO shall cover MAT.

I

4.11.6.15.2 Methadone received at a methadone clinic shall not
require Prior Authorization.

4.11.8.l5.3Methadone used to treat pain shall require Prior
Authorization.

4.11.6.15.3.1. ■ Any Prior Authorization for office based
MAT shall comply with RSA 420-J:17 and RSA 420-
J:18.

4.11.6.15.4 The MCO shall not impose any Prior Authorization
r^uirements for MAT urine drug screenings (UDS) unless a
Provider exceeds thirty (30) UDSs per month per treated Member.

4.11.6.15.4.1. In the event a Provider exceeds thirty
(30) UDS per month per treated Member, the MCO
shall impose Prior Authorization requirements on
usage.

4.11.6.l5.5The MCO is precluded from imposing any Prior
Authorization on screening for multiple drugs within a daily drug
screen.

4 11.8.15.6The MCO shall cover without Prior Authorization or
other Utilization Management restrictions any treatments identified
as necessary by a clinician trained in the use and application of the
ASAM Criteria.

4.11.6.15.7Should the MCO have concerns about the
appropriateness of a course of treatment after the treatment has
comrnenc^d, the MCO shall contact the Provider to request
additional information and/pr recommend a change, but shall
continue to pay for the treatment unless and until the Provider
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determines an alternative type of treatment or setting is
appropriate.

4.11.6.15.8DHHS shall monitor utilization of Substance Use

Disorder treatment services to identify, prevent, and correct
potential occurrences of fraud, waste and abuse, in accordance
with 42 CFR 455 and 42 CFR 456 and He-W 520.

4.11.6.15.9DHHS may grant exceptions to this provision in
instances where itis necessary to prevent fraud, waste and abuse.

4.11.6.15.10 • For Members who enter the Pharrnacy Lock-In
Program as described in Section 4.2.3 (Clinical Policies and Prior
Authorizations), the MOO shall evaluate the need for Substance
Use Disorder treatment.

4.11.6.16 Opioid Prescribing Requirements

4.11.6.16.1 The MOO shall require Prior Authorization documenting
the rationale for the prescriptions of more than one hundred (100)
mg daily MED of opioids for Members.

4.11.6.16.2 As required under the NH Board Administrative Rule
MED 502 Opioid Prescribing, the MOO shall adhere to MED
procedures for acute and chronic pain, taking actions, including but
not limited to:

4.11.6.16.2.1. A pain management consultation or
certification from the Provider that it is due to an acute

medical condition;

4.11.6.16.2.2. Random and periodic UDS: and

—  4.11.6.-16.2=3. Utilizing written, informed consent.- -

4.11.6.16.3The MOO shall ensure that Participating Providers
prescribe and dispense Naloxone for patients receiving a one
hundred (100) mg MED or more per day for longer than ninety (90)
calendar days.

4.11.6.16.4lf the NH Board Administrative Rule MED 502 Opioid
Prescribing is updated in the future, the MCO shall implement the
revised policies in accordance with the timelines established or
within sixty (60) calendar days if no such timeline is provided.

4.11.6.17 Neonatal Abstinence Syndrome

4.11.6.17.1 For those Members with a diagnosis of Substance Use
Disorder and all Infants with a diagnosis of NAS, or that are
otherwise known to have been exposed prenatally to opioids,
alcohol or other drugs, the MCO shall provide Care Management
services to provide for coordination of their physical and behavioral
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health, according to the safeguards relating to re-disclosure set out
in 42 CFR Part 2.

4.11.6.17.2Substance Use Disorder Care Management features
shall include, but not be limited to:

4.11.6.17.2.1. Conducting outreach to Members who
would benefit from treatment (for example, by
coordinating with emergency room staff to identify and
engage with Members admitted to the ED following an
overdose),

4.11.6.17.2.2. Ensuring that Members are receiving
the appropriate level of Substance Use Disorder
treatment services,

4.11.6.17.2.3. Scheduling Substance Use Disorder
treatment appointments and following up to ensure
appointments are attended, and

4.11.6.17.2.4. Coordinating care among prescribing
Providers, clinician case managers, pharmacists,
behavioral health Providers and social service
agencies.

4.11.6.17.2.5. The MCO shall make every attempt to
coordinate and enhance Care Management services
being provided to the Member by the treating Provider.

4.11.6.17.3 The MCO shall work with DCYF to provide Substance
Use Disorder treatment referrals and conduct a follow-up after thirty
(30) calendar days to determine the outcome of the referral and
determine if additional outreach and resources are needed.

4.11.6.17.4 The MCO shall work with DCYF to ensure that health
care Providers involved in the care of infants identified as being
affected by prenatal drug or alcohol exposure, create and
implement the Plan of Safe Care.

4.11.6.17.4,1. The Plan of Safe Care shall be
developed in collaboration with health care Providers
and the family/caregivers of the infant to address the
health of the infant and Substance Use Disorder
treatment needs of the family or caregiver.

4.11.6.17.5The MCO shall establish protocols for Participating
Providers to implement a standardized screening and treatment
protocol for Infants at risk of NAS.

4.11.6.17.6 The MCO shall provide training to Providers serving
infants with NAS on best practices, Including;
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4.11.6.17.6.1. Opportunities for the primary care
giver(s) to room-in;

4.11.6.17.6.2. Transportation and childcare for the
primary care giver(s);

4.11.6.17.6.3. Priority given to non-pharmaceutical
approaches (e.g., quiet environment, swaddling);

4.11.6.17.6.4. Education for primary care glver(s) on
caring for newborns;

4.11.6.17.6.5. Coordination with social service
agencies proving supports, Including coordinated case
meetings and appropriate developmental services for
the infant;

4.11.6.17.6.6. Information on family planning options;
and

4.11.6.17.6.7. Coordination with the family and
Providers on the development of the Plan of Safe Care
for any infant bom with NAS.

4.11.6.17.7The MCO shall work with DHHS and Providers eligible
to expand/develop services to increase capacity for specialized
services for this population which address the family as a unit and
are consistent with Northern New England Perinatal Quality
Improvement Network's (NNEPQIN) standards.

4.11.6.18 Discharge Planning

4.11:6:18.-1 ln~al|- cases-whereihe^-MCO-is~ridtifie^"drdtRawise
learns that a Member-has had an"ED visit or is hospitalized for an
overdose or Substance" Use' Disorder, the MCO's Care
Coordination staff shall actively participate and assist hospital staff
in the development of a written discharge plan.

4.11.6.18.2The MCO shall ensure that the final discharge
instruction sheet shall be provided to the Member and the
Member's authorized representative prior to discharge, or the next
business day, for at least ninety-eight (98%) of Members
discharged.

4.1 i.6.18.3The MCO shall ensure that the discharge progress note
shall be provided to any treatment Provider within seven (7)
calendar days of Member discharge for at least ninety-eight
percent (98%) of Members discharged.

4.11.6.18.3.1. If a Member lacks a reasonable means
of communicating with a plan prior to discharge, the
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4.12

MCO shall identify an alternative viable means for
cornmunicatlng with the Member in the discharge plan.

4A 1^^18.4 It is the expectation of DHHS that Members treated in
the ED or inpatient setting for an overdose are not to be released to
the community without outreach from the MCO or provided with
referrals for an evaluation and treatment.

4.11.6.18.5 The MCO shall track all Members discharged into the
community who do not receive MCO contact (including outreach or
a referral to.a Substance Use Disorder program and/or Provider).
4.11.6.18.6 The MCO shall make at least three (3) attempts to
contact-Members within three (3) business days of discharge from
the ED to review the discharge plan, support the Member in
attending any scheduled follow-up appointments, support the
continued taking of any medications prescribed, and answer anv
questions the Member may have.
4.116.18.7 At least ninety-five percent (95%) of Members
discharged shall have been attempted to be contacted within three
(3) business days.

Member the MCO does not make contact with
within three (3) business days, the MCO shall contact the treatment
Provider and request that the treatment Provider make contact with
the Member within twenty-four (24) hours.

4 11.6 18.9 The MCO shall ensure an appointment for treatment
other than evaluation with a Substance Use Disorder program
and/or Provider for the Member is scheduled prior to .discharge
when possible and that transportation has been arranged for the
appointment. Such appointments shall occur within seven (7)
calendar days after discharge.

4.11.6.18.10 In accordance with 42 CFR Part 2. the MCO shall
work with DHHS during regularly scheduled meetings to review
cases of Members that have been seen Tor more than three (3)
overdose events within a thirty (30) calendar day period or those
that have had a difficulty engaging in treatment services following
referral and Care Coordination provided by the MCO.
4.11.6.18.11 The MCO shall also review Member cases with the
applicable Substance Use Disorder program and/or Provider to
promote strategies for reducing overdoses and Increase
engagement in treatment services.

Qualltv Management

4.12.1 General Provisions
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4.12.1.1 The MCO shall provide for the delivery of quality care with the
primary goal of Improving the health status of its Members and, where the
Member's condition is not amenable to improvement, maintain the
Member's current health status by implementing measures to prevent any
further decline in condition or deterioration of health status.

4.12.1.2 The MCO shall work In collaboration with Members and
Providers to actively improve the quality of care provided to Members,
consistent with the MCO's quality improvement goals and all other
requirements of the Agreement.

4.12.1.3 The MCO shall provide mechanisms for Member Advisory Board
and the Provider Advisory Board to actively participate In the MCO's
quality improvement activities.

4.12.1.4 The MCO shall support and comply with the most current
version of the Quality Strategy for the MCM program.

4.12.1.5 The MCO shall approach all clinical and non-clinical aspects of
QAPI based on principles of CQI/Total Quality Management and shall;

4.12.1.5.1 Evaluate performance using objective quality indicators
and recognize that opportunities for improvement are unlimited:

4.12.1.5.2 Foster data-driven decision-making;

4.12.1.5.3 Solicit Member and Provider input on the prioritization
and strategies for QAPI activities;

4.12.1.5.4 Support continuous ongoing measurement of clinical
and non-clinical health plan effectiveness, health outcomes

— ̂improvement-and-Member-and-Provider-satisfaction;

4,12,1,5,&..Suppprt prpgramniatic imprpvenients of clinical and-
non=clinical processes based on findings from ongoing
measurements; and

4.12.1.5.6 Support re-measurement of effectiveness, health
outcomes improvement and Member satisfaction, and continued
developrnent and implementation of improvement interventions as
appropriate.

4.12.2 Health Plan Accreditation

4.12.2.1 the MCO shall achieve health plan accreditation from the
NCQA, including the NCQA Medicaid Module.

4.12.2.2 If the MCO participated in the MCM program prior to the
Program Start Date, the MCO shall maintain.its health plan accreditation
status throughout the period of the Agreement, and complete the NCQA
Medicaid Module within eighteen (18) months of the Program Start Date.
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4.12.2.3 If the MCO is newly participating In the MCM program, the MCO
shall achieve health plan accreditation from NCQA, including the Medicaid
Module, within eighteen (18) months of the Program Start Date.

4.12.2.4 To demonstrate Its progress toward meeting this requirement,
the newly participating MCO shall complete the following milestones:

4.12.2.4.1 Within sixty (60) caleridar days of the Program Start
Date, the MCO shall notify DHHS of the initiation of the process to
obtain NCQA Health Plan Accreditation; and

4.12.2.4.2 Within thirty (30) calendar days of the date of the
NCQA ■ survey on-site review, the MCO shall notify DHHS of the
date of the scheduled 6n-site review.

4.12.2.5 The MCO shall inform DHHS of whether it has been accredited
by any private Independent accrediting entity, in addition to NCQA Health
Plan Accreditation.

4.12.2.6 The MCO shall authorize NCQA. and any other entity from
which it has received or is attempting to receive accreditation, to provide a
copy of its most recent accreditation review to DHHS, including [42 CFR
438.332(a)]:

■ 4.12.2.6.1 Accreditation status, sun/ey type, and level (as
I  applicable);

4.12.2.6.2 Accreditation results, including recommended actions
or improvements, CAPs, and summaries of findings; and

4.12.2.6.3 Expiration date of the accreditation. [42 CFR
438.332(b)(1)-(3)]

4.12.2.7 To avoid duplication of mandatory activities wjth accreditation
reviews, DHHS may indicate in its quality strategy the accreditation review
standards that are comparable to the standards established through
federal EQR protocols and that DHHS shall consider met on the basis of
the MCO's achievement of NCQA accreditation. [42 CFR 438.360]

4.12.2.8 An MCO going through an NCQA renewal survey shall complete
the full Accreditation review of all NCQA Accreditation Standards.

4.12.2.9 During the renewal survey, the MCO shall:

4.12.2.9.1 Request from NCQA the full review of all NCQA
Accreditation Standards and cannot participate in the NCQA
renewal survey option that allows attestation for certain
requirements; and

4.12.2.9.2 Submit to DHHS a written confirmation from NCQA
stating that the renewal survey for the MCO will be for -all NCQA
Accreditation Standards without attestation.
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4.12.3 Quality Assessment and Performance Improvement Program

be documented in writing (in theforni of the QAPI Plan), approved by the MCO's goveming body and
submitted to DHHS for its review annually.
4.12.3.3 In accordance with Exhibit 0. the QAPI Plan shall contain at a
minimum, the following elements: coniain, at a

4.12.3.3.1 A description of the MCO's organization-wide QAPI
program structure:

4^2.3.3.2 The MCO's annual goals and objectives for all quality
activities, including but not limited to:

4.12.3.3.2.1.DHHS-requlred PIPs,
4.12.3.3.2.2.DHHS-required quality performance data,
4.12.3.3.2.3. DHHS-requlred quality reports, and
4.12.3.3.2.4.lmplementation of EQRO
recommendations from annual technical reports;

4.12.3 3.3 Mechanisms to detect both underutilization and
overutilization of services [42 CFR 438.330(b)(3)];
4^12.3.3^4 Mechanisms to assess the quality and appropriateness
^-^for-Members-with-Special-Health-Gare-Needsi^^^^

-  - ."1 the quajity straj^y)^[42 C.FR.438.330(b)(4)] in order to-tdentify any Ongoing Special Conditions of a Merhberlhat require a
course of treatment or regular care monitoring;
4.12.3.3^5 Mechanisms to assess and address disparities in the
quality of, and access to, health care, based on age, race, ethnicity

status (defined as whether the

CFR fsa^oSS; and
4.12.3.3.6 The MCO's systematic and ongoing process for
monitoring, evaluation and improvement of the quality and

MTrnber^^ Behavioral Health Services provided to

fhlfinH a. well-defined OAPI program structure
din Ml^ systematic approach to improving clinical and non-
thrrJhLnfp? outcomes. At a minimum, the MCO shall ensurethat the OAPI program structure:
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4.12.3.4.1 Is organization-wide, with clear lines of accountebility
within the organization;

4.12.3.4.2 Includes a set of functions, roles, and responsibilities
for the oversight of QAPI activities that are clearly defined and
assigned to appropriate individuals, including physicians, clinicians,
and non-clinlclans;

4.12.3.4.3 . Includes annual objectives and/or goals for planned
projects or activities including clinical and non-clinical programs or
initiatives and measurement activities; and

4.12.3.4.4

initiatives.

Evaluates the effectiveness of clinical and non-clinical

4.12.3.5 If the MCO subcontracts any of the essential functions or
reporting requirements contained within the QAPI program to another
entity, the MCO shall maintain detailed files documenting work performed
by the Subcontractor. The file shall be available for review by DHHS or its
designee upon request, and a summary of any functions that have been
delegated to Subcontractor(s) shall be indicated: within the MCO's QAPI
Plan submitted to^DHHS annually.
4.12.3.6 Additional detail regarding the elements of the QAPI program
and the format in which it should be submitted to DHHS is provided in
Exhibit 0.

4.12.3.7 Performance Improvement Projects

4.12.3.7.1 The MCO shall conduct any and all PIPs required by
CMS. [42 CFR 438.330(a)(2)]

4.12.3.7!2 Annually, the MCO shall conduct at least three (3)
clinical PIPs that meet the following criteria [42 CFR 438.330

■  (d)(1)]:

4.12.3.7.2.1.At least one (1) clinical PIP shall have a
focus on reducing Psychiatric Boarding in the ED for
Medicaid enrollees (regardless of whether they are
Medicaid-Medicare dual individuals), as defined in
Section 4.11.5 (Mental Health);

4.12.3.7.2.2.At least one (1) clinical PIP shall have a
focus on Substance Use Disorder, as defined in
Section 4.11.6 (Substance Use Disorder);

■ 4.12.3.7.2.3.At least (1) clinical PIP shall focus on
improving quality performance in an area that the MCO
performed lower than the fiftieth (50th) percentile
nationally, as documented in the most recent EQRO
technical report or as otherwise indicated by DHHS.
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4.12.3.7.2.4. If the MCO's individual experience is not
reflected in the most recent EQRO technical report, the
MCO shall Incorporate a PIP in an area that the MCOs
participating In the MCM program at the time of the
most recent EQRO technical report performed belov;/
the fiftieth (50th) percentile.

4.12.3.7.2.5.Should no quality measure have a lower
than fiftieth (50th) percentile performance, the MCO
shall focus the PIP on one (1) of the areas for which its
performance (or, in the event the MCO is not
represented in the most recent report, the other MCOs'
collective performance) was lowest.

4.12.3.7.3 Annually, the MCO shall conduct at least one (1) non-
clinical PIP, which shall be related to one (1) of the following topic
areas and approved by DHHS:

4.12.3.7.3.1. Addressing social determinants of health;

4.12.3.7.3.2.Integrating physical and behavioral health.

4.12.3.7.4 The non-clinical PIP may include clinical components,
but shall have a primary focus on non-clinical outcomes.

4.12.3.7.5 The MCO shall ensure that each PIP is designed to
achieve significant improvement, sustained over time, in health
outcomes and Member satisfaction [42 CFR 438.330(d)(2)], and
shall include the following elements:

4.12.3.7.5.1. Measurement(s) of performance using
objective-quality indicators-[42-eFR-438:330(d)(2)(i)];—

■ 4."12.37.5.2.Irhplem'ehtatidn of ihteh/ehtib'hsTo achieve"
improvement in the access to and quality of care [42
CFR 438.330(d)(2)(ii)];

4.12.3.7.5.3. Evaluation of the effectiveness of the
interventions based on the performance measures
used as objective quality indicators [42 CFR
438.330(d)(2)(iii)]; and

4.12.3.7.5.4.Planning and initiation of activities for
'increasing or sustaining improvement [42 CFR
438.330(d)(2)(iv)].

4.12.3.7.6 Each PIP shall be approved by DHHS and shall be
completed in a reasonable time period so as to generally permit
information on the success of PIPs In the aggregate to produce
new information on quality of care every year.
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4.12.3.7.7 In accordance with Exhibit O. the MCO shall include In
Its QAPI Plan, to be submitted to DHHS annually, the status and
results of each PIP conducted in the preceding twelve (12) months
and any changes it plans to make to PIPs or other, MCO processes
in the coming years based on these results or other findings 142
CFR 438.330(d)(1) and (3)].

4.12.3.8 Member Experience of Care Survey

4.12.3.8.1 The MCO shall be responsible for administering the
Healthcare Providers and Systems

(CAHPS) survey on an annual basis, and as required by NCQA for
Medicaid health plan accreditation for both adults and children
including: '

4.12.3.8.1.1.CAHPS Health Plan Survey 5.0H, Adult
Version or later version as specified by DHHS;

4.12.3.8.1.2.CAHPS Health Plan Survey 5.0H, Child
Version with Children with Chronic Conditions
Supplement or later version as specified by DHHS.

4.12.3.8.2 Each CAHPS survey administered by the MCO shall
include up to twelve (12) other supplemental questions for each
survey as defined by DHHS and indicated in Exhibit O.
Supplemental questions, Including the number, are subject to
NCQA approval.

4.12.3.8.3 The MCO shall obtain DHHS approval of instruments
pnor to fielding the CAHPS surveys. '

4.12.3.9 Quality Measures

4.12.3.9.1 The MCO shall report the following quality measure
sets annually according to the current industry/regulatory standard
definitions, in accordance with Exhibit 0 [42 CFR 438.330l'bV2V 42
CFR 438.330(c)(1) and (2); 42 CFR 438.33a(a)(2)]:

4.12.3.9.1.1.CMS Child Core Set of Health Care
Quality Measures for Medicaid and CHIP, as specified
by DHHS;

4.12.3.9.1.2.CMS Adult Core Set of Health Care
Quality Measures for Medicaid, as specified by DHHS;
4.12.3.9.1.3.NCQA Medicaid Accreditation measures
which shall be generated without NCQA Allowable
Adjustments and validated by submission, to NCQA; .
4.12.3.9.1.4.All available CAHPS measures and
sections and additional supplemental questions defined
by DHHS;
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4.12.3.9.1.S.Any CMS-mandated measures [42 CFR
438.330(c)(1)(i)]:

4.12.3.9.1.6.Select measures to monitor MCO Member
and Provider operational quality and Care Coordination
efforts;

4.12.3.9.1.7.Select measures specified by DHHS as
priority measures for use in assessing and addressing
local challenges to high-quality care and access; and

4.12.3.9.1.S.Measures indicated by DHHS as a
requirement for fulfilling CMS waiver requirements.

4.12.3.9.2 Consistent with State and federal law, and utilizing all
applicable and appropriate agreements as required under State
and federal law to maintain confidentiality of protected health
information, the MCO shall collaborate in data collection with the
integrated Delivery Networks for clinical data collected for quality
and performance measures common between the MCM program
and the DSRIP program to reduce duplication of effort in collection
of data.

4.12.3.9.3 The MCO shall report all quality measures in
accordance with Exhibit O, regardless of whether the MCO has
achieved accreditation from NCQA. I

4.12.3.9.4 The MCO shall submit all quality measures in the
formats and schedule in Exhibit 0 or otherwise identified by DHHS
This includes, as determined by DHHS:

4.12.'3.9.iri.Gain access' to and utilize the NH
: Medicald .Quality -/Information ./System, including

participating in any DHMS-required training necessary;

4.12.3.9.4.2.Attend all meetings with the relevant MCO
subject matter experts to discuss specifications for data
indicated in Exhibit 0; and

4.12.3.9.4.3.Communicate and distribute all
specifications and templates provided by DHHS for
measures in Exhibit O' to all MCO subject matter
experts involved in the production of data in Exhibit O.

4.12.3.9.5 If additional measures are added to the NCQA or CMS
measure sets,-the MCO shall include any such new measures in its
reports to DHHS.

4.12.3.9.6 For measures that are no longer part of the measure
sets, DHHS may, at its option, continue to require those measures;
any changes to MCO quality measure reporting requirements shall
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be communicated to MCOs and documented within a format similar
to Exhibit O. ^

4.12.3.9.7 DHHS shall provide the MCO with ninety (90) calendar
days of notice of any additions or modifications to the measures
and quality measure specifications.

4.12.3.9.8 At such time as DHHS provides access to Medicare
data sets to the MCO, the MCO shall integrate expanded Medicare
data sets into its QAPI Plan and Care Coordination and Quality
Prograrns, and include a systematic and ongoing process for
monitoring, evaluating, and Improving the quality and
appropriateness of services provided to Medicald-Medlcare dual
Members. The MCO shall;

4.12.3.9.8.1.Collect data, and monitor and evaluate for
improvements to physical health outcomes, behavioral
health outcomes and psycho-social outcomes resulting
from Care Coordination of the dual Members;

4.12.3.9.8.2. Include Medicare data in DHHS quality
reporting; and

4.12.3.9.8.3.Sign data use Agreements and submit
data management plans, as required by CMS.

4.12.3.9.9 For failure to submit required reports and quality data to
DHHS, NCQA, the EQRO, and/or other DHHS-identified entities,
the MCO shall be subject to liquidated damages as further
described in Section 5.5.2 (Liquidated Damages).

4.12.4 Evaluation

4.12.4.1 DHHS shall, at a minimum, collect the following information, and
the information specified throughout the Agreement and within Exhibit 0,
In order to improve the performance of the MCM program [42 CFR
438.86(c)(6)-(8)]:

4.12.4.1.1 Performance on required quality measures; and

4.12.4.1.2 The MCO's QAPI Plan.

4.12.4.2 Starting in the second year of the Term of this Agreement, the
MCO shall Include in its QAPI Plan .a, detailed report of the MCO's
performance ■ against its QAPj :P.lanf>.{Sro^out the duration of the .
preceding twelve (12) months, and how its development of the proposed,
updated QAPI plan has taken those results Into account. The report shall
include detailed information related to:

4.12.4.2.1 Completed and ongoing quality management activities,
including all delegated functions;
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4.12.4.2.2 Performance trends on QAPI measures to assess
performance In quality of care and quality of service (QOS) for all
activities Identified in the QAPI Plan;

4.12.4.2.3 An analysis of whether there have been any
demonstrated improvements in the quality of care or service for all
activities identified in the QAPI Plan;

analysis of actions taken by the MCO based on
MCO specific recommendations identified by the EQRO's
Technical Report and other Quality Studies; and

■- r 4.12.4.2.5 An evaluation of the overall effectiveness of the MCO's
quality management program, including an analysis of barriers and
recommendations for improvement.

c  annual evaluation report, developed in accordance withExhibit 0, shall be reviewed and approved , by the MCO's governing • body :
and submitted to DHHS for review [42 CFR 438.330(e)(2)].

®  3 mechanism for periodic reporting ofQAPI activities to its governing body, practitioners, Members, and
appropnate MCO staff, as well as for posting on the web.
4.12.4.5 In accordance with Exhibit 0, the MCO shall ensure that the
findings, conclusions, recommendations, actions taken, and results of QM
activity are documented and reported on a semi-annual basis to DHHS
and reviewed by the appropriate individuals within the organization.

4,12.5 Accountability for Quality Improvement
4.12.5.1 External Quality Review __ _ ^

4.12.5.1.1 .The MCO-shali-collaborate and cooperate fully-with
DHHS's EQRO in the conductirig of CMS EQR activities to identify
opportunities for MCO improvement [42 CFR 438.358],
4.12.5.1.2 Annually, the MCO shall undergo external independent
reviews of the quality, timeliness, and access to services for
Members [42 CFR 438,350].
4.12.5.1.3 To facilitate this process,
information, including but not limited to: ..

4.12.5.1.3.1.Claims data.

the MCO shall supply

4.12.5.1.3.2.Medical records, i
4.12.5.1.3.3. Operational process details, and
4.12.5.1.3.4.Source code used to calculate
performance measures to the EQRO as specified by
DHHS.
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4.12.5.2 Auto-Assignment Algorithm

4.12.5.2.1 As indicated in Section.4.3.6 (Auto-Assignment), the
auto-assignment algorithm shall, overtime, reward high-performing
MCOs that offer high-quality, accessible care to its Members.

4.12.5.2.2 The measures used to determine auto-assignment
shall be aligned with the priority measures assigned to the MCO
withhold program, as determined by DHHS.

4.12.5.3 Quality Performance Withhold

4.12.5.3.1 As described In Section 5.4 (MCM Withhold and
Incentive Program), the MCM program incorporates a withhold and
Incentive arrangement: the MGO's performance in the program
may be assessed on the basis of the MGO's quality performance,
as determined by DHHS and indicated to the MGO in annual
guidance.

4.12.5.3.2 Key areas of DHHS focus In the selection of measures
shall Include, but are not limited to:

4.12.5.3.2.1.Utilization measures, including appropriate
use of the ED, , reduction In preventable admissions,
and/or 30-day hospital readmission for air datfees;

4.12.5.3.2.2. Measures related to the timeliness of

prenatal and postpartum care and In improved
outcomes related to MAS births;

4.12.5.3.2.3.Suceessful Integration of physical and
behavioral health, including timeliness of a follow-up
after a mental illness or Substance Use Disorder

inpatient or residential admission;

4.12.5.3.2.4.Reduction In polypharmacy resulting in
drug interaction harm; and

4.12.5.3.2.5. Certain clinical and non-clinical quality
. measures for which there is ample opportunity for
improved MGO performance.

4.13 Network Management

4.13.1 Network Requirements

4.13.1.1 The MGO shall maintain and monitor a network of appropriate
Participating Providers that is:

4.13.1.1.1 Supported by written agreements: and
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4.13.2 Provider Enrollment

4.13.2.1 The MCO shall ensure that its Participating Providers are
. enrolled with NH Medicaid.

4.13.2.2 The MCO shall prepare and submit a Participating Provider
report during the Readiness Review period in a format prescribed by
DHHS for determination of the MCC's network adequacy.

4.13.2.2.1 The report shall identify fully - credentialed and
contracted Providers, and prospective Participating Providers.

4.13.2.2.2 Prospective Participating Providers shall have executed
letters of intent to contract with the MCO.

4.13.2.2.3 The MCO shall confirm its provider network with DHHS
and post to its website no later than thirty (30) calendar days prior
to the Member enrollment period.

4.13.2.3 The MCO shall not discriminate relative to the participation,
reimbursement, or indemnification of any Provider who is acting within the
scope of his or her license or certification under applicable State law,
solely on the basis of that license or certification.

4.13.2.4 If the MCO declines to include individual Provider or Provider

. groups in its network, the MCO shall give the affected Providers written
notice of the reason for its decision. [42 CFR 438.12(a)(1); 42 CFR
438.214(c)]

4.13.2.5 The requirements in 42 CFR 438.12(a) shall not be construed to:

4.13.2.5.1 Require the MCO to contract with Providers beyond the
number necessary to meet the needs of its Members;

4.13.2.5.2 Preclude the MCO from using different reimbursement
amounts for different specialties or for different practitioners in the
same specialty; or

4.13.2.5.3 Preclude the MCO from establishing measures that are
designed to maintain QOS.and control costs and is consistent with
its responsibilities to Members. [42 CFR 438.12(a)(1); 42 CFR
438.12(b)(1)-(3)]

4.13.2.6 The MCO shall ensure that Participating Providers are enrolled
with DHHS Medicaid as Medicaid Providers consistent with Provider

disclosure, screening and enrollment requirements. [42 CFR 438.608(b);
42 CFR 455.100-106; 42 CFR 455.400 - 470]

4.13.3 Provider Screening, Credentlallng and Re-Credentlallng

4.13.3.1 DHHS shall screen and enroll,' and periodically revalldate all
MCO Participating Providers as Medicaid Providers. [42 CFR
438.602(b)(1)].
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''e'oonstrate that Its Participating Providers are

=:-s™ss~~54.13.3.6 The MCO shall, submit for DHHS review during the Readiness

shlli:^ '' '"'■ovlders not currently enrolled with NH Medicaid, the MCO
l^3l<e'•easonable efforts to streamline the rrerientiaiinoprocess in collaboration with DHHS; !tie-creaentiaiing,_

4.13.3.7.2 Conduct outreach to prospective Partlcioatinn
nnhre D " business days after the MCO receivesnotice of the Providers' desire to enroll with the MCO;

anrfr^red= ^ork through MCO and DHHS contractingand credentlaling processes with Providers In an effort to expedite
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accept a ievei of risk to receive payment after
affirmative credentiaiing is completed in exchange for
the prospective Participating Provider's compliance
With network requirements and practices.

The MCO shall process credentiaiing applications from ail Woes
of Providers within prescribed timeframes as follows:

caieridar days of receipt ofclean and complete credentiaiing applications; and
4.13.3.8.2 For specialty care Providers, within forty-five f45)

^^icabons^^^ complete credentiaiing
Provider submitting new or missing Information
ap^ication. the MCO shall act upon the new or

updated information within ten (10) business days.
^art time for the approval process begins when the MCO

date ofX^rLdp)^^^ application, and ends on thedate of the Provider's written notice of network status.

complete- application is an application that is
signed and appropnately dated by the Provider, and includes:

4.13.3.10.1 Evidence of the Provider's NH Medicaid ID; and

4.13.3.10.2 Other applicable information to support the Provider
application, including Provider explanations related to quality and
clinical competence satisfactory to the MCO.

P^cess a Provider's clean and

Sectfon 1 f I!? <he timeframes set forth in thisSection 4 13.3 of the Agreement, the MCO shall pay the Provider
retroactive to thirty (30) calendar days or forty five (45) calendar days after
nr«rl H ®l®®" complete application, depending on theprescribed timefrarne for the Provider type as defined in 4.13.3.8 above.

hpvnnd (h=°'^ each day a clean and complete application is delayedtimeframes in this Agfeernent.as ..determined byperiodic audit of the MCQ's Provider enrollment records "by DHHS or its

Damages Matr^^ N (Liquidated
MCmoi'l'prl'L"hJ"i,i'''® ^9^®®"^®"' shall be construed to require the
be^usp thrhLrth professional as a Participating Provider solely
pn^PrL professional meets the NH Medicaid screening
Irtiitinn HH-l ^®"''®®hon Standards, or to prevent an MCO from
^om it contrads ' Prpfessionais with
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4.13.4 Provider Engagement

4.13,4.1 Provider Support Services

4.13.4.1.1 The MCO shall develop and make available Provider
' support services which include, at a minimum:

4.13.4.1.1.1. A website with information and a
dedicated contact number to assist and support
Providers who are interested In becoming Participating
Providers;

4.13.4.1.1.2. A dedicated contact number to MGO staff
located in New Hampshire available from 8:00 a.m. to
6:00 p.m. Monday through Friday and 9:00 a.m. to
12:00 p.m. on Saturday for the purposes of answering
questions related to contracting, billing and service
provision.

4.13.4.1.1.3.Ability for Providers to contact the MCO
regarding contracting, billing, and sen/Ice provisions;

4.13.4.1.1.4.Tralning specific to integration of physical
and behavioral health, person-centered Care
Management, social determinants of health, and
quality;

4.13.4.1.1.5.Training curriculum, to be developed, in
coordination with DHHS, that addresses clinical
components necessary to meet the needs of Children
with Special Health Care Needs. Examples of clinical

_  toplcs-shaIl-include:-federatTequlrerTrents~for"EPSDT:*

. .. ..... . -unique needs of Children "With-Special-Health-Care
Needs; family-driven, youth-guided, person-centered
treatment planning and service provisions; impact of
adverse childhood experiences; utilization of evidence-
based practices; trauma-infonmed care; Recovery and
resilience principles; and the value of person-centered
Care Management that includes meaningful
engagement offamilies/caregivers;

4.13.4.1.1.e.Training on
documentation;

bliiing and required

4.13.4.1.1.7.Assistance and/or guidance on Identified
opportunities for quality improvement;

4.13.4.1.1.8.Training to Providers In supporting and
assisting Members In grievances and appeals, as
noted in Section 4.5.1 (General Requirements): and

Granite State Health Plan, Inc.
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4.13.4.1.1.9.Training to Providers in MCO claims
submittal through the MCO Provider portal.

4.13.4.1.2 The MCO shall establish and maintain a Provider
services function to respond timely and adequately to Provider
questions, comments, and inquiries.

4.13.4.1.3 As part of this function, the MCO shall operate a toll-
(Pf'ovider service line) from, at minimum, eight

(8.00) am to five (5:00) pm EST, Monday through Friday, with the
exception of DHHS-approved holidays. The Provider, call center
shall- meet the following minimum standards, which mav be
modified by DHHS as necessary:

4.13.4.1.3.1.Call abandonment rate: fewer than five
percent (5%) of all calls shall be abandoned;

4.13.4.1.3.2.Average speed of answer: eighty percent
(80%) of all calls shall be answered with live voice
within thirty (30) seconds;

4.13.4.1.3.3.Average speed of voicemail response: .
ninety percent (90%) of voicemail messages shall be
responded to no later than the next business day
(defined as Monday through Friday, with the exception

.  of DHHS-approved holidays).

4.13.4.1.4 The MCO shall ensure that, after regular business
hours, the Provider Inquiry line Is answered by an automated
system with the capability to provide callers with Information
regarding operating hours and instructions on how to verifv
enrollment for a Member.

4.13.4.1.5 The MCO shall have a process in place to handle after-
hours inquiries from Providers seeking a service authorization for a
Member with an urgent or emergency medical or behavioral health
condition.

4.13.4.1.6 The MCO shall track the use of State-selected and
nationally recognized clinical Practice Guidelines for Children vAth
Special Health Care Needs.

4.13.4.1.7 DHHS may provide additional guidelines to MCOs
pertaining to evidence-based practices related to the following:

Cognitive Behavioral Therapy; Trauma Informed
Child-Parent Psychotherapy; Multi-systemic Therapy; Functional
Family Therapy; Multi-Dimensional Treatment Foster Care; DBT;
Multidimensional Family Therapy; Adolescent Community
Reinforcement; and Assertive Continuing Care.
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4.13.4.1.8 The MCO shall track and trend Provider inquiries,
complaints and requests for information and take systemic action
as necessary and appropriate pursuant to Exhibit 0.

4.13.4.2 Provider Advisory Board

4.13.4.2.1 The MCO shall develop and facilitate an active Provider
Advisory Board that is composed of a broad spectrum of Provider
types. Provider representation on the Provider Advisory Board shall
draw from and be reflective of Member needs and should ensure
accurate and timely feedback on the MOM program, and shall
include representation from at least one (1) FQHC, at least one (1)
CMH Program, and at least one Integrated Delivery Network (IDN).
4.13.4.2.2 The Provider Advisory Board should meet face-to-face
or via webinar or conference call a minimurn of four (4) times each
Agreement year. Minutes of the Provider Advisory Board meetings
shall be provided to DHHS upon request.

4.13.5 Provider Contract Requirements

'4.13.5.1 General Provisions

4.13.5.1.1 The MCO's agreement with health care Providers shall:

4.13.5.1.1.1. Be in writing,

4.13.5.1.1.2. Be in compliance with applicable State
and feder^al laws and regulations, and

4.13,5.1.1.3.lnclude the requirements in this
Agreement.

4_.13.5-1,-2 -Theiweo-shall submit all moderPfovid^ "cdntr^rtd"
DHHS for review -before -execution of the Provider contracts with
NH Medicaid Providers'

4.13.5.1.3 The MCO shall re-submit the model Provider contracts
any time it makes substantive modifications.

4.13.5.1.4 DHHS retains the right to reject or require changes to
any Provider contract.

4.13.5.1.5 In all contracts with Participating Providers, the MCO
shall comply with requirements in 42 CFR 438.214 and RSA 420-
J:4. which includes selection and retention of Participating
Providers, credentialing and re-credentialing requirements and
non-discrimination.

4.13.5.1.6 In ail contracts with Participating Providers, the MCO
shall follow a documented process for credentialing and re-
credentialing of Participating Providers. [42 CFR 438 12faU2)' 42
CFR 438.214(b)(2)]

Granite State Health Plan, inc. Contractor Initlils ̂
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4;13.5.1.7 The MCO's Participating Providers shall not
discriminate against eligible Members because of race, color,
creed, religion, ancestry, marital status, sexual orientation, sexual
identity, national c^gin, age, sex, physical or mental handicap in
accordance with Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 42 U.S.C.
Section 2000d, Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 29
U.S.C. Section 794, the ADA of 1990, 42 U.S.C. Section 12131
and rules and regulations promulgated pursuant thereto, or as

. otherwise provided by law or regulation.

4.13.5.1.8 The MCO shall require Participating Providers and
Subcontractors to not discriminate against eligible persons or
Members on the basis of their health or behavioral health history,
health or behavioral health status, their need for health care
services, amount payable to the MCO on the basis of the eligible
person s actuarial class, or pre-existing medical/health conditions.

,4.13.5.1.9 The MCO shall keep participating physicians and other
Participating Providers informed and engaged in the QAPI program
and related activities, as described in Section 4.12.3 (Quality
Assessment and Performance Improvement Program).
4.13.5.1.10The MCO shall include in Provider contracts a

, requirement securing cooperation with the QAPI program, and shall,
align the QAPI program to other MCO Provider initiatives, including
Advanced Payment Models (APMs), further described in Section
4.14 (Alternative Payment Models).

4.13.5.1.11 The MCO may execute Participating Provider
agreements, pending the outcome of screening and enrollment in
NH Medicaid, of up to one hundred and twenty (120) calendar days
duration but shall terminate a Participating Provider immediately
upon notification from DHHS that the Participating Provider cannot
be enrolled, or the expiration of one (1) one hundred and twenty
(120) day period without enrollment of the Provider, and notify
affected Members. [42 CFR 438.602(b)(2)]

4.13.5.1.12The MCO shall maintain a Provider relations presence
in NH, as approved by DHHS.

4.13.5.1.13The MCO shall prepare and issue Provider Manual(s)
upon request to all newly contracted and credentialed Providers
and all Participating-Providers, including any necessary specialty
manuals (e.g., behavioral health).

4.13.5.1.13.1. The Provider manual shall be available
and easily accessible on the web and updated no less
than annually.
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4.13.5.1.14 The MCO shall provide training to-all Participating
Providers and their staff regarding the requirements of this
Agreement, including the grievance and appeal system.

,4.13.5.1.14.1. The MCO's Provider training shall be
completed within thirty (30) calendar days of entering
into a contract with a Provider.

4.13.5.1.14.2. The MCO shall provide ongoing
training to new and existing Providers as required by
the MCO, or as required by DHHS.

4.13.5.1.15Provider materials shall comply with State and federal
laws and DHHS and NHID requirements.

4.13.5.1.16The MCO shall submit any Provider Manual(s) and
Provider training materials to DHHS for review during the
Readiness Review period and sixty (60) calendar days prior to any
substantive revisions.

4.13.5.1.17 Any revisions required by DHHS shall be provided to
the MCO within thirty (30) calendar days.

4.13.5.1.18The MCO Provider Manual shall consist of. at a
minimum:

4.13.5.1.18.1. A description of the MCO's enrollment
and credentialing process;

4.13.5.1.18.2. How to access MCO Provider relations
assistance; -

4__13^ _•!_•) 8.3;—A-description-of-the -MGG's-medical-
-  - - .. .management and Case Management programs;

4.13.5.1.18.4. Detail on the MCO's Prior Authorization
.  processes;

4.13.5.1.18.5. A description of the Covered Services
and Benefits for Members, including EPSDT and
pharmacy;

4.13.5.1.18.6. A description of Emergency Services
coverage;

4.13.5.1.18.7. Member parity;

4.13.5.1.18.8. The MCO Payment policies and
processes; and

4.13.5.1.18.9. The MCO Member and Provider

Grievance System.
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4.13.5.1.19The MCO shall require that Providers not bill Members
for Covered Services any amount greater than the Medicaid cost-
sharing owed by the Member (i.e., no balance billing by Providers).
[Section 1932(b)(6) of the Social Security Act; 42 CFR 438.3(k): 42
CFR 438.230(c)(1)-(2)]

4.13.5.1.20 In all contracts with Participating Providers, the MCO
shall require Participating Providers to remain neutral when
assisting potential Members and Members with enrollment

. decisions.

4.13.5.2 Compliance with MCO Policies and Procedures

4.13.5.2.1, The MCO shall require Participating Providers to
comply with all MCO policies and procedures, Including without
limitation:

4.13.5.2.1.1.The MCO's DRA policy;

4.13.5.2.1.2.The Provider Manual;

4.13.5.2.1.3.The MCO's Compliance Program;

4.13.5.2.1.4. The MCO's Grievance and Appeals and
Provider Appeal Processes;

4.13.5.2.1.5. Clean Claims and Prompt Payment
requirements;

4.13.5.2.1.6.ADA requirements; ^
4.13.5.2.1.7. Clinical Practice Guidelines; and

4.13.5.2.1.8. Prior Authorization requirements.

4.13.5.3 The MCO shall inform Participating Providers, at the time they
enter into a contract with the MCO, about the following requirements, as
described in Section 4.5 (Member Grievances and Appeals), of:

4.13.5.3.1 Member grievance, appeal, and fair hearing procedures
and timeframes;

4.13.5.3.2 The Member's right to file grievances and appeals and
the requirements and timeframe for filing;

4.13.5.3.3 The availability of assistance to the Member with filing
grievances and appeals; [42 CFR 438.414; 42 CFR

,  438.10(g)(2)(xi)(A)-(C)]

4.13.5.3.4 The Member's right to request a State fair hearing after
the MCO has made a determination on a Member's appeal which is
adverse to the Member; and [42 CFR 438 414- 42 CFR
438.10(g)(2)(xi)(D)]
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4.13.5.3.5 The Member's right to request continuation of benefits
that the MCO seeks to reduce or terminate during an appeal of
State fair hearing filing, if filed within the permissible timeframes,
although the Member may be liable for the'cost of any continued
benefits while the appeal or State fair hearing is pending if the final
decision is adverse to the Member. [42 CFR 438.414; 42 CFR
43B.10(g)(2)(xi)(E)]

4.13.5.4 Member Hold Harmless

4.13.5.4.1 The Provider shall agree to hold the Member harmless
for the costs of Medically Necessary Covered Services except for
applicable cost sharing and patient liability amounts indicated by
DHHS In this Agreement fRSA 420-J:8.l.(a)]

4.13.5.5 Requirement to Return Overpayment

,  4.13.5.5.1 The Provider shall comply with the Affordable Care Act
and the MCO's policies and procedures that require the Provider to
report and return any Overpayments identified within sixty (60)
calendar days from the date the Overpayment is identified, and to
notify the MCO in writing of the reason for the Overpayment [42
CFR 438.608(d)(2)]

4.13.5.5.2 Overpayments that are not returned within sixty (60)
calendar days from the date the Overpayment was identified may
be a violation of State or federal law.

*4.13.5.6 Background Screening
/  4.13.5.6.1 The Provider shall screen its staff prior to contracting

with the MGO-and-monthly-thereaftei^againsHhe-Exdusion-Listsr—

■  4:13.5:6.1.1.:ln the"event the'Provider "identifies that
any of Its staff is listed on any of the Exclusion Lists,
the Provider shall notify the MCO within three (3)
business days of learning of that such staff Member is
listed on any of the Exclusion Lists and immediately
remove such person from providing services under the
agreement with the MCO.

4.13.5.7 Books and Records Access

4.13.5.7.1 The Provider shall rfiaintain books, records,
documents, and other evidence pertaining to services rendered,
equipment, staff, financial records, medical records, and the
administrative costs and expenses incurred pursuant to this
Agreement as well as medical Information relating to the Members
as required for the purposes of audit, or administrative, civil and/or
criminal investigations and/or prosecution or for the purposes of
complying with the requirements.
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4.13.5.7.2 The Provider shall make available, for the purposes of
an audit, evaluation, or Inspection by the MCO, DHHS, MFCU.
DOJ, the OIG, and the. Comptroller General or their respective
designees:

4.13.5.7.3 Its premises,

4.13.5.7.4 Physical facilities,

4.13.5.7.5 Equipment,

4.13.5.7.6 Books,

4.13.5.7.7 Records,

4.13.5.7.8 Contracts, and

4.13.5.7.9 Computer, or other electronic systems relating to Its
Medicaid Members.

4.13.5.7.10These records, books, documents, etc., shall be
available for any authorized State or federal agency, including but
not limited to the MCO, DHHS, MFCU, DOJ. and the OIG or their
respective designees, ten (10) years from the final date of the
Agreement period or from the date of completion of any audit
whichever is later. .

•• - 4.13.5.8 -Continuity of Care . .

4.13.5.8.1 The MCO shall require that all Participating Providers
comply with MCO and State policies related to transition of care
policies set forth by DHHS and included in the DHHS model
Member Handbook.

4.13.5.9 Anti-Gag Clause

4.13.5.9.1 The MCO shall not prohibit, or otherwise restrict, a
Provider acting within the lawful scope of practice, from advising or
advocating on behalf of a Member who is his or her patient;

4.13.5.9.1.1.For the Member's health status, medical
care, or treatment options, including any alternative
treatment that may be self-administered;

4.13.5.9.1.2.For any information the Member needs in
order to decide among all relevant treatment options;
4.13.5.9.1.3. For the risks, benefits, and consequences
of treatment or non-treatment; or

4.13.5.9.1.4.For the Member's right to participate in
decisions regarding his or her health care, including the
right to refuse treatment, and to express preferences
about future treatment decislons.[Section1923(b)(3}(D)
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of the Social Security Act; 42 CFR 438.102(a)(1)(j)-(iv)-
SMDL 2/20/98]

,4.13.5.9.2 The MCO shall not take punitive action against a
Provider who either requests an expedited resolution or supports a
Member's appeal, consistent with the requirements in Section 4 5 5
(Expedited Appeal). [42 CFR 438.410(b)]

4.13.5.10 Anti-Discrimination

4.13.5.10. Uhe MCO shall not discriminate with respect to
participation, reimbursement, or indemnification as to any Provider
who is acting within the scope of the Provider's license or
certification under applicable State law, solely on the basis of such
license or certification or against any Provider that serves high- risk
populations or specializes in conditions that require costly
treatment.

4.13.5.10.2 This paragraph shall not be construed to prohibit an
organization from:

4.13.5.10.2.1. Including Providers only to the extent
necessary to meet the needs of the organization's
Members,

4.13.5.10.2.2. Establishing any measure designed to
maintain quality and control costs consistent with the
responsibilities of the organization, or

4.13.5.10.2.3. Using different reimbursement amounts
for different specialties or for different practitioners in
the same specialty. .

.  4.13.5.10.3 If the MCO declines to include individual-or-groups-of
Providers in its network," it shall give the affected Providers written
notice of the reason for the decision.

4.13.5.10.4 In all contracts with Participating Providers, the MCO's
Provider selection policies and procedures shall not discriminate
against particular Providers that service high-risk populations or
specialize in conditions that require costly treatment [42 CFR
438.12(a)(2): 42 CFR 438.214(c)]

4.13.5.11 Access and Availability

4.13.5.11.1 The MCO shall ensure that Providers comply with the
time and distance, and wait standards, including but not limited to
those described in Section 4.7.3 (Time and Distance Standards)
and Section 4.7.3.4 (Additional Provider Standards).

4.13.5.12 Payment Models
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4.13.5.12.1 The MCO shall negotiate rates with Providers in
accordance with Section 4.14 (Alternative Payment Models') and
Section 4.15 (Provider Payments) of this Agreement, unless
othenwise specified by DHHS (e.g.. for Substance Use Disorder
Provider rates).

4.13.5.12.2 The MCO Provider contract shall contain full and timely
disclosure of the method and amount of compensation, payments,
or other consideration, to be made to and received by the Provider
from the MCO, including for Providers paid by an MCO
Subcontractor, such as the PBM.

4.13.5.12.3 The MCO Provider contract shall detail how the MCO
shall meet its reporting obligations to Providers as described within
this Agreement.

4.13.5.13 Non-Exclusivity

4.13.5.13.1 The MCO shall not require a Provider or Provider group
to enter into an exclusive contracting arrangement with the MCO as
a condition for network participation.

4.13.5.14 Proof of Membership

4.13.5.14.1 The MCO Provider contract shall require Providers in
the MCO network to accept the Member's Medicaid identification
card as proof of enrollment in the MCO until the Member receives
his/her MCO identification card.

4.13.'5.15 Other Provisions

4.13.5.15.1 The MCO's Provider contract shall also contain;

4.13.5.15.1.1. All required activities and obligations of
the Provider and related reporting responsibilities.

4.13.5.15.1.2. Requirements to comply with all
applicable Medicaid laws, regulations, including
applicable subregulatory guidance and applicable
provisions of this Agreement.

4.13.5.15.1.3. A requirement to notify the MCO within
one (1) business day of being cited by any State or
federal regulatory authority.

4.13.6 Reporting

4.13.6.1 The MCO shall comply with and complete all reporting in
accordance with Exhibit O, this Agreement, and as further specified by

.  DHHS.

4.13.8.2 The MCO shall implement and maintain arrangements or
procedures for notification to DHHS when it receives information about a
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change in a Participating Provider's circumstances that may-affect the
Participating Provider's eligibility to participate in the managed care
program, including the termination of the Provider agreement with the
MCO. [42 CFR 438.608(a)(4)]

4.13.6.3 The MCO shall notify DHHS within seven (7) calendar days of
any significant changes to the Participating Provider network.

4.13.6.4 As part of the notice, the MCO shall submit a Transition Plan to
DHHS to address continued Member access to needed service and how
the MCO shall maintain compliance with its contractual obligations for
Merriber access to needed services.

4.13.6.5 A significant change is defined as:

4.13.6.5.1 A decrease in the total number of POPs by more thah
five percent (5%);

4.13.6.5.2 A loss of all Providers in a specific specialty where
another Provider in that specialty is not available within time and
distance standards outlined in Section 4.7.3 (Time and Distance
Standards) of this Agreement;

4.13.6.5.3 A loss of a hospital in an area where another
contracted hospital of equal service ability is riot available within
time and distance standards outlined in Section 4.7.3 (Time and
Distance Standards) of this Agreement; and/or

4.13.6.5.4 Other adverse changes to the composition of the
network, which impair or deny the Members' adequate access to
Participating Providers.

~ — 4.T3;6:6—The—MG0 - -shall—provide—to—DHHS—and/or—its—DHHS"
-  --- Subcontractors-(e.g.r the-EQRO) Provider participation reports on-an

ahhiial basis or as otherwise determined by DHHS In "accdrdahce with
Exhibit 0; these may include but are not limited to Provider participation by
geographic location, categories of service. Provider .type categories.
Providers with open panels, and any other codes necessary to determine
the adequacy and extent of participation and service delivery and analyze
Provider service capacity in terms of Member access to health care.

4.14 Alternative Payment Models

4.14.1 As required by the special terms and conditions of The NH Building
Capacity for Transformation waiver. NH is implementing a strategy to expand use
of APMs that promote the goals of the Medicaid program to provide the right care
at the right time, and in the right place through the delivery of high-quality, cost-
effective care for the whole person, and in a manner that is transparent to DHHS,
Providers, and the stakeholder community.
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4.14.2 In developing and refining its ARM strategy, DHHS relies on the
framework established by the Health Care Payment Learning and Action Network
ARM framework (or the "HCR-LAN ARM framework") in order to;

4.14.2.1 Clearly and effectively communicate" DHHS requirements
through use of the defined categories established by HOP-LAN;

4.14.2.2 Encourage the MOO to align MOM ARM offerings to other
payers' ARM initiatives to minimize Provider burden; and

4.14.2.3 Provide an established framework for monitoring MOO
performance on ARMs. ^

4.14.3 Prior to and/or over the course of the Term of this Agreement, DHHS
shall develop the DHHS Medicaid ARM Strategy, which may result In additional
guidance, templates, worksheets and other materials that elucidate the
requirements to which the MOO is subject under this Agreement.

4.14.4 VVithin the guidance parameters established and Issued by DHHS and
subject to DHHS approval, the MOO shall have flexibility to design Qualifying
ARMs (as defined in. Section 4.14 of this Agreement) consistent with the DHHS
Medicaid ARM strategy and in conformance with CMS guidance.

4.14.5 The MCO shall support DHHS in developing the DHHS Medicaid ARM
Strategy through participation in stakeholder meetings and planning efforts,
providing all required and otherwise requested in-formation related to ARMs,
sharing data and analysis, and other activities as specified by DHHS.

4.14.6 For any ARMs that direct the MCO's expenditures under 42 CFR
438.6(c)(1)(i) or (ii), the MCO and DHHS shall ensure that it:

4.14.6.1 Makes participation in the ARM available, using the same terms
of performance, to a class of Providers providing services under the
contract related to the reform or improvement Initiative;

4.14.6.2 Uses a common set of performance measures across all the
Providers;

4.14.6.3 Does not set the amount or frequency of the expenditures; and

4.14.6.4 Does not permit DHHS to recoup any unspent funds allocated
for these arrangements from the MCO. [42 CFR 438.6(c)]

4.14.7 Required Use of Alternative Payment Models Consistent with the
New Hampshire Building Capacity for Transformation Waiver

4.14.7.1 Consistent with the requirements set forth in the special tenns
and conditions of NH's Building Capacity for Transformation waiver, the
MCO shall ensure through its ARM Implementation Plan (as described jn
Section 4.14) that fifty percent (50%) of all MCO medical expenditures are
in Qualifying ARMs, as defin^ by DHHS, within the first twelve (12)
months of this Agreement, subject to the following exceptions:
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4.14.7.1.1 If the MCO is newly participating in the MCM program
as of the Program Start Date, the MCO shall have eighteen (18)
months to meet this requirement; and

4.14.7.1.2 If the MCO determines that circumstances materially
ability to meet the ARM Implementation requirement, the

MCO shall detail to DHHS in Its proposed ARM Implementation
Plan an extension request: the reasons for Its Inability to meet the
requirements of this section and any additional Information required
by DHHS. ^

4.14.7.1.2.1. If approved by DHHS. the MCO may use
Its alternative approach, but only for the period of time
requested and approved by DHHS, which Is not to
exceed an additional six (6) months after the initial 18
month period.

4.14.7.1.2.2.For failure to meet this requirement,
DHHS reserves to right to Issue remedies as described
In Section 5.5.2 (Liquidated Damages) and Exhibit N.
Section 3.2 (Liquidated Damages Matrix).

4.14.7.2 MCO Incentives and Penalties for APM Implementation

^26-AA. the-MCO shall include,
through APMs and other means. Provider alignment Incentives to
leverage the combined DHHS. MCO. and providers to achieve the
purpose of the Incentives.

4.14.7.2.2 MCOs shall be subject to incentives, at DHHS' sole
discretion, and/or penalties to achieve Improved performance.
'^'^'uqing-preferential-auto=asslgnmenti3fTrew7rremb6rs, use otth"^"
'  and - Incentive Program (Including-the-shared

incentive pool), and other incentives.
4.14.8 Qualifying Alternative Payment Models

4.14.8.1 A Qualifying APM Is a payment approach approved by DHHS as
consistent with the standards specified In this Section 4.14.8 (Qualifying
Altemative Payment Models) and the DHHS Medicaid APM Strategy.
thl'lirD ® shall meet the requirements ofthe HCP-UN APM framework Category 2C, based on the refreshed 2017
framework released on July 11. 2017 and all subsequent revisions.
4.14.8.3 As Indicated In the HCP-LAN APM framework white paper."
Category 2C IS met If the payment arrangement between the MCO and
Participating Provider(s) rewards Participating Providers that perform well
on quality metncs and/or penalizes Participating Providers that do not
perform well on those metrics.
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4.14.8.4 HCP-LAN Categories 3A, 3B, 4A. 4B, and 40 shall all also be
considered Qualifying APMs, and the MOO shall increasingly adopt such
APMs over time in accordance with its APM Implementation Plan and the
DHHS Medicaid APM Strategy.

4.14.8.5 DHHS shall determine, on the basis of the Standardized
Assessment of APM Usage described in Section 4.14.10.2 (Standardized
Assessment of Alternative Payment Model Usage) below and the
additional information available to DHHS, the HCP-LAN Category to which
the MCO's APM{s) is/are aligned.

4.14.8.6 Under no circumstances shall DHHS consider a payment
methodology that takes cost of care into account without also considering
quality a Qualifying APM.

4.14.8.7 Standards for Large Providers and Provider Systems

4.14.8.7.1 The MCO shall predominantly adopt a total cost of care
model with shared savings for large Provider systems to the
maximum extent feasible, and as further defined by the DHHS
Medicaid APM Strategy.

4.14.8.8 Treatment of Payments to Community Mental Health Programs

4.14.8.8.1 The CMH Program payment model prescribed by
DHHS in Section 4.11.5.1 (Contracting for Community Mental
Health Services) shall be deemed to meet the definition of a
Qualifying APM under this Agreement.

4.14.8.8.2 At the sole discretion of DHHS, additional payment
■models specifically required by and defined as an APM by DHHS
shall also be deemed to meet the definition of a Qualifying APM
under this Agreement.

4.14.8.9 Accommodations for Small Providers

4.14.8.9.1 The MCO shall develop Qualifying APM models
appropriate for small Providers, as further defined by the DHHS
Medicaid APM Strategy.
4.14.8.9.2 For example, the MCO may propose to DHHS models
that incorporate pay-for-performance bonus incentives and/or per
Member per month payments related to Providers' success in
meeting actuarially-relev'ant cost and quality targets.

4.14.8.10 Alignment with Existing Alternative Payment Models and
Promotion of Integration with Behavioral Health

4.14.8.10.1 The MCO shall align APM offerings to current and
emerging APMs in NH, both within Medicaid and across other
payers (e.g., Medicare and commercial shared savings
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arrangements) to reduce Provider burden and promote the
integration of Behavioral Health.

4.14.8.10.2 The MCO shall incorporate ARM design elements into
Its Qualifying ARMs that permit Participating Providers to attest to
participation In an "Other Payer Advanced APM" (including but not
limited to a Medicaid Medical Home Model) under the requirements
of the Quality Payment Program as set forth by the Medicare
Access and CHIP Reauthorization Act of 2015 (MACRA).

4.14.9 MCO Alternative Payment Model Implementation Plan

4.14.9.1 The MCO shall submit to DHHS for review and approval an APM
Implementation Plan in accordance with Exhibit O..

4.14.9.2 The APM Implementation Plan shall meet the requirements of
this section and of any subsequeint guidance issued as part of the DHHS
Medicaid APM Strategy!

4.14.9.3 Additional details on the timing, format, and required contents of
the MCO APM Implementation Plan shall be specified by DHHS in Exhibit
O and/or through additional guidance.

4.14.9.4 Alternative Payment Model Transparency

4.14.9.4.1 The MCO shall describe in its APM Implementation
Plan, for each APM offering and as is applicable, the actuarial and
public health basis for the MCO's methodology, as well as the
basis for developing and assessing Participating Provider
performance in the APM, as described in Section 4.14.10
(Alternative Payment Model Transparency and Reporting

-- Requirements).—The-APM-lmplementation-Plan-shallalso-outline.—
how .integration .is .promoted by_the_model. among the MCO,
Providers, and Members.

4.14.9.5 Provider Engagement and Support

4.14.9.5.1 The APM Implementation Plan shall describe a logical
and reasonably achievable approach to implementing APMs,
supported by an understanding of NH Medicaid Providers'
readiness for participation in APMs, and the strategies the MCO
shall use to assess and advance such readiness over time.

4.14.9.5.2 The APM Implementation Plan shall outline in detail
what strategies the MCO plans to use, such as, meetings with
Providers and IDNs, as appropriate, and the frequency of such.
meetings, the provision of technical support, and a data sharing
strategy for Providers reflecting the transparency, reporting and
data sharing obligations herein and in the DHHS Medicaid APM
Strategy.
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4.14.9.5.3 The MCO APM Implementation Plan shall ensure
Provider and IDNs. as appropriate, are supported by data sharing
and performance analytic feedback systems and tools that make
artuarially sound and actionable provider level and system level
clinical, cost, and performance data avallable^to Providers in a
timely manner for purposes of developing APMs and analyzing
performance and payments pursuant to APMs.

4.14.9.5.4 MCO shall provide the financial support for the Provider
infrastructure necessary to develop and implement APM
arrangements that increase In sophistication over time.

4.14.9.6 Implementation Approach

414.9.6^1 The MCO shall include in the APM Implementation
Hian a detailed description of the steps the MCO shall take to
advance Its APM Implementation Plan:

4.14.9.6.1.1. In advance of the Program Start Date;
4.14.9.6.1.2.During the first year of this Agreement
and !-

4.14.9.6.1.3.lnto the second year and beyond, clearly
articulating its long-term vision and goals for the
advancement of APMs over time.

4 14.9^6.2 The^APM Implementation Plan shall include the MCO's
plan for providing the necessary data and information to
participating APM Providers to ensure Providers' ability to
successfully implement and meet the (Derformance expectations
included in the APM, including how the MCO shall ensure that the
information received by Participating Providers is meaningful and
actionable.

4.14.9.6.3 The MCO shall provide data to Providers and IDNs, as
appropriate, that describe the retrospective cost and - utilization
patterns for Members, which shall inform the strategy and design of

IVIS.

4.14 9.6.4 For each APM entered into, the MCO shall provide
timely and actionable cost, quality and utilization information to
Providers participating in the APM that enables and tracks
performance under the APM.

4.14.9.6.5 In addition, the MCO shall provide Member and
Provider level data (e.g., encounter and claims information) for
concurrent real time utilization and.care management interventions.
4.14.9.6.6 The APM Implementation Plan shall describe in
example form to DHHS the level of information that shall be given
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to Providers that enter into ARM Agreements with the MCO,
including if the level of information shall vary based on the
Category and/or type of ARM the Provider enters.

4.14.9.6.7 The information provided shall be consistent with the
requirements outlined under Section 4.14.10 (Alternative Payment
Model Transparency and Reporting Requirements). The MCOs
shall utilize all applicable and appropriate agreements as required
under State and federal law to maintain confidentiality of protected
health Information.

4.14.10 Alternative Payment Model Transparency and Reporting
Requirements

4.14.10.1 Transparency

4.14.10.1.1 In the MCO ARM Implementation Plan, the MCO shall
provide to DHHS for each ARM, as applicable, the following
information at a minimum:

4.14.10.1.1.1. The methodology for determining
Member attribution, and sharing Information on
Member attribution with Providers participating in the
corresponding ARM;

4.14.10.1.1.2. The mechanisms used to determine
cost benchmarks and Provider performance. Including
cost target calculations, the attachment points for cost

'  targets, and risk adjustment methodology;

4.14.10.1.1.3. The approach to determining quality
;  benchmarks" and~evaluating~Provider "performancer

-  - - • Including -advance communication of the specific_
measures that shall be used to determine quality
performance, the methodology for calculating and
assessing Provider performance, and any quality
gating criteria that may be included in the ARM design;
and

4.14.10.1.1.4. The frequency at which the MCO shall
regularly report cost and quality data related to APM
performance to Providers, and the information that
shall be Included In each report.

'4.14.10.1.2 Additional information may be required by DHHS In
supplemental guidance. All information provided to DHHS shall be
made available to Providers eligible to participate in or already
participating in the APM unless the MOO requests and receives
DHHS approval for specified information not to be made available.

4.14.10.2 Standardized Assessment of Alternative Payment Model Usage
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4.14.10.2.1 The MCO shall complete, attest I9 the contents of, and
submit to DHHS the HCP-LAN APM assessments^ In accordance
with Exhibit O.

4.14.10.2.2 Thereafter, the MCO shall complete, attest to the
contents of, and submit to DHHS the HCP-LAN APM assessment
in accordance with Exhibit O and/or the DHHS Medicaid APM
Strategy.

4.14.10.2.3 If the MCO reaches an agreement with DHHS that its
implementation of the required APM,model(s) may be delayed, the
MCO shall comply with all terms set forth by DHHS for the
additional and/or alternative timing of the MCO's submission of the
HCP-LAN APM assessment.

4.14.10.3 Additional Reporting on Alternative Payment Model Outcomes

4.14.10.3.1 The MCO shall provide additional information required
by DHHS in Exhibit O or other DHHS guidance on the type, usage,
effectiveness and outcomes of its APMs.

4.14.11 Development Period for MCO Implementation

4.14.11.1 Consistent with the requirements for new MCOs, outlined in
Section 4.14.8 (Qualifying Alternative Payment Models) above, DHHS
acknowledges that MCOs may require time to advance their MCO
Implementation Plan. DHHS shall provide additional detail, in its Medicaid
APM Strategy, that describes how MCOs should expect to advance use of
APMs over time.

4.14.12 Alternative Payment Model Alignment with State Priorities and
Evolving Public Health Matters

4.14.12.1 The MCO's APM Implementation Plan , shall Indicate the
quantitative, measurable clinical outcomes the MCO seeks to improve
through its APM initiative(s).

4.14.12.2 At a minimum, the MCO shall address the priorities identified in
this Section 4.14.12 (Alternative Payment Model Alignment with State
Priorities and Evolving Public Health Matters) and ail additional priorities
identified by DHHS in the DHHS Medicaid APM Strategy.

4.14.12.3 State Priorities in RSA 126-AA

4.14.12.3.1 The MCO's APM Implementation Plan shall address
the. following priorities:

4.14.12.3.1.1. Opportunities to decrease unnecessary
service utilization, particularly as related to use of the

" TTie MCO Is responsible for completing the required Information for Medicaid (and Is not required to complete the portion of the
assessment related to other lines of business, as applicable).
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ED, especially for Members with behavioral health
needs and among low-income children;

4.14.12.3.1.2. Opportunities to reduce preventable
admissions and thirty (30)-day hospital readmission for
all causes;

4.14.12.3.1.3. Opportunities to improve the timeliness
of prenatal care and other efforts that support the
reduction of NAS births;

4.14.12.3.1.4. Opportunities to better integrate
physical and behavioral health, particularly efforts to
increase the timeliness of follow-up after a mental
illness or Substance Use Disorder admission; and
efforts aligned to support and collaborate with iDNs to
advance the goals of the Building Capacity for
Transformation waiver;

4.14.12.3.1.5. Opportunities to better manage
pharmacy utilization, including through Participating
Provider incentive arrangements focused on efforts
such as increasing generic prescribing and efforts
aligned to the MGO's Medication ■ Management
program aimed . at reducing polypharmacy, as
described in Section 4.2.5 (Medication Management);

)  4.14.12.3.1.6. Opportunities to enhance access to
and the effectiveness of Substance Use Disorder
treatment (further addressed in Section 4.11.6.5

„  (Payment to"Substance"Use 'Dlsorder"Providers)"of tffe"

-  - - Agreement); and - —

4.14.12.3.1.7. Opportunities to address soda!
determinants of health (further addressed in Section
4.10.10 (Coordination and Integration with Social
Services and Community Care) of this Agreement),
and in particular to address "ED boarding," In which
Members that would be best treated in the community
remain in the ED.

4.14.12.4 Alternative Payment Models for Substance' Use Disorder
Treatment

4.14.12.4.1 As is further described in Section 4.11.6.5 (Payment to
Substance Use Disorder Providers), the MCO shall include in its
APM Implementation Plan:
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4.14.12.4.1.1. At least one (1) APM that promotes the
coordinated and cost-effective delivery of high-quality
care to infants born with NAS; and

4.14.12.4.12. At least one (1) APM that promotes
greater use of Medication-Assisted Treatment.

4.14.12.5 Emerging State Medicaid and Public Health Priorities

4.14.12.5.1 The MCO shall address any additional priorities
identified by DHHS in the Medicaid APM Plan or related guidance.
4.14.12.5.2 If DHHS adds or modifies priorities after the Program
Start Date, the MCO shall incorporate plans for addressing the new
or modified priorities in the next regularly-scheduled submission of
it APM Implementation Plan.

4.14,13 Physician Incentive Plans

4.14.13.1 The MCO shall submit all Physician Incentive Plans to DHHS for
review as part of its APM Implementation Plan or upon development of
Physician Incentive Plans that are separate from the MCO's APM
Implementation Plan.

4.14.13.2 The MCO shall not implement Physician Incentive Plans until
they have been reviewed and approved by DHHS.

4.14.13.3 Any Physician Incentive Plan, Including those detailed vrithin the
MCO's APM Implementation Plan, shall be in compliance with the
requirements set forth in 42 CFR 422.208 and 42'CFR 422.210, in which

, references to "MA organization," "CMS," and "Medicare beneficiaries"
should be read as references to "MCO," ."DHHS," and "Members,"
respectively. These include that;

4.14.13.3.1 The MCO may only operate a Physician Incentive Plan
if no specific payment can be made directly or indirectly under a
Physician Incentive Plan to a physician or Physician Group as an
incentive to reduce or limit Medically Necessaiy Services to a
Member [Section 1903(m)(2)(A)(x) of the Social Security Act; 42
CFR 422.208(c)(1H2); 42 CFR 438.3(i)]; and

4.14.13.3.2 If the MCO puts a physician or Physician Group at
substantial financial risk for services not provided by the physician
or Physician Group, the MCO shall ensure that the physician or
Physician Group has adequate stop-loss protection. [Section
1903(m)(2)(A)(x) of the Social Security Act; 42 CFR 422.208(c)(2)-
42CFR438.3(i)]

4.14.13.4 The MCO shall submit to DHHS. annually, at the time of its
annual HCP-LAN. assessment, a ^detailed written report of any
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implemented (and previously reviewed) Physician Incentive Plans as
described in Exhibit O.

4.14^13.5 Annual Physician Incentive Plan reports shall provide assurance
satisfactory to DHHS that the requirements of 42 CFR 438.208 are met.

request, provide additional detail in response to any
DHHS request to understand the terms of Provider pavment
arrangements.

.4.14.13.6 The MCO shall provide to Members upon request the foilowinq
information; .

4.14.13.6.1 Whether the MCO uses a Physician Incentive Plan that
affects the use of referral services;

4.14.13.6.2 The type of incentive arrangement; and

4.14.13.6.3 Whether stop-loss protection is provided. [42 CFR
438.3(i)J

4.15 Provider Payments

4.15.1 General Requirements

4_15.1.1 The MCO shall not, directly or indirectly, make payment to a
physician or Physician Group or to any other Provider as an inducement to
reduce or limit Medically Necessary Services furnished to a Member.
[Section 1903(m)(2)(A)(x) of the Social Security Act; 42 CFR 438.3(1)]
4.15.1.2 The MCO shall not pay for an item or service (other than an
emergency item or service, not including items or services famished in an
emergency room of a hospital) [Section 1903 of the Social Security Act):

Furnished j^ej the^ Mj:o_by.an or entity
during any period when the individual or entity is excluded from"
participation under Title V, XVIII. or XX or under this title pursuant
to sections 1128. 1128A, 1156, or 1842(j)(2) of the Social Security
Act.

4.15.1.2.2 Fumished at the medical direction or on the
prescription of a physician, during the period when such physician
is excluded from participation under Title V, XVIII, or XX or under
this title pursuant to sections 1128. 1128A, 1156. or 1842(j)(2) of
the Social Security Act when the person knew or had any reason to
know of the exclusion (after a reasonable time period after
reasonable notice has been furnished to the person).
4.15.1.2.3 Furnished by an individual or entity to whom the State

failed to suspend payments during any period when there is a
pending investigation of a credible allegation of fraud against the
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individual or. entity, unless the State determines there is good
cause not to suspend such payments.

4.15.1.2.4 With respect to any amount expended for which funds
may not be used under the Assisted Suicide Funding Restriction
Act(AS,FRA)of 1997. -

4.15.1.2.5 With respect to any amount expended for roads,
bridges, stadiums, or any other item or service not covered under
the Medicaid State Plan. [Section 1903(i) of the Social Security Act.
final sentence: section 1903(I)(2)(A) - (C) of the Social Security Act;
section 1903(i)(16) - (17) of the Social Security Act]

4.15.1.3 No payment shall be made to a Participating Provider other than
by the MCO for services covered under the Agreement between DHHS
and the MCO, except when these payments are specifically required to be
made by the State in Title XIX of the Social Security Act, in 42 CFR, or
when DHHS makes direct payments to Participating Providers for graduate
medical education costs approved under the Medicaid State Plan, or have
been othenvise approved by CMS. [42 CFR 438.60]

4.15.1.4. The MCO shall reimburse Providers based on the Current
Procedural Terminology (CPT) code's effective date. To the extent a
procedure is required to be reimbursed under the Medicaid State Plan but
no CPT code or other billing code has been provided by DHHS, the MCO
shall contact DHHS and obtain a CPT code and shall retroactively
reimburse claims based on the CPT effective date as a result of the CPT
annual updates.

4.15.1.5 The MCO shall permit Providers up to one hundred and twenty
(120) calendar days to submit a .timely claim. The MCO shall establish
reasonable policies that allow for good cause exceptions to the one
hundred and twenty (120) calendar day limeframe.

4.15.1.6 Good cause exceptions shall accommodate foreseeable and
unforeseeable events such as:

4.15.1.6.1 A Member providing the wrong Medicaid identification
number,

4.15.1.6.2 Natural disasters; or

4.15.1.6.3 Failed information technology systems.

4.15.1.7 The Provider should be provided a reasonable opportunity to
rectify the error, once identified, and to either file or re-file the claim.

4.15.1.8 Wtthin the first one hundred and eighty (180) calendar days of
the Program Start Date, DHHS has discretion to direct MCOs to extend the
one hundred and twenty (120) calendar days on case by case basis.
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4.15.1.9 The MCO shall pay Interest on any Clean Claims that are not
paid within thirty (30) calendar days at the interest rate published in the
Federal Register in January of each year for the Medicare program.

4.15.1.10 The MCO shall collect data from Providers in standardized

formats to the extent feasible and appropriate, Including secure information
exchanges and technologies utilized for state Medicaid quality
improvement and Care Coordination efforts. [42 CFR-438!242(b)(3)(lii)]

4.15.1.11 The MCO shall implement and maintain arrangements or
procedures for prompt reporting of all Overpayments identified or
recovered, specifying the Overpayments due to potential fraud, to DHHS.
[42 CFR 438.608(a)(2)l

4.15.2 Hospital-Acquired
Conditions

Conditions and Provider-Preventable

4.15.2.1 The MCO shall comply with State and federal laws requiring
nonpayment to a Participating Provider for Hospital-Acquired Conditions
and for Provider-Preventable Conditions.

4.15.2.2 The MCO shall not make payments to a Provider for a Provider-
Preventable Condition that meets the following criteria:

4.15.2.2.1 Is identified in the Medicaid State Plan;

4.15.2.2.2 Has been found by NH, based upon a review of
medical literature by qualified professionals, to be reasonably
preventable through the application of procedures supported by
evidence-based guidelines;

4.15.2.2.3 Hasa negative consequence for the Member;

-  - - 4.15.2.2.4 - Is auditable; and . .

4.15.2.2.5 Includes, at a minimum, wrong surgical or other
invasive procedure performed on a patient, surgical or other
invasive procedure performed on the wrong body part, or surgical
or other invasive procedure performed on the wrong patient. [42
CFR 438.3(g): 42 CFR 438.6(a)(12)(i): 42 CFR 447.26(b)]

4.15.2.3 The MCO shall require all Providers to report Provider-
Preventable Conditions associated with claims for payment or Member
treatments for which payment would otherwise be made, in accordance
with Exhibit O. [42 CFR 438.3(g); 42 CFR 434.6(a)(12)(ii); 42 CFR
447.26(d)]

4.15.3 Federally Qualified Health Centers and Rural Health Clinics

4.15.3.1 FQHCs and RHCs shall be paid at minimum the encounter rate
paid by DHHS at the time of service, and shall also be paid for DHHS-
specified CPT codes outside of the encounter rates.

Granite State Health Plan, Inc.
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4.15.3.2 The MCO shall not provide payment to an FQHC or RHC that is
less than the level and amount of payment which the MCO would make for
the services if the services were furnished by a Provider which is not an
FQHC or RHC. [Section 1903{m)(2)(A)(ix) of the Social Security Act]
4.15.3.3 The MCO shall enter into Altemative Payment Models with
FQHCs, RHCs, and/or other health or family planning clinics or their
designated contracting organizations as negotiated and agreed upon with
DHHS in the MCO's APM Implementation Plan and as described by DHHS
In the Medicaid APM Strategy.

4.15.4 Hospice Payment Rates

4.15.4.1 The Medicaid hospice paymerit rates shall be calculated based
on the annual hospice rates established under Medicare. These rates are
authorized by section 1814(i)(1)(ii) of the Social Security Act which also
provides" for an annual increase in payment rates for hospice care
services.

4.15.5 Community Mental Health Programs

4.15.5.1 The MCO shall, as described in Section 4.11.5.2 (Payment to
Community Mental Health Programs and Community Mental Health
Providers), meet the specific payment arrangement criteria in contracts
with CMH Programs and CMH Providers for services provided to
Members.

4.15.6 Payment Standards for Substance Use Disorder Providers

4.15.6.1 The MCO shall, as described in Section 4.11.6 (Substance Use
Disorder), reimburse Substance Use Providers as directed by DHHS.

4.15.7 Payment Standards for Private Duty Nursing Services

4.15.7.1 The MCO shall reimburse private duty nursing agencies for
private duty nursing services at least at the FFS rates established bv
DHHS.

4.15.8 Payment Standards for Indian Health Care Providers

4.15.8.1 The MCO shall pay IHCPs, whether Participating Providers or
not, for Covered Services provided to American Indian Members who are
eligible to receive services at a negotiated rate between the MCO and the
IHCP or, in the absence of a negotiated rate, at a rate not less than the
level and amount of payment the MCO would make for the services to a
Participating Provider that is not an IHCP. [42 CFR 438.14(b)(2)(i) - (ii)]
4.15.8.2 For contracts involving IHCPs, the MCO shall meet the
requirements of FFS timely payment for all l/T/U Providers in its network,
including the paying of riinety-five percent (95%) of all Clean Claims withiri
thirty (30) calendar days of the date of receipt; and paying ninety-nine
percent (99%) of all Clean Claims within ninety (90) calendar days of the
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date of receipt. [42 CFR 438.14(b)(2)(iii); ARRA 5006(d)- 42 CFR 447 45"
42 CFR 447.46; SMDL 10-001)]
4.15.8.3 IHCPs enrolled in Medicaid as FQHCs but not Participating

0^ the MCO shall be paid an amount equal to the amount the
would pay an FQHC that Is a Participating Provider but is not an

in? including any supplemental payment from DHHS to make up thedifference between the amount the MCO pays and what the IIHCPs FQHC
would have received under FFS. [42 CFR 438.14(c)(1)]
4.15.8.4 When an IHCP is not enrolled in Medicaid as a FQHC.
regardless of whether it participates in the network of an MCO, it has the
nght to receive its applicable encounter rate published annually in the
Federal Register by the IHS, or in the absence of a published encounter
rate, the amount it would receive if the services were provided under the
Medicaid State Plan's FFS payment methodology. [42 CFR 438.14(c)(2)]
4.15.8.5 When the amount the IHCP receives from the MCO is less than
the amount the IHCP would have received under FFS or the applicable
encounter rate published annually in the Federal Register by the IHS,
DHHS shall make a supplemental payment to the IHCP to make up the
difference between the amount the MCO pays and the amount the IHCP
would have received under FFS or the applicable encounter rate [42 CFR
438.14(c)(3)]

4.15.9 F'ayment Standards for Transition Housing Program
4.15.9.1 The MCO shall reimburse Transition Housing Program services
at least at the FFS rates established by DHHS.

4.15.10 Payment Standards for DME Providers

January 1, 2q2^,_the_M(^_sM^^^ DME
' -Providers for DME and DME-related services at 80% of the FFS rates

established by DHHS.

4.16 Readiness Requirements Prior to Operations

4.16.1 General Requirements

'he Program Start Date, the MCO shall demonstrate to
DHHS s satisfaction Its operational readiness and its ability to provide
Covered Services to Members at the start of this Agreement in accordance
with 42 CFR 438.66(d)(2), (d)(3), and (d)(4). [42 CFR 437.66(d){1)(i).
4.16.1.2 The readiness review requirements shall apply to ail MCOs
regardless of whether they have previously contracted with DHHS f42
CFR436.66((D(1)(ii)] i ' '
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4.16.1.3 The MCO shall accommodate Readiness desk and site
Reviews, Including documentation review and system demonstrations as
defined by DHHS.

4.16.1.4 The readiness review requirements shall apply to all MCOs,
Including those who have previously covered benefits to all eligibility
groups covered under this Agreement. [42 CFR 438.66(d)(2), (d)(3) and
(d)(4)]

4.16.1.5 In order to demonstrate its readiness, the MCO shall cooperate
in the Readiness Review conducted by DHHS.

4.16.1.6 If the MCO is unable to demonstrate its ability to meet the
requirements of this Agreement, as determined solely by DHHS, within the
timeframes determined solely by DHHS, then DHHS shall have the right to
terminate this Agreement in accordance with Section 7.1 (Termination for
Cause).

4.16.1.7 The MCO shall participate in all DHHS trainings in preparation
for implementation of the Agreement.

4.16.2 Emergency Response Plan

4.16.2.1 The MCO shall submit an Emergency Response Plan to DHHS
for review prior to the Program Start Date.

4.16.2.2 The Emergency Response Plan shall address, at a minimum,
the following aspects of pandemic preparedness and natural disaster
response and recovery:

4.16.2.2.1 Staff and Provider training:

4.16.2.2.2 Essential business functions and key employees within
the organization necessary to carry them out;

4.16.2.2.3 Contingency plans for covering essential business
functions in the event key employees are incapacitated or the
primary workplace Is unavailable;

4.16.2.2.4 Communication with staff. Members, Providers,
Subcontractors and suppliers when normal systems are
unavailable;

4.16.2.2.5 Plans to ensure continuity of servites to Providers and
Members;

4.16.2.2.6 How the MCO shall coordinate with and support DHHS
and the other MCOs; and

_ 4.16.2.2.7 How the plan shall be tested, updated and maintained.

4.16.2.3 On an annual basis, or as otherwise specified in Exhibit 0, the
MCO shall submit a certification of "no change" to the Emergency
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Response Plan or submit a revised Emergency Response Plan together
with a redhne reflecting the changes made since the last submission.

4-17 Managed Care Information System

4.17.1 System Functionality .

3 comprehensive, automated, and
integrated MClS that;

CFR 438^242°')^^^^' and reports data [42
4.17.M.2 Provides information on areas, including but not limited
to utilization, claims, grievances and appeals [42 CFR 438.242(a)];
4.17.1.1.3 Collects and maintains data on Members and
Providers, as specified in this Agreement and on all services
fumished to Members, through an Encounter Data system [42 CFR
438.242(b)(2)];

^17.1.1.4 Is capable of meeting the requirements listed
throughout this Agreement; and

4.17.1.1.5 Is capable of providing all of the data and information
necessary for DHHS to meet State and federal Medicaid reporting
and information regulations.

4.17.1.2 The MTO'® MClS shall be capable of submitting Encounter
detailed in Section 5.1.3 (Encounter Data) of this Agreement The

MCO shall provide for:

^-l/.l-^.l Collection and maintenance of sufficient Member
Encounter Data to identity"the Provider wFTo delivers any item(s) or

Menibers^^ --

4.17.1.2.2 Submission of Member Encounter Data to DHHS at the
frequency and level of detail specified by CMS and by DHHS;
4.17.1.2.3 Submission of all Member Encounter Data that NH is
required to report to CMS; and

4.17.1.2.4 Submission of Member Encounter Data to DHHS in
standardized ASC X12N 837 and NCPDP formats, and the ASC
XI2N 835 format as specified in this Agreement [42 CFR
438.242(c)(1) - (4); 42 CFR 438.818]

4.17.1.3 All Subcontractors shall meet the same standards, as described
in Sectwn 4.17 (Managed Care Information System) of the Agreement
as the MCO. The MCO shall be held responsible for errors or
noncompliance resulting from the action of a Subcontractor with respect to
Its provided functions. p ^
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4.17.1.4 The MCO MClS shall include, but not be limited to:

4.17.1.4.1 Management of Recipient Demographic Eligibility and
Enrollment and History;

4.17.1.4.2 Management of Provider Enrollment and Credentlaling;
4.17.1.4.3 Benefit Plan Coverage. Management, History, and
Reporting;

4:17.1.4.4 Eligibility Verification;

4.17.1.4.5 Encounter Data;

4.17.1.4.6 Reference File Updates; '

4.17.1.4.7 Service Authorization Tracking, Support and
Management;

4.17.1.4.8 Third Party Coverage and Cost Avoidance
Management;

4.17.1.4.9 Financial Transactions Management and Reporting;

4.17.1.4.10 Payment Management (Checks, electronic funds
transfer (EFT), Remittance Advices, Banking);

4.17.1.4.11 Reporting (Ah hoc and Pre-Defined/Scheduled and On-
Demand);

4.17.1.4.12 Call Center Management;

4.17.1.4.13 Claims Adjudication;

4.17.1.4.14 Claims Payments; and

4.17.1.4.15 QOS metrics.

4.17.1.5 Specific functionality related to the above shall include, but is not
limited to, the following:

4.17.1.5.1 The MClS Membership management system shall have
the capability to receive, update, and maintain NH's Membership
files consistent with information provided by DHHS;

4.17.1.5.2 The MCIS shall have the capability to provide daily
updates of Membership information to subcontractors or Providers
with responsibility for processing claims or authorizing ■ services
based on Membership information;

4.17.1.5.3 The MClS's Provider file shall be maintained with
detailed information on each Provider sufficient to support Provider
enrollment and payment and also meet DHHS's reporting and
Encounter Data requirements;
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4.17.1.5.4 The MClS's claims processing system shall have the
capability to process claims consistent with timeliness and
accuracy requirements of a federal MMIS system;

4.17.1.5.5 The MClS's Services Authorization system shall be
Integrated with the claims processing system;

.4.17.1.5.6 The MClS shall be able to maintain Its claims history
with sufficient detail to meet all DHHS reporting and encounter
requirements;

4.17.1.5.7 The MClS's credentialing system shall have the
capability to store and report on Provider specific data sufficient to
meet the Provider credentialing requirements, Quality
Management, and Utilization Management Program Requirements;

4.17.1.5.6 The MClS shall be bi-directionally linked to the other
operational systems maintained by DHHS, In order to ensure that
data captured In encounter records accurately matches data In
Member, Provider, claims and authorization files, and In order to
enable Encounter Data to be utilized for Member profiling, Provider
profiling, claims validation, fraud, waste and abuse monitoring
activities, and any other research and reporting purposes defined
by DHHS; and

4.17.1.5.9 The Encounter Data system shall have a mechanism in
place to receive, process, and store the required data.

4.17.1.6 The MCO system shall be compliant with the requirements of
HIPAA and 42 CFR Part 2, including privacy, security, NPI, and
transaction processing, including being able to process electronic data
Interchange (EDI) transactions In the ASC 5010 format. This also includes
IRS Pub .1075 where applicable. . , - -

4.17.1.7 The MCO system shall be compliant with Section 6504(a) of the
Affordable Care Act, which requires that state claims processing and
retrieval systems are able to collect data elements necessary to enable the
mechanized claims processing and Infprmation retrieval systems in
operation by the state to meet the requirements of Section 1903(r)(1)(F) Of
the Social Security Act. [42 CFR 438.242(b)(1)]

4.17.1.8 MClS capability shall include, but not be limited to the following:

4.17.1.8.1 Provider network connectivity to EDI and Provider
portal systems;

4.17.1.8.2 Documented scheduled down time and maintenance

windows, as agreed upon by DHHS, for externally accessible
systems, Including telephony, web. Interactive Voice Response
(IVR), EDI, and online reporting;
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4.17.1.8.3 DHHS on-line web access to applications and data
required bythe State to utilize agreed upon workflows, processes,
and procedures (reviewed by DHHS) to access, analyze, or utilize
data captured in the MCO system(s) and to perform appropriate
reporting and operational activities;

4.17.1.8.4 DHHS access to user acceptance testing (DAT)
environment for externally accessible systems including websites
and secure portals;

4.17.1.8.5 Documented instructions and user manuals for each
component; and

, 4.17.1.8.6 Secure access.

4.17.1.9 Managed Care information System Up-Time

4.17.1.9.1 Extemally accessible systems, including telephone,
web, IVR, EDI, and online reporting shall be available twenty-four
(24) hours a day, seven (7) days a week, three-hundred-sixty-five
(365) days a year, except for scheduled maintenance upon
notification of and pre-approval by DHHS. The maintenance period
shall not exceed four (4) consecutive hours without prior DHHS
approval.

4.17.1.9.2 MOO shall provide redundant telecommunication
backups and ensure that interrupted transmissions shall result in

■  immediate failover to redundant communications path as well as
guarantee data transmission is complete, accurate and fully
synchronized with operational systems.

4.17.2 Information System Data Transfer

4.17.2.1 Effective communication between the MCO and DHHS requires
secure, accurate, complete, and auditable transfer of data to/from the
MCO and DHHS data management information systems. Elements of data
transfer requirements between the MCO and DHHS management
information systems shall Include, but not be limited to:

4.17.2.1.1 DHHS read access to all MCM data in reporting
databases where data is stored, which includes all tools required to
access the data at no additional cost to DHHS;

4.17.2.1.2 Exchanges of data between the MCO and DHHS in a
format and schedule as prescribed by the State, including detailed
mapping specifications identifying the data source and target;

4.17.2.1.3 Secure (encrypted) communication.protocols to provide
timely notification of any data file retrieval, receipt, load, or send
transmittal Issues and provide the requisite analysis and support to
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identify and resoive issues according to the timelines set forth bv
the State;

4.17.2.1.4 Collaborative relationships with DHHS, its MMIS fiscal
agent, and other interfacing entities to effectively implement the
requisite exchanges of data necessary to support the requirements
of this Agreement;

4.17.2.1.5 MCO implementation of the necessary
telecommunication infrastructure and tools/utilities to support
secure connectivity and access to the system and to support the
secure, effective transfer of data;

4.17.2.1.6 Utilization of data extract, transformation, and load
similar methods for data conversion and data interface

handling that, to the maximum extent possible, automate the ETL
processes, and provide for source to target or source to
specification mappings;

4.17.2.1.7 Mechanisms to support the electronic reconciliation of
ail data extracts to source tables to validate the integrity of data
extracts; and

4.17.2.1.8 A given day's data transmissions, as specified in this
Section 4.17.2 (Information System Data Transfer) of the
Agreement, are to be downloaded to DHHS according to the
schedule prescribed by the State. If errors are encountered in
batch transmissions, reconciliation of transactions shall be included
in the next batch transmission.

4.17.2.2 The MCO shall designate a single point of contact to coordinate
data transfer issues with DHHS.

"  4.17.2r3 - DHHS shall provide for a common, centraiized eiec'trohiiTpfdject
repository, providing for secure access to authorized MCO and DHHS staff
for project plans documentation, issues tracking, deliverables, and other
project-related artifacts.

4.17.2.4 Data transmissions from DHHS to the MCO shall include but
not be limited to the following:

4.17.2.4.1 Provider Extract (Daily);

4.17.2.4.2 Recipient Eligibility Extract (Daily);

4.17.2.4.3 Recipient Eligibility Audit/Roster (Monthly):
4.17.2.4.4 Medical and Pharmacy Service Authorizations (Daily);
4.17.2.4.5 Medicare and Commercial Third Party Coverage
(Daily);

4.17.2.4.6 Claims History (Bi-Weekly); and
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_  4.17.2.4.7 Capitation Payment data (Monthly).

r  -Ph! from the MCO to DHHS shall include, butnot be limited to the following:

4.17.2.5.1 Member Demographic changes (Daily);
4.17.2.5.2 Member Primary Care Physician Selection (Daily);
4.17.2.5.3 MCO Provider Network Data (Daily);
4.17.2.5.4 Medical and Pharmacy Service Authorizations (Daily);
4_17.p.5 Member Encounter Data including paid, denied
adjustment transactions by pay period (Weekly);
4.17.2.5.6 Financial Transaction Data (Weekly);
4.17.2.5.7 Updates to Third Party Coverage Data (Weekly); and
4.17.2.5.8 Behavioral Health Certification Data (Monthly).

timely andcomplete data and shall meet the following requirements:

V  of data between the MCO and DHHS
k  ® scheduled as prescribedby DHHS;

collaboratively with DHHS.DHHSs MMIS fiscal agent, the NH Department ■ of Information
Technology, and other interfacing entities to implement effectively
the requisite exchanges of data necessary to support the
requirements of this Agreement;

4.17.2.6.3 The MCO shall implement the necessary
telecommunication infrastructure to support the MClS and shall
provide DHHS with a network diagram depicting the MCO's
communications infrastructure, including but not limited to

between DHHS and the MCO. including any
MCO/Subcontractor locations supporting the NH program;
4.17.2.6.4 The MCO shall provide support to DHHS and its fiscal
agent to prove the validity, integrity and reconciliation of its data
including Encounter Data;

responsible for correcting data
extract errors in a timeline set forth by DHHS as outlined within this
Agreement;

4.17.2 6.6 Access shall be secure and data shall be encrypted in
acwrdance with HIPAA regulations and any other applicable State
and federal law; and
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4.17.2.6.7 Secure access shall be managed via
passwords/pins/and any operational methods used to gain access
as well as maintain audit logs of all users access to the system.

4.17.3 Systems Operation and Support

4.17.3.1 Systems operations and support shall include, but not be limited
to;

4.17.3.1.1 On-call procedures and contacts;

4.17.3.1.2 Job scheduling and failure notification documentation;

4.17.3.1.3 Secure (encrypted) data transmission and storage
methodology;

4.17.3.1.4 Interface acknowledgements and error reporting;

4.17.3.1.5 Technical Issue escalation procedures;

4.17.3.1.6 Business and Member notification;

4.17.3.1.7 Change control management;

4.17.3.1.8 Assistance with DAT and implementation coordination;

4.17.3.1.9 Documented data interface specifications - data
imported and extracts exported including database mapping
specifications;

4.17.3.1.10 Disaster Recovery and Business Continuity Plan;

4.17.3.1.11 Journaling and internal backup procedures, for which
facility for storage shall be class 3 compliant; and

4:T7:3:l:l2Communlcattorrand-Escalation"Plan-that"fuIty-outtlnes
the-steps-necessaty to perform notification-and monitoring of
events including all appropriate contacts and timeframes for
resolution by severity of the event.

4.17.3.2 The MCO shall be responsible for implementing and maintaining
necessary telecommunications and network infrastructure to support the
MClS and shall provide;

4.17.3.2.1 Network diagram that fully defines the topology of the
MCO's network;

4.17.3.2.2 DHHS/MCO connectivity:

4.17.3.2.3 Any MCO/Subcontractor locations requiring MClS
access/support; and

4.17.3.2.4 Web access for DHHS staff. Providers and recipients.

4.17.4 Ownership and Access to Systems and Data
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4.17.4.1 The MCO shall make available to DHHS and, upon request, to
CMS all collected data. [42 CFR 438.242(b)(4)]

4.17.4.2 All data accumulated as part of the MOM program shall remain
the property of DHHS and upon termination of the Agreement the data
shall be electronically transmitted to DHHS in the media format and
schedule prescribed by DHHS, and affirmatively and securely destroyed if
required by DHHS.

4.17.4.3 Systems enhancements developed specifically, and data
accumulated, as part of the MCM program shall remain the property of the
State. Source code developed for the MCM program shall remain the
property of the MCO but shall be held In escrow.

4.17.4.4 The MCO shall not destroy or purge DHHS's data unless
directed to or agreed to in writing by.DHHS. The MCO shall archive data
only on a schedule agreed upon by DHHS and the data archive process
shall not modify the data composition of the source records. All DHHS
archived data shall be retrievable for DHHS in the timeframe set forth by
DHHS.

4.17.4.5 The MCO shall provide DHHS with system reporting capabilities
that shall include access to pre-designed and agreed-upon scheduled
reports, as well as the ability to respond promptly to ad-hoc requests to
support DHHS data and information needs.

4.17.4.6 DHHS acknowledges the MCO's obligations to appropriately
protect data and system performance, and the parties agree to work
together to. ensure DHHS information needs can be met while minimizing
risk and impact to the MCO's systems.

4.17.4.7 Records Retention

4.17.4.7.1 The MCO shall retain, preserve, and make available
upon request all records relating to the performance of its
obligations under the Agreement, including paper and electronic
claim forms, for a period of not less than ten (10) years from the
date of termination of this Agreement.

4.17.4.7.2 Records involving matters that are the subject of
litigation shall be retained for a period of not less than ten (10)
years following the termination of litigation.

4.17.4.7.3 Certified protected electronic copies of the documents
contemplated herein may be substituted for the originals with the
prior written consent of DHHS, if DHHS approves the electronic
imaging procedures as reliable and supported by an effective
retrieval system.
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4.17.4.7.4 Upon expiration of the ten (10) year retention period
and upon request, the subject records shall be transferred to
DHHS's possession.

4.17.4.7.5 No. records shall be destroyed or otherwise disposed of
without the prior written consent of DHHS.

4.17.5 Web Access and Use by Providers and Members

4.17.5.1 The MClS shall include web access for use by and support to
Participating Providers and Members.

4.17.5.2 The services shall be provided at no cost to the Partlcipatinq
Provider or Members.

4.17.5.3 All costs associated with the development, security, and
maintenance of these websites shall be the responsibility of the MCO.
4.17.5.4 The MCO shall create secure web access for Medicaid
Providers and Members and authorized DHHS staff to access case-
specific information; this web access shall fulfill the following requirements
and shall be available no later than the Program Start Date:

4.17.5.4.1 Providers shall have the ability to electronically submit
service authorization requests and access and utilize other
Utilization Management tools;- ,' ■ • . -1;-.'.:

4.17.5.4.2 Providers and Members shall have the ability to
download and print any needed Medicaid MCO program forms and
other information;

4.17.5.4.3 Providers shall have an option to e-prescribe without
electronic medical records or hand held devicps; '

A- T_he_MQO.shall.support Provider requests and receive
general program Inforrha'tion with contact Informailon for phone
numbers, mailing, and e-mail address(es);

4.17.5.4.5 Providers shall have access to drug information;
4.17.5.4.6 The website shall provide, an ̂ mail link to the MCO to
permit Providers and Members or other interested parties to e-mail
inquiries or comments.

4.17.5.4.7 The website shall provide a link to the State's Medicaid
website;

4.17.5.4.8 The website shall be secure and HIPAA compliant In
order to ensure the protection of PHI and Medicaid recipient
confidentiality.

4.17.5.4.9 Access shall be limited to verified users via passwords
and any other available industry standards.
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4.17.5.4.10Audit logs shall be maintained reflecting access to the
system and random audits shall be conducted; and

4.17.5.4.11 The MCO shall ensure that any PHI, PI or other
Confidential Infotmation solicited on the website, shall not be
stored or captured on the website and shall not be further disclosed
except as provided by this Agreement."

4.17.5.5 The MCO shall manage Provider and Member access to the
system, providing for the applicable secure access management,
password, and PIN communication, and operational services necessary to
assist Providers and Members with gaining access and utilizing the web
portal. .

4.17.5.6 System Support Performance Standards shall include:

4.17.5.6.1 Email inquiries - one (1) business day resporise;

4.17.5.6.2 New information posted within one (1) business day of
receipt, and up to two (2) business days of receipt for materials that
shall be made ADA compliant with Section 508 of the Rehabilitation
Act;

4.17.5.6.3 Routine maintenance;

4.17.5.6.4 Standard reports regarding portal usage such as hits
per month by Providers/Members, number, and types of inquiries
and requests, and email response statistics as well as maintenance
reports; and

4.17.5.6.5 Website user interfaces shall be ADA compliant with
Section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act and support all major
browsers (i.e. Chrome. Internet Explorer, Firefox, Safari, etc.). If
user does not have compliant browser, MCO shall redirect user to
site to install appropriate browser.

4.17.6 Contingency Plans and Quality Assurance

4.17.6.1 Critical systems within the MClS support the delivery of critical
medical services to Members and reimbursement to Providers. As such,
contingency plans shall be developed and tested to ensure continuous
operation of the MClS.

4.17.6.2 The MCO shall host the MClS at the MCO's data center, and
provide for adequate redundancy, disaster recovery, and business
continuity such that in the event of any catastrophic incident, system
availability is restored to NH within twenty-four (24) hours of incident onset.
4.17.6.3 The MCO shall ensure that the NH PHI data, data processing,
and data repositories are securely segreg'ated from any other account or
project, and that MClS is under appropriate configuration management
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and change management processes and subject to DHHS notification
requirements.

4.17.6.4 The MCO shall manage all processes related to properly
archiving and processing files including maintaining logs and appropriate
history files that reflect the source, type and user associated with a
transaction.

4.1X6.5 Archiving processes shall not modify the data composition of
DHHS's records, and archived data shall be retrievable at the request of
DHHS. Archiving shall be conducted at intervals agreed upon between the
MCO and DHHS.

4.17.6.6 The MCiS shall be able to accept, process, and generate HIPAA
compliant electronic transactions as requested, transmitted between
Providers, Provider billing agents/clearing houses, or DHHS and the MCO.

4.17.6.7 Audit logs of activities shall be maintained and periodically
reviewed to ensure compliance with security and access rights granted to
users.

4.17.6.8 In accordance with Exhibit 0, the MCO shall submit the following
documents and corresponding checklists for DHHSs review:

4.17.6.8.1 Disaster Recovery Plan;

4.17.6.8.2 Business Continuity Plan;

4.17.6.8.3 Security Plan;

4.17.6.8.4 The following documents \Arfiich, if after the original
documents are submitted the MCO makes modifications to them,
the-revised-redllned-doeuments-and-any-corresponding-checklists"
eh^ll Ka rM II •shiall_be submitted for DHHS review:

4.17.6.8.4.1. Risk Management Plan,

4.17.6.8.4.2. Systems Quality Assurance Plan,

4.17.6.8.4.3.Confirrriation of 5010 compliance and
Companion Guides, and

4.17.6.8.4.4.Confirmation of compliance with IRS
Publication 1075.

4.17.6.9 Management of changes to the MCIS is critical to ensure
uninterrupted functioning of the MCIS. The following elements, at a
minimum, shall be part of the MCO's change management process:

4.17.6.9.1 The complete system shall have proper configuration
management/change management in place (to be reviewed bv
DHHS).
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4.17.6.9.2 The MCO system shall be configurable to support
timely changes to benefit enrollment and benefit coverage or other
such changes.

4.17.6.9.3 The MCO shall provide DHHS with written notice of
major ̂systems changes and Implernentations no later than ninety
(90) calendar days prior to the planned change or implementation,
including any changes relating to Subcontractors, and specifically
Identifying any change impact to the data Interfaces or transaction
exchanges between the MCO and DHHS and/or the fiscal agent.

4.17.6.9.4 DHHS retains the right to modify or waive the
notification requirement contingent upon the nature of the request
from the MCO.

4.17.6.9.5 The MCO shall provide DHHS with updates to the
MClS organizational chart and the description of MClS
responsibilities at least thirty (30) calendar days prior to the
effective date of the change, except where personnel changes
were not foreseeable in such period, In which case notice shall be
given within at least one (1) business day.

4.17.6.9.6 The MCO shall provide DHHS with official^ points of
contact for MClS issues on an ongoing basis.

4.17.6.9.7 A NH program centralized electronic repository shall be
provided that shall permit full access to project documents,
including but not limited to project plans, documentation, Issue
tracking, deliverables, and any project artifacts. All items shall be
turned over to DHHS upon request.

4.17.6.9.8 The MCO shall ensure appropriate testing is done for
all system changes. MCO shall also provide a test system for
DHHS to monitor changes in externally facing applications (i.e. NH
websites). This test site shall contain no actual PHI data of ariy
Member.

4.17.6.9.9 The MCO shall make timely changes or defect fixes to
data interfaces and execute testing with DHHS and other
applicable entities to validate the integrity of the interface changes. ■

4.17.6.10 DHHS, or its agent, may conduct a Systems readiness review to
validate the MCO's ability to meet the MClS requirements.

4.17;6.11 The System readiness review may include a desk review and/or
an onsite review. If DHHS determines that it is necessary to conduct an
onsite review, the MCO shall be responsible for all reasonable travel costs
associated with such onsite reviews for at least two (2) staff from DHHS.

4.17.6.12 For purposes of this Section of the Agreement, "reasonable
travel costs' include airfare, lodging, meals, car rental and fuel, taxi.
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travel expenses Incurred by DHHSor Its authorized agent in connection with the onsite reviews.
4.17.6.13 If for any reason the MCO does not fully meet the MClS

Sp correct such .^■!^h Hpfi ? to DHHS a CAP and Risk Mitigation Plan to address
imnncip "P®" identifying a deficiency. DHHS may
dP^rrihpri in^ Severity of the deficiency asdescribed in Section 5.5 (Remedies) of this Agreement.
4.17.6.14 QOS metrics shall include:

4.17.6.14.1 System Integrity: The MCO system shall ensure that
both user and Provider portal design, and implementation Is In

standards, regulations and guidelinesrelated to security, confidentiality and auditing (e.g. HIPAA Privacvand Security Rules. National Institute of Security and Technology).
Management processingsystem shall minimally provide the following three types of controls

to maintain data integnty that directly impacts QOS. These controls
Shall be m place at all appropriate points of processing:

4.17.6.14.2.1. Preventive Controls: controls designed
to prevent errors and unauthorized events from
occurring.

4.17.6.14.2.2. Detective Controls: controls designed
to Identify errors and unauthorized transactions that
have occurred in the system.

—: 4^17.6.14.2.3. CQrrective-Controls:-GOfitFols-te~ensure
that the problems identified by the detective controls
arecdfrected."" •' •' ' - - ""

Administration: Ability to comply with HIPAA
trnrn! " ^®9ulatlons, and perform Ir^rnf if Agreement terms and conditions, ability to provide
urfjA*! ®° "tjon to effectively meet the requirements of upcomingHIPAA regulations and other national standards development.
4.17.6.14.4 The system shall accommodate changes with global
impacts (e.g.. implementation of electronic health record, e-
Prescnbe) as well as new transactions at no additional cost.

^•'*8 Claims Qualitv Assurance Standards
4.18.1 Claims Payment Standards
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Section 4.18 (Claims Quality Assurance
Standards), DHHS has adopted the claims definitions established by CMS
under the Medicare program, which are as follows:

4.18.1.1.1 "Clean Claim" means a claini that does not have any
defect, impropriety, lack of any required substantiating
documentation, or particular circumstance requiring special
treatment that prevents timely payment; and

4.18.1.1.2 "Incomplete Claim" means a claim that is denied for the
purpose of obtaining additional information from the Provider.

4.18.1.2 Claims payment timeliness shall be measured from the received
date, which is the date a paper claim is received in the MCO's mailroom by
Its date stamp or the date an electronic claim is submitted.

4^18.1.3 The paid date is the date a payment check or EFT is issued to
f42.CFR 447.45(d)(5) - (6); 42 CFR 447.46; sections

1932(f) and 1902(a)(37)(A) of the Act]

4^18.1 4 The denied date is the date at which the MCO determines that
the submitted claim is not eligible for payment.

4.18.1.5 The MCO shall pay or deny ninety-five percent (95%) of Clean
• Claims within thirty (30) calendar days of receipt, or receipt of additional
information.

4.18.1.6 The MCO shall pay ninety-nine percent (99%) of Clean Claims
within ninety (90) calendar days of receipt. [42 CFR 447.46; 42 CFR
j47.45(d)(2)-(3) and (d)(5)-(6); Sections 1902(a)(37)(A) and 1932(0 of the
Social Security Act).

4.18.1.7 The MCO shall request all additional information necessary to
process Incomplete Claims from the Provider within thirty (30) calendar
days from the date of original claim receipt.

4.18.2 Claims Quality Assurance Program

accuracy and timeliness of data
reported by Providers, including data from Participating Providers the MCO
IS compensating through a capitated payment arrangement.

4.18.2.2 The MCO shall screen the data received from Providers for
completeness, logic, and consistency [42 CFR 438.242(b)(3)(i)-(ii)].
4.18.2.3 The MCO shall maintain an intem'al program to routinely
measure the accuracy of claims processing for MClS and report results to
DHHS, in accordance with Exhibit O.

4.18.2.4 As indicated in Exhibit 0, reporting to DHHS shall be based on a
review of a statistically valid sample of paid and denied claims determined
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with a ninety-five percent (95%) confidence level, +/- three percent (3%),
assuming an error rate of three percent (3%) in the'population of managed
care claims.

4.18.2.5 The MCO shall implement CAPs to identify any issues and/or
errors identified during claim reviews and report resolution to DHHS.

4.18.3 Claims Financial Accuracy

4.18.3.1 Claims financial accuracy measures the accuracy of dollars paid
to Providers. It is measured by evaluating dollars overpaid and underpaid
in relation to.total paid amounts taking into account the dollar stratification
of claims.

4.18.3.2 The MCO shall pay ninety-nine percent (99%) of dollars
accurately.

4.18.4 Claims Payment Accuracy

4.18.4.1 Claims payment accuracy measures the. percentage of claims
paid or denied correctly. It is measured by dividing the number of claims
paid/denied correctly by the total claims reviewed.

4.18.4.2 The MOD shall pay ninety-seven percent (97%) of claims
accurately.

4.18.5 Claims Processing Accuracy

4.18.5.1 Claims processing accuracy measures the percentage of claims
that are accurately processed in their entirety from both a financial and
non-financial perspective: i.e., claim was paid/denied correctly and all
coding was correct, business procedures were followed, etc. It is

- - measured by dividing the total number ofxlaims processed_c.Qrrectly by the
totaJ.nurnbej pf claims reviewed^

4.18.5.2 The MCO shall process ninety-five percent (95%) of all claims
correctly.

OVERSIGHT AND ACCOUNTABILITY

5.1 Reporting

5.1.1 General Provisions

5.1.1.1 As indicated throughout this Agreement, DHHS shall document
ongoing MOO reporting requirements through Exhibit 0 and additional
specifications provided by DHHS.

5.1.1.2 The MOO shall provide data, reports, and plans In accordance
with Exhibit 0, this Agreement, and any additional specifications provided
by DHHS.
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'^9° rules for data reportingincluding those related to the NH CHIS.

5.1.1.4 The MCO shall make all collected data available to DHHS upon
request and upon the request of CMS. [42 CFR 438.242(b)(4)]

"^3*3 on Member and Providercharacteristics as ̂ specified by DHHS and on sen/Ices furnished to

bToHHl l^ CFR 43^242^1^^ "
Accurate

5.1.1.6.1 Verifying the accuracy and timeliness of reported data;
5.1.1.6.2 Screening the data for completeness, logic and
consistency; and r . a , anu

5.1 1.6.3 Collerting service information in standardized formats
to the extent feasible and appropriate. [42 CFR 438.242(b)(3)]

5^1.1.7 DHHS shall at a minimum collect, and the MCO shall provide
the following infonnation. and the information specified throughout the

Exhibit O, in order to improve the performance of
the MCM program [42 CFR 438.86(c)(1)-(2) and (6)-(11)];

5.1.1.7.1 Enrollment and disenrollment data;
5.1.1.7.2 Member grievance and appeal logs;
5.1.1.7.3 Medical management committee reports and minutes;
5.1.1.7.4 Audited financial and encouriter data;
5.T.1.7.5 The MLR summary reports;

5.1.1.7.6 Customer service performance data;
5.1.1.7.7 Performance on required quality measures; and
5.1.1.7.8 The MCO's QAPI Plan.

nrlelinf ""esponsible for preparing, submitting, andpresenting to the Governor, Legislature, and DHHS a report that includes
trie following information, or information othenwise indicated by the State:
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5.1.1.8.3 A description of how the MCO is addressing social
determinants of health and the outcomes associated with MCO-
implemented Interventions;

5.1.1.8.4 A description of how the MCO is improving health
outcomes in the state; and

5.1.1.8.5 Any other information indicated by the State for
inclusion in the annual report.

5.1.1.9 Prior to Program Start Date and at any other time upon DHHS
request or as indicated in this Agreement, DHHS shall conduct a review of
MCO policies and procedures and/or other administrative documentation.

5.1.1.9.1 DHHS shall deem materials as pass or fail following
DHHS review.

5.1.1.9.2 The MCO shall complete and submit a DHHS-
deveioped attestation that attests that the policy, procedure or
other documentation satisfies all applicable State and federal
authorities.

5.1.1.9.3 DHHS may require modifications to MCO policies and
procedures or other documentation at any time as determined by
DHHS.

5.1.2 Requirements for Waiver Programs

5.1.2.1 'The MCO shall provide to DHHS the data and information
required for its current CMS waiver programs and any waiver programs It
enters during the Term of this Agreement that require data for Members
covered by the MCO. These include but are not limited to;

51.2.1.1 NH's Building Capacity fortransformalion 1115 waiver;

5.1.2.1.2 Substance Use Disorder Institute for Mental Disease
1115 waiver;

5.1.2.1.3 Mandatory managed care 1915b waiver; and

5.1.2.1.4 Granite Advantage 1115waiver.

5.1.3 Encounter Data
\

5.1.3.1 The MCO shall submit Encounter Data in the format and
content, timeliness, completeness, and accuracy as specified by DHHS
and in accordance with timeliness, completeness, and accuracy standards
as established by DHHS. [42 CFR 438.604(a)(1); 42 CFR 438.606; 42
CFR 438.818]

5.1.3.2 All MCO encounter requirements apply to all Subcontractors.
The MCO shall ensure that all contracts with Participating Providers and
Subcontractors contain provisions that require all encounter records are
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reported or submitted in an accurate and timely fashion such that the MCO
meets all DHHS reporting requirements.

5.1.3.3 The MCO shall submit to DHHS for review, during the
Readiness Review process, its policies and procedures that detail the
MCOs encounter process. The MCO-submitted policies and procedures
shall at minirhum include to DHHS's satisfaction:

5.1.3.3.1 An end-to-end description of the MCO's encounter
process:

5.1.3.3.2 A detailed overview of the encounter process with all
Providers and Subcontractors; and

5.1.3.3.3 A detailed description of the internal reconciliation
process followed by the MCO. and all Subcontractors that process
claims on the MCO's behalf.

5.1.3.4 The MCO shall, as requested by DHHS, submit updates to and
revise upon request its policies and procedures that detail the MCO's
encounter process.

5.1.3.5 All Encounter Data shall remain the property of DHHS and
DHHS retains the right to use it for any purpose it deems necessary.
-5n:3:6 The"MCO^hall^bniit EncdunterDat^td"thTEQRO"^"DHHS""
in accordance with this Section 5.1.3 (Encounter Data) of the Agreement
and to DHHS's actuaries, as requested, according to the format and
specification of the actuaries.

5.1.3.7 Submission of Encounter Data to DHHS does not eliminate the
MCO's responsibility to comply with NHID rules. Chapter Ins 4000 Uniform
Reporting System for Health Care Claims Data Sets.

5.1.3.8 The MCO shall ensure that encounter records are consistent
with DHHS requirements and all applicable State and federal laws.

5.1.3:9 MCO encounters shall include all adjudicated claims, including
paid, denied, and adjusted claims.

5.1.3.10 The level of detail associated with encounters from Providers
yvith whom the MCO has a capitated payment arrangement shall be the
equivalent to the level of detail associated with encounters for which the
MCO received and settled a FFS claim.

5.1.3.11 The MCO shall maintain a record of all information submitted by
Providers on claims. All Provider-submitted claim Information shall be
submitted in the MCO's encounter records.

5.1.3.12 The MCO shall have a computer and data processing system,
and staff, sufficient to accurately produce the data, reports, and encounter
record set In formats and timelines as defined in this Agreement.
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5.1.3.13 The system shall be capable of following or tracing an encounter
within its system using a unique encounter record Identification number for
each encounter.

5.1.3.14 The MCO shall collect. service information in the federally
mandated HIPAA transaction formats and code sets, and submit these
data in a standardized format approved by DHHS.

5.1.3.15 The MCO shall make all collected data available to DHHS after It
is tested for compliance, accuracy, completeness, logic, and consistency.

5.1.3.16 The MCO's systems that are required to use or othenwise
contain the applicable data type shall conform to current and future
HIPAA-based standard code sets; the processes through which the data
are generated shall conform to the same standards, including application
of:

5.1.3.16.1 Health Care Common Procedure Coding System
(HCPCS);

5.1.3.16.2 CPT codes;

5.1.3.16.3 Intemational Classification of Diseases, 10th revision.
Clinical Modification ICD-10-CM and International Classification of
Diseases, 10th revision, Procedure Coding System ICD-IO-PCS;

5.1.3.16.4 National Drug Codes which is a code set that identifies
the vendor (manufacturer), product and package size of all drugs
and biologies recognized by the FDA. It is maintained and
distributed by HHS, in collaboration with drug manufacturers;

5.1.3.16.5 Code on Dental Procedures and Nomenclature (CDT)
which" isHhe^ccTde "set Tor dehtarservicesrTtTs maintained and

..distributed by the American Dental Assopiation (ADA); -

5.1.3.16.6 POS Codes which are two-digit codes placed on health
care professional claims to indicate the setting in which a service
was provided. CMS maintains POS codes used throughout the
health care industry;

5.1.3.16.7 Claim Adjustment Reason Codes (CARC) which
explain why a claim payment is reduced. Each CARC is paired with
a dollar amount, to reflect the amount of the specific reduction, and
a Group Code, to specify whether the reduction is the responsibility
of the Provider or the patient when other insurance is involved; and

5.1.3.16.8 Reason and Remark Codes (RARC) which are used
when other insurance denial information is submitted to the MMIS
using standard codes defined and maintained by CMS and the
NCPDP.
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encounters shall be submitted electronically to DHHS
or the States fiscal agent In the standard HIPAA transaction formats

rnsSnt^ah f transaction formats (P - Professional and I -institutional) or at the discretion of DHHS the ANSI X12N 837 post
adjudicated transaction formats (P - Professional and I - Institutional) and
for pharmacy services, in the NH file format , and other proprietalv file
layouts as defined by DHHS. ■ Hneidry nie
5.1_3_18 All MCO encounters shall be submitted with MCO paid amount
or FFS equivalent, and, as applicable, the Medicare paid amount other
insurance paid amount and/or expected Member Copayment amount.

nl'f amount (or FFS equivalent) submitted with EncounterData shall be the amount paid to Providers, not the amount paid to MCO
Subcontractors or Providers of shared services within the MCO's
organization, third party administrators, or capitated entities. This
requirement rneans that, for example for pharmacy claims, the MOO paid

to thP Mrn^ CRM * pharmacy. The-amount paidto the MCO s PBM is not acceptable.

Shall continually provide up to date documentation of

methods " ® services by date of use of said
5 1.3.21 The MCO shall continually provide up to date documentation of
claim adjustment methods used for all types of claims by date of use of
said methods.

5^1.3_22 The MCO shall collect, and submit to the State's fiscal agent
Member service level Encounter Data for all Covered Services.

responsible for errors or non-compliance

nn -t actions of an agent authorized to acton Its behalf.

5.1.3.24 The MCO shall conform to all current and future HIPAA-
comp iant standards for Information exchange, including but not limited to
the following requirements:

5.1.3.24.1 Batch and Online Transaction Types are as follows:

5.1.3.24.1.1.ASG X12N 820 Premium Payment
Transaction:

5.1.3.24.1.2.ASC
Transaction;

XI2N 834 Enrollment and Audit

5.1.3.24.1.3.ASC X12N 835 Claims Payment
Remittance Advice Transaction;

5.1.3.24.1.4. ASC X12N
Claim/Encounter Transaction;

8371 Institutional
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5.1.3.24.1.5.ASC X12N 837P Professional
Claim/Encounter Transaction;

5.1.3.24.1.6. ASC X12N 837D Dental Claim/Encounter
Transaction; and

5.1.3.24.1.7. NCPDP D.O Pharmacy Claim/Encounter
Transaction.

5.1.3.24.2 Online transaction types are as follows:

5.1.3.24.2.1. ASC X12N 270/271 Eligibility/Benefit
Inquiry/Response;

5.1.3.24.2.2.ASC X12N 276 Claims Status Inquiry;

5.1.3.24.2.3. ASC X12N 277 Claims Status Response;

5.1.3.24.2.4.ASC X12N 278/279 Utilization Review
Inquiry/Response; and

5.1.3.24.2.5.NCPDP D.O Pharmacy Claim/Encounter
Transaction.

5.1.3.25 Submitted Encounter Data shall include all elements specified
by DHHS, including but not limited to those specified in the DHHS
Medicaid Encounter Submission Requirements Policy.
5.1.3.26 The MCQ shall submit summary reporting in accordance with
Exhibit O, to be used to validate Encounter submissions.

5.1.3.27 The MCQ shall use the procedure codes, diagnosis codes, and
other codes as directed by DHHS for reporting Encounters and fee- for-
service claims. - - --— - —

5:T.3.28 Any exceptions shall be considered on a code-by-code basis
aftef DHHS receives written notice from the MCO requesting an exception.

5.1.3.29 The MCO shall use the Provider identifiers as directed by DHHS
for both Encounter and FFS submissions, as applicable.

5.1.3.30 The MCO shall provide, as a supplement to the Encounter Data
submission, a Member file on a monthly basis, which shall contain
appropriate Member Medicaid identification numbers, the PCP assignment
of each Member, and the group affiliation and service location address of
the PCP. ^

5.1.3.31 The MCO shall submit complete Encounter Data in the
appropriate HIPAA-compliant formats regardless of the claim submission
method (hard copy paper, proprietary formats, EDI, DDE).

5.1.3.32 The MCO shall assign staff to participate in encounter technical
work group meetings as directed by DHHS.
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DHHS^^ The MCO shall proNnde complete and accurate encounters to

Frirni^or''nf» implement review procedures to validate
staSs: by Providers. The MCO shall meet the following

5.1.3.34.1 Completeness:

5.1.3.34.1.1.The MCO shall submit encounters that
represent one hundred percent (100%) of the Covered
Se^ices provided by Participating Providers and Non-
Participating Providers.

5.1.3.34.2 Accuracy:

5.1.3.34.2,1.Transaction type (X12): Nlnetv-elatitparent (98o/.) of the records In an MCO's encouX
anrthP edits

Th ^®shoid and repairable compliance
inriSrt IVfu ® submissions of eachindividual batch and online transaction type.

pe!<^m fgaVrnTtf Ninety-eighth!f^ (98/o) of the records in an MCO's encounterbatch subm^sion shall pass NCPDP compliance edits
and the pharmacy benefits system threshold and
repairable compliance edits. The NCPDP compliance

. edits are descnbed in the NCPDP.

°f Member,  identification numbers shall be accurate and yalid.
5.1.3^34.2.4.Ninety-eight percent (98%) of biilinq
Provider information shall be accurate and valid.
5.1.3^34.2.5. Ninety-eight percent (98%) of servicinq
Provider information shall be accurate and valid.
5.1.3 34.2.6.The MCO shall submit a monthly
supplemental Provider file, to include data elements as
defined by DHHS, for all Providers that were submitted
on encounters in the prior month.

5.13.^.2.7. For the first six (6) months of encounter
^l^^ll conduct amonthly end to end test of a statistically valid sample of

Claims to ensure Encounter Data quality.
5^1.3.34.27.1 The end to end test shall include a
review of the Provider claim to what data is In the
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MCO claims processing system, and the encounter
file record produced for that claim.

5.1.3.34.2.7.2 The MCO shall report a pass or
fail to DHHS. If the result is a fail, the MCO shall
also submit a root cause analysis that Includes
plans for remediation.

5.1.3.34.2.7.3 If DHHS or the MCO Identifies a
data defect, the MCO shall, for six (6) months post
data defect identification, conduct a monthly end to
end test of a statistically valid sample of claims to
ensure Encounter Data quality.

5.1.3.34.2.7.4 If two (2) or more Encounter
Data defects are identified within a rolling twelve
(12) month period; DHHS may require the MCO to
contract with an extemal vendor to independently
assess the MCO Encounter Data process. The
extemal vendor shall produce a report that shall be
shared with DHHS.

5.1.3.34.3 Timeliness:

5.1.3.34.3.1.Ehcounter Data shall be submitted weekly,
within fourteen (14) calendar days of claim payment.

5.1.3.34.3.2.AII encounters shall be submitted, both
paid and denied claims.

5.1.3.34.3.3.The MCO shall be subject to liquidated
■damages-as-specified-In-Section 5.5.2 (Liquidated
Dama^snor-failure-to timely submit Encounter Data,
In accordance with the accuracy standards established
in this Agreement.

5.1.3.34.4 Error Resolution:

5.1.3.34.4.1. For all historical encounters submitted
after the submission start date, if DHHS or its fiscal
agent notifies the MCO of encounters failing X12 ED!
compliance edits or MMIS threshold and repairable
compliance edits, the MCO shall remediate all related
encounters within forty-five (45) calendar days after
such notice.

5.1.3.34.4.2. For all ongoing claim encounters, if DHHS
or its fiscal agent notifies the MCO of encounters failing
XI2 EDI compliance edits or MMIS threshold and
repairable compliance edits, the MCO shall remediate
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Exhibit A - Scope of Services

5.1.4

al'r"sucrnoto'"
5.1.3.^.4.3. If the MCO fails to comply with either error
resolution timeline. DHHS . shall require a CAP ̂
assess liquidated damages as described in Section
5.5.2 (Liquidated Damages). ^^eciion

for is^P^'l/H^i accountablefor issues or delays directly caused by or as a direct
result of the changes to MMIS by DHHS.

5.1.3.34.5 Survival;

fhp Mnlf ̂ Data accumulated as part ofthe mom program shall remain the properly of DHHS
and upon termination.of the Agreement the data shall
be etoronically transmitted to DHHl h a format and
ripcr h w and as is furtherdescribed in Section 7.7.2 (Data).

Data Certification

ii Of the MCO shall be certified by one
5.1.4.1.1 TheMCO'sCEO;
5.1.4.1.2 The MCO's CFQ- or

docum'entJ we^bi mns ?nSenT'"'f®' >'''

information. and^elfeUhea^^ knowledge,
documents and data. ' completeness and truthfulness of the

celt^edda'iaand^^^^^^^^^^ ^th the

Improvement^ Assurance & Performance
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5.1.5.1 The MCO shall have a data collection, processing, and reporting
system sufficient to support the QAPI program requirements described In
Section 4.12.3 (Quality Assessment and Performance Improvement
Program).

5.1.5.2 The system shall be able to support ClAPI monitoring and
evaluation activities, including the monitoring and evaluation of the quality
of clinical care provided, periodic evaluation of Participating Providers,
Member feedback on QAPI activity, and maintenance and use of medical
records used in QAPI activities.

5.2 Contract Overslaht Program

5.2.1 The MCO shall have a formalized Contract Oversight Program to ensure
that it complies with this Agreement, which at a minimum, should outline:

5.2.1.1 The specific monitoring and auditing activities that the MCO
shall undertake to ensure its and Its Subcontractors' compliance with
certain provisions and requirements of the Agreement;

5.2.1.2 The frequency of those contract oversight activities; and

5.2.1.3 The person(s) responsible for those contract oversight activities.

5.2.2 The Contract Oversight Program shall specifically address how the MCO
shall oversee the MCO's and its Subcontractor's compliance with the following
provisions and requirements of the Agreement:

5.2.2.1 Section.3.12 (Privacy and Security of Members' Information):

5.2.2.2 Section 3.14 (Subcontractors):

-  5.2.2.3 - Section 4 (Program Requirements): and

5.2:2.4 M data and reporting r^uirements.

S.2.3 The Contract Oversight Program shall set forth how the MCO's Chief
Executive Officer (CEO)/Executive Director, Compliance Officer and Board of
Directors shall be made aware of non-compliance identified through the Contract
Oversight Program.

5.2.4 The MCO shall present to DHHS for review as part of.the Readiness
Review a copy of the Contract Oversight Program and any implementing policies.

5.2.5 The MCO shall present to DHHS for review redlined copies of proposed
changes to the Contract Oversight Program and its implementing policies prior to
adoption.

6.2.6 This Contract Oversight Program is distinct from the Program Integrity
Plan and the Fraud, Waste and Abuse Compliance Plan discussed In Section 5.3
(Program Integrity).

5.2.7 The MCO shall promptly, but no later than thirty (30) calendar days after
the date of discovery, report any material non-compliance identified through the
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Action Plan to DHHS ,o

"uesfIS by'Sll'''' to the Corrective Action Pian
Program Integrity

5.3.1 General Requirements

RpaHiLcJS® for review, as part of the
anri Ah n®*" a Program integrity Pian and a Fraud Wasteand Abuse Compiiance Plan and shaii comply with policies and
procedures that guide and require the MCO and the MCO's officers

thte^Sertfon Subcontractors to comply with the requirements ofthis Section 5.3 (Program Integnty). [42 CFR 438.608]
5.3.1.2 The MCO shall present to DHHS for review redlined cooles nf
proposed changes to the Program Integrity Plan and the Fraud Waste and
Abuse Compliance Plan prior to adoption.

SubLltr.lc®=nH^° requirements in its
proSel credentiaiing and recredentiaiing

rSSsmSBX" " "'"S"" " "» •»»
5.3.1.4.1 Section 1902(a)(68) of the Social Security Act;
5.3.1.4.2 42 CFR Section 438;

5.3.1.4.3 42 CFR Section 455;
5.3.1.4.4 42 CFR Section 1000 through 1008; and
5.3.1.4.5 CMS Toolkits.

5.3.1.5 The MCO shall ensure compliance with the oroaram inteorih/

SubmntJflri' T"*' Payments to providers orSubcontractors, methods for detection and prevention of fraud waste and
ir^enL'"'' Subcontracted' complianceintegrity reporting requirements to DHHS.

® Program Integrity Plan and a Fraud

5.3.1.7 The Program Integrity Plan and the Fraud. Waste and Abuse
.  ompliance Plan shall include, at a minimum, the establishment and
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Implementation of internal controls, policies, and procedures to prevent
and deter fraud, waste and abuse.

5.3.1.8 The MCO shall be compliant with all applicable federal and State
regulations related to Medicaid program Integrity. [42 CFR 455, 42 CFR
456, 42 CFR 438, 42 CFR 1000 through 1008 and Section 1902(a)(68) of
the Social Security Act)

5.3.1.9 The MCO shall work with DHHS on program integrity issues,
and with MFCU as directed by DHHS, on fraud, waste or abuse
investigations. This shall include, at a minimum, the following:

5.3.1.9.1 Participation in MCO program Integrity meetings with
DHHS following the submission of the monthly allegation log
submitted by the MCO in accordance with Exhibit 0.

5.3.1.9.2 The frequency of the program integrity meetings shall
be as often as monthly.

5.3.1.9.3 Discussion at these meetings shall include, but not be
limited to, case development and monitoring.

5.3.1.9.4 The MCO shall ensure Subcontractors attend monthly
meetings when requested by DHHS;

5.3.1.9.5 Participation in bi-annual MCO and Subcontractor
forums to discuss best practices, performance metrics, provider
risk assessments, analytics, and lessons learned;

5.3.1.9.6 Quality control and review of encounter data submitted
to DHHS; and

5.3.1.9.7. Participation in meetings with MFCU. as determined by
lyiFCU and DHHS.,

5.3.2 Fraud, Waste and Abuse

5-3.2.1 The,MCO, or a Subcontractor which has been delegated
responsibility for coverage of services and payment of claims under this
Agreement, shall implement and maintain administrative and management
arrangements or procedures designed to detect and prevent fraud waste
and abuse. [42 CFR 438.608(a)]

5.3.2.2 The arrangements or procedures shall include the following:

5:3.2.2.1 The Program Integrity Plan and the Fraud, Waste and
Abuse Compliance Plan that includes, at a minimum, all of the
following elements:

5.3.2.2.1.1. Written policies, procedures, and
standards of conduct that articulate the organization's
commitment to comply with all applicable requirements
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fprierif cf ^9''®enient, and all applicablefederal and State requirements;

a Compliance Officer who

Dolicfes and H snP implementing
1  Bncnrp T and practices designed toensure compliance with the requirements of the

Agreement and who directly reports to the CEO and
the Board of Directors; anu
5.3.2.2J.3. Establishment of a Regulatory Compliance
Committee of the Board of Directws and at the senl^
management level charged with overseeing the MCO's

Smen® this
education for theCompliance Officer, the MCO's senior management

stTnriarrt®®' °n the federal and StateStandards and requirements under this Agreement;
5^3.2.2.1.5 Effective lines of communication between
s 'b..Si"" "" •"X" .1." .bd

nrnrpH.la^' and implementation of
internal dedicated staff of routine
n'mnt "'°""°""9 and auditing of compliance risks
raicTd P°nipliance issues as they areraised, investigation of potential problems as identified

suSi Trnw and audits, correction of
rnntei P™'"®"!® PTOmptly and thoroughly (orcoordination of suspected criminal acts with iL

ro«M^ * ongoing compliance with therequirements under this Agreement 142 CFR
438.608(a); 42 CFR438.608(a)(1)(i) (vN)] ' ^

^3^.2.2 The process by which the IVICO shall monitor their
no^ activities to ensure that the MCO doesnot engage in inappropriate activities, such as inducements;

te^te^ar- ^ '■e^Liirement that the MCO shall report on staff
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5.3.2.2.4 A description of the MCO's specific controls to detect
and prevent potential fraud, waste and abuse Including, without
limitation;

5.3.2.2.4.1. A list of automated pre-payment claims
edits, including National Correct Coding Initiative
(NCCI) edits;

5.3.2.2.4.2. A list of automated post-payment claims
edits;

5.3.2.2.4.3. In accordance with 42 CFR 438.602(b),
the MOO shall maintain edits on its claims systems to
ensure in-network claims include New Hampshire
Medicaid enrolled billing and rendering provider NPIs.
The MCO shall amend edits on its claims systems as
required by any changes in federal and State
requirements for managed care billing;

5.3.2.2.4.4. At least three (3) data analytic algorithms
for fraud detection specified by DHHS Program
Integrity and three (3) additional data analytic
algorithms as determin^ by the MCO for a total of at
least six (6) algorithms, which should Include services
provided by Subcontractors. These algorithms are
subject to change at least annually;

5.3.2.2.4.5. A list of audits of post-processing review
of claims planned;

5.3.2.2.4.6. A list of reports on Participating Provider
and Non-Participating'Provider profiling used to aid
program integrity'review's;

5.3.2.2.4.7. The methods the MCO shall use to identify
high-risk claims and the MCO's definition of "high-risk
claims";

5.3.2.2.4.8. Visit verification procedures and practices,
including sample sizes and targeted provider types or
locations;

5.3.2.2.4.9. A list of surveillance and/or utilization
management protocols used to safeguard against
unnecessary or inappropriate use of Medicaid services;

5.3.2.2.4.10.A rtiethod to verify, by sampling or other
method, whether services that have been represented
to have been delivered by Participating Providers and
were received by Members and the application of such
verification processes on a regular basis. The MCO
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may use an explanation of benefits (EOB) for such
verification only if the MCO suppresses information on
EOBs that would be a violation of Member
confidentiality requirements for women's health care,
family planning, sexually transmitted diseases, and
behavioral health services [42 CFR 455.20];

5.3.2.2.4.11Provider and Member rhaterials identifying
the MCO's fraud and abuse reporting hotline number;

5.3.2.2.4.12.Work plans for ..conducting both
announced and unannounced site visits and field
audits of Participating Providers determined to be at
high risk to.ensure services are rendered and billed
correctly;

5.3.2.2.4.13. The process for putting a Participating
Provider on and taking a Participating Provider off
prepayment review, including, the metrics used and
frequency of evaluating whether prepayment review
continues to be appropriate;

5.3.2.2.4.14.The ability to suspend a Participating
Provider's or Non-Participating Provider's payment due
to credible allegation of fraud if. directed by DHHS
PrograiTi Integrity; and

5.3.2.2.4.15.The process by which the MCO shall
recover inappropriately paid funds if the MCO
discovers wasteful and/or abusive, incorrect billing
trends with a particular Participating Provider or
provider type, specific billing issue trends, or quality
trends.

5.3.2.2.5 A provision for the prompt reporting of all
Overpayments identified and recovered, specifying the
Overpayments due to potential fraud;

5.3.2.2.6 A provision for referral of any potential Partidpating
Provider or Non-Participating Provider fraud, waste and abuse that
the MCO or Subcontractor identifies to DHHS Program Integrity
and any potential fraud directly to the MFCU as required under this
Agreement [42 CFR 438.608(a)(7)]:

5.3.2.2.7 A provision for the MCO's suspension of payments to a
Participating Provider for which DHHS determines there is credible
allegation of fraud in accordance with this Agreement and 42 CFR
455.23; and
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5.3.2.2.8 A provision for notification to DHHS when the MCO
receives information about a change in a Participating Provider's
circumstances that may affect the Participating Provider's eligibility
to participate in the MCM program, including the termination of the
provider agreement with the MCO as detailed in Exhibit O.

Subcontractors shall implement and maintain
written policies for all employees and any Subcontractor or agent of the
entity, that provide detailed information about the False Claims Act (FCA)
and other federal and State laws described in Section 1902(a)(68) of the
Social Security Act. including information about rights of employees to be
proterted as whistleblowers. [Section 1902(a)(68) of the Social Security
Act;42CFR438.608(a)(6)j '
5.3.2.4 The MCO. and if required by the MCO's Subcontractors, shall
post and maintain DHHS-approved information related to fraud waste and
abuse on its website. Including but not limited to. provider notices, current
listing of Participating Providers, providers that have been excluded or
sanctioned from the Medicaid Care Management Program,- any updates,
policies, provider resources, contact information and upcoming educational
sessions/webinars.

5.3.3 Identification and Recoveries of Overpayments
5.3.3.1 The MCO shall maintain an effective fraud, waste and abuse-
related Provider overpayment identification. Recovery and trackino
process. ^

ongoing analysis of its authorization
utilization, claims. Provider's billing patterns, and encounter data to detect

paym^Js, and shalj .perform audits, and investigations of
Subcontractors, Providers and Provider entities.

5.3.3.3 This process shall include a methodology for a means of
estimating overpayment' a formal process for documenting communication
with Providers, and a system for managing and tracking of investigation
findings. Recoveries, and underpayments related to fraud, waste and
abuse Investigations/audit/any other overpayment recovery process as
descnbed in the fraud, waste and abuse reports provided to DHHS in
accordance with Exhibit O.

5.3^3.4 The MCO and Subcontractors shall each have internal policies
and procedures for documentation, retention and recovery of all
Overpayments, specifically for the recovery of Overpayments due to fraud,
waste and abuse, and for reporting and returning Overpayments as
required by this Agreement. [42 CFR 438.608(d)(1)(i)]
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.his Ag^rnre:?[22 cTr ™ -
refumtd tnTf i?rn''®T®'' that are not recovered by orDHHS to iursue "°tffioation^ by
5.3.3.7 This Section of the Agreement does not appiy to any amount of

InSS™."

Pro^dder ''® subcontractors and aProvider shali not bind or preclude the State from further action.

under ThisTrLmfn^"^'''^® '''if documentation collected
averll rlrnvLr!? ■ ? '•e=°9nized information on
fnc?,,^ recoveiy amounts as reported by State MFCUs and commercialinstance plans for setting actuariaily sound Capitation Payments for each
MCO consistent with the requirements in 42 CFR

exDeU°d LuTrliZ '"®'riss related to
seffo^h in Ihk T ' recoupments, and other measuresset forth in .thts Agreement and Exhibit O. DHHS shall impose liauidated

2™meMcs lemonstrate good cause for failure to meet

?."meats«.„? ■»«
5.3.4.1 General

L^ahilch MCO shall, and shall require any Subcontractor to,frfl procedures for referrals to DHHS ProgramIntegnty Unit and the MFCU on credible allegations of fraud and for

fn™ w ®^^3il complete a DHHS "Request to Open"form for any potential fraud, waste, or abuse case, including those
Nf^il h II h ® ®"®9®"°" fraud. DHHS Program Integrity
"Request to Open-^f^rri' '^® ^^0'® ^
nnrlnw !^®?'^®5''p°°''''s Subcontractor has concluded thata credible allegation of fraud or abuse exists, the MCO shall make
dirTd^v ?n iSpn P°'e"fral frauddirectly to MFCU within five (5) business days of the determination
on a template provided by DHHS. [42 CFR 438.608(a)(7)]
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5.3.4.1.4 Unless and until prior vmtten approval is obtained from
DHHS, neither the MOO nor a Subcontractor shall take any
administrative action or any of the following regarding the
allegations of suspected fraud:

5.3.4.1.4.1. Suspend Provider payments;

5.3.4.1.4.2. Contact the subject of the investigation
about any matters related to the investigation;

5.3.4.1.4.3. Continue the investigation into the matter;

5.3.4.1.4.4. Enter into or attempt to negotiate any
settlement or agreement regarding the matter; or

5.3.4.1.4.5. Accept any monetary or other thing of
valuable consideration offered by the subject of the
investigation in connection with the incident.

5.3.4.1.5 The MCO shall employ pre-payment review when
directed by DHHS.

5.3.4.1.6 In addition, the MCO may employ pre-payment review
in the following circumstances without approval:

5.3.4.1.6.1. Upon new Participating Provider
enrollment;

5.3.4.1.6.2. For delayed payment during Provider
education;

5.3.4.1.6.3. For existing Providers with billing
inaccuracies;

5.3.4.1.6.4. Upon receipt of a credible allegation of
fraud or abuse; or '

5.3.4.1.6.5. Upon identification from data analysis or
other grounds.

5.3.4.1.7 If DHHS, MFCU or another law enforcement agency
accepts the allegation for investigation, DHHS shall notify the
MCO's Compliance Officer within two (2) business days of the
acceptance notification, along with a directive to suspend payment
to the affected Provider{s) if it Is determined that suspension shall
not impair MFCU's or law enforcement's investigation.

5.3.4.1.8 DHHS shall notify the MCO if the referral is declined for
investigation.

5.3.4.1.9 If DHHS, MFCU, or other law enforcement agencies
decline to investigate the fraud referral, the MCO may proceed with
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Its own investigation and comply with the reporting requirements
contained in this Section of the Agreement.

5:3.4.1.10 Upon receipt of notification from DHHS, the MCO shall
send notice of the decision to suspend program payments to the
Provider within the following timeframe:

6.3.4.1.10.1. Within five (5) calendar days of taking
such action unless requested in writing by DHHS, the
MFCU, or law enforcement to temporarily withhold
such notice: or

5.3.4.1.10.2. Within thirty (30) calendar days if
requested by DHHS, MFCU, or law enforcement in
writing to delay sending such notice.

5.3.4:1.10.3. The request for delay may be renewed in
writing no more than twice and in no event may the
delay exceed ninety (90) calendar days.

5.3.4.1.11 The notice shall include or Address all of the following
(42 CFR 455.23(2)):

5.3.4.1.11.1.That payments are being suspended in
accordance with this provision;

5.3.4.1.11.2. Set forth the general allegations as to the
nature of the suspension action. The notice need not
disclose any specific information concerning an
ongoing Investigation;

5.3.4.1.11.3.That the suspension is for a temporary
period and cite the circumstances under which the
suspension shall be lifted;

5.3.4.1.11.4.Specify, when applicable, to which type or
types of claims or business units the payment
suspension relates; and

5.3.4.1.11.5.Where applicable and appropriate, .infp{p^
the Provider of any appeal rights available to the .
Provider, along with the Provider's right to submit
written evidence for consideration by the MCO.

5.3.4.2 All suspension of payment actions under this Section of the
Agreement shall be temporary and shall not continue after either of the
following:

5.3.4.2.1 The MCO is notified by DHHS that there is insufficient
evidence of fraud by the Provider; or
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5.3.4.2.2 The MCO Is notified by DHHS that the legal
proceedings related to the Provider's alleged fraud are completed.

5.3.4.3 The MCO shall document in writing the termination of a payment
suspension and issue a notice of the termination to the Provider and to
DHHS.

5.3.4.4 The DHHS Program Integrity Unit may find that good cause
exists not to suspend payments, In whole or in part, or not to continue a
payment suspension previously imposed, to an individual or'^entity against
which there is an investigation of a credible allegation of fraud if any of the
following are applicable;

5.3.4.4.1 MFCU or other law enforcement officials have

specifically requested that a payment suspension not be imposed
because such a payment suspension may compromise or
jeopardize an investigation;

5.3.4.4.2 Other available remedies are available to the MCO,
after DHHS approves the remedies that more effectively or quickly
protect Medicaid funds;

5.3.4.4.3 The MCO determines, based upon the submission of
written evidence by the individual or entity that Is the subject of the
payment suspension, there is no longer a aedible allegation of
fraud and that the suspension should be removed.

5.3.4.4.3.1. The MCO shall review evidence submitted

by the Provider and submit it with a recommendation to
DHHS.

5.3.4.4.3.Z DHHS shall direct the MCO to continue,
reduce or remove the payment suspension within thirty
(30) calendar days of having received the evidence;

5.3.4.4.4 Member access to items or services would be

jeopardized by a payment suspension because of either of the
following:

5.3.4.4.4.1. An individual or entity is the sole
community physician or the sole source of essential
specialized services in a community; or

5.3.4.4.4.2. The individual or entity serves a large
number of Members within a federal HRSA designated
a medically underserved area;

5.3.4.4.5 MFCU or law enforcement declines to certify that a
matter continues to be under investigation: or

5.3.4.4.6 DHHS determines that payment suspension Is not in
the best interests of the Medicaid program.
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5.3.4.5 The MCO.shall maintain for a minimum of six (6) years from the
date of issuance all materials documenting:

5.3.4.5.1 Details of payment suspensions that were imposed in
whole or in part; and

5.3.4.5.2 Each instance when a payment suspension was not
imposed or was discontinued for good cause.

5.3.4^6 If the MCO fails to suspend payments to an entity or individual
for whom there is a pending investigation of a credible allegation of fraud
without good cause, and DHHS directed the MCO to suspend payments
DHHS may impose liquidated damages.

5.3.4.7 If any government entity, either from restitutions, recoveries,
penalties or fines imposed following a criminal prosecution or guilty plea!
or through a civil settlement or judgment, or any other form of civil action,"
receives a monetary recovery from any entity or individual, the entirety of
such monetary recovery belongs exclusively to the State, and the MCO
and any involved Subcontractor have no claim to any portion of such
recovery.

5.3.4.8 Furthermore, the MCO is fully subrogated, and shall require its
Subcontractors to agree to subrogate, to the State for ail criminal, civil and
administrative action recoveries undertaken by any government entity
including but not limited to all claims the MCO or its Subcontractor(s) has
or rnay have, against any entity or Individual that directly or indirectly
receives funds under this Agreement, including but not limited to any
health care Provider, manufacturer, wholesale or retail supplier, sales

laboratory, or other Provider in the design, manufacture
Marketing, pricing, or quality of drugs, pharmaceuticals, medical supplies'
medical devices, DME, or other health care related products or services.

5.3.4.8.1 For the purposes of this Section of the Agreement,
subrogation" means the right of any State government entity or
local law enforcement to stand in the place of the MCO or client in
the collection against a third party.

p.4.9 Any funds recovered and retained by a government entity shall
be reported to the actuary to consider in the rate-setting process.

5.3.5 Investigations

5.3.5.1 The MCO and its Subcontractors shall cooperate with all State
and federal agencies that Investigate fraud, waste and abuse.

5.3.5.2 The MCO shall ensure its Subcontractors and any other
contracted entities are contractually required to also participate fully with
any State or federal agency or their contractors.
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5.3.5.3 The MCO and its Subcontractor shall suspend its own
investigation and all program integrity activities If notified in writing to do so
by any applicable State or federal agency (e.g., MFCU, DHHS, OIG. and
CMS).

5.3.5.4 The MCO and its Subcontractors shall comply with any and all
directives resulting from State or federal agency investigations.

5.3.5.5 the MCO and its Subcontractors shall maintain all records,
documents and claim or encounter data for Members, Providers and
Subcontractors who are under investigation by any State or federal agency
in accordance with retention rules or until the investigation is complete and
the case is closed by the Investigating State or federal agency.

5.3.5.6 The MCO shall provide any data access or detail records upon
written request from DHHS for any potential fraud, waste and abuse
investigation. Provider or claim audit, or for MCO oversight review.

5.3.5.6.1 The additional access shall be provided within three (3)
business days of the request.

5.3.5.7 The MCO and its Subcontractors shall request a refund from a
third-party payor. Provider or Subcontractor when an investigation
indicates that such a refund is due.

5.3.5.7.1 These refunds shall be reported to DHHS as
Overpayments.

5.3.5.8 DHHS shall conduct investigations related to suspected Provider
fraud, waste and abuse cases, and reserves the right to pursue and retain

■  recoveiries for all claims (regardless of paid date) to a Provider with a paid
. date older than four (4) rnonths for which the MCO has not submitted a
request to open and for which the MCO continued to pursue the case. The
State shall notify thei MCO of any investigation'it intends to open'prior to
contacting the Provider.

5.3.6 Reporting

5.3.6.1 Annual Fraud Prevention Report

5.3.6.1.1 The MOO shall submit an annual summary (the "Fraud
Prevention Report") that shall document, the outcome and scope of
the activities performed under Section 5.3 (Program Integrity).

5.3.6.1.2 The annual Fraud Prevention summary shall include, at
a minimum, the following elements, in accordance with Exhibit 0;

5.3.6.1.2.1. The name of the person and department
; responsible for submitting the Fraud Prevention
Report:

5.3.6.1.2.2. The date the report was prepared;
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5.3.6.1.2.3. The date the report is submitted;

5.3.6.1.2.4. A description of the SlU;

5.3.6.1.2.5. Cumulative Overpayments identified and
recovered;

5.3.6.1.2.6. Investigations initiated, completed and
referred;

5.3.6.1.2.7. Analysis of the
activities performed; and

effectiveness of the

5.3.6.1.2.8. Other
Exhibit O.

information in accordance with

5.3.6.1.3 As part of this report, the MOO shall submit to DHHS
the Overpayments it recovered, certified by its CFO that this
information is accurate to the best of his or her information,
knowledge, and belief, as required by Exhibit O. [42 CFR 438.606]

5.3.6.2' Reporting Member Fraud

DHHS of any cases in which the
MCO. believes there is a serious likelihood of Member fraud by
sending a secure email to the DHHS Special Investigation Unit.

. £-3-6.2.2 The MCO is responsible for investigating Member
fraud, waste and abuse and referring Member fraud to DHHS. The
MCO shall provide initial allegations, investigations and resolutions
of Member fraud to DHHS.

5.3.6.3 Termination Report

5.3.6.3.1 The MCO shall submit to DHHS a monthly Termination
Report including Providers terminated due to sanction, invalid
licenses, services, billing, data mining,- investigation and any
related program integrity involuntary termination; Provider
terminations for convenience; and Providers who setf-terminated.
5.3.6.3.2

template.
The report shall be completed using the DHHS

5.3.7

5.3.6.4 Other Reports

5^3 6.4.1 the MCO shall submit to DHHS demographic changes
that may impact eligibility (e.g., Address, etc.).

5.3.6.4.2 The MCO shall report at least annually to DHHS. and
as otherwise required by this Agreement, on their recoveries of
Overpayments. [42 CFR 38.604(a)(7); 42 CFR 438.606' 42 CFR
438.608(d)(3)]

Access to Records, On-Slte Inspections and Periodic Audits
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5.3.7.1 As an integral part of the MCO's program integrity function, and
in accordance with 42 CFR 455 and 42 CFR 438, the MCO shall provide
DHHS program integrity staff (or its designee),.real time access to all of
the MCO electronic encounter and claims data (including DHHS third-party
liability) from the MCO's current claims reporting system.

5.3.7.2 The MCO shall provide DHHS with the capability to access
accurate, timely, and complete data as specified in Section 4.18.2 (Claims
Quality Assurance Program).

5.3.7.3 Upon request, the MCO and the MCO's Providers and
Subcontractors shall permit DHHS, MFCU or any other authorized State or
federal agency, or duly authorized, representative, access to the MCO's
and the MCO's Providers and Subcontractors premises during normal
business hours to inspect, review, audit, investigate, monitor or otherwise
evaluate the performance of the MCO and its Providers and
Subcontractors.

5.3.7.4 The MCO and its Providers and Subcontractors shall forthwith
produce all records, documents, or other data requested as part of such
inspection, review, audit, investigation, monitoring or evaluation.

5.3.7.5 Copies of records and documents shall be made at no cost to
the requesting agency. [42 CFR 438.3(h)]: 42 CFR 455.21(a)(2): 42 CFR
431.107(b)(2)]. A record includes, but is not limited to:

5.3.7.5.1 Medical records;

5.3.7.5.2 Billing records;

5.3.7.5.3 FInahcia! records;

'  ~ -5.3.7.5.4 Any record related to-services rendered, and quality,
. appropriateness, and timeliness of such service;

5.3.7.5.5 Any record relevant to an administrative, civil or
I  criminal investigation or prosecution; and

5.3.7.5.6 Any record of an MCO-paid claim or encounter, or an
•• MCO-denied claim or encounter.

5.3.7.6 Upon request, the MCO, its Provider or Subcontractor shall
provide and make staff available to assist In such inspection, review, audit,
investigation, monitoring or evaluation, including the provision of adequate
space on the premises to reasonably accommodate DHHS, MFCU or
other State or federal agencies.

5.3.7.7 DHHS. CMS, MFCU, the GIG, the Comptroller General, or any
other authorized State or federar agency or duly authorized representative
shall be permitted to inspect the premises, physical facilities, and
equipment where Medicaid-related activities are conducted at any time
[42 CFR 438.3(h)]
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5.3.7.8 The MCO and its Subcontractors shall be subject to on-slte or
offslte reviews by DHHS and shall comply within fifteen (15) business days
with any and all DHHS documentation and records requests.

5.3.7.8.1 Documents shall be fumished by the MCO or its
Subcontractors at the MOO'S expense.

I  5.3.7.9 The right to inspect and audit any records or documents of the
MCO or any Subcontractor shali extend for a period of ten (10) years from
the final date of this Agreement's contract period or from the date of
completion of any audit, whichever is later. [42 CFR 438.3(h)]
5.3.7.10 DHHS shall conduct, or contract for the conducting of, periodic
audits of the MCO no iess frequently than once every three (3) years, for
the accuracy,, truthfulness, and completeness of the encounter and
financial data submitted by, or on behalf of, each MCO [42 CFR
438.602(e)]

5.3.7.10.1 This shall include, but not be limited to, any records
reievant to the MCO's obligation to bear the risk of financial losses
or services performed or payatple amounts under the Agreement.

6.3.8 Transparency

5.3.8.1 • DHHS shall post on its website, as required by 42 CFR
438.10(c)(3), the following documents and reports:

5.3.8.1.1 The Agreement;

5.3.8.1.2 The data at 42 CFR 438.604(a)(5) where DHHS
certifies that the MCO has complied with the Agreement
requirements for availability and accessibility of services. Including
adequacy of the Participating Provider network, as set forth in 42
CFR 438.206;

5.3.8.1.3 The name and title of individuals included in 42 CFR
438.604(a)(6) to confirm ownership and control of the MCO,
described in 42"CFR 455.104, and Subcontractors as governed by
42 CFR 438.230;

5.3.8.1.4 The results of any audits, under 42 CFR 438.602(e),
and the accuracy, truthfulness, and completeness of the encounter
and financial data submitted and certified by MCO; and

5.3.8.1.5 Performance metrics and outcomes.

6-4 MOM Withhold and Incentive Program

5.4.1 DHHS shall institute a withhold .arrangement through which an
actuanaliy sound percentage of the MCO's risk adjusted Capitation Payment will
be recouped from the MCO and distributed among the MCOs participating in the
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MCM program on the basis of meeting targets specified in the DHHS Withhold
and Incentive Program Policy.

5.4.2 DHHS shall, as often as annually, issue MCM Withhold and Incentive
Program Guidance within ninety (90) calendar days of the start of the Plan Year.

5.4.3 Pursuant to 42 CFR 438.6 (b)(3). this withhold arrangement shall:

5.4.3.1.1 Be for a fixed period of time and performance is
measured during the rating period under the Agreement in which
the withhold arrangement Is applied;

5.4.3.1.2 Not be renewed automatically;

5.4.3.1.3 Be made available to both public and private
contractors under the same terms of performance;

5.4.3.1.4 Not condition MOO participation In the withhold
arrangement on the MOO entering into or adhering to
intergovernmental transfer agreements; and

5.4.3.1.5 Is necessary for the specified activities, targets,
performance measures, or quality-based outcomes that support
program initiatives as specified in the NH MCM Quality Strategy.

5.4.3.2 The MCO shall not receive incentive payments in excess of five
percent (5%) of the approved Capitation Payments attributable to the
Members or services covered by the incentive arrangements.

5.4.3.3 Pursuant to 42 CFR 438.6(b)(2). this incentive arrangement
shall.:

5.4.3.3.1 Be for a fixed period of time and performance is
•  - - measured during"the rating period under the Agreement In which-

the withhold arrangement-is applied; - -

5.4.3.3.2 Not be renewed automatically;

5.4.3.3.3 Be made available to both public and private
contractors under the same terms of performance;

5.4.3.3.4 Not condition MCO participation in the incentive
arrangement on the MCO entering into or adhering to
intergovernmental transfer Agreements; and

5.4.3.3.5 Is necessary for the specified activities, targets,
performance measures, or quality-based outcomes that support
program initiatives as specified in the NH MCM Quality Strategy.

5.5 Remedies

5.5.1 Reseivation of Rights and Remedies
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:  Kr= ^c'^nowledge and agree that a material default orbreach in this Agreement shall cause Irreparable injury to DHHS.

acknowledges that failure to comply with provisions of
®°'® discretion, result in the assessment

Agreement in whole or in part,
ntho™,i M as set forth in this Agreement and asOtherwise available under State and federal law.

nn'nri,i. '" default Or breach of this Agreement
Tmnif/. • ^9'dS'^ent shall be construed, expressly or by

"> •«"»" n"''

performance of any
InT rinht I Agreement or to exercise or delay the exercise ofany nght or remedy provided in the Agreement or by law or the

re^^P^th^ Mrn f materials, equipment or services, "shall notrelease the MCO from any responsibilities or obligations imposed by this
^ .u be deemed a waiver of any right of theState to insist upon the strict performance of this Agreement.

K  -*0 any other remedies that may be available for
splk" l^each of the Agreement, in equity or otherwise, the State mayseek injunctive relief against any threatened or actual breach of this
Agreement without the necessity of proving actual damages.

rr,=t=?n ^ rpcover any or all administrativecosts incurred in the performance of this Agreement during or as a result
of any threatened or actual breach. => a lesun

LnilLtiMho'"?"!®'''®® ''I® Agreement shall
MCO's favor ® ® resulting dispute is resolved In the

5.5.2 Liquidated Damages

""sview to assess if the liquidated

a^ufi H ^orth in Exhibit N (Liquidated Damages Matrix) align withactual darnages and/or with DHHS's strategic aims and areas of identified

need^"^^ update Exhibit N (Liquidated Damages Matrix) as
and the MCO agree that It shall be extremely

impracticable and difficult to determine actual damages that DHHS will
sustain in the event the MCO fails to maintain the required performance
standards within this Section during this Agreement'

f liquidated damages as specified inthis Agreement and set forth in Exhibit N, and as updated by DHHS are
reasonable. '
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5.5.2.4 Assessment of liquidated damages shall be in addition to, not in
lieu of, such other remedies that may be available to DHHS.

5.5.2.5 To the extent provided herein, DHHS shall be entitled to recover
liquidated damages for each day, Incidence or occurrence, as applicable,
of a violation or failure.

5.5.2.6 The liquidated damages shall be assessed based on the
categorization of the violation or non-compliance and are sef forth in
Exhibit N (Liquidated Damages Matrix).

5.5.2.7 The MOO shall be subject to liquidated damages for failure to
comply in a timely manner with all reporting requirements in accordance
with Exhibit 0.

5.5.3 Suspension of Payment

5.5.3.1 Payment of Capitation Payments may be suspended at DHHS's
sole discretion when the MCO fails;

5.5.3.1.1 To cure a default under this Agreement to DHHS's
satisfaction within thirty (30) calendar days of notification:

5.5.3.1.2 To implement a CAP addressing violations or non-
compliance; and

5.5.3.1.3 To implement an approved Program Management
Plan.

5.5.3.2 Upon correction of the deficiency or omission, Capitation
Payments shall be reinstated.

5.5.4 Intermediate Sanctions

5.5.4.1 DHKS shall have "the right to Impose intermediate sanctions as
set forth in 42 CFR Section 438.702(a), which include: ■ ■

5.5.4.1.1 Civil monetary penalties (DHHS shall not impose any
civil monetary penalty against the MCO in excess of the amounts
set forth in 42 CFR 438.704(c), as adjusted);

5.5.4.1.2 Temporary management of the MCO;

5.5.4.1.3 Permitting Members to terminate enrollment without
cause;

5.5.4.1.4 Suspending all new enrollment;

5.5.4.1.5 Suspending payments for new enrollment; and

5.5.4.1.6 Agreement termination.

5.5.4.2 DHHS shall impose intermediate sanctions If DHHS finds that
the MCO acts or fails to act as follows:
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5.5.4.2.1 Fails to substantially provide- Medically Necessary
services to a Member that the MCO is required to provide services
to by law and/or under its Agreement with DHHS.

5.5.4.2.2 DHHS may impose a civil monetary penalty of up to
$25,000 for each failure to provide services, and may also:

5.6.4.2.2.1. Appoint temporary management for the
MCO.

5.5.4.2.2.2. Grant Members the right to disenroll
without cause,

5.5.4.2.2.3. Suspend all new enrollments to the MCO
after the date the HHS Secretary or DHHS notifies the
MCO of_ a determination of a violation of any
requirement under sections 1903(m) or 1932 of the
Social Security Act. and/or

5.5.4.2.2.4. Suspend payments for new enrollments to
the MCO until CMS or DHHS is satisfied that the
reason for imposition of the sanction no longer exists
and is not likely to recur. [42 CFR 438.700(b)(1); 42
CFR 438.702(a); 42 CFR 438.704(b)(1); sections
1903(m)(5)(A)(i); 1903(m)(5)(B); 1932(e)(1)(A)(i);
1932(e)(2)(A)(i) of the Social Security Act]

5.5.4.2.3 Imposes premiums or charges on Members that are in
excess of those permitted in the Medicaid program, in which case,
the State may impose a civil monetary of up to $25,000 or double
the amount of the excess charges (whichever is greater) The State
may also:

5.5.4.2.3.1. Appoint temporary, management to the
MCO.

5.5.4.2.3.2. Grant Members the right to disenroll
without cause,

5.5.4.2.3.3. Suspend all new enrollments to the MCO
after the date the HHS Secretary or DHHS notifies the
MCO of a determination of a violation of any

^  requirement under sections 1903(m) or 1932 of the
Social Security Act, and/or

5.5.4.2.3.4. Suspend payments for new enrollments to
the MCO until CMS or DHHS Is satisfied that the
reason for imposition of the sanction no longer exists
and is not likely to recur; [42 CFR 438.700(b)(2); 42
CFR 438.702(a); 42 CFR 438.704(c); sections
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1903(m)(5){A){ii): 1903{m)(5){B): 1932(e)(1)(A)(ii):
1932(e}(2)(A)(iii) of the Social Security Act].

5.5.4.2.4 Discriminates among, Members on the basis of their
health status or need for health services, in which case, DHHS may
impose a civil monetary penalty of up to one hundred thousand
dollars ($100,000) for each determination by DHHS of
discrimination. DHHS may impose a civil monetary penalty of up to
fifteen thousand dollars ($15,000) for each individual the MCO did
not enroll because of a discriminatory practice, up to the one
hundred thousand dollar ($100,000) maximum. DHHS may also:

5.5.4.2.4.1. Appoint temporary management to the
MCO, a . .

5.5.4.2.4.2. Grant Members the right to disenroll
without cause,

5.5.4.2.4.3. Suspend all new enrollments to the MCO
after the date the HHS Secretary or DHHS notifies the
MCO of a determination of a violation of any
requirement under sections 19G3(m) or 1932 of the
Social Security Act, and/or

5.5.4.2.4.4. Suspend payments for new enrollments to
the MCO until CMS or DHHS is satisfied that the
reason for imposition, of the sanction no longer exists
and is not likely to recur. [42 CFR 438.700(b)(3): 42
CFR 438.702(a); 42 CFR 438.704(b)(2) and "(3)-
sections 1903(m)(5)(A)(iii); 1903(m)(5)(B)i
.1932(e)(1)(A){iii); 1932(e)(2)(A)(ii) & (iv) of the Social
Security Act]

5.5.4.2.5 Misrepresents or falsifies information that it furnishes to
a Member, potential Member, or health care Provider, in which
case, DHHS may impose a civil monetary penalty of up to $25,000
for each instance of misrepresentation. DHHS may also:

5.5.4.2.5.1. Appoint temporary management to the
MCO,

5.5.4.2.5.2. Grant Members the right to disenroll
without case,

5.5.4.2.5.3. Suspend all new enrollments to the MCO
after the date the HHS Secretary or DHHS notifies the
MCO of a determination of a violation of any
requirement under sections 1903(m) or 1932 of the
Social Security Act, and/or
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5.5.4.2.5.4. Suspend payments for new enrollments to
the MCO until CMS or DHHS is satisfied that the
reason for imposition of the sanction no longer exists
and is not likely to recur. [42 GFR 438.702(a); 42 CFR
438.700(b)(5);. 42 CFR 438.704(b)(1); sections
1903(m)(5)(A)(iv)(il); 1903(m)(5)(B);
1932(e)(1)(A)(iv)(il); 1932(e)(2)(A)(i) of the Social
Security Act]

5.5.4.2.8 Misrepresents or falsifies information that it furnishes to
CMS or to DHHS, in which case, DHHS may impose a civil
monetary penalty of up to one, hundred thousand dollars
($100,000) for each instance of misrepresentation. DHHS may
also:

5.5.4.2.6.1. Appoint temporary management to the
MCO.

5.5.4.2.6.2. Grant Members the right to disenroll
without case,

5.5.4.2.6.3. Suspend all new enrollments to the MCO
after the date" the HHS Secretary or DHHS notifies the
MCO of. a determination of a violation of . any
requirement under sections 1903(m) or 1932 of the
Social Security Act, and/or

5.5.4.2.6.4. Suspend payments for new enrollments to
the MCO until CMS or DHHS is satisfied that the
reason for imposition of the sanction no longer exists
and is not likely to recur. [42 CFR 438.702(a); 42 CFR
438.700(b)(5); 42 CFR 438.704(b)(1); sections
1903(m)(5)(A)(iv)(ll): 1903(m)(5)(B);
1932(e)(1)(A)(iv)(ll); 1932(e)(2)(A)(i) of the Social
Security Act]

5.5.4.2.7 Fails to comply with the Medicare Physician Incentive
Plan requirements, in which case, DHHS may impose a civil
monetary penalty of up to $25,000 for each failure to comply.
DHHSmay also:

5.5.4.2.7.1. Appoint temporary management to the
MCO,

5.5.4.2.7.2. Grant Members the right to disenroll
without cause,

5.5.4.2.7.3. Suspend all new enrollments to the MCO
after the date the HHS Secretary or DHHS notifies the
MCO of a determination of a violation of any
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requirement under sections 1903(m) or 1932 of the
Social Security Act. and/or

payments for new enrollments to
the MCO until CMS or DHHS is satisfied that the
reason for imposition of the sanction no longer exists
and is not likely to recur. [42 CFR 438.702(a): 42 CFR

438.704(b)(1); sections
1903(m)(5)(B);

1932(e)(1)(A)(iv)(ll); 1932(e)(2)(A)(i) of the Social
Security Act] i

civil monetary penalty of up

Hictrfh^rf H H Jfi^^ distnbution if DHHS determines that the MCO has
rnn ^ Z ^^rough any agent or independentcontractor, Markettng Materials that have not been approved by DHHS or
i«7nn/ misleading information. [42 CFR
of thl s^cL Sec«^ 1932(e)(1)(A); 1932(e)(2)(A)(i)
fnmVfhp'S!.® t/" "9ht to terminate ttrls Agreement andenrdi ̂ e MCOs Members in otfier MCOs If DHHS determines ttiat ttie
pnn?pphi! ® "tis Agreement or meetapplicable requirements in Sections 1905(t), 1903(m), and 1905(t) 1932 of
the Social Security Act. [42 CFR 438.708(a); 42 CFR 438 708fbV sections
1903(m); 1905(t); 1932 of the Social Security Act]

pn^ri^imon?*^ Members' the right to terminate MCOenrollment without cause when an MCO, repeatedly fails to meet
substantive requirements in sections 1903(m) or 1932 of the Social

uowo 42"CFR 438. [42 CFR 438.706(b) (d); section1932(e)(2)(B)(ii) of the Social Security Act]

Pnf.lL.,?""® '"iPose the followingintermediate sanctions when DHHS determines that the MCO violated any
of the other requirements of Sections 1903(m) or 1932 of the Social
Secunty Act, or any implementing regulations:

5.54.6.1 Grant Members the right to terminate enrollment
wthout cause and notifying the affected Members of their right to
disenroll immediately;

5.5.4.6.2 Provide notice to Members of DHHS's intent to
terminate the Agreement;

ILf * Suspend all new enrollment, including defaultenrolment, after the date the HHS Secretary or DHHS notifies the
cl? ® any requirement underSections 1903(m) or 1932 of the Social Security Act; and
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5^.4.6.4 Suspend payment for Members enrolled after the
effective date of the sanction and until CMS or DHHS is satisfied
that the reason for imposition of the sanction no longer exists and
IS not likely to recur.

5.5.4.6.5 [42 CFR 438.700; 42 CFR 438.702(a); 42 CFR
438.704; 42 CFR 438.706(b); 42 CFR 438.722(a)-(b): Sections
1903(m)(5); 1932(e) of the Social Security Act]

5.5.5 Administrative and Other Remedies

5.5.5.1 At its sole discretion, DHHS may, in addition to the other
Remedies described within this Section 5.5 (Remedies), also impose the
following remedies:

5.5.5.1.1 Requiring immediate remediation of any deficiency as
determined by DHHS;

5.5.5.1.2 Requiring the submission of a CAP;

5.5.5.1.3 Suspending part of or all new enrollments;
5.5.5.1.4 Suspending part of the Agreement;

,5.5.5.1.5 Requiring mandated trainings; and/or
5.5.5.1.6 Suspending all or part of Marketing activities for varyinq
lengths of time.

5.5.5.2 Temporary Management

5.5.5.2.1 DHHS, at its sole discretion, shall impose temporary
management \A/hen DHHS finds, through onsite surveys. Member
or other complaints, financial status, or any other source:

5.5.5.2.1.1. There is continued egregious behavior bv
theMCO; '

5.5.5.2.1.2. 'There is substantial risk to Members'
health:

5.5.5.2.1.3. The sanction is necessary to ensure the
health of the MCO's Members in one (1) of two .(2)
circumstances: while Improvements are made to
remedy violations that require sanctions, or until there
is an orderly termination or reorganization of the MCO.
[42 CFR 438.706(a); section 1932(e)(2)(B)(i) of the
Social Security Act]

5.5.5.2.2 DHHS shall impose mandatory temporary management
when the MCO repeatedly falls to meet substantive requirements in
sections 1903(m) or 1932 of the Social Security Act or 42 CFR 438.
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5.5.5.2.3 DHHS shall not delay the imposition of temporary
management to provide a hearing and may not terminate
temporary management until it determines, in its sole discretion,
that the MCO can ensure the sanctioned behavior shall not
reoccur. [42 CFR 438.706(b)-(d); Section 1932(e)(2)(B)(ii) of the
Social Security Act]

5.5.6 Corrective Action Plan

5.5.6.1 If requested by DHHS, the MCO shall submit a CAP within five
(5) business days of DHHS's request, unless DHHS grants an extension to
such timeframe.

5.5.6.2- DHHS shall review and approve the CAP within five (5) days of
receipt.

5.5.6.3 The MCO shall implement the CAP In accordance with the
timeframes specified in the CAP.

5.5.6.4 DHHS shall validate the implementation of the CAP and impose
liquidated damages if it determines that the MCO failed to implement the
CAP or a provision thereof as required.

5.5.7 Publication

5.5.7.1 DHHS may publish on its website, on a quarterly basis, a list of
MCOs that had remedies imposed on them by DHHS during the prior
quarter, the reasons for the Imposition, and the type of remedy(ies)
imposed.

5.5.7.2 MCOs that had their remedies reversed pursuant to the dispute
resolution process prior to the posting shall not be listed.

5.5.8 Notice of Remedies

5.5.8.1 Prior to the imposition of remedies under this Agreement, except
in the instance of required temporary management. DHHS shall issue
written notice of remedies that shall include, as applicable, the following:

5.5.8.1.1 A citation to the law, regulation or Agreement provision
that has been violated;

5.5.8.1.2 The remedies to be applied and the date the remedies.
shall be Imposed;

5.5.8.1.3 The basis for DHHS's determination that the remedies
shall be Imposed;

5.5.8.1.4 The'appeal rights of the MCO;

5.5.8.1.5 Whether a CAP is being requested:

5.5.8.1.6 The timeframe apd procedure for the MCO to dispute
DHHS's determination.
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5.5.8.1.6.1. An MCO's dispute of a liquidated damage
or remedies shall not stay the effective date of the
proposed liquidated damages or remedies; and

5.5.8.1.7 If the failure is not resolved within the cure period,
liquidated damages may be imposed retroactively to the date of
failure to perform and continue until the failure is cured or any
resulting dispute Is resolved In the MCO's favor. [42 CFR
438.710(a}(1H2)]

5.6 State Audit Rights

5.6.1 DHHS, CMS, NHID, NH Department of Justice, the GIG, the
Comptroller General and their designees shall have the right to audit the records
and/or documents of the MCO or the MCO's Subcontractors during the term of
this Agreerpent and for ten (10) years from the final date of the Agreement period

j  or from the date of completion of any audit, whichever is later. [42 CFR 438.3(h)]
5.6.2 HHS, the HHS Secretary, (or any person or organization designated
by either), and DHHS, have the right to audit and inspect any books or records of
the MCO or its Subcontractors pertaining to:

5.6.2.1 The ability of the MCO to bear the risk of financial losses.

5.6.2.2 Services performed or payable amounts under the Agreement
[Section 1903(m)(2)(A)(iv) of the Social Security Act]

5.6.3 In accordance with Exhibit O, no later than forty (40) business days
after the end of the State Fiscal Year, the MCO shall provide DHHS a "SOCr or
a "6002" Type 2 report of the MCO or its corporate parent in accordance with
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, Statement on Standards for
Attestation Engagements (SSAE) No. 18, Reporting on Controls at a Service
Organization.

5.6.4 The report shall assess the design of Internal controls and their
operating effectiveness. The reporting period shall cover the previous twelve (12)
months or the entire period since the previous reporting period.

.  6.6.5 DHHS shall share the report with intemal and external auditors of the
State and federal oversight agencies. The SSAE 16 type 2 report shall include:

5.6.5.1 Description by the MCO's management of its system of policies
and procedures for providing services to user entities (Including control
objectives and related controls as they relate to the services provided)
throughout the twelve (12) month period or the entire period since the
previous reporting period;

5.6:5.2 Written assertion by the MCO's management about whether:

5.6.5.2.1 The aforementioned description fairly presents the
system in all material respects;
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5.6.5.2.2 The controls were suitably designed to achieve the
control objectives stated in that description; and

5.6.5.2.3 The controls operated effectively throughout the
specified period to achieve those control objectives.

5.6.5.3 Report of the MCO's auditor, which:

5.6.5.3.1 Expresses an opinion on the matters covered in
management's written assertion; and

5.6.5.3.2 Includes a description of the auditor's tests of operating
effectiveness of controls and the results of those tests.

DHHS if there are significant or material
changes to the internal controls of the MCO.

5.6 6.1 If the period covered by the most recent SSAE16 report is prior
to June 30. the MCO shall additionally provide a bridge letter certrfyinq to
that fact. ®

respond to and provide resolution of audit inquiries
and findings relative to the MCO Managed Care activities.

5.6.8 DHHS may require monthly plan oversight meetings to review
progress on the MCO's Program Management Plan, review any ongoing CAPs
and review MCO compliance with requirements and standards as specified in
this Agreement.

5.^9 . The MCO shall use reasonable efforts to respond to DHHS oral and
written correspondence within one (1) business day of receipt.
5.6.10 The MCO shall file annual and interim financial statements in
accordance with the standards set-forth below.- - . _ .
5.6;ir Within one hundred and eighty (180) calendar days or other mutually

following the end of each calendar year during this Agreement
the MCO shaH file. In the form and content prescribed by the National Associatiorl
of Insurance Commissioners, annual audited financial statements that have been
audited by an independent Certified Public Accountant. [42 CFR 438.3(m)]

5 6.11.1 Financial statements shall be submitted in either-paper format or
electronic format, provided that all electronic submissions shall be in PDF
format or another read-only format that maintains the documents' securitv
and integrity. '

seventy-five (75) calendar days
following the end of each calendar year, certified copies of the annual statement
and reports as prescribed and adopted by NHID.

5.6.13 The MCO shall file within sixty (60) calendar days following the end of
each Miendar quarter, quarterly financial reports in form and content as
prescribed by the National Association of Insurance Commissioners.
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5.7 Dispute Resolution Process

5.7.1 Informal Dispute Process

5.7.1.1 In connection with any action taken or decision made by DHHS
with respect to this^ Agreement, within thirty (30) calendar days, following
the action or decision, the MCO may protest such action or decision by the
delivery of a written notice of protest to DHHS and by which the MCO may
protest said action or decision and/or request an informal hearing with the
NH Medicaid Director ("Medicaid Director^).
5.7.1.2 The MCO shall provide DHHS with a written statement of the
action being protested, an explanation of its legal basis for the protest, and
its position on the action or decision.

5.7.1.3 The Director shall determine a time that is mutually agreeable to
the parties during which they may present their views on the disputed
issue(s).

5.7.1.3.1 The pr;esentation and discussion of the disputed
issue(s) shall be informal in nature.

5.7.1.4 The Director shall provide written notice of the time, format and
location of the presentations.

5.7.1.5 At the conclusion of the presentations, the Director shall
consider all evidence and shall render a written recommendation, subject
to approval by the DHHS Commissioner, as soon as practicable, but in'no
event more than thirty (30) calendar days after the conclusion of the
presentation.

5.7.1.6 The Director may appoint a designee to hear the matter and
make a recommendation.

5.7.2 Hearing

5.7.2.1 In the event of a termination by DHHS, pursuant to 42 CFR
Section 438.708, DHHS shall provide the MCO with notice and a pre-
tenmination hearing in accordance with 42 CFR Section 438.710.

5.7.2.2 DHHS shall provide written notice of the decision from the
hearing.

5.7.2.3 In the event of an affirming decision at the hearing, DHHS shall
provide the effective date of the Agreement termination.

5.7.2.4 In the event of an affirming decision at the hearing, DHHS shall
give the Members of the MCO notice of the termination, and shall inform
Members of their opti&ns for receiving Medicaid services following the
effective date of termination. (42 CFR 438.710(b); 42 CFR 438 710(b)(2)(i)
-(iii); 42 CFR 438.10)
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5.7.3 No Waiver

5.7.3.1 The MCO's exercise of its rights under Section 5.5.1
(Reservation of Rights and Remedies) shall not limit, be deemed a waiver
of, or otherwise Impact the Parties' rights or remedies otherwise available
under law or this Agreement, including but hot limited to the MCO's right to
appeal a decision of DHHS under RSA chapter,541-A; if applicable, or any
applicable provisions of the NH Code of Adrhlnistrative Rules, including but
not limited to Chapter He-C 200 Rules of Practice and Procedure.

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

6.1 Financial Standards

6.1.1 In compliance with 42 CFR 438.116, the MCO shall maintain a
minimum level of capital as determined in accordance with NHID regulations, to
include RSA Chapter 404-F, and any other relevant laws and regulations.

6.1.2 The MCO shall maintain a risk-based capital ratio to meet or exceed
the NHID regulations, and any other relevant laws and regulations.

6.1.3 With the exception of payment of a claim for a medical product or
service that was provided to a Member, and that is in accordance with a written
agreement with the Provider, the MCO may not pay rhoney or transfer any assets
for any reason to an affiliate without prior approval from DHHS, if any of the
following criteria apply:

6.1.3.1 Risk-based capital ratio was less than two (2) for the most
recent year filing, per RSA 404-F:14 (III); and

6.1.3.2 The MCO was not in compliance with the NHID solvency
-  requirement.- - - - - - - - - ..

6.ir4 The MCO shall notify DHHS within ten (10) caleridar days when its
agreement with an independent auditor or actuary has ended and seek approval
of, and the name of the replacement auditor or actuary, if any from DHHS.

6.1.5 The MCO shall maintain current assets, plus long-term investments
that can be converted to cash within seven (7) calendar days without incurring a
penalty of more than twenty percent (20%) that equal or exceed current liabilities.

6.1.6 the MCO shall submit data on the basis of which DHHS has the
ability to determine that the MCO has made adequate provisions against the risk
of insolvency.

6.1.7 The MCO shall Inform DHHS and NHID staff by phone and by email
within five (5) business days of when any key personnel-learn of any actual or
threatened litigation, - investigation, complaint, clairn. or transaction ■ that may
reasonably be considered to have a material financial impact on and/or materially
impact or impair the ability of the MCO to perform under this Agreement..
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6.2 Capitation Payments

6.2.1 Capitation payments made by DHHS and retained by the MOO shall
be for Medicaid-eligible Members. [42 CFR 438.3(c)(2)]

6.2.1.1 Capitation rates for the Term through June 30, 2020 are shown
in Exhibit B (Capitation Rates).

6.2.1.2 For each of the subsequent years of the Agreement, actuarially
sound per Member, per month capitated rates shall be paid as calculated
and certified by DHHS's actuary, subject to approval by CMS and

. Governor and Executive Council.

6.2.1.3 Any rate adjustments shall be subject to the availability of State
appropriations.

6.2.2 In the event the MCO incurs costs in the performance of this
Agreement that exceed the capitation payments, the State and its agencies are
not responsible for those costs and shall not provide additional payments to
cover such costs.

6.2.3 The MCO shall report to DHHS within sixty (60) calendar days upon
identifying any capitation or other payments in excess of amounts provided in this
Agreement. [42 CFR 438.608(c)(3)]

6.2.4 The MCO and DHHS agree that the capitation rates in Exhibit 8
(Capitation Rates) may be adjusted periodically to maintain actuarial soundness
as determined by DHHS's actuary, subject to approval by CMS and Governor
and Executive Council.

6.2.5 The MCO shall submit data on the basis of which the Stale certifies
the actuarial soundness of capitation rates to an MCO, including base data that is
generated by the MCO. [42 CFR 438.604(a)(2): 42 CFR 438.608; 42 CFR 438 3*
42 CFR 438.5(c)]

6.2.6 When requested by DHHS, the MCO shall submit Encounter Data,
financial data, and other data to DHHS to ensure actuarial soundness In
development of the capitated rates, or any other actuarial analysis required by
DHHS or State or federal law.

6.2.7 The MCO's CFO shall submit and concurrently certify to the best of
his or her information, knowledge, and belief that all data and information
described in 42 CFR 438.604(a), which DHHS uses to determine the capitated
rates, is accurate. [42 CFR 438.606]

6.2.8 The MCO has responsibility for implementing systems and protocols
to maximize the collection of TPL recoveries and subrogation activities. The
capitation rates are calculated net of expected MCO recoveries.

6.2.9 DHHS shall make a monthly payment to the MCO for each Member
enrolled in the MCO's plan as DHHS currently stmctures its capitation payments.
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monthly capitation payments for standard

h!fct?cc H ^ retrospectively with a three (3) month plus five (5)♦h ^ ^ ^ example coverage for July 1. 2019 shall be paid bythe 5th business day in October, 2019). . ^
payments for all Granite Advantage Members shall bemade before the end of each month of coverage.

^1' is determined based on the Member
the mornh P'®" enrollment span(s) within

'^o®s "ot Change during the month, regardless of
^nd thrwpmh®®® age), unless the Member's plan enrollment Is terminatedand the Member is re-enrolled resulting In multiple spans within the month.

capitation rates shall be risk adjusted for purposes of this
DHHS^aduaV" ® ® '^"arterly basis and certified by

reserves the right to terminate or Implement the use of a risk
dete^npri tnT®®® °J eligibility categories or services If It Istinrpf actuarlally' sound rates or as aDHHS'facTuar?/ of a population's size as determined by
DHHS's MMIS^'*^''°" ®''® Pracessed systematically each month by
fpfplii = systematic adjustments based on factors that affectrate celi assignment or pian enrollment.
6.2.16 if a Member is deceased, DHHS shall recoup any arid all cabitation"
payments after the Member's date of death including any prorated share of a"
of death" intended to cover dates of services after the Member's date
6.2.17 pHHS shall also make manual adjustments as needed includino
manual adjustments for kick payments. '
6.2.18 DHHS has sole discretion over the settlement process.

p^oclLasdeveteSbTDHHS°" ®®"'®'"®"'
tUL- "^® P^^'sions herein, DHHS shall not make any further
agreement ® °'^®'' '^ose described herein or elsewhere In this
from^thP riptp^n^f fh"" ®^^®® '^®' "^®'® ® "'"® (3) '"ooff' limitationfrom the date of the capitation payment and Is applicable only to retroactive
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described herein, and shall In no way be construed to
limit the effective date of enrollment in the MCO.

^enN discretion to recoup payments retroactively up totwenty-four (24) months for Members whom DHHS later determines were not

wa^J rlfafe enrollment month for which capitation payment
6.2.23 For each live birth, DHHS shall , make a one-time matemitv kirk
payment to the MCO with whom the mother Is enrolled on the DOB.

6.2.23.1 This payment Is a global fee to cover all delivery care.

Ofmatemlty kick%Tment'
reporting reqlll'rL'^ntefor^lvrWrthrafsSe^in'RSA M

6.2.24 For each live birth, DHHS shall make a one-time newborn kick
payment to the MCO with whom the mother is enrolled on the DOB.

6.2.24.1 This payment Is a global fee to cover all newbom exoenses

aThMolta'l orofesll^"/^ h'"" "f®'all hospital, professional, pharmacy, and other services.

j  newborn kick payment shall cover all servicesprovided ,n July 2019 and August 2019 for a baby born anrtfrile tn J^y

t^hereaffer P® MCO capitated rates
fn kf!nia H newborn kick payments may be employed by DHHSin its sole discretion, to increase actuarial soundness.

6.2.25.1 For the period beginning July 1, 2019, two (2) newborn kick

■  fo7aTother nellvbornr'"^""' °"® (1'

pe^r nel^om P'®''"®* ®"P ""'V payment Is made
to^DHHS Ind cifi? fif" on matemlty and newbom events
DHHS fnr r»ct P°''®'®® ®"P Procedures, as developed by
JaymentI Processing and reconciling matemlty and newborn
f ■ Memhpd«®r«u D°' ''®P®^'°^®I '^®3l'P rate cells shall be determined based ona Member's CMH Program or CMH Provider behavioral certification level as
supplied in an Interface to DHHS's MMIS by the MCO.
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6.2.27.1 The CMH Program or CMH Provider behavioral certification
ievei is based on a Member having had an encounter In the last six (6)
months.

6.2.27.2 Changes in the certification ievei for a Member shall be reflected
as of the first of each month and does not change during-the month.

6.2.28 Beginning July 1, 2019, after the compietion of each Agreement year,
an actuariaiiy sound withhoid percentage of each MCO's risk adjusted capitation
payment net of directed payments to the MOO shall be calculated as having
been withheld by DHHS. On the basis of the MCO's performance, as determined
under DHHS's MCM Withhold and incentive Guidance, unearned withhold in full
or in part is subject to recoupment by DHHS to be used to finance an MCO
Incentive pool.

6.2.29 Details of the MCM Withhold and Incentive Program are described in
MCM Withhold and Incentive Program Guidance provided by DHHS as indicated
in. Section 5.4 (MCM Wrthhold and incentive Payment Program).

6.2.30 DHHS shall inform the MCO of any required program revisions or
additions in a timely manner.

6.2.31 DHHS may adjust the rates to reflect these changes as necessary to
maintain actuarial soundness.

6.2.32 In the event an enrolled Medicaid Member was previously admitted as
a hospital inpatient and is receiving continued inpatient hospital services on the
first day of coverage with the MCO. the MCO shall receive the applicable
capitation payment for that Member.

6.2.33 The entity responsible for coverage of the Member at the time of
admission as an inpatient (either DHHS or another MCO) shall be fully
responsible for ̂ inpatient care services and aii related services authorized
while the Member was an inpatient until the day of discharge frorh the hospital,'

6.2.34 DHHS shall only make a monthly capitation payment to the MCO for a
Member aged 21-64 receiving inpatient treatment in an IMD, as defined in 42
CFR 435.1010, so long as the facility is a hospital providing psychiatric or
substance use disorder inpatient care or a sub-acute facility providing psychiatric
or substance use disorder crisis residential services, and length of stay in the
IMD is for a short term stay of no more than 15 days during the period of the
monthly capitation payment, or as has been otherwise permitted by CMS through
a waiver obtained from CMS. [42 CFR 438.6(e)]

6.2.35 ~ Unless MCOs are exempted, through legislation or otherwise, from
having to make payments to the NH Insurance Administrative Fund (Fund)
pursuant to RSA 400-A:39, DHHS shall reimburse MCO for MCO's annual
payment to the Fund on a supplemental basis within 30 days following receipt of
invoice from the MCO and verification of payment by the NHiD.
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fccnn nnm ̂  Member with claims exceeding five hundred thousand dollars
nuuo u I. • applying any third party insurance offsetDHHS shall reimburse fifty percent (50%) of the amount over five hundred
nSllfo ? ($500,000) after all claims have been recalculated based on theDHHS fee schedule for the services.

^  \Whose services may be projected to exceed fivehundred thousand dollars ($500,000) in MCO claims, the MCO shall
advise DHHS In writing.

6.2.36.2 Prior approval from the Medicaid Director is required for
subsequent services provided to the Member.

6.3 Medical Loss Ratio

6.3.1 Minimum Medical Loss Ratio Performance and Rebate
Requirements rvcuaie

J*!® slia" "leet a minimum MLR of eighty-five percent
(oo7o) or higher.

6.3.1.2 In the event the MCO's MLR for any .single reporting year is
below the minimum of the eighty-five percent (85%) requirement, the MCO
shall Prowde to DHHS a rebate, no later than sixty (60) calendar days
fo lowing DHHS notification, that amounts to the difference between the
total amount of Capitation Payments received by the MCO from DHHS

1 f-? required MLR of eighty-five percent (85%) and the MCO'sactual MLR. [42 CFR 438.80): 42 CFR 438.8(c)]

®  '1 DHHS in accordancewith the time periods set forth by DHHS, in addition to providinq the
required rebate to DHHS. the MCO shall pay DHHS interest at the current
Federal Reserve Board lending rate or ten percent (10%) annually
whichever is higher, on the total amount of the rebate.

6.3.2 Calculation of the Medical Loss Ratio

6.3.2A The MCO shall calculate and report to DHHS the MLR for each
MLR reporting year, in accordance with 42 CFR 438.8 and the standards
described within this Agreement. [42 CFR 438.8(a)]
6.3.2.2 The MLR calculation is the ratio of the numerator (as defined in
accordance with 42 CFR 438.8(e)) to the denominator (as defined in
accordance with 42 CFR 438.8(f)). [42 CFR 438.8 (d)-(f)].
6.3.2.3 Each MCO expense shall be Included under only one (1) type of
e)^ense, unless a portion of the, expense fits,under the definition of or
cntena for. one (1) type of expense and the remainder fits Into a different
type of expense. In which case the expense shall be pro-rated between the
two types of expenses. J
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6.3.2.3.1 Expenditures that benefit multiple contracts or
populations, or contracts other than those being reported, shall be
reported on a pro rate basis. [42 CFR 438.8(g)(1)(i)-(ii)]

6.3.2.4 Expense allocation shall be based on a generally accepted
accounting method that is extended to yield the most accurate results.

6.3.2.4.1 Shared expenses, including expenses under the terms
of a management contract, shall be apportioned pro rata to the
contract incurring the expense.

6.3.2.4.2 Expenses that relate solely to the operation of a'
reporting entity, such as personnel costs associated with the
adjusting and paying of claims, shall be borne solely by the
reporting entity and are not to be apportioned to other entities. [42
CFR438.8(g)(2)(iHiii)]

6.3.2.5 The MCO may add a credibility adjustment to a calculated MLR
if the MLR reporting year experience is partially credible.

6.3.2.5.1 The credibility adjustment, If included, shall be added to
the reported MLR calculation prior to calculating any remittances.

6.3.2.5.2 The MCO may not add a credibility adjustment to a
calculated MLR if the MLR reporting year experience is fully
credible.

6.3.2.5.3 If the MOD'S experience is non-credible, it is presumed
to meet or exceed the MLR calculation standards. [42 CFR
438.8(h){1H3)]

6.3.3 Medical Loss Ratio Reporting

6.3.3.1 The MCO shall submit MLR summary reports quarterly to DHHS
iri accdfdarice v/ith Exhibit O [42 CFR 438.8(k)(2): 42 CFR 438.8(k)(1)].

6.3.3.2 The MLR summary reports shall include all Infonnation required
by 42 CFR 438.8{k) within nine (9) months of the end of the MLR reporting
year, Including:

6.3.3.2.1 Total Incurred claims;

6.3.3.2.2 Expenditures on quality Improvement activities;

6.3.3.2.3 Expenditures related to activities compliant with the
program integrity requirements:

6.3.3.2.4 Non-claims costs;

6.3.3.2.5 Premium revenue;

6.3.3.2.6 Taxes;

6.3.3.2.7 Licensing fees;
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6.3.3.2.8 Regulatory fees;

6.3.3.2.9 Methodoiogy(ies) for allocation of expenditures;
6.3.3.2.10 Any credibility adjustment applied;
6.3.3.2.11 The calculated MLR;

6.3.3.2.12 Any remittance owed to the State, if applicable;
6.3.3.2.13 A comparison of the information reported with the
audited financial report;

6.3.3.2.14 A description of the aggregate method used to
calculate total incurred claims; and

6.3.3.2.15 The number of Member months [42 CFR
438.8(k)(1)(i)-(xiii); 42 CFR 438.608(a)(1H5); 42 CFR
438.608(a)(7)-(8); 42 CFR 438.8Q8.(b>; 42 CfR 438.8(i)]

6.3.3.3 The MCO shall attest to the accuracy ̂ ^he summary reports
and calculation of the MLR when submitting its MLR summary reports to
DHHS. [42 CFR 438.8(n): 42 CFR 438.8(k)]

6.3.3.4 Such summary reports shall be based on a template developed
and provided by DHHS within sixty (60) calendar days of the Program
Start Date. [42 CFR 438.8(a)]

6.3.3.5 The MCO shall in its MLR summary reports aggregate data for
all Medicaid eligibility groups covered under this Agreement unless
otherwise required by DHHS. [42 CFR 438.8(i)]

6.3.3.6 The MCO shall require any Subcontractor providing claims
adjudication activities to provide all underlying data associated with MLR
reporting to the MCO within one hundred and eighty (180) calendar days
or the end of the MLR reporting year or within thirty (30) calendar days of a
request by the MCO, whichever comes sooner, regardless of current
contract limitations, to calculate and validate the accuracy of MLR
reporting. [42 CFR 438.8(k)(3)]

6.3.3.7 In any instance in which DHHS makes a retroactive change to
the Capitation Payments for a MLR reporting year and the MLR report has
already been submitted to DHHS, the MCO shall:

6.3.3.7.1 Re-calculate the MLR for all MLR reporting years
affected by the change; and

6.3.3.7.2 Submit a new MLR report meeting the applicable
requirements. [42 CFR 438.8(m); 42 CFR 438.8(k)]

6.3.3.8 The MCO and its Subcontractors (as applicable) shall retain
MLR reports for a period of no less than ten (10) years.
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6.4 Financial Responsibility for Duai-Eliqible Members

6.4.1 For Medicare Part A crossover claims, and . for Medicare Part B
crossover claims billed on the UB-04, the MCO shall pay the patient
responsibility amount (deductible and coinsurance).

6.4.2 For Part 8 crossover claims billed on the CMS-1500, the MCO shall
pay the lesser of:

6.4.2.1 The patient responsibility amount (deductible and coinsurance),
or

6.4.2.2 The difference between the amount paid by the primary payer
and the Medicaid allowed amount.

6.4.3 For both Medicare Part A and Part 8 claims, if the Member
responsibility amount is "0" then the MCO shall make no payment.

6.5 Medical Cost Accruals

6.5.1 The MCO shall establish and maintain an actuarially sound process to
estimate Incurred 8ut Not Reported (IBNR) claims, services rendered for which
claims have not been received.

6.6 Audits

6.6.1 The MCO shall permit DHHS or its designee(s) and/or the NHID to
inspect and audit any of the financial records of the MCO and its iSubcontractors.

6.6.2 There shall be no restrictions on the right of the State or federal
government to conduct whatever inspections and audits are necessary to assure
quality, appropriateness or timeliness of services and reasonableness of their

■  costs. [42 CFR 438.6(g), SMM 2087.7; 42 CFR 434.6(a)(5)]-

6.6.3 - The-MCO shall file annual and interim financial statements in
accordance with the standards set forth in this Section 6 (Financial Management)
of this Agreement.

6.6.3.1 This Section shall supersede any conflicting requirements in
Exhibit C (Special Provisions) of this Agreement.

6.6.4 Within one hundred and eighty (180) calendar days or other mutually
agreed upon date following the end of each calendar year during this Agreement,
the MCO shall file, in the form and content prescribed by the NAIC, annual
audited financial statements that have been audited by an independent Certified
Public Accountant.

6.6.4.1 Financial statements shall be submitted in either paper format or
electronic format, provided that all electronic submissions shall be in PDF
format or another read-only format that maintains the documents' security
and integrity.
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6.7

6.8

seventy-five (75) calendar days

IndTZrt, annual statementand reports as prescnbed and adopted by the NHID.

Ith , TI"® (®°) calendar days following the end of
prescribed byThe™'
Member LlablJItY

6.7.1 The MCO shall not hold MCM Members liable for:
6.7.1.1 The MCO's debts, in the event of the MCO's insolvency;
6.7 1.2 . The Covered Services provided to the Member, for which the
otate does not pay the MCO;

Services provided to the Member, for which the
jstate, or the MCO does not pay the individual or health care Provider that
furnishes the services, under a contractual, referral, or other arrangement;

6.7.1.4 Payments for Covered Services fumished under an agreement
referral, or other arrangement, to the extent that those payments are iri
excess of the amount that the Member would owe if the MCO provided
those services directly. [42 CFR 438.106(a)-(c); section 1932(b)(6) of the
Social Security Act; 42 CFR 438.3(k): 42 CFR 438.230]

6.7.2 The MCO shall provide assurances satisfactory to DHHS that Its

MpmhPTC r®l!i is adequaje to ensure that Medicaid
[42 CFR 4^116(1)?® ■ becomes insolvent.

and Referral Providers may not bill Members any
amount greater than would be owed If the entity provided the services directiv
[Sechonl 932(b)(6) of the SSA; 42 CFR 438.106(c); 42 CFr438T(M 42 CFR
438.230; 42 CFR 438.204(a); SMDL 12/30/97].'
6.7.4 The MCO shall cover services to Members for the period for which
payment has been made, as well as for inpatient admissions up until discharge
dunng insolvency. [SMM 2086.6B]. ui5.cnarge
6.7.5 The MCO shall meet DHHS's solvency standards for private health
maintenan^ organizations, or be licensed or certified by DHHS as a risk-bearing
entity. [Section 1903(m)(1) of the Social Security Act; 42 CFR 438.116(b)]
Denial of Pavment

wfrnhorc the Agreement shall be denied for newMembers when, and for so long as. payment for those Members is denied by
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6.8.2 CMS may deny payment to the State for new Members if its
determination is not timely contested by the MCO! [42 CFR 438.726(b): 42 CFR
438.730(e)(1)(li)]

6.9 Federal Matching Funds

6.9.1 Federal matching funds are not available for amounts expended for
Providers excluded by Medicare, Medicaid, or CHiP, except for Emergency
Services. [42 CFR 431.55(h) and 42 CFR 438.808; 1128(b)(8) and
Section 1903(i)(2) of the SSA; SMDL 12/30/97]

6.9.2 Payments made to such Providers are subject to recoupment from the
MCO by DHHS.

6.10 Health Insurance Providers Fee

6.10.1 The Affordable Care Act Imposed an annual fee on health Insurance
Providers beginning in 2014 ("Annual Fee").

6.10.2 The MCO is responsible for a percentage of the Annual Fee for ail
health insurance Providers as determined by the ratio of MCO's net written
premiums for the preceding year compared to the total net written premiums of
ail entities subject to the Annual Fee for the same year.

6.10.3 To the extent such fees exist and DHHS is legally obligated to pay
such fees under Federal law;

6.10.3.1 The State shall reimburse the MCO for the amount of the Annual
Fee specifically ailocable to the premiums paid during the Term of this
Agreement for each calendar year or part thereof. Including an adjustment
for the full impact of the non-deductibility of the Annual Fee for federal and

■  -- state- tax-purposes, including income and excise-taxes ("Contractor's
Adjusted Fee").

6.10.3.2 The MCO's Adjusted Fee shall be determined based on the final
notification of the Annual Fee amount the MCO or the MCO's parent
receives from the United States Internal Revenue Service.

6.10.3.3 The State shall provide reimbursement no later than one
hundred and twenty (120) business days following its review and
acceptance of the MCO's Adjusted Fee.

6.10.3.4 To claim reimbursement for the MCO's Adjusted Fee, the MCO
shall submit a certified copy of its full Annual Fee assessment within sixty
(60) business days of receipt, together with the allocation of the Annual
Fee attributable specifically to its premiums under this Agreement.

6.10.3.5 The MCO shall also submit the calculated adjustment for the
impact of non-deductibility of the Annual Fee attributable specifically to its
premiums, and any other data deemed necessary by the State to validate
the reimbursement amount.
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6.10.3.6 These materials shall be submitted under the signatures of
either its Financial Officer or CEO/Executive Director, certifying the
accuracy, truthfulness and completeness of the data provided.

6.11 Third Party Liability

6.11.1 NH Medicaid shall be the payor of last resort for all Covered Services
in accordance with federal regulations.

6.11.2 The MOO shall develop and implement policies and procedures to
meet its obligations regarding TPL. [42 CFR 433 Sub D; 42 CFR 447.20]
6.11.3 DHHS and the MOO shall cooperate in implementing cost avoidance
and cost recovery activities.

5*V'^ ■ responsible for making every reasonable effort todetermine the liable third party to pay for services rendered and cost avoid and/or
recover any such liabilities from the third party.

j DHHS shall conduct two (2) TPL policy and procedure audits of theMCO and Its Subcontractors per Agreement year.

6.11.5.1 Noncompliance with CAPs issued due to deficiencies may result
in liquidated damages as outlined in Exhibit N.

6.^1.6 The MCO shall have one (1) dedicated contact person for DHHS for

6.11.7 DHHS and/or its actuary shall identify a market-expected median TPL
parentage arnount and deduct an appropriate amount from the gross medical
costs included in the DHHS Capitation Payment rate setting process.
6.11.8 All cost recovery amounts, even those greater than identified in the
rate cells, shall be retained by the MCO.

6.11.9 The MCO and its Subcontractors shall comply with all regulations and
State laws related to TPL, including but not limited to:

6.11.9.1 42 CFR 433.138;

6.11.9.2 42 CFR 433.139; and

6.11.9.3 RSA167:14-a.

6.11.10 Cost Avoidance

6.11.10.1 The MCO and its Subcontractors performing claims processing
duties shall be responsible for cost avoidance through the Coordination of
Benefits (COB) relating to federal and private health Insurance resources,
including but not limited to Medicare, private health Insurance, Employees
Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA), 29 U.S.C 1396a(a)(25)
plans and workers compensation.
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6.11.10.2 The MCO shall establish claims edits and deny payment of
claims when active Medicare or active private insurance exists at the time
the claim is adjudicated and the claim does not reflect payment from the

.  other payer.

6.11.10.3 The MCO shall deny payment on a claim that has been denied
by Medicare or private insurance when the reason for denial is the
Provider or Member's failure to follow prescribed procedures including, but
not limited to, failure to obtain Prior Authorization or timely claim filing.

6.11.10.4 The MCO shall establish claim edits to ensure claims with

Medicare or private insurance denials are properly denied by the MCO.

6.11.10.5 The MCO shall make its own independent decisions about
approving claims for payment that have been denied by the private
insurance or Medicare if either:

6.11.10.5.1 The primary payor does not cover the services and the
MCO does; or

6.11.10.5.2 The service was denied as not Medically Necessary
and the Provider followed the dispute resolution and/or Appeal
Process of the private insurance or Medicare and the denial was
upheld.

6.11.10.6 If a claim is denied by the MCO based on active Medicare or
active private insurance, the MCO shall provide the Medicare or private
insurance Information to the Provider.

6.11.10.7 To ensure the MCO is cost avoiding, the MCO shall implement a
file transfer protocol between DHHS MMIS and the MCO's MCIS to
receive and send Medicare and private insurance information and other

information as required pursuant to 42 CFR 433.138.

6.11.10.8 The MCO shall implement a nightly file transfer prptbcpl with its
Subcontractors to ensure Medicare, private health insurance. ERISA. 29
U.S.C. 1396a(a)(25) plans, and workers compensation policy information
is updated and utilized to ensure claims are properly denied for Medicare
or private insurance.

6.11.10.9 The MCO shall establish, and shall ensure its Subcontractors
utilize, monthly electronic data matches with private insurance companies
(Medical and pharmacy) that sell insurance in the State to obtain current
and accurate private insurance information for their Members. This
provision may be satisfied by a contract with a third-party vendor to the
MCO or its Subcontractors. Notwithstanding the above, the MCO remains
solely responsible for meeting the requirement.

6.11.10.10 Upon audit, the MCO shall demonstrate with written
documentation that good faith efforts were made to establish data
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matching agreements with Insurers selling in the State who have refused
to participate in data matching agreements with the MCO!

6.11.10.11 The MCO shall maintain the following private insurance data
within their system for all insurance policies that a Member may have and
Include for each policy:

6.11.10.11.1 Member's first and last name;

6.11.10.11.2 Member's policy number;

6.11.10.11.3 Member's group number, if available;
6.11.10.11.4 Policyholder's first and last name;

6.11.10.11.5 Policy coverage type to include at a minimum:

6.11.10.11.5.1. H/ledical coverage (including, mental
health, DME, Chiropractic, skilled nursing, home
health, or other health coverage not listed below). '
6.11.10.11.5.2. Hospital coverage,

6.11.10.11.5.3. Pharmacy coverage,

6.11.10.11.5.4. Dental coverage, and

6.11.10.11.5.5. Vision Coverage;

6.11.10.11.6 Begin date of insurance; and

6.11.10.11.7 End date of insurance (when terminated).
6.11.10.12The MCO shall submit any new, changed, or terminated private
insurance data to DHHS through file transfer on a weekly basis.
6.11.10.13 The MCO shall not cost avoid claims for preventive pediatric
services (including EPSDT). that is covered under the Medicaid State Plan
per 42 CFR 433.139(b)(3).

6.11.10.14 The MCO shall pay all preventive pediatric services and collect
reimbursement from private insurance after the claim adjudicates.
6.11.10.15The MCO shall pay the Provider for the Member's private
insurance cost sharing (Copays and deductibles) up to the MCO Provider
contract allowable.

6.11.10.16On a quarterly basis, the MCO shall submit a cost avoidance
summary, as described In Exhibit 0.

6.11.10.17This report shall reflect the number of claims and dollar amount
avoided by private insurance and Medicare for all types of coveraae as
follows:
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6.11.10.17.1 Medical coverage (including, mental health, DME.
Chiropractic, skilled nursing, home health, or other health coverage
not listed below);

6.11.10.17.2 , Hospital coverage;

6.11.10.17.3 Pharmacy coverage;

6.11.10.17.4 Dental coverage; and

6.11.10.17.5 Vision coverage.
6.11;il Post Payment Recovery

6.11.11.1 Definitions

6.11.11.1.1 Pay and Chase means recovery of claims paid in which
Medicare or' private insurance was not known at the time the claim
was adjudicated.

6.11.11.1.2 Subrogation means personal injury, liability Insurance,
automobile/home insurance, or accident indemnity Insurance
where a third party may be liable.

6.11.11.2 Pay and Chase Private Insurance

6.11.11.2.1 If private insurance exists for services provided and
paid by the MCO, but was not known by the MOO at time the claim
was adjudicated, then the MCO shall pursue recovery of funds
expended from the private Insurance company.

6.11.11.2.2 The MCO shall submit quarterly recovery reports, in
accordance with Exhibit O.

6.11.11.2.3These reports shall reflect' detail . and summary"
'nJormatipn of-the MCp's collection: efforts and recovery from
Medicare and private insurance for all types of coverage as follows:

6.11.11.2.3.1. Medical coverage (including, mental
health, DME, Chiropractic, skilled nursing, home
health, or another other health coverage not listed
below);

6.11.11.2.3.2. Hospital coverage;

6.11.11.2.3.3. Pharmacy coverage;

6.11.11.2.3.4. Dental coverage; and

6.11.11.2.3.5. Vision Coverage.

6.11.11.2.4 The MCO shall have eight (8) months from the original
paid date to recover funds from private Insurance.

6.11.11.2.4.1. If funds have not been recovered by
that date, DHHS has the sole and exclusive right to
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pursue, collect, and retain funds from private
insurance.

6.11.11.2.5 The MCO shall treat funds recovered from private

daim^ystem ̂  Payments by posting within the
6.11.11,2.5.1. The MCO shall post all payments to
claim level detail by Member.

6.1111.2.5.2. Any Overpayment by private insurance
can be applied to other claims not paid or' covered by
private insurance for the same Member.

6.11 112.5.3. Amounts beyond a Member's
outstanding claims shall be returned to the Member.

6J1.11.2.6 The MCO and its Subcontractors shall not deny or
delay approval of otherwise covered treatment or services based
on TPL considerations, nor bill or pursue collection from a Member
Tor services.

6.1111.2.7 The MCO may neither unreasonably delay payment nor

P^tahi^ probable existence of TPL is
D 42 CFR 4? 20^^ adjudicated. [42 CFR 433 Sub

6.11.11.3 Subrogation Recoveries

6J 1.113.1 The MCO shall be' responsible for pursuing recoveries

t ihwT accident or trauma in which there isa third party liable, such as automobile insurance, malpractice
lawsuit,, including class action lawsuits.

information from

^ases T^e'Mrn\h°'rif regarding potential subrogationcases^ The MCO shall be required to seek Subrogation amounts

.r ''®''®ved to be available as required byfederal Medicaid guidelines. . .

detailed policies and

no f J deterrnining, processing, and recovering fundsbased on accident and trauma Subrogation cases.
6.11.ll3.4The MCO shall submit its policies and pfocedures
includmg those related to their case tracking system as described
in Section 6.11.11.3.6, to DHHS for approval during the readiness
review process The MCO shall have in its policies^and prSr?s
at a minimum, the following: '

6.11113.4.1. The MCO shall establish a paid claims
review process based on diagnosis and trauma codes
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to identify claims that may constitute an accident or
trauma in which there may be a liable third party. '

6.11.11.3.4.2. The claims required to be identified, at
a minimum, should include ICD-10 diagnosis codes
related to accident or Injury and claims with an accident
trauma indicator of "Y".

6.11.11.3.4.3. The MCO shall present a list of ICD-10
diagnostic codes to DHHS for approval in identifying
claims for review.

6.11.11.3.4.4. DHHS reserves the right to require
specific codes be reviewed by MCO

.  - --V' '

6.11.11.3.4.5. The MCO shall establish a monthly
process to request additional information from
Members to determine if there is a liable third party for
any accident or trauma related claims by establishing a
questionnaire to be sent to Members.

6.11.11.3.4.6. The MCO shall submit a report of
questionnaires generated and sent as described in
Exhibit 0.

6.11.11.3.4.7. The MCO shall establish timeframes
and claim logic for determining when additional letters
to Members should be sent relating to specific accident
diagnosis codes and indictors.

6.11.11.3.4.8. The MCO shall respond to accident
referrals .and lien request - within . twenty-one (21)
calendar days of the notice per RSA 167:14-a.

6.11.11.3.5 The MCO shall establish a case tracking system to
monitor and manage Subrogation cases.

6.11.11.3.6 This system shall allow for reporting of case status at
the r^uest of DHHS, OIG, CMS, and any of their designees. The
tracking system shall, at a minimum, maintsin the following record:

6.11.11.3.6.1. Date inquiry letter sent to Member, if
applicable;

6.11.11.3.6.2. Date inquiry letter received back from
Member, if applicable;

6.11.11.3.6.3. Date of contact with Insurance
company, attomey, or Member-informing the MCO of
an accident;

6.11.11.3.6.4. Date case is established;
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6.11.11.3.6.5. Date of incident:

6.11.11.3.6.6. Reason for incident;

6.11.11.3.6.7. Claims associated with incident;

6.11.11.3.6.8. All correspondence and dates;

6.11.11.3.6.9. Case comments by date;

6.11.11.3.6.10. Lien amount and date updated;

6.11.11.3.6.11. Settlement amount;

6.11.11.3.6.12. Date settlement funds received; and

6.11.11.3.6.13. Date case closed.

6.11.11.3.7The MCO shall submit Subrogation reports In
accordance with Exhibit 0. [42 CFR 433 Sub D; 42 CFR 447.20]

6.11.11.3.8 DHHS shall inform the MCO of any claims related to an
MCO Subrogation cases.

6.11.11.3.9 The MCO shall submit to DHHS any and all information
regardirig the case if DHHS also has a Subrogation lien.

6.11.11.3;10 DHHS claims shall be paid first in any dual
Subrogation settlement.

6.11.1-1.3.11 The MCO shall submit to DHHS for approval any
Subrogation proposed settlement agreement that is less than
eighty percent (80%) of the total lien in which the MCO intends to
accept prior to acceptance of the settlement.

6.11.11.3.12 DHHS shall have twenty (20) business days to
review the case once the MCO provides ail relevant information as
determined by DHHS to approve the settlement from date received
from the MCO.

6.11.11.3.13 If DHHS does not respond within twenty (20)
business days, the MCO may proceed with settlement.

6.11.11.3.14 If DHHS does not approve of the settlement
agreement, then DHHS may work with the MCO and other parties
on the settlement.

6.11.11.3.15 DHHS shall have exclusive rights to pursue
subrogations in which the MCO does not have an active
subrogation case within one hundred and eighty (180) calendar
days of receiving a referral, of sending the first questionnaire as
referenced in 6.11.11.3.4.5 of this Section, or of claim paid date if
no action was taken since claims paid date.
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6.11.11.3.16 In the event that there are outstanding
Subrogation settlements at the time of Agreement termination, the
MCO shall assign DHHS all rights to such cases to complete and
collect on those Subrogation settlements.

6.11.11.3.17 DHHS shall retain all recoveries after Agreement
termination.

6.11.11.3.18 ^ The MCO shall treat funds recovered due to
Subrogation, If not processed as part of claims, outside of the
claims processing system as offsets to medical expenses for the
purpose of reporting.

6.11.11.4 Medicare

6.11.11.4.1 The MCO shall be responsible for coordinating benefits
for dually eligible Members, If applicable.

6.11.11.4.2 The MCO shall enter into a Coordination of Benefits
Agreement (COBA) for NH with Medicare and participate in the
automated crossover process. [42 CFR 438.3(t)]

6.11.11.4.3 A newly contracted MCO shall have ninety (90)
calendar days from the start of this Agreement to establish and
start file transfers with COBA.

6.11.11.4.4 The MCO and its Subcontractors shall establish claims
edits to ensure that:

6.11.11.4.4.1. Claims covered by Medicare part D are
denied when a Member has an active Medicare part A
or Medicare part B;

^  ]^y_^®Typ3f"e part B are
denied when a Member has an active Medicare part B"
and

6.11.11.4.4.3. The MCO treats Members with
Medicare part C as if they had Medicare part A and
Medicare part 8 and shall establish claims edits and
deny part D for those part C Members.

6.11.11.4.5 If Medicare was not known or active at the time a claim
was adjudicated but was determined active or retroactive at a later
date, the MCO shall recoup funds from the Provider and require the
Provider to pursue Medicare payment for all claim types except
Medicare part D.

6.11.11.4.5.1. The MCO shall pursue collection for
Medicare Part D from the Medicare Part D plan.

Granite state Health Plan, Inc. ^ Contractorinltlai/
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6.11.11.4.6 If Medicare was not known or active at the time a claim
was submitted by a Provider to the MCO, but was determined
active or retroactive subsequent to the MCO's payment of the
claim, the MCO shall recoup funds from the Provider and the
Provider may pursue Medicare payment, except for Medicare Part
D, for all claim types, provided the claims remain within the timely
filing requirements.

6.11.11.4,6.1. The MCO shall pursue collection for
Medicare Part D from the Medicare Part D plan.

6.11.11.4.7 The MCO shall contact DHHS if Members' claims were
denied due to the lack of active Medicare part D or Medicare part
B.

6.11.11.4.8The MCO shall pay applicable Medicare coinsurance
and deductible amounts as outlined in Section 6.4 (Financial
Responsibility for Dual-Eligible Members). These payments are
included in the calculated Capitation Payment.

6.11.11.4.9 The MCO shall pay any wrap around services not
covered by Medicare that are services under the Medicaid State
Plan Amendment and this Agreement.

6.11.11.5 Estate Recoveries

6.11.11.5.1 DHHS shall be solely responsible for estate recovery
activities and shall retain all funds recovered through these
activities.

7  TERMINATION OF AGREEMENT

7.1 Termination for Cause

7.1.1 DHHS shall have the right to terminate this Agreement, in whole or In
part, without liability to the State, If the MCO:

7.1.1.1 Takes any action or fails to prevent an action that threatens-the
health, safety or welfare of any Member, including significant Marketing
abuses;

7.1.1.2 Takes any action that threatens the fiscal Integrity of the
Medicaid program;

7.1.1.3 Has Its certification suspended'or revoked by any federal agency
and/or is federally debarred or excluded from federal procurement and/or
non-procurement agreement;

7.1.1.4 Materially breaches this Agreement or fails to comply with any
term or condition of this Agreement that is not cured within twenty (20)
business days of DHHS's notice and written request for compliance;
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7.1.1.5 Violates State or federal law or regulation:
7 1 1.6 Fails to cany out a substantive term or terms of this Agreement
that IS not cured within twenty (20) business days of DHHS's notice and
written request for compliance;

7.1.1.7 Becomes insolvent;

7.1 1.6 Fails to meet applicable requirements in Sections 1932. 1903
(m) and 1905(1) of the Social Security Act.; [42 CFR 438 708(a)- 42 CFR
438.708(b); sections 1903(m); 1905(t); 1932 of the Social Security) Act]

Receives a "going concern" finding in an annual financial report
or indications that creditors are unwilling or unable to continue to provide
goods, services or financing or any other Indication of insolvency; or
7.1.1.10 Brings a proceeding voluntarily, or has a proceeding brought
against it involuntarily under Title 11 of the U.S. Code.

7.2 Termination for Other Reasons

J*?*\ terminate this Agreement if DHHSfails to make agreed-upon payments in a timely manner or fails to comply with
any matenal term or condition of this Agreement, provided that DHHS has not

,  cured such deficiency within sixty (60) business days of its receipt of written
notice of such deficiency.

rMluo be terminated for convenience by either the
K  u month upon no less than one-hundredtwenty (120) business days prior written notice to the other party.
7.2.3 Notwithstanding Section 7.2.2. this Agreement may be terminated
immediately by DHHS if federal financial participation ~in the costs hereof
becomes unavailable or if State funds sufficient to fulfill its obligations of DHHS
hereunder are not appropriated by the Legislature. In either event. DHHS shall
give MOO prompt written notice of such termination.

nuuo Notwithstanding the above, the MOO shall not be relieved of liability toDHHS or damages sustained by virtue of any breach of this Agreement by the

j  termination, all documents, data, and reports prepared by theAgreement shall become the property of and be delivered to
DHHS immediately on demand.

7.2.6 DHHS may terminate this Agreement, in whole or in part, and place
Membere into a different MCO or provide Medicaid benefits through other
Medicaid State Plan Authority. If DHHS determines that the MCO has failed to
carry out the substantive terms of this Agreement or meet the applicable
requirements of Sections 1932. 1903(m) or 1905(t) of the Social Security Act. [42
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Sodal^Secm^^^ 438.708(b): sections 1903(m); 1905(t); 1932 of the
event, Section 4.7.9 (Access to Providers During

Transition of Care) shall apply. .

7.3 Claims Responslbiiitipj;

responsible for all inpatient care services and

H cl^h authorized while the Member was an inpatient until the day ofdischarge from the hospital. . "'uiouayui

financially responsible for all other authorized
on O"" before the last day of the CloseoutPeriod (defiried in Section 7.7.3 (Service Authorization/Continuity of Care) below

or If the service is provided through the date of discharge.
7.4 Final Obligations

7.4.1 DHHS may withhold payments to the MCO, to the reasonable extent it
deems neMssa^, to ensure that aii final financial obligations of the MCO have
tn the wrn® rf". payments may be used as a set-off and/or appliedto the MCO s outstanding final financial obligations.

fho 'Lrrf f 'he MCO have been satisfied, amounts
u 11^ ^ premiums, risk settiement. High Doliar Stop Loss
AgrLment^ 'ermination of the

7.5 Survival of Terms

7.6

Jlf'"* expiration of this Agreement for any reason shail notreiease either the MCO or DHHS from any iiabilities or obiigations set forth in this
Agreement that:

7.5.1.1 The parties have expressly agreed shall survive any such
termination or expiration; or

7.5J.2 Arose prior to the effective date of termination and remain to be
performed or by their nature would be intended to be applicable followinq
any such termination or expiration, or obliges either party by law or
regulation. k y / law ui

Agreement Closeout

7.6.1 Period

7.6.1 1 DHHS shall have the right to define the dose out period in each
event of termination, and such period shall take into consideration factors
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fransfe'lJiember" »°
closeout period, the MCO shall work cooperatively

With, and supply program information to, any subsequent MCO and DHHS.

information and the working relationshipsbetween the two MOGs shall be defined by DHHS.
7.6.2 Data

'"esponslble for the provision of necessarymformat on and records, whether a part of the MClS or compiled and/or
stored elsewhere, including but not limited to Encounter Data, to the new
MCO and/or DHHS during the closeout period to ensure a smooth
transition of responsibility.

7^6.2.2 The new MCO and/or DHHS shall define the Information

subm'issiori°'^ frames for
7.6.2.3 All data and information provided by the MCO shall be

fhToTrf responsible authority, certifying tothe accuracy and completeness of the materials supplied.

information and records requiredunder this Section within the time frames required by DHHS.

nnriaiLt 'f® ®°'® d'scretion. to requireupdates to these data at regular intervals.

responsible for continued submission of data
.  - fp Jn.^ CH|5_,during and after the-transition in-accordance-with NHID

rsyUidtions.

7.6.3 Service Authorization/Continuity of Care
7 6.3.1 Effertive fourteen (14) calendar days prior to the last day of the
closeout period, the MCO shall work cooperatively with DHHS and/or its
assignee to process service authorization requests received.

7.6.3.1.1 Disputes between the MCO and DHHS and/or its
designee regarding service authorizations shall be resolved bv
DHHS in Its sole discretion.

sfia'l give written notice to DHHS of all serviceauthonzations that are not decided upon by the MCO within fourteen (14)
calendar days pnor to the last day of the closeout period..

7.6.3 2.1 Untimely service authorizations constitute a denial and
are thus adverse actions [42 CFR 438.404(c)(5)].
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H ^ to services consistent with ttie access
nprfnH ^ ̂ ' I '® retain ttieir current Provider for ttie
of rer»ff Providers During Transitions
MWc •"T'eframes if that Provider is not in the newMCO s networic of Participating Providers. ,

Prov'd'Lrs.^''® appropriate Participating

lmah^nnl!!r ^^2. previously serving the Member, fully and
MPO i f requests for historical utilization data from the newMCO tn compliance with State and federal law.
7.6.3^6 Consistent with State and federal law the Member's new

r^^riiti^'"® Member's medical records, as

insmMmion hospitaiization or

p'ubi^ilya°a"a'bie'"'
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1. Capitation Payments/Rates

tern 0" a Per member per month capitation rate for the Agreement
rf^' 1 aii conditions contained within Exhibit A. Accordingly, no maximum or minimum
Contr^rtn°r p""® quantities Set forth in this contract are estimates oniy. The
rnn r=^n 1^®® '"®J?^''®''= <^^9017 Of eiigibiiity who enroli with thisContractor for covered services. Capitation payment rates for SPY 2020 are as follows:

July 1.2019-June 30. 2020

Medicaid Care Management
Base Population r
LOW income children and Adulis - Age 0-11 Months apitauon Rate
Low Income Children and Adults - Age 1-18 Years
LOW income Cniidren and Adults -Aqe iA+ VMrQ
Poster Care/Adoption ^
beverely Disabled Children ^ j iti'ty
biaeny and Disaoied Adults
bideny and Disabled AdultTg5+ rrarSr—
Dual Eligible ^
Kiewborn Kick Kayment , ??? ??
Matemity KICK KaWient A'ag??,
Neonatal Abstinence Syndrorne Kick Payment 5*954 25—

Behavioral Health Population r-.nif-.unn r .. '
{severe / Persistent Mental Illness - MedlcaW rtnlv P
severe / Persistent Mental Illness - Dual
Severe Mental Illness - Medicaid Only —
severe Mental iiiness- Dual
LOW utilizer - Medicaid Only
Low Utilizer-Dual bligible
senous Emotionally Disturbed Child 55r^

MeoiM^!^^ Population- Granite Advantage Health Care Capltat^n Rate
Non-Medicallyl-rail - ^457^^

subsequent years of the Agreement, acluarially sound per Member, per month
pmS inH r calculated and certified by DHHS's actuary, subject to approval byCMS and Governor and Executive Council. fp^vcji uy

Any rate adjustments shall be subject to the availability of State appropriations.

2. Price Limitation
This Agreement is one of multiple contracts that will serve the New Hampshire Medicaid Care

Y!.®i:2020, to be served
'^q<=°r''in9ly. t^e total price limitation for SPY 2020 among aiicontracts is $924,150,000 based on the projected members per month. The price

Granite State Health Plan, inc. Contractor initial
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S'^ublequent

3. Health Insurance Providers Fee
Affordable Care Act Pub. L. No. 111-148 (124 Stat

406 of Ihl 11!"^'°" amended by Section
S^at 1070 ro^i Education Reconciliation Act of 2010, Pub. L. No. 111 -152 (124
TAnnual pie^l " annuai fee on heaith insurance providers beginning in 2014( Annual Fee ). Contractpr is responsible for a percentage of the Annual Fee for all health
msumr,^ proinders as determined by the ratio of Contractors net Zen prelms fofL
pLe^orThe sZ^yZ' Premiums of aii entities subject to the Annuai

M thf n'® '^® Contractor for the amount of the Annual Fee specifically allocableto the premiums paid dunng this Contract Term for each calendar year or part thereof inSo
tax DiimZ • I "on-tiecluctibility of the Annuai Fee for Federal'and state
Z^mrtnr- in , 'i? '®*®® ("Contractor's Adjusted Fee"). The
ZuZcontra£or 'he final notification of the Annual Fee
SeZ The 4itP w ii or H ® "rf® '®®®"'®® '^"''®^ ®'®'®® RevenueberviM. The State will provide reimbursement within 30 days followinq its review and
acceptance of the Contractor's Adjusted Fee. lonowmg review and

JZfJlT ̂ ®™''"raement for the Contractor's Adjusted Fee the Contractor must submit a
^Zinn Hh f fc""® ''®® vitPin 60 days of receipt, together with the
ZtZnf mi K ®» f"""®'®'''® specifically to its premiums under this Contract The
ZZ Fee attlufZp I ̂ Iculated adj|ustment for the impact of non-deductibility of the
ZZ ̂hPhutable specificaiiy to its premiums under this Contract, and any other data
brsuhZs^^^d'^ ?h ®'® *'®''^®'® 'h® reimbursement amount. These materials shall
p® ®ZZrh f c® - i'sJinancial OfficeLor Executive leadership (e g

."1

Questions regarding payment(s) should be addressed to-
Attn: Medicaid Finance Director
New Hampshire Medicaid Managed Care Proqram
129 Pleasant Street
Concord, NH 03301
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SPECIAI

individuals and In the furtheranrA nf tha fwa l Contractor for services provided to eligible
agrees as fotows covenants, the Contractor hereby covenants and ■

mmwMwm:
sSr^"r—

mmMimmM-
7.1.

7.2.

09/13/18

nortnrt°f'^'® "'® ?If° ̂°' hereunder, in which event new rates shall be established-
excess Sf^Ss'ts!' Prior^imbumeS^n'
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7.3. Demand repayment of the excess payment by the Contractor in which event failure to make
such repayment shall constitute an Event of Default hereunder. When the Contractor Is
permitted to determine the eligibility of Individuals for services, the Contractor agrees to
reimburse the Department for all funds paid by the Department to the Contractor for services
provided to any individual who is found by the Department to be Ineligible for such services at
any time during the period of retention of records established herein.

RECORDS: MAINTENANCE. RETENTION. AUDIT, DISCLOSURE AND CONFIDENTIALITY:

8. Maintenance of Records: In addition to the eligibility records specified above, the Contractor
covenants and agrees to maintain the following records during the Contract Period:

8.1. Fisral Records: books, records, documents and other data evidencing and reflecting all costs
and other expenses incurred by the Contractor In the performance of the Contract, and all
^rncome received or collected by the Contractor during the Contract Period, said records to be
maintained In accordance with accounting procedures and practices which sufficiently and
properly reflect ail such costs and expenses, and which are acceptable to the Department, and
to include, without llmltatiori. all ledgers, books, records, and original evidence of costs such as
purchase requisitions and orders, vouchers, requisitions for materials, inventories, valuations of
in-kind contributions, labor time cards, payrolls, and other records requested or required by the
Department. '

8.2. Statistical Records: Statistical, enrollment, attendance or visit records for each recipient of
services during the Contract Period, which records shall include all records of application and
eligibHity {including all forms required to determine eligibility for each such recipient) records
regarding the provision of services and all invoices submitted to the Department to obtain
payment for such services.

8.3. Medical Records: Where appropriate and as prescribed by the Department regulations, the
Contractor shall retain medical records on each patient/recipient of services.

9. Audit: Contractor shall submit an annual audit to the Department within 60 days after the close of the
a^ncy fiscal year. It is recommended that the report be prepared in accordance with the provision of
Office of Management and Budget Circular A-l 33. "Audits of States, Local Governments, and Non
Profit Organizations" and the provisions of Standards for Audit of Governmental Organizations
Programs. Activities and Functions, issued by the US General Accounting Office (GAO standards) as
they pertain to financial compliance audits.

9.1. Art W Review:" During the term of this Contract and the period for retention hereunder the
Department, the United States Department of Health and Human Services; and any of their
d^es^nated representatives shall have access to all reports and records maintained pursuant to
the Contract for purposes of audit, examination, excerpts and transcripts.

9.2. Audit Liabilities: In addition to and not in any way in limitation of obligations of the Contract it is
understood and agreed by the Contractor that the Contractor shall be held liable for any state
or federal audit exceptions and shall return to the Department, all payments made under the
Contract to which exception has been taken or which have been disallowed because of such an
exception.

10. Confidentiality of Records: All information, reports, and records maintained hereunder or collected
m connectionjArith the performance of the services and the Contract shall be confidential and shall not
be disclosed by the Contractor, provided however, that pursuant to state laws and the regulations of
the Department regarding the use and disclosure of such information, disclosure may be made to
public officials requiring such information In connection with their official duties and for purposes
directly connected to the administration of the services and the Contract; and provided further that
me use or disclosure by any paity of any information concerning a recipient for any purpose not
directly connected with the administration of the Department or the Contractor's responsibilities with
respect to purchased services hereunder is prohibited except on written consent of the recipient his
attorney or guardian.
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the Paragraph LlflZle the teSoToMte

times if requeste^b^ythe Depa^ fo"owing reports at thefollowing

containing sucti other informaHoTnr=hrK 1 ̂  Contractor to the date of the report and

oHhlsScVThe VTal R^^'ort sh^^^^ days^She end of the term
ro;her=r:i;sx^s^^^^^^^^

maximum number of units drov!d^1foMn°the°Com P"''®hase by the Department of the
hereunder, the Contract and all the°S fonc of th' "P°" °< 'P® Pdce limitation
by the terms of the Contract are to be perforHied aSer the eL niT ,®' '®*?®P' °Pli9ations as,
survive the termination of the Contract) shall t'erminaf« nr/f"w 11, and/or
Final Expenditure Report the Department shall disallow anu 'lowsver, that if, upon review ofthe
costs hereunder the Department shaTreta^ me f Contractor as
expenses as are disallowed or to recova^tcrsi'^sV?,;''^

during or resuL7from'thfp?rfimlTC^^ f prepared
statement: ' ^ °"P® ®®™®®® °"de Contract shall include thefollowing

of'NeTCrhim,tp'X°ent'oTS an'^'Huma" S ^ »^«Stateby the State of Nev^ Hampshfre and^or such d P^ded in partreguired, e.g., the Unitedktes O^ri^Sh re:^

purchased under the comraIrish°rhav?p!forao^ Produced or
distribution or use. The DHHS will retain coovrioht ownsrcrr ̂  Printing, production,
produced. Including, but not limted tf brochums ̂ 0^00^ "'^'®P®I®

fofproviding ®e^ices^fhe°Scm?^^ "^® °P®7«°" °f ®ny facilities
operation of the facility or the provision of the ser^Ss at such
permrt shall be required for the operation of thfs^ d fLlLv nr ^ governmental license or .
the Contractor will procure said license or permit and will L Iiu- P®'^°ridance of the said services,
conditions of each such license or permit Tn rannS wrth thl' ®"<'
Contractor hereby covenants and agrees'that durtioZ^!^ requirements, the
comply with all rules, orders, reguiaLs Tnd reau?rpm»n ,k cf ""®®' f®®''"'®®
Lwi°any;"gES°" ®°"'®™®n®® wi.h^4! buiSinrinS zo':rng"c?d«

OwrtunilS pC(EEOPMo'wb OfflMlofci?m^ ^11^,!? rmploymenl
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more employees, It will maintain a current EEOP on file .and submit an EEOP Certification Form to the
OCR, certifying that its EEOP is on file. For recipients receiving less than $26,000, or public grantees
with fewer than 60 employees, regardless of the amount of the award, the recipient will provide an
EEOP Certification Fonn to the OCR certifying it is not required to submit or maintain an EEOP. Non
profit organizations, Indian Tribes, and medical arid educational institutions are exempt from the
EEOP requirement, but are required to submit a certification form to the OCR to claim the exemption.
EEOP Certification Forms are available at: http://www.ojp.usdoj/about/ocr/pdfs/cert.pdf.

17. Limited English Proficiency (LEP): As clarified by Executive Order 13166, Improving Access to
Services for persons with Limited English Proficiency, and resulting agency guidance, national origin
discrimination includes discrimination on the basis of limited English proficiency (LEP). To ensure
compliance \with the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968 and Title VI of the Civil

Rights Act of 1964, Contractors must take reasonable steps to ensure that LEP persons have
meaningful access to its programs.

18. Pilot Program for Enhancement of Contractor Employee Whistleblower Protections: The
following shall apply to all contracts that exceed the Simplified Acquisition Threshold as defined in48
CFR 2.101 (currently, $150,000)

Contractor Employee Whistleblower Rights and Requirement To Inform Employees of

Whistleblower Rights (SEP 2013)

(a) This contract and employees working on this contract will be subject to the whistleblower rights
and remedies in the pilot program on Contractor employee whistleblower protections established at
41 U.S.C. 4712 by section 828 of the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2013 (Pub. L.
112-239) and FAR 3.908.

(b) The'Contractor shall inform its employees in writing, in the predominant language of the workforce,
of employee whistleblower rights and protections under 41 U.S.C. 4712, as described in section
3.908 of the Federal Acquisition Regulation.

(c) The Contractor shall insert the substance of this clause, including this paragraph (c), in all
subcontracts over the simplified acquisition threshold.

19. Subcontractors: DHHS recognizes that-the Contractor may choose to use subcontractors with- - •
gr^teTexijyrtise to "^rfdffnceTtain health carWemceY or fuTictions
but the Contractor shall retain the responsibility and accountability for the function(s). Prior to
subcontracting, the Contractor shall evaluate the subcontractor's ability to perform the delegated
function(s). This is accomplished through a written agreement that specifies activities and reporting
responsibilities of the subcontractor and provides for revoking the delegation or imposing sanctions if
the subcontractor's performance is not adequate. Subcontractors are subject to the same contractual

• conditions as the Contractor and the Contractor is responsible to ensure subcontractor compliance
with those conditions.

When the Contractor delegates a function to a subcontractor, the Contractor shall do the following:

19.1. Evaluate the prospective subcontractor's ability to perfonn the activities, before delegating
the function

19.2. Have a written agreement with the subcontractor that specifies activities and reporting
responsibilities and how sanctions/revocation will be managed if the subcontractor's
performance is not adequate

19.3. Monitor the subcontractor's performance on an ongoing basis

Exhibit C - Speciai Provisions Contractor InitlaE

oanvie Page 4 of 5 Date



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Exhibit C

identifying all subcontractors, delegated functionsand
19 5 DHH^ Rhli f'it 5 • subcontractor's performance will berevlewedb.o. UHHS shall, at its discretion, review and approve all subcontracts.

tete improvement are identified, tt,e Contractor shall

20. Contract Definitions:

20.1

20.2.

20.3.

20.4.

20.5.

DEPARTMENT: NH Department of Health and Human Services.

PROPOSAL: If applicable, shall mean the document submitted by the Contractor on a
form or forms required by the Department and containing a description of the services and/or

FEDERAUSTATE UW: Wherever federal or state laws, regulations rules orders and
all suchlaw:;^'® Contract, the said reference shall be deemed to meanall such laws, regulations, etc. as they may be amended or revised from time to time

09/13/10

Exhibit C - Special Provisions
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Exhibit C-1

REVISIONS TO GENERAI PRnuiginMC

' ■ feX^as follov^' Conditional Nature of Agreement, is
4. CONDITIONAL NATURE OF AGREEMENT

fhfevtnt of^a ^xcess'^of o?a^vaSSJn

foW^i9ulg°e°' termination, is amended by adding the
2.

10.1

10.2

10.3

3.

leMceT'undl')trA^mtmTT'''T'^®-®'"®"'' '"'='"'""9 <='«"'= receiving
inciuding^'ntc^^^Ss'"'r S' fhe tnircrshaf
uninterrupted delivery of services in the Transition Plan, Process for

Ib^'ufrnTtmnsftion. Thf ConLdor'°stlf affected indnriduais
Transition Pian submitted to the State as described communications in its

lanS'®'^" ®"i®"ded by adding the following

" pKt ars ^ ,:vr7 Jh'S," :•
of the parties hereunder. shall become effective on the'date

heda^r/hA^r^"? Executive Council approve this Agreement as Indicated in block 118 or
latef State of New Hampshire'S^^^^^^^

10.4

10.5

CUroHHSni0713

Exhibit c-l - Revisions to Standard Provisions Contractor Initials'
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4. Subparagraph S Of the General Provisions of this con.rac. is amended as follows:
By delebng 5.4 in Its entirety and replacing it as follows-

actually made hereunder for State S Year 202^1
forth in block 18. ' the Pnce Limitation set

By adding the following;

" s^seque^tTeam o^h'e °f '^e
Member, per rrionth capitated rates subiect tn^ calculate actuarially sound per

,  subsequent years of the Agreement Will be^^ Such rates for
subject to approval by Governor and Executte Council a"*"" ^ ̂
subject to the availability of State appropriations adjustments shall be

COTOHHSn 10713

Exhibit C-1 - Revisions to Standard Provisions
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Exhibit D

CERTIFICATION REGARDING DRUG-FREE WORKPLACE REQUIREMFMrfi

p" ' w ?? Provisions of
U S C 701 Pt ̂  ^ A Drug-Free Workplace Act of 1988 (Pub. L. 100-690. Title V, Subtfie D" 41
1 11 and 1 12 onhP rpnp Contractor's representative, as identified in Sections1.11 and 1.12 of the General Provisions execute the following Certification:

ALTERNATIVE I - FOR GRANTEES OTHER THAN INDIVIDUALS

uq '^ND HUMAN SERVICES - CONTRACTORSUS DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION - CONTRACTORS
US DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE - CONTRACTORS

1.

This certification Is required by the regulations Implementing Sections 5151-5160 of the Daia-Free
Workplace Act of 1988 (Pub. L 100-690. TiUe V. Subtitle D^l U.S.C 701 eVse^ )
2168lT69lTa^TrS,r as Part II of the May 25,1990 Federal Register ̂ ages

,  9"'r® certification by grantees (and by inference, sub^grantees and sub-
'■ ® rtrug-free workplace. Section 3017 630(c) of thereguiabon provides that a grantee (and by inference, sub^grantees and sut>contractors) that is a State

Mrh n® ( Department in each federal fiscal year in lieu of certificates for'®'',®.'®' y®®^ ®°^®red by the cerbficabon. The Jrtificate set oufb" a
k®' "P°" reiiance is placed when the agency awards the grant Falset?r^Snn f " cerbficabon shall be grounds for suspension of payments suspension or

le™ it to 9°"®'"'^®"' vvirte suspension or debarment. Contractors using this form should
Commissioner
NH Department of Health and Human Services
129 Pleasant Street.
Concord. NH 03301-6505

The grantee certifies that it will or will continue to provide a drug-free workplace by
rficnpn ® statement notifying employees that the unlawful manufacture, distribution
wSfrp^' controlled substance is prohibited in the grantee's 'prc^i£ specifying the actions that will be taken agajnst employees for violation of such
Establishinaan "ongoing dmg-free aWareness program to inform employees about
1.2.1. The dangers of drug abuse In the Workplace;

The graritee;&^j^oP maintaining a drug-frU workplace;
employee assistance programs; andJhe.penalfies that may be imposed upon employees for drug abuse violations

occumng in the workplace;

SiveiTa ®'"P'°y®® ®n9aged in the performance of the grant begiven a copy of the statement required by paragraph (a);
ernployee In the statement required by paragraph (a) that, as a condition of

employment under the grant, the employee will
1.4.1. Abide by the terms of the statement; and
^  f for a violation of a criminal drug

wnvi^^ workplace no later than five calendar days after such
^®^'ving notice under

Fm^in^or? f ? fT or Otherwise receiving actual notice of such convictionconvicted em^oyees must provide notice. Including position title, to every grantofficer on whose grant activity the convicted employee was working, unless the Federal agency

I.2.-

1.2.2.
•1:2.3:
1.2.4.

1.3.

1.4.

1.5.

CUrtJHHSn 10713
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Exhibit D

Tol/'inM IL. _ f.iii. • ® 'Jfirr;.! °' Within 30.calendar days of receiving notice under

■  i4:e"r^en£;°or^r^a%'g?Lri"i:i2!T3"lt
2. The grantee may insert in the space provided below the ̂ itpr<s^ fnr the.

connection with the specific grant. ' performance of work done in

Place of Performance (street address, city, county, state, zip code) (list each location)

Check □ if there are workplaces on file that are not identified here.

Contractor Name:

7
Date

Na
Title:

CUA}HHS/110713

Exhibit D - Certification regarding Drug Free
Workplace Requirements
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Exhibit E

CERTIFICATiON REGARDING LOBBYING

The Contractor identified in Section 1.3 of the Generai Provisions agrees to comply with the provisions of
Section 319 of Public Layv 101-121, Goverrirrient vyide Guidance for New Restrictions on Lobbying, and
31 U.S.C. 1352, arid further agrees to have the Contractor's representative, as identified in Sections 1.11
and 1.12 of the General Provisions execute the foliowing Certification:

US DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES - CONTRACTORS

US DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION - CONTRACTORS

US DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE - CONTRACTORS

Programs (indicate applicable program covered):
"Temporary Assistance to Needy Families under Title IV-A
'Chiid Support Enforcement Program under Title IV-D
"Social Services Block Grant Program under Title XX
"Medicaid Program under Title XIX
"Community Services Block Grant under Title VI
"Child Care Development Block Grant under Title IV

The undersigned certifies, to the best of his or her knowledge and belief, that:

1. No Federal appropriated funds have been paid or will be paid by or on behalf of the undersigned, to
any person for influencing or attempting to influence an officer or employee of any agency, a Member
of Congress, an officer or employee of Congress, or an employee of a Member of Congress In
connection with the awardirig of any Federal contract, continuation, renewal, amendment, or
modification of any Federal contract, grant, loan, or cooperative agreement (and by specific mention
sub-grantee or sub-contractor).

2. if any funds other than Federal appropriated funds have been paid or will be paid to any person for
influencing or attempting to influence an officer or employee of any agency, a Member of Congress,
an ofhcer or employee of Congress, or an employee of a Member of Congress in connection with this
Federal contract, grant, loan, or cooperative agreement (and by specific mention sub-grantee or sub
contractor), the undersigned shall complete and submit Standard Form LLL, (Disclosure Form to
Report Lobbying, in accordance with its instructions, attached and identified as Standard Exhibit E-l.)

3. The undersigned shall require that the language of this certification be included in the award
" "d6cument'fdrsub^wardrat'airti^'(ihcIuding^bwntfa^cts;'^l>gi^ts,"ahdc6htfactrufrdeTgfahts;"

loans, and cooperative agreements) and that ail sub-recipients shall certify and disclose accordingly.

This certification is a material representation of fact upon which reliance was placed when this transaction
was made or entered into. Submission of this certification is a prerequisite for making or entering into this
transaction imposed by Section 1352, Title 31, U.S. Code. Any person who fails to file the required
certification shall be subject to a civil penalty of not less than $10,000 and not more than $100,000 for
each such failure.

Contractor Name:

Date Narhe;;^(x\\^ WKk"^c\nO^
TitIeV^C3 -

Exhibit E - Certification Regarding Lobbying Contractor Initiak
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Exhibit F

CERTIFICyiON REGARDING DFBARMEMT. SUSPFNfilfiKi
AND OTHER RESPQNSIR|I IJY MATTPR.ct

6.

7.

8.

9.

Suspension, and Ott,erResponl^"Matr°'a:d'fu'^ rtrees toOf «,e®Genera, P^liston';"^^^ foliov^ng
INSTRUCTIONS FOR CERTIFICATION

'• participant is-providing the

■ ==SSS5=

attachTdStons Iniplementing Executive Order 12549:45 CFR Part 76. See the

B55SS5S5~irom participation in this covered transaction, unless authorized by DHHS. ̂

c^aSsSd XeS^Retil^dTnrr,?^ '"TJ" P^°P°p^' "^^t It will Include the

Exhibit F - CertiflMHon Regarding Debarment Suspension Contractor Initiab-
CUrDHHS«107,3 ^
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
ExhlbH F

infontiatioh of a participant is not required to ex^ed that which is normally possessed by a prudent
person In the ordinary course of business dealings.

1
10. Except for transactions authorized under paragraph 6 of these instructions, if a participant in a |

covered transaction knowingly enters into a lower tier covered transaction with a person who is f
suspended, debarred, ineligible, or voluntarily excluded from participation in this transaction, in S
addition to other remedies available to the Federal government, DHHS may terminate this transaction
for cause or default.

PRIMARY COVERED TRANSACTIONS
11. The prospective primary participant certifies to the best of its knowledge and belief, that it and its

principals:
11.1. arenot presently debarred, suspended, proposed for debanment, declared ineligible, or

voluntarily excluded from covered transactions by any Federal department or agency;
11.2. have not within a three-year period preceding this proposal (contract) been convicted of or had

a civil judgment rendered against them for commission of fraud or a criminal offense In
connection with obtaining, attempting to obtain, or performing a public (Federal, State or local)
transaction or a contract under a public transaction; violation of Federal or State antitrust
statutes or commission of embezzlement, theft, forgery, bribery, falsification or destruction of
records, making false statements, or receiving stolen property;

11.3. are not presently indicted for otherwise criminally or civilly charged by a governmental entity
(Federal, State or local) with commission of any of the offenses enumerated in paragraph (l)(b)
of this certification; and

11.4. have not_within a three-year period preceding this application/proposal had one or more public
transactions (Federal, State or local) terminated for cause or default.

12. Where the prospective primary participant is unable to certify to any of the statements In this
certification, such prospective participant shall attach an explanation to this proposal (contract).

LOWER TIER COVERED TRANSACTIONS
13. By signing and submitting this lower tier proposal (contract), the prospective lower tier participant, as

defined in 45 CFR Part 76, certifies to the best of its knowledge and belief that it and Its principals:
13.1. are not presently debarred, suspended, proposed for debarment, declared Ineligible, or

voluntarily excluded from participation in this transaction by any federal depar^^t or agency.
13.2. where the prospective lower tier participantls unable to certify" to any of the' above, such

prospective participant shall attach an explanation to this proposal (contract). -

14. The prospective lower tier participant further agrees by submitting this proposal (contract) that It will
include this clause entitled "Certificatipn Regarding Debarment, Suspension, Ineligibility, and
Voluntary Exclusion - Lower Tier Covered Transactions," without modification in all lower tier covered
transactions and in all solicitations for lower tier covered transactions.

Contractor Name:

Date Name

Title:

Exhibit F - Certification Regarding Debarment, Suspension Corrtractor Initials
And Other Responsibility Matters
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Exhibit G

___ __,, certification of compliance WITH REQUiREMgMTfi PERTAINING TOFEDERAL NONDISCRIMINATION, EQUAL TREATMENT OF FAITH-BASED ORGANgATIONS AMn
\A/UICTI CDIWHISTLEBLQWER PRQTFCTinNS

subgrantees or subcontractors to comply with any aDDlicablefederal nondiscnmmation requirements, which may include: ^«mpiy, wim any appncaoie
the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968 M2 U S C Section \A/h»^h rvr«hiKi»^

recipient of federal funding under this statute from discrimi^ahng eSierln
the delivery 0 services or benefits, on the basis of race, color, r^igion, national origin and 86^^^ Act
requires certain recipients to produce an Equal Employment Opportunity prn;
-jhe JuvenNe Justice Delinquency Prevention Act of 2002 (42 U.S.C. Section 5672(b)) which adoots bv

nrohrhTH^ii' 1- Pf fedeSdi^lS under
benefits on the discnminating, eitlier in employment pracUces or in the delivery of services or
EmDlnvmont^?^^^^^ ^ex. The Act Includes Equalemployment Opportunity Plan requirements;

assistance from discnminating on the basis of race, color, or national origin in any program or activity)-

^s^steten^'Sm I®" P^PiP^P '^PiPlPPtP P' Federal financial'
sewiMs ® ? of disability, in regard to employment and the delivery ofservices or benefits, In any program or activity;

Ap' p' 1990 (42 U.S.C. Sections 12131-34), which prohibits
goveZlrt^Mce^r opportunity for persons with disabilities in employment, State and localgovernment services, public accommodations, commercial facilities, and transportation;

Amendments of 1972 (20 U.S.C. Sections 1681; 1683, 1685-86) which prohibits
discrimination on the basis of sex in federally assisted education programs;

®®p«pnp 6106-07), which prohibits discrimination on the
emptoymint dlcSati^n; '"p'""®
m s^npnartL®^ lli f• °®PPJPP®"' P' •'PS'iPe Regulations - OJJDP Grant Programs); 28 C.F.R pt 42
inri PmrS^^ f c Regulations - Nondiscrimination; Equal Employment Opportunity Policies
nm^ivn^n of !■ NP-13279 (equal protection of the laws for faith-based and' SmmunitvnSprii fnr i ̂PPPl've Order No. 13559, which provide fuhdamentai principles and poiicy-makinqcntena for partnerships with faith-based and neighborhood organizations;
-28 C.F.R. pL 38 (U.S. Department of Justice Regulations - Equal Treatment for Faith-Ra«ifiri

reprisal for certain whistle blowing activities in connection with federal grants and contracts.

'? ® Ippresentation of fact upon which reliance is placed when the
f  certificatioh or violaUon of the certification shall be grounds for

debament ="®PP"P'Pn p^ termination of grants, or govemment wide suspension or

Exhibit 0

Contractor Initialc.«iii«i.n a Cp,w.rc m, ppippw. p^prm, y, F.a.pi ipanprt p ™
0/27/^4 WnnMNOWH' pfixiUHjns
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Exhibit G

in the event a Federal or State court or Federal or State administrative agency makes a.finding of
discrimination after a due process hearing on the grounds of race, color, religion, national origin, or sex
against a recipient of funds, the recipient will forward a copy of the finding to the Office for Civil Rights, to
the applicable contracting agency or division within the Department of Health and Human Services, and
to the Department of Health and Human Services Office of the Ombudsman.

The Contractor Identified In Section 1.3 of the General Provisions agrees by signature of the Contractor's
representative as identified In Sections 1.11 and 1.12 of the General Provisions, to execute the following
certification:

1. By signing and submitting this proposal (contract) the Contractor agrees to comply with the provisions
indicated above.

Contractor Name:

Date Name:

Title:

Exhibit 0

Contractor Inhl^

807/14

Rw. 1<V21/14

CvtnoUon e( Cenipaanca with rtqufnminta partiMng to Fadvil Nondbcrlmlntfon, Equil TrMtrrwnt of Orgwizitlant
•nd WMaiMbwir pratKtjoni
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Exhibit H

CERTIFICATION REGARDING ENVIRONMENTAL TOBACCO SMOKE

Public Law 103-227, Part 0 - EnvironmentalTobacco Smoke, also known as the Pro-Children Act of 1994
(Act), requires that smoking not be permitted In any portion of any indoor facility owned or leased or
contracted for by an entity and used routinely or regularly for the provision of health, day care, education
or library services to children under the age of 18, If the services are funded by Federal programs either
directly or through State or local governments, by Federal grant, contract, loan, or loan guarantee. The
l^w does not apply to children's services provided In private residences, fecilities funded solely by
Medicare or Medicaid furids, and portions of facilities used for inpatient drug or alcohol treatment. Failure
to rompiy wl^ the provisions of the law may result In the imposition of a dvil monetary penalty of up to
$1000 per day and/or the Imposition of an administrative compliance order on the responsible entity.

The Contractor Identified in Section 1.3 of the General Provisions agrees, by signature of the Contractor's
representative as Identified in Section 1.11 and 1.12 of the General Provisions, to execute the foiiowlna
certification: ■ ■ ■ ^

1. By signing and submitting this contract, the Contractor agrees to make reasonable efforts to comply
with all applicable provisions of Public Law 103-227, Part C. known as the Pro-Children Act of 1994.

Contractor Name:

^  Name: \
Title:^

41^

Extiibft H - Certification Regarding Contractor Initian '
Environmental Tobacco Smoke ^ <•cu®HHsnio7i3 Page 1 of 1 Pate6 N|1 /



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Exhibit!

HEALTH INSURANCF PORTABILITY ACT

RUSIf^ESS ASSOCIATE AGREEMENT

The Contractor identified in Section 1.3 of the General Provisions of the Agreement agrees to
comply with the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act, Public Law 104-191 and
vflth the Standards for Privacy and Security of Individually Identifiable Health Inforniation, 45
GFR Parts 160 and 164 applicable to business associates. As defined herein. "Business
Associate" shall mean the Contractor and,.s^ontractors and agents of the Contractor that
receive, use or have access to protected,tfi^^j^'infonnation under this Agreement and Covered
Entity" shall mean the State of New. Hampshire. Department of Health and Human Services.

(1) Definitions.

a. "Breach" shall have the same meaning as the term "Breach" in section 164.402 of Title 45.
Code of Federal Regulations.

b. "Business Associate" has the meaning given such term in section 160.103 of Title 45, Code
of Federal Regulations.

c.' "Covered Entitv" has the meaning given such term in section 160.103 of Title45,
Code of Federal Regulations.

d. "Desionated Record Set" shall have the same meaning as the term "designated record set"
in 45 CFR Section 164.501.

e.. "Data Acareoation" shall have the same meaning as the term "data aggregation" in 45CFR
Section 164.501.

f. "Health Care Operations" shall have the same meaning as the term "health careoperations"
in 45 CFR Section 164.501.

g. "HITECH Act" means the Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health
ActT-TltleXIII,"Subtitle D, Part 1 & 2 of the" American.Recovery and Reinvestment Act of
2009.

h. "l-ilPAA" means the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of1996, Public Law
104-191 and the Standards for Privacy and Security of Individually Identifiable Health
Information. 45 CFR Parts 160,162 and 164 and amendments thereto. ■

i. "Individual" shall have the same meaning as the term "individual" in 45 CFR Section 160.103
and shall include a person who qualifies as a personal representative in accordance with 45
CFR Section 164.501(g).

j. "Privacy Rule" shall mean the Standards for Privacy of Individually Identifiable Health
Information at 45 CFR Parts 160 and 164. promulgated under HIPAA by the UnitedStates
Department of Health and Human Services.

k  "Protected Health Information" shall have the same meaning as the term "protected health
information" in 45 CFR Section 160.103. limited to the information created or received by
Business Associate from or on behalf of Covered Entity.

3/2014 Exhibit I Contractor Initlal^i
Health Insurance Portability Act N \
Business Associate Agreement •'7 hLli\*S
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Exhibit I

' I. "Required bv Lav/ shall have the same meaning as the term "required by law" in 45CFR
Section 164:103.

m. "Secretary" shall mean the Secretary of the Department of Health and Human Services or
his/her designee.

n. "Security Rule" shall mean the Security Standards for the Protection of Electronic Protected
Health information at 45 CFR Part 164, Subpart C, and amendments thereto.

o. "Unsecured Protected Health Information" means protected health Information that is not
secured by a technology standard that renders protected health information unusable,
unreadable, or indecipherable to,unauthorized individuals and is developed or endorsed by
a standards developing prganizatlQr>ithat is accredited by the American National Standards
Institute.

P-., Other Definitions - All terms not otherwise defined herein shall have the meaning
established under 45 C.F.R. Parts 160, 162 and 164, as amended from time to time, and the
HITECH

Act.

(2) Business Associate Use arid DIsclosum nf Protecteri Hpalth Informatinn

a. Business Associate shall not use, disclose, maintain or transmit Protected Health
Information (PHI) except as reasonably necessary to provide the services outlined under
Exhibit A of the Agreement. Further, Business Associate, including but not limited to all
its directors, officers, employees and agents, shall not use, disclose, maintain or transmit
PHI in any manner that would constitute a violation of the Privacy and Security Rule.

b. Business Associate may use or disclose PHI;
I. For the proper management and administration of the Business Associate;
II. As required by law, pursuant to the terms set forth in paragraph d. below; or
III. For data aggregation purposes for the health care operations of Covered

Entity.

c. To the extent Business Associate is permitted under the Agreement to disclose PHI to a
third party, Business Associate must obtain, prior to making any ̂ uch disclosure, (i)
reasonable assurances from the third party that such PHI will be held confidentially and
used or further disclosed only as required by law or for the purpose for which it was
disclosed to the third party; and (ii) an agreement from such third party to notify Business
Associate, in accordance with the HIPAA Privacy, Security, and Breach Notification
Rules of any. breaches of the confidentiality of the PHI, to the extent it has obtained
knowledge of such breach.

d. The Business Associate shall not. unless such disclosure is reasonably necessary to
provide services under Exhibit A of the Agreement, disclose any PHI in response to a
request for disclosure on the basis that It Is required by law, without first notifying
Covered Entity so that Covered Entity has an opportunity to object to the disclosure and
to seek appropriate relief. If Covered Entity objects to such disclosure, the Business

Exhibit I Contractor Initials
Health insurance Portability Act
Business Associate Agreement O "t i i 11
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Exhibit i

Associate shall refrain from disclosing the PHI until Covered Entity has exhausted all
remedies.

e. If the Covered Entity notifies the Business Associate that Covered Entity has agreed to
be bound by additional restrictions over and above those uses or disclosures or security
safeguards of PHl pursuant to the Privacy and Security Rule, the Business Associate
shall be bound by such additional restrictions and shall not disclose PHI in violation of
such additional restrictions and shall abide by any additional security safeguards.

(3) Obiiaations and Activities of Business Associate.

a. The Business Associate shall notify the Covered Entity's Privacy Officer immediately
after the Business Associate becomes aware of any use or disclosure of protected
health information not provided for by the Agreement including breaches of unsecured
protected health information and/or any security incident that may have an impact onthe
protected health information of the Covered Entity.

b. The Business Associate shall immediately perform a risk assessment when itbecomes
aware of any of the above situations. The risk assessment shall include, but npt be
limited to.:.

0 The nature and extent of the protected health information involved, including the
types of identifiers and the likelihood of re^identification;

0 The unauthorized person used the protected health information or to whom the
disclosure was made;

0 Whether the protected health information was actually acquired or viewed
0  The extent to which the risk to the protected health information has been

mitigated.

The Busines^Assdciate shall complete the risk assessment yvithin 48 hours of the
breach and immedJately report the findings of the risk assessment in writing to the
Covered Entity.

c. The Business Associate shall coniply with all sections of the Privacy, Security, and
Breach Notification Rule.

d. Business Associate shall make available all of its internal policies and procedures, books
and records relating to the use and disclosure of PHI received from, or created or
received by the Business Associate on behalf of Covered Entity to the Secretary for
purposes of determining Covered Entity's compliance with HIPAA and the Privacy and
Security Rule.

e. Business Associate shall require all of its business associates that receive, use or have
access to PHI under the Agreement, to agree in writing to adhere to the same ■
restrictions and conditions on the use and disclosure of PHI contained herein, including
the duty to return or destroy the PHI as provided under Section 3 (1). The Covered Entity
shall be considered a direct third party beneficiary of the Contractor's business associate
agreements with Contractor's intended business associates, who will be receivij

3/2014 Exhibit I Contractor Initials
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Exhibit I

pursuant to this Agreement, with rights of enforcement and Indemnification frorn such
business associates who shall be governed by standard Paragraph. #13 of the standard
contract provisions (P-37) of this Agreement for the purpose of use and disclosure of
protected health information.

f. Within five (5) business days of receipt of a written request from Covered Entity,
Business Associate shall make available during normal business hours at its of^ces all
records, books, agreements, policies and procedures relating to the use anddisclosure
of PHI to theCovered Entity, for purposes of enabling Covered Entity to determine
Business Associate's compliance with the terms of the Agreement.

g. Within ten (10) business days of receiving a written request from Covered Entity,
Business Associate shall prpvide access to PHI in a Designated Record Set to the
Covered Entity, or as directed by Covered Entity, to an individual in order to meet the
requirements under 45 CFR Section 164.524.

h. Within .ten (10) business days of receiving a written request from Coyered Entity for an
amendment of PHI or a record about an individual contained in a Designated Record
Set, the Business Associate shall make such PHI available to Covered Entity for
amendment and incorporate any such amendment to enable Covered Entity to fulfill its
obiigations under 45 CFR Section 164.526.

i. Business Associate shall document such disclosures of PHI and information related to
such disclosures as would be required for Covered Entity to respond to a request by an
individual for an accounting of disclosures of PHI in accordance with 45 CFR Section
164.528.

j. Within ten (10) business days of receiving a written request from Covered Entity for a
request for an accounting of disclosures of PHI, Business Associate shali makeavailable
to Covered Entity such information as Covered Entity may require to fulfill its obligations
to provide an accounting of disclosures with respect to PHI in accordance with 45 CFR

.  - Section 164.528.

k. In the event any individual requests access to, amendment of, or accounting of PHI
directly from the Business Associate, the Business Associate shall within two (2)
business days fonward such request to Covered Entity. Covered Entity shali have the
responsibility of responding to fon/varded requests. However, if fonvarding the
individual's request to Covered Entity would cause Covered Entity pr the Business
Associate to violate HIPAA and the Privacy and Security Rule, the BusinessAssodate
shall instead respond to the individual's request as required by such law and notify
Covered Entity of such response as soon as practicable.

I. Within ten (10) business days of termination of the Agreement, for any reason, the
Business Associate shall return or destroy, as specified by Covered Entity, all PHI
received from, or created or received by the Business Associate in connection with the
Agreement, and shall not retain any copies or back-up tapes of such PHI. If return or
destruction is not feasible, or the disposition of the PHI has been otherwise agreed toin
the Agreement, Business Associate shall continue to extend the protections of the
Agreement, to such PHI and limit further uses and disclosures of such PHI to, those
purposes that make the return or destruction infeasible, for so long as Business^

3/2014 Exhibit! Contractor Initial!
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If Covered Entity, in1ts sole discretion, requires thgt'tHe
Business Associate destroy any or all PHI, the Business Associate shall certify to
Covered Entity that the PHI has been destroyed.

(4) ObllQations of CnvsrBri

a. Covered Entity shall notify Business Associate of any changes or limitation(s) in its
■ Notice of Privacy Practices provided to individuals in accordance with 45 CFR Section
164.520, to the extent that such change or limitation may affect Business Associate's
use or disclosure of PHI.

b. Covered Entity shall promptly notify Business Associate of any changes in, or revocation
of permission provided to Covered Entity by individuals vvhose PHI may be used or ■
disclosed by Business Associate under this Agreement, pursuant to 45 CFR Section
164.506 or 45 CFR Section 164.508.

c. Covered entity shall promptly notify Business Associate of any restrictions on the use or
disclosure of PHI that Covered Entity has agreed to in accordance with 45 CFR 164.522,
to the extent that such restriction may affect Business Associate's use or disclosure of
PHI.

(5) Termination fnr

In addition to Paragraph 10 of the standard terms and conditions (P-37) of this
Agreement the Covered Entity may immediately terminate the Agreement upon Covered
Entity's knowledge of a breach by Business Associate of the Business Associate
Agreement set forth herein as Exhibit I. The Covered Entity may either immediately
terminate the Agreement or provide an opportunity for Business Associate to cure the
alleged breach within a timeframe specified by Covered Entity. If Covered Entity
deterrnines that neither termination nor cure is feasible, Covered Entity shall report the
violation to the Secretary.

(6) MisceiiarieQus : " v - v:,

Definitions and Regulatory References. All terms used, but not otherwise defined herein,
shall have the same meaning as those terms in the Privacy and Security Rule, amended
from time to time. A reference in the Agreement, as amended to include this Exhibit I to
a Section in the Privacy and Security Rule means the Section as in effect or as
aniended.'

b. Amendment. Covered Entity and Business Associate agree to take such action as is
necessary to amend the Agreement, from time to time as is necessary for Covered
Entity to comply with the changes in the requirements of HIPAA. the Privacy and
Security Rule, and applicable federal and state law.

Data Ownership. The Business Associate acknowledges that it has no ownership rights
with respect to the PHI provided by or created on behalf of Covered Entity.

d. Interpretation. The parties agree that any ambiguity in the Agreement shall be resolved
to permit Covered Entity to comply with HIPAA, the Privacy and Security Rule.

Contractor Initial^
Health Insurance Portability Act
Business Associate Agreement ^
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e. Seoreqation. If any term or condition of this Exhibit I or the application thereof to any
person(s) or circumstance is held invalid, such invalidity shall not affect other terms or
conditions which can be given effect without the invalid term or condition; to this end the
terms and conditions of this Exhibit I are declared severable.

f. Survival. Provisions in this Exhibit I regarding the use and disclosure of PHI, return or
destruction of PHI, extensions of the protections of the Agreement in section (3) I, the ̂
defense and indemnification provisions of section (3) e and Paragraph 13 of the
standard terms and conditions (P-37), shall survive the termination of theAgreement.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have duly executed this Exhibit I.

Department of Health and Human Services

S ofure

C'icXC\
Name of the Contractor

s of Authorized Representat

uthorized Rej^resentative Signsftuce'oT Authorizeef Representative

Name of Authorized Rei^pefeentativeName of Authorized Representative

Title of Authorized Representative

Date - Date

Tiffe of Authorized Representative

3/2014 Exhibit I
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Business Associate Agreement
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CERTIFICATION REGARDING THE FEDERAL FUNDING ACCOUNTABILITY AND TRANSPARENCY
ACT fFFATA^ COMPLIANCE

The Federal Funding Accountability and Transparency Act (FFATA) requires prime awardees of individual
Federal grants equal to or greater than $25,000 and awarded on or after October 1, 2010, to report on
data related to executive compensation and associated first-tier sub-grants of $25,000 or more. If the ,
initial award Is below $25,000 but subsequent grant modifications result in a total award equal to or over
$25,000, the award is subject to the FFATA reporting requirements, as of the date of the award.
In accordance with 2 CFR Part 170 (Reporting Subaward and Executive Compensation Information), the
Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) must report the following information for any
subaward or contract award subject to the FFATA reporting requirements:
1. Name of entity
2. Amount of award

3. Funding agency
4. NAICS code for contracts / CFDA program number for grants
5. Program source
6. Award title descriptive of the purpose of the funding action
7. Location of the entity
8. Principle place of performance
9. Unique identifier of the entity (DUNS #)
10. Total compensation and names of the top five executives if:

10.1. More than 80% of annual gross revenues are from the Federal government, and those
revenues are greater than $25M annually and

10.2. Compensation information is not already available through reporting to the SEC.

Prime grant recipients must submit FFATA required data by the end of the month, plus 30 days, in which
the award or award amendment is made.
The Contractor identified in Section 1.3 of the General Provisions agrees to comply with the provisions of
The Federal Funding Accountability and Transparency Act, Public Law 109-282 and Public Law 110-252,
and 2 CFR Part 170 (Reporting Subaward and Executive Compensation Information), and further agrees
to have the Contractor's representative, as identified in Sections 1.11 and 1.12 of the Genera! Provisions
execute the following Certification;
The below named Contractor agrees to provide needed information as outlined above to the NH
Department of Health and Human Services and to comply with all applicable provisions of the Federal
Financial Accountability and Transparency Act.

Contractor Name:

2ate Name:
Title: ^

Exhibit J - Certification Regarding the Federal Funding Contractor Initials
Accountability AndiTransparency Act (FFATA) Compliance
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FORMA

As the Contractor identified in Section 1.3 of the Genera! Provisions, I certify that the responses to the
beiow listed questions are true and accurate.

1. The DUNS number for your entity Is:

2. in your business or organization's preceding completed fiscal year, did your business or organization
receive (1) 80 percent or more of your annual gross revenue in U.S. federal contracts, subcontracts,
loans, grants, sub-grants, and/or cooperative agreements; and (2) $25,000,000 or more in annual
gross revenues from U.S. federal contracts, subcontracts, loans, grants, subgrants, and/or
cooperative agreements?

NO YES

If the answer to #2 above is NO, stop here

If the answer to #2 above is YES, please answer the following:

3. Does the public have access to Information about the compensation of the executives in your
business or organization through periodic reports filed under section 13(a) or 15(d) of the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934 (15 U;S;C.78m(a), 78o(d)) or section 6104 of the intemal Revenue Code of
1986?

NO YES

if the answer to #3 above Is YES. stop here

If the answer to #3 above is NO, please answer the foiiowing:

4. The names and compensation of the five most highly compensated officers In your business or
organization are as follows:

Name:

Name:

Name:

Name:,

Name:

Amount:

Amount:,

Amount:.

Amount:.

Amount:

CUA)HHSni0713

Exhibit J - Certification Regarding the Federal Funding
Accountability And Transparency Act (FFATA) Compliance
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DHHS Information Security Requirements

A. Definitions

The following terms may be reflected and have the described meaning In this document:

una!fthori7PH®Trn cant™!, compromise, unauthorized disclosure,
Situations or any similar term referring to
aiS^ed our^nsp hr® ° authorized users and for an other than

Computer Security Incident" shall have the same meaning "Computer Securitv

Halri!!?' r Publication 800-61, Computer Security Incident
of Collime?!^ '"stitute of Standards and Technology, U.S. Department

asst^a^P h^pnpL P^ ? ^®3lth, financial, public
A?Jsl Tmafmp!^^ ^ '"'"''"^tlon including without limitation. Substance

th^St'i^rnf infunnabon owned or managed by
Humaf Ser^^ce; department of Hearth andHuman Seraces (DHHS) or accessed in the course of performing contracted

fedprn disclosure, protection, and disposition Is govemed by
PrntPrtL^ regulatron. This information Includes, but Is not limited toProtected Health Information (PHI), Personal Information (PI),-Personal Financial
Information (PFI) Federal Tax Inforrfiatlon (FTI): SoclarSecurity Numbers (SSN)
Payment Card Industry (PCI), and or other sensitive and confidential Information. '

any person or entity (e.g., contractor, contractor's employee

DHHSdatrrfrn" downstream user, etc.) that receivesDHHS data or derivative data in accordance with the terms of this Contract.

HIPAA means the Hearth Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1998 and the
regulations promulgated thereunder. ^ '"®

vlwrMnrii'^H^^^V" 'bat potentially violates an explicit or Implied security policy
rvstem o itp (either failed or successful) to gain unauthorized access to a

fnr ?h disruption or denial of service, the unauthorized use of
firmer I processing or storage of data; and changes to system hardware

I  oharacterlstlcs without the owner's knowledge, Instruction orconsent Incidents include the loss of data through theft or device misplacement loss
or misplacement of hardcopy documents, and misrouting of physKTedVonlc

V4.04.04.2018.updale<J 2.6.19 PvhihifK
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DHHS Information Security Requirements

mail, all of which may have the potential to put the data at risk of unauthorized
access, use, disclosure, modification or destruction."

7. Open Wireless Network" means any network or segment of a network that Is
not designated by the State of New Hampshire's Department of Inforrtiation
Technology or delegate as a protected network (designed, tested, and
approved, by means of the State, to transmit) will be considered an open
network and not adequately secure for the transmission of unencrypted PI, PFl.
PHI or confidential DHHS data.

8. "Personal Information" (or "PI") means infonnation which can be used to distinguish
or trace an individual's identity, such as their name, social security number, personal
information as defined in New Hampshire RSA 359-C:19, biometric records, etc.,
alone, or when combined with other personal or identifying information which is linked
or linkable to a specific individual, such as date and place of birth, mother's maiden
name, etc.

9. "Privacy Rule" shall mean the Standards for Privacy of Individually Identifiable Health
Information at 45 C.F.R. Parts 160 and 164, promulgated under HIPAA by the United
States Department of Health and Human Services.

10. "Protected Health information" (or "PHI") has the same meaning as provided in the
definition of "Protected Health information" in the HIPAA Privacy Rule at 45 C F R §
160.103.

11. "Security Rule" shall mean the Security Standards for the Protection of Electronic
Protected Health Information at 45 C.F.R. Part 164, Subpart C, and amendments
thereto.

12. "Unsecured Protected Health Information" means Protected Health Information that is
not secured by a technology standard that renders Protected Health Information
unusable, unreadable, or indecipherable to unauthorized individuals and is
developed or endorsed by a standards developing organization that is accredited by
the American National Standards Institute.

RESPONSIBILiTiES OF DHHS AND THE CONTRACTOR

A. Business Use and Disclosure of Confidential Information.

1. The Contractor must not use, disclose, maintain or transmit Confidential Information
except as reasonably necessary as outlined under this Contract. Further, Contractor,
including but not limited to all its directors, officers, employees and agents, must not
use, disclose, maintain or transmit PHI in any manner that would constitute a violation
of the Privacy and Security Rule.

2. The Contractor must not disclose , any Confidential Information in response to a

V4.04.(]4.2018_updaled 2.6.19 Exhibit K Contractor Inftia
DHHS Infofmatlon
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request for disclosure on the basis that it is required by law, in response to a
subpoena, etc., without first notifying DHHS so that DHHS has an opportunity to
consent or object to the disclosure.

3. If DHHS notifies the Contractor that DHHS has agreed to be bound by additional
restrictions over and above those uses or disclosures or security safeguards of PHI
pursuant to the Privacy and Security Rule, the Contractor must be bound by such
additional restrictions and must not disclose PHI in violation of such additional
restrictions and must abide by any additional security safeguards.

4. The Cohtractor agrees that DHHS Data or derivative there from disclosed to an End
User must only be used pursuant to the terms of this Contract.

5. The Contractor agrees DHHS Data obtained under this Contract may not be used for
any other purposes that are not indicated in this Contract.

6. The Contractor agrees to grant access to the data to the authorized representatives
of DHHS for the purpose of inspecting to confirm compliance with the terms of this
Contract.

METHODS OF SECURE TRANSMISSION OF DATA

1. Application Encryption. If End User is transmitting DHHS data containing
Confidential Data between applications, the Contractor attests the applications have
been evaluated by an expert knowledgeable in cyber security and that said
application's encryption capabilities ensure secure transmission via the internet.

2.. Computer Disks and Portable Storage Devices. End User may not use computer disks
or portable storage devices, such as a thumb drive, as a method of transmitting DHHS
data _ ~

3.- Encrypted Email. End -User may only employ email to transmit Confidential Data if
email is encrypted and being sent to and being received by email addresses of
persons authorized to receive such information.

4. Encrypted Web Site. If End User is employing the Web to transmit Confidential
Data, the secure socket layers (SSL) must be used and the web site must be
secure. SSL encrypts data transmitted via a Web site.

5. File Hosting Services, also known as File Sharing Sites. End User may not use file
hosting services, such as Dropbox or Google Cloud Storage, to transmit
Confidential Data.

6. Ground Mail Service. End User may only transmit Confidential Data via certified ground
mail within the continental U.S. and when sent to a named individual.

7. Laptops and PDA. If End User is employing portable devices to transmit
Confidential Data said devices must be encrypted and password-protected.

■8. Open Wireless Networks. End User may. not transmit Confidential Data via an open

V4.04.04.2018_updated 2.6.19 Exhibit K Contractor Initlalat
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employ, a virtual private networi< (VPN) when
remotely transmitting via an open wireless network.

User is employing remote communication to

instant nnTh"p"^H a virtual private network (VPN) must be
rsfltfn-H H I®'® device(s) or laptop from which information will betransmitted or accessed.

10. SSH File Transfer Protocol (SFTP), also known as Secure File Transfer Protocol; If
End User IS employing an SFTP to transmit Confidential Data, End User will

fnformatL IH Prevent inappropriate disclosure of
ho ooH H f ■ fn ® sub-folders used for transmitting Confidential Data will
hLr^) auto-deletion cycle (i.e. Confidential Data will be deleted every 24

11. Wreiess Devices. If End User is transmitting Confidential Data via wireless devices all
data must be encrypted to prevent inappropriate disclosure of information.

RETENTION AND DISPOSITION OF IDENTIFIABLE RECORDS

"l® ®"d any derivative of the data for the duration of this
doriSo h^f T®' Contractor will have 30 days to destroy the data and anyderivative m whatever form it may exist, unless, otherwise required by law or permitted
undsr this Contract. To this end, the parties must:

A. Retentioh . .

1. The Contractor agrees it will not store, transfer or process data collected In
connection with the services rendered under this Contract outside of the United

'■squirement shall also apply in the implementation ofcloud computing, cloud service or cloud storage capabilities, and includes backup
data and Disaster Recovery locations.

2. The Contractor agrees to ensure proper security monitoring capabilities are in
place to detect potential security events that can impact State of NH systems
and/or Department confidential information for contractor provided systems.

3. The Contractor agrees to provide security awareness and education for its End
users in support of protecting Department confidential information.

4. The Contractor agrees to retain all electronic and hard copies of Confidential Data
in a secure location and identified in section IV. A.2

PoHPAMD/u?t°cr.!?'^®®® Data stored in a Cloud must be In aFedfWMP/HITECH compliant solution and comply with all applicable statutes and
regulations regarding the privacy and security. All servers and devices must have
currently-supported and hardened operating systems, the latest antl-vlral antl-
hacker, anti-spam, anti-spyware, and antl-malware utilities. The environment, as a

V4.O4.O4.2O10_Updated 2.6.19 Exhibit K ^ .
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whole, must have aggressive intrusion-detection and firewall protection.

6. The Contractor agrees to and ensures its complete cooperation writh the State's
Chief Information Officer in the detection of any security vulnerability of the hosting
infrastructure.

B. Disposition

1. If the Contractor will maintain any Confidential Information on its systems (or its
sub-contractor systems), the Contractor will maintain a documented process for
securely disposing of such data upon request or contract termination; and will
obtain written certification for any State of New Hampshire data destroyed by the
Contractor or any subcontractors as a part of ongoing, emergency, and or disaster
recovery operations. When no longer in use, electronic media containing State of
New Hampshire data shall be rendered unrecoverable via a secure wipe program
in accordance with industry-accepted standards for secure deletion and media
sanitization, or othenwise physically destroying the media (for example,
degaussing) as described In NIST Special Publication 800-88, Rev 1, Guidelines
for Media Sanitization, National Institute of Standards and Technology, U. S.
Department of Commerce. The Contractor will document and certify in writing at
time of the data destruction, and will provide written certification to the Department
upon request. The written certification will include all details necessary to
demonstrate data has been properly destroyed and validated. Where applicable,
regulatory and professional standards for retention requirements will be jointly

, evaluated by the State and Contractor prior to destruction.

2. Unless otherwise specified, within thirty (30) days of the termination of this
Contract, Contractor-agrees to.destroy.all hard.copies of Confidential.Data using.a
secure.method such as.shredding.

3.. Unless otherwise specified, within thirty (30) days of the "termination of this
Contract, Contractor agrees to completely destroy all electronic Confidential Data
by means of data erasure, also known as secure data wiping.

IV. PROCEDURES FOR SECURITY

A. Contractor agrees to safeguard the DHHS Data received under this Contract, and any
derivative data or files, as follows;

1. The Contractor will maintain proper security controls to protect Department
confidential information collected, processed, managed, and/or stored In the delivery
of contracted services.

2. The Contractor will maintain policies and procedures to protect Department
confidential information throughout the information lifecycle, where applicable, (from
creation, transformation, use, storage and secure destruction) regardless of the
media used to store the data (i.e., tape," disk, paper, etc.).

V4.04.04.2018_updaled 2.6.19 Exhibit K Contractor Inltia
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6.

7.

3. The Contractor will maintain appropriate authentication and access controls to
contractor systems that collect, transmit/or store Department confidential information
where applicable.

will ensure proper security monitoring capabilities are in place to
detect potential security events that can impact State of NH systems and/or
uepartment confidential information for contractor provided systems.

5. The Contractor will provide regular security awareness and education for its End
Users in support of protecting Department confidential information.

If the Contractor will be sub-contracting any core functions of the engagement
supporting the services for State of New Hampshire, the Contractor will maintain a
program of an internal process or processes that defines specific security
expedabons, and monitoring compliance to security requirements that at a minimum
match those for the Contrador, including breach notification requirements.

The Contrador agrees to condud an annual certified penetration testing of
databas^, website, web-based/ portals, or systems developed, implemented
managed, or supported as a deliverable for this Contrad. Certification of this testing
will be provided to DHHS Information Security. The objedive of said Penetration
Testing Is to identify design and/or fundionality issues in infrastrudure of systems
th^ could expose Confidential Data, as well as, computer and network equipment
and systems to risks from malicious adivities. Within 30 days after the annual
Penetration Test has been performed, the Contrador will provide DHHS Information
Secunty with a report of security issues that were revealed. Within 90 days of testing
me Contractor, will provide DHHS Information Security with a remediation plan. The
Contrador and DHHS will mutually agree which, if any, security issues revealed from
the Penetration Test will be remediated by the Contrador.

The Contador will work with the Department to sign'and comply with all applicable
State of New Hampshire and Department system access and authorization policies
and procedures, systems access forms, and computer use agreements as part of
obtairiing and maintaining access to any Department system(s). Agreements will be
completed and signed by the Contrador and any applicable sub-contradors prior to
system access being authorized.

If the Department determines the Contrador is a Business Associate pursuant to 45
Contrador will execute a HIPAA Business Associate Agreement

(BAA) with the Department and Is responsible for maintaining compliance with the
agreement.

10. The Contrador will work with the Department at its request to complete a System
Management Survey. The purpose of the survey is to enable the Department and
Contrador to monitor for any changes in risks, threats, and vulnerabilities that may
occur over the life of the Contrador engagement. The survey will be completed

8.

9.
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fhTconirado? o'rZ' Departments discretion with agreement by
SMHP of tho = Department may request the survey be completed when thecope of the engagement between the Department and the Contractor changes.

^ ̂' or^ DeoTrtmert ̂ ita^nff^h"^®' unknowingly, any State of New Hampshire
nrinr If °r outside the boundaries of the United States unless
iMriprchfn witten ronsent Is obtained from the Information Security Officeleadership member within the Department.

°f 3ny security breach Contractor shallmake efforts to investigate the causes of the breach, promptly take measures to

The^Stlt^ahaii minimize any damage or loss restilting from the breach
Ip h recover from the Contractor all costs of response and recovery fromthe breach, including but not limited to: credit monitoring services mailing coste and

the breaT nersL^^ue to
13. Contractor must, comply with all applicable statutes and regulations reqardlna the
SnTh" Information, and mu? In all ot^r respeds
t^pn thp ® and scope that Is not less
biri no^ liSi" '■®f"'renients applicable to federal agencies, Includingbut not limited to, provisions of the Privacy Act of 1974 (5 U S C 6 552al DHHS
crR'pa^s^e'otnlTlLrfh f '"- and'seclfty''Ri;ieM45informal;:'and L%Vl^bte^'Lri;^te'C'°"

14. Contrador agrees to establish and maintain appropriate administrative technical and
.physical -safeguards-to-protect the confidentiality of the CoSfal Data^^^^prevent unauthorized use or access to ff: The safeguards muTproi:!^^^^^ ■

"0^ '®ss than the level and scope of'securi^ reaulrements

fnffhi n t Resour^s/Procurement at https://www.nh.gov/doit/vendor/index htmDepartment of Information Technology policies guidelines standards and
procurement Information relating to vendors. gu'ceimes, standards, and
rpcfnf'^"' Ifu ® documented breach notification and Incidentresponse process. The Contractor will notify the State's Privacy Officer and
?21 h'::: nf"fh provided In this section, of any security breach within two(2) hours of the time that the Contractor teams of Its occurrence This Imlludera
whtehTffort computer security Incident, or suspected breach
Stete t^e

the Confidential Data obtained under thisContract to 01% those authorized End Users who need such DHHS Data to
perform their official duties In connection with purposes Identified In this Contract.

V4.04.04.2018_updated 2.6.19 Pyhihii k-
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17. The Contractor must ensure that all End Users;

a. corriply with such safeguards as referenced in Section IV A. above
implernented to protect Confidential Information that Is furnished' by DHHS
under this Contract from loss, theft or Inadvertent disclosure.

b. safeguard this information at all times.

c. ensure that laptops and other electronic devices/media containing PHI PI or
PFI are encrypted and password-protected. '

d. send emails ̂ ntainlng Confidential Information only If encrvoted and being
sent to and being received by email addresses of persons authorized to
receive such information.

^  e. limit disclosure of the Confidential Information to the extent permitted by law.
received under this Contract and individually

identifiable data denved from DHHS Data, must be stored in an area that is
physicaNy and technologically secure from access by unauthorized persons
dunng duty hours as well as non-duty hours (e.g., door- locks, card keys
biometnc Identifiers, etc.). '

g. only authorized End Users may transmit the Confidential Data/lncludinq any
denvaWe files containing personally Identifiable Information, and in all cases
such data must be encrypted at all times when In transit, at rest or wheti
stored on portable media as required in section IV above.

h. in all other Instances Confidential Data must be maintained, used and
disclosed using appropriate safeguards, as determined by a risk-based
assessment of the circumstances involved.

understand that their user credentials (user name and password) must not be
shared wth anyone. End Users will keep their credential information secure.
This applies to credentials used to access the site directly or indirectly through
a third party application. ' ̂ .

•I.

Contractor IS responsible for oversight and compliance of their End Users DHHS
reserv^ the nght to conduct onsite Inspections to monitor compliance with this

anH nfh pnvacy and security requirements provided in herein, HIPAA
fc f^ederal regulations until such time the Confidential DataIS disposed of In accordance with this Contract.

V. LOSS REPORTING

10% the State's Privacy Officer, Information Security Office and

limB Security Incidents and Breaches within two (2) hours of thetime that the Contractor leams of their occurrence.

V4.04.04.2018_updated 2.6.19 ^ ^ .
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The Contractor must further handle and report Incidents and Breaches Involving PHI in
accordance with the agency's documented Incident Handling and Breach Notification
procedures and in accordance with 42 C.F.R. §§ 431.300 - 306. In addition to, and
notwithstanding, Contractor's compliance with all applicable obligations and procedures,
Contractor's procedures must also address how the Contractor will:

1. Identify Incidents;

2. Determine if personally Identifiable information is involved in Incidents;

3. Report suspected or confirmed Incidents as required in this Exhibit or P-37;

4. Identify and convene a core response group to determine the risk level of Incidents
and determine risk-based responses to Incidents; and '

5. Determine whether Breach notification is required, and. if so. identify appropriate
Breach notification methods, timing, source, and contents from among different
options, and bear costs associated with the Breach notice as well as any mitigation
measures.

Incidents and/or Breaches that implicate PI must be addressed and reported, as
applicable, in accordance with NH RSA 359-C:20.

VI. PERSONS TO CONTACT

A. DHHS contact for Data Management or Data Exchange issues:

DHHSInformationSecurityOffice@dhhs.nh.go.v

B. DHHS contacts for Privacy issues:

DHHSPriya_cyOfficer@dhhs.nh.gov

C. DHHS contact for InfoiWiat^

DHHSInformationSecurityOffice@dhhs.nh:gov

D. DHHS contact for Breach notifications:

DHHSInformationSecurityOffice@dhhs.nh.gov

DHHSPrivacy.Officer@dhhs.nh.gov

V4.04.04.2018_updaled 2.6.19 ExhfbitK Contractor Initials
DHHS Information

Security Requirements 7 T\ f \ /
Page9of9 Date Ly 1 1^1



Medicaid Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medicaid Care Management Services

Exhibit L - MOO Implementation Plan

1. General

1.1. The MCO shall submit an implementation Plan to DHHS for review and approval no
later than twenty-four (24) hours after Governor and Council approval.

1.2. The Implementation Plan shall address, at a minimum, the following elements and
include timelines, activities and ̂ aff responsible for implementation of the Plan:

1.2.1., Contract Management and Compliance:

1.2.2. Provider Contracting and Credentialing;

1.2.3. Provider Payments;

1.2.4. Provider Training;

1.2.5. Member Services;

1.2.6. Member Enrollment;

1.2.7. Member Education and incentives;

1.2.8. Pharmacy Management;

1.2.9. Care Management;

1.2.10. Utilization Management;

1.2.11. Quality Management;

1.2.12. Grievance System;

1.2.13. Fraud, Waste, and Abuse;

1.2.14. Third-Party Liability;

1.2.15. MClS;

1.2.16. Financial Management; and

1.2.17. Provider and Member Communications.

1.3. Upon initial DHHS approval of the Implementation Plan, the MCO shall implement the
Plan as approved covering the populations and services identified in theAgreement.

1.4. The MCO shall successfully complete all Readiness activities at its own cost and shall
not be reimbursed by DHHS.

1.5. The MCO shall obtain prior written approval from DHHS for any changes or deviations
from the submitted and approved Plan.

1.6. Throughout the Readiness period, the MCO shall submit weekly status reports to DHHS
that address: '

1.6.1.1. Progress on the Implementation Plan;

1.6.1.2. Risks/Issues and mitigation strategy;
.  -'4 ■ ■

1.6.1.3. -Modifications to the Implementation Plan;

Granite State Health Plan, Inc. Contractor Initial
Page 1 of 2 n \ ^
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Medicaid Care Management Services Contract .
New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medicaid Care Management Services

— - --Exhibit L - MCOImplementation Plan

1.6.1.4. Activities implemented to correct deficiencies identified by the MCO that
impact the Implementation Plan;

1.6.1.5., Program delays; and

1.6.1.6. Upcoming activities.

1.7. Throughout the Readiness period, the MCO shall conduct weekly implementation status
meetings with .DHHS at a time and location to be decided by DHHS. These meetings
shall include representatives of key MCO Implementation staff and relevant DHHS
personnel.

1.8. Should the MCO fail to pass Readiness for any elements of the Implementation Plan as
referenced in 1.2 of this Section, the MCO shall submit a Corrective Action Plan to
DHHS to ensure the MCO passes the Readiness Review and shall complete
implementation on schedule. Notwithstanding this requirement, DHHS retains its rights
pursuant to Sections 1.2.5 and 4.16.1.6 of this Agreement.

1.9. The MCO's Corrective Action Plan shall be integrated into the Implementation Plan as a
modification subject for review and approval by DHHS.

1.10 DHHS reserves the right to suspend enrollment of members into the MCO until
deficiencies in the MCO's Readiness activities are rectified and/or apply liquidated
damages.

1.11 Liquidated damages will be imposed in accordance with Exhibit N and Section 5.5.8 of
Exhibit A.

Granite State Health Plan, Inc.

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-03
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Medicaid Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medicaid Care Management Services

Exhibit M - MOO Proposai submitted In response to RFP*2019-OMS-02-MANAG

MOO Proposal and cover letter submitted in response to RFP-2019rOMS-02-MANAG incorporated here
by reference.

Exhibit M - MOO Proposal submitted In response to RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG

Granite State Health Plan, Inc. Contractor Initials:'
RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-03 Date:
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Medicaidl Care Management Services Contract
Exhibit N

Liquidated Damages Matrix

example, if the MCO fate to ̂ eT a forthi? anf on the timefmme below. For
assessed weekly, then the liquidated damages shall asses.seH far »anh ' JL 1™'"! °A''.'® "q^^ated^ damages are

1. LEVEL 1

MCO actjon(s) or
inaction(s) that
senously
jeopardize the
health, safety,
and welfare of

member(s):
reduces

members' access
to care; and/or
the integrity of the
managed care
program

1
1.1 Failure to substantially provide medically necessary covered services

$25,000 per each failure
i.z uiscnminattng among members on the basis of their health status or
need for health care services! $ 1 CO,000 per violation
i.j imposing arbitrary utilization {management criteria, quantitative coverage
limits, or pnor authorization requirements prohibited in the contract $25,000 per violation

1.4 Imposing on members; premiums or charges that are in excess of the
premiums or charges permitted by DHHS

$10,000 per violation (DHHS will
return the overchaige to the
member)i.b Continuing failure to meet minimum care management, care

coordination and transition of care policy requirements $25,000 per week of violation
1.6 Continuing failure to meetmmimum behavioral health (mental health
and substance use disorder) requirements, including regarding the full
continuum of care for members with substance use disorders $25,000 per week of violation

1.7 Continuing failure to meet orfailure to require their network providers to
meet the network adequacy standards established by DHHS (without an
approved exception) or timelyi member access to care standards in Section
4.7.5.

$1,000 per day per occurrence until
correction of the failure or approval
by DHHS of a Corrective Action Plan
$100,000 per day for failure to meet
the requirements of the approved
Corrective Action Plan1.8 Misrepresenting or falsifyirig infomiation fumished to CMS or to DHHS

or a member $25,000 per violation

1.9 Failure to comply with the requirements of Section 5.3 (Program
Integnty) of the contract

$10,000 per month of violation (for
each month that DHHS determines
that the MCO is not substantially iri

Granite State Health Plan, Inc.

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-03
Contractor Initial

Exhibit N - Liquidated Damages Matrix
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Medicaid Care Management Services Contract
Exhibit N

Liquidated Damages Matrix

Liquidated damages shall be assessed based on the violation or non-compliance set forth In this Matrix. While Exhibit O measures
compliance in a specific timeframe. typically monthly, the liquidated damages shall be assessed based on the timeframe below. For
example, If the MCO fails to meet a monthly requirement set forth in Exhibit O, and according to this Exhibit the liquidated damages are
assessed weekly, then the liquidated damages shall be assessed for each week within the month that was found to be in violation.

compliance)

1.10 Continuing failure to resolve member appeals and grievances within
specified timeframes $25,000 per violation

1.11, Failure to submit timely, accurate, and/or complete encounter data
submission in the required file format
(For submissions more than 30 calendar days late, DHHS reserves the n'ght
to withhold 5% of the aggregate capitation payments made to the MCO in
that month until such time as the reauired submission is made)

$5,000 per day the submission Is
late

1.12 Failure to comply in any way with financial reporting requirements
(Including timeliness, accuracy, and completeness) $25,000 per violation

1.13 Failure to adhere to the Preferred Drug List requirements $25,000 per violation

1.14 Continued noncompliance and failure to comply with previously
imposed remedial actions and/or intermediate sanctions from a Level 2
violation - '

$25,000 per violation

1.15 Continued failure to comply with the Mental Health Parity and Addiction
Equity Act of 2008, 42 CFR part 438, subpart K, which prohibits
discrimination in the delivery^'of mental health and substance use disorder
services and in the treatment of members with, at risk for, or recovering
from a mental health or substance use disorder •

$50,000 per violation for continuing
failure

1.16 Continued failure to meet the requirement;^.fpr minimizing psychiatric
boarding $5,000 per day for continuing failure

Granite State Health Plan, Inc.^

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-03
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Medicaidj Care Management Services Contract
Exhibit N

Liquidated Damages Matrix

Liquidated damages ̂ all be assessed based on the violation or non-compliance set forth in this Matrix. While Exhibit O measures
compliancy in a specific timeframe, typically monthly, the liquidated damages shall be assessed based oh the timeframe below For
example if the MCO fai^s to meet a monthly requirement set forth In Exhibit O. and according to this Exhibit the liquidated damages are
assessed weekly, then the liquidated damages shall be assessed for each week within the month that was found to be In violation.

1.17 In-network provider not enrolled with NH Medlcaid

$1,000 per provider not enrolled,
$500 per additional day provider Is
not suspended once MCO Is notified
of non-enfollment, unless good
cause is determined at the discretion

of DHHS
1.18 Failure to notify a member of DHHS senior management within twelve
(12) hours of a report by the Member, Member's relative, guardian or
authorized representative of an allegation of a serious criminal offense
against the Member by any employee of the MCO, Its Subcontrac:tor or a
Provider

$50,000 per violation

1.19 Two or more Level 1 \n6lations within a contract year $75,000 per occurrence
2. LEVEL 2

MCO action(s) or
inaction(s) that
jeopardize the
integrity of the
managed care
program, but
does not

necessarily
jeopardize
member(s)

2.1 Failure to meet readinessireview timeframes or address readiness
deficiencies in a timely manner as required under the Agreement

$5,000 per violation (DHHS reserves
the right to suspend enrollment of
members Into the MCO until

deficiencies in the MCO's readiness

activities are rectified)2.2 Failure to maintain the privacy and/or security of data containing
protected health Information (PHI) which results In a breach of the security
of such information and/or timely; report violations In the access, use, and
disclosure of PHI

$100,000 per violation

2.3 Failure to meet prompt payment requirements and standards
$25,000 per violation

Granite State Health Plan, Inc.

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-03
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IWedicaid Care Management Services Contract
Exhibit N

Liquidated Damages Matrix

compliance i" a spymc'tirnlfrarnl® typirany®™°nthly®fhe^ O measures
example, if the MCO fails to meet a monthly requirement set forth h Sfit O assessed based on the timeframe below. For
assessed weekly, then the liquidated damages shali be assessed for each week within the mo'nlh lhat w\^S?,fd\o blTril^^on.'"'^

a'x.-s
,«tw

eve liaCO VfOfs;
ice

ate
ii meaaahealth, safety,

and welfare or
access to care

2.4 Failure to cost avoid, Inclusive of private insurance, Medicare or

^  y®^'" of the contract 1 2%in the se<^nd year, and 1.5% in contract years 3, 4, and 5; or failure to

dSn^^v DHHS '° percentage as
2.5 Failure to cost avoid claims of known third party liability (TPL)

n nfiof nf niw overpayments for waste and abuse in the amount of0.06 /o of paid claim amounts in the first year of the contract 0 08% in the
second year, and 0.10% in years 3. 4. and 5
2.7 Failure to refer at least 20 potential instances of subcontractor or
provider fraud, waste, or abuse to DHHS annually

by^Oms"""" substantiated

hanl;!fin^c educational materials, and
mTtPriaMw m I markehng materials, or materials that contain false ormatenally misleading information

of!)°Drra«n? '"j;,®"''''/ member services requirements (inciuding hoursOf operation, call center, and online portal)

m  ;iock-in- program not locked into a pharmacy andno documentation as to waiver pr other excuse for not being locked in

Granite State Health Plan, Inc.

RFP-201 9-GMS-02-MANAG-03

Exhibit N - Liquidated Damages Matrix
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$50,000 per violation

$250 per member and total claim
amount paid that should have been
cost avoided

$50,000 per violation

$10,000 unless good cause
determined by Program Integrity

$10,000 per violation

$5,000 per violation

$5,000 per day of violation

$500 per member per occurrence
and total pharmacy claims amount
paid while not locked-in

Contractor Initial^
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Medicaid Care Management Services Contract
;  Exhibit N
Liquidated Damages Matrix

Liquidated damages shall be assessed based: on ithe violation or non-compliance set forth in this Matrix. While Exhibit O measures
compliance in a specific timeframe, typically rhontliiyl the liquidated damages shall be assessed based on the timeframe below.' For
example, if the MOO fails to meet a monthly requirement set,forth in Exhibit O, and according to this Exhibit the liquidated damages are
assessed weekly, then the liquidated damages shall bejassessed for each week within the month that was found to be in violation. . '

2.12 Continued noncompliance s^d failure to comply with previously
imposed remedial actions anid/or intermediate sanctions from a Level 3
violation

$25,000 per week of violation

2.13 Failure to suspend ontenrhinate providers in which it has been
determined by DHHS that the provider has committed a violation or is under
fraud investigation by.MFCUjWhen instructed by DHHS

$500 per day of violation

•  i l l

2.14 Failure to process a provider credentialing clean and complete
application timely ' ;

$5,000 per delayedsapplication and
$1,000 per each day the application
is delayed

2.15 Failure to meet performance standards in the contract which include
case management measures (Section 4.10.2.6, 4.10.6.2, 4.10.8.2), claims
processing (Section 4.15.8.2, 4.l!8.1.3. 4.18.2.2, 4.18.3-4.18.5), call center
perfonnance (Section 4.4.4.2.1l|& 4.13.4.1.2), transportation rides (Section
4.1.9.3 & 4.1.^7), and servicejaUthorization processing (Section 4.2.3.7.1 &
4.8.4.1) 1

$1,000 per violation

2.16 Two or more Level 2 violations within a contract year $50,000 per occun-ence

2.17 Failure to comply with subrogation timeframes established in RSA
167:14-a ■

$15,000 per occun-ence

3. LEVELS

MOO action(s) or
Inaction(s) that
diminish the

effective

oversight and

3.-1 Failure to submit to DHHSjwIthin the specified timeframes any
documentation, policies, notices, jmaterials, handbooks, provider directories,
provider agreements, ̂c. requiring DHHS review and/or approval or as
requeued by ani audit I - '

$10,000 per violation

3.2 Failure to submit to DHHSjwithin the specified timeframes all required
plans, documentation, and reporting related to the implementation of $10,000 per week of violation

Granite State Health Plan, Inc.

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-03
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Medicaid Care Management Services Contract
Exhibit N

Liquidated Damages Matrix

'"j.'-s "*• ° ™-™example, if the MCO fails to meet a monthly requirement se forth ̂  h ^ "ased on the timeframe below. Forassessed week^, then the liquidated damages shall be assessed for each week wi^hTn fh^rnomh !haT:^™to beTn'v^^tion

administration of

the managed
care program.

Altemath/e Payment Model requirements

3.3 Failure to implement and maintain required policies, plans and
programs $500 per every one-week delay
3 4 Failure to comply with provider relations requirements (includinq hours
of operation, call center, and online portal) $10,000 per violation
3.5 Failure to report subrogation settlements that are under 80% of the total
liability (lien amount) $10,000 per violation
3.6 Failure to enforce material provisions under its agreements with
Subcontractor $25,000 per violation
3.7 Failure to submit and obtain DHHS review and approval for applicable
Subcontracts ^ $25,000 per violation

3.8 Failure to comply with ownership disclosure requirements
$10,000 per violation

3.y Continued noncompliance and failure to comply with previously imposed
remedial actions and/or intermediate sanctions from a Level 4 viniatinn $25,000 per week of violation
3. lU hailure lo meet minimum social services and community care
r^uirements. as described in Section 4.10.10 (Coordination and Integration
with Soaal Services and Community Care) of the contract, with resp^ to
unmet resource needs of members

$10,000 per violation

-

3.11 Failure to ensure that clinicians conducting or contributing to a

a'^.o certified in the use of New Hampshire'sCANS and ANSA, or an alternative evidenced based assessment tool
approved by DHHS within the soecified timeframe

$10,000 per violation

Granite State Health Plan. Inc.

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-03
Contractor Initlak
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Medicaid Care Management Services Contract
Exhibit N

Liquidated Damages Matrix

Liquidated damages shall be assessed based on the violation or non-compliance set forth In this Matrix. While Exhibit O measures
compliance in a specific timeframe, typically monthly, the liquidated damages shall be assessed based on the timeframe below. For
example, if the MOO fails to meet a monthly reqiiiren^ent set forth in Exhibit O, and according to this Exhibit the liquidated damages are
assessed weekly, then the liquidated damages shall; be assessed for each week within the month that was found to be in violation.

3.12 Two or more Level 3 violations within a contract year $100,000 per occurrence

4. LEVEL 4 ^

MOO action(s) or
inaction(s) that
inhibit the

efficient operation
the managed
care program.

4.1 Submission of a late, incorrect, or incomplete report or deliverable
(excludes encounter data arid other financial reports) $500 per day of violation

4.2 Failure to comply with timeframes for distributing (or providing access
to) beneficiary handbooks, identification cards, provider directories, and
educational materials to beneficiaries (or potential members)

$5,000 per violation

4.3 Failure to meet minimum requirements requiring coordination and
cooperation with external entities (e.g.. the New Hampshire Medicaid Fraud
Control Unit, Office of the Inispector General) as described in-the contract

$5,000 per violation

4.4 Failure to comply with'program audit remediation plans within required
timeframes

$5,000 per occurrence

4.5 Failure to meet staffing requirements $5,000 per violation

4.6 Failure to ensure provider agreements include all required provisions $10,000 per violation

Granite State Health Plan, Inc.

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-03

Exhibit N - Liquidated Damages Matrix
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Medicaid Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
lyiedlcald Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

1. General

1.1. The list of deliverables In Exhibit O provides a high level summary of what each
deliverable will entail. Please note all Inhiwation Is subject to revision and refinement
as NH DHHS finalizes the specifications for each deliverable.

1.2. The Exhibit O measures/measure sets, logs, and narrative reports shall be submitted
according to the specified schedule. Submission formats shall be either the standard
HEDIS submission format for HEDIS measures or as specified by NH DHHS for other
measures, data tables and reports.

1.3. NH DHHS utilizes measures from several measure stewards, including NCQA and the
Pharmacy Quality Alliance (PQA). The MCO is responsible for contracting with these
entities or associated vendors as appropriate for producing deliverables.

1.4. To help Insure the successful generation of consistent Exhibit O deliverables (both over
time for each MCO and also across all MCOs), the following processes will be in place.

1.4.1. NH DHHS shall:

1.4.1.1. Identify specifications for each deliverable;

Engage the MCOs In the development of measures as appropriate;

1.4.1.3. Schedule "Exhibit 0" meetings (webinafs, typically held on Friday
afternoons) with the MCOs to:

1.4.1.3.1. Review all deliverable specifications;

1.4.1.3.2. Provide clarifications as needed by the MCOs;

1.4.1.3.3. Establish initial due dates for all deliverables.

1.4.14. Provide training.for use of the NH Medicaid Quality Information System
(MQIS) and the DHHS SFTP site;

.  1.4.1.5. Contact MCO compliance staff to. validate suspected reporting
discrepancies.

.1.4:2. .. MCb cortiplistn^.staff and appropriate subject matter experts (SMEs) shall:
1.4.2.1. Review, sign, and comply with all applicable DHHS and DolT applicable

policies and procedures;
1.4.2.2. Review all specifications for clarity and request more information as

needed; ,

1.4.2.3. Participate in measure development activities as appropriate;

T.4.2.4. Participate in the "Exhibit O" meetings;

1.4.2.5. Follow the finalized specifications for submission of deliverables;

1.4.2.6. Gain access to and utilize the MQIS, including participation in any DHHS-
required training necessary;

1.4.2.7. Submit.all data as required to MQIS using MQIS specified formats;

Granite State Health Plan, Inc. Contractor Initials'
Page 1 of 89
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Medicaid Care Management Services Contract

Neyy Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medicaid Care Management Services

EXHIBIT 0 - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

1.4.2.8. Submit deliverables as required to the DHHS SFTP site;

1.4.2.9. Respond to system generated error reports;

1.4.2.10. Respond to requests froni DHHS staff to validate suspected reporting
discrepancies.

1.5. The Department reserves the right to develop and require alternative methodologies to
submit data.

Granite State Health Plan, Inc. Contractor Initials
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Medicaid Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medicaid Care Management Services

EXHIBiT O-Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

2. Key Definitions

2.1. The following terrns include some of the unique or new terms found in Exhibit O.
Please reference the model contract for more details.

2.1.1. Community
' Hospital

Any hospital other than New Hampshire Hospital

2.1.2. Community
Mental Health

Program or
CMHP

A program established and administered by the state, city, town, or
county, or a nonprofit corporation for the purpose of providing mental
health services to the resident of the area and which minimally

provides emergency, medical or psychiatric screening and evaluation,
case management, and psychotherapy services [RSA 135-C:2, IV]. A
CMHP is authorized to deliver the comprehensive array of services
described in He-M 426 and is designated to cover a region as
described in He-M 425.

Formerly referred to as Community Mental Health Center or CMHC.

2.1.3. High Risk/
High Need

See Section 4.10.6 of the model contract.

2.1.4. Local Care

Management
Local Care Management shall mean that the MCO will provide real
time, high touch, in-person Care Management and consistent follow up
with Providers and Members to assure that selected Members are

making progress with their Care Plans.

See Section 4.10.9 of the model contract.

2.1.5. Priority
Populations

Populations that are most likely to have Care Management needs and
are most able to benefit from Care Management.

See Section 4.10.3 of the model contract.

2.1.6. Subpopulations Subpopulations are made up of components used together to classify
a member. Subpopulation methodology will vary depending on the
measure. Subpopulations are used for selected measures as
indicated in the NH Medicaid Care Management Quality and Oversight
Reporting Deliverables table below. Note: some measures use more
than one subpopulation method. The following subpopulations are
used:

•  General

•  Granite Advantage Waiver

Granite State Health Plan, Inc.
Page 3 of 89
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Medicaid Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
l/lTdicald'Cal^Management"ServlcM '

EXHIBIT 0 - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

SUDIMD Waiver

General:

•  The General subpopulation is made up of the following
components: Age Group, Member Type, LTSS Type, and

'  Payer Type. Measures use specific components in conjunction
based on the measurement intent.

•  Each component is broken down into categories that have
standardized definitions used consistently across all measures.
The categories for the components are:

o Age Group {Children, Adults, Older Adults),
o Member Type {DCYF Involved Child, Child with Severe

Disabilities (HC-CSD, SSI, SMS), Other Special Needs
Child. Other Child, Special Needs Adult, All Other
Adults, All Older Adults),

o LTSS Type {Receiving LTC Services (Waiver or
Nursing Home), Eligible for CMHC Services and Not
Also Waiver/Nursing Home, Not Receiving Waiver,
CMHC, or Nursing Home), and

o Payer Type {Medicaid Primary. Medicare Primary,
Other Primary)

Granite Advantage Waiver:

1 The Granite Advantage Waiver subpopulation components are
those necessary to meet Centers f^Me(^are and Medicaid

■  - Services (CMS) waiver requirements for monitoring and
evaluation.

SUP IMP Waiver:

•  The SUD IMD Waiver subpopulation components are those
necessary to meet Centers for Medicare and Medicaid
Services (CMS) waiver requirements for monitoring and
evaluation.

Granite State Health Plan. Inc.
Page 4 of 89
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Medlcaid Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medlcaid care Management Ser^ces

EXHIBIT O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

NH Medlcaid Care Management Quality and Oversight Reporting Deliverables
Note: Table is Sorted by Domain and Reporting Reference ID; purpose of monitoring is the primary purpose for monitoring: In addition all measures are monrtored by DHHS for Its general
monitoring of managed care plans.

DstatSub'mlssion

Required SIRe Jtefe beltven;CO^asurenDome
easu

tion

^1Freque
Brea

>'s

The numbier of RN level pHvste duty
nuninK hours delivered and billed
by dayAveekend/nlght, and
Intensive (ventilator dependent)
mocfiflers (S9123, S9123 Ul, S9123
U2). The hours will be reported out
by adult (age 21-f) and pediatrk
(age O-20) benefldary categories on
a quarterly baste to ensure that
privBte duty nursing payments ace
achieving their Intended purpose of
inoeasing access to private duty
nursing services.

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

Private Duty Nursing;

RN-level Hours

Delivered and Billed

PON.04 Access Quarter Measure Quarterly

Granite State Health Plan, Inc.

RFP-201 9-OMS-02-MANAG-03
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Medlcaid Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Medlcaid Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

s&

;trs

OescrlptibnA^

Wi

m Req
CO

Ion

mque«««

ffiS^^PsttijSubinaslontsafe^

Repo

PON.OS Access

Private Duty Nursing;

LPN-level Hours

Oefivered and Billed

The number of LPN level private
duty nursing hours delivered and

billed by day/weekend/nlght, and
Intensive (ventilator d^mdent)
modifiers (S9124, S91M Ul). The

hours win be reported out by adult
(age 21+) and pedlatric (age O30|
benefldary categories on a

quarterly basis to ensure that'

private duty nursing payments are

achieving their irnended purpose of
increasing access to private diity
nursing services. .

Quarter Measure Quarterly

2 Months after

end of

Measuremerrt

Period

PDN.07 Access

Private Duty Nursing:

Individual Detail for

Members Recelvlrtg

Private Duty Nursing

Services

Year to Date detail related to i
members receh/ingprhrate duty
nursing ser>dces.

Quarter Table Quarterly

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

ANNUALAPT.01
Care

Managemem

Medteaid Care

Management

Program

Comprehensive

Annual Report

The anrajil report Is the Managed
Care Organization's report on the

accomplishments ar>d opportunities
of the prior agreement year. The
report wID address how the MCO

has Impacted Department priority
issues, social determinants of'

health, Improvemerits to population
health, and developed llnrwvatlve

programs. The audfertoe will be the

NH Governor, leglsbture, andiother

Agreement

Year

Narrative

and

Analytic

Report

Annually August 30th

Granite State Health Plan, Inc.

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-03
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Medlcald Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Heatth and Human Services
Medicaid Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

Ret)
Re CO DeMeasurement OH&0 •heSin

eriod
Repo

rea

stakeholtJers. From the hesith
plan's perspective, the report will
connect outcomes and

opportunities for both dlnlcal and

operational Improvement While
the health plans have fiexlbinty on
the detailed specific content the
report must cover the following
topics in the order of the table of

contents provided in the

specification. When applicable, the
health plan will assess each topic's
Impact on members, providers,
prc^ram quality, and cost Text and
graphics will be used to produce a
report that is engaging and
Informative to a public aucflence In
plain language. The report should
be between 20 and 80 pages and
win be posted on the New

Hampshire Medlcald Quality and
health plan website.

Count and percent of newboms
diagnosed with Neonatal
Abstinence Syndrome (NAS) during
the measurement quarter referred
to case management within 30

calendar days of diagnosis.

Case Management:

Neonatal Abstinence
Syndrome Referrals

4 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

Care

Management
CARECOOR0.03

Quarter Measure Quarterty

Granite State Health Plan, Inc.

RFP-201 9-OMS-02-MANAG-03 Page 7 of 89
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Medicald Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Medicald Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O ~ Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements
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CARECOORO.04
Care

Manasement

Case Management:

Neonatal Abstinence

Syndrome

Engagement

Count and percentof newboms

diagnosed with Neonatal

Mtstinence Syndrome(NAS] during
the measuremerrt quarter who
enrolled with the MCO care

management program wlthiri30

days of the referral. •

Quarter Measure Quarterly

5 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

CAREMOT.Ol
Care

Management

Care Management

Plan Including Plan to

Assess and Repoh on
the Quality and

Appropriateness of
Care Furnished to

Members With

Spedal Health Care

Needs

Overview of the MCO t-

comprehensive care management
and an assessment ofiMCO care

management, with comprehertsive

care coordination aaoss its Iwalth

plan, other payen. fee-for-seirvice
Medicald, community service and

other heaith and social service

providers: promoting and assuring

service acceslbillty; centered on

individual member and care giver
needs with membe and,family

Involvement; community certtered;

culturally approprlatejcare. The
plan will also Indude the MCO's

local care management plan :
describing the structure/the

percentage of hlglwlsk/hlgh-need
members serviced, the Ibt of
designated local care managment
entities that wID conduct the local

care management, and description

N/A Plan Annually Maylst

Granite State Health Plan, Inc.

RFP.2019-OMS-02-MANAG-03
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Medfcaid Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Departrii^ of Health and Human Services
MecDcald Care Managenioit Services

EXHIBIT 0 - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

iSebrntetef^ia^^

MGO aOeDHfSfrementmm

Repom rea

sstiSS:

mmof the geography and priority
populations the designated local
entltJes wID serve. The plan win also
Indude the MCO's risk scoring and
stratification methodology which
shall indude but not be limited to:
information and data to be utilized;
description of the methodology;
methodology for Identifying high
risk/ high need Members who are
not Priority Populations; number of
risk strata; criteria for each risk

stratum; and approximate expected
population in each stratum. In the
second agreement year, the MCO
shall Indude an appencflx to the
plan that indudes the number of
members broken out by each of the
risk stratum as well as referrals for
sodal services and community care
provided to merhbers.

Care Management:

Comprehensive
Assessments

Completed for
Priority Populattotq

Count and percent of members

newly Identified as being In one or
more priority population during the
quarter, who have a completed
compreftensfve assessment.

2 Months after

ertdof

Measurement

Period

Care

Management
CAREMGT

Quarter Measure Quarterly

iranlte State Health Plan, Inc.

FP-20190MS-02-MANAG-03 Page 9 of 89
Contractor Initials'
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Medlcaid Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medlcaid Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

d&»QP*tajSUbnilssleh!^j!^
iSsi

CO Oe
remen

Ion easuhV

nwireane

CAREMGT.23
Care

Management

Care Management:

Comprehensive

Assessments

Completed for

PrIorttY Populations
by Suttcontractors

Count and percentiof members
newly Identified asibetngin oeeor
more priortty poptdatlon 'during the
quarter, who have a completed
comprehensive assessment by a

subcontnctor (e.g. Independent

DeHvery Networis; Community
Mental Health Prograi^ Spedal
Medical Services, HC8S case ^
managers, and Area Agendes;)

Quarter Measure Quarterty

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

CAREM6T.24
Care

Management

Care Management:

Comprehensive

Assessments

Completed for

Prtortty Populations

Within 30 Calendar

Days

Coum atsd percentof memben
newly Identified as belng;in one or

more priority population during the
quarter, have a compieted I
comprehensive assessment Within

30 calendar days of Identification.

Quarter Quarterly

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

CAREM6T.2S
Care

Management

Care Management:

Care Plans

Ofssemirtated within

14 Calendar Days

Count artd percent of members with
a new care plan establlsl^ during
the quarter, In whUi the.ptari was
ifistiibuted In urrltKtg to members of

the local based care team within 14.
calendar days. The local care team

Indudes but Is rwt llmiteti to the

member's PCP, spedalist, |
behavioral health proper, and
local community based care team.

Quarter Quarterly

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

Granite State Health Plan, Inc.

RFP-20190MS-02-MANAG-03
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MedlcaM Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Mecflcald Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

DatatSubmliiion

CO DeBveven
!?»Sptlbn^N

22 •?«¥ &DO

Brei

■ K

2 Months •fter

end of

Measurement

Period

Quarterty
CAREMGT.26

CAREMGT.27

CAREM6T.28

Care

Manasement

Care

Managecnent

Care

Manasement

Care Manacement;

Local Care

Management

Resources - Unmet

Needs

Care Management:

Members Identified

as High Risk Receiving
Care Management

Care Management:

Members Receiving

Care Management by
Prtortty Population

Standard template aggregating by
county, resource needs (e.g.
housing supports, providers) that
cannot be met because they are not
locally available. Data vvlll be based
on the care screeiting and

comprehensive assessments
cortducted during the quarter.

Count and percent of members

identified as "Wgh-risk"/"hlgh-need"
throu^ the comprehensive
assessment during the quarter, who
are enrolled In care management
Enrollment In care management Is

defined as the member having a
completed plan of care.

Standard template capturing
quarterly counts of members
ervolled In care management,
Indudlrtg local and plan
administered, during the quarter
broken out by priority populatiorts

outlined In the Care Coordination
and Care Management section of

the MCM Model Contract

Enrollment in care management is
defined as the member having a
completed plan of care.

Granite State Health Plan. Inc.

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-03

Quarter

Quarter

Quarter

Table

Measure

Table

Quarterty

Quarterly

2 Months after

ertd of

Measurement

Period

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

Page 11 of 89
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MedlcaM Care Management Servkes Contract

Vew Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medlcald Care Management Services

0(HIBITp - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

i>i>eflwerablQOesa1ptlor
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CAREMGT.29
Care

Management

Care Management

Outreach: High Risk

Members

Count and percent of members
identified as 'hlgfw1sk7*bigh-need*

through the comprehensive

assessment who receive outreach
to enroll In care management.

Quarter Measure Quarterly

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

X

CAREMGT.30
Care

Management

Care Management:

Members Receiving

Local Care

Management'

Count and (>ercent of members who

are enrolled In care management

and receiving local care |

management Enrollment in care
management is defined as the

member having a completed plan of
care.

Quarter Measure Quarterly

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

X

CAREMGT.31
Care

Management

Care Management:

Median Days

Memben Enrolled by

Local Care

Management and

Plan Care

Management

Median number of days enrolled In

care management for members

who were dlsdiarged from care

management during the quarter.

The measure will Indude 1

enrollment In local care ;

management and pbn care
management. Enrollment in care

management is defined as the

member having a completed plan of
<are.

Quarter Measure Quarterly

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

X

Srantte State Health Plan, Inc.

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-03
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Metflcald Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medlcahl Cere-Management Services

EXHIBIT O - Quality and Oversight Reporting.Requirements

PifiTadrgt^iMSr
m.

RMulredi
Oescri remeotes

Quency
an

Count and percent of members
enroDed in local care management
during the quarter, who had at least
one face to ̂ ce meeting wfth their
local case manager during the
quarter. Enrollment In care

management Is defined as the

member having a completed plan of
care.

a Iis

Can Management:
Membm Enrolled in

Local Can

Management Who
Receive a Face-^o-

Face Can

Management

Care

Management

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

CAREIMGT.32
Quarter Measure Quarterly

Count and percent of member

receiving local can management
who were identified as *hlgh-
rWt"^hlgh-f»eed* by the
comprehensive assessment.
Enrollment In care management is
defined as the member having a
completed plan of care.

Can Management -
Members Receiving
Local Can

Management wtx> are

High Risk Members

Can

Management
2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

CAREMGT.33
Quarter Measure Quarterly

Count and percent of members
enrolled In can management
during the quarter by subpopuiatton
bnakouts. Eivollment In can
managemern is defined as the

member having a completed plan of

Can Management:
Members Enrofled In

Can Management by
Subpopulatlon

Care

Martagement

4 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

CAREMGT.34
Quarter Measure General Quarterly

care.

ranite State Health Plan. Inc.
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ledlcald Care Management Sendees Contract

ew Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
ledlcald Care Management Services

EXHIBIT 0 ̂ Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

m
SJC5=

CAAEMGT.3S

■Simm.
m

9.-S

m Measure
ptk) mm

mm0
m'ti

5«

fê <^P»tatStrf>mlsrion;is^d^

Care

Management

Care Management:
Member Referrals to
OHHS's Tobacco
Cessation Programs

Count of the number of member
referrals made to the NH DHHS
Tobacco Cessation Prograrns (e.g.
Quit Une, CessatlonCoachIng/'
Counsellrtg) during the quarter: The
total should Indudei referrals made
by the MCO member call centers,
case managers, and< other MCO staff
and contractors that are able to
make referrals.

Quarter

cs%

MCO

loh.-sSot
rea

sStMk

Quarterly

^(dS^^lpai
Repo

m

2 Months after
end of

Measurement

Period

m
iiS^t

m

SMiSie

HRA.04
Care
Management

Health Risk
Assessment: Best
Effort to Have New
Member Conduct
MCO's Health Needs
Self-Assessment

Count and percent of new members
In the quarter in wMch the MCO
made at least three attm'pts, by
phone, to completethe Health Risk
Assessment within 90 calendar days
of the member's enrollment. The
rate also Includes all members who
complete the health risk
assessment within 90 calendar days,
regardless of the number of MCO
attempts to contact the member.

Quarter Measure Quarterly

2 Months after
end of

Measurement

Period

HRA.OS
Care

Management

Health Risk
Assessment: New
Member Successfully
Completed MCCs
Health Needs Self-
Assessment

Count and percent of new members
In the quarter who succes^lly
complete the Health Risk I
Assessment within 90 calmdar days
of the enrollment. . '

Quarter Measure Quarterly

2 Months after-
end of

Measurement

Pericxl

Sranite State Health Plan. Inc.
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irte<ficald Care Management Services Contract

lew Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
dedlcaid Care Management Services

EXHIBiTO-Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

g@a^D»tatSubmlni6hsg^'tf d^rurpose bf.M
mm.
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Brea

«iSS!<£»;
Appeals Resolution

Resolution of

Standartl Appeals
Within 30 Calendar
Days

Count and percent of appeal
resolutions of standard appeals
within 30 calendar days of receipt
of appeal for appeals received
during the measure data period.
Count and percent of appeal
resolutions of extended standard
appeals within 44 calendar days of
receipt of appeal for appeals
received during the measure data
period.

Grievances &

Appeals

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

APPEAIS.01
Quarter Measure Quarterly

Appeals Resolution:

Resolution of

Extended Standard

Appeals Within 44

Calendar Days

Grievances &

Appeals .

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

ARPEAIS.02
Quarter Measure Quarterly

Count and percent of appeal
resolutions of expedited appeals
wItNn 72 hours of receipt of appeal
for appeals received during the
measure data period.

Count and percent of appeal

Appeals Resolution

Resolution of

Expedited Appeals
Within 72 Hours

6rievartces&

Appeals

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

APPEAtS.03
Quarter Measure Quarterly

Appeals Resolution

Resolution of All

Appeals Within 45

Calendar Days

resolutions within 45 calendar days
of receipt of appeal for appeals
received during the measure data
period.
Count and percent of appeals
where member abandoned appeal,
MCO action was upheld, or MCO
action was reversed for all appeab
received during the measure data
period.

Grievances &

Appeals

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

APPEA15.04

Quarter Measure Quarterly

Appeals Resolution:

Resolution of Appeals
by Disposition Type

Grievances 6

Appeals

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

APPEAIS.OS
Quarter Measure Quarterly

anite State Health Plan, Inc.
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lecOcald Care Management Sendees Contract

ew Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
ledlcald Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O -IQuality and Oversight Reporting Requirements
■  ' ■ _l r.i»'A'!f^M^6Sf3rj.'fhiri>Weldf,Moi^^
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^poiMjlatlor^ ^fo|Meas^^^p11mm 11 iii
APPEAIS.16

Grievances &

Appeals

Appeals by Type of
Resolution and

Category of Service by
State Plan, 1915^
Waiver, and Total

Population

Standard template that provides

counts of MCO resoK/edj appeals by
resolution type (l.e. upheld, '
withdrawn, abandoned! by|categorY
of service. The counts are broken

out by State Plan and 1915B waiver
populations..

Quarter Table Quarterly

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

X X- X

APPEA15.17
Grievances ft

Appeals

Pharmacy Appeals by

Type of Resolution
and Therapeutic Drug

Oass by State Plan,

19t5B Waiver, and
Total Population

Standard template providing counts
of MCO appeals resolutions by

resolution type and category of

pharmacy dass

Quarter Table Quarterly

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period
1

X X X

APPEAL5.U
Grievances ft

Appeals

Appeals Reversed:
Service Authorized

WItNn 72 Hours

Following Reversed
Appeal

Count and percent of services ;
authorized within 72 hours

ft^lowing a reversed appeal for the

service that was previoesly deriled,
limited or delayed by the MCO!

Quarter Measure Quarteriy

1

!  2 Months after
end of

Measurement

Period

]

X X

APPEALS.19
Grievances ft

Appeals

Appeals Received:

Member Initiated

Count and percent of Member:

appeals filed durlngthe i >
measurement data period; per;
1,000 member months: i i

Quarter Measure Quarterly

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

X X

6RIEVANCE.02
Grievances ft

Appeals

Grievance Log

trvduding State Plan /
191SB Wahrer Flag

Standard temi^ate log of all ,

grievances with detail on grievances
and any corrective action or '

response to the grievance for
grievances made within the '
measure data period. < ' i

Quarter Table Quarterly

15 Calendar

Days after end
of

Measurement

Period

X X X

Granite State Health Plan. Inc.

lFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-03
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MedlcaW Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medlcaid Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

itaig^DvtatSubnitelonfe^^a
m

'm̂2 ^■SCA uqu SDeOwc^t
mXSS

»g otes A
?JSi mwm m T*S

3SiCount and Percent of member
grtewices received durini the
measure data period, per 1.000
member months.

r£P

Grievances 8
Appeab

Grievances: Received
from Member

2 Months after
end of

Measivement
Period

GRIEVANCE.03
Quarter Measure Quarterly

Count and percent of grievance
dispositions made within 45
calendar days of receipt of the
grievance for grievances made
within the measure data period or
wttWn 59 calendar days of receipt
of the grievance For grievances
extended for up to 14 days. The
count and percent wlH r^resent
the total of all grievarKes received
In the measurement period.

Grievances: Timely
Processing of Alt
Grievances

Grievances ft
Appeals

3 Months after
end of

Measurement
Period

GRtEVANCE.04
Quarter Measure Quarterly

Startdard template of MCO monthly
detailed paid daim history log
related to cases Identified by DHHS
as possible acddent and trauma.
This report vrill provide OHHS %«rith a
monthly detailed
pald/void/adjusted dalm Wstory log
related to cases Identlfled by DHHS
as possible accident and trauma
through the monthly 'MCO
recovery cases" request provided to
the MCOs by OHHS.

15 Calendar
Days after end

of

Measurement
Period

MCO

Operations
Acddent and Trauma
Qalm Log

ACaOENT.Ol
Month Table Monthly

Granite State Health Plan, Inc.
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Medlcald Care Mimagement Seivtces Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Sendees
MecDcaid Care Management Services

EXHIBIT Or- Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

m

SS:

SOonv
Measure DH

ru
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Measure

m oa

APM.Ol
MCO

Operations

Altemative Psyment

Model Plan

Impiementatkin plan that meets the

requirements for Alternative^

Payment Models outlined In the

MCM Model Contracliahd the

Department's Alternative Payment

Model Strategy. •

Varies Plan Annually May 1st

APM.02
MCO

Operatians

Alternative Payment

Model Quarterty

Update

Standard template shovHng the
quarterly results of the alterrtatfve

payment models.
Varies Table Quarterly

4 moftths

after end of

Quarter

APM.03
MCO

Operations

Alternative Payment

Model Completed

HCP-IAN Assessment

Results

The HCP4AN Assessment Is

available at: httpsV/hcp-

lan.org/workproducts/Natloaal-
Oat»^oilectiot>-Metr1cs.pdf; the

MCO is responsible for com(detln(
the required Information for|
Medlcald (and Is not required to

complete the portion of the •

anessmem related to other lines of

business, as applicable).'

Narrative

Report
Annually October 1st

CLAIM.OS
MCO

Operations

□aims: ProcesslnB
Accuracy

Sampled percent of professional
and faculty dean dalms that]are
accuratelv processed In theis
entirety from botft a finandal and
non-flnanclal perfective. Note:
Claims Indude both Medlcalland
Behavioral Healthidalms.

Month Measure Monthly

SO Calendar
Days after end

of

Measurement

Period

Granite State Health Plan, Inc.

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-03
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MetDcaW Care Management Services Coirtract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Servkes
Medlcald Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O-Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements
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m
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CIAIM.06

MCO

Opentions
Oakns: PaYment

Accuracy

Sampled percent of dean

professional and fadlttydaims
correctly paid. Note: Oalms Indude
both Medkal and Behavioral Health
dalms.

Month Measure Monthly

SOCaletfdar

Days after end

of

Measurement
X

?!*'}?•

X X

CLAIM.07
MCO

Operations
Claims: Financial

Accuracy

Sampled percent of dollars

accurately paid to providers for
professional and fedllty dalms.
Note: Oidms Indude both Medial
and Behaivloral Health dalms.

Month Measure Monthly

>

50 Calendar

Days after end

of

Measurement
X X X

CLAIM.OS
MCO

Operations
Claims: Interest on

late Paid Qalms

Total interest paid on professional
and fadSty dalms not paid within
30 calendar days of receipt usir^
Interest rate published In the
Federal Re^ster In January of each
year for the Medlare program.
Note: Claims Indude both Medial
and Behavioral Health dalms.

Month Measure Monthly

50 Calendar

Days after end

of

Measurement

Period

X X

CLMM.09
MCO

Operations

□aims: Timely
Processing: Sbty Days
of Receipt for
Professional aiMl
FadOty Medial
Claims

Count and percent of clean
professional and fadllty dalms
processed (paid or denied) within
GO calendar days of realpt. Note:
Claims indude both Medial and
Behavioral Health dahns.

Day Measure Monthly

80 Calendar
Days after end

of

Measurement
Period

X X

Granite State Health Plan, Inc.
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MedlcaW Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Mecflcald Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

mSij? 2ft

m
rein^t^m

i
2*«

loriS-K LKlOng
3 port

mm m ?n-:-Sijs.®i2jVXA\

Count and percent of profesdonai
and facility medical dalms received
In the prior month, wtth processlns
status on the last day of the .
previous month of; A: Paid, B:
Suspended. C: Dented; Note: Claims
indude both Medical and
Behavioral Health dalms.

•I'tIA

Claims: Processing
Results for

Professional and

Fadlity Medical

□aims • Paid,
Suspended, Denied

50 Calendar
Days after end

of

Measurement
Period

MCO
Operations

CLAIM.U
Day Measure Monthly

The average pharmacy dalm I
processing time pet point of service
trartsactlon. In secortds. The 1
contract standard In Amendment 7.
section 14.1.9 h: The MCO Shalt
provide an automatedd^slcm
during the POS transaction In,
accordance with NCPDP mandated
response times withlnan avenge of
less than or equal to three (3),
seconds. Note: Oaims Indudeboth
Medical and Behavioral Healtb
daims.

□aims; Timely
Processing for
^armacy Claims

50 Calendar
Days after end

of

Measurement
Period

MCO
Operations

CLAIM.17
Month Measure Monthly

Oatms: Timely
Processing for
Electrof^
Professional and
Fadltty Medical
Oalms

Count and percent of dean
electronic professional and facility
daims processed (pahfor denied)
within IS calendar days of receipt,

_for those dalms received In the
measure data source time period.

50 Calendar
Days after end

of

Measurement
Period

MCO

Operations
CIAJM.31

Month Measure Monthly

Sranrte State Health Plan, Inc.
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MecHcaW Care Management Services Contract

N^Hampshlre Department of Health and Human Services
Medlcald Care Management Services

° ~ and Oversight Reporting Requirements

'^'tS'rtwrasikmftiiSwfam

Ddhia
aICGotes

I!4i«9>4StW^ qucncv poil•is? rea

Month Measure Monthty

CLAJM.22 MCC

Operatiotts

CLMM.23 MCQ

Openttons

CULTURALCOMP.01 MCQ

Operatkm

Qaims; Tlmety
Processing for Norv

Hectimdc

Professional and

Facility Medical
Oaims

Qalms; Tlmelv
Processing for All

Professional and
Fadilty Medical
□alms

Count and percent of dean non
electronic professional and facBlty
dalms processed (paid or denied)
within 30 calendar days of receipt,
for those dalms received In the
measure data source time period.
Count and percent of eti
professional and ftdlfty dalms
processed (paid or denied) within
30 calendar days after first
subnilttal of the dalm, for those
claims received In the measure data
source Hme period. All dalms
Include dean dalms. non-dean
dalms, electronic dalms and non-
electronic dalms.

Cultural Competency
Strategic Man

MCO strategic plan to provide
culturally and IlnguisticalV
appropriate services, Indudlng, but
not limited to how the MCO b
meeting the need as evidenced by
communication access utffitation
reports, quality Improvement data
disaggregated by race, ethnldty and
language, and the community
assessments and profiles.

Month Measure

N/A

Monthly

Plan Annually

iH

September
30tti

SO Calendar
Days after end

of

Measurement
Period

SO Calendar
Days after end

of

Measurement
Period

Sranlte State Heafth Plan, Inc.
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Medlcaid Care Management Services Contract

^ew Hampshire Department of Health and Human Sendees
Medlcald Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

nttorii!a^jao»taiSubfniglonfe^^ rarpose

?.0elMtr»MfeDescrtpti6na«fe^a^'aBagife^iBS?fel^gjfeS'fife^

Riraulred
lOate

S DHrenven^
tes atioR

:quennl|
yo

standard tempUteaEgregatrng

results generated for elltfble
hos(dtals from MCO daims data.
Information lr>duded is used to

confirm hospital subnilned cfiarge
amourrts, paid amourtts, and paid
days that will beiised|as'part;of the
DSH calculation.

December

10th

OlsproportionBte

Hospital Claims

Report

Hospitai Fiscal
Year

AnnuallyMCO

Operations
Table

OSH.01

This annual reportlndudes

Information on the operation of

your MCCs Medkald DUR Rn«ram
and meets the federal regulation

with respect to providing pharmacy
data to the Centers for Medicare
and Medicald Sendees (CMSX

Drug Utilization

Review (OUR) Annuai

Report

Federal Fiscal

Year

Narrative

Report
June 15thAnnuallyMCO

Operations
0UR.Q1

Granite State Health Plan, Inc.

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-03
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Medlcald Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medlcald Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

a:

irnm^
TTiiL'fMz

.VjcW

ftSs WsKv^

EMERGENCY

RE5PONSL01

EPSOT.Ol-EPSDT-OX

MOD

Opentions

MCO

Opentions

Emergency Response
Plan

DeHvery of Applied
Behavioral Analysis
Services Under Early
and Periodic

Screening,

Diagnostics, &

Treatment (EPSOT)
Benefit

DescrhJtion of MCO planning In the
event of an emergency to ensure
ongoing, critical MCO operations
and the assurances to meet critical
member health care needs,
Indudlttg, but not limited to,
specific paitdemlc and natural
disaster preparedness. After the
initial submission of the plan the
MCO shall submit a certification of
"no change* to the EmergerKy
Response Plan or submit a revised
Emergency Response Plan together
with a redllne reflecting the changes
made slrtce the last submission.

TBD

jSSaaHPiata.iSubihfalonbjst^yp^ Monltofingfej^^agg^.iri^:;

m liSg
m

m MCO
mOHfis! im

11 ■Bas

eg m

N/A Plan Annually May 1st

4 Months after
end of

Measurement
Period

Quarter Measure Ouarteriy

Granite State Health Plan. Inc.
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Medkald Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of HeaWi and Human Services

Medicaid Care Management Services

EXHIBIT 0 - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

fe-saaiiaOmiSubmbstongsBjr^fa.ggKaaastesgH'nwseiot^terrftbftiagd^

iSSS
ris1m

m'.•If Wk era

x\OH ilbcnlSJonSf^rC^
MNf.:

m
«S

ncv
€m mm

ve i: sir? 'M So*?Sc«Sb-.A
MCO EPSDT plan includes written

policies and procedures for

conducting outreadi and education,
tracking and follow-up to ensure
compliance with the EPSOT

perlodldty schedules. The plan shall
emphasize outreadi and,

compliance monitoring taking into

account the multHlnguBl; multi-
cuftural nature of the served

population, as well as other u^que
characteristics of this population.

Early and Periodic
Screening,

Diagnostics. &

Treatment (EPSDT)
Plan

MCO

Operations
EPSDT.20

N/A Plan Annually May 1st

The MCO shall provide;DHHS a

complete copy of Its audited •
flnandal statements and amended

statements.

MCO

Operations
MCO Annual Hnandal

Statements
nNANaAlSTMT.Ol MCO Rnanclal

Period

Narrative

Report Annually August 10th

Standard template faig of all Fraud
Waste and Abuse reiat^ to
providers. In process and completed
during the month by the MCO[of Its
subcontractors. This log li^ttes
but Is not limited to case .

Infonnatloa current status, and
final outcome for each'case

Induding overpayment and
recovery irtformatlon. ;

30 Calendar

Days after end

of

Measurement

Period

Fraud Waste artd

Abuse Log; FWA

Related to Providers

MCO

OperatSoRS
FWA.02

Month Table Monthly

Sranite State Health Plan. Inc.

^FP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-03
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Medlcaid Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
MedlcaM Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

I VISJ p^rrn
Kt-2l'-V •a.'T^ J

sasSi^K
Musu De

aoon
mu

ao
30 Calendar

Days after end

of

Measurement

Period

Fraud Waste and

Abuse Log: Date of
Death Report

Standard template that captures a
Dst of members who expired durlr^
the measurement period.

MCO

Operatloru
FWA.04

Month Table Montray

Standard template that includes a
summary explanation of medical
benefits sent and received tnduding
the MCO's foOow-up,
acUoiy/outcome for all EM8
responses that required further
action.

Fraud Waste and

Abuse Log:

Explanation Of

Medical Elenefh

Report

30 Calendar

Days after ertd
of

MeasuremerK

Period

MCO

Operations
FWA.05

Quarter Tabe Quarterly

The MCO shall provide a summary
report on MCO Fraud. Waste and

Abuse Investigations. This should
indude a description of the MCO's
spedal Investigation's ur^. The
MCO shall describe cumulative

overpayments Identified and
recovered. Investigations Initiated,
completed, and referred, and an
analysis of the effectiveness of
activities performed. The MCO's

Chief Rnandal Officer will certify
that the information In the report Is
accurate to the best of his or her
information, knowledge, and belief.

Comprehensive
Annual Prevention of

Fraud Waste and

Abuse Summary
Report

MCO

Operations
FWA.20 Agreement

Year

Narrative

Report
September

30th
Annually

Granite State Health Plan, Inc.
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Medlcaid Care Management Services Corttract

New Hampshire Department of Health artd Human Sendees

Medlcald Care Management Sendees

EXHIBIT O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

uOeOverableiOesCr^itfo t'liii' ITi >' i"i I'lItWYtfr

1§
'Ult'hlssidhgjEis^

$
y®

Jurpm srdtoli

|SB@

Mag

gfce

m

1

FWA.22
MCO

Operations
Subrogation Report

Standard template Idehttfyingi
biformation regarding cases Iri
which DHHS has a Subrogation Ren.
OifHS will Inform the MCO of dalms

rdated to MCO subrogation cases

that rteed to t>e included in the

repoTL '

MorKh Table Monthly

IS CaletKiar

Days after end

of

Measurement

Period

X X

INUEUOF.Ol
MCO

OperaOons

In lieu of Services

Report

A narrative report describing the

cost effectiveness of each approved
In lieu of Service tiy evaloating
utilization and expenditures.

Agreement

Year

Narrative

Repon
Annually November 1st X X

INTEGRITY.Ol
MCO

Operations

Program Integrity

Plan

Plan for program Integrity whtch

shall Indude, at a minimum, the

establishment of Internal contiols,
polldes, and procedures to pr^nt,

detect, and deter fraud, wastq, and
abuse, as required in accbrdatice
with 42 CFR 455,42 CfJt 456, and 42

CFR438. ' :

N/A Plan Other
May l". Upon

Revision
X

MaSPlANS.01
MCO

Operations

Managed Care

Information System
Contingency Plans

(Disaster Recovery,

Business Continuity,

and Security Plan)

MCO shafl annuaHy-subrrdt Its;
managed care Infoitnatlan system
(MClS) plans to ertsurecontlndous
operation of the MCIS.:Thls should
Indude the MCOs risk managment

plan, systems quality assiirande
plan, confirmation of niO

compBance artd companion guides,
and confirmation of compllanu

with IRS publication 1075.

N/A Plan AnnuaBy June 1st X

Granite State Health Plan, Inc.
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Medlcald Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Heaith and Human Services
Medlcald Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements
^DeOverabteJ)escHpUoitea

firiS

ia':Tkx.I.ffWS'!
%Notn re me DH

M. pulatio

sStandard template developed by
OHHS actuaries that includes all

information required by 42 CFR
438.8P[), and as iweded other

Information, Irtduding, but not
limited to:

• Total liKurred daims;
• Expenditures on quality
improvement activities;
• Expenditures related to activities

compliant with the program
integrity requirements:
• Nort-daims costs;
• Premium revenue;
• Taxes;

• Uceruing fees;

• Regulatory fees;
• Methodology for allocation of

experxlitures;

• Any oedlbility adjustment
applied;

■ The calcubted MLR;
• Arty remittance owed to New

Hampshire, If appflcabie;
• A cornparison of the information

reported with the audited flnandal
report;

• A description of the aggregate
method used to calculate total

!0»

MCO

Operations

Medical Loss Ratio

Report

9 Months after

end of

Measurernent

Period

MLR.01

Quarter Tabe Quarterly

Contractor initial

Granite State Health Plan, Inc.
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MecDcaid Care Managerrient Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Medlcaid Care Management Services

EXHIBIT 0Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

^ain&aiOata^Sufamhstenfeaft^
JKrM

S.W:«3
um RequiredsSSI iai

iSMeasure miSSi6
ai^lMTypfe

m 6s AT

requencyU* • ft

rea

Mt%3 ij3 ijfi

incurred daims; and '
• The number of Member months.

(42 CFR 4M.8(k)(l)(l)-i)dli): 42:CFR
438.608(a)(lH5);42CFR

438.608(a)(7H8); 43 CFR
438.608(b); 42 CFR 438.8(1)1
This report will Indude monthly
operational data for member

services, timely transitional health
and home care, provider services,

dalms processing, grievances and
appeals. Data will be collected as

spedfled for the quarterty versions
of these deliverables, but^utlllzlng a
measurement period of one ihonth

rather than orte quarter. Data wllJ
be submitted utilizing a templne
loaded to the OHHS.SFTP site.

30 Caletwar

Days after endMCO

Operations

Monthly Operations

Report
MOIfrHlYOPS.01

Month Table Monthly

Measurement

Period

Standard template log of Inquiry
Letters sent related to po^ble
acddent and trauma. DHHS will

require a list of Identified members

who had a letter sent during the
measurement period a prfmary

or secondary diagnosis code '
requiring an MSQ letter. 1^ related
ICD Codes please make! a reference
to Trauma Code Tabiln this {
template. i

30 Days After

End of

Reporting

Month

MCO

Operations

Medical Services

Inquiry Letter
MSaOl

Month Tabe Monthly

Contractor Inrtia
Sranite State Health Plan. Inc.

RFP-2019-OMS-Oi2-MANAG-03
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Medlcald Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
MedkaJd Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

DeDwerabte:.0esa1pt>qn'£;<a
OatBiSubmission

MCO;m easuremen

lOjtp

2^ ftepo

■in.
•jite

Cotnprehemlve
Provider Networic and
Equal and Timely
Access Seml-Annual
HUng

Standard template for the MCO to
report on the adequacy of Its
provide netwrork and equal access,
Indudlns time and distance
standards.

45 Calendar

Days after end
of

Meuurement
Period

MCO

Operadofu
NCTWORICOl Narratlye

Report
Seml-

Annually
Semi-Annual

Plan to Recruit and
Maintain Suffident
Networks of SUO
Service Providers and
Member Access

Plan for recruiting and maintaining
a suffldent network of providers
offering SUD services to meet the
time and distance standards
required by the MCM contract.

MCO

Operations
NrrWORK.03 Agreement

Year
Plan AnnuaDy TBD X  X

MCO provider exceptions to
network adequacy standards.
Exceptions shotdd Irtdude necessary
detail to Justify the exception and a
detailed plan to address the
exceptloa

45 Calendar
Days after end

of

Measuremerrt
Period

Corrective Action Plan
to Restore Provider
Network Adequacy

Seml-

Annually,
Ad hoc as
warranted

MCO

Opera tkwB
NETWORK.10

Point-in-dme Plan
X  X

45 CalendarResults of the MCO annual timely
access to care provider survey
reported In a standard template.

MCO

OPERATIONS
Access to Care
Provider Survey

Days after endNETWORK.U Agreement
Year

Table Annually
Measurement

PeriodThe Program Management Plan
(PMP) is a document used to
provide an overview of the
managed care organization's (MCO)
delivery of the program as It
operates In New Hampshire. Details
and spedAcations are listed below
as the PMP Includes key topics and

MCO

Operations
Program
Managemertt Pfan

PMP.01
N/A Plan Annually TBD

Contractor Inrtiats

Date

Granite State Health Plan, Inc.
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medicaid Care Management Sendees

0(HIBIT 0 - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

{?y^lsS!anS£a!af^'ma»iiPf^Mon^gSjtigglaOatajSiibtBtoton^a^

'§3Mim
ft©

m
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m
m
m

BiulmtftV'
«w ■2^ i'APji rfiS?.Sict $5:.3 L?3i? MB5StT®

Bssodated descrtptlons. Afterthe
initial year the MCO should siAmIt
a certlfkatlon oF ho diange or
provide a red-tlned copy of the
updated plan.
Table of Contents
I. Executive Summary
It- Organliatlonal stiucture

a. Staffing and contlhgencyplans;
b. Corporation Relationships and
Structure
III. Budness Operations

a. Overview; b. Hours of
operation; c HoBdays and '
emergency dosing rwtfflcatlon
IV. Committees andworkgroups

a. Geifterai; b. Member Advisory
Board; c. Provider AtMsory Board
V. Communication

a. General; b. Vendor
relationships: c Member'
management; d. Providers
VI. Systems

a. Software and information
management; b. Process ,
improvement methods; c Profed
imanagement; d. Evaluation
methods
VII. Providers

Contractor lnitial&~
Page 30 of 89
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EXHIBIT 0 - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

XT'

RequiretK
oeMeasure OK

ftepo mV\

■Kg €25-

TJMELYCRED.Ol

TPICOB-Ol

TPLC08.02

MCO

Operations

MCO

Operations

MCO

Operations

Timely Provider
Credentlalina

Coordination of
Benefits: Costs
Avoided Sumntary
Report

Coonfinatkm of
Benefits: Medical
Costs Recovered
Claim Log

Granite State Health Plan, inc.

RFP-2019-OMS^2-MANAG-03

a. Management and
communication: b. RetatlonsWps
VIM. Services

a. Pharmacy; b. Behavioral
Health; c Substance Use Disorder;
d. Durable medical equipment; e.
Special populations; f.
Transportation; g. Other Benefits
(X. Program Operations

a. Utibatlon management; b.
Grievance and Appeals; c. Care
Management
X. Community Engagement
Mean time tag from the date a
provider application is submitted to
the MCO or subcontractor to the
date die MCO or subcontractor
crederrtlals the provider.
Standard template reporting total
charge and potential paid amount
for daims denied due to other to
other benetit coverage by Insurance
type for the measure data period.
Standard template log of COB
medical benefit coDectlon efforts
Involving, but not limited to,
insurance carriers, pubDc payers,
PBMs, benefit administrators, ERISA
plans, and worken compensation.

Quarterly

Quarter

Quarter

Measure

Table

Table

Quarterty

Quarterly

Quarterly

20 Calendar

Days after end
of

Measurement
Period

2 Months after
end of

Measurement

Period

2 Morrths after
end of

Measurment
Period '

Page 31 of 89
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Medlcaid Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Medlcaid Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

fPefflverabiefOesalptlo
li?l::A:ih08tB:Subnihsi6nffiuk-:-r

1 SbelKer^Oatci; life

(i1
1

ii1
im

TPLCOB.03
MCO

Opentlons

Coordination of

Benefits: Pharmacy
Costs Recovered

Qalm Loc

Standard template log of COB,
pharmacy benefit colle^bn efforts
Involving, but not limited to.

Insurance carriers, public payers,
PBMs, benefit administrators, ERISA

plans.

Quarter Table Quarterty

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

X

UMSUMMARY.03
MCO

Opentions

]

Medical Manafement

Committee

MCO shaD provide ooples of the
minutes from each of the MCO

Medical Utilization Management
committee (or the MCO's otherwise

named commitiee responsibleifor
medical utilization managemertt)
meetings.

Agreement

Year

Narrative

Report
Annually

2 Months after

- end of

Measurement

Period

X

AMSCARE. 10
Metfical

Utilization

. Phytidan/APRN/ainic

Visits by

Subpopulation

1 Count and percent of
phystdan/APRN/dlnlc visits per
1,000 member mornhs by
subpopulatlon.

Quarter Measure

General and

Graidte

Advantage

Quarterly

4 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

X X X

AMBCARE.il
Medical

Utilization

Emergency

Department Visits for

Medical Health

Conditions liy

Subpopulatlon

Count and percent of ambulatory
emergency department (EO) visits
per 1.000 member moriths by
subpopulatlon. This measure '

«xchides EO visits for mental health

and substance use !

disorder/substarsce misuse
corulltions. i

Quarter Measure

General and

Grardte

Advantage

Quarterty

4 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

X X X

pranite State Health Plan, Inc.
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EXHIBIT
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Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

AMSCARE.12 Medkil

UtStzatlon

AMSCARE.13

AMBCARE.14

Mecflcal

UtiBzstlon

Medical

Utinzatlon

Sranfte State Health Plan, Inc.

=?FP-201 9-OMS-02-MANAG-03

£metaency
Department Visits

PotentlaOy Treatable
in Prtmary Care by
Subpopulatlon

EmeffefKy
D^sartment Visits for

Mental Health

Conditions by
Subpopulatlon

Emergency
Department Vbtts for

Substance Use

Related (Chronic or

Acute) Conditions by
Subpopulatlon

Ptfrppselof^nltdrthgtiagaiSa^aS^Sfe

m
peSvei^SBteMCO a!9«easure

iIon

mm ncyi

SP,:

4 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

General and

Granite

Advantage

Quarter Measure Quarterly

4 Months afterGeneral and

Granite

Advantage

endofQuarter Measure Quarterly
Measurement

Period

4 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period -

General and

Granite

Advantage

Quarter Measure Quarterly

Count and percent of ambulatory
emergency department (ED) visits
for conditions potentially treatable
in primary care per 1.000 member
morrths by subpopulatlofL

Count and percent of ambulatory
emergency department (ED) visits
for mental health conditions per
1,000 member months by
subpopulation. This measure
exdudes ED visits for substance use
dhorder/substance misuse
condttlons.

Count and percent of ambulatory
emergency department (ED) visits
for substance use disorder and

substance misuse related condtlons
(chronic or acute) per 1,000
member months, by subpopulation.
This measure exdudes ED visits for
mental health conditions.

Page 33 of 89
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EXHIBITOR Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements
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Count and percent of members %vith

frequent emerEenqy department
(EO) use In the previous 12 months,

by subpopuiation. Frequent EO use
is defined as 4* visits bi a:12 month

period. This measure IndudesED

visits for physical health, mental
heaith and substarKe lise

dteorder/substancemlsus'e
conditions.

frequertt {4+ per
year) Emergency

Oepaitmem Use by

Subpopuiation

4 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

General and
Metxai

Utttlzation
AMBCAftE.lS Quarter Measure Granite Qtarterty

Advantage

Count and percent of all

Ambulatory emergency d^artment
(EO) visits for Medical He^th,;
Behavioral Health and Substance

Use Related (Chronic or Acute)

Conditions (Total counts, hot
broken out by condition poup!)-

Emergency

Department Visits for

Any Condition by

StApopirfation

4 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

General and

Granite

Advantage

Medical

Utilization
AMBCARE.20 Quarter Measure Quarterly

Count and percent of emergency

department visits that wcire
preceded within 30 days by a
discharge from New Hampshire

Hospital and not followed by a

readmission to NH Hospital, for
continuously enrolled Medkaid

members. The primaryidlagnosis
for the EO visit must be mentai

health related. i

ED Visits for Mental

Health Preceded by

NH Hospital Stay fat
Past 30 Days

4 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

AMSCARE.2B Mental Health Quarter GeneralMeasure Quarterly

Medical

UtUtzatlon

Inpatient Hospital

Utilization:

Count and percent of Inpatient
hospital utilization for ambulatory

i^reement

Year

General and

Granite

4 Months after

end of

INPASC04 Measure Annually X  X

Granite State Health Plan, Inc.

RFP-2019-OMS^2-MANAG-03
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'■tOeBwibteipescrlptlbnggi^vagsi^^
at/-

INPunL02 Medkal
Utinzstion

bmtotenggfi^
3?^ 'Jn*<

1
MGO

iiiC

ency

miSJjSS: «'S

Advmtace Measurement
Period

Ambulatory Care
Sertsitlve Condltloru
by Adult -
Subpopulation

Inpatient Hospital
UtHbatkm: All
Concfidons Exduding
Matemlty/Neivboms
by Subpopulatlen

care sersWve conditions per 1.000
niember months, by adult
subpopulation breakouts. This
measure Includes the following
ambulatory care sensitive
conditions, as defined for the
Agency for Healthcare Research and
Quality (AHRQ) Prevention Quality
Indicators Overall Composite (PQI
90); Diabetes Short-Term
Complications (PQI *1); Diabetes
Long-Term CompDcatlons (PQI 03);
Chronic Obstructive Pulmortary
Disease (COPD) or Asthma in Older
Adults (PQI 05): Hyperteiulon (PQI
07); Heart Failure (PQI 08);
Dehydration (PQI 010); Bacterial
Pneumonia (PQI 011); Urinary Tract
Infection (PQI 012); Uncontrolled
Diabetes (PQI 014); Asthma in
Younger Adults (PQI 015); and
Lower-Extremity Amputation
among Patients with Diabetes (PQI
016).
Count and percent of Inpatient
hospital utitlzatton for all conditions,
exducDng matemlty'and newboms,
per 1,000 member months, by
subpopulation.

Quarter Measure
General and

Granite
Advantage

Quarterly

4 Months after

end of

Measurement
Period

Granite State Health Plan. Inc.

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-03 Page 35 of 89
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Sranite State Heafth Plan, Inc.

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG^)3
Page 36 of 69
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gMeasurcme^
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i
Kirim

Sfii

iaiPf>Mi

s
dnitDri

m

i
1

6RNT_A0V.01 Member

Granite Advantage:

Memben«vho

Received Outreach

and Education

Count and percent af Grwtite |
Advantage members who received

outreach and education In the past
12 months From the MCO, as ,
related to Granite Advantage work

and communltY engagement i
requirements.

Rolling Prior 12

Months
Measure

1

Quarterly

4 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

X X

6RNT_A0V.02 Member

Prevemlve Care and

Screenlns: Tobacco

Use Screening and

Cessation

Intervention

Count and percent of members age
13 and older who were screer^ for
tobacco use one or more times

within 24 months AND who

received cessation intervention if
identlRed as a tobaccoiuser.

Calendar Year Measure
Granite

Advantage
Annually

9 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

X X

MEMCOMM.Ol Member

Member

Communications;

Speed to Answer

WltHn 30 Seconds

Count and percent of inbound!

member calls answered by a live
voice witNn 30 seconds, by health
plan vendor.

Month Measure Monthly

20 Calendar

Days after end

of

Measurement

X X

MEMCOMM.03 Member

Member

Communications:

Calls Abandoned

Count and percent of inbound

member calls abandoned while

waiting In caO queue, by healtb plan
vendor.

Month Measure Monthly

20 Calendar

Days after end

of

Measuremerri
Period

X X

Contractor Initials

Dateldkfn^
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2ID otes
Me

raa

MEMCOMM.06

MEMC0MM.21

MEMCOMMOl

Member

Member

Member

Granite State Health Plan, Inc.

RFP.2019-OMS-02-MANAG-03

Member

Communications:

Reasons for

Telephone Inquiries

Behavioral Health

Crisb Call Results

Granite Advantage
Outreach: Members

who are Mandatory

and Non-compdant
with Wort and

Communitv
Ertgagemertt

Requirements

Count and percent of Inbouttd

member telephorte inquiries
connected to a live person by
reason for Inquiry. Reasons Indude

A: Benefit Question Nort-Rx. B: Rx-
Question, C: Bltllng Issue, D:

Finding/Changing a PCP, E: Rnding a
SpedaRst, F: Complaints About
Health Plan, 6; Enrollment Status,
H: Material Request, I:

rnfermatlon/Demographlc Update,
J: Giveaways. IC: Other. L NEMT
Inquiry

Count and percent of calb to the
behavioral health member dsis line
by disposition (I.e. educational,
referral to care, no action)

Count and percent of Granite
Advantage members Identified by
the MCO as potentially exempt
from work and community
engagement requirements that

receive outreach via telephone,
mail, or electronic messaging.

oe Date
2^

5vr

Repo

iS3

20 Calendar

Days after end

of

Measurement

Period

Month Measure Monthly

20 Calendar
Monthly to

start Shift
to

Quarterly

Month to start

Shift to

Quarter

Days after erxl
Measure

Measurement

Period

Monthly to

startShift

to

Quarterly

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

Month to start

Shift to

Quarter

Measiu'e

Page 37-of 89
Contractor InitialV-
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«i'3

mVSk t

m'mm3M 'm m Req"fPi
mimi HS^mPiW Measure OHName^

popuJadon
SiSr^T

;£iia/lSKfi

mm rea■.i?.
i^ ?*S!3w^mX zfi=y^ss: em

ixsufj:

MEMC0MM.23

MEMCOMM.24

Member

MEMINCEtmVE.01

Member

Member

Granite Advantage
Otitreadi: Members
Identified by DHHS as
Mandatory and Non>
compliant

Member

Communications:
Messages Returned
by the Next Business
Day

Member Incentive

Table

Count and percent of Granite
Advantage membeo Identified by
DHHS as mandatory and non- j
compliant with work and
communlty-ertgagement, |
requirements that nec^e outreach
via telephone, mall; or jelectronic
messaging (combined total for
telephone, mall, eiectrbnic).
Count and percent of calls received
by the after-hours call mter or call
center voice mall that require a
returned call and which the |
member receives a reterried call by
the next business day, i ' t
Standard template reporting dietall
around member Incentives i
Including category, cumber of |
payments, and dollair vdu'e of j
payments for member incentive
payments during the measurement
period. AnnuaRy the MCO will |
fndude a statistically sound analysis
of the member Inceotive program
and Identify goals and dbjectivn for
the foUowlttg year.

Month to start.
Shift to
Quarter

fet^SiDatASubntlsstoftew^rf
Site

l.Cf^Si «1
DeDvefyjDat^. S]

^2®^hm^orii
^Ffflquen^

bS

Si ^1?»5«rf

Monthly to
start. Shift

to

Quarterly

2 Months after

end of
Measurement

Period

Measure

20 Calendar

Days after end
of

Measurement

Period

Month Measure Monthly

2 Months after
end of

Measurement

Period

Tabe QuarterlyQuarter

•ranite State Health Plan. Inc.

[FP-2019-OMS-02^NAG-03
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m
mm

W4R

MEMtNCENTTVE^Z

BHD1SCHAR6E.01

BK0tSCHAR6E.02

Member

Mentel Heshh

Mental Health

Member Incentive

Plan

Community Hospital
Discharges for Mental
Health Comfltlons:

Member Had Visit

With Mental Health

Practitioner within 07

Calendar Days of
Discharge by
StApopuiatioo

Annual member incentive plan
including goats and objectives
associated with the MCOs member
Incentive strategy.

Community Hospital
Disdiarges for Mental

Health Condhions:

Member Had Visit

With Mental Health

Practitioner wItNn 30

Calertdar Days of
Dlsdiargeby
Sufapopt^atlon

Count and percent of member

discharges from a community
hospital with a primary diagnosis for
a merrtal healtlwelated condition
where the member had at least one
foOow-up visit,with a mental health
practitioner within 7 calendar days
of discharge, by subpopulatlon.

Count and percent of member
discharges from a community
hospital with a primary diagnosis for
a mental health-related condition

where the member had at least one
follow-up visit with a mental health
practitioner within 30 calendar days
of discharge, by subpopulatlon.

gaoBasDataiiSubmipionasi^Se

11
m

CO
IXBSfi

requency

i
■jss

Poiirt-in-Tlme Plan Annually Mayl

4 Months after
end of

Measurement
Period

Quarter Measure General Quarterly

4 Months after

ertd of

Measurement
Period

Quarter Measure General Quarterly

Sranite State Health Plan, Inc.
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BHDRUG.Ol

BHPARrrv.oi

Mental Health

Mental Health

Severe Mental Illness

Orvg Preauthorization

Report

Elehavioral Health

Parity Analysis Tool

Standard template to monitor,MCO
pharmacy service authorlzatians

(SA) for drugs to treat severe \

mental Illness that are prescribed to
members receiving services from

Community Mental Health

Prt^rams. The report indudea
asEregate data detail related to SA

processing timeframes', untimely
processing rates, peer-to-peer

activities, SA approval and denial

rates. The report also indudes a log
of member spedflc Inforrnatlon

related to SA denials.

Standard template that utilizes the

BH Parity Analysis tool and MCO

narrative to recertify compliance

%vlth Mental Health|(MH) and j •
Substance Use Disorder (SUO)iPartty
requirements. Recertlficatlon

indudes verifying changes in service
Umltations for alt MH, SUD, orl
Medical Surgical (M/S}services.

,Oata;Subihlssten^i^ i5^'aaKae^,^.Purposeipf:McmitDdhg^ag

^Measuremie^^

lifeS&J

wm ■4̂
iRiuuirra os«

mS^«
< '.afeiTypefe

m^^Repoftmmmm
m «5j

10 Ca endar

Days after end
Month Tab e Monthly

Measurement

Period

4 Months after

end of
Measurement

Period

Agreement
Year

Tabe Annually

Jranrte State Health Plan. Inc.

tFP-20190MS-02-MANAG-03
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DittjsttbmtoiohitgwijgaiJ^asjaijsfegsg^

i CO
re men

wNbtes

Repo
rea

Standard template for providing a
summBfy of behavioral health parity
compliance. The report Includes
detail at the category and service
level related to service utilization,
denials, service authorization,
appeals, and grievances. •

4 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

Behavioral Health

Parity Compliance

Report

BHPARrTVi)2 Mental Health Semi-

Annually
Semi-Annual Table

Count and percent of community
hospl^ admissions that were
preened by a dtscharge for a
mental heatth-reiated condition .

from the same fadlity within 30
days, for continuousfy enrolled
Medlcaid members with a primary
dlagnosb for a mental health-
related condition, by subpopulatlon

Community Hospital

Readmissiocts for

Mental Health

CoTMfltiORS: Within 30

Days by

Subpopulation

4 Months after

endof

Measurement

Period

BHREAOMrr.OS Mental Health Quarter Measure General Quarterly

Count and percent of community
hospital admissions that were

preceded by a discharge for a
mental health-related condition

from the same fadlity wtthbi IBO
days, for continuousiy enroOed
Medlcaid members with a primary
diagnosis for a mental health-

related condition, by subpopulatlon.

Community Hospital
Readmbslons for

Mental Health

Conditions; Wlthbi

180 Days by

Subpopulation

4 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

BHREADMrT.06 Mental Health Quarter Measure General Quarterly

Annual plan describlrtg the MCOs
poDdes and procedures regarding
the continuity and coordination of
covered physical and Behavlorat

Behavioral Health

Strategy Plan ar»d

Report

Agreement

Year

BHSTRATE6y.01 Mental Health
Man Arutually May 1st

Contractor Inrtia

Date

Granite State Health Plan, Inc.

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-03
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m
rti'W

mSffi 3S
m m

Health Services and Irrtegration
between physical health and'
behavioral health Providers. The

plan should be comprehensive and
shall address but not be limited to

how the MCO will: ',

• Assure Participating Provld^
meet SAMHSA standards for co-

located and Integrated Care; J
• Assure the appropriateness of the

diagnosis, treatmeot, and referral of
behavioral health disorders ,
commonly seen by PciPs;
• Assure the promctJon of i
integrated care;

• Reduce Psychlatrtc Boarding
described in 4.11.5:17;
• Implement the payment plan for
offering enhanced eeimburserhent
to qualified physlcians who are -
SAMHSA certified to dlspenselor
prescribe MAT;

• Reduce Behavioral Health

Readmissions describe In

4.11.5.18.4; j ;
• ̂pport the New Hampshire 10-
year plan outlined la 4:lis.l6;
• Assure the appropriateness of
psychopharmacolotfcd medit^on:

f
Conti^ctor Initials

3ranite State Health Plan, Inc.

^FP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-03
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Meeure OH
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Assure access to appropriate

services;

• Implement a training plan that
Includes but Is not limited to

trauma-informed care and

Integrated Care; and

• Other Information In accordarKe

wrtth Exhibit O.

the second year of the plan will
Indude an effectiveness analysis of
Initial plan's program, pdldes and
procedures. The analysis win
Indude MCO Interventions which

require Improvement. Irtduding

improvements In co-located and

Integrated Care, continuity,
coordination, and collaboration for

physical health and Behavioral

Health Services.

Granite State Hearth Plan, Inc.

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-03
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te-i^jSgPatafSubnilolooff^K;

mi lit; ■m m
MOD l£SiOelive^

mm smSubfil&lbnm mlev m ixeftepoiwqttennImrtK•■fKf'.TfS

mlm mPercent of fnpatlentihospttd stays
(excluding maternity, cancer,
transplant, and rehaUStatidn
admissions} dur1ng;the
measurement peri^ by members
age IB yean and older whose
inpattent stay was followed by an
unplanned acute readnUssion wItMn
30 Days, by behavioral health and
non-behavioral he^ population
croups. The behavioral health
population group Includes rnembers
Indicated as 1) Bureau of Mental
Health eligible recipients of '
Community MentarHealth Center
(CMHC) services during the

, measurement period; 2) having a
behavioral health primary diagnosis
code on one or mote dalms during
the measurement pedod, or 3)
having behavlorai health
prescriptions on one or more
pharmacy claims during the
measuremem perlod.iBased on
CMS Adult Core Set. ■

a-.i
mittA J.'WX So;S

Risk Adjusted
Readmission to Any
Hospital for Any
Cause by Adult
Behavioral Health and
Non-Behavioral
Health Population
"dthin 30 Days

HOSP INP.Oi 6 Months after
end of

Measurement
Period

Mental Health
Calendar Vear Measure Annually

Granite State Hearth Plan. Inc.
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ifififaifF

5ft fteqiiired UK
MCQ «aMeasure Bvery3uotes

m
'S:
'

A*>i ^■h*f4m
iSi

.quency
E

uat
&*»«Count and percent of eOglble

Community Mental Heatth Progrwi
(CMHP) mem ben receiving at least
one billed Assertive Community
Treatment (ACT) service In each
month of the measurement period.

Adult CMHP Assertive
Community
Treatment (ACT)
Service Udltz^on

4 Months after
end of

Measurement
Period

MHACT.Ol Mental Health
Quarter Measure Quarterly

Count and percent of eilpble
Community Mental Health Program
(CMHP) members receiving at leasj
one bUed Assertive Community
Treatment (ACT) service within 90
days of admlsdon to New
Hampshire Hospital who had a visit
at a Community Mental Health
Program within 24 hours of
discharge from New Hampshire
Hospital. This measure Includes
stays at New Hampshire Hospital
that are not reimbursed by the
MCQ.

Adult CMHP Assertive
Community
Treatment (ACT).
Service Recipients
who had a Visit «vith a
Community Mental
Health Program
(CMHP) within 24
Hours of (Nscharge
from New Hampshire
Hofflital

4 Months after
end of

Measurement
Period

MHACT.02 Mental Health
Quarter Measure Quarterly

Count artd percem of adult
members efl^ble for end receiving
Community Mental Health Program
(CMHP) services (at least one
service In the prior 90 days) tvho
received an Evidence Based
Supportive Employment (EBSE)
service within the prior year.

Adult CMHP Eligible
Members Engaged In
Evidertce Based
Supportive
Employment (EBSE)
Services

4 Months after
end of

Measurement
Period

MHEBSEDl Mental Health
Quarter Measure Quarterly

Granite State Health Plan, Inc.
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MHEBSE.02

MKEOeRO.01

oSmiii

Mental Health

Mental Health

nAt

Adult CMHP Eligible
Members with

Updated Employment

Status

Emergency

Department

Psydilatiic Boarding
Table

pStS^OatajSubmhstenfc^ftiSaJ

m
iReq

iOcuwryiOa

foS**iS$mS
MCO

ttbn Ion

i
m

reaW6

»• 5«!3tw>>. ffti OS
Count and percent of adult

members eligible forfand receiving

Community Mental Health Program
(CMHP) services (at least one
service in the prior 90 days) who
had an empioymeat status update
In the last 3 months exduding
updates with 'unknown* status.

Standard template broken out by
children and adults with the;
number of members who awaited

placement In the emergency
department or medical ward for 24

hours or more. Summary totals by
disposition of chose membets who

were wraiting for p(Boement;rthe

average length of stay while I
awaiting placement; and the count

and percent of thosejawaltlrig
placement who were previously
awaited placement within the prior
30.60 and 90 days.

Quarter

Month

Measure

Table

Quarterly

Monthly

4 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

1 Month after

end of

Measurement

Period

Granite State Health Plan. Inc.

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG^3
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MHREAOMrr.01

MKREADMfT.02

MHSUiaOE.01

MentBl Health

Mental Health

Mental Health

Rndmlsslons for

Mental Health

CondWofts: Within 30

Days by

Subpopulation

Readntisslons for

Mental Heahh

Conditions: WItldn

ISO Days by

Subpopulatlon

Zero Suldde Plan

Count and percent of admlssians to

either a community hospital or NH
Hosfrital for a mental healtlwelated
condition Uiat were preceded by a
discharge for a mental health-

related condition from either a

community hospital or NH Hospital

within 30 days, for continuously
enrolled Medlold members with a

prtmary diagnosis for a mental
health-related condition, by
subpopulation.
Count and percent of admlsdons to

either a communitY hosfrital or NH

Hos(rital for a mental heahh-retated
condition that were preceded by a

discharge for a mental health-
related condition from either a

community hospital or NH Hospital

within 180 days, for continuously

enrolled Medkaid members with a

primary diagnods for a mental

healtlwalated condition, by

subpopulatlon.
Plan for incorporating the *Zero

Suldde* model promoted by the
National Action Alliance for Suldde

Prevention (US Surgeon General)
with providers and benefldartes.

Quarter

Quarter

N/A

Measure

Measure

Plan

General

General

Quarterly.

Quarterly

Annually

4 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

4 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

May 1st

Granite State Health Plan, Inc.

RFP-2019-OMS-02-MANAG-03
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R?" /as
asi® ,»*-Annualhr the MCO shall conduct and

submit to OHHS an analytic
narrative report that Interprets the
results from a consurner satisfaction
survey for members with behavioral
health conditions. i

Mental Health

Satisfaction Survey
Annual Report

MHSURVEY.01 Mental Health Agreement
Yea/

Narrative

Report Annually June 30th

Count and percent ofCommurdty
Mental Health Program (CMKP)
Enable Adult and Youth Mernben
12-17 and 18 and older who are

current tobacco users. -

Adult arwi Vouth

CMKP ERtfUe

Members: Smoking
Status

4 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

MHTOBACCO-Ol Mental Health Agreement
Year

Measure Annually

New Hampshire

Hospital: Discharges

Where Memben

Received Discharge
instruction Sheet

Count and percent of discharges
from NewHampshlre'Hospltal
where the memberreceived a
discharge Instruction sheet upon
discharge.

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

NHHDISCHARGE.01 Mental Health
Quarter Measure Quaiterfy

New Hampshire

Hospital Discharges:
Patient Had Visit With

Mental Health

Pracdtkmer within 07

Calendar Days of

Discharge by
Subpopulatlon

Count and percent of membv

discharges from New Hampshire
Hospital where the member had at
least one follow-up visit with a
mental health practWoner wdthin 7
calendar days of discharge, by
subpopulatlon.

4 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

HHHDISCHARGE.10 Mental Health
Quarter Measwe General Quarterty

X  X

Granite State Health Plan, Inc.
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m
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NHH£MSCHARGE.12 Mental Health

NHHDtSCHAIt6E.13

NHHDISCKARGE.16

Mental Health

Mental Health

New Hampshire

Hospital Discharges:
Patient Had Vblt With

Mental Health

Practitioner wItNn 30

Calendar Days of
OUchargeby
Subpopulatioo

New Hampshire

Hospital Discharges:
Olschaige Plan

Provided to Aftercare

Provider witNn 07

Days of Member

Discharge

New Hampshire
Hospital Discharger

New CMHP Patient

Had CMHP Intake

Apprtntmeni %vitNn 7

Calettdar Days of

Usdiarge

Count and percent of member
discharges from New Hampshire
KospltaJ where the membv had at
least one follow-up visit %vith a
mental health practitioner within 30
calendar days of cflschaige, by
subpopulation.

Quarter Measure General Quarterty

Count and percent of members
dbchaiged from New Hampshire
Hospital where the discharge
progress iwte was provided to the

aftercare provider tvtthin 7 calendar
days of member discharge. The
contract standard > at least ninety
percent (90X) of members
discharged.

Count and percent of New

Hampshire Hospital discharges
where the padem had an intake
appointment with a Community
Mental Health Program (CMHP)
within 7 calendar days of discharge
AND %vho were new to the CMHP

system.

Quarter

Quarter

4 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

Measure

Measure

Quarterly

4 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period ■

Quarterly

4 Months after

end of

Measurerhent

Period

Granite State Health Plan, Inc.
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Medlcaid Care Management Services Contract

N^Hampshlre Department of Health and Human Series
MecQcaid Care Management Services

i

EXHIBIT O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

Whs*
m SIS

'mm fE5J5i^
m'X'.

st.^MCO"^
ReqtkredSSOcHfiacio'^IS

'M 'm
SR?Mesn&;^m

Descrfptkmv mmet),'' tSu Ha
tSnS ■mm'^Sf!?4i

ii PO viuh-.

« elfreqtM teport^^•KfcriMT

tWS »i sStc mCount and percent of memben
dfacharged from New HamjishJre
Hospital during the measurment
period, where the-MCO either
successfully contacted the member,
or attempted to contaa the
member at least Btlmes. wtthin 3
business days of tfisAarre. i
F

SSsp B;OK

New Hampshire
Hospttal Discharges:
MCO Contacts and
Contact Attempts

NHHDISCHARGE.17 Mental Health 2 Months after
end of

Measurement
Period

Quarter Measure Quanerty

or Members for the measurement
month who represented a '
readmlsslon withib 180;dayi the
MCO will report oo the mental
health and relatedservice '
utiUzatton that directly proceeded
readmisslon in accordance with
Exhibit O.

New Hampshire
Hospital
Readmlsslons: Service
Utilization Prior to
Readmisslon

NHHREAOMITJW Mental Health 4 Months after
end of

Measurement
Period

Month Table Monthly

Count and percent of New |
HampshVe Hospttal admlssldrts that
were preceded by a New Hampshire
Hospital dlsdiargewithln SOjdays,
for continuously enrdled Mcfdlcald
members, by subpopblatlon.l
C

New Hampshire
Ho^ltal
Readmlsslons: Within
30Oaysby '
Subpopulation

NHHREADMfT.10 Mental Health 4 Months after
end of

Measurement
Period

Quarter Measure General Quarterly
X  X

ount and percentflfjNew ;
Hampshire Hospital adrrdsslms that
were preceded by a New' Harppshire
Hospital discharge within lao days,
for continuously ettroiied MeifIcald
members by subpopulation. !

New Hampshire
Hospital
Readmlsslons: Within
180 Days by
Subpopulation

nhhreaomit.u Mental Health 4 months after
end of

Measurement
Period

Quarter Measure General Quarterly

Contractor Initiab
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Medlcaid Care Management Senrtces Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medlcaid Care Management Services

EXHIBIT 0 - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

CO Oe

nev

Count and percent of Non-
Emergent Medical Transportation
(NEMT) requests delivered, by
mode of tran^rtatlon. Modes
indude: A: Contract^
Transportation Prowlder (Non-
WheeldialrVan) B: Volunteer
Driver. C: Member. O; Public
Transfwrtatioa E; Wheelchair Van.
F: Other

NorvEmergent
Medical

Transportation:

Services Delivered by
Mode of

Transportation

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

NEMT.U NEMT
Quarter Measure Quarterly

Count and percent of Non-
Emergent Medical Transportation
(NEMT) requests authorbed, of
those requested during the
measure data period, by mode of
transportation. Modes Indude: A:

Contracted Transportation Provider
(Non-Wheelchair Van) 8: Volunteer
Driver. C: Member, D: Public
Transportation. E: Wheelchair Van
F: Other

Nor»-Emergent
Metllcal

Transportation:
Request

Authorization

Approvals by Mode of

Transportation

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

NEMT.ia NEMT
Quarter Measure Quarterly

Count at>d percent of Norv

Emergent Medical Transportation
(NEMT) requesu deUvered, by type
of medical service. Types Indude: A;
Hospital, B: Medical Provider. C:
Mental Health Provider. 0: Dentist.
E: Pharmacy. F: Methadone

Treatmerrt. G. Other

Nor>-Cmergef«
Merflcal

Transportation:
Services Delivered by'
Type of Medical
Service

2 Months after

end of

Measuremertt
Period

NEMT.IS NEMT
Quarter Meastae Quarterly

Sranlte State Health Plan. Inc.
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Medlcald Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medlcald Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

mMM■H-v,

im m
S-i;

m3:1

NEMT.17

NEMT.U

NEMT

NEMT

Non-Emersent
Medical
Tranjportation;
Member

Canceltations for
Scheduled Trips by
Reason

NorvEmef^ent
Medical
Traruportation:
Contracted

Transportation &
Wheelchair Van
Provider Scheduied
Trip Resuits by
Outcome

Count and percent of[Noh-
Emergent Medical Transportation
(NEMT) contracted transport^on
provider and wheeldiairvan i
scheduled trip member ' I
cancellations, by reason for ;
member cancellation^ Reasoris
indude: A. Appolnunent'chanBed or
cancelled, B. Member; found other
transportation, C Member llfness.
0. Other reason.

Count and percent of Non-
Emerjent Medical Transportation
(NEMT) contracted transportation
provider and wheelchair van ;
requests scheduled for all ridu,
Induding Methadone treatment
rides, requested during the !
measure data period. Outcomes
Indude: A; Member cancelled or
rescheduled, B: Transportation
provider cancelled or rescheduled,
C: Member no show, D: | j
Transportation provider no show, E
Other reason trip wasn't made, F:
Delivered and G: Unkrtown If trip
occurred. ' I !

fos^tOatBiSubrnisslonjSffittiaf 'aB^t^^5iS!iSiBagaPon>o«^WoNtoflnB^^
PtrM

mi&fi

[hj;Required^ ;&DeDinrYlMte]
mfuasufementj

m easu
rV.'iFrequency Repor asBrea

m^m £@0KJ: H.O:KaS'dS'T.' swila:

2 Months after
end of

Measurement

Period

Quarter Measure Quarterfy

2 Months after
end of

Measurement

Period

Quarter Measure Quarterfy

Sranlte State Health Plan, Inc.
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MedhaW Care Manafement Services Contract

of Heami and Human Sendees
MedkaW Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

Si\
m rB^^DatalSufafTUsaoh^'gj^

mm
m mm tvi*l»r

|bescrb& s5tt
MCO 3I»DeUvmm•r'K-s.if liSS^ ype

'nss
m

2Messum.0F
que

0SS
Count and percent of Nor»-

OAEmergent Medical Trartsportation
(NEMT) contracted transportation
provider and wheelchair van
requests scheduled and delivered
during the measurement period,
with an outcome of delivered ori '
time or delivered late. The following
exdusiORs apply: Exclude
Methadone treatment rides.
Exclude rtdes provided by Easter

Seals. Outcomes indude: A: On
Thne, 8: Late.

Non^mergent
Medical

Transportation;

Contracted

Transportation &

Wheelchair Van
Provider Scheduled

Trips Timeliness

NEMT.21 NEMT 2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

Quarter Meastve Quarterly
X«

Count and percent of N£MT one
way rides provided by the MCO to
member utiQzIng NEMT services
that are ddlvered through the
Family and Friends Mileage
Program.

Non-Emergent
Medical

Transportation:
Family and Friends

Program Rides

NEMT.22 NEMT 2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

Quarter Measure Quarterly

Member Requests for

Assistance Accesslt^
MCO Deslgrtated
Pf^msry Care
Pfm/ldert per Average
Memben by County

Count and percent of Member
requests for assistance accessing
MCO Designated Primary Care
Providers per average 1.000
members by New Hampshire
county.

Netvforfc

Adequacy
ACCESSREaOS

2 Months after

endof

Measurement

Period

Quarter Measure Quarterly

Granite State Health Plan, Inc.
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Medfcald Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Medlcald Care Management Services

- EXHIBIT O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

(OeBvenbte^OiescilptkM Ubrnhsibrtiit^ai^

i

urpa

B
mttbr

m

ip1 1
ACCEssREaoe

Network

Adequacy

Member Requests for
Assistance Accessing

Physidan/APRN

Specialists (non>MCO

' Designated Primary

Care) Providers per

Average Members by
County

1  I ).

Count and percent of Member
requests for assistance accesdng
Physidan/APRN Spedalists (Non-
MCO Designated F^mary Care)

providers per average 1,000'

members by New Hampshire
county.

Quarter Measure ' Quarterly

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

1 X

LOCKIN.Ol Pharmacy

Pharmacy Lock-in

Member Enroflment

log

Standard template listing spedfic

members being lock^ In to a .

pharmacy for ihe measurement
' period. '

Month Table Monthly

30 Calendar

Days after end

of

Measurement

Period

1
X

LOCKIN.03 Pharmacy
' Pharmacy Lock-in
Activity Summary

Standard temptatewith aggregate

data related to pharmacy lo^-in
enrollment and changes during the
measurement period, i

Month Table Monthly

30 Calendar

Days after end

of

Measurement

Period

X

Granite State Health Plan, Inc.
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Mecflcald Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medleald Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O -Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements
DeWwenbte.tlescrtptto

ieaafePataiSubirihstonisji^aa
jir •WtWATM "

•mSwiy
mm R«qu m^Mumreme

iiT

CODorm sNanie^ IB'sliOesoliniohWdbs^-VJ

i&r^652V ype<s-i

ii5^ a*Girl^co^5s5?S que epormm-^.rxxj 5!^ ■ai^
fsim

w.Count and percent of Medicaid
members 18 years and older who
niet Proportion of Days Covered
threshold during the measurement
period for Beta4>lockers. Renin
Anglotensin System Antagonists,
Calcium Channel Biodcers,
Biguanldes, Sutfon^ureas,
Thiazoildlrwdlones, Dlpeptldyl
Peptldase (OPPHV Inhibitors.
Diabetes All Class, Statins,
AntlretrovlraJ Medications, Non-
Warfarin Oral Anticoagulants, Long-
Acting Inhaled Bronchodllator
Agents In COPD Patients, and Non-
Infused Disease Modifying Agents
Used to Treat Multiple Sderosls.

j'ia

Proportion of Days
Covered {PDO:

PHARM PDC Pharmacy
Calettdar Year Measure Annually Mardi 3l5t

Safety Monitoring
Count and percent of opioldPrior Authorized Rlls
prescription fills prior authoriied forfor Opiold 2 Months after

end of

Measurement
Period

PHARMQI.09 dosage over 100 mg MorphinePharmacy Prescriptions with QuarterEquivalent Oosli« (MEO), Indudlna Measure QuarteriyDosage over 100 mg
members with cancer or otherMorphine Equivalent
terminal Illnesses.Dosing (MED)

Granite State Health Plan. Inc.
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Medlcaid Cere Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Metflcaid Care Management Services

EXHIBIT 0 - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

^;«^3SOsta<Stibcnln)on«n^v3

m

DomaS) Sfci^Ti
AH m5SU

mwM wSr 'm

PHARMQI.10

PHARMQt.17

PHARMOI-ia

PhannacY

Child Psychotroplc

Medcation

Monitoring Report

' Pharmacy

Pharmacy

Annual

Comprehensive

Medication Review

and Counseling;

Completion Rate

Annual

Comprehensive

Medcation Review

and CounseOng;

Impact of Review

Standard template of iQrepted
data related to children 0-18 with

multiple prescriptions for
psychotroplc, AOHD.iantips^otlc,
antldepressant and mood stabilizer

medications. Totals are brol^en out
by age categories and whether the
child was involved with the Division
for ChUdren, Youth, and Families.

Coum and percent of eligible

polypharmacy memtlefs who

completed an annual

comprehensive medkatlon rMew

and counseling In the prior twelve
months by age group. Age Groups
Indude; Age 0-17 Years. Age 18-64
Years, and Age SSand Older.

Percerrt of people who had ,

medcatlon review who changed

medlcatioru whhlh 30 days of the
annual comprehensive medbatlon

review. |

^>s^^^?ti:^SS^'^fpdae'dftMon»tbrli^is^;t^feB<as^t£
3,4S?i? 3r.r-STRS?tf

mi
-rt-a «fs

mimMCO.igMeasuTemm^
^Subnweiri'A 0F2fbr-Me^oure&iiopS2adffh^eriaa^
Frequency^

Bn^^r3»

-xiii
■Ki
wtTw XO-A

2 Months after

end of
Measurement

Period

Quarter Tabe Quarteriy

March 31st

and September
30th

Prior 12

months
Semi-

Annually
Measure

March 31st
and September

30di

Prior 12
months

Semi-
Annually

Measure

Granite State Health Plan, Inc.
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Medlcald Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medlcald Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

PHARMUTIMCT.02

PHARMirOMOT.OS

ifDoma

m,

m

Pharmacy

Pharmacy

m.
r<s-x.

Pharmacy Utilization
Management:

Generic Drug

UtinzatlDn Adjusted
for Preferred POL

brands

Pharmacy Utilization
Management:

GettericOrug

Substitution

jj^-saaOataJSuhtntetenlfestfe

?!Rpi mPBSiMCOiffipm
Measure

dtes fdrfMe£aireioni

Fretue

M
m'JS&s mah

Count and percent of prescriptions
filled for generic drugs adjusted for
preferred POL brands. fTo adjust for
PDi. remove brand drugs which are

preferred over gmerlcs from the
muttl-source daims; and remove

their generic counterparts from
generic daims).

Count and percent of prescriptions
filled where getierics were available,
Induding multi-source daims.

Quarter

Quarter

Measure

Measure

Quarterly

Quarterly

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

2 Months after

end of

Measuremertt'

Period

PHARMURM6T.04 Pharmacy

Pharmacy Utilization

Management:

Get>efic Drug

Utittzation

Count and percent of prescriptions
filled with generic drugs out of all
prescriptions filled.

Quarter Measure Quarterly

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

POLYPHARM.04 Pharmacy

Polypharmacy
Monitoring: Children

With 4 or More

Prescriptions

Count and percent of child Medlcald

memben with fow or more

prescriptions filled In each month of

the measurement quarter,
regardless of member partldpation
In a plat) polypharmacy program, by
age group. Age Groups Indude: A.

Age 0-S years, B. Age 6-17 years

Quarter Measure Quarterly

2 Months after

er>d of

Measurement

Period

Granite State Health Plan, Inc.
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MecOcald Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Sendees
Medlcaid Care Management Sendees

EXHIBITiO - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

!Waia^D»ti;Subnifaslohwg^
m
m

*^•4 ist^

^Meimin MCO
mm Name- DescHption

MM

^e$!icn^y% SmIuwi^ Repo
TO■:9B Sfiic m

m■aiCCount and percent of adull i
Medlcaid members 5 or more
prescriptions Riled in any

Polypharmacv
Monitortng: Adults
With S or More
Prescriptions In GO
Consecutive Days

consecutive 60 day period during
the measurement quarter and the 2 Months after

end of

Measurement
Period

POLYPHARM.06 Pharmacy month prior to the measurement Quarter Measure Quarterlyquarter, regardless of menlber
participation In a plan
pdypharmacy program, bylage
group. Age Groups indude: A. Age
ia-44 years. B. Age 45-64 years.
Count and percent of appeal

Resolution of Provider resolutions of provider appeals 4 Months afterPROVAPPEALOl Provider Appeals Within 30 within 30 calendar days of receipt end ofQuarter Measure QuarterlyXalertdar Days of appeal for appeals received Measurementduring the measure data period Period
Standard template log of atyeals
with detail on all provider appeals
Induding the MCO response to the
appeal for provider appeals filed
within the measure data period.

4 Months after

end of
Measurement

Period

PROVAPPEAL02 Provider Provider Appeals Log
Quarter Table Quarterly

Provider

Communlcatioru;
Speed to Answer
WItfiln 30 Seconds

Count and percent of Inbound
provider calls answered by a live
voice witNn 30 seconds by health
plan vendor. !

20 Calendar
Days after end

of

Measurement
Period

PROVCOMM.Dl Provider
Month Measure Monthly

Granite State Health Plan, Inc.
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Medlcald Care Management Servkes Contract

of HeaW, and Human Servtcas
medlcald Care.ManagemetU Services

EXHIBIT 0 - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements
OewciabtejescHptlom

sa
■wsMeasure 'm COiN

Me
^qdSncv a

Count and percent of Inbound
provider cafls abandoned either
while waiting ki call queue by health
plan vendor.

mProvider
Communications;
Cads Abandoned

20 Calendar
Oays after end

of

Measurement
Period

PR0VC0MM.03 Provider
Month Measure Monthly

Count and percent of Inbound
provider telephone Inquiries
connected to a live person by
reason for Inquiry. Reasons Include
A; Verifying Member EHglbmty, B:
KOIng / Payment C: Service
Authorbatloa D: Charge of
Address, Name. Contact
Information, etc E: Changing
Servlte Mbc Offered by Provider, F;
Changing Panel Size, G: Voluntary
Termination, H: Enrollment/
Credentlaling, I: Complaints About
Health Ptag J: Other

Provider
Communications:
Reasons for
Tdephone Inquiries

PROVCOMM.06 20 CalendarProvider
Days after endMonth Measure Monthly

Measurement
Period

Count and percent of calls received
by the afterhours call center or cail
center voice maP that require a
•^turned call and which the
provider receives a returned cad by
the next business day.
Standard template providing a
quarterly report of

Provider
Communications:
Messages Returned
by the Next Business
Day

PR0VC0MM.21 20 Calendar
Days after end

of
Measurement

Period

Provider
Month Measure Monthly

PROVCOMPlAifiT.01 Provider Complaint
«nd Appeals Log

afl provider '
complaints and appeals In process
during the quarter.

Provider 4 Months after
end of

Measurement
Period

Quarter Table Quarterly

Contractor InitialsPage 59 of 69
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Medicaid Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Oepartrnem of Health and Human Services
Medicaid Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O - Quatity and Oversight Reporting Requirements

PROVPREVENT.Ol Provider
Hospitai-Acqulred and

ProvWer-Preventable

Condition Table

PROVPRIV.Ol Provider

Behavioral Health

Written Consent

Report

Standard template that Idwtifles
denials or reduced payment
amounu for hospltal-acqufred
cortdltlons and provider
prevennble condhlons. Table will -

indude MCO dalm Id^Rer,
provider, date of service, amount of
dertied payment or payment
reduction and reason for payment
denial or reduction.!

Narrative reporting of the results of
the MCO review of a sample of case
flies where written consent was
reqtdred by the member to share
information between the behavioral
health provider and the primary
care provider. In these'sample
cases, the MCO vdn detemtine if a

release of Information was Induded
In the file. The MCOi shall report
instances In whicb cortsent was not
given, and, if possible, the reason
why.

^SfeaaOatalSubnrisPonga^^

tm^Requwed
MCO DeDveiyLDate

^
Measure

Ii^-Sypc XSlj kM ] i3

Frequency Repd

my

Annual Table Annually April 30th

4 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

Agreement

Year

Narrative

Repon Annually

Granite State Heatth Plan. Inc.
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Medicaid Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medicaid Care Management Services

EXHIBiT O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

UaX

Measu
mv

t"1? Me

m aw
So:

PROVTERM.01

PROVTERM.02

CAHPS A AU

CAHPS A SUP

Provider

Provider

QuaOty

Monitoring

Quality

Monkoring

Provider Termination

Log

Provider Terminstlon

Report

CAHPS 5.0H Core

Survey • Adults

Adult CAHPS;

Supplemental

Questiors

Standard template log of providers
who have ̂ ven notice, bwn Issued
notice, or have left the MCOs

network during the measurement
period, irtduding the reason For
termination. Number of members

Impacted, impact to network
adequacy, and transition plan If
necessary.

Standard template reporting all
providers terminated (after
provider has exhausted all appeal
rights. If appRcable) based on
Database Chedcs.

Includes 1) Survey Instrument
Prooft created by Survey Vendor, 2)
Validated Member Level Data Rte

(VMLDF), 3) Validated Member
Level Data Hie fVMLDF) • Layout, 4)
Medicaid Adult Survey Results
Report, and S} CAHPS Survey
Results with Confidence Intervab.

Up tol2 supplemental questkms
selected by DHHS and approved by
NCQA. typkafty questions
developed fay AHRQ.

As Needed or

Weekly
Table

Month

Standard

HEOIS schedule

Standard

HEDIS sdredule

Table

Reports,
RIes

Measure

Other TBO

Monthly

Annually

Annually

-30 Days After

End of

Reporting

Month

June 30th

July 15th

Granite Hearth Plan, Inc.
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Medlcald Care Management Services Contract

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medlcald Care Management Services

EXHIBIT O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

^i^^^^Pbrp6serbf|K(bnftQdnf^^£g^^>^1 mSS.-&5xaii m uired rSf:

^SSgS^
ilvnis

tiB Di Oatsre'mehtsZ:W
-S£

siOT

S¥&?i«S
mm

m i^sstsP,
m

tteOa: mi .ma 5i:S «I3I

(ndudej 1} Survey InstTumertt •
Prooft orened by Sur^ Vendor. 2)
Validated Member Lew! Data File
(VMLDFj, 3| Validated Member
Uevel Data Rle (VMIDF) - layout. 4)
Medlcaid Child with CCC • CCC
Population Survey Results Report,
S) CAHPS Survey Results'withI
Confidence Intervals -jChlld with
CCC, 6) Medlcald Child with CCC -
General Population Survey Results
Report, and 7) CAWS Survey j
Results with Confidence Intervals -
General Population ' '
Up to 12 supplemental questions

S3&

CAHPS S.OH Survey-
Children with Chronic

Condltlom

Quality

Monitoring
CAHPS CCC AU Standard

HEOIS schedule

Reports,
File* Annually June 30th

Child CAHPS:
Quality
Monitoring

selected by OHHS andlapproved byCAHPS CCC SUP
Supplemental Standard

NCQA, typically questions Measure AnnuallyQuestions HEDIS sdiedule July 15th
developed by AHRQ.
CMS Adult Core Set- Age andQuality Adult BMICMS_A ABA
subpoputatkm bredkout of dMMonitoring Assessment Calendar Year SeptemberMeasure Annuallycollected for HEOIS measure.!

30th

May 1 of year

prior to
Antidepressant
Medication

Management

CMS Adult Core Set- Age and!
subpopiHation breakom of data
collected for HEOIS measure.

Quality

Monitoring
CMS A AMM measurement

September

30th

year to Get 31 Measure Annually

measurement

year,

Contractor initials

Date
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Metflcaid Care Management Services Contract

New Itimpshire Department of Health and Human Services
Medicald Care Management Services

EXHIBIT 0-Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirementsl
M

lli

!bprvM^oje ioftm 1is:

1
CMS_A_AMR

Quality

Monitoring
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Asthma Medication

Ratio
HEDIS Measure Calendar Year Measure Annually June 30th X X X
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Antipsydtotlcs In
Children and

Adolescents
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Metabolic Monitoring

for Children and
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HEOB.ASF
Otniitv

Monttoflng

Unhealthy Alcohol

Use Screening and
Follow-Up

1

HEOfS Measure Calendar Year Measure Annually June 30th X

HEDIS_AWC QubIRy
Monitoring

Adolescent WeD Care
visits

HEDIS Measure | Calendar Year Measure Annually June 30th X X

HEOIS.BCS QuaDty
Monitoring

Breast Cancer

Screening
HEDIS Measure 2 Calendar

Years
Measure Annually June 30th X X

HE0IS_BCS_SU8 QuaDty

Monitoring

Breast CarKer

Screening • Age 50-74
by Subpopulation

HEDIS Measure broken out by
subpoputstlon.

2 Calendar

Years
Measure General Annually July 31st X

HEOtS.CAF Quality

Monttoring

Children and

Adolescents' Access

To Primary Care

Practitioners

HEOIS Measure Calendar Year Measure AnnuaOy June 30th X

HEDIS.CBP Quality

Monttoring
ControOIng High

Blood Pressure
HEDIS Measure Calendar Year Measure Annually June 30th X X

HEOIS.CCS QuaDty

Monitoring

Cervical CatKer

Soeening HEDIS Measure 3 Calendar

Years
Measure AnnuaDy June 30th X

HEDCS.CDC QuaDty
Monitoring

Corrtprehenslve
OlabAes Care HEOIS Measure Calendar Year Measure Annually June 3Qth X X

HEDIS.CHL Quality
Monitoring

Chlamydia ScreenJrtg
in Women

HEDIS Measure Calendar Year Measure Annually June 30th X X X

HEWS_CtS Quality

Monitoring
Childhood

Immunization Status
HEDIS Measure ' Calendar Year Measure Annually June 30th X X

HECHS.COU Qttallty

Monitoring
Risk of Chronic Opioid
Use (COU) HEDIS Measure ' Calendar Year Measure Annually June 30th X
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«Q«SOne year
starting Jufy 1

of year prior to
measurement

year to June 30

of

measurement

year.

Atyropriate Testlr«
for Children With

Pharyngitis

Quality

Monitoring
HEOiS CWP

HEDIS Measure
Measure Annually June 30th

HEOIS DeUverables generated for
lubmbsion to NCQA; 1) HEDIS
Roadmap, 2) HEDIS Data RHed
Wortbook. 3) HEDIS Comma
Separated Values Worlcbook. and 4)
NCQA HEDIS Compliance Audit*"
Final Audit Report

HEDIS DeOverabies

generated for
submission to NCQA

Quality

MonttorlfM
HEDIS_Dellverables Standard

HEDIS schedule
Reports.

RIes Annually June 30th

Depression Screenh^
artd FoOow-up for
Adolescents and

Adults

Qualtty
Monitoring

HEDIS DSP
HEDIS Measure

Calendar Year Measure Annually June 30th

Fodow-Up After
Emergency

Department Visit for

People With Wgh-Rbk
Multiple Chronic
Conditions

January 1 to

December 24

of

measurement

year

Quality

Monitoring
HEDIS FMC

HEDIS Measure
Measure Annually June 30th
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HEDIS_FUA Quality
Monitoring

Follow-up After

Emergency

Department Visit for

Alcohoi and Other
Drug Dependence

t

KEOIS Measure CalertdarYear Measure Annually June 3Dth X X

HEOe.RJH Quality

Monitoring

Follow-up After

Hospltallzatlon For

Mental Olness

HEDtS Measure

January 1 to

December 1 of

measurement

year

Measure Annually June 30th X X X

HEOtS.FUM
Quality

Monitorir^g

Follow-up After

Emergertcy

Department Visit for
Mental Illness

HEDI5 Measure Calendar Year Measure Annually June 30th X

HEWS.HFS Quality

Monitoring

Hospitalizatlon

Following Discharge
from a Skilled Nursing
Fadlity {within 30

Days of the ED visit)

HEDIS Measure Calendar Year Measure Annually June 30th X

HEDIS.IET Quality
Monitoring

Initiation &

Engagement of

Alcohol & Other Drug
Dependence

Treatment

HEDIS Measure Calertdar Year Measure Annually June 30th X X X

HEOISJET_SUB Quality
Monitoring

Initiation &

Engagement of

Alcohol & Other Drug
Dependence

Treatment by
Subpopulatlon

HEOIS Measure broken out by
subpoptdatlon. Calendar Year Measure General Annually July 31st X X X
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HEDBJMA Quauty

Monitortnx

Immuidntions for

Adolescents HEDIS Measure Calendar Year Measure AnnuaOy hmeSOth X X

HEDIS_LBP Qualitv
Monitoring

Use of Imaging
Studies for Low Bade

Pain

HEDIS Measure CaterxIarYear Measure Annually hme 30th X

HEDK.ISC
Quality
Monitoring

Lead Screening In

Children
HEOtS Measure Calendar Year Measure AnnuaDy June 30th ~ X

HEDS.MMA QuaDty

Monitoring

Medication

Management for
People with Asthma

HEDIS Measure Calendar Year Measure AnnuaDy June 30th X

HEOtS.MPM
QuaDty

Monitoring

Annual Monitoring for

' Patients on Persistent
Medkatlons

HEDIS Measure Calendar Year Measure AnnuaDy June 30th X

HEOIS_MPM_SUB
QuaDty

Monitoring

Annual Monitoring for
Patients on Persistent

Medications by
Subpopiiation

HEDIS Measure broken out by
subpoputatlon.

1

Calendar Year Measure General Annually July 31st X

HEOIS.PCE
QuaDty

Monitoring

Pharmacotherapy

Management of COPD
Exacerbation

HEDIS Measure Calendar Year Measure AnnuaDy June 30th X

HEDIS_PCE_SUB QuaDty

Monitoring

Pharmacotherapy
Managemern of COPD
ExacerfoatlDn by
Subpoputatlon

HEDIS Measure broken out by
subpoputatlon.

t

Calendar Year Measure General Annually July 31st X

HEDIS_PPC QuaDty

Monitoring
Prenatal and

Postpartum Care
HEDIS Measure Calendar Year Measure AnnuaDy June 30th X X
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HEDIS_SAA Quality
Monltortng

Adherence to

Antipsychotics for

Individuals with

Schizophrenia

HEOIS Measure
/■

Calendar Vear Measure Annually June 30th X

HEDtS.SMC Quality
Monftorina

Cardiovascular

Monitoring for People
With Cardiovascular
Disease and

Schizophrenia

HEDIS Measure Calendar Year Measure Annually June 30th X

HEWS.SMD Quality
Monttodng

Diabetes Monitoring
for People with
Diabetes artd
Schizophrenia

HEDIS Measure Calendar Year Measure Annually June 30th X

HEDIS_S(»C Quality
Monitoring

Statin Therapy for
Patients with

Carcfiovascular
Disease

HEOIS Measure Calendar Year Measure Annually June 30th X

HEDIS.SPO Quality
Monitoring

Statin Therapy for
Patients with

Diabetes
HEDIS Measure Calendar Year Measure . Annually June 30th X

HEDIS_aD Quality
Monitoring

Diabetes Screening
for People With
Schizophrenia or
Bipolar Disorder Who
Are Using
Antlpsychotic
Medkadoru

HEDIS Measure Calendar Year Measure Annually June 30th X

HED«S_UOD Quality
Monitoring

Use of Opioids at High
Dosage HEDIS Measure 1 Calendar Year . Measure Annually June 30th X
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aOeOverablefDiesoSitldi

mWeawt^g^qae'n^

Qbmls^onjgl^eS

|wte]

msff<M'qw5 htt^
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KM 1
HEDK.UGP

Quality
Monitoring

Use of Opiolds from
MuMpJe Providers

KEDIS Measure Calendar Year Measure Annually June 30th - X

HEOIS.URf
Quality

Monitoring

Appropriate

Treatment for

Children With Upper

Respiratory Infection

HEDIS Measure

One year

starting July 1
of year prior to
measurement

year to June 30

of.

measurement

year.

Measure Annually

)

June 30th X

'i

HE0IS_W15
QuaOty
Monitoring

WelKhUd Visits In

the first 15 Months of

Ufe

HEDIS Measure Calendar Year Measure Annually June 30th X

HEDIS_W34
Quality
Monitoring

Well-Child Visits In

the 3rd, 4th, Sth, and

6th Years of Ufe

HEDIS Measure CaietrdarYear Meaisure Annually June 30th X

HEDtS_WCC
Quality

Monitoring

Weight Assessmerrt

and Counseling
HEDIS Measure Calendar Year Measure Annually June 30th X X

QAPl.Ol
Quality

Monitoring

Quality Assessment
and Performance

Improvement (QAPI)
Annual Evaluation

Report

Annual description of the MCO's

orfanlzatlor>-wide QAPI program

structure. The plan will Indude the

MCO's annual goals artd objectives
for all quality acttvlties. The plan
will Indude a description of

mechanisms to detect under and

over utilization, assess quaRty and

appropriateness of care for

members wdth spedal health care
needs and disparities In qualtty of

Agreement

Year

Narrative

Report

-

Annually

2 Months after

end of

Measurement'

Period

X
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m as

redequ
CO Date

DH
bm eas

b7^ requencv

m OSand access to health care (e.g. age,
race, ethnicity, sex.'pr^ary
language, and disability); and
process for monltorir^g, evaluadng
and Improving quanty of care for

members recelvinglbehavloral
health services. Ih the second

agreement year, the MCO will

provide an appendBc to, the plan
that will Include a report. The
report will describe completed and
ongoing quality management
aaMtles, performance trends for

QAPI measures IdentlRed In the
QAPI plan; analysis of actions taken

by the MCO based on MCO specific
recommendations Identlfl^ by the
EQRO's technical report and other
quality studies; andan evaluation of

the overall effectlvmess of the

MCO's quality management
program Including an analysis of
barriers and recemmendadons for

Improvement. '

Placeholder for additional measures

to show MCO Impact oh sodal
determinants ofhealth (Sc/h)

Quality

Monitoring
Sodal Determinants

of Health
SOH.XX

TBD Measure TBO TBD
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rea
CO! De

^5^ DOri

BMl
requencv

r-ytti

Quarter Measure Quarterly
SERVICEAUmOl

Service

AuthorlzBtion

Service

AuthorUations:

Tlmeiy

Oetermiiiatlons for

Urgent Medcai

Service, Equipment
and Supply Requests

Count and percent of medlcai

service, equipment, and supply
service authorization

determinations for urgent requests
made within 72 hours after receipt
of request for requests made during
the measure data period.

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

SERVICEAUTH.03
Service

' Authorization

Service

Authorizations:

Timely (14 Day)

Oetermirtations for

New Routine Mecficai

Service, Equipment

and Supply Requests

(exdudes NEMT and
Complex Diagnostic

Radiology)

Count and percent of medlcai

service, equipment, and supply
service, authorization

determinations for new routine

requests made within 14 calendar

days after receipt of request for
requests made during the measure
data period. Exdude authorization

requests that extend beyond the 14
day period due to the following: The
member requests an extension, or
The MCO Justifies a need for

additional information and the
extension is in the member's

interest Exdude requests for nor>-
emergency trartsportation from this
measure.

Quarter Measure Quarterly

2 Montfu aher

end of

Measurement

Period

Granite State Health Plan, Inc.
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m «tei

m

ien
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fl
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Wmm SiS^aiijS kobj^ Rspbrtm eiKV]
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SERVtCEAU'm.04 Service

Authortcatlon

Service

Authorizations:
Timely
Determinations for

Pharmacy

Count and percent of pharmacy
service authorization > i
determlnatioru made and noticed
via telecommunications device
within 24 hours afies receipt of
request for requestsmade during
the measure data period- I

Quarter Measure Quarterly

2 Months after
end of

Measurement

Period

SERV1CEAUT>i.05
Service

Authorization

Service Authorization

Determination
Summary by Service
Category by State
Plan, 191SB Waiver,
ar>d Total Population

Standard template summary of
service authorization
determinations by type and benefit
decision for request received during
the measure data peHod.

Quarter Table Quarterly

2 Montfis after
end of

Measurement
Period

SERVICEALmi.09 Ser^e
Autftorizstion

Service
Authorizations:

Pharmacy Prior
Authorizations
Stratified by
Behavioral He^h and
Other Drugs

Count and perceet of pharmacy
service authorization reque^ that
were received and approved,
denied or remain peadln^ by drug
dass, for the measure data period.

Quarter Measure Quarterly

2 Months after

end of
Measurement

Period

SERVICEAinH.13 Service
Authorbation

Service

Authorizations: Post-
Ddivery Timely {30
Day) Determinations
for Medical Service,
EquipmerK and
Supply Requests

Count and percent of post-deiiverY
authorbation deterrrilnatlofB made
within 30 calendar days of receipt
of routine requests, for rnedical
services, equlpment.iand supply
services. Exdude requests for non-
emergency transporfotion foom this

Quarter Measure Quarterly

2 Months after
end of

Measurement

Period

Sranite State Health Plan. Inc.
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pnonV

imir.mcxi-

SERVICEAl/T>1.14

SERV1CEAUTH.1S

Service

Authorization

Service

Authortzation

Service

Authortzatlons:

Pharmacy Service

Authorization Denials

by Waiver and Non
waiver Populations

Service

Authorizations:

Physical, Occupational
and Speech Therapy

Service AuthorizBtlon

Denials by Waiver and

Non-Waiver

Populations

Count and percent of pharmacy
service authorizations denied during
the measurement period per 1,000
member months, broken out by the
following groups: Non-Waiver,
Developmentaliy Disabled (00)
Waiver, Acquired Brain Disorder
(ABO) Waiver, In-Home Supports
(IMS) Waiver, and Choices for
Independence (CFI) Wrtver.

Count and percent of physical,

occupational and speech therapy
service authorizations denied during
the measurement period per 1,000
member months, broken out by the

following groups: Non-Waiver,
Developmentaliy Disabled (DO)
Waiver, Acquired Brain Disorder

(ABD) Waiver. In-Home Supports
(IHS) Waiver, and Choices for

IndependerKe (CFI) Waiver.

Quarter

Quarter

Measure

Measure

CO

quencv
)il3

isak

Quarterly

Quarterty

Rape

jSTiftofaa

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

gsgl^DatajSubmtoteriSeMfe^-e«SKai^gfe?aiPun'o^>fzM6ii»ti3irii:i^^;^^

HIS
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m
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MCO DeBve

m ion

KCpb
rea

KM «is:

SUD.25

SU0.26

Substance Use

Disorder

Substance Use

Disorder

Substance Use

Disorder Continuity
of Pharmacotherapy
for Opioid Use
Disorder

Substance Use

Disorder Member

Access to SUD

Services After tniriai

Positive Screening

Count and percent of members who
bave at least 18Q days of continuous
phannacotherapy with a ,
medication prescribiMi for opioid
use disorder without a gapl for more
than seven days bysubpoputation.
The standard measure is National
Quality Forum endorsed measure
II317S.

Count and percent of members

receivtng any substance use

disorder (SUO) service, other than
evaluation, within ten days of
screening for SUD services; The

measure will be collected by a file
review of a sample of merribers who
received a positive screening for
SUD services during the
measurement period by

subpopuiatton.

Calendar Year

CaiertdarYear

gaftSaOataiSubfiiaslon^aa^

mt
a

6 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

SUO IMD

Waiver
Annually

6 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

SUD IMO
Annuaiiy

Waiver

Measure

Measure

Granite State Health Plan. Inc.
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of.M

CO Dw
unmen

otes

rea

SUD.27

SUD.28

SU0.29

Substance Use

Dtsorder

Substance Use

Disorder

Substance Use

Disorder Member

Access to CHrdcallv

Appropriate Services

as Identified by ASAM
Level of Care

Determination

Substance Use

Disorder Members

Completirtg SUD
Treatment

SubstarKe Use

Disorder Members

with an SUD Diagnosis

Count and percent of members

rec^ng American Sodety of

Addiction Medldne (aSAM)
substance use disorder (SUD)
services as identified by initial or

subsequent ASAM level of care

criteria determination within 30

days of the screening. The measure
will be coliected by a file review of a
sample of members who received
an ASAM SUD service during the

measurement period by
subpopulation.

Count and percent of memben with

a substance use disorder (SUD)
diagnosis who completed
treatment The measure will be

collected by a file review of a

sample of members who had a

diagnosis for SUD and received SUD

treatment during the measurement
period by subpopuladon.

Count of members enrolled in the

measurement period with a

substance use disorder (SUD)
diagnosis or treatment service

wttNn the last 6 months by

subpopulation. Measure is collected
qtiarteriy with morrthty brealcoutt.

CaiertdarYear

CaiendarYear

Month

Measure

Measure

Measure
SUD IMD

Waiver

Annually

Annually

Monthly

6 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

6 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

4 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

Granite State Health Plan, Inc.
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EXHIBIT O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

<%fqea»Dats:Subrnlssioni&£^i
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Gi& s5s
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Members enrolled in the ;

measurement perlc^ who had an
Emergency Oepaitrnent visit claim
for substance use disorder {SUD|
during the measurement period,
per 1,000 member months;

Measure is coltetf ed quarterly with
monthly breakouts.' i

Substance Use

Disorder: Members

with an Emergency

Department visit for

SUD

4 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

Substance Use

Disorder

SUDIMDSUD.30 Month Measure Monthly
Waiver

Count and percent of memben

enrolled in the me'asurment period
who had any substance'use disorder

(SUD) service in the prtor six
months, who had a service Idalm for
early Intenrentioa services in the

measurement period by

subpopulatlon. Early intervention
services Indude procedure codes

assodatedwith Screen!^ Brief
intervention, and Referral to

Treatment (SBIRT). Measure Is
coliected quarterly with; monthly
breakouts. SUD.a Is the '

denominator. i

Substance Use

Disorder Members

Receiving Early

Intervention Services

4 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

Substartce Use

Disorder
SUDIMD

Waiver

SU0.31
Month Measure Monthly

Granite State Health Plan. Inc.
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OatBtSufamtelonfefe!^
m. m m Sffi

Req »<>

peDveivf^SSGi
mm km Me

mtUfcueSS UjW

eis
Count sftd percent of memben
enrofled tn the measurement period
who had any substance use dborder
(SUD) service in the prior six
months, who had a service daim for

outpatient services in the

measurement period by
subpopulstion. Outpatient services
Inchide outpatient recovery or
motivational enhancement

therapies, step down care,
monitoring for stable patients.
Measure is collected quaiterty vrlth
monthiy breakout. SUD.29 Is the

denominator.

Substance Use

Disorder Members

Receiving Outpatient

Services (ASAM level

1)

4 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

Substance Use

Disorder
SUD.32 SUOIMD

Waiver'
Month Measure Morrthiy

Granite State Health Plan. Inc.
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0(HIBIT O - Quality and Oversight Reporting Requirements

«r5
'< *ifsa

SSMCOi DateremenDescmqlD
easureiof

<IuencYi
Brea

s
Count and percent of members
enrolled In the measurement period
who had any subnahce use disorder
(SUD) service In the prior siir
months, who had a service daim for
Intensive outpatient artd/or partial
hospttallzation services In the
measurement period by

subpopulation. Intensive outpatient
and/or partial hospitaRzatlon
services Indude spedalbed;
outpatient SUO therapy and other
dirticaJ services. Measure is:

collected quarterly with monthly
breakouts. SUD.29 is the
denominator.

Substance Use

Disorder Members

ReceMrtg biiensive

Outpatient and Partial

Hospltallzation

Services

4 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

SubstaiKe Use

Disorder
5U0.33

SUD IMO

Waiver
Month Measure Monthly

Count and percent of memben
enrolled in the measuremeot period
who had any substance usc'dlscrder
(SUO) service In the prior six
momhs, who had a service ̂ Im for

residential artd/or Inpatientjservlces
during the measurement period by
subpopulation. Measure:b collected
quarterly with monthly breakouts.
SU0.29 is the denominator.'

Substance Use

Oiscxxler Memben

Receiving ResMenttai

and Inpatient Services

4 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

Substance Use

Disorder
SU0.34

SUD IMD

Waiver
Month Measure Monthly

Granite State Health Plan, Inc.
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aOeOweraMeiDocrtptlbreag^aM^
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m que Pora

m m aw

SU0.35
SubstMce Use

Disorder

Substance Use

Disorder Members

Receiving MedlcalV
Managed Intensive

inpatlent Services

(ASAMLeve(4)

Count and percent of members

enrolled in the measurement period
who had any substance use disorder
(SUD) service in the prior six
months who had a service dalm for

American Sodety of Addiction

Medldne (ASAM) medically
managed Intensive inpatlent
sendees during the measurement
period by subpc^ulatlon. Medically
managed Intensive Inpatlent
services Indude 24 hour structures
with physidan care for severe
unstable problems. Measure is

collected quarterly with monthly
breakouts. SUD.29 Is the
denominator.

Month Measure
SUD IMD

Waiver
Monthly

4 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

SUD.37 Substance Use

Disorder

Substance Use

Disorder Members

Receiving Pharmacy-
based Metfication.

Assisted Treatment

and Other Treatment

Count and percent of members
enrolled In the measuremerrt period
who had any substance use disorder
(SUD) service In the prior six
months, who had a service and

prescription dalm for Medication
Assisted Treatment (MAT) during
the measurement period by
subpopiflatlon. Measure Is collected
quarterly with monthly breakouts.
SUD.29 Is the denominator.

Month Measure
SUD IMD

Waiver.
Monthly

4 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

Granite State Health Plan. Inc.
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OeOwerable
i(msp»^DataiSubmbslonrirs£tS%

iVJr
•VJt: W:Sv- ?S5i5«> sy«

2^3 %1^irtv
mOS

cS^Oepyen^OaCaka MCO
^BomaSti HH^^ptioi^ jwissMeasureme

Wl
;Submiss
^qu«Ua

m alSRft;mm
m nsaasfir?' :d!iS<i t»kv

Count and percent of members
enrolled In the meuurmmt period
who had any substance use disorder
(SUO) service In the prior six
months, who had a'ser^ce dalm for
any form of withdrawal

management dudng the

measurement period by '
subpopulation. VflthdrawaJ
management Includes ambulatorv
with or without extended dn^ite

monitoring; clinically manned
residential, medically monitored

inpatient, medically managed
inpadent. Measurels collected

quarterly with monthly breakouts.
SUD.29 is the denominator.

4 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

Substance Use

Disorder Withdrawal

Management

SubstatKe Use

Disorder
SU0.38 SUDIMD

Waiver
Month Measure Monthly

Granite State Health Plan, Inc.
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SU0.39

SU0.42

Substance Use

Disorder

Substance Use

Disorder

High Opldd
Prescribing Provider
Mortttortng Report

Emergency

Department

Discharges for SUD:
MCO Contacts and

Contact Attempts

Narrative reporting of the MCO's

kJenttfication of providers with high
opioid prescribing rates and efforts
to follow up with providers. The
report should ihdude the MCO's

operational definition of a provider
with a high oplc^d prescribing rate,
the process for identifying and
fotlowing up «vith providers. The
report should Inchtde aggregate
data about the number of providers

that are Identified and the follow
up.

Count and percent of members

discharged from an Emergency
Department with a substance use

disorder (SUD) diagnosis during the
measurement period, where the

MCO either successfutly contacted
the member, or attempted to
contact the member at least 3

times, wttMn 3 business days of

discharge by subpopulation.
Denominators will be the same for

SUD.40, SUD.41. SU0.42 and

SUD.43.

Agreement

Year

Narrative

Report

Quarter Measure

Annually

Quarteriy

2 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

4 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

Granite State Health Plan, Inc.
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5U0.44
Substance Use

Dborder

Substance Use

Disorder Any SUD

Services

Count and percent of members

enrolled in the measurement period
who had any substance use disorder

(SUD) service in the prior ̂
months, who had any SUD service

during the measurement period by
subpopuiation. Measure is collected

quarterly with monthly breakouts.

SUD.29 is the denominator.

Quarter Measure
SUDIMD

Walver
Quarterly

4 Months after

end of

Measurement

Period

X

SUD.45
Substance Use

Disorder

Substance Use

Disorder SUD

Diagnosis Treated in

aniMD

Count and percent of members

enrolled In the reeuurment period
with a substarKe use disorder (SUD)
diagnosis, who had SUD treatment

in an institute for Mental Disease
(IMD).

Agreement

Year
Measure

SUO IMD

' Waiver
Annually

4 Months after

end of

Measurement

•Period

X

SU0.46
Substance Use

Disorder

Substance Use

Disorder Average
Length of Stay In

iMDs

Average length of stay In days for
members who had substance use

disorder (SUD) treatment In an

Institute for Mental Disease (IMD)
during the measurement year by
subpopuiation. The population for
this measure is the nurherator for

SUD.4S. . 1

Agreement

Year
Measure

SUDIMD

Waiver
Annually

4 Months after

end of '

Measurement

Period

X

Granite State Health Plan, Inc.
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SU0.47 Substance Use
DIsordef

Substance Use
Dtsorder: Members
wtth Inpatient
Admission for SUO

Count and percent of members
enrolled in the measurement period
wfw had an Inpatient admission for
substartce use disorder (SUD) during
the measurement period per 1.000
member months by subpopulatlon.
Measure is collected quarterly with
monthly breakouts.

Month Measure
SUO IMD
Waiver

Monthly

4 Months after
end of

Measurement
Period

1

SU0.48

SUD.49

Substance Use
Disorder

SiAstance Use
Disorder
Readmlsslons for SUD

Count and percent of members
enrolled In the measurement period
who had an inpatient a^lsslon for
substance use disorder (SUD) during
the measurement period followed
by an acute readmission for SUD
witfrin 30 days by subpopulatlon.

Substance Use
Disorder

Substance Use
Disorder Access to
Preventive/
Ambulatory Health
Services for Adult
Medlcald Members
with SUO

Count and percent of members
enrolled In the measurement period
with a diagnosis for substance use
disorder (SUD) who had an
ambulatory or preventive care visit
during the measurement period by
subpopulatlon. (Based on HEOfS
AMB)

Agreement
Year Measure

Agreement
Year Measure

SUO IMD
Walver Annually

SUD IMD
Waiver

Annually

4 Months after

end of
Measurement

Period

4 Months after
end of

Measurement
Period

Granite State Health Plan. Inc.
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